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FOREWORD 

I HAVE been asked to write a "Foreword'; to -the "Mackay l\1eqiorial Cree 
Dictionary", a work desigaid to meet the demand for a conv~nient and 
reliable dictionary in the Cree language. My only qualifications are that 

for many years I was closely associated with the late Archdeacon -J oh11 A. Mackay 
who began this work, and with the three other Clergymen by whose skiil and 
patient study this book has been produced, and also that for many years I 
was closely connected with one or other of them when my work lay partly among 
the Cree Indians, so that I often felt the need of a dictionary. 

The Cree language is the language of a Nation, and like all national languages 
exists in different dialects. The Cree Nation is the most wide-spread of all the 
North American nations, being found from the Eastern limits of the Province 
of Quebec to the Foothills of the Rockies in the West. Whatever their character 
may have been in earlier days, they are in our time a most docile, peaceful people, 
mostly confining their wanderings to their own respective districts. 

Many authorities on the subject divide the Cree nation into the "Wood" 
Crees inhabiting the Northern and Forest parts of Canada; the "Plain" Crees, 
dwellers of the Prairies; and the "Swampy" Crees found along the shores of 
Hudson's Bay and James' Bay and inland to Norway House and Cumberland 
districts. In these divisions there are three dialects, differing from one another 
in spelling or pronunciation, and even in words. 

This difference in dialects makes the compiling of a dictionary for the whole 
Cree language a very difficult task. How, for instance, is the negative "no" 
or "not" to be translated ? In one district it is "numowelu" or "molu" ; in another 
it is "numoweyu" or "nummu"; in another it is "numonu" or "nmuh", and in 
some parts of the interior where the language has been influenced by the 
Saulteaux language it is "kahwin" or "kah". The word "little" in one dialect 
is "upises"; in another it is "manshis", while in another it is "pungee". 

Then as to difference in pronunciation or spelling. Spelling is merely the 
best way to produce or show the pronunciation, and has been invented and 
given to the Crees by the Missionaries. In one dialect the "l" sound predomin
ates; in another the sound is "n"; in another the sound is "y", while in another 
the sound is "th". So the personal pronoun °I" or "me" is "ne-lu" in one 
dialect; in another it is "ne-nu"; in another it is "ne-yu", while in a fourth it is 
"ne-thu". The compilers of this dictionary have exercised great thought and 
care in attempting a satisfactory solution of this problem, and they are to be 
congratulated in the comprehensiveness of their work. 

When we remember that the Crees had no written language until the earlier 
Missionaries invented a phonetic system for them, and put their words into 
writing, we realize the difficulty of those who compiled the first dictionary, 
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who had to trust to their ears in deciding the spelling of words, and ears are 
not all equally sensitive. As it is now over seventy years since the first dictionary 
appeared, we are not surprised if the present dictionary differs slightly in the 
spelling of some of the words. 

The first dictionary was known as "Watkins' Dictionary", compiled and 
written by the Rev. E. A. Watkins, a Missionary of the Church Missionary 
Society. I was fortunate enough to possess one of the few of these dictionaries 
then in existence. The number printed must have been small; for even in my 
time it was declared to have gone out of print; and it was felt by those most 
concerned that a new and better dictionary, fuller and revised to date, should 
be written. 

When the subject was brought before the General Synod and those Bishops 
who were most concerned with work among the Crees, it was felt that the work 
of re-producing a reliable dictionary could not be entrusted to more skilled 
men than the Right Rev. J. G. Anderson, Bishop of Moosonee, Ven. Arch
deacon Faries, and Canon E. Ahenakew. All three had known the Cree tongue 
from their childhood, and spoke it with ease. They understood the roots of the 
words, and the way in which the many complex compound words had been 
formed, and they were well prepared to compile an accurate dictionary. 

I have great_ pleasure in adding my testimony to that of othexrs who know 
more of the Cree tongue than I, that the Missionaries who have prepared this 
dictionary have done their work efficiently, and have earned the thanks of 
many, whether Missionaries or Fur Traders, who desire to acquire a working 
knowledge of the Cree Language. 

It should not be forgotten that this work is a labour of love on the part of 
the Missionaries who did the compiling, revising, and literary work. 

I most heartily welcome this latest contribution to the small library of Cree 
books already existing, and commend it to all who would study the Cree tongue, 
and have a better understanding of the Cree-speaking Indians. 

At the same time I may advise them that not even such a good dictionary 
as this will cancel the need of steady persevering practice of conversation with 
the Crees themselves. 

J. A. NEWNHAM, 

ii 

Bishop of Moosonee, 1893-1904. 
Bishop of Saskatchewan, 1904-1921. 



PREFACE 
The first Dictionary of the Cree language was compiled by the Rev. E. A. 

Watkins, C.M.S., Missionary to the Cree Indians in the Hudson's Bay regions, 
and on the Prairies in the West, from 1853-1864. It was a remarkable achieve
ment in language study for one who spent only a few years among the Crees; 
and it was a valuable vocabulary for those who had to learn the language fer 
Missionary or trade purposes. 

Unfortunately Watkins' Dictionary was allowed to go out of print, and for 
some twenty or thirty years past those engaged in the study of the Cree language 
were handicapped without a dictionary at hand to consult. 

To meet this need of a convenient, and reliable Vocabulary, the late Ven. 
J. A. Mackay, Archdeacon of Saskatchewan, took up the work of re-producing 
and revising Watkins' Dictionary. Before his manuscript was ready for the 
press, he was called to higher Service, on November 26th, 1923, at the ripe 
age of 84 years, 62 of which were spent in active and vigorous service for the 
salvation and uplift of the Cree Indians in Saskatchewan and Manitoba. 

During the Tenth Session of the General Synod of the Church of England 
in Canada held in the City of London in September, 1924, arising out of 
Message 201 from the Upper House, a Joint Committee was formed consisting 
of the Bishops of Saskatchewan, Keewatin, Moosonee, Yukon, and Athabasca, 
of the Upper House, and Ven. Archdeacon R. J. Renison, .Rev. Edward Ahenakew, 
Rev. Rural Dean Fraser, Mr. G. B. Nicholson, and Chancellor Bury, of the 
Lower House, for the purpose of taking the necessary steps for the raising of 
the required funds, and for the printing and publishing of the Cree and Eskimo 
Dictionaries. Later, at the request of the Bishops of Keewatin and Moosonee, 
the name of Archdeacon Faries was added as a member of the Joint Committee. 

During the Executive Committee meetings· of the General Synod, held in 
Winnipeg in September, 1926, the following members of this Joint Committee 
met in St. Luke's Parish Hall: Bishop Anderson, of Moosonee; Dr. Renison, 
then Dean of New Westminster; the Rev. Ed. Ahenakew of Saskatchewan and 
Archdeacon Faries of Keewatin, to consider the work concerning the Cree 
Dictionary. 

At this meeting it was found that the publication of the Eskimo Dictionary 
had absorbed all the funds so generously provided by the Church of the 
Ascension, Hamilton. This situation caused a delay in the publication of the 
Cree Dictionary. The Committee decided to take advantage of the delay by 
carefully going over the late Archdeacon Mackay's manuscript, so that the 
various dialects of the Cree language might have a fair representation. 

The First Part, consisting of the English-Cree, was undertaken by Arch
deacon Faries, and the Second Part, consisting of the Cree-English, was under
taken by the Rev. E. Ahenakew. The Bishop of Moosonee, representing the 
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dialect spoken in his diocese, was to keep in touch with the two Cree Scholars 
who were actually engaged in the work. Later in the progress of the work, the 
Rev. R. B. Horsefield of the diocese of Brandon co-operated with Archdeacon 
Faries. 

On reviewing the late Archdeacon Mackay's manuscript it was found that 
there was need for further revision and improvement, and each worker undertook 
his share of bringing the work up to date. 

The Rev. E. Ahenakew has endeavoured to make the Cree-English Part a 
reliable vocabulary in the Plain and Western Cree dialect, and Archdeacon 
Faries has endeavoured to do the same in the Swampy and Eastern Cree dialects. 
The whole editorial work, as well as much of the compiling was done by Arch
deacon Faries, during three furloughs-1929-30, 1934-35 and 1937-38. 

It may be necessary to make some explanatory remarks on various points 
found in the pages of this dictionary. 

FIRST, as to Orthography. 

The Editors have adhered to the system used by Archdeacon Mackay in 
his manuscript and in his translations for the Plain Cree Indians-viz, the use 
of the Roman letters-a, ch, e, h, i, k, m, n, o, p, s, t, u, w, y-in spelling the 
Cree words. Of these the consonants are sounded as in English, the vowels 
and dipthongs according to the following table: 

a as in hate, aid, made 
a as in far, lark 
e as in me, be, tree 
e as in mete, near, feet, need 
i as in pin, fit, little 
i as in thine, time, light 
o as in note, snow, home 

oo as in soon, moon, loon 
u as in but, hut, nut 

ew as in few, new, stew 
ow as in now, brow, plow 

aw with the a sound as in far and the w sound as in now; as ou is sounded 
in mound. 

ao, with the a sounded as in hate, and the o as in how. 
The long sound of the i in light, like, is in English compounded of a and i, 

but in the Cree the sound is of u and i. 
As a rule two vowels joined together are sounded separately, as 

Ki-che-is-e-twa-win. 

Many syllables are strongly aspirated, and for this the letter "h" is not 
always adapted; the Greek rough breathing ' first introduced in Cree writing 
by Archdeacon James Hunter, D.D., is therefore used. It is breathed at the 
end of the syllable aspirated, and some words depend on the aspirate for their 
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signification· e.g., Uko-chin, he hangs, when aspirated becomes Uko-chin, he 
floats; a-chi-puyew, it bars the way (as a safety catch), a.-chi-puyew, it moves. 

But the aspirate is not uniformly observed. In some localities it will be 
found that the people aspirate their words much more than others of other 
localities. It may be found more among the Plain Crees than among the Swampy 
or Hudson Bay Crees. 

The student, however, will remember that the use of the aspirate is at once 
the most delicate and difficult sound to acquire in almost any language. 
SECOND, the Use of Consonants. 

Double consonants are avoided, except in rare instances where a word seems 
to require a double consonant. In writing the word for water, which in Cree 
is Nipe, only one p is used instead of two. The double consonant ch always 
takes the soft sound as in church, thus--mamuskach, wonderful. Thus the use 
of t before ch is avoided, e.g., Naspich and not Naspitch. 

G. frequently found in Watkins' Dictionary, is not used in the present dic
tionary. The sound is seldom heard, and only in localities where the language 
has been influenced by the Ojibeway or Saulteaux tongue. 

L. is used only in Moosonee, at Moose Factory, and is used in these pages 
only to give the Moose Cree dialect. In other dialects the letters n, y, and 
sometimes th are in use instead of l. Thus the pronoun "I" is expressed by 
the Moose Crees as Nelu; by the Swampy Crees at Albany, in Western Hudson 
Bay, The Pas and Norway House, as Nenu; by the Plain Crees on the Prairies 
as· Neyu; and on the east side of Hudson Bay it is also-Neyu. 

In compiling the dictionary the editors used the Swampy and Plain Cree 
dialects, but they wish to draw the student's attention to this permutation of 
letters when adapting the words given to the particular· dialect as spoken in 
his locality. Thus the word for good at Moose Factory is Milwasin; at York 
Factory, Minwasin; on the Plains and at East Main, Meywasin; at Fort Chipe
wyan, Mithwasin. 

"Sh", a sound heard only among the Crees of Hudson Bay, is left out in 
the present dictionary, but anyone in Hudson Bay will discover that Sesep in 
the interior becomes Sheshep on the coast. It is the 'Shibboleth' which dis
tinguishes the Eastern Cree from the Western Cree Indian. 

Instead of Q the letters Kw are used to express the sound as in Kwuyusk, 
straight, Kwaska'tisewin, repentance. 

THIRD, Pronunciation. 

Hitherto Cree Scholars have been very sparing in the use · of the accent 
thus ' in order to indicate the vowel emphasized, due no doubt to the diversity 
of pronunciation noticeable among the Cree Indians themselves, but it is intro
duced in this Dictionary at the suggestion of the Bishop of Keewatin and others, 
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who have found some difficulty in speaking the language without a guide to 
pronunciation. 

On a separate pag€ will be found a Key to the Pronunciation, as well as the 
use of the accent ' as a help in pronunciation. If the student finds that certain 
words are pronounced differently in his locality, let him change the accent mark 
to the syllable accentuated in his particular locality. 

FouRTH~ Syntax. 

As there is a Cree Grammar in the Plain Cree as well as in the Moose Cree, 
there is no need to say much under this head. The parts of speech in the Cree 
language are, the Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb, Conjunction, Preposi
tion and Interjection. The various words are classified under different parts of 
speech. A list of abbreviations is given on a separate page to help the student 
in finding to which part of speech the word belongs. 

The student will notice that the Cree language is euphonious, and in order 
that this euphony may be retained in affixing and prefixing, letters are added 
or eliminated as may be necessary, e.g., in forming the plural of napao (man) 
the o is changed to w thus napa.wuk (men). 

There is very little declension in the Cree language. What is accomplished 
or intimated in other languages by the declension of nouns and pronouns is 
in the Cree accomplished by the numerous changes of the Verb in conjugation. 
So the gender, case and number of the noun is to be found in the verb. In fact 
the whole language is aptly styled by Bishop Horden in his grammar, as "a 
gigantic verb." Often a single word in Cree expresses a whole sentence in English; 
thus pukustowa.hum, he puts it into the water, postustotinuha.o, he puts on hii 
cap for him. These are verbs capable of undergoing regular inflections, illus
trating Horden's apt description of the language. 

For the termination of the 2nd conjugation, the editors have followed Dr. 
James' Hunter by using aw instead of ow to express the sound of ou as in mound. 
Thus in Watkins' Dictionary, we find Nipow for he sleeps. In the present dic
tionary, it is given as Nipaw. The 'a' must be sounded as a in far and the w 
as in now. The letters ow have failed to convey the broad sound as pronounced 
by the Indians, and learners of the language have often been misled in pronun
ciation. 

In Archdeacon Mackay's revision of Watkins' Dictionary this change of 
ow to aw was strictly carried out, showing that the late Archdeacon realized the 
phonetic inadequacy of ow to convey the broad sound in Nipaw, Kupaw, Okimaw, 
Uyumihaw, etc. 

The termination ow may still be found in many adverbs: wayow, far away; 
askow, sometimes; and in the 1st person plural of verbs of 1st and 2nd conju
gation as Netupin, I sit; or ne nipan, I sleep; pl., Ket Upinanow, we sit; Ke 
Nipananow, we sleep. In these and similar instances the ow may be sounded 
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as in now. In the English-Cree part the animate and inanimate forms of transi
tive verbs, are given, thus Iskwa-sw'fio, -sum, he burns him, or it. Swao with 
animate object and Sum with the inanimate. Generally the animate termin
ation is a.o and the inanimate is um. 

FIFTH, Indianized English. 
We have avoided the use of Indianized English except in rare instances 

where there seemed to be no Cree word to interpret the English. It will be 
found in many localities however, that the Indians have adopted English words 
as being more convenient and expressive. The Day and Residential Schools 
have influenced the language to the extent that many long Cree words and 
clumsy compounds have been discarded and the English words and synonyms 
substituted. 

It is easier to. say "School" than Kiskinohumatowekumik, or "Bishop" than 
Kicheuyumehaweyinew, or "pencil" than Musinuhikunatik, or "Church" than 
Uyumehawekumik. So we find the civilized Indians inter-mingling the English 
with the Cree so extensively that one wonders how many generations will pass 
when there will be no need for a work like the Cree Dictionary. 

In the endeavour to supply the present need for a Dictionary of the Cree 
language, those who have been engaged in the actual work of compiling, revising, 
and editing, have spent many happy hours, in investigating the structure of a 
beautiful language, and seeing its native richness of expression, and it is their 

· sincere hope that such a language may not soon be forgotten. 

We trust the present dictionary will be a valuable aid to those who have to 
study the Cree language, whether it be from the wish to qualify as traders and 
business men among the Indians, or from the higher and holier desires of the 
Missionaries and Teachers to enlighten the minds and elevate the souls of the 
wandering tribes of the Cree Nation. 

We most gratefully acknowledge our indebtedness to the anonymous person 
who provided $1,500.00 towards the financing of the publication of this diction
ary; to the M.S.C.C. for a grant for the type-writing of the manuscript in pre
paring it for the Press, for a further grant of $500.00 to meet the increased cost 
of production, and for office space provided for the editor while doing his work. 

Through this generous assistance our contribution as Cree Scholars has been 
made possible, and we send forth this work with a prayer that God may use 
it as a valuable help in the Missionary work of the Church among our Canadian 
Indians. 

March, 1938. 

COLLABORATORS 

RICHARD FARIES, 
Editor. 

EDWARD AHENAKEW, Canon of St. Alban's, Saskatchewan 
R. B. HoRSEFIELD, Missionary of Devon Mission, Brandon 
J. G. ANDERSON, Bishop of Moos01tee 
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KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION 

The Consonants are sounded as in English. The Vowels are sounded approx-
imately as follows: 

ii as in hate, aid, lake 
a as in far, lark; sometimes sounded as a in lack, man. 
e as in me, be, tree, lean 

Also: 

e as in mete, need, leek 
i as in pin, fit, lick 
i as in thine, light, like 
o as in note, snow, local 

oo as in soon, moon, loon 
u as in but, hut, nut, luck 

ew, sounded as in mew, new, dew, view. 
iw, a similar but shorter sound not heard in one syllable in English, but 

heard say in words like anyway, very-well. 
ow, sounded as in brow, now, allow. 
aw, with a sounded as in far and w as in plow to convey the broad sound 

as ou in mound. 
iio, with ii sounded as in hate, and o as in how. 
Whereas in English the diphthongs are composed of a vowel and a short oo 

sound, in Cree they consist of the vowel and a consonantal w. 
The long sound of i in light and like is in English compounded of a and i, 

but in Cree words the sound is of u and i. 
The Greek rough breathing, or aspirate, placed over a vowel in a word 

is always sounded after the vowel and not before as in' the case of the Greek; 
thus "a" is ah and not ha. 

The accent is placed after the vowel in the syllable accentuated in pro-
nunciation. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

adj. stands for adjective 
adv. stands for adverb 
adj. pref. stands for adjective prefix 
adv. pref. stands for adverbial prefix 
an. stands for animate 
conj. 
inan. 
inter. 
interj. 
n. 
pers. 
poss. 

stands for conjunction 
stands for inanimate 
stands for interrogative 
stands for interjection 
stands for noun 
stands for personal 
stands for. possessive 

viii 

pron. 
recip. 
refl. 
v.n. 

stands for pronoun 
stands for reciprocal verb 
stands for reflexive 
stands for verbal noun 

v.i. stands for verb intransitive 
v.imp. stands for verb impersonal 
v. imper. stands for verb imperative 
v.t. stands for verb transitive 
v.t. an. stands for verb transitive 

animate 
v.t. in. stands for verb transitive 

inanimate 



In Part II the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, indicate the various conjugations to 
which the verbs belong. 

Cree words separated by a comma have the same meaning; by a semi-colon 
have similar meanings, and by a period have different meanings. 

E.C. stands for Eastern Cree, the dialect spoken on the East side of Hudson's 
Bay, Que. 

M.c. stands for Moose Cree, the dialect spoken in James' Bay, Ont. 

N.C. stands for Northern Cree, the dialect spoken in Northern Alberta. 

P.C. stands for Plain Cree, the dialect spoken on the Prairies in Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan. 

s.c. stands for Swampy Cree, the dialect spoken in Northern Manitol;la, in 
Northern Saskatchewan, and in Hudson's Bay. 
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KEY TO THE CREE SYLLABIC SYSTEM. 

VOWELS. 

ae in hate, as i in pin, as in no, as in pun, e.s in pan, Fina.I 
Con-

a e 0 n a son ants. 

V 6. (> <'.} <i 

w wa 'v• we I:::,.• WO C> WU <l· wa -<l· 

p pa V pe /\ po > pu < pa < ., 

,T ta u te () to ) tu ( ta. ( ,. 

K ka q ke p ko d ku b ka b ' 

Cu chi 'l che r cho J chu L cha L -
M ma ., me r mo -' mu L ma L C 

N na "O ne CT no SJ nu Q. na o.. > 

s si .., se r' so ,J SU ~ 83 ~ "' 

y ya ~ ye ~ yo ~ yu 7 ya ~ 

Final 00. . • 
" 

i . 
Aspirated :6.nal k " 

Extra. signs- X = Christ,. ~ = r, ~ = 1, : == wi, 

" = h before .a vowel. 
11 == a soft .guttural h when before a eonsonan t. 



ENGLISH- CREE 
DICTIONARY 

PART I 

A 
A, art. indef. This word is usually not 

expressed in Cree, e.g. bring a cup, 
pa.ta minekwakunis. Sometimes it is 
answered by the subjunctive mood 
with the prefix a, e.g. a meyosit 
napao, a good man. Sometimes the 
numeral pa.yuk, one is used, e.g. a 
man wants to see you, pa.yuk napao 
ke we wapumik. 

Abandon, v.t. Wa'pi -nao, -num, nuku 
tao, -tum; poone -hao, -taw, pukiti 
-nao, -num. 

Abase, v.t. Ne'ti -nao, -num, tuputa' 
yimohao. 

Abash, v.t. Wuwanutuchehao; nuna'
pawehao. 

Abate, v.i.· Pa'kopuyew, (ref. to water) 
i'kepuyew. It (water) has abated, 
ikustao. 

Abdomen, n. Muti'. 
Abhor, v.t. Pukwa' -tao, -tum; kukwa

hiyuka'yi -mao -tum, wuka' -tao 
-tum. 

Abhorrence, n. Kukwahiyuka'yitumo
win; wuka'tayimowin, mucha'-yetu
mowin. 

Abide, v.i. (dwell). I'taw, uya'w, 
tussekao; (remain, continue) U'pew, 
u'stao. 

Abide with, Wetoka'mao, wechetusse
kamao, wetupi -mao, -tum. 

Abide in. Peohi' -skowao, -skum, kiki 
-skowao, -skum. 

Ability, n. Kuskehawisewin, Kuske-
hoowin. 

Abject, adj. Muchayita'k -osew, -wun. 
Ablaze, adj. Pusitao, piskinao. 
Able, adj. Kuske -hao, -taw. Often 

expressed by Kitta Ke with the 
verb, e.g. he is able to do it, -kitta ke 
totum. Who is able to do it? Owana 

ABOUT 
ka ke totuk? He is able to do it for 
himself, Kusketama'sew. 

Able-bodied, adj. Musko'wisew, kuske
hawisew, sapew, so'kesew. 

Ablution, n. Kichista'pawuyowin, Ki
sepa'kinowin. 

Ably, adj. Sake, soku. 
Aboard, adv. P~totuk, Chemanik, 

oosik; (aboard below) uta'motuk. He 
goes aboard -poo'sew. He puts him 
aboard -poo'se -hao, -taw. 

Abode, n. Weke; tusekawin. He 
changes his abode -achikupa'sew; 
atoka'o or atuskao. 

Abolish, v.t. Nissewuna'che -hao, -taw; 
Wapi -nao, -num. 

Abominable, adj. Putwa'tik -osew, 
-wun; Nipa'sinak -osew, -wun. 

Abominat~, v.t. Pukwa' ~tao, -tum; 
(as unclean), Wena -yimao, -yetum. 

Abomination, n. Pukwa'tikosewin; 
Nipasina'kosewin. 

Abortion, n. Nootow nokohawuso
owin, osikwayawin. 

Abound, v.i. Wayochipuyew, wayo 
•tun, mechat -ewak, -inwu. Ex
pressed also by the verbal termina
tion, -ska'w e. g. stones abound, 
usinne' -skaw; deer abound, -utiko
skaw. He abounds in it, -wayoche
uyaw. 

About, prep. (near) Cheke; (around) 
wa'ska; (respecting) ache; (nearly) 
na'ntow; (hither and thither) pu
pame. He is about to leave, wepuch 
ne ku nukutik. What are you about? 
Kakwi ka totumun? or tanisse a 
tukumikiseyun? He is about five 
years old, nantow neya'nun tuto 
piponwao. They are lying about, 
pupa'm -upewuk, -ustawa. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 



A 

Above, prep. Ispimik; (more) awu
s1ma; (above all) ayiwa'k. He goes 
up above, ispakapuyew. He is above 
him in authority or rank, awusima
skowao, awusima ispetayeta'kosew 
aviwakiskowao. 

Abreast, adv. Mata'po. They stand 
abreast, mata'pokapowewak. They 
walk abreast, matapotawuk. 

Abroad, adv. (out of doors) Wuyuwe'
timik; (in a foreign country) kotuk 
uskeek. It is noised abroad, misewa 
ittapita'kwun. 

Abruptly, adv. Sisekoch, kitutowan. 
Abscess, n. Minnewin, osekipiwin. 

He has an abscess, minnewew, minne
wun. 

Abscond, v.i. Oosimoo, tupusew. 
Absent, adj. Nummu -tao; otuma'pi

chew; numuweyu upew. He is a 
long time absent. Kinwas ita'pichew. 

Absence, (in his) Makwach a otuma'
pichet. 

Absolve, v.i. Usa'numakao; a'puhu
makao, wapa'yetumakao. 

--.- v.t. Usa'num: usa'numowao; 
a'puhumowao; wapayetumowao. 

Absolute, adj. Mitone. 
Absolution, n. Usa'numakawin; a'pu

humakawin; wapa'yetumakawin. 
Absorb, v.t. I'kuhipuyew; ikuchikapu

yew; otuchikapuyew. 
Absorbent, v.i. Ka ikuhipuyik; etc. 
Abstain, v.i. (from food) Kowakutu

hisoo; (from vices) Ponetow. 
Abstemious, adj. (from food) Upistu

chikao, anwatumasoo. 
Abstinence, n. Kowakutuhisowin, ye

wanesehisowin. 
Abundance, n. Wayotisewin; Pesa'k 

-osewin. He has abundance, wayo
chetaw pesa'kosew. 

Abundant, adj. Wayotun; Pesa'kwun. 
Abundantly, adv. Pesa'kuwuyuk, mi'

stuhe. 
Abuse, v.t. (Misuse) Mucheto'tawao; 

(wrongs) wuneto'tawao, Kitimuhao; 
(by language) K~ka'mao; muche 
-ayumehao; muche -pe'kiskwamao. 

Accent, n. I ttitakosewin. 
Accept. v.t. Otinao, -num. 
Acceptable, adj. Otinikoowisew; Kista

yimikowisew. 

2 ACCUSE 

Access to him, he has, Pas'ochehao, 
pupa'sochehao; watisew. 

Accession, n. Aniskauyawin; aniska 
-tipayechekawin. 

Accidentally, adv. Meskow, mame'
skow. He meets with an accident, 
muchepu'yehikoo. 

Accompany, v.t. (by land) We'chawao; 
(by water) Che'mao; (in a separate 
canoe) we'tuhomao. (Persuades him 
to accompany him) wesa'mao. 
-- v.i. Kikew; wechehewao. 

Accomplish, v.t. Ke'sitaw, tipipuyi
taw; ku'sketaw; tipitotum. 

Accomplished, part. Kesichikatao, tipi
puyew. 

Accord, of one's own. Sahka, or Sah
kan. With one accord, ma'mowe 
(joined to the verb expressive of the 
action). 

According to, prep. O'che; isse, a'kose 
-isse; mwiche, (followed by the 
verb). According to the Scriptures, 
a itustak kichemussinuhikun. 

Accordion, n. Ka sepakepetit kitoo
chikun. 

Accouchement, n. Wapuma' wusowin; 
nookoha'wusowin; netawikina'wuso
win. 

Account, of no, Nummu nantow 
itayetakwan. He gives account of, 
a'chimoo, a'chimao, a'totum; tipa'
chimoo. He calls him to account 
about it, nutoskumowao. 

Accountant, n. Okuno -mussinuhi
kao, omussinuhekases. 

Accounted highly, Kistayetak -osew 
-wun; Kichi'yewew; Ki'stisew. 

Account-book, n. Ukitumowe -mussi
nuhikun; (trading account book) 
kuno-utawawe -mussinuhikun. 

Accumulate, v.t Ma'wuche -hao, -taw. 
-- v.i. Mawuchichikapuyew, or 
Yukepuyew. 

Accurate, adj. M wiche piko, muya'm. 
Accurse, v.t. Nanipoo'mao, muchu'

kimao. Accursed, muchukimaw. 
Accusation, n. Uta'mimikoowin, misi

kamowin, misimiwawin. 
Accuse, v.t. Uta'mimao, misimao or 

mamisimao; Utama'yemao, mise
ma'chimao. 
-- v.i. Misika'moo; utamimewao. 
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Accuser, n. Omisika'moo; Otuta'mi
mewao; utamimewaskew. 

Accustomed, part. Expressed by nita, 
and sometimes ma'nu, e.g. He is 
accustomed to tell lies, nita kiya'skew; 
He is accustomed to do it so, akose 
manu itotum. 

Ache, n. Ta'wisewin; a'kosewin, wesu
ka'yitumowin, wesukise'win. 

Ache, v.i. Ta'wisew; a'kosew; wesuka
yitum. My head aches, ne ta'wisti
kwanan. His tooth aches, akosew 
wepitu, tawapitao. The compound 
form is also used, His arm aches, 
tawipitonao; his ear aches, tawito
wukao, etc. 

Aching, p. adj. Wesukipuyew. 
Acid, adj. Wesuke - (followed by noun); 

An acid liquid, wesuka'kumin. 
Acknowledge, v.t. We'tum; a'chimoo, 

atotum. He acknowledges it to him, 
wetuma wao or a' chimostowao. 

Acknowledgement, n. Whumakawin 
or a'chimowin. 

Acorn, n. Mistikopuka'n, or misti
komin. 

Acquaint, v.t. (inform) Wetumowao. 
He becomes acquainted with, u'te 
kiskayimao, -yetum. 

Acquaintance, n. (knowledge) Kiska' -
yetumowin; (person known) mito
tam, kiskayema'kun. 

Acquire, v.t. Oti'num; otinama'soo. 
Acquit, v.t. Puki'tinao; poona'ye

tumwao; p.p. acquitted, pukitinaw, 
ponayetumwaw. 

Acquittance, n. Poona'yetumakawin. 
Acre, n. Tipuhaskan, uskekanis. 
Acrid, adj. kkwun. 
Across, prep. Pimmich; (across a 

space) tuskum. All across, misu
ka'ma, a'soo. (across land) kuska'o; 
(across water) uka'mik, asoka'm; 
(diagonally across the river) pe'mu
kam. He goes across land, kuska'wao. 
He goes across to him, or it, by land, 
kuskaw~to -towao, -tum. He goes 
across the water, a'soowuhum, (at an 
angle) pe'mukamahum. He places 
it across, pimmitustaw; (speaking of 
wood) pimmita'skostaw, or pimmi
ta'skumotaw; (speaking of metal) 
pimmita'piskumotaw. He holds it 

3 ADJOIN 

across, pimmiti -nao, -num. It lies 
across pimmichetin; pimmitumoo 
-tin; pimmitaskomo -tin; asitaya' -
skomoo -tin; (diagonally) pe'mastiio. 
It extends all across, misukamaya' -
skotin. It goes all across, (water) 
misuka'miipuyew. He goes straight 
across the water, tu'skumuhum; tipi
skootukamiihum; tu'skumipuyew. He 
swims across, asoowuka'miiyatukaw, 
or asoowa'tukaw. It is placed across, 
asi ta' s tao. 

Act, n. Uyitewin, issechikawin, totu
moowin. 

Act, v.i. Uyi'tew; issechikao; itootum. 
He acts so, itatisew, ii tootuk. He 
acts so upon him, isse -hiio, -taw. He 
induces him to act right, kwiusk -isse
wii'pisehiio. 

Action, n. Itewin, issechikawin; 
(battle) No'tinitoowin, nutoo'puye
win, noti'ntoowin. 

Active, adj. Yeyippe'w, wucha'pew, 
wuchapatisew; wuchakumisew; kisi-
sowisew. . 

Activity, n. Yeyippe'win; wuchape-
win; wuch~kumisewin. 

Actor, n. Omiituwii'skew, Onuspita'
kao. 

Add, v.t. tuko -yao, -taw; yuketaw; 
(sum up) uki -mao, -tum. He adds 
it to him, tukonumowiio, tukotoowao. 
He adds water or any liquid to it, 
sookisitaw. 

Adder, n. Kina'pik. 
Addle, adj. W~cha'kun. 
Address, n. (petition) Mu'ssinuhika

win; (speech) uyu'mewin, pe'ki
skwawin. 

Address, v.t. (speak to) Uyumehao, or 
kitto -tao, -tum. 

Adept, adj. Nahe'w. 
Adhere, v.i. U'kwu -moo, -kao; pusu'

kwumoo; su'kumoo. inan form e.g. 
mud adheres, usiske' pusu'kwumoon. 
He makes it or him adhere, ukwu'mo
hao, -taw; su'kumo -hao, -taw, 
ukokutaw. 

Adieu, he bids him, Wacheya'mao; 
utumi' skowao. 

Adjacent, adj. Kachiche; chekich. 
Adjoin, v.-i. Aniska'stao; aniskapuyew. 
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Adjure, v.i. Uspimoo. 
-- v.t. Uspeweyao, uspe -kitotao. 

Adjust, v.t. Ta'pinao, -num, or Ta'pi
tutaw. 

Administer, v.i. (dispense) Ma'tinu
makao, me'yao; puminikao. 
-- v.t. numi -hao, -taw. 

Admiration, n. Kista'yetumowin; me
yona'kosewin. He makes him worthy 
of admiration, Kista'yetako -hao, 
-taw. 

4 

Admire, v.t. Kista' -yimao, -yetum; ' 
me'yo -nuwao, -num. 

Admonish, v.i. (advise) Kuka'skime
wao, kuka'nomewao; (reprove) kito'
sewao. 

v.t. (advise) Kuka'skimao 
uyakwa'mimao; (reprove) kitotao, 
kukanomao. 

Admonisher, n. Okuka'skimewao, oki
tosewao. 

Admonition, n. Kuka'skimewawin, or 
kukaskima'wesowin; kitosewawin. 

Adolescent, adj. Nuyawuchekew. 
Adopt. v.i. Ta'pakomewao. 
-- v.t. Ta'pakomao. An adopted 
son, mikosisikawin. An adopted 
daughter, mitanisika'win. 

Adoption, n. Ta'pakomewawin. 
Adorable, adj. K~ka'tayetak -osew, 

-wun; (worthy of worship) Kuna'
tayetak -osew, -wun. 

Adoration, n. Keka'tayimewawin; Ku
na'tayitakosewin. 

Adore, v.t. Keka'ta -yimao, yetum; 
Kuna'tayimao, -yitum. 

Adorn, v.t. Wuwa'se -hao, -taw, meyo'
nako -hao, taw. He adorns himself, 
wuwa'se -hoo, or meyo'nako -hoo. 

Adornment, n. Wuwasehoowin or 
meyona 'kohoowin. 

Adrift, v.i. (iterative part.) Papamo
wuho -koo, -tao. 

Adult, n. Oke'sinitawekew. 
Adulterer, n. Pisikwa'tis, or Opisi

kwa'tis, opisikwa'tisew. 
Adulteress, n. Pisikwa'che -iskwao, or 

pisikwatisewe -iskwao. 
Adulterous, adj. Pisikwa'tis -iskew, 

pisikwatisew, pisikwache -(followed 
by noun). 

AFFECTION 

Adultery, n. pisikwa'tisewin. He or 
she commits adultery with her or with 
him, we'chepisikwatisemao, or pisi
kwatisetotowao. He commits adult
ery, pisikwatisew. He commits adult
ery with her, na'tiskwawatao, or 
noocheskwa watao. 

Advance, v.i. Yu'kepuyew; yukotao. 
In advance, adv. Nekan. He goes in 
advance, neka'notao, or neka'nipu
yew. He goes in advance of him, 
nekanotowao or nekanipuyestowao. 

Advances, n pl. (goods paid in ad
vance, debt.) Musinuhikawin. 

Advantage, n. Oti'sewin; meyotota
kawin. He gains an advantage, 
oti'sew. 
-- v.t. Meyoto'towao. 

Advent, n. Tukosi'newin, or tukosi'
nowin. 

Adversary, n. Nootina'kun; kechenu
yatawayetoo; nuskosta'kun. 

Adverse. adj. A'yimun; kukwa'tikwun 
or kukwatukayetakwun. 

Adversity, n. A'yimisewin; kukwa'
tukitawin, or kukwa'tukisewin; ku
kwa'tukayimowin. 

Advertise, v.t. Wawe'tum. n. Wuwe'
tumakawin. 

Advice, n. Mame'nomiwawin; kuka'
skimewawin or kuka'skwawin; ku
ka'nomewawin. 

Advise, v.i. Mame'nomiwao; kuka's
kimewao; susekimiwao. 
-- v.t. kuka'skimao; mame'no
mao; uyakwa'mimao. 

Advocate, n. Onutotwa'stumakao, 
or otayume'stamakao. 

Adze, n. O'tiskowi -chekuhikun, or 
mistikona'pawi -chekuhikun. 

Aeroplane, Pimiya'kun; (Sometimes 
expressed thus, That (machine) 
which flies.) Ka pimiya'mukuk. 

Afar off, adv. Wa'yow. 
Affable, adj. Mewa'yeta'kosew; che

ka'yetakosew. 
Affair, n. Tootumowin, uya'win; Ka

kwi. 
Affect, v.t. Suwi -hao, -tao, moose- hao, 

-taw. 
Affection, n. Sakehewawin, sakehito

owin. 
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Affectionate, adj. Sa'kehewawisew. 
(For verb see Love). 

Affinity, n. Wakotoowin. 
Affirm, v.t. Itwa'o, we'tum or waw

e'tum; kiche -itwao, kachinach itwao. 
Affirmation, n. Itwa'win, wetumo

win, or wawetumowin; Kiche-, or 
Kachinach-, itwawin. 

Affix, v.i. Kikumoo; a'situstao. 
v. t. kikumo-hao, -taw. 

Afflict, v.t. A'yimehao; kukwa't-
ukehao, kitumuhao. He is a.ffiic
ted, a'yimisew. 

Affliction, n. A'yimisewin, kukwa
tukitawin or kukwatukayimowin. 

Affluence, n. Wayoo'tisewin, M.c., 
Mesu'ke5ewin. 

Affluent, adj. Wayootisew, M.c. Mesu
kesew. 

Affright, n. Sa'kisewin, Kosta'che
win; nanichewin. 

v.t. Sa'kehao, kosta'chehao; 
nanichehao, adj. sa'kisew. etc. 

Affront, v.t. Kise'mao, nuyhawayet
umehao; kisewa'hao. 

n. Kise'mewawin, nuya't 
awayetumowin; kisewa'twawin. 

Aflame, adj. Suskitae>, pusitao, iskwa
tao. 

Afloat, adj. Opuhapootao. 
Afoot, adv. Mostotao, moche -pimo

tao. 
Afore, prep. Kuyata. 
Aforetime, adv. Wa'skuch, kuyas 

mannu, kuyata. 
Afraid, adj. Sakisew, usta'sew, kosta

chew; (of him) kostao, -tum; (makes 
him afraid) Sakehao. 

Afresh, adv. Ketwam; mena; ka'we; 
ache. 

Aft, adv. Otakatuk, otanak. 
After, prep. Uskoch, pa'tima, mwa'stus, 

ke'iskwa, cha'skwa. One after ano
ther, ayuskoch. Some time after 
picha'yuk or mwa'stus eyikok. After 
he had eaten. Ka pooneme' chisot, or 
ka iskwa -mechisot. Walks after him, 
pimitisu -wao, -hum. Goes after him, 
nosona -wao, -hum. 

Afternoon, n. A pooneapitakesikak. 
It is afternoon, pooneapitakesikow. 
This afternoon, pooneapitakesi
kaka. 

5 AGONY 

Afterwards, adv. Pa'tima, Pa'toos, 
mwa'stus eyikok. A little after
wards, na'kas or naka -eyikok. 

Again, adv. Mena, Kayapich, ka'we; 
Ketwam. Again and again. Kake
twam. 

Against, prep. Otiskow, oche, ussiche, 
The nearest Cree word answering 
to against is Otiskow. Sometimes 
the adverb Kwaskita is used sig
nifying over against, (me or us). 
The idea is usually expressed in the 
verb, e. g. He speaks against him, 
muche -ayemoomao. He stands or 
leans against it, ussiche -kapowew. 
When a noun is used it is put in the 
locative case, e. g. He places it 
against the table. asotitaw meechi
sowinatikok. He hangs it against 
the house, usitukotaw waskahi
kunik. 

Age, n. lspetisewin; (old) Kisaya'
tisewin or Kisayinewin. He is of 
age, tipipipo'nwao or tipiaske'wi
nwao, ituto -piponao. What age is 
he? tan a tuto piponwat, or, aske
winat? or tan a ispetiset? A mid
dle-aged person, Katayatis or Kuyu
tayatis. He is approaching old age. 
Kuyutayatisew or atti -kisayine
wew. He is of good old age. Kisa
yatisew, katayatisew. He ,is of like 
age with him, weche -ispetisemao. He 
is come of age, ako -eyikok ispeti
sew. 

Aged, part. Kisa'yinewew, kisaya'
tisew kataya'tisew. An aged man, 
kisayinew; (woman) kisaskwao, noo
tokwao. 

Aggrandize, v.t. Kista'yetakohao, 
kistisehao. 

Aggrandizement, n. Kista'yetakose
win, kichiyewin, kistisewin. 

Aggressive, adj. Notinikaskew. 
Agitate, v.t. Wusko'wi -nao, -num; 

O'puwa'pi -tao, -tum. 
Ago, adv. Uspi'n, or uspin eyekok. 

A little while ago, unocheka. Long 
ago, wa'skuch, or kuya's. 

Agonize, v.i. Wesuka'yetum, kukwa'
tukayitum. 

Agony, n. Wesuka'yetumowin, kukwa
tukayimowin. 
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Agree, v.i. N uskomoo, pl. N uskomi
toowuk, nuhi'yuwahitoowuk or 
nuha'yitoowuk. He agrees with him 
in opinion, weche -ita'yetumomao. 

Agreement, n. Weche -isechika'mi
toowin; nuha'yitoowin; nuhiyuwa'
hitoowin. 

Aground. adv. (fast aground) Michimo 
-sin, -tin; (runs aground) misuka 
-sin, -tin; (on a beach) Saske-
puyew, (with sails up) Saska'stun. 

Ahead, adv. Neka'n, neka'nek. He 
starts off ahead (walking), neka'
notao or utimotao; (running) neka'
niputaw or utimiputaw; (sailing) 
utimasew. He is ahead. nekanew 
or neka'nepuyew. 

Aid, n. We'chehewawin or na'tuma
kawin, nesokumakawin. 

Aid, v.t. We'chehao; na'tumowao; 
neso'kumowao. 

Ail, v.i. A.1kosew. What ails you? 
Tan ateyun? 

Ailment, n. A'kosewin. 
Aim, v.t. (as with a gun) Ooyapu 

-mao, tum; sikwuyapu -mao, -'tum. 
Air, n. (That which we breathe) 

Ka yayatotumik, (the atmosphere) 
nuyawutche -kesik. Floating in 
the air, nayawuch ka pupa'mako
tak. Up in the air, ayispaka. 

Aisle, n. Tu'stowi -a'piwinik. 
Ajar, adj. Pa'skitukotao, a'puhustao. 
Akin, adv. Wa'kootoo. 
Alack, interj. Kwa'chistukach! or 

Ma'muskach! 
Alacrity, n. Cheka'yimowin, kisi

su'wemowin. 
Alarm, v.t. Sa'kehao, ko'skohao, kos

ta'chehao. He is alarmed, sa'kisew, 
kosta'chew. He gives alarm, kosko
owetasoo. 

Alas! interj. Kwa'chistuk! Kwa'chi
stukach ! Ma'muskach! Uy! uy! 
uyiwak ~kin! 

Albeit, conj. Ayewik, maku. 
Alcohol, n. Ka akwuk minikwawin, 

or ka muskuwak etc.; ka musku
wa'kumik. 

Alder, n. Utoo'spe, Toospea'tik. 

Alien, n. Ma'ntao, or manitao. 

6 ALOFT 

Alienate, v.t. Manta'wetotowao; 
(to transfer) puska'we -nao, -num; 
puska'wenumowao. 

Alight, v.i. (as a bird) Twa'hoo, or 
tahoo; (as from on horseback) ne' che 
-puyehoo; (from a tree or ladder) 
ne'tukosew. He (the bird) alights 
upon him, twahototowao. 

Alike, adv. Ta'piskoch, payukwun. 
He puts it all alike, ta'piskotustaw. 
They are alike, nuspitotoowuk. He 
makes them alike, ta'piskochehao. 
It becomes all alike, ta'piskoche
puyew. 

Aline, v.t. Kwiyaskwa'pika -moo, 
-num. Falls into line, kwiyaskwa
pikaneka' powewuk. 

Alive, adj. Pima't -isew, -tun; eyine' 
wew; kikeyi'neka. He keeps him 
alive, eyinekuhao, or pima'chihao. 

All, adj. Kukeyow, tu.to, misewa. 
All along, kupa, misekuma. All 
together, ma'mowe. All day, kupa 
-kesik. After all, misuwach. All 
over, Misitowe or misita. He uses 
all of it, ma'stinum. 

All one, adv. Payukwun. 
Allege, v.t. I twao, wetum. 
Allegory, n. Awa'chekun; A'tanokan. 
Alliance, n. Wechisa'mitowin; wako-

omitowin. 
Allocate, v.t. Asoo'tumowao. n. 

asoo'tumakawin. 
Allot, v.i. Matinama'kao, He allots 

it to him, matinunowao. 
Allow, v.t. (approve) Mewa'yetum, 

Kista'yetum; (permit) eyinumowao. 
v. i. eyinum. 

Allowance, v.t. Matinama'kawin, 
asootuma'kowin, ukuma'toowin. 

Allure, v.t. Se'kiskowao; kukwa'-
chihao, kukuya'sihao. 

Almighty, adj. Kukeyow kakwi 
kusketaw, misewa -soka'tisew. The 
Aimighty God, Seyoka'tiset Kisa
munito, or Misewa etc. 

Almost, adj. Kaka't. Almost not, 
uka'wach. 

Alms, n. (deeds) Kisawato'takawinu, 
meyoto'tumowinu; (gifts), ma'ke
winu, pukitineka'winu. 

Aloft, °:1v. Ispimik. He climbs aloft, 
kospa tuwew. It goes aloft, ispa
kapuyew. 
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Alone, ad·v. Piko, pisi'sik, nisika, or 
nisikuto, tipa'n, piskis, or piskich. 
He is alone, pa'yukoo, weyu piko 
pi'skitisew. He is alone attending 
to him, or it. pa'yuko -kowao, 
-kum. He lets him alone, poo'ne
hao. 

Along with him, he goes, we'chawao, 
or pime -wechawao. All along. 
tuke, kupa, misekuma. 

Aloof, he stands, Opima' ne'powew, 
payukoka'powew, puka'nekapo-
wew. 

Aloud, adv. Kiswa'. He speaks aloud. 
kiswawao, or kisewao. It makes a 
loud noise, kiswawamukun; or kise
watakwun. 

Already, adv. Sa'si, a'si. 
Also, adv. and conj. U'ssiche, a'kose, 

menu, keke, na'stu, which with the 
pronoun neyu, makes the compound 
nestu, kestu, westu, I also, etc. 
through singular and plural num
ber. 

Altar, n. Pukitina'sowinapisk, or 
pukichikuna'pisk. 

Alter, v. i. A1chepuyew; kwa'skehoo. 
-- v.t. A1che -hao, -taw; kwa'
ske -hao, -taw. 

Alternate, adj. Mame'skoche. 
Although, conj. A'tu, atuweyu, ayi

wak a'tu. 
Altogether, adv. Ma'mowe, mito'ne, 

ta'piskoch .. 
Always, adv. Moo'suk, tuke, tukina, 

tusina', ka'keka. 
Amability, n. Sa'kehikowisewin, 

otootamimikosewin, mewayemiko
wisewin. 

Amass, v.t. Ma'wuche -hao, -taw; 
ma'wusuko -nao, -num. 

Amassment, n. Ma'wuchichikawin; 
mawusukonekawin. 

Amaze, v.t. Mamuska'tayetume-
hao. He is amazed. mamuska'
tayetum, suscha'yetum. He is 
amazed at him or it. mamuska'ta 
-yimao, -yetum; muska' -tao, -tum. 

Amazement, n. Mamuska'tayetu-
mowin, muskatumowin, suscha-
yetumowin. 

7 AMUSE 

Ambassador, n. Isitissuwa'kun. He 
is an ambassador isitissuwa'kune
wew. 

Ambiguity, n. Wuwanayetumowin. 
Ambition, n. Muskowe, -ita'yetu-

mowin, ispaka'yetumowin, uka-
wa'tumowin. 

Ambuscade, ambush, he lies in, Usku
twaw, usoohikao. He lies in am
bush for him, uskumowao, u'soo
hao. 

Amen, interj. A'men, akose kittu we 
ekin. 

Amend, v.i. U'te me'yo -uyow, or 
meyo -muchehoo. v. t. Me'no -hao, 
-taw. 

American, n. Kichemookoman. (lit
erally-Big Knife). 

Amiable adj. Mewayitakosew, o'to
otamimikowisew, meyoa'tisew, sake
ha'wisew. 

Amicable, adj. Otootamimikowisew, 
keyama wisew. 

Amidst, adv. Ta'wuyik, tata'wich, 
ma'kwa, a'pitoweyik, tustowiyek: 

Amidships, adv. Apitowetukok, api
towetuk. 

Amiss, adv. Nuspa'ch, nuyata'w. 
May also be expressed by mu' che 
or wu'ne, as He does it amiss, muche 
-to'tum, or wune'totum. 

Amity, n. Meyotota'mimitoowin, 
meyowecha'toowin. 

Ammunition, n. Pa'skisikawin. He 
has some ammunition. opa'skisi
kawinew. A small quantity of ammu
nition. pa'siskawinis. 

Among, amongst, adv. Ma'kwach, 
keyikow, tata'wich. 

Amorous, adj. Sa'kehewawisew, or 
sakehewaskew. 

Amount, v. i. Mowa'toopuyew. 
Ample, adj. Akwa'ne mistuhe, akwa

yikok. 
Amputate, v.t. Munisum, Keskisum; 

munisumowao. 
Amulet, n. · Munitokan, kisikinowa'

chichikun. 
Amuse, v.t. Meyowa'tikohao, mewa

yetumohao, wuweyutayetumohao. 
It is amusing, wuweyutayetakwun. 
He is amused at him, wuweyuta
yimao, -yetum. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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An, art. see A. 
Analgesia, n. Aka ka nisitosik. 
Analogy, n. Ta'piskoch -issena'ko-

sewin, (a compound word of ad
verb with noun of resemblance). 

Anathema, n. Muchukichika'sowin. 
In 1. Cor. XVI. 22. "let him be 
Anathema" "keyam kittu muchu
kichika'soo". 

Ancestor, n. O'tawemak, aniska -ota'
wemaw. 

Anchor, n. Poonisina'pason, mich-
imikwuchikun, P.c. and s.c., 
chestapa'son, M.C. 

v.i. Poonisina'pasoo, che-
stapa'soo. 

Anchorage, n. Poonisina'pasowin, che
sta 'pasowin. 

Anciently, adv. Waskuch, kuyas, 
kuyuta. 

And, cory,. Me'na, ma'ku, P.c. and 
s.c., na stu, M.c. 

Anecdote, n. A'chimowin, tipache
mowin. 

Anesthetize, v. t. Nepa'wehao, nipo
owe -hao, -taw. 

Anew, adv. Ketwam, Kawe, a'che, 
menu, 6ske. 

Angel, n. Okesikoo, or angel, (ad
opted from the English). 

Anger, n. Kisewa'sewin, (in mind) 
kisewa'yetumowin, (by word) kise
mitoowin. He causeth anger, kise
wa'twaw. He looks at him with 
anger, kisewe'kunuwa'pumao. 
-- v.t. Kisewahao. (by speech) 
kise'mao. 

Angle, v.i. (corner) Kekayaw, (of a 
house) kekatuk, (to fish with a 
hook,) Kwaskwa'pichikao. He 
catches him by angling, Kwaskwa'
pitao. He angles for him, kwaskwa' -
pitumowao. 
-- v.t. Kwaskwa'pitum. 

Angling place, n. Kwaskwa'pitche
kawin. 

Anglican, n. Yakuna's;ew. 
Anglicanism, n. Yakuna'sowe -ayu

meha'win. 
Angry, adj. Kisewa'sew; (in mind) 

kiswayetum, nuyatawayetum. He 
is angry with him, kisewase'stowao, 
kisewa'yimao, kise'stowao. It makes 

8 ANOTHER 

him angry, kise'skakoo, or kise
weskak. He pretends to be angry. 
kisewas~kasoo. He is very angry, 
akoyowasew. 

Anguish, n. Kukwatukayi1l_1-6win; 
(painful) wuwesukayetumowm. 

Anile, adj. Nootokawe. 
Animal, n. Pisis'kew; nutowa'yima

kun. A wild animal. pikwuche'
pisiskew, oweyases. A young ani
mal (in the foetal state) otuta'muta
ses. 

Animalism, n. Pisi'skewe-a'tisewin. 
Ankle, n. Pi'skokunan, wukwunikun. 
Annals, N. pl. Tipa'chimowinu. 
Annex, v.t. A'niskastaw. 
Annihilate, v. t. Nisewuna'che -hao, 

-taw. 
Anniversary, n. Tipiskumowin, tipi

puyewin. 
Announce, v.t. We'tum, tapwa'tum. 
Announcement, n. We'tuma'kawin, 

tapwa'tumowin. 
Annoy, v.t. Nuna'tokohao, mikoska'

chehao; kisewa'hao, kisemihao. 
Annoyance, n. Nuna'tokosewin, miko

ska' chewawin. 
Annual, adv. Tuto'askewin, or, tuto'

pipoon. 
Annuity, n. A'sootumakawin. 
Anoint, v.t. Toomi' -nao, -num, 

tumusko' -nao, num. He anoints 
himself, tumuskoo, toomini'soo. He 
anoints his eyes, toomapinisoo. He 
anoints the eyes of qnother person, 
tooma'pinao. He anoints his feet, 
toominisitanisoo; of another, toomi
nisitanao. He anoints his hands, 
toominichichanisoo. He anoints the 
hands of another person, toomichi
chanao. 

Anon, adv. Ke'sach ,wepuch, samak. 
Another, adj. Ko'tuk, pe'tos. In 

another place. piskis, or piskich. 
He puts him, or it, in another place, 
a'tuyao, a'tustow or piskitusto'w. 
He is another, (or different) -pe'to
siwew. The expression each other, 
or one another, is generally rendered 
into Cree by a reciprocal form of 
the verb, ending in 3rd per. pl. 
pres. indic. in, -toowuk, e. g. They 
love each other, sakehitoowuk. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Answer, n. Nuskwa'wusehewawin, 
nuskwa'wusimewawin, nuskwa'wu
simowin, nuspi'mowin, nuskwa'
wusitwawin; v. i. Nuskwa'wuse
hewao, nuskwawusimewao, nuskwa
wusetwaw, nuspimoo. 
-- v.t. Nuskwawusehao, nuskwa
wusimao. 

Ant, n. Uyik, or ayik; H. B. a'nik 
or a'winik. A winged ant, a otuk'wu
nit uyik. Ants are numerous. uyi
koskaw, or awinikoskaw. 

Ant-hill, n. Uyiko -we'ste, or aniko' 
weste. 

Antagonism, n. N uskoosta'toowin. 
Antagonist, n. N uskoostakun. 
Antelope, n. Kwa'skwuti -a'chikosis. 
Anterior, adj. Neka'neek. 
Anthem, n. N ukumoon, or nekumo

win; kunache -nukumoon. 
Antichrist, n. (English word adopted 

in Cree Test. 1 John II. 22) but 
may be expressed, Christ o nusko
osta'kun. 

Anticipation, n. Aspa'yemowin, nek
ane -aspayimowin. 

Atiquated, p. adj. Kuya'sewun, kata
ya'tun, or kata'wun. 

Antitype, n. Neka'ne, -kiskinohama'-
kawin. 

Antler, n. Atiskotaskun. 
Anvil, n. Uta'n, oya'piskutahikun. 
Anxiety, n. A'kumayimowin, otuma'-

yetumowin, kuska' -yetumowin, 
pekwayetumowin, misumayimowin. 

Anxious, adj. A'kumayimoo, kuska'
yetum, pekwa'yetum, otuma'ye
tum, misuma'yetum. 

Any. adj. and pron. Owa'na, oweyuk, 
nantow, nikotwaw. Anyone, piko' 
oweyuk. 

Anyhow, anyway, adv. (at any rate) 
Misuwach. 

Anything, Piko' -kakwi, nan'tow -ka
kwi; wuyas. 

Any more, (speaking of time) menu 
wekach; (speaking of commodities) 
kaya'pich. Is there any more water? 
Kaya'pich na, (or che), itukwan 
nipe'? Have you any more· beads? 
Kaya'pich che kit uyawawuk me'ki
suk? 

Anywhere, adv. Piko -ittu. 

9 APPENDAGE 

Apace, adv. Ke'yipe or ke'yipu, kese'
puyew, kisiska'ch. 

Apart, adv. Piskis, puka'n, tip'an, 
nisika. He sets it apart, pukan 
-uyao, -ustaw, pi'skitustaw, tip'an 
-ustaw. 

Apartment, n. Wekenan'isu. 
Aperient medicine, n. Sa'poosikun. 
Aperture, n. Sa'ponakwun, towena-

kwun. 
Apiece, adv. Papa.yuk. Two apiece, 

na'nesoo, etc. 
Apostate, n. Ka kwa'skeet, or O kwa'

skew. 
Apostatize, v.i. Kwa'skew. 
Apostle, n. Issetisuwa'kun. In N. T. 

translation the English word has 
been adopted and is now used by 
the Indians. 

Apostleship, n. Apostulewewin. 
Apostles' Creed, n. Apostuluk o 

tapwatumowinewa w. 
Apothecary, n. Muskike' -eyinew. 
Appalling, p. adj. Tastuka'tikwun, 

kosta'tikwun, a'yimun. 
Apparel, n. Weya'chikun, a'yoowi

nis, kekiska' chikun. 
Apparently, adv. Ma'nu, or ma'nu 

-piko, asu; (visibly) moses, puyuta. 
Apparition, n. lssinumowin, muske.' -

sinakosewin. 
Appeal, v.t. Mowemoo'stuwao, nuto

kamoo. 
Appear, v.i. No'kosew, nokwun, 

issena'k -osew, -wun. He appears 
to him, nokoses'towao, nokohi'so
stowao. He appears on his behalf, 
nokoses'tumowao. He (or it) 
appears so to him, issi' -nowao, -num. 

Appearance, n. Issina'kosewin, 
no'kosewin. He dislikes his appear
ance, a'towinowao, muchinowao. 
He changes his (own) appearance, 
a'chenakohisoo. He has a strange 
appearance, muma'tawinak -osew, 
-wun, muskasinak -osew, -wun. 
He makes him of such appearance, 
issinakohao. 

Appease, v.t. Poomamao, poonayi
mao, kayamamao. 

Append, v.t. A'siti -nao, -num. He 
appends it to something, a'situstaw. 

Appendage, n. A'sitinumowin, asiti
ni'kun. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Appendix, n. Kisipe -mitukises. 
Appertain, v.i. Tipayetum, wechi-

hewao. The idea is of ten expressed 
by oche, followed by the verb. e. g. 
The things which appertain to your 
happiness, kakwiyu ka ache meywa
vimoyun. 

Appetite, n. Wemechisowayetumo
win. Expressed generally in verbal 
form, Have you an appetite? ke 
we mechis6n na? He has an appe
tite, we mechisoo, or notakutao. 

Apple, n. Sewemin. 
Applicable, adj. A'pu -tisew, -tun. 
Apply himself, v. ref. A'kumayimoo, 

pukitinisoo. He applies himself 
to it, akumayim6t6tum. 

Appoint, v.t. Ituk -imao, -etum, 
oyuki -mao, -tum, oyayi -mao, tum. 
He appoints it for him, ituketumowao. 
It is so appointed, ituketao. He 
appoints a time, ispe'tuss6moo. 

Appointment, n. Itu'kimikowin, or 
I tukimikosewin, oyu'kimikowin. 

Apportion, v.t. Ma'tinumowao. 
-- v. i. Ma'tinumakao. 

Apportionment, n. Ma'tinumakawin, 
onukimikosewin. 

Appreciate, v. t. Kistuk' imao, -etum, 
kistay -imao, -etum. 

Apprehend, v.t. (seize) Otiti -nao, 
-num, kachiti -nao, -num, (per
ceive) kiskayetum, mosetaw. 

Apprentice, n. Kiskinohamawa'-
kun, (lit. a learner). Usually the 
Crees call an apprentice by the 
diminutive termination of the 
tradesman or artificer under whom 
he serves; e. g. An apprentice car
penter, mistikona'pasis; an appren
tice clerk, musinuhekasis or okima'
sis. 

Approach, v.i. Pa'che -, or pa' -ito
tao, pa'chenak -osew, -wun, pa'pu
yew; (walking) pata'stumotao; 
(sailing) pata'sew. He approaches 
him or it, pana' -tao, -tum. 

Appropriate, v.t. Otinuma'soo. 
Appropriation, n. Otinuma'sowin. 
Approve, v.t. Meywa -yimao, -yetum, 

nuha -yimao, -yetum, cheka -yimao, 
yetum, meywap '-isemao, -utum. 

10 

Approximate, 
-taw. adj. 
-wun. 

ARK 

v.t. Pasooche -hao, 
pasoochenak -osew, 

Approximately, adv. Kakat; chekich. 
Appurtenance, n. (belonging to) Ako

tu ache, 
Apron, n. Uspusta'kun, uspi'chikwu

nahon. He or she has an apron, 
Otuspusta'kunew, 6tuspichikwuna
honew. She makes an apron, uspu
sta'kunikao, uspichikwunahonikao. 
She makes an apron of it, uspu
stakunikakao, uspichik'wunahonika
kao. She puts on an apron, poostu
spustakunao, poostuspichikwunaho
nao. She takes off her apron, katu
spustakunao; katuspichikwunaho
nao. 

Apt, adj. (fit) Tape'ispetayetakwun, 
meywayetakwun, nuhayetakwun, 
nuhis'kum6mukun; (prompt) mum
a'tawisew. Usually the prefix nita 
is used, thus- must be "apt to 
teach", a nita kiskinohumakat. 

Aptly, adv. Nuheyekok. 
Archangel, n. Kiche -6kesikoo, or 

kiche -angel. 
Archbishop, n. Ma'wuche -kiche

uyumeha'weyinew, or in s.c., ma'
wuche -kicheuyum -eha'wekimaw. 

Archdeacon, n. Kasamiskuwat, Kiche 
-yumehawekimawu, Ka askowesku
wat -kiche uyumehaweke -mawu. 

Archer, n. Opimo'tukwao, chuka'-
pas. 

Archway, n. Sepa'puyewin. 
Arctic, adj. Kewa'tinewe. 
Arduous, I'yemun. 
Argue, v. t. A'yumitotum. v. i,, 

m umeywi'ka' chimoo. 
Aright, adv. Kwuyusk. 
Arise, v.i. (from sitting) Pusi'koo; 

(from lying) wuniska'w; (sun arises) 
Saka'stao; (sea arises) utti mamu
ka'hun. 

Aristocracy, n. Kechiyewewinik; 
kista yetakosewinik. 

Aristocrat, n. Okechiyewew; Okista
yetakosew; okimaw. 

Arithmetic, n. Uketa'sowin. 
Ark, n. (Noah's ark) Kichena'pi

kwan; (ark of the covenant) kiski
nowa' chehowinewut. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Arm, n. Mi'spiton. My arm, nispi
toon. He has long arms, kino'pi
tonao. He has short arms, chimi'
pitonao or tukopitonao. He has 
bare arms, mosa'pintonao, or sasa'
kinipitonao. He has thick arms, 
micha'skopitonao. He has small 
arms, upisa'skopitonao. He has a 
deformed arm, ma'skipitonao. He 
stretches out his arm or arms, sowini
skay~w, (as to arouse from drowsi
ness) sepiniskayew. They walk arm 
in arm, sukiniska'tuhitoowuk, He 
bends his arm, pikipi'tonao. 

Arm (weap~n) n. ~o?'tinikun, nu~6-
puyewa'wm, u'so<? wm, nemaskwa 1:· 
-- v.t. Poo'stiskumoteyao noot1-
nika'wusak1, or nem9-skwa'nu. He 
is armed, nemaskwa'o. 

Arm-chair, n. A'spuche -upewin, 
asikitu'pewin. 

Armour, arms, n. Nema'skwanu, 
nootinikawasaki:; nutopuyew-a'pu
chetawinu. 

Army, n. Onootinika'wuk, 6nut6'
puyewuk, sima'kunisuk. 

Aromatic, adj. Wekema'stao, or weke
ma'kwun. 

Around, prep. Wa'ska. 
Arouse, v.t. (from sleep) kooskonao; 

(into motion) wuskowinao. 
Arow, adv. Nepita. 
Arraign, v.t. Mamisema'o. 
Arrange, v.t. Kwu'yuskwu -yao, 

-staw, nuha'wu -yao, -staw. 
Array, v.t. Poo'stiskumoteyao, 

poo'stusakuhao, issena'kohao. He 
arrays himself so, issehoo'. 

Arrear, n. Musinahekawin. 
Arrest, v.t. Otitinao, ka'chitinao, oti

nao. 
Arrival, n. Tukosinoowin, tukopu

yewin. 
Arrive, v.i. (by land) Tukosin, 

tuko'pichew, tukopuyew; (by water) 
misu'kaw· (by floating down on a 
raft); tukwa'poko (s~iling) ~ukwa:
sew. He arrives at htm, or it. ~t1-
tao, otitum. He arrives before him, 
a'siskowao. It arrives, tukopuyew, 
or tukosinomakun. 

11 ASHAMED 

Arrogant, adj. Kis'tayimoo, kuke
chimoo. 

Arrow, n. Uku'sk, uto'os. A Pointed 
arrow, we'pis, ke'nikutos. A 
headed arrow, pi'skokusk. A shod 
arrow, mokoman'utos. A small 
arrow, uku'skos, uto'sis, wepisis, 
etc. He has an arrow or arrows, 
6tuku'skoo; otu'tosew; wepisew etc. 
He makes an arrow, ukuskokao, 
utosikao, wepisikao, etc. He makes 
an arrow of it, ukuskokakao, utosi
kakao, wepisikakao, etc. He shoots 
with an arrow, pimotukwao. He 
shoots him with an arrow, pimwao. 
He shoots upwards with an arrow, 
ispime'w, or ispakwao. He puts 
quills on an arrow, usta'watum. 

Artery, n. mikwu'yape, kiche -miko
yape. 

Artful, adj. Kukuya'yisew, kuya'
yisew. 

Artifice, n. Kukuyayisewe-isecheka
win. 

As, conj. Isse, ta'piskooch, mwa'che. 
As though, mikwa'ska, manu. As 
well as, ta'piskooch ussi'che. As 
soon as, muyu'wach. This conj. 
of ten rendered by a with subj. verb, 
e. g. I will not go in as they are 
singing, numuweya ne ka petokan 
a nikumochik. 

Ascend, v.i. O'piskaw, o'pipuyekoo, 
or opipuyew, ispi'puyew, ispaka
puyew; (as smoke) ispa'putao; (as 
up a hill) a'muchewao, or, kospa.'
muchewao; (as up a ladder) kospa
tuwew, sakuchewao. He ascends 
to him, or it, a'muchewas -towao, 
-tum. 

Ascension, n. Opiska'win. Ascen-
sion Day, Opiska'we -kesikaw. 

Ascertain, v.t. Kachena'yayetum. 
Ash n. Ucha'pask, akima'sk. lvloun

tdin ash, muskominatik. 
Ash, (pl. ashes) n . • Pikootao. Of the 

nature of ashes, p1kotawun. 
Ashamed, p. adj. Napa'wisew, wuwa~

nutuchew; (much asha1?7'ed), nuna
pawisew. He ma:_ke! hir1! ashame~, 
napa'wehao, nunapawehao, wuwa -
nutuchehao. 
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Ashore, adv. Chekepa'k, sisooch uske
ek, na'tukam. He goes ashore, 
kupa'w, na'tukahum. He draws 
him or it ashore, ukwa'sipi -tao, 
-tum, natuka'sipi -tao, -tum. He 
carries it ashore, natuka'sotutaw, 
or natukamawutaw. He puts him, 
or it, ashore, kuputa' -nao, -num. 

Aside, adv. Opima, ekuta. He takes 
him aside, ekuta'tuhao, or o'pima
tuhao. He sits aside, or on one 
side, nupu'tapew, eku'tapew. He 
puts it, or him, aside, ekuta' -yao, 
-staw, or ekuta' -nao, -num. He 
puts it aside (out of his way) for him, 
ekutanumowao. He goes aside, 
ekutatao. 

Ask, v.i. Kukwa'chekamoo, kukwa'
chimewao; (seeks to obtain) koochi
moo; (asks for) nutootum, nut6'
kamoo. 

v.t. Kukwa'chimao, nuto'
tumowao; (tests by question) koochi
mao. He asks for it, nutotumaw. 
He asks him for it, nuto'tum6wao, 
pukosayimao. 

Askew, adv. Uchich, uchichenak-osew, 
-wun. 

Aslant, adv. Pe'mastao, uchichastao. 
Asleep, adv. Nipa'w. He pretends to 

be asleep, nipaka'soo. 
Aslope, adv. Na'sipayow. 
Aspect, n. Issena'kosewin. 
Aspen, n. Usa'ti or wapusa'ti. 
Aspiration, n. Aka'watum6win. 
Aspire, v.i. Aka'watum. 

v.t. Aka'watao. 
Ass, n. Sosoowimi'stutim, sosoowu'

stim, 
Assail, v. t. Otitinao, mooske'sta-

wao, noo'tinao; (with words) keka
mao. 

Assassin, n. Oniputakao, 6nipu'he
wao. 

Assassinate, v.t. Niputakao, nipuhe
wao. 

Assassination, v. Niputa'kawin, nipu
he'wawin. 

Assault n. Otitinewawin, moo'ske
stumowin, noo'tinikowin. 

v.t. Otitinao, moo'skesto
wao, noo'tinao. 

12 ASTONISHMENT 

Assay, v.t. (attempt) Kakwa-, or 
kakwache -(kuske -hao, -taw); koche 
-hao, -taw. For testing of metal, 
use-kukwa -kis'kayimao, -yetum. 

Assemble, v.i. Ma'wuchehitoowuk, 
a'sipuyewuk, ma'mowe-puyewuk; 
(things) mawuchipuyew or mawu
toopuyew. 

v.t. l\1a'wuche -hao, -taw, 
ma'mowe -nutomao, ma'mowe -nao, 
-num. 

Assembly, n. Ma'wuchehitoowin. 
Assent, v.i. Nu'skomoo; (assents to 

him) nuskomao, (to it) nusko'tum. 
-- n. Nu'skomowin. 

Assert, v.t. Itwa'o; Uyi'twao. 
Assertion, n. Itwa'win; Uy'itwawin. 
Assign, v. t. Assoo'tumowao. 

v.i. Assoo'tumakao. He 
assigns it, Assoo'tum. 

Assignment, n. Assoo'tumakawin. 
Assist, v.i. We'chehewao; neso'ku

makao, na'tumakao. 
v.t. We'che'hao, nesokumo

wao, na'tumowao. 
Assistance, n. Wechehewawin, neso

kumakawin, natumakawin. 
Associate, v.t. Wecha'wao, wecha'

wetowuk, or wechi'towuk. 
-- n. Wechawa'kun. 

Association, n. Wechawetowin, 
mamowe' -wecha'towin. 

Assort, v.t. Nuna'kowe -nao, -num. 
Assuage, v.t. Ikepuyew, pakopuyew, 

achew'puyew, astapuyew. 
Assume, v.i. Otinuma'soo. 
Assurance, n. Kachena'howin, kiche 

-itwawin. 
Assure, v.t. Kichenahao, kiche'-itao, 

kichinatayetumehao. 
Assuredly, adv. Kachenach, kkhena, 

chikama. 
Astern, adv. 

ota'nak. 
Otak, or otakatuk; 

Asthma, n. Setut'amo-wa'spinawin. 
Astir, adj. Wuskowew, simuche'w. 
Astonish, v.t. Muskatayetumehao; 

mamuskatayetumehao. They were 
astonished at his sayings, Ke mamu
skasetumowa wuk. 

Ast~nishment, n. Muska'tayetumo
wm, mamuska'tayemowin. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 



A 

Astray, adv. Nuspa'ch, putota, wu'ne. 
He goes astray, (is usually expressed 
thus) wune'sin or wune'hoo. He 
leads him astray, wune'simao, or 
nuspa'ch ito'tahao, or putota'tu
hao. He goes astray from the path, 
wunu'humao. 

Astringent, n. Kipuhekwan. 
Asunder, adv. Pukan, piskis, puska, 

(to put asunder) pukane -hao, -taw, 
piskiti -nao, -num. . 

At, prep. (close to) Cheke, or cheki
ch; (near) kisewak; (there) untu. 
This preposition is of ten expressed 
by the locative termination ik, as, 
At my house, nekik, but frequently 
it is understood from the verb, as, 
They are at play, matawawuk. 

Athabasca, n. Uyupu'skow or Anu
puskaw. 

Atheist, n. Numuweyu tapway~
yimao, kesa' munitowi, . (which ht. 
is He does not believe in the Great 
(Spirit) God.) . 

Athirst, adj. Notaya'pakwao, wem1-
nikwao, see Thirst. 

Atmosphere, n, Ka nuyawutukotak, 
N uya'wuchekesik. 

Atone, v.i. Otota'mi;11iwao, oto!a
mitoohewao, nuha yetumohewao, 
tipuhamakastumow~o.. . . 

Atonement, n. Otota m1h1kowm, oto
tamitoohewawin, nuhayetumohe
wawin. 

Atrocious, adj. Muchi'yewun, muche
twa'wun; nuyata'wun. 

Atrocity, n. Much~)'."ewi1;1, muche
twa'win · nuyatawa t1sewm. 

Atrophy, 'n. Nenamise:Vin _or yeya
mise'win, nesewuna't15ewm, nipo
win. 

v.i. Ye'yum -isew, -un, 
nipo -wesew, -mukun, nesewuna
tisew, -atun. 

Attach, v.t. Ukwumo' -hao, -tow, 
itumo' -hao, -taw; (by love) sa'ke 
-hao, -taw. 

Attack, v.t. Moo'skestowao, otiti
nao, kwa'skototawao. 

Attain, v.t. Oti -tao, -tum, kuski -hao, 
-taw. 

Attainment, n. Otitumowin, kuski
tumowin. 

13 AUGER 

Attempt, v.t. Kukwa'kusketaw, 
koochetaw, kochewitaw; kukwa
totum, lit. He attempts to do it. lJse 
prefix kukwa to verb expressmg 
what is attempted. 

Attend, v.t. (accompany) We'cha
wao; (wait upon) pume'stowao, 
pume'hao, atos'kuwao; (listen to) 
pisicheh[o, nutotawao; (take notice 
of) nakuchehao, or, nuna'kuchehao. 
Pay attention, pisiche'tu, pl., -mok. 
He attends closely to it, nunaha' -
w~kum. 

Attendant, n. Opume'stakun, or opu
me'stakao, atoskayakun. 

Attention, n. Pisiche'tumowin, nuto -
tumowin, akuma'yimowin; (in 
caring for the sick) ; naha wekose
win, nuhaw~'kumowin. 

Attentive, adj. Nutotum, pisiche
tum; (careful in d?ing any.thing) 
akuma'yimoo. He 1s attending to 
him (in sickness) nuha'w~kowao. 

Attire, v.t. Poos'tusa'kuhao, poos'ti
skumoteyao, kikis'kumoteyao. 
-- n. Kikiska'chikun, weya'
chikun, apu'chetawin, see Clothes. 

Attract, v.t. Na'chipi -tao, -tum; 
ota'pake -nao, -num; (attract atten
tion) pisiska'pu -mao -tum .. 

Attraction, n. Na'chipitumowm. 
Attribute, v.t. Me'yao; assoo'tumo

wao, a'wehao. 
-- n. (quality) isse -aya'win, 
a'wesewin, (character) ittat'isewin. 

Audacious, adj. Sokayemoo, maya
ye' chika yiskew. 

Audacity, n. Soka'yemowin, maya
yechika win. • 

Audible, adj. Patak -osew, -wun, 
keka'yayetak -osew, -wun. He., or 
it, is distinctly, or assuredly, audible. 
Kachinata'k -osew, -wun. He, or 
it, is audible from a distance. tapi
ta'k -osew, -wun. 

Audience n. Onutotumowuk. He 
gives altdience, nutotum, pisichitum. 

Augment, v.t. Yukehao or nuke -hao, 
-taw; mesa'taw. 
-- v-i. y ukehoo. 

Auger, n. Pe'minuhikun, pemituki
nikun, pa'kwutuhekun, pukwuna'
hekun. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Aught, pron. Na'ntow kakwi, piko 
kakwi or kakwan. 

August, n. Opuhowe'pesim. See 
Afonth. 

Aunt, n. (father's sister) Misi'kos, 
misi'kosimaw. lvfy aunt, Nisi'kos. 
(Mother's sister) mitosis, mitosisi
maw. My aunt, nitosis. 

Aurora borealis, n. Wasta'wuskon, 
wawa'tao; Sometimes spoken of 
as "Chepu'yuk neme'hitowuk," i. e. 
lit. "the spirits are dancing." 

Austere, adj. A'yimisew, or mitone 
a'yimisew. 

Authentic, adj. Tapwa'wunewun, ka-
china'yayetakwun. . 

Author, n. (originator) Una ka osehe
wat, wa'sechikat; (of a book) wa'se 
tatmusinuhikun. 

Authority, n- Kuskeha'wesewin, tipa'
yechika win, asotumaka win; (power) 
sokatisewin. 

Authorize, v.t. Tipa'yetumohao, 
a'sotumowao, ittus'owatao. 

Autocracy, n. Akwa -tipayechika
win, a'yemi -okimawewin. 

Autocrat, n. Akwa -tipayechikao, ka 
a'yemesit okimaw. 

Autograph, n' Kiskinowache' -ittusi
na'hekawin; kichewa -musinahe
kawin. 

Automatic, adj. Saka -wuskowe'ma
kun; saka' -puyew, or saka -pimi'
puyew. 

Automobile, n. and adj. Saka ka 
pimipuyit ota'panask, s.c.; Sika 
pimipuyes, P.c. 

Autonomy, n. Tipayemisowin. 
Autumn, n. Tukwa'kin. Last autumn, 

tukwa'kok. Next autumn or coming 
autitmn, tukwa'kika. The close of 
the autumn, mikiska'w. 

Auxiliary, adj. Wechehewamukun, 
natuma'kamukun, or natuhuma'
kamukun. 

Avail, v_.i., Apuchehe' -wao, -wamu
kun, 1ta putun. 

Avarice, n. Asponise'win; wesuswa'
yimowin, kasuka'tisewin. 

Avaricious, adj. Asponi'sew, wesu
swa'yimoo, kasuka'tisew. 

Avast, interj. Akwa'ne! Cha'skwa! 
Avaunt, interj. Awu's! or Awu'sita! 

14 AWKWARD 

Avenge, v.t. Nato'skumo -wao, 
sakotumowao, tipu'humowao, kise
wases'tumowao, n utoskuma' sosto
wao. 
-- v.i. Apahoo. 

Averse, adj. Pukwa' -tao, -tum, 
nummu' -nahayetum, ta'stukatum. 

Aversion, n. Mucha'yemowin, puk
wa'sinowin, akwayayetumowin. 

Avert, v.t. Nuka -whao, hum, nuka
wapu -wao, -hum; ekutawapu -wao, 
-hum, 

Aviation, n. 
Avidity, n. 
Avoid, v.t. 

Pimiya'win. 
Kasuk'atisewin, 

nuku' -tao, 
wemaskum. 

Tupuse' -hao, -taw; 
-tum; wema'skowao, 

Avoidance, n. Tupusetumowin, wema
skawin. 

Avouch, or avow, v. t. Itwa'o, we'tum, 
wawetum, kiche -itwao. 

Avowal, n. Kiche -itwa'win, wetu
ma'kawin. 

Await, v. t. Pahao, see wait. 
Awake, v.i. Koo'skoskaw, koo'sko-

puyew. 
-- adj. kooskosew. 
-- v.t. Kooskonao, (by shaking) 
kooskowa'penao; pakoonao; (gets 
him up) wuniska'nao. 

Awakening, n. Koosko'sewin, koosko'
puyewin, koosko' nikosewin. 

Aware, adj. (cognizant) Kiskaye-
tum; (watchful) asowaputum; (con
scious) moosowayetum; (vigilant) 
nuniche'stum; (on guard) uso -whao, 
-hum. He is aware of his designs, 
nukuche -hao, -taw. 

Away, adj. and adv. Ute, sipwa, pre
fixes to verb, as He is walking 
away, utimo'tao; He is away, 
sipwatao. 
--interj. Sipwa'ti! ikata'ti! awus! 

Awe, n. Nune'chewin; kosikwayi
tumowin; kostamikosewin, or kos
tatikosewin. 

Awful, a.dj. Kosta'tik -osew, -wun; 
kostayetak -osew, -wun. 

Awhile, adv. U'cheyow· pi'tuma; 
nukiskow; noo'muka. ' 

Awkward, adj. Muma'yinikao, muma
new, noota'sew; (difficult) nuya
tawisew, -wun. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Awl, n. Che'stuhikun, pukona'hikun, 
6ska'chik, puyi'puhikun. A small 
awl, Chestuhikunis, pukonahikunis, 
oskachikos. 

Awning, n. Akwuya'kahikun, U ppu
kwasowin. 

Awry, adj. Pem -isew, -aw, pem 
-iskosew, -uskwaw. 

Axe, n. Chekuhikun, A large axe, 
kiche -chekuhikun, or mistuhe -che
kuhikun. A small axe, chekuhi
kunis. A broad, or squaring axe. 
pusuhe'kawechekuhikun. An axe 
helve, chekuhikunatik. 

Axilla, n. Mitikokan. 
Axle, n. Sa'pooskwamoos. 
Aye, adv. (affirm) A'ha. 

B 

Babble, v.i. Osa'mitoonew. 
Babbler, n. Osa'mitoon or ka 6sami

toonat. 
Babbling, n. Osa'mitoonewin. 
Babe, baby, n. Upistawa'sis, oska-

wa'sis. 
Babyhood, n. Oskawasisewin. 
Bachelor, n. Opayukoo, mosa'pao. 
Back, adv. Kaw, or Ka'we, kewa. 

The idea is also expressed in the 
verb, as, He brings him back, pa 
kewa'tuhao. He takes him back, 
kewa'tuhao. He goes back, kewao. 
He looks back, a'pusa'pew. Adj. 
otana'k, otaka. 
-- n. Mispisk'wun. 1\{y back, 
nispiskwun. He has a long back, 
kinwa'wikunao. He has a short 
back, chimawi'kunao. He rests his 
back, (standing or sitting), a'spu
chew His back is cold, t1ikipiskwu
nao, or ti1kispiskwunewuchew. He 
has a round or bended back, wa'ki
piskwunao, or moka'wikunao. Be
hind his back (doing something 
without his knowledge), pu'kwunow. 
-- v.t. (to fasten a net to the back
ing line), tipikonao; (intransitive 
form), tipikonikao. He is backing 
(the net) with it, tipikonikakao. (To 
uphold), seto -nao, -num, we'che 
-hao, -taw, na'tumo\vao. 

Back-rest, n. A'spuchinowin; (of a 
lathe), a'spuchewe--pewapisk. 

15 BADNESS 

Backbite, v.t. Pukwuno'mewao, or 
pukwunomao. 

Backbiter, n. Opukwuno'mewask. 
Backbiting, n. Pukwuno'mewawin. 
Backbone, n. Ospi'skwunikakun; wa'-

wikun. See Spine. 
Backer, n. Ona'tumakao, or 6na'tu

humakao, owechehewao. 
Backfire, v.i. Nuspa'che-pukesikao. 
Back-handed (movement), adj. Nu

spa'che. It is a backhanded action, 
nuspa'chetotumowin. 

Backing, backline, n. (as used in fish 
nets), Sinotakun, sinotakunayape; 
(upholding), na'tuhumakawin. 

Backside, n. Mispi'skwunik, ota'nak. 
The hind part of an animal, 6pwa'm, 
6chi'sk. 

Backslide, v.i. Usa'puyew. Back
sliding, usa'puyewin. 

Backslider, n. Otusa'puyew. 
Backwards, adv. Usa'. He goes back

wards, usa'puyew, or usatapuyew. 
He walks bcr,ckwards, usa'tao. He 
puts him, or it, backwards, asa' -nao, 
-num. He sends him backwards, 
usa'tissuwao. He falls backwards, 
(i.e. on his back), a'sukichipukesin, 
or a'sukichipuyew. He moves back
wards and forwards, kakewao, kake
yopuyew, kwaskwaskepuyew; ka
kwako'sk. He walks backwards and 
forwards, kakwakosk pimotao, ka
kwaskotao. 

Backwoods, n. N 6chemik. 
Bacon, n. Ko6kosewe'yin; s.c. Pa'st

a-ko6kos. 
Bad, adj. (in quality) Maya' -tisew, 

-tun; (in conduct) mucha'tise\v; (in 
appearance) m' 1chisew, -un, muche
na'k -osew, -wun. He makes him 
bad, muche -hao, -taw, muchetwa'
wehao. Bad (as applied to the 
weather or day) mu'che, or ma'ye 
kesikaw; (speaking of linen) mu
cha'kun or (speaking of wood) 
mucha'sk -osew, -wun; (speaking of 
metal or stone) mucha'piskosew, 
-aw, or maya'pisk -osew, -aw. 

Badger, n. (small) we'nusk, (large) 
mistunusk. Badgers are numerous, 
wenuskoska'w, mistunuskoskaw. 

Badness, 11. Mucha'tisE'win, maya'
tisev,:in. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, ljke, local, loon, luck. 



B 

Bag, n. Me'wut, mu'skimot. He has 
a bag, we'wutew, omu'skimotew. 
A small bag, me'wutis, mu'skimotis. 
He makes a bag or bags, me'wutikao, 
mu'skimotikao. He makes a bag of 
it, me'wutikakao, muskimotikakao. 

Baggage, n. Pimiwu'chikun, me'wutu. 
Bagging, n. Me'wutakin, muskimo-

takin. 
Bagpipe, ~· Me'wuti-pota'chekun. 
Bail, v.t. Ikuhipao. 
Bait, n. (traps) me'chimikuchikun; 

(hooks) koska'yew. 
Bait, v.t. Mechimikatum, koskayewe

ka'tum. 
Bake, v.i. Pikusikao or tikusikao, 

kesis -wao, -sum. 
-- v.t. Piku-, or tiku -swao, -sum; 
kesi -swao, -sum. He bakes it for 
him, pikusumowao, ke'sisumowao. 

Baker, n. Ota'yukonakao, opukwa'
sikunikao. 

Baking, n. Ayukonakawin, pukwa'
sikunikawin, plkasikawin, pimino
wusowin. 

Baking Powder, n. O'pisichikun. 
Balance, n. (scales) tipapa'skochikun; 

(equality) adv. ta'pitowi -ayaw, ta'pi
towipuyew, tipapasko'chipuyew; (in 
adjustment of accounts) tipuhika
puyew. 

Bald, adj. Pu'sko, (as a prefix qualify
ing verb); Pu'sko-stikwanao, He is 
baldheaded; pu'sko-sesep, a moulting 
duck. 

Bale, n. Ayoowinewut or ayoowinise
wut. A small bale, ayoowinewutis or 
ayoowinisewutis. A large bale, mista
yoowinisewut. He makes a bale 
ayoowinisewutikao. ' 

Ball, n. (foot-ball) Too'hwan, Paku
hutoo'wan, Wapiska'chikun; (a small 
ball) Kwaskwaskwanutoowan; (a 
base ball) pukumuhutoowan; A 
small ball, Too'hwanis, Pakuhutoo'
wanis. He has a ball, Otoo'hwanew, 
etc. He makes a ball, Too'hwanikao, 
etc. He makes a ball of it, Too'hwani
kakao, etc. He plays at ball, Too'
hwao, Pakuhutoowao, Wapiskachi
kao; (base ball) pukumuhutowao. 

16 BANNOCK 

Ball-shot, n. Mooswusinne. 
Ball, v.t. noo'timaw. Something round 

or ball-shaped, noo'timew. 
Ballast, n. Kosa'paskochikun. 
Balk, v.i. (to stop short) Enumokao; 

(to swerve) tupusew. 
Balm, n. (for healing) Kekasikun, 

akopi'sowin. 
Ban, n. Kituhuma'kawin, Ochehewa

win, kipichihewawin. 
Band, n. Tukopisowin, (a shackle) 

mumachikwupisowin; (a company 
of persons) ma'mowehitoowin. 
-- v.i. ma'mowehitowuk, wecha
toowuk. 

Bandage, n. Tukopisowin, or Tuko
pichikun, tetipupichikun. 
-- v.t. Tukopitao, -tum, tetipu
pi -tao, -tum. 

Balsam, n. Pikew. Balsam fir, pike
watik, nupukwasik. 

Bang, v.t. Pukumo -wha'o, -hum; 
ota'mu -whao, -hum. 
-- v.i. Pukumipu'yew. He bangs 
it, Pukumipu'yitwaw. 

Banish, v t. Sipwa'tissu -wao, -hum, 
ekuta'tissu -wao, -hum, ekuta -nao, 
-num. 

Banishment, n. Sipwatissuhokowin, 
or sipwa'tissuhekawin, ekuta'tissu
hokowin, or ekutatissuhekawin. 

Bank, n. (high) Ispucha'w, ispeta'
wukaw, nasipatim; (steep) kesku
cha'w, keskuta'wukaw. He climbs 
the bank, kospa'muchewao, a'muche
wao. He carries it up the bank, 
kospitutaw, a'muchewatutaw. Down 
the bank, Na'sepatimik. He takes it 
down the bank, na'sepa'tutaw. He 
goes down the bank, na'sepao. He falls 
down the bank, na'sepapuyew, pinu
sewapuyew, a'muchewapuyew. Water 
runs down the bank, pinusewa'chi
wun, nasepa'chiwun. On the top of 
the bank, tukota'mutin, wuke'ta
mutin. 

Ban~, n. (f,or money) Soo'neyowiku
m1k, usta wesooneyowan or ustwa'
kunewesooneyowan. 

Banker, n. Okunowisooneyawao. 
Bannock, n. _A'yukonakan or a'yuko

now, Pikus1kun, pukwasikunikan. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Banns, n. Tapwa'tikowin, Wawetu
makawin. 

Banquet, n. Wekotoo'win, mukosa'
win. 

Banter, v.t. We'yusihao, Pa'pinotu
wiio, nunatukomiio. 
-- n. We'yusihewawin, Pa'pina
yimiwawin, nuna'tukomikowin. 

Baptism, n. Sekuhuta'kawin, sekuhu
ta'koowin; baptizewewin, baptize
wikawin. (The latter is the lndian
ized form of the English word, 
probably introduced by the pioneer 
missionaries, who were not satisfied 
with the Cree word for "Sprinkling" 
to express the ceremony of baptism. 
The English word, however, has 
never become general.) 

Baptist, n. Osekuhuta'kao. 
Baptize, v.i. Sekuhuta'kao, baptize

wew, baptizewikao. 
Baptize, v.t. Sekuhu'tawiio, baptize

wehao. He is baptized, Sekuhuta'soo. 
Bar, n. (a sand-bar) Ministikwa'wu

kaw, Ya'kutowukaw, Piskwa'wu
kaw, a'tawukow; (a bar of soap, or 
other articles of trade sold by bars), 
payukwatik. (A bolt) (of wood or 
metal) a'tapiskinikun, a'tchiskwa
tam, kipa'skohikun. 
-- v.i. (passage closed by silt) 
Atawukaw; (bars the way) kipi
skum. v.t. Kipa'sko -nao, -num, 
kipis -kowao. 

Barbarian, n. Pikwuche'uyiseyinew. 
Barbarous, adj. Pikuche. 
Barbed-wire, n. Manikune-pewa'pi

skoyape. 
Barber, n. Opusko'humakao, (shav

ing) okaskipasewao. 
Bare, adj. (bare ground) Mostusku

mika'w, Pana'kotao; (naked) mosa
sew, mosaskutao. He makes it bare, 
mo'skipitao, -tum. He has bare 
arms, mosa'yaskopitoniio, or mosii
pitonao, sasa'kinipitoniio. He has 
bare feet, sasa'kisitao, or sasa'kitew, 
mosa'sitao. He has a bare head, 
sasa'kinistikwanao, mosa' stikwanao. 
He has bare legs, sasa'kinikatiio, 
mosakatao. 

Barefoot, adj. sasa'kisitao, sasa'kitew, 
mosasitao. 

Barge, n. N upuke-cheman. 
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Bark, n. (birch) Wuskwi, (willow) 
we'kope; (pine, spruce, etc.) wuyu
ka'sko; (for roofing) wuyuka'skwuk. 
The inner bark, ma'stun. He removes 
the inner bark, ma'stusoo. The bark 
peels off, Pa'pukoyukoskipuyew, 
pawutukipuyew. Birch-bark for sides 
of a canoe, Pikwusutan. Bottom 
bark, okistuskwi. He is gathering 
canoe-bark, munikomoo. 

Bark, v.i. (of a dog) Mikisimoo. He 
barks at him, Mikitao, mikitum. 
-- v.t. (remove by stripping) 
Petonao, -tum, petopitao, -tum, 
munikomatiio. 

Barley, n. Iskwasisika'nuk, iskwa'si
ka'nuk, iskwa'siminuk. Barley straw, 
I skwasisikan u 'skose. 

Barley-meal, Barley-bread, n. Iskwa
sisikane-pukwasikun. 

Barn, n. Tukwuhika'wikumik, powu
hikawikumik, Astwa'kunikasoweku
mik; (for hay) muskosewikumik. 

Barrel, n. M ukuk, woweya'takun. See 
keg. · 

Barren, adj. (as land) Puskwa'w, pi
kwutun, pikwutuske; (as a woman) 
nitiskwao, nummu neta'wosiio, pisi
skosiw. 

Barricade, n. (shelter) Tipinuwahi'kun. 
Barrow, n. (wheel) tetipitapanaskos; 

(hand) d:tinikun; (for carrying 
grass) aya'wutuskosewakun, or aya'
wutuskosinakun. 

Barter, v.i. Uta'wao, Meskoto'nikao. 
He barters hard, akwuta'wao. He 
barters with him, uta'mao. 

Base, n. Uspuschikwakun. 
-- adj. Muchayetak -osew, -wun. 

Bashful, adj. Nuna'pawisew, akokwii
wisew. 

Basin, n. Oya'kun, (wash-basin) ka'se
kwa-ya'kun; (of birch-rind) wuskwi
yakun. A small basin, oya'kunis, 
wuskwi-ya'kunis. He has a basin, 
oya 'kunew, oka'sekwayakunew, 
owuskwiyakunew. He makes a basin, 
oya'kunikao, wuskwiya'kunikao. 

Bask, v.i. (basking in the sun) asima'
stasimoo; (in the heat of the fire) 
wawu'soo. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Basket n. (large) wutu'pewut, weko
pe'w~t; (small) wutu'pewutis, weko
pe'wutis. He has a basket, owutu
pe'wutew, etc. He makes a basket, 
wutupewutikao. He makes a basket 
of it, wutupewutikakao. 

Bass, n. (the lowest part in harmony) 
Kitawawin, P.C., pitikwata'mowin, 
s.c. 

Bastard n. Pikwutoo'san, kemine
cha'k~n. He is a bastard, Pikwutoo'
sanewew. She gives birth to a 
bastard, pikwuto~'sao, keminecha'
kunikao. He causes her to have a 
bastard, pikwutoosahao. 

Baste, v.t. (as meat) Too'me -hao, 
-taw. 

Bat, n. Pukwaches, upukwaches, 
opukwana'ches. Bats are numerous, 
upukwacheskaw. 
-- (ball-bat) Toohwanatik, puku
matik. 

Bath, n. (act of washing) kisepakini
sowin, kichistapowunisowin; (bath 
tub) kisepakinisowe -mukuk. 

Bathe, v.i. Pukasimoo, kupa'simoo, 
sisop5.kahoo, kichista'powuyew. 
-- v.t. Sisopakuwao, -hum, kichi
stapowa -nao, -taw; (to soak some
thing) ukotitaw. 

Battle, n. Notinitoo'win, nuto'puye-
win, masihi'toowin. 

Battleford, n. Notinitoowe -sepe. 
Battle-ship, n. Notinitoowi-cheman. 
Bawl, v.i. Ta'pwao. 
Bay, n. Wa'suhikumaw, wa'sahaw. A 

small bay, wa'suhasin. 
Bayonet, n. Sima'kun. 
Be, v.i. Ta'w, ta'o, Ita'w, u'yaw, 

(remain) upew. He is so, etew. He 
is such an one, a'wiw, (inan.) 
a'wun. (These terminations fre
quently found in verbalized nouns, 
as He is a chief, okimawiw; It is 
wood, mistikowun.) They are as many, 
tu'sewuk or itu'sewuk. As many as 
you are, kakeyow a ituseyak. He is 
there, unta or akotu u'yaw. It is, 
Tukwun. N.B. This auxiliary verb 
in numerous instances is not expres
sed in Cree, as, He is afraid, kosta'
chew. They are wicked, mucha'tise-
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wuk. Let him be, pukitin. Let be, 
akwane. 

Beach, n. Sisoo'ch, chekipak, cheki
paskumik, sisocha'wukak. 

Beacon, n. Kiskinowa'chechikun. 
Beads, n. pl. Me'kisuk. Note; When 

the adjective ot color: is,,p_refixed the 
same word for Bernes 1s used, as, 
White beads, wa'pi-minuk; Black 
beads kusketa-minuk; Red beads, 
miko~minuk, etc. She works with 
beads, me'kisistuhikao. She works it 
with beads, me'kisistuhum. Bead
work me'kisistuhikun. Necklace 
bead;, Tapiskikuneminuk, tapiska
kawe-me'kisuk. 

Beak, n. (upper) Miko't or misko't; 
(lower) mita'piskun. He (the bird) 
has a long beak, kinoko'tao. He has 
a pointed beak, ke'nikikotao. He 
has a short beak, chimikatao or 
tukokotao. He has a broad beak, 
uyukuskikutao. 

Beam, n. (of timber) Pimitu'skwu'
hikun, or pimipuskwatik; (of iron) 
pimituskwupisk, pimitupuswoi; (of 
light) pimiwastawin. 

Bean, n. Mistuye'chemin, pimichwu
chanis. 

Bear, n. (black) Mu'skwa, wakuyoo's; 
(white) Wa'pusk; (brown) Osa'wusk; 
(grizzly) Okistutoo'wan. Bear's skin, 
muskwuy'an, wa'puskwuya'n, osa
wuskwuya'n, okistutowuyan. Bears 
are numerous, muskwuska'w, etc. 

Bear, v.t. Tuko-nao, -num, pimiwe
ta'w, wewu'sew, nuyuchikao; (to 
suffer, endure) sepayimao, -yetum, 
nuyutum; (Bear fruit) menise'wun, 
menisewew, sa'kekitaw, sa'kekipu
yew; (Bear a child) netawikehao. 

Beard, n. Me'yestoowan. He has a 
beard, me'yestoowao. He has a long 
beard, kukanomeyestoowawiw. 

Beast, n. Pisi'skew, oweya'ses, owa'
ses. A wild beast, pikwuchepisiske'w, 
pikwuchiyes. 

Beastly, adj. Pisiskewatisew. 
Beat, 'i'.'l. (heart or pulse beat) Puku

hokoo, pukuhun. (He beats or 
strikes) pukumuhi'kao, ota'muhikao. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Beat, v.t. Pukumu -wao, -hum, 
ota'mu -wao, -hum, pusustawao; 
(vanquish) puskinuwao. He is beat
en, pukumuhika'soo, (conquered) 
puskinuwaw. He beats it into small 
pieces, pesu -wao, -hum, sikwutu 
-wao, -hum. He beats it out, tuswa'
kutu -wao, -hum. He beats him 
(repeatedly), papukumu -wao, -hum. 

Beaten, p. adj. (speaking of a beaten 
trail) papa'kutumoon, kistu'tumoon; 
(conquered) sa'kohaw, puskiyuwa'w; 
(exhausted) nasto'sew, cha'kew. 

Beating, n. Pukumuhika'win, otamu-
hika'win, pususta'hoowawin, or 
pusustahookowin. 

Beautiful, adj. Meyona'k -osew, -wun, 
meyosisew, meywasin, kutuwusi 
-siw, -sin, tatache's -ewiw, -ewun. 

Beautify, v.t. Meyona'ko -hao, -taw, 
kutuwusisi -hao, -taw, meyosisihao, 
meywasitaw. 

Beauty, n. Meyona'kosewin, kutuwu
sisewin, tatache'sewin. 

Beaver, n. U'misk. A young beaver, 
uwa'tisis. Year-old beaver, poo'yo
wao, or pooyowasis. One and a half 
year old beaver, pu'tumisk. An old 
beaver, kisamisk. He hunts beaver 
(by digging through the ice) nuto
waskao. He catches beaver (under 
the ice) a'skao. The beaver's litter for 
a bed, oyimowu. The beaver's food 
stored for winter's use, ochikun u. 
Beaver skin, umiskwuyan, utai. 
Beaver are numerous, u'miskoskaw. 
A frame for stretching beaver skins, 
Umiskewu'tooi. Note, In the early 
days of the Fur Trade, the Hudson's 
Bay Company valued all articles of 
trade by the beaver skin~ Thus the 
Indians' rate of payment was the 
beaver skin or pelt, as U'tai. One 
beaver, payukwu'tai. Half a beaver, 
a'petow -u'tai, or pooskwutai, which 
means-the broken beaver. A quar
ter of a beaver, pooskwuwatis, -a 
smaller broken bit, or in some local
ities, a quarter was expressed in the 
value of a mink pelt as, sa'kwasew 
or sakwas. It is worth a beaver, 
payukwu'taiyasew, payukwu'tuyaw. 

Beaver-cutting, n. (i. e. a tree or 
stick gnawed by a beaver) Kesku-
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towao. A tree or willow peeled by 
a beaver, po'yukutowao. 

Beaver-dam, n. O'skwutim or osko'
tim. 

Beaver-house, n. Weste. Beaver
houses are numerous, westiskow. 

Becalm, v.t. Uyo'stinipuyew. 
Because, conj. Chika'ma, oche or 

osche, u'yis, weyu. 
Beckon, v.i. Wawa'stuhikao, u'yiti

nikao, kiskinuwa'chichechayoo. 
-- v.t. -Wa'stinumowao, uyiti
nikastowao, wuwa'stuhumowao. 

Beclouded, part, Owika'stayaw, owi
ka'sta -sin, -tin. 

Become, v.i. This verb is usually 
answered by u'te as a prefix to the 
verb, e. g. He becomes rich, ute 
wayo'tisew. I became poorly, ne ke 
ute a'kosin. 
-- v.t. He becomes like him, ute 
-nuspitowao. .. 

Becoming, pres. p. Tapei'spetayeta'
kwun, tapukayeta'kwun, meywa
yeta'kwun, ispetayeta'kwun. 

Bed, n. Nipa'win, (bed-rug) uspisi
moo'n, una'skawin. He has a bed, 
onipawinew, otuna'skawinew. He 
makes a bed, nipawinikao, uspisi
monikao, una'skao, kowi'simonikao. 
He makes a bed for him, kowisimonu
hao, or kowisimonikuwao, nipawi
nikuwao. He makes a bed for him
self, nipawinika'soo, kowisimonika'
soo, uspisimonika'soo. He goes to 
bed, kowisimoo. 

Bedbug, n. Nipawinikwu. 
Bedding, n. Una'skuson, u'spisimon, 

nipawakunu. He lays a bedding, 
una'skao. He has something for a 
bedding, una'skusoo. 

Bedeck, v.t. Wuwa'sehao, meyona' -
kohao. 

Bedroom, n. Nipawikumik. 
Bee, n. A'moo. Bees are numerous, 

a'mooskaw. 
Beef, n. Mostosoweyas, pisikeweyas. 

Canned beef, kuska wasikun. Salt 
beef, sewetakuni -weyas. 

Bee-hive, n. A'moo -wuchi'ston, a'mo
owikumik. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Beer, n. (from wheat) Mutamina'poo, 
(from barley) iskwasisa'poo, (fer
mented) opisichikuna'poo, (drink) 
minikwawin, (of spruce) setakuna'
poo. 

Beet, n. Mikowitis~kan. 
Beetle, n. Wututukwuni-munchoos, 

muskotikom, (hard beetle) pewa'
piskomunchos, motao. 

Befall, v.t. E'kin. It befalls him, 
otitiko' o, or otitik. 

Be.fit, v.t. Meywayeta'kwun, tape-
1spetayeta'kwun, ispetayeta'kwun. 
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Before, adv. (sooner than) Mwuwas, 
moya, amo'ya, amo'yas; (before 
that) Uwus -ispe; (formerly) ku'ya's, 
kuyu'ta, waskuch. 
-- prep. (in front of) Oti'skow, 
or ochi'skow, a'stumik, a'stumita; 
(in advance of) neka'n, nistumik. 
He is before, nekanew. He sits , 
before, Ota'stumupew. He is before, 
or sits before, him, Ota'stumupesto
w~o. H_e is before him, (facing him), 
ot1skow1s -kowao, -kum. He goes 
before, nekanotao. A runner, in 
front of a dog-team, Oneka'new. 
He walks ahead of him, nekanoto
wao. He gets ahead of him, nekani
p_uyestowao. He gets before him, 
(1. e. cuts across to meet him) akwa' -
skowao, asi'skowao. 

Bef?rehand, adv. Neya'k, neya'kunu, 
p1tuma', neka'n. 

Befriend, v.t. Otoota'mimao, kesawa
t<;>'tuwao, na'tumuwao, kitema'ka
y1mao, nunua'wekowao. 

Beg, v.i. Pukosetwaw, pukosihe'wao 
pukosa'yimoo. · ' 
-- v.t. Pukosihao, nutotumowao 
pukosa'yimao. ' 

Beget, v.t. Nita'wikehao. 
Beggar, n. Opuskosihe'wao, pukosi

hewaskew, opukosetwaw, Onuna
totuma'kao. 

Beggarliness, n. Pukositwawin. 
Beg_in, v.i. (use prefixes, sipwa, ma'che, 

k1che to verb, as) Sipwa'puyew 
~a'chepuyew, ki'chepuyew. He be~ 
gi:1-s t~ write, matussinuhikao, kitu
ssmuh1kao. He begins to sing, Sipwa
h_um:. He begins to speak, kitowao, 
s1pwayumew, machepekiskwao. 

BELITTLE 

-- v.t. Ma'che -hao, -kum, kiche 
-hao, -taw. 

Beginning, n. (in the) Michima'ch, 
(from the) michimach o'che, ma'che
puyewin, kicheta'win. 

Begone, interj. U'wus! pl. U'wusitik! 
U'wusita! Ma'cha! 

Begrudge, v.t. A'chistowayimao, mitu
wayimao. 

Beguile, v.t. Wuya'sehao, wuya'si
mao, kukuya'sehao, che'simao. 

Beguilement, n. Wuyasehewawin, ku-. 
kuyasehewawin. 

Behalf, n. O'che. 
Behave, v.i. I'tew, ita'tisew, issewa'

pisiw, isechikao. He behaves well, 
meyopima'tisiw, or meyoi'tew etc. 

Behaviour, n. Ita'tisewin, i'tewin, 
itinikawin, issewa'pisewin. 

Behead, v.t. Ke'skikwawao, ke'ski
kwaswao, ke'skikwatuwao. 

Behind, prep. Ota'k, otana'k, uwu
sita, ospiskwuni'k. He goes behind 
him, ota'ka'skowao. He is behind, 
otana'kao, or otanakuyaw. On the 
other side from here, uwusuyak. 
Behind a point of land, uwusa.o. 
Behind an island, uwusanuk. 

Behold, interj. Ma'tiku! chest! poo'te! 
nu! 
-- v.i. Kunowa'pew, kita'pukao, 
ita'pew. 
-- v.t. Wa'pu -mao, -tum, kuno
wa'pu -mao, -tum, kita'pu -mao, 
-tum. 

Behove, v.i. Nuhi'skumomukun nuhi'-
puyew, itayita'kwun. ' 

Belay, v.t. Tukopitum se'tuwupi-
tum, ma'kopitum. ' 

Belch, v.i. Pa'kutao. He belches 
frequently, papa'kutao or pa'kuta
skew. 

Beli~f, n. Tal?wa'tumowin or tapwa
ya yetumowm. 

Believable, adj. Tapwaya'yetakwun. 
Believe, v.i. Tapwa'tum, tapwaya'

yetum. 
-----:-_,v.f. _Tapwa'tuwao, -tum, tap
waya y1mao, -yetum. 

Believer, n. Ota'pwatumoo. 
Belit~le~, ~.t. Mucha'yimao, -tum, 

up1sta y1 -mao, -tum. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Bell, n. Suwahooya'kun or sawa
hooya'kun, sawatita'kun, mutwa
chichikun. The bell rings, sawa'tin, 
mutwatin. Horse or dog bells, susa
wahoonu, or sawahooya'kunisu. 

Bell-ringer, n. Osusawa'tichikao, 
Omutwa'tichikao. 

Belladonna plaster, n. Ka anupa'k 
ukopi'sowin, s.c., ka pupukonayak 
ukopisowin, P.c. 

Bellow, v.i. Ki'too, mutwa'kitoo, 
pitikwuta'moo, pa'ta'kosew. 

Bellows, n. Poota'chekakun or poo
ta'chekawin. 

Belly, n. Muti or wuti. He has a big 
stomach, mistutatiyew, or mistu
tiyew. 

Belong, v.i. Tipayetak -osew, -wun, 
tipiyuwayitak -osew, -wun, o'chew, 
o'che. It belongs to him, tipiyu
wawisiw. 

Belonging, n. poss. Nituya'n, kituya'n, 
otuya'n, i. e. my, thy, his, pro
perty, ne tipiyuwawisewin. 

Beloved, p. adj. Sa'kehaw, sakehi
kowi'sew. My beloved, U'na ka sa'ke
huk, or ne sakeha'kun. A beloved 
one, Sakeha'kun. See Love. 

Below, prep. Tupuse's or chupuses, 
uta'mik, ne'che. 

Belt, n. Pukwutahon, kichipison. He 
has a belt, opukwutahonew. He 
makes a belt, pukwutahonikao. He 
uses it for a belt, pukwutahototum. 
He puts it under his belt, sakosoo. 
He is in want of a belt, kwetowipu
kwutahoo. 

Belting, n. Pukwutahowin, or pukwu
tahonakin. 

Bemoan, v.t. Moweka'tao, -tum. 
Bench, n. (a seat) Ta'tupewin; (a 

work - bench) Mokoochekawinatik, 
utoskawinatik. 

Bend, v.i. (stoop) Nowaka'powew; 
(curve) wa'kepuyew; (speaking of 
wood) waka'skopuyew; (of metal) 
waka'piskipuyew. 
-- v.t. Wa'kinao, -num, wa'kipi 
-tao, -tum; (at an angle, as the arm, 
or a clasped knife) pi kin um, piki
puyetaw. He bends his back, wa'ki
piskwunayew. He bends his head to 
one side, opimaskwayew, nowaskwa
yew. He bends it into a circle, 
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waweyayakinao, -num; (speaking 
of metal) waweyayapiskinum. It 
is bended, wa'kaw. He bends it, (as 
a bow), otakina'skwao. 

Beneath, prep. Uta'mik, (with ref. to 
something above) sepa', ne'che; 
(lower down) chupuses. 

Benefaction, n. Kesawa'tisewin, kiti
ma'kenukawin, natuma'kawin, me
yototaka'win. 

Benefactor, n. Omeyotota'kao, okisa
wa'tisew, ona'tumakao. 

Beneficient, adj. Meyotota'kao, kisa
wa'tisew. 

Benefit, n. Meyotota'kawin, kista'
putisewin, kista'puchehewawin, we'
chehikowisewin. 
-- v.t. Meyo'totowao, we'chehao, 
kista'puchehao. 

Beneficial, adj. Meyo'totakoo, we'che
hikoo, kista'putun. 

Benevolence, n. N uhetotakawin, kesa
watotakawin, meyowa'tisewin. 

Benevolent, v.i. Nuhe'totakao, kesa'
watotakao, meyo'totakao. 

Benight, v.t. Tipi'skipuyew, kuske'ti
piskipuyew, koti'kwune'w. 

Bent, adj. Wa'kaw; (speaking of 
metal) waka'piskaw; (speaking of 
wood or a tree) waka'skwun. 

Benumbed, part. Ke'skimisew, nipoo' 
-wew, -wun. 

Bequeath, v.t. Nukutumo'wao, uso'tu-
mowao. 

Bereave, v.t. Mu'skuchehao. 
Bereavement, n. Mu'skuchehewawin. 
Berry, n. Me'nis, pl. menisu. When 

qualified by colour the termination 
is min, pl. minu, as, yellow berries, 
osa'wominu, or in some localities 
called, ostikwaniminu, i.e. Head 
berries, Red berries, mikominu, or 
or n~'piminanu. See Black, Blue. 
Berries are numerous, me'nisiskaw. 
He gathers berries, mo'wesoo. He 
dries berries, pa'siminao. He boils 
berries, pa'skiminisowao. Dried ber
ries, pa'siminanu. He clears the 
trees of berries, mowuswatao. Boiled 
berries, pa'skachiwusikunu. 

Berry-cake, n. Pa'siminan. 
Berth, n. Nipa'win, nuhesino'win. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Beseech, v.t. Kake'simototowao, puko
sa'yimao, nu!o'tumowa?· . _ 

Beset v.t. Se'k1skowao, a yem1hao. 
Besetting, adj. (besetting sin) Piso

kasino'win. 
Beside, prep. (alongside of) O'pim~, 

(apart from) ekuta, (along) ~am, 
sisona; (in addition to) uss1che. 
Beside the road, opimaskunak, or 
na'ni-maskunak. 

Beside or besides, adv. A'tu, apo'chiku, 
apoo, misiwach. 

Besiege, v.t. Nutopuye'stum, moo'ske
stum, wasa'kapowes -towao, -tum. 

Besmirch, v.t. We'nipi -hao, -taw, 
muchena'ko -hao, taw, miyetotuwao, 
miyetotum. 

Besom, n. Wa'puhikun, (a small 
besom) wa'puhikunis. He has a 
besom, owapuhikunew. He makes a 
besom, wapuhikunikao. 

Besot, v.t. Ke'skwahao. 
Bespatter, v.t. Osuswapakecheskowao. 
Bespeak, v.t. Neka'ni -onu'sowa -tao, 

-tum. 
Best, adj. Ma'wuch, uyiwak, kiche. 

Example of comparative, meywa'
sin-it is good. Uwusima meywasin. 
it is better, Ma'wuch, or uyiwak 
meywasin-it is best. 

Bestir, v.i. Wu'skowew. 
-- v.t. Wuskowe -nao, -num. 

Bestow, v.t. Makew, me'niwao, puki
tinumo'wao, a'wehao, astwa'kuni
kowao. He bestows it upon him, 
me'yao, otinumowao. 

Bestraddle, bestride, v.t. Ayetowka
tapew. 

Bet, v.t. pl. Ustwa'toowuk; n. Ustwa'
toowin. 

Bethink, v.i. Kiski'sew, kiskiso'puyew. 
Betide, v.i. Ekin, or iekin, ispuyew. 
-- v.t. Otitikoo, ispuyehikoo. 

Betimes, adv. We'puch, we'puch nu
wuch, mwuya's. 

Betray, v.t. Misema'o, misehao, or 
mamisehao, wuyase -pukiti -nao, 
-num. 

Betroth, v.t. Kicheita'o, kichea'sotu
muwao, kicheitito'owik, pl. 

Betrothal, n. Kicheitito'owin, kiche
asotuma'kawin. 
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Better, adj. Nowu'ch or uwu'sima 
(meywa'sin), uwu'sima (itayeta-

BID 

kwun). He is better, (after sicknes.s), 
nowu'ch meyoaya'w. He is getting 
better, ute meyoaya'w. 
-- n. pl. (Superiors) Uyiwa'k ka 
ita'yetakosichik, or No'Yuc.h, or 
uwusima, ka kista'yetakos1ch1k.

1 Between or Betwixt, prep. Tu sto
wayik tu'stowich. He puts it be
tween '(wood), tustowa'skotaw. He 
puts it between. (the leaves of a 
book), tustowaku~um. The space 
between, tustowuyek. 

Bevel v.t. Opimitaw; (with a plane) 
opi~akotum; (with a saw) opima
sum, uchichisum. 

Bewail, v.t. Moweka'tao, -tum, mita'
tao, -tum. 

Beware, v.i. Yakwa'mew, yakwa'
misew, or uyakwa'mew, uswa'ye
moo; (imperative) payatuk! 
-- v.t. uswa'ye -mao, -tum. 

Bewilder, v.t. Wuna'yetumehao, or 
wawuna'yetumehao. He is bewild
ered, wunayetum, or wuwana'ye
tum. 

Bewitch, v.t. Ke'skwahao, s.c., 
wunisimao; (by witch craft) mitawe
muskachehao. 

Bewrayed, p.p. Kiskayetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Beyond, prep. Uwu'sita, uwusitaka, or 
uwusita'itaka, a'swa. He, or it, goes 
beyond, a'swapuyew. Beyond (the 
water), uwusita'itakakam. Beyond 
measure, na'spich mi'stuhe, uyewa'k 
eyi'kok. He throws beyond him, or 
it, aswa -wao, -hum. He goes beyond 
him (passes him), aswa's -kowao, 
-kum, or meya's -kowao, -kum. He 
sees beyond him, aswaya'pu -mao, 
-tum. He surpasses him, uwusita
skowao. 

Bibber, n. W~'kipao, weye'kipat. 
Bible, n. Kichemussinuhikun. Holy 

Bible, kuna'chekiche - rnussinuhi
kun. He has a Bible, okiche
mussinuhikunew. 

Bid, v.t. (command), Itusowa'tao, 
wetumowao, kitotao; (invite) nuto'
mao, (to a feast) wekomao. He bids 
him farewell, utumiskowao, wa'che
ama.o. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Bier, n. Tatinikun. He makes a bier, 
tatinikunikao. 

Big, adj. (an.) Misi'kitew, (inan.) 
misa'w; kiche, or kesa', or mi'stuhe, 
(size or quantity) used in various 
localities to express something big, 
as A big ship, kiche chema'n, or 
kesa chema'n, or mistuhe chema'n; 
Big river, mistuhe sepe, etc. 

Bight, n. Wa'saw, or wa'suhaw, (dim.) 
wasuha'sin, wa'ninaw, waninuta'
wukaw. 

Bile, n. Osa'wapoo, osa'wapan. 
Bilious, adj. Osa'wapokao. 
Biliousness, n. Osa'wapokawin. 
Bill, n. (debt), Mussinuhi'kun. A 

bird's beak, mikot. 
Billet, n. (a stick of wood) pewi'sku

hikun, mi'te, natwa'kuhikun. A 
burning billet, iskwa'skisao, or iskwa'
skisikun. He is chopping into bil
lets, pe'wiskuhikao, natwa'kuhikao; 
(splitting into bits) ta'skikuhekao. 

Billow, n. Mamuka'hun. See waves. 
Bind, v.t. Tukopi -tao, -tum, muma'

chikwupi -tao, -tum, michi'mupi 
-tao, -tum, sukupi -ta'o, -tum,· titi
pu'pi -tao, -tum. He binds it round, 
wawa'kupi -tao, -tum. He binds it 
tightly, se'tupi -tao, -tum. He 
binds it, or them, into bundles, 
ma'wasukwupitao, -tum, usupi -tao, 
-tum. 
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Binding, Binder, n. Muma'chikwupi-
1 

sowin, wawa'kupichikun, michimu'
pichikun, tukopitchikun; (as a bind
ing for edges of cloth) wa'skakwa
chikun; (as restraining or holding) 
sukupichi'kun, or sukupiso'win, tu
kopisowin, muchimu'pisowin. 

Bindweed, n. (convolvulus) Pemuho'
pukwu. 

Birch, n. (tree or wood) Wuskwi-a'tik. 
Birch are numerous, wuskwi -a'tikos 
-kaw. He takes the bark off a birch, 
mun ikomatao. 

Birch-bark or rind, n. Wuskwi'. A 
roll of birch-rind for tenting, wuska' -
pukwi. A birch-bark roggin, wusk
wiya'kun. A birch-bark canoe, wusk
wichema'n. A birch-bark tent, wuska' -
pukwi-ekewap. 

Birch-sap, or water, n. Wuskwi-a'poo, 
wuskwi-atikapoo. 

BITTERN 

Bird, n. Peya'sew. A small bird, 
peya'ses. This is the term in general 
use for all little birds. Larger birds 
are spoken of by their distinctive 
names. See Peyasew in Cree-English 
Part II. 

Birth, n. Nita'wikewin. She gives 
birth (to a child) nita'wekehao, nita
wekehawusoo. 

Birth-day, n. Tipiskumo'win. He has 
a birthday, tipiskum. Birth-day 
celebrations, a tipiskumot. 

Birth-right, n. Osta'simawayetakose
win, nistumosa'newewin. Osta'si
maw-otusotuma'kawin. 

Biscuit, n. Muskowa'yukonaw, kaspi
pukwa'sikun. 

Bisect, v.t. Ta'pitowuswao, piki'ski
swao. 

Bishop, n. Kiche-ayumehawikimaw, 
kiche-uyumeha weyinew. 

Bit, n. (of bridle) Ta'pitonapichikun; 
(a drill) pukona'hikun or pukona
hikuna'pisk, pa'kwutuhikun; (a frag
ment of food), pewu'chikun; (a 
fragment of material), pe'winikun; 
(a little bit, or small piece) puke, 
upises, ma'nises. In bits, nuna'ni
sche. It is in bits, pe'sisew, pe'saw, 
pe'sasin. It breaks into bits, nuna'ni
schepuyew, pe'sipuyew, pekotin, pe'
wetin. He divides it into bits, 
nunanischehao, -tum, nuna'winum, 
pesa'winum. He pulls it into bits, 
nuna'nischipi -tao, -tum, pe'wesipi 
-tao, -tum, pekopi -tao, -tum. 

Bitch, n. Nosa'stim, keska'nuk, iskwa
nukos. 

Bite, v.i. Ma'kwukao, tu'kwukao. He 
often bites, ma'kwukaskew, tukwu
kaskew. 

v.t. Ma'kwu -mao, -tum, 
tukwu -mao, -tum. He bites it 
through, pu'sku -mao, -tum, kesku 
-mao, -tum. 
-- n. Makwukawin, (as a morsel 
of food) ma'kwuchikawin. 

Bitter, adj. Wesu -kisew, -kun, a'kwun, 
a'kwuspukwun; (as a bitter liquid) 
wesuka'kumew, or wesuka'kumin. 

Bitterish, adj. Wesukasin, or wesuka
kumisin. 

Bittern, n. Mookuhoosew. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Bitterness, n. Wesukise'win, wesuki
spukosewin. 

Black, adj. Kuskita' -siw, -waw, 
mtikuta -sew, -waw; (as with dirt) 
weyip -isew, -aw; (black cloth) 
kusketawakin, or mtikutawakin; 
(black thread or string) kusketawa
pak -isew, -un, mtikutawapak -isew, 
-un; (as wood) kuskitawa'skwun, 
mtikutawa'skwun; (as metal) kuski
tawapisk -isew, -wun, mtikutawa
pisk -isew, -wun; (as a liquid) kuski
tawakumew or -min, mtikutawaku 
-mew, or -min. 

Black-bear, n. Muskwu'. 
Black-berry, n. Kuskita'-minu, (pl.), 

or uskeminu. 
Black-bird, n. Chuchuku'yoo or chu

chukunoo. 
Black-board, n. (of cloth) kuskita

wakin, (of wood) kuskitawa'tik, (of 
slate) kuskitawapisk. 

Black-currant, n. Munto'minu, pl. 
Black-currant River, Munto'mine
sepe. 

Black-duck, n. Kuskita'we-sip, muku
ta'we-ship, (sometimes called the 
whistling duck) kweskwesipa'tum. 

Blacken, v.t. Kuskita'we -hao, -taw, 
mtikuta'we -hao, -taw. 

Blackfoot (Indian), n, Kuskita'wu
yusit. 

Blackfly, n. Mtikuchasew, pikocha
sew. 

Black-fox, n. Kuskita'wukasew, mti
kuta'wukasew. 

Black-guard, n. Omuchepe'kiskwao, 
omucha'tisew. 

Blackish, adj. Kuskita'wusin, mtiku
ta'wusin. 

Blacklead, n. Kuskitawinikun, mtiku
tawenikun. 

Black-letter, n. Kuskitawussinuhikun. 
Black-otter, n. Kuskitawukik, mtiku

tawukik. 
Blacksmith, n. We'skuchan, s.c., 

uwesto'yan, uwesto'yanis. Black
smith's fire or coal, weskucha'nisko
tao, uwestoyaniskotao. Blacksmith's 
shop, weskucha'nikumik, uwesto'
yanikumik. 

Blacktail, n. (deer) l\,lukutawanos. 
Bladder, n. We'kwi. A small bladder, 

w~kwas. 

24 BLAZE 

Blade, n. (of grass) Mu'skose; (of a 
knife) mokomana'pisk. 

Blade-bone, n. Mitiye'kun, mitine. 
Blame, n. Uta'mimewawin, uta'ma

yetumowin, uta'mayetoowin, uta' -
mayetakosewin. 
-- v.i. Uta'mimewao, Uta'ma
yetakwun. 
-- v.t. Uta'mimao, utamay -imao, 
-etum, utamayetumohao, uta'ma-
yetum. 

Blameable, adj. Uta'mayetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Blameless, adj. Aka a uta'mayetako
sit, or numu uta'mayetakosew. 

Blank, adj. Tuwa'w, pesisikwa'w, (a 
blank space for writing) pesisikwa
kitin, or tuwakitin, (a blank space 
in view) tuwa'kotao, tuwana'kwun. 

Blanket, n. Ukoo'p, wa'powuyan 
E.c., nipawa'kin, ukwune'win. A 
green blanket, chepatukop. (Thus 
the distinctive color may be pre
fixed.) He has a blanket, otuko pew, 
or owapowuyanew. A small blanket, 
ukopis. A rabbit - skin blanket, 
wapooswuyanukop, or wapooswu
yan. 

Blaspheme, v.i. Mucheu'yitwao, 
muchepe'kiskwao, mucheu'yumew, 
pa'stamoo. 

v.t. Mucheu'yitao, muche
a'yimomao, pa'stamao. 

Blasphemer, adj. Pasta'moskew or 
opasta'moo, omuchepekiskwao. 

Blasphemous, adj. Pasta'mowe -(pre
fix to the noun). 

Blasphemy, n. Pasta'mowin, muche
pekiskwa'win. 

Blast, n. (of wind) ke'skeyowao, 
ke'stin; (by explosive) ptikisika
win. 
-- v.t. Nissewuna'che -hao, -taw; 
(curse) nanipo' -mao, -taw; (with 
explosive) ptikiswao, -sum. 
-- v.i. Ptikisikao. 

Bla~e,. n., Kwa'kotao, piskwu'konao, 
p1skma o. A large blaze, misttikwu
nao. A red blaze, or red coals, mikwu
'kwunao. A white blaze, or white 
heat, waptikwunao. A blue bla::e, 
chepatukwunao. A blazed tree num-
ahikun. ' 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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v.i. Kwa'kotao, wuyu'tao, 
pi'skinao. It blazes straight up, 
Sumutukwunao, piskwutukonao, 
chimutukwunao. 

Bleach, v.t. Wa'piske -hao, -taw, 
wa'piskake -hao, taw. 

v.i. Wa'piskepuyew, or 
wa' piskakepuyew. 

Bleak, adj. (exposed to wind) Kupu
tuhunok, (devoid of trees) pu'sk
waw, (desolate) kitima'kun, kewa'
tun. 

Bleat, v.i. Kito'o, mutwa'kitoo, 
mi.ttwamoo. 

Bleed, v.i. Ochekowew, miko -wew, 
-wun, pekowew. His nose bleeds, 
puskostonao. His teeth bleed, miko
w:apitao. 

v.t. Pikokwaswao, mikowo
hao, sowe'skowehao. 

Blemish, v.i. Ma'skipuyew. 
v.t. Ma'skihao. He grows 

with a blemish, ma'skikew. 
-- n. Ma'skisewin. 

Blend, v.i. Ma'mowepuyew, ma'wu
sukopuyew, u'sichepuyew. 

v.t. Mama'wetaw, mamo'
winum, u'sitinum. 

Bless, v.i. Suwa'yechikao, meyo'u
kimewao, milwukimewao, M.c., me
yokeswasewao. 
-- v.t. Suwa'yimao, yetum, meyo
to'tuwao, tum, meyoke'swatao, 
meyowu'kimao, nesokumowao. To 
invoke a blessing upon, suwa'yi
mao, is the proper word). 

Blessed, part. Suwayeta'k -osew, -wun. 
"Blessed are the pure in heart," 
Suwayeta'kosewuk ka kuna'cheta
hachik, Matt. V. 8. 

Blessedness, Blessing, n. Suwayeta'
kosewin, suwayechikawin, meyo
keswa'sewawin, meywukimewawin, 
nesokumakawin, payutukayimo
hiwawin, (word used in the bene
diction). 

Blight, v.t. (by frost) A1kwutin; (by 
sun's rays or by fire) iskwa'tao; 
(by drought) pa'stao; (by wind) 
kowa'stun; (by water) nista'pa
wao; (by any influence) nisewuna'
chehao, nisewuna'tun. 

25 BLOODY-FLUX 

Blind, adj. Nummu wa'pew; (verb
alized form) aka ka wa'pit; kipwa'
pew or kipwa'piskao, (blinded by 
dust etc.) pisine'w. 

v.t. Pisinehao. kipwa'pinao; 
(by putting the hands over the 
eyes) kuka'pwapinao, akoya'pinao; 
(by a blow) kipwa'puwao, He 
closes his eyes, Pusukwa'pew. 
-- n. (a horse's blinds) akoya'
pikwahon, akoya'kuhikun. 

Blindness, n. (verbalized form) 
Nummu -wa'pewin, or waputu
mowin: akoya'puhikawin; pisine'
win, kipwa'pinikowin. 

Blindfold, v.t. Akoya'pupitao, ako
wa'pinao, akawa'pikwapitao. He 
is blindfolded, akuwa'pikwapisoo. 

Blink, v.i. Kukapwa'pipuyew, Pusu
kwa'pipuyew. 

Bliss, n. Meyowa'tumowin, mooche
ka'yetumowin, meywa'yetumowin, 
mumata'kosewin. 

Blister, n. P~to'puyiwin, 
papuyewin; (application 
blisters) phokusoowin, 
owin. 

or p~to
to cause 
u'kopiso-

v.i. P~tokusoo, p~topaki-
puyew, u'kopisoo. 

v.t. Phoku -swao, sum, 
p~topakinum, u'kopi -tao, -tum. 

Blistering-plaster, n. P~tokusikun. 
Blizzard, v.n. Pe'wun or kiche 

-pe'wun. 
Block, n. (of wood for foundation in 

building) Tituhikun, or tita'-
skwuhikun; (a pulley) oma'w, 
mikinak, oma'kun. 
-- v.t. (to obstruct) Ki'puhum, 
kipo'skum, kipa'skonum, kipi'che
taw; (to shape out of wood) issiku 
-whao, -hum. 

Blond, adj. Wa'pikwanak -osew, 
-wun. 

Blood, n. Mi'ko. He spits blood, 
mikosikwao, or sikwa'tum miko. 
He vomits blood, pa'komokwao. Coa
gulated blood, wu'ttoi. 

Bloody, adj. Miko'wew, -wun, oso
wesko' -wew, -wun. 

Bloody-flux, n. Miko -wapokawin. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Blood-soup, n. Mikwa'poo. She 
makes blood-soup, mikwa'pokao. 

Bloom, v.i. Wa'pikwunewun, nepe'
wun. 

Blossom, n. Wa'pikwunew, or wa'pi
kwune, ne'pe. 

v.i. Wa'pikwunewun, nepe'
wun, neta'wekin. 

Blot, v.n. (a ~tain) Weye'paw, 
mise'waw, kuskitawa'w; (blemish) 
maskisewin, miyenikawin. 
-- v.t. (to blot out or obliterate) 
Ka'sesinu -wii:o, hum, kasewa'pu 
-wii:o, hum, kase' -hao, hum. 

Blouse, n. Meyow, meyowakin. 
Blow, n. (stroke) Pukumu'hikawin, 

pukumu'hotoowin, ota'muika -win, 
pukumuska'kowin. 
-- v.i. (with the mouth) Pootaw, 
Poota'chikao; (as the wind) o'tin, 
yo'wao, yo'tin; (as a gust or squall) 
pimeyo'wao, keskeyo'wao, keske
yo'wapuyew, pota'chikapuyew, pu
kume'yowao, yo'tinipuyew. He 
blows away, wapa' -sew, -stun, sipwa
wapa' -sew, -stun. He blows about, 
wawapa' -sew, -stun, pupa'miwapa' 
-sew, -stun. He blows down, neta' 
-sew, -stun, pinna' -sew, -stun. It 
blows hard, kicheyo'tin, miseyo'tin, 
ppkechiyo'wapuyew. It blows softly, 
pakeka'cheyowao, nuhe'yikok -yo'
tin, yooskiyo'wao. It blows con
trary, oti'skuwaw, nuka'nowao, nu
nimaw,inuyatawetin. It blows favor
ably, (fair wind) nuhi'tin,namwuna'w. 
It blows through, penetrates, sa'pwa 
-sew, -stun. It blows cold, kisine'
yowao, tukeyowao. He blows on 
shore, (driven on the beach) ukwa
ya' -sew, -stun, na'tukamaya' -sew, 
-stun. It ceases blowing, kipichi
yowao, poneyotin, ute a'nwastin. 
It blows into (a tent, or a house 
through a hole or a window) pooche~ 
yowao. 
-- v. t. Pota' -tao, -tum. 

Blower, n. (draught-hole) Poota'chi
kun, yowa'chikun. 

Blow-fly, n. Ocha'o. 
Blow-pipe, n. Poota'chikun or poota'

chikawin. 

26 BOASTFUL 

Blubber, n. (fat of whales) Wapu
mako-wevin. 

Blue, adj. - Chepii:tuk -osew, -waw; 
(light blue), sepek -osew, -aw; 
(as a bruise), u'pitaw. Blue cloth, 
chepatukwakin. Light blue cloth, 
se'pikwakin. 

Blue-bell, n. Sewayona'kunis. 
Blue-berries, n. Eyine'minu, ni'ske-

minu, nekiko'minu. 
Blue grass, n. Sepikwa'yuskose. 
Blue ribbon, n. Chepii:'tuko-sanipa. 
Blue-stone, n. Iskwa'skisikun, keka'-

sikun. 
Bluff, n. (a clump of trees) Ministi

kwa' skwaya w, piskwa 'skwaya w. 
Bluish, adj. Chepiitukwasin, sepekwaw, 

or sepekwasin. 
Blunder, v.t. Nuyata'wew, wunepu'

yew, nuspa'chipuyew. 
-- n. Wunetotumo'win, nuyata'
wetotumo'win, kakapa'chi - isechi
ka'win. 

Blunt, adj. Usa'tin, pe'kotin, or in 
verbalized forms as, nummu pe'kwa'
tin; (as a pointed tool), usa'nisku
chaw. 
-- v.t. Usa'titaw, pekotitaw. 

Blush, v.i. Mikokwa'puyew, napa'
wisew. 
-- n. Mikokwawisewin, napa'
wisewin. 

Bluster, v.i. (windy), Kese'yowao; 
(of speech), kesisoweta'kosew, mu
muta'kosew; (of attitude), napa
ka'soo, mumuta'kosoo. 
-- n. (swagger), napaka'sowin. 

Board, n. Nupuketu'k. (Note: Articles 
made of wood terminate in a'tik, as 
table, mechisona'tik.) 

Boast, v.i. Kuke'chimoo, mumechi
moo, mumuta'komoo, kisisowu'moo. 
He boasts against him, kuke'chi
moto -towao, -tum. 
-- n. Kuke'chimowin, mumechi
mo'win, mumuta'komowin. 

Boaster, n. Okuke'chimosk, omumu
ta'komosk. 

Boastful, adj. Kuke'chimoskew mu-
mechimoskew. ' 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Boat, n. Chema'n, mistiko-chema'n, 
6'se, mistik-o'se, na'pikwanis. A 
row-boat, pupamiska'we-chema'n. A 
sail-boat, pima'sewe-chema'n, or ka 
pima'stuk chema'n. A small boat, 
chema'nis, o'sis, etc. A large boat, 
·mistot, or ka misa'k chema'n. He 
(travels) with many boats, mechat
otukisew. 

Boat-builder, n. Ochema'nikao, (or 
verbalized, ka chema'nikat); Otu'sto
yew. 

Boat-shed, n. Ustoyakumik, chemani
kumik, na'pikwanikumik. (As a 
shed for boat-building), chemanika
wikumik. 

Boat-swain, n. Onesta'mokao. (In 
some localities the lndianized form 
of the English word is used, as 
Bo'sn). 

Bobtail, adj. Keska'yowao, chukwa'
yowao. 

Bodkin, n. Sepa'pichikun, sepa'pichi
kunapisk, sepa'pichikunatik. 

Body, n. Me'yow, me'yowis. My 
body, ne'yow; (your body), ke'yow; 
(his body), we'yow. He has a stout 
or large body, micha'skoyo-wao. He 
has a long body, kinoyo' -wao. He has 
a short body, chimiyo'wao. He has 
a small body, upista'skoyowao or, 
upisa'sko'yowasew. He is in his 
(another person's) body, weyowe'sko
wao, (as when a person is possessed 
of an evil spirit), pecheyowe'skowao. 
His body is so long, isko'yowao. The 
whole length of his body, a'skoyowat, 
subj. In the body, pecheyow. 

Bog, n. Pusukwuche'skwukaw, pusu
kuche'skwaw' muno'kochaskuwukaw. 
-- v.i. Pusukwuche'skwupuyew, 
makoche'skwupuyew, kota'wecha
skewupuyew. 

Boil, n. Se'kip, meye'. He has a boil, 
osekipimew. 
-- v.i. Oso'o, otao. It boils fast, 
keyipa'chiwu -soo, -tao; (when in 
an agitated state of ebullition), 
kwaskwaswaya'chiwu -soo, -tao, or 
kwaskwaya'chiwu -soo, -tao. It 
boils over, pasita'chiwu -soo, -tao. 
It boils away, or dry, masta'chiwu 
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-soo, -tao, pakwa'tchiwu -soo, -tao. 
It boils up (as the sea), mukwati
kwa'hun; (as a spring), mumoo'ki
chewun, moskipa'chewun. It is at 
boiling point, kesa'kimitao. 
-- v.t. Puka'si -mao, -taw or 
kupa'si -mao, -taw, 6-swiio, -sum. 
He boils or renders fat, sa'sipimao. 
To heat to the boiling point, kesa'kimi 
-swao, -sum. 

Boiler, n. Kesa'kimisikun, kesa'ki-
misowe-uskik. 

Boisterous, adj. A'yimun; (of the wea
ther) ayimike'sikaw; (of the waves) 
ayima'skaw, mumuka'skaw; (of the 
wind) keskiyowao; (of one's con
duct) ke'skwa. 

Bold, adj. Soka'yimoo, soketahao. 
He is bold in talking, asikwa'o, 
aya'sikwao, akotona'moo. 

Boldly, adv. Soka'yimowe, soketa
hawe. He speaks boldly, suso'kemoo. 
He speaks boldly to Mm, susokemo
totowao. 

Boldness, n. Sokayimowin, soketaha
win. 

Bolt, v.t. A'chekipuhum, a'ta'piski
num, kipa'skohum, or -num. 
-- n. A'chekipuhikun, a'tapiski
nikun, kipa'skonikun. 

Bond, n. Tukopi'sowin, michimupi
sowin, makopichikun, sukupisowin; 
(of payment) asootuma'kawin. 

Bondage, n. Owuka'tikowin, owuka' -
sewawin, tipa'yimikowin, michimi~ 
niko'sewin. He puts him in bondage, 
owuka'o, owukanika'tao, michimu
pitao. 

Bondman, n. Owukan, owukatikowe
utooskayakun. 

Bondwoman, n. Owukanewe-iskwao, 
utooskaya'kun-iskwa' o. 

Bone, n. O'skun, me'skun; adj. He is 
boney, oskune'w or oskunewe'w, 
oskunewun. Bone-scraper (used for 
scraping hairs off skins) ma'tuhikun, 
puskwa'chikun. A bone used for 
scraping off fat, mikikwun. 

Bonnet, n. U'stootin; (woman's) iskwa
wu'stotin, (sun-bonnet) akuwastawe
u'stotin. 
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Book, n. Mussinuhi'kun. Prayer
book, ayumicha'we-mussinuhi'kuhn, 
Hymn-book, nukumo' - mussinuhi'
kun. He has a book, omussinu'hiku
new. He makes a book, mussinuhi
kunikao. Booklet, mussinuhikunis. 

Boom, n. Pimitaskohikun, pimitasko
monatik. 

Boot, n. Mistikwu'skisin. See Shoe. 
(As an inducement, "to boot"), 
tukoti'numowao. 

Booth, n. Akuwasta'hikun. He makes 
a booth, akuwasta'hikunikao. 

Booty, n. (spoils of war) muniwuta'
win, (plunder) muna'howin. 

Booze, v.i. Ke'skwapao, osa'mpao, 
minnikwao. 

n. Minnikwa'win, keswapa' -
win. 

Boracic acid, n. Kechistinika'we
muskeke, pil'knikun. 

Border, adv. (of land) Siso'na, (edge), 
kisipu'skumik, (end); (of a garment) 
naya'kun; (a coloured border) pasa'
kin. It has a border, pasakun, 

. woweyakwayaw. 
Bordering on, adv. Cheka'sk, ka'chi

che. 
Bore, v.t. Pukona -wilo, -hum, che-:tu 

-wtio, -hum, puyi'puhum; (bore 
through) pa'kwutu -wiio, -hum. 
--- n. (diameter of a hole) pukwu
na'yaw. Large bore, misipukwunna'
yaw. Small bore, apichepukwu
nayaw. A boring tool, pukwuna' -
hikun, pakwutuhikun. 

Born, part. Nita'wikew, noo'kosew. 
Borne, part. Nuyu'tuhaw onika'taw 

pimewina'w. ' ' 
Borrow,· v.i. Oweha'soo. He borrows 

it from him, oweha'somao. 
Bos~, n. Pikonu'tu, kontow, konu'tu; 

(silly talk) pukwuntow ayumewin. 
Bosom, n. (the breast) Miska'skikun 

ma'sk:i~un; (inmost recess) peyo~ 
moo'wm, pemoyoo'win, tukonewa
win. 
-- v.i. Pe'yomoo, pe'moyoo; 
tukonewa'wusoo. 
-- v.t. Pe'yomohao, pemoyohao; 
tukonewehao. 

Boss, n. Kaskiskuwhan · (a foreman) 
okima'w. ' 
-- v.t. Okimaka'tum. 

BOWELS 

Both, adj. and adv. Ta'piskoch. 
Bother, v.t. Nuna'tokohao, a'yimihao, 

mikoska'chihao; (with talk) miko
ska'somao. 
-- v.i. Nuna'tokosew, mikoska'-
tisew, a'yimisew. 
-- n. Nuna'tokosewin, mikoska' 
tisewin, a'yimisewin. 

Bottle, Mootaya'pisk, usewu'chikun, 
pewapiskona'kun, w~'kwi; (a leath
ern bottle) pukakinwamooti; (a 
small bottle) mootaya'piskos, use
wu'chikunis. 

Bottom, n. (of a hill) Nha'mutin; (of 
a pit or river) misuskayaw; (of any 
vessel) a'nak; as prep., uta'mik, 
nkhe, se'pa. -

Bottomless, adj. Aka ka misuskayak. 
Bough, n. Puskanita'wekewin, wuti

kwun. 
Boulder, n. Mistasinne. 
Bounce, v.i. Kwa'skwapuyew or kwa'

skwapuyin, kwa' skwiltin; (bound 
along) kwaskwaskwapuyew, -kwiitin. 

Bound, part. (of bind) Tukopitaw, 
michimupitaw, sukupitaw; (as des
tined) ispuye•w; (as a ship) ita'stun; 
(as heading for) itiskwayew. 

Boundary, n. Kesipuskekan, tipu
haska'n, kesipunok. 

Bounteous, bountiful, adj. Mama'ki
skew, wayochemakew, wayotinu
makao, me'yototakao. 

Bounty, n. (generosity) Mama'kewin, 
wayotinumakawin, me'yototakawin; 
(on skins) tukotinuma'kawin. 

Bow, n. (of a ship, etc.) Nesta'motuk; 
(for shooting arrows) ucha'pe. jHe 
has a bow, otucha'pew. He makes a 
bow, uchapekao. He tightens his 
bow, setuchia'pao. 
-- v.i. (stoop) Nowaka'powew, 
nowuke'w; (with the head) na'mi
skwayew. 
-- v.t. He bows to him, na'mi
s~wayestowao. He bows down before 
him, nowuke's -towao, -tum, otitupes 
-towao, -tum, putupes -towao, -tum. 

BoweJs, n. pl. Mitu'kise'yu, mituta
me yowu. He draws out its bowels, 
p1;1koocha'na?. He has a pain in 
his bowels, k1sewu'skutao. 
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Bowl, n. (a vessel) Oya'kun; (a rolling 
ball) tetipipuyiwenikun, or tetipini
kun. 
-- v.t. Tetipipuye -hao, -taw. 

Bowman, n. (an archer) Opimootu
kwao, chuka'pas. 

Bowsman, n. Onesta'mokao. He is 
the bowsman, nesta'mokao. 

Bowstring, n. Uscha'puche. He has a 
bowstring, otucha'puchew. 

Box, n. Mi'stikowut; (a steel, tin, 
etc., box) pewa'piskowut. A small 
box, mistikowutis. He has a box, 
omistikowu'tew. He makes a box, 
mistikowutikao. He makes a box 
of it, mistikowutikakao. 

Box-wood, n. (wood of packing-cases) 
Mistikowutatik. 

Boy, n. Napa'sis. This word is pro
perly a diminitive, signifying a little 
boy, but it is frequently used as a 
general term. Oskine'kesis. 

Boy-hood, n. Na'pa'sisewin, oskine
ke'win. 

Boyish, adj. Na'pasisewew; (childish) 
awasisewiw. 

Brace, (carpenter's tool) v.n. Ka 
ke'nikwaniwa'pinikaktak; mistiko
na'paopakwutuhikun; (a couple) ne'
soo, or ne'sewuk; (a timber to 
strengthen frame-wrok) setowatik, 
michimatik. 

Bracelet, n. Mispitona'piskos. 
Braces, n. pl. (suspenders) Iswupi

so'onu, otanupisowinu. 
Brackish, adj. Sewika'kumew or se

wa'kumew. 
Brag, v.i. Kuke'chimoo. See Boast. 
Brain, n. We'yitip, wendip, s.c., or 

me'yitip, o'tip. 
Brake, n. (a rope used for checking 

motion of a sled) nuka'pikapichikun; 
(of iron, etc.) nuka'yapiskapichikun. 

Bramble, n. Ka'weminukose. (Bram
bles abound) ka'weminukosekaw. 

Bran, n. Sekowapuyichikun, s.c., 
pinipochikun, M.C. 

Branch, n. (of a tree) Wu'tikwun, 
puskatikwun. Branching out, puska
tikwunayaw; (of a river) puskasti
kwa'yaw, sepa'stikwayew. 
--·- v.i. Yekitow -isew, aw, puska 
-wisew, -yaw. 
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Branch-river, n. (stream running 
behind an island) Sepa'stik, sepa'
nuk. 

Brnnchy, adJ. Sukutikwune'wew. 
Brandish, v.t. Wawapa'skopuye -hao, 

taw, wawapa'skonum. 
Brandy, n. Iskotawa'poo. 
Brant-goose, n. Ayowa'poowao. 
Brass, n. Osawa'pisk, osaw~kwuk. 
Brassy, adj. Osawa'piskowun, osaw~-

kwukwun. 
Brave, adj. Soketa'hao, soka'yimoo. 
Bravely, adv. Soketa'hawe, soka'yi

mowe. 
Bravery, n. Soketaha'win, soka'yi

mowin. 
Brawl, v.i. K~ka'witum, noo'tinikao. 

Brawler, keka'wituskew, nootinika
skew. 

Bray, v.i. Mutwaki'too. 
-- v.t. Tukwu' -whao, -hum, (to 
pound). 

Brazen, adj. Osaw~kwuk -isew, -owun, 
osawapisk -isew, -owun. 

Bread, n. A'yukonaw, pukwasikun, 
peswayu'konaw, or peswapukwa
sikun. He has some bread, ootayu
kona'mew, oopukwasikunimew. He 
is making bread, ayukona'kao, pi'.1-
kwasikun nikao. 

Breadth, n. A isp~tuyukuskak (verb
alized form of ayu'kuskaw-it is 
broad). What is the breadth of it? 
Tan e'yeh'>k ayu'kuskak? This is 
the breadth of it, oom' e'yekok ayu'
kuskaw. 

Break, v.i. Pe'kopuyew; (as a piece 
of wood) na'twapuyew, ku'skuchi
puyew; (in small pieces, smash) 
pe'ko -sin, -tin; (by pulling or tear
ing) pe'kopitum, ya'yikipitum; (with 
the force of the wind) natwaya' 
-sew, -stun, pe'kwa -sew, -stun; (by 
a blow or puncture) poo'skotin; (as 
a wave) sa'sisin. Also the following 
forms derived from pekowio; (as 
by force) pekohikao; (by hitting or 
striking) pekotuhikao; (by stepping 
on it) pekoskakao; (by the mouth) 
pekochikao; (by the hand) peko
nikao; (by pulling) pekopichikao; 
(by cutting) pekosikao. Break off, 
munipu'yew. Break out, (as a sore, 
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or rash) moo'skipuyew, or peko
puyew. Break through (as through 
the ice) twa'sin. Break up, (of the 
ice in a river) ma'chistun. The 
Break of day, pata'pun. 

Break, v.t. (by hitting) Pe'ko -wao 
-hum, siko -wao, -hum; (with the 
hand) peko -na'o, -num; (with the 
mouth) peko -ma'o, -tum; (with 
the teeth) pa'stu -mao, -tum; (by 
sitting or stepping on it) pekosku
wao, -kum; (by dropping it as 
fragile) peko -simao, -titaw; (by 
pulling as a cord) puskipitao, -tum; 
(by pulling, as a stick) na'twapitao, 
-tum; (by pressure) na'twanao, 
-num; (by throwing down) natwa' 
-simao, -titaw; (by mashing with a 
spoon) sikowa'pu -wao, -hum. He 
breaks a piece off it, pitkwa -nao, 
-hum; (with the foot) pitkwa 
-skowao, -skum. He breaks it to 
pieces, pesi -simao, -titaw, sikwutu 
-wao, -hum, (hopelessly) nunowe' 
-hao, -taw or nunowe' -nao, -num. 
He breaks through it, puspepeko -nao, 
-num, pekotu -wio, -hum. He 
breaks up the lumps, peki'sku -wao, 
-hum, or peki'skutu -wao, -hum. 
He breaks it down, kowiwa'pu -wio, 
-hum, kowi' -nao, -num, nechewapu 
-wio, -hum, s.c. He breaks it 
op~n, (as a door) pa'sketawapu 
-wao, -hum; (as a barrel or a box) 
poosko -wio, -hum; (as a seal) 
pa'skepitum or pekonum. 

Break, n. Pe'kopuyiwin; (caused by 
hand) pekopichika'win; (1::;y rupture 
or interference) pekonika'win, or 
nunowe'nikawin. 

Breakdown, n. Nunoweho'win, peko
puyiwin. 

Breakers, n. Sasa'hun. 
Breakfast, n. Kakisapanikwawin, 

kakisapa-mechiso'win. 
-- v.i. Kakisapanikwao, kaki
sapa'-mechisoo. 
-- v.t. Kakisapanakwahao, ka
kisa pa-usumao. 

Breast, n. Ma'skikun or miska'skikun 
my breast, na'skikun, or niska'skun'. 
The middle of the breast, tawa'skikun. 
A bird's breast, ospusa'o. A woman's 
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breast, mito'tos, my breast, nitotosim. 
She has large breasts, mukitotosimao. 
He hits it (the bird) on the breast, 
tawipussawio. It has a red breast, 
mikopusao, mikwaskikunao. It has 
a spotted breast, papatawepusao; a 
black breast, kusketa wepusao; a 
white breast, wapiskepusao. 

Breastbone, n. Otussinakao, (of birds) 
ospusawikun. 

Breast-plate, n. Ma'skikunapisk. 
Breath, n. Yaya'win, pukituta'mowin. 

He has foul breath, wechakuta'moo. 
He is 01;t of breath, iskwatatum. He 
gasps for breath, kiputatum. He 
loses his breath (as a child with 
whooping cough), naspituta'moo. 
His breath returns (after temporary 
suspension), patuta'moo. 

Breathe, v.i. Yaya'o, pukituta'moo. 
He breathes on them, yayato'towao, 
pukituta'mototowao. His breathing 
is wheez.y, kitowatamoo. 

Breeches, n. Wekwa'pan, P.c., a'se
yan, s.c., mita's. My breeches, 
neta's; your breeches, keta's, etc. 

Breed, v.i. Nitawikina'wusoo, or nita
wikiha'wusoo; (to pro-create) neta
wikihi 'toowuk. 

Breed, n. There is no distinctive term 
for this word, but the name of the 
young animals or birds is given, as, 
a brood of chickens, miseyasisuk; a 
litter of puppies, utimosisuk, etc. 
A half-breed, a'pituweko'sisan, api'
takosan. 

Breeze, n. (of wind) Yoo'tisin; (if 
favourable) na'mowun. 

Brethren, or brothers, n. pl. Ochewa
mitoowuk. My brethren, nechewa
mitik. 

Bre'Y, v.t_. ~utaminapokao, minikwa-
wm os1ta w, s.c. 

Bribe, n. Misitoo'win. 
Brick, n. Usineka'n, usiske'wusine. 
Bride, n. Oskiskwa'wan, nuha'kuni-

skwao. She is a bride, oskiskwa'wa
newew. 

Bridegroom, n. Oskiskwawao, nuhakis, 
otoskewekitoo, oskewekitoo. 

Bridge, n. A'sokun. He makes a 
bridge, a'sokunikao. 
-- v.t. Asokunika'tum. 
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Bridle, n. Ta'pitonapichikunayape, 
S.C., me'noskwapichunayape, M.C., 
uyupekwapichikun. 

Bridle, v.t. Ta'pitonapitao, me'no
skwapitao, mumachiko -nao, -num. 

Brief, adj. Chimas -isew, -in, tuko'si
sew, tukwa'sin. 

Brier, n. Okaweminukuseyatik, mise
ka weminukuseya tik. 

Brigade, n. (of boats or canoes) 
mechat-otuk; (of soldiers) mamo
wayatichik onutoopuyewuk. 

Bright, adj. Wa'sayaw, wa'sisoo, 
keka'ya -soo, -stao; (when speaking 
of metal) wasaya'pisk -isew, -aw; 
(of something gaudy) akonak -osiw, 
-wun. 

Brighten, v.i. Wa'sapuyew, keka'ya
stao. The sky brightens or clears, 
wa'saskwun. 
-- v.t. Wasayapiske -hao, -taw, 
wasa'taw. 

Brightened, part. Wasayapiski -soo, 
-tao. 

Brim, n. A tipu'skinak, a posiskak. 
Brimful, adj. Tipu'skinao, mo'skinao 

s.c., a'maskinao. He makes it 
brimful, (of dry measure) tipu'ski
nutaw, mo'skinutaw, (of liquid 
measure) tipuskinayaputaw. 

Brimstone, n. Iskota'sikun, P.c., 
wasiskotasikun, s.c. 

Brine, n. Seweta'kunapoo. 
Bring, v.t. Pa' -sewao, -taw, paitotu 

-hao, -taw, patuko -nao, -num; 
(by water) patuho -yao, -taw. 
Bring back, pakewitu -hao, -taw. 
Bring down, netinao, -num, (as 
game) nechewapu -wao, -hum. Bring 
forth (by birth), nitawikehao, nita
wikinawusoo, (as fruit) nitawiketaw, 
menisewew. Bring him or it, (imp.) 
pa -sew, -ta. Bring him to him, 
patowao. Bring it for him, patumo
wao. Bring him in, petoku -hao, 
-taw. Bring up (from beneath) 
paispa'ka -nao, -num, or paispakatu 
-hao, -taw, (as a child) opikehao, 
opikahawusoo, kunona'wusoo, nita
wikinao. Bring them together, (with 
the hand), usse -nao, -num. Bring 
out, pawuyuwetu -hao, -taw, (with 
force), pawekwuche -hao, -taw. 
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Brink (of a river), n. Chekepa'k; (of 
a bank or hill) nanita'wukak, s.c. 

Brisk, adj. Wucha'pisew, ota'stupew. 
Brisket, n. Misuken, miska'skekun, 

ma'skekun. 
Bristle, n. · Ope'wi, kokosewepewi. 
Brittle, adj. Kuspisew, wu'kawun 

s.c. 
Broad, adj. Uyu'kus -kisew, -kaw, 

pana' -sew, -yaw; (as a path) 
uyukuskutumon; (as a cloth) uyuku
skakun, p~'takun; (as metal) uyuku
ska'pisk -isew, -aw; (as wood 
uyukuska's -kwun; (as a river or 
lake) P%'tukamayaw; (as swamp 
land) pe'tuskakaw; (as a plain) 
p~'tuskwaw. The cloth or calico is 
so broad, isp~'takun. He makes it 
broad, uyukusketaw. 

Brochet. Kisepakumak. 
Broil, v.t. Kuska'skisoo, s.c. 
Broken, part. (in transit) Pe'ko -sin, 

-tin, pukwa -sew, -tin; (deliberately) 
pe'kohikatao; (as a stick) na'twa
yasko -sin, -tin; (in pieces) pe'si 
-sin, -tin; (broken land in travel) 
muchacha'w; (rough ice in travel) 
muchesikwaw; (bankrupt) pe'ko
puyew. 

Brooch, n. Suka'skohoon. 
Brood, v.t. Otumayetum, misumaye

tum, nantow etayetum. · 
Brook, n. Sepe'sis. There are many 

brooks, sepesisiskaw. 
Broom, n. Wa'puhikun. A small 

broom, wa'puhikunis. 
Broth, n. Me'chimapoo, moo'skume. 

She makes broth, mechimapokao, 
mooskumekao. She makes broth of 
it, mechimapokakao, mooskume
kakao. 

Brother, n. Michiwa'm, ochiwa'mi
maw. Brother or sister, nechisa'n, 
nechineta'wikemakun. An elder 
brother, osta'simaw. My elder bro
ther, nistas. A younger brother, 
osemimaw. My younger brother, 
msem. My little brother, nisemis. 
Brother! (voe) nechiwa! nechikewa! 
They are two brothers, neswapa'
wewuk. Brother-in-law, a owe'timik, 
a we'stawik. My brother-in-law, 
ne'staw. Your brother-in-law, ke'
staw. 
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Brotherhood, n. Ochiwa'mitoowin. 
Brow, n. (of a hill) Keskucha'w, or 

kuskucha'w, a iskwuta'matik; (the 
forehead) miskutik. 

Brown, adj. Osa'w -isew, -aw. See 
Yellow. (A reddish brown) wenipu 
-wao, -waw; (smoked brown) wesko 
-soo, -stao. 

Browse, n. Me'chiwin, otuchikawin. 
-- v.i. Me'chisoo, otuchikao. 

Bruise, n. Otookaw, (when blue) 
upetaw. 

v.t. Otooku -wao, -hum, 
upitu -wao, -hum, sekwu-wao, -hum. 
He bruises himself, upituhosoo. He 
bruises his eye, (gives him a black 
eye), upita'puwhao. 

Brush, n. (scrubbing) Sinikotukuhikun, 
kasetukuhikun, s.c. A hair brush, 
pina'kwahikun, s.c.; (a shaving 
brush) sinikostowahikun, s.c. 

v.t. Siniko -whao, -hum; 
pina'kwa -wao, -hum. 

Brushwood, n. Situ, pl. situk, P.c., 
seta'kwun, pl. seta'wunuk, E.C. 
Pine brushwood, minuhikwa'sit. 
Spruce brushwood, eyinasit. Flat 
brushwood (silver pine), nupuka'sit. 
Cedar brushwood, ma'sikasit, P.c., 
kesikasit, s.c. 

Brute, n. Pisiske'w; (as applied to 
man) akwa'tis. 

Bubble, v.i. Moo'skichewun; (by boil
ing) kwaskwaskwaya'chewutao; 
(bubbles on water from animal's 
breathing) osepew; (blowing with 
pipe) pootachika-wun, 

Buck, n. (deer) Eya'pawutik; (moose) 
eya'pamooswa. 

Bucket, n. Kwapika'kun, mukukos. 
Buckle, n. (harness) Suka'skohon. 
Buck-shot, n. Mooswasinne or ami-

skwusinne. ' 
Buckskin, n. Puka'kin (adopted from 
· English Buck, with Cree work for 

skin added). 
Bud, n. Osimi'sk. 
-- v.i. Sa'kepukaw. 

Budge, v.i. A'chipuyew, wuskowpu
yew. He does not budge, numwa'ch 
ma'si a'chikapowiw; (man) a'chi
puyew. 
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Buffet, v.t. Pukumuwiko, ota'muwiko, 
pusikwawiko. 

Buffalo, n. Mosto'os, or puskwa'we
mosto'os, P.c., muskota'wemosto'os, 
s.c., pisikew. 

Buffalo-grease, n. Mostoso'pime, pisi
kewpime. 

Buffalo-robe, n. Mostoswu'yan, p1s1-
kewuyan. 

Buffoon, n. Opa'pinotakask, oweyu'
sihewao, oweyutayetakosk. 

Buffoonery, n. Pa'pinotakawin, weyu'
sihewawin. 

Bug, n. Nipawinikwu, munchoo's. 
Bugle, n. Sima'kunewe-poota'chikun, 

s.c. 
Build, v.t. Chimutaw, oyu'sketaw, 

oseta'w, pusikonum, waska'hikao. 
-- v.i. (a house) Waskahikunikao. 

Builder, n. Owaska'hikunikao, or 
owaska'hikao. 

Building, n. Waskahikawin or waska
hikunikawin, waska'hikun. 

Bull, n. Napamostoos or eya'pamo
stoos, tukwanaw. (Civilized Indians 
use the word "Bullee" for Bully.) 

Bull-dog, n. (a visious fly which follows 
the moose or deer), Misisak. 

Bullet, n. Moo'sosinne, kisa'sinne. 
Bullfinch, n. Oskuneyao. 
Bullfrog, n. Omukuke'w, s.c. 
Bulls-eye, n. Kootuhaskwan. 
Bulrush, n. Uyukuku'skose, s.c., 

kichekumewusk, M.c. The head of 
the bulrush, pusakan. 

Bulwark, n. Ma'nikun. 
Bumblebee, n. A'moo or kichea'moo. 
Bun, n. A'yukonas, pukwasikunis. 
Bunch, n. A usupita'k. He ties (them) 

into a bunch, usu'pitum. 
Bundle, n. Me'wut. He makes up a 

bundle, me'wutikao. He ties them 
into ~ .bundle, m?-wusukwu'pitum, 
uyusu p1tum, usup1tum. 

Bung, n. Mistikokipuhikun, kipuhi
kun. 

Bungle, v.i. Ye'kichikawew muma'-
new, s.c. , 

Bungler, n. Yekichikaw, Omuma'new. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Bunting, n. (snow) wa'punukoses; 
(brown) ochi'chipisew, or otitupesoo; 
(black-headed) weyicha'pses; (flag
bunting) kiskewa'honakin, uyume
hawakin. 

Buoy, n. Sa'kuskuchikun; (of sealskin) 
uta'n, a'kikoyan, s.c. 

Buoyant, adj. O'pipuyew; (on the 
air) opwaya'stun. 

Burden, n. N uyuchikun, P.C., nuyu
chikawin, s.c., wewu'sewin, M.C. 
-- v.t. N uyutuhao, wewusehao, 
pwawu'tuhao. He is burdened, pwa
wu'tao. 

Burdensome, qdj. Kosi'k -wutew, 
-wun, ayim -1sew, -un. 

Burial, n. Nuhe'nikowin, nuhekaka
win. 

Burn, n. Wesuka'skisowin. 
v.i. Pu'sisoo, pu'sitao, iskwa' 

-soo, -tao, kwakotao, su'ski -soo, 
-tao. It burns quickly, keyipa'ski 
-soo, -tao. 
-- v.t. Iskwa' -swao, -sum, su'ski-
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sum, cha'ki -swao, -sum, pusi -swao, 
-sum. He burns himself, iskwa'soo, 
cha'kisoo. He burns it up, masta'ski 
-swao, -sum, chaka'ski -swao, -sum. 
He burns him so, ita'ski -swao, -sum. 
He burns it to ashes, pewa'ski -swao, 
-sum. He throws him, or it, into the 
fire (as a burnt offering), muchosta 
-whao, -hum. 

Burner, n. (one who sets fire to bush) 
Opusisa'wao; (of a lamp) wa'stanu
makuna'pisk, wa'suskotanikunapisk. 

Burnt, part. Iskwa' -soo, -tao. It is 
burri,t up or out, masta'ski -soo, -tao, 
chaka'ski -soo, -tao. It is burnt so, 
ita'ski -soo, -tao. It is burnt to 
ashes, pewa'ski -soo, -tao. 

Burnt-offering, or sacrifice, n. Mucho
sta'humanakawin, iskota'we-pukiti
na'sowin. See offering. 

Burrow, n. Wa'te. 
-- v.i. Watikao. 

Burst, part. Pooskotao. 
-- v.i. Pa'skipuyew, poo'sko
puyew, or pooskotin .• 
-- v.t. Pa'sku -wao, -hum; (by 
cutting) poo'skosum; (by pulling) 
poskopitum, ta'tos -kowao, -kum; 
(by treading upon it) pooskoskowao, 
-kum, pa'skiskum. 

BY-WORD 

Bury, v.t. Nuhe'nao, nuhe'kowao. 
He buries food (as an animal), 
yikwa -wio, -hum; (under the snow) 
yikwa'konawao, -hum, wayakona 
-wio, -hum. 

Bush, n. Pi'skokopaw, mistikoska'w, 
sukikopaw. In the bush, piskokopak; 
(willows) nepisikopak, sukikopak. 

Bushel, n. Mukuk, P.C. and s.c., 
tipuhi'kun, M.C. 

Business, n. Uto'skawin, s.c., a'pu
tisewin, M.C. 

Busy, v.i. Otume'yew, aituse'wew, 
pupa'sew. He is busy about it, 
itus~kum, otum~kum. He is busy 
working, otumewistaw, otumeuto
skao. 

Busybody, n. Mikoska'tis, omiko
skachihewao, opupa'mukumekisoo. 

But, conj. Ma'ku. 
Butter, n. Tootosa'powe-pime. Indian 

word seldom heard now as civilized 
Indians have adopted the English 
word "Butter". 

Buttercup, n. Osawene'peyu, pl. 
s.c., sepiko-wapekwuneyu, P.c. 

Butterfly, n. Kwakwako'ches, P.C., 
kwakwa'peses, E.c., kuma'muk. 

Buttermilk, n. Tootoosepimea'poo. 
Button, n. Sukipa'son, ochipa'son. A 

small button, sukipa'sonis. He has 
a button, osukipa'sonew, ochipa'
sonew. 

v.t. Sukipa' -tao, -tum, 
ochipa'tao, -tum. He buttons him
self, sukipa'soo, ochipa'soo. 

Buttonhole, n. Sukipa'sowin, ochi
pa'skwachikun. 

Buy, v.i. Otinika'o, uta'wao, me'sko
tonikao. He buys (something) with 
it, otinika'stumowao, uta'wastumo
wao. 

Buzz, v.i. (as of bees) Kitoo'; (of saws 
etc.) kitoowa'puyew. 

By, prep. Oche. By the side of, 
opima. By chance, me'skow. By 
turns, mame'skoch. 
-- adv. (near) kisiwa'k, chekich, 
na'ne. By and by, pa'tima, pa'tos, 
na'kas, w~katum, eyikok. 

By-word, n. Uspuhuma'kawin, weyu'
semikowin; (as a nick-name) uspeni
kasowin, weyusenika'sowin. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Byre, n. Mostoo'sokumik, uwuka'
niwekumik. He builds a byre, 
mostoosokumikokao, uwukaniweku
mikokao. 

C 

Cabbage, n. Ota'hipuk. There are 
many cabbages, ota'hipukoskaw. 

Cabin, n. Nipa'winikumik. 
Cable, n. Poonisinapa'sonayape. 
Cache, n. Ustuchikowin; (as a place 

to keep food from animals) tasepu
ta'kun. 

Cage, n. (bird) Peyasesewikumik. 
Cake, n. A'yukonaw, pukwasik:un, 

nupukiku'sikun. Currant Cake, soo
minis-a'yukonaw, soomini-pukwasi
kun. 

Calamity, n. Ayimise'win, ma'ye
uya'win, kukwa'tuketawin. 

Calculate, v.i. Ukitasoo, or onukitasoo, 
onayitum, mamitonayitum. 
-- v.t. Onayimao, mamitonayi
mao, nunakuchehao, onuki -mao, 
-tum. 

Caldron or cauldron, n. Mi'stuskik. 
Calendar, n. Pesimo-mussinu'hikun, 

ukechikonan. 
Calf, n. (young of the cow) Mostoo'

sosis. This cow is with calf, owu 
mostoos uchasoo. She (the cow) 
has a calf, otawasimisew, okosisew. 

Calf, n. (of the leg) Usi'skitan or 
ustise'tan. 

Calico, n. Pukewuyana'kin, or pupu
kewuyana'kin, pukewuyana'kinos. 
White calico, wapiskepukewuyana
kin, wapiska'kin. 

Calk, or caulk, v.t. Se'towuhum, se'to
wuhikao. 

Call, n. Tapwa'win, kitoo'win, tapwa'
tikowin, kitootikowin, pitakosewin. 
-- v.i. Tapwa'o, ki'too, pita'
kosew, no'takosew. 
-- v.t. N uto'mao, (as a bird, 
etc.) kito'-hao; (he names him) 
issenika'-tao, -tum, (he names him
self) issenikatisoo. He calls aloud 
to him, tapwa'tao. He calls out after 
him, noosowe'tapwa'tao. He calls 
upon him (visits him), keokowao, 
(worships him) nuna'tomao, mowe
mo'stowao. He calls him by his 
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name, we -yao, -tum, wawe -yao, 
-tum. They call themselves together, 
nutotoowuk. 

Called, part. Issenika -soo, -tao, 
wechika' -so, -tao. It is called so, 
ichika'tao. 

Calling, n. N utoomewa'win, nutomi
koo'win. He receives a calling, 
nutomikoowisew. 

Calm, adj. (as sea, etc.) Uywa'stin. It 
is calm for him, uywa'stinisew. (of 
mind) keyama'yimoo. 
-- v.t. Uywa'stinitaw; (to pacify) 
keyamihao. 
-- v.n. Ute-uywa'stin. 

Calmness, n. Payutuka'yetumoowin. 
Calomel, n. Sapoosikunis. 
Calve, v.i. Neta'wikiha'wusoo, noko-

ha'wusoo, okosisisew. 
Camel, n. Piskwa'wikunawipisi'skew. 
Camera, n. Chika'stapichikun. 
Camouflage, n. Wunesehowin. 
Camp, n. Me'kewap, kupasiwin. 

--·- v.i. Kupa'sew. 
Camphor, n. Awa'pisekwak mu'skike. 
Can, n. Pewa'piskwusiwu'chikun, pe

wa'piskoo'wut. 
Can-opener, n. Paskita'nikun, pe

wa'piskowutikoman. 
-- v.i. This verb is frequently 
expressed by kusketaw, but more 
usually by kittu ke in its various 
forms to suit the person and mood 
of the following verb, as, I can do it, 
ne ku ke totan. Can you walk? ke 
ku ke pimotan che? 

Canadian, n. Moniya'weyinew, Oopi-
stikwaya'w. 

Canal, n. Sepekan. 
Canary, wild, n. Oosawuskopeya'ses. 
Cancel, v.t. Ka'sewusinuhum. 
Cancer, n. Munchoosu moowikoo (i.e., 

worms are eating him). 
Candidate, n. Opukitinisoo; (for elec

tion) opimiputaw. 
Candied, part, Sasepa'skwutikatao, 

soka'tikatao. 
Candle, n. Wa'stanumakun, wa'susko

tanikun. 
Candlestick, n. Wa'stanumakun -atik, 

wasuskota 'nikun-a tik. 
Candy, n. Sewetisuk, pl. (Indianized 

form of English, "Sweeties".) 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Cannibal, n. Wetikoo. 
Cannon, n. Misipa'skisikun. 
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Canoe, n. Che'man, eyineweche'man, 
oo'se or oo't. Birchbark canoe, 
wuskwiche'man, wuskwi:oose. Parch
ment canoe, upinoose. Large canoe, 
mistoo't. Small canoe, che'manis, 
oo'tisis. He makes a canoe, usto
o'yew. He poles a canoe along, 
kwukosoo. The end of the canoe 
(bow or stern), wunuskwatuk. The 
willow bended around the end out
side, wunuskwatukwask. One canoe 
load, payukotuk. Two canoe loads, 
ne'sotuk. He is with one canoe, 
pa'yukotukisew. With two canoes, 
ne' sotukisew. 

Canoe-bands or timbers, n. Wakina'
wuk. He tightens the timbers, tuko
husto'yew. The stick used for 
tightening the timbers, tukohustoya
kunatik. 

Canoe-bar, n. Upekun, (the large, 
middle one) mi'stupekun, a'petatu
ku'pekun; (the shortest) upi'stupe
kun, upi'stupekunis. 

Canoe-lath, n. Uspititakun, una'skan. 
Canteen, (provision box), n. Me'chi

mewut, nema'winiwut. 
Canvas, n. Yaka'stimonakin. 
Cap, n. U'stotin. Small cap, u'stotinis. 

He puts on his cap, po'stustotinao. 
He puts a cap on him, po'stustotinu
hao. He takes off his cap, ka'tusto'
tinao. He takes a cap off him, 
ka'tusto'tinuhao. He has a cap on, 
kikusto'tinao. He sits with a cap 
on, kikusto'tinapew. He has a 
large cap, mukusto'tinao. He has 
a small cap, upi'stustotinao. She 
makes a cap, usto'tinikao. She 
makes a cap for him, ustotinikowao. 

Cap-peak, n. Akooya'pikwahon, akoo
wa'pikwahon. He has a cap-peak, 
otakooya'pikwahonew, otakoowa'pi
kwahonew. 

Capable, adj. Ku'sketaw. He thinks 
himself capable of doing it, cheka
yetum. 

Cape, n. (head-land) Na.yaw, mine
wutim, mucheta'yaw. 

Caper, n. (a skip) Kwaskotewin; · (a 
prank) matuwa'skewin. 

CARE 

Capot, n. Miskotaki, chepakahn. 
Small capot, miskota'ka's. Duffel 
or blanket capot, wa'poowuyanusa'ki, 
kispukusa'ki. Grey cloth capot, sepi
kwusa'ki. See Coat. 

Caprice, n. Ayatawisewin. 
Capricious, adj. Nuyata'wisew, aya

ta'wisew. 
Capsize, v.i. 'Kotu'pipuyew. 
-- v.t. Kotu'pi -nao, -num. 

Capstan, n. Kenekwapikapichikun. 
Capsule, n. Opiku'sikunis. 
Captain, n. (of a ship) Na'pikwani

kimaw, chema'n -okima'w; (mil
itary) sima'kuhise'wikimaw, kiche
simakunis. 
-- v.t. Okimaka'tum. 

Captious, adj. Wukawinuwasew. 
Captive, n. Otina'kun, owuka'n, kipu

wakun. 
Captivity, n. Owuka'sewawin. He 

takes him into captivity, owuka'ni
ka'tao. 

Capture, v.t. Oti -nao, -num. 
Car, n. Tetipitapanask. 
Carcass, n. A nipomukuk, meyow, 

meyowis. 
Card, n. (playing) Tahiman. (pic

ture card) chikastachichikun, seto
wakechikun. He plays at cards, 
tahima'w. 

Cardinal bird, n. Oskuneyao. 
Care, n. (attention) Pupamayetumoo

win, pisiska'yetumoowin, otuma' -
yetumoowin; (anxiety) pekwa'yetu
moowin, mikoska'tayetumoowin. He 
takes care of him, kunowa' -yimao, 
-yetum, a kume -ha'o, -taw, pum 
-e'hao, -taw. She takes care of the 
child, kunona'wusoo. Take care! 
yakwa! yakwamise! payatuk! awa
ha! He takes care of it for him, 
kunowa'yetumowao. He gives it 
into his care, kunowa'yetumohao. 
He leaves him in his care, kunowa'
yetehao. He is taken care of, kuno
wayetak -osew, -wun. 

Care, v.i. Pe'kwa'yetum, otu'maye
tum. He cares for him, pupa'mayi
mao, -yetum. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Careful, adj. Ya'kwame'w, yakwa'
misew, uyakwa'misew, akumayi
moo. He makes him careful, yakwa'
mehao, yakwa'misehao. He is care
ful about it, uyakwa'misestum, uya
kwamisektitum. 

Carefully, adv. Paytituk, nisseka'ch, 
p[ka'ch. 

Carefullness, n. Yakwa'misewin. 
Careless, adj. Numma nakutokao, 

numma yakwamew. 
Cargo, n. Posita'soowin. 
Cariboo, n. Utik. (barren land) 

puskwa'we -utik, (migrating) pi'mu
tik. 

Cariole, n. Ota'panask. A horse
cariole, mistu'tim -ota'panask. A 
dog-cariole, utim -otapanask. A 
small cariole, ota'apnaskos. 

Carnal, adj. Weya'se -wew, -wun, 
weya'sewe- (followed by the noun). 

Carp, n. N umapin (or with the 
dialectic change) numabil. 

Carpenter, n. Mistikon'apao. He is 
a carpenter, mistikona'pawew. An 
a_pprentice carpenter, mistikona'pa
s1s. 

Carpenter's shop, n. Mokochikawi
kumik, mistikopa pa wekumik. 

Carpet, n. Nupuketukowuyan, una'
skawin. 

Carrier, n. Onuyuchekao, ota'wuta
soo. 

Carrot, n. Oska'task. Poisonous car
rot, munitoweskatask, mucheoska'
task. 

Carry, v.t. Pime'we -yao, -taw, nuyu 
-mao, -tum, a'wunao, -taw, pimotu 
-hao, -taw, tuko -nao, -num, pimi-
tuko -nao, -num; (on the back) 
wewusew. 

v.i. Nuyu'chikao; (on the 
back as a child in a cradle) nuyo'
mao, (on the shoulder) o'onika -tao, 
-tum; (on a hand barrow or bier) 
t[tinao, -num; (by being fastened 
under the belt) sa'kwusoo. Carry 
about, Pupa'motu -hao, -taw. Carry 
away, sipwa'tu -hao, -taw. Carry 
back, kewa'tu -hao, -taw. Carry him 
out, wuyuwe'tu -hao, -taw, pimiwu
yuwe'tu -hao, -taw. Carry pieces 
(as over a portage),a'wutasoo. 
Carry to one place (as in piling 
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wood) a'wu -hao, -taw. Carry one 
load after another, aya'wu -nao, -taw. 
Carry it through (a place), sa'potu
taw. She is carrying a child, noyo
mawusoo; (pregnant) kekiskawa
wusoo. 

Cart, n. Tetipita'panask. 
Cartilage, n. Kaska'skitoowan. 
Cartridge, n. Kipikwachichikun. 
Carve, v.t. (as meat) Pupukisa'wa 

-tao, -tum. (with designs) mussi
neko' -tao, -tum. 

Carved, part. M ussineko' -soo, -tao. 
Case, n. (box) Mi'stikowut. (recep

tacle) me'wut, mewutis. In case, 
kespin. In any case, misuwach. 
It is not the case, yukuma'. 

Cash, n. Soneya'w, sooneyawa'pisk. 
Small cash, change, sooneya'suk. 

Cashmere, n. Ukohowinakin. 
Cask, n. Mtiktik. See Keg. 
Cassock, n. Mtikutakohowin, s.c., 

ka kusketawak uyumehawekima
wusaki, P.c. 

Cast, v.t. (as a dart) Chtiktikwao. 
Cast it at him, chuktikwatao. Cast 
aside, ekutawapi -nao, -num. Cast 
away, cast off, wapi -nao, -num. 
Cast down, nechewapi -nao, -num. 
Cast out, wuyuwewapi -nao, -num. 
Cast into fire, muchostawapi -nao, 
-num, muchosta -wao, -hum. Cast 
into water, pukustowa -wao, -hum. 
Cast into prison, kiptiwao, or kipti
wao kipuhotoowikumik/Jk. Cast lots, 
muhekunatikokao. He is cast away, 
wapinika -soo, -tao. 

Castor, castoreum, n. We'sinaw. 
Castor oil, Pimewisaposikun. 
Castrate, v.t. Mu'niswao, rnumt1-

sawao. A castrated animal, aya
kwao. 

Cat, n. (domestic) Poo's, pooses, 
minoos, kasukis. 

n. (wild) Pi'sew, (male) 
napapisew, (female) noosapisew. 
Cats are numerous, piseskaw. 

C3;tch, v+ A'ch~tin, sukipuyew, (as 
111 passmg a willow, etc.) suki -sin 
or suki -chin, -tin, michimo -soo 
tao; (as fish in net) otuhwaw. ' 
-- v.t. (take hold of, seize) ma'koo 
-nao, -num, ka'chiti -nao -num, 
ka'sti -nao, -num, oteti -na~, -num; 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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(as a ball) nawuti -nao, -num; (come 
up tq) u'timao, utimina'wao, otiti
nao; (come up to, by water) kastu
wao; (as a fish) otuhwatao; (by 
angling) bva'skwapitao; (in a trap) 
tusooyao, (himself in a trap) tusoo
soo; (in a snare) nukwa'tao, (him
self in a snare) nukwasoo. 

Catechism, n. Kukwachetoowe -mus
sinuhikun. 

Catechize, v.i. Kukwachetowe -kiski
nohumakao. 

Caterpillar, n. Omwa'pukwasew. 
(Some Indians use the name motao, 
others apply this name to the wood
boring beetles). 

Catgut, n. Poosootukise. 
Catechumen, n. Uyumehawe -kiski

nohumowakun. 
Cathedral, n. Kicheuyumeha'wilm

mik. 
Catkin, n. Osemisk. 
Cattle, n. Owuka'nuk, mostoswuk, 

pisiskewuk. He has cattle, omosto
somew. 

Caul, n. A'kokwapisowin. 
Cause, n. For the cause of, oche. For 

what cause he did it, kakwi oche ka 
totuk. Without cause, pikwunutu, 
pikwuntow, saka. 
-- v.t. Isse -hao, -taw, kuske 
-hao, -taw, issetot -uwao, -um. 

Caution, n. (advice) Kuka'skimewa
win; (cautiousness) uya'kwamise
win, payutuk -etewin. 
-- v.t. Kukaskimao, uyakwami
mao. 

Cautious, adj. Yakwa'misew, uyakwa
maye -mao, -tum. 

Cave, n. (natural) Wa'te, (artificial) 
watekan. A small cave, wa'tis, 
watekanis. He makes a cave, wa'te
kao. It is made into a cave, wa'te
katao. 

Caviare, n. Namao wakonuk. 
Cease, v.i. Pooyoo, poonepuyew, 

poonetaw, kipichew. 
Ceaseless, adj. Aka a poonepuyik. 
Cedar, n. Ma'sikesk, masikeskatik, 

kesika'tik. Cedars abound, ma'si
keskoskaw. 

Cedar-brush, n. 
kasit. 

Masikeskasit, kesi-

CHAMPION 

Cedar Lake, Man., n. Chemuhawin. 
Ceiling, n. Petwa -ukwunhikun. 
Celebrate, v.t. Meywatiko; (commem-

orate) kiskinowache -tot um; (as a 
priest at H. C.) kunache -issechikao. 

Cellar, n. Watekan, uta'miskumik. 
Cement, n. Pusu'kwuhikun; (for 

concrete) usinnewepu'yechikun. 
Cemetery, n. Nuhenutowuskan, nik

wuhaskan. 
Censer, n. Wekimasikakun. 
Censure, v.t. Uta'mayimao. See 

Blame. 
Center, adv. Tata'wich. 
Centurion, n. Simakunisewikimaw. 
Century, n. Mitatuto mitunow tuto 

uskewinu. 
Ceremony, n. Mumeywakachewin, 

issetwawin. 
Certain, adj. Kichenahonanewun, 

kfi.chinatun, kfichenayayetak -osew, 
-wun; (a particular one) pa yuk. 
Certain persons, atet oweyuk, or 
owanike. He is certain respecting 
him, kfi.chenaya -yimao, -yetum. 

Certainly, adv. Kfi.chenach, tapwa, 
sa'koch, chikama. 

Certainty, n. Ktichenayayetumoowin. 
Certify, v.t. Kachena -hao, -taw. 
Certificate, n.' Ayechichikawe -musi-

nuhikun. 
Chafe, v.t. Siniko -nao, -num. It 

chafes him, kasiskakoo, papukwatu
hosoo. 

Chaff, n. Meyikwuna'su, powa'schi
chikunu. 

Chain, n. Pewapiskwayape, chesta
pasonayape; (for measuring lar.id) 
tipuhuskanayape; (for tethenn~ 
animals) tukopisonayape, sukup1-
sonayape. 
-- v.t. Tukopi -tao, -tum, sukupi 
-tao, -tum. 

Chain-stitch, n. Aniska -musinistu
hikun. 

Chair, n. Ta'tupewin. 
Chalk, n. Wapitukuhikun, wapipa'

hikun, wapikussine. 
Challenge, n. Mowena'hotoowin. 
-- v.t. Mowenawao. 

Chamber, n. Piskichewaskahikunis, 
piskichekumikos, wekena 'nis. 

Champion, n. Opuskeyakao. 
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Chance, by, Me'skow, nuheta'k, nanu
heta'k. Chance time, u'spe u'spin. 
-- v.i. Ekin, ochitow ekin. 

Chancel, n. Kuna'chewe -kumik. 
Change, v.{. Kwa'skehoo, kwa'ske

puyew, a'chehoo. 
-- v.t. Kwaske -hao, -taw, kwa'
ski -nao, -num, a'che -hao, -taw, 
aya'che -hao, -taw; (as an article 
of clothing) a'chepostis -kowao, 
-kum. He changes his appearance, 
kwaskena'kohoo, kwaskena'kosew. 
He changes his behaviour, kwaski
ta'tisew. He changes his coat, (as 
an animal) a'tuwao. He changes 
the order of it, kwa'skuketum. He 
cl~anges his seat, a'tupew. He changes 
his abode, a'tuskao, a'chepichew. 
He changes his voice, cry or sound 
k;Vii's~etak -osew, -wun. He change; 
his mind, kwaskayetum. 

Changeable, adj. Kakwaskayetak 
-osew, -wun. 

Channel, n. Sepe, kichechewun, isse
payaw. 

Chapel, n. Uyumehawikumikos. 
Chapter, n. Pisketussinuhikun, E.C., 

ma'tinumakun, s.c. and P.C. 
Charcoal, n. Iskwa'skitask. 
Charge, n. (Injunction) Uyakwa'mi

mewawin, sekimewawin uye'chime
;Viiwin. He takes charg~ of him, or 
it, (as of a child or article of pro
perty), kunowa'yi -mao, -tum, (as 
of cattle) pumekowao. He commits 
the cha~ge of him or it to him, kuno
weskotiyao. 
~-:- v.t. _(enjoin) Uya'kwamimao, 
sek1mao, 1tusowatao, uye'chimao· 
(place to the account of) uketumo~ 
wao, ussituketumowao, ussichetu
~owa~, it:iiket~mowao. He charges 
him with it, (i. e. accuses), uta'mi
mao, uta'mayimao, ussichimao. 

Chargeable, adj. Uketak -osew -wun 
ituketak, -osew, -wun. ' ' 

Chari<;>t, n. N.u.topuyewetetipitapana
sk, 1. e. A military chariot. 

Chartitable, adj. Kisawa'totakao 
meyo'totakao, kisawatisew, sa'ke
hewao. 

Charity!. n_. Kisawa'totakawin, meyo'
totakawm, sakewawin. 
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Charm, n. (magic spell) Nunupa'se
hewawin; (delightfulness) mewaye
takosewin. 
-- v.t. Nunupasehao, meyota
kotumao. 

Chase, v.i. Nowuswao, nosonahikao. 
v.t. Nowuswatao, nosona 

-wao, -hum, pimitissuwao, -hum. 
He chases deer, nowutikwao. 

Chasm, n. Wa'nuchaw. 
Chaste, adj. Pikisew, p[keta'tisew. 
Chasten, chastise, .v.t. Pusustawao, 

pupusustawao, pu'kumuwao, ayi
mehao. 

Chastisement, n. Pukumuhika'win, 
pu'sustahoowawin, pusustahekawin. 
He receives chastisement, pukumu
hokoowisew, RUsustawhaw. 

Cha~tity, n. Pikise\vin, p[keitatise
wm. 

Chat, v.i. Tipa'chimoo, meyo -a'chi
moo. 

Chatter, v.i. Kukechimoo, pupata
kosew. 

Cheap, adj. Whuki -soo, -tao, witun. 
Cheat, n. (deceiver) Oche'sehewao· 

(deceit) che'sehewawin, kukuya'se~ 
hewawin, wuya'sehewawin. 
-- v.i. Che'sehewao, kukuya'se
hewao, wuya'sehewao. 
-- v.t. Che'sehao, kukuya'sehao 
wuya'sehao, ~uya'setotuwao; (b; 
spee~h). che's1mao, kukya'simao, 
wuya's1mao. · 

Che<:_k, v.t. Nuki -na'o, -num, kipiche 
-hao, -taw, nukasko -wao, -num; 
(by speech) nukima'o, kipichima'o. 

Checked, part. Kipichetaw. 
Cheek, n. Uno'wi, my cheek, noonowi. 
Cheek-bone, n. Uno'wikakun. 
Che;r, n. ~eywa'tumoowin, meywa

yetumoowm, moochekayetumoowin. 
Be of good cheer, meywa'yeta. The 
expression "What cheer?" has been 
adopted by th~ Indians, and is used 
both a_t m~eting and at parting, 
answermg m the former case to 
"How do you do?" and in the 
latter to "Good bye." It is generally 
doubled, "What cheer? what cheer?" 
From these words also is derived. 
the verb whatcheya.mao, he "what 
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cheers" him, that is, salutes him. 
-- v.t. Meywa'yetumehao, moo
chekayetumehao. 

Cheerful, adj. Meywa'yetum, meywa'
tum, wuchapayetum. 

Cheerfulness, n. Meywa'yetumoowin, 
meywa'tumoowin. 

Cheese-cloth, n. Sukima'wuyan. 
Cheque, n. Sooneyawe -mussinuhi-

kun. 
Cherish, v.t. Kunuwa -yimao, -yetum. 
Cheese, n. Ches. 
Chest, n. (a box) Mistikoowut; (the 

thorax) miska'skikun, ma'skikun. 
See Breast. 

Chew, v.i. Ma'kwuchikao, mama'kwu
chikao, sikwuchikao. 
-- v.t. Mama'kwu -mao, -tum, 
sikwu -mao, -tum. He chews gum, 
misemiskewao. 

Chickadee, n. Kichekanases, chiko
meses. 

Chicken, n. Miseya'ses, pa'kuhakwa
nis. Prairie chicken, a'kisko, a'ku
sko. 

Chicken-pox, n. Nipewe -pekopuye
win. 

Chide, v.i. Kitosewao, keka'witum. 
-- v.t. Kitotao, keka'mao. 

Chief, adj. Kistayetak -osew, -wun, 
nekanayetak -osew, -wun. This 
word is of ten rendered by kiche pre
fixed to the noun. 
-- n. Okima'w. He is a chief, 
okima'wew. He makes him a chief, 
okimaka'tao. He pretends to be a 
chief, okimaka'soo. He regards him 
as a chief, okima'wayimao. An 
Indian Chief, okima'kan. He is an 
Indian Chief, okimakanewew, etc. 

Chiefly, adv. Osam, nekan. 
Child, n. Owa'sis. My child, net 

owasimis, or sometimes net owasisim. 
He or she is a child, owa'sisewew. A 
little child, upi'stowasis. He or she 
is a little child, upistowasisewew. 
The first. child, nistumosan. The 
last child, iskwachan, iskwayosan. 
He has a child or children, otuwasi
misew. She is with child, aya'wao, 
owa'sisu, kunoskata'wusoo, keki
skuwa'wusoo. She carries a child 
(on her back) nuyoma'wusoo. 

Childbirth, n. Nitawekewin. 
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Childbearing, n. Nita'wikinawusoo
win. 

Childbed, she is in, Nita'wekinawusoo. 
Childish, adj. Owasiseka'soo, owasi

sewewukayetak -osew, -wun. 
Childless, adj. Numoweyu otuwasi

misew. 
Childhood, n. Owasisewewin. 
Chimney, n. Iskotaka'n, kootawana'

pisk. Lamp chimney, wastanumaku
napisk, wasuskotanukun, okwu'yaw. 

Chin, n. Mikwa'konao. My chin, 
nekwa'konao. He has a large chin, 
mukikwa'konao. He has a small 
chin, upischekwa'konao. 

Chip, n. Pe'wekuhikun, pe'wetuku
hikun. There are many chips, pewe
kuhikuniska w. 
-- v.i. Pewekuhikao, pewetuku
hikao. 
-- v.t. Cheku -wao, -hum, pu'su 
whao, -hum. 

Chipmunk, n. Sasa'kuwapiskos. 
Chirp, v.i. Kitoo', mutwakitoo, kwe'

skosew. 
Chisel, n. A'skun, we'pikuhikun, usi

soo'i. A small chisel, usisoos. An 
ice chisel, Askun, usisooi. An ice
chisel staff, Usisooiatik. 

Choice, n. (thing chosen) Nowu'so
numoowin; (act of choosing) ooya'
yetumoowin. 

Choir, n. Onekumowuk. 
Choke, v.i. (with a bone) Utohoo; 

(in drinking) takwutum; (with meat) 
kipisko'yoo. 
-- v.t. Kipiskoyohao; (chokes 
him with the hand) kipiwanao. 

Choose, v.t. Wuwa'ya -yimao, -yetum, 
ooya'ya -yimao, -yetum wuwaya'pu 
-mao, -tum, nowuso' -nao, -num, 
nowusowuk -imao, -etum. He chooses 
it for himself, wuwayayetumasoo, 
oyayetuma'soo. He chooses out the 
best, kuka'kinikao. A chosen person, 
nowusoona'kun. 

Chop, v.i. Che'kuhikao, ke'skutu
hikao; (so as to make wood into 
billets) pe'wiskuhikao. He makes 
a sound of chopping, mumutwaku
hikao. Chops into short pieces, 
chimuhikao. 
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-- v.t. Che'ku -whao, -hum, 
ke'skutu -whao, -hum. He chops 
it off, mu'niku -wao, -hum. He 
chops it through, natwa'ku -wao, 
-hum. He chops it into billets, pewi
sku -wao, -hum. He chops it short, 
chima'skoku -wao, -hum. He chops 
it up, (as an old packing-case), 
pekoku -whao, -hum. He chops it 
to pieces, peki'skutu -whao, -hum. 
He chops himself, chekuhoosoo. 

Chopping-block, n. Uspu'tuhikun. 
Chosen, part. Nowusow. 
Christ, n. Christ. He is Christ, Christ

ewew. 
Christen, v.t. Kuna'che -se'kuhuto

wao. See Baptise. 
Christian, n. Otuyumehaw. He is a 

Christian, otuyumeha'wew. 
Christianity, n. Uyumehawin, uyume

ha'we -ita'tisewin. 
Christmas, n. Mukosakesikaw, kiche

kesikaw, Munitowe -Kesikaw. 
Chuck, v.t. (throw away) Wa'pi 

-nao, -num; (throwout) wuyawewa'pi 
-nao, -num. 

Church, n. Uyumeha'wikumik; (the 
body of believers) otuyumehawuk. 

Churchill, Fort, n. Usinnewikumik, 
Ma'ntawesepe, Sakituwak. Churchill 
River, Missinipe, P.c., or Manta
wesepe, s.c. 

Churchwarden, n. Sima'kunis, s.c. 
Churlish, adj. Wukayuwasew. 
Churlishness, n. Wuka'yuwasewin. 
Churn, n. Totosapoowepimeosichi-

kun. 
-- v.i. Totosa'poowepimekao. 

Cider, n. Se'weminapoo. 
Cigar, n. Titipiyakine -chista'maw. 
Cigarette, n. Chista'mas. 
Cinders, n. Kuskusawu. 
Circle, he makes it into a, v.t. Wawe

ya'yakinum; (speaking of metal) 
waweyayapiskutuhum. It is placed 
in a circle, waweya'stao. He lays 
it in a circle, wa'skastaw. 

Circular, adj. Waweya' -sew, -yaw, 
notim -isew -aw. 

Circulate, v.t. Waskatisu -wao, -hum. 
Circumcise, v.t. Wa'skasakwaswao 

s. c.; circumcisewehao (Indianized 
English). 
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Circumcision, n. Wa'skasakwasoowin, 
s.c.; circumcisewewin (Indianized 
English). 

Circumspection, n. Usuwapewin. 
City, n. Ota.now, ita'win, kistupewin, 

kiche -otanow. 
Citizen, n. Wetuskemakun, a otita-

winit. 
Citizenship, n. Wetusketoowin. 
Claim, v.t. Otuya'new. 
Clamor, n. Kise'wawin, wasta'sitako

sewin. 
Clap hands, v.i. Pupusichechahumaw, 

papukumichechahumaw. 
Clap-board, n. Waskahikune -nupu

kituk. 
Clasp, n. Sukipa'soon, suka'skohon. 
-- v.t. Sukasko -wao, -hum. 

Class, (in the same class) weche -uyu
mechikamao. 

Claw, n. Mi'skuse. His claw, oskuse 
or omiskuse. It has sharp claws, 
Kasokuskwao. It has long claws, 
Kino'kuskwao. It has short claws, 
Chimikuskwao. 

Clay, n. Usi'ske. He makes clay, 
Usiskekao. It is hard or tough clay, 
Muskowiskewukaw. White clay, 
wa'pusiske, wa'putonisk. Red clay, 
Mikwusiske. It is soft clay, Muyo
kichaskewuka w, yoskichaskewuka w. 

Clay-pipe, n. Waputoniskuspwakun. 
Clayey, adj. Usiskewun. 
Clean, adj. Pi -kew, -kun, pi -kisew, 

-kun. Kunachenak -osew, -wun. 
He looks very clean, puyakenak, 
-osew, -wun, keka'chenak -osew, 
-wun. 
-- v.t. Pike -hao, -taw; (by 
scouring) kichi'sti -nao, -num; (by 
rubbing) pike -nao, -num, kase' 
-nao, -num; (as a piece of cloth, 
blanket, etc) kichi'staku -wao, -hum, 
kisepaki -nao, -num; (by exposing 
it to the wind) kichista'stitaw. 

Cleanly, adv. Pike-. 
Cleanse, v.t. Pikehao, etc. See Clean. 
Clear, adj. (as glass) Wasaya'piskaw, 

sapopayapiskaw; (as water) wa'sa
kumew; (as daylight) wa'sayaw; 
(as the sky) wa'saskwun. He gets 
clear (i. e. he escapes) puspe'w. 

Clearly, adv. Puyuta, mosis. 
Clear-sighted, adj. Nuhapew. 
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Clearwater Lake, n. Wasakumaw. 
Cleave, v.t. (split) Ta'sku -wao, -hum. 
-- v.i. (adhere) U'kwumoo, pusu' -
kwumoo. He cleaves to him, Michi'
mi -nao, -num. 

Clergyman, n. Uyumeha'wikimaw. 
Clerk, n. (a writer, an accountant) 

Omussinuhikases; (apprentice clerk) 
okima'sis. 

Clever, adj. Ku'skehoo, ta'stupew, 
muma'tawisew, kisisowisew, nuhe'w. 
He is clever at it, nukuchitaw, or 
neta-. He thinks himself clever, 
kisisowayimoo. 
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Climb, v.i. Kospa'tuwew, iskwatu
wew, u'kosew. He climbs well, 
netawatuwew. He climbs over (a 
fence, etc.) pasita'skoo, pasitatu
wew. Climbs up a hill, kospamu
chewao. 

Cling, v.i. Michimew, ukokao, kisa'
chepeyew. 

Clip, v.t. Puskwasumwao. He clips 
hair, puskwasikao. 

Clippers, n. (for hair) Puskwa'huma
kun. 

Clipping, n. (of cloth) Pewisikun, 
iskosa wa 'chikun. 

Cloak, n. Ukohon, ukohoowin, ukwu
newin, ukwunuhoowin. He or she 
has a cloak, otukohonew, otukohoo
winew, otukwunewinew, otukwunu
hoowinew. She makes a cloak, 
ukohonikao. 

Clock, n. Pe'simokan. He has a 
clock, ope'simokanew. 

Close, adj. (in contact) Su'kuskaw; 
(secret) kemootisew. He is close to 
him, paswapu -mao, -tum. 
--, closely, adv. Pa'soch, che'ke, 
kisewak; (secretly) kemooch; (in 
contact) suke. 

Close, v.t. Kipu -wao, -hum. He 
closes it tightly, a'chekipu -wao, 
-hum, sukuski -nao, -num. He is 
closed, closed in, or closed up, kipu 
-hosoo, -hikatao. 

Closet, n. Waska'hikunis, piskiche
waskahikunis. 

Cloth, n. (woollen) Munitoakin, muni
towuyan, ayoowin, ayoowinisakin; 
(linen) pupukewuyanakin. Black 
cloth, kusketawakin, kusketawuyan. 
Blue cloth, sepekwakin. Grey kersey, 
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oskunakin. Scarlet cloth, mikwakin, 
mikowuyan. White cloth, wa'pakin, 
wa'piskakin. Cloth in the piece, 
sikakin. Country-made cloth, mayu
chikwakin. A table-cloth, usputo
spoowin, me'chisoowinakin. He has 
some cloth, omunitoakinew. A small 
piece of cloth, munitoakinis (or any 
of the other words with the term
mination is, os, affixed). 

Clothe, v.t. Weya'tuhao, po'stiskumo
teyao. He is clothed, kikuyoowinao, 
weya'chikao. 

Clothing, clothes, n. Weya'chikunu, 
kikiskachikunu, uyoo'winisu. Warm 
clothing, ke'sohonu. He has clothes, 
oweyachikunew, okikiskachikunew, 
otuyoowinisew. He has clothes on, 
kikuyoowinisao, weyachikao. He 
puts on his clothes, po'stuyoowini
sao. He puts clothes on another 
person, postuyoowinisehao. He 
takes off his clothes, katuyoowinisao. 
He takes the clothes off another person, 
katuyoowinao, katuyoowinisehao. 
He wears good clothes, meyoweya
chikao. He wears white or shining 
clothes, wa'piskehoo. He wears black 
clothes, kusketawehoo. He wears 
splendid clothes, mumatawehoo. He 
cleans clothes, kichistakuhikao. 

Cloud, n. Wu'sko; (dark) kuskowu
nusk, kuskitawusko. 

Cloudless, adj. Wasa'skwun. 
Cloudy, adj. Yikwuskwun; (overcast 

with heavy clouds) kispukanuskun; 
(as storm clouds coming) patanu
skwun. 

Club, n. Pukuma'kun. He has a 
club, opukumakunew. 

Clumsy, adj. N ota'sew, yekichika
wew, muma'new. A clumsy person, 
notas. 

Cluster, v.i. Ussumoo -wuk, -nwa. 
Cloves, n. Wekispukosikun, s.c., 

sukuhikunisu, P.c. 
Coal, n. Kuskuskusineyu, kuskuske

sikan; kusketao, pl. kuskuskusawu. 
In some localities this latter word 
is only used for burnt coal, and may 
be applied either to gleeds or to cin
ders). It has the nature of coal, 
kuskusawun. 
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Coast, n. Sisoch, si~ona -kichekumik, 
chekask, chekepak. . (When the 
word coast is used, as m many pas
sages of Scripture, for country, or 
district, it should be•. render~d 1:Y 
uske). A coast Indian, wmepa
koeyinew. 
-- v.t. Wayonokamahum; (along 
bays, etc.) waninuka'mahum; (coas
ting along the land) cheka'skopuyew, 
sisonahum. 

Coat, n. Miskota'ki. ,A small coa}, 
miskota'kas. A mans coat, napa
wusa'ki. A woman's coat, is_kwawu
sa'ki. A deer-skin coat, ~tikwuyc:
nusa'ki. A long coat, kmwusa k1. 
An old coat, kuyasusa'ki, ~uyase
miskotaki. A thick coat, k1spuku
saki. A rain-coat, kimewunusaki. 
A summer coat, nepinusaki. A 
winter coat, piponuaski. He puts on 
his coat, postusa'kao. He puts _a 
coat on another person, postusaka
hao. He takes off his coat, ka'tusa
kao. He takes a coat off another 
person, katusakanao. !f e thro:.11s off 
his coat (as for wrestlmg), katusa
kapuyehoo. He has a coat, oskota
kew. He has on two coats, a'k;Veta
wusakao. He has a long coat, kmwo
sakao. He is in want of a coat, kwe
toweoskotakew. He wears a large 
coat, mukusakao. He wears a small 
coat, upistusakao. 

Coax, v.t. Wekukwa -sakosomao. 

Cock, n. Napapakuakwan, pakua
kwan. Cocks are numerous, paku
akwaniska w. 

Cobweb, n. Pe'wiyupe. 
Cod-line, n. (for drawing a net under 

ice) Sepa'sekopichikunayape, sepa'
peka pichikuna ya pe. 

Coffin, n. Chepi -mistikowut, nuhi
nutowe -mistikowut; (general term 
in use is simply) mistikowut, or, 
mistikowutikan. 

Cog, n. Tapipuye -me'pit. 

Coil, v.t. Pitikwa'pikanum. 

Coin, n. Soneyaw. Coins, pl., as 
distinct from bills, are of ten called 
soneyasuk. 

42 COMBAT 

Cold, adj. (t~ t~e toush~ Tuk -isew, 
-aw; (as a hqmd) t;1k1~~mew_; (as 
a piece of metal) tuka p1sk -1sew, 
-aw; (as wood) tuk,ask -osew, -w1:n; 
(as cooked meat) tuk -upew, -ustao; 
(as the weather) tukaya:w; (as.th_e 
weather when severe) k1ssm, kiss1-
na'w· (as the weather, rather severe) 
kissi~a'sin. He feels cold, se'ku
chew, kawu'chew. It seems cold, 
tukayetakwun. (cannot end1;1r~) 
notawuchew. It blows cold, k1ss1-
neyoowao. 
-- n. Ukik. He has a cold, ootu
kikome'w. 

Colic, n. Kise'wuskutawin. He ~as 
th~ colic, kise'wuskutao. It gives 
him the colic kisewuskutaskakoo. 

Collar, n. Tapiska'kun; (white collar) 
wapi -kwuyow. , , . 

Collapse, v.i. Pekopuyew, puketm. 
Collect, n. (a short prayer) Uyume

ha'win. 
-- v.t. Ma'wuche -hao, -taw, 
mawusuko -nao, -num. 
-- v.i. Ma'wuchichikao, mawu
chehitoowuk, Pl., ma wuskopuyew. 

Collection n. Ma'wuchichikawin. 
(Church) Uyume~a:v.:e -I?awuchi
chikawin, or, puk1tm1kawm. 

Collectively, adv. Mawuche. . 
College, n. Kiskinohumatoowi -kum1k. 
Collision, n. Pichiskatoowin., . 
Color, n. (appearance) Issena kosewm; 

(paint) mussinipahikun. What color 
is it? tanisse atussina'stak? I want 
cloth of this color, ne nutowayetan 
uyowinisa'kin omu a issena'kwuk .. 
-- v.t. Mussinipahum. It is 
colored so, itussina' -soo, -stao. It 
is colored red, mikwussina' -soo, 
-stao. 

Colt, n. Mistutimosis. An ass's 
colt, soosoomistutimosis, soosoowu
stimos. He has (owns) a colt, omi
stutimosisemew. This mare has a 
colt, owu nosamistutim otowasi
misew, or uyawao mistutimosisu. 

Comb, n. Se'kuhon, l\f.C., pinakwan, 
s.c. A small comb, sekuhonis. A 
tooth comb, pinuhikwan. 

Combat, v.i. Nootinekao, masikao. 
v.t. Nooti-nao, -num, mase 

-hao, -taw. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Combine, v.t. Mamowe -hao, -taw, 
mamowe -nao, -num; kinikowe -nao, 
-num. 

Come, v.i. (by land) Pa- or pa'che 
-tukosin, pa- or pache i-totao, 
pata'stumotao; (by water) pami
suka'w; (sailing) pata'sew. N. B. 
In most of these and the following 
words the prefix may be either pa 
or pache. It comes about (as an 
event), pa'puyew, otichipuyew. 
Come down, pane'satuwew, paya'
sew, paya'sepuyew, pane'tuchewao, 
pane'tukosew. Come down to the 
ground, panetuskao, payasuskao. 
Come from there, paotota'o, paochi
pu'yew; (by water) paochichima'o. 
Come here, (imper.) a'stum, paitota. 
Come in, or into, papetoka. Come in 
sight. pano'k -osew, -wun. Come 
off, (as dirt from clothes) mu'ni
puyew; (from a place in which it 
was fastened) ka'chekopuyew. Come 
out, pawuyuwew, paochew. Come 
round him, pawaskakapowestuwao. 
Come together, pamamoweitoowuk, 
pamamoweitotawuk. Come up, 
pasa'kuchewao, paiskopuyew; (as 
a plant) panetawikew, panokosew, 
opikin, sakikin; (as phlegm) pa'pu
yew. Come up to him, oti -tao, -tum; 
(by water) otituhum. Come to him, 
pana' -tao, -tum, paoti -tao, -tum. 
Come with force, pukumipuyew. 
Come short of it, (as in travelling 
to a place) notaskum; (as in throw
ing at it) nota -wao, -hum. Come 
near to him, (so as to be in sight), 
paswapumao, -tum. Come quickly, 
(walking) pakisiska'tao, (as a vehi
cle) pakisepuyew. 

Comeliness, n. Meyonakosewin. 
Comely, adj. Meyonak -osew, -wun. 
Comfort, n. Kake'chehewawin, meyo-

tahawin, setwayimoowin, meyota
hahewawin, meywayimohewawin; 
(physical) meyoupewin, (as before 
a fore) meyoawusowin. 
-- v.t. Kake'chehao, setwayi
mohao, meywayimohao, (when cry
ing) kipitowawehao. He is com
forted, meyotahahaw. 

Comforter, n. Okake'chehewao, ome
yotahahewao. 

43 COMMUNICATE 

Comfortless, adj. (restless) Kuska'
yetum, (uncomfortable) kamwa
tisew. 

Command, commandment, n. It'u
soowawin, kuka'skimewawin, oyu'
soowawin. 
-- v.i. Itu'soowao, kuka'skime
wao, oyu'soowao. 
-- v.t. Itusoowa'tao, itusoo'mao, 
kuka'skimao, oyusoowatao. 

Commence, v.t. Ma'che -hao, -taw. 
It is frequently answered by mache 
or sipwa- before the verb expressive 
of the action, as, He commences 
reading it, ma'che ~uyumetaw. See 
Begin. 

Commend, v.t. Meyoa'yimo -mao, 
-tum, meyoke'swat -ao, -um. He 
commends him to hini, meyoayimo
tumowao. See Commit. 

Commendation, n. Meyoayimomewa
win, meyokeswasewawin. 

Commissioner, n. Oyusoowawe -old
maw. 

Commit, v.t. (intrust) Pukitinumo
wao, tipayetumoohao, kunowa'ye
tumoohao; (to send) iti'ssuwao. 
He commits himself to him or them, 
pukitayimisoostuwao. When com
mit is used in the sense of to do or 
to perpetrate, it may be rendered by 
totum followed by the noun, but in 
most cases the verb expressive of 
the action is by itself sufficient, as, 
he commits an offence, muchetotum; 
he commits murder, niputa'kao. 

Common, adj. Pikwunutu or koonutu 
or kontow, na'kame, nummu meywa
sin. A common man, peweyinew, 
kontow napao. A very common man, 
muchenapao. 

Commonly, adv. Weke, nakame, 
wuneyaw, kontowe. 

Commotion, n. Mikoskatukumikise
win. 

Commune, v.i. Uyumehitoowuk. 
Communicant, n. Okuna'chesusku

moo, okunachewe'chehewao. 
Communicate, v.i. (receive the Lord's 

Supper) Kunachesuskumoo, otinum 
kiche issetwawin, kiche otinum; 
(make distribution) matinumakao. 
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-- v.t. (impart information) We
tum. He communicates it to him, 
we'tumowao, a'chimostowao. 

Communication, n. Pekiskwa'win, kis
kayetumohiwawin. 

Communion, n. (Lord's Supper) Kun
a'che -Suskumoowin, Kuna'che 
kiche -issetwa'win, Ka Tipayiche
kat o tipiskinakwawin, (agreement) 
nuhayitoowin, (fellowship) wechaw
ewawin. 

Compact, v.t. Sukopuyew, nuha'we
puyew. 

Companion, n. (in the same dwelling) 
Wekema'kun, wetupema'kun; (in 
walking, though used also as a gen
eral term) wechawa'kun; (in canoe 
or boat) chema'kun. He has a 
companion, owekemakunew, owecha
wakunew, ochemakunew. He makes 
a companion of him, owechawakuni
mao. He makes them to be compan
ions, wechawakunehao. 

Company, n. Mamowehitoowin; (a 
concourse) a mamowayutichik 
eyinewuk. They are in company, 
mamowayutweuk. They are in sepa
rate companies, papisketayutewuk. 
-- v.t. Wechawao. See Accom
pany. 

Compare, v.t. Ta'piskoot -uyao, 
-ustaw, a'wa -hao, -hum. 

Comparision, n. Uspuhaka'moowin, 
awa'chikun. He uses a comparison, 
uspuhakamoo, awachikao. 

Compass, v.t. Waska -skowao, -skum. 
-- n. (Mariner's) Itohikun, Kew
atin itohikun. 

Compassion, n. Kitema'kayechika
win, kitima'kayimewawin, kitema'
kinakawin. 

Compassionate, adj. Kitema'kayechi
kao, kitema'kayimewao, kitema'ki
nakao. 
-- v.t. Kitemakayimao, kitema
kinowao. 

Compel, v.t. Sakochimao. 
Compete, with him, v.t. Mawina'wao, 

kukwache -puskinuwao. 
Complain, v.i. Uta'mimewao a'nwa

yechikao, mituwao, mit~watako
sew. He complains of him, a'nwa
yimao, mituwayanimao. 

44 CONCILIATE 

Complaint, n. Mituwawin; (accusa
tion) Utamimewawin; (disease) ako
sewin, ita'spinawin. 

Complete, adj. Takus -isew, -aw, 
kesi -hikoowisew, -chikatao, mumi
tone -w, -mukun. 
-- v.t. Takuse -hao, -taw, kesi 
-hao, -taw. 

Complexion, n. Issena'kosewin. He 
has a beautiful complexion, meyona'
kosew. He has a fair complexion, 
wa'piskisew. He has a dark complex
ion, kuskitasew. 

Complicate, adj. Kwetowe -issenak 
-osew, -wun. 
-- v.t. Kwetowe -issenako -hao, 
-taw. 

Comply, v.i. Nuskomoo. 
Compose, v.t. (to quiet) Keyamehao; 

(to appease) poomamao. 
Comprehend, v.t. Nissitotum, nissi

towayetum, kiskayetum. 
Compress, v.t. Mako -wao, -hum, 

mako -nao, -num; (a pad in surgi
cal treatment) ukopisoowin; (wet) 
ukopatinika win. 

Comprised, part. Ussituketao. 
Comrade, n. Wechawakun. 
Concave, adj. Wa -yisew, -yaw; 

(grooved) pussa'w. 
Conceal, v.t. Ka' -tao, -taw, akoo' 

-wao, -hum. He conceals himself, 
ka'soo, akoohosoo. He conceals it 
from him, katoowao, akoohumowao. 

Conceit, n. Itayetumoowin, itayimi
soowin, kistayimisoowin. 

Conceited, adj. Kistayimoo, mumi
tayimoskew, kistukimisoo. 

Conceive, v.t. (to imagine) Kiskaye
tum, nissitowayetum, miskwayetum. 

Conception, n. Ma'che -kunoskuta
wusoowin, s.c., kikiskuhawusoowin, 
P.C. 

-- v.i. (to become pregnant) 
ute kunoskatawusoo. 

Concentrate, v.t. Misumi-mamitona
yetum, soke-mamitonayetum. 

Concerning, prep. Oche, a itayeta
kwuk, a atochekatak. He s·_tJeaks 
concerning him or it, a'yimo -mao, 
-tum. 

Conciliate, v.t. Nuhayetumo -hao, 
-taw. 
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Conclude, v.t. (to finish) Ke'si -hao, 
-taw; (to decide) ke'sa -yimao, 
-yet um. 
-- v.i. (to terminate) Kisipi-
puyew. See End. 

Concord, n. N uha'yitoowin, meyo oto-
tamitoowin. 

Concourse, n. Mawuchehitoowin. 
Concubine, n. Kunoskwawan. 
Concupiscence, n. M uchemostuwayi-

tumoowin. 
Concur, v.i. Nuskomoo. 
Condemn, v.t. Nanipoo -ma.a, -tum, 

muchuki -ma.a, -tum; a'tuwaye 
-ma.a, -tum. 

Condemnation, n. Nanipoomewawin, 
muchukimewawin. 

Condescend, v.i. Tuputayimoo. He 
condescends to him, tuputayimosto
wao, tuputayimototowao. 

Condiment, n. Uspuchikun. 
Condition, n. Uya'win, -isse -uya'win. 

On condition that, kespin ote. 
Conduct, n. Ita'tisewin, issewa'pi

sewin. Bad conduct, mucheissewa
pisewin. Good conduct, meyoisse
wapisewin. 
-- v.t. Kiskinotuhao, itotuhao. 

Conductor, (of a train) Wakimakatuk 
otapan. 

Cone, n. (of the pine) Wususkwa
tooi, pl., -tooyuk. 

Confectionery, n. Sewitesu, ka sewak, 
sukawmechim. 

Confer, v.i. Nunakusomewao. 
Conference, n. Nunakusowawin, nun

akusomewawin. 
Confess, v.i. Wetumakao, itwao. 

He confesses to him, or he confesses 
it to him, wawetumowao. It is 
conj essed, wechika'tao. 
-- v.t. Wetum, wawetum. 

Confession, n. Wawetumakawin, a'chi
misoowin. 

Confide, v.i. Mumisew. He confides 
in him, mumisetotuwao, tapwawu
kayimao. 

Confidence, n. M umisetotumoowin; 
sokayimoowin. 

Confident, adj. Kkhenahoo, sokayi
moo. 

Confine, v.t. Kipuwao. She is confined, 
nlta'wikina wusoo. 

45 CONSECRATION 

Confinement, n. (restraint) Kipu
hoowawin; (childbirth) nitawikina
wusoowin. 

Confirm, v.t. Aye'che -hao, -taw, 
soke -ha.a, -taw. 

Confirmation, n. (the rite) Ayeche'
hewawin. 

Conflict, n. Kukwapuskiya'kawin, 
n uskosta 'toowin. 

Confound, v.t. Wuwa'nayetumehao, 
wuwanayetumimao. 

Congeal, v.i. Wustustotin; (by frost) 
muskowutin. 

Congested, part. (as to area) Setu
piwuk, sechiskatoowuk. 

Congratulate, v.t. Mumata'kosestu-
mowao. 

Congregate, v.i. Mawuchehitoowuk. 
Congregation, n. Mawuchehitoowin. 
Conjunction, n. (of two roads) 

Ma'tawak. 
Conjure, v.i. (for prosperity or for 

knowledge of events) - a'P. • , 
kosa'puchikao; (for the r a of 
diseases) ne'piskao. He co jures for 
him, kosaputumowao. He conjures 
frequently, kosaputuskew. He con
jures over him for the removal of 
disease, ne'piskatao. 

Conjurer, n. Mita.a, okosapuchikao. 
He is a conjurer, mitawew. 

Conjuring tent, n. Kosa'puchikun. 
He makes a conjuring tent, Kosa'
puchikunikao. 

Connect, v.t. Mamowe -nao, -num. 
Connexion, n. (relations, affinity) 

Wakomitoowin; (sexual) paswapu
mitoowin. He has connexions, men
ayutew. All his connexions, ka tu.to 
menayutit. 

Conquer, v.i. Sa'kochehewao, sako
twa'w. 

v.t. Sa'koche -hao, -ta'w, 
sako -hao, -taw. 

Conqueror, n. Osa'kochehewao, opu
skina'kao. 

Conquest, n. Sa'kochehewawin, sako
twa'win. 

Conscience, n. Mitona'yechikun, kis
ka'yimisoowin, ona'yechikun. 

Consecrate, v.t. Kunache -ha.a, -taw, 
kunache -pukan -ehao, -ustaw. 

Consecration, n. Kunachetawin, kun
achehikowisewin. 
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Consent, n. Nu'skomoowin. 
-- v.i. Nu'skomoo, ta'pwatum, 
ita'yetum. He consents to him, 
nu'sko -mao, -tum, ta'pwa -towao, 
-tum. 

Consider, v.t. Mamitona -yimao, 
-yetum, nakutowa -yimao, -yetum. 
It is considered as so much, ispeta
yetakwun. He is considered so, 
i ta yetakosew. 

Considerate, adj. Kisawache -tota
kawisew. 

Consolation, n. Kake'chehewawin, 
meyota'hawin, meywayimohikose
win. 

Consolatory, adj. Kake'chehewawe, 
meyota'hawe. 

Console, v.t. Kake'chehao, meywa'
yimohao. 

Conspicuous, adj. Nistowayetak 
-osew, -wun, payutanak -osew, -wun. 

Conspiracy, n. Muchenuskomitoowin, 
kemoch sekimitoowin, kemocheku
kuyayisewin. 

Conspire, v.i. Sekiska'toowuk, seki
mitoowuk. 

Constant, adj. Aye'che -ita'tisew. 
Constantly, adv. Tu'ssina, tuke, tuk-

ina, kupa. 
Constrain, v.t. Se'kimao, sekiskowao. 
Constraint, n. Sekimewawin. 
Construct, v.t. Ose -hao, -taw. 
Consult, v.i. Nuna'kusomewao. They 

consult together, nunakusitoowuk. 
Consultation, n. Nunakusomewawin, 

n unakusotumatoowin. 
Consume, v.t. (by using) Ma'sti -nao, 

-num; (by eating) kitumwao, kitaw; 
(by burning) masta'ski -swao, -sum. 

Cons~mptjo~, n. (phthisis) Meye-
wa spmawm. 

Consumptive, adj. Meyewaspinawew. 
Contagious, adj. Aya'niskapuyew. 
Contain, v.t. (hold them all) Ta'p 

-upewuk, -ustawa; (have a capacity 
for holding) pesa' -kosew, -kwun. 
Very ~ommonly the inverse forms 
of kek1s -kowao, -kum, he is within 
him, and tapis -kowao, -kum, he can 
be contained in him, are used. 

Contaminate, v.t. (pollute) Wechake 
-hao, -taw; (by influence) wunisi
mao. 

46 CONTRITION 

Contemn, v.t. Ma'ya -yimao, -yetum, 
mucha, -yimao, -yetum. 

Contemplate, v.t. Ma'mitona -yimao, 
-yetum. 

Contemplation, n. Mamitonayetu
moowin. 

Contempt, n. Maya'yetumoowin, mu
cha'yetumoowin. 

Contemptible, adj. Maya'yetak -osew, 
-wun, mucha'yitak -osew, -wun. 

Contemptibleness, n. Maya'yetako
sewin, maya'yimikosewin. 

Contend, v.i. Asita'mewao, akwa
yimoo. He contends with him, 
asita'mao. 

Content, adj. Tapayetum, nuhaye
tum, tapeyuwasew. 

Content, contentment, n. Tapa'ye
tumowin, nuha'yetumowin, tapeyu
wa'sewin, tapeyuwayetumowin. 
-- v.t. N uheyuwahao, tapeyu
wahao. He is contented, tapayetum, 
etc., See Content, adj. 

Contention, n. Asita'mitoowin, asita'-
mewawin, akwayimoowin. 

Contest, n. Kukwapuskiyakawin. 
Contestant, n. Okukwapuskiyakao. 
Contiguous, adj. Aniska. 
Continually, adv. Tuke, tussina, or 

tukina, kakeka, mosuk, manu, kupa. 
Continue, v.i. Uyaw, itaw, upew, 

kupa -uyaw. He continues with him, 
wecha'wao, we'kemao. 

Contract, v.i. Uche'wepuyew; (by 
tightening) se'chepuyew; (by press
ing down) ma'kopuyew. 

n. (a written agreement) 
Mussinuhekawin. 

Contradict, v.i. A'nwatum. 
-- v.t. Asita -mao, -tum, a'nwa
tuwao. 

Contradiction, n. Anwatumoowin. 
Contrariwise, adv. Kwa'skita isse, 

kwaske isse. 
Contrary, adv. Pe'tos, nuspa'ch, nasi

ta'me. The . wind is contrary, oti
skowaw, och1skowaw. 

Contribute, v.i. Pukitinikao. 
Contribution, n. Pukitinikawin. 
Contrite, adj. Kitema'kayimoo, michi-

yuwasew. 
Con!rit_ion, _ n. . Kitema'kayimoowin, 

m1ch1yuwasewm. 
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Convalescent, adj. Astumek isse uyaw, 
ute meyouyaw, ute astamuchehoo. 

Convenient, adj. Nuhipuyew. 
Conversation, n. (discourse) Uyume

hitoowin, pekiskwawin, weche -uyu
memitoowin; (behaviour) itatise-
win, ietiwin. . 

Converse, v.i. Uyumehitoowuk, pl. 
weche -uyume -mitoowuk. 

Conversion, n. Kwa'skatisewin, 
kwa' skepimatisewin. 

Convert, v.t. Kwa'skenao, kwa'ske
pimatisehao. 
-- n. Kwaskenakun. 

Convey, v.t. Pime'we -yao, -taw. 
He conveys him thither, itotuhao. 
See Carry. 

Convince, v.t. Sakochimao. 
Convulsion, n. Ochipitikowin. He 

has convulsions, ochipitikoo. 
Cook, n. Opiminowusoo, ka pimino

wat. 
-- v.t. Ke'si -swao, -sum. It is 
cooked, ke'si -soo, -tao. He cooks 
it for him, kesisumowao. 
-- v.i. Piminowusoo. He cooks 
for him, piminowutao. 

Cool, adj. (weather) Tukayitakwun, 
meyotukuyaw; (to the touch) tuka
sin. 
-- v.i. (as a liquid) Tukikumitin. 
-- v.t. (with a liquid) Tukapowu-
taw; (with snow or ice) tukipataw. 
He cools the water, tukikumapoo
kao. 

Cooling, adj. Tukiyuwapuyew. 
Cooper, n. Omukukokao. 
Cooper's shop, n. Omukukokawiku-

mik. 
Copious, adj. Wayoche, mechat. 
Coot, n. Kwakwachechip. 
Copper, n. Osawa'pisk, osawekwuk. 

A copper kettle, eyinu'skik. 
Copper-smith, n. Osawapiskowisto

yan. 
Copy, n. (example) Kiskinuwa'pute

yewawin; (in writing, the work to 
be copied) kiskinuwa'tussinuhikun; 
(the copy made from the above) 
ta'pussinuhikun. 
-- v.t. Kiskinuwapu -mao, -tum; 
tapussinuhum, nunaspito -wao, 
-tum. 

47 CORRUPTION 

Cord, n. Peminukwan, pesakunape, 
tukopichikunayape. A small cord, 
peminukwanis, pesa'kunapes, tuko
pichikunis; (of plaited skin) puka
kinwayape. See Line. He has some 
cord, opemin ukwanew, opesakuna
pe' mew. 
-- n. (of wood) Payuko minu
stao, mitekan. Two cords, neso 
minustawu, neso mitekanu. 
-- v.t. vVaspitum, tukopitum. 

Corduroy, n. (a ribbed cloth) Cha
cha'chekakin. Corduroy pants, cha
cha'chekitas, P.C. 

Cork, n. Kipuhikun. A small cork, 
kipuhikunis. He has a cork, okipu
hikunew. Cork-screw, pa'skitani
kun, wekochipichikun. 
-- v.t. Kikumotaw, kipuhum. 

Cormorant, n. Kaka'kesip. A young 
cormorant, kaka'kesipis. Cormorants 
are numerous, kakakesipiskaw. 

Corn, n. Muta'minuk, P.c., Corn 
meal, muta'mine pukwasikun, osa
wunoomin, s.c. 

Cornfield, n. Muta'minekistikan. 
Corner, n. Kekaya'w or kekatuka'w. 

It has a corner, kekayaw, natukaw, 
kekatuka'w. Corner boards of a 
house, kekatukwu. 

Coronation, n. A postustotinuhit 
kiche -okimaw. 

Corpse, n. A nipe'mukuk meyow, 
me'yowin. In most instances simply 
meyow is used, the connection being 
sufficient to show that a dead and 
not a living body is meant. 

Corpulent, adj. M ukutuyao. 
Correct, adj. Kwi"usk, me'nowe. 
-- v.t. (to amend) Menotaw; 
(as a writing) meno'sinuhum; (to 
punish) a'yimehao, kuka'skimohao, 
menotisuwhao. 

Correction, n. (punishment) Kuka'
skimohikoowin, menotisuheka win. 

Correspondence, n. Mussinuhuma-
toowin. 

Corrupt, adj. Nissewunat -isew, -tun, 
na'noo -isew, -wun. 
-- v.t. Nissewuna'che hao, -taw, 
na'nowe -hao, -taw. . 
-- v.i. Nissewuna'chehewao. 

Corruption, n. Nissewunatisewin, nan
oowisewin. 
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Cost, v.i. (is of so much value) Ituki 
ma'w, -ta'o. How much does it cost? 
tan atuki -soot, -tak? 

Costly, adj. Akwuki -soo, -tao, 
a'yimuki -soo, -tao. 

Cottage, n. Upischewaskahikun, was
ka'hikunis. 

Cotton, n. (cloth) Pukewu'yanakin, 
pupukewuyanakin. A small piece 
of cotton, puke- or pupukewuyana
kinis. Printed cotton, mussinakin. 
Striped cotton, pasakin. Sewing 
cotton, kuskekwa'sonayape, sa'stuk. 
Spool cotton, a tetipisik sastuk. 

Couch, n. Nipa'win. 
Cough, n. Osto'stotumoowin. 
-- v.i. Osto'stotum. 

Could, v. aux. (was able) Ke kuske
taw or ke ku ke; (would be able) 
kit tu ke (3rd. pers. 0 ku ke) fallowed 
by imperfect tense. Thus, I could 
do it (in those days) ne ke kusketan, 
or ne ke ku ke itotan. I could do it, 
or I could have done it (if .... ) Ne 
ku ke totati, or totan. 

Council, n. Oyu'soowawin. They 
hold a council, oyusoowawuk. 

Councillor, n. Oyu'soowaweyinew. 
Counsel, n. Kuka'skimewawin, kiski

nohumakawin. 
-- v.i. Kuka'skimewao. 
-- v.t. Kuka'skimao. 

Count, v.i. Uketa'soo. He counts 
enough, tapukichikao. 
-- v.t. Uk -imao, -etum, ma'chuk 
-imao, -etum, oyuk -imao, -etum. 
He co1mts them in, u'ssituk -imao, 
-etum. He counts them by twos, 
nane'swuk -imao, -etum. He counts 
them by threes, nani'stwuk -imao, 
-etum, etc. He counts them care
fully, nuhuk -imao, -etum. He 
counts them so, itu'k -imao, -etum. 
He counts them for him, uketumo
wao. He counts enough of them, 
tapuk -imao, -etum. He counts 
them in a row, nepeta'k -imao, 
-et um. 

Countenance, n. Issenakosewin, mik
wakun'. 

Countersink, v.t. Kota'wi -nao. -num. 
A countersink tool, kota'wisikun. 
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Counting, n. Uketumoowin, oyuke
tumoowin. 

Countless, n. Numuweya kittu ke 
uke -mawuk, -chikatawu, or aka ka 
ke uketak. 

Country, n. U'sk~. He belongs .to th(f,t 
country otuska nasew. He lives in 
the sar/ie country with him, wetu'
skemao. A strange (foreign) country 
pe'tosuske. A. Jar country, wayo
waskumik. 

Countryman, n. (one's own) Wetu
skemakun, wechet uskewamakun. 

Couple, n. N esoo. 
-- v.t. (unite in marriage) Payu
kohao, wekituhao; (to link up) 
ta'pi -nao, -num. 

Courage, n. So'ketahawin, sokayi
moowin. 

Courageous, adj. So'ketahao, soka
yimoo. 

Course, n. (a road) Ma'skunaw; (a 
line of conduct) itatisewin, utos
kawin; (a race) kukwachiskusewa
win; (a direction) ispuyewin, isichi
mawin. OJ course, chikama, issu. 

Court, n. (of justice) Oyu'soowawi
kumik. 
-- v.t. Nanoo'chehao. 
-- v.i. (speaking of a man) 
Noo'cheskwawao, or noocheiskwa
wao; (speaking of a woman) noo
chenapawao. 

Courtesy, n. Na'miskawin. She makes 
a courtesy, namiskayew. She makes 
a courtesy to him, namiskwayesto
wao. 
-- v.i. Na'miskwao. 

Cousin, n. Father's brother's child or 
mother's sister's child-same as 
brother or sister. Father's sister's 
son or mother's brother's son is 
Nesta. Father's sister's daughter 
or mother's brother's daughter is 
Netim. 

Cove, n. Wasuhaw, wasuhasin, pech
ipuyewin. -

Covenant, n. N u'skomitoowin wech
e'issechikamitoowin, n uh a yi toowin. 

v. i. We' che'issechikamitoo
wuk, nuhayitoowuk. 
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Cover, n. Ukwu'nuhikun, ukwuna
poowahikun. 
-- v.i. Ukwu'nipuyew. 

v.t. Ukwu'nu -wao, -hum; 
(with snow, earth, etc.) yikwu' 
-wao, -hum, uyu -wao, -hum; 
(by placing something in front) 
a'koo -wao, -hum; (with a cloth) 
akooya'ku -wao, -hum; (as by 
lying on him) ukwu'niskowao. He 
covers himself, ukwu'nuhoosoo. He 
covers his face, a'kokwawao, ukwu'
nakwawao. He covers his head, 
akoostikwanahoo. 
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Covering, n. (for use at water-hole, 
when examining nets) Tipinuwa
hikun; (a wrapper, etc.) ukwunu
hikun, ukwtinapoowahikun. He has 
it for a covering, ( i. e. a screen) 
akoohika'kao. He takes off the 
covering from him, ma'stukoonapi 
-tao, -tum. 

Covet, v.t. Moosta' -nao, -num, 
mo'stowi -nao or mostowi -nowao, 
-num, uka'wa -tao, -tum.. He covets 
it from him, mosto'winumowao, 
mosta'n umowao. 
-- v.i. Mostanumakao, mosto
winumakao. 

Covetous, adj. Kasuka'tisew, _ a'.spo
nisew, asponayimoo, asponay1mo
skew, moostanumakaskew. 

Covetousness, n. Mostanumakawin, 
mostowinumakawin, kasukatise-
win, asponayimoowin. 

Cow, n. Noosamo'stos, onecha'new. 
A milch cow, ye'kinikun. He has a 
cow or cows, omostosomew. 

Cowardly, adj. Sa'kotahao, sakota
mupinao. 

Cowherd, n. Okunowemostoswao. 
Cowhouse, n. Mo'stosokumik. See 

Byre. 
Coyote, n. Mastucha'kunis. Coyotes 

are numerous, mastucha'kuniskaw. 
Crab, n. (the fish) Usa'kao, sa'kew. 
Crabbed, adj. (morose) Otukumisew 

or wutukumisew. 
Crack, v.i. Pa'stipuyew, atanapuyew. 
-- v.t. Pa'stu -wao, -hum, pa'sti 
-nao, -num, atana -wao, -hum. 

Cracked, part. Pa'stitin, pa'stipuyew. 

CREATURE 

Crackle, v.i. (as of fire) Puspuskitao; 
(as of paper or cloth) mutwakito
wakitin. 

Cracklings, n. (from making oil or 
fat) Se'kosakun uk. 

Cradle, n. (native) Tikinakun. (Eng
lish) Nipawinis. (Rocking) wawa
pipuyewinakun. He has a cradle, 
Otikinakunew. He makes a cradle, 
tikinakunikao. 

Craft, n. (guile) Che'sehewawin, wuy
a'sehewawin, see Deceit, (manual 
art) Issechikawin, utoskawin. 

Craftily, adv. Che'sehewawe, wuya'
sehewawe. 

Craftiness, n. Muchekuka'tawayetu
moowin, wuya'sehewawin, kuyayi
sewin, kukuya'yisewin. 

Craftsman, n. Utoskaweyinew, onuhe 
-utoskao. 

Crafty, adj. Kuya'yisew, kukuya'
yisew. 

Cramp, n. Ochi'pitikoowin. He has 
a cramp, ochi'pitikoo. 

Cranberry, n. Wesukemin. 
Cranberry bush, n. Wesukeminu

kose. 
Crane, n. (the bird) Ochichak. A 

white crane, wa'pichak. Cranes are 
numerous, ochichakoska w. 

Crank, n. Omuchatis. 
Cranky, adj. Muchatisew, wutuku

mikisew. 
Crash, v.t. Pitikwa -sin, -tin. 
Crave, v.t. Nuto'tumaw, mostuwaye

tum. 
Craw-fish, n. Usa'kao, sa'kew. 
Crawl, v.i. Pimita'chimoo, pupa'mi

tachimoo. He crawls a little, pimi
ta' chimosew. He crawls constantly, 
pimita' chimoskew. 

Craziness, n. Ke'skwawin, wunina
win. 

Crazy, adj. Wuninao, ke'skwao. 
Creak, .v.i. Kiche'skipuyew, mutwa

puyew. 
Cream, n. Murrl,1hikun. 
Create, v.i. 0 ·s~hewao, osechikao. 

--v.t. O'se -hao, -taw. 
Creation, n. O'sehewawin, o'sechi

kawin. 
Creator, n. Wa'sehewat, ka osehe

wat. 
Creature, n. O:sechikun, oseha}kun. 
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Credit, n. Musinuhekawin, a'wehe
wawin. 

Creditor, n. Omusinuhekahewao, ota'
wehewao. 

Cree, n. (the language) Nahe'yuwa
win. He speaks Cree, naheyuwao. 
A Cree Indian, naheyow. 

Creed, n. Tapwi'tumoowin. 
Creek, n. Sepe'sis. A creek choked 

with grass or reeds, peta'pak. 
Creep, n. Pimita'chimoo, pupamita'

chimoo, see Crawl. Creep into 
(a place), petokata'chimoo. Creep 
between something, setowisimoo. 

Creeper, n. Opupamita'chimoo; (a 
clinging plant) michimasko-nitawe
kin. 

Crew, n. Chema'ne -na'pawuk. 
Crime, n. M uchete'win, wunetotu

mowin. 
Crimson, adj. Mik -o'sew, -wa'w 

See Red. Crimson cloth, nanatawa
kin, mikwakin. 

Cripple, n. Tuchika'tao, ma'skisew, 
maskika'tao. 

Crisp, adj. Ka'sp -isew, -aw. 
-- v.t. Kaspi -swao, -sum. 

Croak, v.i. Kitoo', pata'kosew. 
Crockery, crocks, n. Mekiseyakun. 

He has some crockery, omekiseya
kunew. She washes up the crocks, 
kaseyakunao. 

Crook, v.t. Wa'ke -hao, -taw. 
Crook-back, n'. Wa'kipiskwun. He 

has a crook-back, wa'kipiskwunao. 
Crooked, adj. Wa' -kisew -kaw· 

(speaking of wood) waka's' -kisew' 
-kwun; (speaking of metal) waka'~ 
pisk -isew, -aw. 

Cro12, .n: .(produc<: ~f the ground) 
K1st1ka win; (a bird s crop) mooti". 

Cross, n. A'sitayatik, pimita'skwuhi
k1!n: Christia1J cross, Uyumiha'
wat1k. ' 
-- (.1,dj. (peevish). Kisewasew 
-.- v.i. (lie across) Pimmich~tin · 
(pass over, as a river) asoowuhum '. 
(t<? cross a sp.ace on land) tusku~ 
maskaw; (on ice) asowuka'skoo. 
-. -. ,v.t. (speaking. of wood) 
f1m1ta skotaw, asitaya'skostaw; 
i;Jl!e water) asoowuhum, tuskumu-
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hum; (the ice) asoowukaskoo, tusku
maskoo; (the bridge) asoowukasko
sew, tuskumaskosew; (by walking) 
asoowukama -pimotao. 

Cross-bill, n. Omiko -pussao. 
Crossbow, n. Tusipaskonikun. 
Cross-eyed, adj. Uchicha'pew. 
Crossed, part. (as pieces of wood) 

Asitayaskotinwu. 
Cross-grained, adj. Muchikisew. 
Cross-wind, v.n. Pimicheyowao. 
Cross-wise, adv. Pimich, uchich, 

asita, tuskum. 
Crouch, v.i. Putupew, otitupew, san

uskasin, sunuskew. He makes him 
crouch, putupetisuwao, sunuske 
-nao, -num. 

Crow, n. Uyuha'sew or aha'sew; 
(Raven) kakake'w. 

Crow-bar, n. Pewapisko -opuhikun. 
Crow-duck, n. Kakakesip. This is 

the popular name of the cormorant, 
q.v. 
-- v.i. Kitoo', mutwakitoo, pfi:ta'
kosew. 

Crown, n. Kicheokima'wustotin, oki
ma wustotin. 

Crucifix, n. Uyumehawatik. 
Crucifixion, n. Chestuhaskwa'tikoo

win. 
Crucify, v.t. Chestuhaskwa'tao or 

chestaskwa'tao. 
Crudely, adv. Muma'ses. 
Cruel, adj. Akwatisew, ma'yacheta

hao, numu -muna'chehewao. 
Cruelty, n. Akwa'tisewin, ma'yache-

tahawin. 
Cruise, v.i. Pupama'sew. 
Crumb, n. Pewuchikun, pe'wenikun. 
Crumble, v.i. Pe'wipuyew, pe'sipuyew. 
-- v.t. Pe'we -nao, -num. 

Crush, v.t. Si'kwu -wao, -hum; (with 
the hand) si'koo -nao, -num, ma'ko 
-nao, -num; (with the foot) siko 
-skowao, -skum, ma'kos -kowao 
-kum. ' 

Crust, n. (of the snow) Muskowakon 
or in verbal form, A muskowako~ 
nukfk. ]!e falls through the crust, 
twa konasm. 

Crutch, n. Su'skuhon. 
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Cry, v.i. (to weep) Ma'too; (to weep 
aloud) mutwama'too, mama'twa
moo. He cries for him, moweka' -tao, 
-tum, mooskowa' -tao, -tum, 
He makes him cry, moo'hao. He 
leaves off crying, kipitoowao. He 
makes him leave off crying, kipi
toowahao. He cries through cold, 
mooskowuchew. He cries through 
hunger, moo'skonamoo. 
-- v.i. (to call out) Tapwa'o. 
He cries aloud to him, tapwa'tao. 
He cries through fear, ta'chikwao. 
He cries to him through fear, ta'chi
kwatao. He cries for help, mo'we
moo. He cries to him for help, 
mowemostowao, na'netasemosto
wao. 
-- n. Ma'toowin: tapwa'win: 
ta'chikwawin. 

Crystal, n. Wapa'piskwusine, sa'po-
wapiskusine. 

Crystalize, adj. Wapapiskepuyew. 
Cucumber, n. Okosimun. 
Cud, it chews the, Mama'kochikao, 

se'kwuchikao. 
Cudgel, n. Pukuma'kun, mistik. 
Culpable, adj. Utamayetakosew. 
Cultivate, v.t. Kistikatum, nitaweke 

-hao, -taw. 
Cumberland House, n. (locally) Was

kuhikun; Ministikominuhikosak. 
Cunning, adj. Kukuyayisew, kuya'

yisew; (animal) nuna'kuchetaw. 
-- n. Kukuya'yisewin, kuya'
yisewin. 

Cup, n. Minekwa'kun, oya'kun, meki
seya'kun. A small cup, cupis, mine
kwakunis, oyakunis, mekiseyaku
nis. In some localities this form is 
in common use for a cup of an 
ordinary size. He has a cup, omine
kwakunew, otoyakunew, omekise
yakunew. 

Cupboard, n. Oyusta'son, ukochikun. 
Cupful, n. Sakuskin -minikwakun. 
Curd, curdle, v.i. Wustustotin. 
Cure, v.t. N una'towehao, menwa' -

chihao, eyine'kuhao, nutokwuhao. 
Curl, n. Titipuwa'human. 
-- v.t. (the hair) Titipuwa'hum. 
He curls his hair, (i. e. another's) 
titipuwahumowao. 

Curly, adj. Titipuwa'yaw. 
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Curlew, n. Wekimina'sew, wakeko
ta'sew. 

Currant, n. (smooth red) Aye'kimin; 
(rough red) meyechemin; (black) 
kusketamin, muntomin; (dried, 
imported) soominis. 

Currant tree, n. Ayekiminatik; meye
cheminatik; kusketaminatik. Wild 
black-currant bushes, muntomina
tik. 

Current, n. Pimichiwun. A strong 
current, kise'chiwun. It has gone 
down the current, ma'hapotao. He 
walks down the current, (i. e. on the 
ice), mahe'skotao. He walks up the 
current, nutuhe'skotao. He glides 
down the current, pima'po -koo, 
-tao. He makes a current, ochichi
wunetaw. A principal current, or 
the place where the current is strongest, 
Kichechiwun, kista'chewun. 

Curry-powder, n. Osa'we -papaw. 
Curse, n. Nanipoo'mewawin, muchu'

kimikoowin, muchukimewawin. 
-- v.i. Na'nipoomewao, muchu'
kimewao. 
-- v.t. Na'nipoomao, muchu'ki
mao, nipoo'mao, weyukwatao. 

Cursed, part. Nanipoochikasoo. 
Cursing, n. Nanipoo'mewawin, etc. 

See Curse. 
Curtail, v.t. Ke'ski -swao, -sum. Cur

tailed, ke'skisikatao. 
Curtain, n. Akoyakuhikun. 
Curve, v.i. Wa'kipuyew; (of a road) 

wawakumon; (of a river) wawaki- _ 
stikwayaw. 
--v.t. Waki -nao, -num. 

Cushion, n. Uspupiwin, uspiskwa'si
mon, yoskuhuwachikun. 

Custom, n. (habit) Issetwa'win; 
(tribute) tipuhumakawe -soneyaw, 
tipuhikawe -soneyaw. 

Cut, n. (a knot or tie of twine) Payu
kotukopitao. They draw cuts, muhe
kunatikokawuk. There is no noun 
in Cree answering to cut in the 
sense of a gash, but it is expressed 
in the verb, as, I have cut myself, 
ne pasi:3otis~on or n~ chek~heJpon. 
-- v.i. (with a kmfe) Ma· t1sl'k'.~o; 
(with an axe) chekuhikao. 

/ 
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Cut, v.t. Ma'ti -swao, -sum. Cut it 
down, ko'wu -wao, -hum, kowiku 
-wao, -hum, keskutu -wao, -hum. 
Cut it off, muni -swao, -sum, ke'ski 
-swao, -sum, ke'skiwapu -wao, -hum, 
muniwapu -wao, -hum, muniwapi 
-swao, -sum, muniku -wao, -hum. 
Cut it off him, (e. g. the leg from a 
goose) munisawa -tao, -tum. Cut 
it out, (as a ga1 ment) oye -swao, 
-sum. Cut it through, kesku -wao, 
-hum, natwa' -swao, -sum, nat-
waku -wao, -hum, puski -swao, 
-sum. Cut it short, c.himisawa -tao, 
-tum. Cut it up, (as a slaughtered 
animal) nanowe -hao, -taw, nano
wesawa -tao, -tum, pekoo -swao, 
-sum. Cut it up into small pieces, 
sikoko -tao, -tum. Cut it in several 
pieces, matisawa -tao, -tum. Cut 
it in slices, pupukisawa -tao, -tum. 
Cut off a piece or slice, pukwa -swao, 
-sum. Cut a slice off him, pukwa
sawa -tao, -tum. He cuts a slice 
for him, pukwasumowao. He cuts 
himself (with an axe) chekuhosoo, 
pichikuhosoo; (with a knife, etc.) 
matisosoo, pasisosoo, or pupasi
soo. He cuts round it, waska' -swao, 
-sum. He cuts him accidentally, 
Pistisawa -tao, -tum, pistis -swao, 
-sum. He cuts himself accidentally, 
(with a knife) pistisosoo, (with an 
axe) pistisikohotisoo. 

Cutworm, n. Oke'skuskosewases. 
Cymbal, n. Kitowayapiskuhikun. 

D 

Dab, v.t. Siniko -hao, -hum, siniko 
-nao, -nun. 

Dagger, n. Tukuchikun, etowikoman. 
He has a dagger, ootukuchikunew. 

Daily, adj. and adv. Tu.to kesikaw, 
tutwaw a kesikak. 

Dainty, adj. (in appearance) Meyo 
nakohowisew; (with ref. to taste) 
we -meyochikao. 

Dairy, n. Totosapoowikumik. 
Dam, n. (beaver) Oskotim; (ordinary) 

kipa'skohekun, kipuhekun. 
-- v.t. Kipuhum, kipaskohum. 

Damage, n. Wunetasoowin, pekoni
kawin, wunechikawin. 
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v.t. Nissewunachetaw, peko 
-nao, -num. 

Damn, v.t. Nanipoo'mao. See Con
demn. 

Damnation, n. Nanipoomewawin. 
See Condemnation. 

Damp, adj. Nes' -kisew, -kaw, 
owistaw. 

Dampen, v.t. Neskinum. 
Damper, n. Kipapiskinikun. 
Damsel, n. Oskinekiskwao. 
Dance, dancing, n. Ne'mehitoowin 
-- v.i. Ne'mew, nemehitoo. He 
dances well, netawisimo, netane
mew. He dances often, nemehitoo
skew. He dances a little, nemehi
tosew. He dances with her, weche
simo -mao. 

Dandruff, n. Wapikawestikwanawinu. 
Dandy, n. Meyonakohowin; (a fop) 

omeyonakohoo. 
Danger, n. Puspinawin, nanesanise

win. He is in danger, puspinawa
chihoo, nunesanisew. He puts him 
in danger, nunesanehao. 

Dangerous, adj. Kospuna'tun or kuk
waspuna'tun, kukospunayetakwun. 
A dangerous place, ustasepukun. 

Dangle, v.i. Kohwawako -chin, -tao, 
newako -chin, -tao. 

Dare, v.i. Tapa'yemoo. 
Daring, adj. Soketa'hao. 
Dark, adj. Tipiska'w, wunetipiskaw. 

It is rather dark, tipiska'sin, wune
tipiskasin. It is "pitch" dark, kusk
etipiskaw. It becomes dark, wuneti
piskipuyew. When speaking of the 
sun or moon the verb must take the 
animate form, thus, tipiskisew, 
wunetipiskisew, but otherwise it is 
seldom so used. When the word 
dark is used for a deep color it is 
rendered by kusketa' -sew, -waw. 
Dark pri1it, a kusketawakuk puke
wuyanakin. 

Da:k~n, ·. v.i. Tipiskipuyew, wune
t1p1sk -1puyew. 

DarkP"SS, n. Tipi'skisewin, wuneti
pi'skisewin, kusketipiskisewin. In 
many cases this word is better 
rendered into Cree by the verb; 
thus, instead of saying, "There was 
darkness", to say, "It was dark", 
ke wunetipiskaw. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Darling, n. Sakiha'kun. 
Darn, n. Mesuhetasawin. 
-- v.i. Mesuhetasao. 

Dart, n. Michikew. 
-- v.t. Chikukwao. He darts it 
at him, chikuwatao. 

Dash in pieces, v.t. Pekisku -wao, 
-hum. 

Date, v.n. A itukesoot (pesim.). 
Daughter, n. Mita'nis, ota'nisimaw 

watanisek. My daughter, neta'nis'. 
An adopted daughter, mitanisika
win. He regards her as his dai:ahter 
otanisimao. How many daughter; 
have you? Tan tuto ketanisuk, or 
tan a' tussichik ketanisuk? I have 
three daughters, nistewuk neta'ni
suk. H~ ~as four daughters, naweye
wu ota msu. He has a daughter 
ota'nisew. ' 
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Daughter-in-law, n. Osti'mimaw 
wastimek, nuhakuniskwao nuhaku~ 
niskwam, nuhakunisb~amimaw. 
My daughter-in-law, nisti'm. His 
daughter-in-law, osti'mu. 

Dawn, n. Wa'pun, pata'pun. 
Day, n. Ke'sikaw. To-day, or this 

day, anoch ka ke'sikak, or anoch 
ka'sikak. Every day, tutwaw a 
kesikak or tuto ke'sikaw. Day by 
day, tutwaw keyesikake. The first 
day, nistum a kesikak. The last 
day, iskwayach kesikaw. The next 
day, weya'puk. The same day, 
awukwanimu a kesikak. Every 
second day, ayowusikesikak. AU 
day long, kupa kesik. Declining day, 
"day-set", utimi -kesikaw, niskew. 
One day (i. e., once, once upon a 
time) nikotwa a kesikak, payuk
waw. Some Indians number the 
days of the week, beginning with 
Monday as the first and ending 
with Saturday as the sixth. The 
several days are expre~sed thus
Sunday, Uyume -akesikaw, or uyu
mehawekesikaw. Monday, Nistum 
kesikaw, Pooneuyurr1eakesikaw. 
Tuesday, Ne'sokesikaw. · TVednes
day, Nisto kesikaw, a apetowipu
yik. Thursday, Nao kesikaw. Fri
day, Neyanuno' kesikaw, pukwasi-
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kunekesikaw. Saturday, Ma'tinu
wa kesikaw, Nikotwaso kesikaw. 

Day-break, n. See Dawn. 
Daylight, n. Wa'sayaw, kesika'stao, 

pukukapun. 
Day-spring, n. Kesikana'kwun. 
Day-star, n. Wapunuchuk. 
Day-time, n. Makwach a kesikak, 

a makwa .kesikak. 
Dazzle, v.i. (by artificial light) Wune

wa'stao; (by sunlight) wune -pesi
mo -wa'stao. 

Deacon, n. Uyumehaweyinesis, uyu
mehakimasis. 

Dead, adj. Nipe'w, numma ·pima'ti
sew, ponepima'tisew. A dead child, 
a nipit owasis, a kitimakisit owasis. 
He is dead, asi nipe'w, asi numma 
pimatisew. The dead (people), oni
poowuk; (ghosts) chepuyuk. 

Deaden, v.t. Nipoowe -hao, -taw. 
Deadly, adj. Nipoowe, nipuhewamu

kun, nipoowun. A deadly disease, 
ni poowaspina win. 

Dea.£, adj. Kipitao, kukapitao, numma 
pa tum. 

Deafness, n. Kipitawin, kukapita
win. 

Deal, n. (A large quantity) Mistuhe, 
pesakwuyuk; (a division) matinu
makawin. By a good deal, mos
chewak. 
-- v.i. (to act in such a manner) 
Ita'tisew, (to trade) uta'wao. He 
deals hard, akwutawao. He deals 
with him, uta'mao. He deals so 
towards him, itotowao; (to distri
but.e) matinumakao. He deals them 
to him, matinumowao. 

Dear, adj. (beloved) ~ Ka sakehet. 
My dear child, net owasimis ka 
sakehuk. (costly) akwuki -soo, 
-tao. Dear me! kwachest ! kewache
stukach ! 

Dearth, n. Kowa'kutosoowin, kwetu
ma'win, nota'puyewin. 

Death, n. Nipoowin or nipewin. 
He is at the point of death, kakat 
nipew, achistowisew. 

Deathlike, adj. Nipoowinak -osew, 
-wun. 

Debase, v.t. Neti -nao, -num. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Debt, n. Mussinuhikun, mussinuhi
kawin. He is in debt, omussinuhi
kunew. He takes debt, mussinuhi
kao. He pays his debt, tipuhum o 
mussinuhikawin. He gives him debt, 
(i. e. allows him to take advances) 
meyao kittu mussinuhikayit, mussi
nuhikahao. 

Debtor, n. Omu'ssinuhikao. He is 
debtor to him, mu'ssinuhumowao. 

Decamp, v. i. Sipwa'tao, kemoche 
-sipwatao. 

Decay, v.i. Nissewuna' -tisew, -tun, 
pe'kotoo -wew, -wun. 

Decease, n. Nipoo'win. 
v.i. Nipe'w. My deceased 

father, nota'wepun. So · with the 
names of other relationships, affix
ing -pun. 

· Deceit, n. Chesehewawin, kukwa
chesehewawin, wuyasehewawin, ku
kuyasehewawin, kukuyayisewin. 

Deceitful, adj. Kukuyayisew. 
Deceitfully, adv. Chesehewawe, wuya

sehewawe, kukuyasehewawe, kuku
yayisewe. 

Deceive, v.i. (By an act) Che'sehewao, 
wuya'sehewao, kukuya'yisehewao; 
(by speech) che'simewao, wuya'
simewao, kukuya'simewao. He 
often deceives, che'simewaskew, &c. 
(any of the above words, having 
the termination -wa.o changed to 
-wa.skew). 
-- v.t. (by an act) Che'sehao, 
wuya'sehao, kukuya'sehao; (by 
speech)che'simao, wuya'simao, kuku
Y.ii'simao, kukwache'simao, kuya'
s1mao. Nate; The above distinc
tion between deceiving by an act 
and by speech, though grammati
cally correct, is often overlooked in 
common discourse. This remark 
applies also to other forms or the 
derivatives of these words. 

Deceiver, n. Oche'sehewao, oche'si
me:wao, owuya'simewao, owuya'se
hewask, okukuya'simewao, okuya'
sehewao, okukuyasimewask. 

December, n. See Month. 
Decency, n. Nuhena'kosewin nuhe-

yekokwatisewin. ' 
Decent, adj. N uhena'kosew, &c. 
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Deception, n. Chesimewawin, &c. 
See Deceit. Self-deception, chese-
hoo'win, chesehisoo'win. 

Decide, v.i. Oya'yetum, ke'sayetum. 
He decides on him, oya -yimao 
yetum, ke'sa -yimao, -yetum. 

Decision, n. Ke'sayetumowin, oyaye
tumowin. 

Deck, n. (of a boat) Wuke'chetuk 
(chemanek). 

Declaration, n. Wetuma'kawin. 
Declare, v.t. and v.i. We'tum, 

wawetum, wawetuma'kao. He de
clares it to him, wetumowao, wawe
tumowao, a'chimosrowao. He de
clares openly, mosisa'humakao. 

Decline, v.i. (to lean to one side) 
Nowayaw, (as a stick) nowaya'sk 
-osew, -tin; nowakotao. 

Decompose, v.i. Nissewuna' -tisew, 
-tun, kuskutu -tew, -tin. 

Decorate, v.t. Wuwa'se -hao, -taw, 
meyona'ko -hao, -taw. He decorates 
or decks himself with it, wuwasehoo
wakao. 

Decorations, n. Wuwasechikunu. 
Decoy, n. (goose) Niskekan; (duck) 

sesepekan. He makes decoys, niske
kanikao; sesepekanikao. A stick 
for setting up a dead bird as a decoy, 
cheputaskwuhikun. 

Decrease, v.i. Uche'wipuyew; (ln 
esteem, importance, &c.) ute upi
stayetak -osew, -wun; (as a swell
ing) ye'wepuyew. 
-- v.t. Uche'wi -nao, -num. 
-- n. Uche'wipuyewin. 

Decree, n. Itu'soowawin. 
-- v.i. Itu'soowao. 
-- v.t. I tu'soowatum. 

Decrepit, adj. (wasted) Ma'stinak 
-osew, -wun, pe'konak -osew, -wun; 
(aged) kesa'nak -osew -wun. 

Dedicate, v.t. Ptikan -tiyao, ustaw. 
Dedication, n. Pukanustawin. 
Deed, n. Ito'tumoowin, issechikun, 

issechikawin. 
Deem, v.t. Ita' -yimao, -yetum, 

ituki -mao, -tum. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Deep, adj. (as water) Time'w, time
payaw; (of a pit) yawina'kwatukun, 
na'watukun; (of snow) time'koonew, 
ispa'koonukaw; (as an object below 
the surface) uta'mik. 

Deeply, adv. Soke, mistuhe. 
Deer, n. U'tik; (a buck) eyapa'wu

tik, eyapa'o; (a doe) noosa'tik. 
Moose deer, mooswu. Red deer, 
Wawa'skasew. Jumping deer, Upi
stomoosos. A fawn, utikosis. A 
young buck, eyapa'sis. Deer abound, 
Utikoskaw; moososkaw; wawaka
sekaw. He chases deer, nowuti
kwao. The following terms are in 
use among hunters as distinctions 
of age, a buck under 2 years, kiki
wita'sis; under 3 years, kikiwitao; 
under 5 years, oskepinowises; under 
6 years, kisapinow; 6 years and up
wards, eyapawutik. 

Deer's-horn, n. Utikwaskun, utiko
taskun. 

Deerskin, n. Utikwi, pl. utikwuyuk, 
utikwuyan. A large deerskin, mistu
tikwi. A small deerskin, or piece 
of deerskin, utikwas. An undressed 
deerskin, uskakin. 

Deerskin coat, n. Utikwuyanusaki. 
Deerskin line, n. Pe'sakunape. In 

some localities this word is loosely 
used to describe any small cord. 

Deer's sinew, n. Utikwustise. 
Defame, v.t. Miya'chimao. 
Defeat, v.t. Sa'kohao, -taw, sa'koche 

-hao, -taw. It defeats him, pooyikoo. 
Defect, n. He has a defect, ma'skisew. 

He is born with a defect, ma'skine
tawikew. 

Defective, adj. Ma'skaw. 
Defence, v.i. Kispa'wawin, na'tu-

makawin. 
Def end, v.i. Kispa'wao, na'tumakao, 

(defends himself against attack) 
nuskoo. 

v.t. Na'tumowao, kispa'wa 
-tao, -tum, nuskostowao. 

Defender, n. Onatumakao. 
Deficient, adj. Nota'puyew; (in 

strength) pwawuchichikao. He 
makes it deficient, Notapuyutaw. 

Defile, v.t. We'ne -hao, -taw, weyi'pe 
-hao, -taw, nissewuna'che -hao, 
-taw. 
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Defer, v.t. Fatima -ustaw. 
Deformed, adj. Ma'skisew. Born 

deformed, maskinetawikew. 
Defraud, v.t. Kukuya'se -hao, &c., 

See Deceive. 
Defy, v.t. Maya'yimao. 
Degree, n. (rank) I tukemikosewin. 

He is of low degree, tuputayetako
sew. 

Dejected, part. Kuskayetum, kewa
tayimoo, pe'kwayimoo. 

Delay, v.i. Wuwasepayitew, otume
yoo, otumetew. He is delayed by 
starvation, otumakutosoo. He is 
delayed by storms, otumekesikuni
sew, kichistinahokoo. 

Delicate, adj. (in health) nasoowa
tisew; (fragile) kusp -isew, -aw. 

Delight, n. Meywaye'tumoowin, 
mumuta'kosewin. 

. v.i. Meywayetum, mumu-
takosew. He delights in him, mumu
takose -stumowao, -stum. 
-- v.t. Meywa'yimohao, mumu
takohao, meywayetumehao. 

Delightful, adj. Meywayetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Delineate, v.t. Kiskinowatisinu -wao, 
-hum. 

Deliver, v.t. (to yield up) Pukiti -nao, 
-num, pukitusowa -tao, -tum. De
liver it up to him, pukitinumowao. 
(to rescue) meta'kwanumowao, pu'
spehao, puspetissinao. 

Deliverance, delivery, n. Apuhika
win; (child-birth) netawikina'wu
soowin. 

Deluge, n. Niskepawin. 
Delusion, n. Wuya'sehoowin, wuya

sehitisowin. 
Demand, v.t. N utotumowao, ke'ki

mao. He demands his due, tippu
humakosew. 

Demolish, v.t. Nechewapi -nao, 
-num; pe'ko -nao, -num. 

Demon, n. Mucha'yis. 
Demonstrate, v.i. Kiskino -waputu

hewao. 
v.t. Kiskinowaputuhao. 

Demonstration, n. Kiskinowaputu
hewa win. 

Den, n·. Wa'te. A small den, wa'tis. 
He has a den, owa'tew. 

Denial, n. Anwatumowin. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Denied, part. Anwkhikatao. 
Denounce, v. t. Nanipoomao. 
Dentist, n. Mepite-nutokoyoon, ono

tapitao. 
Deny, v. t. Anwi -towao, -tum. 
Depart, v.i. Sipwatao, kitotao, sip~a

puyew; (sailing) sipwayasew; (with 
family &c.) sipwapichew. He de
parts from him, nukutao. He de
parts out, wuyuwesipwatao. He 
departs with a burden, sepwawutao, 
kitowutao. 

Depend, v.i. He depends on him, 
mumise'totowao, uspayimotowao. 

Depose, v.t. Ne'tinao, asanao. 
Depress, v.t. (sadden) Pe'kiskache

hao. 
Depressed, part, (mentally) Peki

skatisew. 
Depression, n. (mental) Pekiskati

sewin; (economic) Kitima'kepuye
win. 

Deprive, v.t. Sa'kitowao. He deprives 
him of it, mu'skumao. He deprives 
people of things, (generally) musku
chehao. 

Depute, v.t. Pukitinumowao. 
Deputy, n. Otachimoostumakao; oti

ssechika' stumakao; opumichika' stu
makao; otutoska'stumakao. 

Derail, v.i. Ekuta'ya'piskipuyew. 
Derange, v.t. Wumi. -hao, -taw. 
Deride, v.t. Papino'towao; (mentally) 
papinayimao. 

Derision, n. Papinotakawin. 
Descend, v.i. Ya'sew, ya'sepuyew, 

nesa'tuwew; (a hill) ne'tuchewao, 
neta'm:uchewao, ya'suchewao; (to 
the ground) ne'tuskao, ya'suskao. 
He descends to him, ya'setotowao. 
NOTE: The above words are the 
proper rendering of "descend" in 
the sense of going down, but when 
the idea. is that of coming down, 
the particle pa or pache must be 
prefixed; thus, pacheyasew, paya-
sepuyew, &c. · 

Desert, n. (a wilderness) Pikwutuske, 
pikwutuskumik; (reward) kuske
chikawin. 
--· - v.t. Wapi -nao, -num. 

Deserted, part. Nisikapew. A deserted 
place, nikochis, pisisikostao. 
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Deserve, v.t. Kusketumasoo. 
Desirable, adj. Nutowa'yetak -osew, 

-wun. 
Desire, n. N utowa'yetumoowin, puko

sa'yimoowin, ukawa'tumowin. 
-- v.i. Pukosayimoo, ukawa'tum. 
-- v.t. Nutowa' -yimao, yetum, 
ukawa' -tao, -tum, pukosa' -yimao, 
-yetum. He desires it from him, 
nutowayetumowao, ukawa'tumo
wao, pukosa'yetumowao. 

Desist, v.i. Poonoo, poonetaw. 
Desk, n. Mussinuhekawenatik. 
Desolate, adj. Kewa' -tisew, -tun; 

(desert) pikwutuskumikowun. 
-- v.t. Kewache -hao, -taw; 
pikwutuskumikota w. 

Despair, n. Pukita'yetumoowin, eyi
mokawin. 
-- v.i. Pukitayetum, eyimokao. 

Desperate, adj. Utoskumewisew. 
Desperately, adv. Utooskum, anukum. 
Despise, v.t. Maya' -yimao, -yetum, 

mucha' -yimao, -yetum, papina' 
-yimao, -yetum, atuwa -yimao, 
-yet um. 

Despiser, n. Omayayichikask, omu-
chayimewask, opapinayimewask. 

Destine, v.t. Oyuki -mao, -tum. 
Destined, ochitow oyukichikasoo. 

Destitute, adj. Kitema'skisew, wuwa'
nisew, mosuskonikoowisew. 

Destitution, n. Kwetuma'win, wuwa
nisewin, kitemakisewin. 

Destroy, v.t. Nissewuna'che -hao, 
-taw, weyuke -hao, -taw, yayowe 
-hao, -taw. 

v.i. Nissewunachehewao, 
nissewunachichikaskew. 

Destroyer, n. Onissewunachehewao, 
onissewunachichikask. 

Destruction, n. Nissewunatisewin, nis
sewunachehewawin. 

Detach, v.t. Mu'nipuyetaw, muni-
pi'tum, ka'chikonum. 

Detain, v.t. Ma'chikonao, mumachi
konao, kisa'tinao; (with speech) 
kipichimao, kisa'chimao. 

Determine, v.t. I ta'yetum, oya'ye
tum, ke'sayetum. 

Determined, adj. (resolute) Sokisew, 
muskowayetum. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, li:ke, local, loon, luck. 
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Detest, v.t. Wena' -yimao, -yetum, 
mucha' -yimao, -yetum, pukwa' 
-tao, -tum. 

Detestible, adj. Wena'yetak -osew, 
-wun, pukwatik -osew, -wun. 

Develop, v.t. (as land) Utoskatum; 
(as a photo) issenako -hao, -taw. 

Device, n. Mitona'yechikawin; kuya
yisewin, miskwayetumowin. 

Devil, n. Muchemunito, mucheu
chak, wetikoo, mucha'yu. 

Devilish, adj. Muchemunito -wew, 
-wun, muchayi -wew, -wun, wetiko 
-wew, -wun. 

Devise, v.t. Oyayetum, itayetum, 
miskwayetum. 

Devote, v.t. Pukan -uyao, -ustaw, 
pukiti -nao, -num. He is devoted 
to him, kesa'tao. 

Devotion, n. Kesa'tawin. Devotions 
(worship) Uyumeha'win, mowemo'
schikawin. 

Devour, v.t. (by eating) Kitumwa'o, 
kita'w; (by burning) ma'staskiswao, 
-sum; (by destroying) nissewuna'
che -hao, -taw. 

Devout, adj. Uyumeha'watisew. 
Dew, v. n. Ukosipayaw, nipewuskaw. 
Dewy, adj. Nipewepuyew. 
Diadem, n. Kiche -okimawustotin. 
Dial, n. Tippuhipesimwan. 
Dialect, n. Isseke'swawin, petoto

o'wawin. He speaks a different 
dialect, petos issekeswao. 

Diamond, n. Soniyawusinnes, s.c., 
ka meyosisit usinnes, P.c. 

Diaphoretic, n. Upwasikun. 
Diarrhoea, n. Saposoowin, sasapo

soowin. 
Diary, n. Issechekawe -mussinuhe

kun. 
Dicker, v.i. Meskotoonikao. 
Dictionary, n. Uyumewine -mussi

nuhekun .. 
Die, v.i. Nipe'w, ponepima'tisew; 

(of plants) nipoowitin, nipoowe
puyew. He is just going to die, 
we nipe'w. He dies for him, nipo
o'stumowao. He dies with him, 
wechenipoomao or wechenipemao. 
He dies suddenly, sisekotupinao. 
He is dead, numma pima'tisew, 
nipe'w. He dies from loss of bloorl,, 
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nastokwakowew. He thinks him 
near dying, achistowayimao. 

Differ, v.i. Pe'to -sisew, -tun, pe'tos 
issena'k -osew, -wun, petos ita'ye
tak, -osew, -wun. He differs (from 
what he once was) petota'yetakosew. 
He differs in opinion about him, 
papetosa' yimao, -yetum. 

Difference, n. Pe'tos issena'kosewin, 
petosayimoowin. NOTE: In most 
cases where the noun is used in 
English, the expression takes a 
verbal form in Cree, thus, there is 
no difference between them, numo
weyu pe'tos issena'kosewuk. He 
puts a difference between them, pe'tos 
ita'yimao. 

Different, adj. Peto' -sisew, -tun. It 
has different appearances, nuna'
kowinak -osew, -wun. He puts it 
in a different place, pe'tos ittu uyao 
(inan. ustaw), a'tis -kowao, -kum, 
a't -uyao, -ustaw. He puts it in 
different places, papeto's -uyao, 
-ustaw, aya't -uyao, -ustaw. He 
thinks him a different person, peto
sa'yimao or petota'yimao. 

Differently, adv. Pe'tos, pape'tos, 
ayuch (in comp. at or ayat) nuna
kow, nuna'tok. 

Difficult, adj. a'yi -misew, -mun. He 
thinks it difficult, ayima'pisin, ayi
ma'yetum. 

Difficulty, with, adv. A'ymach, uka' -
wach. 

Dig, v.i. Moo'nuhikao or moo'na
tikao (so as to form a cave or hole) 
wa'tekao. He digs with it, moonu
hikakao. He digs a little, moonu
hikasew, moonatikasew, watekasew. 
He digs ab.out the roots of it, mooni
chapikuhum. 
-- v.t. Moo'nu -wao, -hum, 
moona'tika -tao, -tum. 

Digit, n. (as a measure) Michichin. 
One finger-width, payuk michichin. 

Dignity, n. Kista'yetakosewin, neka
nayetakosewin. 

Diligence, n. Kisiso'wisewin, yeyi'-
ppewin, akuma'yimoowin. . 

Diligent, adj. Kisisowisew, yey1p
pew, akumayimoo. 

Diligently, adv. Kisiso'wisewe, aku
mayimoowe or akume, mitone. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Dilute, v.t. Nipe'kutum. 
Dim, adj. (somewhat dark) A'kowa

stao; (obscure) numu payutana
kwun. 

Diminish, v.i. Ute chukuwa's, -isew, 
-in, uche'wipuyew. 
-- v.t. Chukuwa'sise -hao, -taw, 
uche'wi, -nao, -num. 

Dine, v.i. A'petakesikunimechisoo. 
He dines with him, wecheap'peta
kesikunimechisoomao. 

Dinner, n. Apetakesikunimechiso-
owin, apetakesikuninakwawin. 

Diocese, n. Kiche -uyumehaweki
mawe -tipayechikawin. 

Dip, v.t. Kita' -nao, -num, kota'wi 
-nao, -num. He dips it a little, 
kita'nusew. 

Dipper, n. Kwa'puhikun. (Great 
Bear) Ochakutuk. (The bird) sese
sew or sasasew. 

Direct, v.t. (to command) Oya'yi
mao, -yetum, oyu'k -imao, -etum, 
tipa' -yimao, yetum; (to guide) 
kiskino'tuhao. 

Direction, n. Oya'yetumoowin, oyu
ketumoowin. In that direction, 
akota itake. In different directions, 
nuna'nis. In all directions, misse
wa itta. 

Directly, adv. (immediately) Kesa'ch, 
sa'mak, toya'k. 

Dirt, n. Muchekwuna's, meyikwu
na's. 

Dirty, adj. We'yi -pisew, -paw, we'n 
-isew, -aw, nipa' -tisew, -tun, (as a 
gun-barrel, through frequent firing) 
ukopikwustao. In a dirty place, 
nipatunok. 
-- v.t. We'yipe -hao, -taw, we'
yipe, -nao, -num; (with the foot) 
weyipi -skowao, -skum. 

Disaffect, v.t. A'stayay -imao -etum. 
Disaffection, n. A'stayayetumowin. 
Disagreement, n. (in opinion) pape-

tosayetumoowin. 
Disallow, v.t. Atowa' -yimao, -yetum. 
Disappear, v.i. Poonenook -osew, 

-wun, mwastutowenak -osew, -wun. 
Disappoint, v.t. Woweyusehao, uka

waye~umehao. He feels disappointed, 
ukawayetum. 
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Disappointment, n. Woweyusehe
wawin, ukawayetumoowin. The 
following words are used as expres
sions of disappointment-nuppa'-
_wis, nuppa_t, petOW,

1 
• , I 

Disaster, n. Kukwa trsewm, ma ye-
uyawin. 

Disbelief, n. Anwil'tumoowin. 
Disbelieve, v.t. Anwii' -towao, -tum. 
Discard, v.t. Atuwa -yimao, etum .. 
Discern, v.t. Kiska'yetum, nissito-

wa'yetum, nissitowinum. 
Discharge, v.t. (unload) Kuputa 

-nao, -num; (free from restraint) 
pukiti -nao, -num. 

Disciple, n. Kiskinohumuwakun. He 
has a desciple, okiskinohumuwa
kunew. 

Discipline, n. Kisinohumakowesewin. 
v.t. Kisnohumowao, kuka

skimao. 
Disclose, v.t. Noko -hao, -taw, mosapi 

-tao, -tum. 
Discomfit, v.t. Sa'kohao, wuwana

yetumehao. 
Disconsolate, adj. Pekiska'tayetum. 
Discord, n. Wuniskwawin. It is a 

discord. Wuniskwatakwun. 
Discontented, adj. N umma nuha

yetum, nuyatawayetum, mitowao. 
Discontinue, v.i. Poo'nepuyew, poo'

yoo. 
-- v. t. Poone -hao, -taw. 

Discourage, v. t. Sakwa'yimohao, sa'ko
tahao. 

Discourse, n. Pekiskwa'win, kuka
skikamoowin, kukaskima wusoowin. 

Discover, v.t. Mi's -kowao, -kum, 
miskowa -hao, -taw. 

Discovery, n. Miskowahewawin. 
D~screet, adj. Kuka'tasew, yipwakaw. 
D1scre~ion, n. Kuka'tasewin, yipwa-

kawm. 
Discriminate, v.t. Kukaki -nao, -hum. 
Discrimination, n. Kukakinikawin. 
Dis7u.ss, v.t. Miskoomao, -tum, 

a y1mo -mao, -tum. He discusses 
it with him, miskootumowao, ayimo
tumowao. 

Discussion, n. Uyumetota'toowin. 
Dis?ain, v.t. Mayayimao, mucha'-

y1mao, atuwa'yimao. 
Disembowel, v.t. Pukochanao. 
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Disease, n. A1kosewin, ita'spinawin. 
Diseased, adj. A1kosew, ita'spinao. 
Disembark, v.i. Kupa'w. 
-- v.t. Kuputa -nao, -num. 

Disentangle, v.t. Apu -wao -hum 
wekwuche -hao, -taw. ' ' 

Disfigure, v.t. (facially) Pe'kokwa
wao, mayikwanakohao; pekopi -tao, 
-tum. 

Disgrace, v.t. Mi'sehao or mami
sehao, nunapa'wihao. 

Disgraceful, adj. Mamisehewawisew, 
nunapawinako -sew, -wun, nuna
pawayetak -osew, -wun. 

Disguise, v.t. Achena'ko -hao, -taw, 
petosina'ko -ha.a, -taw. 

n. Achenakesewin, petosina
kosewin. 

Disgusting, part. Yipasinak -osew, 
-wun. 

Dish, n. Oya'kun, nupukeya'kun, (a 
large dish) a misak nupukeyakun. 

Dishearten, v.t. Sa'kwayimohao. 
Dishonest, adj. Kukuya'yisew, kimo

tiskewew. 
Dishonesty, n. Kukuya'yisewin, kimo

tiskewin. 
Dishonor, v.t. Mucha'yimao, -yetum, 

muchuk -imao, -etum. 
-- n. Mucha'yetakosewin, muchu
kimikowin. 

Dishonorable, adj. Mucha'yetak 
-osew, -wun, muchu'kitak -osew, 
-wun. 

Disinfect, v.t. 
-taw. 

Muskikewe -hao, 

Disjoint, v.t. Kotikosawatao, koti'
ko -nao, -num. 

Dislike, v.t. Pukwa' -tao, -tum, 
a'towa -yimao, -yetum. He dis
likes his appearance, a'towi -nowao, 
-wun. 

Dislocate, v.t. Koti'konum. 
becomes dislocated, kotikosin. 

He 

Dislodge, v.t. Wuyuwetissu -wao, -hum. 
Dismal, adj. Kuska'yetak-osew, -wun. 
Dismally, adv. Nunaka'ch. 
Dismay, v.l Sake -ha.a, susaka'pisi

mao. 
Dismember, v.t. Puskasewe -swao, 

-sum. 
Dismiss, v.t. Sipwati'ssuwao, kiche

tissu -wao, -hum. 
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Disobedience, n. Anwi'tumoowin 
suse'pitumoowin. ' 

Disobedient, adj. Anwi'tum, suse'
pitum. He is disobedient to him, 
susepitowao. 

Disobey, v.t. Anwi -towao, -tum. 
Disorder, n. Kwetoweissenakosewin, 

wunenakosewin, ke'skwanakosewin. 
Disorderly, adj. Keskwanak -osew, 

-wun. 
Dispense, v.t. Matinuma'kao. 
Disperse, v.t. Siswa'tissuwao, wusu

swa'tissuwao. See Scatter. 
v.i. Siswapuyew, wususwa'

puyew. 
Dispersedly, adv. Wususwa. 
Dispirit, v.t. Pe'kiskachehao. He is 

dispirited, pekiskatisew, pe'kiska
tum. He is dispirited from waiting, 
pekiska' chepahoo, kuskayetumepa
hoo. 

Displace, v.t. Atis -kowao, -kum, 
a.tu -ya.a, -staw, wunepukiti -nao
-num. 

Display, v.t. Noko -hao, -taw. 
-- v.i. Waputuhewao. 
-- n. Waputuhewawin. 

Displease, v.t. Nuyatawayetumehao, 
kisewahao, (by speech) kisemao; 
(with him), Nuyatawa -yimao, -ye
tum. 

Displeasure, n. Nuyatawayetumoo
win. 

Dispose, v.t. Oyu -nao, -staw; (to 
dispose of) pukiti -nao, -num. 

Disposed, part. (inclined) Itayetum. 
Disputation, dispute, n. Asita'mitoo

win, asita'toowin, itwawitoowin. 
Dispute, v.i. (with him) Asita'mao, 

ayasita'mao, itwawataw. 
Disquiet, v.t. Wunahao, (inan.) wuna

taw; p.p. Kamwatisew, P.c., pekwa
yimoo, M.C. 

Disregard, v.t. A'chistowa -yimao, 
yetum, nummu nakuta -yimao, 
-yetum. 

Disruption, n. Puskawinitoowin, pe
konikawin. 

Dissatisfaction, n. N uya'tawayetu
moowin, atuwayayetumowin. 

Dissatisfied, adj. Nuya'tawayetum, 
atuwayayetum. He is dissatisfied 
with him, mitowaya -yimao, -yetum. 
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Dissemble, v.t. Ka'taw, a'kohum, 
kuyasetaw, wuyasetaw. 

Disseminate, v.t. Wususwatissu -wao, 
-hum, wususwawapi -nao, -num. 

Dissension, n. Pape'tosayetumoowin. 
There is a dissension among them, 
pa pe' tota yetum wuk. 

Dissent, v.i. Petos -itayetum. 
Dissimilar, adj. Pe'tosinak -osew, 

-wun. 
Dissimulation, n. Kukuya'yisewin. 
Dissolve, v.i. Tika'pawao, tikitao. 

v.t. Tikapawu -nao, -taw. 
Dissuade, v.t. Wuna'mao, sakosomao. 
Distance, n. There is no Cree word 

answering to this when used alone, 
but it is expressed verbally thus, 
a ispe'chak. A long distance, p~'
chaw. A moderate distance, p~'cha
sin. A short distance, pa'soowun. 
At a great distance, wa'yow. At a 
considerable distance, wayowes. He 
sees him at a distance, ya'wapumao. 

v.t. (out distance) N ukuchi
puhao. 
-- v.i. Nukusewao. 

Distant, adj. Pechaw, wayow, pechi. 
skwaw; (by water) petuhokwun
It is so far distant, ispechaw. 

Distinct, adj. (separate, different) 
Pape'tos, pa'pukan, piski -tisew, 
-tun; (clear) puyata'nak -osew, 
-wun, keka'nak -osew, -wun; (of 
sound) pukukitak -osew, -wun, 
puyatatak -osew, -wun. 

Distinguish, v.t. Nisitowenako -hao, 
-taw, keka'nako ~hao, -taw. 

Distinguished, p. adj. Kekatayeta
kosew, kistaye'takosew. 

Distracted, adj. Pekwayetum, wuwa
nayetum. 

Distress, n. Mikoska'tayetumoowin, 
kukwa'tukayimoowin, kukwatu-
keta win. 
-- v.t. Miksoka'chehao, kukwa'
tukehao. 

Distressed, part. Mikoska'tayetum, 
kukwa'tukayimoo, kukwa'tuketaw. 

Distribute, v.t. Matinuma'kao, mati
nuwao. He distributes it (or them) 
among them, matinumowao. 

Distribution, n. Matinuma'kawin. 
Disturb, v.t. Wuna'hao; (by speech) 

wunamao. 
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Disturbance, n. Mikoskatukumiko
sewin. 

Ditch, n. Sepekan, sepesisekan, pusa'
tikan. He makes a ditch, sepekan
ikao, pusa'tikao, sepesisekao. 

Dive, v.i. Koo'kew; (as a fish after 
coming to the surface) pukisoo. 

Diverge, v.i. Puska'moonwu, pl., 
yekitow -isew, -aw. 

Divergent, diverging, adj. Puska', 
yeki'tow. 

Divers, adj. Nunakow. 
Diverse, adj. Nuna'tok. 
Divert, v.t. Puskawe -hao, -taw; 

(turns from the trail) puskaskaw; 
(as a stream) puskachewun. 

Divide, v.i. Puska'm:oonwu, pl., 
yekitow -isew, -aw. 

v.t. (disunites) Nunanische 
-hao, -taw; (by hand) na'nowi -nao, 
-num; (throwing apart) nanowiwa 
-pu -wao, -hum; (keep apart) pu-
ka'ne -hao, -taw; (into two parts) 
ne'soo -hao, -taw. He divides it 
amongst them, ma'tinumowao. They 
divide it amongst themselves, mati
n uma'toowuk; (when only two per
sons) nesowatoowuk. It is divided 
off (as by a partition) piskichaw. 
-- n. (a watershed) Ayetowu
chewun. 

Divination, n. Munitokawin. 
Divine, adj. Munito -wisew, -wun; 

munitowe (followed by noun). 
Divinity, n. Munitowewin. · 
Division, n. Puskahitoowin, pusk

a'winitoowin. In separate divisions, 
papi'skis. 

Divorce, v.t. Wa'pinao wewu, puki'
tinao wewu, puska'winao wewu. 
As transitive forms the following 
are in use, pukitiniskwawao, wapi
niskwawao. 

Divulge, v.t. Kiskayetumo -hao, -taw, 
kiskayetakota w. 

Dizzy, adj. Keskwawa'pumoo, kesk
waya'putum. 

Do, v.i. Ietew, to'chekao, isse'chi
ka?, itukumikisew. What are you 
doing? Tana ete'yun? He does 
amiss, wunetew. How do you do? 
What cheer?, tan'se asse uyayun? 
That will do, akwane, akoyekok. 

v.t. Totum. He does it to 
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him, to'towao. He does it for him, 
totumowao. He does it so, itotum, 
isse -hao, -taw. He does good, me'yo
totum. He does evil, muchetotum, 
ma'yitotum. He does wrong, wu'ni
totum. NOTE: that all these com
pounds may take the animate form, 
substituting totowao for totum; the 
English equivalent is in the word 
"treat", thus: itotowao, he treats 
him so; meyototowao, he treats him 
well, etc. He does it carefully or 
exactly, mumetonekutum, nuhe'to
tum. He does it firmly, or strongly, 
ayachitaw or aye'chitaw. It is done 
(i. e. cooked) ke'si -soo, -tao. He 
does it as commanded, ti'pitotum. 
He does it by himself, payuko -kowao, 
-kum. They two do it by themselves, 
neso -kowawuk, -kumwuk. He can
not do it, poo'yikoo. He does it by 
accident, pichetotum. He does it 
before him, (i. e. finishes first) 
cheyahao, kena'hao. 

Dock, n. (harbor) Tipinuwakumaw; 
(wharf) Kuputanasowinatik, asoo
kun; (plant) osketapukwu. 

Doctor, n. Muskikeweyinew, P.c., 
n'tookwunon, M.C. 

. v.t. Eyinekuhao, nunatowe 
-hao, -taw, n'tookwu -hao, -taw. 

Doctrine, n. Kiskino'humakawin, 
kukii'skimewawin. 

Dodge, v.i. Tupusew. 
-- v.t. Tupuse -hao, -taw. 

Doe, n. (deer) Noosatik; (moose) 
onechanew. 
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Dog, n. U'tim. My dog, neta'm · 
(male) na'pastim, (female) nosa~ 
stim, kesTfanukos. A little dog, 
utimosis, upistuchimos. (Note that 
some Indians distinguish between 
a small dog, utimosis, and a young 
dog, uchimosis. A young untrained 
dog, oskustim. An old dog, kisii
yinewutim or -wustim, or kisa'stim. 
A black dog, kuskern'wustim. A 
brown or yellow dog, osa'wustim. 
A white dog, wa'pustim. A long
eared dog, soosoo'wustim. He owns 
a dog, ota'mew. 

Dog-sleigh, n. f Utim -ota'panask. 

DOUBT 

Doleful, adj. (in appearance) Kiti-
ma'kinak -osew, -wun; (sound) kiti
ma'kitak -osew, -wun. 

Doll, n. Uwa'sisekan, iskwa'sisekan. 
She has a doll, otuwasisekanew. 
He makes a doll, uwasisekanikao. 

Dollar, n. Sooneyaw, One dollar, payu-
kwapisk. Two dollars, neswap-
isk, etc. 

Dominion, Tipa'yechikawin, okima'
wewin. He has dominion over him, 
tipa'yimao. 

Donate, v.t. Pukinikaka'o, pukitini
kao. Donation, pukitinikawin. 

Door, n. Iskwa'tam, kistokun. A 
small door, iskwa'tamis, kistokunis. 
Out of doors, wuyuwetimik. Within 
doors, petokumik. He is making 
a door, iskwatamikao, kisto -kuni
kao. He holds the door against him 
(to prevent him passing through) 
kipiskwatowanao. Unable to open 
the door, poweskwatuwao. 

Door-keeper, n. Okunowiskwa'towao. 
Door-key, n. Iskwatiim -a'pitukuhi

kun. 
Door-latch, n. Iskwatamapisk. 
Door-lock, n. Iskwatam -a'tapiski

nikun. 
Door-post, n. Chetuwuskinikun. 
Door-way, n. Iskwatam. He puts 

it in the door-way, kipiswatowastaw. 
Dose, n. (so many spoonsful) Tuto 

-amikwa'nis. 
Dot, n. Chuku5sinuhikun, chuki

pa'hikun. 
v.t. Chukipahum. It is 

dotted, chtikustao, chukipastao. 
Dote, v.t. Osamayimao. 
Double, adj. Neswa'w, nesoo'stao; 

(speaking of iron, i. e. a double
barrelled gun or double-bitted plane) 
neswapiskumoon. 
-- v.i. Nuppopuyew. 
-- v.t. Nuppo -nao, -num. 

Double-minded, adj. Neswuyuk ita
yetum, kakwaske -itayetum. 

Doubt, n. (uncertainty) Wuwana
yetumoowin, kwetoweitayetumoo
win; (disbelief) usewayetumoowin. 
-- v.i. and v.t. Wuwaniiyetum, 
kwetoweitayetum, usewayetum. 
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He doubts about it, wuwanayetumi
hik. He makes him doubt, wuwana
yetumihao. 

Doubtful, adv. Tanisatoka, tanipiko, 
nuka piko. 

Doubtless, adv. Kkhinach. 
Dough, n. Mama'konikun (prefix 

word for flour). 
Dove, n. Omemew, wapeomemew. 

A young dove, omemesis. 
Down, n. (of a fowl) Pe'swapewi, 

ma'stunipewi. 
-- adv. (below) Ne'che. He 
goes down, ne'tuchewao. He comes 
down, pa or pache netuchewao. He 
comes down to him, pa yasetotowao. 
Down the river, ma'mik or amamik. 
Down the bank, na'sepatumik. Down 
below, chu'puses. Down with it! 
Nechipitu, nissewunachitu. In such 
expressions as down to the ground, 
down to his feet, the word isko 
must be used, as mochek isko, 
lit. as far as to the ground. 

Downcast, adj. Pekiska'sinakosew, 
mumisumayetumenakosew. 

Downfall, n. Pukisinowin, piskoka-
sinowin. 

Downward, adv. Nechayek, uchetow. 
Downy, adj. Peswapewun. 
Doxology, n. Manichimewawin. 
Doze, v.i. Nipa'sew, sepakosew. 
Dozen, n. Nesosap, mitatut nesosap. 
Drag, v.t. Otapa' -tao, -tum, ochi'pi 

-tao, -tum. He drags it ashore, 
ukwa'sitapa -tao, -tum. He drags 
it towards shore, natukama'pi -tao, 
-tum. 

Drag-net, n. Wekwa'yupe, ukwa'pi
chikun. 

Dragon-fly, n. Sawakunapises, P.c. 
chooakunapises, s.c. sawakuchew. 

Drain, v.t. I'kinum, milchichiwuni-
taw. 

Drake, n. Napa'sip. 
Drape, v. t. Akowakinum. 
Draught-animal, n. Ota'puhakun. 
Draughts, n. Chakuyasa'nuk. He 

plays at draughts, chakuyasao. 
Draughts-board, n. Chakuyasa'netuk. 
Draughtsman, n. Chakuya'san. 
Draughty, adj. Sapwa'stun. 
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Draw, v.i. Ota'pao. He draws near, 
pa'sonak -osew, -wun. It draws up, 
(as the sleeve of a coat) isko'puyew. 
It draws well (as a chimney), meywa
putao. It draws (as a plaster), 
otuchikamukun. He draws back, 
usapuyiw. He draws nigh to him, 
pachena -tao, -tum, ute paswapu 
-mao, -tum. 
-- v.t. (behind him) Ota'pa -tao, 
-tum; (towards him) ochipi -tao, 
-tum. He draws it down, ya'sepi-
-tao, -tum. He draws it so, ispitao. 
He draws it together, (as a bag with 
strings) mawusuko'pitao. He draws 
it up, isko'pitao, isko' -nao, -num; 
(as from a hole) iskwa'pikapi -tao, 
-tum. He draws it out, wuyuwepi 
-tao, -tum, yayiskipi -tao, -tum, 
yayisku -wao, -hum, wekwutu -wao, 
-hum. He draws it (as a pipe) 
otummao; (as a fowl) pukocha'nao; 
(as a sword) katuskwuchipitum; 
(as beer from a tap) ochikowi -taw: 
(as a picture) tapussinuhum. 

Drawer, n. Ochi'pichikun. 
Drawers, n. Petowata's. 
Drawknife, n. Mokota'kun. 
Dread, n. Nune'che'win, kospuna'

yetumoowin, usta'sewin. 
-- v.i. Nunechew, ustase'w. 

v.t. Nuneches -towao, -tum, 
kospuna -yimao, -yetum. 

Dreadful, adj. Kosta'tik -osew, -wun, 
kostatayetak -osew, -wun. 

Dream, n. Powa'mewin. 
v.i. Powa'mew. He dreams 

about him, powa -tao, -tum. 
Dreamer, n. Opowa'mew. 
Dream-spirit, n. Powa'kun. 
Dreary, adj. Kuska'yetakwun, peki

skatayetakwun. 
Dregs, n. pl. Sekuwapowuchikunu. 
Drench, v.t. (to wet thoroughly) 

Sapopawu -hao, -taw, wususwahu
mowao; (to forcibly administer a 
draft) peta'powuyao. 

Dress, n. Miskota'ki, kekiska'chikun, 
postusa'kawin. 

v.i. Postuyoowinisao, wuwa'
sehoo. He dresses finely, meyohoo', 
meyoissehoo. He dresses so or thus, 
issehoo. 
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v.t. Weya'tuhao, wuwa'se
hao, (as an animal just slaughtered) 
weyinehao; (as a deer-skin) kesi 
-nao, -num. 

Dribble, v.i. (to fall in drops) Puki
kowun; (to let the spittle fall) 
pichisikwao. 

Dried-meat, n. Pasta -weya's. 
Drift, n. Pupa'stin. It is a high 

drift, ispuchi'stin. It lies in drifts, 
pupastin. 

v.i. (snow) Pe'wun. It is 
drifted on shore, ukwaya' -ho -koo, 
-tao. It drifts ashore, ukwaya'hun. 
It drifts downstream, maha'po -koo, 
-tao. 

Driftwood, n. Ukwa'honetuk. There 
is a great deal of driftwood, ukwaho
netukoska w. 

Drill, n. Pa'kotuhikun, pe'muhikun. 
Drink, n. Minekwa'win. He asks 

drink of him, nutoopowao. 
-- v. i. Minekwao. He drinks a 
little, minekwasew. He drinks with 
him, wecheminekwamao. He drinks 
out of it, minekwa'kao. He gives 
him to drink, minuhao, minekwuhao. 
He drinks often, minekwaskew. 

v.t. Minekwao, minekwa'-
tot um. 

Drinker, n. Wekipao. 
Drip, v.i. Pukipastun. See Drop. 
Dripping, n. Pime'. He catches 

the drippings, uskowuhum. 
Drive, v.i. (as horses) Otapa'stimwao, 

yuketissuhekao; (as rain) pima'
stunnipe; (as snow) pewun. 

v.t. ltissuwao, isitissuwao, 
kichetissuwao, yuketissuwao. He 
drives him off, mewahao. He drives 
him out, wuyuwetissuwao. He 
drives it in tightly (as a nail) setu 
-wao, -hum. 

Driven about, part. (by waves or 
wind) Pupamaho- koo, -tao, pupa
ma'stun. 

Drizzle, v.i. Kimewu'sin. 
Droop, v.i. (hang down) Nowukotao. 
Drop, n. Pukikowinikun. 
Drop, v.i. Papuki -sin, -tin; (as a 

liquid) pukikowun; (as water from 
eaves) pukipastin; (as rain) puki
pa'stun. 
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-- v.t. Puki -simao, -titaw, kiti
ski -nao, -num, pukichewapi -nao, 
-num; (as a liquid from a bottle) 
pukikowinum. 

Dropsical, adj. Nipewa'spinao. 
Dropsy, n. Nipewa'spinawin. 
Dross, n. Meyikwunas, sekuwa'pi

skisikun. 
Drought, v.n. A.pakopuyik uske, 

pakoskumika w. 
Drown, v.i. Nista'pawao. 

v.t. Nista'pawuyao. 
Drowsy, adj. We nipaw, notakwusew. 
Drudge, v.i. Nunaka'che -utoskao. 
Drug, n. Muskike. 
Druggist, n. Onoche -muskikewao. 
Drum, n. Mistikwuskik, s.c., tawa-

hikun, E.c.; (the fish) usikunumak. 
Drunk, adj. Ke'skwapao, osa'mipao. 

He becomes drunk with him, weche
keskwapamao. He is made drunk 
by it, keskwapaskakoo. 

Drunkard, n. Ke'skwapask, oke'
skwapao, okeskwapaskew, osa'mi
pask. 

Drunkenness, n. Keskwapawin, osami
pawin. 

Dry, adj. Pa'k -osew, -waw, pa' -soo, 
-stao; (dried out, as meat) pa'kwa
wukaw. It is left dry, yikusoo, -stao. 
Dry ground, pakwuskumik, pakwu
skumika w, (dry sandy soil) pakwu
tawukaw. Dry meat, pastaweyas, 
kakewut. Dry wood (fuel) mite, 
pl. mitu, pakwutuk. 
-- v.i. Pa'kopuyew; (as the 
ground) pa'kwuchaw; (as a branch) 
nipoomukun. He dries his clothes, 
(with fire-heat) pasina'soo. He 
dries his shoes, pa'suskisinao. 
-- v.t. Pa' -swao, -sum. He is 
dried, pa' -soo, -stao. He is half
dried, apetowakuto -soo, -tao. He 
dries the net, pa'suyupao,. He dries 
his tears, pa'kwuyapinisoo, pone
matoo. He dries meat or fish, ukwa
wao, numastakokao. 

Duck, n. Sese'p, (as distinguished 
from drake) nosasip. Ducks are 
numerous, sesepiskaw. Beaver duck, 
umiskosip. Black duck, mukuta'
sip, kuskita'sip. Crow duck, cormor
ant, Kakakesip. Eskimo duck, mise
sip, uskimawusip. Fish duck or 
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merganser, usik. Golden-eyed duck, 
piko'kosip. Grey duck, ominik. 
Pine duck, minuhikosip. Pintail, 
or long-necked duck, kinikwuyoowa
wisip. Rapids duck, pawistikosip. 
Shoveller or spoon-bill, uyukuski
kotawisip. Smoking duck, opetwa
nisip. Stock duck or mallard, eyine
sip. Swamp duck, muskakosip. 
Whistling duck, kwe'skosepatum. 
Teal duck, upistisip. To these 
varieties may be added the follow
ing, which are as yet insufficiently 
indentified, ahawases, kitowaya
kawisip, pooskopusawasip; Fall 
duck, tukwa'kesip. 

Duck-egg, n. Sesepwa'we. 
Duck-shot, n. Sesepusinneyu. 
Duckling, n. Sesepisis. 
Duck-weed, n. Sesepuskose. 
Due, n. Kuskechikawin, kuskituma

sowin. 
Duffel, n. Peswawuyan, ussikunakin. 

A du.ff el coat, kispukusaki, peswa
wuyanusaki. 

Dull, adj. (stupid) Kukapa'tisew, 
keyamwatisew, kamwatisew, (over
cast) yikwuskwun. 

Dumb, adj. Numma netawao, or 
aka ka netawa't. 

Dump, v.t. (to throw off the sled) 
Ama'skowapi -nao, -num. 
-- v.i. Amewapinikao. 

Dumpling, n. Kupa'sewenikum. 
Dung, n. Mai; (cow-dung) mostoos 

-omai. 
Dungeon, n. Watikan. 
Duplicate, v.t. Kwetwa'me -mussi

nuhum. Prefix "Kwetwa'me" to 
verb expressing action. 

Durable, adj. Se'p -isew, -un, sepisk 
-isew, -aw. 

During, prep. Ma'kwach. 
Dusk, n. Owika'w, (getting dusk) 

owika'sin. 
Dust, n. Meyikwuna's, muchekwu

na's. These words properly signify 
rubbish, but may be used for dust 
for which there is no exact Cree'. 
He is covered with dust, sepik -osew, 
ukopiko -soo, -stao. He kicks up 
t~e dust: pepotawapiskum, opwawa
p1skach1kao. 

v.t. (to free from dust, by 
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shaking) chechesi -nao, -num; (by 
hitting) pupowu -wao, -hum; (to 
sprinkle, or cover with dust) usi
skewe -hao, -taw. 

Duster, n. Kasekwuhikun. 
Dusty, adj. Ukopikoo -S(!O, -stao, 

sepik -osew, -waw, mey1kwunase
wun. 

Duty, n. Tipitotumoowin. He does his 
duty, tipitotum. 

Dwarf, n. Upischeyinew. 
Dwell, v.i. Uya'w, ita'w, tusse'kao, 

we'kew, otu'skew, otita'winew. He 
dwells with him, wechetussekamao, 
wekemao, wechawao, (in the same 
country) wetuskemao. He dwells 
in him, pe'chiskowao, ki'kiskowao, 
weyowe'skowao. Where do you 
dwell? Tanta weyekeyun? 

Dwelling, n. Weke. My dwelling, 
neke. 

Dwindle, v.i. Uchewipuyew. 
Dye, n. Utesa'weyan. 
-- v.t. Ute -swao, -sum. 

Dynamite, n. Pukisikun. 
Dysentery, n. Saposoowin, mikowa

spinawin, osawapokawin. 

E 
Each, pron. Chuchap. Where the 

word is preceded by a number, as 
one each, two each, etc., a distributive 
particle is prefixed, thus, pa'payuk, 
na'neso, na'nisto, etc. Each other 
is expressed by the reciprocal form 
of the verb, thus, they love each other, 

· sakehi'toowuk: they meet each other, 
nukiska'toowuk. 

Eager, adj. Asponayimoo. 
Eagerness, n. Asponayimoowin. 
Eagle, n. Mikisew. Bald eagle, wapi-

stikwanawimikisew. Young bald 
eagle, eyimetikomikisew. A large 
eagle, upisk. A fishing eagle, peyi
yikonao, P.c.; nochekinosa'wao, s.c.; 
ukwusima'sao, M.c. 

Ear, n. Mitowuki. My ear, netowuki. 
He has ears, otowuka'w. He has 
large ears, mukitowukao. He has 
small ears, upischetowukao. He 
has long ears, kinotowukao. He has 
short ears, chimitowukao. He has 
thick ears, kispukitowukao. He has 
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thin ears, pupukitowukao. He has 
pendent ears, punukoskitao. He has 
pointed ears, che'poskitao. He has 
a singing in his ears, chewatowukao, 
susuwa'skitao. His ears burn, kisi
towukaso. His ears are stopped up, 
kipitowukao. His ears itch, keyuke
towukao. An itching ear, keyuketow
uki. He stops his ears (with his 
hands) kipitowukanisoo. He cu.ts 
of his ears, ke'skitawao. 
-- n. (of grain) Mistikwan. It 
is in ear, or it has ears, pi'skwutu
skew. 
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Ear-ache, n. Tawitowukawin. He 
has the ear-ache, tawitowukao, ako
sew atowukak. 

Early, adj. We'puch. Early this 
morning, We'puch ka'kisap. Early 
in the morning, wepuch a kakisa
payak. Early tomorrow morning, 
wepuch kakisapayake. 

Early-riser, n. Opa'sew. 
Earn, v.i. Ku'skechikao, ke'spinuchi

kao. 
-- v.t. Kusketuma'soo, pikotaw, 
kusketaw. He earns it for him, 
kusketumowao. 

Earnest, adj. Kiseyayetum, cheka
yetum. 

Earnestly, adv. Sake; s.c., chichewa, 
kichewa, E.c.; akuma'yimoowe 
(joined to the verb). 

Ear-ring, n. Tapita'pisoon. She has 
ear-rings, otapitapisonew. She wears 
ectr-rings, tapitapisoo. 

Earth, n. Uske'. (in sense of soil) 
usiske'. The whole earth, misewa 
uske. Across the earth, pimmitu
skumik. All over the earth, mise
waskumik. The surface of the earth, 
wusketuskumik. On earth, uskek, 
ootu uskek. 

Earthen, earthly, adj. Uskewe, uske 
-wew, -wun, usiske -wew, -wun. 

Earthenware, n. Usiske -oyakun. 
Earthquake, n. Kwe'kwun, or kekwun, 

(a trembling) nunu'mipuyew uske, 
nunumusku'mikipuyew. 

Ease, n. (rest) Uywapewin, (in mind) 
Keyame -uyawin, (from labour) 
whisewin. He takes his ease, uywa
pew. 

EDDY 

Easily, adv. Wa'chetowe, wache (pre
fixed to a verb). He does it easily, 
wache -hao, -taw, wicheto -towao, 
-tum. 

East, n. Wa'punak, wapunotak; (the 
bad weather source) muchekesi
kunak, muchekesikunotak. Towards 
the east, wapunotak itake. 

Easter Day, n. Apisisinowe kesikaw, 
P.c., kiche -uyumehakesikaw, s.c. 

Easterly, adj. and adv. (towards the 
east) Wapunotak isse or itake; 
(from the east) wapunotak ache. 

Easy, adj. Wi' -tisew, -tun. The 
animate form has the sense of easy
going, or docile, or gullible). It is 
easy for him, watuniyew. He thinks 
it easy, watayetum or wuwataye
tum. 

Eat, v.i. Me'chisoo. He eats a little, 
me'chisosew, upistuchikao, upistu
chikasew. He eats a great deal, 
mistuchikao. He causes him to eat, 
me'chisohao. He gives him some
thing to eat, usuma'o. He eats with 
him, wecheme'chisomao. He has 
eaten enough, ta'pimechisoo. He 
eats well, netamechisoo. He eats 
often, me'chisoskew. He begins to 
eat, machemechisoo. He leaves off 
eating, pooneme'chisoo. He eats 
raw food, uskepoo. He pretends to 
eat, mechisakasoo. 
-· -- v.t. Moo'wao (inan. me'chew). 
He eats him up, ki -tumwao, -taw, 
mache -hao, -taw, macheki -tumwao, 
-taw, chakeki -tumwao, -taw. He 
is tired of eating it, iskuchi -moowao, 
suskuchi -moowao. He eats it into 
holes, papakotutum. 

Eaves, n. Along the eaves, chekupuk. 
Ebb, v.i. Kewa'chiwun. 
Ebony, n. Kuketawatik. 
Echo, v.i. Puswawao, chistawa'o, 

chistawa'puyew. He makes an 
echo, puswawa'sin, chistawa'sin. 

Eclipsed, part, Kotawew (pesim). 
Economize, v. i. Muna'chechikao. 

v.t. Munache -hao, -taw. 
Economy, n. Muna'chechikawin. 
Eczema, n. Pekopuyowin, omikewin. 
Eddy, v.i. and n. Waweyaya'chi-

wun, a'pumo'chiwun, or a'pakumo
chiwun. 
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Edge, n. (bo.rder) _Sisoc_h,_ chekich; 
(of lake or nver) S1soch1pak, cheke
pak. Along the edge, cheka'~k_. It 
has a keen edge, kas3;'w, a.

1 
kas1s1k .. 

Edging, n. (of _net). Sm~ta kun, tap1-
konikun tap1komkunayape; (of a 
garment) waskak~a~chikun. . 

Edification n. K1skmohumakow1se
win uy~meha watisewin. 

Edify: v.t. Uyumehawe -kiskinohu
mowao. 

Edmonton, Alta., n. Amiskwuche 
Waskahikun. 

Educate v.t. Kiskinohumowao. . 
Educati~n, n. Kiskinohumatoowm. 
Effect, n. (of none effect) numu 

kakwietayetakwun, or numu nan
tow. 

Effectual, adj. Meskwayetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Effeminate, adj. Iskwa'wisew. 
Efficient, adj. Kuskeha -wisew, ~wun. 
Egg, n. Wa'we, pl . . wa'wu. A small 

egg wa'wis. He collects eggs, or 
tak~s the eggs away, munawao. She 
lays eggs, pinawao. 

Eggshell, n. Oskuna.wa'n. . 
Eider-duck, n. Usk1mawus1p. 
Eider-down, n. (a sleeping robe) 

Pe'swawukop, or ke'soowukop. 
Eight, adj. Eana'nao or uyenanao. 
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Eight apiece, ahuyena!1ao. There 
are eight or there are ~ight of th~m, 
uyenana -wewuk, -wmwu. Eight 
times, uyenanawaw. . 

Eighteen, adj. Uyenanaosap, m1tatut 
uyenanaosap. 

Eighth, adj. Uyena'nao .. 
Eighty, adj. 1,Jyenanam1tunaw. 
Either, conj. Upo. 
-- pron. Etowan. 
-- adj. Piko taniwa, pikotwaw. 

Eject, v.t. Wuyuwewapi -nao, -num. 
Ejector, n. Wuyuwetissuhekun. 
Elastic, adj. Sepakepuyew. 
Elbow, n. Mito'skwun. My elbow, 

netoskwun. 
Elder, eldest, adj. (boy or m~~) 

ostasema'w, (girl or woman) om1s1-
smaw. Eldest-born, nistumosan. 

Elect, v.t. Wuwayayimao. See 
Choose. 

EMPLOY 

Election n. Wuwayayimewawin, 
nowus

1

oniwawin; (political) okima'
kawin, pimipataniwew, s.c. 

Elegant, adj. Meyonak -osew, -wun. 
Elevate, v.t. Pusiko -nao, -nu~. 
Eleven, adj. Payukosap, m1tatut 

payukosap. . 
Elk, n. Wawa'skas1w. 
Elm, n. Ucha'pask. Elms are num-

erous uchapaskoskaw. 
Elm-ba~k, n. Uchapaskowuyukask. 
Eloquent, adj. Kukatuwao. 
Else, adj. Kotuk, petos. '?omeone 

else kotuk oweyuk. Nothing else, 
N u:nmoweyu petos kakwi. 
-- adv. Upo. . . 

Elsewhere, adv. Petos 1ta. He is 
elsewhere, a'cheuyaw. 

Embalm, v.t. Muskikewe -hao, -taw. 
Embark, v.i. Poosew. 
-- v.t. Poos -ehao, -Itaw. 

Embarrass, v.t. Wuwana'yetumimao. 
He is embarrassed, wuwana'yetum, 
sakwa'yimoo. 

Embers n. Kuskuskusawu. He 
srape; the embers together, nistowisa
wukinum. 

Emblem, n. Kiskinowachichikun. 
Embowel, v.t. Pukochanao. 
Embrace, v.t. Utu'miskowao. 
Embrocation, n. Sisoo'nikun, sisoopa-

kinikun, sisoopakuhikun. He makes 
an embrocation, sisoopakinikunlkao, 
or any of the above words with 
the suffix -ikao. 

Embroider, v.i. Mu'ssinistuhikao. 
Embroidery, n. Mu'ssinistuh.ikun. 
Emerge, v.i. (from the water) Pako-

pao; (from underground) Sa'kipu
yew; nookohisoo. 

Emetic, n. Pa'komosikun. A small 
emetic, pa'komosikunis. 

Eminent, adj. Ispakayetakosew, kista-
yetakosew. 

Emperor, n. Kiche-okimaw. 
Empire, n. Tipayichikawin. 
Employ, v.t. A'puche -hao, -taw, 

uto'tao, utoskahao. He is employed 
about it, tusekum; (when speaking 
of metal or stone) oya'piski -nao, 
-num. He is employed closely or 
attentively about it, nunuha'we 
-kowao, -hum. 
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Employee, n. Otutoskao. 
Employment, n. Uto'skawin, a'puti

sewin. He gives employment, uto
skahewao. He seeks employment, 
we utoskahikosew. 
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Empty, adj. Pisisik -osew, -waw. It 
lies or is placed empty; pisisik -wu
pew, -wustao. 
-- v.i. Se'kopuyew. 

v.t. 5e'ko -nao, -num, seko
puye -hao, -taw, kwuyuko -wao, 
-hum, kwuyuko -nao, -num, kwuyu
kotitaw. 

Emulate, v.t. Esuwanukayimao. 
Enable, v.t. Kusketumohao. 
-- part. Ku'stetaw. 

Enameled, part, Kasisopa'hekatak 
(oya'kunis). 

Encamp, v.i. Kupa'se~. . 
Encampment, n. Kupa sewm. 
Encircle, Enclose, Encompass, v. t. 

Waska' -skowao, -skum. See Round. 
Encounter, v.t. Nukis -kowao, -kum. 
Encourage, v.t. Se'kimao, sekehao, 

sekiskowao, soketahahao. 
Encouragement, n. Sekimiwawin, 

sekehewawin. 
End, n. Kisipunok. .At the, ~nd, 

iskwaya'ch, iskwayamk, ma chic~, 
wunu'skoch. To the end, pey1s 
iskwaya'ch, iskwayanik isko. At 
one end nuputa'. At both ends, 
aye'tow.' To this end, omu oche. 
To the end that, kitta oche. The 
end of it, a kisepak, a ~ayak~k. 
It is sewed at the end, nayak1kwatao. 
He has or comes to an end, pooneu
yaw. It has an end, (extremity), 
wunusk -osew, -waw; (of wood) 
wunuskwask -osew, -wun. 

End, v.i. Iskwupuyew, kisipipuyew, 
kesipuyew, poonepuyew; (as a read
ing) kisipitin; (as a piece of land) 
kisipuskumikaw. It is spent, ma'che
puyew, cha'kipuyew. 
-- v.t. Poone -hao, -taw. 

Enqanger, v.t. Nunesanehao. 
Endeavour, v.i. Kukwa or kukuwache

kusketaw, kochewetaw. 
Endless, adj. Aka wekach ka poone

puyik. 
Endow, v.t. Meyao, a's?otun;iowao. 
Endowment, n. Makewm, a sootu

:inakowin. 
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Endue, v.t. Weyatuhao, otinumowao, 
asotumowao. 

Endure, v.t . . Aya'tun, P.c., ayetum, 
s.c.; sepun. 
-- v.t. N uyutum, se'payetum, 
ne'powistum. , , . 

Enemy, n. Pukwa chekun, no tma-
kun, kosta'kun. 

Energetic, adj. .Ayekokwayimoo. 
Energy, n. A.yekokwayimoowin. . 
Engage, v.i. (form a contract) Muss1-

nuhikao. He engages for three years, 
nisto pipoon mussinuhikao. 
-- v.t. (hire, employ) Uto'tao, 
utoskahewao, mussinuhikahao, apu
chehao. He is engaged, (busy) 
tussewew, tinahoo. He is alone 
engaged with it, payuko -kow3:o, 
-kum. They two are engaged with 
it neso -kowawuk, -kumwuk. 

Eng'agement, n. (ba.ttle). n.9ti!1itoowin; 
(contract) mussmuh1kawm; (for 
work) utosiwawin. He makes an 
engagement, mussinuhikao. !f e makes 
an engagement for payment in mone'J!, 
sooneyaw 
under an 
kiskimao. 

-mussinuhikao. He is 
engagement with him, 

Engine, n. Pimipuyewin, pimipuye-
chikun. , 'k' 

England, n. Uka'muske, Uka m1 1-
chekume, Akuya'sewuske, s.c. and 
P.c.; Wamistikosewuske, M.C. , 

English, n. (the language) A_kuya,
semoowin, s.c. and P.c.; Wam1st1-
kosemoowin, M.C. 

Englishman, n.. -".\kuya'sew, s.c. and 
P.c.; Wa'm!st1kosew, M.C; _ He 
is an Englishman, Akuya sew~w, 
Wamistikosewew. A stout English
man mistakuyasew. Thoroug_hly an 
Englishman, or "an Englishman 
all over", M wamocheakuyas.. _ 

Englishwoman, n. Akuyas~w1skwao; 
Wamistikoseskwao. She is an Eng
lishwoman, Akuyasewiskwa wew, 
Wamistikoseskwa wew. 

Engrave v.t. M ussinapiskuhikao. -- ;,t. Mussinapisku -wao, -hum. 
Enjoin, v.t. Kukaskimao, oyusoowa

tao, ayechimao. 
Enjoy, v.t. Meywayi -mao, -tum. 
Enjoyment, n. Meywayetumowin. 
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Enlarge, v.i. Y ukepuyew, muke-
puyew. . , (b 
-- v.t. Yuketaw, m1sa taw; y 
piecing on) misa~i~afo~. , 

Enmity, n. Pukwa t1toowm, pukwa -
sewawin. 

Enough, n. Ta'12ipuyew, 1::p1puy~w, 
ispuyew. That is enough, akoyeko~, 
akwane Is that enough? akoyekok 
che, or· nah? It is enough for him, 
tapipuyehik. He has eaten enough, 
ta'pimechisoo. 

Enquire, v.i. Kukwachekamoo. See 
A~. . 

Enquiry, n. Kukwachekam?owm. H,e 
makes enquiries about Jmn, nuna -
kusoo -mao, -tum. 

Enrage, v.t. Kisewahao, (by word) 
kisemao. 

Enrich, v.t. Wayo'tisehao, me'suke-
hao. 

Enroll, v.t. Mussinu -wao, -hum. 
Ensign, n. Kiskewahoon. 
Enslave, v.t. Owukanikatao. 
Ensnare, v.t. N ukwa' -tao, -tum, 

ka'chiti -nao, -num. 
Entangle, v.t. Kachiti -nao, -num. 
Entertain, v.t. (treat hospitably) 

Kesawatotowao; (receive) petoku
hao; (amuse) mewatumohao. 

Enter, v.i. Petokapuyew, pechi-
puyew. 
-- v.t. Petokao, petokwao. He 
enters into him, pechiskowao. He 
enters another's house, etc., peto
kowao. 

Entice, v.t. Sekiskowao, sekehao, 
kemoch sekimao, kukwachehao, 
ochepoyao (used in speaking of an 
animal, as by offering it food). 

Enticement, n. Sekiska'toowin, seke-
hewa'win, kukwa'chehewawin. 

Entire, adj. Misewa' -sew, -yaw. 
Entirely, adv. Mito'ne. 
Entrails, n. Mitukiseyu, mitutame

yuwu. He removes its entrails, 
pukochanao. 

Entrance, n. Iskwa'tam, (or verbally) 
ka oche petokayak. 

Entrap, v.t. Tuso'yao, tukomonao. 
Entreat, v.t. Pukosa'yimao, kake

simototowao, s.c., masimoostowao, 
M.C. 

Entwine, v.t. Tu'kopi -ta(!), -tum. 
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Envelope, n. Petowenikun, peche
chikun, s.c., mussinuhumtowease
wachikun, P.C. 

Envy, n. Otayetumoowin, otaye
toowin, esuwanukayimoowin. 

v.t. 6ta -yimao, -yetum, 
esuwanuka -yimao, -yetum. 

Epidemic, n. Asoskumatowe-akose
win. 

Episcopate, n. Kiche -uyumehawe 
-okimawewin. 

Epistle, n. Mussinuhumakawin, ~us
sinuhikawin, mussinuh~ma~oow1n, 

Epsom salts, n. Seweta kum sa po
osikun. 

Equal, adj. Tapiskoch, tapitow, tapi
tow -isew, -aw. 
-- n. Wecheispetayeta'kosema
kun. 

Equalize, v.t. Tapiskoche -hao, -taw, 
tapitowi -nao, -num. 

Equip v.t. Tumuki -nao, -num. 
Equip~ent, n. Tumukewin, nema'-

win. 
Erase, v.t. Kase -hao, -hum. 
Ere, adv. Amoya', mwuya's. 
Erect, v.t. Chim -uyao, -utaw: It 

is erected, chimu -soo, -tao, ch1mu
tuski -soo, -tao. NOTE: The first 
syllable of these words is in some 
localities pronounced sum. He 
stands erect, sumuche-kapowew. 

Ermine, n. Sikosew. Ermine are 
numerous, sikoseskaw. He hunts 
ermine, nutowisikosewao. 

Err, v.i. Wunetew, wuneto'tum; (in 
speech) wunowao, wune-itwao; (in 
thought) wunayetum. 

Error, n. Wunetewin, wunetotumo
owin; wunowawin; wunayetumo
owin. 

Eructation, n. Pakutawin. 
Eruption, n. Pekopuyewin. He has 

an eruption, pekopuyew. 
Escape, n. Oosi'moowin, tupuse'win, 

puspe'win. He has a narrow escape 
of his life, puspinusoo, puspinutik. 
-- v.i. Ke'hewao, osi'moo, pus
pe'w, wekwuchehoo, kuskehoo. He 
escapes to him, or it, itisimoo, nache
tisimoos -towao, -tum. 
-- v.t. Kehao, tupuse -hao, -taw, 
puspehao. 
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Eschew, v.t. Wema's -kowao, -kum. 
Eskimo, n. Ayu'skemao. He is an 

Eskimo, ayuskemawew. 
Eskimo-boots, n. Ayuskemawuski

sinu. 
Especially, adv. Osa'm, sea'kan. 
-- conj. Osam ote. 

Espouse, v.t. Usotumwao (iskwao) 
usotumwakun. 

Establish, v.t. Soketaw, mu'skowu'
staw, oyu'staw. 

Esteem, n . . Kekatayetumoowin, kist
ayetumoowin, chekayetumoowin. 

v.t. Kekata -yimao, -yetum, 
kista -yimao, -yetum, cheka -yimao, 
-yetum. 

Estimable, adj. Kekatayetak, -osew, 
-wun, kistayetak -osew, -wun, che
kayetak -osew, -wun. 

Eternal, adj. Ka'keka, ka'keka ka 
pimatiset or uyat (inan. itukwuk). 

Eternity, n. Ka'keka eta'win, or 
uya'win. 

Eucharist, n. Kuna'che -suskumoo-
win. See Communion. 

Eunuch, n. Ayekwao -napao. 
Evangelist, n. Meyoachimooweyinew. 
Even, adv. Wawa'ch, apo'chiku, ote, 

a'tu, misowa'ch. 
Evening, n. Ota'kosew or otakosin. 

To-morrow evening, wapuke otako
sike. This evening, ka otakosik or 
otakosike. (NOTE: otakosek, stand
ing alone means yesterday.) 

Evening star, n. Otakoseweuchukos. 
Evenly, adv. Tapitow, payukwun. 
Event, n. Ispuyewin. 
Eventually, adv. Kaku. 
Ever, adv. (at any time) Wekach; 

(continually) tuke; (eternally) ka'
keka. 

Everglade, n. Mituskak, muskosewu
skak. 

Everlasting, adj. Kakeka, kakeka 
ka ituwuk. 

Everliving, adj. Ka'keka ka pima'
tiset. 

Evermore, adv. Tuke, ka'keka. 
Every, adj. Kukeyow, tuto. Every 

time, tutwaw. Every day, tuto, 
kesikaw, a'sookoonkesikaw, ma'so
konkesikaw. 
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Everybody, everyone, pron. Tuto 
oweyuk, kukeyow oweyuk. Every
one of you, kukeyow a ituseyak. 

Everywhere, adv. Misewa' ita, mise
wa, misewaskumik. 

Evidence, n. Kachinayayetumowin, 
kachinahowin. 

Evident, adj. No'kwun, piiyutana'
kwun. 

Evidently, adv. Mosisa', mito'ne, 
puyuta. 

Evil, adj. Maya' -tisew, -tun, much 
a'ye -wew, -wun, muchetwaw; 
muche- prefixed to the noun, as, An 
evil spirit, mucheuchak; an evil deed, 
muchetotumoowin. 
-- adv. Muche, as a prefix; thus, 
He does evil, muchetotum; he thinks 
evil, mucheitayetum, muchemami
tonayetum; he speaks evil, muche
uyumew, s.c., muchetonamoo, P.C. 

n. Muchetwa'win, muchi
yewin, muche kakwi. He brings 
evil upon him, pastahao, pastamao. 

Evilminded, adj. Mucheita'yetum. 
Evilspeaking, n. Muchepe'kiskwawin, 

mucheuyumewin, mucheto'namo-
owin. 

Evil Spirit, n. Muche U'cha'k, mucha'-
yes. 

Eviscerate, v.t. Pukochanao. 
Evolution, n. Ute nita'wekewin. 
Exacting, adj. Tipuhuma'kosiskew. 
Exactly, adv. Nuhe', mwa'che, mwa-

ya'm piko. Exactly that much, 
nuheyikok. 

Exalt, v.t. Kistu'kimao, kista'yimao, 
kista'yetakohao, ispa'kayimao. He 
exalts himself, kistukimisoo, kista
yimisoo. 

Examine, v.t. (by looking) Wawa'pu 
-mao, -tum; (by trial) kota' -yimao, 
yetum, nutowikiskayimao, kukwa
che .-hao, -taw. 

Example, n. Issewapisewin, kiskino
wapuchikawin, wa'putuhewawin. 
He has him for an example, kiski
nowapu -mao, -tum. He sets him 
an example, kiskinowaputeyao, 
kiskinowachetumowao. 

Excavate, v.t. (a rock) Waya'pisku
tuwao; (the ground) moona'tuhum. 

Exceed, v.i. Uyewa'kepuyew, pu'ski
yakao, uyewa'k ispuyew. 
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Exceedingly, adv. Uyewa'k, na'spich, 
ma'wuche. 

Excel, v.i. Pu'skiyakao. 
-- v.t. Pu'skiyuwao, atuwao, uye
wa'kes -kowao, -kum. 

Excellent, adj. Kicha'ye -wew, -wun, 
kistayetak -osew, -wun, kichetwa
wesew. 

Except, prep. Piko, ke'spin aka, 
pa'tima. 

Excess, n. Osa'mehoowin, osa'mehi
soowin, aspona'yimowin. 

Exchange, v.i. Uta'wao, me'sko
toonikao. He exchanges with it, 
meskotoonikakao. They exchange 
together, meskotoonumatoowuk. 

v.t. Me'skotoo -nao, -num; 
An exchanged article, meskotooni
kun. 
-- n. Utawawin, meskotooni
kawin. In exchange, meskoch, mam
eskoch. 

Exclaim, v.i. Ta'pwao, kitoo. 
Exclude, v.t. A'chekipu -wao, -hum, 

wuyuweuki -mao, -tum, atuwayi 
-mao, -tum. 

Excommunicate, v. t. Wuy_uwewapi 
-nao; (for a short period) usanao. 

Excommunication, n. Wuyuwewa
pinikowisewin, usanumakowin. 

Excuse, n. Kwe'toweitwawin. He 
makes excuses for himself, kwe'to
weitwao; (for another), kwuyusko
stumowao. 

Execute, v.t. (perform) Ke'sitaw, 
tipitotum; (put to death) ni'puhao. 

Exercise, n. Utoskachikun. 
-- v.t. Wuwuskowi -nao, -n_um, 
utoskatum. 
-- v.i. Utoskahisoo. 

Exert oneself, v. refl. We'koo, se'chew. 
Exhaust, v.t. Mi'che -hao -taw 

masti -nao, -num. ' ' 
-- part. Nastosiw, cha'kew. 

Exhale, v.i. Wuyuwetamoo. 
Exhibit, v.t. Nooko -hao, -taw. 
Exhort, v.i. Sekikamoo, kukaski-

mewao. 
-- v.t. Sekimao, kukaskimao 
kukanoomao. ' 

Exhc:irtation, n. Sekikamoowin, kuka
sk1mewawin, sekimewawin. 

Exile, n. He is in exile, ayatisew. 
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Exist, v.i. Ita'w, uya'w, upe'w. 
Existance, n. Eta'win, uya'win. 
Expand, v. i. Pana'puyew, yukepuyew. 
-- v.t. Panapuyetaw, panapitum, 
yuke -hao, -taw. 

Expatriate, v. t. Wuyuwetuskahao. 
Expect, v. i. (wait) pa'hoo; (hope 

for) pukosayimoo. 
-- v.t. Pa' -hao, -taw, usuwa'pu 
-mao, -tum, paswa' -yimao, -yetum; 
pukosa -yimao, -yetum. 

Expectation, n. Pa'hoowin, usuwa'
pewin; pukosa'yimoowin. 

Expectorate, v. i. Sikoo. 
v.t. Sikwatum, pa'puyetaw. 

Expedient, adj. N uhepuyew. 
Expel, v.t. Wuyuwetisuw~o, sipwa'

tissuwao. 
Expend, v.t. (the whole of it) Masti 

-nao, -num, chaki -nao, -num. 
Expensive, adj. Akwuki -soo, -tao. 
Experience, n. Muskowatisewin. 
Expert, adj. Kukayowisew, ocha'pew, 

nuhe'w. 
Expire, v.i. (terminate) Kisipipuyew, 

poonepuyew, iskwapuyew; (die) 
poonepimatisew, na'spitutamoo. 

Explode, v.i. Puki -soo, -tao. 
Explosion, n. Pukisika.'win. 
Explore, v.t. Nunatowekiskayo -ma.a, 

-tum. 
Expose, v.t. Mooskipi -tao, -tum. 
Express, v.t. (state) We'tum. He 

expresses himself badly, wunowa.o. 
He expresses himself well, kuka.
ta'wa.o. 

Extend, v.i. (increases in length) 
yukepuyew. It extends so far, isko
puyew. He extends his hand, soowi
niska.o. 

Extent, n. To that extent, Akoyekok. 
External, adj. Wukech wuyuwetim 

wuskich. ' ' 
Extinct, adj. (of fire) A'stowa.o. 
Extinguish, v.t. A'stowa.hum a'sto

wa.num; (by accident or with the 
f?ot) a'stow~sku~; (by pouring a 
hqmd up~m 1p a st?wa.yapawutaw; 
(by P:I~hmg 1t agamst something) 
astowatltaw; (by covering) a'sto
wa.yukonum. 

Extol, v.t. Mumichima.o. 
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Extortion, n. Muskuchehewawin 
muskutwawin. ' 

Extract, v.t. Wekwuche -hao, -taw. 
Extremely, adv. Mamowayus ma'wu-

che, na'spich. ' 
Eye, n. Miske'sik. My eye, niskesik. 
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He has an eye, or eyes, oske'sikoo. 
He has large eyes, mukapew. He 
has small eyes, upisa'pew. He has 
a 'black' (bruised) eye, upeta'pew. 
He has watery eyes, nune'skapew. 
He has only one eye, nuputa'yapew. 
He opens his eyes, toka'pew. He 
shuts his eyes, pusukwa'pew. He 
~ifts up his eyes, opa'pew, ispaka-
1tapew, tustusa'pew. He rubs his 
eyes, sinikwa'pinisoo, siswa'pinisoo, 
mimikwa'pew. He rubs the eyes of 
another, sinikwa'pinao, siswa'pinao. 
He wipes his (own) eyes, kaseapew. 
He wipes (another's) eyes, kasea'
puhwao. He ties something over 
his (own) eyes, akooyapupitisoo. 
He ties something over (another's) 
eyes, akooyapupitao. He looks with 
one eye (as in taking aim), nuputa
ka'pew or nuputaya'pew, sikwaya'
pew. He rubs (another's) eyes with 
clay, sisoskewa'pinao. He has eyes 
all over him, or is full of eyes, misewa 
oskesikoo. He annoints his (own) 
eyes, toomina'pinisoo. He annoints 
(another's) eyes, toomina'pinao. 
His eyes smart, wesuka'pew. His 
eyes smart from smoke, wesuka' -
pusoo. He gets something in his eye, 
pissine'w. He blinks his eyes, pusu
kapew, papusukapew. The eye of 
a needle, a pukonayak sa'ponikun. 

Eye-ball, n. Waweyayapewinan, l'.C. 

Eyeberry, n. Oske'sikomin. 
Eyebrow, eyelash, eyelid, n. Mesa'

pewinan. He has large eyebrows, 
etc., mukimesa'pewinao. He has 
small eyebrows, upischemesa'pewi
nao. 

Eye-glasses, n. Miskesikoka'nu. 
Eyesight, n. Wa'pewin. 
Eye-sore, n. Maya'pisimikowin. 
Eye-tooth, n. Miskesikowe-mepit. 
Eye-witness, v. n. Kfichewak oske'sik 

oche wa'putum. 

FAINT 

F 

Fable, n. Atuyokun. He relates 
fables, atuyokao. 

Face, n. Mita'stumik, mikwa'kun, 
miskesik. My face, nitastumik, 
nikwakun. He slaps him in the 
face, pusikwa'wao, (repeatedly) 
pupusikwawao. He has an ugly 
or evil face, maya'tisew, muche
kwanakosew. He has a pleasant 
face, kutuwusisew, meyokwanako
sew. He has a scar on his face, 
ochesikwao. He paints his (own) 
face, mussinikwahoosoo. He paints 
(anot4er's) face, mussinikwawao. 
He washes or wipes his (own) face, 
kasekwao. He washes or wipes 
(another's) face, kasekwanao. He 
dries his face, pakokwahoo. He 
dries (another's) face, pakokwanao. 
He strikes him on the face, pukumi
kwawao. He covers his face, ukwu
nakwao. He covers (another's) face, 
ukwunakwanao, akokwawao. He 
has such a face, (as described), iti
kwao. !fis face looks so, issekwana
kosew. He makes faces, muchekwa
yew. He has a large face, mukikwao. 
He has a small face, upischikwao. 
He has a long face, kinokwao. 
He has a short face, chimikwao. He 
has a broad face, uyukuskikwao. 
He has a narrow face, sakowikwao. 
He has a black face, kuskitawikwao. 
He walks with his face covered, ukwu
nakwatao. 

Face, v.t. Oti'skowao. He stands 
facing him, otiskoweka-powestowao. 
He sits facing him, otiskowupesto
wao. 
-- v.i. Oti'skowupew. 

Fact, v.n. Tapwawinewun. 
Fade, v.i. Nipoowetin, wapitin, 

(turns yellow) osa'witin. 
Faded, part. Wa'pitao, wa'pitawaw. 
Fail, v.i. (become deficient) N ota'

puyew; (miscarry) pwa'towitaw; 
(come to an end) kisi'pipuyew. 
Without fail, ya'yita, ochetaw, och
itu piko. 

Faint, v.i. (lose consciousness) Wune
kiskisew, akowayetum; (becomes 
feeble) notasin. 
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Faint-hearted, adj. Sa'kotahao, kosta'
chiskew. 

Fair, adj. (just) Kwuyu'sk; (beautiful) 
kutuwu'si -sew, -sin, meyona'kosiw, 
-wun. Fair weather, meyokesikaw. 
Fair wind, na'moowunaw, nuhetin. 
It is fair (tolerably good), nuhe
yikok. 

Faith, n. Tapwitumoowin, tapwa
ya'yetumoowin. 

Faithful, adj. Tapwa'winewew, ta'p
wao, kwuyuskissewapisew. 

Faithless, adj. Anwatum, numu ta'p
watum. 

Fall, n. (downfall) Pukisinoowin; 
(cataract) kiche -pawistik; (autumn) 
tukwa'kin. 
-- v.i. Puki -sin, -tin. Fall 
backwards, usapukisin. Fall from on 
high, ne' chepuyew. Fall on his 
back, a'sukiche-pukisin, sa'sukichi
puyew. Fall in or into, pechepuyew. 
Fall into (a liquid), pota'kumipu
yew. Fall into the fire, muchoo'sta
puyew. Fall into the water, puku
stowapuyew. Fall to pieces, piki'
skipuyew. Fall short, nota'puyew. 
Fall off, muni'puyew; (as plaster 
from a wall) pinipuyew. Fall with 
face to the ground, otita'miwuni
pukisin. Fall upon his face, ota'mi
kwasin. sinikokwa'puyew. Fall out, 
(i. e. happen) ekin. Fall prostrate, 
ko'wipuyew. Fall with force against 
something, pukumetin. Fall in with 
him, makwa'skowao, It finishes fall
ing, kesipukitin. He lets him fall, puk
-simao, -titaw. It falls into it, (as 
river into a lake), muta'wisitin. He 
lets him fall (accidentally) kiti'ski 
-nao, -num. He falls upon him, 
putu'koskowao or patukoskowao. 
He falls away, ute pukisin. 
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False, adj. Kukuya'yisew (or, as 
prefix) kiya'skewe, nuspa'che, P.c .. 
and s.c., nutiyewew, E.c. 

False-witness, n. (attestor) Okuki
ya'skewachimoo; (attestation) kuki
yaskewachimoowin. He bears false 
witness, kiya'skewachimoo, kiya'
skachimoo. He bears false witness 
against him, kiya'skewachimao, 
kiya'skachimao. 

FAR 

Falsely, adv. Kiya'skewe, nuspa'che, 
kukuyayise. 

Falsehood, n. Kiya'skewin. See Lie. 
Fame,. 1;. A'totakosewin, a'chimiko

sewm. 
Familiar, adj. Nuna'kuche -hao, -taw. 
Family, n. Itutotawisewin, s.c., payu

kohawumak, P.c. There is no 
clear Cree word for this. Some
times the idea is expressed thus: 
O pasotakomakunu, i. e. his near 
relations, or ot itusewin, his numer
ousness. AU his family, a tuto 
menayutit, a tutotawesit. He goes 
with his family, kistotao. He is 
alone with his family, payukotao. 
He has one family wiih him, payu
kotawisew. 

Famine, n. Kowu'kutawin, kowaku
to'soowin, (perplexity) wuwa'nu
kutawin, (scarcity) notakutawin. 

Famish, v.i. Kowukutao, pa'wunew, 
notikutao. 

Famous, adj. A'totakosew, kista'to
takosew. 

Fan, n. (to move the air) Wawa'sta
hikun, (a winnowing fan) powa'
schichikun. 

v.t. Powa'stimao, wawasta
humowao. 

Fancy, .n. Chuapisinowin, ita'yetu
moowm. He has a fancy for it, 
chekapisin, aka'watum. 

Far, adv. (far away) Wayow; (a long 
distance) pechaw. Rather far, wayo
wes; pecha'sin. As far as, or so, 
far, isko. It is so far, ispechaw. He 
is far off, yawinak -osew, -wun, 
wayow ayaw. Far from land, 
ta'wich. As far as the land reaches, 
iskoskumikaw. How far? Tan ispe
che? How far is it? Tan aspeche 
pechak? It" is far (speaking of dis
tance on the ice) petiskwumikaw; 
(by water) petokwun; (across a 
plain) pechiskwaw. He sees it so 
far off, ispe'sapu -mao, -tum. He 
is far from him, or sees him far off, 
yawa'pu -mao, -tum. Far more, 
naspich uwusima. 
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Fare, v.i. (fare well) Meyo-uyaw, 
meyopuyew; (fare badly) muchi
puyew. 
-- n. (food) Mechim; (price) 
itukichikawin. 

Farewell, adv. What cheer. For a 
plural form whatcheak is used,. He 
bids him farewell, wacheamao. 

Farm, n. Kistika'n. 
-- v.i. Kistikao. 
-- v.t. Kistikatum. 

Farmer, n. Kistika'weyinew. 
Farming, Kistikawin. 
Farthing, n. Apischi-pewapiskosis. 
Fashion, n. (in dress) Issehoowin; 
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(custom) ka itochikatak. 
Fast, adj. (firm) Aye'tun; (quick) 

kise'puyew. 
-- adv. Keyipe', kisiska'ch. He 
goes fast, kise'puyew; (walking) 
kisiskatao; (running) kisiska'ptitaw; 
(flying) kise'kochin. (sailing) kise
ya'sew, -tun; (paddling) kisekoso
wao. He makes him go fast, kise
tissuwao. 
-- n. (going without food) 
Kowakutahoowin, yewunisehisoo
win, akah a mechisook, or mechi
soonanewuk. 

v.i. Kowtikutuhoo, yewuni
sehisoo. 

Fast-day, n. Yewunisehisowe-kesikaw. 
Fasten, v. i. A'chetin, michime'w, 

ukwu'chipuyew. 
v.t. Michimi -hao, -taw, 

kikumo -hao, -taw; (firmly) ayetumo 
-hao, -taw; (permanently) naspi
tumo -hao, -taw; (as with a clasp) 
sukasko -hao, -taw; (as in a wooden 
frame) michimaskwti -wao, -hum; 
(with a cord) michimupi -tao, -tum. 

Fastened, part. Ayachipuyew or aye
chipuyew, ayetun, aye'chetin. 

Fat, adj. Ta'chipoo, we'yinoo, pusko
nao. (First of these words applies 
to human beings only.) 
-- n. Pime', we'yin. Hard fat, 
akwuchepime. A small quantity 
of fat, pime's. He has some fat, 
opimemew. The inside fat of fowl, 
etc., opemuyoo. He pours fat into 
a bladder, etc., pechepimao. 

FAVOR 

Father, n. Ota'wemaw. My father, 
notawe, voe. notah. He has a father, 
otawew. He is a father, ota'wema
wew. He is father to him, otawis 
-kowao, -kum. Who is his father,? 
owayewa wata'wet? The father, 
waotawek. He regards him as his 
father, otawemao. He is my father, 
awuko notawe, or awuko ka ota
weyan. My late father, nota'wepun 
or ka ke ota'weyan. 

Father-in-law, n. Osi'simaw. My 
father-in-law, nesi's. He has a 
father-in-law, osi'sew. That is my 
father-in-law, awuko nesis, or awuko 
ka osiseyan. 

Fatherless, adj. Aka ka ota'wet, 
kewa'tisew. 

Fathom, n. (one) Payukoni'sk, (two) 
nesoni'sk, (twenty) nesitunow ttito
ni'sk. It is one fathom long, payu
koniska -sew, -yaw. It is so many 
fathoms, tutoniska -sew, -yaw. He 
measures it by fathoms, tipiniskatum. 
tipiniskawatum. 

Fathomable, Tipiniskayaw. 
Fathomless, adj. Numu tapeniska

yaw. 
Fatigue, n. Aya'skosewin, na'stose

win. 
Fatling, n. Ta'chipohakun. 
Fatten, v.i. Ute tachipoo. 
-- v.t. Tachipohao. 

Fault, n. Wunetotumoowin, wune
issechikawin. He finds fault, anwa
yechikao. He finds fault with him, 
anwayimao, anwapumao. 

Fault-finder, Otanwayechikao. 
Faulty, adj. Anwayetak -osew, -wun, 

muchayetak -osew, -wun. 
Favor, n. (benefit) Suwa'yechikawin, 

oche'stumakawin, kesawatota:kawin. 
(kind regard) meywa'pumawisewin, 
meywapumikoowisewin, meyoku
nuwapumikoowisewin. He regards 
him with favor, meywa'pu -mao, 
-tum, meyokunuwa'pu -mao, -tum. 
He asks a favor of him, or for him, 
nutotastumowao. He bestows a 
favor upon him, oche'stumowao, 
kista'puchehao. He bestows favours 
oches'tumakao, kista'puchehewao, 
kesawatotakao. 
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v.t. Suwa'yimao, meywa'
pumao, meyokunuwa'pumao. 

Favored, part. Suwa'yimikoowisew, 
SU Wii yeta 'kosew. 

Favorite, n. Kesawatotakun, sa'ke
hakun. 

Fawn, n. Utikosis, uchikosis. 
Fear, n. Sakise'win, nune'chewin, 

kosta'chewin, usta'sewin. He has 
fears on his account, (i. e. for his 
welfare) kukospunayetumowao. 
-- v.i. Sa'kisew, kosta'chew, 
nunechew, usta'sew. 

v.t. Kos -ta'o, -tum, nune
ches -towao, -tum, kukospuna -yi
mao, -yetum, or kospuna -yimao, 
kukospunes -towao, -tum. 

Fearful, adj. (afraid) Kosta'chew, 
sakisew; (dreadful) kosta'tik -osew, 
-wun, kostatayetak -osew, -wun, 
kukospunayeta'k -osew, -wun, kost
a'mik -osew, -wun, kosikwayetak 
-osew, -wun. 

Fearless, adj. Aka a kosta'chit, 
soketahao. 

Feast, n. Mukosa'win, wekotoowin. 
He makes a feast, mukosa'o, weko
kao. He invites him to a feast, weko
mao. He attends a feast, na'sewao. 
The feast of the passover, meyaska
kawewekotoowin, P.C. and S.C. 
The feast of tabernacles, mekewape
wekotoowin. 
-- v.i. Mukosa'o, wekotoo. He 
feasts with him, wechemukosamao, 
wechewekotoomao. 

v.t. M ukosahao, wekotohao. 
Feather, n. 'Ope'wi; (quill) mekwun; 

(down) machinupewuyanis, peswa
pewi. He has blue feathers, chepa
tukokonao; black, kusketa wekonao; 
white, wa'pikonao; red, mikokonao; 
yellow, osa'wekonao. 

Feathery, Opewiyewun, machinupe
wuyanewun. 
-- v.t. (fletch an arrow) Ustowa 
-tao, -tum. 

February, n. See Month. 
Fee, n. Tipuhumakowin. 
Feeble, adj. Ne'yumisew. See Weak. 
Feebleness, n. Neyumisewin. 

Feed, v. i. (to eat) Mechisoo; (to 
supply food) ussukao. 
-- n. Me'chiwin, me'chim. 

v.t. Ussumao; (as a child) 
mechisokowao. He feeds him a little, 
ussumasew. 

Feel, n. He likes the feel of it, meyo 
-skowao, -skum. 
-- v.i. Moo'sehoo. How do you 
feel? tanisse a itumuchehoyun? He 
feels so, itumuchehoo. It feels 
nicely, meyonik -osew, -wun, meyo
muchehoo. (to be conscious of a 
coming event) mooyesew. 
-- v.t. (with the hand) Me'skoo 
-nao, -num, ko'ti -nao, -num, sa'rni 
-nao, -num; (carefully) mamatoni 
-nao, -num; (with the mind, or in 
the body) moose -hao, -taw, muta 
-yimao, -yetum. He feels for it, 
nutocha -nao, -num. 

Feelers, n. Meyestoowan. 
Feelings, n. Mosetumoowin, mose

hoowin, nissitowemuchehowin. He 
has feeling, omosehoowinew, nissi
tomuchehoo. He has feeling for 
him, mosetumowao. He has no 
feeling in it, numma nissitomuche
hoo, nipoowew. Angry feeling, kise
statoowin, kisewayetoowin. 

Feign, v.i. See Pretend. 
,Felecity, n. Meywayetumowin, moo

chekayetumowin. 
Fell, v.t. Kowuwa'o, kowikowao. 

He is felling timber, kowu'hikao, 
kowutikwao. 

Fellow, n. (companion) Wechawa'
kun; (in the lodge) wetupema'kun. 
This fellow, owu eyinew. 

Fellow-laborer, n. Wecheutoskama
kun. 

Fellow-man, n. Wecheeyinew, weche
uyiseyinew. 

Fellow-servant, n. Wecheutoskayakun. 
Fellowship, n. Wecha'toowin, wecha'

wewawin, wechawakunitoowin. He 
has fellowship with him, owechawa
kunimao. 

Female, adj. Iskwa'- or noosa.' (used 
as a prefix). 
-- n. Iskwao, noosauyu. 

Feminine, adj. Iskwa -wew, -wun. 
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Fence, n. Ma'nikun, ma'niska'tik. 
He gets over the fence, pasita'skoo, 
pasi ta towew. 

v.t. Manikakutum or mani
kikutum. He fences him round, 
waskaski -nao, -num. It is fenced, 
manikatao, manikikotao. 

Fence-post, n. Chimuchikunatik. 
Fence-rail, n. Manikunatik. 
Fend, v.t. Nuka' -whao, -hum. 
Fender, n. (for a ,boat) Nuka'hekun. 
Ferment, v.i. Otapuyew, utoska-

mukun. 
Fervent, adj. Muskowayetum, akuma

yimoo, chekayimoo. 
Festered, adj. Meye' -wew, -wun. 

A festered sore, meyewin. 
Fetch, v.t. Pa' -sewao, -taw, nutu

wa'pu -mao, -tum, na' -tao, -tum. 
He fetches him, (by water) na'tu 
-wao, -hum. He fetches it for him, 
natumowao. 
-- v.i. Nasewao, (fetch by haul
ing) nachetapao. Fetch it back, 
in, etc. See Bring. 

Fetter, n. Muma'chekwapiskuhikun. 
He binds his feet with fetters, muma
chekositayapiskuwhao. 

v.t. Muma'chekwaspisku-
whao. 

Fetus, n. (of animal) Otuta'mukases, 
s.c., ochecha'muchases, P.c. 

Fever, n. Kisisoowin, kisisoowa'spi
nawin. 

Feverish, adj. Kisisoo, kisisowa'spi
nao. 

Few, adj. and pron. Chukuwasis. 
They are few, or a few, chukuwasis 
-ewuk, -inwu. A few times, chuku
wasiswaw. A few days, chukuwasi
sokesikawu. 

Fickle, adj. Ayata'wisew. 
Fickleness, n. Ayata'wisewin. 
Fiddle, n. Kitochikun, specifically 

ka chesupakuhot kitochikun. A 
small fiddle, kitochikunis. He has 
a fiddle, okitochikunew. He makes 
a fiddle, kitochikunikao. 

v.i. Kitochikao. He often 
fiddles, kitochikaskew. He fiddles 
a little, kitochikasew. He fiddles 
well, .netakitochikao. 

Fiddler, n. Okitochikao. 
Fiddlestick, n. Kitochikunatik. 
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Fiddlestring, n. Kitochikunayape. 
Fidelity, n. Ayakwamisewin. 
Field, n. Kistika'n, nitawikichikun. 
Fiend, n. M ucheuchak. 
Fierce, adj. Mucha'tisew, akwatisew, 

kosta'mikosew. 
Fiery, adj. (of hasty temperament) 

Wutukumisew, suskeyowasew; (of 
the nature of fire) iskotawun, isko
tawe. 

Fife, n. Poota'chikunis. 
Fifteen, adj. Neya'nunosap, mitatut 

neyan unosap. They are .fifteen, neya
nunosap -ewuk, -inwa. Fifteen times, 
neya'nunosapwaw. 

Fifth, adj. Neyanuno. 
Fifty, adj. Neyanunomitunow. By 

fifties, naneyanunomitunow. They 
are fifty, neyanunomitunow -ewuk, 
-inwa. Fifty times, neyanunomitu
now tutwaw. 

Fig, n. Misesoomin. 
Fight, n. ;Noo'tinikawin. 

v.i. Noo'tinikao, ma'sekao.
He fights often, nootinikasew. She 
fights to protect her young, kisao. 
He fights for him, nootinikastumo
wao, nunaskostumowao. 
-- v.t. Noo'tinao, ma'sehao. 
They fight each other, noo'tinitoo
wuk, ma'sehitoowuk. He fights 
him over it, oochenutao. 

Fighter, n. Onootinikask or onootini
kao. 

Figtree, n. Misesoominatik. 
Figure, n. (numeral) Uketa'soowin; 

(design) kiskinowachichikun; (form) 
issena'kosewin; (simile) uwa'chikun, 
uspuhakamon. 

File, n. Ke'nipochikun, ki'skimun, 
sinikwahikun. A small file, kiski
munis. He has a file, okiskimunew. 
-- v.i. Ke'nipochika.o, sinikwa
hikao. 
-- v.t. Ke'nipo -hao, -taw, sini
kwa -wao, -hum. 

Fill, v.t. Moo'skinu -hao, -taw, sa'ku
skinu -hao, -taw; (with a liquid) 
mooskinaputaw, sakuskinaputaw. 
He fills it up, or up to the brim, tipu
skin utaw (with a liquid) tipuski
naputaw. He fills it for him, saku
skinutumowao. He fill§ him with 
it, sakuskin utoowao. 
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Filler, (a funnel) Peta'pawuchikun. 
Film, n. Akowayakinikun. 

v.i. Akowayakipuyew. 
Filth, filthiness, n. We'nisewin, we'yi

pisewin; (moral) weneissechikawin, 
wenehoo'win. 

Filthy, adj. We'n -isew, -un, we'yip 
-isew, -aw, yipa' -tisew, -tun. He 
does filthy actions, wenayitakonokao. 

Fin, n. Ochichikun. A small fin, 
ochichikunis. It has red fins, miko
chichikunao. 

Finally, adv. (definitively) Na'spiche; 
(at last, or in the last place) iskwa
yach, ma'schich maku. 

Find, v. t. Mi's -kowao, -kum. He 
finds him out, miskakowe -hao,-taw. 
He cannot find him, kwe'to -nowao, 
-num. 

Fine, adj. (excellent) Mey -o'sisew, 
-wa'sin; (as cloth, skin, etc.) meywa 
-kisew, -kun; (as sand) pesawukaw. 

Finger, n. Yeyekichichan, michichin. 
The word michiche, hand, or dimin
utive michiches, is also very fre
quently, though imporperly, used 
for the finger. The forefinger, 
itoo'hikun. The middle finger, kino
chichan, tustowechichan. The four th 
finger, naochichan. The little finger, 
iskwachiches, iskwachichanis. He 
has long fingers, kinoyeyekichichao, 
or, more usually, kinochichao. He 
has short fingers, chimichichao. The 
tip of the finger, wunuskochichan. 
A finger width, pa.yuk michichin. 

Fingering, n. Sasamichichawin. 
Finger-nail, n. Mi'skuse. My finger

nail, niskuse. He has long finger
nails, kinokuskwao. 

Finish, v.i. Kesipitin, kesipipuyew. 
See End. 
--- v.t. Ke'si -hao, -taw; (eat up) 
ki -tumwa'o, -taw. He finishes 
eating, kesimechisoo. He almost 
"finishes" him (i. e. destroys) mama
ye -hao, -taw (intrans. form, mama
yinikao). 

Finished, p. adj. Kesichikatao. 
Fir, n. Oska'tik, oskiskati'k. Firs 

abound, oskatikoskaw. Balsam fir 
nupukasik. ' 

Fir-cone, n. Wususkwatoo. 
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Fire, n. Iskotao. A small fire, isko
chas. He makes a fire, ko'towao. 
He makes a fire for himself, koto
wutisoo. He puts fuel on the fire, 
poo'num. He is on fire, pu'si -soo, 
-tao, pu'ski -soo, -tao, iskwa' -soo, 
-tao. It takes fire, su'skitao. It is 
set on fire, suskuhikatao. The fire 
burns up strongly, kwa'kotao. The 
fire goes out, a'stowao. It falls into 
the fire, muchosta'puyew. He puts 
him into the fire, muchosta -wao, 
-hum. He throws him into the fire, 
muchostawapi -nao, -num. He puts 
things (indef.) into the fire, mucho
stahoowao. He stirs up the fire, 
ayatisa'wukuhum, (with the hand) 
ayatisawukinum, (by getting the 
wood from the ashes) mosowusa
num. He scrapes the fire together, 
mawusukosanum, mawusukosanu
kinum. The fire makes a noise, 
mutwakonao. It is caught with fire, 
nowutikutao. He places it before or 
over the fire, (as fish) chekuyao, 
chekisokapowehao. He takes it off 
the fire, kuputanum. He makes a 
large fire, misipoonum. He lights 
the fire, su'skuhum. It misses fire, 
(as a gun), pwa'pitatin, pwa'titin. 
-- v. i. (takes fire) Su'skitao; 
(shoots) pa'skisikao; (to attract 
attention) nutowawasikao. 
-- v. t. (ignites it) Su'sku -wao, 
-hum; He fires it all away (viz. the 
powder) powiku -swao, -sum. 

Fire-bag, n. Kuskipitakun, upit. A 
small fire-bag, kuskipitakunis, upitis. 
He has a fire-bag, okuskipitakunew, 
otupitew. The bead-work on a fire
bag, wa'spichiminan. 

Fire-brand, n. Iskwa'skisao. 
Fire-fly, n. Wa'skochuwases, wawa'

stases. 
Fire-place, n. Iskotakan, (in camp) 

kotawa'n, (in house) kotawa'napisk, 
iskotakanapisk. 

Fire-steel, n. Upit, pewapiskupit. 
Fire-wood, n. Mite, pl. mitu. He has 

some fire-wood, omitimiw. There is 
a good deal of fire-wood, mitiskaw. 

Fireworks, n. Pukisikunisu. 
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Firm, adj. Aye -tisew, -tun, musko 
-wisew, -waw; (resolute) ayetayetum. 
He makes it firm, ayechetaw, soke
taw, muskowetaw. 

Firmament, n. Nuyawuchekesik. 
Firmly, adv. Soke, ayeche-muskowe-; 

(in comp.) . He places it firmly, 
sokustaw, muskowustaw, ayetustaw. 
It lies firmly, sokustao, ayetustao, 
muskowustao. It is set up firmly 
(as a post) ayetuskisoo. 

First, adj. Ni'stum, ne'kan. This is 
the first time, akwayak. 
--- adv. Ne'kan, pi'tu, pituma. 
At first, oskuch, nistum. He is 
first, or begins first, neka'nisin, 
nekanew. 

Firstborn, n. Ni'stumosan. He is 
the firstborn, nistumosanewew. 

First-class, adj. Kiche, mitone kiche. 
First rate, interj. Kiche ! 
First-fruits, n. Nistumekewinu. 
Fish, n. Kinoo'sa'o, s.c., numas, 

M.c., (milter) na'pamak; (spawn
er) no'samak. A small fish, kinoosa'
sis. Fish are plentiful, kinoosaskaw, 
numasiskaw. Dried fish, numa
stak. Half-dried fish, kasiskinaw, 
nuputaspanikun. Pounded fish, 
yewuhikunuk. He dries fish, numa'
stakokao. He scales fish, pe'yuwao, 
piskusowao. He catches fish, (in 
a net), otuwatao. He has some 
fish, okinosamew, onumasimew. A 
great many fish, okistukaweki'no
sawuk, Fish are catching, otuwaw. 

v.i. Nochekinosawao, nuto
wikinosawao, notumasao; (by 
angling) kwaskwapichikao; (by set
ting hooks) poonekoskao, koskao; 
(with a seine) chemuwa'w, akwa'
pichikao; (by setting net) pukitu
waw; (with gaff) okwachao; (with 
scoop net) kwapuhikao. 
-- v.t. Nochekinosawatao, pitu
hoyao, kwaskwapitao, akwa'pitao. 

Fish-bait, n. Koska.yow. 
Fisher, n. (the animal) Ochak. 
--, fisherman, n. Onochekinosa
wao, opukituwaw, notumasaweyi
new. 
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Fishery, n. Pukituwa'win. A fishing 
ground (or area), pukituwakun. 

Fish-hawk, or Fishing eagle, (the 
osprey). Ukwusimasao, onocheki
nosawao. 

Fish-hook, n. Kwaskwa'pichikun. A 
small fish-hook, kwaskwapichikunis. 

Fish-house, n. Kinosawikumik. He 
builds a fish-house, kinosawikumi
kokao. 

Fishing-line, n. Koskunayape, koska-
yape, kwaskwapichikunayape. 

Fish-net, n. Ayupe. 
Fish-spawn, n. Wakwuk. 
Fish-weir, n. Michiskun. A wide 

fish-weir, kesamichiskun. 
Fishy, adj. Kinosawespuk -osew, -wun. 
Fissure, n. (in rock) Taska'piskaw; 

(in ice) ta'skiskwaw; (in ground) 
ta' skuskumika w. 

Fist, n. Piti'kochichan, notumichi
chan, michiche. He shakes his fist 
at him, namuwao. 

Fit, adj. Nuhi'puyew, meya'yeta
kwun, nuhiskumomukun; (in appear
ance) nuhinak -osew, -wun. 

v.i. Ta.pis -kowao, -kum, 
ta.pi -nao, -num. It fits well, nuhe
tin. It fits him nicely, nuhis -kowao, 
-kum. It fits him tightly, setis 
-kowao, -kum. (NOTE: The Cree 
idiom is, "The man fits the gar
ment", not, "The garment fits the 
man''). It fits in. ta'pipuyew. It 
fits in well, meyo'mon. It fits in 
badly, muchu'mon. It fits together, 
tata'pipuyew, tatapuwapuyew. 
-- v.t. Ta'p -uyao, -ustaw, tapi
titaw. 

Fitful, adj. Mumata'wisew. 
Fitly, adv. Nuheyekook. 
Five, adj. Neya'nun. They are five, 

neyanun -ewuk, -inwa. Five times, 
neyanunwaw. Five apiece, or by 
fives, na'neyanun. 

Fix, v.t. Ayechetaw; (with cord) 
michimupi -tao, -tum; (with wood) 
michimituku -whao, -hum. 

Fixed, part. Ayetustao, michimustao. 
Fixture, n. Michimitukuhekun, michi

mewun. 
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Flag, n. Ukota'son, kiskewahon, uyu
mehawakin, wapasichikun. A small 
flag, ukotasonis, kiskewahonis, wapa
sichikunis. He makes a flag, ukota
sonikao, kiskewahonikao, wapasi
chikunikao, uvumehawakinikao. 

Flag-staff, n. ·Mistikokan, kiskewa
honatik, wapasichikunatik. 

Flail, n. Powuhikun. He has a flail, 
opowuhikunew. He makes a flail, 
powuhikunikao. 

Flame, n. There is no Cree word 
answering to this as a noun, but the 
verb must be used; see below. 

v.i. Kwakotao, wuyutao, 
sumutukwayao, yellow flame, osa
wukoyao, red flame, mikwakotao. 
See Blaze. 

Flannel, n. Peswawuyan. A small 
piece of flannel, peswawuyanis. He 
has some flannel, opeswawuyanew. 

Flannelet, v. n. Ka pupuka'k peswa'
wuyan. 

Flash, i•. i. Wa'suskotapuyew. 
Flat, adj. Nupu' -kisew, -kaw; (level) 

anaw; (of stone or metal) nupuka
pisk -isew, -aw; (of wood) nupuka
sk -osew, -wun; (land) anuchaw. 
It is rather flat, nupuka'sin. It lies 
flat, anustao. Flat ground, anusku
mikaw. 
-- n. (sand bank) Mina,.wukaw. 

Flat-foot, n. N upukesit. 
Flat-head, n. N upukestikwan. 
Flat-iron, n. So'skwuhikun. 
Flatten, n. Nupuku -wao, -hum, 

nupukutu -wao, -hum. 
Flatter, v.t. Mumeyomao. 
Flatwise, adv. N upukustao. 
Flavor, n. See Taste, and Smell. 
Flax, n. Wapiskakinokan. 
Flay, v.t. Pukonao. 
Flea, n. Pipikos. 
Fledge, v.i. Opuhoo. 

Flee, v.i. Osi'moo, tupusew, pupa
ma'moo. He flees so, itisimoo 
itamoo. He flees from him, tupu~ 
se -hao, -taw, tupuses -towao, -tum, 
kitisimos -towao, -tum. He flees 
to him, natamostowao, nachetisi
mostowao. 

Fleece, v. t. Puskoswao. 
-- n. Mayuchikopewuyan. 
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Fleet, adj. Mekowikew, (swift) kisi
ska'puyew. 

Flesh, n. Weya's; (figuratively) weya
sewewin. He has flesh, oweya'sew. 
It is flesh, weya'sewun. All flesh, 
(i. e. all mankind) kukeyow uyise
yinewuk. Flesh taken from the back 
of an· animal, ostisa'wuk. The 
flesh of the thigh, opwamawuk. 
The flesh of the fore-leg, ospitonawuk. 

Fleshy, adj. Weya's -ew, -ewun. 
Fleshly, adj. Weyasewe. 
Fletch, v.t. Ustowatum. 
-- v.i. Ustowao. 

Flexible, adj. Wa'kisk -isew, -ow. 
Flicker, n. (the bird) Moo'nukonao, 

oonokonao. 
v.i. Wawapiskotuwaya'stun. 

Flight, n. (hasty departure) Osimoo
win, tupusewin; (flying) pimiya'
win; (migration of birds) pimahu
mowin. 

Flimsy, adj. Wuka -wisew, -wun, 
pupuk -isew, -aw. 

Fling, v.i. Wa'pinikao. 
-- v.t. Wa'pi -nao, -num. See 
Throw. 

Flint, n. Chukisa'hikun, pe'wanuk, 
ma'tis, upitussine. He has a flint, 
och ukisahikunew, ope wan ukoo. 

Flinty, adj. Upitussine -wew, -wun. 
Flippancy, n. Pukwuntow uyumewin. 
Flipper, n. Michiche. 
Flit, v.i. Pichew, pimahum. 
Flitting, n. Pimpichewin. 
Float, n. (for nets) Chakuhoyakun. 

He makes floats, chakuhoyakunl
kao. He has some floats, ochakuho
yakunew. 
-- v.i. Uko -chin, -tin, moosku
hipao, pistuhipao. It floats about 
with the wind, pima'hun, pupa'ma
hun. It floats with the current, 
pima'po -koo, -tao. It floats out 
(to sea) with the current, nimitawa
ya'po -koo, -tao. It floats about in 
pieces, pe'wahun. 

Flock, n. (of sheep) Ma'yutikwuk ka 
mamowayutichik. Where the word 
flock stands alone, sheep being under
stood, it may be rendered simply 
by ma'yutikwuk, sheep. 
-- v.i. Ma'wuchihitoowuk, mam
o'wayuhitowuk. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Flog, v.t. Pusustawhao, pukumo-
whao, otamuwhao. 

Flood, n. Yiskipotawin or yiskipawin. 
Flooded, part. Yi'skipao, yi'skipo

tao, pa'sichepao; (by force of the 
wind) yiskipayahun. 

Flood-tide, Yukepao. 
Floor, n. Una'skan, moochetuk. He 

lays a floor, una'skao. He uses it 
for laying a floor, una'skakao. 

Flooring, floor-boards, n. Una'skane
tukwuk. 

Flounder, v.i. (in mire) Mumako-
cheskewukepuyew. 

Flour, n. Pukwasikun (sometimes 
plur., pukwasikunuk). A little flour, 
pukwasikunis. He has some flour, 
opukwasikunew. 

Flourish, v.i, Keyipenetawikew, -un, 
meyo -kew, -kin. 
-- v.t. Wawachipuyetaw. 

Flow, v.i. Pimichiwun, ochichiwun. 
It flows strongly, sokichiwun. It 
flows swiftly, kise'chiwun or kisi
skachiwun. It flows through, sapo
chiwun. It flows out (as blood) 
ochikowew, (from a certain source) 
ota'sikowun, (to some spot) ita'si
kowun. 

Flower, n. Wa'pikwune. There are 
many flowers, wapikwuneskaw. 

Fluke, n. Me'skowenikawin. 
Flush, v.i. Tipapo'wuchikao, kichi

stapowuchikao. 
Flute, n. Pootachikun, pipekwun. 

He plays the flute, pootachikao, 
kitotaw pipekwun. 

Flutter, v. i. Wuwapakwapuyehoo; 
(motion) wuwapepuyew. 

Fly, n. Oo'chao. A small fly, oo'cha
ses. There are many flies, oo'cha
skaw. 
-- v.i. Pi'meyaw. He flies about, 
pupa'meyaw, pupa'mukochin. He 
flies away, uti'meyaw. He flies 
down, yasepu'yehoo. He flies high, 
is'peyaw, ispuhum, ispu'kochin. He 
flies hither, pape'yaw. He flies low, 
tuputu'kochin. He flies into it 
(e. g. a house) pe'cheyaw. He flies 
out, wu'yuweyaw. He flies through, 
sa'poyaw. He flies up, o'puhoo. 
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He flies up on high, ispakapu'yehoo. 
He flies round, kenikwa'neyaw. He 
:fiies straight across, tusku'meyaw. 
He flies near the ground, pususku
mi'keyaw. He flies just above the 
surface of the water, pussipa'yaw. 
It flies to pieces, pe'sipuyew. 

Flying squirrel, n. Tuswakuni'kwu
chas. 

Foal, n. Mistuti'mosis or mistuchi'
mosis. She is with foal, ucha'soo. 

Foam, n. Pe'stao. 
-- v.i. Pestawu'tamoo. 

Focus, v.t. Jsko-nuha'pit. 
Foe, n. Notina'kun, pukwa'chikun, 

n uskosta 'kun. 
Fog, n. Ku'skowun, yi'koowan. 
Fog-bank, Kuskowunusk. 
Foggy, adj. Pe'kisayaw, kuskowu'

kumin, kuskowun. 
Foil, v.t. Wuna' -hao, -taw. 
Fold, n. Ma'yutikokumik. He makes 

a fold, ma'yutikoku'mikokao. 
v.i. N uha'wi -nao, -num, 

pi'ki -nao, -num; (of cloth) nuha'
waki -nao, -num, pikaki -nao, -num. 
He folds it flat, nup'waki -nao, -num, 

Foliage, n. Nepeyu. 
Folk, n. E'yinewuk, uyise'yinewuk. 
Follow, v.i. Na'wuyopuyew, usko'-

chipuyew, pimi'tissuhekao; (the 
trail of deer) nowu'hekao. 

v.t. Nosoo' -skowao, -skum, 
u' -skowao, -skum, noospin -atao, 
-tum, noo'sina -wao, -hum, pimi'
tissu -wao, -hum. (In some local
ities this word is used in the sense 
of chase). He follows the path, mi'ti
mao. 

Follower, Onunuspita'kao, kiskino
wa'pumakun. 

Folly, n. Ke'skwawin, kukapa'tise
win, keskwaka'newin. 

Fond, adj. Sa'kehewao. He is fond 
of him, sa'ke -hao, -taw, che'ka 
-yimao, -yetum, meywa' -yimao, 
yetum; (as food) we'ka -yimao, 
-yetum, wekipwao (inan.) we'ki
stum. 

Fondle, v .. t Kesawati -nao, -num. 
Font, n. Sekuhatakaweyakun. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Food,~· Me'chim, me'chewin, me'chi
soowm. A little food, me'chimis, 
me'chewinis, me'chisoowinis. Food 
for mankind, eyine'wemechim. Food 
is plentiful, mechi'miskaw. He ad
ministers food, ussu'kao. He gives 
hin food, uss'umao. He goes to get 
food, na'cheme'chimao. He has 
some food, ome'chimimew. 

Fool, n. Keskwa'kan, fem. keskwa
ka'niskwao, kukapa'tis, okukapa' -
tis. A foolish person, keskwaya'tis. 

Foolish, adj. Keskwao, kukapa'ti
sew, numma eyine'sew, numma 
yipwa'kaw, numma nissitowa'ye
tum. 

Foolishly, adv. Keskwa'we, kukapa'
tisewe, piko'nutu. He behaves fool
ishly, keskwaya'tisew. 

Follishenss, n. Keskwa'win, kuka
pa'tisewin, keskwaya'tisewin. 

Foot, n. Misit'. My foot, nisit'. He 
has large feet, mukisi'tao. He has 
small feet, upischesi'tao. He has 
long feet, kinosi'tao. He has short 
feet, chirriisi'tao. He (it) has red 
feet, mikosi'tao. He has bare feet, 
sasakiyisi'tao or sasaki'tew. He 
annoints or greases his feet, toomi
si'tanisoo, tumu'skosita'nisoo. He 
annoints or greases his (another's) 
feet, toomisi'tanao, tumu'skosi'ta
nao. He washes his feet, kise'paki
si 'tanisoo, kichista 'powusi 'tanisoo. 
He washes another's feet, kise' -pa
kisi'tanao, kichista'puwusi'tanao. 
He wipes his feet, kasesita'hosoo. 
He wipes another's feet, kasesi'ta
nao, kasesi'tawao. He cuts off its 
feet, munisi'taswao. He has sore 
feet, a'koosi'tao. He goes on foot, 
moosto'tao. He has two feet, neso
si'tao. He is def or med in his feet, 
maskesi'tao. He rests his foot or 
feet upon something, uspi'sitapew. 
He has a blistered foot, or feet, puko
osi'tapisew, papukoosi'tapisew. He 
ties his (another's) feet, mumachi
kosita'pitao. He fastens his feet 
w#h irons, mumachikositaya'pisku
whao. At the foot (e. g. of a page), 
tupuses. At the foot of the hill, 
neta'mutin, neta'mutinak. 
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Football, n. (the ball) Wawapiska'
chikun, puskwa'chikun. (the game) 
wawapiska'chikawin, puskwa'chika
win. He plays football, wiiwapiska'
chikao, puskw'chikao. 

Footing, n. (good) Meyo'nikwun; 
(bad) mu'chenikwun; (firm) aye
chenikwun. 

Footman, n. (infantryman) Omoo
s'totao. 

Footprint, n. Ma'skunow, atiske'
win. He leaves footprints, a'tiskew, 
a'tiskum. He walks in his foot
steps, tata'puhumowao. 

Footstep, n. Tu'koskawin. The sound 
of footsteps, a mutwa pimo'tak. 

Footstool, n. U'spisita'simon, u'spi
. sita'pewin. 

For, conj. · We'yu, chika'ma, uyi's, 
P.c. and s.c., wa'su, M.c. In 
many instances for is sufficiently 
represented by a with the sub
junctive mood. 
-- prep. O'che (follows its noun). 
For what reason? . kawan ache? 
What is this for? ta'nisse ata'putuk 
omu? 

Forasmuch, conj. Expressed by a 
with the subj. mood. 

Forage, v.i. (for cattle) Nunatowe
skosowao; (for dogs) nunatowe
mechimao. 

Forbear, v.i. (cease) Poo'yoo; (be 
patient) sepeyuwa'sew, sasepa'ye
chikao. 
-- v.t. (desist from) Poo'nitaw; 
(patient) sasepay -imao, -etum. 

Forbearance, n. Sepeyuwa'sewin, sa
sepayetumowin. 

Forbid, v.i. Kitu'humakao. God 
forbid! Nummuweyu kittu we ekin! 
-- v.t. Kitu'humowao, o'chehao, 
kipichehao. 

Force, n. Soka'tisewin. By force, 
kicheku, a'yekum, uyisa'ch. 
-- v. t. A'yekume -hao, -taw. 

Forceps, n. Ma'konikawinu. 
Ford, n. Asoowu'honan, asoowatu

kawin. 
v.t. Asoowatukaw, asoo'-

wuhum. (The latter word also 
means to cross in a boat. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Fore, (a prefix) .Neka'n, as, He goes 
in front, neka'ne-puyew, neka'no
tao. 

Fore-arm, n. Neka'nepitoon. 
Fore-cast, v .t. N ekana' put um. 
Forefather, n. Kuya'seota'wenmaw, 

aniskaota we pun. 
Forefinger, n. Itoo'hikun. 
Forefoot, n. (of an animal) Michi'

che. (Same as hand). 
Forego, v.t. (give up) Pukitay -imao, 

-etum. 
Forehead, n. Miskit'tik. My forehead, 

niskit'tik. He has a large fore head, 
mitkikit'tikwao. He has a small 
forehead, upischeskit'tikwao. 

Foreign language, Muyu'kekeswawin, 
mu'yukwawin, s.c.; peto'toowawin, 
P.c. He speaks a foreign language, 
muy'kekeswao, mu'yukwao, s.c.; 
peto'toowao, P.c. 

Foreigner, n. Muyu'kuskan, omu'
yukwao, s.c., the latter often 
restricted to the Slavic peoples; 
opeto'toowao, P.c.; (Indian) Uyit'
cheyinew. 

Foreknow, v.t. Neka'ne -kiska' 
-yimao, -yetum, pukwano'wekiska' 
-yimao, -yetum. 

Foreknowledge, n. Neka'nekiska'ye
tumoowin, pukwano'wekiska'yetu
moowin. 

Foreman, n. Okimaw, or ka okima-
kutuk (utoskawin). 

Foremast, n. Nekane-mistikokan. 
Forenoon, n. Amoya -apetakesikak. 
Forerunner, n. Oneka'notakao. 
Foresee, v.t. Neka'newa'pu -mao, 

-tum, pukwano'wewa'pu -mao, -tum. 
Foresight, n. Neka'newapittumoowin, 

pukwano'wewapittumoowin. 
Forestall, v.t. Atinumowao. 
-- v.i. Atinumakao. 

Foretell, v.t. Neka'newe'tum, pukwa-
no'wewe'tum. 

Foreship, n. Nesta'motitk. 
Forest, n. Mistikwas'koskaw, sukaw'. 
Forester, n. Onochemistikwao. 
Forever, adv. Ka'keka. 
Forewarn, v.t. Kesa'che-yakwami-

mao. 
Forge, n. (blacksmith's shop) Owi'

stoyanikumik, weskucha'nikumik .. 

FORT 

Forget, v.i. Wunekis'kisew, wune
kao. 

v.t. Wunekis'kiseto -towao, 
-tum. 

Forgetful, adj. Wunekis'kiseskew, 
wuneka'skew, nita-wunekao. 

Forgetfulness, n. Wunekis'kisewin. 
Forgive, v.i. Usa'numa'kao; poona'

yetumakao, wapa'yetumakao. 
-- v.t. (he forgives it) Usanum, 
poona'yetum, wapa'yetum; (he for
gives it him, or him for it) Usa'
numowao, poona'yetumowao, wapa'
yetumowao. 

Forgiveness, n. Usa'numakawin, poo
na'yetumakawin, wapa'yetumaka
win; (more generally) wapa'ye
chikawin; (being forgiven) usa'nu
makoowin, etc.; (mutual) usanu
ma'toowin, etc. 

Fork, n. Chestuha'sapon, chestuha
mapon. A little fork, chestuha'sa
ponis. 
-- v.i. (to branch off) Yekitow' 
-isew, -wow; (as a river) yekitowi-
sti'kwayaw, pu'skayaw, puska'sti
kwayaw; (as a stick) yekitowask
wun. A forked stick, yekitow'atik. 
It forks off (as a road), puskamon. 

Forlorn, adj. Pekiskasinak -osew, 
-wun. 

Form, n. (likeness) Issena'kosewin; 
(bench) Tatu'pewin, (order of ar
rangement) issetotumowin. 
-· - v.t. O'se -hao, -taw. He forms 
it so, i'sse -hao, -taw. 

Former, adj. Kuya's, oskuch. 
Formerly, adv. Kuyit'ta, waskuch. 
Fornication, See Adultery. The Cree 

language makes no distinction be
tween the two. 

Forsake, v.t. Nu'ku -tao, -tum, 
wa'pi -nao, -num, wapa' -yimao, 
-yet um. 

Fort, n. Usinne'wikumik, usoo'wiku
mik. The term Fort as used of the 
Hudson's Bay Company's posts 
is usually rendered simply by 
Waska'hikun, "Building", the parti
cular post referred to being described 
by the speaker or indicated by the 
locality. He visits the Fort, nache
waska'h ikunao. 

.late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Fort a la Corne, Sask. Nita'wiki'
chikunis; sa'kitawak. 

Fort George, Que. Kisa'sepe. 
Forthcoming, adj. Panok -osew, -wun, 

ispechepuyew. 
Forthwith, adv. Samak, kesach. 
Fortify, v.t. Susoki -hao, -taw. 
Fortress, n. Usinne'wikumik, usoo'-

wikumik; (military) notinikaweku
mik. 

Fortune, n. (good) Meyopuyewin; 
(bad) muchepuyewin; (wealth) wa
yotisewin. 

Fortunate, adj. Pupa'wao, meyo
puyew, nuhepuyew. 

Fortunately, adv. Nu'hetak, nanu'
hetak. 

Forty, adj. Naomi'tunow or nami'
tunow. Forty times, naomitunow 
tutaw. By forties, or forty each, 
nanaomitunow. 

Forward, adj. Nakam'ayimoo, naka'
misew' akuma'yimoo. 
-- adv. Neka'n. It is placed 
forward, nekan'ustao, nakam'ustao .. 
He goes forward, ytikotao. He 
looks forward, usuwa'piw. He looks 
forward to (expects) him, it, usuwa
pu -mao, -tum, pa -hao, -taw. 

v.t. N eso'kumowao, ytiko'tu 
-hao, -taw. 

Forwardness, n. Nakama'yimoowin, 
nakam'isewin, akuma'yimoowin. 

Foster, v.t. Pu'mi -nao, -taw, kuno
way, -imao, -etum. 

Foul, adj. Weyi'p -isew, -aw. Foul 
smelling, wecha' -kisew, -kun. Foul 
weather, mayike'sikaw, mucheke'
sikaw. 

v.t. (defile) Weyi'pe -hao, 
-taw, wechake -hao, -taw. 

Foulness, n. Weyi'pisewin; (moral) 
yipa'tisewin. 

Found, v.t. Oyus'taw; p. p. of find, 
Ke mis -kowao, -kum. 

Foundation, n. Oyus'chikawin, oyu
s'kichikawin, oyus'kumikichikun, 
anus'kumikichikun, uspus'chikun. 
From the foundation of the world, 
uspin ka pa us'kewtik. 

Fount, fountain, n. Moki'chiwun 
mooskichiwun, moki'chiwunapak. ' 

FRAIL 

Fountain-pen, v. n. Ka usowutak 
m ussin uhekuna tik. 

Four, adj. Na'o. Four times, nawaw. 
They are four, na -wewuk, -winwu. 
Four apiece, or by fours, nana'o. 
He divides it into four, na'otaw, 
nawuyu'ketaw. He divides it into 
four for them, nao'toowao. In four 
places, na'wuytik. 

Fourfold, adv. Na'waw. 
Four-footed, adj. (four-legged) Nao

katao. A four-footed beast, naoka
ta'wepisiskew. 

Fourscore, adj. Eananaomi'tunaw or 
ayunanaomi'tunaw. 

Fourteen, fourteenth, adj. Na'osap, 
mita'ttit na'osap. 

Fourth, adj. Na'o. 
Fowl, n. Peyasew. This word fre

quently refers to the "Thunder 
Bird", as well as to the larger birds, 
as geese, swans etc. Little birds 
generally are called by the dimin
utive form, peya'ses. Domestic fowl, 
pakuhakwan, miseyao. 

Fowler, n. Onochepeyasesewao. 
Fox, n. Muka'sew. A small fox, 

muka'ses. In some districts this 
diminutive form is generally used 
for a fox and a small fox is den
ominated mtikasesis. Dogfox, napa'
kasew. Vixen, nosa'kasew, nosa
mtikases. Black fox, kusketawti'
kasew. Cross fox, eyinti'kasew, a 
mussinasot mukasew. Red fox, osa
wukasew. Silver fox, soniyawti'
kasew. White fox, wapti'kasew, 
wapimukases. Foxes are numerous, 
mtika'seskaw. So also, wapuka
seskaw, etc. 

Fox den, fox hole, n. Mtikasewate. 
Fox skin, n. Mtikasewuyan. 
Fox trap, n. Mtika'sewune'hikun. 
Fragile, adj. Wtika -wisew, -wun. 
Fragment, n. (of food) lskwti'chi-

kun, pewti'chikun; pewenikun; (of 
cloth, etc.) iskopi'chikun, pewipi'

chikun, pewisikun. 
Frail, adj. Neyu' -misew, -mun; 

(brittle) ka's -pisew, -paw; (flex
ible) waka' -wisew, -waw; (in health) 
nasoo'wemtichehoo, nasoowisew, 
nasoo'watisew. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Frailty, n. Neyu'misewin; ka'spise
win; waka'wisewin; nasoowemache
hoo~in, nasoowatisewin, nasoowe
sewm. 

Frame, n. (of wood) \\Taska'yasko
nikun; (of a building) oyuskiche
kun, S.C., tapechichikun, P.C. 

Frankincense, n. Wekima'sikun. 
Frankly, adv. Moosisa. 
Fraud, n. Kukuya'yisewin, weyuse

twa win. 
Fray, v.t. Maschipuyew; (of cloth) 

maschewakipuyew; (of rope) masta
pikapuyew. 

Freckled, adj. P2.pata'wikwao, chu
chu'kikwao. 

Free, adj. (untied) Apu'hika -soo, 
-tao; (self-directing) tipa'yimisoo; 
(gratis) moche. He keer..s it free (as 
a towing line) ttitapa kinum, tu.ti 
-nao, -num. 

v.t. Apti -wao, -hum, apiko 
-nao, -num; puki'ti -nao, -num, 
weku'che -hao, -taw, ttiti -nao, -num. 
Hti frees himself, a'puhosoo, a'piko
nitissoo. 

Freedom, n. Tipayimi'soowin. 
Freely, adj. Moche. 
Freeman, n. Otipa'yimisoo. 
Freewill, adj. Tipayimowetayetum. 
Freeze, v.i. A'kwu -chew, -tin, 

kus'ku -chew, -tin, nus'kwutin. It 
freezes all across, asoask'utin. It is 
frozen strongly, so'kutin. It is 
frozen thick, kispu'kutin. It is 
frozen thin, pupu'kutin. He freezes 
to death, kow'uchew (often used of 
being very cold, exaggeratingly). 
He freezes his hand by touching 
metal, ttikwa'piskechicha'wuchew or 
uk'wapiskechichawuchew. He is 
fro1.en to it, ukwusk'wuchew, -tin. 

Freeze, v. t. Akwu'ti -mao, -taw. 
Freezable, adj. Kuttu akwu -chew, 

-tin. 
Freeze-up, (season of) Mi'kiskaw. 

Last freeze-up, mi'kiskok. 
Freight, n. Poositasoowin. 

v.t. Pimuho -yao, -taw; (by 
horse or dog sled) pimeota -pao, 
-patum, pimotutaw. 
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Frenchman, n. Wa'mistikosew, P.c., 
Pa'kwayes, s.c. (P.C. also uses 
pa.kwayes for Roman Catholic, and 
s.c. uses Wiimistikosew for White 
man, generally, but there is some 
confusion in the use of both). He is 
a Frenchman, Wamistikosewew, Pa
kwayesewew. 

Frenzy, n. Keskwapuyehowin, kesk
wayayetumowin. 

Frequently, adv. Mecha'twaw, wawe'
puch, a'yowuch. 

Fresh, adj. Oska'yi -wew, -wun, 
oske. Fresh water, weka'kumin. 

Freshet, n. Nimitawusechiwun, nase
pachwun; (by rains) mooskichiwun. 

Fret, v.i. Kewata'yimoo, mikoskata'
yetum. 

v.t. Mikoskata'yetume -hao, 
-taw. 

Fretful, adj. Nuyata'wisew, nuyata
wa'vimoo. 

Friday, n. (fifth day) Neya'nuno ke'si
kaw. In some localities this day 
is called Pukwa.sikunekiskaw, i. e. 
Flour day, from the custom of the 
H. B. Co. serving out flour to the 
employees on Friday as a weekly 
ration. 

Friend, n. Mi'totam. My friend, 
ne'totam. He has a friend, otota
mew. He has him for a friend, or 
He calls him a friend, otota'mimao. 

Friendly, adj. Ototamemikosew, otot-
amemiwawew. 

Friendship, n. Otota'memitoowin. 
Fright, n. Sa'kisewin. 
Frighten, v. t. Sa'kehao, kos'kohao; 

(by words) sa'kemao; (as an animal, 
by shooting) umawaswao. 

Frightened, part. Sa'kisew, kosta'
chew. He is frightened at the thought 
of him, sakwa'yi -mao, -tum, kosta' -
yi -mao, -tum sakwa'yi -mao, -tum. 

Frightful, adj. Kostatayeta'k -osew, 
-wun; (in appearance) kostasina'k 
-osew, -wun, kostami'k -osew, -wun. 

Frigid, adj. Tuk -isew, -aw, ttika'yaw. 
Fringe, n. Yewaochikun, P .. c., newii

kochikun, s.c. 
Frisky, adj. (frolicsome) Ma'tuwa

skew; (gay) pisina'tiskew; (active) 
wucha'pisew. 

Frock, n. Mis'kotakas. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Frog, n. Uyek. A small frog, uye'kis. 
(In some localities all frogs are 
called uyekis). The green frog, 
t:Itao. The yellow frog, osawuskwu
yek. The smooth-skinned frog, sos'
kwuyek. 

From, prep. Oche (postposition). 
Front, n. (facing one) Mitas'tumik. 

In front of, o'tiskow, nekan. He 
walks in front, nekanotao, (with 
his back towards) utimotao. He 
stands in front of him (facing) oti
ska'wekapowe' -stowao, -stum; 
(with his back to him) utimi'ka
powe' -stowao, -stum. 

Frontspiece, neka'nakin. 
Frost, n. Akwutiri. It is frosted, 

akwuchepuyew. Hoar frost, eyi
k'wutin. 

Frostbitten, adj. Ak'wuchew. 
Froth, n. Pe'stao'. 
-- v.i. Peswaya'tikopuyew; (to 
froth at the mouth) pe'stawutamoo. 

Froward, adj. Suse'pitum, kasispooa'
tisew. 

Frown, n. Kisowena'kosewin. 
-- v.t. Kisowekunowapu -mao, 
-tum. 

Frozen, adj. Muskowakwu -chew, 
-tin, akwu -chew, -tin. 

Frugal, adj. Muna'chichikao. 
Frugality, n. Muna'chichikawin. 
Fruit, n. Menis. It bears fruit, me'ni-

sewew, netawe'ketaw. 
Fruitful, adj. Me'nisewew, nita'we-

kew. 
Fruitfulness, n. Netawekewin. 
Fruit-tree, n. Menisa'tik. 
Frustrate, v.t. Wuna'taw, nisewuna'

chetaw, puchepu'yetaw. 
Fry, v.i. Sasa'skikwao, sasapiskis'i

kao. 
-- v.t. Sasa'skikwa -tao, -tum, 
sasa'piski -swao, -sum. 

Frying pan, n. Sasa'skikwan. In 
some localities the Indianized word, 
Panuskik, is used. 

Fuel, n. (wood) Mi'te pl. mitu. 
Fugitive, n. Opupa'mamoo, otupu

sew. 
Fulfil, v.t. Tipipu'yetaw, tipitotum. 

It is fulfilled, tipipu'yew. 

FURNITURE 

Full, adj. Sa'kuskin, sa'kuskinao, 
mo'skinao; (of liquid) sakuskina'
pao; (of food) ke'spoo. 

Fully, adv. Mi'tone. 
Fuller, n. Okichista'kuhikao. 
Full-grown, adj. Kesinita'wikew, 

kesa'pawew. 
Fullness, n. Pesa'kosewin, moskina

win, sak:uskinapawin. 
Fumble, v.i. Nuyata'wenikao, muma'

newinikao. 
Fumigate, v.t. M uskikewupusikao. 
Fun, n. (sport) Ma'towawin; (mirth) 

wuweyu'twawin. 
Fund, n. Ustwakunekawe-sooneyaw. 
Funeral, n. N uhini'toowin, nuheka

kawin. 
Funnel, n. (for pouring) Pechepa' ~ 

chikun, pechepima'kun, peta'po
wunikun. 

Funny, adj. Wuweyutayeta'k -osew, 
-wun; (in appearance) wuweyus'e
nak -osew, -wun. He has funny 
thoughts of him, wuweyuta' -yimao, 
-yetum. 

Fur, n. Uti', uyoowin. He has some 
fur, otutaw, otutiyew. He hunts 
furs, nutowu'tuyao. 

Fur animal, n. Uta'wakun, uta'wa
kun. 

Furious, adj. Saskeyu'wasew, kise -
wa'sew. 

Furlong, n. Tipa'pan. 
Furnace, n. Iskotawanapisk, tikapi

skisikun, iskot:Ikan. 
Furrow, n. Monatekan. 
Furry, adj. Opewi:yew, opewun, oto

wao. fVell furred, meyotowao. Full 
furred, kesewao. Poorly furred, 
mucheyowao. 

Further, adv. Uwu'sima, uwu'sita; 
uwu'sima wayaw. A little further, 
uwusita'ses or uwusicha'yes. 

Furthermore, adv. Maku keyapich. 
Fury, n. Saskeyuwa'sewin, kisewa'

sewin. 
Fussy, adj. Kontow mikoskatisew. 
Future, in the, N ekanemik. In my 

future, ne nekanemik. 
Furniture, n. (of a house) Apuchechi

kunu. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Gabble, v.i. Pukwuntu kittoo. 
Gable, n. Chepotuk. 
Gaff, gaff-hook, n. Ookwa'chikun. 
-- v.t. Ookwa' -chao, -tum. 

Gag, n. Kipotonumakawin. 
-- v.t. Kipotonao. 

Gain, n. O'tisewin, kuski'chikawin. 
v.i. O'tisew, kuski'chikao; 

(increase) yukew. 
--v.t. Kus'ke -hao, -taw, pi'kotaw. 

Gainsay, v.t. Anwfi' -towao, -tum, 
asita' -mao, -tum. 

Gainsayer, n. Otanwfi'tumoo. 
Gale, n. Sokeyowao. 
Gall, n. Wesope'. 
Gallery, n. (upper seats in a church) 

Ispimek upewinu. 
Gallon, n. Minnikwakun. One gallon, 

pa.yuk minnikwakun. 
Gallop, v.i. Pimepuyew, pimeputaw, 

kwaskwaskotew. 
Gallows, n. Ukochikunatik. 
Gamble, v.i. Ustwa'toowuk, (with 

dice) puka'sawuk. 
Gambol, v.i. Pupamikwas'kotew. 
Game, n. (sport) Ma'towawin; (hunt

ting) ma'chewin. He makes game of 
him, papino'towao. 

Gander, n. Napanis'ku, napask. 
Gangrene, v.t. (to mortify) Nipowe-

weya -sao, -sewun. 
Gangway, n. A'sookun. 
Gaol, n. Kipuhoo'toowikumik. 
Gaoler, n. Okipu'hoowao. 
Gap, v.n. Towa'w, towukotao, puko

nayaw. 
Gape, n. Tawu'tew. 
Garbage, n. Sekowechikunu, pewuchi

kunu, wapinikunu, iskwuchikunu. 
Garden, n. Ki'stikan, nitawiki'chikun. 
-- v.i. Ki'stikao, nitawiki'chikao. 

Gardener, n. Kistika'weyinew, nita
wikichika'weyinew. 

Gargle, v.i. Kichis'tikuneya'powunoo, 
kichistekotuskwayapowunoo. 

Garment, n. Miskota'ki. (See Clothes) 
Garner, n. Pukwa'sikunikumik, ma

wuchichika'wikumik. 
Garnish, v.t. Wuwa'se -hao, -taw. 
Garter, n. Keska'pisoon, or cheska

pisoon. 
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Gasolene, n. Pimipuyechikune -pime, 
S.C., ka pupuketapuyik pime, P.C. 

Gasp, v.i. Pupata'moo iskutatum. 
Gate, n. Iskwa'tam, kicheiskwa'tam. 
Gather, v.i. (assemble themselves) 

Mawuchihi'toowuk, mawu'topu
yewuk; (gather up) mawuchi'chi
kao, mosu'kinikao; (as pus) me'ye
wun. 
-- v.t. Mawu'che -hao, -taw, 
mosu'ki -nao, -num. He gathers 
them up into a heap, mawusu'konao. 
He gathers berries, mawusoo. She 
gathers it (as in sewing) ochikwa'
tum. 

Gaudy, adj. Akona'k -osew, -wun. 
Gauge, or gage, n. (width) Ispeche

nukuskak; (circumference) ispeche
woweyayak. 

Gauze, n. (mosquito) Sukima'wuyan; 
(transparent material) sapoonako
wakin. 

Gay, adj. Meywa'tum, pisina'tisew. 
Gaze, v.i. Sokekunowapew. 
-- v.t. Sokekunowapu -mao, -tum. 

Gear, n. A'pucheta'win. 
Geld, v.t. Muniswao, munitiswao. 
Gem, n. Sooniyawu'sine. 
Gender, n. This word has no cor

responding Cree term when used 
alone. OJ what gender is it? Ka'ko
kan; (diminutive) ka'kokanis. 

Genealogy, n. A'niska nitawe'kewin. 
Generally, adv. Osam', ma'nu. 
Generate, v.t. Nitaweke -hao, -taw. 
Generation, n. Ota'niskapima'tisuk. 
Generous, adj. Makiskew, kesawa-

tisew. 
Gentile, n. Some translators use 

Ayacheyinew, i. e. A strange or 
different Indian, but Mackay in 
his revision of Mason's translatibn 
of the Bible uses the English word 
Gentile. 

Gentle, adj. Yoska'tisew, yo'spisew. 
He is gentle with him, yoskatise'
stowao; muna'chihao. 

Gentleman, n. O'kimaw. He is a 
gentleman, okima wew. 

Gentleness, n. Y oska'tisewin, yos'pi
sewin. 

Gentlewoman, n. Okimas'kwao. 
Gently, adv. Payu'tuk or pa'kach, 

ne'sik or ni'sekach. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Genuine, adj. Mitone -wew, -wun. 
Get, v.i. This word is not translate

able in itself, but only in conjunc
tion with some other word, and in 
such cases the English synonym 
should be consulted: e. g., for get 
out, see "depart"; for get up, "arise". 
When it is equivalent to become, it 
is answered by "ute", as he gets 
old, ute kisayinewew. 
-- v.t. O'ti -nao, -num, ka'chiti 
-nao, -num. (see also put, pull, 
etc.) Get away! Awus! awusita! 

Ghastly, adj. Nipowenak -osew, -wun. 
Ghost, n.. Chepi, uchak. The Holy 

Ghost, ka Kuna'tiset U'chak'. 
Ghostly, adj. U'chako -wew, -wun, 

chepiye -wew, -wun. 
Giant, n. Mista'pao. 
Giddy, adj. (in behavior) Keskwaya'

tisew; (dizzy), keskwayaputum, ke
skwawa'pumoo. 

Gift, n. (gift from him) Ma'kewin, 
s.c., melewawin, M.C.; (to him) 
me'yikoowin. A free gift, mo'che 
makewin. 

Gild, v.t. Soniya'weka -tao, -tum. 
Gill, n. Ookek. 
Gill-net, n. Uyupe. 
Gilling twine, Apistapikawusupape. 
Gimlet, n. Pe'minikunis, pimitu'ki-

nikunis. 
Ginger, n. Wekask. (But this name 

is also used of other roots, especially 
seneca). 

Gird, v.t. Pukwa'tahao. He girds 
himself, pukwatahoo. He girds 
himself with it, pukwataho'niskum, 
pukwataho'totum. 

Girdle, n. Pukwa'tahon. (see Belt.) 
Girl, n. Iskwa'sis; (adolescent) Oski

ne'kiskwasis. 
Give, v.i. Ma'kew, s.c., melewew, 

M.C. He gives in exchange, mesko
to'nikao. He gives drink, minu'he
wao. He gives food, usu'kao. He 
gives up (in despair) poo'yoo, eye
mokao. 
-- v.t. (He gives it- this is the 
intrans. form, in Cree; the recipient 
is the direct object, as in the Eng
lish construction, He presents him 
with it.) ma'kew. He gives him 
(or it) to him, me'yao. He gives it 
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back to him, kewa'numowao. He 
gives him more, tukome'yao, tuko'
numowao. He gives a little to each 
of them, tapuhoo'yao. He gives him 
up, pukiti -nao, -num; (in thought) 
pukita'yi -mao, -tum. He gives 
himself over, pukiti'nisoo, pukita'
yimoo. He gives himself up to him, 
pukitinisoo's -towao, -tum. 

Giver, n. Oma'kew. 
Gizzard, n. Mitise. His gizzard, 

otise. 
Glad, adj. Mumuta'kosew, meyo

wa'tum, sikenasew. He is glad 
about him, mumutakose' -stowao, 
-stum. 

Gladly, adv. Mumutakosewin kike, 
sikenasewin kike, mumutakosewi
nik, sikenasewinik. 

Gladness, n. Mumutakosewin, meyo
wa'tumoowin, sikenasewin. 

Glance, n. Kesa'putumoowin, kisi
ska'putumowin. 
-- v.i. He glances at him, Kesa'pu. 
-mao, -tum, kisiskapu -mao, -tum 
It glances off, osasi'kipuyew, osa'si
puyew. 

Gland, n. (Neck glands) Minikwu. 
My glands, nenikwu. His glands, 
onikwu. 

Glare, v.i. \tVunewastao; (of the sun) 
wunepesimowastao. 

Glass, n. Wasa'numowinapisk, puspa'
pewinapisk, wasantakunapisk. 

Looking glass, wa'pumoon, wa'pumo
napisk. Spy glass, sikwayapu'chi
kun; glasses (spectacles) Miske'si
kokanu. 
-- adj. Wasa'numowinapisko 
-wew, -wun, wasantakunapisko 
-wew, -wun. 

Gleam, v.i. Wastapuyew. 
-- n. Wastapuyewin. 

Glitter, v.i. Wasi -soo, -tao, wasikwu' 
-soo, -stao. 

Globular, adj. Wa'weya -sew, -yaw. 
Gloominess, n. Pekiskasina'koosewin. 
Gloomy, adj. Pekiskasina'k -osew, 

-wun. 
Glorify, v.t (revere) Kista' -yimao, 

-yetum, kistu'k-imao, etum; (praise) 
mume'chi -mao, -tum; (make more 
glorious) kistayetako -hao, -taw. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Glorious, adj. Kistayeta'kosew, kista'
-tisew, -tun, mumuta'k -osew, -wun. 

Glory, n. Kistayimikoowin, kistu
kimikoowin; mumechimikoowin; ki
stayetakoosewin, kista'tisewin, mu
mutakosewin, kichiyewin. 
-- v.i. Mumuta'komoo, kista'
chimoo, kukechimoo. 

Glorying, n. Mumutakomoowin, kuke-
chimowin. 

Gloss, n. Wasisowin, wasinakose~in. 
Glossy, adj. Wasinak -osew, -wun. 
Glove, n. Yeye'kustis (pl. -uk). He 

has gloves, otustisew, oyeyekustisew. 
He puts on his gloves, postustisao. 
He puts gloves on him, postustisa
nao. He takes off his gloves, katu
stisao. 

Glow-worm, n. (See Fire-fly). 
Glue, n. Pusukwu'hikun; (fish glue) 

numa'skwi; (glue made from hide) 
wutoo'we. 'He makes glue, pusu
kwuhikunikao. 
-- v.i. Pusukwu'hikao; numask
wuyu'hikao. 
-- v.t. Pusukwu -hao, -hum. 

Glutton, n. Ka'suk, oka'sukimew. 
Gluttonous, adj. Ka'sukao, oka'su

kimew, ka'sukatisew. 
Gluttony, n. Kasukatisewin. 
Gnash, v.i. Cheska'pitao, cheska'

pitasin, kukecheska'pitao. He 
gnashes upon him, cheska'pitastowao. 

Gnat, n. A'yikos. 
Gnaw, v.t. Ma'kwu -mao, -tum, 

mama'kwu -mao, -tum. 
-- v.i. Mama'kwuchikao. 

Go, v.i. Ito'tao, pimo'tao; (as a ma
chine or train of events) ispu'yew. 
Go! imper. Nea', pl. neak'. Go 
across (water), a'soowuhum; (ice 
or bridge) asoohukas'koo. Go 
ashore, kupaw. Go aside, or out of 
the way, ekuti'tao; puska'tao. Go 
astra)', wu'nesin, wunehoo. Go away, 
sipwa'tao, kitotao; (by water) posew. 
Go away/ imper. awus', pl. awus'i
tik. Go by him (so as to pass on 
before) wemas'kowao. Go back, 
or go home, ke'wao. Go backwards, 
usa'puyew. Go before, nekan'otao. 
Go before him, nekan'otowao. Go 
down, nesa'tuwew, netu'kosew, (as 
the sun) puki'simoo. Go down to 
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the water, na'sipao. Go fast, (moves) 
kise'puyew, kisiska'puyew, (walk
ing) kisiska'tao. Go forward, yu'ko
tao. Go in, pe'tokao, petoka'puyew. 
Go inland, koo'spew. Go near him, 
or to him, na' -tao, -tum. Go off, 
(depart) sipwfi'tao, kitotao, posew; 
(explode) pu'ki -soo, -tao, mutwa
tao. Go on ahead, ispe'totao. Go 
on foot, mosto'tao. Go out, wu'yu
wew; (as fire) a'stowao, astowa'
puyew. Go over (water) asoo'wu
hum; (hill) amu'chewao; (fence, 
etc.) pasi'chipuyew, pasit,a'skoo. Go 
past him, meyas' -kowao, -kum, 
P'.c., muyas -kowao, -kum, s.c.; 
(in canoe) muyu'wu -wao, -hum. 
Go round it, waska's -kowao, -kum. 
Go round and round, kenikwa'ni
puyew; (walking) tatipa'skum; (in 
canoe) tati pa'hum. Go and see him, 
nutowewa'pu -mao, -tum. Go to 
see him or fetch him, nutowa'pu 
-mao, -tum. (s.c. more often uses 
na'tao in the latter sense). Go there, 
(walking) ito'tao; (by canoe) ise
chi'mao; (sailing) ita'sew; (by motor) 
ispuyew. Go through, sapo'tao, sapo
pu'yew; (walking) sapotowatao, sa
potowaskaw. Go together, wecha'
toowuk. Go up, kospew, kospu'tu
wew; (a hill) amu'chewao, sakamu'
chewao; (into air) opiskaw. Go with 
him, we'chawao, (by water) che'mao. 
It goes with it (as belonging with 
it) ki'kepuyew. He goes with his 
family with him, kisto'tao, sipwa
pichew. It goes well, meyo'puyew. 
It goes well with him, meyopu'ye
hik. It goes ill, mu'chepuyew, 
nuyata'wepuyew. What is going 
on? tanisse a itu'kumikuk? He 
makes it go so, ispuye -hao, -taw. 
He lets him go, puki'ti -nao, -num. 
Compounds are also made of na'tao 
with nouns, ad lib., nache -kinosaw 
-ao, he goes to get fish; and nat -ayup
ao, he goes to tend his net. Another 
series of compounds is made with 
verbs, with the prefix, nutoowe, as, 
nutoowetotum, he goes to do it; 
nutoowe-mechisoo, he goes to his 
meal. Gone, gone away, p. p. Uspin, 
He has gone, asiuspin. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Goat, n. Wa'putik, mista'poos. 
Gobble, v.i. Keyipuchikao. 
God, n. Kisa'munito, Ki'chemunito, 

Munito; (an idol) munitokan. 
Goddess, n. Munitowiskwiio. 
God-father, n. Otawemakan. My 

godfather, notawekan. 
Godhead, n. Munitoo'wewin, Kisii-

munitoo'wewin. 
Godliness, n. Munitoatisewin. 
Godly, adj. Munitoa'tisew. 
Godmother, n. Oka'wemakan. ]J!fy god-

mother, neka'wekan. 
Goggles, n. Oskesikoo'kanu or miske

sik~o'!rnnu; (snow gogg-Ies) wuya
sap1wmu. 

Gold, n. Sooneyaw, osa'wesooneyaw. 
Golden, adj. Sooneya'we, osa'we-

sooneya'we. 
Goldeye, n. (fish) We'pichesis. 
Goldfinch, n. 
Goldsmith, n. Sooneyawe or osawe

sooneyawe-owis'toyan. 
Good, adj. Meyo. mey-o'sew or mey

o'sisew, -wa'sin; meywa' -tisew, -tun, 
meyo'twaw, meyoaye'wew. (These 
three last are mostly applied to 
moral goodness). Good (of cloth) 
meywii' -kisew, -kun; (of cord) 
meywa'pakun; (of liquids) meywa'
kumew; (of metal) meywa'pis -kisew, 
-kaw; (of wood) meywa'sk -osew, 
-wun. A good deal, mechiit', mist-
uhe'. What is it good for? or What 
is the good of it? Tanisse ii ita'putuk? 
It is good for nothing, numma nan'
tow ita'putun. He does good, meyo
totum, meyoisse'chikao. He does 
him good, meyoto'towiio. 

Goodbye, n. Whachea. He bids 
goodbye, whacheiikao. He bids him, 
whacheamao. 

Good Friday, n. Ka meywukitiik 
Friday, P.c.; Meyo -Pukwiisiku
nekesikaw, s.c. 

Good-looking, adj. Meyona'k -osiw, 
-wun. 

Goodliness, n. Meyonakosewin. 
Good-tempered, adj. Yoska'tisew me-

yowa'tisew. ' 
Go9dne.ss, n. Meyotwa'win, meywa'

t1sewm. 
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Good-natured, adj. Kisa'watisew, yo
ska'tisew, meywa'tisew. 

Goods, n. Ayoo'winu, ayoowinisu 
ka'kwuyu. His goods, ot uya'nu. ' 

Good-will, n. Meywa'yichikawin, me
ywukimikowin. 

Goose, n. (Canada large) Nis'ku, 
pl. niskuk; (small) apichiskis. 
Brant goose, ayowa'poowiio. 
Lq,ughing goose, papatiiwepusiiwe
nisku, papachii'pusiio. Short-necked 
goose, chimakwuyoo'wawiskis. Dried 
goose, niskumii'stak. Geese are. num
erous, ni.skiskaw. .A big flight of 
geese, ok1stuka'wemskuk. 

Goose-grass, n. Okota'kunusk. 
Goose-oil, n. Niske-pime. 
Goose-shot, n. Nis'kusinne, pl. nisku-

sinneyu. 
Goose-stand, butt, n. Usoohikun. 
Gooseberry, n. Sap'oomin. (Note: 

the berry called Niskemin, lit. 
goose berry, is a different berry) .. 

Gooseberry bush, n. Sa'poominatik. 
Gopher, n. Mischanikwuchas, P.C. 
Gorge, n. (canyon) Pusu'tinaw. 
-- v.i. Ka'sukao. 

Gorgeous, adj. Mey -osisew, -wasin, 
tatachese -wew, -wun. 

Gosling, n. Niskisis. 
Goshawk, n. Sakwutumoo. 
Gospel, n. Meyoa'chimoowin or mey-

wa'chimoowin. 
Gossip, n. Pukwunutu a'chimowin. 
Gouge, n. Pusikotaskun. 
Govern, v.i. Tipayi'chikao. 
-- v.t. Tipa' -yimao, -yetum. 

Government, n. Tipayi'chikawin, oki
ma'wewin, okimawenak. 

Governor, n. O'kimaw, kicheo'kimaw. 
See Chief. 

G~wn, n. Miskota'ki, iskwiiwu'saki, 
1skwiiwukop. 

Grace, n. N esokuma'kawin kisawa'
tisewin; sowavi'chikawin.' NOTE: 
none of these· words can fully ex
press the unmerited favour and love 
of God, but the latter one may be 
used. 

Gracious, adj. Nesokuma'kao· kisa
wa'tisew; sowayi'chikao, m

1

eyoto'
takao. 

Grade, n. (a graded road) Miisku
na'kan. 
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Gradually, adv. Nisseka'ch, nuna'che, 
uto'skum. He approaches gradually, 
nuna'cheka'powew. 

Graduate, v.i. Kesetaw okiskinohu
makowin. 

Graft, v.t. Keyekawe -ukoka -tao, 
-tum. 

Grain, n. Pukwa'sikunikan, musko
sewe-kistikan, kistikachikunis. 

Gramophone, n. Ka pe'muhot kito'
chikun, pemuhowe-kitochikun. 

Granary, n. Kistika'nikumik, musko
se'wekistika'nikumik. 

Grand, adj. Ki'che; kista'yetak -osew, 
-wun, okima'wenak -osew, -wun. 

Grandchild, n. Osisimaw. My grand
child, no'sisim. 

Grandfather, n. Omoso'mimaw. My 
grandfather, ne'mosom. 

Grandmother, n. O'komimaw. My 
grandmother, no'kom. 

Grand Rapids, n. Misepa'wistik. 
Grant, v.t. Meyao, makew, pukitinu'

mowao, asotumowao. 
-- n. Makewin, asotumakawin. 

Grape, n. Soomin. 
Grapple, v.t. (with hands) Otiti -nao, 

-num; (with hooks) ochekwa -tao, 
-tum. (tightly) ma'ko -nao, -num. 

Grasp, v.t. Tu'ko -nao, -num; Grasp 
at, Oti'ti -nao, -num. 

Grass, n. Mus'kose, mus'koseu. Sweet 
grass, wekus'kwu. A grassy place, 
muskose'skaw, meyo'skaw. Grass 
growing under water, u'sise. A 
place of green grass, usketukus'ko
sewuka w. 

Grasshopper, n. Kwasko'tises, pupu
kenao. 

Grateful, adj. N unas'komoo, nuna
skomowukayemoo. 

Gratify, v.t. Meywayetumehao, tapi
nuwahao. 

Gratitude, n. Nunas'komoowin. 
Gratis, adv. Pikwu'nutu or ko'nutu, 

mo'che. 
Gratutity, n. Moche makewin, meye

toowin, asotumakawin; (of food) 
usutoowin. 

Grave, n. Yikwu'huskan, watekan. 
The grave (death) Chepu'yekumik. 
-- adj. Keyam'watisew, kam'wa
tisew. 
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Gravel, n. Yakaw'ussineuk. 
Gravestone, n. Chepuyussine. 
Graveyard, n. Yikwuhuskan, chepu-

yekumik, nuhenutoowekumik. 
Gravy, n. Toominikun, pimekan, 

pime; (boiled gravy) mooskume. 
Gray, adj. Kakat- Kusketa -sisew, 

-wasin; (bluish grey) se'pik -osew, 
-waw. Grey cloth, se'pikwakia. 

Grayish, adj. Kakat kusketa'sisew; 
sepik -o'sisew, -wa'sin. 

Graze, v.i. Me'chisoo, pupa'me me'
chisoo. 

Grease, n. Pime', pimekan, toomi
nikun. 
-- v.t. Toomi -nao, -num; (a 
metal article) tooma'piski -nao, 
-num; (a wooden article) tobmas'ko 
-nao, -num. He greases his (own) 
hair, tumus'koo. He greases (an
other's) hair, tumus'konao. 

Greasy, adj. Too'm -isew, -aw, pime' 
-wew, -wun. He makes it greasy, 
pime'we -hao, -taw. 

Great, adj. (big) Mi.s -i'kitew, -aw'; 
(eminent) kis' -tisew, -tun, kista
yeta'k -osew, -wun, kicha'ye -wew, 
-wun, kichetwa' -wew, -wt,m, kiche
twaw, kichetwawayeta'k -osew, 
-wun. These words are frequently 
represented by the mere prefix, misit; 
kiche, kesa etc. The great, kiche 
uyuk! A great deal, mistuhe'. A 
great many, mechat'. The Great 
Bear, Ocha'kutuk. The Great Father, 
Kicheotawema w. 

Great Spirit, n. Kesa Muni to, Kiche 
Munito. 

Greater, adj. Uwus'ima with any of 
the words under Great. 

Greatly, adv. Mistuhe', na'spich, 
so'ke, kiche. 

Greatness, n. Kista'tisewin, kista
yeta'kosewin; kicha'yewin. 

Greediness, greed, n. Kasuka'tise
win; aspona'yimoowin. 

Greedy, adj. Ka'sukao, kasuka'ti
sew; (of gain) aspo'nisew, wesus
wa'yimoo. He is greedy for it, kasu
ka'tisestum. 
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Green, adj. Usketu'k -osew, -wun, 
osawus'k -isew, -waw, (summer
like, in colour) nepiwina'k -osew, 
-wun. Green meat, uskeweyas. Green 
wood, uska'tik. "Green-horn" (no
vice) moo'neas, lit. an Eastern 
Canadian. 

Greet, v.t. Utumis' -kowao, -katum, 
whachea'mao. 

Greeting, n. Utumis'kotatoowin or 
utumis'katoowin, utumis'kakawin, 
whachea'mitoowin, whachea'mewa
win. 

Grey, adj. See Gray. 
Grief, n. Mikoskataye'tumoowin, 

mumisumayetumowin, kewata'yi
moowin, kuska'yetumoowin, ma'
toowin. 

Grieve, v.i. Kewata'yimoo, mumi
sumayetum, kewusayetum. He 
grieves over him, kewata -yimao, 
-yetum. 
-- v.t. Mikoskata'yetumehao, 
kewusehao, mumisumayetumehao. 
He is grieved, mikoskata'yetum, 
num'mu nuha'yetum, mumisuma
yetum. 

Grievous, adj. A'yimun, nuya'tawun, 
nityatawa'yetakwun, kotukayeta-
kwun. 

Grim, ad1. Kosta'senak, -osew, -wun. 
Grin, v.i. Saa'pitao. He grins at him, 

saa'pitastowao. 
Grind, v.i. Pinipo'chikao; (to sharpen) 

kenipo'chikao. 
-- v.t. (to powder) Pinipo' -yao, 
-taw, pesipo' -yao, -taw; (to sharpen) 
kenipo'taw. 

Grindstone, n. Kenipo'chikun-usinne, 
sisipotakun usinne. 

Grip, v.t. Ma'ko -nao, -num. He 
grips his hand, makochichanao. It 
grips, ma'kopuyew; (as a pain in 
the stomach) kesewuskutao. 

Gristle, n. Kaskas'kitowan. 
Grizzly, n. (bear) Okistutoowan. 
Groan, v.i. Muma'pinao, muma'twao. 
-- n. Muma'pinawin, muma'
twawin. 

Groomsman, n. Owechekapowesta'
kao. 

Groove, n. Pusiko'hikun, pusiko'ku
hikun; (a furrow in the ground) 
pussaw. 
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v.i. Pusiko'hikao, pusikoko
chikao. 
-- v.t. Pusikokotum. 

Grooved, part. Pusikoko -soo, -tao. 
Grooving pick, n. Wepiku'hikun, 

pusiku 'hikun e-cheku 'hikun. 
Grooving plane, n. Pusikokochikun. 
Grope, v.i. (as blind man) Nuna'to 

we misko'ni -kao; mumeskonikao; 
(as duck, for food) moo'nuhum. 

Grosbeak, n. Oskuneyases. 
Ground, n. Uske', mostus'kumik. 

On the ground, mochek, mostus'ku
mikok. Along the ground, cheku
s'kumik, na'niskumik. He lays it 
on the ground, oyuskumiki'titaw. 
Good ground, meyos'kumikaw. Soft 
ground, noskuchaw, pes'wachaw. 
Stony ground, usinewus'kumikaw. 
Bare ground, puskoskumikaw, mos
tus'kumikaw; (bare of snow in 
winter) nepinus'kumik. Mossy 
ground, muskakwus'kumik, uske
wuskumik. Hard ground, musko
wuskumikaw. 

Grouse, n. (prairie chicken) A'kisko. 
Ruffed grouse, puspuskew. Sharp
tailed grouse, mis'tikopeyao. 

Grove, n. Piskwas'kwayasin. 
Grow, v.i. Neta'wi -kew, -kin. He 

grows fast, keyipe -kew, -kin, keyipe 
netawe -kew, -kin. It grows up 
O'pi -kew, -kin, sa'kikew, saku
skew. It grows well, meyokin. He 
makes it grow, yu'kekitaw. He is 
full grown, kesineta'wikew. It ex
pands in growing, sakwaneta'wikin. 
He grows grey, ute wapistikwa'nao. 

Growl, v.i. Na'moo, nakomoo. 
Grub, n. M unichoos, opewuchikao. 

(food for journey) nema'win. 
Grub-box, n. Nema'winiwut, mechi

mewut. 
Grub-hoe, n. Nupu'keche'kuhikun. 
Grudge, n. Achestowaye'tumoowin, 

nuyata'wayetumowin. 
-- v.i. Achestowa'yimoo, nuya
tawayetum. 
-- v.t. Achestowa' -yimao, -ye
tum, nuyatawii -yimao, -yetum. 

Gruel, n. Unoominapoo. 
Gruff, adj. Kesewatakosew. 
Grumble, v.i. Mi'ta'wao. He grumbles 

at him, mito'wumao. 
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Grunt, v.i. Mutwa'kitoo, moosko
wumoo; (as a man at work) u'pao. 

Guarantee, n. Asotumakawin. 
-- v.t. Asotumowao. 

Guard, v.i. (caution) Y akwamew, 
yakwa'misew; (watch over) kuno
waye'chikao. He guards against 
him, yakwame' -stowao, -stum, 
ayakwamise'stowao, uswa' -yimao, 
-yetum. 
-- v.t. Kunowa' -yimao, -yetum; 
(protect) na'tumowao. 

Guardian, n. Okunowayemewao, oku
nowayetinakun. 

Guess, n. Meskow-itwawin. 
-- v.i. Meskow piko itwao. 

Guest, n. Keyoka'kun, wekoma'kun. 
Guestchamber, guest-room, n. Keyo

ka'toowikumik. 
Guidance, n. Kiskino'tuhiwa'win; kis

kino'tuhi'koowin. 
Guide, n. Okiskino'tuhiwao. 
-- v.i. Kiskino'tuhiwao. 
--· v.t. Kiskino'tuhao. 

Guild, n. Wechawetoowin. 
Guile, n. Kukuya'yisewin. See Deceit. 
Guilt, n. (sin) Mucha'tisewin, mucha'-

yewin, or mucha'yewewin; (blam
able) uta'mayeta'kosewin. 

Guilty, adj. Mucha'tisew, mucha'
yewew, utamayeta'kosew. 

Gulf, n. Kiche-wasuhaw. 
Gull, n. Keyask. Franklin's gull, 

ma'chistuno'wekeyaskos. Herring, 
gull, miseke'yask. 

Gully, n. (narrow ravine) Pussuta
wukaw; (a channel or lagoon) peta
pak. 

Gum, n. (resin) Pi'kew; (mucilage) 
pusukwu'hikun. He collects gum, 
munuhis'kiwao. See Pitch. 
-- v.i. Pikeka'chikao, pekekao. 
-- v.t. Pikeka'tum. 

Gun, n. Pa'skisikun. Double-barreled 
gun, ka neswa'piskumok or neso
kona'wayak. He takes a gun with 
him, nemipaskis'ikunao. The gun 
hangs fire, pwastowe-mutwatao. The 
gun snaps, pwatatin. 

Gun-barrel, n. Paski'sikuna'pisk. 
Gun-cap, n. Chukisa'hikunis, P.c., 

pewanikosis, M.C., ustoonis, s.c. 
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Gun-coat, n. Uspikina'kun. He takes 
the gun out of its coat, katuspikina
kunan um. He puts the gun into 
its coat, postuspikinakunitaw. 

Gun-cock, n. Opwamika'chikun. 
Gun-flint, n. Chukisa'hikun, pewa'

nuk, ma'tis. 
Gun-hammer, n. Paskisikun-u'pet, 

sesepikot, ota'mukikun. 
Gun-lock, n. Paskisikun a wuwa

sipa'piskak. 
Gun-nipple, n. Paskisikun-ostikwanis. 
Gunpowder, n. Pikoo, kus'kitao. 

Gunpowder keg. pikoowut. 
Gun-stock, n. Paskisikun-a'tik. 
Gun-wad, n. Kipuhapoowan. 
Gun-worm, n. Wekwutu'hikun. 
Gunwale, or gunnel, n. Pimikwan' 

or pimikwana'tik. False gunwale, 
uspaku'hikun. 

Gurgle, v.i. Kittowayakumepuyew. 
Gush out, v.i. Wuyuwekwasko'chi

wun. 
Gust, n. Pukumeyo'wao, pimeyo'wao. 
Gut, n. Mitu'kise. 
-- v.t. Pukocha'nao. 

Gutter, n. Pusu'tawukuhikun. 
Gutway, n. Petapak. 

H 

Ha? inter. Wah? 
Ha! interj. Kuh! 
Habit, n. Manu, for generally, ache

tow, for naturally. 
Habitant, n. Otusekao. 
Habitation, n. I'tawin, tuse'kawin, 

we'ke. My habitation, net ita'win, 
neke, ne tusekawin .. 

Habitually, adv. Manu. 
Hack, v.t. Pesiku -whao, -hum; (injure 

by cutting)· pekotu -whao, -hum. 
Haft, n. Michim'inikun, tukwunikun. 
Hail, n. M uskwumes. 
-- v.i. Sasakun. 
-- v.t. (to salute) kit utume-
skatin ! 

Hair, n. Mas'tuki, mistikwan'epewi 
(both usually in the plural, end
ing in -yu). Of an animal, pewi, 
pewuyu. He has hair, owas'tukaw. 
He has coarse hair, kespowao. He 
has fine hair, meyowao. He has 
black hair, kusketawanus'kwao. He 
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has brown or yellow hair, osawis'ti
kwanao. He has white hair, wapu
nus'kwao or wapistikwa'nao. He 
has long hair, kinwa'nuskwao or 
kukanwa'nuskwao. He cuts his 
(own) hair, moosoo, puskwu'hu
masoo. He cuts (another's) hair, 
mooswao, puskwu'humowao. He 
gets his hair cut, puskwu'humaw. 
He removes the hair from a hide, 
puskwu'wao; puskwu'hikao. 

Hairy, adj. Me'yuwao, P.c., menu
wao, s.c.; (about the face) meno
stowao. 

Half, n., Half-way, adv. A'petow. 
Half-breed, n. Apetowiko'sisan. 
Hallow, v.t. Kuna'che -hao, -taw; 

kunata' -yimao, yetum; (set apart) 
pukan' -uyao, -ustaw. 

Halloo, interj. Ah hi! Hi! 
Halve, v.t. Ne'so -hao, -taw. 
Halyard, n. Iskwapikapichikunayape. 
Ham, n. Kookoosopwam. 
Hammer, n. Otamu'hikun, pu'kuma

kun, pukuma'kunis. 
-- v.i. Otamu'hikao, pukumu'
hikao; (to make a sound) mutwahe
kao. 

v.t. Ota'mu -wao, -hum, 
pu'kumu -wao, -hum; (to make a 
sound) mutwa' -wao, -hum. 

Hammock, n. Mama 1pison or wawa 1
-

pison. He swings in a hammock, 
mamapiso. He swings him in a 
hammock, mamapitao. 
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Hand, n. Michi'che. My hand, nichi1-
che. The right hand, ki'chenisk, 
nu'hewin. The left hand, numu'tin, 
numu'tinisk. The back of the hand, 
ospiskwunichi'chan, utimichichan. 
The palm of the hand, otastumechi'
chan, wayi'chan. He lifts up his 
hand, sakiniskao, opiniskao. He 
stretches out his hand, soowiniska
yew, (to him) soowiniskayestowao. 
He claps his hands, pupusichi'cha
humaw. He clasps his hands to
gether, makonichi1chayew. He shakes 
hands with him, sukichi'chanao, 
wachea 1mao. He holds him by the 
hand, sukinis'kanao. He washes 
his hands, kisepakichi'chao, kase
chi'chao. He is a good hand at it, 
nuhew, nuku'che -hao, -taw. At 
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hand, kisewak. He is at hand, 
napa'me-uyaw, napa'mustao. He 
thinks him at hand, paswa' -yimao, 
-yetum. On one hand, nuputa'. 
On the other hand, kwa'skita. On 
either hand, aye 1tow. 

Hand, v.t. Pa -sewao, -taw, iti -nao, 
-num. Hand it here, pa.ta. 

Handcuff, n. Mumachekwapiskochi-
chawin. 

Handful, n. Mako'nikun. 
Handkerchief, n. Ta'piska'kun. 
Handle, n. Tu'kwunikun, michi'mi-

nikun; -atik (e. g. chekuhikun
atik, axe-handle). It has a (wooden) 
handle, tapaskotin. 
-- v.t. (touch) Susa'mi -nao, 
-num; (put a handle to) tapa'sko 
-hum, -titaw. 

Handmaid, n. Iskwawe -utoskaya
kun, or Utoskaya'kuniskwao. 

Handsome, adj. Meyo'sisew, kutuwu
sisew. He is a handsome man, 
meywa'pawew. She is a handsome 
woman, meyos'kwawew. 

Handspike, n. (wood) Opaskwuhekun; 
(iron) opapiskwuhekun. 

Handy, adj. (convenient) A'pu -tisew, 
-tun; (skilful) nuhew. 

Hang, v.i. Uko -sew, -tao, or uko 
-chin, -tao. They hang in a row, 
nepeta'ko -chinwuk, -tawu. It hangs 
down, yewa'ko -chin, -tao. He 
hangs dangling, oyawa'ko -chin, 
-tao. He hangs upright, sumutu'ko
chin. It hangs from a pole or branch, 
nemaskotin. 
-- v.t. Uko -yao, -ta'w. He hangs 
him against something, usitu'ko -yao, 
-taw. He hangs him in water, uko 
-chimao, -titaw. He hangs it up by 
a string, koyawa'pi -tao, -tum. · 

Hanging, n. Ukotawin. 
Hank, n. Tukopichikun. One hank. 

pa yukopichikun. 
Haply, adv. Maskocich. 
Happen, v. imp. I'kin, issewapun, 

oti'chipuyew. It so happens, itu
kumikun, ispuyew. It happens to 
him, ispu'yehik. 

Happiness, n. Meywayimoowin, mey
watumowin. 

Happy, adj. Meywa'yimoo, meywa
tum. 
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Harass, v.t. Nunaka'chehao, nuna
to'kohao, ayimehao. 

Harbor, n. Tipinowukomowin, nuhu
komoowin. 

Hard, adj. (strong) Muskow' -isew, 
-aw; (of wood) muskowask -osew, 
-wun; (severe or difficult) a'yi 
-misew, -mun. It is dried hard, 
akwa'kuto -soo, -tao. It is in hard 
lumps, muskowawukaw. 
-- adv. So'ke, or so'ku, a'yikok, 
muskow. 

Harden, v.i. rv1uskow'epuyew, ute 
muskow -isew, -aw. 
-- v.t. Muskow'e -hao, -taw, 
muskow' -uyao, -ustaw. 

Hardhearted, adj. Muskoweta'hao. 
Hardly, adv. Uka'wach. 

Hardness, n. Muskowisewin, soke-
sewin. 

Hardship, n. Ayimi'sewin. 
Hardtack, n. Muskowe-uyukonaw. 
Hare, n. Mista'pos. 
Hark, interj. Mah or muh! 
Harlot, n. Pisikwa'chei'skwao or pisi

kwa'tiskwao. 
Harm, v.t. Wuneto' -towao, -tum, 

mayeto' -towao, -tum, kitimu'
hao. 

Harmless, adj. Yooska -tisew, -tun. 
Harmonious, adj. Meyowechaweko

sew, nuheyuwawisew. 
Harness, n. Otapana'yape. 
-- v.t. Pochetapahao. 

Harp, n. Kito'chikun, ka michatwa
pikasit kitochikun. 

Harper, n. Okito'chikao, okitowaya
pekuhekao. 

Harpoon, n. Unetookun, michikew. 
He throws a harpoon, chiku'kwao. 
He throws a harpoon at him, chiku'
kwatao. 

Harpoon-line, n. Unetoiyape. 
Harpoon-pole, n. Unetoiyatik. 
Harrow, n. Uyipi'chikun, pekopi-

chikun. 
v.i. Uyipi'chikao, pekopi-

chikao. 
-- v.t. Uyi'pitum, pekopitum. 

Harsh, adj. Ayimetak -osew, -wun; 
(to the ear) nuyatawetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Harvest, n. Muni'sikawin, (gathering 
in) mawuchi'chikawin. 
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Hasp, n. Atapiskinikun. 
Haste, n. (urgency) Nini'kisewin; 

(speed) pupa'sewin, pupasa'yetumo
win; (quickness) kukwaya'hoowin, 
tinahoowin. 

v.i. Nini'kisew, pupa'sew, 
kukwayahoo, tinahoo. 

Hastily, adv. Ka'si~kow; kekus'; 
samak, keyipe, keyipu. (The second 
word rather denotes undue haste, 
the last two commendable haste). 

Hasty, adj. Otu'kumisew, wesisoyu'
wasew, wukaweyuwasew. 

Hat, n. Us'totin. See Cap. 
Hatch, v.i. Kesoowa'wusoo, s.c., 

wetupitum, P.c. When the chicken 
is about to break the egg, the word 
paskawahoo is used, i. e. "He breaks 
his way out". 

Hatchway, n. (in a boat) Kipuhekun; 
(in a floor) peta'tuwewin, or uta'
miskumik-iskwatam. 

Hatchet, n. Cheku'hikunis. See Axe. 
Hate, v.i. Pukwa'sewao, wukasewao. 
-- v.t. Pukwa' -tao, -tum; wuka 
-tao, -tum. 

Hateful, adj. Pukwa'tik -osew, -wun, 
wukatik -osew, -wun. 

Hatred, n. Pukwa'sewawin; (mutual) 
pukwa'titoowin, wukasewawin, wu
katitoowin. 

Haughty, adj. Kistayimoo, mumi
tayimoo, ispayimisoo. 

Haul, v.i. Ota'pao, nacheta'pao; 
(ashore) ukwa'setapao; (haul a seine 
net) ukwapichikao; (haul on a rope) 
ochipichikao; (on a tracking line) 
pimasukamapichikao. A hauling 
animal, ota'puhakun. He makes 
him haul, (e. g. a dog) awu'cheta
puhao, ota'puhao. 
-- v.t. Ota'pa -tao, -tum, ochi'pi 
-tao, -tum, a'wu -hao, -hum, awu'-
chi -nao, -num. 

Haulage, n. Awachinikawin, awuta
pawin. 

Haunch, n. Misoo'kun. 
Have, v.t. Uyawao, uyaw. When 

this verb is followed by a common 
noun, the two words are usually 
expressed by one verbal form, which 
is made by prefixing to the noun 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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the particle o and adding the term
ination ew. He has a gun, opaski
sikunew. 

Baven, n. (a shelter from the storm) 
Tipinowesimowin; (for ships) tipi
nowukomowin, nuhu'komowin. 

Haw, n. (fruit) Peya'komin. 
Hawk, n. Kakak, onochepenasesewao; 

(a larger species) sakwa'tumoo. 
Marsh hawk, Wasuha'tukwasew, 
nochechuskwasew. Partridge hawk, 
pipoonisew. Sparrow hawk, papa'
kises, P.C., papanukisew, E.C., pepe
kises, s.c. 

Hay, n. Mus'koseu (pl.) As dis
tinct from grass, pastamuskoseu. 
He is working at the hay, notus'ko
sewao; (making hay) pasuskose
wao. 

Hay-cock, n. Muskose'kanis, westi
ka'nis. 

Hay-fork, n. Chestuhus'kosewakun, 
wapuh us'kosewakun. 

Hay-maker, n. Omus'kosekao, onotu
skosewao. 

Hay-rick, hay-stack, n. Mus'kosekan, 
westika'n. 

Haze, n. Pekisawin. 
Hazel, n. Puka'natik. 
Hazel-nut, n. Pukan'. 
Hazy, adj. Pe'kisayaw, (smoky) kus

ka'putao. 
He, pron. Weyu. This pronoun is 

usually omitted, as in Latin and 
Greek, being implied in the form of 
the verb, (except in the imperfect 
.tense, where it is represented by o). 
It is also frequently answered by 
the demonstr. pron. a.wuko or u.nu. 

Head, n. Mis'tikwan. My head, 
nis'tikwan. He covers his (own) 
head, akoostikwa'nahoo. He covers 
(another's) head, akoostikwa'nawao. 
He uncovers his (own) head, sasa
kinis'tikwana'nisoo. He hangs his 
head, nowukis'kwayew, pukitiskwa
yew, tuputiskwayew, putupiskwa
yew. He holds up his head, sumu
tis'kwayew, opiskwayew. He leans 
his head to one side, opimas'kwayew, 
nowas'kwayew. He cuts off his 
head, kuskikwakuwao; keskiwawao. 
munistikwanaswao. He wrings off 
his kead, keskikwanao. He wraps 
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it around his head, weskwastikwa
napitao. 

Head-ache, n. Tawistikwa'nawin. He 
has a head-ache, tawistikwanao. 

Header, n. Uchichepuyehowin. 
Headland, n. Na.yaw, naskumikaw; 

(covered with trees) nayaskwayaw. 
Headline, n. (a rope for tethering a 

canoe or boat) Ostikwanayape. 
Headlong, adv. Uchiche. 
Headstrong, adj. Susepitum, musko

wesestikwanao. 
Headwind, n. N ukayasewin, nukayo

wao, nunimaw. 
Heal, v.i. (perform cures) Natowe'~ 

hewao, nunatowe'hewao, s.c., nu
tookuhewao, M.C., eyine'kuhewao, 
P.c.; (recovering from sores) ute 
kekao. 

v.t. Natow'e -hao, -taw, 
nunatow'e -hao, -taw, eyine'kuhao, 
n utookohao. 

Healed, part. (from open sores)Kekao. 
Health, n. Issemu'chehoowin, isse

uya'win. Good health, meyomu'
chehoowin, meyouya'win. Poor 
health, mayemu'chehoowin, maye
uya'win. 

Healthy, adj. Meyomu'chehoo, meyo
uyaw'. 

Heap, in a, Usse, pisko. It lies in a 
heap, ussu'stao, pupaskwustao, pis
kwu'stao; (of sand) pupaskotawu
kaw. He lays it in a heap, ussustaw, 
piskwusta w. 
-- v.t. Mawusu'ko -nao, -num, 
mawusu'ko -yao, -staw, piskwu 
-yao, -staw, us'su -yao, -staw. 

Hear, v.i. (perceiving sound) Pil'tum, 
(to be told) wuweyowetum, (power 
of hearing) osi'tao. He hears well, 
or quickly, nuhetum, nunu'hetum, 
puyatatum. 
-- v.t. Pi' -towao, -tum. He 
hears him so, itte' -towao, -tum. He 
hears him from a distance, ta.pi 
-towao, -tum. He hears him well, 
or gladly, meyo -towao. He hears 
him close by, sochitowao, pa.so 
-towao, -tum. 

Hearer, n. Onuto'tumoo. 
Hearken, v.i. Nuto'tum. He hearkens 

to him, nuto' -towao, -tum. 
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Heart, n. Mitah. My heart, netahe. 
He has a good heart, (i. e. pious or 
c~eerful) meyota'hao; (a pure heart) 
paketahao. He has a wicked heart, 
mucheta'hao, manachetahao; (a 
hard heart) muskowetahao. 

Heartburn, n. Nisitahawin. 
Heartily, adv. So'ke, a'yekok, mita

hek ache. 
Hearth, n. lskota'kan, kotawan. 
Heat, v.n. Kisitao. The heat of the 

sun, kisa'stao; (heated metal) kisa
piskitao. 
-- v.t. Ki'si -swao, -sum; (metal 
or stone) kisapiski -swao, -sum. 

Heater, n. Kisa'piskisikun, tika'
piskisikun, iskotakan. 

Heathen, v.n. Aka' ka uyume'hat; 
pl., aka' ka uyumeha'chik. 

Heave, v.i. (to reach) Akuta'puyew; 
(lift up) opipuyew. 
-- v.t. O'pi -nao, -num. See Lift. 

Heaven, n. Kicheke'sik, (above) 
ispimik. 

Heavenly, adj. Kicheke'sikoowe. 
Heaviness, n. (sadness) Patukwaye

moowin, mumisumayetumoowin, 
kosikwayetumoowin. (The latter 
word is also used by some for "ser
ious attention"). 

Heavy, adj. Kosik -wu'tew, -wun'. 
It is so heavy, ispetinik-wutew, -wun. 

Heckle, v.t. Wuniskwamao. 
Hedge, n. Maniskokopan. Prefix 

specific shrub to manikun as Cedar 
hedge, masikisk manikun. 

Heed, n. Pisiska'yetumoowin. See 
Care. 
-- v.t. Pisiska' -yimao, -yetum. 
See Care. 

Heel, n. Mikwun, P.c., makwun, 
s.c., mitotun, M.C. Heel-bone, 
mikwu'nikun, makwunekun, mito
tunekun. 

Heifer, n. Onecha'nesew, noosa -mis-
tososis. 

Height, n. A ispa'k. 
Heir, n. Otaniska'skumakao. 
Hell, n. Muchei'skotao, (everlasting 

fire) kakeka i'skotao; (Hades) Che
pu'yinak, Chepu'yuske. 

Helm, n. Tukwu'hikun. 
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Helmet, n. Pewa'piskwustotin, osti
kwan'apisk. 

Help, n. vVechehewa'win, nesokuma'
kawin. He goes to him for help, 
natamo'stowao, natamoto'towao. 
There is no help for it! uyis ! · 
-- v.i. Wechehe'wao, nesokuma'
kao, na'tumakao. 
-- v.t. Weche -hao, -taw, nesoku
mowao, na'tamowao. He helps him 
(to food), us'umao. 

Helper, n. Oowe'chehewao, weche
ha'kun, ona'tumakao. 

Helve, n. -Atik. See Handle. 
Hem, v.t. Titipikwa' -tao, -tum, 

nayakwa -tao, -tum. 
-- n. Titipikwachikun, naya
kenikun. 

Hemmer, n. (of a sewing machine) 
Tipikwachikun, nayakwachikun. 

Hemorrhage, n. Ochikowi'kwawin. 
He has an internal hemorrhage, 
papuyitwaw miko. 

Hen, n. Nosapeyao, nosayao; (dom
estic) nosapakuha'kwan, nosa -mise
yao. 

Hence, adv . . Otu o'che sipwa-. 
-- interj. Awus! macha! 

Henceforth, adv. Unoch oche. 
Her, hers, adj. See His. 
Herald, n. Okiskayetakokao, otata

pwao. 
Herb, n. Netawekita'kunis, wekus'ko. 

Bitter herbs, wesukepukwu. 
Herd, n. Usayu'tewuk, usetoowuk. 
Here, adv. Otu; (more generally) 

ate. Here he is, makow'u, owu 
ittu. Here it is, mako'mu, omu 
ittu. Here they are, mako'ke, oke 
ittu. 

Hereafter, adv. Anoch o'che. 
Hereby, adv. Omu o'che. 
Heresy, n. Petos -issetawin, nuspa'ch 

uyumehawin. 
Heritage, n. Aniskakumakawin. 
Hermaphrodite, n. Aye'kwao. 
Hermit, n. Opayukokao. 
Hero, n. (legendary) Wesukechak. 
Heron, n. Misemookuhoo'sew. 
Herself, pron. See Himself. 
Hesitate, v.i. Sakwa'yimoo, nuka

yayimoo. 
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Hew, v.i. Pusu'hikao, onikuhekao. 
-- v.t. Pusu -whao, -hum, oniku 
-whao, -hum. 

Hibernate, v.i. Pipoonupew, P.c., 
pipoone -nipaw, s.c. 

Hiccough, v.i. Sik:-u'kutao, s.c., sik:u
totaw, P.C., sisikokutao, M.C. 

Hide, n. (skin) Uska'kin. Parchment 
hide, upina'kin. (hunter's butts) 
U swu 'hikun. 
-- v.i. Kasoo. He hides from him, 
kasoo'stowao. He goes away and 
hides, sipwa'arnoo. 
--- v.t. Ka'yao or ka' -tao, -taw. 
He hides it for him, ka'toowao. He 
hides it from him, katurnowao. 

Hideous, adj. Kostachena'k -osew, 
-wun, kosta'senak -osew, -wun. 

High, adj. (physically) Is -pisew, 
-paw' (in honor) ispetayeta'k -osew, 
-wun, or ispakayetak -osew, .-wun. 
He makes it high, is'pitaw. On high, 
ispirnik. A hii)i place, ispu'tinak:. 

Highly, adv. So'ke, naspich ispaka-. 
Highrninded, adj. (proud) Kista.'

yirnoo or ki11ta.yirnisoo', rnurni'
chirnoo, (magnanimous) kicheta
hao'. 

High-priest, n. Kiche -uyurnehawe-
yinew. 

Highway, n. Kiche -rnaskunow. 
Highwater, adj. Kekapao. 
Hill, n. Wuche', cha'kutin.aw. The 

hill is high or . steep, ispu'tinaw, 
ispa'rnutinaw. The top of the hill,
tukota'rnutin. The foot of the hill, 
neta'rnutin. The far side of the 
hill, awusa'rnutin. The ridge of the 
hill, osa'tinaw. He goes up the hill, 
saku'chewao, kospu'rnuchewao, arn
'uchewao. He goes down the hill, 
ne'tuchewao, netarnu'chewao. He 
breasts the hill, tuko'tuchewao, tu
kotarnu' chewao. 

Hilly, adj. Wuchewun. Hilly country, 
wuche'weuske. 

Hillweed, n. Achikasipukwu. 
Himself, pron. Weyu ti'peyaw or 

tipeyuwa' or ka'chewak. In the 
reflexive forms of the verb, the 
pronoun is omitted, as: sa'kehisoo 
he loves himself. ' 
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Hinder, v.t. Oche -hao, otu'me -hao, 
-taw, kipi'che -hao, -taw, kipis 
-kowao, -kurn. 

Hindmost, adj. Ma'wuch, ota'nak. 
Hindrance, n. Otumehewawin, otu

rnetawin, kipiskakawin. 
Hinge, n. Iskwa'tarnepewapisk. 
Hint, n. Ayusa'chirnewa'win. He 

gives him hints, ayusa'chirnao. 
Hip, n. Mito'kun; (berry of brier) 

okine'. 
Hire, n. (wages) Tipuhurna'koowin, 

kespinu'chikawin, (engagement) 
utotikowin. 
-- v.t. U'totao, (contracts) rnusi
nuhika'hao, utooskahao. 

Hireling, n. Otutoskastakao. 
His, poss. pron. vVeyu, otuyan. vVhen 

prefixed to an noun, this pron. is 
expressed by the particle o (ot 
before a vowel), as o rnusinuhikun, 
his book; ot ustotin, his hat. 

Hit, v.t. Otarn'u -wao, -hum, pu'kumu 
-wao, -hum, (accidentally) pis'tu 
-wao, -hum; (with the foot) pischis 
-kowao, -kurn; (in shooting or 
throwing) makwa' -wao, -hum, mis' 
-wao, -otum, ta'wu -wao, -hum. 
He hits against him, pukumis' 
-kowao, -kurn. He hits against 
something, otame'titaw, pukume'
titaw. It hits against something, 
ota'metin, pukumetin. 

Hitch, n. Tukopichikun. 
-- v.i. Tukopichikapuyew. 
-- v.t. Tukopi -tao, -tum. 

Hither, adv. O'ta. Often answered 
by pa or pache as a prefix to the verb. 

Hitherto, adv. Unoch isko', pe'yis 
unoch. 

Hoar frost, n. Y eye'kwutin. 
Hoary, adj. (white) Wapistikwa'nao. 
Hoarse, adj. l\,1uchetak-osew, -wun. 
Hoe, n. Nikwu'hikun, M.c., uya'he-

kawe -chekuhikun, P.c. Grub hoe, 
wa'ke chekuhikun. 
-- v.i. Uyu'hikao, P.c., nikwu
hekao, M.C. and S.C. 

-- v.t. Uyu' -wao, -hum, P.c., 
nikwu -wao, -hum, M.c. and s.c. 

Hog, n. Kokoos. See Pig. 
Hoist, v.t. Iskwapika'pi -tao, -tum; 

(hoist a sail) opa'ku -wao, -hum, 
opapa'kipi -tao, -turn. 
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Hold, n. Michiminikawin, ayetini
kawin. 
-- v.i. (adhere) Pusuk'wumoo, 
aye'turnoo, michi'mumoo; (catch 
hold) kachichipuyew, michimpuyew; 
(endure) aye' -tisew, -tun; (have 
capacity for containing) pesa'k-osew, 
-wun. It holds on or in, ki'kumoo. 
-- v.t. Tu'kwu -nao, -nurn or 
tu'ko -nao, -num, michi'mi -nao, 
-num; (with the mouth) tu'ko 
-mao, -tum. He holds him firmly, 
aye'ti -nao, -num, muma'chiko -nao, 
-num. He holds him out, ne'mi -nao, 
-num. He holds him so, i'ti -nao, 
-num. He holds him down, pa'tukos 
-kowao, -kum. He holds him back, 
nuka' -nao, -num. He holds him in, 
kipo -nao, -num. He holds them in 
his hand, ussi -nao, -num. He holds 
it out to him, nemiriu'mowao. 

Hole, n. (of rabbit, etc.) Wa'te; (man
made) wa'tikan; (in ice, for water) 
twa'hipan or otu'hipan; (for examin
ing nets) twa'hikun, otinu'yupan; 
(deep place in lake, etc.) pu'nipaw, 
punipaw' nipe. It has a hole in it, 
poosk -osew, -waw, pu'konayaw, 
pa'kwuchaw. It has a hole through 
it, sepaw, pu'yipaw. He makes a 
hole in it, pukona' -wao, -hum. 
He makes a hole through it, pakwu' -
tu -wao, -hum, puyipu' -wao, -hum. 
It has a hole knocked in it, pukona' 
-sin, -tin. 

Holiday, n. 
Holiness, n. 

sewin, M.C., 
akisewin. 

Uy'wapewe ke'sikaw. 
Kuna'tisewin, palake
kuna' chehoowin, pay-

Hollow, adj. Pu'saw, we'paw; (be
twenn hills) weputinaw. 
-- n. (depression in ground) 
Wa'yuchaw. 
-- v.i. Wa' -yisew, -yaw, wa 
-nisew, -naw. 
-- v.t. Wa'ye -hao, -taw, wayu'tu 
-whao, -hum. 

Holy, adj. Kuna' -tisew, -tun, kuna'
che, P.c. and s.c.; pula -kisew, -kun, 
pa.take, M.c. 

Holy, Spirit, n. Kuna'che U'chak, 
P.C. and s.c., Palakisit U'chak, 
M.C. 
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Hon:ie, n. Wasku'hikun, we'ke, upe
wm. My home, neke, netupewin. 
At home, or in his home, wekek. 
He is at home, upiw'. He goes home, 
ke'wao. 

Homesick, adj. Kewusanernoo, peki
skatum. 

Hone, n. Ta'suhikun, or chasuhikun. 
-- v.t. Ta'su -wao, -hum. 

Honest, adj. Ta'pwao, tapwawuka
yetak -osew, -wun, kwuyuskwa 
-tisew, -tun. 

Honesty, n. Tapwayatisewin, kwu
yuskwa tisewin. 

Honey, n. Amoo -ose'chikun, amoo 
-se'sepaskwut. 

Honeycomb, n. Amoo -ose'chikun, 
amoo -wu'chiston. 

Honor, n. Kista'yetakosewin, okima
wa'yetakosewin. 
-- v.t. Kista' -yirnao, yetum, 
okimawa'yimao; kistayetako -hao, 
-taw. 

Honorable, adj. Kistayeta'kosew, 
ispayeta 'kosew, okima wayetak ~osew. 

Hood, n. Usto'tin, chepa'kwan. 
Hoof, n. Mi'skuse. He has large 

hoofs, muki'kusao. He has divided 
hoofs, e'kitowikusao. 

Hook, n. (for hanging clothes) Uko' -
chikun; (in some localities this also 
means a she~f or hanging cupboard); 
(pothook) ukotu'skikwan; (fish 
hook) kwaskwapi'chikun. He sets 
a hook, kc','skao, poonu'koskao. He 
goes to visit his hooks, na' chekoskao. 
-- v.t. Sukas'ko -whao, -hum, 
sukipa' -tao, -tum; (a fish) kwas
kwa'pitao. 

Hooks and eyes, n. Sukas'kohonisu, 
suka'pisonisu. 

Hoop, n. Mukukwa'pisk, s.c., wawe
yata'kunapisk, M.c. 

Hop, v.i. (on one leg) Nuputaka'ta
kwas'kotew; (skip with both legs) 
kwaskwa'skotew. 

Hope, n. Uspa'yimoowin, pukosa'
yimoowin. 

v.i. Uspa'yimoo, pukosa'
yimoo. 

Hopeful, adj . . Uspayimototum. 
Hopple, v.t. (a horse or a dog) N uppo

kata'pitao. 
Hops, n. Iskwasisapoo'pukwu. 
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Horizon, n. (limit of vision) Isko
nakwuk. On the horizon, iskona
kwunook. 

Horizontal, adj. N uya'wuch. 
Horn, n. .A'skun, (bone of) asku'ni

kun. He has two horns, nesoo'wi
tao. He has branching horr;s, yeki
to'witaskunao. He has long horns, 
kinota'skunao, kukano'witao. He 
has straight horns, tusota'skunao. 
They have locked horns, ache'wita
ho'toowuk. 
-- n. (The musical instrument) 
Poota' chikun. 

Hornet, n. Osku'namoo, ochestuho
wasew. 

Horn-fish, n. Kakeyakwao. 
Horrible, horrid, horrific, adj. Kosta

tayeta'k -osew, -wun, kostachena'k 
-osew, -wun, kosta'mik -osew, -wun. 

Horse, n. Mis'tutim. (male) napa' -
stini, (mare) nosa'stim, kiskisis. 
My horse, netam. Fle has a horse, 
omistutimomew or otamew. An 
old horse, kisa'stim. A young horse, 
oskemistutim, or oskustim, (foal) 
mistutimosis. Black horse, kuske
ta'wustim. Brown horse, osa'wustim. 
Sorrel horse, mi'kwustin1. Piebald, 
or skewbald horse, mussina'sowu
stim. White horse, wa'pustim. 

Horse-collar, n. Mistutimo -ta'pi
skakun. 

Horse-hair, n. Mistutim ope'wi. 
Horseman; n. Otatupew. On horse

back, pimetiltupew. 
Horse-power, n. A ispechet mistutim. 

Two horse-power, neswa a ispe
chet mistutim. 

Hose, n. Sepakiska'wimitas, usi'ku-
nuk. 

Hospitable, adj. Petoku'hiwaskew. 

Hospital, n. A1kosewekumik, 
Hospitality, n. Papetokuhewawin. 
Hostler, n. Okuno'wemistutimwao. 
Hot, adj. Ki'si -soo, -tao; (of liquid) 

kisa'kumitao; (of metal) kisa'piski 
-soo, -tao; (of sunshine) kisa'stao; 
(red hot) wastayapiski -soo, -tao. 

Hotel, n. Kupa'sewekumik. 
Hour, n. Tipu'hikun, waska'puye

win, tipu'hipesimwan. For .one hour, 
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payukwawawaska'puyit(pesimokan) 
i. e. as the clock goes around once, 
to avoid confusion with pa.yuk 
tipuhikun, which is one o'clock. 
At the same hour, a wuko a ispuyik 
tipu'hikun or tipuhipesimwan. 

House, n. Wasku'hikun. He builds 
a house, wasku'hikunikao. When 
used with a poss. pron., "house" 
is usually rendered by weke, as 
My house, neke; At your house, 
kekek. A rat house, wuchuskowe
ste. 

Household, Tutokawin, itusewin, or 
a itusit. 

Householder, housekeeper, n. Okuno'
wewasku'hikunao. 

Hover, v.i. Pupa'mukochin. 
How, adv. Tan isse? (or, contracted) 

tan'se? How long, or how much, 
tan e'yekok? How many, tan tu.to? 
How often, tan tu'twaw? How far 
t"s it, or how large is it, tan a'spe
chak? How do you do? Tan'se 
asse uya'yun? 

Howbeit, however, adv. and conj. 
A'yew~k ma'ku, a'tu, ata'weyu 
ma'ku. 

Howl, v.i. Ooyoo; (caused by pain, 
or fear) nowemoo; (as wind) kwe
skoseyo'wao, mutwayowao. 

Hub. n. Otahikun. 
Huckaback, n. (towelling) Kase

kwayakin. 
Huff, v.t. Pota' -tao, -tum. 
,-- n. Nuyatawayetumo'-win. 

Huge, adj. Mitone -misiketew -mi-
saw. 

Hug, v.t,. Wawukekwanao. 
Human,. adj. E'yine,,,e, uyise'yinewe. 
Human kind, n. Eyinewewin. 
Humble, adj. Tupu'tayimoo, tupu-

tayimisoo, upista'yimoo. 
-- v.t. Tuputa'yimohao, ne'ti
nao. 

Humbug, n. (nonsense) Pukwunutu 
issechekawin; (fraud) kukuyayise
win .. 

Hu:ni~itr; n. Tuput~yim?o'win? tupu-
tay1m1 soowm, up1stay1moowm. 

Humming bird, n. Amoo'wepeyases. 
Hummock, n. Pupaskosikwaw. 
Humour, n. Papinayernowin. 
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Humourous, adj. Papinayetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Hunch-back, n. Maskepiskonao. 
Hundred, n. 'Mitatomi'tunow, or 

mitatutomi'turiow~ · . Two ··nundred, 
ne'swaw mitatomitunow. A hun
dred times, mitatomitunowaw or 
mitatomitunow tutwaw. By hun
dreds, mamitutomitunow. 

Hunger, n. Not['kutawin, kowa'ku
tawin. He perishes from hunger, 
nipuha'kutosoo, kowakutosoo. 
-- v.i. Noti'kutao (See Hungry) 
He hungers for it, noti'kuta'totum. 

Hungry, adj. Notikutao, we me'chi
soo, sewutao. 

Hunt, v.i. Ma'chew, nutowa'yichi
kao. He hunts furs, nutowu'tuyao. 
He hunts for him, (i. e. to supply 
him) nutumi'nuhao. 
--· v.t. No'chehao. Most usually 
an intransitive form is used uniting 
together the ideas of the verb and 
the noun, thus; He hunts deer, 
nootu'tikwao or nutowu'tikwao; He 
hunts ducks, nutowisipao; He hunts 
partridges, nutowenawao. He hunts 
foxes, nutowukasewao. 

Hunter, n. Oma'chew, onutowaye
chikao. 

Hunting, n. Machewin, nutowaye
chikawin. 

Hurl, v.t. Issewapi -nao, -num, wapi 
-nao, -num; (a stone) wapusinao; 
(an arrow) pimotukwao. . 

Hurricane, n. \Vesusoyo'wao, ako7 
yo'wao, sokeyowao. 

Hurry, n. Wawe'pisewin, nuni'kise
win, pupasa'yetumoowin, pupa'se
win. 
-- i1.i. Wawe'pisew, nuni'kisew, 
kukwa'yahoo, pupa'sew. 

v.t. Wawepisehao, nunikise
hao, pupa'se -tissuwao, kisetissu
wao. 

Hurt, n. (pain by a blow) Wesu'ku
hoowin; (pain) wesukisewin; (hurt) 
akohew~win; (injury) os/,~owin. ,, 
-- v.i. Instead of 1t hurts , 
or "it hurts him", the Cree idiom 
uses, "He feels the hurt", wesu
ka'yetum. 
-- v.t. (to inflict pain)· .A'kohao; 
(injury) osi'kohao; (by a blow) 
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wesu'kuwhao, (by a grip) wesu'ki
nao. He hurts himself, akohisoo, 
osikoo or osikohoo, wesukisoo or 
wesukuhosoo; (by falling) osikosin, 
wesukisin. He hurts it against 
something, osiko'titaw. 

Hurtful, adj. Wesuku'howao, akohe
wao, osikohewao. 

Husband, n. Na'pao, napa'mimaw, 
we'chawakun, we'kemakun. My 
husband, ne na'pam. 

Husbandman, n. Kistika'weyinew, 
net a wikichika\~eyinew. 

Hush! interj. Akaweyu kito, aka 
kitoo, usually contracted to ka'kito ! 

Husk, n. Sekuwapuyec-kikun. 
Husky, adj. Piya'waw, pinakwaw. 
Hymn, n. Ni'kumon, uyumeha'we 

nikumon; nekumowin, M.C. 
Hypocrisy, n. Itwa'soowin, kukuya'

yisewin, uyumeaka'soowin. 
Hypocrite, n. Otuyumeakasosk, oku

ya'sihisoo, oitwasoo. 

I 

I, pron. Neyu, P.c.; nenu, s.c.; 
nelu, M.C.; nethu, N.C. When 
followed by a verb it is contracted 
into ne (n' before an 0, net before 
any other vowel). I also, ne'stu. 

Ice, n. Mu'skwume. Good ice, (for 
travelling on) meyosikwaw. Bad 
ice, muchesikwaw. Cracked ice, 
ta'skisikwaw. Smooth ice, soona
sikwaw or soosisikwaw. Rough ice, 
pupaskosikwaw. Out on the ice, 
tas'kom. He walks on the ice, pimi' -
skotao, pimita'sko. 

Ice-berg, n. Pupamahokowe -muskwu
me. 

Ice-box, n. Muskwumewut. 
Ice-chisel, n. U'sisoo or u'sisoowe, 

askun. 
Ice-chisel-handle, n. Usisowena'tik, 

asunatik. 
Ice-cream, n. l(a tukak. 
Ice-house, n. M uskwume'wi.kamik. 
Icicle, n. Ka yewasikwutik. 
Icy, adj. Muskwume -wew, -wun. 
Idea, n. Itayetumowin. 
Idle, adj. Ki.'timew. See Lazy. 
Idleness, n. Xltime'win. 
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Idler, n. Ki'timisk, oki'timiskew. 
Idol, n. Munito'kan, mussini'nekan. 
Idolater, n. Munito'kaskew. 
Idolatry, n. Munito'kawin. 
Idolize, v.t. Munitoka -tao, -tum. 
If, conj. Kespin, kisas'pin. 
Igloo, n. Koo'nikumik. 
Ignite, v.i. Sus'ki -soo, -tao. 
-- v.t. Sus'ku -wao, -hum. 

Ignition, n. Suskisikawin. 
Ignorance, n. Kukapatisewin, num'

ma kiska'yetumoowin, wuna'yetu
moowin. 

Ignorant, adj. Kukapatisew, numma 
kiska'yetum, wuna'yetum, aka a 
o kiska vetumowini t. 

Ignore, v.t. E'yinum; e'yinumakao; 
numwach kakwanita' -yimao, 
-yetum. 

Ill, adj. (sick) A 'kosew. He is very 
ill, mitone, akosew, makwa'yetum, 
achisto'wisew; (evil) muche, ma'ye, 
-- adv. Muche; nuspa'ch. He 
treats him ill, mucheto'towao, nuyi
ta weto'towao, mayetotowao. 

Ill-bred, adj. Numma wach kiskino
humakosew. 

Illegitamate child, Kemine'chakun, 
pokotosan. 

Ill-feeling, n. Kisesta'toowin. 
Ill-flavoured, adj. Muchespu'k -osew, 

-wun. 
Ill-looking, adj. Muchena'k -osew, 

-wun, nuy~tawena'kosew. 
Ill-natured, adj. Mucheta'hao, much

a'tisew. 
Ill-smelling, adj. :tyruche -ma'k -osew, 

-wun, wecha'k -1sew, -un. 
Illness, n. A'kosewin. Painful illness., 

wesukupinawin. Serious illness, 
achistowesewin. 

Illuminate, v.t. \Vasta'numowao, was
a'skumakao. 

Illustrate, v.t. Payutanako -hao, -taw; 
(by picture) mussina'stas -imao, 
-.tutaw. · 

Illustdu_us, adj. Kista'yetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Image, n. Nuspisi'chikun; (likeness) 
issena'kosewin; (statue) eyine'kan; 
(of a child) owasise'kan; (idol) 
munito'kan, mussini'nekan. 

Imagination, n. Mamitona'yechika
win, itayetumowin. 

Imagine, v.t. Mamitona' -yimao, 
-yetum, itaye -mao, -tum. 

Imbecile, adj. Nummu nipwakwew. 
Imitate, v.t. (take example by) Kiski

nowa'pu -mao, -tum; (repetition of 
act or sound) nuspito -towao, -tum. 
He imitates him in his call, (e. g. a 
bird), kitohao. He imitates the 
goose call, kit0hiskao. 

Imitation, n. ..:~ uspitotakawin. 
Imitative, adj. N uspitotakaskew. 
Immature, adj. N ummu chaskwu kese-

nitawe -kew, -kin. 
Immediately, adv. Sa'mak, kesach'. 
Immerse, v.t. (dip) Kita' -nao, -num; 

(plunges into) pukustuwa -wao, 
-hum. 

Immoral, adj. Muche -itatisew, much-
atisew. 

Immorality, n. Mucha'tisewin. 
Immortal, adj. Kakeka' pima'tisew. 
Immortality n. Ka_keka pima'tisewin. 
Immovable, adj. Aka ka ke a'tine-

katak, or -wuskowinikatak. 
Impart, v.t. Makew, meyik, meyao. 

See Give. 
Imaptience, n. Kuska'yetumoowin. 
Impatient, adj. Kuska'yetum, kuska'

yetumiskew, kwetow -pahoo. 
Immune, adj. N ummu sowiskak (ako

sewin). 
Impede, v.t. Kipis -kowao, -kum. 
Impediment, v.n. (in his speech) 

Nanu'kowao, nuyatawao. 
Imperative, adj. Ochitow oyusowatao. 
Important, adj. Kicha'vi -wew, -wun, 

P.C.; kis't -isew, -un, ·kosikwayeta'k 
-osew- -wun, s.c. 

Import, v.t. Patuho -ya.a, -taw, petoku 
-ha.a, -taw. 

Importune, v.t. Itu'simao. 
Impose, v.t. (as a burden) Nuyatu 

-hao, isse -hao, -taw. 
Impossible, adj. N umo'weyu kit'tu 

ke ekin or to'chekatao. 
Impot;n.t, adj. Nipoo'wisew, P.c.; 

mas k1sew, s.c. 
Impoverish, v.t. Kitemu'hao, kite-

ma'k -ehao, -itaw. 
Imprecate, v.t. Muchuk -emao, -itum. 
Imprison, v.t. Ki'puwao. 
Imprisonment, n. Kipuhoowawin. 
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Improbable, adj. Numo'weyu ituta
yeta'kwun. 

Improper, adj. N uspach, issechikao, 
inan. -issena'kwun. 

Improve, v.i. (in health) Astumik 
isse 

1
uyaw1

, P.c.; ute meyo uyaw', 
seya kas ute meyo uyaw, ute asta
mu'chehoo, s.c. 
-- v. t. Meno -hao, -taw. 

Imprudent, adj. KuJs§-pache -totum. 
Impudent, adj. Mcrlayichika'skew. 
Impulsive, adj. Kinipatiskew, s.c., 

seskotayetumepuyeskew' p .c. 
Impure, adj. (liquid) Peka'kumin; 

(unclean) nummaweyu pik -isew, 
-un. 

Impute, v.t. Ituketumowao, uketu
mowao. 

In, prep. Peche. It is frequently 
answered by the locative termina
tion ik, without any preceding 
preposition, and in some cases by 
rnakwach, whilst, during, among. 
He is in him, pe'chis -kowao, -kum, 
ki'kiskowao, -kum. He is enclosed, 
u'sewu -soo, -tao. 

Inanimate, adj. Nipoo -wew, -wun. 
Inasmuch, adv. Kisas'pina; e'yikok. 
Inboard, adv. Petotuk. 
Incarnate, v.t. Eyinewe -hao. 

--- part. Eyine -wewew. 
Incarnation, n. Eyinewewin. 
Incense, n. Wekema'sikun. He burns 

incense, wekema'sikao. 
Incessantly, adv. Ttike, tu'sina, kupa. 
Inch, n. Michi'chin. (lit. thumb) 
Incite, v.t. Se'kiskowao, muche seki-

skowao, sekemao. 
Inclined, p. adj. (lean) Nowas -kisoo, 

-kitao; (mental bent) we -itayetum, 
issetahao. 

Inclose, ·v.t. (shut in) Kipu -wao, -hum; 
(put into) petu -wao, -hum; 

Inconsistent, adj. Nummu kokwawa'
tisew, numma tapito'wisew. 

Inconsolable, adj. Nummu ke meyo
tahikosew. 

Inconvenient, adj. N uyata' -wisew, 
-wun. 

Incorruptible, adj. Aka kanesewuna' 
-tisit, -tuk. 

INFECT 

Increase, n. Ytikuki'chikawin, yti'ke
hewawin, ytikepu'yewin. 
-- v.i. Ytikepuyew, yukeuyaw; 
(in number) ute mecha' -tew, -tin. 
-- v.t. Ytike -hao, -taw. 

Increasingly, adv. .A'chepiko, utos'
kum, yuke- (prefixed to verb). 

Incredible, adj. N umma tapwawu
kayetakwun. 

Incubate, v.i. Kesoowawusoo. 
Indeed, adv. Tapwa. 
-- interj. Kuh! 

Independent, adj. Tipayemisoo, kuno
wayimisoo. 

Index, n. Etoohikawin. 
Indian, n. E'yinew. Cree Indian, 

Naheyow, Naheyowe'yinew. Plains 
Indian, Muskota'weyinew, Puskwa'
weyinew. Swampy Indian, Muska' -
koo. Coast Indian, v\Tinepa'koe
yinew. Inland Indian, Nochimewe'
yinew. Woodland Indian, Suka'
weyinew. He is an Indian, Nahe
yo'wew, P.c.; Eyinewew, s.c. 

Indifferent, adj. Nummawach kunu
patisew. 

Indigestion, n. Nuyata'weskak ome
chewin, s.c., ka mayeskakak meche
win, P.c. 

Indignant, adj. Kisewa'yetum. 
Indignation, n. Kisewa'yetumoowin, 

kisesta 'ka win. 
Indissoluble, adj. Aka ka tipapowak. 
Indistinct, ad_i. Numma puyutanak 

-osew, -wun. 
Indolence, n. Kitime'win. 
Indolent, adj. Kitimew, kitimiskew. 
Indoors, adj. Petokumikok. 
Induce, v.t. Se'kiskowao, wesa'mao, 

sa'kosomao. 
Indulge, v.t. Osa'memeyokunowapu 

-mao, -tum. 
Industrious, adj. Kisiso'wisew, ye'yi

pew, kukayo'wisew. 
Industry, n. (diligence) Kisiso'wise

win, yeyi'pewin, kukayo'wisewin; 
(manufacture) ose'chikawin. 

Inefficient, adj. No'tase,v, muma'-
new. 

Infallible, adj. Aka ka wunetotuk. 
Infant, n. Upist'owasis, osk'owasis. 
Infancy, n. Upistowasisewin. 
Infect, v.t. Aniska -ita'spinutao. 
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Infectious, adj. Aniska -itaspinapu
yew, s.c., asoskumatoowe akose
win, P.c. 

Inferior, adj. N otow itayeta'k -osew, 
-wun. 

Infidel, adj. .Aka ka ta'pwatuk, ota'
nwatumoo. 

Infinite, adj. .Aka ka nisitowayetak 
-osit, -wun, ayewakayetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Infirm, adj. Nasowa'tisew, nenumi
sew. 

Infirmity, n. Nasowa'tisewin, nenu
misewin. 

Inflamed, part. Mi'kopuyew, pu'ke
puyew. 

Inflammation, n. Mi'kopuyewin, pu'
kepuyewin. 

Inflict, v.t. Ayime -hao, pukitinumo
wao, pukumepuyetaw. 

Influenza, n. Ka ayimisit ukik. 
Inform, v.i. (against someone) Mise

kamoo. 
-- v.t. \Ve'tumowao, kiska
yetumohao, achimos'towao. 

Infrequently, adv. I'askow. 
Infringe, v.i. Pekonikao. 
-- v.t. Pekonum. 

Ingenious, adj. Mumata'wisew, nu
hew. 

Ingratitude, n. Mitowayayetumowin. 
Inhabit, v.i. I'taw, uyaw, otus'kew, 

otita'winew, tusekao. 
-- v.t. Oyupitum, tusekatum. 

Inhabitant, n. Otusekao, oyupew. 
Inhale, v.i. Otuta'mo. 
-- v.t. Otuta'totum, otutum. 

Inherit, v.t. A'niskaskum. 
Inheritance, n. Aniska'skumoowin; 

aniska' skumaka win. 
Inhuman, adj. Numma wach eyine

wewukayetak -osew, -wun. 
Iniquity, n. Muche'tewin. See Sin. 
Injure, v.t. (moral) Mayetotuwao, 

nesewuna'chehao; (physical) wesu'
kuwao, akohao, osikohao. 

Injurious, adj. Wesukuhoowao, wune
tochikamukun, nesewuna'chechika
skew. 

Injury, n. Kitemu'hewawin; osiko
hoowin, wesukuhowawin, wuneto
takawin. 

Ink, n. Mussinu'hikuna'poo. 
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Inland, adj and adv. No'chimik, niko
chis. He goes inland, kos'pew, 
kospipi'chew, kospuhum. 

Inlet, n. Wa'saw, wa'suhaw. 
Inmost, adj. Pechayek. 
Inn, n. Kupa'sekumik. 
Innocent, adj. Nummuweyu utama

yetakosew, meywatisew. 
Innumerable, adj. N umo'weyu kittu 

ke ukima'wuk or aka ka ke ukimi
chik; osa'mayutewuk. 

Inquire, v.i. Kukwacheka'moo. 
Inquiry, n. Kukwacheka'moowin. 
Insane, adj. Kes'kwao, numma wask-

uma'tisew. 
Insanity, n. Kakes'kwawin. 
Insect, n. Mu'nichoos. 
Insensible, adj. Numma nisitosew. 
Inshore, adv. Na'tukam. 
Inside, adv. and n. Peche, pecha'yik; 

uta'mik; (of house) pe'tokumik; 
(of boat) petotuk. Ile is inside, 
pechi -sin, -tin. See In. It is inside
out, apo'tustao. He turns it inside
out, apo'ti -nao, -num. 

Inspiration, n. (breath) Yayatota'· 
kawin; (good influence) meyo-ta
yetumohewa win. 

Instantly, adv. Samak, kesach'. 
Instead, adv. Meskooch. 
Instruct, v.i. Kiskinohuma'kao. 
-- v.t. Kiskino'humowao. 

Instructed, part. Kiskinohumakowi
sew. 

Instructor, n. Okiskinohuma'kao. 
Instruction, n. Kiskinohuma'kawin; 

kiskinoh u makoowin. 
Instrument, n. Apuchi'chikun; (mus

ical) kito'chikun; (wind instrument) 
pota'chikun. 

Insulate, v.t. Petowekesotaw. 
Insulation, n. Petowekesotawin. 
Insult, v.t. Maya'yimao. 
Insurrection, n. Mayuku'mikisewin, 

pusikosta'toowin. 
Intake, n. Pechechiwun. 
Integrity, n. Kwuyusketewin. 
Intellect, n. Mamitonayechikun. 
Intelligence, n. (news) A'chimoowin; 

(wit) Yipwa'kawin. 
Intelligent, adj. Yipwa'kaw, nissito'

tum. 
Intelligible, adj. Nissitota'k -osew, 

-wun. 
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Intend, v.t. Ita'yetum, oya'yetum. 
Intention, n. Itayetumowin. 
Intemperance, n. Osamehisowin; (in 

drink) osamipawin; (in food) kasu
kemiwin. 

Intercede, v.i. N utotas'tumakao, uyu
mehas'tumakao, mowimostumakao. 
He intercedes for him, nutotas'tumo
wao, uyumehas'tumowao, mowimo
stumowao. 

Intercept, v.t. Kipiti -nao, -num. 
Intercession, n. Nutotas'tumakawin, 

uyumehastumaka win, mowimostu
makawin. 

Intercessor, n. Onutotastumakao, otu
yumehastumakao, opekiskwastuma
kao. 

Interesting, adj. Chekayetak -osew, 
-wun; (as a speaker) meyotak -osew, 
-wun. 

Interment, n. Nuheni'koowin, s.c., 
nuhenutoowin, P.c., nuhustawin, 
M.C. 

Interpret, v.i. Itwas'tumakao. He 
interprets for him, itwas'tumowao. 
-- v.t. Itwas'tum, nissito'tumo
taw, itwastumowa'tum. 

Interpretation, n. Itwastumakawin. 
Interpreter, n. Otitwastumakao. 
Interrupt, v.i. Wuna'hewao. 
-- v.t. Wuna' -hao, -taw; (by 
speech) wuna'mao. 

Intersection, n. Matamamoon. 
Intestines, n. Mitu'kiseyu. 
Intimate, adj. Weche-. He dwells 

with him, weche -tuseka'mao. 
Intimidate, v.t. Sakehao, kosta'chihao. 
Into, prep. Peche. 
Intone, v.t. N ukumoo. He intones it, 

nukumotaw. 
Intoxicate, v.t. Keskwa'pahao. He is 

intoxicated, keskwa'pao. 
Intoxication, n. Keskwa'pawin. 
Introduce, v.t. (bring in) Petoku -hao, 

-taw; (acquaint) kiskayimo -hao. 
Invent, v.t. Miskwa'yetum. 
Invert, v.t. Kwatupi -nao, -num, 

kwaski -nao, -num. 
Investigate, v.t. Nuna'towekiska -yi

mao, -etum. 
Investigation, n. Nuna'towekiskaye

tumowin, nuna'toonikawin. 
Invisible, adj. Aka ka noo -kosit, 

-kwuk. 
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Invitation, n. N utoka'moowin. 
Invite, v.i. Nutokamoo. He invites 

him to a feast, we'komao. He in
vites him to accompany him, wesa ' -
mao. 

Inwardly, adv. Peche; pecheyow. 
Iodine, n. (tincture of) Ka osa'wepu

yik. 
Irksome, adj. Kuska'yetumayetak 

-osew, -wun. He finds it irksome, 
kuska'yetumehik. 

Iron, n. Pewa'pisk. Flat iron, sad 
iron, sooskwu'hikun. 
-- v.t. Pewa'piskoo -wew, -wun. 
Iron kettle or Pot, pewa'piskuskik'. 
-- v.i. Sooskwu'hikao. 
-- v.t. Soos'kwu -hao, -hum. 

Iroquois, n. Na'towao. He is an 
Iroquois, Natowawew. 

Irrigate, v.t. Nipewetaw, nipewusku
mikitaw. 

Irritate, v.t. Kisewahao; (by speech) 
kisemao; (of the skin) kinukiskak. 

Isinglass, n. Numa'skwi. 
Island, n. Mi'nistik'. Small island, 

minis'tikos. Island in a river, 
(i. e. rapids running on each side 
of an island) ministikoo'chiwun. 
The other side of the island, awus'
anuk. Rocky island, ministikwa'
pisk. Sandy island, or sand-bar, 
ministikwa'wukaw. Island Bluff, 
(a prominent bluff on the west side 
of Hudson Bay), ministikwa'skwa
yaw. Island Lake, Man., ministi
kosakuhekun. Island Falls, mini
stiko -pa'wustik. 

Isle a la Crosse, Sask, Sa'kitawak. 
Isolate, v.t. Piika'ne -hao, -taw. 
Issue, n. (offspring) Nitawekehaku-

nuk. 
-- v.i. (flow out) Wuyuwechiwun, 
ochikowun. 

It, pron. See He, from which word it 
is distinguished by the use of the 
inanimate forms of the verb, (except 
in a few cases, where the Cree 
reckons as animate nouns that are 
neuter in English. Such nouns are 
indicated in their places in this 
Dictionary). Sometimes the demon
strative unimu, t~,G:t;, and namu, 
yonder, are use for 1t . 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Itch, v.i. Keyukisew. 
Itself, pron. Kachewak'. By itself 

pukan', piskis. 
Ivory, n. Wa'pikun, wa'piskun, P.c. 

and s.c.; mepitapisk, l\I.C. 

J 

Jack-fish, n. Kinosao, inutokinosao, 
P.C. and s.c., osawuskwapas, M.C. 

Small Jack-fish, inuchwapes. 
Jack-fish twine, n. Kinosawesastuk, 

kinosawusupap. 
Jack-knife, n. Piskikoman. 
Jack pine, n. Oska'tukaw. 
Jack rabbit, n. Mista'pos, (same 

word for Hare). 
Jack snipe, n. Kimoowunakasew, 

punepakasew. 
Jacket, n. Miskota'kas, keskusa'ki. 
Jail, n. Kipuho'toowekumik. 

-"- v.t. Kipuwao. 
Jam, n. Paskeminusawan, (English 

word in general use). 
Jamb, n. Etow -iskwatamatik. 
Jangling, n. (discordant sound) wuni-

skwatakosewin. 
January, n. See Month. 
Jar, n. Ussewu'chekun. 
Jaw, n. Mita'piskun. Jaw bone, 

mita piskunikakun. 
Jay, n. (Blue jay) Ti'tesew; (Canada 

jay, "Whiskey Jack") Weskucha'-
nis, kw~'kwesew. 

Jealous, adj. Kakwa'yetum, oya'ye
tum. He is jealous of him, kakwa'
yimao, ota'yimao, kakwa'yetumo
wao. He makes him jealous, kakwa
yetumehao, otayetumehao. 

Jealousy, n. Kakwa'yetumoowin, ota'
yetumoowin. 

Jeer, v.t. Papino -towao, -tum. 
Jehovah, n. Jehovah, Ka Ti'payi

chikat, Kisamunito. 
Jeopardize, v.t. Puspina'w -hao, nune

sanisehao. 
Jeopardy, n. Pu'spinawin, puspina'

tisewin, nunesa'nisewin. He is in 
jeopardy, Pusipinu'tisoo, nunesa'ni
sew. 

Jerk, v.t. Kooskwapi -tao, -tum. 
Jesting, n. Wuweyu'twawin, wuwe

yutwa'moowin. 

Jetty, n. Kupawin or kupawin, asoo
ku'n. 

Jew, n. Jew, pl. Jewuk, Judahweyi
new. 

Jewel, n. (gem) Soneyowu'ssines; 
(ornament) wuwasehoona'pisk. 

Jew's-harp, n. Mepite -kitochikun. 
Jib, n. Ka chepwak nukastumowin. 
Jingle, v.i. Kitowayapiskitin; (of bells) 

sesuwitin. 
Job, n. (work) Utoskawin. Your job, 

ketutoskawin. 
Jocose, adj. Wuweyutwaskew. 
Jog, v.t. Kosko'skowao. 
Johnny-cake, n. Osa'wunoomin -a'yu

konaw. 
Join, v.t. (to make one) Pa'yuko -hao, 

-taw; (attach)) anisko'wi -hao, -taw, 
or ani'sko -hao, -taw; (participate 
in) v.1. we'chehewao; (make com
panions of) v.t wecha'tuhao; He 
joins himself to the·m, we'chawao. 

Joint, n. Pisko'kunan, anisko'kunan; 
(of wood) aniskohekun. 

Joist, n. Pimita'skwatik. 
Joke, v.i. Wuweyu'twao. He makes 

jokes about him, jokes him, wuwe
yu'simao, pa'pisimao. He thinks 
him a joke, wuweyuta' -yimao, 
-yetum, papina' -yimao, -yetum. 
Without joking, tapwakune or tapwa
pikwu'ne. 

Jolly, adj. Meywatum, meywayetak 
-osew, -wun. 

Jostle, v.t. (in a crowd) Papischiska 
-tao, -tum. 

Journey, n. Papama'tisewin, pimo' 
tuhoowin, pimipi'chewin. The dis
tance of a journey, ispi'chewin; (i. e. 
as far as a family ladened with 
equipment can travel). 
-- v.i. Pimo'tao, pimipi'chew. 
He journeys with him, wecha'wao; 
(by canoe) che'mao. He journeys 
to, (some place named) i'spichew. 

Joy, n. Meyuwa'tumoowin, moche
ka'yetumoowin, mumuta'kosewin. 

Joyful, adj. Mumuta'k -osew, -wun, 
meywayetak -osew, -wun. He is 
joyful over it, meywa'tum, moche
ka yetum, mumuta'kosestum, mey
wayetum. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Judge, n. Oyusoowa'wekimaw, s.c. 
and P.c., otipaskonikao, M.C. 
-- v.i. Oyusoowa'sewao, oyu' -
soowao, s.c. and P.c., tipaskoni
kao, M.C. 
-- v.t. Oyusoowa -tao, -tum, 
s.c. and P.c., tipasko -nao, -num, 
M.C. 

Judgment, n. Oyusoowa'sewawin, oyu
soowawin, tipaskonikawin. 

Judgment hall, n. Oyusoowa'weku
mik, tipaskonikawekumik. 

Judgment seat, n. Oyusoowawupe
win, tipaskonikawupewin. 

Jug, n. Mine'kwakun, ussewu'chekun. 
Juice, n. The suffix -apoo, as ( of 

berries) Menisa'poo; (of trees) mas
tuna'poo; (of maple trees) sooka
wa'poo. 

July, n. See Month. 
Jump, v.i. Kwa'skotew. He jumps 

down, nechekwa'skotew. He jumps 
up, opikwa'skotew, pusiko'pataw. 
He jumps at him, or on him, kwa
skoto' -towao, -tum. He jumps 
about, kwaskwa'skotew, pupamek
wa'skotew. He jumps over it, pasi
chekwa'skotew. He fumps from one 
place to another, aya'chekwaskotew; 
(as to cross a space) asoowekwasko
tew; (across a creek) asooka'ma
kwaskotew. 

Jumper, n. (a light sleigh) Tatuhe
tapanask; (a hooded winter jacket) 
Pipoonusaki. 

Jumping deer, n. Kwaskotik, or 
upichimoosasos. 

Junco, n. Pupuku'choowases. 
Junction, n. (of two rivers) Ma'ta

waw; (of two roads or trails) mata'
mao. 

June, n. See Month. 
Junior, adj. Owasisewe-, oskinekewe-, 

as George junior, oskinekewe- Geo
rge. 

Juniper, n. Aha'semina'natik. Jun
iper berries, aha'seminu. 

Jurisdiction, n. Tipayechikawin. 
Just, adj. Kwuyusk, kwuyu'sk -itew, 

-wun, kwuyuskwa'tisew, kwuyuski
ta'tisew, kwuyu'skissewa'pisew. 
-- adv. Mwa'che, mitone, nu'he. 
Just now, ka'siskaw, uno'ch. Just 
then, or just there, mwa'che. Just 

KICK 

the thing, mwamoche, mwa'che. 
Just so, akose ta'pwa, akota. He is 
just on time, to'wuhum. 

Justice, n. Kwuyuskito'tumoowin. 
Justification, n. Kwuyuskitatisewu

kimikoowin, kwuyuskitatisewuka
yetakosewin, kwuyuskitukimikoo
win. 

Justify, v.t. Kwuyuskitatisewukayi
mao, kwuyuskitukimao, kwuyuski
ssewapisehao. 

Justly, adv. Kwuyu'sk, kwuyusk isse. 
Juvenille, adj. Owasise'wew, oskine

ke'wew, oski'yewew. 

K 
Keel, n. Wawikun. 
Keen, adj. (as a knife) Ka'saw, Ka'si

sin; (to the feelings or taste) akoo
tawun; (enthusiastic) akuma'yimoo. 

Keep, v.t. Kunowa' -yimao, -yetum: 
(observe) nuna'kuchetaw, nunu' · 
hetum. He keeps him away, meta'
kwanao. He keeps (a promise), 
tipito'tum. He keeps silence, kipi'
towao. 

Keepsake, n. Kunowayechikawin. 
Keeper, n. Okunowa'yechikao. Usually 

represented by prefix okuno'we and 
suffix wao with name of thing kept, 
e. g. okuno'we-iskwa'ta -wao, a 
door keeper. 

Keg, n. M ukuk. 
Kelp, n. (sea weed) Uta'mpakopukwu. 
Kernel, n. Puka'n. 
Kersey, n. (grey) Oskonakin. 
Kettle, n. Uski'k. Small kettle, uski

ko's. Large kettle, mistuski'k. Cop
per kettle, eyinuski'k. Tin kettle, 
wapuski'k. Tea kettle, tea wuskik. 
Iron kettle, (with a spout shaped 
like a duck's neck) sesepuskik. 

Kettle hook, n. Ukotu'skikwan. 
Key, n. Apetuku'hikun, s.c. and P.C., 

wekweutuhekun, M.C.; (a winding 
key) pemuhekun. 

Kick, v.i. Tukiska'chikao, puskwa'
chikao; (kicks football) wapiska'
chikao. 

v.t. Tukiska' -tao, -tum, 
tuki'sku -wao, -hum, puskwa' -tao, 
-tum. He kicks it so as to scatter it, 
pepotawapiskum. It kicks him, 
tukiskatikoo. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kid, n. Waputikosis. 
Kidney, n. Tjtukose, -mititikose. 
Kill, v.i. Niputa'kao, nipu'hewao. 

He kills with it, nipuchikakao. 
-- v.t. Nipu -hao, -taw. He 
kills him easily, wjchenutao. He 
kills the whole of them, chakiskuto
wao, mastiskutowao. He almost 
kills him, muma'yihao. He kills a 
large number of them, iskwahao. He 
kills him for him, nipu'toowao. He 
kills it for him, nipu'tumowao. He 
kills himself by a fall, nipti'hisin. 

Killdeer, n. (a bird) Chi'loowe, cho
wask. 

Kin, n. (of the family) Wa'koma'kun; 
(relationship) wakotoowin; (near
ness by birth) wechenetawekema
kun. 

Kind, adj. Kisawa'tisew. He is kind 
to him, kisawa'totowao, kitimaka'
yimao, meyo'kowao. 
-- n. Too'wu, too'we. This 
kind, o'mu toowu. The same kind, 
a'ko toowu or ako toowekan. What 
kind? Tanetoowu? ka'ko toowu? 
Various kinds, nuna'tok toowu. 
All kinds, ku'keyow nunatok toowe
kanu. Any kind, pi'ko toowu. One 
kind, pa'yukwuyuk. He is of the 
same kind, ako tooweka'newew. 

Kindle, v.i. (ignites) Su'skitao; (burns 
up well) kwa'kotao, pusitao. 
-- v.t. Su'sku -wao, -hum. 

Kindly, adj. Mameyototakao, kisa
watotakao. 

Kindness, n. Kisawa'tisewin, kisa
watota'kawin, mameyototakawin. 

Kindred, n. (relation) Wakoma'kun. 
All his kindred, a tuto mena'yutit. 
All kindreds, kukeyow a tutoska
nasichik. 

King, n. Kicheo'kimaw. He makes 
him king, kicheokima'katao. He 
makes a king, for them, kicheoki
ma'mikowao. 

Kingdom, n. Okima'wewin, Tipaye-
chikawin, otano'wewin. 

Kingfisher, n. Okeskimu'nisew. 
Kink, v.i. Pemustapuyew. 
Kinsman, n. Wakoma'kun. 
Kiss, n. Ocha'toowin. 
-- v.t. Ocha' -mao, -tum. They 
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kiss each other, ocha'toowuk or 
ocha' mitoowuk. 

Kitchen, n. Piminowusoowikumik. 
Kite, n. (the bird) Kakjk; (toy) 

opaschi' chikun. 
Kitten, n. Poosis or pooses. 
Knead, v.i. Mama'konikao. 
-- v.t. Mama'ko -nao, -num, 
misetowi -nao, -num. 

Knee, n. Mi'chikwun. My knee, 
ni'chikwun. The bones of the knee, 
michikwunika'kun. He is knock
kneed, nupoto'kunao. 

Knee-cap, n. Mikitik or okitik. 
Knee Lake, Man. Maski'chikwun 

Saku'hikun. 
Kneel, v.i. Ochiche'kwunupew. He 

kneels upright, ne'puskoo. He kneels 
to him, ochichekwunupe'stowao. 

Knife, n. Mo'koman. Clasp knife, 
pikikomanis. Crooked knife, wake
koman; draw knife, mokota'kun. 
Two edged knife, ayetowo'koman. 

Knit, v.t. (unite) Anisko -nao, -num. 
It knits, (as broken bone) aniska
netawekin. 

Knitting, n. Mita'sikawin. 
Knob, n. Tukwunikunapisk. 
Knock, v.i. Papawu'hikao, papawe

tuku'hikao. He knocks at it, papa
wetu'kuhum, papawuhum. 
-- v.t. Pu'kumu -wao, -hum, 
papa'wu -wao, -hum. He knocks it 
down, ne'tu -wao, -hum. He knocks 
it off, munuwa'pu -wao, -hum, 
kachikoowa'pu -wao, -hum. He 
knocks it to pieces, nunowewa'pu 
-wao, -hum. He knocks it out, wuyu
wewa'pu -wao, -hum. He knocks it 
in, kichichewa'puhum. 

Knot, n. Aniskoota'pan, tukopichi
kan; (in wood) wu'tikwun. He ties 
a knot, aniskoota'pao, tukopichikao. 

Knotty, adj. · Wu'tikwune -wew, -wun. 
Know, v.t. Kiska -yimao, -yetum. 

Know by sight, nisitowi -nowao, 
-num. 

Knowledge, n. Kiskayetumoowin. 
Know, part. Kiskayetak -osew, -wun. 

He makes it known, kiskayetako 
-hao, -taw. He makes it known to 
him, kiskayetumohao. He makes 
himself known, kiskayetakohisoo. 

Knuckle, n. Piskokunan. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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L 

Lable, n. Kiskinowatussinuhekunis. 
Labor, n. Uto'skawin; (childbirth) 

netawekinawu'soowin. Her pains of 
labor begin, matu'pinao. 
-- v.i. Uto'skao, s.c. and P.c., 
aputisew, M.C. 

Laborer, n. Otuto'skao, otaputisew. 
Lace, v.t. Wa'spi -tao, -tum. 
-- n. (thong), suffix a'yape; 
(embroidered) mumata'wekwachi-
kun, s.c., sakwakachikun, P.c. . 

Lack, n. Kwetuma'win, nota'puye
win. 
-- v.i. Nota'puyew, muna'sew. 

v.t. Kwe'tumaw, nutuwa 
-yimao, -etum. 

Lac fa. Range, Sask. Mistuhe' Saku' -
hikun. 

Lad, n. Oskine'kew; with various 
diminutive forms, oskine'kes, oski
ne'kisew, oskine'kises. 

Ladder, n. Kichukosewakun, kospa'
towakun, kospu'tawewin, a'sokun. 

Ladder Lake, Sask., Wawu'kikumaw. 
Laden, part. N uyachikao, nuyatum, 

wewasew. 
Ladle, n. Kwapu'hikunis. 
-- v.t. Kwa'pu -wao, -hum. 

Lady, n. Okima'skwao. 
La,ke, n. Saku'hikun. A remote or 

unfrequented lake, pikwu'che saku
hikun or pukwu'toopak. A clear
water lake, wasa'kuma w. A muddy 
lake, pekisa'ya'kumaw, wenipaku
maw. A lake with tree stumps stand
ign out of the water, akwa'tuko saku
hikun. He coasts round the lake, 
wayunokamahum. He walks round 
the lake, wasuka'maskum. Round 
Lake, woweyakumaw. Long Lake, 
kenokumaw. 

Lagoon, n. Petapak. 
Lamb, n. Mayuti'kosis, s.c. and B.c., 

manischa'nisis, M.c. His lamb, 
omayutiko'misu or omayutiko'simu, 
or omayutiko'sisimu. 

Lambskin, n. Muyuchikwuyan. 
Lambswool, n. M uyuchikopewi. 
Lame, adj. (foot) Maksisi'tao, (leg) 

maskika'tao; (limps) ma'skipuyew. 

Lament, v.i. Kukwatukutwamoo, kuk
watukwawamoo, matoo, meta'twao. 
-- v.t. Mowe'ka -tao, -tum, 
meta'twamoo. 

Lamentation, n. Moweka'tumoowin, 
kukwatukutwatumoowin, metatwa'
moowin, matoowin. 

Lamp, n. Wasta'numakun, wasta'
nikun, wasuskota'nikun. See Candle. 

Lamp burner, n. Wastanumakuna'
pisk, wastanipemakuna'pisk., wasu
skota 'nikuna 'pisk. 

Lamp chimney, n. Wasuskota'niku
no'kwayow, wasta'numakuno'kwa
yow. 

Lancet, n. Pikokwa'siwakun, piko
kwasotoowan. 

Land, n. Uske; (property) Uske
kan. Surveyed land, Tipuhaskan. 
Dry land, pakwuskumik, pakwu
cha w. Uncultivated land, pikwuche 
-uske. Swamp land, muskakwuske. 
Away from the land, nimita'wa. 
Far from land, tawich, tawukam. 
Towards land, na'tukam. Close to 
land, che'kukam. Along the land, 
na'nakam. Inland, nochimik. Over
land, kuska'o. Barren land, puskwa
wuskumik. The land ends, kisepu'
skumikaw. Quarter section, (of land), 
pa.yuk otinaskawin. 

Land, v.i. Kupa'w; (sailing) ukwa'
yasew. 

Landing, n. Kupa'win, kuputana'so
win. 

Language, n. Issekeswa'win, uyu'me
win. He speaks a foreign or unin
telligible language, ma'yukwao. The 
names of languages are regularly 
formed by adding suffix moo or wao 
to the name of the people; e. g. 
Akaya'se -moo, He speaks English; 
Akaya'semoowin, the English lang
uage. Naheya -wa'o, He speaks 
Cree; Naheyawa'win, the Cree lang
uage. 

Languid, adj. Numma sapikunao, 
nasowisew. 

Lanky, adj. Kinokunao. 
Lantern, n. Sapowasta'nikun, pimita

sta'nikun, wa'stanumakun. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Lap, n. Nupwa'kinikun. 
-- v.t. (lay it over) Asitonaya
sko -yao, -staw or asitayasko -yao 
-staw; (lick up as a cat) Kwaputa
tum. 

Lapse, v.i. Asapuyew. 
Lard, n. Koko'sepime. 
Large, adj. Mis -i'kitew, -a'w; (of 

metal) micha'pisk -isew, -aw, muka'
pisk -isew, -aw; (textiles) misa 
-kisew, -kun; (cord) micha'pakun; 
(wood) micha'sk -osew, -wun, misi
tu'k -isew, -aw. It is rather large, 
mis -i'kitisew, -a'sin. It is so large, 
ispeti'kitew, iti'kitew, inan. i'spe
chaw, i'spesaw. How large is it? 
tan aspetikitit, a'spechak. 

Lascivious, adj. Muche -ita'yetum, 
muche mostuwayetum. 

Lasciviousness, n. M uche -ita'yemi
toowin, muche -mostuwaye'mitoo
win. 

Lash, n. Pususta'hikun. 
-- v.t. Pusu'stawhao; (to tie 
across) wa'spi -tao, -tum; (tie up 
a sled) ttikopi -tao, -tum. 

Lashing line (of sled), n. Uspita'pa
nayape, tukopichikunayape. 

Last, adj. Iskwaya'ch, s.c., machich, 
M.C. 
-- adv. Iskwa'yanik. At last! 
Kaku, chaka, peyis. He is last, 
otanakao. To the last, ka'tiske, 
kise'punok isko'. Last night, ti'pi
skok. Last week, otanak ka ke i'spu
yik. Last rnonth, otanak pe'sim. 
Last spring, summer, autumn, win
ter, se'kwunok, ne'pinok, tukwa'
kok, pi'ponok. Last year, otana'k 
ka ke u'skewuk. 

Last, v.i. Aye't -isew, -un,, sepa'put 
-isew, -un, kinwas -apu -tisew, -tun. 

Lasting, adj. Sep -isew, -un, kinwas 
-apu -tisew, -tun. 

Lastly, adv. Iskwayach maku, iskwa
yanik. 

Latch, n. Ata'piskinikun. 
Late, adj. and alv. He is late or comes 

late, mwastusin. He is too late for 
him, mwastus -kowao, -kum; (Too 
late to catch him) mwasti -nao, 
-num. In the sense of "desceased", 
late is represented sometimes by the 
imperf. ending pun, applied to the 

title of the deceased. e. g. Our late 
king, Ke kicheokimaminanopun. 

Lately, adv. Uno'cheka. 
Lather, n. (on the face) Sinikosto

kwawin. 
-- v.t. Siniko'stoowawao. He 
lathers himself, sinikostoowa'hosoo. 

Laud, v.t. Mume'chimao, kistachimao. 
See Praise. 

Laugh, v.i. Pa'pew. He laughs often, 
pa'piskew. He laughs at him, pa'pe 

-hao, -taw. 
Laughable, adj. Wuweyutayeta'k 

-osew, -wun, papinayetak -osew, 
-wun; (in appearance) wuweyusi-
na'k -osew, -wun. 

Laughing goose, n. Papacha'pusao. 
Laughter, n. Papewin. 
Launch, v.t. (move out) Nimitawa

hum. 
-- v.i. Nimitawapuyew. 

Laundry, n. Kisepakinikawe -kumik, 
kichista pa wuchika we -kumik. 

Lavatory, n. Kasechichawe -kumik. 
Laver, n. Kasekwaoyakun. 
Lavish, adj. Wayotinumakao, nita 

mama'kew. 
-- v.t. Wayo'tinum, wayotinumo
wao. 

Lavishly, adv. Wayo'che. 
Law, n. Oyusoowa'win, itu'soowa

win. 
Lawful, adj. Kwuyu'sk itu'stao, kwu

yuskitayeta'kwun, oyusowayetak
wun. 

Lawyer, n. (one versed in the law) 
Oyusoowa'weyinew; (solicitor) ope
kiskwa'stumakao, otitwa'stumakao. 

Lay, v.i. (eggs) Pinawao. He lays 
wait, uskuta w. 
-- v.t. U' -yao, -staw. He lays 
it away, by, up, (carefully) nuhu'
yao or nau' -yao, -staw. He lays it 
by for himself, nuhu'stwasoo. He 
lays it aside (out of the way), e'ku
tastaw. He lays him down, (places) 
pimi' -simao, -titaw, nuhi' -simao, 
-titaw. He lays down, pimi -sin, 
-tin. He lays him down, (resigns), 
puki'ti -nao, -num. He lays him, at 
hand, napa'mu -yao, -staw. He lays 
him (them) in a row, nepeta' -yao, 
-staw. He lays them across, over, 
each other, asitaya'sko -yao, pimi-
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ta'sko -yao, -staw. He lays them 
together, u'su -yao, -staw. He lays 
it orderly, o'yu -yao, -staw. He lays 
it for a foundation, oyasko'totaw. 
He lays it on, along the ground, 
oyuskumikititaw. He lays it down 
straight extended, tu'so -yao, -staw, 
tu'wu -yao, -staw. He lays hands on 
him, oti'ti -nao, -num. He lays 
hold on him, ka'chiti -nao, -num. 
He lays it to his charge, mi'semao, 
uta'mimao; utama'yimao. He lays 
it on him (as a burden) nuyu'tuhao, 
tukotu's -towao, -taw. He lays wait 
for him, usku'mowao, uswu'wao. 
He lays it waste, kewa'chitaw. 

Laziness, n. Kitime'win. 
Lazy, adj. Ki'timew. He is ~often, or 

habitually lazy, kitimi'skew, kaki'
timew. He sits lazy, kitimupew. 

Lead, n. Ussi'nekok, moososi'nnewa
pisk, uskikwuk. 
-- v.i. Kiskino'tuhiwao, itotu
hewao; (as a train dog) ne'kanew; 
(as a path) i'tumoo; (as a water 
course) isseche'wun. 
-- v.t. Kiskino'tuhao, ito'tuhao, 
issewe'yao. He leads him about, 
pupa'motuhao, pupaitotuhao. He 
leads him out of the path, putota
skunowatuhao. 

Leader, n. (a guide) Onekanew; 
(the foremost dog) nekanustim. 

Leaf, n. Ne'pe; (of a book) paska'-
kinikun. 

Leaf-bud, n. O'simisk. 
Leaf-fat, n. 'vVe'se. 
Leak, v.i. (out) Ocheko' -wew, -wun; 

(in) o' chistin. 
Lean, adj. Pa'wunew, puskawao, 

siku'chew, kowukutao, mu'towew 
(the last is applied by some Indians 
only to fish). 
-- v.i. A'soo, aspu'chisimo, aso' 
-sin, -tin. He leans on it, aso'simoo, 
aso'sin. He leans on him, asosimo
to'towao. It leans on one side (i. e. 
a canoe) eyepa'kotin. It leans (as 
a tree) nowaya'skomoo, nowaskisoo. 
-- v.t. Aso -simao, -titaw, aspu
chi -simao, -titaw, nowaski -nao, 
-num. 

Leap, v.i. Kwa'skotew; (leap over) 
pa' sichikwaskotew. 

Learn, v.i. Kiskino'humasoo (reflex 
form of kiskinohumowao) we -kukwa
kiskayeturn. 
-- v.t. Kiska'yetum, nutoweki
ska'yetum. 

Learning, n. Kiska'yetumoowin. 
Least, adj. and adv. Mawu'ch (or 

mawu'che) upise's, upis -e'sisew, 
-a'sin; (in estimation) mawuch upi
stayeta'k -osew, -wun. At least, 
ku'nuka. At the least, sea'ka. 

Leather, n. Pesa'kun, puka'kin. 
Smoked leather, westapukwi. Tanned 
leather, utisekunepu'kakin. 

Leave, n. (permission) Eyinumaka
win. He gives him leave, eyinu'mo
wao. 
-- v.i. (walking) Sipwa'tao, kito
tao; (by canoe) posew. (see Depart) 
Leave off, po'oyoo, po'ne -hao, -taw. 
See Desist. 
-- v.t. N u'ku -tao, -tum; (by 
water) nuku'tu -wao, -hum; (cease 
going with him) ponewechawao; 
(cease working at him) pone -hao, 
-taw. He leaves it, (after eating the 
rest) isko -pwao, -st um; (after 
using the rest) isko -nao, -num; 
(after working at the rest) isko -hao, 
-taw. He leaves him behind (in run
ning), nuku'chipuhao. He leaves 
it to him (as a gift), pukitinu'mowao, 
nuku'turnowao. He leaves it with 
him (in trust) kunuwa'yitumowao. 
I leave it to you, (casual phrase) 
upo keyu .• 

Leaven, n. Opi'sikun, opichi'chikun. 
Leavened, part. O'pisoo. 
Leavings, n. (of food) Iskwus'chikunu, 

iskochikunu. 
Lee, n. Tipinuwak, (i.e. in the lee). 

He makes it lee (shelter from wind) 
tipinuwuhum. 

Leek, n. Wechakuskose'. 
Leeward, adv. Namowun. 
-- v.i. (as canoe under sail), 
namowunepuyew. 

Left, adj. (left side) Numu'tinik 
itake. 
-- part. Is'kopuyew, uyiwa'ke
puyew, kasispoo'puyew. There is 
none left, cha'kepuyew, mas'tipu
yew or mas'chipuyew. 

Left-handed, adj. Numu'chew. 
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Leg, n. Miskat'. My leg, niskat'. 
He has long legs, kinoka'tao, kuka
noka'tao. He has short legs, tuko
katao, chimika'tao. He has a leg 
cut short, keskika'tao. He has a lame 
leg, maskika'tao. He has four legs, 
naoka'tao. Fore legs, neka'nekat. 
Hind leg, ota'kakat. He breaks his 
leg, natwakata'hosoo, kuskikata'ho
soo; (by falling) natwa'katasin, 
kuskika'tasin. He breaks (another's) 
leg, (by hand) natwaka'tanao; (by 
a blow) natwaka'tawao. 

Legacy, n. Nukutuma'kowin. 
Leg bone, n. Miska'tikunika'kun, 

oskatikun'. 
Legend, n. Atunokawin, s.c. 
Legging, n. Kes'kitas, mitas'. (The 

latter word, properly belonging to 
those long leggings that reached to 
the thigh, has been transferred to 
their successors, pants). 

Legitimate, adj. Oyusowayetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Lemon, n. Ka chepwak osa'wemin. 
Lend, v.i. Owe'hewao. 
-- v.t. Owe'hao; (he borrows 
from him) oweha'soomao. 

Length, n. A is'k -osit, -wak. He, 
makes it out of that length, isko -hao, 
-taw; (in wood) iskwas'ko -hao, 
-taw. He throws himself full length, 
tuswas'kopuyehoo; (in the water) 
sika'puyew. 

Lengthen, v.i. Kino'puyew, ute kin 
-o'sew, -waw'. 
-- v.t. Kino' -hao, -taw; (by 
joining something on) anis'ko -hao, 
-taw, me'su -wao, -hum; (by tying 
something on) aniskotapatum; (by 
stretching) anisko'pi -tao, -tum. 

Lentil, n. Mikosekan. 
Leper, n. Omucha'spinao. 
Leprosy, n. This word and its deri

vatives have no corresponding Cree 
term, but are mostly rendered by 
mucha' spinawin, the "bad dis
ease", which is of too general a 
signification. Watkins suggests wap
a'spinawin, the "white disease", 
but this term has not been gen
erally recei_ved. He has the leprosy, 
mucha's pmao. 

Less, adj. Notow, uchewe-, upiche-. 
-- adv. Notow e'yikok, astum' 
e'yikok. 

Lessen, v.i. Uche'wepuyew; (as a 
swelling) ye'wepuyew. 
-- v.t. Uche'wi -nao, -num, upi 
se'sehao, -sa'sitaw. 

Lesson, n. (scripture reading) Kiski
nohuma'kawin, s.c., ayume'chi
kawin, P.c.; (something to be 
learned) kiskinohumakawin; (a 
pupils lesson) kiskinohumakowin. 

Lest, conj. Kaka (for kittu aka) or 
aka kittu, with subj. 

Let, v.t. Eyinu'mowao, puki'tinao. 
He lets him alone, poo'ne -hao, -taw. 
He lets him down, ne'tinao. He lets 
him go, puki'ti -nao, -num. Let it 
be sol A'kose keyam; Let it go at 
that, akwa'ne keyam. Let me see! 
Ma'te. 

Letter, n. Mussinu'hikun, mussinu
huma'kawin, mussinuhumatoowin. 
The first word means any form of 
written matter, while the latter 
means written messages. 

Lettuce, n. Uskepukwa, ota'wepu
kwa. 

Level, adj. Nuya'wuch; (smooth) 
sos'k -osew, -waw. 

v.t. Tutu'ko -wao, -taw; 
nuyawut' -uyao, -ustaw; (to raze) 
nechewa'pu -wao, -hum. 

Lever, n. (a bar for lifting weights) 
Opuhekawinapisk; (for starting an 
engine) sipwapuhekun. 

Liar, n. Kiyas'kiskew, kukiyas'kew. 
Liberal, adj. Ma'keskew, muma'kew, 

neta mumakew. 
Liberally, adv. Mis'tuhe, wayo'che. 
Liberate, v.i. Apu'hoowao, puki'

tinikao. 
-- v.t. A'pu -wao, -hum, api'ko 
-nao, -num, puki'ti -nao, -num, 
puspe'tisinao; tipayimi'soohao. 

Liberty, n. Apu'hoowawin, tipayimi'
soowin. 

Lichen, n. U'sinewa'konuk. 
Lick, v.i. Nokwa'chikao. 
-- v.t. Nokwa' -tao, -tum. 

Lid, n. Ukwunu'hikun; (of a kettle) 
ukwuna poowa'hikun. 
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Lie, n. Kiya'skewin. 
v.i. (utter falsehood) Kiyas'

kew. He lies about him, kiyas'ki
mao, kiyas'kewa -chimao, -totum. 
He lies to him, kiyas'kekutowao. 
-- v.i. (rest horizontally) Pi'mi 
-sin, -tin; (of wood) pimas'ko -sin, 
-tin; (of metal) pima'piski -sin, -tin. 
It lies about, pewu'stao. He lies 
along something, mitimil' -sin, -tin. 
He lies comfortably, wuwa'yisin, 
meyo'sisin. He lies firmly, aye'chi 
-sin, -tin. He lies stretched out, tus
wasko -sin, -tin; (as a tree lying on 
the ground) pimasko -sin, -tin. They 
lie close together, wawa' -chisinwuk, 
-tustawa. He lies (i. e. lays himself) 
down, nu'hisin. He lies head-down
wards, uchi'chisin. He lies face
downwards, ot'isisin, oti'tupisin, 
otitumiwu'nisin. He lies on his 
back, asikichisin. He lies so, or thus, 
isse -sin, -tin. It lies straight, kwuyu
s'kitin. It lies in a row, or line, nepe
ta'stao. He lies with him, wechepi
misinomao, wepamao. It lies with 
something else, usitu'stao. He lies in 
the water, u'ko -chin, -tin. He lies on 
the top, wukechi -sin, -tin. (Things 
lying on top of one another, akwetow
ustao. 

Life, n. Pima'tisewin. Long life, 
kinwas'pimatisewin. Short life, chi
masin, or tukowaw pimatisewin. 
Everlasting life, kakeka pimatise
win. He is retentive of life, se'pinao, 
sepa'ti5ew. He gives him life, or 
restores or keeps life in him, pimatise' -
skowao. Life belt, pimachihowe 
-pukwutahoon. 

Lift, n. Opinikawin; (lifting machine) 
Opinikun. 

v.i. Opu'hikao, o'pinikao, 
o'pipuyew. 
-- v.t. (by hand) O'pi -nao, -num; 
(forcibly) o'pu -wao, -hum; (with 
a stick) opas'koo -wao, -hum, nema
s'koo -wao, hum. He lifts it high, 
ispaka' -nao, -num. He lifts it up 
to him, opinu'mowao. He lifts him
self up, o'pew, tusoka'powew. He 
lifts, (bails, dips or scoops) it out, 
kwa'pu -wao, -hum; (from the 
water) uk'wa -nao, -num. 

Ligament, n. Ochastutayape. 
Light, adj. (not heavy) Ya-ki'tisew 

or -ku'tisew, -kusin, -kun; (of 
metal) yaka'pisk -isew, -aw; (of 
wood) yaka'sk -osew, -wun; (not 
dark) Wa'sayaw; (of night) kesika
stao; (in color) wapi -skisew, -waw. 
-- n. (day) wastao, wastawin;, 
(refl. from the sky) wasayasewin; 
(lamplight) wastanumakawin. 
-- v.t. (to ignite) Sus'ku -wao, 
-hum; .suski' -simao, -titaw. It is 
lit, sus'ki -soo -tao; (to give light 
to) wasta'niku -towao, -tum, wasu
skotanumowao, wasta'numowao. 

Lighten, v.i. Wasta'puyew, wawa
sus'kotao; (grow light) ute wa'sa
yaw. 
-- v.t. (make less heavy) Ya'ke 
-hao, -taw. He lightens himself, 
ya'kehoo. (give light to, see Light). 

Lightning, n. Wastapu'yewin, wawa'
stuwapuyewin, wawasuskota'win. 
The verbal forms however, are most 
commonly used as wastapuyew, 
wawastapuyew, i.e. It lightens. 

Like, adj. (in appearance) Issena'k 
-osew, -wun; (in effect on the mind) 
itayeta'k -osew, -wun. He is like 
him, or acts like him, nuspi'towao, 
n unas' pitowao. 
-- adv. Tapiskoch; (exactly) 
mwi'che; (something like) nooswam. 
-- v.t. Meywa' -yimao, -yitum, 
sa'ke -hao, -taw; (of food) weki'
pwao or weka'yimao, inan. we'ki
stum. The word like followed by 
another verb is of ten answered by 
the particle we, as he likes to do it, 
we totum. 

Likely, adv. Maskoch', a'kose a'toka. 
Most likely, kachinach. Very likely, 
puku'kum. 

Likeminded, adj. Weche'ita'yitumo
mao (with direct obj.). 

Liken, v.t. Tapiskota' -yimao, -yitum, 
kiskinowatayita'ko -hao, -taw; awa' 
-hao, -taw, uspuha'kamo -mao, -tum. 

Likeness, n. (appearance) Issenako
se'win; (resemblance) nuspituwa'
win. 

Likewise, adv. Mwa'che, wawach', 
nestu. 

Lily, n. Wapikune. 
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Limb, n. (of body) Puska'sewin; (of 
tree) wu'tikwun. 

Lime, Limestone, n. Ka iskwa'sot 
u'sine. 

Limp, n. Wucheskaw, wuchepuyew, 
mas'kipuyew, mas'kotao. 

Line, n. (twisted cord) Peminu'kwan, 
P.c. and s.c.; (rope) sastukwayape, 
M.C. and s.c. (string of hemp or 
hide) pesa'kunape; (small string) 
pesa'kunapes, s.c.; (of hide or 
leather)pakakina'yape, uskakina'y
ape, uskimunayape. Edging line, 
"side line", for nets, tapikona'yape, 
tapiko'nikuna'yape. Anchor line for 
nets, poonusina'panayape. Lirie for 
pulling nets under the ice, sepase
kopi' chikun. Tracking line, pima
sukamapichikunayape. A surveyed 
line, towutuhekun. Bowline, osti
kwanayape. 
-- n. (an extended mark) Pasi
sinu'hikun. He draws a line, pasi'
sinuhum, pa'suhum; (with a knife, 
etc.) pasisikotum; (outline) pasaw
(on the water) pasakumin. He 
makes a line with string and chalk, 
pususta'pichikao. He makes a line 
on it with string and chalk, pusu
sta'pitum, pusustapu'yitaw. They 
stand in line, nepetaka'powewuk. 
He looks along the line, to true it up, 
oya'pu -mao, -tum. 
-- v.i. (to put in a lining) Petwa' -
kinikao. 
-- v.t. Petwa'kinum, petwa'ki
stuhum. 

Linen, n. Wapiskakin, wapipukwuya
nakin, wapipukwuy.anasakakin. 

Ling, n. Meyi', P.c.; meni, diminutive, 
minachoos, s.c., methi', N.c., meli', 
meri', M.C. 

Linger, v.i. Pwastowinikao, wuwa
sepu'yitew kesa'chew, tusepupake
ka'tisew. 

Liniment, n. Sisopaku'hikun, siso
pakinikun, sisopatinikun. 

Lining, n. Petwa'kinikun, petwaya.
kin. 

Linoleum, n. Una'skawakin, una'skas
chikun. 

Linseed-meal, n. Ka toomisit unoo
min. 

LITTLE 

Lintel, n. Iskwa'tame -pimiti'niku
natik; (of stone) pimiti'nikunapisk, 
or -u'sine. 

Lion, n. Mistu'kasew, P.c. and s.c.; 
Misepi'sew, M.C. 

Lioness, n. Nosamistu'kasew, nosam
isepi'sew. 

Lip, n. Mis'kisi. My lip, nis'kisi. 
The word is little used, its place 
being commonly taken by miton, 
the mouth. 

Liquid, adj. Mosa'kumew. 
-- n. This word is not found 
alone, but is frequent in composi
tion, where it is represented by the 
suffix apoo; e. g. muchapoo, bad 
liquid; iskotawapoo, fire liquid (i. e. 
spirituous liquors); tootoosapoo, 
breast liquid, (milk). 

Listen, v.i. Nanuka'setum, nuto'
takao. He listrns to him, nuto' 
-towao, -tum, pise'che -hao, -taw; 
(secretly) nanuku'se -towao, -tum. 

Litany, n. Mamowe -uyumehastuma
toowin. 

Litter, n. (rubbish) Muchekwuna's; 
(farrow) nookoha wusoowin. 
-- v.i. (scatter) Pewinikao, Pew
us'chikao; (bear young) nookoha
wusoo. 

Little, adj. Upi -se'sisew, -sa'sin; 
(in estimation) upistayitak' -osew, 
-wun; (of liquid) upisa'kumisin; 
(of metal) upisapis -kisew, -kaw; 
(of wood) upisask -osew, -wun; 
(of cord) upisa'pakun; (of cloth) 
upisa'kun. The idea is often ex
pressed by the diminutive suffix is, 
isis,'os, or es, as a little spoon, amek
wanis; a little duck, sesepisis; a 
little kettle, uskikos; A little bird, 
peyases. With verbs the particle 
takes the form of si and is inserted 
between the root and the termina
tion, as it Sf!,OWS a little, misposin; 
he speaks a little, pekiskwasiw. 
Proper names frequently carry the 
diminutive ending, the use of which 
may persist throughout the life of 
the person so named, e. g. Hendre
sis, J ohnesis, Maresis. Another 
way of marking the diminutive of 
nouns is by prefixing· the particle 
upist, as upist'owasis, a little child, 
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baby. (It will be noted that s.c. 
uniformly changes T into CH in 
the diminutive forms, e. g.,utim, 
uchimosis; owasis, upischowasis). 
A little time ago, uno'ckeka'. A 
little way off, nowuch wayow', 
wayowes'. A little while, u'cheyow, 
or a'cheyow, noo'mukas. A little 
before, neyak', neya'kunu. 

Little, n. Upises', P.c. and s.c.; ma'n
shesh, M.C. 

Live, v.i. (be alive) Pima'tisew; 
(dwell) we'kew. He lives with him, 
wechepima'tisemao; we'kemao. 

Live, living, adj. Pima'tisewe, pima 
-tisew, -tun. 

Lively, adj. Wucha'pew, kukana'-
wisew, kisisowatisew. 

Liver, n. Oskoon'. 
Livid, adj. Upe'taw, otookaw. 
Lizard, n. Osikeyas. 
Lo! interj. Pote, P.c., chest, s.c., 

nah! M.C. 
Load, n. (in carrying) Pimiwi'chikun; 

nuyu'chikun, s.c, ,wewusewin, M.C.; 
(in wagon, sleigh, etc.) ota'pan; 
(in canoe, etc.) posita'soowin. 
-- v.i. (charge a gun) Pechepi
kwao. 

v.t. (charge) Pechepikwa'
tum, kikuskinutaw; (impose bur
den) wewu'teka -tao, -tum. It is 
loaded, (i.e. gun) pechepik'wayaw, 
pechepikwa'tao, kipik'watin. He 
carries a loaded gun, kipikwachichi
kao. He is loaded down, or heavily 
loaded, pwawutao. 

Loaf, n. Ayukonaw; pukwasikun. 
Loaf bread is sometimes disting
uished from bannock by the quali
fying term peswa, fine. There is no 
word for "loaf" as a unit. One loaf, 
pa.yuk ayuk'onaw, or pa.yuk puk
wa'sikun. Five loaves, neyanan ayu
konawuk, or pukwasikunuk. 

Loan, n. Awehewawin. 
-- v.i. Awehewao. He loans him 
(money), awehao. 

Loathe, v.t. Wena' -yimao, -yitum, 
yipa'si -nowao, -num; (detest) pu
kwa -tao, -tum. 

Loathesome, adj. Wenayitak' -osew, 
-wun, yipa'tayitak' -osew, -wun; 
pukwatik -osew, -wun. 

LONG LAKE 

Lobster, n. Usa'kao, sa'kew. 
Locust, n. Utesaweyasew, kwasko'

tises. 
Lock, n. Kipapisku'hikun, naspitapi

skuhikun. 
-- v.t. Kipapiskuhum, a'cheki
puhum, naspita'piskinum. He locks 
up, intr., kipapisku'hikao, a'cheki
puhikao. 

Lockjaw, n. Kipapiskunawin. He is 
lockjawed, kipapiskunao. 

Lodge, n. We'ke, mekewap, kupa
sewin. 
-- v.i. We'kew, i'taw, kupasew. 
See Dwell. (become caught) suki 
-chin, -tin. 

Lofty, adj. Is' -pisew, -paw. 
Log, n. Mi'stik, minuhik, waskuhi

kuna'tik. A good log, meywa'tik, 
a bad, unsound log, mucha'tik. He 
cuts logs, munatikwao keskutuha' -
tikwao; (busy getting logs) nota
tikwao. He hauls logs, awuta'ti
kwao; (raft logs) patapochikao. 

Loin, n. Apitosiyow, pukwutahon. 
Lone, adj. Payukoo. 
Lonely, adj. (grieving) Kuska'yitum; 

(remote) pikwu'che; (solitary) peki
ska -tum, -tikwun. 

Long, adj. Kin -o'sew, -waw', kukan 
-o'sew, -waw'; (of cord, etc.) kinwa'
pak -isew, -un; (of textiles) kinwa'
kun; (of metals) kinwa'pisk -isew, 
-waw; (of wood) kinwas'k -osew, 
-wun. He is rather long, kin -o'sew, 
-wa'sin. He is so lonr., is'kosew, 
iskwaw'. How long is he? tan ask 
-osit, -wak? 

adv. Kiowas'. Long ago, 
waskuch', kuyas', kuyata. As long 
as, makwach, askwa', ispech, e'ye
kok. All day long, kupa' ke'sik, 
iskunekesik. How long since? tan'
ispe o'che or us'pin? He is a long 
time away, kinwas' ita'pichew. 

Long, v.i. Kewusa'yitum. He longs 
for him, kewusa'yimao, -yitum, 
ukawa -tao, -tum; mostowi -nao, 
-num. 

Longing, n. Ukawatumowin, mosto
wayetumowin. 

Long Lake, n. Kino'kumaw Saku'hi
kun. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Longsuffering, adj. Sepeyuwa'sew, 
susepa'yitum. 

Look! interj. Chest, po'te, nah, mat
ika. 

v.i. Kunowa'pew, ita'pew; 
(with wonder) muskacha'pew. He 
looks about, ayita'pew. He looks 
around him, waska ita'pew. He 
looks after him, noosuwapu -mao, 
-tum. He looks at him, kunowa'pu 
-mao, -tum. He looks angrily at him, 
kisewekunowa'pu -mao, -tum. He 
looks attentively at him, pisiska'pu 
-mao, -tum, asika'pu -mao, -tum. 
He looks upon them in a row, nepe
takunowa'pu -mao, -tum. He looks 
it over (to see it is all in order) oya'pu
-mao, -tum. He looks at him with 
favor, meyokunuwa'pu -mao, -tum. 
He looks at him with disfavor, mayi
kunowa'pu -mao, -tum. He looks at 
him with surprise, muska'sinu -wao, 
-hum. He looks back, apusa'pew. 
He looks down, neche -itapew, tupu
ses'itapew. He looks (searches) for 
him, nu'to- or nuna'to-nowao, -num, 
nanutuwa' -yimao, -yitum, nanu
tuwa'pu -mao, -tum. He looks into 
it, akosikwa'yaputum. He looks on, 
konowa'pew, kita'pew. He looks 
out (expectantly), usuwa'pew. He 
looks out for him, usuwa'pu -mao, 
-tum. He lfoks out ((of a window, 
~tc.) puspa pew. He looks through 
it (as a tube) sapwa'pu -mao, -tum; 
(as t~roug~ glass, or with X-ray 
machme) s1kwa'pu -mao, -tum. He 
looks things over (as an inspector) 
wapu'fh!ka?. He ceases to look, 
poona puch1kao, poona'pukao. He 
ceases to look at him, poona'pu -mao, 
-tum. He looks (seems) so, isena'k 
-osew, -wun, with many compounds, 
as, He looks happy, cheka'yitume
n,~'kosew. He looks strange, muska
s mak -osew, -wun, mumata'wenak 
-osew, -wun. It looks wrong, awk
ward, ugly, nuyatawena'k -osew, 
-wun. 

Looking
1
-g_lass, n. Wa'pumon, wapu

mona p1sk. He looks in the looking
glafs, w~'pumoo, wapumisoo', kuno
wa pum1soo. 

Loom, v.i. Nana'tao, P.C.; opew, o'pi
nutao, s.c., wunakwunutao, wuna
tao, M.C. 

Loon, n. Large, Mwo'ak or mwo'
akwu; (small) asimwok. The loon 
cries out, (for wind), ooyopakoo. 

Loop, n. N upwapichikun. 
-- v.t. Nupwapika -nao, -num. 

Loose, adj. Keo'puyew, pechi'chi
puyew, pukwuchipuyew. He gets 
loose, (as a tethered animal) ka'chi
koo. It comes loose (as an axe head) 
kachiko'puyew; (from being tied) 
api'kopuyew. 
-- v.t. A'pu -wao, -hum, apfko 
-nao, -num, pukwuti -nao, -num; 
(as something frozen to the ground) 
pukwu'tu -wao, -hum. 

Lop-stick, n. Mistiko'kan, piskwutu
nusku'hikun. He makes a lop-stick 
for him, mistikokanikowao, piskwu
tun uskuhikanikowao. 

Lopsided, adj. Eyipa -sew, -yaw; 
(as a canoe heavier on one side) 
eyipakotin. 

Lord, n. O'kimaw; Kicheo'kimaw; 
Tapaye'chikat. My Lord, n'oki
ma'm or net okima'm; n'Otipaye'
chikam. 

Lordship, n. Okima'wewin, Tipaye
chika'win. 

Lose, v.i. Wune'chikao. (in contest) 
pass. of pus'kinowao, he beats him, 
-- v.t. Wu'ne -hao, -taw. He 
loses himself, or loses his way, wu'ne
sin. He is lost, wu'nehoo. 

Loss, n. Wuneta'soowin, wune'chi
kawin. He feels the loss of him, 
kwetowa' -yimao, -yitum. He is at 
a loss, wuwana'yitum. He is at a 
loss what to do, or how to do it, wuwa
na'yitum tanisse ka totuk. He is 
at a loss for a way to do it, kwetowe
totum, kwetutayitotum. He is at 
a loss what to say, kwetowe -itwao. 
He suffers loss, wuneta'soo, wune'
chikao. 

Lot, n. (condition) Uya'win, isse 
uya'win, itapu'tisewin; (portion) 
ma'tinumakun; (group) ka piske
tu'ki -soochik, -chikatake; (from 
casting or drawing lots) awepuyi'
chikawin. In separate lots, pupas'
kis, or papiskech'. They -are in sep-

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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arate lots, papiske' -tisewuk, -tinwa 
papisket -u'piwuk, -ustawu; (t~ 
separate into lots) papiskiti -nao, 
-num. They draw lots, a'wepuyi
chikawuk, P.c. & s.c., muhekunati
kokawuk, M.c. 

Lotion, n. Siso'pakuhikun, or sisooni
kun; sisoonikunapoo. 

Lottery, n. Ustwatoowin. They draw 
lots (for prizes), ustwatoowuk, a'we
puyichika wuk. 

Loud, Loudly, adv. So'ke, kiswawe. 
He speaks loudly, ki'swawao, kise
wao, kisewa'uyumew. He sounds 
loud, kisewatak -osew, -wun, soke
ta'k -osew, -wun. 

Louse, n. f kwu. 
Lousy, adj. Otutikwumew. 
Love, n. Sakehewa'win. Mutual love, 

sakehi 'too win. 
-- v.i. Sakehewao. 
-- v.t. Sa'ke -hao, -taw. He is 
loved, sakeha w. 

Loveable, adj. Sakehi'koowisew. 
Lovely, adj. Meywayita'k -osew, 

-wun. 
Lover, n.J- Sakehakun. 
Low, adj. Tupu -se'sisew, -sa'sin. 
-- adv. Tu'puses, P.C.; chu'pu
ses, s.c. 
-- v.i. Kitoo', mutwa'kitoo. 

Lower, v.i. (appear clouded) Wus'ko
owun or yik'wuskwun. 
-- v.t. Ne'ti -nao, -num; (with 
ropes) netapi'ka -nao, -num, or 
netapa'ki -nao, -num, yasapika -nao, 
-num. 

Lowliness, n. (humility) Tuputa'yi
moowin, yosketa'hawin; (modest 
appearance) tuputa'yitakosewin. 

Lowly, adj. Tuputa'yimoo, yoske
ta'hao, tuputayita'k -osew, -wun. 

Low-spirited, adj. Kopata'yimoo, pek
iska'tum, pekiskata'yitum. 

Luck, n. There is no clear Cree word 
for this, used alone. He has good 
luck pupa'wao, meyo'puyew. He 
brings bad luck on hini, muyu'komao. 
By mere luck, ka'skwan isse. 

Lucky, adj. Pupa'wao. He makes 
him lucky, pupawa'nao. 

Lubricant, n. Pimewenikun. 
Lubricate, v.t. Pimewi -nao, -num. 

MADLY 

Lubrication, n. Pimewenikawin. 
Ludicrous, adj. Wuweyu'tayita'k 

-osew, -wun, papewayita'k -osew, 
-wun; (in appearance) wuweyusina'k 
-osew, -wun; (in sound) wuweyusi-
ta'k -osew, -wun. 

Luggage, n. Nemwutawin. 
Lukewarm, adj. Achestow' -isew, -un; 

(liquid) sooskwa'kumitao, soopa
stao. 

Lull, v.t. Kipitoowa'wuhao. 
-- v.i. (become calm) Kipiche
yoowao, unwastin. 

Lumber, n. Nupuketukwu, mistikwu. 
Lump, n. Waweya'nikun, misetowi

nikun. In a lump, mi'setow. It is 
in a lump, misetow' -isew, -aw, 
°!i~ewa' -sew, -yaw. He has a lump, 
pis k -osew, -waw. 

Lumpy, adj. Pupis'k -osew, -waw. 
Lunacy, n. (animal) Wunina'win; 

(human) keskwa'win, keskwauya
win. 

Lunatic, adj. Wu'ninao, kes'kwao. 
Lunch, n. Nowuchewin; (as a mid

day meal) apetakesikunakwawin. 
Lung, n. Opun'. 
Lurch, v.i. Inipapuyew, inipapuyu

hoo. 
Lurk, v.i. Uyuswu'hikao. 
Lurking place, n. Uskuta'win, 

uswu'hikun. 
Lust, n. Muchemos'towayitumoo'

win, muche -akawatitoowin. 
-- v.i. (speaking of a man) 
Nochehis'kwawao; (of a woman) 
nochehina'pawao. He lusts after 
her, muche -akawatao. 

Lustily, adv. So'ke. 
Lusty, adj. Muskowa'tisew. 
Lye, n. Pikowapoo, pikowa'sewapoo, 

or pikota'wapoo. 
Lying, n. Kiyas'kewin, kukiyas'ke

win. 
Lynx, n. Pi'sew. 

M 

Machine, n. Ka utoska'mukuk, s.c., 
apuchechikun, P.c. 

Mad, adj. Kes'kwao, wu'ninao. · 
Madden, v.t. Ke'skwahao; (anger) 

kisewa'hao. 
Madly, adv. Keskwa'we, kekus'. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Madman, n. Okes'kwao, oowu'ninao. 
Ma1ness, n. Keskwa'win, wu'nina

wm. 
Maggot, n. Mo'tao, ochao, but often 

the word used is munchoos. 
Maggoty, adj. Ochawun, munchoosi

wun. 
Magic, n. Kosa'puchikawin, mita'

wewin, mumatawisewin. 
Magician, n. Mitao, okosaputum. 
Magic-latern, n. Chuka'statichikawe, 

-wastan umakun. 
Magistrate,· n. Oyusoowa'wekimaw, 

P.c. and s.c., tipaskonikawelilew, 
M.C. 

Magnanimous, adj. Kiche -meywa
yetak -osew, -wun. 

Magnify, v.t. (praise) Kistu'kimao; 
(exaggerate) uyewakenako -hao, 
-'taw. 

Magpie, n. Upis'chekakakes. 
Maid, maiden, n. Oskine'kiskwao, 

oskin ekiskwasis. 
Maidenhood, n. Oskinekiskwawin, 

oskuskwa win. 
Maidservant, n. Iskwautos'kayakun, 

utoskaya'kuniskwao. 
Mail, n. Mussinuhumatoowin; (the 

system) A pimotutanewuk mussi
nuhekun. 

Maim, v.t. Ma'ske -hao, -taw. 
Maimed, part. Mas'kisew. 
Main, adj. Kiche; (prefix to noun 

sometimes changing or dropping 
of letters for enphony's sake, as see 
next line). 

Mainland, n. Kistus'kumik, kistu
kamik, kistukam. 

Mainsail, n. Kiche -nuka'stumoon. 
Maintain, v.t. (provide for) Oches'

tumowao, kunowa'yimao, pu'mi 
-hao, -taw; (keep operating) Pime
pu'yetaw; (asseverate) wawe'tum. 

Maize, n. Muta'minuk. 
Maize~straw, -stalks, n. Mutaminusk'. 
Majesty, n. Kicheokima'wewin. 
Make, v.i. Ose'hewao, ose'chikao. 
-- v.t. O'se -hao, -taw. The verb 
make, followed by a noun, is usually 
expressed by a single verbal form, 
ending in kao, ikakao, or katao, 
-tum; (the first two being intrans., 
the last trans.) thus: Usto'tin, a 
hat; usto'tinikao, he is hat-making, 
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or making a hat, or hats; ui.totini
ka'kao, he is hat-making with it; 
ustotinika'tum, he is making it into 
a hat, making a hat of it, (the "it" 
being the direct object of the verb). 
He makes him so, iti -nao, -num, 
i'sse -hao, -taw, with a great number 
of compounds, as, He makes him 
angry, kisewa'hao; He makes it 
white, wa'pisketaw. He makes a 
feast, we'kokao. He makes haste, 
kukwaya'hoo, ke'yipew, pupa'sew. 
He makes ready, mune'w. 

Makeshift, adv. Muma'ses, akwane 
tapinak, s.c. 

Maker, n. Ka osehewat. 
Malady, n. Mayeuya'win, a'kosewin, 

itas'pinawin. 
Male, n. Napauyu, pl. napauyuk. 
-- adj. Prefix Napa to noun to 
signify male sex, thus: sesep, duck, 
becomes napa -sip a male duck, 
with letters eliminated and changed 
for euphony's sake. 

Malefactor, n. M uche -itesk, muche
totumos'k. 

Malice, n. Pukwatitoowin, mucha'
yitoowin, mucheitayimitoowin. 

Malign, v.t. Muche -ayemo -mao, 
-tum. 

Mallard, n. E'yinesip. 
Mallet, n. Mistikopu'kumakun. 
Maltreat, v.t. Mucheto'towao, nuya'-

ta weto'towao. 
Mamma, n. Mamma; (generally used 

by the Crees in preference to Indian 
word Mika'we). 

Man, n. (as distinguished from 
woman) Na'pao; (human being) 
eninew, e'yinew, uyise'yinew (some 
Indians restrict the former to 
Indians). A great (important) man, 
kiche'yinew, kiche na'pao. A large 
man, giant, mista'pao. He has 
grown to man's estate, kesa'pawew. 
The Son of Man, Eyineweko'sisan. 

Manacles, n. Kuskapisku'hikun. 
Manage, v.t. Kuske -hao, -taw; (con-

trol) tipa -yimao, -yetum. 
Manager, n. Katipayetuk. 
Man-child, n. Napaowa'sis, napasis. 
Mandible, n. (lower) Mita'piskun; 

(upper, or both together) mikot. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Mane, n. Wa'stuki. 
Mange, n. Mikoka'sewin, mekewin. 

He has the mange, mikoka'sew, 
mikewew. 

Manger, n. Pisikeweyakun. 
Manhood, n. (in age) Kesa'pawewin; 

(in character) napa'wewin. 
Manifest, adj. No'k -osew, -wun, 

puyutanoko -sew, -wun. 
-- v.i. Nokohewao, puyutano
kohewao. 
-- v.t. No'ko -hao, -taw, kiskayi
ta'ko -hao, -taw, puyutanoko -hao, 
-taw. He manifests himself to him, 
nokohisoos'towao. 

Manifold, adj. (various) Nunatok; 
(numerous) mechatoyak. 

Mankind, n. Uyise'yinewuk. Among 
mankind, uyise'yinenak. 

Manly, adj. Na'pawew, napa'wisew, 
napa'kasoo. 

Manliness, n. Kichenapawin. 
Manner, n. A isse (tochikatak); 

(kind) toowe; (method) akota 
(a itochjkatak). 

Manservant, n. Napawutos'kaya
kun. 

Manslaughter, Niputakawin. 
Manure, n. Ma, mai, or mi. Cow 

manure, mostos'omay. 
Many, adj. Mechat'. They are many, 

mecha' -tewuk, -tinwu; (of wood) 
mechatwas'kwunu; (of metal) mec
hatwa'piskawu. Mechat is also 
used in the singular, as mechat 
napao, i. e. },!Jany a man; and ute 
mecha'tew, he (i. e. his family or 
household) is getting many, numer
ous. As many as, tu'to. As many as 
they are, ku'keyow a itus' echik or 
tu'to a itus'echik. How many? 
tantuto? How many are there? 
tantuto a itusechik? or tan atuse
chik? Just so many, tipitu'to. Too 
many, osam' mechat. Many times, 
mechat'waw. They are so many, 
itu' -sewuk, -tinwu. A great many, 
naspich mechat, mesu'che. 

Map, n. Uskewussinuhekun. 
Maple, n. Sesepaskwuta'tik, sooko

wa'tik. 
Maple sugar, n. See Sugar. 
Mar, v.t. Nsewunacihe -hao, -taw; 

(disfigure) mayenako -hao, -taw. 
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March, n. See Month. 
Mare, n. Nosamis'tutim or nosa'stim, 

kis'kisis. 
Mark, n. (sign) Kisku'hikun, kiski

nuwachi'chikun, kiskinuwa'chehoo
win; (of writing) mussinuhekun; 
(target) kotuhas'kwawin. It leaves 
a mark, a'setin, pa'setin. He makes 
a mark or impression on it, (with 
his hand) sow'i -nao, -num; (with 
his foot) so'wi -skowao, -skum. He 
leaves marks of having been there, 
numa'taw. He discovers his marks, 
numa'hao. 
-- v.i. Kiskinuwachi'chikao; (ob
serve) nissitowinum; (make an im
pression, esp. accidentally) a'setin. 
-- v.t. Kiskinuwa'che -hao, -taw; 
(with pencil) mussinu -wao, -hum, 
a'tis -kowao, -kum; (with a chalked 
line) pususta -pitao, -pit um.; (ob
serve carefully) kiskinuwata' -yimao, 
-yetum, nissitowa' yimao, -yetum. 

Market, n. Uta'toowin. 
Market-place, n. Uta'toowekumik. 
Marriage, n. We'kitoowin, wekemi-

toowin. Christian marriage, kiche 
wekitoowin. 

Married, part. (speaking of a man) 
We'wew; (of a woman) ona'pamew. 
They are married to one another, 
wekitoowuk. A newly married man, 
os'ke na'pao. Newly-married wo
man, oskis'kwawan. 

Marrow, n. (of bone) We'ne, osku
n'ipime, weyinoo'wekunan'; (veg
etable) okoseman. 

Marry, v.i. (be joined in marriage) 
We'kitoo; (join in marriage) weki
tu'hewao. 
-- v.t. (take in marriage) We'ki
mao; (give in marriage, or perform 
ceremony) we'kituhao. 

Marsh, n. (swamp) Muskak'; (low
lying wet land) nipewuskosewusku
mik; (boggy) pusukochaskewusku
mik. 

Marshy, adj. Muskakowun, nipewu
skumikaw, pusukochaskewukaw. 

Marten, n. Wa'pistan. (male) napa'
apistan; (female) nosa'apistan. 

Marvel, n. Mumata'we -kakwi, mamu
ska'tumowin. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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-- v.i. Mamuska'tum, mamuska
tayetum. He marvels at him, mamu
skata' -yimao, -yetum. 

Marvellous, adj. Mamuskata'yitak 
-osew, -wun. 

Martyr, n. Ochinutakun, uyumehawe 
-ochin utakun. 

Masculine, adj. Napa'uyu, napa-
(used as a prefix). 

Mask, n. Ukwunakwan. 
Mason, n. Onotus'sinao. 
Mass, adj. (lump) Misitow -isew, -aw, 

misitowpuyew; (to mass together) 
mamowepuyew, mamowepuyewuk. 

Massacre, n. Mi'chi -nipuhewawin. 
-- v.t. Mi'che -nipuhao. 

Mast, n. Yakas'timona'tik; (for flag) 
kiski Wa'hona_ I tik. 

Master, n. O'kimaw; (teacher) oki
skino'humakao. My master, n'o'ki
mam or net o'kimam; n'okiskino'
humakam. 
-- v.t. Sa'ko -hao, -taw. 

Mastery, n. Sakotwa'win, puskina'-
kawin. 

Mat, n. Una'skan. 
Masticate, v.t. Mamako -mao, -'tum. 
Match, n. Kotowa'kunis, pukume-

che' chikun. The English word 
Matches has come into very wide 
use as a sing., forming pl., matche
suk. 

Mate, n. Wechawakun. 
--v.t. Wechawao. He mates them, 
wechatuhao. They mate, wecha
toowuk. 

Matter, n. (affair) There is no clear 
Cree word answering to this, but it 
can usually be rendered by kakwi: 
something or anything. What is th; 
matter with you (what ails you)? 
Tan a'teyun? What is the matter 
(the _cause. ~f thi~ disturbance)? 
Tanmse a 1tu'kum1kuk? It is no 
matter, ako:3a'ne keyam, num'ma 
nan'tow itayita'kwun. 
-- n. (pus) Me'ye, mine. He has 
matter, me'yewew. 

Mattery,. adj. Me'ye -wew, -wun, 
P.c., mme -wew, -wun, s.c. 

Mattress, n. Ana'skusimon. 
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May, n. See Month. 
aux.v. Various expressions 

indicate different degrees of pro
bability, or different shades of 
meaning. Thus: mutwan'che kittu 
tu'kosin, he may arrive, but it is un
likely; maskoch kittu tukosin, or 
'tu tukosin -atoka, probably he will 
arrive; kittu ke tukosin means he 
may come, but inclines to the idea 
he ought to come, or he can come. Kittu 
we tukosin ! May he come! 

Meadow, n. Muskose'wukaw. 
Meadowlark, n. Otap'iskakunases; 

(lit. the scarf or neckerchief bird). 
Meal, n. (flour) Pukwasikun;(oat

meal) unoomin; (cornmeal) osawu
noomin; (repast) mechisoowin. 

Mean, adj. (despicable) Muchayi
ta'k -osew, -wun; tuputayita'k 
-osew, -wun; (miserly) susa'kisew. 
-- v.t. i'tum, ita'yitum. What 
does this mean? tanisse ka itumik 
otu? 

Means, n. (possessions) Uya'winu. 
By all means, o'chetaw, yayeta, 
chika'ma. By any means, or by 
some means, nantow isse. By no 
means, nummuwach', numwach' or 
numma wawach'. By these means 
alone, mo'che. 

Meanwhile, adv. Ma'kwach, mak
wach Offill a ikik; ispe'che. 

Measles, n. Mikwu'sawin, mikwusa
pu'yewin. He has the measles, mik
wu'sao or mikwu'sawew, mikwusa'-
puyew. · 

Measure, n. (generally) Tipu'hikun; 
(length) tipas'konikun; (capacity) 
kwapu'hikun, tipa'opan; (land) 
tipa'pan, tipahus'kekan, tipa'uskan. 
Above measure, uyewak'. 
-- v.i. Tipu'hikao; tipas'koni
kao; kwapu'hikao, tipa'opao; tipa'
pao, tipahus'kekao, tipa'uskao. 
-- v.t. Tipu -wao, -hum; (with 
the hand) tipi -nao, -num, tipichi'
cha -mao, -tum; (with extended 
arms) tipinis'ka -tao, -tum; (with 
a stick tipas'ko -nao, -num; (with 
a line) tipapa' -tao, -tum, tipapaki 
-nao, -num. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Meat, n. (food) Me'chim. See Food,· 
(flesh) weyas. Dried meat, pasta' -
weyas, ka'kawuk. Fresh meat, 
uskewe'yas.. Pounded meat, yewu' -
hikun, or, as generally used, in 
the pl., yewu'hikunuk. Roast meat, 
upwan'. Meat dried hard for pound
ing, kaspisawan. He fetches meat 
home (from the kill) nukwu'tisoo or 
nikwu'tisoo. He brings home a part 
of the meat, apo'tao. He eats raw 
meat, us'kepoo. 

Meat-offering, n. Weyasewe -pukiti
nasowin. 

Medal, n. Sukas'kuhon. 
Meddle, v.i. Noche -hao, -taw, pisi

ska' -yimao, -yitum, pima' -yimao, 
-yitum, mikoska'che -hao, -taw. 

Meddlesome, adj. Mikoska'tisew, 
pimayetak -osew, -wun. 

Mediator, n. Onutotastuma'kao, Otu
yumes'tumakao~ 

Medicine, n. Muskike, muskikewapoo. 
Medicinal, adj. (having the taste or 

properties of medicine) M uskike 
-wew, -wun. 

Medicine-man, n. Muski'kewe'yinew. 
This name is also applied to the 
doctors of civilised medicine. 

Meditate, v.i. Mitona'yitum, mami-
tona'yitum. 

Meek, adj. Yoska'tisew. 
Meekness, n. Y oska'tisewin. 
Meet, adj. Nuhiskumo'mukun, nuhe

pu'yew; ispetayita' -kosew, -wun. 
-- v.i. Nukiska'tomukun, nuki
skatoowuk, pl. 
-- v.t. Nukis -kowao, -kum; 
(by water) nuku -wao, -hum. He 
meets him unexpectedly, makwas 
-kowao, -kum. He meets him at an 
angle, tapaskeskowao. 

· Meeting, n. Nukiskatoowin, mawu
chehitoowin. 

Melancholy, adj. Pekiska'tum. In 
appearance, pekiskasina'kosew. 

Melody, n. Meyotakosewin. 
Melt, v.i. Ti'kipuyew, ti'ki -soo, -tao; 

(as ice or snow in warm weather) 
mastu'kosoo, suskun'; (as ice or 
snow in water) masta'pawao. 
-- v.t. Ti'ki -swao, -sum; (as by 
sitting or standing on it) ti'ki 
-skowao, -skum. 

Member, n. (limb) Puska'sewin; (of 
a group) oowe'chehiwao. 

Membership, n. Wechita'soowin. 
Memory, n. Kiskisewin; (memorial) 

kiskisetotaka win, kiskisetotakowin. 
Mend, v.i. (make repairs) Ose'hewao 

or ose'chikao, mesu'hikao. 
-- v.t. O'se -hao, -taw; (by 
patching) me'su -wao, -hum; (by 
tying) was'pi -tao, -tum. He 
mends a net, waspitao uyupeyu, or 
waspitu'yupao. 

Menstruate, v.i. Pesimo -aspinao. 
Menstruation, n. Pesimo -aspinawin. 
Mention, v.t. Ayimo' -mao, mis'ko 

-mao, -tum, mumis'ko -mao, -tum. 
Merchandise, n. (trade) Utawa'wm; 

(goods) utawa'kun, utawawinu. 
Merchant, n. Utawa'weyinew, otu

tawao. See Trader. 
Merciful, adj. Kitimakayichikao, kis

awa'tisew, P.c. and s.c., suwahe
chikao, M.c. 

Mercy, n. (pity) Kitimakayichika
win, kitimakinakawin; ( compassion) 
kisawa'tisewin, suwalechikawin, M.c, 

Mere, adj. Mamo'che, piko. 
Merely, adv. Piko. 
Merganser, n. Usi'k. 
Merge, v.i. Kinikowepuyew, asiche

puyew, mamowepuyew. 
-- v.t. Asiti -nao, -num, mamowe 
-nao, -num. 

Merit, n. Kuski'chikawin, kusldtu
ma'soowin. 
-- v.t. Kuski'taw, kusldtuma'soo. 

Merriment, n. Moocheka'yitumoo
win, meywa'tumoowin. 

Merry, adj. Moocheka'yitum, mey
wa'tum. 

Mesh, n. Miske'sik. It has large 
meshes, muka'pew. It has small 
meshes, upis'tapew. 

Mesh-board, n. Uyupekan'atik, pimi
tasko'nikun, pimitin'ikunatik. 

Mess, n. (a portion of food) Meche
win; (a portion contributed) usuto
owin; (eating together) mamowe 
-mechisowin. 

Message, n. A'chimoowin, pekiskwa'
win, itwa'nikawin. He sends a mes
sage itwa'hewao, or itwa'hewao. 
He ;ends a message by him, itwa'hao 
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or itwa'hao. He sends a message to 
him, isse -tisuhumowao otuyume
win. 

Messenger, n. Isitis'uwakun, otitwa
stumakao. 

Metal, n. Pewa'pisk (includes non
metallic minerals). 

Metallic, adj. Pewa'pisko -wew, -wun. 
Metamorphosis, n. Kwaskena'kose-

win. 
Metaphor, n. Uspuha'kamon. 
Mete, v.t. Tip'uhum. See Measure, v.t. 
Meteor, meteorite, n. A pu'kisik 

u'chukos. 
Methinks, v.impers. Iska'ne, suffix 

a'toka. 
Method, n. Nuhawinekawin. 
Methodical, adj. Nuhawinekao. 
Mew, v.i. Kitoo'. 
Mid-day, n. Apeta-ke'sikaw. 
Mid-night, n. Apeta -tipiskaw. 
Mid-winter, n. Apeta -pipoon. 
Middle, n. Tatawich, towa'yik, a'pe-

tow; (between two things) tus'to
wich. In the middle of the river, 
tawa'chiwun or tatawa'chiwun. In 
the middle of the lake, (or far out on 
the lake, or sea) tawich'. It is the 
middle, a'petawun. Middle-aged, 
apetaya'pawew or apetawa'pawew. 

Midge, n. Pekoche'sew. 
Midnight, n. Apetawti'piskaw. 
Midriff, n. Kipuhoon. 
Midst, adv. Makwach, makwasin; n. 

ta'tawich, towa'yik, apetow. He 
comes into the midst of them, ( or 
"dro_Ps in on them") makwa'sin; 
(accidentally) makwas'kowao. 

Mfdwife, n. Okeska'pasekawiskwao, 
ISkwao ka kunowayemat natawe
kehawusoot. 

Might, n. Soka'tisewin, sokayowi'-, 
sewin, muskowi'sewin. 
-- v.aux. See May. The corres
ponding uses of Might are rendered 
by the same constructions, only 
changing the verb from present to 
preterite tense. 

Mightily, adv. So'ke, a'yikok, muskow. 
MigQty, adj. (physical) Muskowi

sew; (potent) sokatisew, sokiyowi
sew; (eminent) kichiyiwew. 

Migrate, v.i. (humans) Pupama'ti
sew; (birds) pimahum. 
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Milch animal, n. Yeki'nikun. 
Mild, adj. (disposition) Yoska'tisew; 

(weather) kesoopwao, kesoowayaw; 
(rather mild) kesoowa'yasin. 

Mildew, v.i Ukwa'ko -sin, -tin. 
-- adj. Ukwakosewun. 

Mile, n. Tipas'kan or tipu'askan, 
P.c. and s.c., tipuhekun, M.C. 

Militant, adj. No'tinikao. 
Militarism, n. Simakunesewin, nuto

puyewin. 
Military, adj. Sima'kune, sema'ku

nise, notinika'we, nutopu'yewe. 
Milk, n. Totoosa'poo or totoosina'

poo. 
-- v.i. Ye'kinikao. 
-- v.t. Y e'kinao. 

Milky, adj. (in appearance, of a 
liquid) Wapa'kumew. 

Milky Way, n. (the Galaxy) Nepina'
hesuk o ma'skunawaw (lit. The 
Little Summer Creatures' Way). 

Mill, n. (grinding) Pinipo'chikun; 
(sawing) tas'kipochikawin. 

Million, n. Kiche -mitatutoomitun-
waw -kiche -mitatutoomitunow. 

Millstone, n. Pinipochikun -ussine. 
Milter, n. Napamak', napaki'nosao. 
Mimic, n. Isena'kas; (this name is 

applie'd by some Indians to the 
Monkey); (of speech or sound) 
onuspitdta'kas. 
-- v.t. N unaspito'towao, kiskino
wa'pumao. 

Mince, v.t. (as meat) Sekopoo'tum. 
Mincing machine, sekopoochikun. 

Mincingly, adv. Setowach'. 
Mind, n. Mitonayi'chikun or mami

tonayi'chikun. He calls him to mind, 
kiskisew, kis'kiseto -towao, -tum. 
He keeps him in mind, kunokis'ki
sew. It comes to his mind, kiskiso' 
-puyew. 
-- v.i. (take care) Yakwa'mew, 
yakwa'misew or ayakwa'misew. 
Mindi Mayakwam'! or mayak
wam'! yakwa'! yakwa'mise! Never 
mind! Keyam! akosa'ne keyam! 
n'towach! 

v.t. (cares for) Kunowa' 
-yimao, -yitum; (pay attention to) 
pisiska' -yimao, -yitum. 
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Minded, part. Ita'yetum. With a 
great number of compounds, as 
muskowa'yitum, strong-minded; ak
wa'tisew, cruel or harsh-minded. 
The former group of compounds 
refers chiefly to thought; the latter 
to disposition or conduct. 

Mindful, adj. Mamitona'yitum. 
Mine, adj. Neyu, net uyan'. See 

My. 
-- n. (gold or silver) Monuhawe 
-sooneya'wawin. (copper) monu-
hawe -osawa'piskwawin. (coal) 
Monuhawe -kuskuskusine'wawin. 

v.i. Monu'hikao, monuwe 
so'niyawao. 
-- v.t. Mo'nu "."whao, -hum. 

Miner, n. Omonu'ikao; omonuhawe 
soo'neyawao. : 

Mineral, n. Pewa'pisk. 
Mingle, v.t. Usi'ti -nao, -num, kini

kowe -nao, -num. 
Minister, n. (clergyman) Uyumiha'

weyinew, P.c., uyumeha'wekimaw, 
s.c., (attendant) opumesta'kao. 
-- v.i. Pume'hewao, pumesta' -
kao; o'tinumowao. 

Ministration, ministry, n. Pumesta'
kawin, pume'hewawin, utos'kawin; 
(ministry) uyumehaweyine'wewin, 
uyumeha wekima'wewin. 

Mink, n. Sa'kwasew. 
Minute, n. (one minute) Payukwaw 

a a'chepuyek. Five minutes to, 
neyanawaw kuttu achepuyew. 

Miracle, n. Mumata'we isse'chika
win, mamuska'che isse'chikawin. He 
works miracles, muma.tawe or mamu
skache isse' chikao. 

Mirage, n. O'pimitao. 
Mire, n. Yipachechask, pusukochask. 
Miry, adj. Yipa'chechas'kewukaw 

pus'ukochas'kewuka w. 
Mis-, prefix. The English prefix mis

is represented in Cree in numerous 
words by the prefix wuni, · in cases 
indicating some degree of moral 
fault, or put-, puche-, muche-, in 
cases of mere accidental error; as: 
Wuni totumoowin, misdeed, put 
-usinuhikapuyetaw, he misprints it. 
Such words are not listed here, 
but should be sought in their simple 

form. The adverb and adjective 
nuspach', wrongly, wrong, may also 
be used to translate this prefix. 

Miscarriage, n. Muche -puyehiko 
iskwao, notow nokohawusoowin. 

Mischief, n. (playful) Pisina'tisewin; 
(malicious) wuneto'tumoowin, wun
etota'kawin, nuyatawetota'kawin; 
(hurt) osikohoowin. 

Mischievious, adj. Pisina'tisew. 
Miserable, adj. N unakata'yimoo, kuk

watuka'yimoo; kitima'kisew. 
Misery, n. Nunakatayimoowin, kuk

watukayimoowin, kukwatu'itawin, 
or ko'tukitawin, s.c. (of the feelings, 
especially); kitima'kisewin (of out
ward circumstances). 

Miss, v.t. Pu'tu -whao, -hum; (in try
ing to bite) pu'tu -mao, -tum. (in 
reading) aswaya'putum, aswa'hum; 
(mark absence of) kwetowa'pu -mao, 
-tum; (yearn for one absent) kwe
towa' -yimao, -yetum. It misses 
fire, pwapita'tin, pwa'thin. 

Mission, n. Ayumehawe -utoskawin; 
(residence of missionary) ayumeha
wekima weke. 

Mist, n. Pe'kisayaw, yikoowan'. 
Mistake, n. \i\Tuna'yichikawin, che'

sihoowin, putuhumoowin, wunina
win. 
-- v.i. Che'sehoo, wuna'yichikao, 
wunetotum. 
-- v.t. (handle wrongly) Wu'ni 
-nao, -num; (strike accidentally) 
pis'ti -nao, -num; (pull wrongly) 
pichipi -tao, -tum; (misunderstand 
his word) wuni -tuwao, -tum; (mis
conceive) wuna -yimao, -yetum. 

Mistress, n. Okimas'kwao. 
Misty, adj. Pe'kisayaw. 
Mitt, mitten, n. Ustis'. For com

pounds see Glove. 
Mix, v.i. Keyikow'ipuyew, us'iche

puyew. 
-- v.t. (with something else) 
Keyikow'i -nao, -num, us'iti -nao, 
-num, keyikow'ipuye -hao, -taw. 

Mixture, n. Keyikowenikun, usiti
nikun. 

Moan, v.i. Muma'twao; (with pain) 
ma'pinao, muma'pinao. 
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Moccasin, n. Mus'kisin (in distinc
tion from shoe) eyine'wemuskisin. 
He has moccasins on, kekus'kisinao. 
He puts moccasins on, postus'kisi
nao; (on another) postus'kisinu
hao. He takes off moccasins, katu
s'kisinao. He dries his moccasins, 
pa'suskisinao. "Flat" moccasins, 
(i. e. with a seam along each side) 
pwat'uskisin, usinepwat'uskisin (lit; 
Sioux moccasin, Stoney moccasin) 
High moccasin, waskakwa'sone mus
kisin. Slipper moccasin, kiskus'ki
sin. 

Mock, v.i. (make fun of) Matowa'ka
chikao, papino'tuhiwao; (deceive) 
che' simiwao, wuya' simi wao. 
-- v.t. Matowa'katao, papino'
towao; che'simao, wuya'simao; 
(mimic) nuspito -towao, -tum. 

Mocker, n. Papino'takask or opapi
no'takaskew, opapino'tuhiwao. 

Moderate, adj. (temperate) Nuheyikok
wa'tisew, uyakwa'misew. (slight, 
as a wind, etc) nuhe'yikok, i'ye
wak, payu'tuk, nuheyowao. 
-- v.i. Asta'puyew, uche'wepu
yew, ute payutu'kepuyew. 
-- v.t. Astapuyetaw. 

Moderately, adv. Kesas'tow, nowuch', 
a'yewak, nuhe'yikok. 

Moderation, n. Nuheyikokwa'tisewin, 
ayakwa' misewin. 

Modest, adj. Nunapawayimoo; 
(chaste) puyutukayimoo. 

M?ist,
1 

adf Nes' -kisew, -kaw, mey-
1mu -w1sew, -waw. 

Moisten, v.t. Nes'ki -nao, -num 
meyimuwi -hao, -taw or -na.o, -num'. 

Moisture, n. Neskisewin, meyimuwi
sewin. 

Molasses, n. Sewa'kumisikun. But 
the English word, variously mis
pronounced, is more often used, or 
the hybrid soogowa' poo. Birch sugar 
molasses, wuskwi -apoo. 

Moldy, mouldy, adj. Ukwakosewun. 
Mole, n. (anJm~l) Nuspatiniskasew, 

s.c.; opoota ch1kases, P.c. 
Molest, v.~. Miko.ska'chehao; (by 

words) m1koska'ch1mao. 
Mollusc, n. As. 
Molten, adj. Tikapiskisikune, (fol

lowed by noun). 

MOP 

Moment, n. (of time) Pusuka'pewin 
(lit. wink). 

Monarch, n. Kiche -okimaw. 
Monday, n. Every locality seems to 

have its own name for this day, as: 
Atoskakesikaw, (i.e. work day) 
Pooneuyu'meakesikaw, (i.e. after 
Sunday); a payukokesikak, nistum 
-kesikaw, (i. e. first day); oske 
-kesikaw, (i.e. new day) a ma'che-
puyik, (i. e. beginning of the week). 

Money, n. Sooneyaw. 
Monkey, n. Issena'kas (lit. The mimic) 
Monster, adj. Koosta'senak -osew, 

-wun. 
Month, n. Pes~m (lit. Moon). It is 

a month, pes1mowun. One month, 
payukopesim, pa'yuk pesim e'yi
kok. The Indian months are lunar, 
and the naming of them varies with 
the locality, the advanced or re
tarded season and local custom. 
See table on page 123. 

Monthly, adj. and adv. Tu'to pesim. 
Moon, n. Pesim; (as distinct from 

Sun) Tipiska'wepesim, or tipiskepe
sim. New moon, o'skepesim. It is 
new moon, osku'kochin. Partial, 
waxing or waning, moon, poo'skope
sim, pu'kwasew pesim. Full moon, 
waweya'sew pesim. The "Man in 
the Moon", Chaka'pao. 

Moonlight, n. Nipa'astao, or nepa'
yastao P.C., Kesika'stao, s.c. 

Moor, n. Puskwa'k, puskwa'wukaw, 
muskotao. 

Mooring, n. Chesta'pasoon. 
Moose, n. Mooswu, pl. Mooswuk. 

Bull moose, eya'apo. Cow moose, 
one'chanew. Heifer, noo'sas. Big 
bull, mistuyapao. Moose are plenti
ful, moosoooskaw. 

Moose-berry, n. Moo'somin. 
Moose Factory, Ont., Moo'sonee. 
Moose Lake, Man., Moo'so Saku'-

hikun. 
Moose Nose Lake, Man., n. Mooso

koot Sakuhikun. 
Moose .skin, n. Moo'swuyan, moo'· 

swakin. 
Mop, n. Sinikopa'tuhikun. 
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The following table gives the best known names placed as well as may be, and 
with their significance. But the use of the English calendar is wide-spread. 

January Kisapowatu'kinumoowepesim Frost-exploding-trees Moon 

February Kisa'pesim The Great Moon (of returning 
hope of Spring) 

March Mikise'wepesim Eagle Moon 

April Nis'kepesim Goose Moon 

May Uye'kepesim, Frog Moon. Budding Moon. 
Sakepuka we-pesim 

June Opinayawa'wepesim, or Pina- Egg-laying Moon 
wa'wepesim 

July Puskoo'wepesitn, or Paskawa'- Moulting Moon or Hatching 
wepesim Moon 

August Opuhoo'wepesim Flying-up (of young ducks) 
Moon 

September Nimituhumoowepesim or Osk- . The moon when the deer rub 
their horns. Fledging Moon. uhoo'wepesim or Tukwa'ke-

pesim Autumn Moon. 

October Pimuhumoowepesim or Nochi- Migrating Moon, or 
hi'toowepesim or Wesakoope- Rutting Moon 
sim 

November Akwutinoo'wepesim or Kusku'- The FrostrMoon .~or Freezing 
tinoowepesim up Moon 

December Y eyekwu'tinoowepesim or Rimey Moon 
Y eyekopewepesim 

Moral, adj. Pake -itatisew, meyo 
-itatisew. 

Morality, n. Pike -itatisewin, meyo
-itatisewin. 

Morass, n. (bog) Pusukochas'kewu
kaw; (moss) mus'kak. 

Morbid, adj. Naso'wisew, pekiska'
sinakosew' akosew. 

More, adj. and adv. Uwu'sima, uwu'
seyikok, u'yewak. A little more, 
uwusima'es, upises', uwu'sima, a'tu
tow. More and more, a'chepiko, 
utos'kum. No more, akwa'ne, akw
a'nekok. Nevermore, nummu we'k
ach menu. By so much the more, 
wawes'. More than, uwusima' eyi-

kok, ispe'ch. The more . ... , the 
more . ... ' ache .... ' achepiko ..... 

Moreover, adv. Ma'nu ma'ku, P.c.; 
nestu, M.C. 

Morning, n. Kakesa'payaw. This 
morning (past), ka'kesap. In the 
morning (tomorrow), kakesa'payake. 
Every morning, tu'to kakesa'payaw, 
tu'twaw a kakesa'payak. Yester
day morning, ota'kosek a kakesa'
payak. 

Morning star, n. Wapun'uchak or 
wapunu'chakos, kakesa'pau'cha
kos. 

Morrow, n. Wa'puke. See Tomorrow. 
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Morsel, n. Sus'kumoon or suskumoo'
win. 

Mortal, adj. Nipoowe, nipoowun, 
nipoomukun. 
-- n. Onipoowinew. 

Mortar, n. (for pounding substances) 
Tukwu'hikun, pesutuhika'kun; (for 
masonry) pisukwa'pisk. 

Mortify, v.t. (shame) Nunapa'wehao; 
(subdue) Sa'kotaw; (become gang
renous) nipoowepuyew. 

Mosquito, -n. Su'kimas, su'kimao. 
Mosquito bar, gauze, net, screen, n. 

Sukima'wuyan. 
Mosquito hawk, n. (dragon fly) 

Choowakuna'pises, sawakuchew. 
Moss, n. Uske, Muskak. Mossy 

ground, muskakwus'kumik. Red 
moss, mikwus'kumik. Yellow moss, 
peyastas'kumik. He tears up moss, 
pukwa'uskao. He goes for moss 
nat'uskao. He dries moss, pasus'
kao. Dried moss, (used as sponge) 
pakwa'tahon. 

Moss-bag, n. Was'pison, waspisoo'
wuyan. 

Moss-berry, n. Us'kemin, muska'
kominan. 

Most, adv. Mawuch', mamowa'yus, 
mawu'che. 

Mostly, adv. Osam', osam'piko. 
Mote, n. Pewepu'yes, peweku'hiku-

nis. 
Moth, n. Mootao, munchoos. 
Motheaten, adj. Papakotuchika'tao. 
Mother, n. Oka'wemaw. My mother, 

neka'we (voe, case, nil'ka) He has 
a mother, oka'wew. He calls her 
mother, has her for his mother, oka'
wemao. She is mother to him, oka' -
wiskowao. Who is his mother? 
owa'yewu wa'kawet? 

Mothers'-day, n. Okawemawuk -oke
sikamewaw. 

Mother-in-law, n. Osikos'imaw. My 
mother-in-law, nesikos'. 

Mothy, adj. Mo'tawun, kama'muko
wun. 

Motion, n. Wuskowewin; pimipuye
win; (proposition) kukwachekamoo
win. 

Motor boat, n. Pimipuyewe -napi
kwanis. 

Mouldy, adj. Ukwa'ko -sin, -tin. 
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Moult, V'.i. Pus'koo. 
Mound, n. (of earth) Piskwu'tinaw, 

piskwuta'wukaw; (of snow) pisk
wa'konakaw. It is built up in a 
mound, piskwu'stao. 

Mount, mountain, n. Wuche'. A 
long mountain, kinwuche'. A steep 
mountain, keska'mutinaw. See Hill. 

Mountainous, adj. Wuchewun', wuch
es'kaw, wuchewukaw. 

Mountain ash, n. (the rowan tree) 
Muskominan'atik. 

Mourn, v.i. Kukwatuka'yimoo, nuna'
kachimoo, nunakata'yimoo, ma'too. 

v.t. Moweka' -tao, -tum, 
mita' -tao, -tum. 

Mournful, adj. Pekiskatayeta'k -osew, 
-wun; (in appearance) pekiskasi
na'k -osew, -wun; (in sound) peki
skasita'k -osew, -wun. 

Mourning, n. (act) Moweka'tumoo
win, ma'toowin, kukwatukutwa'
moowin, mita'tumowin. 

Mouse, n. Api'koses. Lemming, or 
Meadow mouse, cheputsoowapi'ko
ses. Jumping mouse, kwasko'chapi
koses. Deer mouse, ka kiska'nuwa'
set api'koses. Shrew mouse, chepo
kotawapikoses. 

Moustache, n. Menis'toowan. 
Mouth, n. Mitoon'. My mouth, 

nitoon'. He has a large mouth, 
mu'kitonao. He has a small mouth, 
upis'chetonao. He opens his mouth, 
towa'tew, paskitona'yew. He closes 
his mouth, kipitonayew; (another's) 
kipitona'wao. He puts it into his 
(own) mouth, sus'kumoo; (another's) 
suskum'ohao. 

Mouthful, n. (one) Payuko'konawin. 
Mouth organ, n. Ka pota'tak kitoo'

chikunis. 
Move, v.i; Wuskuwew, achew', a'che

puyew, pechi'chipuyew. It moves 
so, is'puyew; whence numerous 
compounds, as, It moves about, 
pupa'mepuyew; It moves exactly, 
nu'hepuyew; badly, muchepuyew; 
well, meyo'puyew; forwards, neka
n'ipuyew; backwards, usa'puyew; 
aside, puska'puyew; hither, pa'p
uyew; hence, sipwa'puyew; slowly, 
pakika'chi- or paka'chi -puyew; 
swiftly, kise- or kiseska' -puyew. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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It begins to move, ma'chepuyew. 
It ceases to move, po'nepuyew. It 
moves with the wind, wiiwiipa' -sew, 
-stun. It moves, as water, atakum'
ipuyew. He makes him move, ache
pu'ye -hao, -taw; wusku'we -hiio, 
-taw. , 
-- v.t. A'ti -niio, -num, wusku'wi 
-niio, -num, pechi'ti -niio, -num; 
(by pulling) achi'pi -tao, -tum; 
(repeatedly) ayati -niio, -num; (as 
water) atakum'uhum. 

Moving picture, v.n. Ka wuskowe'
mukuk (chukastii'chichikun). 

Mow, v.i. Munus'kosewiio, muni'
sikao, ma'chiskosewiio. 

v.t. Munisika'tum, munu
skosewatum. 

Mower, mowing machine, n. Muni'
sikun, muniskosewakun. 

Much, adj. and n. Mis'tuhe. 
-- adv. Mis'tuhe, uyewak'. 
Much more, wawes'. As much, 
e'yikok, ispech'. How much? Tane'
yikok? Just so much, ako e'yikok, 
or iiko yekok. Not much, n umm~
weyu mwase, nummoweyu nas -
pich. Too much, osam', wasa mis
tuhe. 

Mucilage, n. Pusukwu'hikun. 
Mucus, n. Ukik. 
Mud, n. U'siske. See Clay. 
Muddy, adj. Pekisaya'kumew, peka'-

kumew, pe'kun. He muddies it, 
peka'kumi -hiio, -taw. 

Mud hen, n. (coot) Kwakwa'che-
chip or chacha'kuchasip. 

Muff, n. Kesoochichahon. 
Muffetee, n. Kesoopitonawin. 
Muffler, (scarf) n. Kesoo -tapiska'-

kun. 
Mug, n. Mine'kwakun. See Cup. 
Multiply, v.t. Mechiito -hao, -taw. 
Multitude, n. Ka mamowii'yu'ti 

chik, -ke; mesu'che; okistuka'we 
-uyiseyinewuk. 

Mumps, n. Pakenikwawawin. 
Murder, n. Niputa'kawin, nipu'he

wawin. (The former word used for 
man-slaughter, and the latter for 
murder.) . 
-- v.i. Niputa'kao, nipu'hewao. 
-- v.t. Nipuhiio. 

Murderer, n. Onipuhewao. 
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Murmur, v.i. Mikoskasita'kosew, ayo- • 
twa'wiimoo, mitowii'mo. He mur
murs at him, ayotwii'wiimiio, mito
wiimiio, anwa'yimao, eyewiimoto'
towiio. 

Murmuring, n. Mikoskasita'kosewin, 
ayotwiiwii'moowin, mitowiimoowin, 
nuyiita'we -uyumewin, anwayimi
wii'win. 

Muscle, n. Michiistutii'yape. My 
muscle, nichiistutii'yape. 

Mushroom, n. Pesimo'kan, s.c. 
Music, n. Kito'chikawin; (air) ituta'

moowin. 
Musical instrument, n. Kito'chikun, 

kitota'kun. 
Musk-ox, n. Ma'numoos. 
Musk-rat, n. Wu'chusk. See Rat. 
Mussel, n. As. 
Must, aux.v. Piko kittu or piko ka 

with subj. 
Mustard, n. Kisitawe -uspuchikun; 

(as a plaster) iskwasikun. 
Mutter, v.i. Kimo'towiio. 
Mutton, n. Mayuti'koweyas, manu

chikoweyas. 
Mutually, adv. Ayasita. The idea is 

usually expressed simply by using 
the reciprocal form of the verb. 

Muzzle, n. (of an animal) Oskiwun, 
oskisi; (for the mouth) kiptonapi
chikun; (of a gun) ii otooniwuk. 

My, adj. Ne. Before most vowels, 
net. Before oo usually n'. 

Myrrh, n. Ka wekemakosit pikew: 
Mystery, n. Ka wunimo'tuk, ka 

muma'tawuk, ka kemotustiik. 
Mysterious, adj. Mamuskatiiyetak 

-osew, -wun, mumata -wisew, -wun. 
Myth, n. Ano'chik;

1
un, atu'yokan. 

N 

Nab, v.t. Ka'chiti -nao, -num, no'wu
chipi -tao, -tum. 

Nail, n. (metal) Che'staskwan, che'
stuhaskwan; (wood) su'kuhikun. 
A small nail, che'staskwanis, che'
stuhaskwanis, su'kuhikunis; (hu
man, animal, or bird) mu'skuse. 
-- v.t. Che'staskwa -tao, -tum, 
suku -wiio, -hum. 

Naked, adj. Moosii'skutiio, moosii'
sew. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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'Nakedness, n. Moosa'skutawin. 
Name n. Issenika'soowin, M.C., we'y

oow'in, P.c. and s.c. His 1!ame is, 
issenika'soo. He changes his name, 
achesinika'soo, acheyika'soo. He 
has a name, owe'yoowinew. It has 
a name, issenika'tao, wecheka'tao. 
He goes by that name, akose -isseyi
ka'soo. He has an Indian name, 
eyineweyika'soo. He has a Cree 
name, naheyoweyika'soo. He has a 
funny name, wuweyusinika'soo. He 
is called by many names, mechato
yika' -tao, -tum. He has the same 
name with him, weche -i~seyika'so
mao. Christian name, kiche -we'yoo
win, sekuhutasoweyoowin, sekuhu
takawe -issenika'sowin. Surname, 
uspinika'sowin. 
-- v.t. Issenika' -tao, -tum, we 
-yao, -tum, we -lao, -tu~, wawe 
-yao, -tum. He names him after 
some one, uspinikatao. 

Namely, adv. Ote. 
Namesake, n. (with poss. pron.) ne, 

ke, o -kwe'mas. 
Nap, n. Sepa'kosewin. He has a 

nap, sepa'kosew. 
Napkin, n. Wapiska'kin, wapiska'

kinis, kasechicha'winakin, uspusta'
kunis. A baby's napkin, uspupi
soo'win. 

Narcotic, adj. Nipawe -muskeke. 
Narrate, v.t. Wetum, a'chemoo. He 

narrates about him, a'che -mao, -tum. 
Narrow, adj. Sa'ku -wisew, -waw; 

(as cloth) sa'kuwakin; (as wood) 
sakuwa'sk -osew, -wun; (as metal) 
sakuwa'pis -kisew, -kaw. It is 
rather narrow, sakuwasin; A straight
ened road, sakuwatamoon. 

Narrowly, adv. Aka'wach. 
Narrows, n. Wupa'w, oopa'w; (be

tween woods) wupa'skwayaw, opa'
skwayaw. (This is the Indian name 
for "The Pas", Man.). A grassy 
narrows, wupuska'w. 

Narwhal, n. Ka ota'skunat wa'pu
mak. 

Nasty, adj. We'n -isew, -aw, we'na
yitak -osew, -wun; (in taste) weni
spukwun, muchespu'kwun. 

Natal, adj. Nita'weke- (with noun) 
kesikaw, i. e. Natal Day. 
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Nation, n. Uyiseyi'newuk. One na
tion, payukoskan uyiseyi'newuk. 
All nations, kuke'yow a tutoska
nasichik uyiseyinewuk. Various na
tions, nuna'tokoskanasichik uyise
yi'newuk. 

Native, adj. Otita' winew, otuske' 
mew, otuske'winew. 
-- n. Eyi'yew, eni'new, otuske'
mew, otuske'winew. 

Nativity, n. A nita'wekit. 
Natty, adj. Nuha' -wisew, -wun. 
Natural, adj. Ochi'tow. He is nat-

ural, ochi'tow etew. 
Naturally, adv. Ochi'tow piko. , . 
Nature, n. (essense) Uya wm; 

(quality) ita'tisewin; (disposition) 
issewapise'win; (species) atoowe
ka'newit; (out doors) pikwuchiyek; 
(wild life) pikwuche kakwi. 

Naughtiness, n. Muchetewin, muche-
twa'win, mucha'tisewin, muche 
-issewa pisewin. 

Naughty, adj. Mutche', muche'tew, 
muchetwaw, mucha'tisew. 

Nausea, n. Pa'komomuchehowin, wep
a'komowin. 

Navel, n. Miti'se. 
Navel-cord, n. Miti'seya'pe, nita'we

keyape. 
Nay, adv. Numu, numuwa'ch, numu-

we'yu. , 
Neap, adj. (low tide) Ikustao, u'pises 

pa'chechiwun. 
Near, adj. (by sight) Pasona'k -osew, 

-wun; (by sound) pasota'k -osew, 
-wun; (by feeling) paswayeta'k 
-osew, -wun; (not far) pa'sowun. 
He feels the nearness of him, pa'so
muche -hao, -taw, paswayimao. 
He comes near to him, (in competi
tion) pa'soche -hao, -taw. 
--adv. Ki'sewak, pasooch, che'ke, 
che'kich; (at hand) Hchewak. 

Nearly, adv. Kaka't. 
Nearness, adj. Pasona'kosewin, paso

ta'kosewin, paswaye'tumowin. 
Near-sighted, adj. Pasowa'pew, paso

ch -iskwa'pew. 
Neat, adj. (tidy) Meyona'k -osew, 

-wun, nuha'wenak -osew, -wum; 
(unadulterated) moosta'kumin. 

Necessary, adj. Nutowayeta'k -osew, 
-wun. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Necessity, n. (want) Kwetuma'win. 
Of necessity, o'che'tow. 

Neck, n. Mikwu'yow, (with pron.) 
ne, ke, o, -kwu'yow. He has a 
short neck, tukokwu'yowao, chimi
kwu'yowao. He has a long neck, 
kinokwuyowao. He has a stiff neck, 
che'towikwuyowao. He wears it 
round his neck, ta'piskum. He holds 
him round the neck, wawukekwa'
nao. He twists its neck, pemikwa' nao. 
He breaks its neck, (by a blow) kuski
kwa'wao; (by a twist) kuskikwa
nao. He cuts off its head, munikwa
yowasao; (by a blow) ke'skikwu
yowaswao. His neck breaks, kuski
kwapuyew; (by falling) kuskiwasin. 

Necklace, n. Tapiska'kuneminuk, pl., 
tapiska'kunemekisuk. She wears a 
necklace, ta'piskowao tapiska'kune
minuk. 

Need, n. Wuwa'nisewin, kwetuma'
win, nutowayeta'kosewin. 
-- v.t. Wuwa'ne -hao, -taw, 
nutowa -yimao, -yetum, kwe'tu
maw, kwetowa -yimao, -yetum. 

Needful, adj. Nutowa'yetak -osew, 
-wun, kwetowayetak -osew, -wun. 

Needle, n. Sa'ponikun, sa'ponikunis. 
A glover's needle, esowasa'ponikun, 
esowa'kwuk. A round pointed needle, 
notimi -sa'ponikun, notimikwuk. A 
bead needle, sepa'himinanis, meki
se -sa'ponikunis. 

Needle-case, n. Pechesa'ponikunan. 
Needle-valve, n. Apiche -sa'powasin. 
Needle-work, n. Kuskikwa'sowin. 
Needy, adj. Kitima'kisew, wuwa'ni-

sew, m una' sew. 
Negative, adj. Anwayayeta'k, -osew, 

-wun, anwata'k -osew, -wun. 
-- n. A'nwatumowin, anwaya-
yetumowin. 

Neglect, n. A'chistowayetumowin; 
(in care) muche -puminika'win. 
-- v.t. (slight) A'chistowa -yimao, 
-yetum; (in caring for one) muche 
-pumi -hao, -taw. 

Negro, n. Kukita'we -eyinew, kuki
taweyas, kukitawusuki, mukutawe 
-ililew. 

Neigh, v.i. Mutwakitoo, kitoo'. 
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Neighbour, n. Wetupema'kun, wetu
skema'kun (with pron.) ne'che, ke'
che, we'che, -uyiseyi'new •. 

Neighborliness, n. Me'yo -wetupeto
owin, meyo-ototamitoowin. 

Neighborly, adj. Otota'mimewao, 
wetupemakunayitak -osew, -wun. 

Neither, conj . .Apo numuwe'yu, (nor) 
numuwe'yu. 

Nephew, n. (a brother's son) Mito'
simimaw; (a sister's son) mitikwu
timimaw. My nephew, neto'sim, 
netikwutim. 

Nerve, n. (tendon) Ocha'stuti. 
Nest, n. Wuchi'stoon. 
Nestle, v.i. Nuha'we -sin, -tin, 

nuhe'sin. 
Net, n. U'yupe, u'nupe, u'sup. A 

drag net, wekwayupe. A seine net, 
ukwa'pichikun. A net for carrying 
game, uyupeo'chikun. A net for 
catching birds, patukuho'chikun. He 
has a net, otu'yupew. He makes a 
net, u'yupekao. He mends a net, 
mo'suyupao, wa'spituyupao. He 
sets a net, pukituw'aw, (under the 
ice) pikwayupao, se'puyupao. He 
dries a net, pa'suyupao. He takes 
up a net, mu'nuyupao. He visits, 
or lifs, a net, na'tuyupao. He uses 
a drag net, chemuwa'w, P.C., ukwa
pichikao, s.c. A fish is caught in 
a net, oo'tuwaw. He removes fish 
from the net, ka'chekokinosawaa, 
ka'tunupanao, ka'chekonao. 
-- v.i. (snowshoes) U'skimao. 
-- v.t. U'skimatao. 

Net-float, n. Chakahona'kun. 
Net-stone, n. Usina'pe. 
Net-twine, n. Uyupeyupak, s.c., uyu

pewusupap, P.c., alupeyupak, M.c. 
Netting or net-work, p.p. (on snow

shoes) u'skima'win; (small) u'ti
pis; Netting-line, uskimunayape-; 
(for footpart) misitayape; (for ends) 
u'tipis; Netting needle, (snowshoe) 
a'mak, (for fish-net) uyupe -sa'po
nikun. 

Nettle, n. Musa'nusk, musa'n or 
, assa'n. 
Never, adv. Numu weka'ch or weska't, 

numoo'kach; (subj.) aka' weka'ch. 
Never mind, a'kose aka', akosa'nne. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Nevertheless, adv. A'yewak ma'ku, 
a'tuweyu ma'ku. 
-- conj. Misuwa'ch atoka. 

New, adj. O'ske, oska'yi -wew, -wun. 
It looks new, oskina'k -osew, -wun. 
A new thing, oska'ye, oske'ya. He 
makes it new, o'ske -hao, -taw. 
New moon, o'ske pesim, o'skuko
chin. New Year's Day, Oske -uske
wun, (at all Hudson Bay Settle
ments the Indians call this day
Ochame -kesikaw, i.e. "The kissing 
day'') 

News, n. A'chimoowin, tipa'chimoo
win. Good news, meyo -a'chimoo
win. Bad news, mucha'chimoowin, 
maya'chimoowin. He tells news, 
a'chimoo. He tells news about him, 
a'chimao, (about it) a'totum. He 
tells news so about him, ita'chimao, 
ita'totum. He goes about telling 
news of him, pupama'chimao, pupa
ma'totum. He tells news to him, 
a'chimoostowao. He is given to 
telling news, nita', ·-a:chimoo. , . 

Newspaper, n. A ch1moo -mu smu
hikun. 

News-vendor, n. Ka' pupamata'wat 
a'chimoowin. 

Next, adv. U'skooch, ko'tuk. He is 
next to him, uskowiskowao, usa'
miskowao. The next day, wea'puk, 
ko'tuk ke'sikaw. Next Sunday, 
menu uyumehakesikaka, kotuk 
uyumehakesikaw. 

Nibble, v.t. Muma'ko -mao, -tum, 
checheko -mao, -tum. 

Nice, adj. (in appearance) Meyo'si
sew, (inan.) meywa'sin, meyona'k 
-osew, -wun; (to the taste) weku
chisew, wekusin, wekun. 

Nicely, adv. Meyo, kwi'ask. He does 
it nicely, kwi'ask to'tum. 

Nick, n. (critical point of time) 
N uhe -eyikok. 

Nickname, n. Wuweyusinika'soowin, 
wuweyusiwe'yoowin. 

Niece, n. Mitoo'simiskwam, ostimi
maw. My neice, netoo'simiskwam, 
nestim. 

Niggard, niggardly, adj. Saska'kisew, 
muna'chechikao. 

Nigh adj. Pasoona'k -osew, -wun. 
-'- adv. and prep. Kisewak, pas
ooch. 

Night, n. Tipiska'w. All night, kupa
tipiska'w, yiskin, tipiska'w. By 
night, makwach a tipiska'k, a 
makwa tipiska'k. A dark night, 
ku'ske -tipiska'w. To night, anooch 
ta'piskak, ka tipiskak, (future~ ka 
tipiskak, tipiskaka. Last night, 
tipiskook, tapiska'k. Every night, 
tutoo tipiska'w. The night before 
last, uwusitipiskook. Two nights 
ago, ayuwusitipiskook. In the night, 
nepa'tipisk. That night, awukC! .a 
tipiskak. One night, payuko t1p1-
skaw, (in narration) payukwaw a 
tipiskak. A damp night, owist_iti
tipiskaw, nesketipiskaw, s.c. A light 
night, (as moon lig;ht) nepa):'a'.
stao, kesika'stao. Night fall, t1p1-
ska'sin, patipiskaw. He sits up all 
night, ne'papew, kupatipiskupew. He 
goes by night, ne'pa -itotao. He 
travels at night, or night overtakes 
him, nepa'skaw, nepa'tao. He stop_s 
out a night, kotikwunew, payukot1-
piskwao. Note: Th~ Indian in 
travelling reckons the distance or 
time by nights, as "I slept three 
nights coming here", meaning he 
was four days travelling. 

Nightly, adj. Tutwaw a tipiskak, 
tutoo tipiskaw, asokoon tipiskaw. 

Night-hawk, night-jar, n. Pesk. 
Nightmare, n. Ke'skwiskosowin. He 

has a nightmare, ke'skwikosew. 
Nimble, adj. Wuchipisew, wuchapa

tisew, ota'stumewisew. 
Nine, adj. Kaka't mita'tut, P.c. and 

S.C., sha'kitat, payukostao, E.C. 
and M.c. Nine times, kaka't mita' -
tutwaw, sha'kitatwaw, payukosta
waw. Nineteen, kaka't mita'tuto
sap, kakat ne'situnow, sha'kitato
sap. Ninety, kaka't mita'tutomi
tunow, sha'kitatomitunow. Ninety
nine, kaka't mita'tutomitunow 
me'nu kaka't mita'tut, shakita
tuto -mitunow sa'kitatutosap. 
Ninth, kaka't mita'tutoo, sha'ki
tatutoo. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Nip, v.t. (pinch) Ma'ko -nao, -num; 
(nip off) pukwa' -nao, -num; (touch
ed by frost) akwuchipuyiw. 

Nippers, n. (pincers) Ma'konikun, 
michimi' menikun. 
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Nipple, n. (nursing) Yooyoo'wachi
kun, cheches' -mistikwa'nis. 

Nit, n. Chekinak. 
No, adv. Numu' numu' we'yu, numu

wa'ch. No one, numu' owe'yuk. By 
no means, numuwa'ch, (emphatically 
no) numuwa'ch upise's! 

Noble, adj. Kistayeta'k -osew, -wun, 
kichi'yi -wew, -wun, kichetwa'ya
yetak -osew, -wun. 

Nobility, n. Kistayeta'kosewin, 
kichi'yewin, okima'wewin, okima
wa yetakosewin' keta ye' ta 'kosewin. 
Nobleman, Okimaw. 

Nobody, n. Numu' owe'yuk, or ow
ana. 

Nod, n. Na'miskwawin. 
-- v.i. Na'miskwayew. 
-·- v.t. Namiskwayestowao. 

Noise, n. (out cry) Pitakosewin; 
(clamor) wa'stasitakosewin; (talk-
ing noise) kitoo'win; (rustling 
noise) kinu'kitawin; (rumbling 
sound) pitikwawin. 
-- v.i. Pitakosew, wastasta'ko
sew, kitoo', pitikwao. In explaining 
noises, use prefix mutwa, as the 
sound of a rapid in the distance; 
mutwa -chewun; (noise of thunder) 
mutwa pitikwao; (sound of ham
mering) mutwa -hekao, etc. The 
wind makes a noise, pimwa'stin, 
mutwawastin. He makes a noise 
about it, itwawitaw. 

Noisome, adj. (re. health) Ako-, 
(noisome beast) akwatiswe -pisi'
skew. 

Noisy, adj. Was'tastak -osew, -wun, 
p:i'tak -osew, -wun, kitowayetak 
-osew, -wun, pitikota'kwun. 

Nomad, n. Opupa'motao, opupama'-
tisew. 

Nomadic, adj. Pupama'tisewe- (with 
· noun). 
Nominate, v.t. We'yao, we'lao. 
None, adj. Numu' owe'yuk; (not any) 

numu' kakwi. 

NOSTRIL 

Nonentity, n. Numu' kakwi, (of no 
importance) numwa'ch kakwi. 

Nonsense, n. (foolish words) Ko'nu
tow -uyu'mewin, pikwu'ntow uyu
mewin; (actions) ko'ntow etewin, 
pikwu'ntow etewin. 
-- adj. and interj. Ko'nutu! 
ko'ntow! pikwu'nutu! pikwu'ntow! 

Noon, n. Apetakesikaw. Noon-tide, 
makwa apetakesikaw; (height) 
mwachi -apetakesikaw. 

Noose, n. Ma'kopichikawinayape, 
nukwa'kun. 

v.t. Ma'kopi -tao, -tum, 
nukwa' -tao, -tum, nukwa'pi -tao, 
-tum. 

North, n. Kewa'tin, nunim'. In the 
north, kewatinok, kewatinotak. From 
the north, kewa'tinok oche, kewa
tinotak oche. To the north, kewa' -
tinok isse, kewa'tinotak isse. The 
north wind blows, kewa'tin, kewa'
tinepuyew. 

North-pole, n. Kewa'tin etoohekun. 
North-east, n. Tu'stowich kewa'ti

nok menu wapunok. 
North-star, n. Kewa'tin uchuk. 
North-west, n. Tustowich kewatin 

menu nukapahunok. 
Northern lights, n. Wawata'win, 

wa'stawuskoon; (in motion) wawa
tao, wawa'stao, che'puyuk nemihi
toowuk, (i. e. The spirits are danc
ing). 

Nose, n. Mikoo't, miski'wun. He has 
a long nose, kino'kotao. He has a 
short nose, chimiko'tao, tukoko'
tao, tukoski'wunao. He has a 
pointed nose, kenokotao, keniske
wunao. He has a crooked nose, 
wakekotao. He has a red nose, 
mikokotao. He has a big nose, 
mukekotao. He has a flat nose, 
nupukikotao. His nose is frozen, 
akwuche -kotawuchew. His nose 
bleeds, puskostonao, kipistonao. He 
blows his nose, senikayikomao. A 
Moose nose, moosokoot, moososki
wun. 

Nostril, n. Mita'yokom, (with pron.) 
ne, ke, o, -ta'yikom. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Not, adv. Numu', numuwe'yu; (subj. 
mood) aka'; (imper,) aka'weyu. 
Not at all, numu'wawa'ch, numu
wa'ch. Not only, numu' we'yu piko'. 
Not so, numu' we'yu kutu ke ekin, 
numuweyu akose, yukuma. Not 
yet, numaskwa. 

Notable, adj. Kekayayeta'k -osew, 
-wun, kistayeta'k -osew, -wun, 
pisiskayetak -osew, -wun. 

Notch, n. A'nikuhikun, numa'hikun. 
v.t. Aniku -whao, -hum, 

numa -whao, -hum. 
-- v.i. .A'nikuhikao, numa-
hikao. 

Note, n. (a memorandum) Kiski'
somikun; (a little letter) mu'sinuhi
kunis;; (jotting down something) 
musinuhikawinis. 
-- v.t. (writes down) musinu 
-wao, -hum; (observes) nisitow~ 
-nuwao, -num; (takes particular 
note of) kekayayi -ma.a, -etum. 

Nothing, n. Numu' ka'kwi or kak
wa'n, numu' na'tow, numu' wuy
ash, E.c. All for nothing, pikwu'
nuta, M.C., ko'nutu P.c. and s.c. 
Nothing else, pisisik, akwane piko. 

Notice, n. (in writing) mu'sinuhikun; 
(by speech) we'tumakawin; (infor
mation) kiskayitakokawin. 
-- v.i. Pisiska'pisin. 
-- v.t. (to observe) Nakutuwa'pu 
-ma.a, -tum, pisiska'pu -mao, -tum; 
(to pay attention to) pisiska -yimao, 
-yetum, nunakutuwa -yimao, -ye
tum; (to notice by hearing) pisichi 
-hao, -tum. He does not notice him, 
puta'pu -ma.a, -tum, puta'putumo
wao. 

Noticeable, adj. Psiskayeta'k -osew, 
-wun, payuta'nak -osew, -wun. 

Notion, n. Eta'yetumowin. 
Notorious, adj. Mito'ne kiskayeta'k 

-osew, -wun. 
Notwithstanding, conj. A'yiwak 

maku' a'tu, misuwa'ch piko. 
Nourish, v.i. Kunona'wusoo, usumi

soo, pima'chehisoo. 
-- v.t. (to bring up) Opikehao; 
(maintain) pima'chheao; (to feed) 
meyo -usumao; (to promote growth) 
nitawekehao, kwiask nitawehao. 
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Nourishment, n. (food) Meyo'skak 
awe -me'chim. 

Novel, adj. Miyukayetak -osew, -wun. 
Novelty, n. Oski'ye, muska'che -ka

kwi. 
November, n. See Month. 
Novice, n. Moonia's; (a term s1m1-

lar to the English "Greenhorn"), 
oskiyes, oska'tis. 

Now, adv. Unoo'ch, unoo'ch ma'k
wach, a'kwu, a'koo. 
-- conj. Ma'ku, a'koo ma'ku. 
Now and then, aya'skow. But now, 
akwu unoo'ch. Now then! akwu! 
how! (impatiently) How! how! 
Now-a-days, unooch kesikawu. 

Nowhere, adv. Numu na'ntow ittu, 
numu wayasita. 

Noxious, adj. Mu'che. Noxious weeds, 
muche -muskosiyu. 

Nozzle, n. Mikoo't, (usually in verbal 
form) a mikootiwuk. 

Nude, adj. Moosa'skutao, mito'ne 
moosaskutao. 

Nudge, v.t. Too'skiskowao, too'ski
skowapuwhao. 

Nuisance, n. (in manner) Pukwa'ti
kosewin; (in speech) wastatayeta
kosewin. 
-- adj. Pukwa'tik -osew, -wun, 
wastatayetak -osew, -wun. 

Numb, numbed, p.p. Ke'skimisew, 
pe'nisisew. 

Number, n. (figure) Uketa'sowin; 
(a number) a ituki-sot, -tak. A great 
number, mito'ne mechat. A con
siderable number, nuwuch mechat. 
-- v.t. Uk -imao, -etum, ituk 
-imao, -etum; (to add to)) ussi-
tuk -imao, -etum. He numbers them 
all, oyuk, -imao, -etum, tapuk -im
ao, -etum. 

Numbering, n. Oyukitumowin, tapu
kitumowin. 

Numerous, adj. Mechat -ewuk, -inwu. 
This adjective is frequently ans
wered in Cree by a verbal form of 
the noun, thus: Deer are numerous, 
utikoska'w; Geese are numerous, 
niskiska'w, etc. 

Numbskull, n. Okukapa'tis. 
Nun, n. Uyumehawe -iskwao. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, lik4;, local, loon, luck. 
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Nurse, n. (wet nurse) Okunoona'wu
soo; (for children) okunuwayima'
wusoo, ka kunuwayemat uwa'sisu; 
(for the sick) ka kunwayimat ota
kosiwu, or ka pumehat otakosiwu; 
(a district nurse) muskeke iskwao. 
-- v.i. Kunoona'wusoo, tukwu
na'wusoo, noona'wusoo, opumehe
wao. 
-- v.t. (to suckle) Nootoohao, 
noonao, noosa'nihao; (to tend the 
sick) kunowayimao (ka a'kosit), 
pumehao (otakosiwu). 

Nurture, n. Opikehewawin, opikehi
kowin. 

Nut, n. Pukan. A nut tree, pukan
atik. 

Nutty, adj. (taste) Pukane'wun; 
(abounding in) pukaniska'w. 

0 

Oak, n. M uskowatik, wamistikose
watik. 

Oakum, n. Peswa'pichikun, setowu
hikun. 

Oar, n. Upowi or upwi, pimiskawa
tik. See Paddle. 

Oath, n. Kiche -itwawin, uspimowin. 
Oatmeal, n. Ayo'min or u'noomin, 

s.c., kakesapa -me'chiwin, P.c. 
Oats, n. U'noominuk, s.c., mi'stuti

momechiwin, P.c. 
Obdurate, adj. Susepitum, muskowi

tahao. 
Obedience, n. Nunuhe'tumowin. 
Obedient, adj. Nuhetum,, nunuhe

tum. An ob~dient person, onunu
hetumoo. 

Obey, v.t. Nunuhe -towao, -tum, 
nuto -towao, -tum, tapwatowao, 
-tum. 

Object, n. Kakwi. 
v.i. Kipitinum, nuka'skum. 

-- v.t. Kipi'skowao, nuka'sko-
wao. 

Oblation, n. 
tina'sowin. 

Obscure, adj. 
Obscurity, n. 

skak. 

Oche'stumakawin, puki-

Ka'tao, a'kowayaw. 
Ka'tunok, kuske -tipi-

Observable, adj. Pisiskayetakwun. 
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Observe, v.t. Na'kutowaye -mao, 
-tum, kita'pu -mao, -tum; (as a 
custom) mitimao, kunawayetum. 

Obstinacy, n. Susepitumowin. 
Obstinate, adj. Susepitum or sepi

tum. 
Obtain, v.i Otisew. 
-- v.t. Oti -nao, -num, ku'ske
hao; (for him) ke'spinutumowao. 

Occupation, n. Utooskawin, a'puti
sewin. 

Occupied, part. Otume'yoo. He is 
occupied in eating, otu'me -me'chi
soo. He is occupied with it, otume 
-nochitaw. 

Occupy, v.t. Kekiskowao, kunowa'
yetum. 

Occur, v.i. Iekin, (happen) pa'puyew, 
ispu'yew. It occurs to him, miska'ko. 

Occurence, n. I'spu'yewin. 
Ocean, n. Kichekume. 
Ochre, n. Wunnumun. 
October, n. See Month. 
Odd, adj. Mamuska'tayetakwun. 
Odious, adj. Pukwa'tik -osew, -wun. 
Odor, n. Isse -ma'kwun; (odorifer-

ous) mina'kwun. Good odor, weko
ma'kwun, meyomakwun. Bad 
odor, wechakun, wechakema'kwun. 

Of, prep. Oche. , 
Off, adv. and prep. Oche; sipwa-, 

muni-, as prefix: e.g. sipwa -tao, 
he walks off, muni -puyew, it comes 
off. Afar off, wa'yow. Off side, 
kwasita, off the trail, putota. 
-- interj. Be. off/ A'wus! macha! 
uwusita! 

Offal, n. Wa'pinikun. 
Offence, n. N uyata'wetotumoowin, 

muchetotumoowin, wunete'win. 
Offend, v.i. Nuyata'we -ite'w, wune

tew, muche -ite'w. 
v.t. N uyata'wayetumehao, 

kisewa'hao, wuneto'tawao, nuyata
wetotuwao. 

Offended, part. N uyata'wa yetum, kis
ewa'sew. 

Offensive, adj. Nuyata'wisew, nuya
tawina'k -osew, -wun. 

Offer, v;i. Ma'kew, pukitinikao, puki
tinas'oo. 
-- v.t. Me'yao, pukitinao, -num; 
pukitinumowao, neminumowao. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Offering, n. Pukitinikawin, pukiti
na'soowin, pukichikawin. (For 
various kinds of offerings see under 
words, Burnt-, Peace-, Sin-, etc.). 

Office, n. Uto'skawin, a'putisewin, 
(building) musinuhekawekumik, or 
ukita'sowekumik. 

Officer, n. Sima'kunewekimaw, oki
ma'w. 

Offspring, n. Nita'wekehakun. 
Oft, often, adv. Mecha'twaw, wawe'

puch, kaketwam, nuna'ka, su'ko. 
As often as, tutwow. 

Oil, n Pime'. · Coal oil, uske'we 
-pime. Castor-oil, sa'posikune -pime 
or Pimewe -sa'posikun. Cod Liver, 
or Fish oil, kinosao -pime. Lubri
cating oil, toominikune -pime. By 
prefixing the name of an animal, 
bird or fish to the word for oil the 
various kinds of oil are expressed 
as seal-oil, akiko -pime, etc. 
-- v.t. Pimewe -ha.a, -taw, toomi 
-ha.a, -num. 

Oil-cloth, n. (a canoe cover) Ukwu'
nuhikun; (carpet) una'skak:in. 

Oily, adj. Pime' -wiw, ~wun, toom 
-isew, -aw. 

Ointment, n. Tumuskoowin, toomi
nikun; (healing) kekasikun. 

Old, adj. Kuya's, kuyu'ta, waskuch, 
M.C. He is old, kuyasayi -wew, 
-wun, kataya -tisew, -tun. An old 
man, kisayinew, kisanapao. An old 
person, kisayahaw, katayatis, kisa
yinew. An old thing, kuya's a'ye, 
waskuch a'ye. An old woman, 
kesaskwao, notokao, or notokawis. 
Old age, kisayatisewin. katayati
sewin, waskuchewin. His trail is 
old, kuyasanum, waskuchanum. He 
is the oldest at the place, kisayine
kutum. 

Olive, n. (tree) Pimewatik, or olive
menisatik; (fruit) pime -minu or 
olive-menisu; (oil) olive-pime. ' 

Omen, n. Moonisewin. 
-- v.t. Moonisew. 

Omission, n. Pu'tuhekawin, wune 
-itewin. 

Omit, v.t. Pu'tu -whao, -hum, numu 
a'puche -ha.a, -taw. 

Omnipotent, adj. Ma'mowayas Seyo
ka'tiset, or Misewa Seyoka'tiset. 
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Omniscient, adj. Ma'mowayas kask
ayetuk, or Misewa kaskayetuk. 

On, prep. Tuko'och, wuke'ch. He 
puts it on something, tatustaw, 
wuketustaw. He throws him or it 
on (top), tukochiwapinao, -num. 

Once, adv. Payukwaw. At once, 
ke'sach, sa'mak, kasiskow. Once 
more, menu payukwaw, menu kwe'
twam. 

One, adj. Pa.yuk. One each, pa'payuk. 
Anyone or some one, owe'yuk. Here 
and there one, muman. 1-Ie is one, 
awuko pa.yuk, inan. awukwanimu 
pa.yuk. From one to another, 
a'niska. One sided, nuputa. 

Onion, n. Wecha'kuskose, wekus
kose. 

Only, adj. Pa.yuk piko. 
-- adv. P'iko. 

Onward, adv. Neka'nek. Look onward, 
neka'hek ita'pe. He pushes it on
ward, yukinum. 

Open, adj. This word is not rendered 
into Cree, but instead of it the 
participle "opened" is used, which 
see. It lies, or hangs, open, paski
takotao, apuhustao. 
-- v.i. Paskitapuyew, yotapuyew, 
mosapuyew; (as a book) paskake
puyew; (as a slit) tookepuyew. It 
opens out, panapuyew. 
-- v.t. Paskita -nao, -num, yota 
-nao, -num, apu -whao, -hum; (as 
a keg, or can) poosko -wao, -hum; 
(as turning over the leaves of a 
book) paskakinum; (as a bag) 
tookinum. He opens it for him, 
paskita'numowao, yota'numowao, 
a'puhumowao. He opens his mouth, 
ta'wutew. He opens his eyes, too
ka'pew. 

Opened, part. Paskita'nikatao, yota'
nikatao, a'puhikatao. 

Opening, n. (a passage between 
islands etc.) Sepa'nuk, or sepa'nu
kaw, Sepa'yaw; (between trees in 
view) sapona'kwun, pa'nukotao. 

Openly, adv. Moosa', moosis', moo
sisa', puyuta'. 

Operation, n. (work) Utoskawin; 
(surgical) ma'chisokosewin, or a 
ma'tisoot. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Opiate, n. Nipa'wemuskike. 
Opinion, n. Itayetumo'win, ituki

chika'win. 
Opponent, n. Onukaska'kao. opusi'-

koo. 
Opportune, adj. Nuhi'puyew. 
Opportunity, n. A isse nuhipuyik. 
Oppose, v.t. A'tuwa -yimao, -yetum, 

nuka'sk -owao, -um. 
Opposite, adj. Tipiskooch. 
Oppress, v.t Nuna'ka'chehao, kiti'

muhao. 
Oppression, n. N una 'kachehewa win, 

kitimu'hewawin. 
Oppressor, n. Onuna'kachehewao, oki

timu'hewao, or ka kitimuhewat. 
Or, conj . .Apoo or upoo, s.c. and P.C., 

nestu piko, M.c. 
Oracle, n. Kiskewa'hekawin, kiski'

nohumakowin. 
Orange, n. (tree) Osa'watik; (fruit) 

osa'weminu, ka osa'wetik. 
-- adj. (colour) Osa'waw. 

Oration, n. Kukata'we -pekiskwa'
win. 

Orator, n. Kukata'wawew. 
Ordain, v.i. Itu'sowao, itu'kichekao, 

oyu'sowao. 
-- v.t. I tuk -imao, -etum, oyuki 
-mao, -tum; (to the ministry) uyu-
meha'weyinekatao, uyumeha'weki
makatao, puka'nehao. 

Order, n. (command) Itu'sowawin; 
(an order for supplies) nuto'chika
win. He gives an order, nuto'chikao; 
(arrange) wuwayuyao. He puts it 
in order, nuha'wustaw, oyu'staw. 
He sets it in order before him, ooyu'
stoowao. He gives orders (com
mands) utooskamoo, sekikamoo, 
itusoowao. 
-- v.t. Oya'yimao, -yetum, onu'k 
-imao, -itum, se'kimao, itu'sowa-
tao, -tum. 

Orderly, adv. Ukina', tikuk. In order 
that, kiche, kittu. 

Ordinance, n. Itusowawin, (rite) isse
twa'win. 

Ordinary, adj. Wune'yow, ma'na. 
Organ, n. Kito'chikun; (with bellows) 

ka mamakoskat kito'chikun; church 
organ, uyumeha'we -kito'chikun. 
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Organist, n. Okitochikao, or ka 
kitoohat, (followed by word for 
Church organ). 

Ornament, n. Wuwa'sehoon, s.c., 
wuwa'sechikun, wuwa'sinoowin, P.c. 

Orphan, n. Kewusisa'n, kewa'tis, 
kewa'che uwa'sis. 

Oscillate, v.i. Wawapipuyew, wawa
pipuyetakwun. 

Other, pron. Ko'tuk, uyuch. 
Otherwise, adv. Upoo'chiku, pe'toos; 
-- conj. Uwaka'. 

Otter, n. Nikik. Otter-skin, nikik
wuyan. 

Otter-berry, n. Nikikominu. 
Ought, as n. See Aught. 
-- v.imp. This word is expressed 
by an inflection of the verb, e. g. 
He ought to do it, oku ke totati. 
It ought to be done, kittu ke toche
katapun. They ought to pray, oku 
uyumeha'tawaw. 

Our, ours, pron. Keya'now, neyuna'n. 
Out, adv. Wuyuwe'timik. Out of, 

oche. He goes out, wuyuwe'w. It 
(fire) goes out, a'stuwao. Out from 
the land, ta'wich. 

Outcry, n. Ta'pwawin, mowimoka
win, pfita'kosewin. 

Outdo, v.i. Puskiyakao. 
-- v.t. Puskiyuwao, anoowehao, 
awusimaskowao. 

Outgrow, v.t. Uye'weketum, ayewa
kisko -wao, -kum. 

Outmeasure, v.t. Uye'wiskowao, a'ye
wakiskowao, uwusimaskowao. 

Outrun, v.t. N ukuchi'puhao, utimu
towao. 

Outside, n. Wu'skich, wuyuwe'timik. 
He takes him outside, wuyuwetu 
-hao, -taw. He lies on the outside, 
wuski -chisin, -tustao. 

Outwalk, v.t. Nukuta'o. 
Outward, (outwardly) adv. Wu's-

kich itfika; (to foreign parts) wuyu
wetima'yek. 

Oval, adj. Noo'tim -isew, -aw. 
Oven, n. Iskota'wekumik, u'yuko

nawekumik, kuskumotikusikun. 
Over, adv. Tipiskoo'ch, ispimik. Over 

again, kwe'twam. Over and above, 
uyewak. It is all over, asi poone
puyew. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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-- prep. Ispimik; (passing over) 
pa'sich; (against) neka'n; (over 
the water) aka'mik; (beyond) awu
sita. He shoots over it, pasitu -wao, 
-hum. It goes over, pasichepuyew. 

Overcast, adj. Yi'kwuskwun. 
Overcome, v.i. Sa'kochehewao, sa'ko

taw, puskina'kao. 
-- v.t. Sa'koche -hao, -taw, sa'ko 
-hao, -taw, puskinuwao; (by push-
ing against) sakoti -skowao, -skum; 
(by pulling as tug-o-war) sakochipi 
-tao, -tum. 
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Overdo, v.t. Osa'metaw, osa'metotum; 
(in speech) osa'metwao; (over shot) 
osa'mepuyew. 

Overflow, v.i. Pasitipao, pasichipao, 
uyiwipao; (as the tide water forced 
through cracks in the ice) wuke
chipao, petoopayaw; (a river over
flowing its banks) yiskipao. 

Overlook, v.t. Aswayapumao; (to 
pass by) puta'pu -mao, -tum. 

Overmuch, adv. Osa'm, P.c., wa'sa, 
M.C. 

Overpowered, part. (in mind) Nista
yetum. 

Oversee, v.t. Nakutwa'pumao, -tum, 
kitayimao. 

Overshadow, v.t. Chika'staskowao, 
akowa'stawao, akowa'stask -owao, 
-um, owika'stas -kowao, -kum. 

Overshadowed, part. Owika'stao, owi
ka'stayaw, chikastao. 

Oversight, n. (inspection) Nakutu
wa'putumowin; (in adventure) put
aputumowin, wunaputumowin. 

Overtake, v.t. Utimina -wao, -hum, 
utimutu -wao, -hum. 

Overthrow, v.t. Nechiwapi -nao, -num, 
kwa'tupewapi -nao, -num, or kwa
tupewapu -whao, -hum. 

Oveturn, v.t. Kwa'tipinum, kotupe
wa'pinum. 

Overwhelm, v.t. Sa'kotuwhao, pu's
kiyuwao. 

Owe, v.i. Musinuhikao, omusinuhi
kunew. 
-- v.t. Musinuhumowao. 

Owl, n. (horned owl) Ohoo, kokooku
hoo, ohoo'misew; (white or snow 
owl) wa'pikunoo; (barn owl) yoo
yooska'sew; (small owl) chepwame
ses, papinukisew. 

PAIN 

Own,. adj._ (my) Ne'yu tipeyuwa', 
ummu a tipayetuma'n, niyuta'n. 
(his) we'yu ti'peyuwa, otuya'n, 
tipiyuwawisew. 
-- v.t. (to possess) Tipayimao, 
-yetum, otuya'new, tipiyuwawisew; 
(to acknowledge) wetum, a'totum. 

Owner, n. Vnu ka tipayetuk, unu 
watuya'nit. 

Ox, n. Ya'pa -mostoos, eya'pao, 
rta'pa -mistoos, uya'kwawe -most
oos. 

Ox-hide, n. Mostosoya'n, pesikewu
ya'n. 

Oxford Lake, n. Punipa'wnipe, i. e. 
Deep Water Lake. 

p 
Pace, n. (step) Otuhuma'win, tuko

ska'win; (speed) eyikok a kise'pu
yit. 

Pacify, v.t. A'stayowahao, nuha'yi
tumohao, keya'mehao, payutuka
yimohao. 

Pack, n. Me'wutikan, nuyuchikun; 
(of furs) utu'yiwut or utawut. He 
makes up packs, me'wutikao, utu'
yiwutikao. 
-- v.i. (carry) Nuyuchikao, we'w
usew; (pack up) tumuke'w. 
-- v.t. N uyu -tao, -taw; (pack 
up) tumuki -nao, -num, usiwu -yao, 
staw, nahu -yao, -staw. 

Pack-strap, n. Nuyuchikunayape. 
Packeter, n. (mail carrier) Okuska

wao, musinuhikuneweyinew, or ka 
pimotutat musinuhikunu. 

Paddle, n. Upwoi or upwe; (his 
paddle) otupoo. 
-- v.i. Pimiskaw, pimukosowao; 
(paddle backwards) usapooyao. He 
paddles well, nitawichimao, nitapi
miskaw. He paddles alone, payuko
poyao; (against the wind) nuni'
muhum. 

Padlock, n. Kipa'piskuhikun, ata'pi
skuhikun. 

Pail, n. U'skik, kwa'pekakun. 
Pain, n. Wesukayetumowin, wesu

kupinawin, wesukisewin. 
v.i. Wesukupinao, wesuka

yetum. 
-- v.t. Wesukinao, wesukuwhao, 
mumupinao. 
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Painful, adj. A1kwun. A painful 
disease, wesuka'spinawin, akoita'
spinawin. 

Paint, n. Musinipa'hikun, sisopa'ku-
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Parchment, n. Upin, uska'skwuyan, 
upinakin. 

hikun, sisopahikun. · 

Pardon, n. Usanuma'kawin, poona
yetumakawin, etc. See Forgiveness. 
-- v.t. Usanumowao. See Forgive. 

-- v.i. Musinipahikao, sisopa
kuhikao, sisopahekao. 
-- v.t. Musinipahum, sisopaku
hum, sisopahum. 

Painted, part. M usinipahikatao, sis
opakuhikatao; (as a pattern) musi
na'stao. 

Paint-brush, n. Musinipahikunatik, 
sisopakuhikunatik. 

Pair, n. (a couple) Ne'soo; A pair of 
shoes, payukoskisin; two sheets to
gether, nesowakitin. 

Palace, n. Kiche -okima'wekumik. 
Palate, n. Wunuku'sk. 
Pale, adj. Wa'pinawisew. 
-- v.i. Wa'pinawepuyew. 

Pallor, n. Wapinawisewin. 
Palm, n. (of the hand) Wayi'chi

chan, ota'stumichichan. 
Palpitate, v.i. Kwekwekota'hao, nisi

ta'hao. 
Palpitation, n. Kwekwekota'hawin, 

nisita'hawin. 
Palsy, n. Nunuma'spinawin, nipoo

a'spinawin. 
Pan, n. Oya'kun, panya'kun. A fry

lng pan, pa'nuskik, s.c., sa'saski
kwan, P.C. 

Pant, v.i Yayasoo, iskwatatum. 
Pants, n. Mita's. See Trousers. 
Pap, n. (a teat) Mitoto'simistikwan; 

(nursing nipple) noonoowuchikun. 
Papa, n. 'Indians have adopted this 

word for father, so they speak of 
ne pa'pa, ke pa'pa, o papa'm. 

Paper, n. Mussinuhik'unakin; (par
chment) mussinuhikawuyan; (news
paper) achimo -musinuhikunakin. 

Parable, n. Awa'chikun, a'tunokan, 
uspuha'kamowin. 

Parallel, adj. Mata'po, sisona. 
Paralysis, n. Nipooa'spinawin. 
Parboil, v.t. Pika'chewutao. 
Parcel, n. Me'wut, a tukopitak 

kakwi, wuwakinikun. Mail parcel, 
nutoochikun, issetisuhikun. 

Parched, part. Pa'stao. 

Pare, v.t. Kaskuchiko'tum, machisum. 
Parent, n. One'kehikomaw. My par

ents, ne ne'kehikowuk. 
Parka, n. (a garment) Che'pakayan, 

"chumper". 
Parson, n. Uyumeha'wekimaw, s.c., 

Uyumehaweyinew, P.c. 
Part, n. (a portion of it) Puke, or 

pu'ske. In part, puke, upise's. One 
part each, papuke, papuske. But 
for my part, neyu weyu. 
-- v.t. N una'nischehao, puka'ne 
-hao, -tow; (to divide out) mati-
nuwao. He parts it among them, 
matinumowao. He parts company 
with him, puskaweyao, pukana'
pumao. They part, puskaweyito
wuk. 

Partake, v.i. and v.t. Oti'num; (of 
food) Su'skumoo. He partakes of 
it (food) with him, wechemechiso
mao; (speaking not of food) weche
otinumomao, wecheotinika.mao. 

Partaker, n. Owechehe'wao, wecha'
wakun; (of Holy Communion) oku
na'che -wechehewao. 

Partition, n. A asooweki'puhikatak, 
pi'skicheki'puhikun. 
-- v.t. Asooweki'puhum, pi'ski
cheki'puhum. 

Partitioned, part. A'sooweki'pukiha
tao, pi'skicheki'puhikatao, pupa
skiche, etc. 

Partly, adv. Puke, upise's, kakat, 
no'wuch. 

Partner, n. vVechawa'kun, weche
ha'kun, wetupima'kan; (in work) 
wecheu'toskama'kun. They are par
tners, wechawakunitowuk. 

Partridge, n. Pina'o or Peya'o. 
Ptarmigau, wa'pinao. Rock- ptarmi
gan, upischa'pinao. Pin tailed, or 
Prairie, grouse, akiskoo. Spruce or 
wood partridge, mistikopinao, or 
oska'tukawepinao. Birch grouse, 
pupu'skew. 

Party, n. Puka'nisewuk, papi'ske
tisewuk. They sit in separate parties, 
papuka'nupewuk. 
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Pas, The. Opa'skwayaw; (i.e. the 
wooded narrows). 

Pass, n. Sa'potowayaw, or sa'popu
yewin. 
-- v.i. Pimotao, sa'popuyew. It 
passes away, wapipuyew, muya'
skumopuyew, muya'wipuyew, isk
wa'puyew. It passes overhead, pa's
ichipuyew. He passes from water to 
water, kuskawao. It comes to pass, 
otichipuyew. It passes there (as a 
road), pimumoon. He passes through, 
sa'po -tao, -puyew. 
-- v.t. Muya'sk -owao, -um, 
kupisk -owao, -um; (to exceed) 
uyewa'kisk -owao, -um; (through 
it) sa'posk -owao, -um, sa'potowa
skum, ayasita -wao, -hum. He passes 
under it, se'pasew; (through the 
midst of them) sa'pomuyaskowao; 
(through the row of them) nepetasko 
-wao, -kum; (through the whole of 
them) ukina -skowao, -skum. 

Passage, n. (a way through) Tuwa'w, 
sa'potuwaw. The passage is small, 
upi'stutayaw or upistutayasin. 

Passenger, n. Opimotahoo, a pimu
hoot, opimuhu'moo. 

Passion, n. (anger) Kisewa'sewin; 
(suffering) kukwa'tukitawin. He is 
in a passion, akoyuwasew, wesis
oyuwasew. 

Passover, n. (Jewish) Muyaska'
kawe -mukosa'win, M.C. or muyas
ka'kawe -wekootowin, P.C. 

Past, part, A muya'skumopuyik; (as 
time gone by) u'spin, ota'nak. 
Past life, otanakimik. 

Paste, n. Pusu'kwuhikun, sinikopa'
tuhikun. 
-- v.t. Pusukomo -hao, -taw. 

Pasture, n. Muskose'skaw, meyowu'
skaw, wayo'tuskosewukaw. 

Pat, v.t. Yaya'yinao, P.c., papowu
whao, s.c. He pats him on the head, 
yaya'yistikwananao, P.c., papowi
stikwanawhao, M.c. 

Patch, n. Me'sahikun. 
--v.t. Me'sa -wao, -hum. Patched, 
mesuhekatao. 

Path, n. Ma'skunow, pimota'skunow; 
(~f good) meyomoo'n, meyotumoo'n; 
(1f bad) muchamoo'n; (a winding 
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path) wuwa'kumoon. He loses the 
path, wunuhu'mao. Off the path, 
putota'skunow. He follows the 
wrong path, wunemitimao. He 
clears the path of branches, etc., 
towikuhum, towikuhikao. 

Patience, n. Sepa'yetumowin, sepe
yuwasewin, pakatisewin. 

Patient, adj. Sepa'yetum, susepa'
yetum, paka'tisew, noska'tisew. He 
is patient with him, sepeyuwase 
-stowao, -stum. 

Patriarch, n. Ota'wewikimaw. 
Pattern, n. (in dress making) Tipi' -

sikun; (in drawing) musinisa'wan; 
(in conduct) kiskinowa'puchikun. 
It has a pattern on it, musina'stao. 
He puts it for a pattern, kiskinowa'
tustaw. 

Pause, n. Kepiche'win. 
-- v.i. Kepichew. 

Pavement, n. Usine'we -una'skan. 
Paw, n. Mitiche or michiche, misi't. 
Pay, n. Kuskichikawin, tipuhuma'-

kowin, otisewin. 
-- v.i. Tipuhikao. 
-- v.t. Tipuhumowao, i.e. he 
pays him. He pays for it, tipuhu'm. 

Payment, n. Tipuhumakawin or tipu
humakowin. 

Pea, n. Uyiche'min, pl., -uk, maha'
tmin. Split peas, ta'skuyiche'mi
nuk. 

Peace, n. Keyamawisewin, keyama
yetumowin, payutukayimowin; 
(freedom from war) payutuke -uya
win. A treaty of peace, wetusketoo
win. 

Peaceable, adj. Keyama -wisew, 
-wun, payutuke -ayaw. 

Peaceful, adj. Keyamayeta'k -osew, 
-wun, payutukayeta'k -osew, ~wun. 

Peace-offering, n. Nuha'yitoowe -puk
itina'sowin. 

Peak, n. (for a cap) Akokwahon; 
(of a hill) che'potinak; (of a sail) 
a che'pwak. 

Peck, v.i. Chukutu'hikao. 
-- v.t. Chukutu' -whao, -hum. 

Peculiar, adj. Mamuskatayetak -osiw, 
-wun, muyukayetak -osiw, -wun 
mumata'wisiw. ' 
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Peel, v.i. Papukopuyew, petopuyew. 
-- v.t. Papuko -nao, -num, peto 
-nao, -num, poyu,ki -nao, -num; 
(by pulling) petopi -tao, -tum; 
(with the teeth) poyuku -mao, -tum. 

Peel'ings, n. (made by a beaver) 
Opoyu'kutowao; (peelings of fruit) 
peto'pichikunu. 
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Peep, v.i. Pusa'pew. He peeps at him, 
pusa'pu -mao, -tum; (secretly) 
kemosa'pu -mao, -tum. 

Peevish, adj. A'yimisew, nuyata'wi
sew. 

Peevishness, n. A'yimisewin, nuyiita'
watisewin. 

Peg, n. Uko'chikun; (a tent peg) 
che'stuhikun; (as a nail) su'khikun. 

Pelican, n. Cha'chukew, su'sukew. 
Pelican Narrows, n. Wapa'wikoos

chikun. 
Pelt, n. (fur) Utai, or uti; (skin) 

wu'yan. 
Pen, n. Mussinuhikuna'pisk. (Civi

lized Indians generally use the 
English words for pen and pencil). 

Pencil, n. Mussinuhikunatik. 
Penalty, n. A'yimihikoowin, pusu

sta'hokoowin, pukumiho'koowin. 
Penitent, adj. Michiyuwasew, michi

yuwayayetum, kesina'tayetum. 
Penknife, n. Pikikoma'nis, mokoma'

nis. 
Penniless, adj. Kitima'kisew, muna

sew, mitoone kitima'kisew. 
Penny, n. Pe'wapiskos, osawa'pis

kos. 
Pension, n. Kunowayeta'kosewin, 

utsotuma'kowin. 
Penury, n. Kitima'kisewin, munii

sewin. 
People, n. Uyiseyi'newuk, eyinewuk,' 

P.c., eni'newuk, s.c., elilewuk, M.C. 
Pepper, n. Uskewe -se'wetakun, pa

pa'w; (the latter an Indianized 
word for pepper), ka kisitak uspu
chikun. 

Peradventure, adv. Me'skow. 
Perceive, v.t. Kiska'ye -mao, -tum, 

moo'se -hao, -taw, nisituwi -nowao, 
-num, wapu -mao, -tum. 

Perceptible, adj. Kiskayeta'kwun, 
nisitowina'kwun. 

PERSERVERANCE 

Perch, n. (fish) Oka'w; (a roosting 
place) ukose'win. 
-- v.i. Uko'sew. 

Perchance, adv. Ma'skooch, atoka. 
See Perhaps. 

Percussion-cap, n. Pewu'nukoos, chu
kisahikun, u 'stotinis. 

Perdition, n. Nisewuna'chihoowin. 
Perfect, adj. Ke'sihikoowisew, mito'n 

-isew, -etaw. 
Perfection, n. Ke'sihikoowin, mumi

tone'win. 
-- v.t. Mumitone -hao, -taw. 

Perfectly, adv. Mito'ne. 
Perforate, v.t. Puyipu -wao, -hum, 

pa'kwutu -wao, -hum. 
Perform, v.t. Ke'sitaw, tipito'tum, 

etotum. 
Perfume, n. Wekema'kohon, weko

ma'sikun, mina'kohoon. 
-- v.t. Wekemako -hao, -taw, 
mina'ko -hao, -taw. 

Perhaps, adv. Ma'skooch, atoka, 
ka'kuya, pukukum. 

Peril, n. Puspina'win, kukwaspuna'
win, na'nisanisewin. 

Perilous, adj. Kukwaspunatun, koo
sta'tikwun, puspinatikwun, nani
sanisewun. 

Perish, v.i. Nisewuna' -tisew, -tun, 
nano' -wehoo, -wun, nisewuna'chi
hoo. He perishes through hunger, 
kowakutosoo, nipuhakutosoo. 

Permission, n. Eyinurria'kawin. 
Permit, v.t. Eyinumowao, pukiti

numo'wao. 
Perpendicular, adv. Chimu'che, sum

u'che, che'puch, tipiskoo'che. 
-- v.imp. Kwuyuskuskitao, tipi
skotuskitao. 

Perpetual, adj. Ka'keka, tukina. 
Perpetually, adv. (continuous) Tusi

nii or tukina. 
Perplex, v.t. Wuwanayetumehao, mik

oskatayetumehao. 
Perplexity, n. Wuwanayetumowin. 
Persecute, v.i. Kukwa'tukihewao, 

kitimuhewao. 
-- v.t. Kukwa'tukihao, kitimu
hao. 

Persecution, n. Kukwa'tukita'win, 
kitimuhewawin. 

Perserverance, n. Ta'pitowayitumoo
win, akumayetumoowin. 
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Persevere, v.i. Ta'pitowayitum, aku
mayetum. 

Persist, v.i . .Akuma'yimoo;(obstinate) 
a'chiko piko to'tum. 

Person, n. Owe'yuk, aya, pl., ayuk, 
uyiseyinew. 

Perspiration, n. Upwa'sewin. 
-- v.i. Upwa'sew. 
-- v.t. Upwa'sehao. It makes 
him perspire, upwaseska'koo, or 
upwaJi_ik. A diaphoretic medicine, 
upwas1kun. 

Persuade, v.t. Sekimao, sa'kochemao, 
kuskimao. 

Persuaded, part. Kachena'hoo, sa'ko
chemaw. 

Persuasion, n. Sekimewawin, ku'ski
mewawin, sa'kochemewawin. 

Pertain, v. i. Tipayeta'kwun, weche
hiwamukun. See Appertain. 

Pervade, v.t. Misita'puyew, or misi
towemukun. 

Perverse, adj. A'yimisew, suse'pitum, 
nuyata'wisew. 

Pervert, v.t. Wunesi'mao, nisewuna'
chehao. 

Pestilence, n. Kicheakosewin, ako
ita'spinawin, mamowa'spinawin. 

Pestle, n. Meto'nisan, pukuma'kun. 
Pet, n. Owa'kun; (dim.) -is, owuka'n. 
-- v.t. Owukao. 

Petition, n. Nutootuma'kawin, kukwa'
chekamowin, mowemoo'schikawin. 
-- v.i. Mowemoo'schikao, kuk
wa'chekamoo, nutoo'kamoo. 
-- v.t. Mowemoo'stumowao, kuk
wachemao, nutoo'tumowao. 

Petticoat, n. Petowa'skotakan, or 
petowasa'kan. 

Pew, n. Uyumeha'wekumiko -d:tu
pewin. 

Pheasant, n. (brown grouse) A'ki
skoo. See Partridge. 

Phial,. n. Pe'wapiskona'kunis, mo'tu
yap1skos. See Bottle. 

Philanthrophy, n. Kitima'kinakawin 
kesa'watisewin or kesawa'totako~ 
win. 

Phlegm, n. U'kik, misi'towe -sikowin. 
Phonograph, n. Ka pe'muhoot kito'

chikun. (i. e. the musical instru
ment which winds). Phonograph 
records, (songs) nukumochikunu 
(instrumental) kitochikawinu. ' 
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Photograph, n. (picture) Chika'sta
tichikawin or chika'stapichikawin. 
-- v.t. Chika'stapichikao. He 
takes a photograph of him, Chika'
sta'pitao. 

Physic, n. Muskike; (a purge) Sa'po
sikun. 
-- v.t. Nunatowihao, s.c., nuto
kwahao, M.c. 

Physician, n. Muskikeweyinew, s.c. 
and P.C., nutokoloon, M.C. 

Piano, n. Pewa'piskoyape -kito'chi
kun, kiche -kitochikun. 

Pick, v.t. (pull off) Muni pi' -tao, 
-tum; (take up) oti' -nao, -num. 

Pickeral, n. Inuchwa'pes, oka'w. 
Picket, n. Ma'niskatik, kistika'na

tik, chimuchikunatik. 
Pickle, n. (brine) Seweta'kunapoo, 

seweta 'kun uheka win. 
Picture, n. Mussini'chikun, mussi

ne'puyewin, chika'statichikun. 
Piece, n. U'psises, puhke; (a piece 

broken off) pe'wuchikun. pe'wuhi
kun, pe'werrikun; (a piece added 
on) me'suhikun; (a quantity in 
small pieces) pe'sisew, (as sand) 
pesa'wukaw. It goes to pieces, piki
skipuyew. He takes it to pieces, 
nuna'nistinum, pe'siwenum. He 
pulls it to pieces, pikiskipi -tao, 
-tum, pesipi -tao, -tum, sikopi -tao, 
-tum. In one piece, (cloth) pa.yuk 
-wakin; (metal) misewa -yapisk; 
(wood) pa.yuk -watik. Piecemeal, 
papuke, a'yupises. 

Pierce, v.t. Chestu -wao, -hum, puk
ona -wao, -hum, tukumao; (through) 
sapoostu -wao, -hum. 

Piety, n. Munito -a'tisewin, uyume-
hawa'tisewin. 

Pig, n. Kookoos. 
Pigeon, n. Ome'mew. 
Pike, n. (fish) Kino'sao, M.c., inuto 

-kinosao, nuchwa'pao, s.c. and· P.c. 
Pile, n. (of wood) Mitikan; (of any

thing) ususta'chikun. 
-- v.t. Ususta'w, pisko'staw. 

Pilgrim, n. Opupa'motao a pimi
pe'chit, opimpi'chew. 

Pilgrimage, n. Pimipitche'win pimo-
tahowin. ' 

Pill, n. Misewapuyichikun. 
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Pillar, n. (of support) Setowa'skwu
hikun; (monument) chimu'chikun. 

Pillow, n. Upiskwasimon or upiskwa
simowin. He uses it (anything) for 
a pillow, upiskwasimoo. 

Pilot, n. Okiskinotuhewao. 
Pimecan, n. Pimekan. (This is dried 

buffalo, or deer, meat, mixed with 
the fat of the animal and ran into 
moulds. It was used extensively 
by the voyageurs in transportation 
work for the Hudson's Bay Co.). 

Pimecan-soup, n. Pimekana'poo. 
Pimple, n. Mota.'o, pl., mota'wuk. 
Pimpled, adj. Motawepuyew. 
Pin, n. Suka'skuhon, ostikwanesa

ponikun, pinis. He has (a sensa
tion of) "pins and needles", (in legs) 
keskimi -skatao, (in feet) -sitao, 
(in hands) -chichao. 

Pincers, n. Ma'kwuchikanikun, weko
pichikun, makwa'piskuhikun. 

Pinch, v.t Chesti -nao, -num, makwu 
-nao, -num. 

Pine, n. Minu'hik; (Jack pine) oska'
tik. 
-- v.t K wetuwayimao. 

Pine brush, n. Minuhikwasit, (flat
brush) nupukasit. 

Pine-bluff, n. Mi'nistikominuhiko'
skaw. 

Pine-cone, n. Wusu'skwatoo. 
Pink, adj. Mikowisew, wapiko'newu

na'kosew. 
Pinnacle, n. Wunu'skochikun. 
Pint, n. (one pint) Payuko -mini

kwa'kunis, (half pint) a'pitow -mini
kwa'kunis. 

Pip, n. Oskutamin. 
Pipe, n. (tobacco) Ospwa'kun, pet

wa'kun; (clay pipe) usiske -ospwa'
kun; (briar wood pipe) mistiko 
-spwa'kun; (stone pipe) usinewu
spwa'kun; (musical instrument) 
poota'chikun, pipikwun, kitotaku
nis; (stove pipe) okota'kun, oko
tuskwi; (pipe-stem) oskiche; (pipe
stone) ospwakunusinne. 

Pistol, n. Pa' skisikunis. 
Pit, n. Wa'tekan, uta'muskumik. 
Pit-a-pat, adv. Papu'kume. 

Pitch, n. (spruce) Pi'kew; (bitumen) 
uske'we -pi'kew. Soft pitch, pusu
kwuskew. It is hard pitch, musko
wuskewun. 
-- v.t. Pik:ekatum. It is pitched, 
pikekatao. 

Pitcher, n. Usowu'chikun, kwapika'
kun. 

Pitch-fork, n. Munisikawe -che'stu
hikun, or chestuhasapon. 

Pitchy, adj. Pike' -wew, -wun. 
Piteous, adj. Kitima'kayetak -osew, 

-wun. 
Pitiable, adj. Kitima'kisew. 
Pitiful. adj. Kitimakayechikao. 
Pitsaw, n. Ta'skipochikun. 
Pity, n. Kitima'kayechekawin, kiti

ma'kinakawin. He looks on him 
with pity, kitima'kitowao. 
-- v.t. Kitimakayimao, kitima
kinowao. 

Place, n. Ita'win, u'ntu, itu or ita. 
That very place, akotu or akota. 
Every place, misewa ita. In one 
place, payukwunok. In any place, 
piko itu. In various places, nuna'
tok itu. He gives place to him, 
towestowao. He takes his place, 
tapiskumowao, meskotiskumowao. 
--v.t. Uyao, inan. ustaw: (firmly) 
so'kustaw, aye'tustaw; (just so) 
nuhe'tustaw; itustaw; (on the out
side) wuskit -uyao, -ustaw; (he 
places it straight) kwiyuskumotaw; 
(there is no place for it) kwetowe
ustao; (he is at a loss where to place 
it) kwetowe'ustaw. 

Placed, part. U'stao. Placed so, 
itu'stao. Placed right, meyo'wus
tao, nuhawustao. Placed in order, 
kwiyuskochikatao. 

Plague, n. (contagious) Mamowa'
spinawin; (judgment) kitimuhiko
we -ita'spinawin, akoita'~pinawin. 

Plaid, n. Scotch -akin (an lndianized 
word meaning Scotch-cloth). 

Plain, adj. (clear) Pitkukina'kwun, 
puyutana'kwun; (flat or smooth, 
as land) muskotawun, puskwaw, 
moosayaw. 
-- n. M uskotao, puskwak, tutu
kwa w -uske. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Plainly, adv. Mitoone, mos1sa, puy
uta. He tells him plainly, mosisa
humowao. 

Plaintive, adj. Kitima'kitakosew. 
Plait, v.i. Upekao. 
-- v.t. Upeka -tao, -tum; (tightly) 
ayetupeka -tao, -tum. 

Plan, n. Oya'yetumowin or ona'ye
tumowin. He forms a plan., ona
yetum. 

Plane, n. (carpenter's tool) Mooko
chikun or mookota'kun; a match 
plane, pusikoko'chikun; a beading 
plane, musinikokochikun. 
-- v.i. Mookochikao. 
-- v.t. Mooko -tao, -tum. 

Plank, n. Nupu'kituk; boat planks, 
uspichita'kunuk; floor planks, una'
skantukwuk. 

Plant, n. Kistika'chikun, neta'wike
takun. 
-- v.i. Ki'stikao, netawikechi
kao, pukitinekao. 
-- v.t. Kistikatum, netawiketaw, 
pukitinum. 

Plaster, n. Po'winasikun, ukopi'soo
win; (cement) pusuko'hikun. Stick
ing plaster, uko'skiwusikun, pusu
ko'hikun. Drawing plaster, otuchi
kawe -ukopisowin. ;Mustard plaster, 
iskwa'sikun. He plasters (a building) 
usiske'katum, pusukohikao. 

Plate, n. Nupukeya'kun, oya'kun or 
ona'kun, ona'kunis. 

Platform, n. Una'skawin, pimota'
wutuk, a'sokun. 

Play, n. Ma'towawin. 
-- v.i. (sport) Ma'towao. He 
Plf!,YS w_ith it, matuwakao. He plays 
with him, wechematowamao; (to 
play on a musical instrument) 
kitochikao; (a flute or whistle) 
poota'chikao. 
-- v.t. (musical, organ) Kitohao, 
(stringed) kitotaw; (wind, whistle) 
poota'tum. He makes play for him 
(or them), matuwahao. 

Playful, adj. Ma'tuwaskew, pisina'
tisew. 

Plead, v.i. N utota'stumakao mowe
moschikao. He pleads f~r him, 
n utotastumowao, mowemo 'stumo
wao. 
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Pleasant, adj. (to the hearing) Meywa
yetak -osew, -wun. 

Please, v.t. Nuheyuwahao, nuhayi
tumehao, meyoyuwahao. 

Pleased, part. Nuha'yitum, meywa'
yetum, nuheyuwasew. He is pleased 
with him, nuhayi -mao, -tum. 

Pleasure, n. Meywayetumowin, nuh
ayitumowin. He, or it, is heard with 
pleasure, meyotak -osew, -wun. He 
is looked at with pleasure, meywa
pumina'k, -osew, -wun. 

Pledge, n. Usotuma'kawin, uspisi
nuhikawin. 
-- v.t. Usotumowao, uspisinuhu
mowao. 

Pleiades, (seven stars) n.pl. Okena' -
nisu. 

Plenteous, adj. Mecha -tew, -tin, 
pesa'k -osew, -wun, wayotun. 

Plenteously, adv. Mi'stuhe, pesa'
kwuyuk, wayoche. 

Plentiful, adj. Wayochipuyew, pesa'
kopuyew. 

Plenty, n. Mi'toone mi'stuhe, akwa
nekok tapipuyew, wayotisewin. 

Pleurisy, n. Mispiki -ochi'pitokowin, 
Pliable, adj. (easy persuaded) Wit 

-isew, -un; (flexible) yos -kisew, 
-kaw. 

Plot. n. Ke'moche -pusikosta'too
win or -nuyata'wetota'toowin. 
-- v.t Ke'moche -nuyataweto
tuwao, or -pusikostuwao. 

Plover, n. Wekiminasew, po'skuchu
sew; (yellow legs) sasasew; (seacoast 
plover) wenipako -penases; (hawk's 
eye) cheha'wis. 

Plow, or plough, n. Pe'kopichikun, 
opwa'pichikun. 

. v.i. Pe'kopichikao, opwa'-
p1chikao, pekoskumikipichikao. 
-- v.t. Pe'kopitum, opwapitum, 
pekoskumiki pi tum. 

Pluck, v.t. (as a bird) Pu'skopitao, 
pu'skonao; (pluck off) mu'nipitao 

Plug, n. Kipuhikun, mistiko -k"ipu
hikun. 

Plum, n. Soo'minis, pl., soominisuk. 
Plum-tree, soominatik. 

Plumage, n. Ope'wi. See Feathers. 
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Plumb, or plumb-li'ne, n. Tipa'pa
kinikun, tipisko'tuskinikun. 
-- v.t. Tipisko'tuskitaw, tipa
pakinum. 

Plump, adj. Mechime'wisew, we'yi
yew. 

Plunder, n. Muniwuta'win, muna'
howin, muskutwa'win. 

Plunge, v.t. Puku'stowa -whao, -hum, 
kupa'semao. 

Pneumonia, n. 6pu'newesukupina
win. 

Pocket, n. Peta'soon, peta'sonis. 
Pocket-knife, n. Piski'komanis, pe'c-

henikunikomanis. 
Poet, n. Oniku'monikao. 
Poetry, n. Niku'monu. 
Point, n. Ittu a ke'nikak, a ka'sisik; 

(a headland) na'yaw, na'skumikaw, 
naya'wukaw. 
-- v.t. (t@ sharpen) Ke'nikiko
tum; (with file) ke'nipotaw; (to 
point, as a gun) ona'skonum. He 
points at him, itoo -whao, -hum. 

Pointed, part. or ad}. Ke'naw, ke'ni
kaw, che'pwaw, che'posew; (sharp 
pointed) ka'sisew; (speaking of 
wood) kenika'skwun; (of metal) 
kenika'piskwaw. 

Poison, n. Pichipoowin. 
-- v.t. Pichipooyao. Poisobs him
self, pichipohisoo. He is poisoned, 
pichipoo. 

Poisonous, adj. Pichipowinewun. 
Poke, v.t. Kachiwapi -nao, -num, 

kosko'wapi -nao, -num, to'skowapi 
-nao, -num. 

Pole, n. Mi'stik, upu'sh, -atik. A 
boat pole, kwakosonatik. A tent 
pole, upuswoi". A fence pole, meni
skunatik. A mast, or flag pole, 
mistikokan, kiskiwahonatik. 
-- v.i. Poling a boat or canoe, 

kwakosoo. 
-- v.t. Kata'skohum, yuka'sko
hum. 

Pole-star, (polaris) n. Kewatin -uchu
kos. 

Policeman, n. Sima'kunis, okima'we
win -uto'skayakun. 

Polish, v.t. Wa'sikohum, soo'skoku
hao; (metal) waskuma'pisketaw. 
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Polity, n. Okimawewin -issecheka
win. 

Pollute, v.t. vVe'nipe -ha.a, -taw, 
we'ne -ha.a, -taw. 

Poll~tion, n. Wenipisewin,we' neho-
wm. 

Polygamy, n. Mechatoskwawin. 
Pomade, n. Tomu'skoowin. 
Pomp, n. Kistayeta'kosewin, okima

wayeta'kosewin. 
Pond, or pool, n. Wa'nipayaw or 

wa'yipayaw, moo'nuhipan. 
Ponder, v.t. Ma'mitonaye -mao, -tum. 
Ponderous, adj. Koosikwa'yetakwun. 
Pony, n. Mistutimosis. 
Poor, adj. Kitima' -kisew, , ~kun, 

mana' -sew, -wun, wuwa 01sew; 
(lean) po'wunew, kowukutao; (as 
to quality) maya't -isew, -tun, 
munawun. A poor land, kitima'ke 
-uske. 
-- n. Okitima'k -is, pl., -isuk. 
He is poorly, kitima'kinakosew. 

Pope, n. Pakwuyes -mawache -kiche 
-uyumehawekimaw. 

Poplar, n. Me'tos, P.c., asa'te, M.c., 
Black poplar, mayimetos; poplar 
wood, metosetuk, asa'tetuk. 

Popular, adj. Meywa'yimikosew; or 
pass. meywa'yimaw. 

Porch, n. Piskechewa'skahikunis, pet
owiskwatam, petokakapowewin. 

Porcupine, n. Kak or kakwu; (f em~le) 
nosayak. He hunts porcupine, 
nutowakwao. Porcupine-quill, Kawe. 

Pork, n. Kookose -weyas, or weyin. 
Bacon, pasta -kookos; ham, kooko
swupwam. (Generally pork, or 
bacon is spoken of as "Ko<'>koos"). 

Porpoise, n. Wa'pumak. The fat of 
the porpoise, wa'pumakowe'yin; 
(oil) wapumakopime; (skin) wapu
makwuyan. 

Porridge, n. Unoomina'poo, s.c., 
kakesa'pa -me'chiwin, P.C. 

Port, n. (as a shelter for boats) Nuhu
komo'win, tipimo'wesimowin; (as a 
place for shipping) Akwana'sowin, 
ka ache poosita'sonaniwuk. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Portage, n. Onikup; (a trail from one 
body of water to another) kuska
wa -maskunow or kuskawaskunow. 
He carries freight, baggage, etc., 
across a portage, onikupikao. He 
walks across, over the portage trail, 
kuskawao; (carrying burdens over 
the portage) nuyuchikao, kuska
watutaw. A portage strap, nuyuchi
kunayape. 

Porter, n. Okunoweskwatuwao. 
Portion, n. (a part) Puke; (allot

ment) matinuma'kun. 
-- v.t. (to him) Matinumowa:o; 
(generally) matinumakao. 

Position, n. Isse aya'win, otuso'tu
makowin, a ispetayeta'kosit. 

Positive, adj. Kachena'yayetakosew, 
sa'koch ita'ye,tum. 

Positively, adv. Sa'koch, ochitow, 
piko. 

Possess, v.t. Tipa' -yimao, -yitum, 
tipiyuwa'wisew, aya'wao, aya'w, 
otuya'new. 

Possessor, n. Otipa'yitumoo, ka otu
ya'nit. 

Possession, n. Tipiyuwa'wisewin, tip
a'yitumowin, kunowayetakosewin. 

Possible, adj. Kittu ke ekin, kittu ke 
to'chikatao, wtitun. 

Possibly, adv. Atoka, mutwa'ne, ma's
kooch. 

Post, n. Mi'stik, chemu'chikun, set
waskohikun. 

Postage, n. Musinuhuma'toowe -tipu
hekawin. 

Postage-stamp, n. Kiche -okima'w 
o'stikwan; (i.e. the King's head). 

Post-office, n. Musinuhumatooweku
mik. 

Pot? 'ff· , U'skik; (f?r • cooking food) 
p1mmo wusowe -u sk1k; (tea-pot or 
kettle) Te'wuskik; (for boiling or 
heating water) kesa'kimisikawe 
-uskik, or kesakimisikun. Pot-hook 
ukotu'skikwan, uko'tipan. ' 

Potatoe, n. Uskepwa'we, pl,. uske
pwa'wu; (Generally the lndianized 
form of the English word is used, 
as potatusuk). 

Potentate, n. Wayokima'wit. 
Pottage, n. Moo'skume. 
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Potter, n. Otusiskeweya'kunikao, otu
ya'kunikao. 

Pouch, n. Peta'sowinis; a shot pouch, 
pe'tussinan; tobacco pouch, petwa'
winewut, or chistamawut. 

Poultice, n. Ukopi'soowin, ka pusik
ocha'skewukak ukopisoowin; (the 
latter form refers to the poultices 
used in cases of Pleurisy and Pneu
monia). 

Pound, n. (in weight) Tipa'pasko
chikun, M.c., kosi'kwun, s.c. and 
P.c., (sterling) kiche -sooneyaw. 
-- v.i. Sikwu'tuhikao, tukwuhi
kao; (pounding meat or fish) yewu
hikao. 
-- v.t. Sikwu'tu -wao, -hum, 
tukwu' -wao, -hum; (meat or fish) 
yewu -wao, -hum. 

Pounded meat or fish, Yewu'hikun. 
(This is dried deer meat, or fish 
pounded up into dust, in which form, 
the food will keep indefinitely). 

Pour, v.i. Se'kinikao, se'kewapinikao. 
-- v.t. Se'ki -nao, -num, se'ku 
-wao, -hum, se'kewapi -nao, -num, 
se'kuhu -towao, -tum; (pours it 
out for him) se'kenumowao; (pours 
water upon him) sokisti -mao, -taw. 

Poverty, n. Kitima'kisewin, muna'
sewin. 

Powder, n. Pe'sawukaw. Gun-powder, 
pikoo. A powder horn, pechepik
wan. Powder-water, (used as an 
emetic) pikoowapoo. 

Power, n. Soka'tisewin, kuskeha'
wisewin, musko'wisewin. 

Powerfull, adj. Soka't -isew, -un, 
kuskeha -wisew, -wun, muskow 
-isew, -aw. 

Pow-wow, n. (in paganism) Kosa'
puchikawin, munitokawin; (as an 
Indian council) Onusoowawin, or 
on usoowa wuk. 

Practice, v.t. (with prefix nita- signi
fying frequency) nita' -itotum. 

Prairie, n. Muskoota'o -uske, tutu
kwa'w -uske. 

Praise, n. Mumi'chimikoowin or 
mumi'chimiwawin, meyoke'swatik
oowin. 
-- v.t. Mumi'chimao, meyoke
swa -tao, -tum. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Praise-worthy, adj. Mumi'chimikoo
wisew. 

Pray, v.i. Uyumeha'w, uyumechi
kao, mowemo'schikao. 
-- v.t. Uyumeha'stowao, mowe
mo'stowao. He prays for him, 
uyumehastumowao, mowemostu
mowao, nutotastumowao. 
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Prayer, n. Uyumeha'win, mowemo'
schikawin, petookawin. (The lat
ter word used generally as express
ing the idea of entering the House 
of God for prayer). 

Prayer-book, n. Uyumeha'we -mussi
nuhekun. 

Preach, v.i. Kuka'skimewao, kuka
skima'wusoo. 

Preacher, v.i. Okuka'skimewao. 
Precarious, adj. Ta'nis -atoka, mut

wane che, wuwa'nayetuma'yetak
wun. 

Precede, v.t. Neka'notowao, aniwa'
kiskowao. He has precedence, nek
a'nisin. 

Precept, n. Kuka'skimewawin, itu
sowa'win. 

Precious, adj. Kistu'kisoo, -tao; 
(costly) mistuhe ituki -soo, -tao, 
so'kuki -soo, -tao, a'yimuki -soo, 
-tao. 

Precipice, n. Keska'mutinaw. 
Precipitate, v.i. (in action) Kuka

pache -ispuyihoo; (in speech) kuka
pache -itwapuyihoo. 

Precisely, adv. Mwa'moche, mwa'
che. 

Preclude, v.t. Atuwa'yi -mao, -tum. 
Predestinate, v.t. Neya'k -oyu'k -imao, 

-etum. 
Predestination, n. Neya'k -oyu'ki

chikawin. 
Predict, v.t. Neyakunuwe'tum. See 

Foretell. 
Pre-eminence, n. Puskina'kawin, nek

anitukita'kosewin. 
Pre-eminent, adj. Puskina'kao, neka

nitukita'kosew. 
Prefer, v.t. Oyayi -mao, -tum, aye

wakayi -mao, -tum, awusimayi 
-mao, -tum. 

Preferable, adj. Awusima'yitak -osew, 
-wun, ayewa'kayitak -osew, -wun. 
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Preferably, adv. So'skwach, ayewa'k. 
Pregnant, adj. Kuno'skutawusoo, 

pwa'wew, kekiska'wusoo. 
Preliminary, adj. A utte na'chipuyik. 
Premature, adj. Mwo'yas kesi

neta'wekik. 
Prepare, v.t. Kwuya'che -hao, -taw, 

wuwa'si -hao, -taw, mune'w. He 
prepares it for him, kwuya'chitu
mowao. 

Preparation, n. Kwuya'chichikawin, 
mune'schikawin, mune'win. 

Prepay, v.i. Neka'ne -tipu'hikao. 
He prepays him, nekanti'puhumo
wao. 

Present, n. Makewin, meyitoowin, 
meyikoowin. At present, anooch 
ote, or anooch makwach. He is 
present, u'yaw. 
-- v.t. He presents, or appoints, 
him, Pukitinumowao. 

Presently, adv. Cha'skwa, we'puch, 
pa'tima, picha'yuk; (alluding to 
past occasion), mwastus eyikok. 

Preserve, n. (fruit) Paskeme'nisa
wan. 
-- v.i. Kunowa'yimewao. 
-- v.t. Kunowa -yimao, -yet um; 
(to keep alive) eyine'kuhao, pima'
chehao. 

Preserver, n. Okunowa'yimewao. 
Preside, v.t. (at a meeting) Oyu'so

watum, onupe'stum. 
President, n. Oyuso'wao, okima'w. 
Press, n. (machine for pressing furs, 

goods, etc.) Ma'kwuhikun; (for 
printing) mussinuhikawemukwu
hikun; (a crowd) se'tiskotatoowin. 
-- v.i, Ma'kopuyew. He presses 
upon him, se'tiskowao. 
-- v.t. Ma'ko -nao, -num, ma'ko 
-skowao, -skum, matuko -skowao, 
-skum. 

Presume, v.t. I ta'yimao, itu'kimao, 
-tum. 

Presumption, n. Sokayimowin, itu
kichikawin. 

Presumptuous, adj. Sokayimoo, uyi
wakayimoo. 

Pretence, n. Itwa'soowin. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Pretend, v.i. Itwa'soo. This word is 
often omitted, the idea being con
veyed by suffix ka' soo, to the verb 
of action, as He pretends to be asleep, 
nipa -kasoo. He pretends to be 
working, utoska -kasoo. 

Pretender, n. Otitwa'soo. 
Pretty, adj. Meyona'k -osew, -wun, 

kutuwu'sisew. 
-- adv. I am pretty well, nowuch 
ne meyou'yan. 

Prevail, v.i. Pu'skiyakao, sa'koche
hewao. He prevails over him, pu'ski
yuwao, sa'ko -hao, -taw; (by en
treaty) sa'kochimao. 

Prevent, v.t. Ochehao, kipi'chehao, 
kipi'tinao; (by words) nukimao. 

Prevention, n. Kipi'tinikawin, kipi
chehewawin. 

Previously, adv. Awu'sispe. 
Prey, n. Muskutwa'n, muneputwa'n, 

muna'howin. 
-- v.i. Muskutwao, niputakao, 
muna'hoo. 
-- v.t. Muskumao, munepuhao, 
nipuhao. 

Price, n. Itukichikawin, itukitao. 
What is the price of it? Tanisse a 
itukitak? His goods are high priced, 
akwukichikao, or ayimukichikao. 
His goods are low-priced, watukichi
kao. He sets a price on it, oyuki 
-mao, -tum. 

Prick, v.t. Che'stu -whao, -hum. 
It pricks him, che'stuhokoo. 

Pricking, n. Che'stuhokoowin. 
Prickly, adj. Ka'soota -wisew, -wun. 
Pride, n. Kistayimoowin, kistayi-

mitisowin. 
Priest, n. Uyumeha'weyinew, uyume

ha'wekimaw; (of the Anglican 
Church) yakunaswe -uyumehawe
yinew; (of the Roman Catholic 
Church) pukwai -uyumehawe 
-yinew; (sacrificial) omuchostahu
!lla~ao, sa~akiweyewaweyinew, puk-
1ch1ka weymew. 

Priesthood, n. (Jewish) Pukichika-
weyinewewin; (Anglican and 
Roman) uyumehaweyinewewin. 

Prim, adj. Nuhena'k -osew, -wun. 
Primarily, adv. Mi'chimach o'skuch, 

ma'wuche ne'stum. ' 
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Primate, n. Ma'wuche -kiche -uyu
meha'wekimaw. 

Prime, adj. Neka'nuketu'kosew; 
(prime of life) a makwa' -o'skenekit. 
-- v. (primes a gun) Pewunuko
taw; (an engine) sekinum pime. 

Primer, (percussion cap) Pukisikawe 
-ustotinis; (a school book) nistum 
kiskinohumatowe -mussinuhekun. 

Primitevly, adv. Kuyuta, waskuch. 
Prince, n. Kiche -okima'we -ko'sisan. 
Prince Albert, n. (town in Sask.) 

Ki'stupunan, (i.e. The Settlement). 
Princess, n. Kiche -okima'we -ta'ni

semaw, or Kiche -okimaskwao. 
Principal, adj. Nekana'yetak -osew, 

-wun. 
Principally, adv. Osa'm. 
Principle, n. Nistum ka utte ustak. 
Print, n. (printed cotton) Pu'kewu-

yanakin ka musina'stak; (a printed 
sheet) mussinakin. 
-- v.i. Mussinuhekao, or mussi
nuhekunekao. 
-- v.t. Mussinu -wao, -hum. 

Printed, part. Mussina'stao. It is 
prettily printed, meyo -sina'stao. 

Prison, n. Ki'puhotoowikumik. 
Prisoner, n. Ki'puwakun. 
Private, adj. Ke'mootun, kata'niwun. 
Privately, adv. Ke'mooch. 
Priv_ation,, n. A:yimisewin, muna'se-

wm, pa wunewm. 
Privilege, n. Pu'kitinikoowin, suwa

yeta'kosewin, asotuma'kawin. 
Prize, n. Ustwa'toowin, ustwa'ka

win. 
-- v.t. (to set value on it) Onuk 
-imao, -itum; (to esteem) kista 
-yimao, -yetum. 

Probably, adv. Kistina'ch, ma'sko
och, atoka. 

Probation, n. (a moral trial) Kukwa
chihikosewin, kochihaw. 

Proceed, v.i. (by walking) Itotao; 
0?Y. canoe) pimiskaw; (by flying) 
p1m1yaw; (gradual progress) utte 
na' -tao, -tum. To proceed from, 
ochew, ototao, ochipuyew. To pro
ceed out of, ochewuyuwew, ochewu
yuwepuyew. 

Process, n. Isse netawekewin a 
isse pimotamukuk. ' 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Procession, n. Onekumoo'wuk a utte 
petokachik, ( uyumeha wekumikok). 

Proclaim, v.t. We'tum, kiskayetuko 
-hao, -taw, ta'pwa -tao, -tum. 

Proclamation, n. Kiskayetakokawin, 
wetumakawin, ta'pwawin. 

Procreate, v.t. Neta'wekehao. 
Procreation, n. Neta'wekehewawin. 
Procure, v.t. O'ti -nao, -num, ka'chiti 

-nao, -num. 
Prodigal, n. Oma'stinikao, okeskwa

ya'tisew. 
Produce, v.t. Ose -hao, -taw. 
Profane, v.t. Mucheapucheta'w, we'y

epitaw; profane language, muche
pe'kiskwawin, weyukwawin. 

Profess, v.t and v.i. I'twao, itwa'soo, 
wet um. 

Profession, n. I twasoowin, isse pima' -
tisewin, ki'skimowin. 

Profit, n. Otisewin, ku'skichikawin. 
-- v.i. Otisew, ita'putun. ,,. 

Profitable, adj. A'puchehewao, kis
ta'pu -tisew, -tun, meywa'pu -tisew, 
-tun. 

Progress, n. Y ukekichikawin; (in 
travel) yukepi'michewin. 
-- v.i. Yuke -ayaw; (growth) 
yuke -netawekew; (increase) yuke
puyew; (in travel) yakotao. 

Prohibit, v.i. Ochehewao, ki'tuhu
makao, ki'puhumakao. 
-- v.t. Ochehao, ki'tuhumowao, 
ki'puhumowao. 

Prohibition, n. Ochehewawin, ki'tu
humakawin. 

Project, v.i. Saki -sin, -tin; (speaking 
of wood) kasispo'yaskotin. 

Prolapse, v.i. Wuyuwetukisapuyew. 
Prolific, adj. (animal) Mecha'tosao; 

(vegetable) suko -neta'wekin. 
Prolong, v.t. Yuke -hao, -taw, keno' 

-hao, -taw. 
Promise, n. Usotuma'kawin. He 

breaks his promise to him, kasis
poomao, peya'kuchemao. 

v.i. Usotuma'kao, kiche 
-itwao. 
-- v.t. Usotumowao, kiche -itao. 

Promote, v.t. Y ukukemao, kista'ye
mao. He is promoted, yukukema'w. 

Pronounce, v.t. We' -yao, -tum; 
(articulate) neta'wao. 

Pronunciation, n. Neta'wawin, meyo
ta'kosewin. 

Proof, n. Kachena'hoowin. 
-- adj. Kachenayayetakwun. 

Prop, n. Se'twaskwuhikun. 
-- v.t. Setwaskwu -wao, hum. 

Propelled, part. Ka'chewapepuyew, 
sepwa'pepuyew. 

Propeller, n. Upwe'yuk, or upwoi ka 
sepwa'wapinikat. 

Proper, adj. Kwuyu'skwun, nuhina'k 
-osew, -wun. 

Properly, adv. Kwu'yusk, noo'swam, 
nuhe. 

Property, n. Tipiyuwawesewin. My, 
thy, his, property, ne'tuyan, ket 
uyan, ot uyan. His things, ot uyanu. 

Prophecy, n. Kiskewa'hikawin, oyw
a'chikawin. 

Prophesy, v.i. Kiskewa'hikao, oywa'
chikao. 

Prophet, n. Okiskewa'hikao, oywa' -
chikaweyinew, kayanwao. 

Propitiation, n. We'cheissecheka's-
tumatoowin, tipuheka'stumatoo-
win. 

Proposal, n. Kukwa'chekamowin. 
Propose, v.t. Kukwa'chemao. 
-- v.i. Kwachekamoo. 

Prosecute, v.t. Mowena'whao. 
Prosecution, n. Mowena'hekawin. 
Proselyte, n. Kwaskena'kun. 
Proselytize, v.t. Kwa'skenao, or kwa'-

skehao. 
Prospector, n. Onoo'tussinao, or o'na

tuwesoo'neyawao. 
Prosper, v.i. Meyo'puyew, nuhi'

puyew. 
Prosperity, n. Meyo'uyawin, nuhi

puyihikowin. 
Prostitute, n. See Harlot. 
Prostrate, v.t. Kowi' -skowao, -skum, 

pukisine' -stowao, -stum. 
Protect, v.t. Kunowa'yi -mao, -tum, 

na'tumowao, ukwu'na -wao, -hum. 
Protection, n. Na'tumakawin, ukwu

nahe'kawin, kunowa'yichikawin. 
Protector, n. Okunowayimewao. 
Protest, v.i. U'spimoo, nuka'sew. 
-- v.t. Kita -tao, -tum, nuka'
tisu -wao, -hum, a'nwatu -wao, 
-tum. 

Protestant, n. Una ka a'nwatuk 
Pakwai -uyumeha'win. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Proud, adj. Kista'yimoo, kisi'sowayi
misoo, mi'stuhe -ita'yimisoo. 

Prove, v.t. Kachina'yayi -mao, -tum
itaw, ko'chi -hao, -taw. 

Proverb, n. (story) Uspuakamoowin; 
(wise saying) kuHtawawin. 

Provide, v.t. Ochestumowao, inan. 
ochestum; (supports him) pumehao, 
otininumowao, kwayatustumowao. 

Provided, conj. Kespin ote. 
Provision, n. (food) Me'chim, me'chi

soowin or me'chiwin; (supplies, 
etc.) ustwa'kunikasowin, ustu'chi
koowin; (for travelling) nema'win. 
-- v.t. U'sumao, ukuhumowao, 
nema'hao. 

Providence, n. (care) Kunowayita'
kosewin or kunowa'yimikowe'se
win, oche'stumakowe'sewin, suwa'
yimikowe'sewin; (God) Munito kan
uwa'yimit. 

Providential, adj. Kunowa'yitakwun, 
suwa'yitakwun. 

Provocation, n. Nuna'tookohewawin, 
kota'yimewawin, kukwa'chihikowe
sewin. 

Provoke, v.i. N una'tokohewao, kuk
wa'chihewao, kisewatwaw. 
-- v.t. Nuna'tokohao, nunotu
chihao, kisewa'hao, nuya'ta'wino
wahao; (by speech) kise'wimao, 
nuna'tokomao, nuya'tawimao. 

Pro;"!, v.i. Nuna'towemechisoo, nun
a towekwaskotota'kao. 

Prudence, n. Yipwaka'win, eyinese' -
win, ayakwa'misewin. 

Prudent, ~dj_. Yipwa'kaw, eyinese'w, 
ayakwa m1sew. 

Prudently, adv. Meya'kwam, pa'yu
tuk, y1pwaka. 

Prune, n. (a dried plum) Kiche 
-soomin. 
-- v.t. (trim) Muni'swaw. 

Psalm? n. (Uyumeha'we) -niku'mon. 
Psalmist, n. Oniku'moo. 
Ptarmigan, n. Wa'piyao, ku'skunu

ches. See Partridge. 
Public, adj. Ma'mowekiskayeta'kwun, 

~~sa'_nakwun; (made public) mos
ap1ch1katao. 

Publicly, adv. Moosisa', ma'mowe. 
Publish, v.t. A'totum, we'tum tap-

wa'tum, kiskayeta'kotaw. ' 
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Puce, adj. Wutoowemi'kosew. 
Pudding, n. Ku'skimotikusikun. 
Puddle, n. Ussiskewe -pa.yaw, nipe'-

wuskumika w. 
Puff, n. (of wind) Yoowa'win, poota'

chikawin; (of the smoke of a train) 
kuska'putao; (as advertisement) 
mistuhe -itukimisowin. 
-- v.i. Poota'chikao, iskwata
tum, mistuhe -itukimisoo. 

Pugnacious, adj. No'tinikaskew, akw
a'tisew. 

Pull, v.t. (draw) Ochipi -tao, -tum, 
ispi -tao, -tum; (backwards) asapi 
-tao, -tum; (downward) ne'chipi 
-tao, -tum, ya'sepi -tao, -tum; (pull 
a standing object over) ko'wepi 
-tao, -tum; (off) mu'nipi -tao, -tum; 
(apart) pe'kopi -tao, -tum; (tear) 
ta'topi -tao, -tum; (pulls up) puk
wu'chipi -tao, -tum; (out) mo'skipi 
-tao, -tum, wuyuwe'pi -tao, -tum, 
wekwu'chipi -tao, -tum; kachikopi 
-tao, -tum; (something along with 
the object) usichipi -tao, -tum; 
(upon him, as a net) patukopi -tao, 
-tum; (something out of his hand) 
kachichicha'pi -tao, -tum; (a plant 
up by the roots) kikichapikipi -tao, 
-tum. 

Pulley, n. Oma'kun, oma'w, miki
nak. 

Pulpit,. n. Kuka'skimawasowe -ne'po-
wewm. 

Pulsate, v.i. Pukuhun. 
Pulse, n. A pukunhuk mita'heyape. 
Pump. n. I'kuhepan, otuchikaweni-

kun. 
Puncture, v.imp. Pukwuna'yaw, pak

wuchitin. 
Pungent, adj. A'kwuma'k -osew, 

-wun. 
Punish, v.t. A'yimehao kukwa'tuke

hao, kuka'skimohao. ' 
Punishment, n. A'yimehikowin kuk

wa'tukitawin, kuka'skimohikoo
win. 

Punk, n. (as wood) Munoo'koche
tuk. 

Punt, n. Nupuke -chema'nis. 
Pupil, n. Kiskino'humowakun school

ewe -awa'sis, (i.e. A schooi child). 
Puppy, n. Uti'mosis or achi'mosis. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Purchase, v.t. Uta'wao, me'skotooni
kao, o'tinikao, See Buy. 

Pure, adj. Pa -kisew, -kun, s.c. and 
P.C., paya' -kisew, -kun, M.C.; pisi'
sikwun. 

Purely, adv. Mi'toone, pisi'sik. 
Purge, n. Sa'poosikun, (cathartic). 
-- v.i. (by medicine) Sa'posoo, 
or sasa'posoo; (naturally) sa'po
skawisew. 
-- v.t. (to cleanse) Pa'ke -hao, 
-taw. 

Purification, n. Pa'kehewawin, pa'ke
hisoowin. 

Purify, v.t. Pa'ke -hao, -taw, or pay
a'ke -hao, -taw. 

Purity, n. Pikisewin. 
Purple, adj. Wutoowe mikosew, 

-mikwaw, chephukowe -mikwaw. 
Purpose, n. Ita'yetumowin, nuto

wa'yetumowin. 
-- v.i. Ita'yetum, nutowa'ye
tum, oya'yitum. 

Purposely, adv. Ochetow. For what 
purpose? Tanake wa'che? 

Purr, v.i. Niku'moo, mutwata'moo, 
pitikwata'moo. 

Purse, n. Sooneya'wut or sooneya' -
wutis. 

Pursue, v.t. Pimitisu -wao, -hum, 
nowuswa'tao, noswuna' -wao, -hum; 
(an enemy) mowina' -wao, -hum. 

Pursuer, n. Onowuswa'hekao, omowi
na'hekao. 

Pursuit, n. Pimitisuheka'win, noswu
nahekawin, pimo'tawin. 

Pus, n. Minne', s.c., miye', P.c., 
mille, M.c. 

Push, v.t. Yuki -nao, -num, P.C., 

nuki -nao, -num, s.c., nukiwapinao, 
yukisku -wao, -hum. He pushes it 
down by leaning against it, neti 
-skowao, -skum, kowi -skowao, 
-skum. He pushes it in, kota'wi 
-nao, -num. He pushes it his way, 
payuki -nao, -num. He pushes it 
under, sakopuye -hao, -taw, sako
yuki -nao, -num. He pushes him
self through, sa'poyukew. He pushes 
it tightly, setu -whao, -hum. 

Puss, n. Poos or pooses. See Cat. 
Put, v.t. Uya'o, inan., usta'w. He 

puts it aside, ekuta -nao, -staw; 
(out of his way) ekuta'numowao; 
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(for his future use) nuhu'stumo
wao; (away) nuhu'staw; (back, 
or replaces it) ta'pi -nao, -num, or 
ta'p -uyao, -ustaw; (down) neti 
-nao, -num, pukiti -nao, -num; 
(his hand in it) petinum, potinum; 
(under it) sa'konum; (puts it on, 
as a garment) po'stis -kowao, -kum; 
(puts it off) ka'chekonum; (puts it 
on top) ta'tustaw; He puts it in, 
petu -wao, -hum, usse'wu -yao, 
-taw; (puts it on the fire) muchosta 
-wao, -hum; (in the water) puku-
stowa -wao, -hum; (puts it on, as 
plaster) kikumo -hao, -taw, pusu
komotaw; (as a lock on a door) 
itumootaw; (puts him out) wuyu
wetissu -whao, -hum; (as a candle) 
a'stowanum; (as a fire) astowahum: 
(puts it in order) meywuyao, meyo 
ustaw; (puts it around him) ta'pi
sikoskum. 

Putrid, adj. We'nisew, wechak -isew. 
-un, peki'sku -tew, -tin. 

Putty, n. Kipu'hikun, pusu'kwuhi
kun, wa'pi -pekew. 

Puzzle, n. Wuwa'nayetumowin; 
(game) wuwa'nayetumowe -ma'tu
wawin. 
-- v.t. Wuwa'nayetumehao, wun
wikowao. 

Q 

Quail, n. Peya'ses. 
Quake, (earthquake) v.i. Kwe'kwun; 

(tremble) nunumi'puyew, petikw
a'puyew. 

Qualified, part. Tapukayeta'kosew. 

Quarrel, n. Kek'taoowin, no'tinitoo
win. 
-- v.i. Keka'wetum, no'tinika
skew. He quarrels with him, keka'
mao, no'tinao. They quarrel, keka' -
toowuk. 

Quarter, n. (7,1) A'petowes; (.25c.) 
pa.yuk sooneyas. Four quarters, or 
corners of the earth, a nawe kekayak 
uske. Four quarters of a year, a 
nawetik uske'win. 

Quaver, v.t. Kooskooskota'kosew, 
wawapipuyeta'kosew. 

Queen, n. Kiche -okima'skwao. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, lo.cal, loon, luck. 
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-osew, Queer, adj. Muyukayita'k 
mamuska'tayitak -osew, -wun, 

-wun. 
Quench, v.t. A'stowa -whao, -hum. 
Quest, n. Nuna'tonekawin, nutowa'

panikawin. 
Question, n. Kukwa'chikamowin, kuk

wa'chimewawin. 
-- v.i. Kukwachikamoo. 
-- v.t. Kukwachimao. 

Quibble, n. Kukwe'towe -itwa'win. 
-- v.i. Kukwe'towe -itwao. 
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Quick, adj. Ke'yipew, wuchakumi
sew, kucha'stupew. 

Quicken, v.i. Pima'tiseskakao, apissi
seno'hao. 
-- v.t. Pima'tiseskowao, apissi-
se'hao. 

Quickly, adv. Ke'yipe, ke'yipu, we'p
uch, sa'mak, ka'siskow, kisika'ch. 

Quiet, adj. Keyama'wisew, payutu
ka'tisew, keya'misew, kooskwawa'
tisew. Be quiet! aka kitoo! 

Quietly, adv. Ke'yam, pa'yutuk, 
nisi'k, kooskwawa'che. 

Quietude, or quietness, n. Keyama'
wisewin, payutuka'tisewin, koosk
wawa'tisewin. 

Quill, n. Me'kwun. He pulls the 
quills (from a fowl) mu'niwunapi
tao. He cuts the quills, mu'nikwu
naswao. He quills an arrow, u'sto
wao. 

Quill-work, n. Titipa'weyukuhikun. 
Quilt, n. Wuke'tukoop, una'skan. 

Patch-work quilt, mussinaskwachi
kun. 

Quilting, n. Mussinaskwa'chikawin. 
Quinine, (pills) Ka we'sukispukwuk 

misewa'puyichikun. 
Quit, v.i. Poo'yoo, enumookao. 
Quite, adv. Mitoo'ne. Not quite, 

ma'naka, iska'ka. 
Quiver, (for arrows) n. Pe'tutwan. 
-- v.i. Chechepi'puyew, nuni'
kepuyew. 

Quizzed, part. N una'tokomao, weyu' -
simao. 

R 

Rabbit, n. Wa'poos. A rabbit-skin 
robe, wa'poswuyan. 

Raca, adj. (term of contempt in 
Matt. 5:22) Pukwu'nutu ke'yu. 

RAM 

Race, n. Kukwa'chiskatitoowin. 
-- v.i. Kukwa'chiskusewao; He 
comes racing, pa'putaw, inan., pa'pu
yew. · 

Radio, (receiving instrument) Saki
toowin, P.C., sakitwawin, s.c. 

Radish, n. Otisekanis. 
Raft, n. Mi'toot. He makes a raft, 

mi'tootikao. 
Rafter, n. Upukwa'natik. 
Rafting, v.i. Maha'pochikao; (going 

to raft timber) nata'pochikao. 
Rag, n. Pe'wipichikun, se'konikun, 

peki'skuyakin. 
Rage, n. Kisewa'sewin, saske'yuwa

sewin, kuse'yuwasewin. 
-- v.i. Kisewa'sew, saske'yuwa
sew, kuse'yuwasew, kise'mitakosew. 

Ragged, adj. Peki'skuyaki -na'kosew, 
-tin, pe'kopuyew ot uya'nu. 

Rail, n. Manikun; (railings) ma'ni
skatikwu. 
-- v.i. Keka'wetum. He rails at 
him, keka'mao. 

Railway, n. Pewa'pisko -ma'skunow, 
ka pewapiskumook. 

Raiment, n. Uyoo'winis, kikiska'chi
kun. See Clothes. 

Rain, n. Ki'mewun. Rain-water, 
kimewuna'poo. Rain-clouds, kimo
wunu'skwu. Rain-drops, pukipa
staw. 
-- v.i. Ki'mewun; (a little) kime
wusin; (heavily) sokowutun; the 
shower is over, poo'nowutun; the 
shower is upon him, kimewunisew. 
Mist, ku'skowunepastao. 

Rainbow, n. Pesimwuya'pe, s.c. and 
P.c., wekopa'sakun, M.c. 

Raincoat, n. Kimewunusaki. 
Rainy, adj. Kimewuskin. 
Raise, v.t. Opi -nao, -num, opu -wao, 

-hum, wuniska' -nao, -num, pusiko 
-nao, -num. He raises himself up, 
opinisoo; (as a bird) opu'hoo. He 
raises it up for him, opinumowao, 
wuniskan umowao. 

Raisins, n. pl., Soo'minisuk. 
Rake, n. (garden tool) Ka'skuhikun, 

s.c., usi'pichikun, P.c. 
-- v.t. Ka'skikwachikao, usipi
chikao. 

Ram, n. Ya'pa -ma'nuchik. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ramble, v.i. Pupa'motao, pupa'ke
wokao, pupa'me -aya'w. 

Ramrod, n. Yukuhipikawnatik sepi-
kwanatik. ' 

Ran, p.t. of run, Ke pimiputaw etc., 
see Run. 

Random, (at) adj. Pukwu'now. 
Range, v.t. Ne'pita -u'yao, -staw. 
Rank, n .. (row, standing) Ne'pitaka'-

powewm; (sitting) ne'pita -upewin 
(position) itukita'kosewin. ' 
-- v.t. Ituki -mao, -tum. 

Ransom, v.t. Tipuhika'stumowao. 
Rap, n. Pa'powuhekawin, papuku

muhekawin. 
-- v.i. Papowuhekao, papuku
muhekao. 
-- v.t. Papowu -whao, -hum, 
papukumu -whao, -hum. 

Rapid, n. Kesechewun; (rapids) pa'wi
stik. "Grand Rapids", (at the 
mouth of the Saskatchewan) "Mise
pa'wistik". 
-- adj. Kesepuyew; (rapid move
ment) kisiskapuyew. 

Rapture, n. Mamata'kosewin mumo-
chikayetumowin. ' 

Rare, adj. A'skow, pi'ko, me'skow 
pa'yukwaw. 

Rarely, adv. Aya'skow, waweka'ch. 
Rascal, n. Omucha'tis, oma'yeto

tumoskew. 
Rash, adj. Mama'ses, ke'kus, sas

che'wisew. He does it rashly wasa 
kiyiputotum. ' 
-- n. (skin eruption) Mo'ski
puyewin or po'skipuyewin. 

Ra~p. n. Ki'skimun. 
Raspberr~

1 
n. ,Uyoo'skan, s.c. and 

P.c., m1 koomm, M.C. 

Raspberry-bush, n. Uyoo'skana'tik, 
mikoomina'tik. 

Rat, n. (musk) Wuchu'sk; (house) 
mise -a'pikoses. A rat house, wuch
u'sko -weste. He is hunting rats, 
nootuch uskao. 

Rate, n. (value) Eyikok, ae'tukitak. 
-- v.t. E'tukitum. At any rate, 
ta'pinak, seya'kan, misuwa'ch. 

Rather, adv. Nowu'ch, ya'yow, ya'y
ita, so'skwach. 

Ratified, part. Itusowa'chikatao. 
Ration, n. Ukuhuma'koowin usu'

toowin, nema'win, me'chim. ', 
-- v.i. (serve out food) Ukuhu
ma'kao, usu'kao, matinama'kao, 
ne'maw. , 
-- v.t. Ukuhumowao, u'sumao, 
nema'hao. 

Rattle, n. Sese'kwun. Rattle-snake, 
sese'kwawe -kina'pik. 

Rave, v.i. Wu'nekiskisew, akowa'
yetum, ke'skwao. 

Raven, n. Ka' -ka -kew. 
Ravenous, adj. Kasuka'tisew, ka'su

kew. 
Raw, adj. Kiku's -kisew, -kaw, us' 

-kis~w, -kaw, -kitin. Raw meat, 
usk1 weyas. He eats raw flesh, uski
poo. (The Crees gave the term 
"Eskimo" "Raw flesh eaters", to 
the natives of the Arctic). 

Rawhide, n. Uska'kin. 
Ray, n_. (of sunlight) Pesimwayape; 

(of hght) wasa'yape. 
Raze, v.t. Ne'chewapu -wao, -hum. 
Razor, n. Ka'skipasoon. Razor-blade, 

ka'skipasonapisk. Razor-strop, cha'
suhoon. 

Reach, n. (a stretch of water) Tina'
stun. A long reach, keno -tina'stun. 
(a reach of the eye) iskonakwun. 
-- v.i. Oti'chipuyew; (as a tree 
across an opening) otita'skopuyew, 
isko'puyew; (as a line) iskwapeka
puyew; tukopuyew. 
-- v.t. (to arrive at) Oti -tao, 
-tum; (reaches with the hand) ta.pi 
-nao, -num, otinti -nao, -num; 
(reaches a certain age) otisa'putum; 
(range in shooting, or throwing) 
otitu -whao, -hum, tapu -whao, 
-hum. 

Read, v.i. Uyumechikao. 
-- v.t. Uyumetaw. He reads 
well, nita -uyumechikao. A (lay) 
reader, otuyumechikao. 

Readily, adv. Ke'yepu, kwuya'che. 
Readiness, n. Kwuyachewin, w[pa'

mesewin, aya'skowisewin. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ready, adj. Kwuya'chew, kwuya' 
-tisew -tun, wawa'new, s.c. and 
P.c., ~yaskowisew, wi'pam_ew, M.C. 
-- v.t. (He gets him or 1t_ ;eady) 
Kwuya'che -hao, -taw, aya skowe 
-hao, -taw, wuwa'se -hao, -taw. 
He places it ready, (as a table), 
kwuya'tustaw, nipamist~

1
w. _ It 

is at hand (ready) na pa mustao, 
kwuya'tustao. 

Real, adj. Mamoche tapwa'wune-
wun, ta'pwayayetakwun., ., 

Really, adv. Sa'kooch, ta pwa, kt s
chiwa. 

Realm, n. Okima'wewin, tipayechi-
kawin. 

Reap, v.i. Muni'sikao, keskisikao. . 
-- v.t. Muni -swao, -sum, kesk1 
-swao, -sum. 

Reaper, n. Om~'nfs~kao, oke'skisi
kao, omo'wuch1ch1kao. 

Reason, n. (mind) Mitona'yechikun, 
ita'yetumowin, mamitona'yetumo
win; (for cause use prep. oche or 
conj. ta'sipwa; e.g. Why are you 
late? Ka'kwan ka oche pwa'stowe 
-petokayun? Without reason, pik-
wu'nutu, ko'nutu. . _, 
-- v.i. Ita'yetum, mam1tona ye
tum. 
-- v.t. Nana'kasoowao. 

Reasonable, adj. Kwu'yuskitayeta'
kwun, nuhina'kwun. 

Rebel, v.i. Ma'yayechikao, pusi'koo
He rebels against him, ma'yayemao, 
pusikostowao, mayukumikise' sto
wao. 

Rebellion, n. Mayayechikwawin, 
ma'yukumikisewin. 

Rebellious, adj. Ma'yayechikaskew, 
mayukumikisew. 

Rebuke, Kituhuma'kawin. 
-- v.i. Kituhuma'kao. 
-- v.t. Kituhumo'wao, kito -tao, 
tum. 

Recall, v.t. Ka'wetapwatum, kewa'
kiskisew. 

Recant, v.t. A'nwatum, asa'num. 
Receive, v.t. Oti -nao, -num. A 

receipt, otisiwe -musinuhekun. 
Recently, adv. Anoche'ka. 
Reception, n. Otinika'win, petoku

hewawin, otota'mitoowin. 

Recess, n. (school-recess) A'sta -kis
kino'humatoowin. 

Reciprocity, n. ~a~<skot~on_uma~a
win, weche -1sse chi _;k~ m1toow,m. 

Recitation, n. Tapowa wm, or ta po 
-itwa'win. 

Recite, v.i. Ta'powao. 
-- v.t. Ta'powatum, ~ket~m; _ 

Reckon, v.i. Itayetum, 1tuk1ch1kao, 
ukechikao. . . 
-- v.t. I tuk -imao, -etum, uk1 
-mao, -tum. . . _ . . 

Reckoning, n. Ituk1ch1k.awm_, or 1tu
kimikowisewin, ukich1kawm, nut-
owepa'nikawi~. . .. 

Recline, v.i. A sek1ch1sm, pimi -sin, 
-tin. . 
-- v.t. A'seki -chisi -mao, -tmum, 
pim -isimao, -ititaw. . . . , 

Recognizable, adj. N 1ss1towma k 
-osew, -wun. 

Recognize, v.t. Nissitowin -owao, 
-um, awa'nowao. 

Recompense, n. Tipuhuma'koowin, 
tipuhuma'kawin. 
-- v.t. Tipuhumowao. • 

Reconcile, v.t. Me'yo -wechatuhao, 
otota'mimao, wakoo'tuhao. • 

Reconciliation, n. Me'yo -wechatu
hewawin, otota'mimewawin. 

Record, n. A'chimowin, wetu~a'ka
win; (in writing) kunowusmuhe
·kawin. 
-- v.t. A'chimao, a'totum, kuno
wu'sinuhum. , 

Recorder, n. Ota'chimoo, okunowu -
sinuhekao. 

Recover, v.i. (get better) Ute me'yo 
a'yaw, eyinewew; (speaking of an 
animal recovering from shock of 
wound) me'noo, pus'pew; (regain) 
kawe ayaw, or kawe -otinao. 

Recovery, n. Eyinekuhewawin, pus
pinama'kawin. 

Rectify, v.t. Me'nostaw, me'noskum, 
kwi'yuskustaw. 

Rectitude, n. Kwuyuskisseche'kawin. 
Red, adj. Mik -osew, -waw; (metal 

or stone) mikwa'piskaw; (of wood) 
mikwa'skwun; (of liquid) mikwa'
kumew; (of cloth) mikwakin; Red 
sky, mikwa'wuskwun. The red deer, 
wawa'skasew. Red Deer River,waw
a' skasowesepe. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Red Earth, Sask., n. Mikwaskewu
kak. 

Red River, Man., n. Mikwa'kumewe
sepe. 

Redden, v.i. Miko'puyew. 
--· - v.t. Miko -hao, -taw. 

Reddish, adj. Mik -osisew, -wasin. 
Redeem, v.t. Tipuhuma'kastumowao, 

or tipuheka'stumowao, pima'che
hao. 

Redeemer, n. Otipuhumaka'stuma
kao, opima'chehewao. 

Redemption, n. Tipuhuma'kastuma'
kawin, pima'chehewawin. 

Redshank, n. (a sandpiper) Miko
ka'tases. 

Reduce, v.t. A'chewe -nao, -num; (in 
rank) tuputa'yemohao, asa' -nao, 
-num, neti -nao, -num. 

Reduction, n. A'chewenikawin, tupu
tayemohewawin. 

Reed, n. Kistaku'nuskose, ani'sko
wusk, asta'kunusk. 

Reef, n. (at sea) Piskwa'piskaw; 
(running out from the shore) nimi
ta'wayapiskaw; (as a point) naya'
piskaw; (taking a reef in a sail) 
achewakupichikao. 

Reefing-line, n. (in a sail) Achewa
kupichikun. 

Reel, n. (of thread or cord) Titipa
kitin; (a dance) ne'mewin or neme
hi'toowin, 

Reeve, v.t. (as passing a line from 
· hole to hole under the ice) Sepa' -

pikanum. 
Referred, part. Pukitinumowaw, aso'

tumowaw, itusowa'tao. 
Referee, n. Ka onusowa'tuk, ka 

tipayetuk. 
Refine, v.t. Pikihao, -taw, meywa'si 

-hao, -taw. 
Refinement, n. Pii.kihikosewin, meyo'

sisewin, meyo -pimatise'win, oki
ma'wayetakosewin. 

Reflect, v.i. (in mind) Kiskiso'puyew, 
mamitona'yetum. 
-- v.t. (causes him to reflect) 
Kiskisomao, mamitonayetumehao. 

Reflected, part. (by rays of light) 
Chika'sta -sin, -tin; (on the water) 
chikastapa -sin, -tin. He reflects 
him, (as a photograph) chikasta
simao, inan., chikastatutaw. 
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Reform, v.i. Kwaska'tisew, oske -isse'
chekao, oske -pima'tisew. 

v.t. Kwaska'tisehao, oske 
isse'chekahao. 

Reformation, n. Kwaska'tisewin, 
oske -pima'tisewin. 

Refrain, v.i. Kipichew, poo'noo, nuk
a'sew. 
-- v.t. Kipichehao, poon'ihao, 
nuka'nao. 

Refresh, v.i. Uywa'pew, astamuche
hoo. 
-· - v.t. Uywapihao, muskowe
skowao. He is refreshed by rest, 
uywapihisoo, (by a drink) yapa' -
kwao. 

Refreshing, adj. (as food) Muskowe
ska'kamukun; (as a drink) yapa'
kwawun. 

Refreshment, n. (rest) Uywapiwin; 
(food) me'chewin. 

Refuge, n. Na'tumototuma'kawin, 
tipino'wusimowin. 

Refund, v.t. Ke'wa -tipuhu'mowao, 
ta'pi -puki'tinao, -num. 

Refusal, n. Anwa'tumowin, atuwa'
yetumowin. 

Refuse, v.t. Anwat -owao, -um, ato
waye -mao, -tum. 

Refuse, n. (waste matter) Wa'pini
kun, muchekwuna'su. 

Regain, v.t. Ke'wa -u'yaw, me'nu 
kacheti -nao, -n um. 

Regal, adj. Kiche -okima'wayetak
wun. 

Regale, v.i. Kiche -mukosa'o. 
-- v.t. Kiche mukosa'hao. 

Regard, v.t. Pisiska -yimao, -yetum. 
He regards him so, ispetayimao. 
-- n. lspetayita'kosewin. 

Regardful, adj. Pisiskayitakwun. 
Regina, Sask., n. Oskunu ka sustake; 

(i. e. Pile of bones). 
Regenerate, v.t. O'ske -u'yaw, kwe'

twam nita'wekew, oskenita'wekew. 
Regeneration, n. O'ske -u'yawin, 

kwe'twam -nita'wekewin, o'skeni
ta'wekewin. 

Register, n. 
Registration, 

win. 

Kuno'wusinuhikun. 
n. Kuno'wusinuhika-
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Regret, n. Michenuwaya'yetumowin, 
/ mwastus -itayetumowin. 
-- v.t. Michenuwayayetum, mwa
stus -itayetum. 

Regretfully, adv. Puya'kuche. 
Regular, adj. Pa'yukwun ispu'yew, 

tapitowe'puyew. 
Rehearsal, n. Ukina -a'chimowin, 

ta'powawin. 
Rehearse, v.t. Ukina -a'chimostumo

wao, tapowa -wetumowao. 
Reign, v.i. Tipa'yichikao, kiche -oki

ma'wew. He reigns over them, tipa'
yimao. 

Rein, n. Menoskwa'pichikuna'yape. 
Reindeer, n. U'tik. Migrating deer, 

pimu'tik. Wood-caribou, nochime'
wutik. Barren land caribou, upi'
stutik. 

Reject, v.t. Atowa' -yimao, -yetum, 
anwa' -towao, -tum. 

Rejoice, v.t. Meyuwa'tum, meywa'
yetum, mumuta'kosew. He rejoices 
with him, weche -meyuwatumo
mao. 

Relate, v.t. A'chimoo, tipa'chimoo. 
Related, part. (allied) Wa'komao, 

closely related, pasota'komao. 
Relation, n. (a narration) A'chimo

win, tipa'chimowin; (kindred) wak
omakun; (close relation) pasota
komakun. 

Relationship, n. Wakomewawin, or 
wakotoowin. He forms a relation
ship, wakotuhisoo. 

Relax, v.i. Asta -wa'yimoo, uywa'pew, 
kipichew. 
-- v.t. Asta -wa'yimao, uywa'pe
hao, kipi'chikao. 

Relaxation, n. Astawa'yimowin, uyw
a'pewin, kipi'chewin. 

Release, v.t. Pukiti -nao, -num, puki
chewapi -nao, -num, apeko -hao 
-num, apekopi -tao, -tum. J 

Reliabl~, adj. Tapaya'yitakosew, 
mum1se'totakosew. 

Relief, n. (from pain) Asta -muche
ho'win, poonemucheho'win; (from 
sorrow) poone -ma'towin · (aid in 
distress) natumakawin, 

1

asotuma
kawin, wechehiko'wisewin. 
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Relieve, v.t. (in pain) N utowe'hao, 
(in distress) na'tumowao, (to help) 
we'chehao. 

Religion, n. Uyumeha'win, uyume
hawa 'tisewin. 

Religious, adj. Uyumehawa'tisew. 
Relish, v.t. (taste) Wekistum; (plea

sure) meywa'yetum. 
-- n. Uspu'chikun. 

Reluctant, adj. Ta'stukachiskew, 
inan. tastukatikwun. He is reluc
tant to do it, tastuka'tayetum, or 
tastuka'tum. 

Rely, v.i. Tapaya'yi -mao, -tum, 
uspayimo'totuwao, mumise'totu-
wao. 

Remain, v.i. (to continue) U'pew, 
u'yaw, inan., u'stao, i'tukwun, pimi
puyew; (left over) iskopuyew; 

Remark, n. Pe'kiskwawin, itwa'win, 
uyu'mewin. 

Remarkable, adj. Pisiska'yetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Remedy, n. (medicinal) M u'skeke, 
nutowehe'wawin; (repair) meno
tawin. 

v.t. N utowe' -hao, -taw, 
menopi -tao, -tum, kwuya'sko -nao, 
-num. 

Remember, v.t. Ki'skisew, ki'skiseto 
-towao, -tum, kuno'kiskisew. 

Remembrance, n. Ki'skisewin, kuno'
kiskisewin, kiskiso'puyewin. 

Remind, v.t. Ki'skisomao, miskowa'
somao, kuno'kiskisomao. 

Reminiscence, n. Kewa'kiskisopu
yewin, or kewa'kiskisewin. 

Reminiscent, adj. Kuno'kiskisowa
yetakwun, kewakiskisowayetakwun. 

Remission, n. (pardon) Ponayetu
makawin. See Pardon. 

Remnant, n. Iskopu'yewin, iskochi
kun, pewipichikun, pewinikun. 

Remorse, n. Ako -mitu'tumowin, 
mumisema'yetumowin. 

Remote, adj. Wa'yowun, na'wena
kwun, otana'kayetakwun. 

Remotely, adv. Wa'yow, ota'nak. 
Removal, n. Pichetwa'win, a'toka

win, a'totawin. 
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Remove, v.i. (change position) A'che
puyew; (change of camp and equip
ment) pi'chew, pi'chetwaw, a'to
kao, atotao, atuskao; (He removes 
inland) kospipiche'w; (out to sea) 
nimitawapichew, mosasipichew; 
(removes to the coast) na'sepii-
pichew. , 
-- v.t. Atuyao, inan., atustaw, 
ekuta -nao, -num; (with the hand) 
ati -niio, -num, oti -niio, -num. 

Rend, v.i. Ya'yikipuyew, ta'topuyew, 
ta'skipuyew, pe'kopuyew. 
-- v.t. Ya'yikipi -tao, -tum, 
ta'topi -tao, -tum, pe'kopi -tao, 
-tum. It rends by the wind, pek
wa'stun. 

Render, v.t. (give) Me'yao; (pay) 
tipuhu'mowao; (translate) itwa'
stumowatum; 

Renew, v.t. O'ske -hao, -taw, ta'pe 
-hao, -num, oske'ose -hao, -taw. 

Renounce, v.t. Wa'pi -nao, -num, 
atuwa'yi -mao, -tum. 

Renown, n. Kiche ita'yitakosewin, 
kiska'yitakosewin. 

Renunciation, n. Wa'piniko'win, atu
wa'yitumowin. 

Repair, v.t. Me'su -wao, -hum, o'se 
-hao, -taw. 

Repay, v.t. Kewa -tipuhumowao. 
Repeat, v.t. Ta'powao, na'spitowao; 

kwe'twame -itwao. He repeats it 
after him, nuna'spito -towao, -tum. 

Repeater, n. (shot-gun) Mechato
mutwata'we -pa'skisikun. 

Repent, v.i. Michi'yuwasew, michi'
yuwayayetum, kwaska'tisew, mita'
tum, ponayetum, kesinatayitum. 

Repentance, n. Michiyuwa'sewin, 
michiyuwa'yayetumowin, kwaska' -
tisewin, kesinata'yitumowin. 

Repetition, n. Kakwetwame -itwii
win. 

Replace, v.t. Ta'puyao, inan. ta'pu
staw, ta'pipukiti -niio, -num. 

Reply, v.t. Nuskwa'wusehewao, (to 
him) nuskwa'wuse -mao, -twaw. 

Report, n. (a rumour, a statement) 
A'chimowin, a'chimikose'win, a'chi
mikowin; (a noise) plitakwun, 
pitikwao; (of a gun) mutwa'tao; 
mutwa'sikao. 
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v.t. A'chimao, a'totum, tipa' 
-chimao, -totum. He brings a re
port, pata'chimoo. 

Repose, n. Uywa'pewin, nipa'win, 
keyama'wesewin. 
-- v.i. Uywa'pew, nipa'w, kosk
wawa'chew. 

Reproach, n. M uche -'itikowin, muc
ha'yimikowin; (shame) nunapa'wi
sewin. 
-- v.t. Muche -itao, mucha'ye
momao, kito'tao, maya'yimao. 

Reproachable, adj. Muche -itayeta'
kosew, mucha'yetak -osew, -wun. 

Reprobate, n. Omucha'tis, wapinika'
soo, omuchepima'tis. 
-- adj. Mucha'tisew, muche 
-issewa'piskew, wa'pinikowisew. 

Reproof, n. Kitoo'sewawin, kituhu
ma'kawin, nukemewa'win. 

Reprove, v.i. Kitoo'sewao, kituhu
ma'kao, nukemewa'o. 
-- v.t. Kitotao, kituhumowao, 
nukemao, mosisahumowao. 

Reptile, n. Ka pupamita'chimot 
(oweya'ses). 

Repudiate, v.t. Atuwa'ye -mao, -tum. 
Repulse, v.t. Nuka'tisuwao, nuka' 

-whao, -hum. 
Repulsion, n. N uka'tisuheka'win, 

nukawa'pinikawin. 
Repulsive, adj. Mucha'yetakosew, 

muche'kisew, mayina'kosew. 
Reputation,. n. Me'yo -a'chimikose

win, kista'yetakosewin. 
Request, n. Mowemo'schikawin, nut

otuma'kawin, kukwa'chika'mowin. 
-- v.t. Mowemo'stowao, nuto'
tumowao, kukwa' chimao, pukosa' -
yimao. 

Require, v.t. N utowa'yi -mao, -tum. 
It is required of him, nutowa'yitu
mwaw. 

Requisition, n. (written) Nutoo'chi
kawe -mu'ssinuhekun. 

Requite, v.t. Kewatipuhu'mowao, 
n utowepa'n umowao. 

Res.cue, v.t. We'kwuchehao, pima'chi 
-hao, -taw, pu'spehao, puspe'tisi
nao. 

Resemblance, n. Issena'kosewin, nus
pita'kawin. 
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Resemble, v.t. N uspito' -wao, -tum, 
ta'pinako -hao, -taw, issena'ko 
-hao, -taw. 

Resent, v.t. Nuyata'wayi -mao, -tum, 
puka'w -tao, -tum, -situm. 

Resentful, adj. N uyata'wisew, wtika' -
wenuwasew. 

Resentment, n. Nuyatawa'yitumo
win, kisewa'sewin. 

Reservation, n. (for Indians) Iskoo'
nikun; (for animals or birds) Owu
ka'newe -iskoo'nikun. 

Reserve, n. (food for future use) 
Ustu'chikoon,u stwa'kunika'soowin. 
-- v.t. Ustu'chikoo, ustwa'kuni
kao, kunowa'yitumasoo. 

Reside, v.i. Upi'w, ita'w, we'kew, 
tuse'kao, ki'stupiw. 

Rei;;idence, n. Ita'win, u'piwin, tuse
kawin, waskikun. 

Residue, n. Isko'puyewin; (after a 
meal) isko'chikun. 

Resign, v.t. Pukita'yimao, -yetum; 
(resigns himself) pukita'yimisoo. 

Resignation, n. Pukita'yimowin, puki
tiniso'win. 

Resin, n. Pike'w. See Gum. 
Resist, v.i. Nu'skoo, pusi'koo, nanu

ka'sew. 
-- v.t. N usko' -stowao, -stum, 
pusiko' -stowao, -stum, nanuka' 
-skowao, -skum, nuka' -skowao, 
-skum. 

Resistance, n. Nuskostuma'kawin, 
nanuka'sewin, nuskosta'toowin, pus
ikosta'toowin. 

Resistibly, adv. Uyesa'ch or anisa'ch. 
Resolute, adj. Soka'yetum, soka'yi

moo, so'kisew, musko'wesiw, aku
ma'yimoo, muskowa'yetum, akwa'
yimoo. 

Resolution, n. Muskowa'yetumowin, 
akuma'yimowin, ita'yetumowin. 

Resolve, v.i. Ita'yetum, ka'sayitum, 
akuma'yitum. He is firmly resolved, 
muskowe -itavetum. 

Resort, v.i. It6'tao, ita'moo, na'chi
tissumostum, na'tum. 

Respect. n. Kista'yetumoowin, kis
tu'kimikoowin. 
-- v.t. Kista' -yimao, -yetum, 
kistu'ki -mao, -tum. 

Respectable, adj. Kista'yetakosew 
kistukitakosew. ' 
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Respectful, adv. Kista'yemikowisew, 
kistu'kimikowisew. 

Respiration, n. Ntikuta'mowin, puki
tuta'mowin, yaya'win. 

Respiratory, adj. Pukituta'mowe. 
Respire, v.t. Pukituta'mototum, yaya'

totum. 
Respond, v.i. Nu'spimoo, nu'skowao. 
-- v.t. Nuskwa'wusehao, nusko
wa'humowao. 

Response, n. Nu'spimoowin, nusko
wa'humakawin, nuskwa'wusehewa
win. 

Responsible, adj. Ne'powestum, pim
o'tutaw, kunowa'yetum. 

Rest, n. Uywa'pewin; (the rest) 
kotu'k, or ka isko'puyit. 
-- v.i. Uywa'pew, upi'w, key
ame -ayaw. 

v.t. Uywapihao, keya'me
hao. 

Restful, adj. Keyama -wisew, -wun, 
uywa'pewisew. 

Restless, adj. Aya'chipuyehoo, pupa'
mekumiki'sew. 

Restoration, n. Kewa'numakawin, 
tapinikowenika win. 

Restore, v.t. (to health) Meywa'che 
-hao, -taw; (give back) kewa' -nao, 
-num, tapi -nao, -num, kewa -meyao, 
-puki'tinum. 

Restrain, v.t. Kipi'chi -hao,-taw, 
kipi'ti -nao, -num, muma'chiko 
-nao, -num, nuka' -nao, -num. 

Resurrection, n. Wuniska'win, apissi
sino'owin. 

Retain, v.t. Michimi -na'o, -num, 
kunowa' -yimao, -yetum. He re
tains it for himself kunowa'yitu
ma'soo. 

Retaliate, v.t. Kewa -tipuhu'mowao, 
kewa -ma'yetotuwao. 

Retaliation, n. Kewa ma'yetotatoo
win, mame'skoche -wunitota'too
win. 

Retard, v.t. Otume' -hao, -taw, wuna' 
-hao, -taw. 

Retire, v.i. (from work) Poo'ni -ato'-
skao, poonitaw, pooniaputissew. 
(to bed) kowesimoo. 

Retrace, v.t. (his steps) Kewa'humao, 
kewa'puyew. 

Retract, v.i. Kewa'num, asa'num. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Retreat, n. Kewa'puy:ihoowin, tupu
se'win, asa'puyewin.' 
-- v.i. Kewa'puyew, tupuse'w, 
asa'puyihoo. 

Retrenchment, n. Munachichikawin. 
Return, v.i. Kewa'o; (by water) 

kewa'hoo; (along the shore) kewa 
-ya'sukamao; (by sailing) kewaya
sew. When the word return is used 
in the sense of "come back" the 
prefix pa or pache should be used 
thus-He comes back, pa -kewa'o, 
pa'che -kewa'puyew, etc. 

Reveal, v.t. Kiskayeta'ko -hao, -taw, 
noo'ko -hao, -taw; (to him) kiska'
yetumohao. 

Revelation, n. Kiskayeta'kokawin, 
s.c. and P.c., kiska'yetakota'ka
win, M.c. 

Revenge, n. Apa'hoowin. 
-- v.t. Apa'hoo, tipuhu'mowao, 
nutowapa'humowao. 

Revere, v.t. Kosikwa'yi -mao, -tum, 
kista'yi -mao, -tum, yakwama' 
-yimao, -yetum. 

Reverence, n. Kosikwa'yimtumowin, 
kekataye'tumowin, yakwama'yetu
mowin. 

Reverend, adj. Kosikwa'yitakosew, 
kekataye'takosew, yakwama'yeta
kosew. 

Reverse, v.t. Kwa'ski -nao, -num. 
Revile, v.t. Muche -i'tao, muche 

pekiskwa' -tao, -tum, maya' -imao, 
-etum, keka'mao. 

Revival, n. Kwa'skepima'tisewin, 
oske -ita'tisewin. 

Revive, v.i. Api'sisin, api'ssewaye
tum, koosko'sew, kewapima'tisew. 

Revolt, n. Pusikosta'toowin, maya'
yechikawin. 

Revolution, n. (rotation) Ke'nikwa
nipuyewin. 

Revolve, v.i. Ke'nikwanipuyew, te'ti
pipuyew. 

Revolver, n. (a small gun) Pa'skisi
kunis. 

Reward, n. Tipuhuma'koowin, tipu
ma'kosewin, o'tissewin, ustwakuni
ka'koowin, kuskituma'kawin. 
-- v.t. Tipuhu'mowao, ustwa'
kunikowao. 

Rheumatism, n. Kowuche -ita'spi
nawin, or kowucha'spinawin. 
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Rhubarb, n. Se'wepuk, or se'wuskwu. 
Rib, n. Mispika'kun. My rib, nispi

ka'kun. His rib, ospika'kun. 
Ribbon, n. Senipa'n, s.c. and P.c., 

shenipa'n, M.c. Narrow ribbon, 
senipa'nis. 

Rice, n. Wapunoo'minisuk, iskwa'
sisuk. Indian rice, muskose'minu, 
munoomin. 

Rich, adj. Wayo -tisew, -tun, me'su 
-kisew, -kun, me'sitaw. 

Riches, n. (wealth) Wayo'tisewin, 
me'sukisewin, 

Richly, adv. Wayo'che, me'suki. 
Rick, n. (of hay) Muskose'kan, we's

tekan. 
Rid, v.t. Meta'kwa -nao, -num, we'k

wuche -hao, -taw. 
Ride, v.t. (on horseback) Pimiti'tu

pew; tfi'tupew, (in vehicle) otapa'
soo. 

Ridge, n. Osaya'w; (of sand) osa
ya'wukaw, wuche'wun. 

Ridge-pole, n. Pimitowupu'swoi, wow
e'kunatik. 

Ridicule, v.t. Papina'ye- mao, -tum. 
Ridiculous, adj. Pa'pinayetak -osew, 

-wun. 
Rifle, n. Moo'sosinne -pa'skisikun. 
Rift, n. Ta'tusakaw; (in view) towe

na'kwun. 
Right, adj. (good) Kwuyu'skwun, 

meywa'sin; (corrects the weight) 
me'nos -kowao, -kum; (right side) 
kicheniskek. 
-- adv. Kwuyusk. That's right, 
akosa'ne. 
-- v.t. Kwuyu'sko -hao, -taw, 
kwuyu'sko -nao, -num, me'no -hao, 
-taw. 

Righteous, adj. Kwuyu'skitatisew, 
kwuyu'skissewa'pisew, meyaw'ti-
sew. 

Righteousness, n. Kwuyu'skita'tise
win, kwuyu'skissewa'pisewin, mey
wa'tisewin. 

Rightful, adj. Kwuyu'skitayetakwun, 
oyusowa 'yetakwun. 

Rigid, adj. Che'to -wisew, -waw. 
Rime, n. Yeye'kwutin, a'kwutin, 

yeyekope'wun. 
Rimy, adj. Yeye'kwu -chew, -tin, 

a'kwu -chew, -tin; (frosted metal) 
yeyekwa'piskutin, akwa'piskutin. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Rind, n. Petoo'pichikun. 
Ring, n. (finger) U'chunis, s.c. and 

P.c., tapichicha'pison, M.C.; (common 
metal ring) woweyaya'pisk. 
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-- v.i. (sound as a bell) Sesu
wi'tin, mutwi'tin, or mutwasin. 
-- v.t. Sesuwa'pichikao, mutwa
tichikao, mutwa'simao, or mutwi'
tutaw. 

goes up the river, (walking) nutu
hi'skum; (paddling) nutu'hum, or 
ni'stuhum; (sailing) nutuha'sew. 
He goes to the river, na'sepao. A 
trip down the river, ma'humowin. 

Road, n. Ma'skunow, pimota'skunow. 
A road cut through the woods, 
towutuhe'kun. A highway, kiche
ma'skunow. 

Ringing, part. M utwatin. 
Riot, n. Ke'skwakumikisewin, mikoo

ska'tisewin. 
Riotous, adj. Ke'skwaya'tisew, ke'sk

wakumikisew. 
Rip, v.t. Ta'topitum, ya'yikipitum; 

(as an animal) tatosawa'timao. 
Ripe, adj. U'ti -soo, -tao. 
Ripen, v.t. Kesu'ti -sao, -sum. 
Ripple, n. Powu'stikochewusin. 
-- v.i. Ayita'kumipuyew, mumi
ta'kumipuyew. 

Rise, v.i. (from a lying posture) Wuni
ska'w; (from sitting) pusikoo; (to 
~scend) . o'piskaw, o'pipuyew; (ris
mg horizon) ope'w; (as a bird) 
~P!l~oo; _(7:"ise as bread) opisoo, 
op~sm; _(nsmg sun) saka'stao; (the 
ns1~g tid~) yukepao. He rises up 
against him, pus1koo'stowao, ope'
stowao. 

Risi~g, n. (leaven) Opi'sikun, opi'si
ch1kun; (an insurrection) pusiko
sta'toowin. 

Risk, n_. Puspina'win, kospuna'ti
kosewm. 

Riskf ,. adj. Puspina'tikwun, kospu
na t1kwun. 

R!te, ?1'· Issetwa'win, issechika'win. 
R1tuahsm, n. Uyumeha'we -issechi

ka'win. 
Rival, n. Nuskoostakun okukwa 

-pusiyakao. ' 
R~valry, n. Kukwa -puskiyakawin. 
R1v_er, n. Se'pe. A small river, sepe'

~1s; ~a bra~ch, running off and com
mg m agam _lower down) sepa'stik; 
(ar<;mnd an island) sepa'nuk; (The 
mam branch) kista'chewun · (a 
broad ri_ver) m~ki~stikwaya~; (a 
narrow nver) up1 stikwayaw. Down 
the .;i~er, ma'mik. Up the river, 
nutl m1k. He goes down the river 
(by

1 
walking) ma'hiskum; (by canoe) 

ma hum; (by sail) ma'hasew. He 

Roam, v.i. Kontow papa'motao. 
Roar, v.i. (as the wind) Mutwa'yo

wao, mutwawa'stin, kiswawitin; (as 
the sea) mutwaya'kumahun, kes
wawa'hun; (as a wild beast) o'yoo, 
saskutwa'moo, ptita'kosew. 

Roast, n. Sukupwa'n, sukupwa'win, 
upwa'n. 
-- v.t. Sukupwao, upwao. 

Roasting-hook, n. Sukupwa'kun. A 
roasting-line, sukupwa'naya'pe. A 
roasting-stick, upwa'nask. 

Rob, v.t. Muskuma'o, muskutwa'o, 
mu'skuchehao. 

Robber, n. Omuskutwa'sk. He is a 
robber, muskutwa'skew. 

Robbery, n. Muskutwa'win, muskti-
chehewawin. 

Robe, n. Ukohoo'n. 
Robin, n. Pipichew. 
Robust, adj. Musko'wisew, soki'

yewisew. 
Rock, n. Kista'pisk, mistasinne'. 

Black rock, weyipa'piskaw. A broken 
rock, sesekwa'piskaw. A high rock, 
ispa'piskaw. A · perpendicular rock, 
keska'piskaw. A smooth rock, soo
sf piskaw. On the top of a rock, 
ta ta' pisk~k, wuketa piskak. 

v.i. (movement) Wawa'pi
puyew, koskosko'puyew. 
-- v.t. Wawa'pipuye -hao, -taw, 
koskosko'puye -hao, -taw. 

Rocky, adj. Kista'piskaw, usinne'
s~aw. A rocky island, ministikwa'
p1sk. The Rocky Mountains Usinn-
e~oc~~u. ' 

Rod, n. (a staff) Su'skuhoon, setoni
k~'w_initik; (ro1 of correction) 
m1st1k, pususta'h1kun. 

Roe, n. (spawn) Wi'kwuk, pl. 
Rogation, n. Nutota'stumakawin 

uyumeha' stumaka win. Rogatio~ 
Days, nutotastumakwe -kesikawu. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Roggin, n. (a flat birch rind dish) 
Wuskwie'yakun, mekona'kwi; (a 
deep dish for pounded meat) Kak
wie'wut, noko'hikunewut. 

Roll, n. Tetipa'kinikun. 
-- v.i. Te'tipipuyew, te'tipipu
yehoo. 
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-- v.t. Tetipipuye -hao, -taw. 
He rolls it back, usate'tipi -nao, 
-num. He rolls it away, ekutate'
tipi -nao, -num. He rolls it up, 
(as a scroll) tetipi -num, or teti
pakinum; (to roll along as a log) 
tetipa'sko -wao, -hum; (as calico) 
tetipayake -taw, or -num. 

Roller, n. Te'tipinikun, tetipa'skoni
kun. 

Roman, Catholic, adj. Pukwu -ayume
ha'wew. 

Roman Catholicism, n. Pukwu -ayu
meha'win. 

Roof, n. Upukwa'n. 
-- v.t. Upukwa'tum, ukwu'nu
hum. 

Roofing, n. Upukwa'win, ukwu'nu
hikun. A roofing board, upukwa
natik. A roll of roofing, a tetipa
kitik ukwu'nuhikun. 

Rook, n. Ayuha'sew, or aha'sew. 
Room, n. (a separate apartment) 

Pi'skechekumik1 a pi'skechekipu
hikatak, wekena'nis, pi'skechewu
ska'hikunis; (space) towa'w; (large 
space) muketowa'w. He makes 
room, (by stepping inside) towe'w; 
(by clearing a space) towenikao. 
He makes room for him, towe'sto-
wao; (on a seat) towupe'stowao. 
There is no room, nummu towa'w; 
(ref. to a crowded room) numwach 
tapika'powiwuk. 

Roost, n. Ukose'winatik. 
-- v.i. Ukose'w. 

Rooster, n. Ya'pa -pakuhakwan. 
Root, n. (large) Ocha'pik; (small) 

wutupe'. It has a root, ocha'pike
wew, ocha'pikewun. He digs about 
the roots of it, moonicha'pikuhum. 
He pulls it up by the roots, kikicha'
pikipi -tao, -num. 

Rope, n. Sastikwuya'pe, misepe'sa
kunape, peminukwa'n. 
-- v.i. Pesakunapekapuyew, pem
inukwapuyew. 

ROW-LOCK 

-- v.t. Sukupika -tao, -tum, 
peminukwa -tao, -tum, pesakuna'
peka -tao, -tum. 

Rosary, n. Uyumeha'we -me'kisuk, 
pl. . 

Roses, n. Mikokwune. 
Rosin, n. Peke'w. See Gum. 
Rosy, adj. Mi'kopuyew, mikokwa'

puyew. 
Rot, v.i. Ma'stutin, kusku'tutin; 

(as wood) minokoche'tukew. 
Rotten, adj. Kusku'tutew, -tin, piki

sku'tu -tew, -tin. Rotten wood, mino
koche'tuk, yo'skituk, we~kisetuk. 
It is rotten wood, minokochetuko
wun. 

Rough, adj. Pipi'k -osew, -waw, 
pupa'sk -osew, -waw; (rough ground) 
mumuchucha'w, mumaya'chuchaw. 
A rough sea, mumuka'hun. A rough 
voice, kiseskaki'toowin. 

Round, adj. (circular) Waweya' -sew, 
-yaw; (cylindrical) no'tim -isew, 
-aw; (speaking of metal or stone) 
waweya'yapisk -isew, -aw, no'tima
pisk -isew, -aw; (speaking of wood) 
no'timask -osew, -wun, waweya'
yask -osew, -wun. A round log, 
no'timatik. 
-- adv. and prep. Waska', tatipa', 
kenikwa'ne. All around, tatitpa'. 
He walks around (it) tatipa'skum. 
It goes round (the circle) waska'
puyew, or tetipapuyew. It spins 
around, kenikwa'nipuyew. He places 
them in a circle, waska' -yao, -staw. 
It fits around (something) ta'pisi
kopuyew. 
-- v.t. Waweya' -hao, -taw. 

Roundish, adj. Waweya'yasin. 
Rouse, v.t. Koo'skonao, koo'skopitao; 

(game) oo'suwhao. 
Rousing, p.adj. Kooskwa'yetakwun. 
Route, n. Pimota'skunow, ituhu'mo

win, ma'skunow; (by water) is'pu
ye'win. 

Row, v.i. Pima'pikayaw, nepita'yaw; 
(standing in a row) nepitaka'powe
wuk; (walking in a row) nepita'ta
wuk or nepita'skawuk; (row with 
paddle) pimiska'w; (oars) usa'po
yao, pimukosowao. 

Row-lock, n. Pimiska'win, usapoya'
win. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Royal, adj. Kicheokima'we-, kiche
okima'we -wew, -wun. The Royal 
Family, Kicheokima'w owakoma
kunu, or kicheokima'w O pasotako
makunu. The Royal law, kicheoki
ma'we -oyu'sowawin. 

Royalty, n. Kicheokima'wewin; 
(royalties on furs etc.) kicheokima'
wewine -sooneyaw, or kicheokim
a'we -ka'chitinikawin. 

Rub, v.t. (on the surface) Siso' -nao, 
-num; (over as paint) sini'ko -nao, 
-num; (cleansing) ka'se -nao, -num; 
(in the hands) mimi'ko -nao, -num; 
(in water as clothes) mimikopa'ti 
-nao, -num, kasepa'ki -nao, -num; 
(rub with liniment) sisopa'ki -nao, 
-num; (rub to polish) sini'ko -whao, 
-hum; (rubs it out or off) ka'sehum. 
It rubs out, kase'puyew. 

Rubber, n. (rubber cloth) Pike'wa
kin; (rubber sheets) pike'wakinu
na'skawin. 

Rubbers, n. Akwe'towuskisinu; (us
ually English word is used). 

Rubbish, n. Muchekwuna'su, pl., 
meyikwuna'su, pewi'nikunu, pewe
pi'chikunu, wa'pinikunu, atuwa'
yichikunu. 

Ruby, n. Sooneya'wusinne ka mikosit. 
Rudder, n. Tukwu'hikun, tukwu'hu

mowin. 
Ruddy, adj. Mi'kokwao. 
Rude, adj. Maya'yechika'skew, kuka

pa'tisew. 
Ruff, n. (inside fat of deer, etc.) 

Waweya'nikun. 
Ruffle, v.t. Mikoska'chipi -tao, -tum, 

wunawa'kipi -tao, -tum. 
Rug, n. Una'skasin, or una'skawin. 
Ruin, n. Nisewuna'tisewin. 
-- v.t. Nisewuna'che -hao, -taw. 

Ruined, adj. Nisewuna' -tisew, -tun. 
Rule, n. (government) Tipaye'chi

kawin; (law) itu'sowawin; (stan
dard) tipuha'kawin, tipu'hikun tip
a'pinikun, tipa'skonikun; (a 'car
penter's. rule). tipu'hikunatik; (a 
yard stick) t1pa'skonikunatik. 
--- .v.i. T~payechikao, oyu'so
wao, tlpa'skonikao. 
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-- v.t. Tipa -yimao, -yetum, 
oyu'sowa -tao, -tum, tipa'sko -nao, 
-num, tipuha'ka -tao, -tum, onuk 
-imao, -etum. 

Ruler, n. Otipa'yechikao, okima'w, 
oyu'sowaweyinew, or onu'sowawe
kima'w, otipa'skonikao, tipuhaka-
weyinew. · 

Rum, n. Iskootawa'poo, ka mu'sku-
wak minikwa'win. 

Rumble, v.i. Piti'kwao. 
Rummage, v.t. N una'tonikao. 
Rumour, n. A'chimowin, tipa'chimo-

win, a'chimikosewin, itachimikose
win. 

Run, v.i. Pimiputaw, pimipu'yew, 
S.C. and P.C., kichiputaw, M.C. 
(Run about pupamiputaw. Run. 
after him, no'sona -wao, -hum; 
(overtakes him) atimina' -wao, -hum. 
Run back, kewa'putaw; (with him) 
Kewapu -hao, -twaw. Run away, 
sipwa'putaw, inan., sipwa'puyew, 
kichiputaw; (off) ekuta'putaw, inan., 
ekuta'puyew. Run fast, kisiska'
putaw, inan., kise'puyew. Run 
into, (a house) petokaputaw. Run 
there, isputaw; (here) paputaw. 
Run to, or for, him, na'chepu -hao, 
-twaw, chichi -nao, -num. Run 
together (as in a race) mamowe'pi
miputawuk, mamowe'puyehoowuk, 
kukwa'chiskuta'toowuk. Run out 
(from etc.) wuyuwe'putaw; (as 
water, leaking) wuyuweya'seko 
-wew, -wun, ochiko -wew, -wun. 
Run through, sapopu -taw, -yew; 
(as threading a needle) sepa'pi 
-tao, -tum. Run up (a ladder) 
kospa'tweputaw; (down) nesa'tu
weputaw. Run over, (as a liquid) 
a'muskinaya'pao; (runs dry) cha
kasekowun. Ran over, (as a river 
flowing its banks) pa'sichipao. Run 
down (the frozen river) mahiputaw; 
(up) netuhiputaw; (down the bank) 
pinusewaputaw or nasepa'putaw. 
Run from danger, tupuse'w; (as 
game) wuyucba'wew. 

Runner, n. Opimiputaw, or ka nita 
pimiputat, (messenger) onuto'we 
-a:chimoo; (guide) oneka'new, oki
skmotuhewao; (sleigh runner) ta's
uheta'panaskatik. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Running, adj. (racing) Kisiska'puyew, 
(motion) pimipu'yew, (discharging 
pus), mine' -wew, -wun. 

Rupert's House, n. Waska'hi'kunis. 
(i. e. "The little house"). 

Rupture, n. Pe'kopuyewin, puski' -
puyewin. 
-- v.i. Pe'konikao, pe'kopuyew, 
puski'puyew. 
-- v.t. Pe'ko -nao, -num, pe'kotu 
-whao, -hum, puski'pi -tao, -tum. 

Rush, n. (rushes by sea, river and 
lake) Kichekumewu'sk, uyakusku'
skose, muskose; (rush forward) 
mooskeschikawin. 

v.i. Ispu'yehoo, mooske'schi-
kao. 

v.t. Mooske'sto -wao, -tum; 
(to hasten) kesepuye -hao, -taw. 

Rust, n. Misewa'pisk, ukwakwa'
pisk, ukwa'pisk. 

Rusty, adj. Misewa'piskaw, ukwa
kwa'pisk -isew, -itin, ukwapisk 
-isew, -itin. 

Rustle, v.i. (as paper or silk) Kitowa'
yaki -chikao, -tin; (as among dry 
leaves) kinuki -ta'w, -tin. 

Rustling, adj. Kitowaya'kipuyew, ki
nu'kitin. 

Rut, (of dogs) Aminu'stimowin; (of 
deer) a'matikwawin, noochehitoo
win, wesa'koowin. 

Rutting, part. (deer) Noo'chehitoo
wuk; (fish) amewuk; (dogs) aminu
stimwawuk. 

Ruthless, adj . .A.kwa'tisew, mowena'
hekaskew, mayetotakaskew. 

Rye, n. Kuskitawunoomin. 

s 
Sabbath, n. (day of prayer) Uyume

ha'wekesikaw; (day of rest) anwa'
pewekesika w. 

Sack, n. Ussewu'chikun, me'wut, 
mu'skimot. 

Sack-sloth, n. So'kakin, ussisewa'kin, 
mewutakin. 

Sacking, n. Me'wutakin, mu'skimo
takin. 

Sacrament, n. Kiche - issetwawin, 
kiskino'wache-isse'chekawin. 

Sacramental, adj. Kiche-issetwawine 
-wew, -wun. 

SAINT 

Sacred, adj. Kuna' -tisew, -tun, s.c. 
and P.c., pula -kisew, -kun, M.c., 
yakwama'yetak -osew, -wun. 

Sacredness, n. Kuna'tisewin, yakwa
ma 'yetakosewin. 

Sacrifice, n. Sasa'kiwechikawin; (offer
ing) pukitina'soowin; (burnt) mu
chosta'humakawin, sasakiweliwawin, 
M.C. 

Sacrifice, v.i. Sasa'kiwechikao, mucho
sta'humakao, pukitina'soo; (sacri
fice to him) muchosta'humowao, 
pukitinumowao. 

Sad, adj. Pekiska'tum, kopata'yimoo, 
michenuwa'sew; pekiska'tik -osew, 
-wun, pekiska'tayetak -osew, -wun. 
He looks sad, pekiska'sinak -osew, 
-wun, kukwa'tukinak -osew, -wun. 

Sadden, v.t. Kuska'yetumehao, kopa
ta'yetumehao; (by speech) peki
ska'somao, kukwa'tukimao. 

Saddle, n. Uspupiwin. 
Sad-iron, smoothing-iron,. n. Soo'

skwuhikun. 
Sadness, n. Pekiska'tumowin, peki

ska'tayetumowin, kopata'yetumo
win, kukwa'tukayimowin. 

Safe, adj. Pima' -tisew, -tun, pu'spew, 
kunowa'yetak -osew, -wun. 

Safely, adv. Payu'tuke, pima'tisewe. 
Safety, n. Pima'chihowin, payutu

ka'yemowin, kunowa'yetakosewin. 
Sail, n. Yuka'stimon, pima'sewin. He 

hoists the sail, opwa'kuhum. He 
lowers the sail, neta'kuhum. 
-- v.i. Pima' -sew, -stun. He 
sails hither, pa.ta' -sew, -stun; (thith
er) ita' -sew, -stun; (from there) 
ota -sew, -stun; (up stream) nutuha
-sew, -stun; (down stream) maha 
-sew, -stun; (sails fast) kiseya' -sew, 
-stun; (sails towards land) natu-
kamaya -sew, -stun; (driven on the 
land) akwaya' -sew, -stun; (sails 
with him) che' mao; (sails here and 
there) pupama' -sew, -stun; (tack
ing) kwaskwaska' -sew, -stun. 

Sail-cloth, n. Yuka'stimonakun, pima'
sewinakin. 

Sailor, n. Opupama'sew, chema'ne
yinew or chema'n-wa'mistikosew. 

Saint, n. Okuna'tis, okuna'tisew, s.c. 
and P.c.; opula'kis, opula'kisew, 
M.C. 
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Saintly, adj. Kuna'che, pula'ke. 
Sake, prep. (For the sake of) Oche, 

weyu ache, awuko ache. 
Sale, n. Ata'waniwun, me'skotooni

kaniwun. 
Saliva, n. Siko'win; (of teething child) 

mepitapoo. 
Salmon, n. Sosa'sew, numa'kos, mista

ma'kos. 
Salt, n. Se'wetakun. 
-- v.i. Se'we -hao, -taw, seweta'-

-- kunu -wao, -hum, se'wi -nao, -num. 
-- adj. Se' -wisew, -waw; (liquid) 
sewa'ku -mew, -min. Salt water, 
sewa'poo. 

Saltish, adj. Sewa'sin; (liquid) sewa'
kumisin. 

Salt petre, n. Mikwa'wiskun. 
Salutation, n. Utumiska'kawin. (Sal

ute by guns) nooswawasikawin .. 
Salute, v.t. Utumiskowao .. He fires a 

salute, nooswawasikao. 
Salvation, n. Pima'chehewawin, pima'

chehowin. 
Salve,. n. Keka'sikun, ukopi'soowin. 
Same, adj; (identical) A'wuko, awu

kwu'nima, ta'piskoch, pa'yukwun, 
a'kose; (continuing) kayapich. He 
is the same, awew, inan. awun. 

Sameness, n. A'kose kaya'pich, 
akwa'ne pa'yukwun. 

Sample, n. (model) kiskinowa'chichi
kun; (clipping) pe'winikun. 

Sanctification, n. Kuna'chehikoowin, 
kuna'chehewawin, kuna'tisewin, s.c. 
and P.c., pula'kisewin, M.c. 

Sanctify, v.i. Kuna'chehewao P.c., 
pula'kihewao, M.C. ' 
-- , v.t. Kuna'che -hao, -taw, 
pulaki -hao, -taw. 

Sanctuary, n. Kuna'chekumik kuna'
chewaska'hikun. The sancttlary, (of 
a church) kuna'che-pi'skechekumik. 

Sand, n; Ya'kow. White sand, wapa
wuka w. Red sand, mikwa'wukaw. 
Hard sand, muskowutawukaw. Sand 
and clay mixed, usiskewutawukaw. 

San~-bank, n. Minowukaw, piskwa'
wukaw, yakowuta'wukaw. 

Sand-fly, n. Pikoo's, pikocha' -sew, 
or -ses. 

Sand-piper, n. Na'nipakopeyases. 
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Sandy, adj. Ya'kowiskaw, yaka'wun; 
(sand stirred up in the water) ya'ko
wakumew, or -min. A sandy plain, 
ya'kowemuskotiio. 

Sane, adj. Piskuma'tisew, pukuku
ma'tisew, yipwakaw. 

Saneness, n. Piskuma'tisewin, puku
kuma'tisewin, yipwakawiri. 

Sanitary, adj. Pii'kisew, -kun, p[kihiko 
-wisew, -wun, piikita'ni -wew, -wun. 

Sanitation, n. Piikisewin, p[kihiko
sewin, p[ki-pumihisowin, or p[ki
puminikawin. 

Sap, n. (juice) Ma'stun, (alburnum) 
uskatik. He scrapes the sap, ma'stu
soo. 

Sappy, adj. (juicy) Ma'stunewew, 
achikuwew; (sappy) uska'tikowew. 

Sardine, n. Kinosa'sis, numa'sis. 
Sash, n. Waska'pisoon. A sash of 

ribbon, senipa-waska'pisoon. A win
dow sash, puspa'piwinatik. 

Satan, n. Muche-munito, muchiyu, 
muche-uchak. 

Satanic, adj. Muchemunito -wew, 
-wun, muchiye -wew, -wun. 

Satchel, n. Mussi'nuhekunewut. 
Sateen, or Satin, n. Soosawa'yakin. 
Satisfaction, n. Ta'penuwa'wesewin, 

tiipayetumowin, nuhayetumowin, 
nuhayetumihewawin. 

Satisfy, v.t. Ta'penuwahao, tapa'ye
tumohao, n uha'yetumohao. 

Satisfied, part. Ta.pa' yetum, nuha'
yetum, tii'penuwayayetum. 

Satur1ay, n: Matinuwa'kesikaw, niko
twa sokes1kaw. 

Sauce, n. Uspu'chikun, uspu'chikawin. 
Sauciness, n. Mayaye'chikawin, nuna'

. skwawusihiwawin, asikwa'win. 
Saucy, adj. Mayaye'chikaskew, nuna'

skwawusihiwao, asikwa'o. 
Saulteaux, n. Nukowa'weyinew. He 

speaks Saulteaux, nukowa'o, nuko
waweyinemoo. He is a Saulteaux 
nukowaweyinewew. I 

Sausage, n. Kuska'sikun. 
Sav;age, n: Pikwuche-yinew, akwa'

tisewe-ymew. 
-.- adj. Pikwuchiyewew, akwa'
t1sew. 
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Save, v.i. Pima'chehewao, (ref. form) 
pima'chehoo. 
-- v.t. Pima'che -hao, -taw. 
-- prep. (except) Piko. 

Saving, adj. (frugal) Muna'chichikao; 
(reserving) ustwa'kunikao; (money, 
etc., sayed) ustwakunikawin, nuki
howawin. 

Saviour, n. Opima'chehewao, Pama-' 
chehewat. 

Savor, n. (flavor) Ispu'kosewin; (scent) 
issema 'kosewin ; (character) issesta ' -
win, or issetwa'win. 

Saw, n. (hand) Ke'skipoochikun; 
(small) ke'skipoochikunis; (rip) ta'
skipoochikun; (pit) kiche-ta'skipoo
chikun; (circular saw driven by 
motor power) pimipuyewe-ke'ski
poochikun; (cross cut saw) mistuhe
or ka misak- ke'skipoochikun. 
-- v.i. (cross cuts) Ke'skipoochi
kao; (rips) ta'skipoochikao. 
-- v.t. Ke'skipoo -yao, -taw, 
ta'skipoo -yao, -taw. 

Saw-dust, n. Pinipoo'chikun, or pewe
poo 'chikun. 

Saw-pit, n. Ta'skipoochikawin, ta'ski
poochika wewa 'te. 

Sawyer, n. Ota'skipoochikao, ta'ski
poochikawe-na'pao. 

Say, v.i. Uyume'w, pe'kiskwao, itwa'o, 
ki'ttoo. 

v.t. Itwao, pekiskwao, kitto
wao. He says to him, ita'o, uyume
hao. He says it after him, nuna'spi
totowao. He says to himself, i'tisoo. 
He says it over, ta'peitwao. He says 
it over and over, tata'poowao. What 
do you say? Tan ii twiiyun? 

Saying, n. Itwa'win, uyume'win. 
Scab, n. Mike', omike'win. 
Scabby, adj. Mike' -wew, -wun, 

omike' -wew, -wun. 
Scabies, n. Kinukise'we-ita'spinawin. 
Scald, v.t. Iskwa' -swao, -sum, ke'si 

-swao, -sum. He scalds himself, 
iskwa'soo, ke'sisoo. 

Scalding, n. Iskwa'sowin, ke'sisowin. 
Scale, n. (a balance) Tipapa'skochi

kun; (a measure) tipa'skohikun; 
(fish scale) wuyuki. 
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v.t. (remove scales from) 
Pe'yuwao, or pinuwao, (with fire) 
piskuswao; (scaling a sturgeon) 
kaskusa'wao. 

Scalp, v.<t. Pukwatipapitao. 
Scaly, adj. Wuyukiyu -wao, -wun. 
Scamp, n. Omayayechikaskew, omu-

cha'chiskew. 
Scandal, n. Muche -ayimo'toowin, 

muchachimi'toowin, osa'metoonewin. 
Scandalize, v.t. Muche -koskwa'yimao. 
Scandalous, adj. Muche -koskwa'yeta-

kwan, muchayetakwun. 
Scant, or scantily, adv. Ukawa'ch. 
Scape goat, n. See Lev. XVI. 20-22. 
Scar, n. Numaho'kowin, ituho'kowin. 
Scarce, adj. Muna -wisew, -wun, 

kwetuwayetak -osew, -wun, kiti
ma'kun. 

Scarcely, adv. Anowe's, ukawa'ch, 
ayima'ch, anisa'ch. 

Scarceness, n. Muna'win, muna'sewin, 
kitima'kisewin. 

Scare, v.t. Sa'kehao. He is scared 
sa'kisew. 
-- n. Sa'kisewin. 

Scarf, n. Ta'piskakun, (woollen) 
ke'soo -ta'piskakun. 

Scarlet, adj. Wesusomik -osew, -waw, 
mikwii -kisew, -kun. Scarlet cloth, 
mikwakinakin, or mikwakin. Scar
let fever, mikopuyewe -ita'spinawin. 

Scary, adj. Sa'kisew, kosta'chiskew. 
Scatter, v.i. Wususwa'pinikao, pewa'

pinikao, suseswa'pinikao. 
-- v.t. Wususwa'pi ~nao, -num, 
siswiitissu -wiio, -hum; (forcibly) 
siswa'wapu -whao, -hum, siswa'wapi 
-nao, -num, pewii'pi . -niio, -num, 
siswa'puyetaw. Scattered about, pe
wustawu. 

Scent, n. (perfume) Mina'kohoon; 
(sense of smell) mina'mowin; (scent 
of animals) pussoo'win; (fragrant 
odor) Wekema'kohoon, meyoma'
kohoon. He has a scent, mina'k 
-osew, -wun; (a fragrant scent) 
meyoma'k -osew, -wun, wekema'k 
-osew, -wun. The (room) is filled 
with the odor, sa'kuskinama'k -osew, 
-wun, tapima'k -osew, -wun. 
-- v.t. Mina'mao, (in game) 
pussoo'. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Sceptic, n. Ota'nwatumoo, a ka 
tapwatuk. 

Sceptre, n. Tipa'yechikakun, oyu'so-
wawinatik. 

Scheme, n. Ona'yetumowin. 
Schism, n. Puska'winitoowin. 
Scholar, n. Kiskino'humowakun, ka 

iskooliwit. 
School, n. Kiskinohuma'toowikunik. 

(Civilized Indians generally use the 
English word, "School", and its 
derivatives.) 

School-master, n. Okiskinohumakao, 
or ka kiskinohumakat. 

School-mistress, n. Okiskinohumaka
wiskwao. 

Schooner, n. Pupama'sewe -chema'n, 
ka neswa'skwuk chema'n. 

Sciatica, n. Opwa'me -wesuka'spina
win. 

Science, n. Kiskayetumowin. 
Scissors, n. Moo'sotoon or moo'so

towin, (small) moo'sotowinis. 
Scoff, v.i. Papinotakao, mayayechikao. 
-- v.t. Papino -towao, -tum, 
mayayemao, -tum. 

Scoffer, n. Opa'pinotakaskew. 
Scold, v.i. Keka'wetum, soke -kittoo, 

kisisowi -uyemew. , 
-- v.t. Keka'mao, soke -kitootao, 
kisisowiuyumehao. 

Scoop, n. Kwa'puhikun; (a ladle for 
scooping out ice from a water-hole), 
ukwa'skopan. 
--v.t. Kwa'pu-wao, -hum; ukwa'
skohum. 

Scorch, v.t. Iskwa -swao, -sum, ke'sis 
-swao, -sum, piku -swao, -sum. 

Scorched, part. lskwa -soo, -tao, 
plku -soo, -tao, ku'ski -soo, -tao. 

Score, v.t. Pasiko -tao, -tum; (in a 
game) mussinuheka -hao, -hum. 

Scorn, n. Maya'yemewawin, nuna'
tokohewawin, papinotakawin. 
-- v.i. and v.t. Maya -yimao, 
-yetum, papina -yimao, -yetum. 

Scorner, n. Mucha'yimewask, onuna'-
tokohewao, opapinotakask. 

Scornful, adj. Papinotakaskew. 
Scorpion, n. Oche'stuhowao. 
Scour, v.t. Kesepa'ku -wao, -hum, 

kichista'powu -nao, -taw. 
Scouge, n. Pususta'hikowin. 
-- v.t. Pususta -wao, -hum. 
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Scout, n. Onunatowa'pukao. 
Scow, n. Nupu'ki -chema'n. 
Scowl, v.i. Kisisuwa'pew, kisisowe 

-kunowapew; (at him) kisisowe 
-kunowapu -mao, -tum. 

Scrap, n. Pewi'sikun, pewi'nikun, 
pewisawa'chikun, pewi'sikawin; (of 
food) pewuchikun. Scrap-book, pewi
sikawe -mussinuhekun. 

Scrape, v.t. Kaska'sku -wao, -hum. 
He scrapes a hide, mikew, ma'tuhi
kao. He scrapes them together (as 
chips) mawusukokwa'tum; (as em
bers) mawusukosanum. 

Scraper, n. (for removing hair) miki'
kwun, ma'tuhikun. 

Scratch, v.i. Ka'skipechikao. 
v.t. Ka'skipi -tao, -tum; 

(gently, as rubbing an animal's 
head or back) cheche'kinao, cheche'
kipitao. 

Scratchings, n. pl. (rendered from 
boiled fat) sekosa'kunuk. 

Scream, n. Ta'chikwawin. 
-- v.i. Ta'chikwa'o. 

Screen, n. (for protection) Akowa'ya
kin; (for pictures) chika'stawakin. 

Screw, n. Su'kuhikun, michi'muhikun; 
(small) su'kuhikunis. Screw-driver, 
pema' piskuhikun. 
-- v.t. Su'ku -wao, -hum, pema'
pisku -wao, -hum. 

Scribble, v.i. Wawakisi'nuhekao, ko
nutu wawakiwa'pinikao. 
-- v.t. Wawakisnu -wao, -hum. 

Scribe, n. Mussinuhi'kaweyinew, onu
he'wussinuhikao, omussi'nuhikao. 

Scrip, n. (certificate awarding land) 
Uske -mussinuhi'kun. 

Scripture, Holy, n. Kuna'che -mussi
nu'hikawin, kiche -mussinu'hikawin. 

Scrofula, n. Minne'we -onikwi -ita'-
spinawin. 

Scrofulous, adj. Minne'wew -onikwak. 
Scroll, n. Titipa'yakinikun. 
Scrub, v.i. Siniko'tukuhikao, kichi'

stitukinikao. 
-- v.t. Sinikotuku -wao, -hum, 
kichi'stituki -nao, -num. Scrubbing 
brush, sinikotukuhikun, kichi'stuku
hikun. 

Scruple, v.i. Sakwa'yemoo. 
Scrupulous, adj. Sakwa'yeta -kosew, 

-wun, payutuke -itew. 
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Scud, v.i. Na'mewun -asew, astun, 
kisiska' puyew. 

Scum, n. (foam) Pe'stao, (on surface 
of boiled liquid) pe'stawtitao. A 
pot boils till the scum forms, pest a' -
wachiwu -soo, -'tao. 

Scythe, n. Munu'skosewan, ke'sku
skosewakun, mu'ni'sikun. 

Scythe-stone, n. Ta'suhikun. 
Sea, n. Kichekume, we'nipak. Out at 

sea, ta'wich, nimita'wa. He goes out 
to sea, nimita'wahum, inan. nimi
tawapuyew. The sea rises, pusikoya
kumepuyew, mumtika'hun. Sea
breeze, (from) natukamayowao, (to
wards the sea) nimitawa -yowao. 
Sea-coast, sisootipak. Sea-horse, we
pichew. Seaman, pupama'sewe 
-napao. Sea-nymph, mamakwa'sew. 
Sea-pigeon, sesekisew. Sea-port, tipi
nowu 'komoowin, ukwanasoowe
kistu'pewin. Seashore, che'kepak, or 
na'ne we'nipak. Seasick, adj., 
keskwaya'wukoo. Seasickness, n., 
keskwaya'wukowin. Sea-weed, n., 
us'sise. 

Seal, n. (a stamp for making an 
impression) Kiskinowa'chihikuna
pisk; (a confirmation) kiskinowa'
chichikun, sisostakuhikunatik; (for 
fastening a letter) uko'skiwusikun. 
-- v.t. Uko'skiwusum, ukoski'
wukuhum, pusu'kohum, (seals for 
distinction) Kiskinowa'chi -hao, 
-taw. 

Seal, n. (a sea-animal) .A.'kik; (large) 
mista'kik; (small) akikos. A seal
hole, akikopakopawin. Seal-blubber, 
akikoweyin. Seal-flesh, akikoweyas. 
Seal-oil, akikopime. Seal River, 
akikosepe, or akikon ukok. Seal
skin, akikwuyan. Seal skin line, 
akikwuyaneyape. 

Sealing-wax, n. Pusu'kohikun, uko'
skiwusikun. 

Seam, n. Pimikwa'chikun. 
-- v.t. Pimikwa -tao, -tum. 

Seamstress, n. Kuskikwa'sowe -iskwao, 
okuskikwa'soo. 

Search, v.i. Nutonikao, nunatonikao; 
(for game) nutowa'hikao, nunatowa
yechikao. 

SEDUCTION 

-- v.t. Nuto' -nao, -num, nuna'to 
-nao, -num, nuto -nowao, -num,' 
nuna'tuwapu -mao, -tum, nuna'-
towayi -mao, -tum. , 

Search-party, n. pl. Onuto'nowawuk, 
on utowekiska'yechika wuk. 

Search-warrant, n. N utowekiskaye
chikawe -mussinuhikun. 

Season, n. (a suitable time) lspewati
chipuyik; (a certain season) ayispe
tayuwuk; (a convenient time) ma
kwa'ch nuhipuyik. For a season, 
uche'yow. The season changes, Kwa
skayewun. 
-- v.t. (hardens with heat of sun) 
pa' -swao, -sum; (with spice) meyo
spuko -hao, -taw. 

Seasoned, adj. (against cold) se'pu
chew, (with spice) uspuchikune 
-wew, -wun. 

Seasoning, n. Uspu'chikun. 
Seat, n. Ta'tupewin, upe'win. He 

changes his seat, atupew. A place of 
abode, upe'win, kistu'pewin. 
-- v.t. Upehao, onu'pehao; (keeps 
them quiet) keyam.upehao. 

Seclude, v.t. Ptika -nao, -num, piskiti 
-nao, -num. 

Second, adj. Ne'soo; ne'swaw, kotuk. 
Secondly, mena kwe'twam, ako 
me'na. 

Secret, adj. Wunemo'tisew, -tun, 
kemo -tisew, -tun. 
-- n. Wunemotisewin, kemotise
win, ka'tunok. 

Secretly, adv. Ke'mooch, ka'tunok, 
nisika, nisikuto. 

Sect, n. (fellowship with, etc.) Wecha
wakunu, (pl.) piskitisewuk. 

Secure, v.t. (acquires) Ka'chiti -nao, 
-num; (keeps safe) michimi -nao, 
-num; (in place) aye'che -hao, -taw. 

Securely, adv. Aye'che, kichina. 
Security, n. Aye'che -issechikawin, 

ayechitawin, michiminikowin. 
Sedative, n. (medicine) Keyamehe

wawe -muskike. 
Sedition, n. Mikoska'ttikumikisewin, 

pusikostakawin. 
Seduce, v.t. Wuya'sehao, wuya'simao, 

wuni'semao. 
Seduction, n. Wuya'sehewawin, wuni'

semikowin. 
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See, v.i. Wa'pew; (clearly) puyata
va'pew, pukuka'pew; (readily) nu
ha'pew; (long distance) wa'yow 
iskwa'pew; (not readily) numma 
nuha'pew. 
-- v.t. Wa'pu -mao, -tum; (clear
ly) puyataya'pu -mao, -tum; (read
ily or well) nuha'pu -mao, -tum; 
(within sight) tapa'pu -mao, -tum; 
(a long way) wa'yow iskwa'pu 
-mao, -tum; (through, or sees him 
through) sapowa'pu -mao, -tum; 
(follows him with the eye) noso
wa'pu -mao, -tum. Plainly in sight, 
puyutana'k -osew, -wun, keka'nak 
-osew, -wun. It can be seen through, 
5apona'k -osew, -wun. It is plainly 
seen, payutayapuchekatao. He saw 
him, it, ke wapu -mao, -tum. 

See! interj. Mate! ma'tiku! chest! nuh! 
Seed, n. Kistika'nis, kistika'chikun, 

pukitinikun, se'min. (By adding 
u to each word gives the plural 
termination, which is the usual 
form in use among the Indians.) 
Seed, (offspring) nitawekihakun. 
-- v.i. Pu'kitinikao, ki'stikao, 
nita'wikichikao, wususwa'pinikao. 
-- v.t. Kistika -tao, -tum, nita'
wiki -hao, -taw. 

Seeing, sight, n. Wa'pewin. 
-- conj. Chika'ma, a'kose, u'yis, 
we'yu. (Frequently rendered by a 
with the subjunctive, as -weyu a 
kistayetakwuk.) 

Seek, see Search. 
Seem, v.i. Itayeta'k -osew, -wun, 

issena'k -osew, -wun. 
Seemingly, adv. Ma'nu, ma'nupiko. 
Seemly, adv. Kwu'yusk, kwuyuskwa'

yetak -osew, -wun. 
Seer, n. {a prophet) Okiskiwa'hikao, 

owa'puchikao, uyewa'chikaweyinew. 
Seethe, v.t. Puka' -swao, -sum, wu 

-swao, -sum. Seething, puka'tao, 
wa'tao. 

Seine, n. (large sweep net) Ukwa'pi
chikun, chimuwa'w -uyupe. 
--v.i. (fishing with a seine) Ukwa'
pichikao, chimuwa'w. 

Seine-boat, n. Ukwa'pichikawe -che-
ma'n. 
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Seine-fisherman, n. Otukwa'pichikao. 
Seining-place, n. (suitable for sweep

ing) Ukwa'pichikawin, chimuwa'
win. 

Seize, v.t. Ka'chiti -nao, -num, wu
wa'yinao, ma'ko -nao, -num, otiti 
-nao, -num, musku -mao, twaw. 

Seldom, adv. Ia'skow, a'skow. 
Select, v.t. Nowu'so -nao, -num, oti 

-nao, -num. 
Self, n. (personal) Tipeyuwa. 
-- adj. The very one, awuko 
tipeyuwa'. 
-- pron. I, myself, neyu weyu; 
you yourself, keyu tipeyuwa; him
self, weyu tipeyuwa. He is by 
himself, payukoo. When this pro
noun is the object of a transitive 
verb it is omitted in Cree, the 
verbal form ending in isoo being 
used: thus, He kills himself, nipu
hi'soo; He hurts himself, akohi'soo. 

Self-conceit, n. Kista'yimisoowin, mi
stuhe -ita'yimisoowin. 

Self-condemnation, n. Nanipo'misoo
win. 

Self-confidence, n. Ususputa'yimoo
win, uspa'yimototasoowin. 

Self-delusion, n. Wuya'sehisoowin, 
che'sehisoowin. 

Self:?E:ni<;'-1, n.. Anwata'soowin, puki
ta y1m1soowm. 

Self-destruction, n. Nissewuna'chehi
soowin. 

Self-esteem, n. Kista'yimisoowin, mi
stuhe -itukimisoowin. 

Self-examination, n. Nutowekiska'
yimisoowin. 

Selfish, adj. Payukwayimisoo, susa'-
kisew. 

Self-knowledge, n. Kiska'yimisoowin. 
Self-love, n. Sa'kehisoowin. 
Self-murder, n. Nipuhi'soowin. 
Self-praise, n. Mumichimi'soowin. 
Self-righteous, adj. Kwuyuskwa'yi-

m1soo. 
Self-same, adj. Awukopa'yukwun. 
Self-willed, adj. Suse'pitum, musko

wistikwanao. 
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Sell, v.i. Uta'wao, me'skotonikao. 
-- v.t. Utawakao, meskotonikao, 
otinika'hewao; (sells, it, to him) 
utamao, otinika'hao; (sells for him) 
utawa'stumowao; (buys it for him) 
otinika'stumowao, meskotonika'stu
mowao; (sells it dearly to him) 
akwukitumowao, a'yimukitumowao. 
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Selvage, or selvedge, n. Pasa'kin, 
titipi'stuhikun. 

Selvedged, adj. Pasa'kun, titipi'stu
hikune -wew, -wun. 

Semblance, n. Issena'kosewin. 
Semen, n. (of plants) se'min (u) pl., 

M.c.; Kistikachikunis (u) pl., s.c. 
and P.C. 

Send, v.t. Issiti'su -wao, -hum. He 
sends him off, sipwa'tisu -wao, -hum; 
(sends him back) kewa'tisu -wao, 
-hum; (sends him hither) pa'chetisu 
-wao, -hum; (sends him dowu the 
river) ma'hetisu -wao, -hum; (sends 
it down to him) ya'setisuhumowao; 
(sends him down) ya'setisu -wao, 
-hum; (sends it to him) issiti'suhu
mowao; (sends him quickly) kise'tisu 
-wao, -hum; (sends him 9ut) wuyu
we'tisu -wao, -hum. 
-- v.i. He send off (something or 
somebody) iti'suhoowao, He sends 
for him (invites) na'tisu -wao, -hum, 
nutomao. 

Senior, adj. (age) Kisayinewew or 
kisayinewe -, as for John, senior, 
thus-kisayinewe-John; (in dignity 
or rank) nekane~kutum, kisayine
kutum, okimakutur:n. 

Sense, n. (power of the senses) Nisito
w a' y i mow in, meskwa'yimowin; 
(sound judgment) yipwaka'win, eyi
nese'win; (meaning) ka itumik. 

Sensation, n. (feeling) nisito'sewin; 
(impression) meskwa'yetumowin; 
(excitement) itukumikisewin. 

Senseless, adj. Nummu yipwaka'w, or 
monu nipwaka'w. 

Sensible, adj. (understanding) Yipwa
ka'w, kukita'wayetum; (feeling) ni
sito'sew; (impressionable) meskwa
ntako -sew, -wun. 

Sensitive, adj. Wutukume -nisitowa-
yetum. · 

SERVE 

Sensual, adj. (of greed, gluttony, etc.) 
Kusuka'tisew; (passions) keskwa
ya'tisew, pisikwa'tisew, weya'sewe 
-ita'tisew. 

Sensuality, n. (ofgreed, etc.) Kasuka'
tisewin; (of passions) weya'sewe 
-ita'tisewin, keskwaya'tisewin; (im
morality) . pisikwa'tisewin. 

Sentence, n. (judgment) Itusowa'si
wawin, oyusowa'siwawin; (spoken 
word) pekiskwa'win. 

Separate, v.t. Puka'ne -hao, -taw, 
nuna'nische -hao, -taw, nana'wi 
-nao, -num, puska'we -nao, -num. 
-- adj. Pi'skiche -, piski -tisew, 
-tin, pukane -wew, -wun. 

Separately, adv. Puka'n, piskis, nuna'
nische, piskich, papa.skis. 

Separation, n. Puka'nehikowin, nuna'
nischehewawin, puska'winikowin. 

September, n. See Month. 
Septuagesima, n. Nisto a uyumeha'

kesikak a moya oti'chipuyik Lent. 
Sepulchre, n. Nuhi'nitoowikumik, s.c., 

che'puyikumik, M.C., nikwa'uskan. 
Seraph, seraphim, n. Kiche -angel, 

M.c., kiche -oke'sikoo, P.C. 
Serenely, adv; Keya'mawe, payutuk. 
Serenity, n. Keyamawa'tisewin, payu

tuke -ita'tisewin. 
Serious, adj. Tapwawe, kiche. 
Seriously, adv. Tapwa'kune, koskwa

wa'ch. 
Sermon, n. Kukaskima'wusowin, ku-

ka'skimewawin. · 
Sermonize, v.i. Kuka'skimewao, ka

kaskima'wusoo. 
-- v.t. Kuka'skimao, kukaskima'
wusomao. 

Serpent, n. Kina'pik, (large) miseki- · 
na'pik. 

Servant, n. Utoskaya'kun. A man 
servant, napa -utoskaya'kun. A 
woman servant, utoskaya'kuniskwao. 
A house maid, opumihe'wawe -iskwao. 

Serve, v.i. Utoskasta'kao, pume'sta
kao, utooskao. 
-- v.t. Uto'skowao, pume'hao, 
pume'stowao, utoska'stowao. She 
serves him with food, oyu'stumowao, 
ussumao. She serves him as a house
wife, pume'hao, uto'skowa.o, pu!11i
numowao. It serves him right 
(retribution) wuweyu'tisew. 
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Service, n. (work) Utoska'ko"".in, ut~
skasta'kawin, pumesta'kawm. Di
vine Service, Kuna'che -uyum~ha'
win, a uyumeha'newuk, M.C. Petoo
kawin, s.c. a petoka'newuk. 

Serviceable adj. Kista'pu -tisew, -tun. 
Set, part. Usta'o; (doubleJ ne~ostao; 

(in many places) mecha tostao. 
-- v.i. (as the sun or moon) 
Pukisimoo; (sets off) sipwatao, s.c., 
kitotao, M.C.; (sets the table) oyu
stwa'kao· (sets sail) sipwaya'sew, 
s.c., kit~sew, M.C.; (sets upright) 
chimutuskao; (He sets snares) ta'pu
kwao. 
-- v.t. Uya'o, inan. usta'w, (in 
water) ukochimao; (as a buoy) 
oyukochimao; (as a net) puku'sto
wawao. Sets firm, aye'tu -yao, -staw, 
musko'wu -yao, -staw. Sets up, 
chemu' -yao, -taw. Sets out, (as 
traps) oyusto -wao, (as snares) 
ta'pukowao. Sets it aside, nuhu'
staw. Sets it before him, oyu'stumo
wao. Sets a fish net, pukituwhao or 
pukitawaw. Sets him at .nought, 
atuwayi -mao, -tun. Sets it open 
pa'skustaw. Sets him at liberty, 
a'puwao. Sets a tune, sipwahum. 
Sets (things) ready, kwuya'tustaw. 
Set, adj. Muskowe-. 

Settle, v.i. (as dregs) Astaya'kumin, 
asta'pakitin; (a dispute) oyusta'w, 
kwuyuskustaw; (to squat) ki'stupew, 
nuhu'pew; (weather settles) asta'
kesikaw; uti -uywa'stin. 

Settlement, n. (a village) Ki'stupewin, 
ki'stupinan. 

Settler, n. Oki'stupew, onuhu'pew, 
otusekao. 

Seven, adj. Ta'pukoop, s.c. and P.C., 
neswa'sik, M.C. Seven times, tapu
kopwaw, neswa'swaw. They are 
seven, ta'pukopewuk, neswa'sewuk. 
Seven each, tata'pukop, naneswa'sik. 

Seventeen, adj. Ta'pukoposap, P.c., 
neswa'soshap, M.C. 

Seventh, adj. Tapukopo, neswaso. 
Seventy, adj. Tapukopomitunow, ne

swasomitunow. Seventy-one, tapu
kopomitunow -payukosap, etc. 

Sever, v.t. Nuna'nischihao, puka'ni 
-hao, -taw; (cut through) ke'skutu 
-whao, -hum. 

Several, adj. Mech~'t~s, nowuch me
chat, (different) p1~k1~he. 

Severally adv. Papa skis. 
Severe, 

1

adj. Ak -watisew, -wun, 
a'yim -isew, -un. 

Severely, adv. Sake, ayima'ch, 
akwa'ch. 

Severity, n. Akwa'tisewin, ayima'tise
win. 

Sew, v.i. 
chikao. 
kwa'soo. 
kwa'soo. 
soo. 

Kuskikwa'soo, kuskikwa'
She sews quickly, keyipi

She sews badly, muche
She sews well, nuhekwa'-

-- v.t. Kuskikwa' -tao, -tum. 
She sews it on, ukokwa' -tao, -tum. 
Sews it up, sipostu -wao, -hum; 
sews them together, mawusukwustu 
-wao, -hum. Sews up (a bundle) 
wekwakwatum. 

Sewed, part. Kuskikwa' -soo, -tao. 
Sewed on, ukokwa'tao. Sewed crook
ed, pemikwa'tao. 

Sewing, n. Kuskikwa'soowin. 
Sewing machine, n. Kuskikwa'chikun, 

kuskikwa'soowin, ka kuskikwa'so
mukuk. 

Shabby, adj. Pekona'k -osew, -wun, 
muchena'k -osew, -wun. 

Shack, n. Wawya'tuk -waska'hekun. 
Shackle, n. Kuska'piskuhikun, suka'

piskuhikun, ttikopisowin. 
Shade, n. Owika'stahikawin, chika'

stahikawin. He sits in the shade of 
it, owika'stasimoo. 

Shadow, n. Owika'stao, chika'stao. 
He, or it, makes a shadow, owika'sta
-sin, -tin, chika'sta -sin, -tin. 
-- v.t. Chika'sta -simao, -tutaw. 
A shadow passes along, pimichi
ka'stapuyew. 

Shady, adj. Owika'stao. 
Shaft, n. (carriage pole) Otoponaya

patik, ochipichikunatik. 
Shake, v.i. (violently) Koskosko'pu

yew; (trembles) nunumipu'yew; (un
steady) aya'chepuyew; (moves back
wards and forwards) wawa' -pipu
yew; (with the wind) wawapa' -soo, 
-stun, ayachiwapa' -sew, -stun. 
Shakes his head, wawapiskwa'yew. 
Shakes himself, papowew. 
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-- v.t. Koskosko' -wao, -hum; 
(by pulling) koskosko'pi -tao, -tum, 
ayachepuyetaw; (shakes the dust 
off) pupowe -hao, -titaw, or -puye
taw; (shakes as a rattle) sawatitaw; 
(shakes up as a liquid) itaya'kumi
puyetaw. He shakes it so, koskosko'
puye -hao, -taw, ayachipuye -hao, 
-taw; (so as to make a noise) 
kitoowapuyetaw; (speaking of li
quids) kitoowa'kumipuyetaw. He 
shakes it out, powi' -nao, -num. He 
shakes (dust or snow) off his feet, 
pupowesitasimoo. He shakes it to
gether, ussumipuyetaw, mawusuko
puyetaw. 

Shaky, adj. Koskosko'puyew, ne
num -ise'w, -un. 

Shall, aux. v. Ka in the indic., Ka in 
the subj. in the third person, kittu. 

Shallow, adj. (shoal) Pa'kwaw; (rather 
shoal) pakwa'sin, yewa'w, yewasin. 

Sham, n. (make believe) Ittwaka'so
win; (fraud) wuyasetwa'win. 
-- v.i. Ittwakasoo; (to defraud) 
wuyastwaw; (a religious sham) ayu
mehaka'soo. 

Shame, n. (the feeling) Nanapa'wis
ewin; (the stigma) nanapawukaye
takosewin. 
-- v.t. Napa'wehao; (repeatedly) 
nanapawehao; (by speech) napa
wimao. 

Shameful, adj. Napawena'k -osew, 
-wun, (causing the stigma of shame) 
nanapawukayeta'k -osew, -wun. 

Shamefully, adv. Nanapawuka'ch. 
Shape, n. Issena'kosewin; (form) 

weyowena'kosewin. 
-- v.t. (with a knife) oyiko -tao, 
-tum, s.c.; (with an ace) oyiko 
-whao, -hum; (as in dressmaking, 
or moulding in plaster) ose -ha'o, 
-taw, ise -ha'o, -taw, issena'ko -hao, 
-taw; (form) weyowena'ko -hao, 
-taw. 

Shapely, adj. (pleasing to look at) 
meyona'k -osew, -wun, nuhena'k 
-osew, -wun. 

Share, n. Ma'tinumakawin, ke'skisu
makawin. 
-- v.i. (to have a share) Ta'pi
skooch uyawuk or tipayima'wuk. 

SHED 

-- v.t. (to distribute) Ma'tinu
mowao, ke'skisumowao; (shares with 
him) weche uya'wemao, weche tipa
yemao. They share it among them
selves, matinumatoowuk. 

Sharp, adj. (as a cutting tool) Ka'saw, 
ka'sisin, (as a pointed instrument) 
ke'naw, kenikaw. 

Sharpen, v.t. (to a cutting edge) ka'si
potaw, ta'suhum; (as on an oil 
stone) ta'sinum or cha'sinum; (to 
a point with file or grind-stone) 
kenipotaw; (with a knife or plane) 
keniko -tao, -tum; (with an a:x;e) 
kenikiku -whao, -hum. 

Sharply, adv. Soke; kese-. He speaks 
sharply to him, kesi -kittotao. 

Sharp-sighted, adj. Nuha'piw; (quick
sighted) otastupa'piw. 

Shatter, v.t. Pe'ko -nao, -num; (by 
hitting) pe'kotu -whao, -hum, pe'ko 
-simao, -titaw. 

Shattered, part. Pe'ko -puyew, pe'se 
-puyew, pe'ko -sin, -tin, pe'se -sin, 
-tin. 

Shave, v.i. Kaskipa'soo; (shave a 
stick with a knife) mokochikao. 
-- v.t. Kaskipa' -tao, -tum; 
moko -tao, -tum. 

Shaving, n. Kaskipa'sowin; (shavings 
of wood) pewekota'kun. 

Shaving-brush, n. Sinikostowahowin. 
-- v.i. Sinikostowahosoo. 

Shawl, n. Uspukoon or uspukowin, 
P.c., ukwune'win, ukuhona'n, s.c. 

She, pron. The Cree language has no 
separate word for She as distin
guished from he; so weyu may be 
used in both masculine and feminine 
number. Where it is necessary to 
express the sex the prefix, napa for 
male, and nosa for female, is affixed 
to the animate noun, thus; napa 
-tik, male deer, nosa -tik, female 
deer. 

Shear, v.t. (clip) Pusko' -swao, -sum. 
He is shearing, pusko'sumakao. 

Shears, n. Moo'stowin, mo'sotoowin. 
Sheath, n. Pe'chekomanan. 
Shed, n. (a building) Ustwa'toowe

kumik, P.c., ustu'sewekumik, s.c. 
-- v.t. Se'ki -nao, -num; (to 
throw off) puki -simao, -titaw; 
(accidently) piche -seki -nao, -num. 
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Sheep, n. Ma'yutik, P.c., ma'yuchik, 
ma'nuchik, s.c., manischanis, M.c. 

Sheep-fold, n. Ma'yutikokumik, mani
schanisekumik. 

Sheep-skin, n. Mayutikwuyan, mayu
. chikwakin. 

Sheet, n. Uyukuska'kin, pupukwu
yanakine -ukoop, setowa'kin; (a 
sail rope) ota'pikapichikunayape, 
shetaya'pe. 

Shelf, n. Ukochikun, oyusta'soon. 
Shell, n. f\ss, or assu, pl. assuk. 

Small shell, a.sis. Egg-shell, wa'we 
-oskun; (as when a bird is hatched, 
first appearance) pushikota'sin, saki
kota'sin; (breaks through) pa'ska
wahoo. 

Shelter, n. (from the wind) Tipinuwu'
simowin, tipinuwu'humowin. 
-- v.i. Tipinuwu'hekao. He goes 
into shelter, tipinuwu'simoo. 
-- v.t. Tipinuwu' -simao, -hum. 
It is sheltered, tipinuwa'w. 

Shepherd, n. Okunowemayutikwao, 
s.c. and P.c.; manischanisewelilew, 
M.C. 

Shield, n. Pupuha'kwan, P.c., nuka'he
kun, s.c., ukwunuhosowa'kun, M.c. 

Shift, n. (change of clothes) A'chiho
win; (change of position) a'chehewa
win, meskotoskuma -kawin. 
-- v.i. (changes his clothes) A'chi
hoo; (changes the position) a'che
puyew, meskochipuyew. 
-- v.t. A'chihao, (moves him) 
a'ti -nao, -num; (changes places) 
meskotoskowao. 

Shifty, adj. Mame'skochipuyew, ka
kwas -kew, -kipuyew. 

Shilling, n. Sooneya's. One shilling, 
or quarter, pa.yuk sooneyas. 

Shine, v.i. Wa'si -soo, -tao, or wa'stao; 
(as the sun) chuka'sikao, chuka'stao; 
(brightly) kekaya'sikao, kekaya'stao. 
His face shines, wasikwasoo. 

Shining, n. Wa'sisowin, wasta'win. 
-- adj. Wa'siso -wiw, -wun. 

Shingle, n. (roofing wood) Upukwa'so
winatikos. 

Ship, n. Na'pikwan, P.c., mistuhe 
-cheman, s.c., kisacheman, M.c. 
-- v.t. Poose -hao, -taw. Ships 
waters, seka'hun, poosa'hun, poose'
puyew. 

Shipped, part. Poo'setisu -wao, -hum. 
Shipping, poostisuhumakawin. 

Shipmaster, n. Chema'n okimaw, ka 
tipayetuk na'pikwan. 

Shipment, n. (cargo) Pooseta'sowin. 
Shipwreck, n. Pekwa'hun na'pikwan, 

or a pekwa'hotak napikwan. 
Shirk, v.t. Osimostum, tupusestum. 
Shirt, n. Pukewuya'n or pupukewu

yan. 
Shirting, n. Pukewuya'nakin, or pupu

kewuya'nakin. 
Shiver, v.i. (from cold) Nunumuchew, 

(tremble) nunumepuyiw. 
Shoal, n. Pakwa'wakaw, piskwa'wa

kaw, mina'wukaw, yakata'wukaw. 
A rocky or stoney shoal, piskwa'pi
skaw, pakwa'piskaw. (A sand shoal 
surrounded by water) ministiko
ta'wukaw; (a rocky or a stoney 
island) ministikwa'piskaw. 

Shock, n. Pukumeska'kowin, puku
mepuyewin; (to the feelings) ko
skwa'yemowin. 
--v.i. (of a sudden blow) Pukume· 
ska'koo, pukumepuyew;. (of feeling) 
koskomikoo. 
-- v.t. Pukume'skowao; koskwa'
yemao, ko'skomao. He is shocked, 
koskwa'yemaw. 

Shoe, n. (Indian) Mu'skisin, (Euro
pean) mistikwu'skin. A new shoe, 
oskuskisin. An old shoe, kuya' -
suskisin. A pair of shoes, payuko
skisin; two pairs, nesooskisin, etc. 
He puts on his shoes, postuskisinao. 
He takes off his shoes, katuskisinao. 

Shoe-string, n. Muskisinaya'pe, chesti
nukonayape. 

Shoot, v.i. (with a gun) Pa'skisikao; 
(with bow and arrow) pimo'tukwao. 
He shoots at a mark (or tries his 
gun) kotuha'skwao, kukwatuha'sk
wao. He takes a flying shot, nowu
tuhekao. He shoots in search of 
some one, (or to attract attention), 
nutowasikao; (as a salute to a 
distinguished party departing) nosu
wasikao. His shots are heard, 
mutwasikao. 
-- v.t. (with a gun) Pa'ski -swao, 
-sum; (with an arrow) pim -wao, 
-otum. He shoots for him, (in search 
of him), nutowa'swao. He shoots 
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after him, nosuwaswao. He shoots 
(the bird) flying, nowutuwao. He 
shoots (at a bird) overhead, tipisko
tuwao. He shoots himself, paski
sotisoo, (accidently) pistuhosoo. 

Shooting, adj. Pa'skisikawe-. Shooting
blind, paskisikawe -usohekun or 
usoohekun. Shooting-day, pa~kisi
kawe -kesikaw. A shooting star 
pimmukochin uchukos. ' 

Shop, n. Uta'wawekumik, otinika'wi
kumik, meskotoonika'wikumik. 

Shore, n. Sisoochipak, chekepak 
na'nepak, (speaking of the shor~ 
from the top of the river bank) 
na'sipatimik. Sea - shore sisona -
kichekumik. Towards the shore 
na'tukam. He goes ashore, kupa'w'. 
He goes towards the shore, na'tuku
hum, or natukamahum. Sails to
wards the shore, nutukamayasew. 
He pulls him ashore, natukamapi 
-tao, -tum. He paddles along the 
shore, nanukamahum, (sails) nanu
kamayasew. He drifts ashore, ukwa
ya'ho -koo, -tao, (blown ashore) 
ukwaya' -sew, -stun. He puts him 
ashore, kuputa' -nao, -num, ukwa' 
-nao, -num. He throws him ashore, 
kuputa'siwapi ~nao, -num. He takes 
him on shore, kuputatu -hao, -taw. 
He runs out from the shore, nimita' -
siputaw. 

Short, adj. Chim -isisew, -asin, P.C., 
tuk -osisew, -waw, or -wasin, M.c.; 
(speaking of a cord) chima'pakun, 
tukwa'pakun; (speaking of metal) 
chima'piskwaw, tukwa 'pis ka w; 
(speaking of wood) chima'skwun, 
tukwa'skwun; (speaking of stature) 
chimika'powew, tukoka'powew. He 
is short and thick, pitikosew. A short 
time, uche'yow. Short of, notow, 
nota. It falls short, notapuyew. He 
f a_lls short of it, (as shooting at a 
bird or mark) notawhao, -hum. He 
comes short of it, (does not reach his 
destination) notaskum, notahum. 

Shorten, v.t. Chimise -hao, -taw, P.c. 
and s.c., tukosi -hao, -taw, M.c.; 
(by tearing it) chimipi -tao, -tum, 
uchewepi -tao, -tum; (by pulling it 
in) uchewapaki -nao, -num. He 
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shortens sail, uchewapakipichikao, 
uchewapakuhum. 

Shortly, adv. We'puch. 
Shot, n. (pellets) Pe'susinne, or usin

neu. Buck shot, umi' skusinne. Duck 
shot, sesepusinne. Goose shot, nisku
sinne, A shot is fired, (or heard) 
matwa'tao. The report i_s_ afar off, 
yawawa'tao. A gun shot" (distance) 
a iskwa'napuyik pa'skisikun. 

Shot-pouch, n. ~~tusina'n. A shot
bag (used in transportation, weigh
ing 14 lbs. and 28 lbs.), usinnewut. 

Should, p.t. of shall. Pa or ta used 
with the indic. mood, as, ne 

1

pa, or 
ta, nipan. I should sleep, or it may 
be expressed thus, ne ka nipa'ti. 
In expressions as I should like or 
wish, the word should is omitted, 
and the particle we signifying desire 
is used, as ne we nipa'n. 

Shoulder, n. Mititimun. 
-- v.t. (to shoulder) oneka' -tao, 
-tum. 

Shol!l?er-blade, n. Mitine; (the bone) 
m1tmekun. 

Shout, n. Tapwa'win. 
-- v.i. Tapwa'o. He shouts it, 
t~pwa'tum. He shouts to, or for, 
h~m, tapwa'tao. He shouts after 
him, nosowe -tapwa'tao. 

Shove, v.t. (pushes) kokowa'pu -wao, 
-hum; (forward) ka'chiwapu -wao, 
-hum; (aside) ekuta'wapu -wao, 
-hum. 

Shovel, n. (for earth) Monuhika'kun, 
kwa'puhiskewan; (for grain) kwa
puhuwa'kun; (for snow) wapuha'
konan. 

Show, n. Wa'puteyewawin, wapumi
na'kochikawin, (appearance) isse
na'kosewin. 
-- v.i. Wa'puteyewao, no'k-osew, 
-wun. 
-- v,t. Wa'puteyao, no'ko -hao, 
-taw; (demonstrates) kiskinohumo-
wao; (makes it appear so) issenu
mohao. 

Shower, n. Pukipa'staw; ·(gentle) 
pupukipa'staw; (heavy) sekepa'
staw; (driven by the wind) pimi
pa'staw. 

Showery, adj. Pukipastao, kimewusin. 
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Shrike, n. (a bird) Ono'chipenasese
wao, wetiko -kwe'kwes or wesku
cha'nis. 

Shrink, shrivel, v.i. Ochipuye'w, uche
we'puyew, newe'puyew. 

Shroud, n. (for the dead) Nuhinutowe
pupukewuyanakin, chepiyakin. 

Shudder, v.i. Nunikipuyew, nunumi'-
puyew. , 

Shuffle, v.t. Ayachipuye -hao, -taw. 
Shun, v.t. Tupuse -hao, -taw. 
Shunt, v.t. Ekuta'pu -hao, -twaw, 

putota'skunipi -tao, -tum. 
Shut, part. Kip -osew, -waw; (as a 

lid) kipuhika' -soo, -tao; (as a 
clasp knife) pika'piskinikatao, piki
nikatao. 
-- v.i. Kipo'puyew, sukuske'w. 
-- v.t. Kipu -wao, -hum, sukuski 
-nao, -num,.sipotanum; (as a clasp 
knife) pikinum. He shuts it closely, 
aye'chekipuhum. Shuts it against 
him, a'chekipuhumowao. He shuts 
it up into compartments, pupaski
chekipuhum. 

Shy, adj. (timid) Sakwa'yimoskew, 
kosta'chiskew; (bashful) nunapa'
wisiw; (cautious) nuka'sew. 
-- v.i. (frightened) Tupuse'w, 
wuyucha'wew. 

Sick, adj. (ill) A1kosew; (inclined to 
vomit) pa'komoo, or pakomomuche
hoo. The sick, otakosewuk. 

Sicken, v.i. A'kosew, ma'yemuchehoo. 
-- v.t. N uyata'wiskak, pa'ko
moskak, a'koseskak. 

Sickle, n. Ke'skisikun, keskuskosewu' 
sikun, mu'nisikun. 

Sickly, adj. Moosuk a'kosew, nenu
mise'w, na'sowisew. 

Sickness, n. (illness) A'kosewin, (vom
iting) pa'komowin. 

Side, n. (of the body) Mispiki'. (As 
adv. of place) Opima'yow. At the 
side, pimi'ch. At one side, opima. 
On one side, nuputa (ita'ka). On 
each side, ie'tow; (of a river) ieto
wukam. On this side, ota ita'ka, or 
a'stumita ita'ka; (of a river, or 
lake) a'stumita ita'kakam. The 
other side, kwa'skita. At the other 
side, kwa'skitaitaka, uwusita'itaka · 
(of a river) kwa'skitakakam, o; 
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kwa'skakam. The right side, kiche
niskik itaka. Left side, numutini
skik -itaka. Side by side, mata'poo. 
Having three sides, issowa -sew, -yow. 
Having many sides, ayissowa -sew, 
-yow. Sideways, opima'yaw, opi
ma'puyew, nuputa'puyew. 

Siding, n. Puska'skun. 
Siege, n. Kipotawaska'kawin. 
Sieve, n. Sekowa'puyichikun. 
Sift, v.t. Sekowa'puye -hao, -taw. 
Sigh, v.i. Nuhuta'moo; (heavy) mumu-

kuta'moo. 
Sight, n. (the power of) Wa'pewin; (the 

view) wa'putumowin, issenumowin. 
He is in sight, no'k -osew, -wun. 
Within sight, tapena'k -osew, -wun. 
Clearly in sight, kekana'k -osew, 
-wun, puyatana'k -osew, -wun. The 
"sight" of a gun, oya'puchikun. 

Sign, n. Wa'puteyewawin, kiskino
wa'chichikun, ki'skuhikun; (a sym
bol) kiskinowa'chinakosewin. He 
makes a sign to him (with the hand), 
wa'stuhumowao. A sign-board, kiski
nowachetowenatik. A sign-post, 
kiskinoh umakawinatik. 

v.t. (ratify) Kiskinowache 
-hao, -taw. 

Signal, n. Kiskewahoon, kiskinowa
chena'kwun. 

Signify, v.i. Itu'm, kiskinowacheitwao, 
wa'puteyewao. 
-- v.t. Wetum, kiskayetakotaw. 

Silence, n. Kipitowawin. 
Silent, v.t. Kipitowa -hao or -niio, 

kipichimao, kipitonawao. 
-- adj. Kipitowao, nummu kitoo, 
nummu pekiskwao. 

Silk, n. Senipa'n; (silk dress goods) 
senipa'nakin, or senipa'nimiskota'
kawin. Sewing silk, senipa'nsastuk, 
P.c. and s.c., senipankuskikwaso-

. nayape, M.c., senipanusupap. 
Silk-work, n. Mussini'stuhikun; (in 

many colours) nunakowe-mussinist
u~ikun: She works with silk, mussi
m1stuh1kao. 

Sill, n. (flooring timbers) Una'skanatik, 
unaska'ntuk. 

Silly, adj. Moo'choowew, P.C., num
mu nipwakaw, kukapa'tisew, s.c. 
and M.c. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Silver, n. Wa'piske -sooneyaw; (as 
money) sooneyaw. 
-- adj. Wa'piske -sooneya -wisiw, 
-wun, sooneyawun. 
-- v.t. Wa'piske -sooneyawe -hao, 
-taw, sooneyaweka -tao, -tum. 

Silver-fox, n. Sooneya'wukasew. 
Silversmith, n. Wa'piske -sooneya'

woyuhisoo, sooneya we-owistoyan. 
Similar, adj. Ta'piskooch, ma'nupiko. 
Similitude, n. Issena'kosewin, tapi

skochina'kosewin, P.c. and s.c., 
na'spitoowawin, M.C. 

Simmer, v.i. Pfika'chewusoo. 
-- v.t. Pfika'chewutao. 

Simple, adj. (easy) Wfi -tisew, -tun; 
(clear) payuta -wisew, -wun; (child
ish) awasisiwayeta'k -osew, -wun. 

Simply, adv. Piko, pisisik, payuta, 
mo'che. 

Sin, n. Muchete'win, muchetwa'win, 
mucheto'tumowin, mucha'tisewin, 
mucheissechikawin, muchiyewin, 
wunete'win, wuneto'tumowin. 
-- v.i. Muchete'w, muchetwa'w, 
mucheto'tum, wune -itew, muche 
-issechikao, wuneto'tum. He sins 
against him, muchetotuwao, wune
totuwao. 

Since, adv. and prep. U'spin, a'stu
mispe, mu'stow, iskona'k. 

Sincere, adj. Tapwawuka'yetak -osew, 
-wun, kachinayaye -tak -osew, 
-wun. 

Sincerely, adv. Ta'pwa, kachina'ch. 
Sincerity, n. Tapwawuka'yetakosewin, 

kachina ya'yetakosewin. 
Sinew, n. Ustise; (a human tendon) 

chestutaya'pe. Sinew in threads, 
(for sewing), ustinwan or ustise. 
Deer sinew, utikwustise. Sinewy 
flesh (from the back of the deer) 
Ustisawuk. 

Sinful, adj. Mucha'tisew, muchiye
wew, -wun, muchetwawine -wew, 
-wun, muche -issewapiskew, muche
totumoskew. 

Sing, v.i. Nikumoo'. He sings about 
it, nikumotaw. He sings to him, 
nikumo'stowao. He starts the tune, 
sipwa'hum. He sings for it, (in 
response to) nuskwa'hum. They 
sing together, (responsively) nuskwa'
humatoowuk. He sings with him, 
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wechenikumomao. He sings well, 
neta'nikumoo. He sings slow, paka
chenikumoo. He sings fast, kisiska' -
nikumoo. He sings high (on a high 
note), ispuhum or ispime -sipwa'
hum. 

Singe, v.t. Pu -tao, -tum, we'sko 
-swao, -sum. He singes himself, 
pukwuchisoo, pusisoo, weskosisoo. 
It smells singed, weyapa -soo, -stao, 
wesko -soo, -stao. 

Singer, n. Onikumoo'. A leader in 
singing, ka sipwa'humakat. 

Singing, n. Nikumo'win. 
Single, adj. Pa'yukoo, inan. pa'yu

kwun, payukwa'siw, nuputa' -sew, 
-yaw. 

Singly, adv. Pa'yukwaw, nuputa, ni
sika. 

Sink, v.i. (in water) Kosa'pao, kosa'
papuyew; (in a wave) kosa'payaho
koo; (as in walking in muskeg or 
marshy ground) kota'wew, kota'we
puyew; (in soft sand or mud) kota
wechaskowuki ~sin, -tin, kotawe
chasko -wukipuyew; (in snow) kota
wa'konao. 
-- v.t. (in water) kosapa -wao, 
-hum, kitawa -whao, -hum; (in mud) 
kota'wechaskowe -nao, -num; (in 
swamp land) kota'weskaki -nao, 
-num; (in any condition) kota'we 
-nao, -num. 

Sinner, n. Omucha'tis, omuchepi
ma'tis, omucha'tisew. 

Sin-offering, n. Muchete'we -pukiti
na'sowin. 

Sioux, n. Pwa't, pl. Pwa'tuk. He 
speaks Sioux, Pwa'timoo. 

Sip, v.i. Kochispitum, otutum. 
Sir, n. Okimaw. 
Sister, n. Michiwa'miskwao, wechi

sa'niskwao, otowa'maw. An older 
sister, omi'simaw. My sister (older 
than oneself) nemi's, (your) kemis, 
(his) omisu. She is an older sister, 
omisima'wew. There seems to be 
no distinct word for a younger 
sister, as the same words for younger 
brother are in use, thus-nesem, 
osemima'w. The sex is expressed 
thus-nesem ka iskwawit, or nesem
iskwao. 
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Sisterhood, n. Ochiwa'miskwatoowin, 
otowa'mawin. 

Sister-in-law, n. Meti'mimaw, ocha'
kosimaw. My sister-in-law, ne'tim 
or nistim, nechakos. 

Sit, v.i. U'pew, oyu'pew, nuhu'pew. 
He sits alone, payukwu'pew, nisi
ka'pew. Sits firmly, aye'tupew; 
sits on it, ta'tupew, wuke'tupew; 
sits still, keya'mupew, ko~kwawa'
tupew; sits upright, sumutu'pew; 
sits under it, sepa' -upew; moves to 
a lower seat, ne'tupew. He sits with 
bent head, pu'tupew, uchita'skwa
pew, (with back towards one) 
atimupew, otitupew. He is tired of 
sitting, iskupew. He sits on a high 
seat, ispu'pew, (on a low seat) tupu
tupew. He sits (as a duck, on the 
water) u'komoo. He sits with him, 
we'tupe -mao, -tum, (sits down 
with him) wechenuhupe -mao, -tum. 
He makes him sit, upehao, nuhu'
pehao. They sit on each side, 
etowu'pewuk. They sit in a circle, 
waska'pewuk, waskapesta'toowuk. 
They sit around him, waska'pes 
-towawuk, -tumwuk. They sit in a 
line, nepita'pewuk. He sits further 
up, or away, iskwu'pew; sits in a 
kneeling posture, ne'puskopew; in a 
lazy posture, kitimupew. He sits in 
front of him, ochiskowu'pe -mao, 
-stum. He sits (facing this way), 
ochiskowupew. 

Site, n. (as a dwelling place) Onu'pe
win, nuhu'pewin, uskeka'n. 

Six, adj. Nikotwa'sik. They are six, 
nikotwa's -ewuk, -inwu. Six times, 
nikotwa'swaw. Six apiece, nani
kotwa'sik. 

Sixpence, n. (as a half of a shilling) 
A'pitow sooneya's. 

Sixteen, adj. Nikotwa'sosap, M.c., or 
mitatut nikotwa'sosap, s.c. and P.c. 

Sixth, adj. Nikotwa'soo. 
Sixty, adj. Nikotwa'somitunow (which 

means six times ten). 
Sixty-one, adj. Nikotwa'somitunow 

payukosap, etc. 
Size, n. This word standing alone has 

no corresponding Indian term, but 
is expressed in adjective form with 
other words, e.g.: It is of such a 
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size, itikite'w, ispe -tikite'w, -saw, 
or -chaw. It is of this size, om eyikok 
ispe -saw or -chaw. What size is he?, 
tan a tikitit? inan. tan a ispechak? 
He is of a great size?, misikite'w, 
inan. misa'w. He is of a fair size, 
nuhe -itikite'w, -ispecha'w. 

Skate, n. Sooskwuna'tuhikun, pupa
ma'tuhikun. 
-- v.i. Sooskwuna'tuhew, pupa
ma'tuhew. 

Skein, n. I tu pi tao. One skein, payu
kwupitak or payukwatik. 

Skeleton, n. Pisi'sik o'skun, oskuni
ka'kun. 

Skewer, n. (for roasting meat or fowl) 
Pona'sk, or upwa'nask. 

Ski, n. Sooskwuna'tuhewinatikwu. pl. 
Skiff, n. Mistiko -che'manis, nupuke 

-che'manis. 
Skilful, adj. Ku'skehoo, nuhe'w, nana'

kuchetaw. 
Skill, n. Ku'skehowin, nunuhe'win, 

nakuchetawin. 
Skim, v.i. (to move along the surface 

of water) Pussipa' -sin, -tin. 
-- v.t. Munnu -wao, -hum. · He 
skims off the fat, munnuhipimao. 

Skimmer, n. Munnuhikun. 
Skimmed-milk, n. Munnuhi -tootosa

poo. 
Skin, n. (hides of animals) Uya'n. 

A deer skin, atikwu'yan; (the 
cuticle) wuski or muski; (the pelt 
of a fur-bearing animal) uti. In 
the early history of the Fur Trade 
this word was used to represent a 
rate of payment; thus, articles were 
valued at one skin, pa'yukwuti; 
two skins, ne'soti; three skins, ni'
stoti, etc. Prepared skin, as leather, 
pukakin, or buckakin, kesenikun, 
muskisinakin. Skin, (of humans, 
animals, birds, and fish) usuki; 
eyinewusuki, etc. His skin is 
thick, kispu'kusao, (thin) pupu
kusao. New skin, (new growth) 
osku'suki. He has his skin scratched, 
papukosapuyew. The skin peels off, 
petosukapuyew. 
-- v.t. Pukonao. He pulls the 
skin off, pukonapitao. 

Skinny, adj. (lean) Pa'wunew, num
wa'ch mechirne'wisew. 
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Skip, v.i. Kwaskwa'skotew. 
Skipper, n. Cheman -okimaw, ka 

okimakatuk, okimaw. 
Skirt, n. Miskota'ki, naya'kin, wunu

skwa'kin. 
Skirting, n. Miskotaka'win; (midriff 

fat of animals) wese. 
Skulk, v.i. Kitimew, ka'soostum ato

skawin. 
Skull, n. Ostikwanikakun, ostikwani

kun, mistikwanikun. 
Skunk, n. Sika'k. 
Sky, n. Kesik. A clear sky, wasa' 

skwun. A cloudy sky, yi'kwuskwun. 
A red sky, mikwa'wuskwun. A 
black sky, kuketawa'nuskwun. A 
threateniliig sky, pata'nuskwun. Thun
der clouds, pitikwaya'nuskwun or 
penaseweya'nuskwun. A wiJndy sky, 
yootina'nuskwun. Day sky, (a.m.) 
pata'pun. Day sky, (p.m.) atimi
ke'sikaw. 

Slab, n. Nuputa'pochikun. 
Slack, adj. (slow) Pupa'nokasew, pwa'

stowew; (slack water) ustoo'kumin, 
(at full tide) nuka'pakun; (slack of 
a rope) neka'pikayaw. 

Slacken, v.i. (as a rope) Neka'pika
num, ne'kinum; (as the tide) nuka'
pao. 

Slackness, n. Pupanokasewin, pwa'
stowewin. 

Slam, v.t. Kipowapu -whao, -hum. 
Slander, n. Muchea'yimomewawin, 

mucha'chimikowin, keyaska'chemo
win. 
-·- v.i. Muchea'yimomewao, mu
cha'chimoo, keyaska'chimoo. 
-- v.t. M uchea'yimomao, muche
a' chimao, keyaska'chimao. 

Slanderer, n. Muchea'yimomewaskew, 
okeyaska' chimoo. 

Slant, adj. Nowa'ski -soo, -tin, eyi
pa'yaw. 
-- v.t. Nowa'ski -nao, -num, 
eyipa' -nao, -num. 

Slap, n. Pusikwa'howin. 
-- v.t. Pusikwa'whao. 

Slash, v.t. Keskiwa'pu -wao, -hum, 
ta'to -swao, -sum, ma'ti -swao, -sum. 

Slate, n. Mussinuhika'kunapisk. The 
English word Slate is in general use 
at all the Mission stations among 
the Indians. 

SLEEP 

Slaughter, v.t. Nipuhao, iskwahao. 
Slave, n. Owuka'n, okoopuchihekun, 

sekitissuwha'kun. 
Slavery; n. Owuka'tikoowin, owuka'

sewawin, koopuchihewawin. 
Slay, v.i. Niputakao, nipuhewao. 
-- v.t. Nipu -hao, -taw. 

Slaying, n. Nipuhewawin, niputa
kawin. 

Slayer, n. Onipuhewao, oniputakao. 
Sledge, sled, sleigh, n. Otapana'sk. A 

sled with runners, ta'sehetapana'sk. 
An ox sled, mo'stosotapana'sk. A 
sleigh for driving, pupa'mitapa'sota
pana'sk. An Eskimo sled, (a komi
tik) uskimaota'panask. A flat sled, 
(a toboggan) nupuketa'panask. He 
has a heavy sled, (heavily loaded) 
kosikota'panaskwao. He has a light 
sled, nakita'panaskwao. (He makes 
up his sled, i.e. packs the goods on 
his sled) ota'panikao; arranges it on 
his sled, otapanika'tum. The ground 
lashing of a sled, sakwa'pan. A sled 
line (for lashing up the load), uspi
ta'panayape. A sled wrapper, uspi
ta'pan. A head rope, (for steering 
and controlling the sled), menwa'pi
kapichikun. 

Sleep, n. Nipa'win, niskikwa'mowin, 
(a nap) sepa'kwusowin. 
-- v.i. Nipa'w, niskikwa'moo. 
He sleeps quietly, keyamikwa'moo. 
He startles in sleep, sasakikwusew. 
He is restless in sleep, koskokwa'moo, 
wuskowekwusew. He is heavy with 
sleep, notakwusew, kosikwukosew. 
He oversleeps, osamikwa'moo. He 
sleeps short of it, notakwa'moo. He 
goes long without sleeping, sepikwu
sew. He takes a short sleep (a nap), 
sepa'kwusew, nipasew. He. is con
stantly sleeping, nipa'skew. He 
sleeps alone, payukokwa'moo. He 
has enough sleep, tapikwa'moo. He 
falls asleep, yiskikwa'mopuyew. He 
sleeps well, meyonipaw, meyokwa'
moo. He sleeps with him, weche
kwa'momao, (in the same bed) 
wepamao. He sleeps soundly, poosa
kwa'moo, yiskikwa'moo, sokekwa'
moo. He sleeps oitt (for a night) 
kuti'kwunew. It make him sleep, 
nipa'skakoo. He puts him to sleep, 
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nipa'hao. It puts him to sleep, 
nipa'hikoo. It causes sleep, nipa'
skakamukun. He is wakeful, kosko
sew. It is two sleeps away, (i.e. 
two days' journey) nesonipawine
yaw. 

Sleeper, n. Nipa'skew, nipask, oyiski
kwamoo; (a timber supporting the 
floor) atamik pimita'skwatik. 

Sleepy, adj. We nipa'w, notakwusew, 
semikwusew. 

Sleet, v.i. Koonipastaw. 
Sleeve, n. Unnukwi. 
Slender, adj. Sasa'kosew, sekosew, 

sa'ko -wisew, -waw, nuha' -wisew, 
-wun. 

Slice, n. Pukwasa'wachikun, pukwa'
nikun. 
-- v.t. (cuts off) Pukwa -swao, 
-sum; (cuts it up) pikiski -swao, 
-sum. 

Slide, n. Soo'skwuchewawin, (flat 
ice) soo'skwunatuhewawin; (land 
slide) sooskwuskewun. 
-- v.i. (down a bank or slide) 
soo'skwuchewao; (on ice) soo'skwu
natuhew; (slippery footing) soosko
sita'sin; (it slides down) soosko
puyiw, (down the bank) sooska'
muchewapuyiw. 
-- v.t. Soskwuchewapi -nao, -num, 
poonapakin um. 

Slight, v.t. Achistowa' -yimao, -yetum, 
pewa' -yimao, -yetum. 
-- adj. Pewisew, api -se'sisew, 
-sa'sin. 

Slightly, adv. A'chistow, achista'ch. 
Slime, n. (mud) Usiskewe -pikew, 

pusukochask; (animal) uskumak. 
Slimy, adj. (mud) Pusukochaskwaw; 

(animal) usku -misew, -maw. 
Sling, n. (for throwing stones) Wapi

nuskwa'n. wapuhuchiskwan; (for 
hanging an injured arm) ukochikun, 
ukochipitonawin. 
-- v.i. Wa'pinuskwao, wapuhu
chiskwao. 
-- v.t. Wapinuskwa -tao, -tum, 
wapuhuchiskwa -tao, -tum. 

Slip, v.i. Osa'si -sin, -tin, osa'sisitasin, 
soosko'puyiw, kenisin; (on the ice) 
osasisiko -sin, -tin; (on the snow) 
osasakona'sin; (on the floor, etc.) 
osa'situkisin; (on mud) osa'sicha-
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skowisin. He lets it slip, (through 
his hands) kichi'ski -nao, -num; 
(slips it along) soosko -nao, -num. 

Slippery, adj. Kena'w, soo'skwaw. 
Slit, n. To'kipuyewin, ta'topuyewin. 
-- v.i. To'kipuyew, ta'topuyew. 
-- v.t. Tas'ki -swao, -sum, ta'to 
-swao, -sum, toki -swao, -sum. 

Slops, n. pl. (dirty dish water) seke
wa'pinikunu. 

Sloop, n. Ka payukwaskwuk cheman. 
Slope, v.i. Eyipaya'w, pinusowayaw; 

(speaking of a tree, or post) eyipa
yaskisoo; (as hanging (a picture) on 
a slope) eyipa'kotao. 

Slothful, adj. Kitimiske'w. 
Slothfulness, n. Kitimiskewin. 
Slough, n. Wayuskopa'yaw, wayu-

chaskowukaw, wa'nuskakaw. 
Slow, adj. Pupa.chew, inan. pupache

mukun, pfikeka'tisew, pwa'stowew, 
pupanokasew. 

Slowly, adv. Paka'ch, nisseka'ch, pwa'
stowe- (followed by the verb). 

Slug, n. (a worm) Unukuki; (a wea
pon) pukuma'kun, uskikwusinne. 

Sluggard, n. Kitimisk, nipa'sk, oni-
paskew. 

Slumber, n. See Sleep. 
Slush, n. Koo'nipe. 
Sly, adj. Kuya'yisew, kukuya'yisew, 

kemo'tisew. 
Slyly, adv. Kemoo'ch. 
Small, adj. Upis -e'sisew, -a'sin, pe' 

-sisew, -saw; (speaking of cloth, 
etc.) upisakusin; (of metal) upisa'
pisk -osew, -aw; (of wood) upisa'sk 
-osew, -wun; (of a board) upisetuk 
-isew, -aw. He looks small, upisena'k 
-osew, -wun. He is considered small, 
upistayetak -osew, -wun. Note: 
This word is often omitted, the 
noun following the adjective takes 
the diminutive termination-is, oos, 
and sis, as, (a small gun) pa'skisi
kunis, (a small stick) mistikoos, (a 
small fish) kimosasis. He is smaller, 
uwusima upis -esisew, -asin. 

Sma.11-pox, n. Omike'win, pekopuye
wm. 

Smart, adj. Chucha'stupew, ota'stu
pew, ocha'pew, kinnipe'w. 

Smash, v.t. Si'kwutu -whao, -hum, 
pe'kotu -whao, -hum. 
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Smell, n. Issema'stao, mina'stiio. He 
has a smell, mina'k -osew, .-wun. 
The smell comes this way, pache
ma'stiio. 
-- v.i. (perceives a scent) Meya'
chikiio; (as an animal) pussoo; 
(emits an odour) meya'k -osew, 
-wun; (smells so) issema'k -osew, 
-wun. He smells sweatly, wekema'k 
-osew, -wun; (good) meyoma'k 
-osew, -wun; (putrid) wechakema'k 
-osew, -wun; (bad) muchema'k 
-osew, -wun. It has a burnt smell, 
weapiistiio, (a smell of burnt quills) 
mekwuna'stiio. He smells about, 
(as a dog), nunatomachikiio. 
-- v.t. Meya' -miio, -tum. He 
smells him so, issema' -miio, -tum. 
(He smells his (garment), meya
tumo -wiio. 

Smile, n. Papina'kosewin, papikwii
win, meypkwiista'kawin. 
-- v.i. Papina'kosew, papikwao, 
meyokwiiyimoo. 

Smith, n. Awistoya'n. 
Smite, v.i. Pukumuhikao, ota'mu

hikao. 
-- v.t. Pukumu -wiio, -hum, 
ota'mu -wiio, -hum. 

Smithy, n. Owistoyanikumik, wesku
chanikumik. 

Smoke, n. (as rising from a fire) 
Pu'stao, (thick vapor) kuska'putiio, 
(in a room or tent) ukwa'putao. 
The smoke blows about, (in a camp), 
pupamaputiio. The smoke passes 
along, puna'putiio. The smoke rises, 
saka'putiio, moska'putiio. He makes 
a smoke (as a signal), pe'pootuwiio, 
pepotiinum, moskaputanum. The 
smoke rises straight. up, sumuta'
putiio. 
-- v.i. (emit smoke) moska'putiio, 
pe'pootiio, ukwa'putao, (-a dense 
smoke) kuska'putao. He smokes 
(tobacco) pe'twaw. He smokes in
veterately, phwa'skew, nita -p~twaw, 
(likes to smoke) wekepetwaw. He 
smokes with him, wechepetwamiio. 
He gives him a smoke (provides) 
petwah umowao. 
-- v.t. (as a deerskin) kuska'pu 
-swiio, -sum, ukwa'pu -swiio, -sum; 
(as tobacco) petwato -towao, -tum. 

SNARE 

He signals to him by making a smoke, 
pepotan umowiio. 

Smoked, part. Ukwa'pusoo, kuska'
pusoo. He suffocates with smoke, 
kipota'musoo. 

Smoke-dyed, part. ·(in colour) Wesko 
-soo, -stao. 

Smoky, adj. Kuska'putao, ukwa'pu
tao. 

Smooth, adj. Soo'sk -osew, -waw, 
soo'sow -isew, -aw; (hairless, tree
less, etc.) pu'sk -osew, -waw; (speak
ing of metal or stone) soo'skwap
iskwaw, or soosowapiskaw; (speak
ing of wood) sooskwa'skwun, or 
soosowa'skwun; (speaking of rope or 
cord) sooskwapiikun, soosowapakun; 
(speaking of cloth, etc.) sooskwakin; 
(speaking of water) soosowa'kumew. 
-- v.i. Soo'sowuhikao, soo'skwu
hikao. 
-- v.t. Soosko -hao, -taw, soosowe 
-niio, -num. 

Smoothing-iron, n. Soo'skwuhikun, 
soo 'sowuhikun. 

Smother, v.i. Kipota'moo, (it smothers 
him) kipota'moskakoo; (by smoke) 
kipota'musoo. 
v.t. Kipota'mohiio, (by pressure) 
kipotamoskowao. 

Smuggle, v.t. Kemooche -petoku -hiio, 
-taw. 

Snack, n. Nowuche'win. 
Snail, n. Unukuki. 
Snake, n. Kina'pik. A large snake, 

misekina'pik. A venomous snake, 
muche kina'pik, or ka chestuhowiit 
kenapik. A rattle snake, sesekwawe 
-kinii'pik. 

Snap, v.i. (as a twig) natwa'puyew; 
(as a cord) pu'skipuyew; (to miss 
fire) pwatlitin. He snaps at him, 
(misses fire) pwatlituwao. 

Snare, n. Nukwa'kun, ta'pukwan. A 
rabbit snare, wa'poosonukwa'kun. 
A fox snare, muka'sewe -nukwa'kun. 
A lynx snare, pise'we -nukwa'kun. 
He sets a snare, ta'pukwao. He sets 
a snare for him, ta'pukowiio. He 
visits his snares, na'tukwiio. He is 
caught in a snare, nukwa'soo, 
nukwa'tisoo. 
-- v.t. N ukwa' -tao, -tum, tapu
kwa' -tiio, -tum. 
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Snarl, v.i. (as a dog) Na'kumoo, 
na'moo, keseweta'moo. 

Snatch, v.t. Nowuti -na'o, -num, 
nowwuchipi -tao, -tum, otiti -nao, 
-num; (snatch away from) musku
ma'o, muskutwa'w. 

Sneer, v.i. Muchekwa'staw, papina
yimoo. He sneers at him, muchayi 
-mao, -tum, papinotuwao, papino
tum. 

Sneeze, v.i. Chachamoo, He often 
sneezes, chachamoskew. 

Sniff, v.i. Mina'chikao, pussoo, yaya
soo. 

Snip, v.t. Ke'ski -swao, -sum. 
Snipe, n. Papa'nukwasew, papa'ku

pechases, kimewunakasew, punupa
kasew. 

Sniper, n. Okemotuhikao. 
Snooze, v.i. Sepa'kwusoo. 
Snore, v.i. Mutwakwa'moo, kisewa

kwa'moo. 
Snout, n. Mikoot. 
Snow, n. Koo'na. He is covered with 

snow, koone -wew, -wun, uyakoonao. 
He covers it with snow, uyakona 
-wao, -hum, nikwa'kona -wao, -hum. 
It is buried in snow, nikwa'konao. 
The snow is deep, ispa'konukaw, 
tima'konukaw. There is much snow, 
misikitew koonu. Hard snow, 
muskowa'konukaw, (something) pro
jects out of the snow, saka'konao. 
There is snow on the ice, kooniwi'si
kwaw. He falls through the crust of 
the snow, twa'konasin. He goes 
down a snow-bank, netuchewaya'
konao. He eats snow, mowa'konao. 
He clears a space from snow, panu
hakonao. The snow disappears in 
places, pana'konao. He beats the 
snow off his clothes, papowahakonao, 
(v'. t.) papowahakonahao, -hum; 
(brushes off) wapuhakona -tao, -tum. 
The snow melts, tika'konao. The 
show thaws, suskucha'w. 
-- v. imp. (snowing) Mispoo'n. 
It snows a little, mispoo'sin, (snows 
much) kiche -mispoo'n, or mistuhe 
-mispoon. It snows upon him, 
mispooni'sin. It stops snowing, poo
nowtitaw. There is wet snow falling, 
koonipewun. 
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Snow Bird, (white bunting), n. Wapa-
nukoses; (brown) otitu'pises. 

Snow-blind, adj. Wuyasa'pew. 
Snowblindness, n. Wuyasa'pewin. 
Snow-drift, n. Pupastin; (high snow 

drift) ispuchistin; (when snow drifts 
make rough sleighing) mucha'ko
nukaw, or muchuchi'stin. 

Snow-flea, n. Sowunitikom. 
Snow-Goose, n. Wawiio. 
Snow-plough, n. Wapahakonahikun. 
Snow-shoe, n. Usa'm, pl. usamuk. 

He has snowshoes, otusa'mew. He 
makes snowshoes, usamikao. He puts 
on his snowshoes, postusa'mao, (takes 
them off) katusamao, (hurriedly) 
katusamapuyehoo. He walks with 
snowshoes, kikusamao. Ojibeway 
snowshoes, (oval shaped head and 
long tail) ochipwa'wusamuk. Cree 
snowshoes, (raised pointed heads, 
long and narrow) eyinusa'muk. 
Chipwyan snowshoes, (almost straight 
on one side, short, and slightly 
raised heads) chipwaya'nusamuk. 
Snowshoes-bar, kooskoosk. Snowshoe
bridle, (fastening line) utimun, (the 
line) utimunayape, (the strap across 
the toe) pimitutimun. Snowshoe 
frame, usamatik. The tail of the 
snowshoe, osa'too. 

Snowshoe-line, n. (for netting) Uski
munayape. The small netting, (for 
the toe part) utipis. The line along 
inside of frame, (to hold the net
ting) pisimunayape. He puts on 
the line, (through the holes in the 
frame) pisimao. A snowshoe-needle, 
umuk. She nets the snowshoe, 
uskimao. 

Snow-shovel, n. Wapuha'konan, pa
skaha 'konan. 

Snuff, n. (tobacco) Chacha'mosikun. 
He sujfs it, chacha'mosum, peche
konatao. 
-- v.t. (snuffs the candle) keski
sa'wasum, a'stuwahum. 

Snug, adj. (lies close) N uha'we -sin, 
-tin; (compact) nuha' -wew, -wun; 
(comfortable) ke'soo -sin, -tin. 

Snuggle, v.i. (for wamth) Kesoosimoo, 
nuhawesimoo. 
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So, adv. Isse, akose, omisse. He is 
so, isse uya'w, uywew. Be it sol 
keya'm. (As a conj.), akose menu. 

Soak, v.t. Uko' -chimao, -titaw, 
soo'kis -timao, ..:titaw. 

Soaked, . part. Uko'stin or uko'tin, 
sa'poopao, sa'poopayaw. 

Soap, n. Kisepa'kinikun. In some 
localities the English word is used, 
thus-soapu in the accessory case. 
Laundry soap, kisepakinikawe-soapu. 
A lye soap, (for scrubbing floors) 
kisetukinikawe-soapu. Toilet soap, 
kasekwawe-soapu. Soap suds, soa
pa'poo, or kisepakinikuna'poo. 

Soar, v.i. Pupa'mukochin; (mount 
up) ispakapuyehoo. 

Sob, v.i. Nunaka'che -ma'too, mowe
moo. 

Sober, adj. (self-possessed) Ayakwa'
misew, payutuka'tisew; (temperate) 
pukukuma'tisew; (becomes sober) 
asta'pao. 

Sobriety, n. Ayakwa'misewin, payu
tuka'tisewin, pukukuma'tisewin. 

Sociable, adj. Otota'mimewao, otota'
mitoowinewiw. 

Society, n. Ma'mowehitoowin. 
Sock, n. U'ssikun, (a piece of duffle 

used as a sock) pewa'sikun. Woollen 
socks, sepakiskawu'sikunu, pl. 

Sod, n. Wuke'tuskum. 
Soda, n. (Bicarbonate of) Ka muska

wa'k opi'sichikun. 
Soda-water, n. Otapuyewinapoo, ka 

ota' puyik minikwa win. 
Soft, adj. Yoo's -kisew, -kaw, (speak

ing-of earth, wood, etc.) muno'kaw. 
Soften; v.t. Yooske -hao, -taw; (speak

ing of firmer substances) muno'ki 
-hao, -taw. 

Softly, adv. Pakach, nisikach, payu
tuk. 
Soil, n. (land) U'ske, meywa'skumik. 
-- v.t. (to stain) We'yipe -hao, 
-taw, weyipis -kowao, -kum. 

Sojourn, v.i. Kupa'sew, we'kew, otita'
winew. 

Solder, n. Ti'kisikun, uskikwusikun. 
-- v.t. Pusu'kwuski -swao, -sum, 
uski'kwu -swao, -sum. 

Soldier, n. Sima'kunis, nutopu'yewe
yinew, onootinkao. 

Sole, n. (of the foot) Muyuka'skisitan; 
(of the boot) uta'muskisin. 
-- adj. (alone) payuko; (for the 
sole-) piko. 

Solemn, adj. Kosikwa'yetak -osew, 
-wun, koskwa'wutayetak -osew, 
-wun, kunata'yetak -osew, -wun. 

Solemnize, v.t. Kunatayetako -hao; 
-taw. 

Solicit, v.t. Nuna'totumowao, nuna'
towayetumowao. 

Solid, adj. Ma'mowe -wisew, -wun, 
sapo -mu'skow -isew, -aw. 

Solitary, adj. Nisika'pew, pa'yukopew, 
pupa'yuko; (solitary place) nikochis, 
pisikwaw, pikwutuskewun. 

Solution, n. (medicinal) Muskikewa'
pokawin. He makes a solution, 
muskikewapokao. 

Solve, v.t. (clears up) Puyata'wetum, 
puyatana'kotaw, kiska'yetakotaw, 
paskitanum. 

Some, adj. Puke, (some of them) 
a'tit, (a certain quantity) upises. 
In the Cree, Some, when followed 
by a noun is usually omitted, 
thus-in English, bring some water, 
in Cree is pa.ta nipe, (i.e. bring 
water). However, the word upises 
(little or some) is frequently used. 

Somebody, n. Owa'nu, oweyuk, na
ntowoweyuk. 

Somehow, adv. Na'ntow ita or na'ntow 
isse. 

Something, n. Ka'kwan, ka'kwi. A 
little of something, kakwanis or 
kakwas. 

Sometime, sometimes, advs. (some
time) Na'ntow eyikok or ispe. At 
one time, (formerly) payukwaw, 
kuya's or wa'skuch. Sometimes, 
a'skow, na'nikotineka. 

Somewhat, adv. Nowuch, akwa'yikok; 
-- n. Kakwan, kakwi, upises 
kakwan. 

Somewhere, adv. Na'ntow itu, wuyas 
itu. 

Son, n. Miko'sis, okosisima'w. My 
son, etc., neko'sis, keko'sis, oko'sisu. 
Voe., nekosa. He is a son, okosisi
ma'wew. The elder son, osta'simaw; 
the younger son, osemimaw. He 
regards him as a son, okosisimao. 
The Son of God, Munitowekosisan, 
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Kesamanito o kisisu. The Son of 
man, Eyinewekosisan, Elileweko
sisan. 

Son-in-law, n. Nuha'kisem, nuha'kis, 
otikwutimimaw; (ne, ke, -nuha'
kisem, o nuha'kisemu, ne, ke, 
tikwutim, o tikwutimu). 

Song, n. Nikumoon. Sacred song, 
Uyumeha'we -nikumoon. Songs not 
religious, koontow nikumoon. 

Soon, adv. We'puch. Soon after, pa'
toos, we'puch mustum. As soon as, 
sa'mak, muyuwach, we'puch, (with 
the subj.). 

Soothsayer, n. Okosa'puchikao, oko
sa'putumoo. 

Soothsaying, n. Kosa'puchikawin, ko
sa'putumowin. 

Sorcerer, n. Mita'o, mita'weyinew. 
He is a sorcerer, mitawew. 

Sorcery, n. Mita'wewin, nepiskawin, 
munitokawin. 

Sore, adj. We'sukisew, a'kosew, (feels 
sore) we'sukayitum; (hit him sore) 
wesukuhokoo. 
-- n. Wesukisewin, wesukayi
tumowin; (an open sore) wuyo
mikewin. 

Sorely, adv. Nunika'ch, ayima'ch. 
Soreness, n. We'sukisewin, wesuki

mu'chehowin. 
Sorrow, n; (pain of mind) Kesina'tii

yetumowin; (grief) kopa'tayitumo
win; (regret) mita'tumowin; (repen
tance) michiyuwasewin; (mourning) 
pekwayetumowin, pekiska'tayetu
mowin. 
-- v.i. Kesina'tayetum, kopa'ta
yimoo, michiyuwayayetum, pekwa
yimoo, kukwatukayimoo; (overcome 
with grief) kowa'yimoo. 

Sorry, q,dj. Mita'tum, michiyuwasew. 
H~ ;s _sorry for, or about, him, 
m1ta -tao, -tum. 

Sorro'Yful, adj. Michiyuwa'yayetum, 
pek1ska'tayetum, pekiska'tum pe
kwayetum; (looks sorrowful) 

1

peki
skasmak -osew, -wun, mikoskata
yetum, kukwatukayetum. 

So~t, n. Too'wu, toowe, toowekan. He 
is of that sort, akose toowekane 
-wew, -wun. Of this sort, omu 
too we. 
-- v.t. (sorts them) Kukakinao. 

Soul, n. U'chak. 
Soulful, adj. U'chako -wew, -wun. 
Sound, adj. (firm) Mu'sko -wisew, 

-waw; (whole) misiwa' -siw, -yaw; 
(entire) mitone' -wew, -wun. 
-- n. Pita'kosewin, pita'kwun; 
(of voices) ki'toowin, pekiskwawin; 
(of musical instruments) kito'chi
kawin; (metalic) mutwa'tin, sa 
witin; (of the wind) mutwa'yowao; 
(of the sea) mutwaya'hun; (of 
rapid water) mutwii'chewun; (of 
running water) mutwapimichewun; 
(of a gun fired) mutwa'tao; (of 
chopping with an axe) mutwa'kuhe
kawin; (of hammering) mutwa'he
kawin. 
-- v.i. Pata'k -osew, -wun; (as 
a bell) mutwa -sin, -tin, sawa -sin, 
-tin; (as the wind) mutwa'yowao; 
(as the sea breaking) mutwaya'skaw; 
(as a gun) mutwa'tao; (as knocking) 
mutwapapowuhekao; (as an animal 
against something) mutwa -kinnu
kitaw. He sounds pleasantly, meyo
ta'k -osew, -wun. He sounds loud, 
soketak -osew, -wun. He sounds so, 
ititak -osew, -wun. 
-- v.t. M utwa -wao, -hum; (as a 
musical instrument) kito -hao, -taw; 
(as a gun) mutwa -swao, -sum. 

Sounding, n. (the depth of water) 
Tipa'timehekawin, kotuskawin. He 
takes a sounding, tipa'timehekao, 
kotuska -hum, or -num. 

Soup, n. (from meat) me'chimapoo, 
(thin) moo'skume. 

Sour, adj. Sewi -kisew, -kaw. Sour 
liquid, sewika'kumin. 

South, n. Sowunok. South Wind, 
sowunuhun. There is a south wind, 
sowuneyo'tin. 
-- adj. Sowunotak, (when the 
sun is at mid-day) pesimotak. 

South-east, adj. Tusto'wich Sowunok 
menu Kewa'tinok. 

South-west, adj. Tusto'wick Sowunok 
menu N uka'pahunok. 

Sovereign, n. (a King) Kiche -okima'w; 
(a coin) kiche -sooneyaw~ 
-- adj. Kicheokimawe- (followed 
by the word required). 
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Sow, n. (fem. pig) Nosakokoos. 
v.i. Puki'tinikao, ki'stikao, 

(scatters seed) wususwa'pinikao. 
-- v.t. Puki'tinum, kis'tikatum, 
wususwa'pinum. 

Sower, n. Opukitinikao, okistikao, 
osuswapinikao. 

Space, n. (room) Towa'w. He clears 
a space, towenikao, towenum. He 
makes a space for him, towenu
mowao. 

Spade, n. Moonuhika'kum, moo'nu
hikun, (steel spade) pewapiskomu
kayipan; ~~hovel) kwa'puhiskewan. 

Span, n. Tippi'chichan. He spans it 
(measures) tippichichatum; (to span 
a space, bridge) tapa'skopuyew. 

Spank, v.t. Pusa'koteyawhao, papu
kummiteyawhao. 

Spanner, n. Makwa'piskuhikun, suku
hikuna'pisk. 

Spare, v.t. Muna'che -hao, -taw; (part 
with) pukiti -niio, -num; (super
fluous) ayiwa'kipuyiw, ayiwa'kipu
yihikoo. 

Sparingly, adv. Aka'wach, muna'che. 
Spark, n. Pu'skichas, isko'tas. It 

emits sparks, puspu'skitao, The 
sparks fall upon him, pu'skisoo, or 
puspuskisoo. 

Sparkle, v.i. Wa'ssisoo. It sparkles, 
wa'ssitao. 

Spark-plug, n. Ptikisikun, or ka 
ptikisikat. 

Sparrow, n. (House sparrow) Waski
hikune -peyases. Ground-sparrow, 
nuto- or nucho -peyases. 

Sparrow-hawk, n. Kfikak, onoche 
-peyasesewao, pepekeses. 

Spawn, n. Wakwuk, pl. 
-- v.i. A'mew. 

Spawner, n. Nosa'mak. 
Speak, v.t. W~tum; (about him) 

it -tao, -tum; (to him) uyume -hao, 
-totum; (of him) tipa' -chimao, 
-a tot um. 

v.i. Uyumew, pekiskwa'o, 
itwa'o, kitoo'. He speaks loud, 
kiswawiio. He speaks fast, kisewao, 
kita'stupowao. He speaks fluently, 
nuhe'pitum, nuheuyumew. He 
speaks well, neta'wao, netauyumew. 
He speaks evil, mucheuyumew, n:iu
chepekiskwao. He speaks angrily, 

kisewe -uyumew. He speaks bad 
words, weyukwao. He speaks 
humourously, wuweyutwao. He 
speaks strangely, muyuke -uyumew. 
He speaks so, isse -uyumew, isseke
swao. He speaks truth, ta'pwao. He 
speaks with him, wechepekiskwa
mao. 

Speaker, n. Otuyumew, ka pekiskwat. 
Spear, n. Usima'kun, ttikuchikun, 

michikew. 
-- v.t. Tukumao. 

Special, adj. Kiche, (a particular pur
pose) pe'toose. 

Species, n. (kind) Too'wekan. 
Speck, n. (a small particle) Pe'wini

kunis; (a blemish) ma'skisewin, 
weyipisewin; (a spot) weyipinikowin, 
musina'sowin. 

Speckled, adj. M usina' -soo, -stao, 
papa -tawisew, -stao. 

Spectacle, n. (a sight) Wa'puteyewa
win, issenumowin. 

Spectacles, n. Miske'sikokanu, miske'
sikwan, wa'pewinu. 

Spectacular, adj. Kekaya'senak -osew, 
-wun, mamuska'senak -osew, -wun. 

Spectator, n. Okunowa'pew. 
Speech, n. Uyu'mewin; (oration) pe'

kiskwawin; (language) isse -keswa
win; (glib) kukata'wawin. 

Speechless, adj. Nummu kitoo; (dumb) 
nummu neta'wao. 

Speed, n. A ispe'chipuy -it, -ik, a 
ispe'tanapuy -it, -ik. 
-- v.i. Ke'yipew, kese'pu -yiw, 
-yin, ota'stupew. He has speed, 
(running) kese'putaw. 

Speedy, adj. Keyipe -w, -mukun, 
· ota'stupe -wiw, -mukun. 

Speedily, adv. Keyipa, samak, wepuch. 
Spell, v.i. (as a time of work) makwa 

-uto'skao; (a time of rest) makwa 
-uywa'pew; (to spell words) spel-
lewew-this is an English word 
lndianized, which is in general use 
among educated Indians. 

Spend, v.i. Cha'kipuyew, mlichipuyew; 
(incurs expense) cha'kinikao, masti
nikao. 
-- v.t. Cha'ki -nao, -num, ma'sti 
-nao, -num. He spends it for him, 
cha'kinumowao, ma'stinumowao. He 
spends recklessly, matuwakao. 
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Spendthrift, n. Oma'stinikao, omatu
wakao. 

Spice, n. (for food) Sewe'kuskose; (for 
embalming) wekemakosikun. 

Spicy, adj. Sewekuskose -wew, -wun; 
wekemak -osew, -wun. 

Spider, n. Kookoomiakases, Uyupe
ka'ses. 

Spike, n. Mistuhe -chesta'skwan, 
kiche -chesta'skwan. 

Spill, v.i. Se'kipuyew. 
-- v.t. Se'ki -nao, -num; (acci
dently) sekis -kmvao, -kum; (pours 
it out) sekiwa'pi -na.o, -num. He 
spills his blood, sekikwawao. 

Spin, v.i. (twisting into threads) 
Pe'muhikao, pemusta'hikao, pema'
pekahikao; (to whirl) kenikwa'ni
puyew. 
-- v.t. Pe'mu -wao, -hum, pema'
peka -nao, -num; (whirl) kenikwani
wapi -nao, -num. 

Spine, n. Wa'wikun, mispiskwunikun. 
My spine, na'wikun. 

Spinal-cord, n. Wa'wikunayape. 
Spire, n. (a steeple) Ka che'poskitak 

( uyumeha wekumikok). 
Spirit, n. Uchak. It is a spirit, ucha

kowew. Spirit of God, Kesamun
itowe -uchak. The Holy Spirit, 
Kunache -uchak. Spirit of man, 
ayiseyinewe -uchak, or enuto -uchak. 
An evil spirit, muche -uchak. 

Spiritual, adj. Uchako -wew, -wun, 
uchakowe. 

Spit, spittle, n's. Si'koowin. 
-- v.i. Sikoo; (on him) sikwa -tao, 
-tum. He spits blood, mikoyew 
sikwa'tum, or pa'puyetwaw mikoo. 
He spits out phlegm (from the lungs), 
papuyetwaw meye, (if only a cold) 
papuyehao ukik. 
-- v.t. Apokutatum, papuye -hao, 
-twaw. 

Spite, n. Achistowa'yetumowin, nuya
tawa'yetumowin, mayetotumoowin, 
mayayechikawin. 

Spiteful, adj. Achistowa'yetakosew, 
nuyatawa'yetakosew, pukwatayeta
kosew. 

Spitefully, adv. Ayusa'ch, nunakach, 
pukwa'se. 

Splash, v.i. Wuswapa'kuhikao, wu
swa ya'kum uhikao. 
-- v.t.. Wuswapa'ku -wao, -hum. 

Splice, v.t. Anisko' -hao, -taw; (speak
ing of rope) aniskoya'pekanum; 
(speaking of wood) aniskoya'sko 
-hao, -taw; makopi -tao, -tum, 
ma'mowe -hao, -taw. 

Splinter, n. Ta'skitukuhikunis, pewe
ku 'hikunis, pukwa' puhikunis. 
-- v.i. Pukwa'puyew, ta'skituki
puyew, pusukipuyew. 

Split, v.i. Ta'skipuyew, ta'skikepuyew. 
v.t. Ta'sku -whao, -hum, 

ta'skiku -whao, -hum. 
-- part. Ta's -kisew, -kaw. 

Split Lake, n. Tata'skwayaw. 
Spoil, n. (booty) Muskutwan, muni

wuta'win; (pillage) muna'howin. 
-- v.i. (destroyfd) Nissewuna' 
-tisew, -tun, weyu' -kisew, -kun. 
-- v.t. Nissewuna'che -hao, -taw, 
weyu'ki -hao, -taw, na'nowe -hao, 
-taw; (by treading on it) nissewuna'
tiskum; (by handling) nissewun
a'chepitum. He spoils it for him, 
nissewuna'chetumowao, weyuketu
mowao. 

Spoke, n. (of a wheel (Oska'tikan. 
Spokeshave, n. Mookochekawinikunis. 
Spokesman, n. Otuyume'stumakao, 

opekiskwa' stumakao. 
Sponge, n. O'pun, otuchikawinikun; 

(a canoe sponge) ikuhipan. 
-- v.i. (mop up water from canoe) 
ikuhipao, (from the floor) pakotu
kinikao, (from the face) ka's~kwao. 
-- v.t. (in a canoe) ikuhepa'tum; 
(sponge over, cleanse) ka'se -nao, 
-num; (sponges out a gun) kaseya'
piskinum. 

Spongy, adj. O'pune -wew, -wun, 
peswapuyew. 

Sponsor, n. Onepowe'stumakao, otu
sotuma'kao. 

Spool, n. Titipapa'kinikun, a titipa'
kisit sa'stuk. 

Spoon, n. A'mekwan. Table spoon, 
kiche -a'mekwan. Teaspoon, a'me
kwanis. A wooden spoon, misti
koamekwan. 
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Spoonful, n. Pa.yuk a'mekwan, (two) 
nesoo a'mekwan. 

Spoor, n. Pimi'skun, (fresh) muya'
num, (old) kuyasa'num. 

Sport, n. Ma'tuwawin; (a making of 
fun) matuwa'kawin; (a mockery) 
matuwaka'tikowin. 

Sportful, adj. Matuwaskew. 
Spot, n. (a mark) Mussina'sowin; (a 

stain) weyi'pisewin; (a blemish in 
character) wenihoo'win; (many 
spots) papata'wesewin. 

Spotted, part. Papata' -wisew, -waw; 
(marked) mussina' -soo, -stao. A 
spotted breast, (as a bird) papatawe
pusao. The spotted wood-pecker, 
papasao. 

Spotty, adj. Papata' -wisew, -wun. 
Spouse, n. Wekema'kun, (speaking of 

a wife) nokiskwawan; (of a husband) 
nena'pam. 

Spout, n. Ka ota'sikowik. 
Sprain, v.i. (himself) osi'koo; (sprains 

a joint) chesawukew; (by a fall) 
osi'kosin; (by pulling a heavy load) 
osikopisoo. 

Sprawl, v.i. Tuswa'skosin, pima'sko
sin, tuswakipuyew. 

Spray, n. (of the sea) seka'hun; (of the 
air) wususwapa'stao. He is sprayed 
by the sea, seka'wuhokoo. The spray 
comes in (the canoe) seka'hotao. 
-- v.t. (to throw a spray upon) 
saseka'hopa -tao, -tum, wususwapa' 
-st um. 

Spread, v.i. (in all directions) Wusu
swa'puyew, miseta'puyew; (unfurl) 
tuswa'kipuyew. 
-- v.t. (scatters) Wususwawa'pi
num, wususwawa'puhum, siswa'
hum; (with the feet) misita'skum; 
(spreads out) tuswaki -nao, -num, 
tuswaku -ya.a, -staw, tuswakititaw; 
(as an oblong object) tuso' -nao, 
-num; (as sowing seed) siswa'puye 
-hao, -taw. 

Sprightly, adj. Kisisowe- (followed by 
the verb). 

Spring, n. (of the year, when the thaw 
begins) Se'kwun; (later after the 
rivers open) meyo'skumew; (of 
water) mokichiwunepak, ochi'chi
wun, pipikwa'winipe. 

SQUATTER 

-- v.i. (as a fountain) mokichiwun, 
ochi'chiwun; (as a plant) sa'kuskew, 
sa'kuskitao, sa'kipukew, opikew; (to 
leap) kwa'skotew, (to spring up 
suddenly) wuchapew. It springs 
out, wuyuwe'pu -yew~ -yin. 

Sprinkle, v.t. Wususwapa'kuha -towao, 
-tum, oswapa'kuha -towao, -tum. 

Sprout, v.i. Sa'kekin, saku'skitao, 
sakipukin. 

Spruce, n. (white) Eyina'tik, mi'nuhik; 
(black) seta'kwunatik, peke'watik. 

Spruce-brush, n. (white) Eyi'nasit, 
minuhi'kwasit, (black) nupu'kasit, 
sesta'kwun. 

Sprung, part. (overstrained) Osi'koo; 
(by falling) osikosin, osikopuyew; 
(by carrying) osikoskosoo; (by pul
ling a heavy load) osikopisoo. 

Spry, adj. Wucha'pisew, wuchikkumi-
sew. 

Spunk, n. (mettle) Sokayemowin. 
Spurn, v.t. Mucha'ye -ma.a, -tum. 
Sputter, v.i. Sikota'moo. 
Spy, n. Onutowa'taw, okemota'pukao, 

okema'pukao. 
-- v.i. Nutowataw, kemota'pew, 
kema'pukao. 
-- v.t. N utowata -tao, -tum, 
kema'pu -mao, -tum, kemota'pu 
-mao, -tum. 

Spy-glass, n. Oya'puchikun, sikwa'
puchikun, sikwaya'puchikun. Look
ing through a telescope, sikwa'puchi
kao, sikwaya'puchikao. 
-- v.t. Sikwa'pu -mao, -tum, 
sikwaya'pu -mao, -tum. 

Squabble, v.i. See Quarrel. 
Squalid, adj. Kitima'kun, maya'tun, 

wecha'kun. 
Squall, n. Ke'stin, mumanistikwayo

tin. 
-- v.i. Ke'stinipuyew, mumani
stikwayowao, yo'tinipuyew. 

Square, adj. Kukuka' -sew, -yaw, 
kukeka -sew, -yaw. . 
-- v.t. (squares a log) kukekaku 
-whao, -hum. 

n. (a carpenter's square) 
Kukekawuchikun. 

Squat, v.i. Nuhu'pew, nupu'kupew, 
onu'pew. 

Squatter, n. Onuhu'pew, otusekao. 
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Squaw, n. A Cree word from iskwao, 
a woman. 

Squeak, v.i. Pita'kosew, ta'chikwao, 
matwa'kittoo. 

Squeeze, v.t. Ma'ko -nao, -num; (by 
pressing with weight) ma'kwu -hao, 
-hum; (by sitting upon it) mako'sko 
-wao, -skum. He squeezes water out 
of it, senipa'ti -nao, -num. He 
squeezes it out, (as pus from a boil), 
tumuko-nao, -num, tumuko -skowao, 
-skum. 

Squint, v.i. Utita'pew, P.c., uchicha'
pew, s.c., yakwapew. 

Squirrel, n. Uni'kwuchas, s.c. and 
P.c., uchi'tumos, M.c. A striped 
squirrel, sasakowa'piskos, P.c., papa
sinik~uch<!-s, s.c. A flying squirrel, 
tuswa kumkwuchas. 

Squirt, v.t. So'kuhu -towao, -tum. 
Stab, v.i. Tukuchikao. 
-- v.t. Tuku -mao, -tum. Stabbed, 
tukuma'w. 

Stability, n. Aye'tayetakosewin aye-
tunikosewin. ' 

Stab1~, adj. Aye'tayetak -osew, -wun, 
aye tun, aye'tustao. 
-- n. (A horse stable) mistutimo
kumik; (a cow stable) mostoo
sokumik; (a dog stable) atimokumik. 
He stables his horse, usiwuhao o 
tamu, petokuhao o tamu. 

Stack, n. Mu'skosekan, 11.c., we'ste
kan, s.c. and P.c., piskowestekan. 
-- v.i. Mu'skosekanikao, we'ste
kanikao. 

Staff, n. (for support) Suskuho'on, 
suskuho'natik, setonika'winatik. 

Stag, n. Napa'wutik, eyapa'wutik, 
eyap~'wawaskasew. An old stag, 
eyapao; a young buck, eyapa'ses. 

Stage, n. (Raised horizontal poles, 
supported by four posts and two 
beams, for keeping food, etc., out 
of the reach of animals.) Ta'sipi
ta'kun, or tasipichikun, ukwata'kun. 
A platform for actors, etc., matuwa
sk~mik; (for builders, etc.) tachi
ka powewin, ukose'win. 

Stagger, v.i. Aya'puyew, kake'puchi
puyew, kakepucheka'pawew. 

Stagna;1t, q,dj. (not flowing) Astoo' 
kumm; (impure, foul) poo'kututin. 

Stain, v.i. (tinge) Utisikao, utisipuyew. 
-- v.t. Utise -hao, -taw. Stained, 
part., utitao, utitawun. 

Stairs, n. Iskwa'towakun, iskwa'towi
natik, kospa'tuwewin, P.C. and S.C., 
sakuchewa'nan, sakuchewa'winatik, 
~.c. ,Ijle goes upstairs, kospa'tuwew, 
1skwa towew, sakuchewao. He goes 
down stairs, nesi'towew. 

Stake, n. (a post) Kista'kun, chimu'
chikun; (a peg) chesta'kuhikun. 

Stale, adj. , Kuya'se -wew, -wun; 
(worn) machepuyew; (food) ukwa
kosew, -un. 

Stalk, v.i. Nacheno'schikao, nowuha'
chikao. 
-- v.t. (stalking game) Nacheno's 
-towao, -tum, nowuha'tao. 

Stall, v.t. (with a peg) Suka'skowao; 
(with a chain or rope) suku'pitao. 
-- n. (for cattle) Mostoos otisse
ka'powewin; (for horses) mistutim o 
sukupisowin. 

Stallion, n. Napa'mistutim. 
Stammer, v.i. Nana'kowao. 
Stamp, n. (postage) Kiche -okimaw 

ostikwan, ostikwanis. 
-- v.i. (with the foot) Mamatuko
ska'kao, papukumusitao. 
-- v.t. Mamatukos -kowao, -kum. 

Stand, n. (a goose or duck blind) 
Usoohikun. He watches in the stand 
for game, usoo'hikao. A halt in 
travel, kipicheka'powewin. 
-- v.i. Nepowew, (comes to a 
stand) kipicheka'powew; (rises up 
from sitting) pu'sikoo; (against 
something, leaning) usso'cheka'-po 
wew; (stands away, moves) acheka'
powew; (stands aside) ekutaka'
powew; (stands back) asa'kapowew; 
(stands by) napa'mekapowe,v; 
(stands facing one) otiskoweka'
powew; (stands firmly) aye'cheka
powew; (stands high) ispeka'powew; 
(stands leaning to one side) pemu
ka'powew, or pemuhew; (stands on 
his head) uchitu'skisoo; (stands 
before him) otiskowes -towao, -tum; 
(stands up against him) nepowes 
-towao, -tum, pusikos -towao, -tum; 
(stands with his back towards one' 
utimika'powew; (weary with stanl 
ing) ayanekokapowew; (stands long 
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without being tired) sepika'powew; 
(stands still) koskwawa'chekapo
wew; (stands ready) kwuya'cheka
powew; (stands so) isseka'powew; 
(stands straight) kwuyuskoka'po
wew; (stands on something) tuko
che'kapowew; (stands on a raised 
stage or ladder) tilcheka'powew; 
(stands in doubt) wawanayetume
kapowew; (stands staring in won
der) mamuska'chekapowew. They 
stand side by side, matapokapowe
wuk. They stand in a line, nepita' -
kapowewuk. They stand around 
him, waskaka'powestowawuk. They 
stand together (as a crowd) mamowe
ka'powewuk. It stands sparsely, (as 
grain), pewuskitao. It stands thick
ly, kispukuskitao; (as a cluster) 
mamowuskitao, sukoskitao. They 
stand crowded, s~tiska'toowuk. 

Standard, n. (an ensign) Kiskewahoon. 
Standing, adj. Ne'powew, inan. nepo

wemukun. 
-- n. (status) ittukisowin; (in 
class) ukemikowin, nepowewin. 

Standing-place, n. Nepowewin; 
(against the enemy) nepowesta'ka
win. 

Stanley, Sask., n. Amuchewaspime
win. (A place where the ancient 
Indians used to try their prowess 
on their 1 uck by shooting arrows 
from the canoe up on to the top of 
the high cliffs.) 

Staple, n. (a metal loop for a padlock) 
A'tapiskuhikun, suka'piskinikun. 

Star, n. Uchukoos, uchuk. A falling 
star, uchukoos ka pukisik. 

Starch, n. Che'towuhikun. Starch 
powder, chetowuhikawe -pukwasi
kun. 
-- v.i. Che'towuhikao. 
-- v.t. Che'towuhum. 

Starched, adj. Che'tow -isew, -aw. 
Stare, v.i. Asika'pew, soke -kunowa'

pew. 
-- v.t. Asikapu -mao, -tum, soke 
-kunowa'pu -mao, -tum. 

Starry, adj. (abounding in) Uchuko
ska w' uch ukosaskwun. 

:Start, v.i. Sipwa'puyew, ma'chepuyew, 
s.c., kichepulew, M.C.; (from the 
shore by canoe) kichichimao, s.c.; 

(by sailing) sipwa'ya'sew; (by walk
ing) sipwa'tao, s.c., kitotao, M.c; 
(starts in advance) nekanesipwa'tao, 
nekanotao; (an animal start~ away) 
wuyucha'wew. 
-- v.t. (starts his journey) sipwa'
hum; (starts his engine) sipwawa'
pinum; (starts an animal or bird) 
osi'skowao, osuwhao; (starts the 
proceedings, etc.) sepwapuyetwaw; 
(starts a tune) sipwahum. 

Startle, v.i. Ko'skopuyew; (in mind) 
koskwa'yimoo; (by word) kosko
mikoo. 
-- v.t. Ko'skohao, koskowinao; 
(by word) koskomao; (by shaking 
him) koskopuyehao. 

Startling, adj. Koskoweta'k -osew, 
-wun. 

Starvation, n. Kowukuta'win, powu
ne'win; (when brought about by 
poor management) kowakutosowin; 
(when food is scarce) notilkutawin; 
(through cold) kowuchewin. . 

Starve, v.i. (through hunger) kowuku
tao, kowakutosoo, powunew, nod
kutao; (through cold) kowu'chew. 
-- v.t. Kowakutuhao, notikutu
hao; (through cold) kowu'timao. A 
starved animal, okowakututosoo, 
(through cold) okowuches. 

State, n. (condition) Uya'win or isse 
-uya'win; (in good state) meyo 
-uya'win; (bad state) muche- uya'-
win. 

Stately, adj. Kiche -uya'wew, kichi'
yewew. 

Statement, n. Uyume'win, itwa'win, 
pekiskwa'win. 

Statesman, n. Oyusowaweyinew, oki
mawe -itusowaweyinew. 

Station, n. (position) Itukemikowin; 
(class) ispetayetakosewin; (railway 
station) kupa'win, or ka oche posi
na'newuk, or (with ref. to train) o 
kipichewin ota'panask. 

Stature, n. Iskoka'powewin. He is 
of such a stature, iskoka'powew. 

Statute, n. Oyusowa'win, itusowa'
win, kukaskwa'win. 

Stave, n. (of a barrel) M uk11kwatik, 
s.c. and P.c., woweyatakunatik, M.c. 
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Stay, v.i. U'pew, inan. usta.o, tusekao, 
kesa'chew. 
-- v.t. Kesa'ti -nao, -num; (re
strains by word) kesa'chimao; (de
lays) kipiche -hao, -taw, kipiti -nao, 
-num. 
-- n. (in travel) kipi'chewin; 
(abode) tuse'kawin; (stay of a mast) 
setwa pika pichikun. 

Steadfast, adj. (firm) Aye'cheayaw, 
inan. aye'tun; (resolute) musko
wayetum, ayatayetum. 

Steadfastness, n. M uskowa'yetumo
win, ayata'yetumowin. 

Steadily, adv. Aye'che, soke. 
Steady, adj. Aye' -tisew, -tun, so' 

-kisew, -kun. It is steady, (i.e. 
placed firmly) aye'tustao, s.c., aya'
tustao, P.c., muskowustao. 

Steal, v.i. and v.t. Kimo'tew; (given to 
stealing) kimo'tiskew. He stole, ke 
kimotew. 

. -- n. (act of stealing) Kimo'tewin. 
Stealthily, adv. Ke'mooch. He walks 

stealthily, ke'mooch pimotao. 
Stealthy, adj. Ke'mooche-, ke'mo 

-tisew, -tun. 
Steam, n. Pekisaya'kumitao, pekisa

yaw. 
v.i. Pekisayaputao, pekisa'

puyew. 
Steamer, n. Kuska'putawe -cheman, 

pekisaya'putawe -cheman. 
Steel, n. Muskowa'pisk, pewa'pisk. A 

fire steel, (for striking against flint 
to make sparks) upit, pewapiskwa
pit; (a steel for putting an edge on 
a tool) ta'suhikun. 

Steep. adj. (speaking of a bank) 
Ke'skuchow; (speaking of a hill) 
ke'skamutinaw, cha'ka'mutinaw; 
(a steep towering hill) cha'kutinaw. 

Steeple, n. See Spire. 
Steer, n. (an ox) Yapa' -mostoos, 

yapa'ses. 
-- v.i. Tukwuhikao. 
-- v.t. Tukohum. Steering-gear, 
tukwuhikawin. Steering-paddle or 
oar, tukwuhikaweupwoi. Steering 
wheel, tukwuhumowin. A steersman, 
otukwuhumoo. 
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Stem, n. (bow of a boat) nesta'motu
katik; (of a" pipe) oski'che; (trunk of 
a tree), ochapik or ka isse micha'
skosit. 
-- v.t. (to stem a current) Ni'stu
hum; (the stream flows against one) 
nuka'chewun. 

Stench, n. Wechakema'kwun. 
Stencil, n. Kiskinowussi'nuhikawin. 
Step, n. Tukoska'win; (measured 

step) otuhuma'win; (of a stairs or 
ladder) iskwa'tuwewin. He takes 
long steps, kuka'nohumao. He takes 
short steps, tukohumao, pasohumao. 
-- v.i. Otuhumao. 
-- v.t. Tata'puhumao. 

Step-daughter, n. Mito'simiskwao. 
My step-daughter._, neto'simiskwam. 

Step-father, n. Okomi'simaw. My 
step-father, nokomis. 

Step-mother, n. Mitosi'simaw. My 
step-mother, neto'sis. 

Step-son, n. Mito'simimaw, mitikwu
timaw. My step-son, neto'sim, neti
kwutim. 

Sterile, adj. Nummu neta'osao. 
Stern, n. (of a boat) Ota'katuk. Stern

sheets, ota'katukok. 
-- adj. (looks stern) Kisesawa'
nakosew; (in manner) a'yimisew. 

Sternum, n. Miska'skikun. 
Stew, v.i. Pika'chewu -soo, -'tao, 

nisseka'chewu -soo, 'tao. 
-- v.t. Pika'chewu -swao, -sum, 
nisseka'chewu -swao, -sum. 

Steward, n. (of property) okunowa'
yetinakun; (of food in a store, or 
a ship) opuminumakao; (of a trad
ing store) okunowe -utawekumik
wao. 

Stewardship, n. Pumeta'sowin, ku
nowe -uta'wawin. 

Stick, n. Mi'stik; (for support) setone
kawinatik. 

Stick, v.i. (to fasten) Pusu'kwumoo; 
(clings) u'kwumoo, ukwu'tumoo, 
ukwu'chipuyew, su'kumoo. It sticks 
out, sa'kuskitao. It sticks so, itu'
moon. It sticks fast (fixed) michimo' 
-sin, -tin, michimo'puyew. It sticks 
up, chimu' -soo, -tao. It sticks 
together, pusu'kopuyew. 
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v.t. (to pierce, or fasten) 
suka'sko -hao, -hum; (to adhere) 
ki'kumo -hao, -taw, su'kumo -hao, 
-taw; (sticks on) ukwu'tumo -hao, 
-taw; (sticks it up) chimu -yao, -taw; 
(sticks it up so) issekapowe -hao 
-taw. 

Sticky, adj. (adhesive) Pusu'k -osew, 
-waw. Clinging mud, pusukocha'ske
wakaw. 

Stiff, adj. Che'tow -isew, -aw; (as 
linen, etc.) che'towa -kisew, -kun; 
(strong) se'-pisew, pun. 

Stiffen, v. imp. Utte che'towaw. 
-- v.t. Che'towe -hao, -taw. 

Stiff-nicked, adj. Che'towekwuyuwao, 
sus~'pitum. 

Stifle, v.i. (with smoke) kipot'musoo; 
(for lack of ventilation) wuwanaye
tumuta'moo. 
---r- v.t. Kipota'ma -swao, -sum; 
(stifles a fire) a'stuwahum, (with 
the foot) a'stuwaskum. 

Still, adj. Keya'm -isew, -ewun, keya'
muyaw. He sits still, keya'mupew; 
He is still (quiet), koskwa'wuchew. 
Calm, noiseless, chewao. Calm (after 
a storm), uyo'stin. Still water, 
ustookumew. 
-- adv. Kaya'pich. 

Stimulant, n. (Medical) wuskoweya'
powinikun; (alcoholic) ka akwuk
minikwawin. 

Stimulate, v.i. Wuskoweya'powertikoo, 
m uskoweseska 'koo. 
-- v.t. Wuskoweya'powi -nao, 
-num, muskowese -hao, -taw. 

Sting, n. Wesuku'kawin, che'stuhoko
win, wesu'kuhowawin. 
-- v.i. Wesu'kuhowao, che'stu
howao.· 
-- v.t. Wesu'kuwhao, che'stu
whao. 

Stung, part. Che'stuwaw. 
Stinginess, n. Sasa'kisewin. 
Stingy, adj. Sasa'kisew. 
Stink, v.i. Wecha' -kisew, -kun, 

muchema'k -osew, -wun, wecha'ke
mak -osew, -wun. 

Stir, v.i. Wu'skowew, a'chew, a'che
puyew. 
-- v.t. Wu'skowe -nao, -num, ati 
-nao, -num; (as stirring liquid) 
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itahum; (incites) sekis -kowao, -kum, 
pusiko -nao, -num. 

Stirrup, n. Atisita'hoon, _tapisita'pison. 
Stitch, n. Kuskikwa'ch'ikun. 
-- v.i. Kuskikwa'soo. See Sew. 
-- v.t. Kuskikwa' -tao, -tum, 
mawusukokwa' -tao, -tum. 

Stitching, n. Kuskikwa'sowin, suki
kwa'sowin. 

S'tock, n. (of a gun) A opwa'mikatak 
pa'skisikun, or paskisikunatik; 
(goods for trade) u:tawawe -ustwa'
kunikawin; (stocks used for crim
inals) mumachekwapiskohikun. 

Stockade, n. Manikun, s.c. and P.c., 
maniskun, or maniskatik, M.c. 

Stocking, n. (woollen) sepakeskowitas, 
(silk) senipanimitas. Men's socks, 
mita'sisu, ussi'kunu. Women's stock
ings, iskwawemitasu. He puts on 
his stockings, pochitasao, potussi
kunao. He takes off his stockings, 
kachita' sao, katussikunao. 

Stoke, v.t. Poo'num, koto'wusum. 
-- v.i. Kotowusoo. 

Stole, n. (of a clergyman) Uyume
ha'we -tapiski'kun. 

Stomach, n. Muti or wuti, mutak, or 
wutak. Stomach ache, ma'chisku
tawin. A cramp ·in the stomach or 
bowels, kise'wuskutawin. 

Stone, n. U'sinne. Stones abound, 
usinne'skaw. A big stone, mi'stu
sinne. Stones used for crushing dried· 
meat and fish, (the upper one) 
metoonisan, (the under one) uttan. 
-- v.t. Pimwu'sinu -wao, -hum, 
pimo'sina -tao, -tum; (throws rocks) 
pimwa'pisku -whao, -hum. 

Stone Indian, n. Usinnepwat. He is 
a Stone Indian, Usinnepwatewew. 

Stone-ware, n. Usinnewuya'kun. 
Stony, adj. Usinne' -wew, -wun. Stony 

ground, usinne'wuskumik. 
Stool, n. Titupewin. 
Stoop, v.i. No'wukew, nowaka'powew. 
-- v.t. N owukes -towao, -tum, 
nowaka'powes -towao, -tum. 

Stop, n. (a halt in travel) kipiche'win; 
(a stop in the proceedings) kipitini
kawin. 
-- v.i. Kipi'chew, kipichepuyew, 
po'nepuyew; (when walking) kipi
cheka'powew; (comes to a stop) 
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nuka'puyew, nukepu'yew; (after 
vigorous exercise) kipichepu'yehoo; 
(stops flowing) kipichekowew; (when 
the inflowing tide meets the outflow) 
nuka'chewun. 

v.t. Kipi'che -hao, -taw, 
kipi'ti -nao, -num; (when talking) 
kipichimao; (stops something mov
ing) nuka -nao, -num, nukasko 
-nao, -num. He stops up the way, 
kipiskum. He stops his ears, kipo
towukao. 
-- interj. Cha'skwu! Stop a 
minute! Cha'skwu pituma! 
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Stopped, part. Kip -isew, -wew, 
kipuhikatao, kipitinikatao. 

Stopper, n. Kipuhikun; (of a powder 
horn) kipuhipikwan. 

Store, n. (a reserve) Ustu'chikoowi.n, 
ustwa'kunikasowin. He puts by in 
store (for himself) ustu'chikoo, 
ustwa'kunikasoo. Storage, ustwa'k
unika.win, usta'sowin. A warehouse, 
usta'soowikumik. A provision store, 
me'chimikumik. A trading store, 
uta'wa.wikumik. 
-- v.i. Ustu'chikoo, ustwa'kuni
kao; (for safe keeping) usta'soo, 
nuhusta'soo. 
-- v.t. Nuhu'staw; (stores it for 
him) ustwa'kunik -owa.o, -atum. 

Stork, n. Ochichak. 
Storm, n. Kestin, kicheyootin, puku

minowao. 
Stormy, adj. Kestinipuyew, kicheyoo

tinipuyew. Stormy day, ayime -kesi
kaw. 

Story, n. (a tale) A'chimoowin, tipa'
chimowin; (a fable) a'tunookan, 
atuyoka.win. He tells a story, tipa'
chimoo, (narrative) a'chimoo; (leg
endary) atuyooka.o. He tells a story 
about himself, a'chimisoo, tipa'chi
misoo. 

Stout, adj. (thick-set) Pitik -osew, 
-waw, poo'towisew; (corpulent) ta'
chipoo, mistutuyao, muketuyao, mu
kituyasew; (resolute) muketa'hao, 
soketa'hao. 

Stove, n. Kootuwana'pisk, iskooti
ka'napisk, iskootikan. 

Stow, v.t. Nuha'wi -nao, -num, nuhu'
staw. 
-- v.i. N uha'winikao. 

STRANGLE 

Straight, adj. Kwuyu'sk -osew: -waw. 
He makes it straight, (as a road), 
kwuyu'skumotaw, or kwuyu'skotu
motaw. It comes straight, kwuyu'
skopuyew, tussopuyew. It lies 
straight, kwuyu'skotin. 
-- adv. Kwuyu'sk. Straightway, 
sa'mak. 

Straighten, v.t. Kwuyu'sko -hao, -taw; 
(speaking of a road) kwuyu'skwu
motaw, kwuyu'skotumotaw; (speak
ing of wood) kwuyu'skwasko -ha.o, 
-'taw; (speaking of a board with a 
tool) kwuyu'skoko -tao, -tum; (of 
a rod of iron with the hammer) 
kwuyu'skwapiskuhum, (with the 
hand) kwuyuskwa'piski -nao, -num; 
(speaking of a cord) kwuyuskwa'
pika -nao, -num. 

Straightforward, adj. Kwuyuskwa'
tisew, kwuyuskwun. 

Strain, v.t. (filter) sekopa'ti -nao, -num, 
sekopa'ki -nao, -num; (drawing out 
the juice from fruit) sekopa'cheko
witaw; (to strain pitch) peminiske' 
wao; (to strain a cord) s~'chepitum, 
(to overstrain) osam s~chepitum. To 
overtax one's strength, osi'koo, osi'ko
hitisoo, osi'koskosoo, osi'kopisoo. 

Strainer, n. Sekopa'tinikun, sekopa'
kinikun; (for pitch) pemini ke'wan. 

Strait, n. (a narrows) Opa'w or 
wupa'w; (between islands) sepa'nuk. 
-- adj. (narrow) Sa'ko -wisew, 
-waw; (strict) ayi' -misew, -mun. 

Straitly, adv. Sake, mitoone. 
Strand, n. (of a rope) Pe'minukwan, 

sa'stuk. 
Strange, adj. Muska'tik -osew, -wun, 

muyukayetak -osew, -wun, muma'
ta -wisew, -wun. He looks strange, 
muma'tawinak -osew, -wun. He 
thinks it strange, mamuska'tayetum. 
A strange country, manta'wuske. 

Stranger, n. Manta'o or ma'nitao, 
aya'ch oweyuk. He is a stranger, 
manta'wew. He feels he is a stranger, 
mantawukayimoo. He makes him
self a stranger to him, ayatise'stowao. 

Strangle, v.t. (with the hands) kipi
kwa'na.o, (with a cord) kipikwana
ya'pitao. 
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Strap, n. (narrow) Pesa'kunape, 
(broad) ayukuska'pe; (for binding a 
bale) sukupichikunayape. A portage 
strap, nuyachikunayape. 

Straw, n. Oskunu'skose. Barley straw, 
iskwa'sisuskose. Oat straw, unoo'
minuskose. Wheat straw, pukwa'si
kunuskose. 

Straw-hat, n. Muskose'wustotin. 
Strawberry, n. Otahimin, (i.e. Heart 

berry). 
Stray, v.i. (wanders) Wu'nehoo, wu'

nesin; (from the road) ekut:i'tao, 
wunehumao. It misleads him, wuni
simikoo. 
· v.t. Wu'nesimao, ekuta'tu 
-hao, -taw. 

Streak, n. Pasusi'nuhikun. 
-- adj. Papa's -sisew, -saw. 
-- v.t. Pasusi'nu -wao, -hum. 

Stream, n. Pimi'chiwun. The stream 
is strong, so'kechiwun. A swift 
stream, kese'chiwun. A weak stream, 
nummu sa'pichiwun. A stream meet
ing another stream (as the inflow and 
outflow of tides), nuka'chiwun. A 
stream running into another (as two 
rivers), mamowe'chiwun. A stream 
rushing against something (as a 
point of land), puku'michiwun. A 
stream of cross currents, muchechi
wun. A stream running through a 
narrow passage, opa'chiwun. Where 
the stream runs free of rapids, 
soo'skichiwun. The middle of the 
stream, ta'wichiwun, or tata'wichi
wun. The streams run towards the 
shore, natukama'chi un. The streams 
run out from the land, nimita'wa' 
chiwun. 

Street, n. Ma'skunow, towu'skun, 
pimotaskunow. 

Street-car, n. Pimipu'yewe -ota'pa
nask. 

Strength, n. (power to resist) sokise'
win, soki'yewisewin; (m USC U 1 a r 
force) musko'wisewin; (strength to 
move) sa'pewin. 

Strengthen, v.t. So'ke -hao, -taw, 
musko'we, -hao, -taw, musko'wise 
-hao, -taw. 

Stress, n. (a time of distress) Maye'
puyewin, mu'chepuyewin, ayi'mi
puyewin. 

Stretch, v.i. Sepe'puyew, sepe'w, (as 
wool or cloth) sepa'kipuyew, sepa'k
iskaw; (to expand) tuswa'kipuyew 
--v.t. (as a pelt) Se'pu-wao, -hum; 
(draws out) sepa'ku -wao, -hum, (by 
pulling this way and that way) 
sepa'ki -nao, -num, sepakipi' -tao, 
-tum; (spreads out) tuswa'ki -nao, 
-num. He stretches out his hand, 
so'wuniskayew. He stretches out his 
legs, tuso'katao. He lies stretched 
out, tuso'sin, tuswaskosin. 

Stretcher, n. (a board for stretching 
pelts) se'puhutan. A beaver stretcher, 
amiskotoi. 

Stricken, part. (of strike) Pukumu
wa'w, ota'muwaw. 

Stride, n. Otuhuma'win. 
-- v.i. Kuka'nohumao. 

Strife, (contention) Asita'mitoowin, 
keka'toowin, pusikosta'toowin, ma',s
ihitoowin; (for the mastery m 
sport) kukwa puskiya'toowin; (war) 
notinitoowin. 

Strike, v.i. Ota'muhikao, pukumu'
hikao. It strikes him, pukumu'ho
koo. 
-- v.t. Ota'mu -whao, -hum, 
pukumu -whao, -hum. The c!ock 
strikes, mutwa'sin. The bell strikes, 
mutwa'tin. He strikes it into him, 
chikukwa -tao, -tum. He strikes 
him in the eye, pukuma'puwhao, 
otama'puwhao. He strikes a light, 
suskutao. Something strikes his eye, 
pukuma'pisin. 

String n. Pesa'kunapes, sastukwa
yap~s, (a twisted cord) pe'minu
kwan. A bowstring, ucha'pache. A 
violin string, kito'chikunayape. A 
string of beads, ta'pisiminuk., .. 
-- v.i. (to string beads) ta p1s1stu
hikao, ta'pisuhikao. 
-- v.t. (to thread) Ta'piko -wao, 
-hum, ta'pisi -mao, -titaw, ta'pisu 
-wao, -hum. 

Strip, n. _(a strip of land)_ P~su'sk_umik; 
(a stnp of water) pasa kumm; (a 
streak of light) pasa'stao. 
-- v.i. (undress) Katusa'kao, 
mosa'pitisoo, kachekowihoo. 
-- v.t. Katusa'kanao, katusa'ka
pitao, mosa'pi -tao, -tum; (tears off) 
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kachekopi -tao, -tum, ka'cheko -nao, 
-num; (strips a board with knife or 
plane) munikotum. 

Stripe, n. (a stroke from a whip) 
Pususta'hokowin; (a mark) pasu
si'n uhikun. 
-- v.t. Papiisusi'nu -wao, -hum. 

Striped, adj. Papa' -sisew, -saw, 
piipa'sustao; (of many colours) 
mechatosina'stiio; (of different col
ours) nunakowesina'stao. 

Strive, v.i. (for the mastery) Ma'sikao, 
kukwa puskina'kao, (works) uto'
skao, kukwa'kusketaw. He strives 
with him, ma'se -hiio, -taw, eye
waskowao, wekostu -wiio, -tum, 
no'ti -niio, -num. 

Stroke, n. Pukumu'hokowin, ota'mu
hokowin, pukumepuyewin; (sudden 
sickness) saseko -ita'spinawin. 
-- v.t. (rubs) ya'yiskwaniio, or 
na'niskwaniio. 

Strong, adj. So'k -isew, -un, musko' 
-wisew, -waw, sokiiyetak -osew, 
-wun; (of strong texture) se'p -isew, 
-un; (speaking of cloth, etc.) sokii'-
kun, muskowa'kun; (speaking of 
cord) soka'pakun, muskowapakun; 
(speaking of liquid) soka'kumew, 
muskowa'kumew, akwa'kumew; 
(speakiing of metal) muskowa'pi
skaw, soka'piskaw; (speaking of 
wood) muskowa'skwun, soka'skwun. 
The following words: sape'w
strong, sapikunii'o-strong-boned, sa
pa'kumin-strong liquid, susa'piku
niio-he feels strong, are more often 
used with the negative, nummu, 
e.g. He is not strong, nummu sape'w. 
The liquid is not strong, nummu 
sapa'kumin, etc. 

Strong-hearted, adj. Soketa'hao. Hard
hearted, muskoweta'hao. 

Strong-hold, n. Usoo'wikumik, usin
ne'wikumik. 

Strong-lived, adj. Se'pinao, musko-
wupinao. 

Strong-minded, adj. Soka'yemoo. 
Strop, n. Ta'sinikun, ta'suhoon. 
Strouds, n. Natowawakin. 
Struggle, n. Ma'sekawin, wuskowe'

puyehowin. 

-- v.i. Ma'sekao, wuskowe'-puye
hoo, akwa'yimoo, nu'skoo. He strug
gles with him, ma'sehiio, -taw; 
(against him) nuskos -towao, -tum. 

Strum, v.t. Otama'pikapitum, puku-
ma'pikapitum. · 

Stub, v.i. (to stub one's toe) Pukumisi
ta'sin, pissosita'sin. 

Stubble, n. Sekowusu'skose, iskosa-
wa'chikun. 

Stubborn, adj. Suse'pitum. 
Stubbornness, n. Suse'pitumowin. 
Stud, studding, ns. (for building) 

Tipisko'tuskinikun -atik. 
Study, n. Nuna'towe -kiska'yetu

mowin, ~ nochitak mussinuhikun. 
-- v.i. Noche -mussinuhikune
wao, or nochita'w mussinuhikunu. 
-- v.t. Nunatowe -kiskaye -mao, 
-tum, nuna'tonum eyinisewin. 

Stuff, n. Kakwi, pl. kakiyu. 
-- v.t. (packs into) sepuskwa 
-tao, -tum, makwuskinutaw. 

Stumble, v.i. Pi'ssosin, pissoka'sin, 
pissosita'sin. He stumbles against 
it, pi'ssohum, pi'ssoskum. He causes 
him to stumble, pissosimao, pisso
kasimao. 

Stumbling-block, n. Pissoka'sinowin. 
Stump, n. Ke'skutuhikun, s.c. and 

P.c., (an old decayed stump) pu'
skwuche, M.c. 

Stumpy, adj. Keskutuhikune'wun, pu
skwuche'wun; (short and thick) 
piti'k -osew, -waw, poo'towisew. 

Stun} v:t. (by a blow) Keskwa'whao, 
na sp1tuwhao. 

Stunned, part. Keskwa'whaw, na'spi
tuwhaw; (surprised by speech) koo'
skomikowisew. 

Stupid, adj. Kukapa'tisew. He is 
stupid about it, kukapa'tise -kowao, 
-kum. In composition, kukapa'che
is widely used, as He does it stupidly, 
kukapa'che -tootum. 

Stupidity, n. Kukapa'tisewin; (hand
ling one's affairs stupidly) kukapa'
tinikawin. 

Sturdy, adj. Soki'yewisew, sokena'
kosew,· musko'wisew. 

Sturgeon, n. Numa'o. A small stur
geon, numa's. A sturgeon net, 
numa'ouyupe or n uma wu'yupe. 
Sturgeon oil, numa'opime. Sturgeon-
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skin, numawusuki. Sturgeon sound, 
n uma wuskwi. Sturgeon-net-twine, 
numawuyupesastuk, or numawesa
stuk. 

Sty, n.- (a pimple on the eyelid) mooti, 
miske'siko -mooti. 

Style, n. (expressed in Cree as part.) 
A isse toochikatak, or toochikatao. · 

Subdue, v.t. Sa'ko -hab, -taw, sa'koche 
-hao, -taw, pa'tukos -kowao, -kum. 

Subject, v.t. Tipa'yimo -hao, -taw, 
tupitta'yemo -hao, -taw. 

Subjection, n. Tipayimohewawin, tu
pittayimowin. 

Submarine, n. Utampa'kocheman. 
Submerge, v.t. Utampa'ku -whao, 

-hum; (by hand) utampa'ki -nao, 
-num. 

Submissive, adj. Tupt\ta'yimoo, tupu
ta'yimisew, putupe'wew, nunuhe'
tum. 

Submit, v.i. Tuputa'yimoo, putupe'w, 
pukita'yimoo, pukitini' soo. 
-- v.t. Tuputa'yimostowao, putu
pe' s -towao, -tum, pukita'yimos 
-towao, -tum, pukitiniso's -towao 
-tum. 

Subscribe, v.i. Pukitu'ssinuhosoo, 
aspu'ssinahosoo, mu'ssinuhosoo. 
-- v.t. Kiskinowatu'ssinuhum, 
aspu'ssinuhum, mu'ssinuhum. He 
subscribes money, usotuma'kao soo'
neyaw. 

Subsequently, adv. Mwa'stus eyekok, 
weka'tum. 

Subside, v.i. (sinks to the bottom) 
kota'wepuyew; (to a lower level) 
neche -puyew; (as a tide) asa'pakun, 
ikustao; (grows less) achi'wepu
yew; (becomes silent) kipitowao; 
(as the wind) uyo'stin; (as boister
ous weather) poonewataw; (as a 
swelling) yewepuyew. 

Subsist, v.i. (feeds on) I ttit'chikao, 
me'chew, ota'tisew; (lives) uya'w, 
pimatisew. 

Subsistence, n. Me'chewin, ittit'chi
kawin, pima'chehowin, ota'tisewin. 

Substance, n. (belongings) kikiwese'
win, tipiyuwa'wesewin; (substantial) 
isse uya'win, enutowesewin. 

SUCK 

Substantial, adj. Enu'towe-, mu'
skowe-, in comp. as prefix, thus, 
It is substantial food, enutowe
mechime'wun. 

Substitute, v.t. Me'skoti -nao, -num 
me'skochewi -nao, -num, me'sko
tisko -wao, meskochekapowehao. 

Substitution, n. Me'skochewewin, me'
skochepuyewin, meskocheka'powe
win, meskotiska'kawin. 

Subtle, adj. Kukuyayisew. 
Subtlety, n. Kukuyayisewin. 
Subtract, v.t. Asa -uketum, otinum. 
Subtraction, n. Asa -ukechekawin, 

otinuma'kawin. 
Subway, n. Uta'muskumik-ma'sku

now. 
Succeed, v.t. (follow after) Ta'pisku

mowao; (inheritance) aniska's 
-kowao, -kum; (takes his place) 
me'skotis -kowao, -kum; (to win) 
kuski -hao, -taw. 

Success, n. Kuskituma'sowin, kuski
tuma'kawin, meyopu'yehikowin. 

Succession, n. (foheritance) Aniska'
skumakawin; (in work) meskotis
kuma'kawin, tapiskuma'kawin; (of 
events) pimitisuhekawin. 

Successive, adj. A'niska. 
Successor, n. Ota'niskaskumakao, 

ome' skotiskumakao. 
Succour, n. Neso'kumakawin, natu

ma'kawin, we'chehewawin. 
-- v.t. N eso'kumowao, na'tu
mowao, natuhumowao, we'che -hao, 
-taw. 

Such, pron. Toowe or toowu, (as 
such) omu toowe, (such as this, or 
that) akotoowe, or akotoowu. Such 
an one, iyu, iyuhaw, awuko toowe
kan. 

Suck, v.i. (to draw the breast) Nootoo, 
noo'new, noonowit'chikao, noosa'
new, M.C., (to draw with the mouth) 
otit' chikao, soosopa 'chikao. 
-- v.t. (draw the breast) noona' 
-tao, -tum; (sucks at it) noonowa 
tao, -tum; (draw it with the mouth) 
otittum, soosopu -mao, -'tum; (as 
with a sponge) ikuhum, ikuhepa'
tum. It sucks it up, ikuhipuyew, 
ikuchikapuyew. 
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Sucker, n. (fish) Numa'pin. A red 
sucker, mikonumapin. 

Suckle, v.i. Noona'wusoo, noosa'ne
wusoo. 
-- v.t. Noo'nao, noo'hao, noo'to
hao, noosa'nehao. 

Suckling, n. Onootoo, onoosa'new. 
Suction, n. (with the mouth) Noono

wuchikawin; (absorption) otuchi
kawin, otuchikapuyewin, ikuheka
puyewin, ikuhepa'tchikawin. 

Sudden, adj. Kiye'pa, katutowe, or 
katutowan. 

Suddenly, adv. Sisikooch, katutowa. 
Suet, n. A'kwuche -pime, mistooso 

-pime. 
Suffer, v.i. (feels pain) We'sukayetum; 

(caused by disease) wesukupinao; 
(suffers misery or anguish) kotuki
taw, kukwa'tukitaw. 
-- v.t. (pemits) Eyi'numowao, 
puki'ti -nao, -num. 

Suffering, n. Wesukayetumowin, we
sukupinawin, kukwa'tukitawin. 

Suffic~, v.~. Ta'pipuyew, nuhi'puyew; 
(thinks it enough) tapayetum. 

Sufficient, adj. Akwa'ne, akwa'yekok, 
tapeyekok, tapukayetak -osow' 
-wun. 

Suffocates, v.i. Kiputa'moo. 
-- v.t. Kiputa'mohao, kiputa'
monao, kiputamoskowao. 

Suffocated, part. Kiputa'moo· (by 
s1!1oke) kiputa'masoo; (by ~now) 
kiputama'konao; (by close air) wu
wanayetumata'moo. 

Sugar, n. Sesepa'skwut, se'winikun 
soo'kaw. (The latter word is th~ 
~ndianized form of Sugar, which is 
m general use). 

Sugary, adj. Sooka'wun. 
Suggest, v.t. Kiskiso'mo -mao -tum, 

misko'memao, misko'tum. ' 
Suggestion, n. Misko'tumowin kiski-

semo'hewawin. ' 
Suicide, n. Nipuhi'soowin nesewuna'-

chehisowin. ' 
Suit, n. (of clothes) Misiwa'skikun 

k~si~~a'chikun; (a following after) 
pimitisuhekawm. 
-- v.i .. (to accord) nuhi'puyew; 
(I?leases h.i,m) nuhayetumihikoo; (fits 
him) nuhi skum; (it fits) nuhi'tin. 

Suitable, adj. Nuhi'puy -ew, -in. 
Suitor, n. Onutoomiskawao. 
Sulk, v.i. Nunata'wayetum, numu

wa'ch we ayumew, kesewayetum. 
Sulky, adj. Kesewa'sewisew, kesewi-

skakowisew, nuyatawa'tisew. 
Sulphur, n. Iskota'sikun. 
·Sultry, adj. Kesitao. 
Sum, n. (arithmetic) Ukita'soowin, 

(total) a mamowe ukitak. 
-- v.t. Uki -mao, -tum, ma'mowe 
-uki -mao, -tum, ma'mowe -ustaw. 

Summer, n. Ne'pin. Last summer, 
ne'pinok. Next summer, menu ne'
pika. Summer before last, a wusine' 
pinok. 
-- v.i. (to pass the) ne'pinisew. A 
summer pelt (out of season), nepine
wuyan, or nepinewa'kisew. A sum
mer-bird, (large) nepinuyu, (small) 
nepinepinases. Summer-ground, (af
ter the snow) nepinuskumik. 

Sumptuous, adj. Wayo'che-, mey
wa'che-, as prefix to the verb. 

Sun, n. Kesika'wepesim, as distinctive 
from tipiska'wepesim, -the moon, 
but generally the word pesim is 
used for the sun. 

Sun-beam, n. Pesimwayape. 
Sunday, n. Uyumeha'kesikaw. Last 

Sunday, ka ke uyumeha'kesikak. 
Next Sunday, menu uyumehakesi
kaka, or menu ka uyumehakesikak. 
Sunday has ended, poneuyumeha
kesikaw. He spends Sunday, (stops 
travelling to keep the sabbath), 
uyumehakesikuneta w. 

Sun-dial, n. Tippuhipesimwan. 
Sundry, adj. Nuna'kowe, nuna'tok. 
Sunless, adj. Akowa'stao, yi'kwusk-

wun. 
Sunny, adj. Astuma'stao. On the 

sunny side, astuma'stak. 
Sunrise, n. Saka'stao. (When the sun 

is some distance towards its zenith) 
ispukochin pesim; (at its zenith) 
tipisko'tukochin; (shortly after mid
day) ute ya'sew (pesim); (late 
afternoon) poskwakesikaw, or asi 
ota'kosin; Day sky (showing after 
sunset) uti'mikesikaw. 

Sunset, n. Pukisimoon; (below the 
horizon) ne'skew. 
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Sunshine, n. Pesimwa'stao, chaka'
stao. In the sunshine, .a astuma'
stak, a chaka'stak. The sun warmth, 
kesa'stao. 

Sup, v.i. :Nepi'kwao, tipiskinfi'kwao, 
ota'kosemechisoo, ota'kwunemechi
soo. 

Superabound, v.i. Uyiwa'kipuyew, 
wayo' chepuyew. 

Superabundance, n. Uyiwa'kipuyewin, 
wayo'chepuyewin. 

Superb, adj. Kichena'k -osew, -wun, 
meyona'k -osew, -wun. 

Superfine, adj. Mistuhe -meyo' -sisew, 
-sin, uyiwa'k -meyo -sisew, -sin. 

Superfluous, adj. Osa'mupuyew, osa'
mayitak -osew, -wun, uyiwa'ki
puyew. 

Superintend, v.t. Nakutowa'pu -mao, 
-tum, oyu'sowa -tao, -tum. 

Superior, adj. Neka'nayetak -osew, 
-wun, nowuch kistayetak -osew, 
-wun. He is superior to him, uyiwa'-
kiskowao. 

Superiority, n. Neka'nayetakosewin, 
uyiwa'kayetakosewin. 

Supernatural, adj. (divine) Munito'
wun; (miraculous) mamuska'taye
takwun. 

Superscription, n. Mussinuheka'sowin. 
Superstition, n. (heathen mysticism) 

Pukwuntow -munitoka'win, or nu
spa'ch -munitoka'win, kukapa'che 
-kospana'yetumowin. · 

Superstitious, adj. Munitoka'skew, 
kukapa'che -kospana'yetumoskew. 

Supper, n. Nepikwa'win, tipiskinl
kwa'win, ota'kose -me'chisowin. He 
provides supper for himself, (as a 
hunter) nepikohitisoo. He pro
vides supper for him, or them, nepa
kohao. The Lord's Supper, otipayi
chikao o nepikwawin, or tipiski
nakwawin. 

Supplant, v.t. Mewa'skumowao, mu'
skumao. 

Supple, adj. Waki'sk -isew, -aw, 
munok -isew, -aw; (speaking of 
wood) waka'skipuyew; (speaking of 
iron) waka'piskipuyew, munokapi
skaw; (of cloth) munokakun. 

Supplement, v.t. Usi'ti -nao, -num. 
Supplicate, v.i. Nuto'tumakao, mowe

mo'schikao. 
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Supplication, n. N utotuma'kawin, mo
wemo'schikawin. 

Supply, n. Ochestuma'kawin, otinu
ma'kawin; (!!upplies for trade) kuno
ata'wawinu. 
-- v.t. (gives) Me'yao; (provides) 
oche'stumo -wao, -watum, otinumo
-wao, -watum. 

Support, v.t. (upholds) Se'to -nao 
-num; (provides for) pumi -hao, 
-taw. 

Suppose, v.t. Ita'ye -mao, -'tum, 
itu'ki -mao, -tum. I suppose, (adv.) 
atoka, ka'kuya. 

Supposition, n. I ta'yetumowin. 
Suppress, v.t. Pa'tukos -kowao, -kum, 

ma'tukos -kowao, -kum; (holds 
back) nuka's -kowao, -kum; (con
ceals) ukwunu -wao, -hum. 

Suppurate, v.i. Meye'wew, meye'wun. 
Supreme, adj. Ma'wuche -neka'naye

takosew. 
Sure, adj. (certain) Kachina'yayetak 

osew, -wun. He is sure (of it) kachi
na'hoo, kachina'tum, (firm) aye' 
-tisew, -tun. It is placed sure (firm
ly) aye'tustao, (stands sure) aye'
tu'skitao. It is sure, kachina'tun. 

Sure, surely, adv. Ka'chinach, chi
kama, ta'pwa; tapwa pikwane! Sure
ly not, numoweyu atoka. 

Surety, n. (guarantee) Nepowe'stu
mowin; (certainty) kachina'howin. 
He stands as a surety, nepowestu
makao. He goes surety for him, 
nepowestumowao. 

Surf, n. Sa'ssuhun; (surf on the flats) 
osa'ssiputaw. 

Surface, n. (upper part} Wuke'ch; 
(outside) wuyuwe'timik, wuski'ch. 

Surfeited, part. (with fat) Puswa'sko
yoo; (with food) osa'meskoyoo. 

Surge, n. Mumuka'hun. 
Surgeon, n. Matisekawe -nutokwu

yoon. 
Surgery, n. Muskikewe -kumik, nuto

wehikowe -kumik. 
Surly, adj. Otu'kumisew, akwa'tisew. 
Surmise, v.t. Moche -ita'yetum, itaye 

-mao, -tum. 
Surname, n. Uspinika'sowin, aniska'

weyowin, aniskanika'sowin. 
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Surpass, v.i. Puskiya'kao. 
-- v.t. Puskiyu -wao, uyiwa'kis 
-kowao, -kum, meya's -kowao, -kum. 

Surplic~, n. Uyumeha'we -wapisku
sa'ki. 

Surprise, n. Mamuska'tumowin, ma
muska'tayetumowin; (taken una
wares) ke'tutowinikowin, sasche'
wenikowin. 
. -- v.t. Mamuska'tayetumehao; 
(takes unawares) ketutowinao, sa
sche'wenao. 

Surprised, part. Muska'tum, koo
skwa'yetum, sasche'wenikoo; mamu
ska' -tao, -tum; (surprised at him) 
mamuska'taye -mao, -tum; (sur
prised at his speech) mamuska'se 
-towao, -tum; (surprised at his 
doings) mamuska'se -nowao, -num. 

Surprising, adj. Mamuska'tayetak 
-osew, -wun; (extraordinary) mu
mata' -wisew, -wun. 

Surprisingly, adv. Ma'muskach. 
Surrender, v.i. Pukita'yemoo, eye'

mokao, pukita'yemisoo; (on com
pulsion) nutowach -eyemokao. 

v.t. Pukita'yemos -towao, 
-tum, pukitinitiso's -towao, -tum; 
(compulsory) nutowach pukitiniti
sostowao. 

Surround, v.t. Waska -nao, -num; 
(surrounds him walking) waskas 
-kowao, -kum. They surround him 
(standing) waskaka 'powestowa wuk. 

Survey, v.i. (view) Kunuwa'pew; (mea
sures) tipuhu'skao. 
-- v.t. Kunuwa'pu -mao, -tum; 
(measures land) tipuhu'ska -tao, 
-tum. 

Surveying, n. Tipuhu'skawin. 
Surveyor, n. Otipuhu'skao. 
Survivor, n. (of game, birds and 

animals) Isko'hikun or iskoha'kun; 
(of humans) iskopima'tisew. 

Suspect, v.t. Uta'maye -mao, -'tum, 
nantow -ita'ye -mao, -'tum. 

Suspend, v.t. (to hang) Uko -yao, -taw; 
(to stop) kipiche -hao, -taw, or 
kipiti -nao, -num; (suspends from 
office) usa' -nao, -num. 

Suspicion, n. Utamayetumowin, nan
tow -itayetumowin. 
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Sustain, v.t. (to feed) Ussumao; (pro
vides for) pumi -hao, -taw; (sup
ports) seto -nao, -num. 

Sustained, adj. (by food) Ussumiko
wisew; (by care) pumihikowisew, 
kunowayimikowisew. 

Sustenance, n. (food) Me'chewin; 
(maintenance) pima'chehowin. 

Swab, n. Kaseya'powenikun, kase'ni
kun . 

Swaddle, v.t. Wuwa'ki -nao, -num. 
She swaddles her baby, wuwakina'
wusoo. Swaddling-clothes, wuwakine 
-tukopita'wusowuyanu. 

Swallow, n. Mechusko'ses. 
-- v.i. (act of swallowing) Kochi
puyechikao. 
-- v.t. Kochepuye -hao, -taw, 
(as a fish) koyao, inan. kotum. He 
swallows it whole, misewa'puye -hao, 
-taw. He swallows it with something, 
ussichepuye -hao, -taw. 

Swamp, n. Muska'k. Along the swamp, 
na'niskak. The middle of the swamp, 
ta'wuskak. Across the swamp, uka'-
muskak. It is a long swamp, p~tu
skakaw. A swamp without trees, 
pusko'skakaw. He goes across the 
swamp, asoskakuhum. The path 
runs in the middle of the swamp, 
towuskakumoon. The swamp is dry, 
pakwuskaka w. The swamp is cov
ered with water, nipewuskakaw. 

Swamp-berry, n. Muska'kominu, uske'
minu. 

Swamp-land, n. Muska'kowuske, mu
ska'kwuskumik. 

Swampy-Indian (Cree). Omuska'koo, 
m uskakoweyinew. 

Swampy, adj. Muska'koowun. 
Swan, n. Wa'pisew. 
Swansdown, n. (of the swan) Wa'pi

sewe -peswa'pewi. Swansdown cloth, 
peswa' pewakin. 

Swap, v.t. Me'skotonumowao. 
Swarm, v.i. pl. Osama'yutoowuk, 

mamecha'toowuk. 
Sway, v.i. Wawapi'puyew, wawa'

puyew; (as a tree in the wind) wawa
pa'skopuyew. 
-- v.t. Wawapi'puye -hao, -taw, 
wawa'puye -hao, -taw. 
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Swear, v.i. (solemnly) Kiche -itwao, 
uspimoo, uspikiche -itwao; (pro
fanely) weyukwao, muche -itwao, 
muche -pekiskwao; (habitually) wu
weyukwao. 
-- v.t. Kiche -itao, uspikiche 
-itao; (profanely) weyukwa'tao, mu-
che -itao. 

Swearer, n. Weyukwa'sk. 
Swearing, n. (solemn oath) Kiche 

-itwa'win, uspimo'win; (profane) 
weyukwawin, muche -pekiskwawin. 

Sweat, n. Upwa'sewin; (a diaphoretic 
medicine) upwa'sikun. 
--v.i. Upwa'sew; (makes himself 
sweat) upwa'hitisoo; (it makes him 
sweat) upwa'hikoo; (sweats from 
the heat of the fire) upwaya'skisoo; 
(from anguish of soul) upwaya'yi
moo; (overcome by heat) mastu
pwasew. 
-- v.t. Upwa'hao. 

Sweating-tent, n. (as used by the 
heathen medicine man) Mutotisan. 
He sweats himself, (a medicine cere~ 
mony) mutotisew. He sweats with 
desire, (heathen sorcery) upwaya'ye 
-mao, -tum. 

Sweater, n. (woollen garment) sepa
kiskowesa'kas. 

Sweep, n. (a large oar for steering) 
Tukwuhu'mowupwoi. 
-- v.i. Wapu'hikao. 
-- v.t. Wapu' -wao, -hum, wapu-
hikitukinum. 

Sweepings, n. pl. Wapuhika'winu, 
wapuhi'kunu, meyi'kwunasu. 

Sweet, adj. Se' -wisew, -waw; (as a 
liquid) sewa'kumew, -min; (pleasant 
to taste) w~ku -chisew, -sin, (to the 
smell) wekema'k -osew, -wun, (as a 
liquid) weka'kumew, -min. 

Sweeten, v.i. Se'winikao, sewa'ku
minikao. 
-- v.t. Se'wi -nao, -num, (as 
liquid) sewa'kuminum; (pleasant to 
the taste) wekusi -hao, -taw, (to the 
smell) wekema'ko -hao, -taw. 

Sweetheart, n. Sakeha'kun, mi'timos, 
miche'misim. My, thy, his, sweet
heart, ne'timos, ke'timos, we'timos; 
ne che'misim, ke chemisim, o 
chemisim; ne sakeha'kun, ke sake
ha'kun, o sakeha'kun. 

Sweets, sweetmeat, n. (candy) Sweet
esuk. See Candy. 

Swell, v.i. Pa'kipuyew; p.p. pa'kisew. 
His eye is swollen, paka'pew. His 
face is swollen, pakikwao. 

Swelling, n. Pa'kipuyewin, pa'kisewin; 
(swelling of a river) yiskepao, 
nukepao, mooskuhun. 

Swerve, v.i. Puska'o, puska'puyew; 
(Walking) puska'skaw; (suddenly) 
puska'puyihoo. 

Swift, adj. Meko'wi -kew, -kemukun; 
ota'stu -pew, -pemukun; kise'puyew; 
kisiska' -puyew, puyin. 

Swim, v.i. (as a man) Yaya'num, 
kupa'simoo; (as an animal) puka'
simoo, pima'tukaw; (as a fish) 
pima'tukaw. The latter word may 
be used for man, beast, or fish, as 
moving through the water. He swims 
fast, keseya'tukaw. He swims well, 
netawa'tukaw. 

Swimming, n. Kupa'simowin, puka'
simowin, pupama'tukawin. 

Swindle, n. Wuya'setwawin, musku
twa'win. 
--· v.t. Wuya'sehao, che'sehao, 
mu'skumao. He is guilty of cheat
ing, wuya'setwaw, mu'skutwao, che'
sehewao. 

Swine, n. Kokoos. See Pig. 
Swing, n. Wawa'pisowin, wawapi

ka'pisoon; (a baby's swing) mama:'
pisoon. 

v.i. Wawa'pipuyew, (as a 
rope) wawapa'pikapuyew; (~n the 
wmd) wawapa sew; mama'p1soo. 
-- v.t. Wawa'pi -tao, -tum; 
wawapa'pikapi -tao, -tum; wawapi
kapi -tao, -tum; mama'pisomao. 

Swingletree, n. Otu'pisowinatik. 
Switch, n. (a rod of correction) Pusu

sta'hikun; (on a railway) puska'pi
tikonapisk; (to start an engine) 
sipwa'pichikun, (to stop it) nuka'
pichikun; (to turn on light) wastu
wa'pichikun; (to turn off) astuwa'
pichikun. 

Swivel, n. (on a trap chain) Kenekwa
na'piskuhikun. 

Swoon, v.i. Akowa'yetum, wuneki'
skisew, nummu ki'skayetum. 
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Swoop, v.t. (seize as prey) ka'cheti 
-nao, -num, mu'nipu -hao, -twaw. 

Sword, n. Sima'kunikoman, isowa'sk, 
isowfikoman, sima'kun. 

Syllabics, n. (Cree characters) Nuhe
yuwa -kiskinohuma'toowin. The 
Indians more frequently refer to the 
Syllabics as "a, e, 6, a," which are 
the first four characters in the 
Sylla barium. 

Symbol, n. (as a mark) kiskinowus
si'nuhikun, kiskinowa'chichikun; (as 
a picture) kiskinowussina'kosewin; 
(as a token conveying teaching) 
kiskinoh uma'kowisewin. 

Sympathetic, adj. Kitima'kinowawi
sew. 

Sympathize, v.i. Kitima'kinowao; (be
cause of appeal) kitima'kitowao. 

Sympathy, n. Kitima'kinowawin. 
Synagogue, n. Jewuk ot uyumehawe

kumikowaw. 
Syn?d, n. Uyuma'hawe -oyu'sowa

w1n. 
Syringe, n. Peta'powuchikun, kichi

sta'powuchikun. 
Syrup, n. (of the maple) sesepa'skwu

tapoo; (of sugar cane) sooka'wapoo; 
(of the birch) wuskwi'yapoo. 

T 

Tabernacle,. n. Mekewap, Uyume
ha'we -mekewap. 

Table, n. Mechiso'owinatik. A writ
ing tabl~, mussinuheka'winatik. A 
side table, usta'soowinatik. The 
Holy Table, Kuna'che mechisoo'
winatik. "The Altar", Pukitina'
soowinatik. 

Table-cloth, n. Wuyusta'soonakin, 
usputospoowin. He lays (or pre
pares) the table, wuyusta'soo. 

Tablet, n. (stone) Nupuka'pisk, (wood
en) nupuka'tikos; (medicine in tab
let form) misewa'puyechikun. 

Taboo, n. Munitokawin. 
Tack, n. (small nail) Chesta'skwanis. 
-- v.i. (sails in zigzag manner) 
K waskwaska' sew. 
-- v.t. (fastens with tacks) Che
sta'skwa -tao, -tum; (stitches light
ly) sikokwa' -tao, -tum. 
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Tackle, n. (articles of use) Apuche'
chikunu, or apucheta'winu; (block 
and tackle) iskwa'pikapichikun. 

Tact, n. Nunakutuwa'yemowin. 
Tadpole, n. Aye'kisis. 
Tag, n. Mussinuheka'soowin, kiski

no'wussinuhikun. 
Tail, n. (of an animal) Misoi'; (of 

a bird) mitu'nne; (of a fish) rnisi
kwuni:. His tail (dog) osoi'; (bird) 
otu'nne; (fish) osikwuni:. He has a 
large tail, muka'yowao; (a small 
tail) upista'yowao; (a long tail) 
kinwa'yowao; (a short tail) chirna'
yowao, tukwa'yowao; (a crooked 
tail) waka'yowao; (a curved, or 
erect, tail) chaka'yowao. A hairless 
tail, (as the beaver or rat) cheche
kwa'yowao. He wags his tail, wawa
pa'yowao. The tail end (of any
thing) kisipunok. 

Tainted, part. (food) W~cha' -kisew, 
-kun; (anything unfit for use) nese
wuna' -tisew, -tun; (stained) weyi' 
-pisew, -paw. 

Take, v.t. Oti -na'o, -num; (forcibly) 
oti'ti -nao, -num; (takes hold of) 
michi'mi -nao, -num, tu'ko -nao, 
-num; (takes off, as a garment) 
ka'chiko -nao, -num; (takes him 
back, to where he belongs) kewii'tu 
-hao, -taw; (takes it back, returns 
it) kewa' -nao, -num; (takes him 
aside) ekuta'tu -hao, -taw; (takes 
him off, from his position) ekuta' 
-nao, -num; (takes something from 
fraudulently or violently) mu'sk
umao; (takes him down) n~'ti -nao, 
-num; (takes him in) p~toku -hao, 
-taw; (takes him out) wuyuwetu 
-hao, -taw; (takes him away) sip-
watu -hao, -taw, kitotu -hao, -taw; 
(takes him to him) itotu -hao, 
-taw; (takes him there) isse'we 
-nao, -num. He takes care, aya'k-
wamew, yakwa'misew. He takes 
care of him, kunowa -yimao, -yetum, 
pumi -hao, -taw. He takes it by mis
take, pi'sti -nao, -num. He takes 
notice of him, nuna'kutowapu -rnao, 
-tum, pisiska'pu -mao, -tum. He 
takes him ashore, (from the canoe) 
kuputa' -nao, -num. He takes him 
up the bank, or hill, kospa'muche-

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, li:ke, local, loon, luck. 
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witu -hao, -taw, or kospitu -hao, 
-taw. Take care! payutuk! maya'
kwam ! ya'kwa! 

Tale, n. A'chimowin, tipa'chimowin; 
(legend) a'tuyokan; (folk lore) kuy
asa' chimowin. A false tale, keya
ska'chimowin. A good tale, meyo
a'chimowin. A funny tale, weyu
sea' chimowin. 

Tale-bearer, n. Pupama'chimosk, 
osa'mitoon, kakemo'chea'chimosk
ew. 

Talent, n. (figurative idea of Jewish 
talent of gold) Kiche -soo'neyaw; 
(skill) kuskeha'wisewin, nuna'ku
chetawin; (mental) kukita'waye
tumowin. 

Talented, adj. Kuskeha'wisew, nuna'
kuchetaw, nuhe'w, kukata'wayetum. 

Talk, n. Uyu'mewin, pekiskwa'win; 
(foolish talk) pukwu'ntow -uyu'
mewin. 

v.i. Uyu'mew; (makes a 
speech) pekiskwao; (prattles) kitoo'. 
Talks to him, uyu'mehao; talks with 
him, wecheuyu'mimao, wechepe
kiskwamao. He persevers in talking 
to him, or about him, itu'simao, 
aye'momao. He talks frequently 
about him, mami'skomao. He talks 
wildy, keskwa'takosew. He talks 
carefully, or impressively, payutuku
yumew. He talks wisely, kukata'we 
-pekiskwao, or -uyumew. He talks 
loudly, kiswa'wao. He talks well, 
neta' -uyumew. They talk together, 
uyumehi'toowuk, 

Talkative, adj. Neta' -uyumew, peki
skwa'skew, uyume'skew. 

Talkativeness, n. Pekiskwawin, mis
tuhe -uyu'mewin. 

Talker, n. Otuyume'w, opekiskwa'o. 
Talking-machine, n. Ka uyumemukuk, 

kitoo'win. 
Tall, adj. Kin -o'sew, -wa'w, (stands 

high) kinoka'powew, ispeka'powew, 
ispa'w; (speaking of a tree pole, 
etc.) kinwa'sk -osew, -wun. 

Tallow, n. Akwuche -pime, mostoo'se 
-pime'. 

Talon, n. Misku'se. An eagles' talon, 
mikisewuskuse. 

Tamarack, n. \Nakina'kun, muska
kwa'tik. 

Tame, adj. Yo'spisew, mekwu'se
wisew, yoska'tisew, soketa'hao; 
(domesticated) tipayeta'kosew. 
--- v.t. Y o'spisehao, mekwuse
wa'tao, yoska'tisehao, tipa'yi -mao, 
-tum. A tamed animal or fowl, 
a'wukan, mekwu'sewan. 

Tamper, v.t. Mikoska'chepi -tao, 
-tum. 

Tan, v.i. Uttisa'wao, osawa'sikao, 
pukakinokao. 
-- v.t. Uttisa'o, -sum, pukakino' 
-hao, -taw. (When smoke is used 
to colour a deerskin) kuska'pu 
-swao, -sum, osa'wu -swao, -sum. 

Tanner, n. Opukakinikao, uttisa'wa
weyinew. 

Tangle, v.i. (as cord) Wuna'pikapu
yew, wuna'puyew; (one's affairs) 
wunepuyehikoo. 
-- v.t. Wuna'pikapitum. 
-- n. vVunapikapuyewin; kwe'-
towe -ispuye'hikowin. 

Tank, n. (for water) Usoo'wuchikun. 
Tantalize, v.t. Nuna'tokohao. 
Tantalization, n. Nunatokohewawin. 
Tap, n. Ochikowinikun, ka oche 

saka'sikowik. 
-- v.t. (tap fluid) Ochiko'we -hao, 
-taw, saka'sikowe -hao, -taw. 

Tape, n. Ukokwa'chikun, mussini
kwa'chikun. 

Taper, tapering, adj. Che'p -osew, 
-waw. 
-- v.t. (tapers it) Che'po -hao, 
-taw; (by hewing or hammering) 
che'poku -whao, -hum; (by cutting 
with knife or scissors) chepo -swao, 
-sum. It stands tapering upwards, 
che'poskitao. 

Tapestry, n. Mussinuhewachekun 
-ukoyakuhikun. 

Tapeworm, n. Nupukemu'nchoos. 
Tar, n. Pusukwuske'w. 
Tardily, adv. Pika'ch, pwa'stow. 
Tardy, adj. (slow) Pika'tisew, pupa'-' 

chew; (behind) otaka'wisew, pwa'
stowew. 

Tare, n. (a noxious weed) Muchemu
skose, muchekistika'chikun. 

Target, n. Kotuha'skwan. 
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Tarnished, part. Ukwa'piskitao. 
Tarpaulin, n. Ukwu'nuhikun, pime

wa'kin, pikewa'kin. 
Tarry, v.i. Tu'se -upew, tusekao, 

itupew. 
Tart, adj. A'kospu'kwun, ka'sispu

kwun. 
Tartan, n. Pipi'sewuyakin. 
Task, n. Utoska'hikowin, s~kika'

mowin. 
Taste, n. There is no Cree word 

corresponding to this noun when 
used alone, but it is expressed in 
verbalized and adjective form, thus 
It tastes, (or has a taste) ispu'k 
-osew, -wun. It has a nice taste, 
meyospu'k -osew, -wun. It has a 
bad taste, muchespu'k -osew, -wun. 
It has a sweet taste, wekispuk -osew, 
-wun. It has a sour taste, sewispuk 
-osew, -wun. It has a strong taste, 
(unpleasant) akospuk -osew, -wun. 
He likes the taste of it, weki -pwao, 
-stum. He perceives a taste in it, 
nissi'tospi -tao, -tum, (speaking of 
the meat of an animal during the 
rutting season) wesa'kospuk -osew, 
-wun. He tries the taste of it, (samples 
it) kochi'spi -tao, -tum, or kochi' 
stum. It is tasteless, nummu na'n
tow ispu'kwun. 

Tattle, v.i. Pukwuntow uyu'mew. 
Tattoo, n. Ussa'soowin. 

v.t. Ussa·soowao. He is 
tattooed, ussa'soo, ussasoowekwao. 

Taunt, v.t. N una'tokomao. 
Taut, adj. S~'chaw, (as a rope) seta'

pikayaw. 
Tawdry, adj. Tatache'si -wew, -wun. 
Tax, n. (government) Okima'we 

-tipuheka'win; (land) uskewe -tipu
hekawin. 
-- v.t. Tipuhekatu -hao, -taw. 

Taxation, n. Tipuheka'tuhewawin 
(census) mussinuheka'sowin. 

Tea, n. Nepesu. The English word 
"Tea" has been so universally 
adopted by the Crees, that the 
Indian word is seldom heard. 
Native tea, muskakopukwu, weka'
skwu. Infusion made from native 
tea, weka'skwapoo, muski'kewapoo. 
Tea infusion, teawa'poo. He makes 
tea, teawapookao. 
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Teach, v.i. Kiskino'humakao. 
-- v.t. Kiskino'humo .vao. 

Teachable, adj. Kiskinohuma'kosew. 
Teacher, n. Okiskinohuma'kao, ka 

kiskinohuma'kat. 
Teaching, n. Kiskinohuma'kawin, kis

kinoh uma' to win. 
Tea-kettle, n. Tea -wuskik, (small) 

, ea -wuskikos. 
Tea-leaves, n.pl. Teawepukwu. 
Teal, n. (a small duck) Upi'chisip. 
Team, n. (of horses or dogs) Otapa-

hakawin, ota'i=an, s.c. One team, 
payuk ota'pan. Two animals in a 
team, nesoo -pisowuk. Five in a 
te.am, neyanano -pisowuk, etc. 
The word otapan is also used for the 
load on the sled. My sled load, 
notapan. 

Teamster, n. Oyukitisuhekao, (i. e. 
driver); onoo'tustimwao, (i. e. one 
who tend3 to dogs or horses). 

Tear, n. (eye drop) Ochikowa'pewin. 
-- v.i. (sheds tears) Ochikowa'-
pew. , 
-- v.t. Ochikowa'powehao. 

Tear, n. (a rent) Ta'topuyewin, ta't
topichikawin; (a fi:sure) ya'yiki
puyewin, s.c. 
-- v.i. Ta'topuyew; (tears to 
pieces) tata'topuyew; yayiki'puyew. 
-- v.t. Ta'topi -tao, -tum; yayi
ki'pi -tao, -tum; pekopi -tao, -tum. 
He tears a hole in it, poo'skopi -tao, 
-tum. He tears it to pieces, pesepi' 
-tao, -tum. He tears it in two, ta's-
kipi -tao, -tum. He tears himself 
out, (from the trap), ke'skipitisoo. 

Tease, v.i. (by action) Nuna't ko
sew; (by speech) nuna'tokomoo. 
-- v.t. Nuna'tokohao, nuna'to
komao. 

Teaspoon, n. Amikwanis. 
Teat, n. Mitootoo'sime -sti'kwan, 

noonoowti'chik n. 
Teddy-bear, n. Mu'skwukan. 
Tedious, adj. Kuska'ntumayetak 

-osew, -wun, sekuta'yetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Teething, n. Saka'pitawin, paska'
pitawin. (The baby) is teething, 
saka'pitao, paska'pitao. Teething 
siliva, mepit 'pokawin. 
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Telegraph, n. Pewa'piskoyape -mu'ssi-
nuhumatoowin, a'chimopewapis-
kos, P.c. 

Teleph ne; n. Uyumewa'kun, pewa'
piskoyape -uyu'mehitoowin. 

Telescope, n. Sikwaya'puchik :n, ona'
puchikun. See Spy-glass. 

Tell, v.i. Whum. He tells it over 
again, ta'pew~tum. 
-- v.t. W~tumowao; (tells about 
him) mi'semao, mumi'semao. 

Teller, n. (Bank clerk) Otukichikao. 
Tell-tale, n. Osa'mitoon, pupama'

chimosk. 
Temper, n. (proper hardness of iron) 

Nuhe eyikok muskowa'skisekawin; 
(irritation of mind) otukumikise
win; (hasty temper) wuka'weyu
wasewin; (bad temper) netakise
wa'sewin. 
-- v.t. (as iron) N uhe eyikok 
muskowa'piski -swao, -sum. 

Temperance, n. Nuheyekokwa'tise
win, tipeyikokwa'tisewin; (self- co n
trol) kunowayimisowin. 

Temperate, adj. N uheyekokwa'tisew, 
kun wayimisowew. 

Temperature, n. Expressed in veral
ized form, thus: It is so cold, a ispe
chetukiyak. It is so hot, a ispeche 
kesitak. Temperature of the body, 
eyikok a kesisoot. Temperature 
rises, ispakapuyew o kesisowin. 
Temperature drops, nechepuyew o 
kesisowin. 

Tempest, n. Ke'stin, ke'stinipuyew, 
puku'meyoowao. Terrific tempests, 
kwasta'mikwuk ke'stin. 

Tempestuous, adj. (ref. to the sky) 
Yootina'nuskwun; (ref. to the sea) 
ayima'skaw; (ref. to the wind) 
yootinipuyew; (ref. to the. weather) 
ayimikesikaw. 

Temple, n. Kicheuyumeha'wekumik. 
Temporarily, adv. Nuki'sk, nuki'

skow, uche'yow, nomuka, kuku'
now. 

Tempt, v.t. Kota'yimao, kukwa'che
hao, ko'chehao. 
-- v.i. Kukwa'chehewao, koche
hewao. 

Temptation, n. Kota'yimikowin, kot
a'yitoowin, kukwa'chehewawin. 
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Tempter, n. Okota'yimewao, okuk
wa'chehewaA 

Tempting, adj. Kota'yetak -osew, 
-wun, koochehewa -wisew, -mukun. 

Ten, adj. Mita'tut, s.c., mitat, M.C. 
They are ten, mita'tusewuk, mita'
tutinwu, mitatewuk. Ten times, 
mitatutwaw, mita'twow. Ten each, 
or by tens, mamita'tut, mamitat. 
He divides it int ten parts, mita
tuto -hao, -taw. 

Tenac:ous, adj. Michime'wew, -wun. 
Tenacity, n. Michime'win, pusu'

kosewin, uk6kawin. 
Tend, v.t. Kunowa'yi -mao, -tum, 

pume -hao, -taw. 
Tender, adj. (soft) Yoo's -kisew, 

-kaw; (brittle) wuka' -wisew, -wun; 
(sensitive) yoo'spisew, yooska'ti
sew; (kind) kesawa'tisew; (young) 
oska' -tisew, -yewun. 

Tender-hearted, adj. Yoosketahao. 
Tendreness, n. Yooska'tisewin, kesa

wa'tisewin. 
Tendon, n. Ocha'stutayape, ocha'

stuti, pus'·a'sewinayape. 
Tenon, n. Ta'pipuyewin. 
Tense, adj. (drawn tightly) Se'che

puyew; (as a cord) seta'pekapuyew; 
(stiff) che'tow -isew, -aw. 

Tension 1 n. Se'chewin, ayimayetumo
win. 

Tent, n. (Indian) Me'kewap, or 
me'kewam, weke. His tent, we'ke
wam, (which is corrupted into "Wig
wam" by white people). A duck 
tent, pukewuya'nikumik. A wooden 
tent, (made of spilt poles), misti'ko
kumik. A birch bark tent, wtiska-, 
pukwimekewap. A long tent, (for 
several families with door at each 
end) sa'p6ototowan. A conjuror' s 
long tent, mita'wekumik. An old 
tent, (with bare poles standing) 
mutokup. He has a tent, we'kew. 
He moves his tent, atokao. 
-- v.i. We'kew. He tents about, 
(does not dwell in one place) pupa
mipichew. 

Tenting, or tent covering, n. Upukwi, 
upukwa'soon, upukwan; (of birch
rind) wuskapukwi. He removes the 
tenting, pa'skenokao. 
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Tentmaker, n. Omekewa'pikao; 
(duck tent maker) Opukewuyane
kumikokao. 

Tentpole, n. Upuswoi. The forked 
pole (one of a triangle against 
which all the other poles are rested) 
tusto'wuhokan. 

Tepid, adj. Sopa'stao. sopasa'kumin. 
Terminal, adj. (end of railway) Ka 

isse kisipa'piskumok; (limit of boun
dary) kisi'punok; (end of trail) 
kisi'pumon, kisipitin. 

Terminate, v.i. Kisipi'puyew, iskwa'
puyew, kisipa'w; (as a point of 
trees) kisipa'skwayaw; (as a log) 
kisipa'skosew; (as a rod of iron) 
kisipa'piskaw; (as a rope) kisipa'
pikayaw; (as a trail) kisipimumon. 
-- v.t. (puts an end to) kisipu 
-whao, -hum, kisipi -nao, -num, 
kisipiwapu -whao, -hum. 

Termination, n. Kisipi'puyewin. 
Tern, n. Keya'skoos. 
Terrestrial, adj. Uskwe- followed by 

the noun. 
Terrible, adj. Kostatayetak -osew, 

-wun, kosta'tik -osew, -wun, kosta'
mik -osew, -wun; (looks terrible) 
kosta'mikonak -osew, -wun, kosta'
sinak -osew, -wun. 

Terribleness, n. Kosta'tikosewin, kos
ta'mikosewin, kosta'sinakosewin. 

Terribly, adv. Koskwa'wach, kosik
wa'ch. 

Terrify, v.t. Sa'kehao, koosta'chehao, 
(by speech) sa'kimao. 

Terror, n. Sa'kisewin, koosta'chewin, 
koosta 'mikosewin. 

Terrorize, v.t. Kukwasta'chehao, sus
a'kehao; (by speech) kukwasta'chi
mao, susa'kimao. 

Test, n. Koo'chehewawin, kota'yi
toowin. 

v.t. Koo'che -hao, -taw, 
kota'yi -mao, -taw. 

Testament, n. (will) N ukutuma'k
awe -mu'ssinuhikun. The New 
Testament, o'ske testament, o'ske 
kichem u 'ssin uhekun. 

Testicle, n. Mitise,.vi. 
Testify, v.i. A'chimoo, tipa'chimoo. 
-- v.t. A'chimao, a'totum, tipa' 
-chimao, -totum. 

Testimonial, n. A'chimikosewin. 
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Testimony, n. A'chimowin, ita'chi
mowin. 

Tether, n. Suku'pisowinayape. 
-- v.t. Sukupi -tao, -tum. 

Text, n. Pi'skitussinuhikun. 
Text-book, n. Kiskinohuma'towe 

-mu'ssinuhikun. 
Texture, n. (of strong texture) Soka'

kun; (of poor texture) wuka'wa
kun; (of thick texture) kispu'kakun; 
(of thin texture) pupu'kakun; (of 
coarse texture) assise'wakun; (of 
fine texture) soo'sowakun. 

Than, conj. Ispis, ispe'ch. 
Thank, v.t. Nuna'skomao. He gives 

thanks, or feels thankful, nuna'sko
moo, nuna'skomowukayetum. He 
is thankful to him, nuna'skomosto
wao. I thank you, ke nuna'skomi
tin; of ten expressed - emotionally 
thus, Ai hi Wanakom9-! P.C. Ta'pwa 
winatu ! M.C.- Christianized and 
civilized Indians have adopted the 
English, "Thank you". 

Thankful, adj. Nuna'skomoo, nuna'
skomowuka yet um. 

Thankfully, adv. Nuna'skomowe-. 
Thankfulness, n. N una'skomowin, 

n una 'skomowuka yetumowin. 
Thanksgiving, n. Nuna'skomowin, 

keka'we -nuna'skomowin, noo'ko
tawe -nun'asko-mowin. Thank- ojfer
in_g, nuna'skomowe -pukitina'so
wu1. 

Thanksgiving Day, n. Nuna'skomowe 
-ke'sikaw. 

Thankworthy, adj. Nuna'skomowu
kayetakwun. 

That, conj. Kittu, with the subj. 
mood. 
--demon. pron. Unu, inan., unimu, 
u'ne. That one there, na'hu, inan., 
na'mu. That is it, awuko, awuk
wa'nu, awukwa'nimu, awukwa'ne. 
Is that it? awuko che? P.c. and s.c .. 
awuko na? M.c. · 

Thaw, v.i. (as the weather) Su'skun, 
swa'stao. It is thawing, suskucha'w; 
(as a piece of frozen meat) tika'w; 
tikipuyew. 
-- v.t. Tiki -swao, -sum. 

Thawed, part. Tiki -soo, -tao. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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The, def. art. There are no articles in 
Cree, but they are sometimes ex
pressed by the numeral adjectives 
and the demon. pron. thus-A man, 
pa yuk na'pao, i. e. one man; The 
woman, unu iskwao, i.e. that 
woman; otherwise the noun stands 
alone. 

Theatre, n. Matuwa'wikumik. 
Thee, pron. Ke'yu. 
Theft, n. Kimo'tewin. 
Their, poss. pron. W'eyuwaw, otuya

newaw; when the noun immediately 
follows, o or ot, as Their dog, o 
tamiwaw; their things, ot uyane
wawu. 

Them, obj. pron. vVe'yuwaw. 
Themselves, pron. We'yuwaw, t1p1-

yuwa, kkhewak. They themselves, 
we'stuwaw, s.c. and P.c., weluwaw, 
M.C. 

Then, adv. A.kospe,. A.koo, akwu, 
makwach. 

conj. Malm. In narration 
ako and ma'ku are used together., 
as, I stalked him (the deer) and then 
I shot him, neke mowuha'taw ako 
ma'ku ka pa'skiswuk. 

Thence, adv. Itta ache, nata ache, 
akotu ache. 

Theology, n. Kiskinohumakawiri kes
a'munito ache. 

There, adv. U'ntu, (further away) 
nata; (definitely) akotu, (over there) 
akota. There is (exists) uya'w; 
(locally) ita'w, inan., itukwun, 
tukwun. There he · isl na'hu, 
inan., na'mu; pl., nahe, inan., nake. 

Thereabout, adv. Na'ntow, nanto .... 
akotu, or akota. 

Thereat, adv. A.kotu, awukwa'nimu 
ache. 

Thereby, adv. Oche, awukwa'nimu. 
ache. 

Therefore, adv. A.wuk..9 ache. 
Therein, adv. Peche Akotu. 
Thereof, adv. Untu ache, akotu ache. 
Thereto, thereunto, adv. Awukwa-

newiiche, Awukomu ache. 
Thereupon, adv. A.kospe, sa'mak, 

ako ma'ku. 
Therewith, adv. Awuko usiche. 
Thermometer, n. Tipuheki'sinwan. 

Thermos-bottle, n. Tussikisisowe -uso
o'wachikun. 

These, pron. pl. anim. Okoo, oke, 
inan. 6h00, ohe. 

They, pron. pl. We'yuwaw. In com
position the verbal termination 
expresses the third person pronoun, 
as I sleep, ne nipa'n, He sleeps, 
nipa'w, liVe sleep, ne nipa'nan, 
They sleep, nipa'wuk. 

Thick, adj. Kispu'k-isew, -aw; (speak
in of cloth, etc.) ki'spukakun; 
(speaking of wood) kispuka'sk -osew, 
-wun; (speaking of metal) kispuka' -
piskaw; (speaking of a liquid) 
penakwa'kumew, s.c., peyakwa'
kumew, P.c. He is so thick, (as a 
tree) ispeta'sk -osew, -wun. The 
ice is thick, (frozen thickly) kispu
ku'tin. Thick, (as not flowing 
freely) penakwa'w, peyakwaw; (as 
following closely upon another) 
suko -uyaw; (crowded, as trees) 
suka'w, (as people) sechiska'too
wuk, (as birds) (sitting) suko -upe
wuk, (on water) suko -ukomowuk; 
(dull, as cloudy or misty) kispu
ka'nuskwun, pekisayaw. 

Thicken, v.t. (wood) Kispuka'sko 
-whao, -hum; (iron) kispuka'pisko 
-whao, -hum, or -taw; (cloth) 
kispukakinum; (as liquid) penaka'
kumetaw. 

Thickening, n. Penaka'kuminikun. 
Thicket, n. Suka'w, suketuk. 
Thickety, adj. Suka'skwaw, suke'-

tukaw, suki'kopaw. 
Thickly, adv. (closely) Sukoo, suke. 
Thickset, adj. (having a thick body) 

Piti'kosew. 
Thief, n. Kimo'tisk, kimo'tiskew, 

okimo'tiskew. 
Thieve, v.i. Kimo'tew. He, (the other 

fellow) steals from him, kimotuma'
koo. 
-- v.t. (from the other fell ow) 
Kimo'tumowao. 

Thievish, adj. Kimo'tiskew, neta' 
kimotew. 

Thigh, n. Mipwa'm. My thigh, nip
wa'm. His thigh, opwa'm. The 
flesh of the thif:,h, mipwamawuk, or 
pwamawuk. 

Thigh-bone, n. Mipwa'mikakun. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Thimble, n. Kuskikwasona'pisk, P.c. 
and S.C., pootinikun, M.C. 

Thin, adj. Pupu' -kisisew, -kasin; 
(as wood) pupuka'sk -osew, -wun; 
(as metal) pupuka 'piska w; (as cloth, 
etc.) pupukii'kun; (as ice) pupu'
kutin. 
-- v.t. Pupu'ke -hiio, -taw; (cuts 
thin) pupu'ke -swiio, -sum; (cuts 
thin with plane) pupukeko -tao, 
-tum, (cuts thin with axe) pupu
keko -whiio, -hum. 

Thine, pron. Ke'ya, (belonging to) 
ket uya'n; ke or ket when the noun 
immediately follows. It is thine, 
ket otuyanin, or ke tipiiyetiin. 

Thing, n. Kiikwi, s.c. and P.c., kiik
wa'n, M.C. Anything, kiikwi, nan
tow, or piko kakwi. Every thing, 
kukeyow kakwi, misewa kakwan. 
Old things, kuya's iyu, kuya's uye
hew. New things, oskiyu, oske 
uyehew. Other things, petoos iyu. 

Think, v.i. Itii'yetum; (considers) 
mitonii'yetum; (thinks it over) 
mamitonii'yetum; (reflects) kewii
ki'skisew; (remembers) ki'skisew; 
(thinks joyfully) chekii'yimoo; 
(thinks proudly) kistii'yimoo; 
(thinks humbly) tuputii'yimoo; 
(thinks only of himself) payukwa'
yimisoo; (thinks highly of himself) 
ispii'yimisoo; (thinks so of himself) 
itii'yimoo. . 
-- v.t. I tii'yi -miio, -tum; mito
nii'yi -miio, -tum; mamitonii'yi 
-miio, -tum; che'kii'yi -miio, -tum; 
kistii'yi -miio, -tum; tuputii'yi -miio, 
-tum; (thinks little of him) upis
tii'yi -miio, -tum; (thinks highly 
of him) ispetii'yi -miio, -tum, che
kayi -miio, -tum, uyewaka'yi -miio, 
-tum. He thinks lightly of it, nakii'
yetum, wfitiiyetum, wuchfikuma
yetum. "He thinks long" (he grieves) 
kuskii'yetum, kewusii'yetum. I 
think so, iikwane ii itii'yetuman, 
iska'ne. 

Third, adj. Ni'stoo, nistwa'w. 
Thirst, n. ;Notiiyapa'kwawin, (desire 

for water after strenuous walking) 
pakwuta'mowin. 
-- v.i. Notayapa'kwiio, pakwu
ta'moo, kowapa'kwiio; (throat dry 
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by exercise) pakwutatum, we mm1-
kwiio. He thirsts for it, notiiyapa
kwa'totum. 

Thirsty, adj. Notiiyapa'kwiio, we 
minikwiio, pakwuta'moo. 

Thirteen, adj. Mita'tut ni'stosap, 
s.c. and P.c., ni'stoshap, M.C. 

Thirty, adj. Nisto'mitunow, (i.e. 
three tens). The thirtieth day, 
nisto'mitunow ii kesikak. There 
are thirty of them, nistomitunowii
wuk. 

This, pron. Owu', a'wuko owu' or 
iiwukwa'wu, inan., iiwuko 6mu or 
iiwukoomu. Is it this? iiwukomu 
che? omu che, or na? 

Thistle, n. Kaweminu'kuse, ka che'
stuhowiik mu'skose. 

Thither, adv. .Akotii, untu, niitii. See 
There. 

Thole, n. Pimiska'win; (wood) pimi
ska'winatik; (iron) pimiskawina'
pisk. 

Thong, n. Sa'kunape, pesa'kunape. 
Thorn, n. Oka'weminukuse, mise

ka'wemin ukuse. 
Thorny, adj. Oka'weminukusewun, 

miseka'weminukusewun. 
Thoroughly, adv. Mito'o'ne, misewii 

piko. 
Those, pron. Unike, inan., unihe. 

Those are they, iiwukwunike or 
iiwukwunik, inan. iiwukwunihe or 
iiwukwune. 

Thou, per. pron. Ke'yu. When fol
lowed by a verb keyu is contracted 
into ke, but if the verb begins with 
a vowel, for the sake of euphony, 
ke becomes K' or ket,· e. g. Thou 
walk est, ke pimotan; Thou sayest 
it, ket itwan. 

Though, conj, A'tu, a'tuweyu. 
-- adv. Ta'piskoch. 

Thought, n. Itii'yetumowin, mito
nii'yetumowin; (reconsideration) 
mamitoniiyetumowin; (careful 
study) onii'yetumowin; (heavy 
thought) kosikwa'yetumowin. 

Thoughtful, adj. Mitonii'yetak -osew, 
-wun; (careful) payutukii'yetak 
-osew, -wun; (considerate) kesii-
wa'tisew; (requiring deep thought) 
kosikwii'yetak -osew, -wun. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Thousand, adj. 1000: Kichemita'
tomitunow, (i.e. the big hundred); 
2000: ne'swaw kichemitatomitunow, 
etc. 

Thrash, v.t. (to beat out) Po'wu 
-whao, -hum; (by treading) po'wi
skowao; (to flog) pukumu -whao, 
-hum, ota'mu -whao, -hum. 
-- v.i. Po'wuhikao, pukumusko-
sewukuhikao. 

Thrasher, n. (of grain) Opo'wuhikao. 
Thrashing, n. (of grain) Powuhika'

win, powu'skosuhikawin. 
Thrashing-machine, n. Po'wuhikun. 
Thread, n. Sa'stuk, kuskiwa'sona

yape. 
-- v.t. Ta'pisimao, ta'pisu -wao, 
-hum; (threads beads) ta'piskimi-
nao. 

Threadbare, adj. Ma'stiskikunewun. 
Threat, n. Usso'mewawin, uyakwa'

mewawin. 
Threaten, v.i. Usso'mewao, kukwa

chesa'kihewao. 
-- v.t. Usso'mao, uyakwa'mao, 
kukwachesakimao. 

Three, adj. Ni'stoo. There are three 
of them, ni'stewuk, inan. ni'stinwa. 
Three times, nistwaw. Three apiece, 
na'nistoo. He divides it into three, 
nistotaw. 

Three-cornered, adj. Issowa' -sew, 
-yaw, sowa -sew, -yaw. 

Threefold, adj. Nistwaw tutwaw. 
Threeply, adj. Nistoya -kisew, -kun; 

(cord) nistwa'pikayaw; (cloth) 
nistoyakun. 

Threescore, adj. Nikotwa'somitunow. 
Threshold, n. Na'skwatam. 
Threshing-floor, n. Powuhika'wiku-

mik. 
Thrice, adv. Ni'stwaw. 
Thrift, n. (good management) N uhe 

-pumihi'sowin; (economical man
agement) muna'chechikawin. 

Thrifty, adj. Kwuyu'sk pumihi'soo 
or nuhe' -pumihi'soo; (economical) 
muna'chechikao; (hard working) 
soke ufo'skao. 

Thrives, v.i. Meyo -uto'ska'soo; (in
creases in wealth) wayo'tisew; (a 
business thrives) kwuyusk pimo
tamukun. 

Throat, n. Miko'tuskwi, mikotakun. 
He has a sore throat, wesukiko'
tuskwao. 

Throb, v.i. Pukuhu'n. 
Throe, n. Wesukupinawin. 
Throne, n. Kiche -upewin; (King's 

throne) Kicheokima'wupewin. 
Throng, n. Setiska'toowin. 

v.t. Setiskowawuk, mako
skuwawuk. 

Throttle, v.t. Kipikwa'nao, kipoko'
tuskwanao, kipikito'nanao. 

Through, prep. Sa'poo, pu'spe; (by 
means of) oche. He goes through it, 
sa'potowfitao. He, or it, passes 
through, sa'popuyew. He puts it 
through, sa'ponum, pus'pinum. He 
comes through (safely), pu'spew. 
He will pull through, kittu sa'pos
kum. 

Throughly, adv. Mitoo'ne. 
Throughout, adv. Misewa, misewa 

ita. 
Throw, v.i. Wa'pinikao, (throws 

stones) pimo'sinuhikao, pimo'-
sinao. 
-- v.t. Wa'pi -nao, -num; (throws 
stones) pimo'sinu -wao, -hum, (re
peatedly), pupimwa'pisku -whao; 
(throws him about) pupamiwa'pi 
-nao, -num; (throws him aside) 
ekutawa'pi -nao, -num; (throws it 
down) nechewa'pi -nao, -num; 
(throws it in) pechewa'pi -nao, 
-num; (throws it in the fire) mucho
stawa'pi -nao, -num, muchosta' 
-wao, -hum; (throws it into the 
water) pukustowawa'pi -nao, -num, 
pukustowa' -wao, hum; (throws it
out) wuyuwewa'pi -nao, -num; 
(throws it through) sa'powapi -nao, 
-num; (throws it over) pa'sichiwapi 
-nao, -num; (throws ~t up) ispaka'-
wapi -nao, -num; (throws it so) 
issewa'pi -nao, -num. He throws it 
at him, wa'pinumowao. He throws 
himself down, kowepuyehoo. He 
throws off his coat, katusaka'puye
hoo. He throws him down (as in 
wrestling), wa'pisimao. 

Thrust, v.i. N ukiwa'pinikao. 
-- v.t. N ukiwapi -nao, -num, 
kokowa'pi -nao, -num, kwukoo -nao, 
-num. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Thumb, n. Michi'chin, memise'chi
chan. 

Thunder, ,1.i. Pitikwa'o, s.c., onimi
ske'wuk, M.C., onimike'wuk, P.C. 
The ancient Indians said, "Peya
sewuk kitowuk," i. e. "The thunder 
biras make a noise.'' 

Thunderbolt, n. Peya'sew iskotao, 
i. e. Thunder bird fire, wastuwa
ya'pe. 

Thursday, n. Nao ke'sikaw, i.e. 
The four th day. 

Thus, adv. Omisse, akose. 
Thwart, n. (of a canoe) Upi'kun. 
-- v.t. (oppose) Nuka's -kowao, 
-kum; (frustrates) wuna' -hao, -taw. 

Thy, per. pron. Ke'yu, ket uya'n; 
ke, ket, k', immediately followed by 
the noun. See Thou. 

Thyself, pron. Ke'yu tipeyuwa', 
keyu ki' chewak. 

Tick, n. (parasites on dogs, sheep, 
etc) Utimotikoom; (beat of a clock) 
as v.i. kitowasin. 

Ticket, n. (railway) Otapa'sowe mu's
sinuhikun. The latter word may be 
suffixed to the other words showing 
right, privilege and designation. 

Tickle, v.t. Keyu'kinao, kukwayu'ki
nao. 

Ticklish, adj. Keyu'kisew. 
Tide, In Cree the ebb and flow of the 

sea is expressed verbally, thus, 
The tide rises, pa'chichiwun, yu'ke
pa'kun, yi'skipapuyew. The tide 
ebbs, kewa'chiwun, utte ikustao, 
asa'pakun. High tide, makwa'pao, 
yi'skipao, makwapakun. Low tide, 
ikustao, makwa'kustao. makwakun, 
The tide overflows, (its boundaries) 
pa'sichipao, yi'skipotao. 

Tidily, adv. Nuha'we-. 
Tidings, n. A'chimowin, tipa'chimo

win. 
Tidy, adj. Nuha'winak -osew, -wun, 

mumeyo'nak -osew, -wun. 
Tie, n. (neck tie) Ta'piskakun. 
-- v.t. Tu'kopi -tao, -tum, ma'k
opi -tao, -tum; (tightly) se'tupi 
-tao, -tum; (securely) michimupi 
-tao, -tum; (easily undone) wit-
upi -tao, -tum; (badly) muchu'pi 
-tao, -tum; (into a hard knot) 
aye'tupi -tao, -tum. He ties him 

down, muma'chikwupi -tao, -tum. 
He ties him up, oyu'pi -tao, -tum, 
(to it) sukupi -tao, -tum. 

Tied, part. Tu'kopi -soo, -tao. 
Tiger, n. Misipise'w. 
Tight, adj. Su'kuskaw, se'ch -isew, 

-aw, se'chitin. 
Tighten, v.i. Se'chepuyew; (as a rope) 

seta'pikapuyew; (as cloth) setapa'
kipuyew. 
-- v.t. S~tu -wao, -hum. 

Tightly, adv. Su'ke, se'che. 
Tile, n. Usiskewusinne'kan. 
Till, adv. and prep. (adv.) Pa'tima, 

._ pa'toos; (prep.) pe'yis, eye'kok, 
i'sko. 
-- v.i. Mo'nuhikao, netawekl
chikao, ki'stikao. 

v.t. Mo'nuhum, pikiskuta
wukuhum, kistika'tum. 

Tiller, n. (of the ground) Omonuta
wa'kuhekao, oki'stikao, onetaweki
chikao; (of a boat) tukwuhikuna
tik. 

Timber, n. Mi'stik, mi'nuhik. He 
goes to fetch timber, (by water) 
nata'pochikao, natatikwao. He is 
cutting timber, nota'tikwao. 

Time, n. This word has no correspond
ing Cree term, but the idea is ex
pressed quite clearly as occasion 
demands it. A time is often spoken 
of as ke'sikaw, (i.e. day). A time 
of trouble, ayi'mike'sikaw. A time 
of plenty, wayo'che -kesikaw. The 
time of day, a ispe'che -ke'sikak. 
A time specified, tipi -eyekok. A 
time to come, pa'tima e'yekok. Time 
goes on, ispe'chepuyew. At any 
time, na'ntow e'yekok, piko e'ye
kok. About the time, na'ntow ako'
spe. At that time, akospe, makwach. 
Chance time, uspe uspin. From time 
to time, kake'twam. Just at that 
time, mwiche akospe. A little time 
ago, uno'cheka, waskuchis. For a 
little ti1;ie, uche'yow, ukunuk, kuku'
now, nuki'skow. A lonf time, 
kinwa's. A long time afo, kuya',, 
wa'skuch. A tolerably lonf time ago, 
kuya's nowuch, kinwa'kas, wa'sku
ches. After a lonf time, weka'tow, 
weka'tum. How many times? tan 
tutwaw? Many times, mecha'twaw. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Upon a time, nikotoo, nanikotow. 
Some time or other, nantow eyekok, 
kekek, kekeka. The whole time, 
tuke, (all the time) tu'ssina. For 
a very short time, uche'yow piko. 
While there is yet time, ka'siskow, 
a'skwu nuhipuyik. There is time 
for (some action) towaw kittu, 
(i. e. there is space for it). A time 
for everything, towaw kukeyow, 
kakwi etc. See Eccles. 3: 1. Just 
in time, nuhi -eyekok. The time is 
come, otichipuyew. It is time to 
(begin) asi otichipuyew kittu. What 
time is it? tan a ispechipuyik? Not 
at any time, nummuweka'ch. He 
has time, towepuyehik. He is on 
time, ta'wuhum. He is a long time 
coming, pwa'stowipuyew, pwa'stow 
tukosin. The clock is fast, kisepu
yew pesimokan, kisiskatao. The 
clock is slow, muchiskaw pesimokan. 

Timely, adv. N uhe'yekok, tipe'ye
kok. 

Time-piece, n. (watch or clock) 
Pe'simokan. 

Timid, adj. Sakota'hao; (weak-hear
ted) nasoweta'hao; (fearful) kosta' -
chiskew. 

Timidity, n. Sakota'hawin, nasowe
ta'hawin. 

Tin, n. Wa'pikwuk. Tin-can, pewa'
piskos. Tin-kettle, wa'puskik. 

Tinder, n. Poosa'kun, su'skuhikun. 
Tingle, v.i. Che'sepuyew, choowa'ski

wao. 
Tinkle, v.i. (as metal) Kitto waya'

piskitin; (as a bell) m utwa' -sin, 
-'tin, sawa -sin, -'tin. A tinkling 
sound, mutwa -kitowaya'piskitin. 

Tiny, adj. Upi -se'sew, -sa'sin. 
Tip, adv. Wunu'skooch. The tip of a 

finger, wunu'skochichan. 
Tippler, n. W~kipao. 
Tipsy, adj. Ke'skwapao. 
Tire, n. (head-dress) Wawakistikwa

na'pison. 
v.i. Uya'skosew, iski'sew, 

nota'sin. 
-- v.t. Uya'skohao, notasimao. 

Tired, adj. or part. Uya'skosew; 
(by walking) uya'skotao, nota'sin, 
mishatao; (by standing) uya'sko
kapowew, iskeka'powew; (by sit-

TOIL 

ting) isku'pew, uya'skupew; (by 
lying in bed) iski'sin. He is tired of 
it, isku'chew. He is tired of carrying 
his load, uyaskohik o nuyuchikun. 
He is tired of hauling, uyaskota'
pao. He is tired of eating, it_ (same 
food), su'skuchi -mowao, -mechew. 

Tiresome, adj. Uyaskwa'yetak -osew, 
-wun, sikuta'yetak -osew, -wun, 
iskuta'ye -tak -osew, -wun. 

Tithe, n. (tenth) Payuk a mitatu
totak. 

Title, n. (inscription) Kiskino'wachi
sinuhikun; (claim, rank) ittukichi
ka'sowin; (claim of right) usotu
ma'kawe -mu'ssinihikun. 

Tittle, n. Chukipahikunis. 
Titter, n. Kemo'che -pa'pewin. 
-- v.t. Kemo'che -pa'pew. 

To, prep. Isse, isko. To, as a sign of 
the infinitive verb, is usually ans
wered by kittu with the subj., but 
in some cases is altogether omitted, 
the indic. being used; e.g. He tried 
to do it, kukwa totum; He is able to 
walk, ku'sketaw kittu pimo'tat; 
He wants to eat, we mechisoo. To 
and fro, kukwakos. 

Toad, n. Uye'k, uye'kis. 
Toast, n. Pikusikun. 
-- v.i. Pikusikao. 
-- v.t. Piku -swao, -sum. 

Tobacco, n. Chi'stamaw, usamaw. 
Cut tobacco, piki'skisikun, ka pe'si
sit chi'stamow, sikokochikun. Plug 
tobacco, ka misewa'sisit chi'stamow. 
Black tobacco, kuketawe -chi'sta
mow. A weed used in mixing with 
tobacco, uspaskpsa'wan. 

Tobacco-pipe, n. Ospwa'kun, p~twa' -
chikun. 

Toboggan, n. Nupuketa'panask. 
To-day, n. Anoch ka kesikak, anoch 

ka'sikak. To-night, anochkatipiskak, 
ka tipiskak. 

Toe, n. Yeye'kisitan. The big toe, 
misi'sitan. 

Together, adv. Ta'piskooch, mamowe, 
mowuche. Together with, ussi'che. 

Toil, n. Uto'skawin, s~che'win, mis
tuhe -uto'skawin. 
-- v.i. Uto'skao, s~che'w, mis
tuhe -uto'skao; (toils at it) uto'
skatum. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Toilsome, adj. Ayim' -isew, -un, 
s~che'wun. 

Token, n. (a sign) Kiskinowa'chichi
kun; (of good faith) kiskinowa'
che -isse'chekawin. 

Tolerable, adj. Naka'yetakwun. 
Tolerate, Eyi'nnumowao, puki'tinu

mowao. 
Toll, n. (a payment) Tipuheka'win. 
Tomahawk, n. This is a corruption 

of the Cree word, Ota'muwhuk, i.e. 
I strike him. 

Tomb, n. Che'puykumik, rv1.c., nuhi'
nitowikumik, s.c. and P.c. 

Tomorrow, adv. Wa'puka, ka wa'puk. 
The day after tomorrow, awuswa'
puka. Two days after tomorrow, 
kicheuwuswa'puka. 

Tone, adj. Itita'k -osew, -wun. Good 
tone, meyota'k -osew, -wun. An 
inharmonious sound, wasta'sitak 
-osew, -wun. 

Tongs, n. Makwu'chikanikun, michi'
minikun, s~'chisan. 

Tongue, n. Mita'yune. My, thy, his, 
tongue, ne, ke, o, -tayune. The 
string of the tongue, mitayuneya'pe. 

Tonic, n. (medicine) Musko'wehi
kowe -muskike. 

Tonsils, n. Weye'kwuk, minnemman. 
Too, adv. (also) Ussi'che, ne'sta. 

I too, ne'sta, you too, ke'sta, he too, 
we'sta. Too much, osa'm, wasa' 
mi'stuhe, uyiwa'k. Too often, osa'm, 
or wasa mechatwaw. 

Tool, n. Apuchi'chikun, utoska'chi
kun. 

Tooth, n. Me'pit. My tooth, ne'pit. 
He has large teeth, muka'pitao. 
He has small teeth, upi'stapitao. 
He has sharp teeth, ka'sapitao. 
His tooth aches, tawa'pitao, or 
akosew wepitu. He shows his teeth, 
saa'pitao. His teeth chatter, waw,e
pita'piskunapuyew, (from cold) 
nunuma'piskonawuchew. He gnashes 
with his teeth, kuke'chiskapitao, 
mutwaa'pitao. He grinds his teeth 
in his sleep ,mutwaapita'wekwamoo. 

Toothache, n. Wesukupitawin, tawa'
pitawin. 

Top, n. (a spinning top) Kenikwane
wa'pichikun, towa'pichikun. 

- prep. On the top (summit), 
tukoo'ch, (surface) wuski'ch, (upper 
side) wuke'ch; (the top of a tree, 
pole, etc.) wunu'skooch; (top of a 
bank) tuko'tutin; (of a hill) tuko
ta'mutin; (top of the water) wuke'
chepak. He puts it on the top, tuko
tustaw, wuke'tustaw. It lies on the 
top, tuko -chisin, -tustao, wuke'· 
-chisin, -tustao. It is laid on the 
top of another, akwetowustao. They 
lie on the top of one another, akwe
towustawu. 

Top-heavy, adj. Wuke'ch isse ko'sik 
-otew, -wun. 

Topmost, adj. Mowuch tukooch. 
Topple, v.i. Kowe'puyew, kowetin, 

pukitin. 
-- v.t. Kowe -nao, -num, kowe
wa'pi -nao, -num, kowewa'pu 
-whao, -hum. 

Torch, n. Wasuskota'nikun, wasta'
nikun. 

Torment, n. (by pain) Wesuku
pinawin; (by burn from fire) wesu
ka'skisowin; (misery) kukwa'tukl
tawin; (torture) ayi'mehikowin, nun
aka'chehewawin; (anguish) meta
ma yetumowin. 
-- v.t. Kukwa'tukehao, nuna
ka' chehao, wesukayetumehao, meta
mayetumehao, mikoska'chehao, ayi'
mehao. 

Tormented, part. Wesukupinao, kuk
wa'tukitaw. 

Torrent, n. (force of current in a 
stream) Pukume'chiwun; (of rain) 
mistuhe kimewun. 

Tortise, n. Mekinak. 
Tortuous, adj. (a tortuous trail) 

Wawa'kutumon; (speaking of wood) 
waka'sk -osew, -wun, (twisted) 
pema'sk -osew, -wun; (crooked) 
wa'k -isew, -aw, (twisted) pe'm 
-isew, -aw. 

Toss, v.t. (tosses up) Ispakawa'pi 
-nao, -num; (tosses it about) kwas
kwaskwa'puye -hao, -taw, kwask
wawa'pi -nao, -num; (tosses it 
over) kwaskwaskwapi -nao, -num. 
He is tossed about by the wind, pup
a'mi -wawapa'sew, (by the sea, or 
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waves) pupa'mawhokoo, (by a 
choppy sea) chachaka'whokoo, 
(on big rolling waves) tutha'hun. 

Total, adj. Misewa, misewa' -sew, 
-yaw. Total amount, mamoweituki
chikawin. 

Totally, adv. Mitoo'ne, misewa' pi'ko. 
Touch, v.i. Sa'mi -sin, -tin, me'sko

puyew, samini'kao; (touches as a 
boat in shallow water) me'skotin, 
tuchitin, misuska'tin. 
-- v.t. Sa'mi -nao, -num, taki 
-nao, -num., (with the feet) meskos 
-kowao, -kum; (touches him on the 
hand) samichicha'nao, (on the 
mouth) samitoonanao, (on the head) 
samistikwananao, (on the feet) 
samisitanano. 

Touch-hole, n. A osketakomewik. 
Touchwood, n. Posa'kun. 
Touchy, adj. Wukawenowasew, wut

ukumikisew. 
Tough, adj. Se'p -isew, -un, se'pis 

-kisew, -kaw, musko'w -isew, -waw; 
(as enduring hardship) se'pinao. 

Tow, v.i. Nista'pikapichikao, pima'
sukama pichikao. 
-- v.t. (against the stream) Nista'
pikapitao, -tum; (a boat behind 
his boat) sukapakichimuho -yao, 
-taw, sukapikapi -tao, -tum. 
-- n. (hemp) Peswa'pichikun. 

Toward, prep. lsse, itaka. 
Towel, n. Kas~wa'hoon, kase'kwan, 

pakokwa'hoon. 
Tower, n. Usowa'pewekumik. 
Town, n. Ota'now, kiche -ita'win. 
Toy, n. Matuwa'kun, matuwa'kunis. 
Trace, n. (of horse or dog harness) 

Otapa'nayape; (mark left by game) 
pimiskunowawin, numa'tawin. 
-- v.i. (follows animal tracks) 
Nowuha'chikao, (man's tracks) 
nowuhumao. 
-- v.t. Nowuhatao, nowuhumo
wao. 

Track, n. (a beaten road) Ma'skunow, 
(a footmark) pimi'skunow, mas
kunow. He makes a track, [tiskew 
or 1itiskum, pimi'skunowao; (fresh 
track) meya'num; (many tracks) 
wuni'skum; (old tracks) kuya'sa
num, waskuchanum; (a small track) 

upisi'skum, or upisi'skunowao. The 
track is visible, (through the grass) 
nokwunutikosew, (fresh on the 
snow) pa'skakonao. There are many 
tracks, mechatoskumwuk. The 
tracks cross each other in various 
ways, pupa'miskunowawuk. The 
track is covered, (by snow) ayuchi'
stin, uyipe'wun. Tracks here and 
there, ayatiskewuk. He makes a 
track round him, (circles round him) 
pechiskunowuhao. He finds fresh 
tracks of him, meya'nehao. He 
follows the track, pimuhumao, nowu
humao, (as stalking game) nowu
hatao. He comes across his track, 
mata'hao. He loses the track, putu
humao. The track runs into another 
track, mata'mao. He knows, or 
recognizes his track, nisitowinu
tao. He sees his track, wa'putao. 
-- v.t. Mititao, nowuhatao, nowu
humowao. 

Tracking, n. (towage) Pima'sukama
pichikawin, ni'stuhepichikawin; (fol
lowing footprints) nowuhatawin. 

Tracking-line, n. Pima'sukamapichi
kunayape, ni'stuhepichikunayape. 

Tract, n. Kukaskema'we -mu'ssinu
hikunis. 

Tractor, n. Otapa'sowin. 
Trade, n. Uta'wawin, me'skotoni

kawin. Camp trade, pupamuta'wa
win. 
-- v.i. Uta'wao, uyuta'wao, uta'
mewao; (exchange) me'skotonikao. 
He trades with it (his goods) uyuta
wakao, meskotonika'kao. 
-- v.t. Uta'mao, me'skotonumo
wao, meskoto -nao, -num. He 
trades for him, utawastumowao. 

Trader, n. Uta'waweyinew, otuta'
wao. Camp trader, opupa'muta
wao. 

Trading-store, n. Uta'wawekumik, 
otinika'wekumik. 

Tradition, n. Aniska -a'chimowin. 
Tragedy, n. Nanowu'howin, nisse-

wuna'chehowin, ayi'mepuyehiko-
win. 

Tragic, adj. Nanowukayetakwun, 
ayi'm -isew, -un. 
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Trail, n. Pimi'skunow; (a pathway) 
maskunow. 

v.t. Nowu'hatao, nowu'humo
wao. See Track. 

Train, n. Iskota'weta'panask; (fol
lowers) pimitissuwa'kunuk. 
-. - v.t. (to bring up) Opikihao; 
(instruct) kiskinohumowao; (tame, 
or break in for use) pupa'mita'pa
hao. 

Traitor, n. Omisika'moo, omisihe'
wao, misimewa'skew. 

Tramp, v.i. (walks about) Pupa'
motao. 
-- v.t. Matukos -kowao, -katum, 
tukoska' -tao, -tum. 

Trample, v.t. Tatukoska' -tao, -tum, 
mamatukos -kowao, -kum. 

Trance, n. Oywa'chikakwamewin, 
issi'numowin. He is in a trance, 
oywa'chikakwamew, powakwamew. 

Tranquil, adj. Keya'meuyaw, key
a'ma -wisew, -wun; payutukaye
tak -osew, -wun. 

Tranquility, n. Keya'mawesewin, 
payutuka 'yimowin. 

Transact, v.t. No'chetaw, utoska'
tum, pimipu'yetwaw. 

Transaction, n. Isse'chikawin, itoo
tumowin, nochechikawin. 

Transcendent, adj. Ayewaka'yetak 
-osew, -wun. 

Transcription, n. Ta'pussinuhikun. 
Transfer, v.t. A.1ti -nao, -num, ache 

-hao, -taw, a'sowe -nao, -num. He 
transfers him from one side of the 
river to the other, a'sooho -nao, -taw. 

Transferred, part. A.tinika'tao, asc
wika'tao, a'tinaw, inan., atustao. 

Trar:isfiguration, n. Kwa'skina'kose
wm. 

Transfigured, part. Kwa'skinakosew; 
(supernatural change) kwa'skina
kohikowisew. 

Transform, v.t. (change of form) 
Kwa'skinako -hao, -taw; (change 
of character) kwaskatisehao, kwa'
ski -nao, -num. 

Transformation, n. Kwa'skinakose
win, kwa'ska'tisewin. 

Transgress, v.i. Wunete'w, pe'koni
kao. 
-- v.t. Wuneto' -towao, -tum, 
pe'konum, mucheto'tum. 

Transgression, n. Wunete'win, pe'ko
nikawin, kasi'spopuyewin. 

Transgressor, n. Owuneto'tumosk, 
owunete'w, ope'konikao, omucha'
tisew. 

Transient, adj. Uche'yow uyaw, inan., 
ucheyow itukwun; chimi' -sisew, 
-sisin, pimi' -puyew, -puyin. 

Translate, v.t. (by speech) Itwa'stu
mowatum; (by writing) meskotu'
ssinuhum; (removal from earth to 
heaven) meskotuskahao. He trans
lates for him, itwa'stumowao. 

Translation, n. Itwa'sttimakawin, 
meskotu 'ssin uhikun; ( translation 
into heaven) meskotuskahikowese
win. 

Transmit, v.t. Sapoti'ssu -wao, -hum. 
Transmitted, part. Sapoti'ssuheka

tao. 
Transmission, n. Sapoti'ssuhekawin. 
Transparent, adj. Sapona'k -osew, 

-wun, saponoo'k -osew, -wun; (light 
shines there) sepowa' -soo, -stao; 
(as ice) wasakumisikwaw; (as 
water) wasakumaw. 

Transplant, v.i. A.tu'skichikao. 
-- v.t. A.tuske' -hao, -ta'w. 

Transport, v.t. Asohowe' -nao, -taw, 
pimuho' -nao, -taw. He transports 
(supplies) for himself, asohoweta'
soo, pimuhota'soo. He transports 
(goods) for him, asohoweta'sostu
mowao. 

Transportation, n. Asohoweta'siowin, 
pimuhota'sowin. 

Transpose, v.t. Mame'sko -chehao, 
-tustaw. 

Transverse, adj. Pimitustao. 
-- adv. Pimich. 

Trap, n. Wunehi'kun. A steel trap, 
pewa'pisko wunehi'kun. A wooden 
trap, mistiko wunehi'kun. He is 
making, or setting, traps, wunehikao, 
(setting) onu'schikao. He sets a 
trap for him, wunuhumowao, onu'
stumowao. He is caught in a trap, 
(in a dead fall) tuso' -soo, -tao; 
(in a steel trap) tuko'mokoo. He 
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catches him in a trap, tuso'yao, Treasure, n. (wealth) Wayo'tisewin; 
titko'monao. He takes him out of (stored up for future use) ustwa'-
the trap, ka'chekonao (from a dead kunikasowin; (accumulation) maw-
fall) kachekwa'skonao. He visits uchichikawin; (of high value) mow-
his traps, na'chewunehikunao. uche -sooneya'wawin. 
-- v.t. Titko'monao, tuso'yao, Treasurer, n. Okunowe -soo'neyawao. 
ka'chetinao. Treasury, n. Sooneya'wekumik. 

Trapper, n. Owune'hikao. Treat, v.t. (behaves towards) Itoo'-
Trash, n. Pukwunutu kakwi, P.c., tuwao; (treats him well) meyo -too'-

pukwuntow kakwan, s.c. tuwao kwuyusk -pumihao; (treats 
Travail, n. (parturition) Netawiki- him badly) muchetoo'tuwao, uspe-

na'wusowin; (labor with pain) neta- hao, muche -pumihao; (gives food 
wikeha'wusonitpinawin, wapuma'- etc.) moo'che -ussumao; (applies 
wusonitpinawin. remedies) nutowe -hao, -taw. 
-- v.i. Netawikina'wusoo; (with Treatise, n. Mu'ssinuhikun. 
pains) netawikeha'wusonitpinao, Treaty, n. Nuheyuwahi'toowin, wech-
wapuma'wusoo; (for severe toil) eissecheka'mitoowin. The Treaty 
ayi'misewin. between the Government and the 

Travel, v.i. (on land) Pupa'motao, 
1 

Irt;dians, okima'wewin -usotuma'ka
pimotahoo, pimi'pichew; (on ice) ,1 wm. 
pimatuka'skoo; (by water) pimi- ,· Tree, n. Mi'stik. In comp. -atik 
ska'w, pimi'puyew; (by sailing) signifying tree, as, A good tree, 
pima'sew. He travels on foot, mo's- meywatik. A bad tree, muchatik. 
totao. He is travelling alone with A green (living) tree, uskatik. A 
his family, nistootao. He travels at dry (dead) tree, pastawatik, pakwa'-
night, nepa'skaw. He is a poor tuk. A burnt tree, weposka'wituk, 
traveller, muchi'skaw. wesa'poskituk. A whole tree, mise-

Traveller, n. Opuma'motao. A nomad, wayatik. Part of a tree, pooskwatik. 
opupama'tis. It is a large tree, micha'skosew, 

Traverse, n. (a reach in a river, or (tall tree) kenwa'skosew, (a short 
lake) Tina'stun. A long traverse, tree) titkwa'skosew. It is a small 
kinotina'stun, pechetina'stun. tree, upisa'skosew. The pointed 

Trawl, or troll, n. (long line, hooks top of a tree, che'pwunusk. A tree 
and spoon bait) Pima'tukuhochikun. broken by the wind, chimunusk-
-- v.i. Pima'tukuhochikao. utotuk. A tree growing in a deso-

Trawling or trolling, n. Pima'tuku- late place, pukwutatik, (in barren 
hochikawin. ground) puska'tik. Under a tree, 

Tray, n. Ti'cheweyakun, nupuke- sepayatik. A tree stripped of its 
ya'kun. leaves, powuna'tik. A hollow tree, 

Treacherous, adj. Kukuya'yisew, wuy- wepitukisew. "Tree of life", Pima-
a'sihewaskew. tisewine -mistik. 

Treachery, n. Kukuya'yisewin, wuy- Tremble, v.i. Nunumi'puyew, wawe'-
a'sihewawin. pipuyew, nuriike'puyew. 

Treacle, n. Sooka'wapoo. See Molas- Trembling, n. Nunumi'puyewin, nun-
ses. ike'puyewin, wawe'pipuyewin. 

Tread, v.i. Tukoska'chikao; (treads Tremendous, adj. (dreadful) Kosta'-
softly) pika'che -pimotao. tayetak -osew, -wun; (inspiring 
-- v.t. (treads on) Titkoska -tao, strength) soka'yetak -osew, -wun; 
-tum, matukos -kowao, -kum; (acci- (as to size) mistuhe -ita'yetak 
dentally) pichi -titkoska -tao, -tum. -osew, -wun. 
He stamps Ms feet (vigorously for Trench, n. (a ditch) Sepesise'kan; 
circulation) papukumisitahosoo. (an excavation) moo'nuhikan. 

Treadle, n. Titkoska'chikun. Trend, v.i. Ya'yow we ispu'yew, 
Treason, n. Mayit'kumikisewin. (i.e. He trends that way). 
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Trespass, n. Wuneto'tumowin, much
eto'tumowin. 

Trespass-offering, n. Pukitina'soowin 
mucheto'tumowin ache. 

Trestle-work, n. A'sokunekawin. 
Trial, n. Ko'chehewawin, kukwa'

chehewawin, kotayitoowin, kukwa':
chehikoowin; (a judicial examina
tion) oyusowa'tikowesewin. 

Triangle, n. A issowa'yak; (musical) 
issowayapisk; (in geometry) isso
wasinuhekun. 

Triangular, adj. Issowa' -sew, -yaw; 
(speaking of wood) issowaya'sk 
-osew, -wun; (speaking of iron) 
issowaya'piskaw. A glover's needle, 
issowakwuk. 

Tribe, n. Pi'skituskan, tutota'wi-
sewin, tuto'skan. One tribe, payu
ko'skan. All the tribes, kukeyow ka 
tutoskana'sichik. He is of a diff
erent tribe, ayatuska'nasew. 

Tribulation, n. Ayi'misewin, miko
skata'yetumowin, kukwa'tukesewin. 

Tribute, n. Tippuhuma'toowesoone
yaw, tippuheka'wesooneyaw. 

Trick, n. Kuya'yisewin, wuya'setwa
win, che'suhewawin, matuwaka'ti
kowin. 

Trickish, adj. Kuya'yisew, che'suhe
. waskew, matuwa'skew. 

Trickle, v.i. Pukika'sikowew, sase'
kipuyew. 

Trickster, n. Owuya'sehewao, oche'
suhewao. 

Trifle, n. Matuwaka'win, upische 
-kakwi. 
-- v.t. Upistayetum, matuwaka' 
-tao, -tum. 

Trifling, adj. Upista'yetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Trigger, n. Tu'sinikun, ochi'pichikun. 
Trigger-guard, n. Akosta'hikun. 
Trim, v.t. Kwaya'che -hao, -taw; 

(adorns)) wuwa'se -hao, -taw; (trim 
as a lamp wick) ke'skesum; (trims 
smooth with tool) soo'sowekotum. 

Trinity, n. A nisto aye'wit Munito. 
Ota'wemaw, Oko'sisimaw, menu ka 
Kuna'tisit Uchak. 

Trip, n. (on foot) Pimotawin, (by 
canoe) J?Upamiska'win; (a voyage 
on the nver) ma'humowin; (a visit 

to another camp) keoka'win; (a 
hunting trip) ma'chewin. 
-- v.i. (walking) Puparnotao, 
pupamiskaw; (goes to centre of 
trade) mahum; (visits friends) keo
kao; (on a hunting trip) machew. 

Tripe, n. Okakakekao. 
Triple, adj. Ni'stwow; (strengthened 

by three) nistwow eyi'kok; (a three
fold cord) nistwa'pikayaw; (as wood) 
nistwa'skwun; (as iron) nistwa'
piskaw. 

Tripper, n. Opupa'motao, oma'hu
moo. 

Triumph, n. Sakotwa'win, puskina'
kawin. 
-- v.i. Sa'kochehewao, sakotwa'w, 
pu'skinakao. He triumphs over him, 
sa'kochehao, pu'skinuwao. 

Trot, v.i. Pimiputa'sew, pimpucha'
sew. 

Trouble, n. (distress) Ayi'rnisewin; 
(bother) oturnikumukisewin; (anxi
ety) mikoska'tayetumowin; (dis
turbances in management) nuyata'
wepuyewin. 
-- v.t. Ayi'mehao; otu'rnihao, 
(confuses) wuna'hao; mikoska'che
hao, (by talking) mikoska'chirnao; 
(confuses him with talk) wuna'rnao. 

Troubled, part. (worried) Mikoska'
tayetum; (by loneliness) pikiska'
tayetum; (by pain) nunakatupi
nao; (confused) wuwanayeturn; (dis
stressed in mind) pekwayetum. 

Troublesome, adj. Ayi'm -isew, -un, 
mikoska'tisew; (by wrong doing) 
miskoskatu -kumikisew, -kurnukin; 
(annoying with talk or noise) miko
ska'sitak -osew, -wun, (by being 
untactful or blundering) nuyata' 
-wisew, -wun. 

Trough, n. (a feeding box for horses 
or dogs) Uti'moyakun; (for pigs) 
kokoosoyakun; (for watering ani
mals) nipe -wa'yikuhikun, w~pe
kuhikun. 

Trounce, v.t. Papu'ssusta -whao, -hum. 
Trousers, n. Mita's, wekwapan, s.c. 

and P.c., pu'nuches or pu'luches, 
M.c. Heavy tweed trousers, kesoo 
-mita's; Light tweed, pup u kaki 
-mita's; Cottonade pants, or overalls, 
uto'skawe -mita's. 
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Trout, n. (lake) Numa'koos, (river) 
ma'sumakoos, (brook) ma'suma
kosis. 

Trowel, n. Usiske'we -soo'sowinikun. 
Truant, n. (expressed in verbal form) 

Aka ka we skooliwit or eta'pichew. 
Truck, n. Titipita'panask. 
True, adj. Ta'pwa, ta'pwawe-, tap

wawinewew, inan., ta'pwawinewun. 
He speaks true, ta'pwa-o, -mukun. 

Truly, adv. · Ta'pwa. Very true, or 
truly indeed, tapwa pikwa'ne, mit
oo'ne ta'pwa. 

Trumpet, n. Poota'chikun, pipi'kwun. 
Trumpeter, n. Opoo'tachikao, opipi

kwunew. 
Trunk, n. (a box for clothes) Misti

kowu't, uyoo'nisewut; (of a tree) 
ka isse micha'skosit. 

Truss, n. (surgical) Iskokipisowin. 
Trust, n. Uspa'yimowin, mumise'win, 

mumiseto'tumowin. 
-- v.i. Uspa'yimoo, mumise'w. 
-- v.t. Uspa'yimoto -towao, -tum, 
mumise'to -towao, -tum, tapwa'
yayi -mao, -tum. 

Trustful, adj. Mumisewukayetum, 
tapwayaetum. 

Truth, n. Tapwa'win. 
Truthful, adj. Tapwa'o, inan., tap

wa'mukun, tapwa'tak -osew, -wun, 
tapwa'wuk -ayetak -osew, -wun. 

Truthfully, adv. Tapwawinek. 
Try, v.i. Koo'chehoo; Kukwa, as a 

prefix usually followed by another 
verb, as, He tries to do it, kukwa'
tootum. He tries to make it pos
sible, kukwa'kuskitaw, kukwa'che
kusketaw, ko'chewitaw. He tries 
to make it fit, ko'tumotaw. He tries 
very hard, ayekokwa'yimoo. 
-- v.t. Koo'che -h~o, -taw, (tests) 
kukwa'che -hao, -taw, kota'yimao. 
He tries to take it off, kukwaka'che
kwu -nao, -num. He tries it on, 
kotis -kowao, -kum. He tries to 
overcome him, kukwasa'ko -hao, 
-taw. 

Trying, adj. (testing one's endurance) 
Kota'yetak -osew, -wun, kukwa'
chehe -wao, -wamukun; (difficult) 
ayi'm -isew, -un. 

209 TURN 

Tub, n. Mukuk, kisepa'kinemukuk, 
s.c. and P.c., woweyata'kun, M.c. A 
wooden tub, !mistikomukuk. An 
ironware tub, pewa'piskomukuk. 

Tube, n. (a cylinder) Miko'tuskwi, 
(i. e. the throat). 

Tuberculosis, n. Minne'we -ita'spi
nawin. 

Tuck, v.t. (folds under) Peta'ki -nao, 
-num; (wraps up) wawa'ki -nao, 
-num. 

Tuesday, n. Nesoo'kesikaw. See 
Day. 

Tug, n. Sokepi'chikawin, wekopi'
chikawin. 
-- v.i. Sokepi'chikao, wekopi'
chikao, ochi'pichikao. 
-- v.t. Sokepi -tao, -tum, wekopi 
-tao, -tum, ochipi -tao, -tum. 

Tumble, v.i. Kowepu'yew, papti'ki
sin, kowepu'yehoo. 
-- v.t. Kowewa'pi -nao, -num, 
pupamiwa'pi -nao, -num, neche
wa'pi -nao, -num, pupa'misemao. 

Tumbler, n. (a drinking glass) Sapo-
wa'pisko -minekwa'kun. 

Tumor, n. Pa'kipuyewin. 
Tumult, n. Keskwa'kumikisewin. 
Tumultous, adj. Keskwa'kumi -kisew, 

-kun, keskwaya'yetak -osew, -wun. 
Tundra, n. Pu'skwuske, puskwak. 
Tune, n. Atuta'mowin, ot ituta'mo

win. 
-- v.t. Atapikahum, (i. e. he 
changes the sound of the stringed 
instruments). 

Tuneful, adj. Nukumowayetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Tunnel, n. Saposkumikokan. 
Turbid, adj. Pekisaya'kumew, peka'

kumin, pe'kun. 
Turf, n. Muskosewuskumik. 
Turkey, n. Miseyao, mist:uhe -penao, 

kiche -pelao. 
Turkish-bath, n. Mit:o'san, (Indians 

place hot: st:ones in a t:ent, pour 
water on the stones, and thus pro
duce t:he hot-air bat:h). 

Turn, n. (act of turning) Kwa'ske
puyewin; (change of faith, chara
cter, etc.) Kwaske'win; (change of 
direction) Kwaskoska'win; (a curve 
in the road) waku'tumoon. 
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v.i. Kwaske'w, kwa'skepu
yew; (on its axis) tetipi'puyew; (in a 
circle) kenikwa'nipuyew, waska'
puyew, (turns himself round and 
round) kenikwa'nipuyehoo; (turns at 
an angle) wuske'w, (suddenly) 
wuskepu'yehoo; (turns aside from 
the trail) puska'o, (suddenly) 
puska'puyehoo; (turns back) ke'
wao, kewaka'powew; (turns when 
lying) kwa'skisin, (when sitting) 
kwa'skupew; (turns his head) kwa
skiskwa'yew; (turns round while 
standing) kwaskeka'powew; (turns 
towards him) kwaske'stowao; (turns 
his face towards him) kwaskeskwa
ye' stowao. It turns upside down, 
kwa'tipipuyew. He turns (in walk
ing) kwaskoskaw; (in a circle) 
wa'kiskaw; (when on the water) 
a'pumepuyew, (as a bird turns in 
flight to settle with other birds) 
a'pumew. The wind turns (or 
changes) kwaske'yowao. The 
weather turns (or changes), kwaski
kikesikaw. 

v.t. Kwa'ski -nao, -num, 
(by force, or aggressive persuasion) 
kwa'ski -hao, -taw, (by changing 
position or location) kwa'sku -yao, 
-ustaw; (turns a wild fowl in flight 
by imitating its call) a'pumipitao; 
(turns him over) kwasku -wao, 
-hum, kwatipu -wao, -hum, (as a 
canoe or a sled turned bottom up) 
kwa'tipi -nao, -num, (repeatedly) 
kwakwa'tipi -nao, -num; (as rolling 
a barrel along) teti'pi -nao, -num; 
(turns it inside out) a'poti -nao, 
-num, kwaska'poti -nao, -num; 
(turns a billet of wood on the fire) 
kwaska'skisanum; (as a leaf of a 
book) kwaska'kinum; (as a log, 
board, stick, etc.) kwaska'sko -nao, 
-num; (as metal, stone, etc.) kwas
ka'piski -nao, -num; (turns over 
stones) kwa'skussinao; (turns him 
round and round) kenikwa'nipuye 
-hao, -taw, (as something spinning 
on a string) kenikwana'pinikawa
pipi -tao, -tum. He turns it for him, 
kwa'skinumowao, (from him) elrn
ta'nuJTiowao. He turns him back, 
kewa -nao, -num. He turns the 

canoe, kwaskuhum, apumipuyetaw. 
He turns the sail, kwaska'kinum. 
By turns, mame'skooch. They take 
turns, mame'skochewuk. 

Turncoat, n. Okwaske'w. 
Turning, n. (in a circle) Waska'pu

yewin; (over as a wheel) tetipipu'
yewin; (as crooked course) wakiska'
win; (turning around) kwaskepu
yewin. A turning-point, ittu ka oche 
kwa'skepuyik. 

Turnip, n. Otisekan. A wild turnip, 
mistusko'semin. 

Turnip-top, n. Otisekanu'skose. 
Turnscrew, n. Pema'piskuhikun. 
Turtle, n. Mikinak, mistinak. 
Turtle Mountain, n. Mikinakwuche. 
Tusk, n. M uka'pit, kiche -me'pit, 

me'pit. 
Tutor, n. Okiskino'humakao. 
Twaddle, n. Kukapa'che -pekiswa'

win, pukwu'ntow uyu'mewin. 
-- adj. Kukapa'sitak -osew, -wun. 

Twain, n. Ne'soo, nesewuk. 
Tweed, n. Kesoo'wakin. 
Twelve, adj. Mita'tut ne'soosap, 

nesoosap. They are twelve, or there 
are twelve of them, ne'soosap -ewuk, 
-inwa, metatut ne'soosap tusewuk. 

Twenty, adj. Nesitunow, (i. e. two 
tens). Twenty times, nesitunow 
tutwow, or nesitunowaw. Twenty 
of them, nesitunowa -wuk, -winwa. 

Twenty-one, adj. Nesitunow -payu
kosap, -nesoosap, etc. 

Twenty-nine, adj. Kaka't nisto'mi
tunow, (i.e. almost thirty), P.C. 
and s.c., nesitunow -sakitutosap, 
M.C. 

Twice, a.dv. Neswa'w. 
Twig, n. Puska'tikwunis, wuti'kwu

nis. 
Twilight, n. (evening) Wunanina'k

wun, akowana'kwun; (morning) 
owikapun. 

Twill, n. (twilled cloth) Pemusta'
wakin. 

Twins, n. Nesota'sisuk. A twin, 
nesootao. 

Twine, n. Peminukwa'n, sa'stuk, 
sastukwayape, usupa'p, unupeya'pe. 
Twine for sturgeon net, numawu
nupeya'pe, numawusupap. Small 
twine, ka upisa'pikasit. Twine for 
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backing a net, (No. 9) sinota'kuna
yape, sinotakunayape. Smaller 
twine, (No. 5) wa'spituyupan. 

Twinge, n. We'sukepuyewin. 
-- v.i. We'sukipuyew. 
-- v.t. We'sukipitao, we'sukinao. 

Twinkle, n. Pusuka'pewin. 
v.i. Pusuka'pew, papusuka'

pew. 
Twirl, v.i. Kenikwa'nipuyew, keni

kwa'nipuyehoo. 
v.t. Kenikwa'nipuye -hao, 

-taw, kenikwa'niwapi -nao, -num. 
Twist, v.i. Pe'muhikao, upe'kao, pem

inikao, peminika'puyew. 
-- v.t. Pe'mi -nao, -num, upeka 
-tao, -tum, pemu -wao, -hum. He 
twists it out, senum. 

Twisted, part. Peminika'tao, (speak
ing of wood) pema'sk -osew, -wun, 
(of iron) pema'piskaw, (of cord) 
pema 'pikaya w. 

Twitch, n. (convulsion) Ochi'piti
kowin. 
-- v.i. Ochi'pitikoo. 
-- v.t. Ochi'pi -tao, -tum. 

Two, adj. Nesoo. They are two, nese
wuk, inan., nesinwa. Two apiece, 
nanesoo. He divides it into two parts, 
ne'so -hao, -taw. Two walking 
together, nesotawuk. Two working 
at a job, or two in one canoe, neso
kumwuk. Two against one, neso
kowawuk. He kills two at a shot, 
neso'stuwhao. Two-edged, neswa'
pitayaw. Two-fold, neswaw eyikok. 
Two-ply, ne'sowakun, (cord) neswa
pikayaw. 

Type, n. (symbol) Kiskino'wussina
kosewin, (model) kiskinowa'puchi
kun; (comparision) uwa'chikun; (a 
letter cast for printing) mu'ssinuhi
kuna'piskuhikun. 
-- v.t. Mussina'pisku -wao, -hum, 
mu'ssinu -wao, -hum. 
-- v.i. (to type or print) mussi
na'piskuhikao, mussinuhikao. 

Typewriter, n. Mussinuhekakun. 
Typical, adj. Kiskino'wussinak -osew, 

-wun, kiskino'watayetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Typhoid-fever, n. Kisisowe -ita'spi
nawin. 

UNBELIEVER 

Tyrant, n. Otakwa'tisew, onunika'
chehewao; (as a master) akwa'ti
sewe -okima'w; ayi'mesewe -old
ma'w. 

Tyrannize, v.i. Ayi'mihewao, nuni
ka'chehewao, (as a government 
official) ako -tipaye'chikao. • 
-- v.t. Ayi'me -hao, -taw, nuna
ka'che -hao, -taw, ako tipaye -mao, 
-tum. 

Tyranny, n. Ayi'mihewawin, nuni
ka'chehewawin, (as a government) 
ako -tipaye'chekawin. 

u 
Udder, n. Mitoo'toos. 
Ugliness, n. Maya'tisewin, muche

na'kosewin. 
Ugly, adj. Maya'-tisew, -tun, muche

na'k -osew, -wun. 
Ulcerate, v.i. Minne'wepuyew. 
-- adj. Minne' -wew, -wun. 

Ulceration, n. Minne'wepuyewin. 
Ultimate, adj. Iskwaya'ch, ma'wuche 

kisipunok. 
Ultimately, adv. Iskwaya'nik, sa'k

ooch. 
Umber, n. (brown pigment) We'sko

sikun. 
Umbilicus, n. Miti'se, mecha'stuti. 

Umbilical-cord, miti'seyape, mecha'
stutayape. 

Umbrella, n. Ukwunapa'soon. 
Un-, as a prefix to many adjectives 

and affirmative verbs may be ren
dered into the Cree negative nummu 
or aka followed by the word, thus, 
unabashed, nummu napawisew, un_
answerable, aka ka ke nuskwawus1-
twanewuk, so that most of these 
words beginning with un will be 
omitted. 

Unable, v.t. Pwa'wuche -hao, -taw, 
pwa'towe -hao, -taw. 

Unaminous, adj. Mamo -itayetu-
mwuk, payuko -ita'yetumwuk. 

Unawares, adv. Kemo'ch, katuto
wan. 

Unbalanced, adj. Ke'skwao, keskwa'
tak -osew, -wun. 

Unbelief, n. Anwi'tumowin. 
Unbeliever, n. Otanwhumoo. 
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Unbend, v.t. (free from strain, as a 
rope) Neki -nao, -num. 

Unbind, v.t. A'pu -wao, -hum, apika'
tum, apiko -nao, -num. 

Unbosom, v.i. W~tuma'kao, w~'tum. 
-- v.t. We' -tumowao, -tum. 

Unbroken, adj. ('Yhole) Misewa' -sew, 
-yaw. 

Uncertain, adj. Wuwana'yetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Unchurch, v.t. Asa'nao uyumeha'we
kumikok oche. 

Uncle, n. Misi'simaw, osi'simaw, 
okomisima w. 

Unclean, adj. Weyi' -pisew, -paw, 
we' -nisew, -naw, wena'yetak -osew, 
-wun. 

Unclothe, v.i. Ka'tuyoowinisao, ka'
chekonum ot uya'nu. 
-- v.t. Katusa'ka -nao, -num, 
katusa'kapi -tao, -tum. 

Uncomfortable, v.i. Kukwa'tukayi-
moo, nuna'ka'tayimoo. 

Uncooked, part. Us -kisew, -kaw. 
Uncouple, v.t. Apa'piski -nao, -num. 
Uncover, v.t. Moosa'pi -tao, -tum, 

moo'skipi -tao, -tum. 
Unction, n. Too'minikowin. Holy 

unction, kuna'chetoo'minikowin. 
Undecided, adj. Wuwa'nayetum. . 
Under, prep. (beneath) Se'pa, uta'mik. 

It goes under, sepa'puyew. He 
sails under, sepaya'sew. He puts it 
under, sepa'hum. Under a tree, 
sepa'yatik. Under the floor, sepa'
tukok. Under the ground, uta'mu
skek. 
--adv. (less than) Notow; (below) 
chupuses, n~'che. 

Underbrush, n. Sukikopaw. · 
Undercurrent, n. Kota'wechiwun, 

uta'mpakochiwun. 
Underestimate, v.t. Notow -ituke 

-mao, -tum. 
Underfed, part. Kowa'kutosoo, kow

tikutao. 
Undergo, v.t. (to bear) Nuyutum, 

(endures) sepayetum, (goes through 
with it) sa'poskum. 

Underhand, adj. Kemo'che. 
Underpay, v.t. Notow tipuhumowao. 
Understand, v.i. Nissi'totum, nissi-

towa'yetum, kiska'yetum. 
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v.t. Nissi'to -towao, -tum, 
nissitowa -yimao, -yet um; (by look
ing at it) nissitowi -nowao, -num. 

Understanding, n. Nissi'totumowin, 
kiskayetumowin. He comes to 
an understanding with him, ki'ski
mao, nuna'kuche -hao, -taw. 

Understood, part. Nissitotak -osew, 
-wun, nissitotowaw. 

Undertake, v.i. (assumes) Otinuma'
soo, (irresponsible) nepowe'stum. 
-- v.t. Otin -nao, -num, (takes 
hold of) otiti -nao. -num, nepowe's 
-towao, -tum, utoska'tum. 

Underwear, n. Petowa'skikun; (under
shirt) petowasa'ki, (drawers) peto
wata's; utamiskikun. 

Undesireable, adj. Pukwa'tik -osew, 
-wun. 

Undo, v.t. Apeko -nao, -num, a'pu 
-wao, -hum. 

Undoubted, part. Kachenayaetakwun. 
Undoubtedly, adv. Kachena'ch, kis

tina'ch. 
Undress, v.i. Katusa'kao, kacheko'

num otuyanu. See Unclothe. 
Unearth, v.t. Mo'nu -whao, -hum. 
Uneasy, adj .. , Mikoska'tayetak -osew, 

-wun; num chew. 
Unequal, adj. (in size) Pape'tos 

ispechaw; (to the task) nota'wuka
yimoo, notawukayetak -osew, -wun. 

Uneven, adj. Pupi'sk -osew, or pup
a'sk -osew, -waw. Uneven ground, 
pupa'skochaw, muchacha'w, (un
even bottom of sea, lake or river) 
pupa'skotawukaw, pupa'skwapi
skaw. 

Unexpected, adj. Khuto'winik -osew, 
-wun. 

Unexpectedly, adv. Kitutowan, sisi
koo'ch. 

Unfair, adj. Nummu weyu kwu', 
yusk. He is unfair to him, wuneto
-towao, -tum, muche -pume -hao, 
-taw. 

Unfaithful, adj. Kukuya'yisew, kuku
yayisehewao, muchepuminikao, 
nummu yakwa'misew. 

Unfeeling, adj. Musko'witahao. 
Unfeigned, adj. Aka a kuya'sak, 

kachewa, kichewayetak -osew, -wun. 
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Unfold, v.t. A'puhum, paska'kinum, 
tuswa'kinum. He unfolds it to 
him, apuhumowao, paska'kinumo
wao, tuswakinumowao. 

Unfortunate, adj. Muyu'k -osew, 
-wun. 

Unfrequented, adj. Kewa'tun, pisisi
kwustao. 

Unfrock, v.t. Katusa'kahao. Un-
frocked, katusa'kahaw. 

Unfruitful, adj. Nummu menise' 
-wew, -wun; (barren) nummu neta
wosao. 

Unfurl, v.t. Upowa'ki -nao, -num. 
Ungenerous, adj. Susa'kisew, muna'

chichika wiskew. 
Ungodly, adj. Aka ka munitowa'ti

sit. 
Unhandy, adj. Nuyata' -wisew, -wun; 

notasew. 
Unhappy, adj. Nunikata'yimoo, num

muweyu meywayetum. 
Unharness, v.t. Kacheta'panahao. 
Unhealthy, adj. Akosewuka'yetak 

-osew, -wun. 
Unhinge, v.t. Kache -michima'piski

num; (the mind) keskwa'hao. 
Unhesitating, adj. Kachenaya'yetak 

-osew, -wun. 
Uniform, adj. Ta'piskochenak -osew, 

-wun, payukwa'yetak -osew, -wun. 
Uniformity, n. Ta'piskochenakose

win, payukwa'yetakosewin. 
Union, n. (of people) Mamowehi'too

win, mawuchehi'toowin; (of parts) 
mamowepu'yewin; (of streams, as 
rivers) mamowechiwun; (of roads 
into one) mata'wan. 

Unite, v.t. Mamowe -hao, -taw, 
payuko -ha.a, -taw; (as a clergyman 
unites a man and woman in marri
age) wechituhao. 

United States, n. Kiche Mokoman 
Uske (i.e. Land of the Big Knives); 
awusitipuha'skan. 

Unity, n. Wechi'toowin, wechawi
toowin, meyo -wechi'toowin, payu
kohitoowin. 

Universally, adv. Misewa:, misewa 
ita. 

Universe, n. Misewa uske. 
Unkind, adj. Mucheta'hao, mana'

chetahao. 
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Unlearned, adj. Kukapa'tisew, nu
mmu kakwi kiska'yetum. 

Unleavened, bread, n. Aka ka opi
soot uyukonaw. 

Unless, adv. Piko. 
-- conj. Kespin aka. 

Unlike, adj. Petosina'k -osew, -wun. 
Unlikely, adv. Nummuweyu atoka. 
Unload, v.i. (a canoe) Kuputana'soo, 

ukwana'soo; (a toboggan) apuhe
tapana'skwao; (a sled of wood) 
kata'skonikao, ama'skonikao; (a 
wagon, or sled) pisisiko -nao, -num. 

Unlock, v.t. Apa'piskinum, a'puhum. 
Unloose, v.t. Apeko -nao, -num, 

apeko'pi -tao, -tum. 
Unmarried, adj. Payukoo, nummu

weyu wechawa'kunewew. 
Unmerciful, adj. A.kwa'tisiskew, aka 

ka kisawa'tisiskit, numwach muna'
chehewao. 

Unmindful, adj. Wuneki'skise -towao, 
-totum. 

Unmoveable, adj. (a decided stand) 
Ayecheka'powew; (lasting, strong) 
ayecheka'powemukun, michime'mu
kun; (as a boat fast on the rocks 
or sands) michimotin. 

Unoccupied, adj. Pisisi'kwaw. 
Unpack, v.i. (his goods) A'puhekao; 

(his sack) sekowu'tao. 
Unprofitable, adj. Nummu na'ntow 

ita'pu -tisew, -tun; nummu aputu
kayetak -osew, -wun. 

Unprincipled, adj. Aka ka muna'che 
wuneto'tuk. 

Unquestionable, adj. Kachenaya'ye-
takwun. 

Unravel, v.t. Apikopi' -tao, -tum. 
Unregenerate, adj. Mucha'tisew. 
Unrest, n. Mikoska'tisewin, wuni-

skwikumikisewin. 
Unrighteous, adj. Muchetwa'w, muc

heissewa'pisew, muchepima'tisew. 
Unrighteousness, n. Muchetwa'win, 

m uchepima'tisewin, m ucheissewa ' -
pisewin. 

Unroll, v.t. SMoo -nao, -num. 
Unruly, adj. Mayayechikaskew. 
Unsafe, adj. Kospuna'tun, kospuna'-

tik -osew, -wun. 
Unsavory, adj. Muche'spuk -osew, 

-wun. 
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Unscrew, v.t. Usa'pemu -wao, -hum; 
kachekonum sukuhikunu. 

Unseemly, adj. Nuyata'winak -osew, 
-wun. 

Unsettle, v.t. w-una' -hao, -taw, (by 
talk) wuna'mao; keskwa'hao. 

Unsightly, adj. Mucha'puminak 
-osew, -wun. 

Unspeakable, adj. (not to be men-
tioned) Aka ka a'totakosit; (beyond 
description) Aka ka ke tape w~chi
ka'tak. 

Unstable, adj. Nummu aya'tisew, 
or aka ka aya'tisit; wuka -wisew, 
-wun. 

Unsteady, adj. (fo conduct) Wuna'
tisew. 

Unsuitable, adj. Nuyata'wipuyew, 
mu'chipuyew. 

Untamable, adj. Sa'kotahao; num
wach ke mekwusew. 

Unthankful, adj. Mitowa'skew; Aka 
a nuna'skomot. 

Untie, v.t. A'piko -nao, -num, api
kopi -tao, -tum. 

Untidy, adj. Muche -pumehisoo; 
muma'new a pumehisoot. 

Until, adv. Pe'yis, pa'tos, eyekok, 
(until after) pa'tima, iskoo. 

Untimely, adj. (birth) Mwuyas oti'
chipuyik, pwa'mose oti'chipuyik; 
(fruit) mwuyas utitawuk; (action) 
mwuyas keseta'newuk. 

Unto, prep. Isse, iskoo, peyis. 
Untruth, n. Keya'skewin, kina'ski

win. 
Untwist, v.i. Apikopichikao. 
-- v.t. Apikopitum, apika'pitum, 
asa'pemi -nao, -num. 

Unwilling, adj. Sa'kwayimoo, achi
stowa'yetum, tastuka'tum. 

Unwillingly, adv. Achi'stow nuto-
wa'ch, tastuka'ch. ' 

Unwieldy, adj. Kosi'kwun, nuyata'
wun. 

Unwise, adj. Nummuweyu nipwa'-
kaw, aka a eyi'nisit. 

Unworldly, adj. Kichekesikowa' 
· -tisew, -tun. 
Unyoke, v.t. Kacheta'penahao, kiche

konao. 
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Up, adv. and prep. lspimik. Up
wards, ispimik itaka. Get up, imper. 
(from sitting) pu'sikoo; (from sleep) 
wuni'ska. He [!,Oes up, (a ladder 
or stairs) kospa'tuwew; (a bank) 
kospa'muchewao; (a hill) a'muche
wao. 
-- adj. lspaka-, He mounts up, 
ispaka'puyihoo. He throws it up, 
ispaka'wapi -nao, -num. 

Upbraid, v.t. Ki'to -tao, -tum, anwa'
yemao, achistowa'yimao. 

Uphold, v.t. Se'to -nao, -num, suse'to 
-nao, -num; (to defend) natuhu'mo
wao. 

Upheaval, n. (of strata by some 
force) Opipu'yewin; (in community 
affairs) opwa'puyewin. 

Uplift, v.t. Opi -nao, -num; (spirit
ually) kwuyaskwa'tisehao. 

Upon, prep. Tukoo'ch, wuskich, wuk
ich. Upon earth, uskek. 

Upright, adj. (erect) Chimu'ch, sim
u'ch; (honest) kwuyu'sk. 

Uprising, n. Pusikosta'toowin. 
Uproar, n. Opwa'wewin, keskwi'ku

mikisewin, keskwa'ya'yetakosewin. 
Uproarious, adj. Keskwa'kumik -isew, 

-un, keskwaya'yetak -osew, -wun. 
Uproot, v.t. Pukwuchapikipi -tao, 

-tum. 
Upset, v.t. Kotu'pi -nao, -num, kwa'

tipi -nao, -num, · (so as to hinder) 
kepi -skowao, -skum. 

Upside-down, adj. Otitupu'stao. It 
lies upside down, uchi'chi -sin, -'tin. 

Upward, adv. (ascending) lspa.Hk, 
(above) ispimik. A spark flys up
ward, puspuskitao ispaka'puyew. 
He looks upward, ispimik ita'pew. 

Urge, v.t. S~'kimao, sekisko'wao, 
sus~kimao. 

Urgency, n. Sekiska'kowin, aye'ku
mesewin. 

Urgent, adj. Nen~kita'k -osew, -wun, 
s~kita'k -osew, -wun. 

Urine, n. Sike'win, sikewina'poo. 
Urinate, v.i. Sike'w. He urinates on 

it, siki -tao, -tum. 
Us, pron. 1st and 2nd per. Keya'now 

1st and 3rd per. neyunan, neya'n. 
Usable, adj. A'pu -tisew, -tun. 
Usage, n. A ita'putuk. 
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Use, v.t. A'puche -hao, -taw; (uses 
him badly) muche -a'puche -hao, 
-taw; (is unkind to him) mucheto'
towao, usehao. He uses him so, 
ito'towao. He uses it carefully, 
muna'che -hao, -taw. He uses it 
when he requires it, munea'puche
taw. He uses it up, ma'sti -nao, 
-num, mas'chipuye -hao, -taw, 
cha'ki -nao, -num, cha'kipuye -hao, 
-taw. They are used up, mastina'
wuk, mastinika'tawu. He makes 
great use of it, kista'puche -hao, 
-taw. What is it used for? Tan a 
ita'putuk? It is used for this, omisse 
ita'putun. 

Useful, adj. A'pu -tisew, -tun, (very 
useful) kista'pu -tisew, -tun. 

Usefully, adv. Kiche, mitoone kiche. 
Useless, adj. Atuwa'yetak -osew, 

-wun, nummu nantow ita'pu -tisew, 
-tun. A useless article, pukwunutu, 
or pukwuntow kakwi, atuwa'ye
chikun. He considers it useless, 
anisa -yimao, -yetum. 

Usually, adv. Weke, osa'm, ma'nu. 
Usury, n. Ako -yu'kukichikawin. 
Utter, v.i. (speaks) Ki'too, pe'kisk-

wao, pa'skitonao, whum. 
-- adj. (entire) Mitoo'ne, ma'w
uche. 

Utterance, n. Pekiskwa'win, itwa'
win, kuka'skimewawin. 

Utterly, adv. Na'spiche, mitoo'ne. 
Uttermost, adj. Iskwa'yanik, kisi

punok; (most distant part) iskwu'
skumik, kisipu'skumik. 

V 

Vacant, adj. (empty) Pisi'sik -osew, 
waw; (vacant as land) kewa'tun, 
kewatustao. 

Vaccinate, v.t. Che'stu -wao, -hum. 
Vaccination, n. Che'stuhokowin. 
Vacillate, v.i. (in mind) kakwaska'-

yetum, pape'tosayetum; (in action) 
kakwaske -issechikao pape'tosisse
chikao; mame'skochipuyehoo. 

Vacillation, n. Kakwaska'yetumowin, 
papetosayetumowin; kakwa'ske -iss
e'chikawin, papetosissechikawin, 
mame'skochipuyehowin. 
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Vagabond, n. 
meayaw; (a 

(a vagrant) Opupa'
fugitive) opupama'-

moo. 
Vagina, n. Mitaki. 
Vague, adj. (unsettled in mind) wuw

a'nayetak -osew, -wun. 
Vain, adj. (proud) Kistayimoo, kis

tayimisoo. 
-- adv. (worthless) Pikwunutu, 
konutu, kontow. 

Vainglorious, adj. Kuke'chimoo, kon
utu mamuta'kosew; (boastful) nap
ika'soo. 

Vainglory, n. Kuke'chimowin, kon
utu mamuta'kosewin, konutu mami
che'stawin. 

Valient, adj. Soka'yimoo, soketa'
hao, musko'wayimoo. 

Valise, n. Me'wutis. 
Valley, n. Wayu'tinaw, wuyu'chaw, 

pusu'chaw, pussa'w, towu'tinaw. 
Valour, n. Soketa'hawin, soka'yimo

win. 
Valuable, adj. (useful) Ki'stuki -soo, 

-tao; (costly) akwuki -soo, -tao. 
Value, n. (importance) Itukita'ko

sewin, ispetayita'kosewin, itukisoo' -
win; (price) itukichika'win. 
-- v.t. ltuki' -mao, -etum. 

Vane, n. 6ti'nutoohikun, nutowe
yoo'.tinwan. 

Vanish, v.i. Mwa'stutowinak -osew, 
-wun, s.c. and P.c.; pa'sikonak 
-osew, -wun, M.C. 

Vanity, n. (love of admiration) Nat
owe -mamichehi'sowin; (self con
ceit) kistayimi'sowin; (idle show) 
pikwunutu kakwi, pukwuntow kak
wan. 

Vanquish, v.t. Sa'ko -hao, -taw, 
pu'skinowao. 

Vapour, n. Pekisa'yaw. 
Vaporize, v. imp. Pekisa'puyew, peki

saya'kumin; (steam) pekishao; 
(caused by the heat of the sun) 
pekisaya'stao. 

Variable, adj. Pape'tosiuyaw, pape
tosa'yetak -osew, -wun. 

Variableness, n. Pape'tosisseuya'win, 
pa petOS3. I yetakosewin • 

Variance, n. (difference) Pukana'ye
tumowin, petosa'yetumowin; (dis
agreement) puska'wenitoowin, ma'
sihi toowin. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Varigate, v.t. Nunakowu'ssinu -wao, 
-hum. 

Varigated, part. Nunakowussina'stao. 
Various, adj. Nuna'tok, pape'toos. 
Vary, v.i. Pape'tosispuyew, papeto-

sisew. They vary, pape'tosisewuk. 
v.t. Pape'tose -hao, -taw. 

Vast, adj. (great extent) Mitoone 
misaw; (great number) mitoone 
michat. 

Vaunt, v.i. Nekana'yimisoo, mami
chihi'soo. 

Veal, n. Mostososi'seweyas. 
Veer, v.i. Kwas'kepuyew; (as· the 

wind) kwask~'yowao; (sailing) kwa
ska'sew. 
-- v.t. Kwas'ke -hao, -num; (as 
a canoe) kwa'skuhum, (when sail
ing) kwaska'stutaw. 

Vegetable, n. Kistika'chikun, nita'
wekechikun, ka nita'wikik, meche
win. 

Vehemence, n. A~uma'yimowin. 
Vehement, adj. Akuma'yimoo. 
Veil, n. (covering for the face) Ako

wa'pikwahoon, akoya'pikwahoon, 
akuwa'pikwawan; (a screen) ako
yakuhikun, akowakuhikun. 

Vein, n. Mikwa'yape. 
Velvet, n. Soo'sowakin. 
Venerable, adj. Kosikwa'yetak -osew, 

-wun, kista'yetak -osew, -wun, 
Venerableness, n. Kosikwa'yetakose

win, kista'yetakosewin. 
Vengeance, n. Apa'hoowin, asko'che

hewawin. 
Vengeful, adj. Asko'chehewasew, apa

hoowew. 
Venison, n. Utikoweyas; (moose 

flesh) moosoweyas. 
Venom, n. Pichipohikowin. 
Venomous, adj. Pichipo -hewao, -wun. 
Vent, n. (for air) Sapoo'yoowao; 

(for smoke) sapoaputao; (passage 
for anything) sapotowa'yaw. 
-- v.t. Sapotowa -nao, -num. 

Ventilate, v.t. Sapoyoowi'taw (i.e. 
he causes the air to pass through) 
peta'stotutaw, (i. e. he brings the 
air in). 

Ventilation, n. (outlet) Sapoyoowa'
win, (intake) peta'stuchikawin. 

Ventilator, n. Sapoyoowawinikun, 
p~tastichikun. 

Venture, v.i. Sokayimoo, kukwa'to
tum. 
-- v.t. Sokaye -totowao, -totum, 
kospuna'che -tisuwao, -totum. 

Venturesome, adj. Kukwaspina'ta-
yetak -osew, -wun. 

Verdict, n. Kesi -oyusowawin. 
Verger, n. Okunowehumeha'wekumi

kwe'w, or ka kunowa'yetuk Uyu
meha'wekumik. 

Verify, v.t. Ka.china' -hao, -taw. 
Verifiable, tapwawunewun. 

Verily, adv. Ta'pwa. 
Vermillion, n. Wu'nnuman. 
Vermin, n. Mitikoom, munchoos. 
Verse, n. Pi'sketussinuhikun. 
Vertical, adj. Tipisko'tus -kisoo, 

-kitao, simutus -kisoo, -kitao. 
Vertically, adv. Tipiskooch. 
Very, adj. (real) Ta'pwa; (very much) 

mistuhe. 
--adv. Na'spich, mitoo'ne, wasa'. 

Vesper, n. (evening star) Ota'kose 
-uchukos. 

Vessel, n. (receptacle) Usoowuchi
kun; (ship) napikwan, mistuhe 
-che'man, kisa -cheman. 

Vest, n. (woman's) Me'yow, (man's) 
waskit (a corruption of English 
"waistcoat"). 

Vestment, n. (clergyman's) Uyu
mha'we -kikiska'chikun. Surplice, 
wapuskusa'ki, or wapakin. Cassock, 
mukutakwan, or kuketawe -misko
taki. Stole, Uyumeha'we -ta'piska
kun. Hood, uyumeha'we -ustootin. 

Vestry, n. Uyumeha'we -wawaye-
kumik, or wawasehowekumik; 
(vestry meeting) Uyumeha'we -oyu'
sowawin. 

Vex, v.t. (by action) Kisewa'hao, 
(by word) kise'mao; (harass) pekwa'
yetumehao; (saddens) kotu'kihao; 
(irritates) nuyata'wehao; (teases) 
nuna'tokohao. -

Vexation, n. · Kisewa'hikosewin, nuy
atawe'skakowin, nunatokohewawin. 

Vexatious, adj. Nuya'ta -wisew, -wun, 
kise'skak -osew, -wun, nunatok 
-osew, -hewamukun. 

Vexatiously, adv. Nuya'tow, kise'we. 
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Vial, n. Motuya'piskos, pewa'pisko
nakunis. 

Vibrate, v.i. (oscillate) Wawa'pipu
yew; (shake) nununimipuyew, kos
koskopuyew. 
-- v.t. vVawa'pipuye -hao, -taw; 
nununimi'puye -hao, -taw, kosko'
skopuye -hao, -taw. 

Vibration, n. Wawa'pipuyewin; kos
ko'skopuyewin, nununimipuyewin. 

Vicarious, adj. Meskotooskaka -wisew, 
-wun. 

Vice, n. (a fault) Wunete'win, wune
to'tumowin, nuyiltawetotumowin. 

Vicious, adj. Akwa'tisew, mucha' -
tisew. 

Viciousness, n. Akwa'tisewin, mucha'
tise,vin. 

Victim, n. (of sacrifice) Pukitina'
sowe -pisi'skew; (of an accident) 
ona'nowuhoo, onisewuna'chehoo. 

Victor, n. Osa'kochehewao, opu'ski
nakao. 

Victory, n. Sa'kochehewawin, pu'ski
na!s:awin, sa'kotwawin. 

Victuals, n. Me'chim, me'chewin; 
(for a journey) ne'ma'win. 

View, n. (as a picture) Isse'numowin; 
(as a reach of the eye) iskona'kwun; 
(an open view) puyatana'kwun. 
He is within view, tapina'k -osew, 
-wun. His point of view, a ita'pi
simikot. He views him, or lool?.s 
over it, kunowa'pu -mao, -tum. 

Vigil, n. (sitting up) Tipisku'piwin; 
(watch night prayers) tipiskeuyume
ha'win. 

Vigilence, n. Asowa'pewin, asoo'he
kawin. 

Vigilant, adj. Ayakwa'misew, aso
wa'pew. 

Vigour, n. (physical) Musko'wese
win, so'kisewin; (mental) musko
wa'yetumowin, soka'yimowin. 

Vigorous, adj. M usko'wi -sew, -sem
ukun; soka'yetak -osew, -wun. 

Vile, adj. Muche-, (base) mucha'
yetak -osew, -wun, (despicable) 
pukwa'tik -osew, -wun. 

Village, n. · Ota'nas, ita'winis, kistu'
piw~n or kistupinan. 

Villian, n. Omucha'tis, omuchepi
ma'tis. 

Vindicate, v.t. Kwuyu'sko -hao, -staw, 
-num; (defend) na'tuhumowao. 

Vindication, n. Kwuyuskonuma'ka
win, na'tuhumakawin. 

Vine, n. Soo'minatik. The fruit of 
the vine, soo'minisuk. 

Vinegar, n. Seweka'poo. 
Vineyard, n. Soominayiko -kistika'n, 

soominatiko -nita'wekichikun. 
Violate, v.t. Mucheto' -towao, -tum, 

pe'konum, mayeto' -towao, -tum. 
Violation, n. Mucheto'takawin, peko

nekawin, mayeto'takawin; 
Violent, adj. Muskowe' -issechi -kao, 

-kamukun; (when excited by pa~
sion) muchesoki'ye -wisew, -wun, 
a'kwa -tisew, -tun. 

Violence, n. Muskowe' -issechika
win; muchesoki'yewisewin, akwa'
tisewin. 

Violin, n. Kito'chikun. 
Violinist, n. Okito'chikao, Onuhewe

kitochikao. 
Viper, n. Ka che'stuhowat kinapi-

kos. 
Virgin, n. Oskine'kiskwao. 
Virginity, n. Oskinekiskwawin. 
Virtue, n. (goodness) Payutuka'ti-

sewin, meywa'tisewin, (chastity) 
kwuyusk -kunowa yimisowin. 

Virtuous, adj. Payutuka'tisew, mey
wa'tisew, kwuyuskwa'tisew; (chaste) 
kwuyusk -kunowa'yimisoo. 

Visible, adj. Nok' -osew, -wun; (clear
ly visible) payutana'k -osew, -wun. 

Vision, n. (sight) Wa'pewin; (object 
of sight) ita'pisimowin; (revelation) 
isse'numowin; (dream) ita'putumo
win. 

Visit, v.i. Ke'okao, s.c .. and P.C., 
ma'wapew, M.c., (at a distance) 
ke'otao; (to chastise) nutowapa'
nakao. 
-- v.t. Ke'o -kmvao, -tum, ma'w
uti -tao, -tum; (at a long distance) 
keotumowao, ma wutitumowao; 
(chastise) nutowapa'nakawao. 

Visitation, n. Ke'okawin, keoka'ko
win, (judgment) nutowapanakawin. 

Vista, v.imp. (a view through the 
trees, or dense fog) Powa'kotao, 
powiitin, towu'kotao. 
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Vital, adj. (necessary to life) Pima'
tisewukayetak -osew, -wun, musko
wa'yetak -osew, -wun. 

Vitalize, v.t. Pima'tise -hao, musk
o'we -hao, -taw. 

Vitiate, v.t. (pollute) Wechaki -hao, 
-taw, nissewuna'che -hao, -taw, 
(to make the air impure) wecha
kuta'motanewun. 

Vivid, adj. Keka'yayetak -osew, -wun. 
Vixen, n. Nosaka'sew. 
Vocabulary, n. Uyume'wine -mu'ssi

nuhekun. 
Vocal, adj. Pha'k -osew, -wun. 
Vocation, n. (work) Uto'skawin; 

(calling) nuto'mikosewin. 
Voice, n. Pita'kosewin, itita'kosewin. 

He has a good, voice, meyota'kosew. 
He has a bad voice, mucheta'kosew. 
He has a poor or weak voice, naso
weta'kosew. He has a strong voice, 
soketa 'kosew. 

Void, adj. Pisi'sik -osew, -waw; 
(null) nummuweyu, a'putun. 

Volley, v.imp. (of shots) Mecha'to
watao. 

Voluble, adj. Nuhe'pitum, neta'uyu
mew. 

Voluntary, adj. Pukitinisostuma'ko 
-wisew, -wun; tapayemowik -osew, 
-wun. 

Vomit, n. Pa'komosikun. 
-- v.i. Pa'komoo. It makes him 
vomit, pa'komoskakoo. 
-- v.t. Pa'komo -totowao, -totum. 

Voracious, adj. Ka'sukimewew, kasu
ka'tisew. 

Voracity, n. Kasuka'tisewin. 
Vote, n. (by word) Itwa'win, (by 

mark) kiskowu'ssinuhekun, (by mo
tion of the hand) isse'chichawin. 
-- v.i. (for a chief) Okima'kao; 
(for a councillor) itusowa'wiyine
kao; (to vote on any question) 
pukitinum ot uyumewin. 

Vow, n. Kiche -itwa'win, kiche 
-uso'tumakawin. 
-- v.i. Kiche -itwa'o, kiche -uso'-
tumakao. 
-- v.t. Kiche -ita'o, kiche -uso'
tumowao. 

Voyage, n. Pimotahowin, ma'humo
win; (on the sea) pupama'sewin, 
pupa ma 'hokowin. 
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Voyageur, /n. Opupa'motao, oma'
humoo. 

Vulnerable, adj. Wukawu'pinao, 
wuka'wun; wuka'wupinik -osew, 
-wun. 

Vulture, n. Kenew. 

w 
Wad, n. Kipuha'pwan. 
Wade, v.i. Pima'tukaw; (wade across) 

asowa'tukaw. He wades about, pup
ama'tukaw. 

Wafer, n. Woweyaku'sikunis, pupu
kiku'sikunis. 

Wag, v.t. Wawapipu'ye -hao, -taw. 
He wags his tail, wawapa'yoowao. 
He wags his head, wawapiskwa'yew. 

Wage, v.t. (carry on) Pimotu -hao, 
-taw; (makes war) pusi'konum, 
pusikos -towao, -tum. 

Wager, n. Ustwa'toowin. 
-- v.i. Ustwa'toowuk, pl. 

Wages, Tipuhuma'kowin, kuskechi-
kawin. 

Wagon, n. Tetetipita'panask. 
Wagtail, n. Wawapa'noowases. 
Waif, n. Wa'pinikun. 
Wail, v.i. Kukwa'tukutwamoo, mut

wama'too, mo'wimoo. 
Waist, n. Me'yow, pukwutahowinek; 

(waist of a dress) me'yow, nukwu'
yow. Waistband, pukwutahoon. 

Waistcoat, n. Keskunukwawuyan, 
waskit (a corruption of the English 
word). 

Wait, v.i. Pihoo; (watch) usuwa'pew; · 
(lie in ambush) uswu'howao. uswu
hikao, uskutaw. 
-- v.t. (for him) Pa -hao, -taw; 
usuwapu -mao, -tum; uswu -hao, 
-hum, uskumowao. He waits upon 
him, pume -hao, -taw, uto'skowao. 

Wake, waken, v.i. Ko'skosew, kosko'
skaw; (roused from sleep) wuspa'
wahaw. 
-- v.t. (by touch) Ko'skonao, 
wuspa'wahao; (by call) ko'skomao, 
wuspa'wamao. 

Wakeful, adj. Wuspa'wawisew. 
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Walk, n. (a path) Ma'skunow; (a 
course of life) pimo'tawin. 
-- v.i. Pimo'tao; (as opposed 
to riding) mostotao; (walks about) 
pupa'motao; (walks in circles) keni
kwa'notao; (walks backwards) us[
tao; (walks along the shore) pima'
sukamao; (walks round a lake, or 
bay) tatipa'skaw; (walks sideways) 
pemuhotao. He walks across the 
earth, pimitu'skumikwa'skum. He 
walks about with him, wechepupa'
motamao. He walks with a stick, 
su'skuhoo. He walks about a great 
deal, pupa'motaskew. He walks a 
little, pimotasew. He retraces his 
steps, kewa'humao, kewa'skaw. He 
walks on all fours, naoka'tatao. He 
walks over it (the road), pimota'tum. 
He walks around him, wema's 
-kowao, -kum, waska's -kowao, 
-kum. They walk side by side, 
mata'potawuk. Two walk together, 
nesotawuk. He walks with him, 
wechepimotamao. It is bad walking, 
mucheni'kwun, (good walking) 
meyoni'kwun. He makes a noise 
in walking, pitikonum. He walks 
alone, payukotao. He is a good 
walker (is not easily fatigued), 
neta'pimotao. He is a fast walker, 
kise'skatao. He is a slow walker, 
muchi'skaw. He walks in his foot
steps, tat'puhumowao. 
-- v.t. Pimotu -hao, -taw, pimo
tahao. 

Walking-stick, n. Su'skuhoon. 
Wall, n. Ma'nikun. If stone, brick, 

wooden, etc., prefix with the re
quired word for stone, usinne; thus, 
a stone-wall, usinne'we -ma'nikun. 
Wall of a house, ussita'tukaw. 
Against the wall, ussichetukak. A 
garden wall, maniskikawin. 

Wallet, n. (a travelling bag) Mu'ski
mot, pupa'motawut, pu'skwawut, 
me'wut; (a pocket book) sooneya'
wut, peta'soonis. 

\Vallow, v.i. Tetipe'w ussi'skek, nipa'
chichaskewisin. 

Walrus, n. We'pichew, (large) mise 
we'pichew. 

Waltz, n. Kakenikwa'ni -nemihi'
toowin. 

Wan, adj. Wapina'wisew. 
Wander, v.i. Pupa'motao, pupa'

muyaw; (to go astray) wu'nisin, 
wu'nehoo. 

Wanderer, n. Opupa'motao, opupa
ma'tis, opupa'muyaw; owu'nehoo. 

Wane, v.i. Uchewe'puyew, cha'ki
puyew; (of the moon) upise'sisew. 

Want, n. Kwetuma'win, muna'se
win, kwetowa'yetumowin. 
-- v.i. Kwe'tuma'w, muna'sew, 
wuwa'nisew. 
-- v.t. Kwetowa' -yimao, -yetum, 
nutowa -yimao, -yetum. He wants 
it from him, nutowayetumowao. 
He is in (urgent) need of him, or it, 
wuwa'ni -hao, -taw. 

\Vanted, adj. Nutowa'yetak -osew, 
-wun, kwetowa'yetak -osew, -wun. 

Wanting, adj. (lacking) Nota'puyew; 
nummu -tao, -tukwun. 

Wanton, adj. Pisikwa'tisew, muche
mo' stowayetum. 

War, n. Notinitoowin, nutoo'puye
win. 
-- v.i. No'tinikao, nutoo'puyew. 
He wars against him, no'tinao, 
nutoo'puyes -towao, -tum. 

Warbler, n. Osawu'skopeyases. 
Ward, n. (a child under care of a 

guardian) Kunowayima'kun; (of 
the government) okunowayetako
siw. 
-- v.t. (defends from danger) 
Kunowa' -yimao, -yet um; (wards 
off) nuka's -kowao, -kum, ekuta
wa'pu -whao, -hum. 

Warden, n. (a guardian of the law) 
Sima'kunis; (official of the church) 
kunowa -yetina'kun, (or, as in many 
localities) sima'kunis. 

Warehouse, n. Usta'sowekumik. 
Wares, n. (goods stored) Ustwa'kun; 

(goods on sale) utawa'kun; (cloth
ing) ayoo'winisu; (food) me'chewin. 

Warfare, n. N o'tinikawin, nutoo'pu
yewin. 

Warm, adj. (in the body) Keso'sew; 
(finds it too warm) kisi'soo; (speak
ing of the weather) kesewaya'w; 
(speaking of water) kesoo'kumew; 
(of a liquid heated for use) soos
kwa'kumin, soopa'stao; (speaking 
of a heated stone) kisa'piskisoo. 
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v.i. He warms himself, Owu'
soo, (before the fire) upi'soo, (warms 
his back) upiskonasoo; (by means 
of clothing) keso'hoo. 
-- v.t. Keso' -hao, -taw; (by the 
fire) upi -swao, -sum; (with his own 
hands) keso -nao, -num. 

Warn, v.t. Ayakwa'mimao, nuka'so
mao, whumowao. 

Warning, n. Ayakwa'mimewawin. 
Warp, v.i. Wa'kipuyew, pe'rnipuyew, 

(warped out of shape with heat) 
wakakototao. 

Warrant, n. Oyu'sowawe -mu'ssinu
hekun. 

Warrior, n. Ono'tinikao, nutoo'pu
yeweyinew. 

Wart, n. Cheche'koom, or chehe'
koom. 

Wary, adj. Ayakwa'misew, nuni'
chew, sa'kotahao. 

Wash, v.i. (wash clothes) Kise'pa
kinikao, s.c. and P.c., kichista'po
wuchikao, M.C.; (wash one's face) 
kasekwao; (wash one's body) kise
pakini'soo, kichista'powunoo; (wash 
the floor) kisetukinikao, kase
tukinikao; (washes his hands) kase'
chichao. 
-- v.t. Kisepaki -nao, -num, 
kichista'powu -nao, -taw. He washes 
it away or off, kaseya'powu -nao, 
-taw, wapa'powu -nao, -taw. 

Wash-basin, n. Kas~kwa' -oyakun, 
kasekwa'wina pisk. 

Washing, n. Kise'pakinikawin, kichi
sta'powuchikun. 

Wash-stand, n. Kas~lnva'winatik. 
Wash-tub, n. Kise'pakinikawe -muk

kuk. 
Wasp, n. Oskuna'moo, a'moo. 
Waste, v.i. Ma'chepuyew, ma'stini

kao, ma'tuwakao, ri.issewuna'che
chikao. 
-- v.t. Ma'sti -nao, -num, wapi 
-nao, -nurn, nissewuna'che -hao, 
-taw. 

Wasteful, adj. Ma'stinikawisew, mat-
uwakaskew, nissewuna'chechikas-
kew. 

Waster, n. Onissewuna'chechikao, 
omatuwaka'skew, oma'stinikao. 

Watch, n. (a time-'piece) Pesimoka'
nis; (a guard) usuwa'pewin. 
-- v.i. Usuwa'pew; (looks on) 
kunowa'pew; (as a guard) nuna'ku
tuwapew, (as a hunter on the watch) 
uso'hikao. 
-- v.t. Usuwa'pu -mao, -tum; 
Kunowa'pu -mao, -tum; (to lie in 
wait) uswu -wao, -hum. He is on 
the watch against him, uswa'y -imao, 
-etum. He watches with hinz, weche
usuwa'pemao. 

Watchful, adj. Usuwa'pewew; (anxi
ously) akume -usuwa'pew; (wary) 
uswayimoo. 

Watchman, n. Otusuwa'pew; (care
taker) onuna'kutuwapew. 

Watchtower, n. Usuwa'pewekumik. 
Water, n. Nipe'. Cold water, tukipe. 

Warm water, a soosa'kumik, or, 
soopa'stak. Hot water, a kisa'ku
mitak. Clear water, wasa'kumew. 
Deep water, keska'yuwaw, timiyaw. 
Shallow water, pakwa'sin, pakwaw. 
There is much water, (as a swollen 
river) micha'k:umin. There is little 
water, upisa'kumin, pakwaw. 
Muddy water, ussiskewa'kumin, wen
ipak. Dirty water, wena'kumin, 
mucha'kumin. Salt water, (sea) 
sewa'poo, (bririe) seweta'kunapoo, 
(brackish) muchi'spukwun. Fresh 
water, meywa'kumin; (i.e. good 
water). A large body of water, muki
kumaw, mise'kumaw. A long sheet 
of water, kino'kumaw. A body of 
water lying across, (the direction of 
the river) pimichikumaw. Still 
water, ustoo'kumin. Stagnant water, 
wechaka'kumin, pookutu'tin. .Lllov
ing water, wuskowa'kumipuyew. 
Flowing water, (current) pimi'chi
wun. The water drops, puki'kowun. 
I-le moves the water, wuskowa'kumi
num. He goes into tl:e water, puko
pao. He falls into the water, puku
stowa'puyew. He throws ii into tJu 
water, pukustowa -wao, -hum. He 
covers it with water, iskuko' -chimao, 
-titaw. It lies in the water, uko' 
-chin, -tin. He takes it oHt of 
th.e water, ukwa' -nao, -num. It 
is water-soaked, (or water comes 
through) sa'popao. The water rises, 
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(as the tide) yiskipao, yukipao. 
He adds water (to it) nipekutum. 
Near the water, chekepa.k. Under 
the water, uta'mpak. On the top of 
the water, wuke'chepak. The sound 
of running 'µlater, (at a distance) 
mutwachiwun. It shows a little 
above water, sa'kipao, sakipatin. 
The waf"ef' runs down a bank or hill, 
pinusewachiwun. He carries (or 
brings) water, kwa'pikao, natuhi
pao. 
-- v.t. (an animal) Mi'nuhao; 
(a plant) nipewe'taw, sapopi'taw, 
(sprinkles it) siswapakuhum. 

vVa!erfall, _1;·, . Pa'wistik, a'michiwun, 
pmusewa cn1wun. 

Waterhen, n. Sekip, kwekwesip. 
Water-hole, n. (a hole through the 

ice for drawing water) Otuhipan, 
kwa'puhipan, twa'hikun. 

Water-lily, n. Wa'pikwun, pakomo'
sikun (i. e. an emetic). 

Water-line, n. Iskokita'pak. 
Water-logged, adj. Sapopa -wisew, 

-wun, kosikwapa -wisew, -wun. 
Water-mark, n. A iskopak, iskopa

kuk. 
Water-pail, n. Kwapeka'wuskik, 

nipe -uso'wuchikun. 
Water-proof, adj. Nummu sa'popao, 

or a ka ka sa'popak. 
Water-spring, n. Moo'skichiwun, moo

skichiwunipak. 
Water-tight, adj. Kipopao, nummu 

ochi'stin. 
Watery, adj. Nipe' -wew, -wun. 
Wave, n. Ku'skun, (large) muka'

hun, mumitka'skahun. 
1
-- v.i. Wastuwa'hikao, wawa'

. stutukao. 
-- v.t. Wastuwa -wao, -hum, 
wa wastuwah umowao. 

Waver, v.i Sakwayimoo, na'nukew. 
Wavey, n. (the snow goose) Wawao. 

Blue wavey, kusketa'wawio, (i. e. 
Black in contrast with white). Snow 
or white wavey, wa'powawilio. 

Wax, n. (sealing wax) Ukoske'wusi
kun, pusu'kohikun; (candle wax) 
wususkotanikwune -pime, wasta
numakune -pime. 

v.i. (to increase) This word 
is answered by uti or ute (which is 
equivalent to becoming) prefixed to 
the verb; thus, He is getting better, 
utimeyouya w. 

Way, n. (a road) Ma'skunow; (a 
canoe route) ispu'yewin, issechima'
win; (method) issetwa'win, ita'tise
win, itotumowin. Another way, 
petoos ita. A great way, wa'yow. 
A little way, wayowes. Which way? 
Tanta? That way, nata, unita. 
This way oota. An out of the way 
place, nikochis, pukwunutu ita. 
He is in the way, kipi'skum. He is 
in his way, kipi'skowao. He stands 
in the way, kipika'powew, (lies in 
the way) kipi'sin, (as a tree) kipa'
skosin, (as a stone or rock) kipa'pi
skupew. This is the way he does it, 
omise to'tum. He goes out of the 
way, ekutilitao. He puts it out of 
his way, ekutanumowao. He stands 
out of the way, ekutaka'powew. 

Waylay, v.t. Uskumowao, uswu' -hao, 
-hum. 

Waymark, n. Itooheka'we -chimu'
chikun. 

Wayward, adj. Suse'pitum, nuyiita'
wisew. 

We, pron. 1st and 2nd pers. Keya
now; 1st, and 3rd pers. neyunan, 
neyan. 

Weak, adj. Ne'yum -isew, -un, na'soo 
-wisew, -wun; (weak health) nas
oowa' -tisew; (brittle) wuka' -wisew, 
-wun; (feeling weak in the limbs, 
bones), nummu sapikunao; (too 
weak to accomplish his work) 
pwawu'chitaw, pwato'witaw; (speak
in!.! of weak cloth, etc.) piki'sk:un, 
w6ka'yakun; (of cord or line) nas
oowa'pakun, wukaya'pakun; (of 
metal) nasoowa'piskaw, witkawapi
skaw; (of wood) wukawa'skwun, 
nasooya'sk -osew, -wun; (of a liquid) 
nummu sapa'kumin. 

Weaken, v.i. Uti ne'yumisew, uti 
na' soowisew. 

v.t. Ne'yume -hao, -taw, 
na'soowe -hao, -taw, wuka'we -hao, 
-taw. 

Weakness, n. Ne'yumisewin, na's
oowisewin, wuka'wisewin. 
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Wealth, n. Wayo'tisewin, me'suki
sewin. 

Wealthily, adv. Wayo'che-, me'suki
sewe-. 

Wealthy, adj. Wayo' -tisew, -tun, 
me'su -kisew, -kun. 

Wean, v.t. Poone -nookao, poone 
-noonao, poone -noosa'nehao, poo
nenootohao. 

Weapon, n. Pukuma'kun, ne'musk
wan, usoo'win. He carries weapons, 
ne'muskwao. 

Wear, v.t. (as clothing) Kiki's -kowao, 
-kum, weya'tum, kikuyo'winao. He 
or it, wears (by friction) mi'chi 
-sin, -puyew; (becomes worn as 
clothing) ma'stiskum (i. e. he wears 
it), mastiskikatao. A worn article, 
ma'stiskikun, sekowi'skikun. It 
wears well, sepun. 

Weariness, n. Aya'skosewin; (caused 
by walking) nota'sinowin; (patience 
exhausted) ayaskoha'wisewin, aya
skohi'kosewin. 

Wearisome, adj. Ayaskohewa' -wisew, 
-wun, ayaskowayetak -osew, -wun. 

Weary, adj. Aya'sko -sew, -semukun; 
(caused by walki.ng) notasin; (the 
patience exhausted) ayaskoha' 
-wisew, -wun. See Tired. 

Weasel, n. Sikosiw. 
Weather, n. Expressed in verbal 

form, A isse ke'sikak (i. e. the kind 
of day). Fine weather, meyo kesi
kaw. Bad weather, muche kesikaw. 
Wet weather, yipa'che kesikaw. 

, Warm weather, kesewa'yaw. Hot 
weather, kesi'tao, upwa'yaw. Stormy 
weather, ayi'me kesikaw. Cold wea
ther, ki'sinaw, tuka'yaw. Thawing 
weather, su'skuchaw. He is wea
ther-bound, kesa 'ch ekisekunisew. 

Weave, v.i. Pemusta'hikao. 
-- v.t. Pemusta' -wao, -hum. 

Web, n. (texture of cloth) Pemusta'
yakin; (of spider) ayu'pe; (of a 
snowshoe) (large) u'skimun, (small) 
uti'pis; (skin between toes of water
birds) tustowusuki. 

Webbing, n. Ukokwa'chikun; (web
bing threads) pemusta'hekawin. 

Webfooted, adj. Tustowusukayiyi-
kisitao, pimatuka'wtisitao. 

Wed, v.i. We'kitoo, kiche -we'kitoo. 
They wed, we'kitoowuk, wechatoo
wuk, kiche -wekitoowuk. 

v.t. Wekimao, kiche -weki
mao, wechawao, wecheka'powesto
wao. 

Wedding, n. We'kitoowin, kiche 
-we'kitoowin, wechatoowin. 

Wedding-feast, n. Wekotoowin, kiche 
-wekotoowin. 

Wedding-garment, n. Kiche -weki
toowusa'ki, wekitoowina'chikun. 

Wedding-ring, n. Wekitoowe -uchu
nis, s.c. and P.C.; wekitoowe -ta'pi
chichapison, M.c. 

Wedge, n. Setowahikun. 
Wedlock, n. Wekituhewawin, wechii

tuhewawin. 
Wednesday, n. A apeto'wipuyik, 

ni'stookesikaw. 
Weed, n. Muche -mu'skose, muchu'

skose, muche -kistika'chikun. 
Weedy, adj. Muchu'skosewun. 
Week, n. A ispu'yik. One week, 

payukwaw a ispu'yik. Every week, 
tutwa'w a ispu'yik. The middle of 
the week, a ape'towpuyik. Next 
week, menu ispu'yika. The past 
week, ka ke pimi'puyik. This week, 
oomu ka ispu'yik. All through the 
week, kupa a ispu'yik. 

Week-day, n. Utoska'wekesikaw. 
Weep, v.i. Ma'too, ochikowa'pew. 

He weeps silently, kemo'che -ma'too. 
He weeps loudly, mutwa -ma'too. 
He weeps bitterly, wesukutuwamoo. 

Weeping, n. Ma'toowin, ochikowa'
pewin. 

Weigh, v.i. Tipapa'skochikao; (of 
such a weight) ispetinik -wutew, 
-wun. 
-- v.t. Tipapa'sko -nao, -ha.a, 
inan., -num, -taw. 

Weighing-scale, n. Tipapa'skochikun. 
Weight, n. (standard) Tipapa'skochi

kun, kosiko'skochikun; (what it 
weighs) ispetinikosewin; (pressure) 
makoskakawin; (sinker on hook 
line) kosapa'skochikun. 

Weightily, adv. Kosikwa'ch, kosi
kwa'yimowinek. 
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Weighty, adj. 
(important) 
-wun. 

Kosik -wutew, -wun; 
kosikwa'yitak -osew, 

Weir, n. (a dam of trees, poles, twigs, 
etc., for catching fish) Mi'chiskun, 
pe'che -poya'kun. A big, or wide, 
weir, Kisa -mi'chiskun. 

Weir River, Man. Kisa'michiskun. 
Welcome, adj. Meyo -otini'k -osew, 

-wun. He welcomes him, meyo 
-otinao, -num, or meyo -pe'toku 
-hao, -taw; kisawa'che -towinumo-
wao. Welcome! Towa'w! (i.e. There 
is room!) · , 

Welfare, n. Meyouya'win. 
Well, n. (excavation) Moo'nuhipan; 

(supply of water) otuhipan; (a 
fountain) moskechiwunipak; (a 
pool) wa'yipayaw. 

adj. Meyo -uyaw, inan., 
meywa'sin, (feels well) meyomuche
hoo. It is well, meyo -ekin, mey
wa'sin. All is well, meyo -puyiw. 
-- adv. Meyo, kwuyusk, akosane. 
Very well (affirmatively) keya'm. 
As well as, (collectively) ussiche. 
It is very well, mitoone, or na'spich, 
meywa'sin. 

Well-beloved, adj. Na'spich -sakihi
kosew. My well-beloved, na'spich 
ka sa 'kih uk. 

Well-bred, adj. Meyo -opikihaw. 
Well done! interj. Akosa'ne! akose 

kwuyusk! 
Well-nigh, adv. Kaka't. 
Wesleyans, n. pl. John Wesley o 

kiskino'h umowukun u. 
West, n. Naka'pahunok. Towards 

the west, naka'pahunotak. 
Wet, adj. Nipe' -wew, -wun, ukos

tin. 
-- v.t. Nipe'we -hao, -taw. 
-- p. pr. Nipe'wechikao. 
-- part. Nipe'wechikatao. 

Wetness, n. Nipewe'puyewin. 
Whack, n. Pukumuhika'win, ota'

muhikawin. See Blow. 
Whale, n. (porpoise) Wa'pumak, 

(large) mistumak; (black whale) 
weskostaya'pumak. 

Whale-blubber, n. Wapuma'ko -we
yin. 

Whale-bone, n. Wapumak' -oskun. 
Whale-net, n. Wapumak' -uyupe. 

Whale-oil, n. Wapumako -pime. 
Wharf, n. Akwana'sowin, akwana'

sowinatik, (a jetty) a'sookun. · 
What, pron. Ka'kwan, kakwi, kakoo. 

The Cree idiom frequently calls for 
Tanise, i. e. How where the Eng
lish has What; e.g. What do you say? 
Tan'se a twayun? What are you 
doing? Tan a totumun? I do not 
know what it is, kakwanitoka. What 
now? kakwan ako? What now? 
yohoo! 

Whatever, whatsoever, pron. Pikwa
nimu, piko kakwi; kukeyow kakwi. 

Wheat, n. Pukwa'sikun, P.c. Puk
wa'sikunika'n, s.c. Muta'min, E.C. 
Wheat straw, pukwa'sikunusk; corn 
straw, muta'minusk. 

Wheel, n. Te'tipi-nikun, waska'puyes, 
te'tipipuyinikun. 
-- v.t. Tetipi -nao, -num, wask
a'puyi -hao, -taw. 

Wheelbarrow, n. Tetipita'panaskos. 
Wheeze, v.i. Kitowata'moo. 
Wheezy, adj. Kitowata'mpuyew, kito

wa'puyew. 
Whelp, n. (of lion) O'ske mistaka 

sew, ·mistakases; (of dog) oskustim, 
a'chimosis; (of fox) muka'ses. 

When, adv. lspe, eyekok, akospe; 
When? Ta'nispe? taneyekok? 

Whence, adv. Itta oche; (interroga
tively) tanta oche? 

Where, adv. Ittu, (interrogatively) 
ta'nta? Where is he? ta'newa? (if 
near) ta'nu? inan. tanewa? (if near) 
tanimu? 

Whereby, adv. Oche, (interrog.) 
kakwi oche? tanake oche. 

Wherever, adv. Misewa itta, pikoo 
itta, ta'ntu pikoo. 

Wherefore, adv. Akwuko wliche; 
(interrog.) tanake wliche? tanake? 
kakwan oche? 

Wherein, adv. A.kotu, akospe; (inter
rog.) tantu? tan'se? tanispe? 

Whereof, adv. Owanu oche, unimu 
oche; (interrog.) ta'newa? tanewa? 
tananimu? 

Whet, v.t. Ke'nipotaw, sisipo'taw, 
ta'sipotaw. 
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Whether, adv. Ke'spin, ke'spinaka, 
(interrog.) tanisatoka? 
--. pron. Kiiko. 
-- conj. A'poo, na'stu piko. 

Whetstone, n. Ta'suhikun. 
Which, pron. rel. Ka, followed by the 

subjunctive, e.g., Ile whom thou 
lovest Unu ka sa'kihut. (lnterrog.) 
Ta'n~nu ta'nu pl. tananike, inan. 
ta'nani~u, ta'~imu, pl. ta'nanihe, 
ta'nihe. 

Whiff, n. (smoke) Opustao; (smoke 
comes this way) pata'putao; (smell) 
pussowin, or issema'stao. 

While, whilst,· adv. Ma'kwach, ma'
kwa, ispeche, a'kwa, a'skwu. 
-- n. (as a space of time) After a 
while na'ka. After a little while 
naka1ses. A long while, kinwa'kas, 
(a longer time) kinwa's. A long 
while ago, kuya's uspin. A short 
while ago, anooch uspin. He is a long 
while away, kinwas ita'pichew. !3y 
a long while, moschewak. * Whilst 
he is alive, a ma'kwa pima'tisit. 
Whilst there is time, askwu nuhe
puyik, or a ma'kwa towak. 

Whim, n. Konutu -itayetumepu'ye
howin. 

Whimper, v.i. (from pain) Moo'sku
pinao; (from hunger) moo'skowu
kutao; (from anger) kesewisku
twa'moo; (because of dissatisfac
tion) mituwa'moo. 
-- v.t. Moohao, (i.e., He makes 
him whimper); moo'skohao. 

Whine, v.i. (.sorrowfully) Nunaka'twa
moo; (complainingly) mituwa'moo; 
(as a dog) pha'kosew, nota'kosew. 

Whip, n. Pususta'hikun. 
-- v.i. Pususta'hikao. 
-- v.t. Pususta' -whao, -hum. 

Whipping, n. Pususta'howawin, or 
pususta'hokowin; (whipping, as a 
driver urging his team) pususta' -
hekawin. 

Whirl, v.i. Te'tipipuyew, kenikwa'ni
puyew; (when suspended) kenikwa'
nuko -chin, -tao; (as a cord) keni
kwana'pikapuyew. 
-- v.t. Tetipipuye -hao, -taw, 
kenikwa'nipuye -hao, -taw. 
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Whirlpool, n. Kenikwa'nichiwun, wa
weya ya' chi wun. 

Whirlwind, n. Pisetchosewun, pisi'
stosewun, kenikwa'niyoowao. 

Whisk, v.t. Wa'pu -whao -hum; 
(whisk away) sipwawa'pu -whao, 
-hum; (aside, roughly) ekutawa'pu 
-whao, -hum; (stir rapidly, as eggs) 
itaya'kumepuye -hao, -taw. 

Whiskers, n. Meno'stowan, or meye'
stoowan. 

Whisky, n. Iskota'wapoo. 
Whisper, n. Kukemo'twawin, kemo'

chuyumewin. 
-- v.i. Kukemo'twao, kemo'che 
-uyumew. 

Whistle, n. Kwe'skosewin; (instru
ment) poota'chikun. 
-- v.i. Kwe'skosew; (with an 
instrument) poota'chikao. Ile whist
les to him, kweskose -totowao, 
-totum. 

White, adj. Wa'pisk -isew, -aw, wa'p 
-isew, -aw; (transparent) wapise'k
waw, (as calico, linen, etc.) wapi
ska'kin, wapa'kun; (as cord, thread, 
etc.) wapiskapa'k -isew, -un; (as 
wood) wapa'sk -osew, -wun. A 
white garment, wapiskusa'ki. White 
paint, wapipa'hikun, wapiskepahi
kun. A white stone, wapiskusinne. 
A white man, wapi'skusuki (i.e., 
white skin). He looks white (pale) 
wapina'wisew. 

Whitefish, n. Uti'kumak. Small white
fish, uti'kumakos. 

White-headed, adj. Wapi'stikwanao. 
Whiten, v.t. Wapi'ske -hao, -taw; 

(washes white, or clean) wapiske
pa'kinikao, wapiskepa'ki -nao, -num; 
(paints white) wapiskepa'hum. 

White-throat, n. (bird) Wapikwuya
wases. 

White-wash, n. Wapiskepaya'poo. He 
whitewashes it, wapiskepa'hum. 

Whither, adv. Itta or ittu; (interrog.) 
tanta, with ka or a. 

Whithersoever, adv. Ittu piko, (inter
rog.) tanta piko. 

Whittle, v.i. Mokochikasew. 
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Who, pron. interrog. Owa'nu, pl. 
owa'nike. Who is hd owa'nunu? 
I do not know who, owanetoka,· pl. 
owanetokanik. This pron. some
times takes simulative or doubtful 
form, thus, owanika'n, pl. owani
ka'nuk: Who is this walking this way? 
Owanikan ka pata'stumotat? (re
ply) Owanika'nitoka (i.e., Who? 
I do not know). Accusative form of 
Owanu when followed by verb, 
Owayiwu. To whom shall he go? 
Owayiwu ka na'tat? In poss. case, 
Whose is this? Owanu omu? 

Whoever, whosoever, pron. Owana, 
tuto oweyuk, piko oweyuk. 

Whole, adj. Misewa, kukeyow; (un
broken) misewa' -sew, -yaw; (as a 
noun), misewa. Across the whole of 
it, misukama. 

Wholesome, adj. (sound) Musko'w 
-isew, -aw; (good) meyowa'tisew, 
inan. meywa'sin. 

Wholly, adv. (entirely) Misewa piko. 
Whoop, n. N utowetapwa'win. 
-- v.i. Nutowetapwao. 
-- v.t. N utowetapwa -tao, -tum. 

Whooping-cough, n. Naspituta'mowe 
-ostoostotumowin, or naspituta'mo
puyewin. 

Whore, n. Pisikwa'tisewe -iskwao, 
pisikwa 'tiskwao. 

Whoredom, n. Pisikwa'tisewin. 
Why, adv. Tanake, tanake wiche; 

(interrog.) kakwan oche? or kakwan 
wiiche -? as interj., Why, of course! 
Ah chekama. 

Wick, n. Wastanuma'kunayape. 
Wicked, adj. Mucha' -tisew, -tun, 

muchetwa'w, akwa'tisew, muche. 
A wicked person, omucha'tis. The 
wicked, omucha'tisuk, omuchetwa'
wuk. 

Wickedness, n. Mucha'tisewin, muche
twa'win, muchepima'tisewin. 

Wide, adj. Uyu'kus -kisew, kaw. 
Widen, v.t. Uyu'kuske -ha.a, -taw. 

Width, a ispetuyu'kuskak. 
Widgeon, n. (Fall duck) Tukwakisip. 
Widow, n. Sekowe'skwao, P.c.; kiti

ma'kiskwao, M.C.; onuputapew, ke
wa'che -iskwao, s.c. 

Widower, n. Sekowa'napao, kewa'che 
napao. 

Wife, n. Wewima'w wekema'kun, 
wechawa'kun, iskwao. The latter 
term is in general use similar to the 
French ma femme; so the Indian 
speaks of "my wife," net iskwam; 
his wife, ot iskwamu. He has a 
wife, wewew, ot iskwamew. 

Wigwam, n. A corruption of the 
Saulteaux, wekewam-a tent. The 
Cree word is mekewap. 

Wild, adj. (growing wild) Pikwuchi'ye 
-wew, -wun, pikwutche- as prefix to 
noun, e.g. wild-fruit, pikutche 
-minisu, (timid, as wild animal) 
sa'kotahao; (disorderly) keskwana'k 
-osew, -wun. 

Wildcat, n. (lynx) Pi'sew. 
Wilderness, n. Pikwutuske. 
Wildly, adv. (wild state) Pi'kwuche; 

(disorderly) ke'skwawe. 
Wile, n. Kukuya'sehewawin, wuya'

sehewawin, kemo'tisewin. 
Wilful, adj. Sus~pitum, musko'we 

-ita'yetum, ochitow -we -totum. 
Wilf$:adv. Ochitow, muskowe. It 

is e on purpose, ochitow to'chi-
katad 

Will, n. (desire) Nutowa'yetumowin; 
(determination) ita'yetumowin; (glad 
will) cheka'yetumowin; (strong will) 
m uskowa'yetumowin. 
-- v.t. Nutowayetum, ita'yetum, 
chekayetum. 

Willing, adj. Ita'yetum, cheka'yetum, 
muskowa'yetum. 

Willingly, adv. Cheka'yetumowinik, 
or meywa'yetum may be used fol
lowed by the verb expressive of the 
action in the subj. mood, e.g. He 
will do it willingly, meywayetum 
kiche totuk. 

Willow, n. Nepise'. The grey willow, 
wekope', nepiseatik. The smooth
barked willow or black alder, otoo'spe. 
The red willow, mikwa'pamuk. The 
"iron", or Saskatoon, willow, misa'
skwut. The birch, or deer, willow, 
atikwupamuk. The "bad smelling", 
or ash, willow, wechakatik. 

Willow-bud, n. Osimi'sk. "Puppy"
buds, uchimosisuk. 
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Wily, adj. Kukuya'yesew, wuya'sit
waw; (sly) kemo'tisew. 

Win, v.i. Pu'skiyakao. 
-- v.t. Pu'skiya -wao, -tum; 
(wins him over) ku'ski -hao, -taw; 
(obtains the victory) sa'koche -hao, 
-taw. 

Winch, n. Pemapika'pichikun. 
Wind,' n. (air) Yoo'tin; (breath) yuku

ta'mowin. The wind blows, yoo'tin. 
The wind comes from there, otin. 
The wind blows so, isse'yoowao; (it 
changes) kwaski'yoowao; (it lessens 
in velocity) uti kipiche'yoowao; (it 
ceases) kipiche'yoowao; (it is calm) 
uywa'stin. A fair wind, na'mowu
naw. A head wind, nunima'w, or 
nuka'yoowao. A side wind, pimi'
cheyoowao. A light wind, nummu
sa'peyoowao. A strong wind, soke'
yoowao. Too much wind, osa'me
yoowao. An adverse wind, nuyfita'
wetin. It is squally, muma'ninoo
wao. He goes before the wind 
(sailing), namowuna'sew; (walking) 
namowunotao, or namowuni'skum. 
He goes against the wind, (paddling) 
nuni'muhum, (walking) nuni'mi
skum. An east wind, wa'punuhun. 
A west wind, naka'pahun. A south 
wind, so'wunuhun. A north wind, 
kewa'tin. It is raised by the wind, 
opa' -sew, -stun, (stirred up by the 
wind) opwa -ya'sew, -ya'stun. He 
is out of breath, iskwatatum. 

Wind, v.t. (as winding around with 
cord) Tetipu'pi -tao, .:.tum; (as a 
rope in a winch) pema'pikapi -tao, 
-tum; (as cloth wrapped around) 
wawa'ki -nao, -num. 

Windbound, adj. Kesa'tasew; (by the 
rough sea) kesata'whokoo. 

Windfall, n. (a fallen tree) Natwaya'
skohikun; (fruit) kowewapa'stimin; 
(good fortune) wayo'chepuyewin. 

Winding, adj. (as a path) Wawa'ku
moon; (as a river) wawakistikwa'
yaw. 

Windlass, n. Iskwapika'pichikun, (for 
raising an anchor on a ship) Chesta
pa'son -iskwapikayapiska'pichikun. 

Windmill, n. Yootine -pinipo'chikun. 
Window. n. Wasanuma'win, P.c.; 

wasanta'kun, puspa'pewin, s.c. Win-

dow-frame, wasanuma'winatik, wa
santakunatik, puspa'pewinatik. 
Window-glass, wasanuma'wina'pisk, 
wasanta'kuna'pisk, puspa'pewina'
pisk. 

Windpipe, n. Mikotuskwiya'pe. 

Wind-shield, n. Nukayoo'hikun. 
Windward, adv. Nuni'm, s.c., nuyi'm, 

P.C. 

Windy, adj. Yoo'tin, P.c., noo'tin, s.c.; 
(exposed to the wind) kuputuhun. 
Windy clouds, yootina'nuskwun. 

Wine, n. Soo'minapoo, menisa'poo. 
Red wine, mikomina'poo. 

Wineglass, n. Soo'minapo -minikwa'
kunis. 

Wing, n. Otu'tukwun. He, or she, has 
wings, otu'tukwunew. He closes his 
wings, sowakao. He spreads his 
wings, tuswayakao. He mounts on his 
wings, ispakawakao, (as when alarm
ed) ispakapuyehoo. He breaks its 
wing, kuskitutukwunawao. He 
shakes his wings, pupowakao. He 
has short wings, chimitutukwunao. 
He has long wings, kinotutukwunao. 
She covers them with her wings, 
ukwunetutukwunamao. 

vVink, v.i. Yakwa'pew, P.C., nakwa'
pew, pupusukapew, nunuputa-ya 
pew, s.c. He winks at him, yakwa'pu 
-mao, -tum, pupusukapu -mao, 
-tum, nunuputayapu -mao, -tum. 

Winnow, v.i. Po'wuhikao, powa'stu
hikao. 
-- v.t. Powa'stimao. 

Winsome, adj. Mewa'yetak -osew, 
-wun; (pretty) me'yonak -osew, 
-wun. 

Winter, n. Pipoo'n. This winter 
(present), anoch ka pipook; (future) 
ka pipook. During the winter, 
makwa pipook. Last winter, pi
poonok. The winter before last; 
awusi'pipoonok. Next winter, menu 
pipooka. A winter road, pipoone
maskunow. 
-- v.i. Pipoonisew; He winters 
with him, wechepipoonisemao. 
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Wipe, v.t. (rub over) Ka'se -wao, 
-hum; (remove dirt) ka'se -nao, 
-num; (to dry) pakwu -wao, -hum. 
He wipes his face, kase'kwao, pako
kwahoo. He wipes his hands, 
kase'chichao, pakochichahosoo. He 
wipes his feet, kase'sitahosoo, pako
sitahosoo. He wipes his eyes, kase
a'pew, kaseya'pinisoo. 

Wire, n. Pewa'piskwayape. For the 
particular kind of wire prefix the 
descriptive adjective, as Binding
wire, tukopicka'we -pewa'piskwa
yape. 

Wireless telegraphy, n. Wayow ka 
oche wapinikatak uyumewin. 

Wiry, adj. Pewa'piskoyape -wew, 
-wun. 

Wisdom, n. (acquired) Kukitawa'ye
tumowin; (prudence) yip- or nip
waka'win; (power of judging right
ly) eyinese'win; (wisdom in practice) 
nipwakawa'tisewin. Wisdom of God, 
Munitoweyinese'win. Worldly wis
dom, uskewe -kukatawayetumowin. 

Wise, adj. Kukitawa'yetum, nipwa'
kaw, eyinesew, nipwakawa'tisew. 

Wisely, adv. Eyinesewe-, yipwa'ka'
winek. 

Wish, n. Nutowayetumowin; (a long
ing for) ukawa'tumowin, mosto
wa'yetumowin. 
-- v.i. Pukosa'yemoo, nutowa
yetum, mostowayetum. 
-- v.t. N utowa'y -imao, -etum, 
ukawa' -tao, -tum, mostowa'y -imao, 
-etum. 
-- interj. I wish! or would that-! 
patus! upatus! ntuma isse! Against 
his wish, eyesa'ch. 

Wistful, adj. Ukawa'tum, mostowa
yetakosew; (thoughtful and quiet) 
yipwaka wayetakosew. 

Wit, n. (sagacity) Kukita'we -uyume
win; (humorous) weya'twawin. 
-- adv. To wit, oote. 

Witty, adj. Kukita'we -nuskwa'wu
sehewao. 

Witch, n. Muche -mumata'iskwao; 
iskwao ka o pawa'kunit. 

Witch-craft, n. M uche -mumata'we 
-issechika'win; mita'wewin. 
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With, prep. (by means of) .Oche; (in 
company of) keke; (along with) 
ussiche; in comp. weche-, or weke-, 
as e.g. He goes with him, wecha'wao. 
She lives (in marriage) with him, 
weke'mao. 

Withal, adv. (also) Ussiche; (likewise) 
akosemaku. 

Withdraw, v.i. (draws back) Usa'
puyew; (from room, or party) 
wu'yuwew. 
-- v.t. Usa' -nao, -num; wuyu
wetu -hao, -taw; oti -nao, -num. 

Wither, v.i. Nipoo -wisew, -wetin, 
nipoomukun; nissewuna' -tisew, 
-tun. 

With-hold, v.t. (withholds it) Nuka' 
-nao, -num, kipiti -nao, -num; 
kipiche -hao, -taw; (withholds it 
from him) nuka'numowao, kipiti
numowao. 

Within, prep. P~che. 
-- adv. (within the tent or house) 
p~tokumik; (within the boat) or 
canoe) p~totuk. He, or it, is within 
my sack, p~che -sin, -tin, newutik. 
-- v.t. Within reach (of his hand) 
ta'pi -nao, -num; as part., tapini
ka'tao. Within gun range, ta'pu 
-whao, -hum, part, ta'puhika'tao. 
Within range of the eye, tapa'pu 
-mao, -tum, part., tapa'puchikatao. 

Without, adv. (outside) Wuyuwe'ti
mik; (on the outside) wuyuweti
ma'yik, wuskich; (lacking) use nega
tive nummu, e.g. without food, 
nummu kakwi mechim, or numwach 
mechim. I am without snowshoes, 
numwa'ch notusa'min. 

Withstand, v.t. Nepowes -towao, -tum; 
(stand in his way) nuka's -kowao, 
-kum, kipis -kowao, -kum. 

\iVitness, n. (testimony) A'chimowin, 
ita'chimowin; (seeing) kachinay
a'putumowin; (a person who gives 
testimony) ota'chimoo, okachinaya'
pumoo. 
-- v.i. (testifies) A'chimoo, w~
tum; (he sees it) kachinaya'pew. 
-- v.t. (witnesses about him) 
A' -chimao, -totum, tipa' -chimao, 
-totum, ita' -chimao, -totum, wa'pu 
-mao, -tum. 
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Wittingly, adv. Kiskayetumowinik. 
Wizard, n. Omuche -mumata'wesew. 
Woe, n. (distress) Kukwa'tukitawin, 

kotukita'win; (misery) kopa'tise
win, nunaka'tisewin. Woe unto you! 
kotukita'win ke ka we uyan! 

Woe-begone, adj. Kukwa'tukinak 
-osew, -wun, kopa'sinak -osew, -wun. 

Wolf, n. Muhe'kun. 
Woolfish. Tapiskooch muhekun, mu

hekunewew. 
Wolf-willow, n. Muhekunatik. 
Wolverine, n. Kwekwuhakao, omi

nuches. 
Woman, n. Iskwao. A young woman, 

oskine'kiskwao. A mature woman, 
kese -iskwao, or kiche -iskwao. An 
old woman, nootokao, nootokawes, 
nootokasew. A very old woman, 
kisa -iskwao, katayatisewiskwao. 
She is a young woman, oskinekisk
wawew. She is an old woman, 
nootokawew, kisa -iskwawew. 

Womanhood, n. Iskwawewin. 
Womb, n. Mispuyow, mutt. 
Wonder, n. Mamuska'tumowin, ma

m uska ta 'yetakosewin. 
-- v.i. Mamuska'tum, mamu
ska'tayetum. He wonders at him, 
mamuska' -tao, -tum, mamuskatay 
-imao, -etum. I wonder? matwane 
che? No wonder, tasipwa. 

\tVonderful, adj. Mamuskata'yetak 
-osew, -wun. 

Wonderfully, adv. Mamuska'ch. 
Wont, adj. (accustomed) Ma'na, na

ka'ma. As he was wont, etc., ka 
itotuk ma'na, or ka naka'me itotuk. 

Woo, v.i. (to court) Nochehe'skwawiw. 
v.t. No'chehao, mikoska'che

hao. A wooer, noche'skwawask. 
Wood, n. (material) mi'stik; (fuel) 

mite, pl., mitu; (forest) mistikoskak 
(thick forest) sukak; (consisting of 
willows) sukikopak; (green wood) 
uska'tik or kuska'tik, (dry) pa'ko
tuk, pastamitu; · (whole blocks of 
wood) misewa'tuk, (round) notime' 
tuk, (split) taski'kuhikun; (rotten 
wood) yoo'skituk, munookich~tuk· 
(twisted, or cross grained) muchi~ 
kituk; (burnt wood) wepooskituk 
wepooskawatik. Burnt woods, wesa'~ 
pooskitao, wepo'skaw; (recently 

burnt) oska'puskitao, puskwa'ski
tao. It is a high wood (a high 
clump), ispa'skwayaw, piskwa'sk
wayaw, opa'skwayaw. A point of 
woods, naya'skwayaw. An island 
clump (standing in swamp land), 
ministikwa'skwayaw. In the woods 
(among the trees), makwa'yatik; 
(a way from the river) nochimik. 
He enters the woods, saska'skohum. 
He is chopping wood, chekuhikao, 
nikotao. He is fetching wood, na'
chenitao; (hauls it) nachita'pao, or 
owuchenitao. He gathers the wood, 
mo'wuchenitao; (he piles it) ussu
staw mitu. Against the wood (of 
the house), ussi'chetuk. He is 
working in the woods (felling, or 
hewing logs), notatikwao. 

Woodashes, n. Pi'kotao. 
Woodcoal, n. Kusku'skisao. 
Woo?c_?ck, n. Weyiko'nao, P.c., Ono-

ko nao, s.c. 
\i\loodcock Creek, n. Onoko'nao se'pe. 
Woodcutter, n. Oche'kuhikao, ono-

ta'tikwao. 
Wooden, adj. Mistiko-, mistikowun. 
Woodland, n. Misti'koskaw. 
Woodpecker, n. Papa'stao, papa'sao; 

(small) papaschases. 
Wood-pile, n. Mitika'n. 
Woody, adj. (consisting of wood) 

Mite -wew, -wun, mi'stiko -wew, 
-wun; (covered with trees) mistiko
skaw. 

Woof, n. Pimitusta'hikun, pimitu
stahikawin. 

Wool, n. Peswa'pewuyan, peswa'
pewi. Sheep's wool, mayutikopewi. 
Coloured wool, nunakowussinusta
wupewi. Knitting wool, mita'seyape, 
pewiya'pe. 

Woollen, adj. Peswa'yaw. Woollen 
material, peswa'yakun. liVoollen gar
ment, peswa'skikun. 

Woolly, adj. Peswa'pewuyaw. 
Word, n. Uyu'mewin, itwa'win. The 

Word of God, Kesa'munito ot itwa'
win. 

Word-book, n. (a dictionary) Uyu'
mewine -mu'ssinuhikun. 
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Work, n. (employment) Uto'skawin; 
(utility) a'putisewin; (something 
made) isse'chikun; (something done) 
eto'tumowin. 
-- v.i. Uto'skao; (is of use) a'pu
tisew; (making something) no'chi
chikao. He works so, ituto'skao, 
isse'chika.o. He goes to his work, 
nutowe -utosltao. 
-- v.t. (works for him) Uto'sko
wao, utoskastowao; (works at it or 
on him) weche -utoska'mao; (works 
instead of him) utoskastumowao. 
He is busy working at it, ituse'kum, 
otume -no'chitaw. 

Workable, adj. Utoska'mukun, a'pu 
-tisew, -tun. 

Work bag, or work box, n. (tool kit) 
A'puchichikunewut; (a woman's) 
kuskikwa' sowinewut. 

Workman, n. Utoskawena'pao, otu
to' skao, otutoska'weyinew. 

Workmanship, n. N uhe -uto'skawin, 
nuhe -isse'chikawin. 

Workshop, n. Utoska'wikumik; (car
penter's) mokochika'wikumik; (boat
builder's) chemanika'wikumik. 

·world, n. U'ske. Throughout the 
world, misewa'skumik, miseta'sku
mik. On the face of the world, wuki
tuskumik. 

Worldliness, n. Uskewa'tisewin, usk
ewe -mostowa'yetumowin. 

Worldly, adj. Uskewa' -tisew, -tun. 
Worm, n. Munichoo's (i.e., any kind 

of small creeping thing); (for in
testinal worm) oka'sukew or muni
choosis. 

Wormwood, n. Wesuka'tik. 
Wormy, adj. Munichoo'se -wew, -wun .. 
Worry, n. (anxiety) Mikoska'taye-

tumowin; (perplexity) wuwanaye
tumowin. 
-- v.i. Mikoska'tayetum, wuwa'
nayetum. 
-- v.t. Mikoska'che -hao, -taw, 
wuwa'nayetume -hao; (as a dog with 
his teeth) mumikopuye -hao, -taw. 

Worse, comp. adj. Uwu'sima as a pre
fix to another adjective or verb, 
thus, He is getting worse (i.e., his 
character is worse), uwusima mu-

cha'tisew, or His health is worse 
(illness increases) uwusima uti a'ko
sew. 

Worship, n. Uyumeha'win, ochiche'
kwunupewin, p~tokawin. The first 
of these words is generally used for 
public worship, the second for 
private:-worship, and the third only 
for service in the Church. 
-- v.i. Uyumeha'w, ochichekwu
nupew, putupew, p~tokao. 
-- v.t. Uyumeha'stowao, ochi
chekwunupe'stowao, putupe'stowao, 
nowuke' stowao. 

Worshipper, n. Otuyumeha'w, oputu
pe'w. 

Worsted, n. Sepa'kiskawayape, me
ta'seyape. 

Worth, adj. (worth so much) Itu'ki 
-soo, -'tao; (useful) a'pu -tisew, -tun, 
(very useful) kista'pu -tisew, -tun. 

Worthless, adj. Nummu nantow ita'pu 
-tisew, -tun. As an expression of 
contempt, Of what use are you? or 
Worthless creature or thing! Tane a 
itapu -tiseyun, -tuk? or a napu 
-tiseyun, -tuk! 

Worthy, adj. Tapuka'yetak -osew, 
-wun, kista'yetak -osew, -wun. 

Would, as an aux. v., Nutowa'yetum. 
It is often answered by the particle, 
we, e.g., "We would see Jesus," "ne 
we wapumanan Jesus." Would 
that! patus, pituna. 

Wound, n. Miswa'kunekatikowin. He 
has a wound, miswa'kunewew, mis
wa'kunekasoo. He is weakened by 
disease, ma'skisew. A wounded 
animal, or bird, miswa'kun. 
-- v.t. Miswa'kunekatao; (as a 
person) ma'skehao. 

Wrangle, n. Asita'mitoowin. 
-- v.i. Asitamewao. 
-- v.t. (with him) Asitamao. 

Wrap, n. (a cover for the shoulders) 
Weskwa'pisoon; (for the knees) 
uspukwune'win. 
-- v.t. Weskwa' -nao-, -num, 
weskwa'pi -tao, -tum, wawa'ki -nao, 
-num. He wraps himself up, wesk
wa'pisoo, weskwa'pitisoo. 

Wrapper, n. (material for wrapping) 
Weskwa'nikun, wawa'kinikun. A 
sled wrapper, uspita'pan. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wrath, n. Kisewa'sewin, akoyowa' -
sewin, kise'stakawin. 

Wrathful, adj. Kisewa'sew, akoyo
wa'sew. 

Wreak, v.t. Pukumi -totowao, -totum. 
Wreath, n: Wapikwune -wuwa'sichi

kun. 
Wreck, n. Pekwa'hotawin. 

--v.t. (wrecks the boat) Pekwaya'
hotaw, pekwa'stitutaw; (ruins some
thing) peko -whao, -hum, peko'tu 
-whao, -hum, (with his hands) 
peko -nao, -num. 

Wrecked, part. (a boat wrecked) 
Pekwa'hotao, (by driving) pekwa
ya'hotao; (an article ruined) peko
tuhikatao, pekonikatao. 

Wrench, n. Pema'piskuhikun. 
-- v.t. Wekochipi -tao, -tum. 

Wrestle, v.i. Ma'sekao. He wrestles 
with him, ma'se -hao, -taw. They 
wrestle, ma'sehitoowuk. As n., ma'
sekawin. 

Wretch, n. (miserable) Okitima'kis; 
(despicable) ka pukwutikosit, mu
cheeyinew. 

Wretched, adj. (miserable) Kitima' 
kisew, -kun, kukwa'tuk -isew, -un; 
(worthless) pukwa'tik -osew, -wun. 

Wriggle, v.i. Wuwekopu'yehoo, wuwu
sko'wpuyehoo. 
-- v.t. Wuwekopu'ye -hao, -taw, 
wuwuskowepuye -hao, -taw. 

Wring, v.t. Se'n -nao, -num, (wrings 
out) senipa'ti -nao, -num. He 
wrings a bird's neck, pe'mikwanao, 
ke'skikwanao. 

Wrinkle, n. Osi'kisewin, osika'win; 
(of the face) sikwikwawin. 
-- v.t. Osi'ki -nao, -num; (by 
folding) osikwa'kinum. 

Wrinkled, adj. Osi'k -isew, -aw. His 
face is wrinkled, sikwikwao. 

Wrist, n. Pi'skokunan. 
Write, v.i. Mussi'nuhikao. He writes 

well, ne'ta mussi'nuhikao. He writes 
badly, muchussi'nuhikao, or maye
mussi'nuhikao. He writes fast, kita'
stupussi'nuhikao. He writes slowly, 
pupachew a mussi'nuhikat. He 
writes large, mukussi'nuhikao. He 

writes small, upistu'ssinuhikao, · pe
su'ssinuhikao. He writes hastily, 
pupa'sewussinuhikao, (crookedly) 
pemu'ssinuhikao. 
--. v.t. Mu'ssinu -wao, -hum; 
(writes so) itu'ssinu -wao, -hum; 
(writes to him) mussi'nuhumowao; 
(writes for him) mussinuhika'stu
mowao. He writes it in a row, 
nepita'sinuhum. It is written on 
the line, pimapikawussinuhikatao. 

Writer, n. Omu'ssinuhikao. A good 
writer, on eta WU 

I ssin uhikao. 
Writing, n. Mu'ssinuhikun, mussinu

hikawin; (letter) mussinuhuma'too
win. 

Written, adj. Mussinuhikatao, itus
sinuhikatao. 

Wrong, n. Nuyita'wetotumowin, nu
spa'ch -issechikawin, wune'tewin. 
-- adj. (thinks wrong) Nuspa'ch 
-ita'yetum; (does wrong) nuya'ta'we 
-totum, mayi' -totum. He is on 
wrong, nuspa' -tisew, -tun; (not 
suitable) nuya'tawun. It looks wrong, 
nuspasinak -osew, -wun, nuyi'tawe
nak -osew, -wun. He wears it wrong
side out, nuspa'tiskum. 
-- adv. Nuspa'ch, nuyataw, sa'
skwat. 
-- v.i. It goes wrong, nayha'we
puyew, nuspa'chipuyew, puche'pu
yew, nasita'mipuyew; (does wrong) 
nuspa'ch -isse'chikao, wune'tew. 
-- v.t. (wrongs him) Mayi' -toto
wao, -totum, nuyita'we -totowao, 
-totum, wune' -totowao, -totum, 
nuspa'che -totowao, -totum. 

Wrongfully, adv. Pukwuntow, nu
spa'che-, nuyatawe-, saskwat. 

Wry, adj. (twisted) Pe'mus -kosew, 
-kwaw; (to one side) opima' -sew, 
-yaw; (as a pole, stick, etc.) opima-
ya's -kosew, -kwun; (as metal) 
opimaya'piskaw. He has a wry neck, 
pemikwuyowao. He holds his head 
awry, pemikwa'staw. Something gone 
awry, kakwi nuspa'chpuyew. 

y 

Yacht, n. Pupama'sewe -che'man. 
Yank, v.t. Kosko'pi -tao, -tum, pemu

skopi -tao, -tum. 

Jate, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Yard, n. (a yard stick) Tipuhikunatik, 
mi'stik, s.c., tipa'skohikun, M.C.; 
(an enclosure) peche manikunik, or 
kistikanuska'n; (yard for a sail) 
pimita'kuhikunatik; (3 ft. standard 
measure) tukoskawin, (i.e., a pace). 

Yarn, n. (thread) Siistuk, (knitting) 
mita'seyape, sepii'kiskawiiyape; (a 
tale) a'chimowin, tipa'chimowin. 

Yawn, n. Ta'wutewin. 
-- v.i. Ta'wutew. 

Ye, pron. Keyuwaw. 
Yea, yes, adv. Aha, (truly) ta'pwii, 

(of course) chika'ma, (all right) 
keya'm. Yes, indeed! tapwa pik
wane! 

Year, n. U'ske _or uske'win, (winter) 
pipoo'n-this word is frequently 
heard for year, perhaps because 
winter is the longest season in their 
year. This year, a'noch ka uske'wuk, 
or a'noch ka pipoo'k. A year ago, 
pa.yuk uske'win uspin. Last year, 
ka ke uske'wuk, or pipoonok. Next 
year, menu uske'waka, or menu 
pipooka. Every year, tuto uske'win, 
or pipoo'n. It is such a time of the 
year, ispta'yuwun. 

Yearling, n. Pipoona'skoos. It is a 
yearling, pipoona'skosew. 

Yearly, adj. Tu.to pipoo'n. 
Yearn, v.i. (long for) Osa'may -imao, 

-etum, kewusay -imao, -et urn; (as 
when bereaved of a child) kwetowa 
-imao, -etum. ' 

Yeast, n. Opi'sikun, opi'sichikun. 
Yeasty, opisichikunewin. 

Yell, v.i. Ta'chikwao, ta'pwao. 
Yellow, adj. Osa' -wisew, -waw; 

(turned yellow) osa'wus -kisew, 
-kwaw; (speaking of a liquid) osa
wa'poo; (of cloth) osawa'kun; (burnt 
yellow, or brown, by exposure to 
heat) osawa'skitao. 

Yelp, v.i. Miki'simoo, (with pain or 
fright) wesukumoo. 

Yesterday, n .. and adv. Ota'kosek. 
The day before yesterday, awusi
ta'kosek. Two days before yesterday, 
kiche -awusita'kosek, or ayuwusi
ta'kosek. Yesterday afternoon, ota'
kosek a ota'kosik. 

YOUTHFUL 

Yet, adv. Kaya'pich, or aya'pich. 
-- conj. (however) atuwe'yu ma'
lrn, ayewak. Not yet, numa'skwu, 
numwa'ch askwu. Not just yet, 
nummuweyu chii'skwu, aka pituma. 

Yield, v.i. (to assent) Ta'pwatum, 
(after pressure) n'towach ta'pwa
tum, sako'chimaw; (surrenders him
self) pukitinisoo; (produces) neta'
wekew, menise'wew. 
-- v.t. Ta'pwatowao; pukiti -nao, 
-num, neta'weke -hao, -taw. 

Yielding, adj. Wfitisew, -tun, sako'chi
mikosew; (producing) netawekechi
kamukun, yukeho'mukun. 

Yoke, n. Tapiska'kun. A yoke of 
oxen, a nesopi'sochik mostoo'suk. 

Yolk, n. Ka osa'wak wawek. 
Yonder, adj. Na'hu, na'mu, pl. na'ke, 

na'he or unihe. 
-- adv. Nata. 

Yore, adv. Kuya's, kuyuta, wa'skuch. 
York Factory, n. Kichewaska'hikun, 

(i.e., The Great House). 
You, yourself, pron. Sing., Ke'yu; pl., 

ke'yuwaw. Your, ke, ket, followed 
by the noun. Yours, keyu awuko; 
pl., keyuwaw awuko, or in answer to 
Whose is it? keyu, or keyuwaw. 

Young, adj. (youthful) Oska'tisew; 
(something not old) oski'yi -wew, 
-wun; oske'-as a prefix, thus, A 
new axe, oske -che'kuhikun. A 
young person, oska'tis. The young 
of an animal (whilst in the womb), 
otuta'muchases; (after birth) aye'
sisu. 

Younger, adj. (brother or sister) 
Ose'mimaw. He is younger, astu
mispe ochew, or weyu nowuch 
oskiyiwew. My youngest son, nekosis 
ka osemima'wit, (daughter) neta'nis 
ka osemima'wit. 

Youngish, adj. Nowuch oski'yi -wew, 
-wun. 

Youngster, n. Owa'sis, oska'yis; (boy) 
na'pasis, oskine'kisis; (girl) iskasis. 

Youth, n. (early part of life) Oska' -
tisewin, oskineke'win; (a young man) 
oskine'kew, (a maid) oskinekiskwao. 

Youthful, adj. Oska'tisew, oskine'
kewew. 

late, lark, .lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Yowl, n. (a howl of a dog or wolf) 
Oyoo'win, or onoowin. 
-- v.i. Oyoo, or onoo. He is 
yowling, mutwa oyoo. 

z 

Zeal, n. Akuma'yimowin, chekayetu
mowin, ayewaka'yetumowin. 

Zealous, adj. Akuma'yimoo, chekaye
tum, ayewakayetum. 

232 zoo 
Zealously, adv. Akume-, ayewa'k, 

musko'we. 
Zero, n. (the cipher "O") Ka waweyi

tik, woweyasi'nuhekun. 
Zigzag, adj. Wawuske'wun, wawaka'w, 

wawa'ke. 
-- v.i. (in moving) Wawuske'
puyehoo, wawa'kiskaw, wawa'ki
puyew. 

Zoo, n. Owukanuska'n. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 



CREE-ENGLISH 
DICTIONARY 

PART II 

A ACHEWEPU'YEW 
~'aya'nanao, adv. Eight apiece. 
Achak, n.an. A spirit, a soul, a ghost. 

Kah Kunatisit Achak. The Holy 
, Ghost. 
Acha'koowe, adj. pref. Spiritual. 
.A.cha'koowiw, v.i.1. He is a spirit. 
Acha'koowun, v.imp. It is spiritual. 
Acha'pe, n.an. A bow. See uchape. 
.A.cha'soo, v.i.4. She (the mare) is in 
, foal. 
Ache, adv. Afresh, anew. When fol-

lowed by ache piko, or ache awu
' sima, it answers to the noun, 
Acheka'powiw, v.i.1. He stands away, 
, he shifts his position. 
Ache'hao, v.t.an. He alters him, he 
, changes hin:i, he makes him move. 
Ache'hoo, v.i.4. He changes, he 

changes his clothes. 
Ache-ki'puhum, v.t.in.6. Shuts it up 

before, as by partitioning. 
Acheki'puwao, v.t.an. He closes him 

by partitioning him off. 
Achekupa'sew, v.i.5. He moves his 

camp, he changes his place of abode. 
Achena'hao, v.t.an., s.c. He does it 

before him; he finishes it before 
him. 

Achena'hoo, v.i.4. He is in a hurry, 
he tries desperately to be first. 

Achena'hitoowin, n.in., s.c. Prior
ity, the act of finishing first, a 
mutual striving to be first, desperate 
haste in competition. 

Achena'howin, n.in. Eager readiness 
, to finish a task; hurried action. 
Achena'kohao, v.t.an. He changes the 

appearance of him, he disguises him. 
Achena'kohisoo, achena'kohoo, v.i.4. 

He changes his appearance. 
Achena'kosew, v.i.1. His appearance 

is changed. 

Achena'kotaw, v.t.in.2. He changes 
, its appearance. 
Achenika'soo, v.i.4. His name is 

changed. 
Acheniska'pisoo, v.i.4. He has his 

arms tied up . 
Acheniska'pitao, v.t.an. He ties up his 
, arms. 
Achepi'chiw, v.i.l. He moves his 
, place of abode . 
A'chepiko, adv. More and more, in-

creasingly, in spite of. 
Achepiko-totum, v.t.in.6. He does it 
, increasingly, he does all the more. 
Achepi'tao, v.t.an. He moves him, 
, (by pulling). 
Achepi'tum, v.t.in.6. He moves it, 
, (by pulling). 
Achepo'stiskowao, v.t.an. He changes 

him (i.e., an anim. article of cloth
' ing, by putting on). 
Achepo'stiskum, v.t.m.6. · He changes 

it (i.e., an inan. article of clothing, 
, by putting on). 
Achepu'yew, v.imp. It alters, it shifts, 
, it moves, it stirs. 
Achepu'yewin, n.in. A change, a 

movement, a shifting. 
A'chepuyew, v.imp. It sticks, it 

catches. 
A'chetin, v.imp. It catches, it fastens. 
Achetaw, v.t.in.2. He alters it, he 
, changes it. 
Ache'w, v.1.5. He moves, he stirs. 
Achewe'kew, v.i.1. He moves his 

place of abode. 
Ache'wepuyew, v.imp. It contracts, 

it shrivels. 
Ache'wenao, v.t.an. He decreases him, 

(i.e., lowers his standard). 
Ache'wenum, v.t.in.6. He decreases it, 

he lessens the quantity. 
Achewepu'yew, v.i.1., s.c. He is lame. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Achewepu'yewin, n.in., s.c. Lame
ness. 

Achewita'hotoowuk, v.rec.4.pl. Their 
horns are interlocked. 

A'chimao, v.t.an. He tells news of 
him, he testifies of him. 

A'chimikoowin, n.in. A report, fame, 
talk concerning him. 

A'chimikosew, v.i.1. He is talked 
about, there is news of him. 

A'chimoo, v.i.4. He tells news, he 
relates, he reports, he gives an 
account. 

Achimoo'win, n.in. News, tidings, a 
story, a tale, a message, testimony. 

Achimosta'towin, n.in. A story, a 
tale, handed around from one to 
another. 

Achimo'stowao, v.t.an. He tells him 
news, he declares it to him, he tells 

, a tale to him. 
A'chipoo, v.i.4. He is fattening. Utte 

Ta.'chipoo, he fattens. Tachipoo, 
P.C. 

A'chipooha'kun, n.an. A fatling. 
Achipoo'hao, v.t.an. He fattens him. 
Achistowa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He be-

grudges it, he grudges it. 
Achistowa'yetumoowin, n. in. A 

grudge, a spite; disregard, slight. 
Achistowa'yimao, v.t.an. He begrudges 

him, he grudges him. 
Achisto'wisew, Attito'wesew, P.C., 

v.i.1. He is very ill, he is in the 
last stages of illness. 

A'chita, adv., E.C. Elsewhere. 
Achi'tootao, v.i.3. Walks with head 

downwards. 
Ah? inter. Meaning, what? What did 

you say? 
Ah! hi! interj. Exclamation of admir

ation. 
Aha'sew, n.an. A rook, a crow. 
Aha'seweminu, n.in. Juniper berries, 

crow berries. 
Aha'seweminatik, n.in. The juniper 

tree. 
Aka'wach, adv. Hardly, scarcely. 
Akoyapikwa'pisoo, ak6kwa'pisoo, v. 

ref.4. He is blindfolded. 
Akoyapikwa'pitao, v.t.an. He blind

folds him. 
A'kik, n.an. A seal, (i.e. sea-calf). 
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Aki'k, n.an. Disease or disorder 
called "a cold", s.c.; in P.C. phlegm, 
ot-akikomewin, n.in., "a cold". 

.A'kikokan, n.an. A seal-skin buoy. 
A'kikonikok, n.in. Seal River. 
A'kikopime, n.in. Seal oil. 
Akikos, n.an. A small seal. 
Akikowe'yas, n.in. Seal flesh. 
Akikowe'yin, n.in. Seal blubber. 
A'kikwu'yan, n.in. A seal-skin. 
Akima'o, v.t.an. He counts them. 
Akima'sk, n.an. An ash (tree). 
Akina, adv. All along. 
Aki'skoo, n.an. A brown grouse. 
Ak6o'chimao, v.t.an. He soaks him, 

he puts him in water. 
Akowa'yetum, v.i.6. He faints, he 

swoons. 
Akoya'kuhikun, n.in. A blind, a cur

tain. 
Akoya'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He covers it 

by placing a cloth (or the like) 
before it. 

Akoyakuwao, v.t.an. He covers him, 
by placing a cloth (or the like) 

, before him. 
A'koohao, v.t.an. He hurts him. 
Akoohika'kao, v.t.in. He has it for a 
, covering. 
Akohi'soo, v.ref.4. He hurts himself. 
A'koohosoo, v.ref.4. He covers him-

self, he conceals himself. 
A'koohum, v.t.in.6. He covers it, he 

conceals it, he dissembles it. 
A'koohumawao, v.t.an. He conceals 

it from him, he conceals it for him. 
Akookwa'hoo, v.i.4. He has his face 

covered. 
Akokwa'hoon, n.in. A blind, (i.e. on 

a bridle); a shade for the eyes. 
Akookwa'hoosoo, v.rej.4. He covers 

his (own) face. 
Akookwa'wao, v.t.an. He covers his 

(another's) face. 
Akoosikwaya'putum, v.t.in.6. He looks 

into it. . 
Akoosipa'yow, v.imp. There is dew; 

it is wet. 
Akoosi'tao, v.i.3. He has sore feet, 

or a sore foot. 
Akoosta'hikun, n.in. A trigger-guard. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Akoo'stin, v.imp. It is soaked, it is 
wet. 

Akootin, v.imp. It soaks. 
Akootitow, v.t.in.2. He bathes it, he 

soaks it, he dips it. 
Akoowio, v.t.an. He covers him (by 

placing something in front), he 
conceals him. 

Akooya'pikwahoon, n.in. A veil, a 
cap-peak; horse blinds. 

Akooya'pupitao, v.t.an. He blind-
folds him. 

Akooya'pupitisoo, v.ref.4. He blind
• folds himself. 
Akooyo'wao, v.imp. It blows a hurri
• cane. 
Akooyowa'sew, v.i.l. He is in a pas
• sion, he is angry, he is passionate. 
A'kosew, v.i.1. He is ill, he is sick, 
, he is sore, he is diseased. 
Akosewin, n.in. Illness, sickness, an 
, ailment, a disease. 
Akospu'kosew, v.i.1. He has a strong 
, taste, he has a sharp taste. 
Akospu'kwan, v.imp. It has a strong 
, or sharp taste. 
Akota'wun, v.imp. It is keen (to the 

feeling); it is pungent (to the 
taste). 

Akotona'moo, v.i.4. He is bold in 
speech. 

Aka'wach, adv. Scarcely, scarce, with 
difficulty. 

Akowa'pikwahoon, Akowa'pikwawan, 
n.in. A veil, a cap-peak, a shade 
for face. 

Akowa'stasimoo, v.i.4. He goes into 
the shade. 

Akowa'staskowao, v.t.an. He over
shadows him. 

Akowa'stawao, v.t.an. He holds or 
places a shade over him. 

Ako'yekook, Akwa'yekok, v.in. That 
is enough . 

.A.kuma'yemoo, v.i.1. He perseveres. 

.A.kuma'yemoowin, n.in. Perseverance. 

.A.kuma'yetakosew, v.i.1., s.c. He is 
, persevering. 
Akuma'yetum, v.i.6. He applies him

self, he is diligent. 
.A.kuma'yetumoowin, n.in. Diligence. 
Akuma'yemo, n.imper. Persevere. 

.A.kuma'yimototum, v.t.in.6. He ap
• plies himself to it. 
Akuma'yimoowe, adv. pref. Persever
• ingly, earnestly. 
Akuma'yimoowin, n.in. Earnest appli

cation, resolution. 
Aku'mehao, v.t.an. He takes care of 

him, he cherishes him. 
Aku'metaw, v.t.in.2. He takes care 

of it. 
Akut, n.in. A curved pole for finding 

beaver holes under the ice. 
Akuta'puyew, s.c., Pakutao or paku

ta'puyew, P.c., v.i.1. He retches, 
he heaves, he attempts to vomit. 

Akuya'semoowin, n.in. The English 
language. 

Akuya'semoo, v.i.4. He speaks Eng
lish. 

Akuya'sew, n.an. An Englishman. 
The word is obtained from Akwa
yasew, '"he lands sailing", the idea 
is that he comesJrom across the sea. 

Akuya'seweskwao, n.an. An English
woman. 

Akuya'seweskwawew, .v.i.1. She is an 
Englishwoman. 

Akuya'sewew, v.i.1. He is an English
man. 

Akuya'sewe'keswao, Akuya'semoo, 
v.i.3. He speaks English. 

Akuya'sewe'keswawin, Akuya'semo-
win, n.in. The English language. 

Akwa'hoonetuk, n.in. Drift-wood. 
Akwa'hoonetukoskow, v.imp. There 
_ is a good deal of drift-wood. 
Akwache'st! exclam. Dear me! s.c. 

Lit. Now behold! 
.A.kwa'kumew, v.imp. It is strong 

(speaking of liquid). 
Akwa'koosew, v.i.1. Akwa'koosin, 

v.i. 7. He is mouldy. 
Akwa'kootin, v.imp. It is mouldy. 
Akwa'kopee, n.in. Green slimy vege

tation in water . 
Akwakopewe-sakahikun, n.in. Green 

Lake . 
Akwa'kutosoo, v.i.4. He is hard 

dried. 
Akwa'kutotao, v.imp. It is hard dried 

(as a hide). 
Akwakwa'piskisiw, v.i.1. He is rusty. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Akwakwa'piskitin, s.c., Meseyapiski
tin, P.C., Akwakwa'piskaw, s.c., 
Meseyapiskaw, P.c., v.imp. It is 
rusty. 

Akwa'nao, v.t.an. He takes him out 
of water. 

Akwa'pitao, Akwa'sipitao, v.t.an. He 
pulls him out of water. 

Akwa'pitum, Akwa'sipitum, v.t.in. 
He pulls it out of water. 

Akwasita'pao, Akwasita'patao, v.t.an. 
He drags him ashore. 

Akwasita'patum, v.t.in.6. He drags 
it ashore. 

Akwa'skowao, v.t.an. He heads him 
off; he gets before him. 

Akwa'tisew, v.i.1. He is fierce, he is 
, savage, vicious, wild. 
Akwa'tisewin, n.in. Fierceness, vic

iousness, wildness. 
Akwatukosa'kuhikun, n.in. A lake 

having stumps of trees standing out 
of the water. 

Akwa'wao, v.i.3. He dries meat or 
fish. See Ukwawao. 

Akwaya'hokoo, v.i.4. He drifts on 
shore. 

Akwaya'hotao, v.irnp. It drifts on 
shore. 

Akwaya'sew, v.i.l. He sails to land, 
he lands sailing, he blows on shore. 

Akwaya'soo, v.i.4. He is putting 
things on shore; he unloads; he 
lands (baggage, etc.). 

Akwaya'stun, v.imp. It sails to land, 
it blows on shore. 

Akwa'yahun, v.imp. It is driven 
, ashore (by the wind and waves). 
Akwa'yimoo, v.i.4. He contends, he 
, struggles; he is resolute. 
Akwa'yimoowin, n.in. Contention, 

struggle. 
Akw~towa'piskisin, v.i.7. He lies on 

the top of another (speaking of a 
stone or metal). 

Akw~towa'piskitin, Akwa towapiski
sin, P.c., v.imp. It lies on the top of 
another (speaking of stone or metal). 

Akwetowepe'tawao, v.t.an. He puts 
him inside something, and then 
inside something else. 

Akw~towu'pewuk, v.i.l.pl. They lie 
on top of each other. 

Akwetowu'stao, v.imp. It is laid on 
top of another. 

Akw~towu'staw, v.t.in2. He lays it 
, on top of another. 
Akwacheko'tawachew, v.i.5. His nose 

is frozen. 
Akwuche'pime, n.in. Hard fat. 
Ak'wuchew, v.i.l. He freezes, he be
' comes frozen. 
Ak'wun, v.imp. It is acrid, it is tart, 

painful; severe. 
Akwu'nahum, v.t.in.6. He covers it, 

he conceals it. 
Akwu'nahikun, n.in. A covering, a 

tarpaulin; roofing material. 
Akwune'win, n.in. A shawl, a cloak, 
, a blanket. 
Akwu'kisoo, v.i.1. He is costly, he 
, is expensive, he is valuable. 
Akwu'kitao, v.imp. It is costly, it 
, is expensive, it is valuable. 
Akwuta'wao, v.i.3. He barters or 
, deals hard. 
Akwu'temao, v.t.an. He freezes him. 

(e g. a fish, by exposing it to the 
, frost). 
Akwu'tetaw, v.t.in.2. He freezes it. 
.Akwu'tin, v.imp. It freezes. 
Akwutinoo'wepesim, n.an. The freez-

ing month or moon. It answers to 
October. 

Amak, n.in. A snow-shoe needle. 
Ama'poowao, s.c., Pa'sitipapuyew, 

P.c., v.imp. It runs over (as a 
liquid). 

Ama'stimwao, v.t.an. He is breeding 
dogs. 

Amataw, v.i.. He is frightening ani
mals. 

Amawio, v.t.an. He frightens him, 
he drives him away, he repels him. 

Amawa'sikao, v.i.3. He is frighten
.ing (animals), by shooting. 

Amawa'swao, v.t.an. He frightens 
him, (i.e. an animal), by shooting. 

Amee! inte1j. Term of tenderest 
endearment. 

Amew, v.i. She spawns. 
Amisa'puyew, v.imp. It rolls down, 

(as a billet from the fire). 
A'moo, n.an. A bee. 
Amoowe'osechikun, n.in. Honey. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Amoowesesepa'skwut, n.in. Honey
lit. Bee sugar. 

Amoo'skaw, v.imp. Bees are num
erous. 

Amoowewuchi'stwun, n.in. A bee
hive. 

A'muchewao, v.i.3. He ascends a 
hill or bank. 

Amuchewa'spimew, v.i.5. He shoots 
up a bank or hill, (with a bow and 
arrow). 

Amuskina'putaw, v.t.in.2. He makes 
it run over, (speaking of a liquid). 

Amuskina'puyiw, v.imp. It runs over, 
(speaking of a liquid). 

Amuskinaya'powutaw, v.t.in.2. He 
pours in water until it is brimful. 

Ana'kusoon, s.c., Ana'skusoon, P.C., 
n.in. Bedding. 

Ana'skan, n.an. Quilt, flooring, a 
canoe-lath. 

Ana'skawin, n.in. A floor, a carpet, 
linoleum. 

Anaska'natukwu, Anaska'netuk, n. 
inan. Floor-board. 

Ana'skao, v.i.3. He lays bedding or 
flooring. 

Ana'skusoo, v.i.4. He has something 
for a bedding under him. 

Ana'skusoowin, n.in. Bedding. 
Animo'mao, v.t.an. He speaks about 

him. 
Ani'ska, part. From one to another, 

adjoining, contiguous, successive. 
Aniska -ota'wemaw, n.an. Ancestor, 

forefather. 
Aniska'yinewuk, n.an.pl. A gener

ation, a tribe in succession. 
Aniska'skowao, v.t.an. He succeeds 

him. 
Aniska'skumowao, v.t.an. He suc

ceeds him or for him. 
Aniska'stao, v.imp. It adjoins. 
Aniska'stowao, v.t.an. He succeeds 

him. 
Aniska'stumowao, v.t.an. He suc

ceeds him or for him. 
Aniska'weyao, v.t.an. He surnames 

him. 
Ani~ka'weyoow_in, 1-1.c., Uspiyekaso

wm, P.C., n.in. A surname. 
Anisko'pitum, v.t.in.6. He lengthens 

it by knotting. 

Anisko'hikun, n.in. A joint, a splice, 
a knot. 

An'iskota'pan, n.in. A knot; a great 
grandchild. 

Aniskota'patum, v.t.in.6. He len
gthens it by tying something to it. 

Aniskota'pao, v.i.3. He ties one thing 
to another; he has a great grand
child. 

Anisko'taw, v.t.in.2. He lengthens it 
by joining something to it, he joins 
it, (as a stick when broken). 

Ani'skowikun, Ani'skowikunan, n.in. 
A joint, (bones). 

Ani'skowikunao, v.i.3. He has a 
joint or joints. 

Aniskowu'sk, n.in. A reed. 
Aniskowu'sklk, P.c., n.in. A copper 

kettle. 
Aniskowu'skoskaw, v.imp. Reeds 

abound. 
Anoo'ch, adv. For the word and its 

derivatives, see unoo'che, etc. 
Anoocheka, adv. Recently, lately, 

not long ago. 
Anoo'wai, n.in. The cheek. 
Anoo'wehao, s.c., Ayewehao, P.c., 

v.t.an. He outdoes him. 
A'nowis, adv. With difficulty, scar

cely. 
Anu'puskaw, s.c., Ayapuskaw, P.C., 

v.imp. Athabasca. 
Anupuska'weyinew, n.an. An Atha

bascan. 
Anupuska'weyinewew, v.i.1. He is an 

Athabascan. 
Anwa'pumao, s.c., i•.t.an. He finds 

fault with him. 
Anwa'putum, v.t.in.6. He finds fault 

with it. 
Anwao, v.t.an. He rests from speak

ing. 
Anwii'chekatao, v.imp. It is denied. 
A'nwapemao, s.c., v.t.an. He rests 

with him. In P.c. the word weche 
is always used with this (e. g. 
weche ay'wapemao, he rests with 
him). 

Anwa'pew, s.c., A'ywapew, P.c., v.i.1. 
He rests, he reposes. 

Anwapeweke'sikaw, n.in. The Sab
bath, the rest day. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Anwa'pewin, s.c., Ayw'apewin, P.c., 
n.in. Rest, repose. 

Amvfi.'to\vao, v.t.an. He disbelieves 
him, he denies him, he disobeys 
him, he refuses him, he rejects him. 

Anwfi.'tum, v.i.in.6. He disbelieves 
it, he refuses it, he denies it, he is 
faithless, he is disobedient. 

Anwi'tuskew, v.i.1. He is in the 
habit of disbelieving. 

Anwa'tumoowin, n.m. Disbelief, un
belief, refusal, disobedience, contra
diction. 

Anwa'yimao, v.t.an. He finds fault 
with him, he blames him. 

Apa'puyew, v.i.1. He revives, (i. e. 
in health or mental state). 

Ape'chihao, v.i.3. He harms him 
greatly. 

Apena'nupekun, n.m. The bar of a 
canoe, (intermediate size). 

Apika'tao, v.t.an. He loosens him, 
he unties him. 

Apika'tum, v.t.in.6. He unties it. 
A'pipuyew, s.c., v.imp. It opens. 
Apet, n.an. A fire steel, a fire bag. 
Apita'kesikaw, v.imp. and n.in. Mid-

day, noon. 
Apeta'kesikunime'chisoo, v.i.4., Ape

ta'kesikunikwao, v.t.an. He dines, 
he eats at mid-day. 

Apeta'kesikuni'mechisoowin, n.in. 
Mid-day meal. 

Apeta'kesikunnakwawin, s.c., n.in. 
Mid-day meal. 

Apeta'pew, v.i.1. He has a bruised 
or "black" eye. 

Apeta'tipiskaw, v.imp. and n.in. Mid
night. 

Apeta'tukupekun, n.in. The middle 
bar of a canoe. 

Apetaw, v.imp. It is blue (as a bruise), 
it is livid. 

Apetis, n.an. A small fire steel, a 
small fire bag. · 

A'petow, n.in. Half. 
Ape'towi, adj. Used in a compound 

word-as in Ape'towi -kosisan, half
breed. 

Apetowes, n.in. Quarter, (or lit. 
half of a half). 

Apetowipuyew, v.imp. It is the middle 
of the week, Wednesday. 

Ap'e'towun, v.imp. It is the middle, 
the middle of the week. 

Apetowakutosoo, v.pass. He 1s half
dried. 

Apetowa'kutotao, v.pass. It is half
dried. 

Ape'tuhoosoo, v.refi.4. He bruises 
himself. 

Ape'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He bruises it. 
Apetu'kuhikun, s.c., Apekwukahikun, 

P.c., n.in. A lock; a key. 
Apetu'kuhikunis, n.in. A key; a 

small lock. 
Apetukuhikatao, v.pass. It is locked. 
Ape'tuwao, v.t.an. He bruises him. 
Api'konao, v.t.an. He loosens him, 

he unties him, he unharnesses him. 
Api'konum, v.t.in.6. He loosens it, 

he unties it, he untwists it. 
Apiko'puyew, v.imp. It loosens, it 

gets untied. 
Api'koses, s.c., Apukoses, P.c., n.an. 

A mouse. 
Apikosesikan, n.in. A decoy-mouse 

for attracting owls. 
.A.pin, .A.pina'kin, n.in. Parchment, 
, a parchment hide. 
Apinikao, v.i.3. He makes parchment. 
.A.pinoo'se, n.in. A parchment canoe. 
.A.pinoo'sekao, v.i.3. He makes a 
, parchment canoe. 
Apinoo'sekakao, v.i.3. He makes a 

parchment canoe of it. 
Apisa'sin, v.imp. It is small. Also 

Upisa'sin. 
Apise'sisew, v.i.1. He is small. For 

this word and its derivatives also 
upise' sisew. 

Api'skunekakun, 
A'pisewa'yetum, 
A'pissisin, v.i.7. 

dead. 

n.in. The jawbone. 
v.i.6. He revives. 
He rises from the 

A'pissisinoowin, n.in. A resurrection. 
Apische -mooswu, n.an. The elk. 
Apoo, conj. Or, either, else. 
Apoochika, s.c., adv. Besides, even 

otherwise. In P.c., this is used as 
an emphatic negation of any asser
tion following it, used usually in 
denial of a charge, etc. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Aposku'tamao, s.c., v.t.an. He spits 
him out, he lets him fall from his 
mouth. 

Aposku'tatum, v.t.in.6. He spits it 
out, he lets it fall out of his mouth. 

Apo'skowao, v.t.an. He goes to meet 
him, (a returned traveller). 

Aposka'kawin, n.in. A party sent 
out to meet a returned traveller. 

Apo'tao,, v.i.3. He returns home with 
meat, (or any food). 

Apoo'tinao, v.t.an. He turns him 
inside out. 

Apoo'tinum, v.t.in.6. He turns it 
inside out. 

Apucheha'kun, s.c., n.an. A labourer; 
a personal attendant. 

A'pucheha'o, v.t.an. He employs him, 
he engages him, he uses him. 

A'puchehewao, v.i.3. He is profitable, 
he avails. 

Apuchehi'kosew, s.c., v.i.1. He is 
employable. We ayapuchehi'kosew, 
he is given to being useful. 

Apuchehe'towin, n.in. Game of tag; 
mutual helpfulness. 

A'pucheta'win, n.in. A possession, 
something useful. 

A'pucheta'winu, n.in.pl. Possessions, 
useful things; clothes, furniture. 

Apuche'taw, v.t.in.2. He employs it, 
he uses it, 

Apuchi'chikun, n.in. An instrument, 
a tool, an implement; an article of 
furniture. 

Apuhika'soo, v.i.4. He is free, he is 
untied. 

A'puhikun, s.c., n.in. A key, a can
opener. 

A'puhikunis, s.c., n.in. A small key 
or opener. 

Apuhoo'sta -wao, -hum, v.t. He un
winds him, or it, (as a nut from a 
bolt). 

A'puhoo'wao, v.i.3. He sets (people) 
free, he liberates. 

Apuhoowa'win, n.in. Liberty, lossen
ing; forgiveness. 

A'puhum, v.t.in.6. He unbinds it, 
he undoes it, he disentangles it, 
he opens it. 

Apuhuma'kao, v.i.3. He absolves, he 
opens for a person; he unties for a 
person. 

Apuhuma'kawin, n.in. Deliverance, 
absolution. 

Apuhu'mowao, v.t.an. He unbinds or 
undoes it for him, he absolves him. 

Apume'stowao, v.t.an. He turns to
wards him, he turns on him. 

Apume'w, v.i.5. He turns, (as a 
goose turns to the decoys). 

A'pume'pitao, v.t.an. He turns him, 
(i. e. to face the speaker). 

A'pumoostowao, v.t.an. He turns 
upon him, (as to attack him). 

Apusa'pew, v.i.1. He looks back. 
A'putisew, v.i.l. He is being used, 

he is useful, he works. We aya'pu
tisew, he is given to being useful. 

Apu'tisewin, n.in. Usefulness, work, 
labo.urs occupation. 

A'putuk! exclam. Signifying dispara
gement, "Of what use is it!" 

A'putun, v.imp. It is useful. 
A'putiseyun, v.t.an. Used as an ex

pression of contempt, "Of what 
use art thou?" Equivalent to the 
English common expression, "You 
are no good!" 

Apuhu'stao, v.imp. It is opened, it 
is set open. 

Apu'wa o, v.t.an. He undoes him, he 
unbinds him, he frees, liberates, 
disentangles him. 

Archdeaconewew, v.i.1. He is an 
Archdeacon. 

A'si, adv. Already. 
Asika'yetum, s.c., v.i.6. He goes fast, 

he advances. 
Asiketi!ssuwao, Sekiti'ssuwao, P.C., 

v.t.an. He makes him go fast. 
Asika'pew, s.c., v.i.1. He looks hard, 

he looks earnestly, he stares. 
Asika'pumao, s.c., v.t.an. He looks 

hard at him, he stares at him. 
Asika'putum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He looks 

hard at it,. he stares at it. 
Asiki'tukoochin, s.c;., Sasakitukochin, 

P.C., v.imp.an. The moon lies on 
her back, or raised at one horn. 

Asikwa'o, s.c., v.i.3. He is bold in 
talking, he is saucy, he affirms. 

Asikwa'win, s.c., n.in. An affirma
tion, sauciness. 

Asimoak, n.an. A small loon. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Asimo'kopesim, s.c., n.an. The "loon
moon", or month. It answers to 
May or June. 

Asi'skowao, v.t.an. He arrives before 
him. 

Asitaya'skwumoo, v.imp. It lies across. 
Asitaya'skwustaw, v.t.in.2. He laps 

it over, he crosses it. 
Asitaya'skotin, v.imp. It lies across. 
Asitiiyati~, n.in. A cross, (of wood). 
Asita'mao; v.t.an. He contends with 

him, he contradicts him, he dis
µ~tes with him. 

Aya'sitamiio, P.c., When argument 
takes place. 

Asiti'.i.'mewao, Ayasitame;wao, P.C., 
v.i.3. He contends, he contradicts. 

Asita'mewawin, n.in. Contention, dis
putation. 

Asita'mitoowin, n.in. Contention, dis
putation. 

Asfra'puyew, v.i.l. and v.imp. He, 
or it, goes crosswise. 

Asita'sinwuk, v.i.7. They lies side by 
side but with their feet in opposite 
directions; they lie across each 
other. 

Asita'stao, v.imp. It is placed across. 
Asititao, v.i.3. He walks backwards 

and forwards. 
A'skow, adv. Sometimes, now and 

then. 
A'soo, prep. All across. 
Asoka'mahum, v.t.in.6. He goes 

across the river, (by canoe). 
Asoka'mapuye\v,, v.imp. It goes all 

across. 
Asokun, n.in. A bridge; a ladder. 
Aso'kunikakao, v.i.3. He makes a 

bridge with it. 
Aso'kunikao, v.i.3. He makes a 

bridge. 
Asokunipuyew, v.imp. It forms a 

bridge, (as a fallen tree). 
Aso'puyew, v.imp. It goes across, it 

reaches across, it bridges a stream. 
A'soo, v.i.4. He leans. 
Aso'simoo, v.i.4. He leans himself. 
Aso'simowatao, v.t.an. He leans on 

him, (physically). 
Asosimototowao, v.t.an. He leans on 

him, (figuratively). 

Aso'sin, v.i.7. He leans on it, (re
clining). Also asosinowatum, P.c. 

Aso'titaw, v .. t.in.2. He leans it against, 
(something) he places it against, 
(something). 

Aso'tin, v.in. It leans, (against some
thing). 

Aso'wuhoo, v.refl. He crosses him
self, (i.e. takes himself across the 
river). 

Asowuho'nao, v.4. He crosses them, 
(takes them across the river). 

Asowuho'nan, n.in. A crossing, a 
ford. 

Aso'wuhum, v.t.in.6. He crosses, (a 
river, or lake, etc.). 

Asowuka'mayatukaw, Asowa'tuka'w, 
v.i.2. He swims across, he wades 
across. 

Asowuka'sew, v.i.3. He fords (a 
stream). 

Asowuka'skoo, v.i.1. He crosses over 
the ice. 

Asowuska'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He goes 
across _the muskeg, or swamp. 

Asowu'tin, v.imp. It freezes all across. 
Aspona'yimoo, v.i.4. He is covetbus, 

he is eager. 
Asponayimikosew, v.i.l. He has the 

reputation of being covetous. 
Aspona'yimoowin, n.in. Covetous

ness, eagerness. 
Aspo'nisew, v.i.1. He is covetous, he 

is avaricious. 
Aspo'nisewin, n.in. Covetousness, 

avarice. 
Aspuche'w, v.i.5. He leans, (on some

thing). 
Asputa'skopison, n.in. A back-rest 

(in a Plain Indian's tent). 
Assa'soo, v.pass.4. He is tattoed. 
Assa'ssowao, s.c., Assa'swao, P.c., 

v.t.an. He tattoes him. 
Asse'nao, v.t.an. He holds them to

gether, (with the hand). 
Asse'num, v.t.in.6. He holds them 

together, (with the hand). 
Assi'cha'yik, n.indec. Against the 

wall, fence, etc. 
Assi'chetuk, n.indec. Against the 

wood, (e.g. the logs of a house). 
Assi'sooi, n.in. An ice chisel, a chisel 
Assi'sooi -atik, n.in. The handle of an 

ice chisel. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Asta'chikoo, v.i.4. He puts by in 
store, reserves. 

Asta'chikoon, Asta'chikoowin, n.in. 
A reserve, something laid aside for 
future use, a cache. 

Asta'chikokao, v.i.3. He makes a 
reserve, or cache. 

Asta'kumin, v.imp. It settles, (as a 
turbid liquid). 

Ast[kwa'mew, v.i.4. He sleeps enough. 
Asta'pao, v.i.3. He becomes sober. 
Asta'pakitin, Astaya'kumin, Astaya-

kumotin, v.imp. It settles, (a 
fluid). 

Astoo'kumew, Astoo'kumin, v.imp. It 
is still water. 

Astowa'hikao, v.i.3. He is extinguish
ing, he is fighting a fire. 

Astowa'hum, v.t.in.6. He extinguishes 
it, he quenches it. 

Astowa'num, · v.t.in.6. He exting-
uishes it, he puts it out, (with the 
hand). 

A'stowao, v.imp. It is extinguished, 
· it is gone out, (fire) it goes out. 

Astowa'puyew, v.imp. It goes out, 
it becomes extinct, (as fire). 

Astowa'skum, v.t.in.6. He exting
uishes it, (with his body). 

Astowa'titaw, v.t.in.2. He exting
ushes it, (by bringing it in contact 
with something). 

Astowaya'powuchikun, n.in. A fire 
extinguisher; a pail of water kept 
for that purpose. 

Astowaya'powutaw, v.t.in.2. He ex
tinguishes it by pouring a liquid 
upon it. 

A'stum, v.imp. Come! come here! 
Astuma'stao, v.imp. It is sunny. 
Astuma'st[k, in the sunshine. 
Astume'yekok, Astumik, adv. Less, 

since, since then. 
Astu'mispe, adv. Since, afterwards, 

since then. 
Astu'mita., prep. This side. 
Astu'mit[ka, adv. On this side. 
Aswa, prep. Beyond. 
Aswaya'pumao, v.t.an. He sees, or 

looks, beyond him. 
Aswaya'putum, v.t.in.6. He sees, or 

looks, beyond it, he misses seeing it. 

ATISITA'HOON 

Aswa.'hum, v.t.in.6. He shoots, or 
throws, beyond it. 

Aswa'puyew, v.in.1. He goes beyond, 
(as in riding). 

Aswa'puyin, v.imp. It goes beyond. 
Aswas'kowao, v.t.an. He goes beyond 

him. 
Aswa'skum, v.t'in.6. He goes beyond 

it. 
Aswa'wfio, v.t.an. He shoots, or 
throws, beyond him. 
Ata'kumipuyew, v.imp. It moves, 
, (as water). 
Ata'kumahum, v.t.in.6. He moves it, 

(as water). 
Ata'n, n.in. An anvil, the under 
, stone used in pounding fish, etc. 
Atan, n.an. A buoy made of seal-

skin. 
A'ta'nis, v.an. A small anvil. 
.Ata'skotitaw, v.t.in.2. He renews its 

helve or handle. 
Ata'skotitaw, v.t.in.2. He entangles 

it, (as among trees or wood). 
Ata'wakao, v.t.in. He sells him, or it, 

he disposes of it. 
Ata'wakun, n.in. Furs in exchange 

for supplies. 
Ata'wao, v.t.an. He buys, or sells, 

or trades. 
Atawawinu, n.in.pl. Trading goods. 
Atawawiyinew, n.an. A trader. 
Atawe'ya, adv. Although, though. 
.A'tahao, v.t.an. He puts him in 

another place, he removes him. 
At'ayo'kawin, n.in. An Indian legend. 
.A'tayaw, v.i.2. He is elsewhere. 
A'tit, n.indec. A part of them, some 

of them. 
Ati'towenum, v.t.in. He takes some 

of it. 
Ati'towenao, v.t.an. He takes some 

of them. 
Ati'towehao, v.t.in. He kills some of 
, them. 
A'tinao, v.t.an. He removes him, he 

moves him, he stirs him, (with 
, the hand). 
A'tinum, v.t.in.6. He removes it, 

he moves it, he stirs it, (with the 
hand). 

Atisita'hoon, s.c. Tapisekoska'chekun, 
P.C., v.in. A stirrup. 
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Ati'skowao, v.t.an. He bars him, he 
gets in front of him, he gets in his 
way. 

Ati'skum, v.t.in. He bars it, he gets 
in its way. 

Atoo'mao, s.c., v.t.an. He borrows it 
from him. 

Atoo'minuk, s.c., n.an.pl. Willow 
, berries. 
Atotao, v.i.3. He changes his range 

of walking; he goes to some other 
settlement. 

A'totum, v.t.in.6. He tells news about 
it, he publishes it, he testifies it. 

Atowa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He disallows 
it, he rejects it, he refuses it, he 
opposes it. 

Atowa'yetumoowin, n.in. Refusal, 
rejection. 

Atowa'yimao, v.t.an. He rejects him, 
he dislikes him, he opposes him, 
he refuses him. 

A'towinowao, v.t.an. He dislikes his 
appearance. 

A'towinum, v.t.in.6. He dislikes its 
apperance. 

A'tuh, adv. Although, however, not
• withstanding, though, even so. 
Atuhoo, s.c., Utohoo, P.C., v.i.4. He 

chokes himself, (as with food going 
into windpipe). 

Atuyokao, v.i.3. He relates Indian 
legends or myths. 

Atuyoka'win, n.in. Act of relating 
Indian legends. 

Atuyo'kun, The hero of an Indian 
legend. (e.g. Wesakachak, is an 
'atuyokun'). 

A'tupew, v.i.1. He changes his seat; 
he changes his location. 

A'tupewin, n.in. A change of seat; 
a movement from one location to 

, another. 
Atu'skao, v.i.3. He changes his abode, 

he changes his country. 
Atu'skichikao, v.i.3. He is trans

planting; he is changing the posts. 
Atu'skichikun, n.in. A transplanted 

vegetable, shrub, etc.; a surveyor's 
pole. 

Atu'staw, v.t.in.2. He puts it in 
, another place. 
A'tuwao, v.i.3. He changes his coat, 

(as an animal). 

AWU'SIMA 

A'tuwao, v.t.an. He excels him, (in 
shooting or throwing). . . 

A'tuyao, v.t.an. He puts him m 
another place. 

Awa'chikao, v.i.3. He uses a parable, 
or illustration. 

Awa'chikun, n.in. A parable, an 
illustration. 

Awa'hao, v.t.an. He compares him, 
he likens him. 

Awana'wao Awani'mao, v.t.an. He 
recognize~ him, (from similarity 
t.o something in past experience.) 

Awatu'skosewakun, n.in. A hay rack. 
A'wew, s.c., v.i.1. He is such an one, 

he is the same; he is. 
A'wehao, v.t. an. He makes him owner 

of (a deer, or bird). Word used in 
the transfer of game from the suc
cessful hunter to the unsuccessful 
one. 

Awe'wisew, v.i.1. He is always the 
same. 

Awi'w, v.i.1. He gets a point, (as in 
a game). 

Awuha'o, Awuna'o, v.t.an. He car
ries them, (load after load). 

A'wun, s.c., v.imp. It is the same, 
it is. 

Awutaw, v.t.in.2. He carries it, he 
transports it. 

Awuchita'pao, v.i.3. He draws wood, 
or other material, he transports 
material by sled. 

Awus! interj. or v.imper. Begone! 
be off! avaunt! get away! get along! 

Awusa'pisk, n.in. Beyond the Rocky 
Mountains, B.C. 

Awuseta'kosik, adv. The day before 
yesterday. 

Awuseti'pisk, Awuseti'piskok, n.indec. 
The night before last. 

Awuseke'sikaw, adv. Every other 
day. 

Awusetipuha'skan, n.in. Across the 
border line, U.S.A. 

Awuseyekok, adv. More; over and 
and above, good measure. 

Awusicha'hes, Awusicha'ses, s.c., 
A little further; a little beyond. 

Awu'sima, adv. and prep. Abo1ve, 
more. Awu'sima mena awu'si11na, 
more and more. 
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Awu'sima'skowao, v.t.an. He is above 
him in authority or rank, he is 
superior to him. 

Awu'sispe, adv. Before, sooner than, 
the time before. 

Awu'sita, adv. and prep. Further, 
beyond. 

Awu'sita, v.imper. See Awus, to which 
it is equivalent. 

Awu'sita -it!ika, prep. Beyond, at 
the other side. 

Awu'sita, -it!i'kakam, prep. Beyond, 
at the other side, (speaking of the 
water). 

Awu'sitik, pl. of awu'sita or a'wus. 
As an interjection used in fear, by 
the Plain Crees, in the same sense 
as 'Aya'ho!' which see. 

Awusine'pinook, n.indec. The sum
mer before last. 

Awusita'kosek, n.indec. The day 
before yesterday. 

Awusispipoo'nook, n.indec. The win
ter before last. 

Awusiwa'puka, Awusiwa'puke, n.indec 
The day after tomorrow. 

Aya, n.an. A person, See Ia. 
Aya'ch, adv. Differently. 
Aya'chehao, v.t.an. He changes him, 

he alters him. 
Ayachekwa'skootew, v.i.1. He jumps 

from one place to another. 
Ayache'puyehao, v.t.an. He shakes 

him. 
Aya'chepuyehoo, v.i. He is restless, 

he keeps moving himself. 
Aya'chepuy~tow, v.t.in.2. He shakes 

it, he moves it. 
Aya'chepuyew, Ayachepuyin, v.imp. 

It shakes, it moves about. 
Ayache'puyewin, n.in. The act of 

shaking, or moving. 
Aya'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He changes it, 

he alters it. 
Aya'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 

tight, (as not to break in use). 
Aya'cheyinew, A strange Indian, a 

Gentile. Used by Plain Crees for a 
member of the Blackfoot Con
federacy; by the Swamp Crees for 
an outcast, or ostracised member 
of the band. 

Aya'cheyinewew, v.i.1. He is a Black
foot, a strange Indian, a· Gentile, 
an outcast. 

Aya'chehisoo; v.t.an.refl. He changes 
himself, he makes himself different. 

Aya'chisew, v.i.1. He is different, he 
is another person. 

Ayachistowa'yetum, v.t. He repeatedly 
begrudges it. 

Ayachiti'kitew, v.i.1. He changes in 
size repeatedly. 

Ayahoo! interj. Exclamation of fear. 
Aya'koonahum, v.t.in.6. He covers 

it with snow. 
Aya'koona, v.imper. Cover him wi'th 

snow. 
Aya'koonao, v.i.3. He, or it, is cov

ered with snow. 
Aya'koonawao, v.t.an. He covers him 

with snow. 
Ayakwa'mayetum, v.i.6. He is cau

tious. 
Ayakwa'mayetumoowin, n.in. Cau

tiousness, heed. 
Ayakwa'mayimao, v.t.an. He thinks 

him to be cautious. 
Ayakwa'mew, v.i.1. He takes care, 

he is cautious. 
Ayakwa'mimao, v.t.an. He cautions 

him, he charges him, he warns him, 
he advises him, he admonishes him. 

Ayakwa'mimewao, v.i.3. He admon
ishes, he charges, he warns, he 
cautions. 

Ayakwa'mimewawin, v.in. A charge, 
a caution, a warning. 

Ayakwamise'stowao, v.t.an. He is 
careful about him. 

Ayakwami'seestum, v.t.in.6. He is 
careful about it. 

Ayakwa'misew, v.i.1. He is careful, 
he is cautious, he takes care. 

Ayakwa'misewin, n.in. Cicumspec
tion, prudence, careful living. 

Aya'na'nao, Ayena'nao, adj. Eight. 
Aya'nis, n.in. pl; oya'nisu, Pos

sessions, household goods. 
Ayaniska'pitao, v.t.an. He ties one 

to another, (in line). 
Ayaniska'pitum, v.i .. 6. He joins it 

together, by pulling. 
Ayapawimoo'stoos, Eyapawimoos-

toos, n.an. An ox. 
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Aya'pao, s.c., E)fa'pao, P.C., n.an. 
A bull (wild animals) an ox. 

Aya'pasis, s.c., Eya'pasis, P.c., n.an. 
A steer. 

Ayapu'yew, v.i.l. He staggers .. 
Ayasa'chehao, v.t.an. Does thmgs 

to him in exaggeration, (in pre
tence of acquiescing). 

Ayasa'chemao, v.t.an. Says things 
to him in exaggeration, (in pre
tence of acquiescing). 

Ayasa'chemewawin, n.in. Sarcasm. 
Ayasapitao, Asupitao, Ayasupitao, 

v.t.an. He is (in the act of) tying 
them into a bundle. 

Ayasapitum, Asiipitum, Ayasu'pitum, 
v.t.in.6. He is (in the act of) tying 
them into a bundle. . 

Aya'sikwao, s.c., v.i.3. He is bold in 
talking, he affirms. 

Aya'sikwawin, s.c., n.in. Affirmation. 
Aya'sita, adv. Mutually, in return, 

in turn. 
Aya'sitahum, v.t.in.6. He passes 

through it. 
Aya'sithao, v.i.3. He walks back

wards and forwards. 
Aya'sowepima'hokoo, v.pass.4. He is 

tossed from place to place, (by wind 
and waves). 

Aya'sowepupama'hun, v.imp. It is 
tossed from place to place by wind 
and waves. 

Aya'sowikumik, n.in. A fortress, a 
stronghold. 

Ayata'kumepuyew, v.imp. It ripples. 
Ayata'nahum, v.t.in.6. He cracks it. 
Ayatinapuyew, v.imp. It cracks. 
Ayata'sew, v.i.1. He moves with the 

wind. 
Ayata'stun, v.imp. It moves with 

the wind. 
Ayatisa'wukinum, v.t.in.6. He stirs 

up the fire, (with his hand). 
Ayatisa'wukuhum, v.t.in.6. He stirs 

up the fire, (with a stick, etc.). 
Aya'setin, v.imp. It leaves a mark 

of itself, (as on the snow). 
Ayatisestowao, v.t.an. He makes him

self a stranger to him. 
Ayatuska'nasew, v.in.1. He is of a 

different tribe or race. 

Ayatustao, P.c., v.i.3. It is placed 
solidly. 

Aya'win, n.in. (Lit. ?wnership) Con
dition, state, quality, nature, an 
affair, existence. 

Aya'yimwao, v.i.3. He is (in the act 
of) talking in a troublesome way, 
he is given to being troublesome m 
talk. 

A.yakwao, n.an. A castrated animal, 
a hermaphrodite. 

Ayakwa wutim, n.an. A gelding. 
A.yao, v.t.an. He places him, he lays 

him, he sets him. 
Ayaskooka'powew, v.i.l. He is tired 

of standing. 
Aya'skoohao, v.t.an. He tires him, 

he wearies him. 
Ayaskome'chew, He is tired of eating 

it. 
Aya'skosew, v.i.1. He is tired, he is 

wearied, he becomes tired. 
Aya'skoosewin, n.in. Weariness, fat

igue, physical or mental ex~aust1?n· 
Aya'skooskowao, v.t.an. He tires him, 

he wearies him. 
Ayaskoota'pao, v.i.3. He is tired of 

hauling, (pulling). 
Aya'skootao, v.i.3. He is tired of 

walking. 
Ayaskowa'num, s.c., v.t.in.6. He pre

pares it, he gets it ready, (as a bow 
and arrows, or a gun). 

Ayaskoweka'powew, Ayaskoka'po-
wew, P.C., v.i.1. He stands ready. 

Ayaskowe'stowao, s.c., v.t.an. He 
puts himself in readiness for him, 
(i. e. in the proper attitude for 
shooting a goose, etc., when approa
ching). 

Aya'skowetaw, s.c., v.t.in.2. He gets 
it ready, he prepares it. 

Aya'skowew, s.c., v.i.5. He prepares 
himself, he is ready. 

Aya'skowisew, s.c., v.i.1. He is 
ready. 

Aya'skowustao, s.c., v.pass. It is 
placed ready. 

Aya'skowustow, s.c., v.t.in.2. He 
lays or places it ready. 

Aya'tisekwuk, v.i.pl.l. They make or 
have made tracks here and there. 

A'ye, n.in. A thing. See I'e. 
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Aye'cheka'powew, v.i.1. He stands 
fast or firmly. 

Aye'chehao, v.t.an. He makes him 
firm, he fixes him; he confirms him. 

Aye'chehaw, v.pass. He is confirmed. 
Aye'chehewao, v.i.3. He is making 

(things or men) firm; he is con
firming. 

Aye'chehewawin, n.in. Confirmation, 
ratification. 

Ayecheki'puhum, v.t.in.6. He shuts 
it closely. 

Ayecheki'puhikatao, v.imp. It is shut 
up closely. 

Aye'cheki'puwao, v.t.an. He shuts 
him up closely. , 

Ayeche'minatik, n.an. The red cur
rant tree; the vine of peas. 

Ayeche'minuk, n.an.pl. Smooth red 
currants; peas. 

Aye'chetow, v.t.in.2. He fixes it, he 
makes it firm, he confirms it. 

Aye'chemao, v.t.an. He charges him, 
he enjoins him. 

Aye'chemewao, v.i.3. He charges, 
enjoins. 

Aye'chemewawin, n.in. A charge, 
an injunction. 

Aye'chepuyew, Aye'chetin, v.imp. 
It becomes fastened, it becomes 
secure. 

Aye'chesin, v.i.7. He lies firmly, 
(as of body). 

Ayek, n.an. See Unek. A frog. 
Aye'kum, s.c., prep. By force. 
Aye'kumehao, s.c., v.t.an. He forces 

him, he constrains him. 
Aye'kumimao, s.c., v.t.an. He, pre

vails upon him, (by speech). 
Ayena'nao, s.c., Ayananao, P.c., adj. 

Eight. 
Ayena'naosap, s.c., Ayananaosap, P.C., 

adj. Eighteen. 
Aye'sisa, n.an. Its young, its off

spring, (i. e. of an animal.) 
Aye'ta, adv. Firmly, resolutely. 
Ayeta'yetum, v.i.6. He is firm, he 

is resolute. 
Aye'ta'yetumoowin, n.in. Firmness, 

resoluteness. 
Aye'tinao, v.t.an. He holds him firmly. 
Aye'tinum, v.t.in.6. He holds it 

firmly. 

Aye'tisew, v.i.1. He is firm, he is 
resolute. 

Aye'tukotao, v.imp. It hangs firmly. 
Aye'tumoo'taw, v.t.in.2. He fastens 

it firmly, makes it firm. 
Aye'tun, v.imp. It is fast, it is firm, 

it is steady; it lasts, it endures, 
it holds. , 

Ayetu'skitao, v.pass. It is placed 
steady or sure, (being upright). 

Aye'tu'skitaw, v.t.in.2. He places it 
steady or firmly, (perpendicularly). 

Ayetu'stao, v.pass. It rests firmly, 
it is fixed, it lies steady. 

Ayetu'staw, v.t.in.2. He rests or lays 
it down firmly. 

Ayewa'k, adv. More, exceedingly, 
over and above, much. 

Ayewaka'yimao, v.t.an. He thinks 
very highly of him, (lit. He thinks 
more of him). 

Ayewaka'yetakosiw, v.i.4. He is 
thought very highly of, he excels 
others. 

Ayewa'kepuyew, v.imp. It exceeds, 
it is above the required quantity. 

Ayewa'kiskowao, v.t.an. He is taller 
than he; he excels him, he sur
passes him, he is superior to him. 

Ayewa'kiskum, v.t.in.6. He surpasses 
it, he exceeds it. 

A'yewfik, conj. · Yet, nevertheless. 
Ayewfik ma'ku, but nevertheless. 

Ayewe'kitum, v.t.in.6. He outgrows 
it. 

Ayewe'keskowao, Ayewekemao, P.c., 
v.t.an. He outgrows him. 

Aye'wew, v.i.1. He is so. 
Ayewi'skowao, He is taller than he. 
Ayik, Ayikoos, n.an. An ant. Aotu
- tukwunit ayikoos, a winged ant. 
Ayikoo'skaw, v.imp. Ants are num-

erous. 
Ayikoo'weste, n.in. An ant-hill. 
Ayima'ch, adv. Scarcely. 
Ayima'pisin, v.i.7. It looks difficult 

to him. 
Ayima'yitum, v.t.in.6. He thinks it 

is difficult. 
A'yimehao, v.t.an. He makes it 

difficult for him, he troubles him, 
he afflicts him. 
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Ayimehi'toowin, n.in. Strife, con
tention, trouble. 

A'yimepuyew, v.imp. It is trouble
some; it is a time of hardship. 

A'yimepuyehoo, v.i.4. He is moving 
. in a restless way. 
Ayimi'mao, v.t.an. He gives him 

difficult instructions. 
A'yimisew, v.i.1. He is afflicted, he 

is perverse, he is troublesome, he 
is austere, he is costly. 

A'yimisewin, n.in. Affliction, adver
sity, calamity, hardship, trouble. 

Ayimo'mao, v.t.an. He speaks about 
him. 

Ayimo'mewawin, n.in. Gossip. 
Ayimoo'tum, v.t.in. He speaks about 

it, he mentions it. 
Ayimootumowao, v.t.an. He speaks 

about him or it to him, (i. e. to 
another person). 

Ayimu'kisoo, v.i.1. He is precious, 
he is costly. 

Ayimu'kitao, v.imp. It is precious, 
it is costly, it is high-priced. 

A'yimun, v.imp. It is difficult, it is 
hard, it is grievous. 

A'yimwao, v.i.3. He is troublesome 
in speaking. 

Ayin, v.imp. It happens. See ekin. 
Ayi's, P.c., Anis, s.c., conj. Because. 

(Borrowed from the Ojibbway). 
Ayisewa'pasew, v.i.1. He blows about. 
Ayisewa'pastun, v.imp. It blows 

about. 
Ayise'yinew, n.an. A man, a human 

being. pl. Ayis'eyinewuk, people, 
mankind, nation. 

Ayise'yine'wew, v.i.1. He is human. 
Ayitwa'soowin, n.in. See Ietwa'soo

win. 
Ayoo'min, n.an. See Unoomin. 
Ayoo'skunatik, n.an. A raspberry 

bush. 
Ayoo'skunatikoskaw, v. imp. Rasp

berry bushes abound. 
Ayoo'skuniskaw, v.imp. Raspberries 

abound. 
Ayoo'skunuk, n.an.pl. Raspberries. 
Ayootwawa'mao, v.t.an. He murmurs 

at him. 
Ayootwawa'moo, v.i.4. He murmurs. 
Ayoowa'poowao, s.c., n.an. A brant

goose. 

Ayoo'win, s.c., n.in. Cloth, fur. 
Ayoo'winewut, s.c., n.in. A bale, as 

for fur, or cloth. 
Ayoowinewu'tikakao, s.c., v.i.3. He 

makes a bale .of it. 
Ayoowinewu'tikao, s.c., v.i.3. He 

makes a bale, he is making bales. 
Ayoo'winewutis, s.c., n.in. A small 

bale. 
Ayoo'winis, n.in. Clothing, apparel, 

raiment; pl. Ayoowinisu. 
Ayoo'winise'kumik, n.in. Clothing 

room, or dry . goods department. 
Ayoo'winisewut, n.in. A bale of 

clothing. 
Ayoo'winisewu'tikakao, v.i.3. He 

makes a bale of it or them. 
Ayoowinisewu'tikao, v.i.3. He makes 

a bale or bales. 
Ayo'w, Aya'w, v.i.2. He is, he exists, 

he abides, he dwells, there is (some). 
A'yow, Aya'w, v.t.in.2. He has it, 

he possesses it. 
Ayo'wao, Aya'wao, v.t.an. He has 

him, he possesses him. 
Ayowis'kuwao, s.c., Ayisiwkuwao, P.c., 

v.t.an. He is greater or taller than 
he. 

Ayowis'kowao, v.i.3. He takes pos
session of him, (as an evil spirit 
possesses the body). 

Ayo'wuch, adv. Often, frequently. 
Ayowusike'sik, s.c., n.in. Every sec

ond day, or every other day. 
Ayowutu'skosewa'kun, s.c., Ayowu

tu'skosina'kun, n.in. A hand-bar
row; a hay wagon. 

Ayo'wutow, v.t.in.2. He carries them 
(one load after another). 

Ayuchi'stin, v.imp. The track is 
covered, (e. g. by drifted snow). 

Ayukoo'nakao, v.i.3. She makes 
bread, he makes bread. 

Ayukoona'kowao, v.t.an. She makes 
bread for him. 

Ayukoona's, n.an. A piece of bread. 
Ayukoona'w, n.an. Bread. 
Ayukoono'wikumik, n.in. A baking 

house, an oven. 
Ayukoono'wukun, v.imp. It smells 

like bread, there is a smell of bread. 
Ayukoonowu'skik, n.an. A camp-oven. 
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Ayukoo'nowu'stao, v.imp. The bread 
smells burnt, there is a smell of 
burnt bread. 

Ayukuska'yape, n.in. A broad strap. 
Ayukuska'piskisew, v.i.1. It is broad, 

(speaking of metal or stone). 
Ayukuska'skoosew, v.i.1. He is broad, 

(speaking of a tree). 
Ayukuska'skwun, v.imp. It is broad, 

(as a board). 
Ayukuska'kin, n.in. A broad sheet; 

broad cloth. 
Ayukuska'kun, v.in:ip. It is broad, 

(as calico, cloth, etc.). 
Ayukuskema'skunow, n.in. A broad 

path, road; a wide street. 
Ayuku'sketow, v.t.in.2. He makes it 

broad, he widens it. 
Ayuku'skichicha'n, n.in. The breadth 

of the hand, the palm. 
Ayukuski'kootao, v.i.2. He has a 

broad beak, or nose. 
Ayukuskikoota'wisip, n.an. A broad

beak duck, a spoon-bill. 
Ayukuski'kwao, v.i.3. He has a 

broad face. 
Ayukuski'sew, v.i.1. He is broad, he 

is wide. 
Ayuku'skow, v.imp. It is broad, it 

is wide. 
Ayukuskuta'moon, v.imp. It is broad, 

(speaking of a path, or road). 
Ayumeha'wemu'ssinuhikun, n.in. A 

prayer-book. 
Ayumeha'win, n.in. Religion, prayer, 

worship, Christianity. 
Ayumehaka'soo, v.i.4. He pretends 

to pray, he is a hypocrite. 
Ayumehaka'soowin, n.in. Hypocrisy, 

(in religion). 
Ayumeha'stowao, v.t.an. He prays 

to him, he worships him. 
Ayumehastuma'kao, v.i.3. He inter

cedes. 
Ayumehastuma'kawin, Ayumeha-

stuma'toowin, n.in. Intercession. 
Ayumeha'stumowao, v.t.an. He inter

cedes for him, he prays for him. 
Ayumeha'taw, v.imper.pl. Let us 

pray. 
Ayumeha'watik, n.an. A crucifix. 
Ayumeha'wa'tisew, v.i.l. He is de

vout, he is religious. 

AYUPEA'PAK 

Ayumehawa'kin, s.c., a.in. A flag. 
This name is given to the flag from 
the fact of its being hoisted in many 
places to indicate the time of prayer, 
or a religious service. 

Ayumehaweke'sikow, n.in. and v.imp. 
Sunday; it is Sunday. 

Ayumeha'wikima'sis, n.an. A deacon, 
a little or an inferior minister. 

Ayumeha'wikimaw, n.an. A minister, 
a clergyman. Kiche -ayumeha'wiki
maw, a bishop, Ma'mowekiche 
-Ayumeha'wikimaw, an Archbishop. 

Ayumeha'wikimawew, v.i.1. He is a 
minister, he is a clergyman. 

Ayumeha'wikima'wewin, n.in. Priest
hood, hierarchy. 

Ayumeha'wikumik, n.in. A church, 
a prayer-house. 

Ayumeha'we -isetwawin, n.in. Christ
ian-living. 

A'yumechekao, v.i.3. He reads, he 
prays. 

Ayumechika'weyinewuk, Ot ayumeha' 
wuk, n.an.pl. The church, the body 
of believers, praying people. 

Ayumechika'win, n.in. A reading, 
the act of reading; the lesson. 

Ayumechika'wekumik, n.in. A read
ing room. 

Ayu'mehao, v.t.an. He speaks to him, 
he talks to him. 

Ayumehi'toowin, n.in. Conversation. 
Ayumehi'toowuk, v.refl.4.pl. They 

talk together, they converse, they 
commune. 

Ayu'mehaw, v.i.2. He prays, he wor
ships; he is a Christian; Ot ayume'
haw, he is a Christian, or a church 
member. 

Ayu'metaw, v.t.in.2. He reads it. 
Ayu'mew, v.i.1. He speaks, he talks. 
Ayume'win, n.in. A word, a speech, 

language, the voice, a message. 
Ayume'mukun, v.imp. It talks, (as a 

gramophone). 
Ayumi'skew, v.i.1. He talks a great 

deal, he is a chatter-box. 
Ayupa'pis, Ayupeo'chikun, n.in. A 

bag-net for carrying game. 
Ayupe, Anupe, n.in. A net. 
Ayupea'pak, s.c., Ayupewa'supap, P.c., 

an.in. Net-twine. 
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Ayupeka'kao, v.i.3. He makes a net 
of it. 

Ayupeka'natik, n.in. A mesh-board. 
Ayupeka'o, v.i.3. He makes a net. 
Ayupeka'ses, Ayupeka'sew, P.C., n.an. 

A spider. Ot Ayupeka'sees. 
Ayupekaseskaw, v.imp. There are 

many spiders. 
Ayupeatik, n.an. A net pole, a pole 

pushed into the ground to hold the 
shore end of net. 

Ayupewesa'poonikun, n.in. A netting 
needle. 

Ayupewetipuhekun, n.in. A net 
measure, (used for equalizing the 
distances in tying a net to the back 
line). 

Ayuske'mao, n.an. An Esquimaux, 
Eskimo, lit. a raw-flesh eater. 

Ayuskimoo, v.i.4. He eats raw flesh. 
Ayuskema'wiskwao, n.an. An Esqui

maux woman. 
Ayuskimawuske, n.in. Eskimo land, 

the territory frequented by the 
Eskimos. 

Ayuskemawu'skisinu, n.in.pl. Esqui
maux shoes. 

Ayuwa'sh, s.c., adv. No. Ayuwash 
nummu, not at all. Nayuwas, P.c., 
from nayo-meaning fruitless effort. 

Aywa'stin, Anwa'stiQ, v.imp. It is 
calm, it is smooth, (speaking of 
water). 

Aywa'stinisew, v.i.1. It is calm for 
him, he is becalmed. 

Aywa'pew, Anwa'pew, v.i.1. He rests, 
he takes his ease. 

Aywa'pewin, n. Ease, rest. 
A, Partic. Used before the subjunc

tive mood. It is often equivalent 
to the conj. as, and frequently 
answers to the indefinite article a 
but in many instances it is not trans~ 
latable into English. 

Aya'pich, adv. Still. 
Aasapitao, v.t.an. He is engaged in 
_ binding it, or them, into bundles. 
Aasapitum, v.t.in.6. He binds it 
_ or them, into bundles. ' 
A'ha, adv. Yes. Frequently, Aha 

ta'pwa,- yes, truly, is used to 
emphasize affirmation. 
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Aka'h, adv. of negation, No, not. It 
is used with the imper. and subjunc
tive moods. 

Aka'weyu, Aka'wela M.c., adv. of 
_ negation, imperative. Not, do not. 
Aka -weka'ch, adv. Never, (with 
_ subj. mood). 
A'kwa, adv. Now, then, so. akwa'
- maka, now then, then; and so. 
Akose'yekook, adv. That is enough, 

that will do, just so much. 
Akoye'kook, or Akwa'yekok, P.C. 

Akosa'ne, adv. Well, that is right, 
_ that is so, let it be, well done. 
A'kosa'ne keya'm, adv. Never mind, 
_ let it go at that. 
A'kose, adv. So, thus; akose atokwa, 

it is likely so, it is probably so. 
Akose -menu, conj. And also, thus 

also, 
Ako'spe, adv. Then, thereupon, at 

that time; Na'netow, likospe, about 
that time. 

A'ls_otu, adv. There, that very place. 
A'kotu ache, thence, from thence, 
from that point, or from that time. 

A'kota, adv. There, (more distant 
than indicated by akota), thither, 
that very place, in that direction. 

Akota? inter. So? Is that the way? 
Akota che? is the correct form. 

Akotoo'wa, pron. Such, that kind. 
Akotoo'we, adj. That kind of a-, 

of such a kind. 
Akwaya'k, adv. This is the first 

time, for the first time. 
Akut, E'kut, P.c., adv. Aside. 
Akwu, adv. Now, whiles, whilst. 

Akwa'ne, adv. Lit. that is it, that is 
enough. A contraction· of awuk
wa'ne. 

Akwa'ne, adv. That will do, that is 
enough, just so. A'kwane -maku, 
so then, even so, and so. 

Akwa'nimu, dem. pron. That; that is 
the one, a contraction of awuko 
sooner than, ere. 

A'mekwan, n.an. A spoon. 
A'mekwanis, n.an. A small spoon, 

tea-spoon. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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A'mooya, A'mooyas, s.c., Maywas, 
P.c., Pwamoshea, E.C., adv. Before, 
sooner than, ere. 

A'ne, n.indec. The bottom, at the 
bottom. Applied to a kettle, jug 
or other vessel for holding liquids. 

Ana'w, v.imp. It has an edge, it is 
flat. 

Anu'chaw, v.imp. It is an elevation 
of land, or it is a flat land (an ele
vation). 

Anu'skumik, Anu'skumikow, s.c., 
v.imp. The flat land, the earth. 

Anu'stao, v.imp. It lies flat, it is 
_ placed steady. 
Aowa'ses, a.an. A species of duck. 
As, a'su, n.an. A shell, pl. a'suk. 
Asetin, Aya'setin, P.C., v.imp. It 

leaves a mark. 
Asinuwa'hao, v.t.an. He waits for 
_ him, he stays for him. 
A'sis, n.an. A small shell. 
A'skun, n.in. A horn; a chisel, an 

ice-chisel. 
A'skwu, Chaskwu, adv. Still, stop! 

wait! 
Asowe -sa'poonikun, v.in. A glover's 

needle, a square needle, see Saw:i
kwuk. 

Asuka'ne, v.impers. It seems. 
Ata'nahum, Ayatanahum, P.c., v.t.in.6. 

He cracks it. 
Ata'napuyew, Ayata'napuyew, P.C., 

v.imp. It cracks. 
A'tiskew, Ayatiskew, P.c., v.i.1. He 

makes footprints, he makes a track. 
A'tiskowao, Ayatiskowao, P.c., v.t.an. 

He marks him, he makes a mark 
upon him (as by treading on him, 
or kicking him). 

A'tiskum, Ayatiskum, r.c., v.i.6. He 
makes footprints, he makes a track. 

Atoka, adv. I suppose, I do not 
know, may be, perhaps so. Tanis 
-atoka, It is doubtful. 

A tuchini pukesin, Sasukichi pukesin, 
P.c., v.i.7. He falls backwards. 

Atuchinipuyew, Sasukichepuyew, P.C, 

v.i.1. He falls backwards. 
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Atutow, adv. Rather too much, 
a little more (than expected) 
Atu'tow misa'w, very little too 
large; Atutow chima'sin, a little 
too short. 

Atutowes, A diminitive form of 
Atutow, meaning just a fraction 
too large, or too small. 

A'wa, s.c., inter. Is that it? A 'wa 
is'pish? Is that enough? 

A wawanina'kwuk, n.in. A twilight. 
.Aweta, E.c., inter. Is that it? Is 

it this? 
A'wuko, dem.pron. That, that one, 
_ that is he, the same. 
Awuko'ma, dem.pron. This, this is 

the one. 
Awukache, Awuko ache, Awuko 

-w:i'che, adv. For this reason, 
therefore, for which cause. 

Awukwa'nu, dem.pron. That is he. 
Awukwa'ne, dem.pron. That is it; 

that is enough, that will do, it is 
sufficient. 

Awukwa'nimu, dem.pro1t. That is 
it, the same. 

Awukwa'yew, This is the con~tructive 
or accessory form of a wukwana or 
a'wukwane. 

A.wukwayew! inter. Equivalent to 
"That fixed him!" 

Awukwu'ne, or Awukunihe, dem. 
pron.pl.in. Those are they. 

.Awukwu'ne, or .Awukunihe, A'wu
kwu'nike, dem. pron.pl.in. Those 
are they. 

.Aya'nanao, adj. Eight. 

.Aya'pich, adv. See Kaya'pick. 

.A'yekak, s.c., adv. Heartily. Mean-
ing same as Sake. 

.Ayekakwa'yimoo, v.i.4. He tries, 
or runs as hard as he can. 

A'yewfik, adv. Nevertheless, not
withstanding, albeit, still it is 
worth having, that will help. 

Ayewilk maku, conj. Nevertheles,i. 

A.yewak -atu, con}. Although. 
.Ayiwfik, inter. Splendid! Fine! So 

far, so good ! 
.A'yik, n.an. An ant, see Ayik. 
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Chachaka'kin, n.in. Spotted or speck
led cotton. 

Chachaka'kinos, n.in. A small piece 
of spotted or speckled cotton. 

Cha'cha'kaw, v.imp. It is spotted or 
speckled. 

Cha'chakew, n.an. A pelican. 
Chachaka'wohokoo, v.pass. He is 

tossed about with the waves. 
Chacha'kayoo, n.an. A blackbird. 
Chacha'kuyoskaw, v.imp. Black-birds 

are numerous. 
Chacha'moo, v.i.4. He sneezes. 
Chacha'mosikun, n.in. Snuff. 
Chacha'mooskew, v.i.l. He sneezes 

often, he has the habit of sneezing. 
Chacha'mipitonao, s.c., v.i. He 

has short arms. 
Chaka'mutinaw, Cha'ka,tinaw, v.imp. 

It is a peaked or poin.ted hill. 
Chacha'sikao, Chaka'sikao, v.i.3. It 

shines (as the sun). The word is 
mostly ref erred to the beams com
ing through a window or crevice. 

Chakakwunayew, P.c., v.i.l. He 
stands on his toes. 

Chaka'skisoo, v.pass.4. He is being 
burnt up, (with flaming fire). 

Chaka'skisikao, v.i.3. He is burning 
up (rubbish); he is wasting his 
ammunition. 

Chaka'skisum, v.t.in.6. He is burning 
it up, (with flaming fire); he wastes 
his ammunition. 

Chaka'skiswao, v.t.an. He is burning 
him up, (with flaming fire). 

Chaka'skitao, v.pass. It is burning 
up, (with flaming fire); it is con
sumed (with fire). 

Chaka'stao, v.imp. It shines, (as in 
a beam). 

Chaka'yoowao, v.i.3. He erects or 
cocks up his tail, (as a horse). 

Cha'kehao, v.t.an. He annihilates 
them, he kills them all (as a covey 
of birds). 

Chaketaw, v.t.in.2. He depletes, or 
traps out, his section of land. 

Chakeki'taw, v.t.in.2. He devours it 
up. 

CH.A.SKUT 

Chake'tum, v.t.in.6. He eats, or 
chews, it all up. 

Chak~'tumowao, v.t.an. He devours 
it from him. 

Cha'kinao, v.t.an. He uses them up, 
he spends them. 

Chakinao, P.C., v.t.an. He gives him 
a poke (with his finger). 

Cha'kinum, v.t.in.6. He uses it up, 
he spends it. 

Cha'kinumowao, v.t.an. He uses it 
up from him, (i. e. he uses up his 
property). 

Cha'kipuyehao, v.t.an. He uses them 
up, (i. e. by manipulation the sup
ply is exhausted). 

Cha'kipuyetaw, v.t.in.2. He uses it 
up, he manipulates it so that it is 
used up. 

Cha'kipuyew, v.imp. It is spent, or 
used up, or consumed. 

Cha'kipuyiw, v.i.1. He comes to a 
head or a lump, (as in a boil). 

Cha'kisoo, Suskisoo, P.c., v.refl.4. He 
burns up. 

Cha'kisum, v.t.in.6. He burns it or 
burns it up; gets rid of it by burn
ing it with fire. 
Cha'kiswao, v.t.an. He burns him 
up. 

Chakuhoya'kun, n.in. A float for a 
net. 

Chakuhoya'kunikakao, v.i.3. He 
makes floats of it. 

Chakuhoyakunikao, v.i.3. He is mak
ing floats. 

Cha'ka, E.c., conj. At least, lest. 
Chekuya'san, s.c., Chekuha'san, P.C., 

n.an. A draughtsman. 
Chekuya'sanetuk, s.c., Chekuha'sa

netuk, P.c., n.in. A draughtsboard. 
Chekuhi'sao, Chekuya'sao, s.c., Che

kuha'sao, P.c., v.i.3. He plays at 
draughts. 

Chamipi'tao, v.t.an. He pulls him up 
into the air (as away from the 
ground). 

Chamipi'tum, v.t.in.6. He pulls it up 
into the air (as away from the 
ground). 

Chaskut, adv. Often. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Cha'skwa, adv. Wait! presently, stop! 
Cha'skwa-pituma, wait, a little 
while. 

Cha'stutayape, n.in. A smew or 
tendon. 

Che? P.c., and s.c. An interrog. par
ticle. Na? M.C. e.g., Is it so? 
A'kose che? akota nah? 

Cheche'kew, v.i.5. He scratches him
self. 

Cheche'kinao, Cheche'kitputao, v.t.an. 
He scratches him. 

Cheche'kom, n.an. A wort. 
Cheche'komao, v.t.an. He nibbles 

him. 
Cheche'kotum, v.t.in.6. He nibbles 

it. 
Chechekwa'yoowao, v.i.3. He has a 

bare tail. 
Cheche'pipuyew, v.irnp. He or it 

quivers. 
Cheche'sinao, v.t.an. He strokes him 

by hand. 
Cheche'sinao, P.c., v.t.an. He takes 

them off (as beads from a string). 
Cheche'sinum, v.t.in.6. He strokes 

it by hand. 
Cheha'wis, n.an. A plover. The 

"Hawk's eye". 
Che'chisip, E.C., n.an. A teal duck. 
Chehi'nao, E.c., v.t.an. He lets him 

slip. 
Chehinum, v.t.in.6. He lets it slip. 
Chehe'sin, v.i.7. He slips. 
Chekesoo, v.in. He is in front 0f the 

fire. 
Che'keskootak, adv. Near the fire. 
Chekesooweka'powehao, v.t.an. He 

places him, or stands him, in front 
of the fire (e.g., a fish, in order to 
roast it). 

Chekeskootaka'powehao, v.t.an. He 
stands him near the fire (or fire
place). 

Chekesin, P.c., v.i.7. He lies down in 
front of the fire. 

Chekask, n.indic. Along the edge. 
Cheka'skotin, v.imp. It lies along the 

edge; a river running parallel with 
the sea. 

Cheka'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is estim
able, he is liked. 

Cheka'yetum, v.t.in.6. He is fond of 
it, he likes it, he esteems it. 

Cheka'yetum, v.i.6. He is feeling 
happy, he is zealous. 

Cheka'yetumoowin, n.in. Zeal, esteem, 
happy inclination. 

Cheka'yimao, v.t.an. He is fond of 
him, he likes him, he esteems him. 

Cheka'yimoo, v.i.4. He is proud to 
act, he attempts, he tries (with 
confidence). 

Cheka'yimoowin, n.in. Self-esteem. 
Che'ke, adv. Close, near. 
Che'kepak, adv. · Ashore, near the 

water, the brink, the beach. 
Chekepa'kapowew, v.i.1. He stands 

on the beach, or near the water. 
Cheketa'hawin, n.in. Determination, 

purpose of heart. 
Che'kich, prep. At, near, as chekich-

waskahikunik, near the house. 
Che'kenak, n.an. A nit. 
Chekina'koowao, v.in. His fur is grey. 
Chekuhi'kao, v.i.3. He chops. 
Chekuhi'tao, v.t.an. He chops fire-

wood. 
Che'kuhikun, n.in. An axe, an adze, 

a hatchet; a hoe. 
Che'kuhikunatik, n.in. An axe-handle. 
Che'kuhikunis, n.in. A small axe. 
Che'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He chops it, he 

chips it. 
Che'kuhao or Che'kuyao, v.t.an. He 

places him in front of a fire (e.g., 
a fish, for roasting). 

Che'kupuk, n.indic. Along the eaves 
of the tent. 

Che'kupwao, Sukupwao, v.i.3. He 
roasts (meat), he makes a roast. 

Cheku'skumik, n.indic. Near the 
ground. 

Che'kuwio, v.t.an. He chops him, he 
chips him (a tree). 

Chema'kun, n.an. A companion (in 
travelling by water or canoe). 

Chema'n, n.in. A canoe, a boat. 
Chema'nis, n.in. A small canoe, a 

small boat. 
Chema'nisis, n.in. A kind of small 

canoe, as not being worth much. 
Chema'natik, n.in. A pole, an oar, 

etc., belonging to a canoe. 
Chema'nakin, n.in. Canoe-canvas. 
Chema'nokimaw, n.an. The captain 

of a ship. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Chemao, v.t.an. He accompanies him 
(by water or in a canoe). 

Chemuwa'win, n.in. A place for using 
seine, "a seining place"; Cedar 
Lake, Sask. 

Chemuwa'w, v.i.2. He fishes with a 
seine, "he is seining". 
Chemuwa'w-uya'pe, n.an. A seine. 
Chepe, P.c., Chepi, n.an. A ghost, a 

dead person (i.e., when absent from 
the body), pl., chepiyuk, the dead 
people. 

Chepuyakin, n.in. A winding sheet, 
a shroud for the dead. 

Chepuyikumik, Chepi-kumik, n.in. A 
grave, or graveyard, a tomb. 

Chepakan, n.in. A capot with a 
pointed hood. 

Chepii'tukop or Chepatukukoop, n.in. 
A blue or green blanket, or a blue or 
green cloak. 

Chepi'tukosew, v.i.1. He is blue, or 
green. This word and its derivatives 
are applied to either color as the 
ideas of the Indians on the subject 
of colors are somewhat confused. 

Chepatuku'skosewukaw or Chepiitu
ku'skaw, v.imp. It is green grass. 
This is an example of the word 
chepatuk used for the color green. 

Chepi'tukwasin, v.imp. It is bluish, 
a slight blue tinge. 

Chepii'tukwa'kin, n.in. Blue cloth, or 
it may be green cloth. 

Chepa'tukwakun, v.imp. It is blue or 
green (as a cloth, print, etc.). 

Chepii'tukwaw, v.imp. It is blue, or 
it is green. 

Chepiitukwukoyao, v.imp. It makes a 
blue blaze. 

Chepii'tukotutu'kwunao, Chephutu
kwunao, v.i.3. He has blue or 
green wings (like the blue or green 
teal). 

Chepokuyoo, n.an. An arrow with a 
pointetl head. 

Che'posew, v.i.1. He is pointed, he 
tapers. 

Chepotaw, v.t.in.2. He tapers it. 
Chepo'skltao, v.i.3. He has pointed 

ears. 

Chepo'skitao, v.imp. It stands up 
erect, or towers up to a point, as 
a steeple. 

Cheputa'skwahikun, n.in. A stick used 
for setting up a dead fowl as a decoy. 

Che'putinao, v.t.an. He holds him up 
in an erect posture. 

Che'putupew, s.c., v.i.1. He sits up 
erect. 

Chepwa'w, v.imp. It is pointed, it 
tapers. 

Che'sehao, v.t.an. He cheats him, he 
deceives him. 

Che'sehewao, v.i.3. He cheats, he 
deceives. 

Che'sehewaskew, v.i.1. He often de
ceives, he is in the habit of cheating. 

Che'sehewawe, adv. prefix. Craftily, 
deceitfully. 

Che'sehewawin, n.in. Deceit, craft, 
guile, hypocrisy. 

Che'sehisoo, v.refl.4. He deceives him
self. 

Che'sehisoowin, n.in. Self-deception 
(reflecting on one's self). 

Che'sehoo, v.i.4. He mistakes. 
Che'sehoowin, n.in. Self-deception, an 

optical delusion. 
Che'simao, v.t.an. He deceives him, 

he cheats him (by speach). 
Che'simewao, v.i.3. He deceives (by 

speech). 
Che'sitissuwao, E.c., v.t.an. He sendi 

him quickly. 
Cheska'pitao, v.i.3. He gnashes his 

teeth. 
Cheska'pitasin, v.i.7. His teeth grind. 
Cheska'pison, Seskapison, P.c., n.in. 

A garter. 
Che'st! interj. Behold! see! look! 
Chestapa'soo, v.pass.3. He is anchored, 

he is tethered. 
Chestapa'son, n.in. An anchor, a 

tether. 
Chestapa'sonayape, n.in. An anchor 

chain, a tethering ropei. 
Chestapa'soowin, n.in. An anchorage, 

a harbour. 
Cht;stapa'tao, v.t.an. He anchors him, 

he tethers him. 
Chestapa'tum, v.t.in.6. He anchors it, 

he tethers it. 
Chesta'skwatao, Chestaha'skwatao, 

He nails him, he crucifies him. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Chesta'~kwatikowin, s.c., n.in. Cruci
fixion, The Crucifixion. 

Chesta'kukikun, n.in. A picket for a 
tent or marquee. 

Chestina'koonayape, Chestani'kwuna-
yape, P.c., n.in. A shoe string. 

Che'stinao, v.t.a1J,. He pinches him. 
Che'stinum, v.t.in.6. He pinches it. 
Che'stipitao, v.t.an. He scratches him. 
Che'stipitum, v.t.in.6. He scratches it. 
Chestuhusa'pon, n.in. A fork. 
Chestuhusa'ponis, n.in. A small fork. 
Chestuhusa'powin, n.in. A fork (or 

manipulating with a fork). 
Chestuha'skwan, P.c., Chesta'skwan, 

s.c., n.in. A nail. 
Chestuha'skwanis, P.c., n.in. A small 

nail, a tack, a bead. 
Chestuha'skwatikoowin, P.c., n.in. The 

crucifixion, crucifixion. 
Chestuha'skwatum, P.c., or Chesta'

skwatum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He nails it, 
he pegs it. 

Chesta'skwawtio, v.t.an. He crucifies 
him; he nails him. 

Che'stuhikun, n.in. An awl, a fork. 
Che'stuhikunis, n.in. A small awl, a 

small fork. 
Che'stuhum, v.t.in.6. He pricb it. 
Chestuhu'skosewakun, n.in. A hay
fork. 
Chestuhu'skosewakunis, n.in. A small 

hay-fork. 
Che'stuwtio, v.t.an. He pricks him. 
Cheta'pinopinan, E.C., n.in. A mari

ner's compass. 
Chetowa'kisew, s.c., Setowa'kisew, P.C. 

v.i.1. He is stiff (as with starch, or 
glue). 

Chetowa'kun, s.c., Setowakun, P.C., 
v.imp. It is stiff (as buckram, linen, 
etc.). 

Chetowikwu'yawao, s.c., Setowikwu
yawao, P.C., v.i.3. He has a stiff 
neck. 

Chetowi'sew, s.c., Setowisew, P.C., 
v.i.1. He is stiff. 

Chetowa'w, s.c., Setowaw, P.c., v.imp. 
It is stiff, Ute Chetowaw, it stiffens. 

Chetowuhi'kun, s.c., Setowahikun, 
P.c., n.in. Starch. 

Chetowuhu'm, s.c., Setowuhum, P.C., 
v.t.in.6. He starches it. 

Chewa'o, Chewayaw, v.imp. It is 
still, it is calm, it is noiseless (when 
atmosphere is in right state for 
echoes). 

Chewi'towukao, Choowa'skitao, P.c., 
v.i.3. He has a singing in his ears. 

Chima'wikunao, v.i.3. He has a short 
back. 

Chi'muyao, Chi'munao, v.t.an. He 
sets him upright, he erects him. 

Chima'yoowao, v.i.3. He has a short 
tail. 

Chimi'chichao, v.i .. 3. He has short 
fingers, or short hands. 

Chimi'chiche, n.in. A short hand, a 
short finger. 

Chimika'chasiw, v.i.l. He ha111 very 
short legs. 

Chimika'powew, v.,i.1. He is short in 
stature. 

Chimika'tao, v.i.3. He has short legs. 
Chimiko'tao, v.i.3. He has a short 

beak, or nose. 
Chilowe, s.c., Chowask, M.c., n.an. 

Killdeer. 
Chimiku'skwao, s.c., Chuchamikusk

wasew, P.c., v.i.3. He has short 
claws. 

Chimikwu'yawao, v.i.3. He ha~ a 
short neck. 

Chimikwao, v.i.3. He has a short face. 
Chimipi'tao, v.t.an. He shortens him 

(by tearing). 
Chimipi'tonao, v.i.3. He has short 

arms. 
Chimipi'tum, v.t.in.6. He shortens 

it (by tearing). 
Chimi'sisew, v.i.1. He is very short. 
Chimisi'tao, v.i.3. He has short feet. 
Chimiski'wunao, E.C., v.i.3. He has a 

short nose. 
Chimisa'watum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it 

short. 
Chimi'swao, v.t.an. He cuts him short. 
Chimita'skunao, v.i.3. He has short 

horns. 
Chimitu'tukwunao, v.i.3. He has short 

wings. 
Chimito'wukao, or Chimitowu~ayao, 

v.i.3. He has short ears. 
Chimiyoo'wao, v.i.3. He has a short 

body. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Chimu, adv. prefix. Upright, perpen
dicularly. 

Chimu'chikun, n.in. A feather in the 
cap, or head cover, of an Indian; or 
an ornament of beadwork, worn on 
the hat, or on the lepel of the coat; 
a post. 

Chimu'chikunatik, n.in. A picket. 
Chimunu'skut, Chimun u'skutotuk, 

P.c., n.indec. A tree broken off. 
Chimu'soo, v.i.4. or pass. He sticks 

up, he is erected. 
Chimuta'putao, v.imp. The smoke 

stands straight up. 
Chi'munao, v.t.an. He sets him up, he 

erects him. 
Chimutao, v.i. or pass. It sticks up, 

it is erected. 
Chi'mutaw, v.t.in.2. He sets it up, 

he erects it, he sets it upright, he 
pitches it (as a tent); he builds it. 

Chimuwaw, v.i.2. He fishes with a 
seine net. 

Chimawawin, n.in. A fishing place. 
Chimutukuwunao, v.imp. Flames ris

ing straight up. 
Chimutu'skao, v.i.3. He sets (things) 

upright, (in the ground). 
Chimutu'skisoo, Simutu'skisoo, P.c., 

v.pass. He is erected, he is set 
upright. 

Chimutu'skitao, Simutuskitao, P.c., 
v.pass. He is erected, it is set up
right. 

Chimutu'skohikun, n.in. An upright 
pole, used as a landmark or beacon. 

Chika'stasimao or chika'stapitao, v.t. 
an. He causes him to throw a 
shadow (e.g., by holding a lamp 
near him); he photographs him. 
Word used by Crees in photography. 

Chika'statutaw, v.t.in.2. He takes a 
picture of it. (Lit. he casts a 
shadow of it.) 

Chika'stasin, v.i.7. He casts a shadow; 
he is photographed. 

Chika'staskowao, v.t.an. He over
shadows him. 

Chika'staskum, v.t.in.6. He over
shadows it. 

Chika'stapichikun, n.in. A moving 
picture machine. 

Chika'stapuyew, v.imp. It casts a 
shadow (automatically). 
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Chika'statin, v.imp. It makes a 
shadow. 

Chika'ma, conj. and adv. Because, for; 
certainly, of course, yes, surely. 

Chikukwao, v.i.3. He darts (things), 
he throws (a harpoon, etc.). 

Chikukwa'tao, v.t.an. He throws it or 
darts it at him (e.g., a harpoon). 

Chikukwa'tum, v.t.in. He throws at 
it (e.g., a spear or harpoon). 

Chimakwu'yowawiskis, n.an. A short
necked goose. 

Chimapa'kisew, v.imp.1. It is short 
(speaking of cotton, thread, etc., 
anim.). 

Chimapa'kun, v.imp. It is short 
(speaking of a cord, line, etc.). 

Chimapa'kusin, v.imp. It is rather 
short (speaking of cord, line, etc.). 

Chima'piskaw, v.imp. It is short 
(speaking of metal). 

Chima'sitaw, v.t.in.2. He shortens it. 
Chima'sin, v.imfJ. It is short. 
Chima'skosew, v.i.1. He is short 

(speaking of a tree). 
Chima'skwun, v.imp. It is sh~rt 

(speaking of wood). 
Chimi'sisew, v.i.1. He is very short 

(speaking of a tree, man, etc.). 
Chi'schipesew or O'chi'schipesew, n.an. 

The brown bunting (a migrating 
bird). Named so because of its 
peculiarity of crouching low to the 
earth when alarmed. 

Chista'wao, Chista'wa-uya'w, P.c., v. 
imp. It echoes. 

Chista'wapuyiw, v.imp. It echoes. 
Chista'wasin, v.i.7. He is echoed. 
Chista'watao, v.imp. The explosion 

of a gun echoes. 
Chista'maw, n.an. Tobacco. 
Chistama'wukun, v.imp. It smells of 

tobacco. 
Chowaya'kunapises, n.an. A dragon 

fly. 
Chu'chukisew, v.i.1. He is dotted or 

speckled. 
Chuchukiskakoo, v.pass.4. It pricks 

him. 
Chuchu'kiskasoo, v.refl.4. He pricks 

himself. 
Ch uch u'kiska wao, v.t.an. He pricks 

him. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Chuchu'kutuhikao, v.i.3. He pecks 
away (as a woodpecker repeats in 
pecking). 

Chtika'pao, n.an. The "man in the 
n1oon". 

Chtika'pas, n.an. A mythical person 
in Indian legends, famous for his 
godlike qualities and powers, very 
much like our "Santa Claus". 

Chuka'sikao, v.i.3. He shines, he 
gives light (as the sun). 

Chuka'stao, v.imp. It shines, it gives 
light. 

Chukepa'hikun, n.in. A dot (or final 
sign in Cree Syllabics). 

Chukipa'hum, v.t.in.6. He dots it (or 
adds the final signs in Cree Sylla
bics). 

Chtikisa'hikun, n.an. A flint; or per
cussion gun cap. 

Chukuhuma'pon, s.c., n.in. A fork. 
Chukuhuma'ponis, s.c., n.in. A small 

fork. 
Chukuhuma'powin, s.c., n.in. A fork, 

or the use of a fork. 
Chukuhuma'powinis, s.c., n.in. A 

small fork. 
Chuku'ssinuhikun, n.in. A dot, or 

final sign in Cree writing. 
Chuku'stao, v.pass. It is dotted. 
Chuku'tuhikao, v.i.3. He pecks. 
Chuku'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He pecks it. 
Chukuwa'sis, Chikawa'sis, adj. or n.in. 

A few. 
Chukuwa'sisehao, v.t.an. He dimin

ishes them (in number). 
Chukuwa'sisetaw, v.t.in. He dimin

ishes it or them (in number). 
Chukuwa'sisewuk, v.i.1. pl. They are 

few. 
Chukuwa'sisinwu, v.imp. pl. They are 

few. 
Chukuwa'siswaw, adj. A few times. 
Chu'pusis, Chu'pushes, Chupuses, adv. 

and prep. Low, low down, below, 
beneath. 

Chu'puses-ita'pew, v.i.1. He looks 
down. 

E 

E'kin, v.imp. It takes place, it hap
pens, it seems, it befalls. 

Ekitowiku'sao, v.i.3. He has divided 
hoofs. 

Ekuta, s.c., Y ekuta, P.c., adv. Aside. 
Ekuta'yao, Ekuta'nao, v.t.an. He 

puts him, or lays him, aside (i.e., 
out of the way). 

Ekutaka'powew, v.i.1. He stands 
aside. 

Ekutakwa'skotew, v.i.1. He jumps 
aside. 

Ekuta'nikun, n.in. Side bark for 
canoe. 

Ekuta'num, v.t.in.6. He puts it aside, 
he takes it away. 

Ekuta'numowao, v.t.an. He puts it 
aside for him (i.e., out of his way); 
he turns it from him. 

Ekuta'piw, v.i.1. He sits aside. 
Ekuta'puyuhoo, v.i.4. He steps aside 

quickly (to avoid contact, or sight). 
Ekuta'ptitaw, v.t.2. He runs away 

aside. 
Ekuta'staw, v.t.in.2. He puts or lays 

it aside, (i.e., out of the way). 
Ekuta'tetipinao, v.t.an. He rolls him 

away, or aside. 
Ekuta't~tipinum, v.t.in.6. He rolls it 

away, or aside. 
Ekuta'tuhao, v.t.an. He takes him 

aside, he takes him away. 
Ekutawa'pinao, v.t.an. He casts or 

throws him aside. 
Ekutawa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He casts or 

throws it aside. · 
Ekutawa'pinumowao, v.t. an. He 

throws it aside for him, he casts 
it out of his way. 

Esuwanuka'yetoowin, n. in. Envy, 
mutual envy. 

Esuwanuka'yetum, v.t.in.6. He envies 
it. 

Esuwanuka'yimao, v.t.an. He envies 
him, he is jealous of him. 

Esuwanuka'yimoo, v.i.4. He is en
vious, he is jealous. 

Esuwanuka'yimohao, v.t.an. He makes 
him jealous. 

Esuwanuka'yimoskew, v.i.1. He is 
envious, he is jealous. 

Esuwanuka'yimoowin, n.in. Envy, 
jealousy. 

Esuwa'sk, n.in. A sword, a bayonet. 
Eta'p, adv~ Afterwards. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Etap, s.c., with part. of inter. "Na?" 
Is it not likely? 

Eta'skonikao, v.i.3. He points (with 
a stick). 

Eta'pakan, P.C., n.in. A spy glass. 
Etapakanis, n.iu. A small. spy glas~. 
Eta'pakanahikao, P.C., v.i.3. He lS 

spying, he looks through a spy 
glass. 

Eta'pakanahum, P.c., v.t.in.6. He 
looks at it through a spy glass or 
tube. 

Eta'pakanowao, P.c., v.t.an. He looks 
at him through a spy glass or tube. 

Eta'w, v.i.2. He is, he exists. 
E'taw, v.i.2. He is here, or there. 
Eta'win, n.in. Place of abode; Uya'-

win, existence. Kakeka -eta'win, or 
-uya'win, eternity, or eternal resi
dence. 

E'tew, v.i.1. He is so. Tanftteyun? 
What ails you. How are you? 

Etoka, Etokwa, particle, expressive of 
doubt. Perhaps, maybe, etc. It is 
not of ten used alone, but follows 
the noun, pronoun or other parts 
of speech with which it is employed, 
thus: Kakwan-etoka. What is it 
I wonder? Wapoos-etoka. Perhaps 
it is a rabbit. Tanis-etoka. How, 
I wonder; it is doubtful how it is. 
Nao-etoka, four, perhaps. 

E'tow, adv. At both ends, on each 
side. 

E'towan, conj. Either. 
Etowi'kooman, n.in. A dagger (lit. 

an each-sided knife). 
Etowi'sinwuk, v.i.7.pl. They lie at 

each side. 
Etowma'mik, prep. Downstream either 

way. A divide. 
Etowu'pewuk, v.i.l.pl. They sit on 

each side. 
Etowpuyiw, v.imp. It falls on each 

side. 
Eya'nyita, Eya'yita, Etokwa, adv. 

Where no one knows. 
Eya'pa adj. The masculine of animals, 

particularly of deer or cattle. 
Eya'pao, n.an. A bull, a buck-moose, 

an ox. 
Eya'pawimoostoos, n.an. An ox. 
Eya'p~wimooswa, n.an. A buck moose. 

Eya'pases, n.an. A steer, a young 
buck deer. 

Eya'pawiwawa'skasew, n.an. A stag. 
Eya'pa'wutik, n.an. A buck deer. 
Eya'pawutikwuyan, n.an. A buck.-

deerskin. 
Eyeka'putaw, Eneka'putaw, s.c., v.i.2. 

He runs away, he runs off to one 
side. 

Eyeka'tao, v.i,3. He strays, he goes 
off the trail. 

Eyekook, Enekook, s.c. 1 adv. As long 
as, till, as much, until, when. Tan 
eyekook? How long? How. much? 
Nanitow eyekook, at some time. 

Eyeka'tuhao, v.t.an. He takes him 
aside, he leads him astray. 

Eyepa'tun, Enepa'tun, s.c., v.imp. It 
is dirty, nasty; it is wet (weather). 

Eyepa'koochin, v.an. He hangs tilted 
to one side. 

Eyepa'kotao, v.imp. It hangs tilted 
to one side. 

Eyepa'kotin, Enepakotin, s.c., v.imp. 
It leans on one side (as a list, in a 
canoe), inclination to one side. 

Eyesa'ch, Unesach, s.c., adv. Against 
his wish, resistingly. 

Eyewa, adv. prefix, signifying doing 
something against one's desire. 

Eyewa'yimototowao, v.t.an. He rebels 
against him. 

Eyewa'skowao, v.t.an. He has it out 
with him, strives with him. 

Eyina'sit, n.an. Spruce brushwood. 
As the plural form both eyina'stuk 
and eyina'situkwuk, are used. 

Eyina'tik, n.an. The spruce. 
Eyina'tikoskaw, v. imp. Spruce 

abound. 
Eyi'newew, v.i.1. He recovers (from 

sickness). 
Eyi'nekan, n.an. An image (i.e., of 

man). 
Eyine'kuhao, v.t.an. He heals him, 

he doctors him. 
Eyine'kuhoo, v.reflect. He heals him

self. 
Eyine'mina, n.in.pl. Indian berries 

(blue berries). 
Eyine'sew, v.i.1. He ~s V:7ise, he is 

clever, Nummu eyinesiw, he is 
foolish (not wise). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Eyine'sewe-, adv. prefix. Wisely; adj., 
wise, clever. 

Eyine'sewin, n.in. Wisdom, clever
ness, 

Eyi'nesip, Eni'nesip, s.c., n.an. A 
stock duck, mallard. 

Eyi'new, Eni'new, s.c., n.an. An 
Indian, a man, one of the human 
race, pl. eyinewuk, people. 

Eyinewe-iskwao, n.an. An Indian 
woman. 

Eyineweko'sisan, Eninewe-kosisan, s.c. 
n.an. The Son of Man. 

Eyineweko'sisanewew, v.i.1. He is the 
Son of Man. 

Eyi'newe-me'chim, n.an. Food for 
mankind. 

Eyine'wew, v.i.1. He is an Indian; he 
is a man, he is a human being; he is 
alive, he is born. 

Eyinewewin, n.an. Manhood, human 
life. 

Eyi'newewe'win, n.an. The Incarna
tion. 

Eyinewiyika'soo, v.i.4. He has an 
Indian name. 

Eyineweyikasoo, v.i.4. He poses as an 
Indian, he pretends to be an Indian. 

Eyinewiyika'sowin, n.in. An Indian 
name. 

Eyinewiyika'tao, v.t.an. He gives him 
an Indian name. 

Eyinewiyika'tao, v.imp. It has an 
Indian name. 

Eyine'wupew, v.i.1. He sits like an 
Indian. 

Eyinuka'seskaw, s.c., v.imp. Colored 
foxes are numerous. , 

Eyinuka'sew, s.c., n.an. A colored 
fox. H.B., Eyinutomukasew. 

Eyi'numowao, Eyini'numowao, v.t.an. 
He permits him, he allows him, he 
gives him leave, he lets him, he 
suffers him. 

Eyinusa'muk, n.an.pl. Flat-toed snow
shoes. 

Eyinu'skik, n.an. A copper kettle. 
Eyinu'skikoos, n.an. A small· copper 

kettle. 
Eyinu'skisin, n.in. An Indian shoe. 
Eyipa'yaw, v.imp. It slants, it slopes, 

It leans on one side. 
Eyipa'p_uyiw, v.imp. It falls over on 

one side. 

H 

Ha! interj. An expression of deep con
cern, or emotion, Alas! Alack! 

Hi! interj. Exclamation expressing 
surprise. In joy, the form is Ai! hi! 
v\Tanakoma! (corresponds to "Thank 
you"). In sorrow, it is Hi! hi! 
Kwa'chistuk! 

Hi! or Hai! interj. Exclamation used 
in hailing a person, "hello!" 

Hi! Hi! Exclamation commanding 
attention, equivalent to "Hello! 
hello! Listen!" 

How! how su! interj. Now then! Come 
on! 

How maku! interj. Come on then! 
Ho! or Oh! interj. An exclamation of 

wonder, surprise, or adoration (prob
ably adopted from the English). 

I 

Iasko'w, adv. Sometimes. Redupli
cated form of A' skow, occasionally, 

_ sometimes. 
Iawusispe, adv. The time before the 

last (occasion). Reduplication of 
_ A wusispe, the time before. 
Iawusota'koseek, s.c., adv. Two days 

before yes,terday. Reduplicated form 
of Awusita'koseek, the day before 

_ yesterday. 
Iawusi'tipiskok, adv. Two nights before 

last. Reduplication of Awusitipi
skok, the night before last. 

Ichika'soo, v.pass.4. He is called so, 
he is named so. 

Ichika'tao, v.pass. It is called so, it is 
named so. 

Ye, n.in., Iehe, pl. A thing, Kuya'saye, 
i.e., an old thing; Oskea'ye, Oskiye, 

_ a new thing. 
Ietew, v.,i,1. The flat vowel form of 
_ etew. Re is so; he acts so. 
Iete'win, n.in. The flat vowel form of 

etewin. State of being so; action, 
_ doing. 
Ie'tow, adv. At both ends, on each 

side. 
Ietowuka'm, adv. At each side of a 

river. 
lispe'ch, s.c., Ayaspe's, P.c., adv. Thin, 

thinly, scattered (as a poor crop of 
barley. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, 16cal, loon, luck. 
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Iisowasew, v.i.1.fl.vow. form of isso
wasew. He has many sides. 

lisowayaw, v.imp.in. It has many 
sides. 

Iita'pew, v.i.1.fl.vow. form of itapew. 
He looks about. 

Iitoo'tum, v.t.in.6.fl.vow. form of itoo
tum. He does it (repentedly). 

Ietupeka'tao, v.t.an. He plaits him, or 
ties him firmly; v.imp., it is tied 
firmly. 

letupeka'tum, v.t.in.6. He plaits it 
or ties it firmly. 

litu'pew, v.i.1. He sits firmly. 
Iitupitao, • v.t.an. He ties him firmly 
_ or tightly. 
Iitupitum, v.t.in.6. He ties it tightly. 
Iituse'kao, v.i.3. He dwells (on a 

certain section to hold it). 
Iituse'kum, v.t.in.6. He is very busy 
_ about it, or eagerly works at it. 
Iitu'sketao, v.imp. It is set up firmly. 
litu'sketaw, v.t.in.2. He sets it up 
_ firmly. 
Iitwa'soo, v.i.4.fl.vow. form of itwa'soo. 

He pretends. 
Iitwa'soowin, n.in.fl.vow. form of itwa'

sowin. A pretence. 
Iitwa'o, v.i.3. He asserts, he declares. 
Iitwa'win, n.in. An assertion, a 

declaration. 
I'ke'puyew, v.imp. It sinks, it abates, 

it assuages. 
I'ki'num, v.t.i_n.6. He drains it, he 

sponges it up. 
I'kapa'chikun or I'ku'hipan, s.c., n.an. 

A sponge. 
I'kuchika'puyew or I'kuchikapuyin, 

v.imp. It absorbs, it sucks up. 
I'ku'hipao, v.i.3. He bails, he sponges, 

or as v.t., he bails it out. 
I'kuhipa'tum, v.t.in.6. He bails it (the 

water) out; or he pumps out the 
water. 

I'ku'hipuyew, v.imp. It absorbs, it 
sucks up, or v.pass., it is absorbed, 
it is sucked up, it is pumped out 
automatically. 

I'kuhu'm, v.t.in.6. He sucks it (as 
with a sponge); he ladles it out with 
a dipper, or bucket. 

I'ku'soo, v.pass.4. He is left dry; he is 
left high and dry by the tide. 

I'ku'stao, v.pass. It is dried up, it is 
abated; it is the low ebb of the tide. 

I kwa, n.an. A louse; pl., ikwuk. 
lyi'nuto or inu'to, s.c., adj. Coloured. 
Iyi'nuto-ki'nosao or inu'to-ki'nosao, 

s.c., Eyine-kinosao, P.c., n.an. A 
pike, a jack-fish. 

Inuto-skata'sk, n.an. A wild root, the 
wild carrot. 

Isiti'ssuhikao, v.t.3. He sends some
thing (a gift, a parcel). 

Isiti'ssuhikun, n.in. A parcel, a gift, 
something sent. 

Isitissuhama'toowin, n.in. Mail par
cel; gifts sent through the mail. 

Isitissuhum, v.t.in.6. He sends it. 
Isiti'ssuhumowao, v.t.in.3. He sends 

it unto him. 
Isitissuwa'kun, n.an. A messenger, 

an apostle. 
Isiti'ssuwao, v.t.an. He sends him, he 

drives him. 
I'ska, v.indec. Methinks, I think, I 

thought (used in narrating a dream). 
Iskaka', adverb of uncertainty, mean

ing not quite; if not so, apparently 
not. 

Iska'ne, adv. Supposing, imaginably. 
Iskeka'powew, v.i.1. He is tired of 

standing. 
Iski'sew, v.i.1. He is tired. 
Isketu'pew, v.i.l. He is tired of sit

ting. 
Isko, adv. and prep. So far, as far as, 

to, unto, till. A isko pima'tisit, as 
long as he lives. 

Iskoka'powew, v.i.1. He stands so 
high, he stands to (that point); he 
stands away (e.g., from the fire, 
or lake). 

Iskoka'powewin, n.in. Stature. 
Isko'hao, v.t.an. He leaves him or 

them, he lets them remain (after 
working at, or killing the others). 

Iskona'k, adv. Since. 
Isko'nao, v.t.an. He leaves him or 

them (after taking or using the 
others). 

Isko'nikun, n.in. A reservation. 
Isko'num, v.t.in.6. He leaves it (i.e., 

after taking or using the rest). 
Isko'numowao, v.t.an. He leaves so 

much for him (after using the rest). 

late, lark, Jean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Isko'pao, v.i.3. He is in water (up to 
a certain point). 

Iskopew, v.i.1. He sits further away 
(from the fire). 

Isko'pichikun, n.in. A fragment, a 
remnant (of cloth, print, etc.). 

Isko'pitao, v.t.an. He draws him up; 
anything that can be pulled up. 

Isko'pitum, v.t.in.6. He draws it up; 
he leaves a remnant or fragment of 
it after pulling at it. 

Iskopu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 
reach; he leaves a remnant (as after 
using the rest). 

Iskopu'yew, v.imp. It extends, it 
reaches, it ascends, it draws up 
(as the sleeve of a coat), it is left 
(as a remnant). 

Iskopu'yewin, n.in. A remnant. 
Isko'pwao, v.t.an. He leaves him 

(after eating the others). See 
Iskwuma'o. 

Iskosa'wachikun, n.in. A clipping, a 
scrap. 

Isko'sew, v.i.1. He is so long, he 
measures so long. 

Isko'skumikaw, v.imp. The land reach
es so far. 

Isko'stum, v.t.in.6. He leaves it (after 
eating the other part). 

Isko'schikunu, n.in.pl. Scraps of food 
left over from meals. 

Iskosum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it so long; 
he leaves so much (after cutting off 
his portion). 

Iskooti'kan, s.c., n.in. A chimney, a 
fire-place. 

Iskootikan-ookota'kun, s.c., n.in. 
Stove-pipe. 

Iskootakana'pisk, s.c .. n.in. Stove. 
Iskoota'num, v.t.in.6. He puts fire in 

it, he fires it. 
Iskootao, n.in. Fire. 
Iskootas, n.an. A small fire, a gleed, 

a spark, a match. 
Iskoota'suk, n.an.pl. Matches. 
Iskotawa'poo, n.in. Rum, brandy, 

whiskey, or any intoxicating spirits. 
Lit. fire-liquid. The term "fire
water" is not correct, as the termin
ation apoo signifies liquid and is by 
no means restricted to water. 

Iskota'we-chema'n, n.in. A steam
boat or ship. 

Iskota'we-ta'panask, n.an. A train; 
the engine of a train. 

Iskota-wikumik, s.c., n.in. An oven, 
a furnace. 

Iskota'we-pinipo'chikun, n. in. A 
steam-mill. 

Iskota'wukun, v.imp. It has a smell 
of fire, there is a smell of fire. 

Iskota'wun, v.imp. It is fiery, it has 
fire in it. ,_ 

Isko'taw, v.t.in.2. He leaves it, he 
lets it remain (after acting on the 
others). 

Iskota'w, v.t.in.2. He makes it so 
long; cuts it a certain length. 

Iskotu'kaw, v.imp. It is so long 
(speaking of wood). 

Iskoyu'wao, v.i.3. His body is so long. 
Iskuchew, s.c., Su'skuchew, P.C., v.i.5. 

He is tired of it. 
Iskucheme'chew, v.i.1. He is tired of 

eating it. 
Iskuchemo'wao, v.t.an. He is tired of 

eating him, or them. 
Iskuko'chimao, s.c., v.t.an. He covers 

him with water. 
Iskukochimao, P.c. He leaves him 

out (after covering the rest with 
water). 

Isku'kotitaw, s.c., v.t.in.2. He covers 
it with water, he soaks it. 

Isku'pew, v.i.l. He is tired of sitting. 
Iskwa'chichanis, n.in. The little finger. 
Iskwa'chiches, n.in. The little finger. 
Iskwa'hao, v.t.an. He kills a large 

number of them, he slaughters them, 
he massacres them. 

Iskwa'nukaw, v.imp. The island is so 
long, the length of the island. 

Iskwa'pew, v.i.l. He sees so far. Wa' 
yow iskwa'pew. He sees far off, 
TiVayowisko-wapew, P.C. 

Iskwapika'pichikao, v.i.3. He is hoist
ing (things). 

Iskwa'pika'pichikun, n.in. A certain 
rope for hoisting the sail; an appar
atus for hoisting weights. 

Iskwapika'pitao, v.t.an. He hoists 
him, he draws him up, (by means of 
line or rope). 

Iskwa'pika'pichikunayape, n.in. A 
hoisting rope. 
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Iskwapika'pitum, v.t.in.6. He hoists 
it, he draws it up (by means of 
line). 

Iskwa'piskisew, v.i.1. He is so long 
(speaking of a metal object). 

Iskwa'piskak, n.in.loc. The end of the 
steel rails, end of the railroad. 

Iskwa'piskaw, v.imp. It is so long 
(speaking of a metal). 

Iskwa'puyew or Iskwa'puyin, v.imp. 
It ends, it passes away, it passes by. 

Iskwa'skituk, Iskwa:skitask, n.in. A 
dead coal; the blackened end of a 
piece of wood remaining after a 
fire. 

Iskwa'skisao or Iskwa'skisawin, s.c., 
n.in. A fiery coal, a burning billet, 
a firebrand. 

Iskwa'skitao, v.imp. It is burning up; 
it is left (speaking of wood, after the 
rest has burnt). 

Iskwa'skisoo, v.pass. He is burning 
up, he is consuming (by fire); he is 
left (i.e., as a remnant after the rest 
has burnt). 

Iskwa'skohao, v.t.an. He makes him 
of that length. 

Iskwa'skotaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 
of that length (speaking of wood). 

Iskwa'soo, or Iskwa'sootisoo, v.refl.4. 
He burns himself, he scalds himself; 
as v.pass., he is on fire, he is burnt. 

Iskwa'sikun, n.in. A burning agent 
(as caustic, sulphuric acid, etc.). 

Iskwa'sum, v.t.in.6. He burns it, he 
scorches it. 

Iskwa'swao, v.t.an. He burns him, he 
scorches him. 

Iskwa'swaw, v.pass.indefinite. He is 
burnt (by somebody). 

Iskwa'tuwew, v.i.5. He climbs. 
Iskwatam, n.in. A door, a gate, a 

doorway. 
Iskwatam-apisk, n.in. A door latch, 

a door knob, a door hinge, or any 
iron used about a door. 

Iskwata'matik, n.in. A door-jamb, a 
gate post, the cross-b<il,r in the door
canvas of a Wigwam. 

Iskwata'mikakao, v.i.3. He makes a 
door of it. 

Iskwata'mis, n.in. A small door, a 
small gate, a small doorway. 

Iskwa'tao, v.pass. It is burnt, it is 
scalded, it is scorched. 

Iskwa'tawe-pukitina'soowin or .lskoo
tawe-pukitinasowin, n.in. A burnt
offering, or sacrifice. 

Iskwaya'ch, adv. Finally, at the end, 
at the last, the last. 

Iskwaya'nik, adv. At last, the last; 
Iskwaya'nik isko, to the end. 

Iskwayosan, s.c., Iskwachaka'n, P.c., 
n.an. The last child (i.e., the 
youngest in the family). 

Iskwa, adj.prefix. Female (extensively 
used in some localities, but in others 
noosa is generally used for the 
female of animals). 

Iskwa'kun, v.imp. It is so long (speak
ing of the length of a garment or 
gown). 

Iskwao, n.an. A women, a wife. The 
term sqwaw is a corruption of the 
word. 

Iskwasise'kan, n.an. Barley; a doll. 
Iskwa'sisekanu'skoose, n.in. Barley

straw. 
Iskwa'sis, n.an. Girl, girl-child, pl., 

iskwasisuk. 
Iskwasisekanapoo, n.in. Beer (made 

from barley). 
Iskwasisa'powepukwa, n.in.pl. Hops. 
Iskwao-ota'puchitawin, n.in. A wo

man's working things; a work box 
or bag, holding needles, etc. 

Iskwao-otaya'n, n.in. A woman's 
apparel, or anything belonging to a 
woman. 

Iskwasise'wew, v.i.1. She is a girl. 
Iskwasise'wepukwasikun, n.an. Barley

meal, barley-bread. 
Iskwa'wepu'kewuyan, s.c., Iskwa'we

pupu'kewuyan, P.c., n.in. A che
mise, a shift. 

Iskwa'wew, v.i.1. She is a woman; 
the child is a female. · 

Iskwawita's, n.an. A woman's legging, 
or stocking. 

Iskwa'wukoop, M.C., n.in. A woman's 
gown; a woman's blanket, s.c. and 
P.C. 

Iskwawu'skotake, n.in. A woman's 
dress or gown. 

Iskwawu'stotin, n.in. A bonnet, a 
woman's hood, a hat. 
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Iskwawuto'skawin, n.in. A woman's 
work (i.e., work usually assigned to 
a woman). 

Iskwawuto'skayakun, n.an. A woman 
servant, a maid-servant. 

Iskwawuto'skayakune'wew, v.i.1. She 
is a woman servant. 

Iskwa'w, v.imp. It is so long. 
Iskwu'ma'o, v.t.an.3. He leaves him 

(after eating the rest, generally 
referring to bread). 

Iskwu'pew, v.i.1. He sits further up or 
further off. 

Iskwu'pisona, Pemaka'mipisona, P.c., 
n.in.pl. Braces, suspenders. 

Iskwu tum, v.t.in.6. He leaves it 
(after eating the rest). 

Ispa'kaita'pew, v.i.1. He lifts up his 
eyes, he looks up. 

Ispaka'nao, v.t.an. He lifts him up, he 
takes him up (from beneath). 

Ispaka'num, v.t.in.6. He lifts it up, he 
takes it up (from beneath). 

Ispaka'pitao, v.t.an. He hoists him 
high, he lifts him up on high. 

Ispaka'pitum, v.t.in.6. He hoists it up, 
he lifts it high overhead. 

Ispaka'puyehoo, v.i.4. He makes a 
motion upwards, ascends (as a bird 
on wing). 

Ispaka'puyew, v.i.1. He goes up, he 
ascends. 

Ispaka'puyew, or Ispakapuyin, v.imp. 
It goes up. 

Ispaka'tuhao, v.t.an. He takes him 
up, (from beneath). 

Ispaka'tutow, v.t.in.2. He takes it 
up, (from beneath). 

Ispakawa'pinao, v.t.an. He throws 
him up, he tosses him up. 

Ispakawa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He throws 
it up, he tosses it up. 

Ispaka'yetakosew, v.i.l. He is emi
nent, he is hiS!h, he is distinguished. 

Ispaka'yetakwu~, v.imp. It is eminent, 
it is distinguished. . 

Ispaka'yimao, v.t.an. He exalts him, 
thinks highly of him. 

Ispa'konukaw, v.imp. The snow lies 
high or deep; it is very deep snow. 

Ispa'konukasin, v.imp. The snow is 
rather deep. 

Ispa'mutinaw, v.imp. It is high, 
(speaking of a hill, or a bank). 
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Ispa'patao, v.imp. It ascends high, 
(as smoke). 

Ispa'skwayaw, v.imp. It is a high 
wood. 

Ispa'taw, v.t.in.2. or Ispitow, He 
makes it high. 

Ispa'yimisoo, v.refl.4. He thinks highly 
of himself. 

Ispe, adv. When, at what time, the 
time. Tanispe, when? What time? 

Ispe'ch, conj. Than. Ispe'che, used 
when the next word begins with a 
consonant. 

Ispe'che, adv. Whilst, while, in the 
meantime; so far, so much, (local). 

Ispe'chew, v.i.1. He does it in the 
meantime; he is so strong. 

Ispe'chikitew, Ispe'tikitew, v.i.1. He 
is so large. 

Ispe'chaw, s.c., v.imp. It is so large; 
it is so far. 

Ispeka'powew, v.i.1. He stands high, 
he is tall. 

Ispesa'pumao, s.c., v.t.an. He sees 
him so far off, he keeps a certain 
distance from him. 

Ispesa'putum, v.t.in.6. He sees it so 
far off. 

Ispe'sh, adv. So much. Tan ispesh? 
s.c., How much? 

Ispe'saw, s.c., v.imp. It is so large, 
it is of such a size. Tan aspe'sak? 
How large is it? 

Ispeta'skosew, v.i.1. He is so thick 
(as a tree); he is so large. 

Ispeta'skwun, v.imp. It is so thick, 
or so large, (speaking of wood). 

Ispetayu'kuskaw, v.imp. It is so 
broad, (indicating by sign). 

Ispeta'yawun, v,imp. It is such a 
time of the year. Oma a ispeta'
yawuk nepinook, at this time 
last summer. 

Ispeta'kun, v.imp. It is so broad, 
or wide, (speaking of cloth, print, 
etc.). 

Ispeta'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is re
garded, he is considered so. 

Ispeta'yetakwun, v.imp. It is so 
regarded, it is considered so, it is 
considered as so much. 

Ispeta'yetum, v.t.in.6. He regards 
it so. 
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Ispeta'yimao, v.t.an. He regards him 
so. 

Ispe'tinikwun, v.imp. It is so heavy, 
it is of such a weight. 

Ispe'tinikwutew, v.i.1. He is so heavy, 
he is of such a weight. 

Ispeta'wuka w, ,vJ11ip. It is so high, 
(speaking of a bank). 

Ispetu'ssomao, v.t.an. He appoints a 
time with him. 

Ispetu'ssomoo, v.i.4. He appoints a 
time. 

Ispe'yaw, v.i.2. He flies high. 
Ispeya'w, v.i.2. He flies to, as Ispe

yaw -akota. He flies thither. 
Ispi'chew, v.i.l. He journeys to, he 

pitches camp so far, he flits, (hav
ing a tent, bedding, and family 
with him). 

Ispiche'win, n.in. A journey to a 
place, moving camp, (having family, 
tent, bedding, etc., with him). 

Ispime'w, v.i.5. He shoots upwards 
(with bow and arrow). Said also 
of birds shooting upwards when 
alarmed. 

Ispimik, adv. Above, over, up, on 
high. 

Ispi'puyew, v.imp. It ascends, it 
rises up. 

Ispis', s.C·., Ispish, M.c., conj. Than. 
Ispi'sew, v.i.l. He is high. 
Ispise'w, v.i.1. He is able, to a certain 

extent. Akoyekok ispesew. That 
is all he is able for. 

Ispi'sin, v.i). He is high, he he's 
high, (speaking of a log rising above 
the level of the foundation.) 

Ispi'shipoo, v.i.4. His share is so much 
(speaking of something eatable); 
P.C., He eats in the meanwhile. 

Ispi'tao, v.t.an. He draws him (there), 
he draws him so. 

Ispi'tum, v.t.in.6. He draws it (there) 
he draws it so. 

Ispi'tiko, v.t.in.4. l't draws him. 
Ispa'w, v.imp. It is high, lofty. 
Ispuchetin or Ispuchi'stin, v,imp. It 

is a high snow-drift. 
Ispucha'w, v.imp. It is a high ground. 
Ispu'hum, v.i.6. He flies high, (as 

a migrating bird in flight). 
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Ispukochin, v.i.7. He flies high; he 
hangs high, (as the sun) i. e. the 
day is advanced. Ispukochin-pesim, 
the sun or moon is high. 

Ispu'kosew, v.i.1. He tastes so, he has 
such a flavour. 

Ispu'kotao, v.i.3. It hangs high. 
Ispu'kwun, v.imp. It tastes so, it 

has such a flavour. Numma na'n
tow ispu'kwun, it has no taste. 

Ispupew, v.i.1. He sits on a higher 
seat; he is higher than the level mark. 

Ispu'stao, v.imp. It is piled up high. 
Ispu'staw, v.t.in.2. He piles it up high. 
Ispu'tinaw, n.in. A hill. 
-- v.imp. It is high (as a hill). 

Ispu'yehao, v.t.an. He shakes him so; 
he takes him (swiftly) to a place. 

Ispu'yehikoo, v.pass. 4. It happens 
to him. 

Isputa'w, v.i.2. He runs thither. 
Isputwa'w, v.t.in.2. .He runs thither 

with it. 
Ispu'yehoo, v.refi.4. He thrusts or 

puts himself there. 
Ispuyetaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it go, 

or move, he shakes it so. 
Ispu'yew, v.imp. It goes, it goes so, 

it moves so; Payukwow a ispuyik, 
one week. Tutwaw a ispuyik, every 
week. 

Ispu'yin, v.f,mp. See Ispuyew. 
Issa, conj. Of course, to be sure. 
Isse, prep. According to, to, towards. 
Isse, adv. As, so. 
Isseche'mao, v.i.3. He goes there by 

water. 
Issechicha'yew, v.i.1. He stretches 

out his hand, or hands, there: 
he holds out his hand. 

Issechikao, v.i.3. He acts so, he works 
so, he does, he acts. 

Isse'chikawin, n.in. An act, a deed, 
a craft. 

Isse'chikun, n.in. A deed, a work, 
(with the idea of completion). 

Issehao, v.i.an. He makes him so, 
he forms him so, he does him so, 
he acts so upon him. 

Isse'hik, or issehiko, v.t.an. He makes 
him so; he acts so upon him. 

Isse'hoo, v.refi.-./-. He dresses or dresses 
himself so, he arrays himself so. 
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Isseka'powew, v.i.1. He stands so. 
Isseka'powitaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 

stand so. 
Isseke'swao, v.i.3. He speaks a dia

lect, or speaks so. Petoos isseke ' -
swao, he speaks a different dialect. 

Isseke'swawin, n.in. A dialect, speech, 
a language. 

Issekwa'nakosew, v.i.1. His face looks 
so, he has such a countenance. 

Issekwa'nakohitisoo, v.refl.4. He 
makes his face look so; his face 
reflects his moods. 

Issema'mao, v.t.an. He smells him so. 
Issemi'tum, v.t.an. He smells it so. 
Issena'kosehao, or Issena'kohao, v.t.an. 

He makes him of such an appear
ance. 

Issena'kosew, v.i.1. He is like, he 
resembles, he has·such an appearance. 

lssena'kosewin, n.in. Aspect, like
ness, resemblance, appearance. 

Issena'o, v.t.an. He holds him so. 
Isseno'wao, v.t.an. He sees him so, 

he appears so to him. 
Issenu'm, v.t.in.6. He sees it so, it 

appears so to him. 
Issenu'mohao, v.t.an. He makes things 

appear so to him. 
Issenu'mowin, n. A vision, an appari

tion. 
Issepi'tao, v.t.an. He pulls him so or 

thus. 
Issepi'tum, v.t.in.6. He pulls it so or 

thus. 
lsse'sin, v.i.7. He lies so. 
Issesi'mao, v.t.an. He lays him so; 

he places him in a certain position. 
Isse'skowao, v.t.an. He forces him so, 

he presses him so. 
Isse'skum, v.t.in.6. He forces it so, 

he brings pressure to bear on it. 
Isse'tin, v.imp. It lies so or thus, 

it runs so. 
Isseto'towao, v.t.an. He does so to him. 
Isseta'w, v.t.in.2. He does it so, he 

makes it so, he acts so upon it. 
Isse'towao or I ttitowao, I ttetowao, 

v.t.an. He hears him so, he sounds 
so to him. 

lsse'tum, ot I ttitum, I ttetum, v.t.in.6. 
He hears it so, it sounds so to him. 
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Issetwa'win, n.in. A way, a course, 
a ceremony, a rite. Kiche isse
twa'win, The Lord's Supper, lit. 
The Great Ceremony. 

Issewha'o, v.t.an. He knocks him so. 
Issewapinao, v.t.an. He throws him 

so or there. 
Issewa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He throws it 

so or there. 
Issewa'pinikao, v.i.3. He is throwing 

in such a direction. 
Issewa'pisew, v.i.1. He is of such 

disposition. 
Issewa'pisewin, n.in. Conduct, be

haviour, disposition. 
Issewa'pun, v.imp. It happens so; 

it is the state of things. 
lssewa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He throws it 

(with force) away, or aside. 
Isse'wetaw, v.t.in.2. He takes it there, 

(to place or time). 
lssewe'ya,tum, v.t.in.6. He wears his 

clothes so, he wears such clothes. 
Isse'weyao, v.t.an. He leads him, 

he entices him there. 
Isseyika'soo, P.C., · Issenika'soo, s.c., 

v.pass.4. He is called so, he has such 
a name. Peter isseyika'soo. Peter 
is his name. 

Isseyika'sowin, P.c., Issenika'sowin, 
s.c., n.in. A name. 

Isseyika'tao, P.c., Issenika'tao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He calls him, he names him. 

Isseyika'tao, P.c., Issenika'tao, s.c., 
v.pass. It is called, it is named. 

Isseyika'tisoo, P.c., Issenika'tisoo, s.c., 
v.refl. He calls himself, he names 
himself. 

Isseyika'tum, P.C., Issenika'tum, s.c., 
v.t.in.6. He calls it, he names it. 

Isse'yowao, v.imp. The wind blows so. 
Issowi'kwuk, or Suwikwuk, n.in. A 

glover's needle a square needle. 
Issowi'kwukoos, n.in. A small glover's 

needle, also Suwakwukos. 
Issowa'sew, v.i.1. He has three sides, 

he is triangular. 
Issowa'yaw, v.imp. It has three sides, 

it is triangular, it is three cornered. 
Ittu, adv. Where; Nantow ittu, Some

where; Mi.sewa itta, Everywhere. 
Ittu ache, thence, whence. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 



I ta' chimao, v.t.an. He tells such 
news about him, he speaks so or 
thus about him, he witnesses about 
him. 

Ita'chimoo, v . .i.4. He tells news so, 
he tells such news. 

Ita'chimoowin, v.in. Testimony, news, 
witness. 

I ta'koomao, v.t.an. He is so related 
to him. 

Ita'mik, Atoo'mik, Ata'mik, prep. 
Under, beneath. 

Ita'moo, v.i.4. He flees so, he flees 
there. 

Ita'mpakok, or Ata'mpakok, n.indic. 
Under the water. 

Itamu'skumik, or Atamu'skumik, n.in. 
Underground, under the earth. 

Ita'pew, v.i.1. He looks. 
Ita'pichew, v .. i.5. He is absent so 

long. Kinwas -ita'pichew, he is a 
long while away. 

Ita'putisew, v.i.1. He is thus used; 
he is useful. 

Ita'putisewin, n.in. Occupation, lot, 
purpose, usefulness. 

Ita'putan, v.imp. It is so used, it is 
used for this (purpose). 

Itapu'yetaw, v.t.in. He mixes it up 
by shaking. 

Ita'sew, v.i.1. He sails thither. 
Ita'skisoo, v.pass.4. He is branded so, 

he is burnt so. 
Ita'skisum, v.i.in.6. He burns it so, 

he brands it so. 
Ita'skiswao, v.t.an. He burns him so, 

he brands him so. 
Ita'skitao, v.pass. It is burnt so. 
Ita'skonao, v.t.an. He holds him so, 

(speaking of wood). 
Ita'skonum, v.t.in.6. He holds it so, 

(speaking of wood). 
Ita1spinao, v.i.4. He has such a sick

ness or disease. 
Ita'spinawin, n.in. A complaint, a 

disease, a sickness, a plague. 
Ita'stumupew, v.i.1. He sits before or 

in front. 
Ita'stun, v.imp. It sails thither, it is 

blown there, it is bound, (as a ship 
for a port). 

Ita'tisew, v.i.1. He behaves so, he 
deals so, his conduct is such, he is 
naturally so. 
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Ita'tisewin, n.in. Conduct, behaviour, 
way, nature. 

Ita'totum, v.t.in.6. He tells such 
news about it, he speaks thus about 
it, he bears such witness about it. 

Ita'win, n.in. A place, a town a city. 
i ta'winis, n.in. A small place, a 

village. 
Ita'hum, v.t.in.6. He stirs it up. 
Itaka, adv. Towards, at the side. 

This word is not used by itself but 
in conjunction with some other, as 
in the following examples: Tanta 
itika? Where towards? Or at 
which side? Ota itaka, this side. 

Id:kaka'm, s.c., Itaka'm, P.c., adv. 
At the side (speaking of water). 
The word is not used alone, but 
conjoined with some other, as 
astumita itakakam, at this side 
(the water). 

Ita'moo, v.i.4. He takes refuge thf're; 
he is driven there (by fear). 

Ita'mostowao, v.t.an. He flees to him 
for refuge, or help. 

Ita'o, v.t.an. He says to him. 
Ita'tew, E.c., v.i.1. He is a long time 
, away (generally used with kinwas). 
Ita'w, v.i.2. He is, he exists, he 

dwells, he continues, there is. 
Ita'w, v.t.an. It is said to him, or of 

him. 
Itayeta'kosew, v.i.l. He is considered 

so, he is thus regarded, he seems so. 
Itayeta'kwun, v.imp. It is considered 

so, it is thus regarded. N umma 
na'ntow itayeta'kwan, it is of no 
account. 

Ita'yetum, v.t.in.6. He thinks it, he 
purposes it. The word is mostly 
used as an intrans. verb, answering 
to, he thinks, he intends, he pur
poses, he consents, he is willing. 

Ita'yetumoowin, n.in. Thought, pur
pose, will, intention. 

I ta'yemao, v.t.a1J,. He thinks him, 
(i.e., he thinks so respecting him). 
Kitta itota.o net ita.'yemaw, I think 
he will go. 

Ita'yemisoo, v.i.4. He thinks so of 
himself; he is conceited ( used with 
an adjective, e.g., mistuhe). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ita'yemisoowin, n.in. Self conceit, or 
estimate of oneself. 

I ta'yimoo, v.refl.4. He thinks so of 
himself. 

Ita'yitoowuk, v.recip.4.pl. They think 
so of each other. 

ltayitoowin, n.in. A mutual opinion 
of one another. 

Iti'kitew, v.i.1. He is of such a size. 
Itikwa'o, v.i.3. He has such a face. 

Akose mwache itikwao, he has a 
face just like it. Tanse a itikwat? 
What sort of a face has he? 

Iti'nao, v.t.an. He holds him so, he 
makes him so. 

Iti'num, v.t.in.6. He holds it so, he 
makes it so. 

Iti'pitao, v.t.an. He pulls him thither. 
Iti'pitum, v.t.in.6. He pulls it thither. 
Iti'simoo, v.i.4. He flees to him, or it. 
Iti'soo, v.refl. He says to himself. 
Iti'ssuhoowao, v.i.3. He sends, he 

sends off (some one). 
Iti'ssuhum, v.t.in.6. He sends it, he 

drives it. 
Iti'ssuhumowao, v.t.an. He sends it 

to him. 
Iti'ssuwao, v.t.an. He sends him, he 

drives him. 
Itissuwa'kun, n.an. A messenger, an 

Apostle. 
Itita'kosew, v.i.1. He sounds so. 
Itita'kwun, v.imp. It sounds so. 
Itoo'hikun, n.in. A sign or mark, 

indicating which way to go. 
Itoo'hikunis, n.in., dim. form of above. 
Ito'hum, v.t.in.6. He points at it. 

See Itwuhum. 
Ito'wao, v.t.an. He points at him. 

See Itwuwao. 
Ito'tutumowao, v.t.an. He takes it 

(or him) to him, i.e., to another 
person. 

Ito'tao, v.i.3. He goes there, he 
proceeds. 

j to'towao, v.t.an. He deals so towards 
him, he uses him so. 

I totuhao, v.t.an. He takes him there, 
he leads him or conveys him thither. 

Ito'tuhikoo, v.t.4. He, or it, takes him 
there, as v.imp., His conduct leads 
him to (a bad end). 

Ito'tum, v.t.in.6. He deals so towards 
it, he uses it so, as v.intrans., he 
acts so, he does so; sometimes used 
with akose, as akose itotum. 

Ito'tumoowin, n.in. A deed, an act, 
a doing, an action. 

Ito'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He takes it there. 
Ito'ta, v.imper. You go there. 
Itoti, v.imper. Take him there. 
Itta, adv. Whither. Petoos itta, 

another way or place. 
Ituho'yao, v.t.an. He takes him there 

by water. 
Ituhuma'o, v.i.3. He steps. 
Itu'ketao, v.pass. It is so appointed; 

it costs so much; it counts so much. 
I tu'ketum, v.t.in. He appoints it so, 

he prices it at so much, he values 
it so, he ordains it. 

Itu'ketumowao, v.t.an. He appoints 
it for him, he charges him so much 
for it. 

Itu'kichikao, v.i.3. He fixes a price. 
Itu'kimao, v.t.an. He prices him at so 

much, he values him so, he appoints 
him, he counts them so. 

Itukumikisew, v.i.1. He does (it), he 
is engaged about it. Ta'nisse a 
tu'kumikiseyun? What are you 
about? 

Itukumikun, v.imp. It happens, it 
happens so. Tan'isse a tukumikuk? 

, What is going on? 
I'tukwun, v.imp. There is, there is 

some. 
Itu'm, v.t.in.6. or v.i. He means it, 

he means, he says so of it, he says 
to it, e.g., akose itum, he says so 
to it. 

Itumoo', Itumon, v.imp. It leads (as 
a path). 

I'tumoo, v.imp. It sticks so. 
Itumo'hao, v.t.an. He sticks him on 

so, he attaches him so. 
Itumota'w, v.t.in.2. He sticks it on, 

he puts it on (as a plaster); he 
lays it out so (as a road), e.g., 
a'kota itumota'w oma'skunow, there 
he makes his road to there. 

I tumuchehoo, v.i.4. He feels so, he 
is so in health. Ta'nisse a tumuche
hoyun? How do you feel? 

Itu'sewuk, v.i.l.pl. There are so many. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 



Itu'simao, v.t.an. He perseveres in 
talking to him or about him, he 
importunes him. 

Ituska'nasew, v.i.l. He belongs to 
that people or tribe. 

Itu'skitao, v.pass. It is placed or 
stuck so (perpendicularly). 

Itu'skitaw, v.t.in.2. He sticks it so. 
Itu'somao, v.t.an. He commands him, 

he orders him. 
I tusowa'tao, v.t.an. He commands 

him, he bids him, he orders him, 
he passes sentence on him. 

Itusowa'tum, v.t.in.6. He commands 
it, he orders it. 

Itusowa'o, v.i.3. He commands, he 
decrees, he consults. 

Itusowa'win, n.in. A command, a 
decree, an order, a precept, a rule, 
a consultation. 

Itusowa'weyinew, n.an. A councillor, 
a lawyer. 

Itussina'soo, v.pass. He is colored so. 
Itussina'stao, v.pass. It is colored so. 

Tanisse atusina'stak? What color is 
it? 

Itussina'stahum, v.t.in.6. He colours 
it so. 

Itu'ssinuhekawin, n.in. A writing, a 
written statement; a hand writing. 

Itu'ssinuhum, v.t.in.6. He writes it 
so. 

Itu'sao, v.i.3. She (the bird), stays 
by her nest. 

Itu'stao, v.pass. It is so placed. 
Itu'staw, v.t.in.2. He places it so. 
Ituta'wao, v.i.3. He trades so, he is 

busy trading. 
Itu'tinwa, v.imp.pl. There are so 

many. 
Itu'toskao, v.i.3. He works so. 
Itu'tokao, v.i.3. He has so many 

tents. 
Itwa'nikawin, n.in. A message (local). 
Itwa'soo, v.i.4. He pretends, he pro

fesses. 
Itwa'sosk, n.an. A pretender. 
Itwa'soowin, n.in. A pretence, a pro

fession. 
Itwa'o, v.i.3. He says, he affirms, he 

speaks, he acknowledges, he con
fesses. 

Itwa'stumakao, v.i.3. He interprets 
he says for (i.e., somebody). ' 
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ltwa'stumakawin, n.in. Interpreta
tion. 

Itwa'stumowao, v.t.an. He interprets 
for him, he says for him. 

Itwawa'mao, v.t.an. He talks much 
about h_imi he talks much at him. 

Itwawa'm1toowuk or Itwawa'towuk, 
v.recip.pl. They talk long with 
each other. 

Itwaw!i'taw, v.t.in.2. He makes a 
noise about it. 

Itwa'win, n.in. A saying, a word, a 
voice, an affirmation. 

Itwu'hum, v.t.in.6. He points at it. 
Itwu'wao, v.t.an. He points at him. 

K 

K, a contraction for ke or keya used 
frequently before oo or o when 
commencing a noun or verb and 
sometimes also before other vowels. 

Ka, part.indec. Equivalent to the 
relative pronoun who, which. It is 
followed by the subjunctive mood. 

Ka'chekatao, v.pass. It is hidden. 
Ka'chiche, adv. Adjacent, bordering 

on. 
Ka'chitinao, v.t.an. He takes hold of 

him, he siezes him, he catches him, 
he apprehends him. 

Ka'chitinum, v.t.in.6. He takes hold 
of it, he seizes it, he procures it. 

Kaka'kesip, n.an. A cormorant, a 
crow duck. 

Kaka'kesipis, n.an. A young cormor
ant. 

Kaka'kesipiskaw, v.imp. Cormorants 
are numerous. 

Kaka'kew, n.an. A crow, a raven. 
Kaka'kutahikao, M.C., v.i.3. He is 

squaring (i.e., hewing logs square). 
Kaka'kutahum, M.C., v.t.in.6. He 

hews it square. 
Kaka'kutasew, v.i.l. He is square. 
Kaka'kutayaw, v.imp. It is square. 
Kake'chehao, v.t.an. He comforts 

him, he consoles him. 
Kake'chehewao, v.i.3. He comforts, 

consoles. 
Kake'chehewawe, adj.prefix. Consol

atory, comforting. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kake'chehewawin, n.in. Comfort, con
solation. 

Ka'keka, adv. Always, continually, 
evermore. Ka'keka mena ka'keka, 
for perpetuity, for ever and ever. 

Kakeka'pukwa, n.an.pl. A northern 
plant whose leaf is always green; 
the native tea plant. 

Kakeka'sikwao, v.imp. It is perpetual 
ice (i.e., it does not completely thaw 
in summer). 

Kakeka'skose, n.in. Everlasting grass. 
Kake'puchipuyew, v.i.1. He staggers, 

he falls forward. 
Kake'puchew~pinao, v.t.an. He pushes 

him so that he falls forward. 
Kake'twam, adv. Again and again, 

from time to time. 
Kake'wao, v.i.3. He goes backwards 

and forwards, retracing his steps 
over and over again. 

Kake'witao, v.i.3. He walks back
wards and forwards. 

Kakiya'skew, v.i.1. He is often lying. 
Kakitimew, v.i.1. He is often lazy, he 

is habitually lazy. 
Ka'kitoo, v.imper. This is a common 

contraction of Aka kitoo, don't 
speak, be quiet, hold your noise. 

Ka'komina, n.in.pl. Porcupine berries. 
Ka'kooskaw, v.imp. Porcupines are 

numerous. 
Ka'kaya, s.c., adv. It seems so, per

haps so, I suppose; ka'kaya atoka, 
P.C. 

Kakwa'yetum, v.i.6. He is jealous. 
Kakwa'yetumoowin, n.in. Jealousy. 
Kakwa'yetumowao, v.t.an. He is jeal-

ous for him. 
Kakwa'yimao, v.t.an. He is jealous 

of him. 
Kakwi'ewut, n.in. A deep roggin 

(made large at the bottom and small 
at the top). 

Kakwi'ewutikakao, v.i.3. She makes 
a deep roggin of it. 

Kakwi'ewutikao, v.i.3. She is making 
a deep rog-gin. 

Kakwiewutikowao, v.t.an. She makes 
a roggin for him. 

Ka'kwu, n.an. A porcupine, pl., 
Kakwuk. 

Ka'kwuyan, n.in. A porcupine-skin. 

Kamwa'tisew, Keyamawa'tisew, Keya
ma'tisew, v.i.1. He is quiet, good 
natured. 

Ka'nika! s.c., interj. Would that! or 
would that I were in his place! (an 
emotional expression of aspiration 
or desire). Ka'nika weya! good for 
him, or her! 

Ka'nao, s.c., v.t.an. He hides him. 
Kasa'piskaw, v.imp. The rocks are 

sharp. 
Kasa'piskisew, v.i.1. He is sharp (as 

a rock). 
Kasa'pitao, v.i.3. He has sharp teeth. 
Kas'aw, v.imp. It is sharp (as a cut

ting instrument). 
Kase'chichao, v.i.3. He wipes his 

hands, he washes his hands. 
Kase'chichawin, n.in. The act of 

wiping one's hands. 
Kase'heyakunao, Kaseya'kunao, v.i.3. 

He washes up the crocks, he washes 
the dishes. 

Kase'hum, v.t.in.6. He wipes it, he 
wipes it out, he erases it. 

Kase'kwakun, Kase'kwan, Kase'kwa
hoon, n.in. A towel. 

Kase'kwanao, v.t.an. He wipes, or 
washes, his face (i.e., the face of 
another person). 

Kase'kwao, v.i.3. He wipes or washes 
his (own) face. 

Kasekwawin, n.in. A face wash. 
Kasekwaya'kun, n.in. A wash basin. 
Kase'nao, v.t.an. He wipes him, he 

cleans him. 
Kase'num, v.t.in.6. He wipes it, he 

cleans it. 
Kase'sinuhum, v.t.in.6. He blots it 

out, he writes over it to deface 
writing. 

Kasesi'tahosoo, v.refl.4. He wipes his 
feet. 

Kasesi'tanao, v.t.an. He wipes his 
feet (i.e., the feet of another per
son), by hand. 

Kasesi'tawao, v.t.an. He wipes his 
feet (i.e., the feet of another), with 
a stock or some other article. 

Kase'skum, v.t.in.6. He rubs it off 
(with his foot, or his arm, or some 
part of his clothing). 

Kase'titaw, v.t.in.2. He rubs it off on 
something. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kase'wao, v.t.an. He wipes him. 
Kasewa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He wiper. it 

out (with a sudden sweep of his 
hand). 

Kaseya'powutaw, v.t.in.2. He washes 
it off. 

Kaseya'powuyao, v.t.an. He washes 
him off. 

Kaseyuwa'sew, v.i.1. He is in a rage. 
See Kisewa'sew. 

Kaseyuwa'sewin, n.in. A rage, a 
passion. 

Kasiku'skwao, v.i.3. He has sharp 
claws. 

Ka'sisin, v.imp. It is sharp (as a 
cutting instrument). 

Kasiska'koo, v.pass. It frets him, it 
rubs him hard, it pinches him, it 
chafes him. 

Ka'siskinaw, n.an. Half dried fish. 
Kasispo'mao, v.t.an. He breaks his 

promise to him. 
Kasispo'puyew, v.i.l. He transgresses, 

he goes beyond (the mark). 
Kasispo'puyewin, n.in. A transgres

sion. 
Kaska'skotoowan, n.an. Cartilage. 
Kaska'skuhum, v.t.in.6. He scrapes 

it; he rakes it. 
Kaska'skuwao, v.t.an. He scrapes 

him. 
Kaskikwa'chikun, P.C., n.in. A rake 

(the garden tool). 
Kaskikwa'chikunis, n.in. A small 

rake. 
Kaskipa'soo, v.refi.4. He shaves him-

self. 
Kaskipa'soon, n.in. A razor. 
Kaskipa'tao, v.t;an. He shaves him. 
Kaskipa'tum, v.t.in.6. He shaves it. 
Ka'skipichikao, v.i.3. He scratches. 
Ka'skipichikun, n.in. A harrow. 
Ka'skipitao, v.t.an. He scratches him. 
Ka'skipitum, v.t.in.6. He scratches it. 
Kaski'skisum, v.t.in.6. He undoes it 

with a knife (i.e., what has been 
sewn). 

Kaski'skenum, v.t.in.6. He undoes it 
with his hand (i.e., a sewing). 

Kaskiski'pitum, v.t.in.6. He undoes 
it (by pulling at it, i.e., a sewing). 

Kaski'skuwan, n.in. A boss. 
Kaski~kuwan, n.in. Brisket. 
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Kasku'chikotum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He 
pares it down. 

Ka'skuhikao, v.i.3. He is raking. 
Ka'skuhikun, n.in. A rake. 
Ka'soo, v.refl.4. He hides himself, he 

conceals himself. 
Kasosta'toowin, n.in. Game of hide 

and seek. 
Kaso'stowao, v.t.an. He hides himself 

from him. 
Kaso'stum, v.t.in.6. He hides himself 

from it. 
Kasota'wisew, v.i.1. He is sharp, he 

is prickly. 
Kasota'wun, v.imp. It is sharp, it is 

prickly. 
Kaspa'w, v.irnp. It is frail, it is 

brittle. 
Ka'spisew, v.i.1. He is brittle, he is 

crisp. 
Kaspi'soowan, Kakawuk, P.C., n.in. 

Meat dried hard for pounding. 
Ka'spisum, v.t.in.6. He crisps it, he 

makes it brittle. 
Ka'spiswao, v.t.an. He crisps him, he 

makes him brittle. 
Kasuka'tisestum, v.t.in.6. He is greedy 

of it. 
Kasuka'tisew, v.i.l. He is covetous, 

he is greedy. 
Kasuka'tisewin, n.in. Covetousness, 

greediness. 
Ka'sukao, v.i.3. He is gluttonous, he 

gorges, he is greedy. 
Ka'sukawin, n.in. Gluttony, greed. 
Kasukimew, v.i.l. He is greedy, 

gluttonous. 
Ka'sukis, n.an. A glutton; sometimes 

applied to the domestic cat. 
Ka'tao, ... v.t.an. He hides him, he 

conceals him. 
Ka'taw, v.t.in.2. He hides it, he 

dissembles it. 
Ka'toowao, v.t.an. He hides it from 

him, he hides it for him. 
Ka'tumowao, v.t.an. He hides it 

from him, he hides it for him. 
Ka'tumowaw, v.irnp. It is hidden, 

or concealed, from him. 
Ka'tunook, adv. In a secret place, 

secretly. 
Katuwhao, v.t.an. He pushes him, 

forces him to go forward. 
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Katuhum, v.t.in.6. He pushes it. 
Katuska'hoo, M.c., v.i.4. He poles 

himself along (i.e., he pushes the 
canoe with a pole). 

Katuska'honatik, M.C., n.in. A pole 
for propelling a canoe. 

Katuska'hum, v.t.in.6. He poles it. 
Kachekwa'skonao, v.t.an. He takes 

him out (i.e., out of a trap). 
Kachena'ch, Kastina'ch, adv. Cer

tainly, surely, doubtless, sure. 
Kiichena'hao, v.t.an. He is sure of 

him, he assures him. 
Kachena'hoo, v.i.4. He is sure, he 

is confident, he is persuaded. 
Kiichena'homukun, v. imp. It is 

thought to be certain. 
Kiichena'honanewun, v.imp. It is 

certain, it is sure. 
Kiichena'hoowin, n.in. Assurance, cer

tainty. 
Kiichenama'ch, adv. Surely, certain

ly, sure. 
Klichenata'kosew, v.i.1. He is un

doubtedly clear (in what he intends 
to mean); he is distinctly audible. 

Kkhenata'kwun, v.imp. It is distinct
ly understood, it is undoubtedly 
and distinctly audible. 

Kiichena'towao, v.t.an. He is sure he 
heard him, he is sure he under
stands him. 

Kiichena'tum, v.t.in.6. He is sure he 
heard it, he is sure he understands 
it. 

Kiichena'yayeta'kosew, v.i.1. He is 
certain, he is sure, he is positive, he 
is unhesitating. 

Kiichena'yayeta'kwun, v.imp. It is 
certain, it is sure, it is undoubted. 

Kiichenaya'yetum, v.t.in.6. He is 
certain respecting it. 

Kiichenaya'yetumowin, n.in. Certain
ty. 

Kiichenaya'yimao, v.t.an. He is cer
tain respecting him. 

Kii'chewak, adv. Just, exactly; right 
there. This word is mostly used 
with the personal pronouns, thus, 

neya kachewuk, I myself; but it is 
sometimes employed with other 
words as, usta'h ka' chewuk akotu, 
put it down just there, or place it 
exactly there. 

Kachichicha'pitao, v.t.an. He pulls 
it out of his hand. 

Ka'chikonum, v.t. He takes it off (as 
a garment). 

Ka'chita'sao, v.i.3. He takes off his 
(own) leggings or trousers. 

Kachita'sanao, v.t.an. He takes off 
his leggings or trousers (i.e., of 
another person's). 

Kaka'ch or Kaka't, adv. Almost, 
nearly. 

Kakach-mita'tut, or kaka't-mitatut, 
adj. Nine. 

Kakach-mitatutomitunow, or Kakat-
mitatutomitunow, adj. Ninety. 

Kakat-mitatutosap, adj. Nineteen. 
Kiikiik, n.an. A small hawk, the kite. 
Ka'kisap, n.indic. This morning (when 

already past, but the same day). 
We'puch ka'kisap, early this morn
ing. U'noch ka'kisap, this morning. 

Kakisapa'nikwao, v.i.3. He break
fasts. 

Kakisapana'kwawin, n.in. Breakfast. 
Kakisa'pa-uchukoos, n.an. The morn

ing star. 
Kakisa'payaw, v.imp. It is morning. 

See Morning. 
Ka'ko, pron.inter. What? Which? 
Kakoka'n? inter. What gender is it? 

What kind is it? 
Kakoka'nis? inter. What gender is it? 

What kind is it? (diminutive). 
Kakowu'yan? inter. What skin is it? 

(i.e., from what animal?). 
Kakwa'n, pron.rel. That, which, what. 
Ka'kwan, pron.inter. What? Ka'

kwan ache. Whereby, why? or 
what for? 

Kakwa'n, pron.indef. Something, any
thing, somewhat, whatever, Na'n
tow kakwa'n. anything. Kuke'yow 
kakwa'n or Misewa kakwa'n, every
thing. Kakwanok, in anything. 

Kakwa'nis, pron.indef. Dim. fQrm of 
Ka.kwan, something small. 
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Kakwa'netoka, Kakwana'toka, pron. 
dubitative. It is doubtful what it is. 
What is it, I wonder? I do not 
know what it is. 

Kakwa'nikan, pron.inter. What kind? 
Which kind? 

Kakwa's, pron.indef. A little of some
thing, a little of anything. 

Kakwi, P.C., pron. See Kakwa'n. 
Kasa'yinekutuk, fl.vow. form of Kisa

yinekutum. The oldest person in 
the camp. 

Kli.schi, adv prefix or suffix. In time, 
e.g., Ke Hschi totum, he did it 
in time. 

Kli.schinow, s.c., adv. At once, while 
there is time. 

Kasi'skow, adv. Hastily (while there 
is time), quickly, at once, just now. 

Kasiskow-ito'tum, v.i.6. He does it 
quickly at the proper time. 

Ka'stuwao, v.t.an. He catches him 
he comes up to him (by water). ' 

Kli.stuhum, v.t.in.6. He catches it in 
time, he overtakes something (by 
water). 

Kastina, adv. See Kaschinow. 
Kli.'stinao, v.t.an. He catches him in 

time, he seizes him. 
K['stinum, v.t.in.6. He catches it in 

time, he seizes it. 
Kata'piskwanao, v.t.an. He castrates 

him, he gelc;ls him. 
Kataya'tis, n.an. A person of good 

age, an elderly person. 
K[taya'tisew, v.i.1. He is of good 

age (i.e., past the prime of life). 
Kli.taya'tisisew, v.i.1. He is getting 

old, he is approaching old age. 
Ka'tisk, adv. Barely. 
Katiske, s.c., adv. To the end, to the 

last. 
Katuhum, v.t.in.6. He takes it out, 

he removes it (as a charge from a 
gun). 

Ka'tukopao, v.i.3. He takes off his 
robe, blanket or coat. 

Katukopa'nao, v.i.3. He takes off his 
robe, blanket or coat (i.e., off another 
person). 

Katusa'kanao, v.t.an. He takes off his 
coat or her dress, he unclothes him. 

Katusa'kahao, v.t.an. He strips him, 
he unfrocks him, he degrades him. 

Katusa'kao, v.i.3. He takes off his 
coat, he unclothes himself. 

Katusa'kapitao, v.t.an. He strips him, 
he pulls his coat off him, he un
clothes him. 

Katusa'kapuyehoo, v.i.4. He throws 
off his coat. 

Katusa'kuhao, v.t.an. He takes the 
coat off him; he unclothes him. 

Katusa'mao, v.i.3. He takes off his 
snow-shoes. 

Katusa'manao, v.t.an. He takes the 
snow-shoes off him. 

Katuski'sinanao, v.t.an. He takes his 
moccasins off him (i.e., off another 
person). 

Katuski'sinao, v.i.3. He takes off his 
moccasins or shoes. 

Katuski'sinuhao, s.c., v.t.an. He takes 
the moccasins off him (as a child is 
helped to undress). 

Katuskisina'puyew, v.i.1. His mocca
sin comes off as he walks. 

Katuskwu'chipitum, v.t.in.6. He pulls 
it out, he draws it (as a sword). 

Katuspikina'kunanum, v.t.in.6. He 
takes the gun-coat off the gun. 

Katuspusta'kunao, v.i.3. She takes off 
her apron. 

Katusti'sanao, v.t.an. He takes his 
gloves or mittens off him (i.e., off 
another person). 

Katusti'sao, v.i.3. He takes off his 
gloves or mittens. 

Katusto'tinuhao, v.t.an. He takes his 
cap off him (i.e., off another person). 

Katusto'tinao, v.i.3. He takes off his 
cap. 

Katusto'tinapitao, v.t.an. He pulls 
his cap off (the other person). 

Katuyu'panao, v.t.an. He takes him 
(the fish) out of the net. 

Katu'yupao, v.i.3. He takes up his 
net. 

Kay?-'pich or Kaya'puch, adv. Again, 
still, yet, anymore, some more. 
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Ke, pron.pers. A contraction of keya, 
thou you (sing.), and also of 
keya'now, we and keya'waw, ye, 
you; it is used in the indicative 
mood before verbs commencing 
with a consonant, e. g. ke nipa'n, you 
are sleeping; ke sa'ketananow, we 
love it; ke noocheta'nawaw, you 
(pl.) are working at it. When the 
verb commences with a vowel this 
pronoun is euphonized either in K 
or ket, but more usually the latter, 
except before oo. 

Ke, pron.poss. Thy, your. This is an 
abbreviated form of keya. Before 
a vowel, euphony causes the sup
pression of the e, or the addition 
of a t, making k or ket, the former 
being mostly used before oo, e. g. 
ke chema'n, your canoe; k'ota'we, 
your father; ket ukop, your blanket; 
it is also used in the plural, with 
the proper terminations of the noun, 
as a contraction for keya'now, or 
keyu'waw. 

Ke, a particle used before the perfect 
./" tense, being equivalent to 'have', 

e.g. ne ke nipan, I have slept; 
ke ke nipuhaw, you have killed 
him. 

K~, partic. Equivalent to can or could 
when used with ku. Nummu'weyu 
ne ku k~ tota.n. I cannot do it. 
Ne ku k~ paskiswaw, I can shoot 
him. Ne ku k~ paskiswati, I could, 
or could have, shot him. 

Kechi'konum, v.t.in.6. He takes it 
apart. 

Kechenuyatawa'yetoomakun or keche
nuyatawayetoo, n.an. An adver
sary. 

Ke'hao, v.t.an. He escapes him. 
Ke'hewao, v.t.an. He escapes. 
Kehikoo, v.t.an. He loses him by 

escaping (as a moose). 
Keiskwa, prep. After. 
Ke'ka'chenakosew, v.i.1. He looks 

very clean, he is spruce. Also 
sometimes used in the sense of, 'he 

. is beautiful'. 
Keka'chenakwun, v.imp. 

very clean. 
It looks 

Kekata'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is dis
tinguished, he is estimable. 

Kekata'yetakwun, v.imp. It is easily 
recognised. 

Keka'wetum or Kekawitum, v.i.6. He 
scolds, he quarrels. 

Keka'mao, v.t.an. He scolds him, he 
rails at him, he quarrels with him, 
he reviles him. 

Kekamoo, v.i.4. He rails, he scolds. 
Kekana'kosew, v.i.1. He is plainly to 

be seen. 
Kekana'kwun, v.imp. It is distinct, it 

is clear. 
Kekanoo'kwun, v.i.mp. It looks quite 

clear, it shows up plainly. 
Keka'wituskew, v.i.1. He scolds often, 

he is a brawler. 
Kekaya'sikao, v.i.3. He shines brightly 

(i.e., the moon). 
Kekaya'soo, v.i.4. He is bright, he is 

clear, he shines brightly (as the 
moon). 

Kekaya'stao, v.imp. It is bright, it is 
clear, it shines brightly (moonlight). 

Kekaya'sowao, v.imp. It shines clear
ly (as the moon when full). 

Kekata'yetumowin, n. in. Esteem, 
reverence, adoration. 

Kekata'yetum, v.t.in.6. He adores it, 
he esteems it highly. 

Kekata'yimao, v.t.an. He adores him, 
he esteems him, he reverences him. 

Kekata'yimoo, v.refl.4. He esteems 
himself, he reverences himself. 

Kekata'yimowin, n.an. Self esteem, 
conceit. 

Ke'kao, v.i.3. He is healed (from 
sores). Ute keka.o, he is healing. 

Keka'sikun, s.c., n.in. Ointment, a 
healing salve. 

Keka'weyaw, v.t.in. It is healing, or 
in a condition of healing. 

Kekayaw, v.imp. It has, or it is a 
corner. Itta a kekayak, the c.orner 
or where there is a corner. 

Kekek, n.loc. In your dwelling (tent 
or house). 

Kekeku, adv. Sometime . or . other, 
eventually. 

Kek'wun, or Kwe'kwun, v.imp. It 
quakes. 

Kema'pukao, v.i.3. He spies. 
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Kema'pumao, v.t.an. He spies on 
him. 

Keminecha'kun, n.an. An illegitimate 
child. 

Keminecha'kunikao, v.i.3. She gives 
birth to an illegitimate child. 

Keminecha'kunikowao, v.t.an. He 
causes her to have an illegitimate 
child. 

Ke'mooch, adv. Secretly, unawares, 
slyly, privately, in secret. 

Kemoo'ch -ayu'mew, v.i.1. He speaks 
secretly, he whispers. 

Ke'mooch -itta'tisewin, n.in. Sec
ret conduct, meaning a sly wicked 
life. 

Kemoo'che -kukuya'yisewin, v.in. A 
conspiracy, deceitfulness, under the 
guise of friendship. 

Kemoo'che -taha'wina, n.in.pl. The 
secrets of the heart. 

Kemoo'tisew, v.i.1. He is secret, he 
is concealed, he is sly. 

Kemoo'tun, v.imp. It is secret, it is 
underhand. 

Kena'piskaw or Kenika'piskaw, v.imp. 
It is pointed, (speaking of metal 
or stone). 

Ke'nikaw, or Ke'naw, v.imp. It is 
pointed, it is sharp, (as a pointed 
instrument). 

Kenika'skosew, v.i.1. It is pointed, 
(speaking of wood). 

Kenika'skwun, v.imp. It is pointed, 
(speaking of wood). 

Keniki'kotao, or Keniko'tao, v.i.3. 
He has a pointed beak or nose. 

Kenikokotao, v.i.3. It is cut to a 
point (as a stick). 

Kenikikotum, v.t.in.6. He points it, 
he sharpens it. 

Kenikisew, v.i.l. He is sharp pointed, 
(as the point of a tool). 

Keniku'tos, n,in. A pointed arrow. 
Kenikwa'ne, adv.prefix. Going or 

spinning, round and round. 
Kenikwa'new, v.i.1. He goes round 

and round. 
Kenikwa'neyaw, v.i.2. He flies round, 

he flies round and round. 
Kenikwa'nichiwun, n.in. An eddy, 

a whirlpool; the current flows round. 
Kenikwa'nichiwunos, n.in. A small 

eddy or a whirlpool. 
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Kenikwa'nipuyehao, v.t.an. He turns 
him round and round, he whirls 
him. 

Kenikwa'nipuyeihoo, v.refl.4. He turns 
himself round and round. 

Kenikwa'niputaw, v.t.in.2. He runs 
around in circles. 

Kenikwa'nipuyetaw, v.t.in.2. He 
spins it round, he whirls it. 

Kenikwa'nipuyew, v.imp. It goes 
round, it revolves, it spins, it 
whirls. 

Kenikwaniwa'pastun, v.imp. It is 
whirled round and round by the 
wind. 

Kenikwaniwa'pinao, v.t.an. He spin~ 
him round, he whirls him. 

Kenikwaniwa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He 
spins it round, he whirls it. 

Kenikwaniya'pikapinao, v.t.an. He 
spins him round, with a string, 
(as a top). 

Kenikwanukochin, v.i.7. He whirls, 
(as in a liquid, he floats round and 
round). 

Kenikwaniya'pikapitum, v.t.in.6. He 
spins round with a string, (as a top). 

Kenikwanotao, v.i.3. He walks round 
(in a circle). 

Kenikwanu'kochin, v.i.7. He whirls, 
(as a duck spinning through the 
air after being shot). 

Kenikwanu'kotao, v.imp. It whirls, 
(when suspended), as a cloud 
whirling before a wind. 

Kenikwanuskun, v.imp. The clouds 
are driven round and round by the 
wind. 

Kenikwanu'staw, v.t.in.2. He lays it 
in a circle, or ring. 

Kenipo'chikao, v.i.3. He is filling, 
he is grinding (a tool) on a grind
stone. 

Kenipo'chikun, n.in. A file. 
Kenipo'chikunis, n.in. A small file. 
Kenipochikun -ussine, n.an. A grind-

stone. 
Kenipo'hao, v.t.an. He files him, he 

sharpens him. 
Kenipo'taw, v.t.in.2. He files it, he 

sharpens it, he points it. 
Keniki'stikwan, n.in. A pointed head. 
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Keniki'stikwanao, v.i.3. He has a 
pointed head. 

Keoka'toowikumik, n.in. A visiting
house, a guest chamber. 

Keoka'toowin, n .. in. Reciprocal visi
tation. 

Keokao, v.i.3. He is visiting. 
Ke'okask, n.an. A too-frequent visi

tor. 
Keoka'skew, v.i.5. He is often visit

ing, he is fond of visiting. 
Keokawin, n.in. The social visitation. 
Ke' okowao, v.t.an. He visits him, he 

calls upon him. 
Keopu'yew, v.imp. It is loose, it is 

slack. 
Keota'o, v.i.3. He is visiting, (at a 

distance). 
Keotumowao, v.t.an. He goes to visit 

him, (at a distance). 
Ke'piskowao, M.c., Kepiwa'piskowao, 

P.c., v.t.an. He knocks him pros
trate, (from a sitting posture). 

Kepi'skowao, v.t.an. He stands in 
his way, he obstructs his way. 

Ke'piskum, M.C., Kepiwa'piskum, P.C., 
v.t.in.6. He upsets it. 

Kepi'skum, v.t.in.6. He stands in the 
way. 

Kesa'ch, adv. At once, immediately, 
directly. 

Kesa'pawew, v.i.l. He is full grown, 
he is a grown man. 

Kesa'pawewin, n.in. Full growth, 
manhood. 

Kesa'pumao, v.t.an. He casts a glance 
at him; he (a bird) turns to the 
decoys. 

Kesa'putum, v.t.in.6. He casts a glance 
at it; he is drawn by decoys. 

Kesa'stow, s.c., adv. Seemingly, mod
erately. 

Kese'chiwun, v.imp. It is a strong or 
swift current. 

Kesichika'tao, v.pass. It is accom
plished, it is finished. 

Ke'sihao, v.t.an. He finishes him, he 
accomplishes him, he perfects him. 

Kesihi'koowin, n.in. Perfection, com
pletion. 

Kesihi'koowisew, v.i.1. He is com
pleted, he is perfected, (as by 
divine agency). 

Ke'sihoo, v.i.4. He is perfect. 

Ke'sihowin, n.in. Perfection, brought 
about by self-discipline. 

Ke'sik, n.in. The sky. 
Kesika'sit, n.an. Cedar brush-wood. 
Kesika'stao, v.imp. It is dawn; it is 

moolight. 
Kesikatik, s.c., n.an. The cedar tree. 
Kesika'w, n.in. and imp. A day; it 

is day. 
Kesika'wepesim, n.an. The sun. 
Kesime'chisoo, v.i.4. He finishes eat

ing. 
Kesimu'ssinuhikao, v.i.3. He finishes 

writing. 
Kesina'tayetum, v.i.6. He is sorry, 

he is regretful. 
Kesina'tayetumoowin, n.in. Regret, 

sorrow. 
Ke'sinao, v.t.an. He dresses him, he 

prepares him, (as a deer's hide). 
Kesineta'wiikew, v.i.1. He finishes 

growing, he is full-grown. 
Ke'sinum, v.t.in.6. He dresses it, (as 

a skin). 
Kesi'pipuyew, v.imp. It ends, it 

finishes. 
Kesipu'k~tin, v.imp. It finishes fall

ing. 
Ke'sisoo, v.pass.4. He is cooked, he 

is done, he is burnt. 
Ke'sisum, v.t.in.6. He cooks it, he 

burns it, he bakes it. 
Ke'sisumowao, v.t.an. He cooks or 

bakes it for him. 
Ke'siswao, v.t.an. He cooks him, he 

bakes him, he burns him. 
K~'sita'o,, v.pass. It is cooked, 'it 

1s done. 
Ke'sitaw, v.t.in.2. He finishes it, he 

concludes rt; he perfects ;t. 
Keska'piskaw, v.imp. It is a per

pendicular rock. 
Keska' soowahikun, Keskasa'wahikun, 

Kesika'wasikun, n.in. Snuffer. 
Keska'yuwasin, v.imp. It is rather 

deep, (speaking of water). 
Keska'yuwaw, v.imp. It is deep, 

(speaking of water). 
Keska'pison, s.c., Seska'pison, P.c., 

n.in. A garter. 
Keska'pisona'yape, n.in. Colored wool 

or worsted, as used in making 
garters. 
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Keska'pisona'yapes, n.in. A small 
quantity of colored wool or worsted. 

Keskapisonlk'akao, She makes gar
ters of it. 

Keskapisonikao, s.c., Seskapisonikao, 
P.c., v.i.3. She is making garters. 

Keskapisonikowao, v.t.an. She makes 
garters for him. 

Keske'yoowao or keske'yoowapuyew, 
v.imp. It blows, (as a gust). 

Keskika'tao, v.i.3. He has his legs 
cut short, he has an amputated leg. 

Keskikwa'nao, v.t.an. He wrings off 
his head. 

Keskikwa'tuwio, v.t.an. He beheads 
him. 

Keskikwa'wio, v.t.an. He beheads 
him, he cuts off his head. 

Ke'skipitao, v.t.an. He rends him 
short, he tears him short, (as some
thing having length.) 

Ke'skipitum, v.t.in.6. He rends it 
short, he tears it short, (as some
thing having length). 

Keskipoo'chikao, v.i.3. He is sawing, 
(wood). 

Keskipoo'chikun, n.in. A cross-cut 
saw. 

Keskipoo'chikunis, n.in. A small 
cross-cut saw. 

Keskipotao, v.imp. It is sawn (across). 
Keskipo'taw, v.t.in.2. He saws it. 
Keskipo'tum, v.t.in.6. He saws it. 
Keskipukitin, s.c., v.imp. It falls 

perpendicularly. 
Keskisa'wasum, v.t.in.6. He snuffs 

it, (as a candle). 
Keskisa'kaw, v.imp. It is a high rock. 
Ke'skisikao, s.c., Munisikao, P.c., 

v.i.3. He is reaping, he is mowing 
grass. 

Ke'skisikun, Munisikunis, P.c., v.in. 
A sickle or scythe. 

Ke'skisum, Munisum, P.c., v.t.in.6. 
He cuts it off. 

Ke'skiswao, v.t.an. He cuts him off, 
he reaps them. 

Keskita's, n.an. Leggings, (women's). 
Keskitowuka'wao, v.t.an. He cuts 

off his ear. 
Keski'ta'wapuwao, v.t.an. He cuts 

·off his ear, (with a stroke). 

Keskitowuka'wapuwao, v.t.an. He 
knocks off his ear, (by hitting a 
blow). 

Keskiwa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He cuts or 
knocks it off (by hitting). 

Keskiwa'puwio, v.t.an. He cuts or 
knocks part of him off, (by hitting). 

Kesku'chaw, v.imp. It is steep, it is 
a steep bank, the brow of a hill. 

Ksekuchak, n.in.loc. The brow of a 
hill, or a high bank. 

Ke'skuhum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it 
through. 

Ke'skumao, v.t.an. He gnaws him 
through. 

Ke'skumoo, Puskumoo, P.c., v.reft.4. 
He cuts himself loose with teeth, 
(as an animal extricating itself 
from a snare or trap). 

Keskusko'sewakun, Munisikun, P.C., 
n.in. A scythe. 

Keskusko'sewusikun, M unisikunis, P.C., 
n.in. A sickle. 

Keskuta'wukaw, v.imp. It is steep. 
it is a steep bank. 

Kesku'tinasin, v.imp. It is rather 
steep. 

Kesku'tinaw, v.imp. It is a steep, 
(hill); as n.in. a steep hill. 

Kesku'towio, v.t.an. He cuts him or 
it down, (as a tree), he gnaws it 
down (as a beaver gnaws a tree). 

Kesku'towaw, v.pass. He is cut 
down, (as a tree). 

Keskutuha'tikwao, v.i.3. He is cutting 
down logs. 

Kesku'tuhikao, v.i.3. He is cutting 
down wood. 

Kesku'tuhikun, n.in. A stump of a 
tree. 

Kesku'tuhikunis, n.in. A stump of a 
small tree. 

Kesku'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He chops it, 
he cuts it across, he chops it down. 

Kesku'tuwio, v.t.an. He chops him 
down, he cuts him across. 

Keskwaya'tis, n.an. A foolish per
son, a riotous-living person. 

Keskwaya'tisew, v.i.1. He acts fool
ishly, he is giddy, he is wild. 

Keskwaya'tisewin, n.in. Giddiness, 
volatility, riotous living. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Keskwa'hao, v.t.an. He bewitches him, 
he maddens him, he makes him 
foolish. 

Keskwa'kan, n.an. A fool, a player 
of tricks, a licentious person. 

Keskwaka'newew, v.i.1. He is a fool, 
he is licentious. 

Keskwaka'newewin, n.an. Folly, sen
sual living. 

Keskwaka'niskwao, n.an. A foolish 
sensual woman, a harlot. 

Keskwana'kosew, v.i.1. He looks 
foolish, he appears to be mad. 

Keskwana'kwun, v.imp. It seems 
foolish. 

Keskwa'moo, v.i.4. He talks foolishly, 
he talks madly. 

Keskwa'moowin, n.in. Silly talking, 
jangling. 

Keskwao, v.i.3. He is foolish, he is 
insane, he is mad, he goes out of 
his mind. 

Keskwa'pahao, v.t.an. He intoxicates 
him. 

KeskwapITka'soo, v.i.4. He pretends 
to be intoxicated, he pretends to 
be drunk. 

Keskwa'pao, v.i.3. He is tipsy, he 
is intoxicated, he is drunk. 

Keswapa'sk, n.an. A drunkard. 
Keskwapaska'koo, v.pass. He is made 

drunk by it. 
Keskwapa:skew, v.i.1. He is a drunk

ard, he is fond of drink. 
Keskwapa'win, n.in. Drunkenness, 

intoxication. 
Keskwa'puhao, v.t.an. He intoxicates 

him; or makes him giddy. 
Keskwata'kosew, v.i.1. He talks 

wildly, he speaks madly. 
Keskwata'kwun, v.imp. It sounds 

foolish. 
Keskwa'we, adv. prefix. Foolishly, 

madly, wildly. 
Keskwa'win, n.in. Foolishness, in
sanity, madness. 

Keskwaya'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is 
considered tumultuous, he is up
roarious. 

Keskwaya'yetakosewin, n.in. The 
stae of being considered tumult
uous; an uproar, a commotion, a 
tumult. 

Keskwaya'yetakwan, v.imp. It is 
tumultuous, it is uproarious. 

Kesoo'chichao, v.i.3. His hands are 
warm. 

Kesoo'hao, v.t.an. He warms him, 
(with clothing, etc.). 

Kesooho'winu, n.in.pl. Warm cloth
ing. 

Kesookumin, v.imp. The water is 
warm. 

Kesookwa'mew, v.i.l. He sleeps warm. 
Kesookwa'mowin, n.in. A warm com

fortable sleep. 
Kesoopew, v.i.1. He sits snugly, 

(i. e. he has a warm place to sit). 
Kesoo'pwao, Kesoo'wao, v.imp. It 

is mild weather, the air is warm. 
Kesoo'pwasew, Kesoowasew, v.i.l. He 

(the sun) gives a gentle heat, it is 
mild weather. 

Kesoowa'yasin, Kesoowa'yasin, v.imp. 
It is rather mild weather, it is 
rather warm. 

Kesoopwayaw, Kesoowa'yaw, v.imp. 
It is mild weather, it is warm 
weather. 

Kesoo'sew, v.i.1. He is warm. 
Kesoo'simao, v.t.an. He keeps him 

warm (by the contact of his body). 
Kesoosimoo, v.i.4. He lies warm, 

(as in bed); he takes shelter behind 
a wind-break. 

Kesoo'mitas, n.an. Warm trousers, 
tweed, or any woollen pants. 

Kesoota'piskakun, n.an. A warm 
scarf, a woollen muffler. 

Kesoota'w, s.c., Kesoowetaw, P.c., 
v.t.in.2. He warms it, he makes it 
warm, (as making a house secure 
from cold). 

Kesoo'sehoon, Kesoo'hoon, n.in.pl. 
Warm clothing, a warm garment. 

Kesoowaw, v.imp. It is warm, (as a 
house), it is comfortable. 

Kespa'kun, v.imp. It is rough or 
coarse, (as cloth, etc.). 

Ke'spin, adv. Whether. 
Ke'spin, conj. If, in case. 
Ke'spin -aka, conj. Unless, if not. 
Kespinu'tumowao, v.t.an. He obtains 

it for him. 
Ke'spoo, v.i.4. He is full, (of food), 

he has eaten to satiety. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ke'spoohao, or Ke'spoyao, v.t.an. He Kewa'tis, n.an. One who is lonely; 
satisfies, or fills him, with food. an orphan, a lonely man. 

Kespo'hitisoo, v.i.4. He fills himself Kewa'tun, v.imp. It is desolate, it 
with food. is unfrequented. 

Kespowa'o, v.i.3. He has coarse hair. Kewa'chiwun, v.imp. It ebbs. 
Ke'staw, n.(with pron.) Thy brother- Kewa'hoo, v.i.4. He returns (by 

in-law. water). 
Kestim, n.(with pron.) Your niece. Kewaho'yao, v.t.an. He takes him 
Ke'stin, v.imp. It is a squall, there back, (by water). 

is a tiempest. Kewa'hum, v.i.6. He returns over the 
Kestiriepuyew, v.imp. It is tempest- water. 

uous suddenly it is stormy, it is Kewaka'powew, v.i.I. He turns back; 
squally. he stands back. 

Ke'stu, pron. And thou, thou also. ~.--Kewa'nao, v.t.an. He turns him back, 
Ke'stunow, pron.pl.I and 2 pers. returns him. 

And we,, we also. Kewa'num, v.t.in.6. He turns it back, 
Ke'stuwaw, pron.pl.I and 3rd pers. he returns it. 

An ye, ye also. Kewa'numowao, v.t.an.6. He gives 
Kesu'staw, v.t.in.2. He has finished it back to him, he restores it to him. 

placing it. Kewao, v.i.3. He goes back, he re-
Kesu'tisoo, v.i.4. He is quite ripe, he turns, he turns back, he goes home. 

is fully ripe. Kewa'puhao, v.t.an. He runs him 
Kesu'titao, v.imp. It is quite or fully back, he returns with him, (taking 

ripe. him). 
Ket, pron.pers. and pas. This is Kewa'putaw, v.i.2. He runs back, 

euphonized from of Ke, which see. he runs home. 
Ke'twam, adv. Afresh, again, over Kewa'putwaw, v.t.in.2. He runs back 

ag·ain. lvle'nu ke'twam, and again. with it, he returns with it. 
Ketuyan, n. (with pron.) Your pro- Kewa'puyew, v.i.I. He turns back, 

longing, your property. (by water); as v.imp. It turns back. 
Kewa'che, adj.prefix. Desolate, for- Kewa'pew, v.i.I. He turns round, 

lorn, forsaken, lonely. (when sitting). 
Kewa'che -iskwao, n.an. A widow, Kewa'skwayew, v.i.I. He turns his 

a forsaken woman. head back; he is heading for home. 
Kewa'che -na'pao, n.an. A widower, Kewfi'tin, v.imp. The wind turns; 

a forsaken man, a man bereaved the winds blow from the north. 
of his family. Kewa'tin, n.an. The north; north 

Kewa'che -owa'~is, n.an. An orphan, wind; Arctic circle. 
a forsaken child, a waif. Kewa'tinootak or Kewa'tinook, n.loc. 

Kewa'pehitowuk, v.recip.4. They play case. In the north. Kewa'tinook 
together as kittens or puppies. isse, towards the north. Kewati-

Kewapew, v.i.I. He is playful, (as nook ache, from the north. 
a puppy or kitten). 

Kewapihi'towuk, v.recip.4. They influ- Kewa.'tinepuyew, v.imp. The wind 
ence each other to act. changes from some point to the 

north (suddenly). 
Kewa'tayimoo, v.i.4. He is lonely, he K · 

laments. ewatmeyoo'wao, v.imp. It blows 

Kewa'tayimowin, n.in. 
depression. 

Loneliness, 
from the north, there is a north 
wind. This form seldom used; 
generally it is Kewa'tin. 

Kewa'tayetum, 
lonely. 

v.i.6. He is feeling Kewa'tipuhumowao, s.c., v.y.an. He 
requites him. 

Kewata'yetum, v.pass.6. 
it to be easy. 

He thought Kewa'tissuhum, v.t.in.6. He sends it 
back. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kewa'tissuwao, v.t.an. He sends him 
back. 

Kewato'towao, v.t.an. He returns to 
him. 

Kewa'tuhao, v.t.an. He takes him 
back. 

Kewa'tuhikoo, v.t.4.invers. He takes 
him back; or it takes him back. 

Kewfi'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He takes it 
back. 

Kewa'yuwew, v.i.5. He turns himself 
back. 

Kewusa'yetum, v.i.6. He grieves, he 
is dejected, he frets, he longs. 

Kewusa'yetumoowin, n,in. Grief, de
jection. 

Kewusa'yimao, v.t.an. He longs for 
him, he grieves about him. 

Kewuse'hao, s.c., Kewa'chehao, P.c., 
v.t.an. He makes him an orphan. 

Kewusisa'n, s.c., Kewa'tis, P.C., n.an. 
An orphan. 

Keya, pron. pers. sing. Thou, you. 
Keya tipeyuwa, thyself. 

Keyam, adv. Quietly; be it so! 
Akoosa'ne keyam, well, never mind. 

Keya'mayawin, n.in. Quietness, 
peacefulness, tranquility. 

Keyamawa'tisew, v.i.1. He is peace
able, he is serene. 

Keyamawa'tisewin, n.in. A peace
able life, serenity. 

Keyama'wisew, v.i.l. He is quiet, he 
is tranquil, he is peaceable. 

Keyama'wisewin, n.in. Peace, quiet
ness, tranquility. 

Keyama'wun, v.imp. It is peaceful, 
it is peaceable, it is tranquil. 

Keyama'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is peace
ful, (considered so). 

Keyama'yetakwun, v.imp. It is peace
ful, (considered so.). 

Keyama'yetumoowin, n:in. Peace. 
Keya'mehao, v.t.an. He calms him, 

he quiets him, he pacifies him. 
Keyameka'powew, v.i.1. He stands 

still. 
Keyamikwa'mew, or Kayamikwa'moo, 

v.i.1. He sleeps quietly, peacefully. 
Keya'misew, v.i.1. He is quiet, he 

is still, he is tranquii. 
Keyamu'pehao, v.t.an. He makes him 

sit quietly. 

Keya'mupew, v.i .. 1. He sits still, he 
sits quietly. 

Keya'mupewin, n.in. Sitting still, 
a restful posture. 

Keyamiwa'tisew, v.i.1. He is grave, a 
dull, calm, peac1::ful nature. 

Keya'now, pron.pers. 1st and 2nd pers: 
We, us. 

Keya'sk, n.an. A gull, the large gull. 
Keya'skos, n.an. A small gull, the 

tern, or any of the smaller species. 
Keya'skoskaw, v.imp. Gulls are num

erous. 
Keyiko'w, prep. Among, mixed with, 

even. 
Keyiko'w:inao, v.t.an. He mixes them. 
Keyiko'winum, v.t.in.6. He mixes it 

or them. 
Keyiko'winikun, n.in. A mixture. 
Keyiko'wipuyew, v.imp. It mixes. 
Keyiko'wipuyetaw, v.t.in. He mixes 

it with something. 
Keyipa'chewusoo, v.i.4. He boils fast, 

(as a kettle). 
Keyipa'chewuswao, v.t.an. He boils 

him fast (i. e. he makes the kettle 
boil quickly). 

Keyipa'chewutao, v.imp. It boils 
fast. 

Keyipa'skisoo, v.i.4. He burns quickly. 
Keyipa'skisum, v.t.in.6. He burns it 

quickly; he burns up his firewood 
quickly. 

Keyipa'skitao, v.imp. It burns quickly. 
Keyipe, adv. Apace, fast, hastily; 

as interj. Hurry! 
Keyi'pekew, v.i.1. He grows fast, 

(as a child). 
Keyipe'kun, v.imp. It grows fast. 
Keyipeneta'wikew, v.i.1. He grows 

quickly, he flourishes. 
Keyipeneta'wekin, v.imp. It grows 

quickly, (as a plant). 
Keyipe'w, v.i.5 He hastes, he makes 

haste, he is quick, he speeds. 
Keyipe'win, n.in. Haste, speed. 
Keyipikwa'soo, v.i.4. She sews has

tily or quickly. 
Keyipun, v.imp. It is quick. 
Keyipu -pimino'wusoo, v.i.4. He cooks 

hastily for himself. 
Keyipu'ssinuhikao, s.c., Kukayipu

ssinuhikao, P.c., v.i.3. He writes 
fast. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Keyipu -to'tum, v.t.in.6. He does it 
hastily. 

Keyu, pron.pers. Thou, you, (sing.) 
Keyu tipe'yuwa, thyself. 

Keyu'ketowukao, v.i.3. His ears itch, 
he has itching ears. 

Keyu'ketowuki, n.in. An itching ear. 
Keyu'kinao, v.t.an. He tickles him. 
Keyu'kisew, v.i.1. He itches, he is 

tickled. 
Keyu'kisewi,n, n.in. Itch; a tickling 

sensation. 
Keyuwa'w, pron.pers.pl. Ye, you. 
Kichawusita'kosek, P.C., Kiche -uwu

sita'kosek, s.c., n.indec. The sec
ond day before yesterday. 

Kichawusiwa'puka, P.c., Kiche -uwu
siwa'puka, s.c., n.indic. The sec
ond day after tomorrow. 

Kicha'yiwew, n.in. He is great, he is 
mighty, he is excellent, he is em
inent. 

Kicha'yiwewin. n.in. Greatness, ex
cellence; glory. 

Kicha'yiwun, v.imp. It is great, it is 
excellent; . it is glorious. 

Kiche, adj. Great, first rate, capital, 
real, serious. It is used in numerous 
instances as a prefix. N.B. Generally 
where kiche is followed by a word 
beginning with a vowel the -1 e in 
kiche is dropped for euphonic 
purposes. 

Kiche -akosew, v.t.an. He is seriously 
ill. 

Kl'che -a'kosewin, v.in. A great sick
ness, a pestilence, a plague. 

Kiche -a'yuk, n.an. The great, the 
illustrious. 

Kiche -ayumeha'wekima'w, or kiche 
-ayumeha'weyinew, n.in. A bishop. 

Kiche ~ayumeha'wekumik, n.in. · A 
cathedral, a temple, a large church. 

Kiche -ayu'mew, v.i.1. He speaks 
impressively, he makes a great 
statement. 

Kiche -ayu'mewin, n.in. A great 
statement, an authoritative speech. 

Kiche -che'mam, n.in. A big ship, 
a large canoe. 

Kiche -itwa'o, v.i.1. He vows, he 
takes an oath, he swears, he says 
something great. 

Kiche -itwa'win, n.in. A vow, an 
oath; a great saying. 

Kiche -esechekao, v.i.3. He is doing 
something great, something worth 
while. 

Kiche -eseche'kawin, n.in. A great 
deed, a worth while work. 

Kiche -eyi'new, n.an. A great man. 
Kiche, -eyine'wew, v.i.1. He is a 

great man. 
Kiche -eyine'wewin, n.in. Great per

sonality, distinction. 
Kichehao, M.C., v.t.an. He commences 

him; he makes him great. 
Kiche -ke's_ik, n.in. Heaven. 
Kiche -ke'sikowe, adj.prefix. Hea-

venly. 
Kiche -ke'sikaw, v.imp. or n.in. It 

is a great day. (Generally applied 
to Christmas, Easter, etc.). 

Kicheku'me, n.in. The sea. 
Kichekumewun, v.imp. It is a sea, 

it is of the sea. 
Kicheku'mewusk, n.in. A bulrush, a 

rush. 
Kichekumewuskose, n.in. Sea weed, 

seashore grass. 
Kicheku'noowi, s.c., n.in. The right 

cheek. 
Kichemita'tutomitunow, adj. One 

thousand. Ne'swaw kichemita'tu
tomitunow, two thousand, etc. 

Kiche -mu'nito, n.an. God, more 
usually kisa'munito, the Great God 

or Spirit. 
Kiche -munitowe'w, v.i.1. He is God. 
Kiche -mu'ssinuhikawin, n.in. Holy 

Scripture. 
Kichemu'ssinuhikun, n.in. The Bible, 

the Scripture. 
Kicheni'sk, n.in. The right hand; 

Kicheni'skik itaka, at the right hand, 
or at the right hand side. 

Kiche -niska, n.an. The Canada 
goose. 

Kiche -niskii'tuk, n.in. The right 
side of a boat, ship, etc. 

Kiche -niskitika, adv. At the right 
side. 

Kiche -okesikoo, n.an. An archangel. 
Kiche -okima'katao, v.t.an. He makes 

him a king or governor; he makes 
him an acting king or governor. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kiche-okima'mikowao, v.t.an. He 
makes a king for him or them. 

Kiche -okima'skwao, n.an. A queen, 
a governor's wife, a lady of high 
rank. 

Kiche -okima'wupewin, s.c., Kicho
kima'wupewin, P.c., n.an. A throne. 

Kiche -okima'w, n.an. A· governor, 
a king, a great chief. 

Kiche -okima'we, adj.prefix. Royal, 
kingly. 

Kiche -okima'wehao, v.t.an. He makes 
him a king or a governor. 

Kiche -okimawena'kosew, v.t.an. He 
appears to be a king or a governor. 

Kiche -okimawena'kwuri, v.imp. It 
looks kingly. 

Kiche -okima'wekumik, n.in. The 
King's house, a palace. 

Kiche -okima'wew, v.i.1. He is a king 
or governor. 

Kiche -okima'wewin, n.in. A kingdom, 
royalty, governorship. 

Kiche -okimawu'stotin, n.in. A crown. 
Kiche -sima'kunis, n.an. The com

manding officer. 
Kichesima'kunisikimaw, n.an. A mili

tary officer of high rank. 
Kiche'skipuyew, v.imp. It creaks. 
Kichesoo'neyaw, n.an. A pound (in 

money), a sovereign. 
Kichetaw, M.c., v.t.in.2. He begins it. 
Kicheta'win, M.c., n.in. A beginning. 
Kichetwa'wew, v.i.1. He is great, he is 

excellent. 
Kichetwa'wun, v.imp. It is great, it 

is excellent. 
Kiche'twaw, v.i.1.S. W. He is great; 

okiche'twaw, The great one, a great 
warrior. 

Kichetwawe, adj.pref. Great, great 
achievement. 

Kichetwawena'kosew, v.t.an. He 
appears to be great. 

Kiche -u'pewin, n.in. The great seat, 
a throne. 

Kicheuto'skawin, n.in. A great work, 
a mighty work, an important work. 

Kichewa'skahikun, n.in. A large, or 
great, house. This is the name 
usually given to York Factory, 
probably because it was the head
quarters of the H.B. Co. in the 
early days of its history. 

Kiche'wetaw, M.C., v.t.in.2. He car
ries it away. 

Kiche'weyao, M.C., v.t.an. He carries 
him away. 

Kiche -yoo'tin, v.imp. It blows hard, 
it is tempestuous. 

Kichi'chimao, M.C., v.i.3. He starts 
from the shore (in a canoe). 

Kichichiwa'puwio, v.t.an. He knocks 
him in, he drives him in (as a nail). 

Kichichiwa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He knocks 
it in, he drives it in. 

Kichiputaw, v.i.2. He begins to run 
away. 

Kichipuyew, v.i.l. It starts off. 
Kichiska'moo, M.C., v.i.4. He re

proves, he chides. 
Kichiska'motowao, v.t.an. He re

proves him, he chides him. 
Kichiska'mowin, n,in. Reproof, ad

monition. 
Kichi'skinao, v.t.an. He drops him, 

he slips out of his hands; he lets 
him escape. 

Kichi'skinum, v.t.in.6. He drops it, 
he lets it slip out of his hands; he 
loses it. 

Kichista'pwusitanao, s.c., Kesepa
kisitanao, P.C., v.t.an. He washes 
his feet, (i. e. an others). 

Kichista'pawusitanisoo, s.c., Kesepa
kisitanisoo, P.c., v.i.4. He washes 
his feet, (i .e. his own). 

Kichista'pawutaw, M.C., Kesepakinum, 
P.c., and s.c., v.t.in.2. He washes it. 

Kichista'powuchikao, v.i.3. She is 
washing clothes. 

Kichista'powunisoo, v.refl.4. He 
washes himself. 

Kichista'powuyao, s.c., v.t.an. He 
washes him. 

Kichista'powuyoo, s.c., v.refl.4. He 
washes himself. 

Kichista'stitaw, v.t.in.2. He cleans 
it by exposure to the wind. 

Kichista'kuhikao, v.i.3. He cleans 
clothes. 

Kichista'kuhum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He 
cleans it, (as a garment, a blanket, 
etc.). 

Kichistakuwao, s.c., v.t.an. He cleans 
him, (as an anim. article of cloth
ing). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kichi'stinao, v.t.an. He cleans him. 
Kichi'stinikao, v.i.3. He is cleaning, 

(something). 
Kichi'stinum, v.t.in.6. He cleans it. 
Kika'tayetakosew, P.c., v.i.1. He is 

estimable, he is adorable. 
Kika'tayetakwun, P.C., v.imp. It is 

estimable, it is adorable. 
Kika'tayetum, P.c., v.t.in.6. He adores 

it, he reverences it. 
Kika'tayetumoowin, P.C., V in. Rev

erence, esteem, adoration. 
Kika'tayimao, P.c., v.t.an. He rev

erences him, he esteems him, he 
adores him. 

Kika'tayimewawin, P.c., n.in. Rev
erence, adoration. 

Kika'tayimoo, P.C., v.refl.4. He 
esteems himself, he is conceited. 

Kika'tayimoowin, P.C., n.in. Self
esteem, conceit. 

Kiki'yineka, P.C., Kikineka, s.c., adj. 
Alive. 

Kikipikwa'yaw, or Kipikwa'yaw,v.imp. 
It is loaded, (as a gun). 

Kikiska'chekunu, n.in.pl. Clothes, 
wearing apparel. 

Kikiska'koo or Kikiska'k, v.inver. It 
is in him, it dwells in him. 

Kiki'skowao, v.t.an. He wears him 
(as clothing); he is in him. 

Kiki'skum, v.t.in.6. He has it on, 
(as an article of clothing), he wears 
it. 

Kikiwi'tao, n.an. A buck deer under 
three years of age. 

Kikiwita'ses, n.an. A buck deer 
under two years of age. 

Kik'umoo, v.imp. It holds in or on, 
(as a key in a lock); it clings, (like 
mud). 

Kikumo'hao, v.t.an. He puts him on, 
he fastens him, (to it). 

Ki'kumo'sikun, n.in. Glue, paste, 
muscilage. 

Kikumo'taw, v.t.in.2. He puts it on, 
(as a lock to a door); he fastens it, 
(to it), he sticks it on, he corks it. 

Kikusa'mao, v.i.3. He has snow
shoes on, he walks with snow-shoes. 

Kikusa'mawin, n.in. The kind of 
travelling which requires the wear
ing of snow-shoes. 

Kikusa'motao, s.c., Kikusa'mitao, 
P.C., v.i.3. He walks with snow
shoes. 

Kikuski'sinikwamew, v.i.4. He sleeps 
with his shoes on. 

Kikuski'sinao, v.i.3. He has on his 
moccasins. 

Kikusto'tinao, v.i.3. He has a cap or 
hat on. 

Kikusto'tinapew, v.i.1. He sits with 
a cap or hat on. 

Kimewun, s.c., Kimo'wun, P.C., v.imp. 
It rains. 

Kimewuna'poo, s.c., Kimowuna'poo, 
P.C., n.in. Rain-water. 

Kimewunaya'pe, or Wikopasakun, 
M.C., Pesimwayape, P.c., n.in. The 
rainbow. 

Kime'wunisew, v.i.1. He is out in 
the rain, he is caught in the rain. 

Kimewuniska'koo, v.pass.4. It rains 
upon him. 

Kime'wusin, v.imp. It rains a little, 
it drizzles. 

Kime'wuskin, v.imp. It is rainy, it 
often rains. 

Kimo'tew, v.i. He steals, he thieves. 
Kimo'tewin, n.an. Theft; that which 

is stolen. 
Kimo'tisk, n.an. A thief. 
Kimo'tiskew, v.i.1. He steals often, 

he is a thief, he is thievish. 
Kina'pik, n.an. A snake, a serpent. 
Kina'pikos, n.an. A small snake. 
Kina'pikoskaw, v.imp. Snakes are 

numerous. 
Kino'chichan, Tustowichichan, P.c., 

n.in. The middle finger. 
Kino'chichao, v.i.3. He has long 

hands or fingers. 
Kinochiche, n.in. A long hand, a 

long finger. 
Kinoka'powew, v.i.l. He is tall, he 

stands high. 
Kinoka'tao, v.i.3. He has long legs. 
Kino'kamaw, v.imp. It is a long lake. 
Kino'kamawisa'kuhekun, n.in. Long 

lake. Name given to a long lake 
on the English River in Ontario. 

Kino'hao, v.t.an. He lengthens him. 
Kino'kotao, v.i.3. He has a long 

beak, or nose. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kino'kotao, v.t.an.3. He cuts him 
long. 

Kinokotum, or Kinwakotum, v.t.in.6. 
He cuts it long. 

Kino'kuskwao, v.i.3. He has long 
claws or nails. 

Kino'kwuyuwao, v.i.3. He has a long 
neck. 

Kino'kwuyuwa'wesip, n.an. The long
necked duck. 

Kinokwa'o, v.i.3. He has a long face. 
Kinopi'skonao, v.i.3. He has a long 

back. 
Kinopitonao, v.i.3. He has long arms. 
Kino'puyew, v.imp. It lengthens. 
Kinopu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He lengthens 

it out. . 
Kino'sao, n.an. A fish. This term is 

exclusively applied to 'jack-fish' 
in James' Bay. 

Kinosa'sis, n.an. A small fish; a small 
jack-fish. 

Kinosa'skaw, v.imp. Fish abound; 
jack-fish abound. 

Kinosa'o -pime, n.in. Fish oil; cod 
liver oil. 

Kinosawa'poo, n.in. Fish broth; the 
liquor in which fish has been boiled. 

Kinosa'wesastuk, Uyupewusupap, P,C:·, 
n.in. Jack-fish twine, fish net 
twine. 

Kinosa'wespukosew, Sa'stasew, P.C., 
v.i.1. He is fishy, he has the flavour 
of fish. 

Kinosa'wespukwun, Sastayaw, P.C., 
It is fishy, it has the flavour of fish. 

Kinosa'wikumik, n.in. A fish house, 
(i. e. a place for storin1s fish). 

Kinosa'wikumikokao, v.i.3. He makes, 
or builds, a fish house. 

Kinosa'wun, v.imp. It abounds with 
fish; it is littered with fish. 

Kinosa'wusuki, n.in. The skin of a 
fish. 

Kino'sew, v.i.1. He is tall, he is long. 
Kino'sitao, v.i.3. He has long feet. 
Kino'skiwunao, v.i.3. He has a long 

nose. 
Kino'stowao, v.i.3. He has a long 

beard. 
Kinota'skunao, v.i.3. He has long 

horns. 
Kinotina'stun, n.in. The long reach, 

or traverse. 

Kinotaw, v.t.in.2. He lengthens it, 
he makes it long. 

Kinotowukao, v.i.3. He has long ears. 
Kino'tutukwunao, v.i.3. He has long 

wings. 
Kinoyeyekichichao, v.i.3. He has 

long fingers. 
Kinoyo'wao, v.i.3. He has a long 

body. 
Kinwa'niskwao, v.i.3. He has long 

hair. 
Kinwapa'kisew, v.imp.i.an. He is 

long, (speaking of thread, snake, 
etc.). 

Kinwapa'kun, v.imp.in.an. It is long, 
(speakin~ of strim{, cord, etc.). 

Kinwa'piskisew, v.i.1. He is long, 
(speaking of metal or stone). 

Kinwa'piskaw, v.imp. It is long, 
(speaking of metal). 

Kinwa'sin, v.imp. It is rather long. 
Kinwa'skosew, v.i.1. He is long, 

(speaking of a log, or a tree). 
Kinwa'skwun, v.imf). It is long, 

(speaking of wood). 
Kinwa'wikunao, v.i.3. He has a long 

back. 
Kinwa'yowao, v.i.3. He has a long 

tail. 
Kinwa'kun, v.imp. It is long, (speak

ing of calico, cloth, or the length of 
a dress). 

Kiowa's, adv. Long, for a long time, 
a long while. 

Kinwa'w, v.imp. It is long; Kin'waw 
bima'tisewin, Iif e is long. 

Ki'nwuche, n.in. A long mountain. 
Kinwusa'ki, n.in. A long coat. 
Kinwusa'kao, v.i.3. He has a long 

coat on. 
Kipa'piskinikun, n.in. A dam con

sisting of stones. 
Kipa'piskuhikun, n.in. A lock, a 

bolt. 
Kipa'piskuhikunis, n.in. A small 

lock, a small bolt. 
Kioa'piskuhum, v.t.in.6. He locks it, 

he bolts it. 
Kipa'yiskoyoo, v.refl.4. He chokes 

himself, (eating). 
Kipicheka'powew, v.i.1. He stops, 

he comes to a stand, (in walking). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kipi'chehao, v.t.an. He stops him, 
he restrains him, he hinders him. 

Kipi'chekowew, v.imp. It stops flow
ing, (as blood from a wound). 

Kipi'chepuyew, v.imp. It stops. 
Kipkhepuyewin, n.in. A stop, a 

halt in travelling. 
Kipi'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He stops it, 

he hinders it, he restrains it, he 
blocks it up. 

Kipkhe'w, v.i.5. He ceases, he stops, 
he halts. 

Kipicheyoo'wao, v.imp. It ceases 
blowing, the wind ceases. 

Kipichima'o, v.t.an. He checks him, 
(by speech), he silences him, he 
stops him, (when talking-). 

Kipika'powew, v.i.1. He closes up the 
way by standing in it. 

Kipitoonao, v.t.an. He shuts his 
mouth. 

Kipikitona'nao, v.t.an. He throttles 
him, he strangles him. 

Kipikwa'chichikao, v.i.3. He has a 
loaded gun with him; he keeps his 

gun loaded. 
Kiplkwi'tin, Kipikwa'yaw, v.imp. It 

is loaded (as a gun). 
Kipikwitututaw, v.t.in.2. He loads 

his gun, puts the shells in his gun. 
Kipi'na'o, v.t.an. He holds him back, 

he restrains him, (by holding on 
to him). 

Kipi'num, v.t.in.6. He holds it back, 
(by holding hand over wound, 
hole, etc.). 

Kipipu'yew, Kipipuyin, v.imp. It 
shuts, it closes. 

Kipi'sew, v.i.1. He is stopped up, 
closed. 

Kipi'sin, v.i.7. He closes up the way 
by lying in it. 

Kipisko'yoo, s.c., Atohoo, P.c., v.refl.4. 
He chokes himself, (eating). 

Kipiskoyoo'hao, s.c., Atohohao, P.c., 
v.t.an. He chokes him, (with food). 

Kipisko'wao, v.t.an. He stops up his 
way, he is in the way, (i. e. pre
vents his progress). 

Kipi'skum, v.t.in.6. He stops up the 
way, he is in the way. 

Kipi'skwao, s.c., Kipiskwa't, P.c., 
adv. In the doorway. 

Kipiskwa'towao, v.t.an. He is blocking 
the doorway against him. 

Kipiskwa'towanao, v.t.an. He holds 
the door against him, (i. e. to pre
vent his passing through). 

Kipiskwatowapew, s.c., Kipiskwato
wupew, P.c., v.i.1. He sits blocking 
the doorway. 

Kipiskwa'towastaw, v.t.in.2. He puts 
it in the doorway, (as an obstruc
tion). 

Kipiskwatowika'powew, v.i.1. He 
stands in the doorway, (obstructing 
the passage). 

Kipi'stunao, v.i.3. or Kipi'stunew, v.i.1. 
Her nose bleeds. 

Kipi'tao, v.i.3. He is deaf. 
Kipita'win, n.in. Deafness. 
Kipl'toowao, v.i.3. He leaves off 

crying, calling, singing, speaking, 
etc; he becomes silent. 

Kipitowa'win, n.in. Silence. 
Kipitowa'hao, v.t.an. He causes him 

to cease crying, calling, singing, 
speaking or making other vocal 
noise; he pacifies him, (when cry-
ing). . 

Kipitowuka'nisoo, v.i.4. He stops 
his ears, (with his hands or fingers). 

Kipitowu'kao, v.i.3. He has closed 
ears, his ears are stopped up. 

Kipo'nao, v.t.an. He holds him in, 
(by stopping with the hand the 
point of exit). 

Kipo'num, v.t.in.6. He holds it in, 
(by stopping with the hand the 
point of exit). 

Kipo'sew, v.i.1. He is shut in, he is 
stopped up. 

Kipota'masoo, v.i.4. He is suffocated 
with smoke. 

Kipota'maswao, v.t.an. He suffocates 
him with smoke. 

Kipoto'ntiwao, v.t.an. He causes him 
to shut his mouth. 

Kipotowuka'nisoo, v.refl.4. See Kipi
towuka'nisoo. 

Kipuha'poowan, Kipuha'pwan, n.in. 
A gun-wad. 

Kipu~ika'soo, v.pass.4. He is shut up; 
he 1s stopped; the lid is on, (closed). 

Kipuhika'tao, v.pass. It is shut up, 
it is stopped, it is closed. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ki'puhikao, v.i.3. He is shutting 
(things), he is closing up. 

Ki'puhikun, n.in. A plug, a cork, a 
stopper, a lock, a lid. 

Ki'puhikunis, n.in. A small plug, 
cork, etc. 

Kipuhipikwan, Kipuha'piwan, ThtI.C., 
n.in. The stopper of a powder-horn, 
the wad next the powder. 

Kipuhikwan, n.in. Medicine used in 
stopping the flow of blood. 

Kipuho'toowikumik, n.in. A prison. 
Kipuho'toowin, n.in. Imprisonment. 
Kipuho'wawin, n.in. Act of imprison-

ing, or shutting up; restraint. 
Ki'puhum, v.t.in.6. He closes it, he 

shuts it, he shuts it up, he corks it. 
Kipuhu'mowao, v.t.an. He shuts it 

for him, he shuts it against him. 
Kiputa'makonao, s.c., Kiputamwa'

konao, P.c., v.pass.3. He is suffo
cated with snow. 

Kiputa'moo, v.pass.4. He is suffocated. 
Kiputa'tum, v.i.6. He is out of breath, 

he faints, (local). 
Kiputo'nanao, or Kipoto'nanao, v.t.an. 

He silences him, he stops his mouth. 
Kipuwakun, n.an. A prisoner. 
Kipuwa'o, v.t.an. He shuts him, he 

shuts him up, he confines him, he 
imprisons him. 

Kipwakutosoo, v.i.4. He starves 
(through being shut up). 

Kipwa'pinao, v.t.an. He shuts his 
(another's) eyes, (with his hands). 

Kipwa'pinisoo, v.i.4. He shuts his 
eyes, (with his hands); he blind
folds himself. 

Kipwa'w, v.pass. It is stopped up, 
it is shut. 

Kipwu'pitum, v.t-.in.6. He ties it up, 
(as a bag). 

Kisa'chimao, v.t.an, He stays him, 
he detains him, (by word). 

Kisa'kumisikao, v.i.3. He heats up 
water. 

Kisa'kumisum, v.t.in.6. He heats up 
the water. 

Kisa'kumitao, v.imp. It is hot, (speak
ing of a liquid). 

Kisa'piskisoo, v.imp.4. He is hot, 
(speaking of a stone or metal 
article, anim.). 
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Kisa'piskiswao, v.t.an. He heats him 
up, (as metal stone, etc.). 

Kisapiskisum, v.t.in.6. He heats it 
up, (as metal or stone). 

Kisapiskisowan, n.in. A heated stone; 
a stove. 

Kisa'piskitao, v.imp. It is hot, (speak
ing of a metal). 

Kisa'spin, s.c. and P.c., conj. The 
more general word is Ke' spin. 

Kisa'spina, adv. Since, inasmuch. 
Kisa'stao, v.imp. It is hot, (as in 

the sunshine). 
Kisa'tao, v.t.an. He is so devoted to 

him that he cannot leave him. 
(Said of a bird which flies around 
after its mate has been shot). 

Kisa'tinao, v.t.an. He detains him, 
(prompted by devotion, or any 
friendly purpose). 

Kisa -a'tisewin, n.in. See Kisayati
sewin, old age. 

Kisa -ayu, n.an. An old person. 
Kisa'iskwao, or Kisayskwao, n.an. 

An old woman. 
Kesa'chema'nikao, v.i.3. He is build

ing a big ship. 
Kisachema'n, M.C., n.in. A big ship. 
Kisakikiwitao, n.an. A buck deer 

under four years old. 
Kisami'sk, n.an. An old Beaver. 
Kisa'munito, n.an. God. The Great 

Spirit. 
Kisa'munitoowe, adj.prefix. Godly, 

divine. 
Kisa'munitoowew, v.i.1. He is God. 
Kisa'munitoowewin, n.in. The God-

head, divinity. 
Kisa'nao, n.an. An old partridge. 
Kisa'na'kosew, v.t.an. He looks old. 
Kisa'na'kwun, v.imp. It looks old. 
Kisana'pao, n.an. An old man. 
Kisa'o, v.i.3. She is in a heated state 

of anxious protection over her 
young. 

Kisa'pesim, n.in. February, s.c., Jan
uary, P.c., 

Kisa.'pinow, n.an. A buck deer under 
six years old. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kisa'powa'tukinumowepesim, n.in. 
January. . . 

Kisa'sepe, n.in. A large nv~r. !his 
is the Indian name of Big River, 
or Fort George, on the East Main 
Coast, but the dialect of the dis
trict turns it to Chesa.' sepe. 

Kisa'sinne, or moososinne, n.in. A 
bullet, a ball used in a muzzle
loading gun. 

Kisa'stim, s.c., n.an. An old dog, an 
old horse. 

Kisawa'tisew, v.i.1. He is kind, he is 
good-natured; he is gracious, he 
is merciful. 

Kisawa'tisewin, n.in. Kindness, 
mercy, grace, bounty. 

Kisawa'totakao, v.i.3. He is charit
able, he is bountiful, he gives alms. 

Kisawatota'kawin, n.in. Kindness, 
charity, beneficence. 

Kisawatotowao, v.t.an. He is kind to 
him, he has mercy on him. 

Kisaya'tisew, v.i.1. He is of good age, 
he is aged. 

Kisaya'tisewin, n.in. Old age. 
Kisa'yinew, n.an. An old man, or 

person. 
Kisa'yinewew, v.i.1. He is an old 

ma, he is old. 
Kisayine'wewin, n.in. Old age. 
Kisayinewina'kosew, v.i.l. He looks 

like an old man. 
Kisayine'wustim, or Kisayine'wutim, 

P.c., n.an. An old dog, an old 
horse. 

Kisea'pawao, s.c., v.imp. It washes 
out. 

Kisea'sew, v.i.1. He sails fast. 
Kisea'stun, v.imp. It sails fast. 
Kisea'tikopuyew, v.imp. The water 

is driven forcibly (either by the wind 
or current). 

Kise'hikao, s.c., v.i.3. He is sweep
ing. See Wa.puhikao and deriva
tives. 

Kise'hikun, n.in. A besom, a broom. 
Kise'hikunikakao, s.c., v.i.3. He makes 

a besom of it. 
Kise'hikunikao, v.i.3. He makes a 

besom or broom. 
Kise'hikunikowao, v.t.an. He makes 

a besom for him. 

Kise'hikunis, s.c., n.in. A small 
besom, or broom. 

Kis~'kwusew, v.i.1. He is vexed by 
sleep, (irritable on waking from 
sleep). . 

Kise'mao v.t.an. He affronts him, 
he ang~rs him, he vexes him, (as by 
.sp;ech). . 

Kise mewao, v.i.3. He angers, (by 
speech). . . . Kise'mewawrn, n.in. Act of makmg 
another angry, (by speech). 

Kisemikoo, v.refl.4. He is insulted, 
he is angered by his speech. . 

Kise'nao, s.c., v.t.an. He cleans him. 
See Ka' sena' o, or Kechi' stinao. 

Kise'num, s.c., v.t.in.6. He cleans it. 
See Ka' senum, or Kechi' stinum. 

Kise'pakew, v.i.5. He washes, he 
bathes. 

Kisepa'kichichanao, v.t.an,. He washes 
his hands, (i. e. anothers). 

Kise'pakichichao, v.i.3. He washes 
his hands. 

Kise'pakinao, v.t.an. He washes him. 
Kise'pakinikao, v.i.3. She is washing, 

(clothes etc.). 
Kise'pakinikawin, n.in. A washing, an 

ablution. 
Kise'pakinikun, n.an. Soap; or any 

cleansing agent. 
Kisepa'kinikunemuktik, Kisepakinik

awemtiktik, n.in. A wash-tub, a 
tub. · 

Kisepa'kinikunikakao, v.i.3. She 
makes soap of it. 

Kisepa'kinikunikao, v.i.3. She is mak
ing soap. 

Kisepa'kinikunikowao, v.t.an. She is 
making soap for him. 

Kisepa'kinikunis, n.in. A small piece 
of soap. 

Kisepa'kinisoo, v.refl.4. He washes 
himself. 

Kisepa'kinum, v.t.in.6. He washes it. 
Kisepa'kinumowao, v.t.an. She washes 

it for him; she washes for him. 
Kisepa'kisitanao, v.t.an. He washes 

his feet, (i.e. another's). 
Kisepa'kisitanisoo, v.refl.4. He washes 

his (own) feet. 
Kisepa'kistikwanao, v.i.3. He washes 

his head. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kise'puyew, v.imp. It goes fast, it 
moves quickly, he runs fast, (as a 
horse). -

Kisesta'kawin, n.in. An angry attitude. 
Kisesta'toowin, n.in. Mutual ill-feel

ing. 
Kisesta'toowuk, v.recip. They are 

angry with each other. 
Kise'stowao, v.t.an. He is angry with 

him. 
Kise'stum, v.t.in.6. He is angry with 

it. 
Kisewa'hao, v.t.an. He angers him, 

he enrages him, he irritates him. 
Kisewa'k, prep. At, by, near, close, 

at hand. 
Kisewasika'soo, v.i.4. He pretends to 

be angry. 
Kisewa'pumao, v.t.an. He angers 

him by staring at him, he becomes 
angry on sight of him. 

Kisewa'putum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He looks 
angrily over it; he is angry because 
of what he sees. 

Kisewa'pisin, P.C., v.i.7. What he 
sees makes him angry. 

Kisewasestowao, v.t.an. He is angry 
at him. 

Kisewase'stumowao, v.t.an. He takes 
up his quarrel for him, he avenges 
him. 

Kisewa'sew, v.i.1. He is angry, he is 
cross, he is offended, he flies into a 
passion. 

Kisewa'sewin, n.in. Anger, passion, 
wrath. 

Kisewa'twaw, v.i.2. He causes anger. 
Kisewatwawin, n.in. Anger as a 

result of insult. 
Kise'wao, v.i.3. He speaks or sings 

loud; as v.imp. It is loud. 
Kisewawayumew, v.i.5. He speaks 

loudly, (i. e. in a loud voice). 
Kisewawfita'kosew, v.i.1. He sounds 

loud. 
Kisewawata'kosewin, n.in. A loud 

sound. 
Kisewawita'kwun, v.imp, It sounds 

loud. 
Kisewa'ye'toowin, n.in. A mutual, 

angry feeling. 
Kisewa'yetum, v.i.6. He is angry 

(mentally), he is indignant. 

Kisewa'yetumowin, n.in. Mental 
anger, indignation. 

Kisewa'yimao, v.t.an. He is feeling 
angry with him. 

Kisewa'yimoo, v.i.4. He is feeling 
angry. 

Kisewe'kunowapumao, v.t.an. He 
looks at him with anger. 

Kisewe'skak, or Kisewaseskakoo, v.i.4. 
inverse. He, or it, causes him to be 
angry. 

Kiseweto'tum, v.t.in.6. He does it 
angrily. 

Kiseweto'tumowin, n.in. Action in 
anger. 

Kisewu'skutao, v.i.3. He has a pain 
in his bowels, he has the colic, he 
has the belly-ache. 

Kisewuska'tao, v.i.3. He is angry 
from walking. 

Kisewusku'tahao, v.t.an. He angers 
him, (by leaving him in a race 
or walk. 

Kisewuskuta'skakoo, v.pass.4. It 
gives him the colic, it gives him a 
pain in his bowels. 

Kisewuskuta'win, n.in. The colic, 
a pain in the bowels. 

Kisipina'o, v.t.an. He ends him, he 
brings him to an end. 

Kisipinu'm, v.t.in.6. He brings it to 
an end. 

Kisipi'tin, v.imp. It ends, (as a lesson 
in reading, or as a trail 'ends). 

Kisipipu'yew, v.imp. It ends, it term
inates, it concludes. 

Kisipipuyewin, n.in. An ending, the 
close, a termination. 

Kisipa'w, v.imp. It ends it terminates. 
Kisipu'skumikaw, v.imp. The land 

ends, land's end. 
Kisi'ska, or Kisiska'ch, adv. Quickly, 

hurriedly. 
Kisiska'moo, s.c., Kisiska'pekiskwao, 

P.C., v.i.4. or Kisiska -uyumew, 
v.i.5. He speaks fast. 

Kisiska'nikumoo, v.i.4. He sings fast. 
Kisiska'putaw, v.i.2. He runs fast. 
Kisiska'pusikoo, v.i.4. He rises up 

quickly. 
Kisiska'puyetwaw, v.t.in.2. He drives 

it fast, (as an engine). 
Kisiska'puyew, v.imp. It goes fast. 

late, lark, lean, leek, liclf_, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kisiska'puyehoo, v.i.4. He moves 
fast. 

Kisiska'puyew, v.i.2. He drives or 
rides fast; he, (an animal), runs fast. 

Kisiska'puyewin, n.in. Fast driving, 
fast travelling. 

Kisi'soo, v.i.4. He is hot, he is fever
ish. 

Kisisoowa'spinao, v.i.3. He has a 
fever. 

Kisisoowa'spinawin, n.in. A fever, a 
high temperature. 

Kisi'soowin, n.in. A fever, bodily 
heat. 

Kisisowa'pawew, v.i.1. He is a cap
able man. 

Kisisowa'yimao, v.t.an. He thinks 
him capable. 

Kisisowa'yimisoo, v.i.4. He thinks 
himself capable, he has confidence 
in himself. 

Kisisowa'yimoo, v.refl.4. He thinks 
himself clever, he is conceited. 

Kisisowena'kosew, v.i.l. He seems 
capable, he looks smart. 

Kisisowena'kwun, v.imp. It looks 
smart. 

Kisiso'wisew, v.i.1. He is capable, he 
is diligent, he is industrious. 

Kisiso'wisewe, adv.prefix. Diligently, 
capably. 

Kisiso'wisewin, n.in. Capability, in
dustry, diligence. 

Kisi'sum, v.t.in.6. He heats it. 
Kisi'sumowao, v.t.an. He heats it up 

for him. 
Kisi'swao, v.t.an. He heats him. 
Kisi'tao, v.imp. It is hot. 
Kisisoto'wukasoo, v.i.4. His ears 

burn. 
Kiska'nuk, n.an. A bitch. 
Kiska'yechusew, Kiskayechikasew, 

v.i.1. He knows it a little. 
Kiskayeta'kohao, v.t.an. He makes 

him known. 
Kiskayeta'kohisoo, v.refl.4. He makes 

himself known. 
Kiskayeta'kokawin, n.in. A revela 

tion, a thing made known. 
Kiskayeta'kosew, v.i.1. He is known. 
Kiskayeta'kotaw, v.t.in.2. He makes 

it known, he reveals it, he mani
fests it. 

Kiskayeta'kwun, v.imp. It is known. 

Kiska'yetum, v.t.in.6. He knows it, 
he comprehends it, he perceives it. 

Kiska'yetumohao, v.t.an. He makes 
it known to him, he reveals it to 
him. 

Kiska'yetumowin, Kiska'yetumawin, 
n.in. Knowledge, learning, acquain
tance. 

Kiska'yetumowao, v.t.an. He informs 
him. 

Kiska'yimao, v.t.an. He knows him. 
Kiska'yimisowin, n.in. Self-know-

ledge. 
Kiskewa'hikao, v.i.3. He prophecies. 
Kiskewa'hikawin, n.in. A prophecy. 
Kiskewa'hoon, n.in. A flag, a signal. 
Kiskewa'honatik, n.an. A flag-staff. 
Kiskewa'honikakao, v.i.3. He makes 

a flag of it. 
Kiskewa'honikao, v.i.3. He makes 

a flag. 
Kiskewa'honis, n.in. A small flag. 
Ki'skimao, v.t.an. He makes an 

appointment with him, he is under 
an engagement to him. 

Ki'skimoo, v.i.4. He makes an appoint-
ment or engagement. 

Kiski'mun, n.in. A file, a rasp. 
Kiski'munis, n.in. A small file. 
Ki'skimunikao, v.i.3. He makes a 

file. 
Kiskino'humakao, v.i.3. He teaches, 

he instructs, he preaches, Okiski
nohuma'kao, a teacher, a preacher. 

Kiskinohuma'kasew, v.i.1. He teaches, 
he is a teacher. As, n.an. a teacher. 

Kiskinohuma'kawikima'skwao, n.an. 
A school-mistress. 

Kiskinohuma'kawikimaw, n.an. A 
teacher, a school-master. 

Kiskinohuma'kawikumik, n.in. A 
school, a school-room. 

Kiskinohuma'kawikumikokao, v.i.3. 
He builds a school. 

Kiskinohuma'kawin, n.in. Instruc
tion, a lesson, doctrine. 

Kiskinohuma'kosew, v.i.1. He is in
structed, he learns a lesson; he is 
open to instruction. 

Kiskinohuma'kosewin, n.in. A lesson, 
(as to the taught). 

Kiskinohuma'kowisew, v.i.1. He is 
instructed, (by divine agency). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lic·k, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kiskinohuma'soo, v.i.4. He learns 
from self-tuition, he teaches him
self. 

Kiskinohuma'toowikumik, n.in. A 
school, a school-room, a building 
for mutual instruction. 

Kiskinohumowa'kun, n.an. A dis
ciple, a pupil. 

Kiskino'humowao, v.t.an. He instructs 
him; he teaches him, he shows him. 

Kiskino'tuhao, v.t.an. He guides him, 
he leads him, he directs him. 

Kiskino'tuhewao, v.i.3. He guides, 
he leads. 

Kiskinowa'chehao, v.t.an. He marks 
him. 

Kisknowa'chehoowin, n.in. A mark, 
a sign. 

Kiskinowa'chenakwun, v.imp. It is 
for a sign, it gives a sign. 

Kiskinowa'chechikun, n.in. A mark, 
a beacon. 

Kiskinowa'chetowao, v.t.an. He makes 
a sign for him. 

Kiskinowa'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He marks 
it. 

Kiskinowa'chetumowao, v.t.an. He 
sets him an example, he shows him 
how to do it. 

Kiskinowa'chichichastowao, s.c., Ayi
siniskastowao, Ayitinumowao, P.c., 
v.t.an. He beckons with his hand. 

Kiskinowa'chichecha'yew, v.i.1. He 
beckons with the hand. 

Kiskinowa'chichikao, v.i.3. He marks, 
he makes signs. 

Kiskinowa'chichikawin, n.in. The act 
of making, or setting up, marks, 
signs, symbols, etc. 

Kiskinowa' chichikun, n. in. 
a sign, a token, a figure, 

Kiskinowa'puteyao, v.t.an. 
him an example, (by 

Kiskinowa'putuhewao, v.i.3. 
an example. 

A mark, 
a symbol. 

He sets 
conduct). 

He sets 

Kiskinowa'putehewa'win, P.C., n.in. 
An ensample, a copy, an example. 

Kiskinowa'pumao, v.t.an. He imitates 
him, he takes him for an example. 

Kiskinowa'putum, v.t.in.6. He puts 
it for a pattern, he has it for an 
example. 

Kiskinowata'yetakohao, v.t.an. He 
compares him, he likens him, he 
resembles him, (to someone). 

Kiskinowata'yetakotaw, v.t.in.2. He 
compares it, he likens it. 

Kiskinowa'tayemao, v.t.an. He takes 
notice of something about him, 
(by which he may later recognize 
him). 

Kiskinowa'tussinuhikun, n.in. A 
copy or notation, (in writing). 

Kiskinowa'tussinuhum, v.t.in.6. He 
sets a copy, (in writing); he makes 
a mark on it. 

Kiski'sew, v.i.l. He remembers, ' he 
calls to mind, he recollects. 

Kiski'sewin, n.in. Rememberance, 
conscience. 

Kiskiseto'towao, v.t.an. He remem
bers him. 

Kiskiseto'tum, v.t.in.6. He remem-
bers it. 

Kiskiso'mao, v.t.an. He reminds him. 
Kiskiso'mewawin, n.in. A reminder. 
Kiski'sis, n.an. A mare. 
Kiskiso'puyew, v.i.1. He recollects, 

it flashes across his mind. 
Kiskiso'puyewin, n.in. Recollection. 
Kisko'tumakao, s.c., v.i.3. He in

structs, he teaches. 
Kisko'tumakasew, v.i.3. He instructs, 

he teaches. 
Kisko'tumakawin, n.in. Teaching, in

struction. 
Kisko'tumowao, v.t.an. He teaches 

him, he instructs him. This word 
and its derivatives are of local 
usage; the more general expression 
being Kiskino'humowa.o. 

Ki'skuhikun, n.in. A mark, a sign, 
a token. 

Kispawa'tao, v.t.an. He def ends him, 
he takes his part. 

Kispawa'tum, v.t.in.6. He takes its 
part. 

Kispa'wao, v.i.3. He defends; as 
v.t.an. He defends him. 

Kispa'wawin, n.in. Defence. 
Kispuka'kumetow, v.t.in.2. He thick

ens it, (as soup). 
Kispuka'kumew, v.imp. It is thick, 

(speaking of a liquid). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kispuka'kumisin, v.imp. It is rather 
thick, (speaking~of a liquid). 

Kispuka'piskisew, V{i.1. He is thick, 
(speaking of metal or stone). 

Kispuka'piskaw, v.imp. It is thick, 
(speaking of metal). 

Kispuka'sin, v.imp. It is rather thick. 
Kispuka'skosew, v.i.1. He is thick, 

(speaking of wood). 
Kispuka'skwun, v.imp. It is thick, 

(speaking of wood). 
Kispuka'kin, n.in. Thick cloth, (or 

other fabric). -
Kispuka'kun, v.imp. It is thick, 

(speaking of cloth, calico, etc.). 
Kispuki'kwusew, s.c., v.i.1. He is 

heavy (lit. 'thick') with sleep. 
Kispu'kisew, v.i.1. He is thick. 
Kispukito'wukao, v.i.3. He has thick 

ears. 
Kispuka'w, v.imp. It is thick. 
Kispukusa'ki, n.in. A duffel or blan

ket carpet. 
Kispu'kusao, v.i.3. He has a thick 

skin. 
Kispuku'skitao, v.imp. It stands 

thick together, (e.g. a crop of bar
ley). 

Kispu'kutin, v.imp. It is frozen 
thick, (as ice). 

Kissik, prep. With. 
Kissin, v.imp. It is cold weather. The 

more general term is Kissinaw. 
Kissina'sin, v.imp. It is rather cold 

weather, it is cool. 
Kissina'w, v.imp. It is cold weather. 
Kissine'yowao, v.imp. It blows cold, 

it is a cold wind. 
Kissi'sin, v.i.7. He runs it into him, 

(as a nail, pin, etc.). He pierces 
himself with it. 

Kista'chiwun, v.imp. It is a principal 
current, a river having tributary 
streams running into it. As n.in. 
The place where the current is 
strongest, the main channel. 

Kista'chiwunok, n.in.loc. In the main 
river, the principal stream. 

Kistaka'o, v.i.3. He shuts up a beaver 
(to prevent its escape). ' 

Kista'kun, n.in. A stake. 
Kista'hunatik, n.in. A picket. 
Kista'kunuskose, n.in. A reed. 

Kistakunu'skoseskaw, v.imp. Reeds 
abound. 

Kista'pisk, n.an. A rock, a big stone. 
Kista'puchehaw, v.i.2. He is being 

made use of. 
Kista'puchehao, v.t.an. He makes 

great use of him, he bestows a 
tavour upon him. 

Kista'puchehewao, · v.i.3. He is ser
viceable, he is profitable; he bestows 
favour. 

Kista'puchewawin, n.in. A benefit. 
Kista'puchetaw, v.t.in.2. He makes 

great use of it, he uses it very much. 
Kista'putisew, v.i.1. He is very use

ful, he is serviceable. 
Kista'putisewin, n.in. A benefit, use

fulness. 
Kista'putun, v.imp. It is very use

ful, it is serviceable. 
Kista'skwayaw, v.imp. It is the main

land, it is a large forest, it is a heavy 
line of timber, 

Kistata'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is fam
ous, he is illustrious. 

Kistata'yetakwun, v.imp. It is fam
ous, it is illustrious. 

Kista'tisew, v.i.1. He is glorious, he 
is great. 

Kista'tisewin, n.in. Glory greatness. 
Kista'tun, v.imp. It is glorious, it is 

great. 
Kista'yechikawin, n.in. Esteem, 

glory, great. 
Kistayeta'kohao, v.t.an. He makes 

him worthy of admiration, he ex
alts him, he glorifies him. 

Kistayeta'kosew, v.i.1. He is ex
cellent, he is estimable, he is great, 
he is honourable, he is glorious. 

Kistayeta'koosewin, n.in. Dignity, 
glory, greatness, honor. 

Kistayeta'kotaw, v.t.in.2. He makes 
~t worthy of admiration, he glorifies 
1t. 

Kistayeta'kwun, v.imp. It is accounted 
highly, it is glorious, it is excellent. 

Kistayetum, v.t.in.6. He esteems it, 
he glorifies it, he respects it. 

Kist~'y~tumowin, n.in. Esteem, ad
m1rat10n, respect, reverence. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kista'yimao, v.t.an. He esteems him, 
he thinks highly of him, he honors 
him, he respects him, he glorifies 
him. 

Kista'yimikowisew, v.i.1. He is accept
able, he is estimable. 

Kista'yimisoo, v.refl.4. He exalts him
self, he is highminded. 

Kistayimisowin, n.in. Self-exalta-
tion, pride. 

Kista'yimoo, v.i.4. He is conceited, 
he is proud. 

Kista'yimoowin, n.in. Pride, self
esteem. 

Kistika'chikun, n.in. A plant, a seed. 
Kistika'n, n.in. A garden, a field, a 

farm, grain. 
Kistika'natik, n.in. A rail, belonging 

to a garden fence. 
Kistika'nis, n.in. A garden, or small 

field. In the pl. it is also used for 
seeds. 

Kistika'n -apuchechikunu, n.in.pl. 
Garden tools. 

Kistika'tum, v.t.in.6. He plants it, 
he sows it, he tills it. 

Kistika'tumowao, v.t.an. He plants 
it for him. 

Kistikao, v.i.3. He is gardening, he is 
planting, he is sowing. 

Kistika'weyinew, n.an. A gardener, a 
farmer, a husbandman; a farm 
instructor on an Indian Reserve. 

Kistika'weyinewew, v.i.1. He is a 
gardener, he is a farmer. 

Kistina'ch, adv. Probably, most likely, 
surely, same as Kichena'ch. 

Kisti'sew, v.i.1. He is great, he is 
important. 

Kistokun, n.in. A door, The word 
is more of ten applied to the door of 
a tent. 

Kistokunikao, v.i.3. He makes a door. 
Kistokunis, n.in. A small door. 
Kisto'tao, v.i.3. He goes with his 

family, (i. e. he takes them along 
with him). 

Kist6tao, v.i.3. He is a slow walker, 
(as an ox). 

Kistuka'mik, n.in. The mainland. 
It is sometimes used for at or on the 
mainland. 

Kistu'ketum, v.t.in.6. He exalts it, 
he glorifies it, he magnifies it. 

Kistu'kimao, v.t.an. He exalts him, 
he glorifies him, he magnifies him. 

Kistu'kimisoo, v.refl. He exalts him
self; he is conceited. 

Kistu'kimisowin, n.in. Self-conceit. 
Kistu'n, v.imp. It is great, it is im

portant. 
Kistu'pewin, Kistu'pinan, n.in. A 

settlement, a village, a city. Also 
name for Prince Albert, Sask. 

Kistu'pewinis, Kistu'pinanis, n.in. A 
small settlement, a village. 

Kistu'skumik, n.in. The mainland. 
Kiswawakwa'mew, s.c., Kitowikwa'

mew, P.c., v.i.4. He snores. 
Kiswa'wao, s.c., Kisse'wao, P.c., v.i.3. 

He speaks loud, he speaks out. 
Kiswa'wastin, v.imp. The wind howls 

loudly. 
Kiswa'witin, v.imp. It has a loud 

sound, it is a loud sound. 
Kiswa'wawin, n.in. Clamour, uproar, 

loud talk. 
Kita'nao, v.t.an. He dips him. 
Kita'num, v.t.in.6. He dips it. 
Kita'nusew, v.t.1. He dips a little. 
Kista'stupew, Kista'stupew, Chacha'-

stupew, P.c., v.i.6. He is clever, 
he is quick, he is smart. 

Kita'stupowao, Chacha'stupowao, P.c., 
v.i.3. He speaks fast. 

Kita'stupewin, n.in. Swift action, 
agility. 

Kita'stupussinuhikao, v.i.3. He writes 
fast. 

Kitchen, n.in. A kitchen. This word 
is in common use amongst the loc
ated and civilized Indians. 

Kita'w, v.t.in.2. He eats it up, he 
consumes it, he devours it. 

Kitema'kayechikao, v.i.3. He com
passionates, he is compassionate, he 
is merciful, he is pitiful. 

Kitema'kayechikawin, n.in. Compas
sion, kindness, mercy, pity. 

Kitema'kayimao, v.t.an. He befriends 
him, he is kind to him, he pities him, 
he has mercy on him. 

Kitema'kayimewao, v.i.3. He is com
passionate, he shows pity. 

Kitema'kayimewawin, n.in. Com
passion, compassionateness. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kitema'kayimisowin, n.in. Self-pity, 
self-compassion. 

Kitema'kayimoo, v.i.4. He thinks he 
is poor, he dwells on his poverty; 
he is humble-minded. 

Kitema'kayimowin, n.in. Indigence; 
humbleness of mind; sympathy. 

Kitema'kiskwao, n.an. A poor woman; 
a widow. 

Kitema'kena'pao, v.i.1. A poor man. 
Kitema'kena'pawew, v.i.1. He is a 

poor man. 
Kitema'kinakao, v.i.3. He is com

passionate. 
Kitema'kinakawin, n.in. Compassion. 
Kitema'kinowao, v.t.an. He com

passionates him, he pities him, he 
looks on him with pity. 

Kitema'kisew, v.i.1. He is poor, he 
is destitute, he is pitiable, he is 
wretched; he is dead. Kah kite
makisit owasis, the dead child. 

Kitema'kisewin, n.in. Misery, des
titution, poverty. 

Kitema'kiskwawew, v.i.1. She is a 
poor woman. 

Kitema'kitowao, v.t.an. He hears 
him with pity; moved with com
passion on hearing his story. 

Kitema'kun, v.imp. It is poor, it is 
worthless; in a state of destitution. 

Kiti'muhao, v.t.an. He injures him, 
he harms him, he impoverishes him 
he ill-treats him. ' 

Kiti'muhewao, v.i.3. He causes misery 
he is guilty of ill-treatment. ' 

Kitemuhe'wawin, n.in. Injury, ill
treatment, persecution. 

Kitimeka'powew, v.i.1. He stands 
idle, he is tired of standing. 

Kiti'mekun, n.an. Lazy-bones, (a 
term of contempt applied to one 
who dislikes work.) 

Kiti'mekunao, v.t.an. He is lazy
boned, (i. e. he dislikes to work). 

Ki:timew, v.i.1. He is idle, he is 
indolent, he is lazy. 

Ki'ti1;1ewin, n.in. Idleness, indolence, 
lazmess. 

Ki_timewise~, v.i.1. He is habitually 
idle, he is naturally indolent. 

Ki'timesew, v.i.1. He is rather idle. 
Kitimi'sk, n.an. An idler. 

Kitimi'skew, v.i.1. He is often lazy, 
he is slothful. 

Kitimu'pew, v.i.1. He sits lazy, he is 
tired of sitting. 

Kitimu'pewin, ·n.in. Sitting idle. 
Kiti'skinao, or Kichi'skinao, v.t.an. 

He lets him fall or slip, (accident
ally). 

Kiti'skinum, or Kichi'skinum, v.t.in.6. 
He lets it fall or slip, (accidentally). 

Ki'too, or Kittoo, v.i.4. He calls out, 
he speaks, he makes a noise with 
the vocal organs. This word is 
applied to sounds made by animals 
and is thus of very extensive use, 
answering to "he bleats, he lows, 
he neighs, he bellows, she mews, 
etc. It is either used alone, or as 
a compound word, mutwa'kitoo, but 
this latter is more general when the 
sound is loud and distant. 

Kito'chikao, v.i.3. He plays, (on a 
musical instrument). 

Kito'chika'sew, v.i.1. He plays a 
little, (on a musical instrument). 

Kito'chika'skew, v.i.1. He is often 
playing, (on a musical instrument). 

Kito'chika'win, n.in. Music, the 
sound of a musical instrument. 

Kito'chikun, n.in. A musical instru
ment. A church organ, ayumeh'awe 
-kitoo' chikun. 

Kito'chikunatik, n.in. A fiddle-bow. 
Kito'chikunaya'pe, n.in. A fiddle

string. 
Kito'chikunikakao, v.i.3. He makes 

a musical instrument of it. 
Kito'chikunikao, v.i.3. He makes a 

musical instrument. 
Kito'chikunis, n.in. A small musical 

instrument. 
Kito'hao, v.t.an. He calls him, (as a 

wild fowl), he imitates him in his 
cry; he plays (him) the organ, or 
other musical instruments. 

Kito'sewao, v.i.3. He reproves, he 
admonishes, he chides, he addresses. 

Ki_tC?'sewawin, n.in. Reproof, admon
ition; the act of addressing another. 

Kitota'kun, n.in. A musical instru
ment, an organ. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kitotao, M.c., v.i.3. He depart15, he 
sets off. 

Kito'tao, v.t.an. He speaks unto him, 
he calls unto him, he rebukes him. 

Kitota'w, v.t.in.2. He causes it to 
make a noise, he sounds it, he plays 
it, (as a musical instrument). 

Kito'tum, v.t.in.6. He speaks to it, 
P.C.; he rebukes it, s.c. 

Kitowaya'piskuhikun, n.in. A sound
ing metal. 

Kito'wao, v.i.3. He begins to speak. 
Kitowayaka'wisip, n.an. A species of 

wild duck whose wings make a 
peculiar sound. 

Ki'toowin, n.in. A cry, a call, a noise. 
Kittu, partic. used with subj. and 

imper. moods. Answers to that, as, 
in order that. 

Kituhuma'kao, v.i.3. He rebukes, he 
forbids. 

Kituhumo'wao, v.t.an. He rebukes 
him, he forbids him. 

Ki'tumwao, v.t.an. He eats him up, 
he consumes him, he devours him. 

Kiyaska'chimao, s.c., v.t.an. He tells 
false tales about him, he bears 
false witness against him. 

Kiyaska'chimoo, s.c., v.i.4. He tells 
false tales, he bears false witness. 

Kiya'skekutowao, v.t.an. He tells 
lies to him. 

Kiya'skew, v.i. He tells lies. 
Kiyaskewa'chimao, v.t.an. See Kiya

ska'chimao. 
Kiyaskewa'chimoo, v.i.4. See Kiya

ska' chimoo. 
Kiya'skewe, adv.prefix. Falsely, ly

ingly; adj. False, lying. 
Kiya'skeweitao, v.t.an. He lies to 

him. 
Kiya'skewe -ita'chimoo, v.i. He bears 

false witness, (in public). 
Kiya'skewe -tipa'chimoo, v.i.4. He 

tells false stories. 
Kiya'skewin, n.in. A lie, a falsehood. 
Kiyaske'mao, v.t.an. He lies to him. 
Kiya'skimao, v.t.an. He lies about 

him; he speaks falsely of him. 
Kiya'skiskew, v.i.1. He is a liar, he 

is untruthful. 
Kiya'skiskewin, n.in. Lying. 

Ko'che, adv. Signifying effort, test 
or trial. Ko'che o'ti s.c., try any
way. Koche ayiw~k, P.c. 

Ko'chehao, v.t.an. He tries him. 
Kochehe'wao, v.i.3. He tries (any

one who comes along); he sends 
out a challenge. 

Kochitaw, v.t.in.2. He tries it, he 
attempts it. 

Ko'chetootum, v.t.in.6. He tries to 
do it. 

Kochema'o, v.t.an. He tries him, (by 
speech). 

Kochemoo', v.i.4. He asks, (as in try
ing for something). 

Ko'chipuyehao, v.t.an. He swallows 
him. 

Kochipu'yehao, v.t.an. He tries him, 
(in a race). 

Ko'chipuyetwaw, v.t.in.6. He swal
lows it. 

Kochipu'yetaw, v.t.in.6. He tries it 
(machinery). 

Kochi'spitao, v.t.an. He tastes him. 
Kochi'spitum, v.t.in. He tastes it. 
Koo'kew, v.i.5. He dives. 
Kookepu'yuhoo, v.i.4. He dives sud-

denly, (in alarm). 
Kookoo'kuhoo, or Oohoo, n.an. An 

owl. This is a phonetic name 
derived from the cry of the bird. 

Koo'koos, n.an. A hog, a pig, pork. 
Koo'koosis, n.an. A young pig. 
Koo'koosiyakun, n.in. A pig's trough. 
Koo'koosipewi, n.in. A pig's bristle. 
Koo'koosipime, n.in. Lard. 
Kookooso'pwam, n.in. A ham. 
Kookoosiwe -mukuk, n.in. A pork 

barrel. 
Kookoo'siweyas, s.c., Kookoosiweyin, 

P.c., n.in. Bacon. 
Koo'kooswusuki, Koo'koosusuki, n.in. 

A pig's skin. 
Koo'na, or Koon, n.an. Snow. 
Koona'skwun, v.imp. There is some 

snow lying on the ice. 
Koona'tikwun, v.imp. The trees are 

covered with snow. 
Koo'newew, v.i.1. He is covered with 

snow, he is snowy. 
Koo'newun, v.imp. It is covered with 

snow, there is snow, (on the ground). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Koo'nekumik, n.in. An igloe, a snow 
house. 

Kooneku'mikokao, v.i.3. He makes 
an igloe. 

Koo'nipe, n.in. Snow-water, slush. 
Koonewi'sikwa'w, v.imp. There is 

snow on the ice. 
Koopa'chehao, v.t.an. He dominates 

him, he keeps him down, he sub
ordinates him. 

Koopa'tayimoo, v.i.4. He is low
spirited, he is sad, he is miserable. 

Koopa'tayimoowin, n.in. Dejection, 
misery, sorrow. 

Koopa'tis, n.an. A miserable fellow, 
a dejected low-spirited person. 

Koopatisewin, n.in. Misery, dejec
tion. 

Kosa'pao, v.i.3. He sinks, it sinks. 
Kosa'pahook, or Kosa'pahokoo, v. 

pass.4. He, or it, makes him sink. 
Kosa'pahum, v.t.in.6. He sinks it. 
Kosa'pahun, v.pass. It is sunk by 

the waves. 
Kosa'papuyew, v.i.1. He sinks, it, 

sinks. 
Kosa'papuyin, v.i.1. It sinks. 
Kosa'pawao, v.t.an. He sinks him. 
Kosapaya'hoko, v.pass. He is sunk 

by the waves. 
Kosapaya'hotao, v.imp. It is sunk 

by the waves. 
Kosa'puchikao, v.i.3. He conjures. 
Kosa'puchikawin, n.in. Conjuring, 

sorcery, magic. 
Kosa'puchikun, n.in. A conjuring 

tent. 
Kosa'puchikunikao, v.i.3. He makes 

a conjuring tent. 
Kosa'pumao, v.t.an. He conjures him, 

(i. e. finds out all about him by his 
magic). 

Kosa'putum, v.i.6. He conjures, (for 
ascertaining future events). 

Kosa'putumoowin, n.in. Conjuring; 
communication with the spirits. 

Kosa'putumowao, v.i.an. He conjures 
for him, or intercedes for him with 
the spirits. 

Kosa'putuskew, v.i.1. He conjures 
frequently. 

Koschayakatum, E.C., Koskavaku-
tum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He baits it; (i. e. 
baits the hook). 
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Koschayew, E.C., Koska'yew, s.c., n.in. 
A bait, a baited fish-hook. 

Kosawa'kochin, v.i.7. He hangs dangl
ing, he dangles. 

Kosawa'kotao, v.i.7. It hangs dangl
ing, it dangles. 

Kosiko'mu'chehoo, v.i.4. He feels 
heavy, he is depressed, he is de
jected. 

Kosikosko'chikun, or Kosikooskwa'
chikun, n.in. A weight, (for ground 
angling); a pair of scales, a balance. 

Kosikomu'chetaw, v.t.i.2. He feels 
it heavy, he finds it a burden. 

Kosikota'pan, n.in. A heavily loaded 
sled. 

Kosikota'panaskwao, v.i.3. He has a 
heavy sled. 

Kosikota'pao, v.i.3. His load is heavy. 
Kosikwa'pakun, v.imp. It is heavy, 

(as a rope). 
Kosikwa'pao, v.imp. It is heavy with 

water, it is water-soaked. 
Kosikwa'piskisew, v.i.1. He is heavy 

(speaking of metal or stone). 
Kosikwa'piskaw, v.inip. It is heavy, 

(speaking of metal). 
Kosikwa'skosew, v.i.l. He is heavy, 

(speaking of wood). 
Kosikwa'skwun, v.imp. It is heavy, 

(speaking of wood or metal). 
Kosikwa'kin, v.imp. It is heavy, 

(speaking of calico, cotton etc.). 
Kosikwa'yetakosew, v.i. He is of 

weighty influence, he is dreadful, 
he is awful. 

Kosikwa'yetakwun, It is weighty, (in 
influence), it is dreadful, it is sol
emn, it is awful. 

Kosikwa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He rever
ences it, he has weighty, awe-inspir
ing thoughts of it. 

Kosikwa'yetum, v.i.6. He is depressed 
in mind, he is despondent, he thinks 
it to be heavy. 

Kosikwa'yetumoowin, n.in. Heavi
ness, depression; an -important con
sideration. 

Kosikwa'yimao, v.t.an. He thinks 
him weighty, (in influence or phys
i<:ally); he has sad thoughts about 
him, he reverences him. 

Kosikwa'yimewawin, n.in. Reverence, 
awe. 
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Kosikwa'yimikoowin, n.in. Reverence, 
(i.e. of self or others). 

Kosikwuchi'sew, or Kosikwuti'sew, 
v.i.1. He is rather heavy. 

Kosi'kwun, n.in. A pound weight, 
a pound in weight. It does not 
take a plural form, Nao kosik'wun, 
four pounds. 

Kosi'kwun, v.imp. It is heavy. 
Kosikwu'sin, v.imp. It is rather 

heavy. 
Kosikwa'tew, v.i.1. He is heavy. 
Kosisa'n, n.an. A son, a male child. 
Koosisa'newew, v.i.1. He is a son. 

This word is not used alone, but 
only with some prefix, Meyo -kosi
sa'newew, he is a good son. 

Ko'skao, v.i.3. He sets hooks, (for 
fish). 

Koska'yew, n.in. A bait, (for a fish
hook). 

Ko'skohao, v.t.an. He startles him, 
he frightens him, he alarms him. 

Ko'skonao, v.t.an. He awakens him, 
he arouses him. 

Kosko'puyew, v.i.1. He awakes, he 
wakens, he startles, 

Kosko'sk, n.in. A snow-shoe bar. 
Koskowa'puwio, v.t.3. He startles 

him bv a blow. 
Kosko'wehao, v.t.an. He startles him, 

(abruptly). 
Kosko'weyao, v.t.an. He arouses him, 

startles him. 
Kosko'skaw, P.C., Koskosew, s.c., v.i.1. 

He awakes, he wakens. 
Koskoskwa'w, . v.imp. It is easily 

upset, (as a canoe). 
Kosko'skohum, v.t.in.6. He shakes 

it, he jogs it. 
Koskosko'pitao, v.t.an. He shakes 

him, (by pulling). 
Koskosko'pitum, v.t.in.6. He shakes 

it, (by pulling). 
Koskosko'puyehao, v.t.an. He rocks 

him, he moves him about. 
Koskosko'puyetaw, v.t.in.6. He rocks 

it, he moves it about. 
Kosko'skotaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 

shake. 
Kosko'skowao, v.t.an. He shakes him, 

he jogs him. 

Kosko'skunaya'pe, n.in. A fishing 
line attached to a rod and jogged 
about to attract the fish. 

Ko'skunayape, n.in. A fishing line. 
Kosko'skopuyew, v.imp. It shakes. 
Koskota'kwun, v.imp. It is startling, 

(something heard). 
Koskwawa'che, v.imper. Stand still, 

or keep still. 
Koskwawa'chekapowew, v.i.1. He 

stands quietly. 
Koskwawa'tisew, v.i.1. He is of a 

quiet disposition. 
Koskwawa'tun, v.imp. It is quiet. 
Koskwawa'tupew, v.i.1. He sits still. 
Koskw'awa'tupewin, n.vn. Sitting still. 
Koskwayimao, v.t.an. He is surprised 

at him. 
Koskwa'yetumowin, n.in. Surprise. 
Kospa'muchewao, v.i.3. · He ascends, 

he goes up, (a hill, a bank etc.). 
Kospa'muchewatuhao, v.t.an. He 

takes him up, (a hill, a bank, etc.). 
Kospa'tuwew, v.i.6. He goes up, he 

ascends, he climbs up, (a tree or 
ladder). 

Kospa'tuwewinatik, s.c., Kecha'ko
sewinatik, P.c., n.in. A ladder. 

Kospa'tuwetuhao, v.t.an. He takes 
him up (from below). 

Kospa'tuwhutaw, v.t.in.2. He takes 
it up, (from below). He goes up 
stairs with it. 

Kospa'tuwewin, n.in. A ladder; act 
of climbing up. 

Kospe'w, v.i.5. He goes inland; he 
goes up, (a bank, etc.). 

Kospi'pichew, v.i.5. He goes inland, 
he removes inland, migrates into 
the interior. 

Kospi'tuhao, v.t.an. He takes him 
up (a bank, etc.). 

Kospi'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He takes it 
up (a bank). 

Ko'spuhum, v.i.6. He goes inland, 
(by water). 

Kospuna'tun, s.c., Kukwa'spunatun, 
P.c., v.imp. It is dangerous it is 
unsafe. 

Kospuna'yetum, Kukwaspunayetum, 
v.t.in.6. He dreads it. 

Kospuna'yetumowin, 
fear; risk. 

n.in. Dread, 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Kospuna'yimao, v.t.an. He dreads 
him, he fears him. 

Kosta'chenakosew, v.i.1. He looks 
frightful; he is hideous. 

Kosta'chenakwun, v.imp. It looks 
frightful, it is hideous. 

Kosta'chew, v.i.1. He is afraid, he 
fears. 

Kosta'chewin, n.in. Fear, affright, 
terror. 

Kosta'kun, n.an. An enemy, one 
dreaded or feared. 

Kosta'mikonakosew, v.i.l. He looks 
fearful, he seems terrible. 

Kosta'mikonakwun, v.imp. It looks 
fearful, it seems terrible. 

Kosta'mikosew, v.i.3. He is frightful, 
he is fierce, he is terrible. 

Kosta'mikwun, v.imp. It is frightful, 
it is terrible. 

Kosta'sinakosew, v.i.1. He is fright
ful, he is hideous. 

Kosta'sinakwun, v.imp. It is fright
ful, it is hideous. 

Kosta'tayetakosew, v.i.1. He is dread
ful, he is frightful, he is horrible, 
he is awful, he is to be feared. 

Kostatayetakwun, v.imp. It is fright
ful, it is horrible, it is awful, it is 
dreadful. 

Kosta'tikosew, v.i.1. He is fearful, 
he is frightful, he is dreadful. 

Kosta'tikwun, v.imp. It is fearful, 
it is frightful, it is dreadful. 

Kosta'o, v.t.an. He fears him. 
Ko'stum, v.t.in.6. He fears it, he is 

afraid of it. 
Ko'stumoowin, n.in. Personal fear, 

apprehension of evil or danger, 
anxiety about one's safety. 

Kota'skonao, v.t.an. He tests the 
strength of him, (as a tree a pole, 
a stick, etc.). 

Kota'skonum, v.t.in.6. He tests it, 
(as a stick); he pulls it down. 

Kota'wepuyew, v.i.1. He, or it, sink, 
(as in soft clay). 

Kota'wew, v.i.5. He goes under; he 
is eclipsed (when used with pesim). 

Kota'winao, v.t.an. He dips him in, he 
pushes him in or under. 

Kota'winum, v.t.in.6. He dips it in, 
he pushes it under. 

Kota'wipuyew, v.i.1. He sinks in. 
inan. It sinks in. 

Kotawicha'skiwukipuyew, v.i.1. He, or 
it, sinks into the mud or mire. 

Kotawicha'skiwukisin, v.i.7. He sinks 
into the mud or mire, (as a stone 
by its weight). 

Kota'yimao, v.t.an. He tries him, 
he tests him, he examines him, he 
tempts him. 

Kota'yimikoowin, n.in. A trial, a 
temptation, (personal, as in the 
case of Our Lord's temptation by 
the devil). 

Kota'yitoowin, n.in. A trial, a test, 
a temptation; (mutual, as in the 
case of a young person in an evil 
environment). 

Koti'konao, v.t.an. He disjoints him, 
he dislocates him. 

Kotikonikun, n.in. A breech-loading 
gun. 

Kotikonum, v.t.in.6. He disjoints it, 
he dislocates it. 

Koti'kosin, v.i.7. He sprains himself, 
he dislocates a joint, (by falling). 

Koti'kopitao, v.t.an. He disjoints 
him, (as in wrestling). 

Koti'kopuyew, v.imp. It disjoints 
(as a breech-loading gun). 

Koti'konew, s.c., Katiko'new, P.c., 
v.i.1. He stops out a night. 

Ko'tinao, v.t.an. He feels him, he 
tries him, (as by holding). 

Ko'tinum, v.t.in.6. He feels it, he 
tries it, (i.e. by holding). 

Koti'skawao, v.i.3. He races, as a 
horse with rider. 

Kotiskowao, v.t.an. He tries him on. 
Koti'skum, v.t.in.6. He tries it on. 
Kotowa'kunis, n.in. A lucifer, a 

match. 
Kotowa'n, n.in. A camp-fire; a fire

place. 
Kotowana'pisk, n.in. A stove; a 

chimney. 
Kotowa'o, v.i.3. He makes a fire. 
Kotowa'tao, s.c., Kotawutao, P.c., 

v.t.an. He makes a fire for him. 
Kotowu'tisoo, v.i.4. He makes a fire 

for himself. 
Kotowu'soo, v.i.4. He makes a camp

fire for himself. 
Kotowu'sowin, n.in. A campfire. 
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Kotuha'skwatum, v.t.in.6. He tries 
at a mark, (i.e. he shoots at it). 

Kotuha'skwao, v.i.3. He shoots at a 
mark, he shoots to try his gun. 

Kotuha'skwawin, n.in. A mark for 
shooting at, a target; the act of 
shooting at a mark. 

Ko'tuk, s.c., Kotuch, E.c., adj. An
other, other, else; next one. 

Ko'tum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He swallows it. 
Kotumao, v.t.an. He swallows him, 

(said when a fish swallows a little 
fish used as a bait). 

Kotumo'hao, v.t.an. He tries him 
on or in, (speaking of fitting a nut 
on a bolt). 

Kotumotaw, v.t.in.2. He tries to fit 
it on, (as a nut on a bolt). 

Kotu'pinao, s.c., Kwutupinao, P.c., 
v.t.an. He upsets him. 

Kotu'pinum, v.t.in.6. He upsets it, 
he capsizes it. 

Kotu'pinumowao, v.t.an. He upsets 
it for him; he upsets his (pail). 

Kotu'pipuyew, v.imp. He capsizes 
or upsets, he capsizes. 

Kotu'piskaw, v.i.1. He capsizes, 
(speaking of a canoe). 

Kotu'piskowao, v.t.an. He upsets 
them; (by accident, or by the foot). 

Kotu'piskum, v.t.in.6. He upsets it, 
(by accident of by the foot). 

Koya'o, s.c., v.t.an. He swallows 
him. 

Kowa'kutahao, v.t.an. He fasts him, 
he starves him. 

Kowa'kutahoo, v.i.4. He fasts, he 
starves, (by force of circumstances). 

Kowa'kutahowin, n.in. A fast, star
vation. 

Kowa'kutao, v.i.3. He famishes, he 
starves. 

Kowakuta'win, n.in. A famine, star
vation. 

Kowa'kutohisoo, v.i.4. He abstains 
from food, he fasts, (self-imposed). 

Kowakutohi'soowin, n.in. Abstinence, 
a fast. 

Kowakuto'soo, v.i.4. He starves, he 
is emaciated. 

Kowakuto'soowin, n.in. Death, 
famine, emaciation. 

Kowakuta'win, n.in. Hunger, (in 
extreme form). 

Kowa'yimoo, v.i.4. He is sorry, he is 
overcome, he humbles himself. 

Kowa'yimowin, n.in. Down-hearted
ness, mortification. 

Kowi'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it 
down. 

Kowi'kuhikun, n.in. A felled tree. 
Kowi'kuwao, v.t.an. He cuts him 

down, he fells him, (speaking of a 
tree). 

Kowimoo'natikatum, v.t.in.6. He 
digs it down. 

Kowimoo'natikao, v.i.3. He is dig
ging (things) down. 

Kowina'o, v.t.an. He breaks him 
down, he throws him down. 

Kowinu'm, v.t.in.6. He breaks it 
down, he throws it down. 

Kowipi'tao, v.t.an. He pulls him 
down. 

Kowipi'tum, v.t.in.6. He pulls it 
down. 

Kowipu'yew, v.imp. It falls pros
trate. 

Kowi'simao, v.t.an. He puts him to 
bed; he throws him down. 

Kowi'simoo, v.i.4. He goes to bed, 
he lies down to sleep. 

Kowiko'sew, v.i. He falls asleep. 
Kowisi'mohao, v.t.an. He puts him 

to bed; he lays him (the other) 
down to sleep. 

Kowisi'monikao, v.i.3. He makes a 
bed, (i. e. prepares a place for him 
to lie down). 

Kowisi'monika'soo, v.i.4. He makes 
a bed for himself, (i. e. prepares a 
sleeping place for himself). 

Kowisimoni'kowao, v.t.an. He makes 
up a bed, (or a place to sleep), for 
him. 

Kowi'skowao, v.t.an. He prostrates 
him, he pushes him down, (acciden
tally). 

Kowi'skum, v.t.in.6. He pushes it 
down, (as by leaning against it). 

Kowitu'kaw, v.imp. It is an en
tangled wood, (said of an entangled 
mass of fallen trees). 

Kowiwa'pinao, v.t.an. He overturns 
him, he throws him down, (as in 
wrestling). 
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Kowiwap'inum, v.t.in.6. He over
turns it, he throws it down. 

Kowuha'skwao, v.i.3. He is felling 
timber. 

Kowu'chew, v.i.5. He is cold, he is 
frozen to death. 

Kowuhi'kao, v.i.3. He is felling, 
(timber). 

Kowuhu'm, v.t.in.6. He cuts it down. 
Kowu'timao, v.t.an. She causes him 

to catch cold, (said of a careless 
mother when she exposes the child 
to the cold). 

Kowuwao, v.t.an. He cuts him down, 
(speaking of a tree, which is animate 
in Cree). 

Kuchi'stinao, v.t.an. He drops him, 
he lets him slip. 

Kuchistinum, v.t.in.6. He drops it, 
he lets it slip. 

Kuh! interj. Ha! indeed! Oh, that's 
it, is it? I see. 

Kuka'chichehao, v.t.an. He insists 
on him, he provokes him. 

Kukanoka'tao, v.i.3. He has long legs. 
Kuka'nohumao, v.i.3. He has long 

steps, takes long strides. 
Kuka'nohumasew, v.i.1. He takes 

rather long steps. 
Kukano'mao, v.t.an. He exhorts him, 

he advises him. 
Kukanomeye'stowakunew, s.c., Kino

mehi'stowao, or Kino'stowao, P.c., 
v.i.1. He has a long beard. 

Kuka'nosew, v.i.1. He is very long, 
(speaking of stature of man or 
length of a tree). 

Kuka'nwaniskwao, v.i.3. He has long 
hair. 

Kuka'nwaw, v.imp. It is very long, 
(speaking of a length of a wood or 
a lake). 

Kuka'seapew, v.i.1. He wipes his 
eyes, (repeatedly). 

Kuka'seyapuwfio, v.t.an. He is wiping 
his eyes, (i. e. another's). 

Kuka'yowisew, v.i.5. He is expert, 
he is industrious. 

Kuka'chimao, v.i.3. He takes off his 
snowshoes. 

Kuka'kimao, v.i.3. He chooses them 
out. 

Kuka'kinikao, v.i.3. He is choosing 
out the best. 

Kukapa'chetotum, v.t.in.6. He does 
it stupidly. 

Kukapa'tinikao, v.i.3. He acts stupidly, 
he acts like an idiot. 

Kukapa'tinikawin, n.in. Stupid, ak
ward, idiotic action. 

Kukapa'tis, n.an. A fool, (empha
tically). 

Kukapa'tisekowao, s.c., Kukapatise
katowao, P.c., v.t.an. He is stupid 
with him, (i. e. in hauling with an 
ox). 

Kukapa'tisekum, s.c., Kukapatiseka
tum, P.c., v.t.in.6. He is stupid 
about it. 

Kukapa'tisew, v.i.1. He is stupid, he 
is dull, he is silly, he is foolish. 

Kukapa'tisewe, adv.prefix. Foolishly. 
Kukapa'tisewin, n.in. Foolishness, 

folly, stupidity. 
Kuka'pit, n.an. A deaf person. 
Kuka'pitao, v.i.3. He is deaf. 
Kuka'pitawin, n.in. Deafness. 
Kukapwa'pinao, v.t.an. He blind-

folds him, (by placing the hands 
before his eyes). 

Kuka'skimao, v.t.an. He advises him, 
he counsels him, he exhorts him, 
he cautions him, he preaches to 
them. 

Kuka'skimewao, v.i.3. He advises, 
he exhorts, he preaches. 

Kuka'skimewawin, n.in. Advice, coun
sel, caution, exhortation, a precept, 
a sermon. 

Kukaskima'wusoo, v.i.4. He instructs 
or counsels his children, he preaches. 

Kukaskima'wusoowin, n.in. The in
struction or counselling of children; 
preaching. 

Kukaskwawin, n.in. Advice, counsel, 
law; instruction; preaching. 

KuHta'sew, v.i.5. He is discreet. 
Kukfita'sewin, n.in. Discretion. 
Kukitawa'yetum, v.i.6. He is wise, 

he thinks wisely; he has a right 
sense of the fitness of things. 

Kuk:fita'witootum, v.i.6. He does 
things wisely, 
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Kukiitawa'yetumowin, n.in. Wisdom, 
prudence, practical knowledge. 

Kukecheska'pitao, v.i.3. He gnashes 
with his teeth. 

Kukecheska'pitastowao, v.t.an. He 
gnashes upon him. 

Kukecheska'pitawin, n.in. The act 
of gnashing the teeth. 

Kukechimoo or Kukichimoo, v.i.4. 
He boasts, he brags, he is vain
glorious, he chatters. 

Kukechimo'skew, v.i.1. He is boast
ful, he is a braggart. 

Kukechimo'totowao, v.t.an. He boasts 
against, or about, or to, him. 

Kukechimo'totum, v.t.in.6. He boasts 
against it, he boasts about it. 

Kukechimowin, n.in. A boast, boast
ing, vainglory. 

Kuke'kayaw, v.imp. It has a corner, 
it has several corners, it has simi
lar sides, (or corners, as a squared 
timber). 

Kuke'mootwao, s.c., Kake'mwao, v.i.3. 
He whispers, he speaks secretly 
in a low voice. 

Kuke'mootwa'win, Kakemwawin, P.C., 
n.in. A whisper, whispering a 
secret. 

Ku'keyow, adj. All, every, th1. whole, 
both. 

Kukiyaska'chimoo, v,i,.4. He is telling 
lies, he is giving false witneSii. 

Kukiya'skewachimowin, Kukiya'ska
chimowin, n.in. False witness, (a 
repetition of). 

Kukiya'skiskew, v.i.1. He often lies, 
he is a liar. 

Kukiya'skiskewin, n.in. Lying, (re
peated many times). 

Kukinuho'wawin, M.c., n.in. Agree
ment, concord, an understanding 
between two parties. 

Kukinwusa'katao, v.i.3. He walks in 
long clothes. 

Kuko'spunayetum or Kukwa'spuna
yetum, v.t.in.6. He fears it, he 
reverences it, he venerates it. 

Kukospuna'yetakosew, or Kukwaspu
na'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is fearful, 
he is reverential, he is venerable. 

Kukospttna'yetakosewin, n.in. Ven
erableness, fearfulness, reverence. 

KUKUY A.'SI MEW AO 

Kukospuna'yetakwun, v.imp. It is 
fearful, it is dreadful, it is danger
ous. 

Kukospuna'yetumowin, or Kukwas' -
puna'yetumowin, n.in. Fear, rev
erence, a we. 

Kukospuna'yetumowao, v.t.an. He 
fears for his safety, or welfare, 
(i. e. the safety of another). 

Kukospuna'yimao, v.t.an. He fears 
him, he reverences him, he dreads 
him. 

Kukospune'stowao, Kukwaspune'sto
wao, v.t.an. He fears him, 

Kukuk~'kasew, s.c., v.i.1. He is square, 
(speaking of a square timber). 

Kuku'kutayaw, s.c., Kukakutayaw, 
P.c., v.imp. It is square. 

Kuku'kutuhikao, s.c., Kukakutaku
hikao, P.c., v.i.3. He is squaring, 
(logs). 

Kuku'ku'tuhum, s.c., Kukakutaku
hu.m, P.c., v.t.in.6. He squares it, 
(as a log). 

Kukuya'yisew, v.i.1. He is deceitful, 
he is subtle, 

Kukuya'yisewe, adv.pref. Deceitfully, 
adj. deceitful. 

Kukuya'yisewin, n.in. Craftiness, 
subtility, hypocrisy, deceitfulness. 

Kukuya'yisisew, s.c., v.i.1. He is 
rather deceitful. (In the Plain Cree 
the word is applied to a young or 
small deceiver without any ref
erence to the degree of his deceit
fulness). 

Kukuya'sehao, v.t.an. He deceives 
him, he cheats him. 

Kykuya'sehewao, v.i.1. He deceives, 
he cheats. 

Kukuya'sehewawe, adv.pref. Deceit
fully, adj. deceitful. 

Kukuya'sehewaskew, v.i.1. He often 
deceives. 

Kukuya'sehewawin, n.in. A deceit, 
a cheat, a wile. 

Kukuya'yisew, v.i.1. He is crafty, 
he is deceitful. 

Kukuya'simao, v.t.an. He cheats him, 
(by speech), he beguiles him. 

Kukuya'simewao, v.i.3. He deceives, 
(by speech). 
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Kukuya'wisew, v.i.1. He is artful, 
he is deceitful, he is sly, he is treach
erous. 

Kukuya'wisewin, n.in. Dishonesty, 
fraud, treachery. 

Kukwatuka'kutosoo, v.i.-1-. He is 
tortured with hunger. 

Kukwa'tukayimoo, v.i.4. He is mis
erable, afflicted, he is agonized, 
(by pain). 

Kukwa'tukayimowin, n.in. Misery, 
distress, agony, affliction. 

Kukwa'tukehao, v.t.an. He afflicts 
him, he distresses him, he torments 
him, he persecutes him. 

Kukwa'tukehewao, v.i.3. He tor
ments, he persecutes. 

Kukwa'tukehisoo, v.refl.4. He afflicts 
himself, he makes himself miser
able. 

Kukwa'tuketaw, v.i.2. He is dis
tressed, he is afflicted, he is mis
erable. 

Kukwa'tuketawin, n.in. Distress, 
affliction, anguish, (personal) misery. 

Kukwa'tukew, v.i.1. He suffers, (from 
strenuous work). 

Kukwa'tukisew, v.i.1. He suffers, 
he is distressed, he is tormented. 

Kukwa'tukisewin, n.in. Affliction, dis
tress, misery, suffering, torment, 
persecution, (general). 

Kukwa'tukutwamoo, v.i.4. He wails, 
he laments. 

Kukwa'tukutwamowin, n.in. Intense 
mourning, lamentation, bitter cry
ing. 

Kukwa'tukwawamoo, v.i.4. He la
ments, he wails, (for a prolonged 
time). 

Kukwa, prefix. Indicating attempt, 
to try, to test, etc. 

Kukwa'chehao, v.t.an. He tempts 
him, he tries him, he examines him, 
(by trial). 

Kukwa'chehewao, v.i.3. He tempts, 
he places temptation in another's 
way, he tries (people). 

Kukwa'chehewawin, n.in. Tempta
tion, trial, (general). 

Kukwa'chehikowin, n.in. Trial, (per
sonal). 

Kukwacheka'moo, v.i.4. He asks, he 
inquires, he questions. 

Kukwacheka'mowin, n.in. An in
quiry, a question, a questioning. 

Kukwa'chekusketow, v.i.2. or v.t.in.2. 
He assays or assays it, he attempts, 
he tries to do it. 

Kukwachepu'skeyakao, _ v.i.3. He 
strives for the mastery. 

Kukwachepu'skeyawao, v.t.an. He 
strives to overcome him. 

Kukwache'sehao, v.t.an. He deceives 
him, he tries to deceive him. 

Kukwache'semao, He deceives him, 
(by speech); he tries to deceive him, 
(by speech). 

Kukwacheto'tum, v.t.in.6. He en
deavours to do it. Or, as v.i.6. He 
endeavours, he tries. 

Kukwa'chetoowin, n.in. A contest. 
Kukwa'chetowe -mu'ssinuhikun, n.in. 

A questioning-book, a catechism. 
Kukwa'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He tries it, 

he tries to do it. 
Kukwa'chimao, v.t.an. He asks him, 

he questions him, he demands of 
him. 

Kukwa'chimewao, v.i.3. He asks, 
(as putting a composite question). 

Kukwa'chimewawin, n.in. A question, 
a composite question. 

Kukwa -itotao, v.i.3. He tries to go. 
Kukwa'puskiyakawin, n.in. A com

petition, a conflict. 
Kukwasa'kotayimao, v.t.an. He tries 

to will him to do, or be something. 
Kukwasta'chehao, or Ko.ta'chehao, 

v.t.an. He terrifies him, (repeatedly). 
Kukwa'totum, v.t.in.6. He attempts 

to do it, he tries to do it. 
Kukwatuha'skwao, v.i.3. He shoots 

repeatedly at a mark, he shoots to 
try his gun. 

Kukwatuha'skwawin, n.in. Target 
practice. 

Kukwatu'skusewao, Kukwachi'sku-
sewao, v.i.3. He races. 

Kukwatu'skusewawin, Kukwachisku
sewawin, n.in. A race, (in which 
there may be only two competitors). 

Kukwatusku'titoowin, Kukwachi'sku
titoowin, n.in. A race, (of many 
competitors). 

Kuma'muk, n.an. A butterfly. 
Kuma'mukos)rnw, v.imp. Butterflies 

are numerous. 
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Kuna'che, adv. Cleanly, tidily; adj. 
Holy, clean, pure, sacred. N.B. 
Word used in Cree to express 
"Holy". 

Kuna'che A1chak, or Kuna'che 
U'chak, n.an. The Holy Ghost. 

Kuna'che -issetwawin, n.in. The Holy 
Communion. 

Kuna'chehao, v.t.an. He sanctifies 
him, he purifies him, he hallows him. 

Kuna'chehewao, v.i.3. He sanctifies, 
is capable of purifying. 

Kuna'chehewawin, n.in. Santifica
tion, (active). 

Kuna'chehikowin, n.in. Sanctifica
tion, (passive). 

Kuna'chehowin, n.in. Holiness, puri
fication. 

Kuna'chekumik, n.in. A sanctuary, 
a consecrated building. 

Kuna'che -mu'ssinuhikun, n.in. Holy 
Book, Holy Bible. 

Kunachena'kosew, v.i.1. He looks 
clean, he seems pure. 

Kunachena'kwun, v.imp. It looks 
clean, it seems pure. 

Kuna'che -seka'huta'kawin, n.in. 
Holy baptism. 

Kuna'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He sanctifies 
it, he hallows it. 

Kuna'chewaska'hikun, n.in. A san
ctuary, a clean house, a sacred 
house; the Church. 

Kuna'tisew, v.i.1. He is holy, he is 
sacred, he is pre-eminently good. 

Kuna'tisewin, n.in. Holiness, sanctity, 
purity, sanctification, cleanliness. 

Kunata'yetakosew, v.i.1. He appears 
to be sacred, or considered to be 
pure. 

Kunata'yetakwun, v.imp. It seems 
sacred, or considered to be pure. 

Kuna'tun, v.imp. It is holy, it is 
sacred, it is clean, it is pure. 

Kuno'kiskisew, v.i.1. He remembers. 
Kuno'kiskisewin, n.in. Remembrance. 
Kuno'kiskisomao, v.t.an. He reminds 

him. (More general words are 
Kiski'somao and ]J,fiskuwa'somao.) 

Kunona'wusoo, v.i.4. She takes care 
of the child, she nurses, she brings 
up children. 

Kunona'wusowin, n.in. Taking care 
of a child, nursing a child. 

Kuno'mao, v.t.an. He charges him, 
he gives him a charge. 

Kunoskuta'wusoo, v.i.4. She is preg
nant, she is with child. 

Kunoskuta'wusowin, n.,in. Pregnancy. 
Kunowa'puchikao, or Kunowa'pu

kao, v.i.3. He watches, he looks on. 
Kunowa'pew, v.i.l. He looks, he 

looks on, he gazes, he beholds. 
Kunowa'pumao, v.t.an. He looks at 

him, he beholds him. 
Kunowa'putum, v.t.in.6. He looks at 

it, he beholds it, he oversees it. 
Kunowayema'yuchikwasew, v.i.1. or 

n.an. s.c. A shepherd, he takes 
care of sheep. 

Kunowema'yuchikwao, v.t.an. He 
takes care of sheep, n.an. A shep
herd. 

Kunowemo'stooswao, v.t.an. _ He takes 
care of cattle. 

Kunowayeta'kosew, v.i.1. He is taken 
care of. 

Kunowayeta'kwun, v.imp. It is taken 
care of. 

Kunowa'yetehao, s.c., v.t.an. He 
leaves him to his care, (i. e. in the 
care of another person). 

Kunowa'yeteyakun, n.an. A steward, 
a caretaker. 

Kunowa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He takes 
care of it, he keeps it, he observes 
it. 

Kunowa'yetumohao, v.t.an. He gives 
it into his charge, he entrust it to 
him. 

Kunowayetumowao, v.t.an. He takes 
care of it for him, he keeps it for 
him. 

Kunowa'yimao, v.t.an. He keeps him, 
he takes care of him, he takes 
charge of him, he preserves him, he 
tends him. 

Kunowayima'wusoo, v.i.4. She is 
taking care of a baby, she cares for 
her child. 

Kunowa'yimewao, v.i.3. He preserves, 
he keeps, he provides. 

Kunowema'yuchikwawew, v.i.l. He 
is a shepherd. 

Kunowesko'tiyao, v.t.an. He commits 
the charge of him, or it, to him. 
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Kunoweskoo'tawao, v.t.in. He takes 
charge of (looks after) the fire. 
(O'kunowesko'tawao, is the name 
given to a fire-ranger). 

Kunowiskwa'towao, v.t.in. He keeps 
the door, a door keeper. Used also 
to describe the office of a sidesman 
in church. 

Kunuk, or Kunowe's, adv. For a 
little time. 

Kunuka', s.c., adv. At least. 
Kupa'simao, v.t.an. He baths him; 

he puts him into a pot (containing 
water) to boil. 

Kupa'simoo, s.c., Puka'simoo, P.c., 
v.i.4. He swims, he bathes. 

Kupa'sew, v.i.l. He camps, he en
camps, (as for a night). 

Kupa'sewin, n.in. A temporary en
campment, a place for encamping; 
a day's journey. 

Kupa'w, . v.i.2. He goes ashore, he 
disembarks, he lands. 

Kupa'win, n.in. A landing place, a 
jetty. 

Kupi'skowao, s.c., v.t.an. He goes to 
visit him, (at a distance), he passes 
him, (on the way). 

Kupi'skum, v.t.in.6. He goes to 
visit it, (at a distance), he passes 
it, (the place). 

Kupa', a<Jv. Throughout. 
Kupa -a ispuyik, n.indec. All week, 

throughtout the week. 
Kupa' -ke'sik, n.indec. or adv. All day 

long, throughout the day. 
Kupa' -nepin, n.indec. or adv. All 

through the summer 
Kupa' -pi'pon, n.indec. or adv. The 

whole winter. 
Kupa' -tipisk, n.indec. or adv. All 

night long. 
Kuputa'hun, v.imp. It beats upon 

the shore, (speaking of the sea). 
Kuputuhun, v.imp. The weather 

side of a shore, the winds and the 
waves beat upon the shore. 

Kuputuhunok, n.loc. That side of a 
shore on which the wind blows. 

Kuputana'soo, v.i.4. He is unloading, 
he is putting things on shore. 

Kuputa'nao, v.t.an. He puts him on 
shore, he disembarks him; he takes 
him (the kettle) off the fire. 

Kuputa'num, v.t.in.6. He puts it on 
shore; he takes it off the fire. 

Kuput['tuh.ao, v.t.an. He takes him 
on shore. 

Kuputi'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He takes it 
on shore. 

Kuputa'yahokoo, v.i.4. He is driven 
ashore, (by the boisterous sea). 

Kuputa'w[o, v.t.an. He takes him 
out, (as one lifts out a duck with a 
fork from a pot). 

Kuputawa'pinao, v.t.an. He throws 
him on shore. 

Kuputawa'pinikao, v.i.3. He is throw
ing things ashore. 

Kuputawapinum, v.t.in.6. He throws 
it on shore. 

Kuputaya'sew, v.i.1. He sails ashore, 
(i. e. he is driven ashore by the 
wind). 

Kuputaya'stun, v.imp. It is driven 
ashore (as under sail). 

Kuska'putao, v.imp. It is smoky; 
n.in. Smoke. 

Kuska'piskuhikun, n.in. A chain for 
confiqing the limbs, manacles, 
shackles. 

Kuska'piskisikun, n.in. Canned food. 
Kuska'pusum, v.t.in.6. He smokes it, 

(i.e. embues it with smoke). 
Kuska'puswao, v.t.an. He smokes 

him, (i. e. imbues him with smoke, 
as a deerskin). 

Kuska'puswan, n.1.n. A smoked deer
skin. 

Kus'kao, adj. Overland, across land. 
Kuskapika'tum, v.t.in.6. He ties it 

so as not to be undone. 
Kuskawa'chinikatum, v.t.in.6. He 

carries it over the portage, (on the 
shoulder). 

Kuska'wao, v.i.3. He passes from one 
body of water to another, he crosses 
over a portage, he goes across land. 

Kuskiiwii'totowiio, v.t.an. He goes 
across land to him. 

Kuskawa'totum, v.t.in.6. He goes 
across land to it. 

Kuskawa'towutiio, v.i.3. He carries 
goods across a portage, (on his 
back). 

Kuskawa'tuhiio, v.t.an. He carries or 
takes him across the portage. 
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Kuskawa'tutaw, v.t.in. He carries it 
across the portage. 

Kuskaweski'sikun, s.c., n.in. Canned 
food. 

Kuskayeta'kosew, v.i.l. He is con
sidered gloomy, he is tiresome, 
annoying. 

Kuskayeta'kwun, v.imp. It is dreary, 
it is dismal, it is gloomy, it is weari
some. 

Kuska'yetum, v.i.6. He is lonely, he 
is anxious, he is impatient; "he 
thinks longingly", he is in a hurry 
to be off. 

Kuska'yetumena'kosew, v.i.l. He 
looks sad or weary, he looks im
patient to be off, he looks lonely. 

Kuska'yetumena'kwun, v.imp. It 
looks sad, it looks dismal. 

Kuska'yetumepahoo, v.i.4. He is 
dispirited by waiting, he is tired 
of waiting. 

Kuska'yetumiskew, s.c., Kuska'ye
tuskew, P.c., v.i.1. He is impatient, 
he is wearisome. 

Kuska'yetumowin, n.in. Anxiety, 
gloom, sadness, weariness, im
patience. 

Kuskeha'wisew, v.i.1. He is efficient, 
he is powerful. 

Kuskeha'wisewin, n.in. Power, 
authority, ability. 

Kuskeha'wun, v.imp. It is efficient, 
it is powerful, it is effective .. 

Kuskecha'sew, v.i.1. He is blackish. 
Kuskecha'sin, v.imp. It is blackish. 
Kuske'chikao, v.i.3. He earns, he 

gains. 
Kuske'chikawin, n.in. Gain, wages, 

merit, profit, due. 
Ku'skehao, v.t.an. He causes him, 

he makes him, (do it etc.); he man
ages him; he earns him. Ne ke 
ku'skehaw moo'stoos, I managed 
the ox, (i. e. I had him under con
trol). 

Ku'skehoo, v.i.4. He is clever, he is 
skilful; he overcomes (it); he gets 
over (it), as a difficulty, he escapes 
from captivity. 

Kuskeho'win, n.in. Ability, power, 
skill. 

Kusketa'mina, n.in.pl. Black cur• 
rants. 

Kusketa'minatik, n.an. Black-cur-
rant bush. 

Kusketa'minuk, n.an.pl. Black beads. 
Kusketa'o, or Pikoo, n.in. Black gun

powder. 
Kusketa'wuyusit, n.an. A Blackfoot 

Indian. 
Kusketa'wuyusitewew, v.i.1. He is a 

Blackfoot. 
Kusketa'sew, or Kusketa'wesew, v.i.1. 

He is black. 
Kusketa'sitao, v.i.3. He has black 

feet. 
Kusketa'wistikwan, n.in. A black 

head, n.an. A blackheaded person. 
Kusketa'wistikwanao, v.i.3. He has 

a black head. 
Kusketa'wu, or Kuketa'wu, s.c., n.in. 

pl. Coal, or coals. 
Kusketawa'kumew, v.imp. It is black, 

(speaking of a liquid). 
Kusketawa'niskwao, v.i.3. He has 

black hair. 
Kusketawa'pakisew,. v.imp. He is 

black, (speaking of thread, etc.). 
Kusketawa'pakun, v.imp. It is black, 

(speaking of cord, linen, etc.). 
Kusketawa'piskisew, v.imp.l. He is 

black, (speaking of metal or stone). 
Kusketawa'piskusinne, or Kuketa'

wassine, n.in. A black stone. 
Kusketawa'piskaw, v.imp. It is black, 

(speaking of metal). 
Kusketawa'skisoo, v.pass.4. He is 

burnt black. 
Kusketawa'skitao, v.pass. It is burnt 

black. 
Kusketawa'skosew, v.imp. He is 

black, (speaking of wood). 
Kusketawa'skwun, v.imp. It is black, 

(speaking of wood). 
Kusketa'weyowao, v.i.3. He has a 

black tail. 
Kusketawa'kin, n.in. Black cloth, 

mourning apparel. 
Kusketawa'kun, v.imp. It is black, 

or of a dark color, (speaking of 
cloth, etc.). 

Kusketa'wechap, n.an. Black-face. 
Kusketawecha'pew, v.i.1. He has a 

black-face. 
Kusketaweka'tao, v.i.3. He has black 

legs. 
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Kusketa'wehao, v.t.an. He blackens 
him, he makes him black. 

Kusketa'wehoo, v.i.4. He wears black 
clothes, he dresses himself in black. 

Kusketa'wekonao, s.c., Kusketa'we 
-kwunao, P.c., v.i.3. He has black 
feathers. 

Kusketawemistutim, n.an. A black 
horse. 

Kusketa'wenikun, n.in. Blacking. 
Kusketa'wepusao, v.i.3. He has a 

black breast. 
Kusketa'wetaw, v.t.in.2. He blackens 

it, he makes it black. 
Kusketa'wekwao, v.i.3. He has a 

black face. 
Kusketa'waw, or Kuketawaw, v.imp. 

It is black, it is of a dark color. 
Kusketa'wukasis, P.c., n.an. A black 

fox. 
Kusketa'weyas, n.an. Black-flesh; 

a negro, a "black man". 
Kusketaweya'sewew, v.i.1. He is 

black-fleshed. 
Kusketawuka'seskaw, v.imp. Black 

foxes are numerous. 
Kusketa'wukasew, s.c., n.an. A black 

fox. 
Kusketa'wusuki, n.in. Black skin; 

a negro. 
Kusketawu'stim, n.an. A black dog, 

a black horse. 
Kusketa'wutesa'wuyan, n.in. A gar-

ment dyed black. 
Kusketa'wutisekan, n.in. Black dye. 
Kusketa'wuyan, n.in. Black cloth. 
Kuske'tipiskaw, v.imp. It is very 

dark, it is 'pitch' dark. 
Kuske'tipiskisewin, n.in. Darkness, 

gross darkness. 
Ku'sketaw, v.i.2. He is able, he can 

do it, he is capable of it, he performs 
it, he executes it, he earns it. Kak
e' yow Ka.'kwi Ku'sketaw, He is 
Almighty, or, He can do all things. 

Kusketuma'kawin, n.in. Merit, des
ert, earnings. 

Kusketuma'soo, v.i.4. He deserves it, 
he earns it, (for himself). 

Ku'sketumowao, v.t.an. He earns it 
for him, he enables him to merit. 

Kuskika'tasin, v.i.9. He breaks his 
leg, (by falling or hitting it against 
something). 

KUSKI PIT A'KUN 

Kuskika'tao, v.i.3. He has a broken 
leg. 

Kuskika'tahikun, n.an. A bird going 
off with a broken leg after being 
shot at. 

Kuskika'tawfio, v.t.an. He breaks 
his (the other's leg). 

Kuskikwa'chikao, v.i.3. She is sewing, 
she is doing needle-work. 

Kuskikwa'chikun, n.in. or Ka Kuski
kwaso'mukuk, A sewing machine. 

Kuskikwa'soo, v.pass.4. He is sewed 
up, or she is sewing. 

Kuskikwasona'pisk, n.in. A thimble. 
Kuskikwasona'piskos, n.in. A small 

thimble. 
Kuskikwa'sonayape, n.in. Sewing cot

ton, thread. 
Kuskikwa'sonayapes, n.in. A small 
piece of cotton or thread. 

Kuskikwa'sowin, n.in. Sewing; a 
woman's work which she carries 
in her hand-bag. 

Kuskikwa'tao, v.t.an. She sews him, 
she stitches him; she sews for him. 

Kuskikwa'tao, v.pass. It is sewed. 
Kuskikwa'tum, v.t.in.6. She sews it, 

she stitches it. 
Kuskikwa'hikao, v.i.3. He is neck

breaking, (i. e. breaking the necks 
of wild fowl). 

Kuskikwa'hikao, v.i.3. He takes the 
bark off the pine. 

Kuskikwa'nao, v.t.an. He breaks hi~ 
(another's) neck. 

Kuskikwa'nisoo, v.refl.4. He breaks 
his (own) neck. 

Kuskikwa'puyew, v.i.1. His neck 
breaks, he breaks his neck accident
ally. 

Kuskikwa'sin, v.i.9. He breaks his 
neck (by falling). 

Kuskikwa'wao, v.t.an. He breaks 
his (another's) neck, (by a blow). 

Kuskikwawaw, n.in. A pine bark 
roggin; pine bark ( used as shingles). 

Ku'skimao, v.t.an. He persuades him. 
Ku'skimewao, v.i.3. He persuades, 

speaks with persuasion. 
Kuskimewawin, n.in. Persuasion. 
Kuskipita'kun, n.an. A fire-bag, a 

case holding an Indian's relics. 
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Kuskipita'kunis, n.an. A small fire
bag. 

Kuski'pitao, v.t.an. He breaks him 
by pulling; he ties him up, as in a 
piece of cloth. 

Kuski'pitum, v.t.in.6. He breaks it 
by pulling; he ties it up in a cloth. 

Kuskitutukonawio, or Kuskututuk
wunawao, v.t.an. He breaks his 
wings, (speaking of winging a 
bird). 

Kuskiwa'pitakun, E.C., n.an. A drum. 
Kuskiwa'pitakunewuyan, E.C., n.in. 

Parchment for a drum. 
Kuskowu'kumin, s.c., v.imp. It is 

murky, cloudy, thick weather. 
Kusko'wun, s.c., Kuskowuhon, P.c., 

v.imp. It is foggy, a fog. 
Kuskowunu'sk, n.in. A dark cloud, 

a fog bank. 
Kusku'chew, v.i.1. He freezes, he 

becomes frozen. 
Kusku'chipuyew, v.imp. It breaks, 

(as a piece of wood). 
Kuskumo'cheuyaw, v.imp. The heat 

is enclosed; it is close (for want of 
air). 

Kuskumo'tikusikun, n.in. A heated 
oven; a pudding, loaf, bread or 
other like article cooked in a closed 
oven. 

Ku'skun, s.c., n.in. A wave. 
Kuskunu'ches, n.an. A rock part-

ridge, a rock ptarmigan. 
Kusku'skesakan, n.in. Soft coal. 
Kuskus'kussineyu, n.in. Hard coal. 
Kusku'skusa'wu or Kuskusawu, n.in. 

pl. Cinders, embers. 
Kuskusa'wun, v.imp. It is coal, it 

has the nature of coal. 
Kuskupitao, v.t.an. He ties him up 

into a bundle. 
Kuskupitao, v.pass. It is tied up into 

a bundle. 
Kuskupitum, v.t.in.6. He ties it into 

a bundle. 
Kuskutisin, v.i.7. He breaks a bone, 

(of his body) by falling. 
Kusku'tutin, v.imp. It is rotten, 

decomposed, decayed. 
Kusku'tin, v.imp. It freezes, it be

comes frozen, it is frozen up. 
Kusku'tinowepesin, n.in. "The freez

ing month", October, or November. 

Kussai'yew, E.c., v.impref. What does 
he say? 

Kuti'kwunew, v.i.5. See Koti'kwumew. 
Kutta, part. This is used as the sign 

of future tense before the third 
persons in the indic. mood. It is 
also employed with the third per
sons in the imperative mood. In the 
suhjunc. mood, it is not restricted 
to the third person and does not 
convey a future, but answers to 
that as, in order that. In this latter 
usage it is more generally pro
nounced kittu. 

Kutuwu'sisehao, v.t.an. He beautifies 
him, (i. e. shall cause him to shine 
in his glory). 

Kutuwu'sisetaw, v.t.in.2. He beauti
fies it. 

Kutuwu'wisew, v.i.1. He is beautiful, 
he shall be fair, he shall be hand
some. 

Kutuwu'sisewin, n.in. Beauty. 
Kutuwu'sisin, v.imp. It is beautiful, 

it is fair, it is pretty. 
Kuya conj. Also, and. Saitlteaux. 

In use in interior, at Trout Lake 
and Lake Winnipeg, etc. 

Kuya's, adj. Old, archaic; kuya'sayit, 
old things. 

Kuya's, s.c., Wa'skuch, M.c., adv. Long 
ago, before, formerly. 

Kuyasa'yewew, v.i.l. He is old, an 
old person. 

Kuyasa'yewun, v.imp. It is old. 
Kuyasa'num, v.imp. It is an old 

track, (speaking of a foot-print, 
in sand, clay or snow). 

Kuyasa'nikwun, v.imp. It is an old 
track, (foot-print in snow). 

Kuyasema'skunow, n.in. An old road, 
an old trail. 

Kuya'semiskota'ki, n.in. An old coat. 
Kuyasena'kosew, v.i.1. He looks old. 
Kuyasena'kan, v.imp. It looks ol<l. 
Kuya'seota'wemaw, n.an. A fore-

father, an ancestor. 
Kuya'sewisew, s.c., Kuya'sanikosew, 

P.c., v.i.1. He is old. 
Kuya'sewun, s.c., Kuyasanikwun, P.C., 

v.imp. It is old. 
Kuya'seyinew, n.an. An old person. 
Kuyasusa'ki, n.in. An old garment. 
Kuyasu'sam, n.in. An old snowshoe. 
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Kuyasu'skisin, n.in. An old shoe, an 
old moccasin. 

Kuya'sustis, n.in. An old mitt. 
Kuya'sutotin, n.in. An old hat or 

cap. 
Kuya'yisew, v.i.5. He is artful, he 

is cunning, he is crafty, he is sly, 
See Kukuya'yisew. 

Kuya'yisewin, n.in. Craftiness, cun
ning. 

Kuya'setaw, v.t.in.2. He cheats about 
it, he dissembles it. 

Kuya'sehao, v.t.an. · He deceives him, 
he cheats him. 

Kuya'semao, v.t.an. He deceives him, 
(by speech). 

Kuyuta, Kuyata adv. and prep. 
Afore, long before, before. 

Kwache'st! interj. Dear me! alas! 
Alack! 

Kwa'chistuka, or Kwachistuka'ch, 
interj. An exclamation of wonder, 
surprise, sudden emotion, some
thing like our, "Oh! wonderful!!" 
"Oh, what a surprise!" Ah! Alas 
indeed! Dear me! Surely not! 

Kwakonao, P.C., Ko'koonao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He thrusts him, he pushes 
him. 

Kwako'soo, P.C., Kokosoo, s.c., v.i.4. 
He is poling, (i. e. propelling a boat 
or canoe by means of a pole). 

Kwakosonatik, n.in. A pole, made 
for propelling a canoe up a swift 
current. 

Kwa'kosoo, v.pass.an. He is burning, 
(i. e. in flames). 

Kwa'kotao, v.i.p. It blazes, it burns, 
it flames. 

Kwakwa'koches, P.C., n.an. A butter
fly. 

Kwakwa'kocheskaw, P.c., v.imp. But
terflies are numerous. 

Kwakwa'piseskaw, s.c., v.imp. But
terflies are numerous. 

Kwakwa'pisew, s.c., Kwakwa'pises, 
n.an. A butterfly, a moth. 

Kwanotota'kao, v.i.3. He quarrels. 
Kwano'totowao, v.t.an. He quarrels 

with him. 
Kwa'pikao, v.i.3. He goes for water. 
Kwa'pikowao, v.t.an. He goes for 

water for him. 

Kwa'puhum, v.i.2. He bails out water; 
he takes out water, (from the water
pail). 

Kwa'puhumowao, v.t.an. He bails 
out water for him. 

Kwasko'chises, n.an. A grasshopper. 
Kwasko'tiseskaw, v.imp. Grasshoppers 

are numerous. 
Kwa'skotew, v.i.1. He jumps, he leaps, 

he springs. 
Kwaskototakao, v.i.3. He pounces 

(on someone), he assaults. 
Kwaskotota'koo, v.invers.4. He (the 

other fellow) pounces upon him. 
Kwaskotota'kawin, n.in. Assault, a 

sudden attack. 
Kwaskoto'towao, v.t.an. He jumps 

or leaps at him, he assaults him. 
Kwaskoto'tum, v.t.in.6. He jumps 

or leaps at it. 
Kwaskwa'kochin, v.i.1. He bounces, 

(as a football rebounding high in 
th air). 

Kwaskwa'sin, v.i.1. He bounces, (as 
a heavy weight rebounding with 
the force qf its fall). 

Kwaskwaskwa'puyew, v.i.pass. He 
moves by leaps; he has a jumping 
sensation. 

Kwaskwaskwaya'chiwasoo, v.i.4. He 
boils (so hard that the water is in 
a state of agitation). 

Kwaskwaskwaya'chewutao, v.imp. It 
boils (so that the water is in a state 
of agitation). 

Kwaskwaskwa'puyehao, v.t.an. He 
tosses him up, (repeatedly). 

Kwaskwaskwa'puyetaw, v.t.in.6. He 
tosses it up, (repeatedly). 

Kwaskwa'pichikao, v.i.3. He is angl
ing. 

Kwaskwa'pichikasew, v.i.1. He angles 
a little. 

Kwaskwa'pichikawin, n.in. An angl
ing place, the place of angling; 
angling. 

Kwaskwa'pichikun, n.in. A fish-hook. 
Kwaskwa'pichikunayape, n.in. A 

fishing-line, an angling line. 
Kwaskwa'pichikunis, n.in. A small 

fishing-hook. 
Kwaskwa'pitao, v.t.an. He catches 

him with a hook, he jerks him up. 
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Kwaskwa'pitum, v.t.in.6. He jerks 
it up and down; he hooks it. 

Kwaskwa'pitumowao, v.t.an. He 
angles for him. 

Kwaskwa'pitisoo, v.refi.4. He catches 
himself with his hook. 

Kwaskwa'puyew, v.i.1. He bounces. 
Kwaskwa'puyin, v.imp. It bounces. 
Kwaya'chekapowew, v.i.1. He stands 

ready. See Kwuya'chekapowew. 
Kwaya'chekao, v.t.an. He prepares 

him, he makes him ready. 
Kwaya'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He prepares 

it. 
Kwaya'cketumowao, v.t.an. He pre

pares it for him. 
Kwaya'chew, v.i.5. He is ready; he is 

getting ready. 
Kwaya'tisew, v.i.l. He is ready, (i.e. 

inclined ever to readiness). 
Kwaya'tisewin, n.in. Readiness, 

state of preparation. 
Kwaya'tun, v.imp. It is ready. 
Kwaya'tustao, v.pass. It is placed, 

or set, ready. 
Kwaya'tustaw, v.tin.2. He lays or 

places it ready, he provides it. 
K waya'tustomowao, v.t.an. He lays 

it ready for him, he provides for 
him.I 

Kwayu'sitao, v.i.3. He goes into a 
hole or cellar, he gets his foot into 
a hole.· 

K wakwa'tipinao, v.t.an. He turns 
him over repeatedly. 

Kwakwa'tipinum, v.t.in.6. He turns 
it over repeatedly. 

Kwakwa'tipipuyew, v.i.l. It turns 
over and over. 

Kwaskapa'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He turns 
it round (with a stick). 

Kwaskapa'kuwao, v.t.an. He· turns 
him round (with a stick). 

Kwaska'pikahum, v.t.in.6. He turns 
it round (as something roasting). 

Kwaska'pikanum, v.t.i_n.6. He changes 
the line from one side to the other. 

Kwaska'pikawao, v.t.an. He turns him 
round (as a roasting goose). 

Kwaska'piskinao, v.t.an. He turns him 
over (as a stone). 

Kwaska'piskinum, v.t.in.6. He turns 
it over (as a stone). 

Kwaska'potinao, v.t.an. He turns him 
inside out. 

Kwaska'potinum, v.t.in.6. He turns it 
inside out. 

Kwaska'skisanao, v.t.an. He turns 
him over in the fire. 

Kwaska'skisanum, v.t.in.6. He turns 
it over (as a billet in the fire). 

Kwaska'skinao, v.t.an. He turns him 
over (as a log). 

Kwaska'skinum, v.t.in.6. He turns it 
over (as wood). 

Kwaska'tisew, v.i.1. He repents, he 
lives a different life. 

Kwaska'tisewin, n.in. Repentance, 
conversion. 

Kwa'skuyao, v.t.an. He turns him (i.e., 
when one is sitting or lying down). 

Kwa'skuwao, v.t.an. He turns him 
over. 

Kwaskakinum, v.t.in.6. He turns it 
over (as calico, print, paper, etc.). 

Kwaskakinumowao, v.t.an. He turns 
it over for him. 

Kwaskeka'powew, v.i.1. He turns 
round (when one is standing). 

Kwaskeka'powestowao, v.t. an. He 
turns towards him (when standing). 

Kwaskeka'powistum, v.t.in.6. He turns 
towards it (when standing). 

Kwa'ske, adv. In a turned manner. 
Kwa.'ske-isse, on the contrary. 

Kwa'skehao, v.t.an. He alters him he 
changes him, he turns him. 

Kwa'skehewawin, n. in. Change 
(brought about personal effort). 

Kwa'skehoo, v.i.4. He alters, he 
changes. 

Kwa'skehowin, n.in. A change of 
apparel. 

Kwaskena'kohoo, v.i.4. He trans
forms himself, he changes his appear
ance. 

Kwaskena'kosew, v.i.1. He changes 
his appearance. 

Kwaskena'kosewin, n.in. A changed 
appearance, a transfiguration. 

Kwaskena'kotaw, v.t.in.7. He changes 
its appearance, he transforms it. 

Kwaskepima'tisehao, v.t.an. He makes 
him lead a different life, he converts 
him. 

Kwaskepima'tisehewao, v.t.an. He 
changes lives, he converts (people). 
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Kwaskepima'tisewin, n.in. A changed 
life; conversion. 

Kwa'skepuyew, or Kwa'skepuyin, 
v.imp. It changes, it turns. 

Kwa'skepuyewin, n.in. Turning 
around. 

Kwa'skeskwa'yestowao, s.c., Kwaski
kwa'yostowao, P.c., v.t.an. He turns 
his face towards him. 

Kwaske'stowao, v.t.an. He turns to
wards him, (in antagonism). 

Kwaske'stum, v.t.in.6. He turns to
wards it. 

Kwasketa'kosew, v.i.1. He changes 
his voice or cry; (said also when one 
changes his views or ideas). 

Kwasketa'kwun, v.imp. It changes 
its sound. 

Kwa'sketaw, v.t.in.2. He changes it, 
he alters it. 

Kwa'skew, v.i.1. He turns, (as chang
ing position bodily). 

Kwa'skew, v.i.5. He turns, (as chang
ing position mentally and religi
ously). 

Kwaske'yowao, v.imp. The wind 
changes. 

Kwa'skinao, v.t.an. He turns him, 
he changes him, he converts him. 

Kwa'skinum, v.t.in.6. He turns it, 
he changes it. 

Kwaski'numowao, v.t.an. He turns it 
for him. 

Kwa'ski'sin, v.i.7. He turns himself, 
(when lying). 

Kwa'skiskwayew, v.i.1. He turns his 
head. 

Kwaskita'tisew, v.i.1. He changes 
his behaviour. See Kwaska'tisew. 

Kwa'skita, adv. The other side. 
Kwa.'skita. iti'ka. or isse, contrari
wise. 

Kwa'skitin, v.imp. It lies turned 
round; the wind changes. 

Kwa'skuhum, v.t.in.6. He turns it 
over, (as turning over hay). 

Kwasku'kechikao, v.i.3. He changes 
the price (of things). 

Kwaskuketum, v.t.in.6. He changes 
the order of it; he changes the price 
of it. 

Kwa'skustaw, v.t.in.2. He turns it, 
changes its position. 

Kwa'skuwao, v.t.an. He turns him 
over, (as with a fork). 

Kwatipa'skonao, v.t.an. He turns 
him over, (referring to a log or 
tree). 

Kwatipa'skonum, v.t.in. He turns him 
over, (as turning over a stick). 

Kwatipa'skopuyew, v.imp. It turns 
over, (as a log, etc.). 

Kwa'tipinao, v.t.an. He turns him 
over, (as by hand). 

Kwa'tipinum, v.t.in. He turns it 
over, (as a canoe is turned over to 
drain). 

Kwatipipuyew, v.i.>np. It turns over. 
Kwa'tipuhum, v.t.in.6. He turns it 

over, (with something). 
Kwa'tipustaw, v.t.in.2. He turns it 

over, (on the other ~ide). 
Kwa'tipuwio, v.t.an. He turns him, 

he upsets him. 
Kwatupewa'puwao, or Kwatupewa'

pinao, v.t.an. He overthrows him, 
(with the hand). 

Kwatupewa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He over
throws it, (with the hand). 

Kwatupewapuhum, v.t.in.6. He over
throws it, (with force). 

Kwekwekota'hao, v.i.3. He has pal-
pitation of the heart. 

Kwekwe'sesip, s.c., n.an. A water-hen. 
Kwekwuha'kao, n.an. A wolverine. 
Kwe'kwun, v.imp. It trembles, it 

quakes, (i. e. the earth). 
Kwemas, s.c., Kwamas, P.C., n.indec. 

Namesake. Used with a pronoun 
thus, ne kwema.s, my namesake. 

Kwesch! or Kwesche! interj. Be quiet! 
down! Come here! Generally app
lied to dogs. 

Kweskose'totowao, v.t.an. He whistles 
to him. 

Kweskose'yowao, v.imp. It whistles, 
(as the wind). 

Kwe'skosew, v.i.1. He whistles. 
Kweskosewin, n.in. A whistle, whistl

ing. 
Kwe'kosipatum, M.c., n.an. The 

whistling duck. 
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Kwe'towe, adv. of doubt, signifying, 
loss, want, uncertainty, sometimes 
the e is dropped for euphony's 
sake. Many compound words with 
the adv. Kwe'towe -meaning loss, 
want, uncertainty, etc.) as a prefix 
to various verbs can be formed, 
but only a few are given in the 
following examples to show how 
they are compounded. 

Kwe'tonowao, v.t.an. He cannot find 
him. 

Kwe'tonum, v.t.in.6. He cannot find 
it. 

Kwetowa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He doubts 
about it, he cannot find it, he misses 
it. 

Kwetowa'yetumowin, n.in. Uncer
tanty, doubt, quandary, missing 
something. 

Kwetowa'yemao, v.t.an. He feels 
the loss of him, he misses him, he 
does not know what to think about 
him. 

Kwe'towe -issena'kosew, v.i.1. He is 
at a loss how to appear, he does 
not know what attitude to take. 

Kwe'towe -issena'kwun, v.imp. It 
is difficult to arrange the aspect 
(of it). · 

Kwe'towe -itika'skowao, v.t.an. He 
is at a loss which side of him to go 
or pass, (i. e. when about to shoot 
an animal, or in passing another 
traveller on the road). 

Kwe'towe -itika'skum, v.t.in.6. He 
is at a loss which side of it to go 
or pass. 

Kwe'towe -itta'o, v.t.an. He is at a 
loss what to say to him. 

Kwe'towe -ita'yetum, v.i.6. He doubts, 
he does not know what to think. 

Kwe'towe -ita'yetumowin, n.in. 
Doubt, quandary. 

Kwe'towe -it'twao, Kakwe'towe -itt
wao, -v.i.3. He is at a loss what to 
say; he makes excuses. 

Kwe'towe -ittwa'win, n.in. An ex
cuse, (at a loss for words to justify 
a plea). 

Kwe'towe -pa'hoo, v.i.4. He is un
certain whether to wait or not; he 
is impatient. 

KWIUSKITO'TUMOWIN 

Kwe'towe -to'tum, or Kwetowe -ito
tum, v.t.in.6. He is at a loss what 
to do. 

Kwe'towe -usa'mao, v.i.3. He is in 
want of snowshoes. 

Kwe'towe -u'staw, v.t.in.2. He is at 
a loss where to place it, he has no 
room to place it. 

Kwe'towe -pukwtita'hoo, v.i.4. He is 
in want of a belt. 

Kwe'towe -mechew, v.i.1. He is at 
a loss what to eat. 

Kwetama'win, n.in. Want, need, 
necessity. 

Kwetama'w, v.pass. He is in want. 
Sometimes used as a transitive 
verb. 

Kwi'usk, adv. Alright, rightly, well. 
Kwi'usk, adj. Right, correct, straight, 

upright. 
Kwiuska'tisew, s.c., Kwiuskwa'tisew, 

P.c., v.i.1. He is just, he is right
eous. 

Kwiuska'tisewin, Kwiuskwa'tisewin, 
P.c., n.in. Uprightness, righteous
ness. 

Kwiu'skisew, v.i.1. He is straight
forward, he is righteous, he is up
right. 

Kwiu'skisewin, n.in. Straightforward
ness, uprightness. 

Kwiuskissewa'pisehao, v.t.an. He in
duces him to act rightly, he justi
fies him. 

Kwiuskissewa'pisew, v.i.1. He is just, 
he is righteous, he is faithful. 

Kwiuskissewa'pisewin, n.in. Justice, 
righteousness. 

Kwiuskispuyew, v.imp. It goes right, 
it works out right. 

Kwiuskita'tisew, v.i.1. He is just, 
he is righteous. 

Kwiuskita'tisewin, n.in. Uprightness, 
righteousness. 

K wiuskita'tisewaka'yimao, v.t.an. He 
justifies him, he thinks him right
eous. 

Kwiuskita'yetakwun, v.imp. It is 
lawful, it is proper, it is reasonable. 

Kwiuskitew, v.i.1. He is just, he acts 
rightly. 

Kwiuskito'tumowin, n.in. Just deal
ing, righteous acts. 
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Kwiuskitu'stao, v.imp. It is lawful, 
it is placed right. 

Kwiusko'chikatao, v.pass. It is placed 
right, or in order. 

Kwiuskoka'powew, v.i.1. He stands 
straight. 

Kwiu'skohao, v.t.an. He straightens 
him. 

Kwiuskokotum, v.t.in.6. He planes 
it straight. 

Kwiu'skopuyin, v.imp. It becomes 
straight, it straightens. 

Kwiu'skopotaw, v.t.in.2. He saws it, 
straight. 

Kwiu'skosew, v.i.1. He is straight. 
Kwiuskosum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it 

straight. 
Kwiusko'tin, v.imp. It lies straight. 
Kwiuskowe -ita'tisew, M.C., v.i.l. He 

lives a just life, or a straight life. 
Kwiusko'taw, v.t.in.2. He straightens 

it. 
Kwiusko'tumoon, v.imp. It is a 

straight road. 
Kwiusku'motaw, v.t.in.2. He places 

it right, he fixes it, he lines it up 
right. 

Kwiusku'staw, v.t.in.2. He lays it 
straight; he puts it right. 

Kwiu'skupew, v.i.1. He sits upright, 
he sits in a right posture. 

Kwiuskwa'piskinum, v.t.in.6. He 
straightens it with the hand, (speak
ing of metal). 

Kwiuskwa'piskipitum, v.t.in.6. He 
pulls it straight, (as an iron rod is 
straightened out by the hands). 

Kwiuskwa'piskuhum, v.t.in.6. He 
straightens it with a hammer etc., 
(speaking of metal). 

Kwiuskwa'w, v.imp. It is straight. 
Kwiuskwumotaw, v.t.in.2. See Kwi

uskumotaw. 
Kwiu'skwun, v.imp. It is right, it is 

just, it is straight. 
Kwopika'kun, Kwapika'kun, n.in. A 

bucket, a vessel for fetching water 
etc. 

Kwo'pikao, v.i.3. He brings water, 
he carries water, (as from a lake, 
a river, etc.). 

Kwa'pikowao, v.t.an. He brings up 
water, or carries water, for him or 
her. 

Kwopuhi'kao, v.i.3. He dips up (as 
water); he measures out (groceries) 
by cup. 

Kwopuhi'kun, n.in. A vessel one 
dips up with; a measure of capa
city, (as used by H. B. Co. in meas
uring out commodities). 

Kwopuhi'skewan, M.C., Kwapuhi'ske
wan, s.c., n.in. A wooden shovel 
used to scoop up ice from a fish-net 
hole. 

Kwopu'hu'm, v.t.in.6. He scoops it 
up, he dips it (water) up. 

Kwopuhumo'wao, Kwapuhumowao, 
v.t.an. He scoops it up for him, he 
dips it up for him. 

Kwopuwio, Kwapuwao, v.t.an. He 
lades him out, he scoops him up. 

Kwosse'hao, v.t.an. He runs off with 
him, he carries him of suddenly. 

Kwossetaw, v.t.in.2. He runs off with 
it. 

Kwuyuko'hum, v.t.in.6. He empties 
it out, (by shaking or knocking). 

Kwuyuko'nao, v.t.an. He empties 
him out. 

Kwuyuko'num, v.t.in.6. He empties 
it out, he takes it out. 

Kwuyukotita'w, v.t.in.2. He empties 
it out, (by striking it against 
something). 

Kwuyuko'wao, v.t.an. He empties 
him out, (as tobacco from a pipe). 

M 

Ma'che, particle. Signifying com-
mencement. It is not used alone, 
but prefixed to many verbs, as in 
the instances given below. 

Ma'cheuyumew, v.i.1. He begins 
to speak. 

Ma'chehao, v.t.an. He begins him, 
he commences him. 

Ma'che -ke'sikunok, n.indec. The 
East, (lit. the point where day 
begins). 

Mache -ke'sikunotak, n.indec. In the 
East, towards the east. 

Macheme'chisoo, v.i.4. He begins to 
eat. 

Machepe'kiskwao, v.i.3. He begins 
to speak. 
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Machepu'yew, v.imp. It begins, it 
moves onwards. 

Machepu'yewin, n.in. The beginning. 
Ma'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He begins it, 

he commences it. 
Ma'chew, v.i.5. He hunts (for meat), 

he departs, he goes away; he goes 
fast, he is quick. 

Ma'chekonao, s.c., Muma'chekonao, 
P.c., v.t.an. He holds him, (so that 
he is helpless). 

Mache'putaw, v.i.2. He begins to run, 
he runs fast. 

Ma'chistun, v.imp. The ice starts or 
drifts down (the river). 

Ma'chaw, Saulteaux, v.i.2. He goes 
away. 

Machu'ketum, or Ma'tukitum, v.t.in.6. 
He begins to count it, or them. 

Machu'kimao, or Ma'tukimao, v.t.an. 
He begins to count him or them. 

Maha'pochikao, v.i.3. He floats (wood, 
logs, or equipment) down the river. 

Maha'pochikun, n.in. Logs, timber, 
wood, afloat on the river. 

Maha'pokoo, v.i.4. He drifts down 
the river. 

Maha'potao, v.imp. It drifts down the 
river. 

Maha'potaw, v.t.in.2. He drifts it 
down the river, (as a raft). 

Maha'sukamao, v.i.3. He walks down 
the river following the shore. 

Maha'sew, v.i.1. He sails down the 
river. 

Maha'stun, v.imp. It sails down the 
river. 

Maheka'tao, v.pass. He is, or they are, 
down the river, (visiting the Fort, 
or Trading Post). 

Mahe'puyew, v.i.l. He · goes down 
the river; as v.imp. It goes down the 
river. 

Mahe'tissuhum, v.t.in.6. He sends it 
down, (the river, etc.). 

Mahe'tissuwao, v.t.an. He sends him 
down, (the river, etc.). 

Mahi'skotao, v.i.3. He walks down 
the river, (on the ice). 

Mahi'skum, v.i.6. He goes or walks 
down the river. 

Ma'hum, v.i.6. He goes down the 
river, (paddling or rowing); he goes 
for a trip; he visits the Fort, or 
Settlement. 

Mai, E.c., n.in. See Ma. 
Ma'ka, conj. See Ma'ku. 
Maki'skokis, Machi'skokis, s.c., n.an. 

A small species of frog. 
Ma'kohao, v.t.an. He compresses 

him; he presses him hard (as in a 
contest). 

Ma'kohik, or Makohikoo, v.t.an.invers. 
He is pressed hard by him. 

Ma'kohum, Ma'kwahum, v.t.in.6. He 
compresses it. 

Mak'omu! exclam. Here it is! 
Ma'konao, v.t.an. He presses him, 

he squeezes him, he grasps him, 
he takes hold of him, he seizes him; 
he kneads it (as dough). 

Makonaya'konukaw, v.imp. The 
snow packs down. 

Makonichicha'yew, s.c., Makonika
chichayew, P.c., v.i.1. He clasps 
his hands together tightly. 

Ma'konikao, v.i.3. He is pressing, 
is squeezing; he is kneading. 

Ma'konikun, n.in. A handful, enough 
dough to make a bannock. 

Ma'konum, v.t.in.6. He presses it, 
he squeezes it, he takes hold of it. 

Makopi'chikao, v.in.3. He is tying, 
or making fast, (something). 

Makopi'chikun, n.in. A bond, a 
binding cord; something for grasp
ing or pressing. 

Makopichikapuyew, v.imp. It ties 
itself into knots, (speaking of cord 
or line). 

Makc/pitao, s.c., Makwa'pitao, P.C., 
v.t.an. He ties him. 

Mako'pitum, s.c., Makwapitum, P.C., 
v.t.in.6. He ties it. 

Makopu'yew, v.imp. It contracts, 
it becomes pressed down. 

Mako'skowao, v.t.an. He presses him, 
(with his weight). 

Makowha'o, v.t.an. He compresses 
him. 

Ma'kowa! exclam. Here he is! But 
this! 

Ma'ku, conj. and adv. Then, but, 
still. 
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Ma'kunike! exclam. Here they are! 
But those! 

Makwa'yimoo, v.imp. He is fright
ened, (alert as a result of fear). 

Makwa'yetum, s.c., v.i.6. He is very 
ill, (suffering); he is fearful. 

Makwuchika'nikun, n.in. A vice, 
pincers, tongs, pliers. 

Makwuchikao, v.i.3. He bites; he 
chews. 

Makwuhikao, v.i.3. He holds it, or 
him, firmly, (as in a vise). 

Makwu'hikun, n.in. A press; a bench 
screw or vise. 

Makwu'hikunis, n.in. A small press; 
a small vise. 

Makwu'kao, makokao, v.i.3. He bites, 
he chews. 

Makwuka'skew, s.c., or Takwuka
skew, P.c., v.i.1. He is often biting. 

Makwu'mao, s.c., Takwu'mao, P.c., 
v.t.an. He bites him, he gnaws him. 

Makwu'mikoo, v.refl.4. He (the dog) 
bites him. 

Makwumi'towuk, v.recip.4. pl. They 
bite each other. ' 

Mak'wun, M.c., n.in. The heel. 
Makwunikun, n.in. The heel bone. 
Makwu'tum, v.t.in.6. He bites it. 
Mama'kochikao, v.i.3. He chews it, 

he chews the cud. 
Mama'kwumao, v.t.an. He chews him. 
Mama'kwutum, v.t.in.6. He chews it, 

(repeatedly, as chewing the cud). 
Mama'nehao, v.t.an. He almost 'fini

shes' him, (i. e. almost kills him). 
Mama'netaw, v.t.in.2. He almost 

finishes it, he almost completes it. 
Mama'new, v.i.5. He is clumsy, he 

is not skilful. 
Mamata'we -isse'chekao, v.i.3. He 

does wonderful things, he works 
marvelously. 

Mamata'we -isse'chekawin, n.in. A 
wonderful act, a mysterious way 
of doing things. 

Mamata'we -uto'skawin, n.in. A 
wonderful work, a strange work. 

Mamata'wenakosew, v.i.1. He has 
a strange appearance, he looks 
queer. 

Mamata'wenakwun, v.imp. It has a 
strange appearance, it looks queer. 

Mame'chimao, v.t.an. See Mume'chi
rnao. 

Mame'skooch, adv. By turns, in ex
change. 

Mame'skotonuma'towuk, v. recip. 3. 
They exchange (things) with one 
another. 

Mame'skow, adv. Accidentally. 
Mame'yomao, v.t.an. He speaks well 

of him. 
Mame'yomisoo, v.i.4. He speaks well 

of himself, he praises himself. 
Mameyewa'somao, v.t.an. He speaks 

well to him (making promises). 
Ma'mik, adv. Down the river. 
Mami'sehao, v.t.an. A reduplication of 

misehao which see. 
Mamisemayetum, v.i.6. He is very 

much distressed, he has great 
anxiety. 

Mamita'tut, adv. Ten apiece, by tens 
ten times. 

Mamita'tutomitunow, adv. A hundred 
each, by hundreds. 

Mamitona'yechikun, n.in. The mind. 
Mamitona'yernao, v.t.an. He thinks of 

him, he considers him. 
Mamitona'yetum, v.t.in.6. or v.i. He 

considers, he contemplates, he re
flects. 

Mamitona'yetumowin, n.in. Contem
plation, imagination, thought. 

Ma'mow, adv. Altogether, together, 
all at once. 

Ma'mowe, adv.prefix. Altogether, with 
one accord. 

Mamowipu'yehoowuk, v.i.4.pl. or Ma
mowipu'yewuk, v.i.l.pl. They rush 
together in company, or to one 
place. 

Ma'mowipuyew, v.i.1. It rushes (or 
mixes) together. 

Mamowipu'yewin, n.in. Union, coup
ling, a joining together of several 
elements. 

Mamowu'skitao, v.imp. It stands 
together (as a cluster or bunch). 

Ma'mowayus, adv. Most, beyond the 
rest, extremely. 

Mamowa'yutewuk, v.i.l .pl. They are 
in company. 

Mamowu'sputawuk, Ma'mowe -ispu
ta'wuk, v.i.3.pl. They run together 
(to a place). 
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Mamo'we -ispu'yehoowuk, v.i. 4. pl. 
They rush together (i.e., to one 
place). 

Mamowe -i'totawuk, v.i.3.pl. They go 
together (i.e., to one place). 

Mamowehi'toowin, n.in. An assem
blage, cohesion; harlotry. 

Mamowehi'toowuk, v.i.4.pl. They are 
practicing cohesion. 

Mamowepu'hao, v.t.an. He rushes 
them together. 

Mamu'chekustao, P.C., v.i.3. He is 
vain. 

Mamuska'ch, adj. Wonderful, strange, 
marvelous; adv., wonderfully, 
strangely, marvelously. 

Mamuska'che -isse'chekao, v.i.3. He 
works a miracle. 

Mamuska'che -isse'chekawin, n.in. A 
miracle. 

Mamuska'che -ie'tew, v.i.1. He works 
miracles, he acts strangely. 

Mamuska'cheie'tewin, n.in. A miracle, 
a strange act. 

Mamuska'setowao, v.t.an. He is sur
prised at hearing him (i.e., at what 
he says). 

Mamuskasetum, v.t.in.6. He is sur
prised at what he hears. 

Mamuska'tao, v.t.an. He is surprised 
at him. 

Mamuskata'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is 
surprising, he is wonderful. 

Mamuskata'yetakwun, v.imp. It is 
surprising, it is wonderful. 

Mamuskata'yetum, v.t.in.6. He thinks 
it strange. 

Mamuska'tum, v.t.in.6. He is surprised 
at it. 

Mamuska'tumowin, n.in. A surprise, 
a wonder, a mystery. 
Note: Several of the above words 

commencing with ma'muska 
are in some localities more 
usually heard in their simpler 
form, muska'. 

Ma'nu, adv. Continually, habitually, 
seemingly, Ma'nu ma'ku, moreover. 

Ma'na, a contraction of Ma'u'na ! 
exclam. There he is! pl., Ma'uneke! 

Manischa'nis, M.C., n.an. A sheep. 
Manischa'nisis, M.C., n.an. A lamb. 
Manischa'nisikumik, n.an. A sheep 

cot, a fold. 

Manischa'nisiwelilew, M.C., n.an. A 
shepherd. 

Ma'nokao, v.i.3. He is setting up a 
tent. 

Manshesh, M.C., n.in. A little, a little 
bit. 

Ma'ntao, Ma'nitao, s.c., O'mantao, 
P.c., n.an. A stranger. 

Manta'o -uske, Ma'ntawuske, n.in. A 
strange country, a stranger's coun
try. 

Manta'wesepe, n.in. Churchill River, 
a stranger's river. 

Manta'wetotowao, s.c., v.t.an. He 
makes a stranger of him, he alien
ates him. 

Manta.we -uske, Manta'owuske, n.in. 
A stranger country, a foreign 
country. 

Mantawuka'yemao, v.t.an. He regards 
him as a stranger. 

Mantawuka'yetakosew, v.i.1. He acts 
as a stranger, he appears to be a 
stranger. 

Manta'wew, v.i.1. He is a stranger. 
Ma'natao, Ma'nutao, v.t.3. He is 

hunting furs; or is successful as a 
fur-catcher. 

Manuta'wakunao, v.i.3. He is hunt
ing furs; he is dressing furs. 

Manuta'win, n.in. A fur catch; an 
Indian's fur catch for the season. 

Ma'pinao, s.c., Mumapinao, P.C., v.i.3. 
He moans (through pain). 

Mapinawin, n.in. A moan, a groan. 
Ma'pwao, v.i.3. He chews, (as a dog 

chews his harness). 
Maschina'kosew, E.C., v.i.1. She is 

pretty. 
Maschina'kwun, E.C., v.imp. It is 

pretty. 
Ma'sehao, v.t.an. He wrestles with 

hii::n, he meddles with him, he fights 
him. 

Marsh! or Ma'sh ! exclam. or v.imper. 
Go on, or get up. A word used in 
driving dogs; its origin is probably 
the French marche. 

Ma'sehitoowin, n.in. A wrestle, an 
affray. 

Ma'sehitoowuk, v. recip. 4. pl. They 
wrestle with each other, they fight. 

Masekao, v.i.3. He fights, he wrestles. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Maseka'skew, v.i.an. He is fond of 
wrestling or fighting. 

Maseka'win, n.in. A struggle, a 
wrestling match, a contention. 

Ma'setaw, v.t.in.2. He meddles with 
it, he works it up. 

Masike'sk, M.C., n.an. A cedar (tree), 
a cedar bush. 

Masike'skoskaw, v. imp. Cedars 
abound. 

Masima'koos, n.an. See Masuma'kos. 
Ma'simoo, s.c., v.i.4. He cries for 

help, he tells bad news, he com
plains. 

Masimo'stowao, v.t.an. He entreats 
him, he cries to him for help. 

Ma'skaw, v.imp. It has a blemish, it 
is defective. 

Ma'skichichao, v.i.3. He has a defect 
or a deformity in his hand. 

Ma'ski'chikwun, n.in. A deformed 
knee. 

Maskichekun- or Ma'skichikwun- sa'
kukikun, n.in. Knee Lake, Man. 

Maskika'tao, v.i.3. He is lame (i.e., 
he has a deformity or weakness of 
the leg). 

Ma'skikew, v.i.1. He grows with a 
blemish. 

Ma'skikun, n.in. The bosom, the 
breast, the chest. 

Ma'skikunao, v.i.3. He has a deformed 
chest. 

Maskikuna'pisk, n.in. A breast plate. 
Maskineta'wikew, v.i.1. He is born 

with a defect. 
Maskipi'tonao, v.i.3. He has a de

formed arm. 
Ma'skipuye,v, v.i.1. He is lame, he 

limps. 
Ma'skisew, v.i.1. He has a defect, he 

has a blemish or deformity; he is 
maimed. 

Ma'skisitao, v.i.3. He is deformed in 
. his foot. 

Ma'skooch, adv. Likely, perhaps. 
Ma'skwamoti, n.in., or Ma'skwumot. 

A bag made of the whole skin of an 
animal (corresponding to the bottle 
of the ancients). 

Ma'sumakos, n.an. The river trout. 
Ma'sumakoskaw, v.imp. Trout are 

numerous. 

Ma'sumakosis, n.in. Brook trout. 
Mata'hao, v.t.an. He tracks him, he 

discovers his foot-prints. 
Mata'mao, v.i.3. He comes up to the 

track (of it). 
Mata'mapuyew, v.imp. It comes into 

the main river, or road. 
Mata'mawin, n.in. The junction of 

two trails. 
Mata'po, .adv. Abreast, side by side. 
Matapoka'powewuk, v.i.l .pl. They 

stand abreast, they stand in a row. 
Matapota'wuk, v.i.3.pl. They walk 

abreast, they walk side by side. 
Ma'tawa, n.in. The junction of two 

rivers. 
Matawu'stuhikun, E.c.; n.in. Bead

work, silk-work. 
Mata'wehitoowin, P.c., n.in. The give 

away dance. 
Matche'su or Matche'suk, n.in.pl. 

Lucif ers, matches, brimstone. This 
English word pronounced matche' su 
is used in some localities. 

Ma'te! interj. Let me see! Ma'te ma, 
imper. form. Do let me see! 

Ma'tiku! interj. See! Lo! Behold! 
Look! Signifies the thought, "It is 
as I thought." 

Ma'tiku ma'ku! interj. There now! 
Just as I thought! 

Matinuma'kao, v.i.3. He distributes, 
he apportions, he allots, he admin
isters. 

Matinuma'kawin, n.in. A distribu
tion, an allotment. 

Matinuma'kun, n.in. A separate lot; 
a chapter. 

Matinuma'kunis, n.in. A separate 
small lot; a verse. 

Matinuma'soowuk, or Matinuma'too
wuk, v.recip.pl.4. They divide it 
amongst themselves . 

Matinumo'wao, v.t.an. He parts it 
amongst them, he distributes it to 
them. 

Matinuwa'wekesikaw, or Matinawa'
we -kesikaw, n.in. and v.imp. Sat
~rday. Lit., "The serving out day", 
1.e., the day for giving out rations, 
which was a custom of H.B. Co., 
and usually performed on Saturday. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Matinu'wao, v.i.3. He divides it out, 
he apportions it, he allots it. 

Ma'tis, s.c., n.an. A flint, which was 
used for cutting purposes, so we 
have it as a prefix in the following 
words. 

Matisawa'tao, v.t.an. He cuts him in 
several places. 

Matisawa'tum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it in 
several places. 

Ma'tisikao, v.i.3. He is cutting; he is 
having a surgical operation. 

Ma'tisum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it (as with 
a knife), he lances it. 

Ma'tiswao, v.t.an. He cuts him (as 
with a knife), he lances him. 

Ma'too, v.i.4. He cries, he weeps. 
Ma'toos, n.an. A "cry-baby". 
Matoo'skew, v.i.l. He weeps easily, 

he is a "cry-baby". 
Ma'tototuwao, v.t.an. He laments 

him; he cries (as appealing) to him. 
Ma'tototum, v.t.in.6. He laments it. 
Matowe'w, v.i.5. He (the fish) is lean. 
Ma'toowin, n.in. A cry, a weeping. 
l\fa'tuhikao, v.i.3. She is scraping hair 

off a skin. 
Ma'tuhikun, n.in. A scraper for skins. 
Matuko'skowao, v.t.an. He presses 

him or them down; he steps on him. 
Matuko'skum, v.t.in.6. He presses it; 

he tramples upon it. 
Matunui'chehoo, v.i.4. He begins to 

feel pain. 
Matumuchetaw, v.t.in.2. He begins 

to feel it (as a medicine beginning 
to have effect). 

Matu'pinao, v.i.3. He begins to be in 
pain. It is commonly applied to the 
pains of parturition, but is not 
restricted to them. 

Ma'tupinawin, n.in. The first pains 
of parturition. 

Ma'wuche, adv. Exceedingly, extreme
ly, greater.than all. 

Ma'wuchehao, v.t.an. He gathers 
them together, he gathers them (for 
future use). 

Mawuchetaw, v.t.in. He collects it or 
them (as for future use). 

Mawuche'chekao, v.i.3. He gathers 
(for future use), he conserves. 

Mawuche'chekawin, n.in. · An accumu
lation, a conservation. 

Maya'chimoo, v.i.4. He tells bad news. 
Maya'chimao, v.t.an. He tells bad 

news of him, he does not speak well 
of him. 

Maya'nuhao, v.t.an. He finds the 
fresh tracks of him. 

Maya'num, v.t.in.6. His footprints 
are fresh. 

Maya'nikwun, v.imp. The spoor is 
fresh in the snow. 

Maya'tis, n.an. One who is ugly. 
Maya'tisew, v.i.1. He is ugly, he 1s 

evil; he is not fit for use. 
Maya'tisewakun, n.an. An ugly being; 

the devil. 
Maya'tisewin, n.in. Ugliness, bad

ness, ill, evil (in appearance). 
Maya'tun, v.imp. It is bad, it is evil, 

it is ugly. 
Maya'yechikao, v.i.3. He is disre

spectful, he is in a challenging 
attitude. 

Maya'yechikawin, n.in. State of be
ing in a challenging attitude, dis
respect. 

Maya'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is con
temptible, he is reproachable. 

Mayayeta'kosewin, n.in. Contempt, 
reproach, scorn. 

Mayayeta'kwun, v.imp. It is con
temptible. 

Maya'yetum, v.t.in.6. He dispisei it, 
he scorns it, he reviles it, he dis
dains it. 

Maya'yetumowin, n.in. Contempt, 
disdain (general). 

Maya'yimao, v.t.an. He disdains him, 
he despises him, he scorns him, he 
reproaches him he refuses obedience 
to him. 

Maya'yimikosewin, n.in. Contempt, 
reproach, insult (personal). 

Mayemu'ssinuhekao, v.i.3. He writes 
badly. 

Ma'yetotowao, v.t.an. He harms him, 
he does wrong to him. 

Ma'yeuyawin, n.in. A calamity, a 
disaster, a malady. 

Ma'yeuyaw, v.i.2. He is in a bad 
state (either through disease or 
disaster). 

Mayawipuyew, v.imp. It pa5ses away, 
it passes by. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Mayu'chik, s.c., Mayu'tik, P.c., n.an. 
A sheep. 

Mayu'chikokumik, n.in. A sheep-fold. 
Mayu'chikokumikokao, v.i. 3. He 

makes a sheep-fold. 
Ma'yuchikos, Mayu'chikosis, n.an. A 

lamb, a kid. 
Mayu'chikoweyas, n.in. Mutton. 
Mayu'chikwuyan, n.in. A sheep-skin. 
Ma.yuku'kisitanu, P.c., n.in.pl. The 

toes. 
Mayukeke'swao, v.i.3. He speaks a 

foreign language. 
Mayukeke'swawin, n.in. A foreign 

language. 
Mayu'kohoo, v.refl.4. He brings bad 

luck upon himself. 
Mayu'komao, v.t.an. He utters a 

curse concerning him so that he has 
bad luck. 

Mayu'kosew, v.i.1. He is unfortunate, 
he is unlucky (because he lives 
under a curse). 

Mayuku'skan, n.in. A foreigner. 
Mi' chehao, v.t.an. He kills them all; 

he exhaust's him. 
Micheki'taw, v.t.in.2. He eats it up. 
Mkhepu'yew, or Michepuyin, v.imp. 

It wastes away, it is used up. 
Ma'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He exhausts it, 

he uses it up. 
Ma'chimooch, s.c., adj. Unlikely, 

improbable. 
Machimooch, P.G., adv. From the 

beginning. 
Ma'kew, v.i.l. He gives, he imparts, 

he bestows, he offers. 
Ma'kewin, n.in. A present, a gift. 
Ma'kiskew, v.i.1. He is liberal, he 

gives bountifully. 
Mako'ska, E.C., adv. Perhaps. 
Makwa'ch or Ma'kwa, adv. Whilst, 

while, as long as, at that time, 
during, then. 

Makwa'ch, Makwash, prep. Amidst, 
among. 

Makwa'kesikaw, v.imp. Whilst it is 
day. A makwa'kesikak, during 
daytime. 

Makwa'kichikumek, n.indec. In the 
midst of the sea, out at sea. 

Makwa'nok, adv. In the midst, as 
prep. amongst, amidst. 

Makwa'kopak, adv. In the midst of 
the willows. 

Makwa'kun, v.imp. It is very low 
water, the tide is at its lowest ebb. 

Makwa'nepin, v.imp. It is mid-sum
mer; Makwa'nepik, in the summer
time. 

Makwapima'tisew, v.i.1. He is living 
at the present time; whilst he lives. 
A makwapima'tisit, during his life. 

Makwa'pipoon, v.imp. It is mid
winter. Makwa'pipook, during the 
winter. 

Makwa'sin, v.i.7. He comes in at the 
right time, i.e., for a meal. 

Makwa'skowao, v.t.an. He falls in 
with him, he meets him unexpected
ly; he catches him at it. 

Makwa'tipiskaw, v.imp. Whilst it is 
night, during the night. x -makwa'
tipiskak, by night, during the night. 

Makwaya'tik, n.in. In the wood, 
amongst the trees; a wood. 

Mamakwa'sew, n.an. A member of a 
supposedly small race of people, 
living in subterranean dwellings. 
Among the Swampy Crees, it is 
applied to a spirit dwelling in the 
water or on the rocks; a sea-nymph. 
Name also given to a butterfly. 

Mama'pisoo, s.c., Wawa'pisoo, P.C., 
v.i.4. He swings in a hammock. 

Mama'pison, s.c., Wawa'pison, P.C., 
n.in. A hammock, a swing. 

Mama'pitao, s.c., Wawa'pitao, P.c., 
v.t.an. He swings him in a hammock. 

Mama'toninao, v.t.an. He takes a 
good hold of him, he feels him care
fully .. 

Mama'toninum, v.t.in.6. He takes a 
good hold of it, he feels it carefully. 

Mamoche, adj. Real; as adv., "just 
so". 

Manika'tao, v.t.an. He fences him, 
i.e., around a crop of wheat. 

Manika'kutum, v.t.in.6. He fences it. 
Ma'nikun, n.in. A fence. 
Ma'nikunatik, n.in. A fence pole. 
Ma'nikutao, v.pass. It is fenced. 
Maniska'tik, n.in. A picket, a stock-

ade, a fence, a railing. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Maniskika'win, n.in. Fencing, ma
terial for fencing; a wall put up 
around a property. 

Manisk, P.c., n.in. A fence; a trench 
(for protection). 

Maniskis, P.C., n.in. A small trench; 
in s.c., a small fence. 

Maskuno'w, n.in. A road, a path, a 
track, a way, a trial. 

Maskuna'kan, n.in. A graded road. 
Maskuna'win or Maskuna'wun, v.imp. 

It is a road, it is a path, there is a 
road. 

Maskuna'kao, v.i.3. He makes a road, 
he makes a path, he beats a trail. 

Maskuna'kowao, v.t.an. He makes a 
road for him, he breaks the trail for 
him. 

Masta'chiwusoo, v.i.4. He boils away, 
or dry. 

Masta'chiwuswao, v.t.an. He boils 
him (as a goose) dry. 

Masta'chiwutao, v.imp. It boils away, 
or dry. 

Mastapa'wao, v.imp. It wears away 
(by the action of water). 

Mastapa'watao, v.pass. It is worn 
away (by friction of water). 

Masta'skissoo, v.pass. He is burnt up, 
he is burnt out. 

Masta'skissum, v.t.in.6. He burns it 
up, he consumes it. 

Masta'skiswao, v.t.an. He burns him 
up. 

Masta'skitao, or Mas'tikatao, v.pass. 
It is burnt up, it is burnt out. 

Ma'stinao, v.t.an. He uses him or 
them up, he consumes them, he 
expends them. 

Ma'stinikao, v.i.3. He is using up 
(his supplies); he expends (his 
money). 

Mastinika'tao, v.pass. It is used up, it 
is expended. 

Mastinika'tawu, v.pass. (inan.). They 
are used up. 

Ma'stinikawin, n.in. Exhausting one's 
supplies; spending one's money. 

Mastipu'yehao, or Maschipu'yehao, 
v.t.an. He uses them up. 

Mastipuyetaw, or Maschipuyetaw, 
v.t.in.2. He uses it up. 

Mastipu'yew, or Maschipuyew, v.imp. 
It gets used up. 
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Ma'stinum, v.t.in.6. He uses it all up, 
he consumes it, he expends it. 

Ma'stinumowao, v.t.an. He uses it all 
up from him. 

Ma'stisoo, v.pass.4. He is burnt up, 
he is burnt out. 

Ma'stitao, v.pass. It is burnt up, it 
is burnt out. 

Mas'tuki, n.in. The hair. Nas'tuki, 
my hair. Kas'tuki, thy hair. 

Mastukuna'pitao, v.t.an. He pulls 
off the covering from him. 

Mastukona'pitum, v.t.in.6. He pulls 
off the covering from it. 

Ma'stun, s.c., Mes'tun, P.c., n.in. 
The inner bark of the tree, the sap. 

Mastunapoo, s.c., Mestuna'poo, P.c., 
n.in. The thin juice of trees. 

Mastunipe'wuyan, n.in. The down 
(of fowls). 

Ma'stusoo s.c., Mestusoo, P.c., v.i.4. 
He removes the inner bark from 
trees, he scrapes the sap. 

Ma'stutao, n.an. A worthless fellow; 
a worn out creature. 

Mastuti'tin, or Mastutu'tin, v.imp. 
It rots away. 

Masuka'maskun, masukoma'skoskum, 
s.c., v.i.6. He walks all about 
amongst the trees; he walks around 
the lake. 

Masukoma'konao, s.c., v.imp. The 
snow lies all about, in every place. 

Matowa'katao, v.t.an. He mocks him, 
he plays with him. 

Matowa'katikoo, v.t.an.invers. He is 
mocked by him, he plays upon him. 

Matowa'kao, v.i.3. He plays with it, 
he plays with him. 

Matowa'kun, n.in. A toy. 
Matowa'kunis, n.in. A small toy. 
Mato'wao, v.i.3. He plays. 
Matowa'hao, v.t.an. He makes them 

play, he makes sport for them. 
Matowa'skew, v.i.1. He is always 

playing, he is playful, he is a gam
bler. 

Matowa'wikumik, n.in. A play-house, 
a theatre. 

Matowa'win, n.in. Play, sport, fun. 
May or Mai, n.in. Dung, manure, 

excreta. 
Ma'vewew, v.i.l. He is besmeared 

w1th dung. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ma'yewun, v.imp. It is besmeared 
with dung. 

Ma.yow, E.C., part.indec. Serves him 
right. 

Me'cha't, adj. Many, a good quantity, 
a large number. 

Mecha'tew, v.i.1. He is plenteous, 
he forms a good many, (i. e. a man 
having a large family). pl. Mecha
tewuk, they are many, they abound, 
they are numerous. 

Mecha'tin, v.imp. It is plenteous. 
pl.inan. Mecha'tinwu, they are 
many, they are numerous. 

Mechatoka'tao, v.i.3. He has many 
legs. 

Mecha'tohao, v.t.an. He makes many, 
he makes many of them. 

Mechatokwa'mewuk, v.i.4. There are 
many sleeping together. 

Mechatoskumwuk, v.i.6. There are 
many tracks (of many animals). 

Mechatominuk, n.an.pl. Many grains. 
Mechatoyika'soo, v.pass. He is called 

by many names, he has many names. 
Mecha'toyikatao, v.t.an. He calls 

him (or them) by many names. 
As v.pass. It has many names. 

Mecha'toyekatum, v.t.in.6. He calls 
it by many names. 

Mecha'totaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 
to be many; he divides into many 
parts. 

Mechatowa'wuk, v.i.3. They make 
many sounds. 

Mechatwa'piskaw, v.imp. There are 
many stones, (or other kinds of 
mineral). 

Mechatwa'pitao, v.i.3. He has many 
teeth. 

Mechatwa'skosewuk, v.imp.l.pl. They 
are. many, (speaking of wood, 
anim.). 

Mechatwa'skwunwu, v.imp.pl. They 
are many, (speaking of wood, 
inan.). 

Mecha'twaw, adv. lvlany times, often, 
frequently. 

Me'chew, v.t.in.1. He eats it. 
M'chewin, n.in. Food. 
Me'chewinis, n.in. A little food. 
Me'chim, n.in. Food, provision. 
Mechima'poo, n.in. Broth, soup. 

Mechima'pookakao, v.i.3. She makes 
soup or broth of it. 

Mechima'pookao, v.i.3. She is mak
ing soup or broth. 

Me'chimewut, or Mechimowut, n.in. 
A canteen, a grub box. 

Me'chimekatum, v.t.in.6. He baits it, 
baits a trap. 

Mechimiku'chikun, n.in. A bait. 
Me'chimikumik, n.in. • A provision 

store. 
Mechimikumikoka'tum, v.t.in.6. He 

makes a provision store of it. 
Mechimikumikokao, v.i.3. He builds 

a provision store. 
Me'chimis, n.in. A small portion of 

food. 
Me'chimiskaw, v.imp. Food is plenti

ful. 
Me'chisoo, v.i.4. He eats, he browses, 

he grazes. 
;Me'chisohao, v.t.an. He causes him, 

or them, to eat. 
Mechisoka'soo, v.i.4. He pretends to 

eat. . 
Mechiso'kowao, v.t.an. He feeds him, 

(as a child). 
Mechiso'sew, v.i.1. He· eats a little. 
Mechiso'skew, v.i.1. He eats often. 
Mechisoo'win, n.in. Act of eating, 

a meal. 
Mechisoo'winatik, n.in. A table. 
Mechisoo'winatikokao, v.i.3. He 

makes a table. 
Mechisoo'winatikokowao, v.t.an. He 

makes a table for him. 
Mechiso'winatikoos, n.in. A small 

table. 
Mechisoo'winatikwa'kin, n.in. A 

table-cloth. 
Mechisoo'winis, n.in. A small meal, 

a little food. 
Mechu'skoses, n.an. A swallow. 
Me'kewap, n.in. A tent, a taber

nacle, a camp, a wigwam. 
Mekewa'pemukosawin, or Mekewa'

pewekotowin, n.in. The feast of 
tabernacles. 

Mekewa'puskan, n.in. A tenting 
ground. 

Me'kis, n. in. A bead. 
Mekisikwa'tum, or Mekisi'stahum 

v.t.in.6. She works it with beads'. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Mekisiya'kun, n.in. Crockery, a plat
ter, a china cup. 

Mekisiya'kunis, n.in. A small china 
cup. 

Mekisi'stuhikao, v.i.3. She works with 
beads. 

Mekisi'stuhikun, n.in. Bead-work. 
MekonakwI, s.c., Kakwi, P.C., n.in. 

A roggin. 
Meko'wikew, v.i.5. He is swift, he is 

fleet, he runs fast. 
Me'kwun, n.an. A quill; a quill pen. 
Mekwuna'stao, v.imp. There is a 

smell of burnt quills. 
Mekwu'sewan, s.c., Meko'sewan, P.C., 

A tame animal, a mascot. 
Mekwusewa'tao, s.c., v.t.an. He tames 

him. 
Mela'sses, mena'sses, s.c., n.in. Trea

cle, molasses. Indianized form of the 
English word. 

Mela'ssesapoo, n.in. A cool drink 
sweetened with molasses. 

Me'na or menu, conj. And, also, again. 
Mena'yutew, v.i.1. He has connections 

or relations, as Ka tuto -mena'yutit, 
all his connections, all his family. 

Meni', s.c., or Meyi, P.C., Meri, M.C., 
Methi, N.C., n.an. The loach or 
ling. 

Meni'yiskaw, v.imp. Loach are num
erous. 

Meni'oskoon, n.in. Loach liver. 
Me'nis, n.in. A berry. pl. Menisu, 

berries. 
Menisa'poo, n.in. Berry juice, wine. 
Menisa'tik, n.an. A fruit-tree. 
Menise'wew, v.i.1. He bears fruit, he 

is fruitful. 
Menise'wun, v.imp. It has fruit, it 

bears fruit. 
Menise'wewin, n.in. Fruitfulness. 
Menisikas, or Wenisikas, P.C., n.in. 

Senega root. 
Menisi'skaw, v.imp. Berries are num

erous. 
Meno'sinuhum, v.t.in.6. He corrects 

it, (as a writing). 
Me'noskum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He rec

tifies it, he puts it right; he causes 
it to balance. · 

Menoskwa'pichikunayape, n.in. A 
bridle; rein, or line by which a 
horse is guided. 

Me'notaw, v.t.in.2. He corrects it. 
Me'nopuyew, v.imp. It balance$, it 

comes back to its equipoise. 
Me'nowew, v.i.l. He recovers, (as a 

bird from its wounds). 
Menowa'chehao, or Menwa'chehao, 

v.t.an. He restores him (to health), 
he makes him well. 

Menowa'chetaw, or menwa'chetaw, 
v.t.in.2. He restores it. 

Menu'kuse, s.c., Okaminu'kuse, P.c., 
n.in. A blackberry bush. 

Me'pit, n.in. A tooth. 
Mepiteka'nu, n.in.pl. False teeth. 
Mepita'poi, n.in. Saliva of a teething 

child. 
Mepita'pokawin, n.in. The teething 

disturbance of a child's health. 
Mesa'pewinan, n.in. The eyebrow, the 

eyelash. 
Me'sew, v.i.5. He has his bowels 

moved, he evacuates. 
Me'sewin, n.in. Evacuation of the 

bowels, the excreta, the dung. 
Meseya'piskaw, v.t.in.2. It is rusted. 
Me'sikehao, v.t.an. He enriches him. 
Me'sitaw, Me'sikisew, Mesukisew, 

v.i.l. He is rich, he is well-off, he 
has plenty of food. 

Me'sitawin, Me'sikisewin, Mesukise
win, n.in. Riches, treasure, wealth. 

Me'skoch, adv. Instead, in exchange. 
Me'skochew, v.i.l. He exchanges, 

(place, position or calling) with 
someone. 

Me'skochepu'yew, v.imp. It exchanges 
places with something, if takes its 
place. 

Me'skonao, v.t.an. He feels him, (by 
hand). 

Me'skonum, v.t.in.6. He feels it, (by 
hand). 

Me'skoskum, v.t.in.6. He touches it 
with his foot, comes against it, 
(with his foot). 

Mc'skotin, v.imp. It touches, (as a 
boat in shallow water) it is aground. 
Said also when an object is in line 
with another object in one's vision. 

Meskoti'skowao, v.t.an. He succeeds 
him; he changes it for another, 
(as a pair of trousers). 
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Meskoti'skumowao, v.t.an. He takes 
his place, (i. e. he changes places 
with him). 

Me'skotonao, v.t.an. He exchanges 
him. 

Meskoto'nikakao, v.i.3. He exchanges 
with it, he gives it in exchange. 

Meskoto'nikao, v.i.3. He exchanges. 
Meskoto'nikun, n.in. An exchanged 

article. 
Meskoto'num, v.t.in.6. He exchanges 

it. 
Meskotonuma'toowuk, v.recip. and pl. 
They exchange together. 

Meskoto'numowao, v.t.an. He ex
changes it with him. 

Me'skow, adv. Accidentally, by 
chance. 

Me'skohum, or Me'skwuhum, v.t.in.6. 
He hits it, (as in shooting or throw
ing). 

Me'skowio, /Or Meskwuwio, v.t.an. 
He hits him, (as in shooting or 
throwing). 

Mesuhika'kao, v.i.3. He mends with 
it. 

Me'suhikao, v.i.3. He mends, he 
repairs. 

Me'suhikun, n.in. A patch. 
Me'suhum, v.t.in.6. He mends it, 

he reIJairs it, he patches it. 
Me'suwio, v.t.an. He mends him, 

he patches him. 
Me'suyupan, n.in. Mending twine. 
Me'suyupao, v.i.3. He mends a net. 
Meta'kwanao, v.t.an. He keeps him 

away, or back, (with the hand). 
Meta'kwanum, v.t.in.6. He keeps it 

away, or back, (with the hand). 
Meta'kwanumowao, v.t.an. He keeps 

him or something, from him; he 
delivers him, he rescues him. 

Metakwaya'yimao, v.t.an. He wills 
to deliver him; his intention is to 
rescue him. 

Meti'mimaw, n.an. A brother-in-law 
a sister-in-law. Ne'tim, mv brother~ 
in-law, or sister-in-law. -

M~'tonisan, n.in. !he upper pound
mg stone, (used m pounding meat, 
etc.), a pestle. 

Me'tos, s.c., n.an. A poplar. 

Me'tosiskaw, v.imp. Poplars abound. 

Me'wut, n.in. A bag, a bundle, a 
parcel, a pack, a bale. 

Mewutika'kao, v.i.3. He makes a 
bag of it, he makes a bundle of it. 

Me'wutikao, v.i.3. He makes a bag, 
he makes a bundle, he makes packs. 

Me'wutikan, n.in. A pack (as of 
furs). 

Me'wutis, or Me'wuchis, n.in. A 
small bag. 

Meya'chikao, v.i.3. He smells (i.e. 
he exercises the organ of smell). 

Meya'chikun, n.in. Scent; smelling 
salts, or any aromatic drug. 

Meya'kokusikun, n.in. Incense. 
Meya'kohoon, n.in. Scent, perfume. 
Meya'kosew, v.i.1. He smells, he has 

a scent or odour. 
Meya'kwam! or Maya'kwam, exclam. 

Mind! Take care! Beware! 
Meya'kwun, v.imp. It smells, it has 

a scent. 
Meya'mao, v.t.an. He smells him, 

he is sensitive of the odour of him. 
Meya'n, s.c., Usiskitan, P.c., n.an. 

The calf of the leg. 
Meya'skowao, v.t.an. He passes him. 
Meya'tum, v.t.in.6. He smells it, 

he is sensitive of the odour. 
Me'yao, v.t.an. He gives it to him, 

he supplies him with it. 
Me'yei, P.C., Mine', s.c., n.in. Matter, 

pus. 
Meye'wew, v.i.1. He discharges mat

ter, he has a discharging sore. 

Meyewun, v.imp. It is discharging 
matter. 

Meye'stowan, n.in. A beard, feelers. 

Meye'stoowao, 11.i.J. He has a beard, 
or moustaches. 

Meye'toowin, or Mene'toowin, n.in. 
a gift, (mutual, i. e. an exchange of 
gifts between two persons). 

Me'yewao, v.i.3. He gives, he imparts, 
he bestows. In some localities 
Makew is the word used. 

Meyewasew, v.i.1. He is a giver, (i.e. 
one who gives freely). 

Meye'wawin, 11.in. A gift, a present. 

Meyi'cheminatik, s.c., Ayichemina
t1k, P.c., n.an. A red currant bush 
(the rough species). 
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Meyi'cheminuk, s.c., Ayicheminuk, 
P.C., n.an.pl. Red currants, (the 
rough species). 

Meyi'kosewin, s.c., n.in. A gift, a 
present, (personal). 

Meyi'kowisew, v.i.1. He receives, 
(from a deity). 

Meyikwuna'su, s.c., Muchi'konasu, 
P.c., n.in.pl. Rubbish sweepings, 
chaff, dust. 

Meyikwuna'siskaw, s.c., Muchikona'
siskaw, P.c., v.imp. There is a large 
quantity of rubbish. 

Meyikwuna'siwun, v.imp. It is dusty. 
Meyi'muwaw, v.imp. It is moist. 
Me'yitip, n.in. The brain. 
Me'yo, adv. Well, good, fine. Fre

quently found as a prefix to many 
words. 

Meyo -a'chimao, v.t.an. He speaks 
well of him. 

Meyo -a'chimoo, v.i.4. He tells good 
news. 

Meyo -a,'chimoweyinew, n.in. An 
evangelist. 

Meyo -a'chimowin, n.in. Good news, 
The Gospel. 

Meyomoo', v.imp. It is a good path, 
it fits well. 

Meyo -atik, Meywatik, n.an. A good 
tree, or log, or stick. 

Meyo -atikoskaw, v.imp. There are 
many good trees, or logs. 

Meyo -ato'skao, v.i.an. He works 
well. 

Meyo -ato'skawin, n.in. Good work. 
Meyo -aya'w, v.i.2. He is well, he is 

healthy; he is well off, Ute meyo
aya'w, He is recovering. 

Meyo -aya'win, n.in. Well-being, 
good health; prosperity; comfort. 

Meyo -ayimo'mao, v.t.an. He com
mends him, he speaks well of him. 

Meyo -ayimo'mewawin, n.in. Com
mendation. 

Meyo -ayimo'tum, v.t.in.6. He com
mends it, he speaks well of it. 

Meyo -ayimo'tumowao, v.t.an. He 
commends him to him, he speaks 
only of good to him. 

Meyo -ayu, n.an. A good person. 
Meyo -ayuk, good persons. 

Meyo -hoo, Meyo -issehoo, Meyo 
-sehoo, v.i.4. He dresses well, or 
finely. 

Meyoho'win, n.in. Fine apparel. 
Meyo -iskwao, n.an. A good woman. 
Meyo -iskwawew, v.i.1. She is a good 

woman. 
Meyo -isse'chikao, v.i.3. He acts 

well, he does good. 
Meyo -issechikawin, n.in. A good 

deed, well-doing. 
Meyo -issewapisew, v.i.1. He has a 

good character, he is good natured. 
Meyo -issewa'pisewin, n.in. Good 

conduct, good character. 
Meyo -itu'kimao, v.t.an. He blesses 

him, he congratulates him. 
Meyo -ita'tisew, v.i.1. He is good

living, he is naturally good. 
Meyo -ke'sikaw, n.in. A fine day. 

Or as v.imp. it is a fine day, it is 
fair weather. 

Meyo -kesewa'sewao, Meyo -ke'swa
sewao, v.i.3. He blesses, he com
mends. 

Meyo -kesewa'sewawin, n.in. A bless
ing, commendation. 

Meyo -ke'swatao, v.t.an. He blesses 
him, he praises him, he commends 
him. 

Meyp- -ke'swatum, v.t.in.6. He blesses 
it, he praises it. 

Meyo -keswa'tumowin, n.in. Blessing, 
commendation. 

Meyo -ko'sisan, n.an. A good son. 
Meyo -ko'sisanewew, v.i.1. He is a 

good son. 
Meyo -kowao, v.t.an. He treats him 

well. 
Meyo -kunawa'pumao, v.t.an. He 

regards him with favour. 
Meyo -kunawa'pumikowisewin, n.in. 

Favour, kind regard, good treat 
ment. 

Meyo -kunawa'putum, v.t.in.6. He 
regards it with favour. 

Meyo -kwa'miw, v.i.1. He sleeps well. 
Meyo -kwa'soo, v.i.4. She sews well. 
Meyo -kwa'nakosew, v.i.1. He has a 

good-looking face, he looks pleased. 
Meyo -kwa'o, v.i.3. He has a good 

face (either pretty or indicative 
of a good disposition). 
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Meyokwawin, n.in. Good looks, a 
pretty face. 

Meyo -ma'kosew, v.i.1. He has a 
nice smell. 

Meyo -ma'kosewin, n.in. A fragrant 
odour. 

Meyo -ma'kwun, v.imp. It has a nice 
smell. 

Meyo -ma'mao, v.t.an. He likes the 
smell of him. 

Meyo -ma.tao, v.imp. There is a nice 
smell, there is a fragrant smell on 
the air. 

Meyo -ma.'tum, v.t.in.6. He likes the 
smell of it. 

Meyo -ma'o, v.t.an. He approves him. 
Meyo -moo, Meyo -mon, Meyumoo, 

Meyumon, v.imp. It fits in well; 
it is good, (as a path). 

Meyo -mu'chehoo, v.i.4. He is well; 
he feels better. 

Meyomu'chehowin, n.in. Good feel
ing, good health. 

Meyo -mu'chetaw, v.t.in.1. He feels 
the good effects of it, (medicine). 

Meyo -na'kohao, v.t.an. He adorns 
him, he decks him. 

Meyo -na'kochikao, v.i.3. He makes 
things look nice. 

Meyo -na'kosew, v.i.1. He is pretty, 
he is good-looking, he has a fair 
complexion, he looks nice. 

Meyo -na'kosewin, n.in. Beauty, 
comeliness, good looks. 

Meyo -na'kotaw, v.t.in.2. He adorns 
it, he decks it. 

Meyo -na'kwun, v.imp. It is pretty, 
it is beautiful, it is nice. 

Meyo -na'pao, n.an. A good man. 
Meyo -napawew, v.i.1. He is a good 

man. 
Meyo -ni'kosiw, v.i.1. He feels nicely, 

he is easily handled. 
Meyo -ni'kwun, v.imp. It feels nicely, 

it is good walking, there is good 
footing; it is easy to handle. 

Meyo -no'wao, Meyo -na'o, v.t.an. 
He admires him, he looks with 
favour upon him. 

Meyo -nu'm, v.t.in.6. He admires 
it; he holds it well, (i.e. in his hand). 

Meyo' -num, v.imp. It is good walk
ing for him. 
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Meyo -otota'mimao, v.t.an. He is on 
terms of good friendship with him. 

Meyo -otota'mitoowin, n.in. Good 
friendship. 

Meyo -pima'tisew, v.i.1. He behaves 
well, he leads a good life, he is good
tempered. 

Meyo -pima'tisewin, n.in. Good be
haviour. 

Meyo -puyihi'koo, v.i.4. It goes well 
with him. 

Meyo -pu'yew, v.imp. It goes well, 
it moves well, or nicely. 

Meyo -pu'yewin, n.in. Welfare, pros
perity, health, freedom from evil. 

Meyosawakaw, P.c., v.imp. It burns 
well (as a light from a well-trimmed 
wick). 

Meyo -si'kwaw, v.imp. It is good ice, 
(i. e. for travelling upon). 

Meyo -sina'soo, l\!Ieyusinasoo, P.C., 

v.pass.4. He is prettily marked or 
painted. 

Meyo -sina'stao, Meyusina'stao, P.c., 
v.pass. It is prettily marked or 
painted. 

Meyo -si'nuhekawin, n.in. Good 
writing. 

Meyo -si'nuhum, v.t.in.6. He writes 
it well. 

Meyo -sko'wao, v.t.an. He likes the 
feel of him; it fits him (as a pair 
of trousers). 

Meyo' -skum, v.t.in.6. He likes the 
fell of it; it fits him. 

Meyo' -skumin, n.in. Spring. 
Meyo -skumik, adv. Last spring. 
Meyo' -skumikaw, It is good ground 
Meyo'skwao, n.an. A good woman, 

a good wife. 
Meyo -skwawew, v.i.1. She is a hand

some woman, she is a good woman. 
Meyo -spu'kosew, v.i.l. He has a 

nice taste, (i. e. the taste of him is 
nice). 

l\1eyo -spu'kwun, v.imp. It has a 
nice taste. 

Meyo -ta'kosew, v.i.l. He sounds 
well or pleasantly. 

Meyo -ta'kwun, v.imp. It sounds 
well or pleasantly. 

l\1eyota'moo, s.c., Meyuta'moo P.C. 
v.i.4. He sings well. ' 
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Meyo -taw, v.t.in.2. He makes it good. 
Meyo -taha'hao, v.t.an. He comforts 

him, he consoles him. 
Meyo -taha'hewao, v.i.3. He com

forts, he consoles. 
Meyo -tahahe'wawin, n.in. Comfort, 

consolation, (general). 
Meyo -tahahi'kosew, v.i.1. He is com

forted, he receives comfort. 
Meyo -tahahi'kowisew, v.i.l. He is 

comforted, (as by God). 
Meyo -ta'hao, v.i.3. He has a good 

heart. 
Meyo -tahawi, adj.pref. Consolatory. 
Meyo -taha'win, n.in. Comfort, con

solation, (concrete). 
Meyo -tota'kao, v.i.3. He is benefi

cent, he is bounteous, he is chari
table. 

Meyo -tota'kasew, v.i.1. or n.an. A 
benefactor. 

Meyo -tota'kawin, n.in. Bounteous
ness, a benefit, an advantage. 

Meyo -to'towao, v.t.an. He does good 
to him, he benefits him, he blesses 
him. 

Meyo -to'tum, v.i.6. He does good, 
he benefits. v.t. He does it well. 

Meyo -to'tumowin, n.in. A good 
deed, an alms deed. 

Meyo -to'wao, v.t.an. He hears him 
gladly, he likes to hear him. 

Meyo -tum, v.t.in.6. He likes to hear 
it. 

Meyo'. -tumon, v.imp. It is a good 
path or road. 

Meyotumotaw, v.t.in.2. He makes 
the trail good, he runs the trail 
over good ground. 

Meyo -twawa'yimao, v.t.an. He es
teems him good, he justifies him. 

Meyo -twa'win, n.in. Goodness, good 
nature, even temper. 

Meyo -twa'w, v.i.2. He is good, 
(morally); he is good natured. 

Meyo -u'kimao, Meywu'kimao, v.t.a.n. 
He blesses him, he accounts him 
good. 

Meyo -u'kimewawin, n.in. A bless
ing, blessedness, considered good
ness. 

Meyo -uko'pao, v.i.3. He wears good 
clothes; he has a good blanket. 

MEWA'PISKAW 

Meyo -uyaw, v.i.2. He is well, he is 
healthy; he is well off. 

l\'leyo -uya'win, n.in. Prosperity, 
health, welfare. 

Meyo -uyc'we,v, v.i.l. He is good 
(moraiiyJ. 

Meyo -wa'pawew, s.c., l\'1ey,va'pa
wew, P.C., v.i.1. He is handsome. 

Meyo -wa'tikona'kosew, v.i.1. He is 
joyous, (in appearance). 

Meyo -wa'tikona'kwun, v.imp. It is 
joyous, (in appearance). 

Meyo -wa'tikwuku'mikisewin, n.in. 
Pleasure, gladness, merriment, 
(physical). 

Meyo -wa'tum, v.i.6. He is happy, 
he is joyful, he is merry. 

Meyo -wa'tumowin, n.in. Happiness, 
joy, joyfulness, merriment. 

Meyo -wao, s.c., Meyu'wao, P.C., 
v.i.3. He has fine fur or hair. 

Meyowao, P.c., v.i.3. He speaks well. 
Meyo -weya'chikao, v.i.3. He wears 

good clothes. 
Meyo -sew, v.i.1. He is good-looking; 

he is good. 
Meyo -si'sew, v.i.1. He is good, he is 

handsome, he is fine, he is excel
lent, (diminutive of meyosew). 

Me'yow, n.in. The body. 
Me'yowek, n.in.loc. In the body. 
Meyowetaw, vJ.in.2. He puts the 

body to it. 
Meyowu'wahao, v.t.an.3. He pleases 

him. 
Meywa'chehao, See Menwa'chehiio. 
Meywa'chetaw, See lvlenwa'chetaw. 
Meywa'chimoowin, n.in. Good news; 

The Gospel. 
Meywa'kumew, v.imp. It is good, 

(speaking of liquid). 
Meywaka'ch, or Meywakas, adv. 

Always, carefully, goodly. 
Meywa'ptitao, v.imp. It draws well, 

(as a chimney), the smoke goes 
well. 

Meywapa'kun, v.imp. It is good, 
(speaking of cord, twine, etc.). 

Meywapa'wew, v.i.1. He is a hand
some man. 

Mewa'piskaw, v.imp. The rocks are 
good (i. e, are not a menace to canoe 
travelling). 
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Meywa'piskisew, v.imp. It is good, 
(speaking of stone, or metal). 

Meya'poo, n.in. Good liquid, fresh 
water, (i.e. not salt). 

Meywa'pumiio, v.t.an. He regards 
him with favour, he favours him. 

Meywapuma'wisew, s.c., v.i.1. He 
prospers. 

Meywapumii'wisewin, s.c., n.in. 
Favour, kind regard, prosperity. 

Meywa'pumikowiwew, v.i.1. He pros
pers, (because of God). 

Meywa'pumikowisewin, n.in. Favour. 
(Divine), kind regard, prosperity. 

Meywapumina'kochikao, v.i.3. He 
makes a good showing. 

. Meywapumina'kosew, v.i.3. He is 
looked at with pleaure, he looks 
well. 

Meywapumina'kwun, v.imp. It is 
looked at with pleasure; it looks 
well. 

Meywa'putum, v.t.in.6. He has a 
good dream; he regards it with 
pleasure. 

Meywa'sin, or Minwa'sin, v.imp. It 
is good, it is fine, it is nice, (in app
earance). Mumo'we -meywa'sin, the 
best. 

Meywa'skosew, v.imp.l. He is good, 
i. e. straight, (speaking of a tree). 

Meywa'skwun, v.imp. It is good, 
i.e. straight, (speaking of wood). 

Meywa'tiio, v.t.an. He speaks well 
of him. 

Meywatik, n.an. A good tree, a good 
log. 

Meywa'tikowew, v.i.1. It is a good 
tree, or log. 

Meywatikwa'yimao, s.c., Meyawa
tikwayimao, P.c., v.t.an. He thinks 
him merry. 

Meywa'tisew, v.i.1. He is good, (mor
ally); he is righteous, he is good
tempered. 

Meywa'tisewin, n.in. Goodness, right
eousness. 

Meywatota'kosew, v.i.1. He is well 
spoken of. 

Meywatota'kwun, v.imp. It is well 
spoken of. 

Meywa'tum, s.c., Meyu'watum, P.c., 
v.i.6. He rejoices. 

Meywa'tumowin, s.c., Meyuwa'tu
mowin, P.C., n.in. Cheerfulness, 
joy. 

Meywii'kun, v.imp. It is good, (speak
ing of cloth, calico, etc.). 

Meywayeta'kosew, v.i.1. He is liked, 
he is pleasant. 

Meywiiyeta'kwun, v.imp. It is liked, 
it is pleasant. 

Meywii'yetum, v.t.in.6. He is pleased 
with it, he approves it, he is pleased. 

Meywii'yetum, v.i.6. He is pleased, 
he is cheerful, he is of good cheer. 

Meywii'yetumowin, n.in. Cheerful
ness, pleasure, delight. 

Meywii'yechikawin, n.in. Goodwill. 
Meywii'yimao, v.t.an. He likes him, 

he approves of him, he is pleased 
with him. 

Meywii'yimoo, v.i.4. He is pleased 
with himself, he is happy. 

Meywa'yimohao, v.t.an. He causes 
him to be pleased. He comforts 
him. 

Meywa'yimohewiio, v.t.an. He causes 
(one) to be pleased with one's 
self, he comforts, he gives pleasure. 

Meywa'yimohewasew, v.i.1. or n.an. 
A comforter, (i.e. a person who 
imparts comfort). 

Meywa'yimohewawin, n.in. Act of 
causing one to be pleased with one's 
self, comfort, consolation. 

Meywa'yimowin, n.in. Happiness, 
joy in one's self. 

Meywu'skumikaw, v.imp. It is good 
ground, it is even or smooth ground. 

Meywu'stao, v.pass. It is placed 
right or well. 

Michapiskisew, v.imp.l.an. He is 
large, (speaking of a stone or metal). 

Micha'piskaw, v.imp.in. It is large, 
(speaking of metal). 

Micha'skokatao, v.i.3. He has stout 
legs. 

Micha'skopitoniio, v.i.3. He has stout, 
or big, arms. 

Micha'skosew, v.imp.l.an. He is large, 
(speaking of wood). 

Micha'skoyow, n.an. A large bodied 
man. 

Micha'skoyowao, v.i.3. He has a 
large body, (i.e. as to girth). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Micha'skwun, v.imp. It is large, 
(speaking of wood, etc.). 

Michi'che, n.in. The hand; the paw. 
It is often used for finger in its 
diminutive form. 

Michi'chin, n.in. The thumb, the 
finger; an inch. 

Mi'chikew, n.in. A dart, a spear. 
Michi'kwun, n.in. The knee. 
Michi'kwunikun, n.in. The knee-

bone. 
Michima'ch, adv. In the beginning. 
Michima'ch ache, adv. From the 

beginning. 
Michima'piskuhikun, n.in. A piece 

of fastening iron, a re-inforcement. 
Michima'piskuwhao, v.t.an. He fast

ens him with iron. 
Michima'piskuhum, v.t.in.6. He fast

ens it with iron, he re-inforces it. 
Michima'skwuwao, v.t.an. He fastens 

him, (as with a stick); he stalls 
him, (as an ox). 

Michima'skwuhum, v.t.in.6. He fat
ens it, (as with a stick). 

Michima'skotin, v.imp. It is held 
fast, (as a tree or a log). 

Michime'w, v.i;5. He holds on, (as 
with hands), he clings. 

Michimemukun, v.imp. It holds on, 
it clings. 

Michimikwa'chikun, n.in. An anchor, 
a grappling iron. 

Michimikwa'chikunis, n.in. A small 
anchor, a small grappling iron. 

Michi'minao, v.t.an. He holds him, 
he retains him, he cleaves to him, 
he embraces him. 

Michi'minikao, v.i.3. He holds on, 
he retains hold, he grips hard. 

Michi'minikun, n.in. A haft, a handle, 
a door-knob, something to hold. 

Michi'minum, v.t.in.6. He takes hold 
of it, he holds it, he grasps it. 

Michi'minumowao, v.t.an. He holds 
it for him, he grasps it for him. 

Michimo'sin, v.i.7. He sticks fast, 
he is aground. 

Michimo'tin, v.imp. It sticks fast, 
it is aground. 

Michi'muhao, v.t.an. He fastens him, 
he screws him down. 

Michinu'hikun, n.in. A screw, a 
fastening. 

Michimu'hikunis, n.in. A small screw, 
a small fastening. 

Michimu'hum, v.t.in.2. He fastens it. 
Michipu'pisoo, v.t.an. He is tied up, 

he is manacled, he is bound. 
Michimu'pisowin, n.in. A bond, man

acles. 
Michi'mupitao, v.t.an. He ties him 

tightly, he binds him. 
Michi'mupitum, v.t.in.6. He ties it 

tightly, he binds it. 
Michi'muwhao, v.t.an. He fastens 

him (with nails). 
Michiwa'm, n.an. A cousin whose 

father is a brother of the other's 
father, or whose mother is a sister 
of the other's mother, both cousins 
being of the male sex. A brother. 
Used also in the sense of a fellow 
member of the tribe or race. 

Michiwa'miskwao, n.an. A cousin 
whose father is a brother of the 
other's father or whose mother is a 
sister of the other's mother, both 
cousins being of the female sex. A 
sister. 

Michiwamitoowuk, v.i.3.pl. They are 
brothers, or cousins, or sisters; they 
are blood relations. 

Michiyuwa'sew, v.i.1. He is sorry, he 
is contrite, he repents. 

Michiyuwa'sewin, n.in. Sorrow, con
trition, repentance. 

Michiyuwa'yayetum, v.i.6. He is 
sorry, he is penitent, he repents. 

Michiyuwaya'yetumoowin, n.in. Peni
tence, repentance. 

Mika'we, n.an. A mother (in a 
general sense). 

Miki'kwun, n.in. A bone, for removing 
the fat or flesh from the skins of 
animals. 

Mikinak, s.c., Miskinak, P.C., n.an. 
A turtle; a block, a pulley. 

Miki'sew, n.an. An eagle. 
Mikisewe'pesim, n.in. "The eagle 

moon or month", corresponding to 
March: (on the prairies it cor
responds to February). 

Miki'simoo, v.i.an. He barks. 
Mikisimo'skew, v.i.1. He is always 

barking. 
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Miki'skaw, v.irnp. The late autumn 
or early winter, the time of the first 
frost. 

Miki'tao, Mikisimao, v.t.an. He barks 
at him. 

Mikitao, v.t.an. He scrapes fat or 
flesh from him (i.e., from a skin). 

Miki'tik, n.in. The knee. 
Mikitum, v.t.in.6. He barks at it. 
Mi'ko, n.in. The blood. · With poss. 

pronoun, o is dropped as Ke Mik, 
etc. 

Mikochika, adv. At least. ·-sometimes 
followed by ma as mikoochika ma. 

Miko'chichikunao, v.i.3. He has red 
fins. 

Miko'chichao, v.i.3. He has red hands, 
his hands at?s red. 

Miko'hao, v.t.an. He reddens him. 
Mikoka'tao, v.i.3. He has xed legs. 
Mikoko'tao, v.i.3. He has, a red nose. 
Mikokwa'o, v.i.3. He has a red face. 
Mikwa'pew, v.i.l. He has red eyes, 
· his eyes are blood-shot. 

Mikokwu'nao, v.i.3. He has red quills. 
Mikokwu'yowao, v.i.3. He has a red 

neck. 
Mikoma'pin, s.c., Miko'chikas, 11,r.c., 

n.an. A red sucker. 
Mikomina'poo, n.in. Red wine, port, 

red berry juice. 
Miko'minuk, or Mikominu, n.an.pl. 

Red berries; raspberries, M.C. 
Mikopu'sao, v.i.3. He has a red breast 

(as a bird). 
Mikopu'yew, Mikokwa'puyew, v.i.l. 

He reddens, he blushes. 
Mikopu'yew, or Mikopu'yin, v.imp. 

It reddens. 
Mikopu'yewin, n.in. Inflammation; 

the flush of fever. 
Mikopu'yewita'spinawin, s.c., Mi-kwu 

sa'win, P.c., n.in. Measles or scarlet 
fever. 

Mikosa'k, P.c., n.an. A rival (in love). 
Mikosi'chasew, Mikositasew, v.i.l. He 

has rather red feet. 
Miko'sew, v.i.1. He is red. 
Miko'sikun, n.in. A red pigment. 
Mikosi'kwao, Mikosikwa'tum, P.c., 

v.i.3. He spits blood, he has a 
haemotasis. 

Mik?si~wa'win, n.in. Hemorrhage, 
sp1ttmg blood. 
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Miko'sis, Miko'sisan, n.an. A son. 
Miko'sisew, v.i.1. He is reddish, he 

is pink. 
Miko'sisikawin, n.an. An adopted son. 
Miko'ska, conj. As though. 
Mikoska'cheuyawin, n.in. Uneasiness, 

trouble, agitation, disturbance. 
Mikoska'chehao, v.t.an. He troubles 

him, he distresses him, he perplexes 
him, he annoys him. (Used also 
when a young man's attentions to a 
girl are unwelcome.) 

Mikoska'chehewao, v.i.3. He annoys, 
he gives trouble, he teases. 

Mikoska'chehewawin, n.in. The act 
of giving annoyance, an annoyance. 

Mikoska'chehetoowin, n.in. The act 
of giving · annoyance to another; 
illegitimate intercourse. 

Miko~IQ.'chimao, v.t.an. He troubles 
him; ~ h.e annoys him (with his 
talking). 

Mikoska'sitakosew, v.i.1. He is 
troublesome with his loud talking, 
or senseless chatter. 

Mikoska'sitakosewin, n.in. Loud talk 
causing annoyance, senseless chatter. 

Mikoska'sitakwun, 'IJ.imp. It is making 
a troublesome noise. 

Mikoska'tayetum, v.i. 6. He is 
troubled, he is perplexed. 

Mikoska'tayetumehao, v.t. an. He 
grieves him, he troubles him, he 
distresses him in mind. 

Mikoska'tayetumowin, n.in. Distress, 
trouble, tribulation, grief; unrest in 
mind. 

Mikoska'tisew, v.i.l. He is trouble
some, he is annoying, he is harassing. 

Mikoska'tisewin, n.in. Annoyance, 
tiresomeness, troublesomeness. 

Mikoska'tiskew, v.i.l. He is always 
troublesome. 

Mikoska'tukumikisewin, n.in. Agita
tion, insurrection, disturbance in a 
community. 

Miko'skiwunao, or Mikoko'tao, v.i.3. 
He has a red nose. 

Mikoot, n.in. The nose, the beak. 
Mikotisa'wayan, n.in. A red dye. 
Miko'taw, v.t.in.2. He reddens it. 
Mikoo'tuskwi, Mikoota'kun, n.in. The 

throat. 
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Mikoo'tuskwuya'yape, n.in. The wind
pipe. 

Mikowa'spinao, s.c., Pakwomokwao, 
P.c., v.i.3. He has a haemorrhage. 

Mikowa'spinawin, s.c., Pwakomokwa
win, P.c., n.in. A haemorrhage, 

dysentery. 
Miko'wew, v.i.1. He is bloody, he has 

blood stains. 
Miko'wun, v.imp. It is bloody, it is 

blood stained. 
Mikowuta'moo, v.i.4. He has blood 

in his mouth. The word is mostly 
applied to an animal when bleeding 
through over-exertion. 

Mikowu'yan, s.c., Mikwa'kin, P.c., 
n. in. Scarlet cloth. 

Mikwa'kumew, Mikwa'kumin, v.imp. 
It is red (speaking of a liquid). 

Mikwa'kumewesepe, n.in. Red River. 
Mikwa'kun, n.in. The face. 
Mikwa'skonao, n.in. The chin. 
Mikwa'pamuk, n.in. The red willow. 
Mikwa'pamukwu, n.in.pl. Red willow 

bark, which Indians mix with 
tobacco for smoking. 

Mikwa'piskisew, v.imp. He is red 
(speaking of a metal or stone). 

Mikwa'poo, s.c., Mikwapokawin, P.C., 
n.in. Blood soup; red solution. 

Mikwa'pokakao, v.i.3. She makes 
blood soup of it. 

Mikwa'pokao, v.i.3. She makes blood 
soup. 

Mikwa'pokawin, n. in. Dysentry, 
bloody stools. 

Mikwa'sin, v.imp. It is reddish, it is 
pink. 

Mikwa'skikunao, v.i.1. He has a red 
breast. 

Mikwa'skosew, v.t'..1. He is red (speak
ing of wood, anim.). 

Mikwa'skwun, v.imp. It is red (speak-
ing of wood). 

Mikwa'w, v.imp. It is red, it is purple. 
Mikwa'wisikun, n.in. Saltpetre. 
Mikwa'wukaw, v.imp. It is red sand, 

or powder. Ka mikwa'wukak, P.C., 
red pepper. 

Mikwawu'skwun, Mikwu'skwun, P.c., 
v.imp. The sky is red, the cloud is 
red. 

Mikwaya'pe, n.in. A vein, an artery. 

l\'Iikwa'yow, or Mikwuyow, n.in. The 
neck. 

Mikwu'kwu'yao, s.c., v.imp. It makes 
a red blaze. 

Mikwune, pron. Whatever. 
Mikwusa'kao, v.i.3. He has a red coat. 
Mikwusa'puyewin, or Mikwusawin, 

n.in. The measles. 
Mikwusi'ske, s.c., Mikwa'putonisk, 

P.c., n.in. Red clay. 
Mikwu'skumik, n.in. Red earth, or 

moss. 
Mikwussina'soo, v.pass.4. He is color

ed red. 
Mikwussina'stao, v.pass. It is colored 

red. 
Mikwu'sukao, v.i.3. He has a red skin. 
Mikwusu'kapuyew, v.i.1. and v.imp. 

His skin turns red. 
Mimi'konao, v.t.an. He rubs him or 

them in his hands (e.g., ears of 
corn). 

Mimi'konum, v.t.in.6. He rubs it in 
his hands. 

Mimikopa'kinikao, or Mimikopa'tini
kao, v.i.3. He is rubbing (something) 
in water (e.g., clothes in washing). 

Mimikopa'tinum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He 
.rubs it in water (e.g., clothes in 
washing). 

Mimi'kopitao, s.c., v.t.an. He rubs 
him or them in water. (P.C. He 
shakes him or them with short 
jerks.) 

Mimi'kopitum, P.C., v.t.t'.n. He shakes 
him, or them with short jerks. s.c. 
He rubs him or them in his hands. 

Mimikwa'pew, v.i.l. He rubs his eyes. 
Mina'tukaw, Mina'skwaw, v.imP. It 

is a wood. 
Mina'wukaw, v.imp. It is a flat, it is 

a shoal, it is a sand bar. 
Minekwa'kun, n.inam. A mug, a cup, 

a drinking vessel; a measure. 
Minekwahao, v.i.3. He drinks out of 

it, or with it. 
Minekwakao, v.i.3. HE' drinks out of 

it (an improvised drinking vessel). 
Minekwakunikao, v.i.3. He makes a 

drinking cup. 
Minekwa'kunis, n.in. A small drink

ing vessel, a tea-cup. 
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Minekwa'tum, Minekwatotum, v.t.in.6. 
He drinks it. 

Minekwiio, v.i.3. He drinks; v.t., he 
drinks it. 

Minekwa'sew, v.i.1. He drinks a 
, little. 

Minekwiiskew, v.i.1. He drinks often, 
he is a drinker. 

Mine'kwiiwin, n.in. Drink, a beverage. 
Minekwawinikiio, v.i.3. He makes a 

drink, he makes drink. 
Minekwii'hiio, Minekwuhiio, P.C., v.t. 

an. He waters him. 
Mine or Meye, n.in. Matter, pus. 
Mine'wew, or Meye'wew, v.i.1. He 

has matter (i.e., pus); he is tuber
cular. 

Mine'wun, v.imp. It is mattery; it 
forms an abscess. 

Minewuta'moo, v.i.4. He has matter 
coming from his chest. 

Mini'stik, n.in. An island. 
Mini'stiko-, adj. A prefix denoting a 

circumscribed area of whatever is 
indicated by word to which it is 
prefixed. 

Ministiko -chiwun, v.imp. It flows on 
each side of the island, it is an island 
in the river. 

Mini'stiko -minuhi'koskaw, v.imp. ·It 
is a bluff or an island of pines. This 
is the Indian name for Pine Island 
and Cumherland House. 

Mini'stiko -pa'wustik, n.in. Island 
Falls. 

Mini'stikos, n.in. A small island. 
Ministikwa'pisk, n.in. A stony, or 

rocky island. 
Ministikwa'piskaw, v.imp. It is a 

stony, or rocky island. 
Ministikwa'skwiiyaw, v.imp. It is 

a bluff, it is a clump of trees. 
Ministikwa'tukaw, v.imp. It is a 

clump of fir trees. 
Ministikwa'wukaw, v.imp. It is a 

sand bar or island. 
Mi'nuhiio, v.t.an. He gives him to 

drink. 
Mi'nuhewiio, v.i.3. He gives drink. 
Mi'nuhi'k, n.an. A spruce tree or a 

pine tree. 
Minuhi'kosip, n.an. A pine duck. 
Minuhi'koskaw, v.imp. It abounds 

with pines or spruce. 

Minuhi'kwasit, n.in. Spruce brush or 
brush wood. 

Minu'stiio, v.imp. It is a pile of wood; 
it is a cord of firewood. Piiyuk 
minu'stiio, one cord of wood. 

Mipwa'm, n.in. The thigh. 
Mipwa'miiwuk, n.in. The flesh of the 

thigh. 
Mipwa'mikun, n.in. The thigh-bone. 
Misa'hiio, v.t.an. He enlarges him. 
Misa'piikisew, or Micha'piikisew, 

v.imp.1.an. It is large (speaking of 
thread, cotton, etc.). 

Misa'piikun, or Mischa'piikun, v.imp. 
It is large (speaking of cord, twine, 
etc.). 

Misa'piskaw, or Mischapiskaw, v.imp. 
It is large (speaking of a rock, or 
metal). 

Misa'sin, v.imp. It is rather large. 
Misa'skwut, n.an. The Saskatoon 

willow. 
Misaskwuto'minu, n.in.pl. Saskatoon 

berries. 
Misa'taw, v.t.in.2. He makes it large, 

he enlarges it, he increases it. 
Misa'w, v.imp. It is large, it is big, it 

is great. 
Misii'kisew, v.imp.1.an. He is large 

(speaking of a shawl, robe, etc.). 
Misii'kun, v.imp.in. It is large (speak

ing of linen, cotton, etc.). 
Mise'hiio, v.t.an. He tells upon him, 

or about him, he betrays him, he 
disgraces him, he gets him into 
trouble. 

Mise'hoo, v.refl.4. He gets himself into 
trouble. 

Miseka'weminukuse, n.in. A thorn. 
Miseka'weminukuseatik, n.in. The 

thorn bush. 
Miseka'weminukusewatikoskaw, v.imp. 

Thorn bushes abound. 
M iseka we'min ukuseska w, v.imp. 

Thorns are numerous. 
Misekii'moo, v.i.4. He informs against 

(someone), he tells tales, he accuses. 
Misekii'mowin, n.in. An accusation. 
Misekina'pik, n.an. A large serpent. 
Mise'kumaw, v.imp. It is a large 

body of water. 
Misekwa'puhikun, n.in. A large meas

ure, (of a gallon capacity). 
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Mise'm, Misemimaw, n.an. A younger 
brother or sister. Nise'm my 
(younger) brother or sister. 

Mise'mao, v.t.an. He chews him, 
(as gum). 

Misemis, n.an. A little brother or 
sister. 

Misemiskewao, v.i.3. He is chewing 
gum. 

Mise'miskwao, n.an. A younger sis
ter. 

Misemokuhosew, n.an. The heron. 
Mise'nao, n.an. A hen, a fowl, a large 

partridge. 
Misepa'wistik, n.in. A large rapid. 

Grand Rapids, Man. 
Misepe'minukwan, n.in. A large 

rope. 
Mise'sak, or Miss'isak, n.an. A "bull

dog", the deer-fly, (a pestilent 
fly). 

Miseta'skumik, adv. All the world 
over. 

Mise'tow, s.c., adv. In a lump. 
Mise'tow, P.c., In a spreading manner. 

Misetowapuyew. It spreads all over. 
Mise'towinao, v.t.an. She kneads 

him, (i. e. the dough). 
Mise'towinum, v.t.in.6. She kneads 

it, she works it into a lump. 
Mise'towisew, v.i.1. He is in a lump. 
Mise'towaw, v.imp. It is in a lump. 
Misetum, v.t.in.6. He chews it. 
Misewa', adj. All, the whole, every-

where. 
Misewa'yatik, n.an. A whole length 

tree, (i. e. a log of the entire length 
of the tree). 

Misewaya'kun, v.imp. It is all in a 
piece, (speaking of calico, cloth, 
etc.). 

Misewachikwa'huskisin, n.in. A 
moccasin without a seam m the 
front. 

Misewa'puyehao, v.t.an. He swallows 
him whole. 

Misewa'puyetaw, v.t.in.2. He swallows 
it whole. 

Misewa'puyechikun, n.in. A pill. 
Misewa'sew, v.i.1. He is whole, he 

is entire, he is in a lump. 
Misewa'skumik, adv. Everywhere, all 

the world over, throughout the 
world. 

Misewa'tuk, n.in. Round billets, 
unsplit fire-wood blocks. 

Misewa'yaw, v.imp. It is whole, it is 
in a lump. 

Misewe'pichew, n.in. A large walrus. 
Misewe'kwao, s.c., v.i.3. He has a 

face blackened in patches. 
Misewa'w, s.c., v.imp. It is a blot, 

it is a, black spot. 
Mise'wetaw, v.t.in.2. He blots it, 

he blackens it. 
Miseyao, P.c., n.an. A fowl, a hen, 

a large partridge. 
Miseya'pisk, Misewa'pisk, s.c., n.in. 

Rust. 
Miseya'piskaw, Misewapiskaw, v.imp. 

It is rusty. 
Miseyoo'tin, or Kiche'yoo'tin, v.imp. 

It blows hard, there is a strong 
wind. 

Mise'yowao, v.i.3. He has a large 
body. 

Misichicha'n, n.in. The thumb, (the 
large finger). 

Misiche'man, n.in. A large boat, a 
big ship. 

Misi'kitew, v.i.1. He is large, he is 
great, he is a huge person. 

Misiki'tisew, n.i.1. He is rather 
large. 

Misi'kos, or Osiko'simaw, n.an. An 
aunt, (a father's sister); a mother
in-law. 

Misi'kwuni, n.in. The tail (of a fish). 
Misi'mao, v.t.an. "He tells on him", 

he betrays him, he tells about him. 
Misi'mewao, v.t.an. He betrays, he 

causes trouble, (by informing). 
Misimewa'skew, v.i. or n.an. A trai

tor, a betrayer, a telltale. 
Misinumo'wao, E.C., v.t.an. He serves 

out to him, (as at a table). 
Misinu'wao, E.C., v.i.3. He serves 

(as at a table), he gives out food. 
Misipa'skisikun, n.in. A cannon. 
Misipi'sew, n.an. A tiger, a cougar, 

a large lynx. 
Misipoo'num, or Mis'tuhe -poo'num, 

s.c., v.i.6. He makes a large fire, 
he puts on a large quantity of fuel. 

Misipoonumowao, v.t.an. He makes a 
large fire for him. 
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Misi'simaw, n.an. A father-in-law, 
an uncle (mother's brother). 

Misi'sip, n.an. An Esquimaux duck, 
a large species of duck. 

Misi'sitan, n.in. The big toe. 
Misi'stikwayaw, v.imp. It is a large 

or broad river. 
Misi't, n.in. The foot. 
Misitaya'pe, s.c., n.in. Larg~ ne~

ting line, (for the footnettmg of 
snowshoes; the sinews of the foot). 

Misita'puyehao, v.t.an. He scatters 
them, he sends them all about. . 

Misita'puyetaw, v.t.in. He sends 1t 
all about. 

Misita'puyew, v.imp. It scatters all 
about. 

Misita'skuwao, v.t.an. He spreads 
them all about, (with body or foot). 

Misita'skum, v.t.in.6. He spreads 
it about, (with body or foot). 

Misita'staw, v.t.in.2. He spreads it 
about. 

Misi'tow, adv. All over, all about. 
Misitowipuyetaw, v.t.in.2. He mixes 

it. 
Misi'towaw, s.c., v.imp. It is spread 

all about; it is in a lump, it is lumpy. 
Misitawa'w, E.C., and P.c., v.imp. 

There is plenty of room. 
Misitu'kisew, v.imp. He is large, 

(speaking of wood). 
Misl'tuka'w, v.imp. It is large, (speak

ing of wood). 
Miska'skikun, or Ma'skikun, P.C., 

n.in. The breast, the bosom, the 
chest. 

Miska't, n.in. The leg. Niskat, my leg. 
Miska'tikun, n.in. The leg-bone. 
Miske'sik, n.in. The eye; the eye of 

a net. Niske'sik, my eye. 
Mi'skisi, n.in. The lip. Ni'skisi, 

my lip. 
Mi'skiwun, n.in. The nose, the snout. 
Misko'mao, v.t.an. He speaks of him, 

or refers to him, he reminds him, 
(about him). 

Mi'skoon, n.in. The liver. 
Misko'tum, v.t.in. He speaks of it, 

or refers to it, he reminds him 
about it. 

Misko'tumowao, v.t.an. He reminds 
him, (about some one or some
thing). 

Miskoot or Mikoot, n.in. The upper 
beak, the nose. 

Miskota'ki n.in. A coat, a capot, a 
dress, a gown; Niskota'ki, my coat. 

Miskota'k~kakao, v.t.an. She makes 
a coat, etc., out of it. 

Miskota'kayikowao, v.i.3. She makes 
a coat, etc., for him. 

Miskotaka'yikao, v.i.3. She is making 
a coat, etc. 

Miskota'kas, or Miskocha'kas, n.in. 
A small coat or frock. 

Miskotokan, n.in. A frame for stretch
ing hides. 

Misko'wao, v.t.an. He finds him, he 
discovers him. 

Miskowa'somao, v.t.an. He reminds 
him, (of something). 

Miskowa'yetum, or Miskwayetum, 
v.t.in. He finds it out. 

Miskowa'hao, v.t.an. He finds him 
out, he discovers him. 

Miskowa'taw, v.t.in.2. He finds it 
out, he discovers it. 

Mi'sku'm, v.t.in.6. He finds it, he 
discovers it. 

Miskuma'soo, v.i.4. He finds it for 
himself. 

Miskun, n.in. Bone. 
Miskuse, s.c., Muskuse, P.c., n.in. 

A finger or toe-nail, a claw, a hoof. 
Miskutik, n.in. The forehead. 
Miskwumewa'poo, n.in. Ice water. 
Miskwu'mewiminikwa'kun, s.c., Sap-

wastawiyakun, P.c., n.in. A tum
bler, a glass drinking vessel. 

Miskwu'mewiminikwa'kunis, n.in. A 
wine-glass. 

Miskwu'mewiku'mik, n.in. An ice
house, or ice-cellar. 

Miskwu'mewikumikokao, v.i.3. He 
builds an ice house. 

Miskwumesu, Ka pukisik miskwume, 
P.C., n.in.pl. Hail. 

Miskwume, s.c., Muskwume, P.c., 
n.an. Ice. 

Miskwume'wun, v.imp. It is icy. 
Miskwumewa'kumew, v.imp. It is 

ice water. 
Mi'soi, n.in. The tail (of an animal). 
Miso'kun, n.in. The loins, the lower 

part of the back, the haunch, the 
rump. 
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Miswa'kunikatao, or Miswa'o, or 
Miswa'tao, v.t.an. He wounds him. 
He hits him (with gun shot or 
bullet). 

Miso'tao, v.t.an. He hits him (in 
shooting). 

Miso'tum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He hits it, 
(in shooting or throwing). 

Misoo'chikao, v.i.3. He hits, (in 
shooting, the shot hits the mark). 

Misoochika'soo, v.pass. He is hit, 
he is wounded, (as an animal, when 
hit by a bullet). 

Misowa'ch, Misuwa'ch, adv. At any 
rate. 

Miso'wehao, v.t.an. He treats him so 
that he has had enough. 

Miso'wehik, v.t.3.invers. He is dom
inated by him. 

Misowew, v.i.5. He is satisfied that 
he cannot prevail. 

Mispu'yow, n.in. The womb. 
Mispi'ki, n.in. The side, (i. e. of the 

thorax). 
Mispika'kun, n.in. A rib. 
Mispi'skwun, n.in. The back. Nis

pi' skwun, my back. 
Mispi'ton, n.in. The arm. Nispiton, 

my arm. 
Mis'poon, v.imp. It snows; we mis

poo'n, it is going to snow. 
Mispo'sin, v.imp. It snows a little. 
Misposka'koo, v.i.4. He has a snow

fall on the way. 
Mispo'skin, v.imp. It snows often. 
Mista'kik, n.an. A large species of 

seal. 
Mistakuya'sew, n.an. A large English

man. 
Mistakuya'sewew, v.i.1. He is a large 

Englishman. 
Mista'pao, n.an. A large man, a 

giant. 
Mista'pawew, v.i.1. He 1s a large 

man, he is a giant. 
Mista'poos, n.an. The jack-rabbit, 

the Arctic hare. 
Mistiya'pao, n.an. A large buck 

moose, a large ox. 
Mi'stuti, n.in. A big stomach. 
Mistuti'yao, v.i.3. He has a big 
· stomach. 
Mistuyi'chemin, n.an. A bean, a 

large bean. 

Mistuyo'winisewut, n.in. A large 
bale, (of clothing). 

Mista's, n.an. An elder brother, 
Nistas, my elder brother. 

Misti'k, n.an. A tree, a stick, a log, 
a wood, timber. 

Misti'ko -a'mikwan, a.an. A wooden 
spoon. 

Misti'ko -a'mikwanis, n.an. A small 
wooden spoon. 

Misti'koche'man, n.in. A boat. 
Misti'koche'manis, n.in. A small 

boat. 
Misti'kochema'nikao, v.i.3. He is 

building a boat. 
Mistikokan, n.an. A flag staff, a lop 

stick, a beacon; a pole erected for 
worship by heathen Indians. 

Mistikoka'nikowao, v.t.an. He makes 
a flag-pole or beacon for him. 

Mistikoki'puhikun, n.in. A bung, a 
wood plug. 

Mistikoku'mik, n.in. A slab tent, 
a tent made of split trees. 

Mistiko'min, n.in. An acorn, a nut. 
Mistiko'minanatik, Muskowatik, P.C., 

n.an. An oak. 
Mistikona'pao, n.an. A carpenter. 
Mitikona'pawekumik, n.in. A car

penter shop. 
Mistikona'pawe'kotakun, or Moko

ta'kun, n.in. A plane. 
Mistikonapa'wew, v.i.1. He is a 

carpenter. 
Mistikope'yao, s.c., Mistiko'yao, E.c., 

Sakawipe'yao, P.C., n.an. A wood 
partridge. 

Mistikopuka'n, n.an. An acorn, a 
nut. 

Mistiko's, n.an. A small tree or stick. 
Mistikoo'se, n.in. A boat. 
Mistikoo'sis, n.in. A small boat. 
Mistikoska'task, n.an. A wild root 

called 'a carrot'. 
Misti'koskaw, v.imp. Tree~ abound, 

there are many trees, a wooded 
section. 

Mistikopukuma'kun, Mistikota'muhi
kun, n.in. A mallet. 

Misti'kowew, v.imp.1. He (it) is a tree, 
he is wooden. 

Misti'kowun, v.imp. It is wooden. 
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Mistikowu'nehikun, n.in. A wooden 
trap, a dead-fall. 

Misti'kowut, n.in. A box, a chest, 
a packing case. 

Misti'kowutikakao, v.i.3. He makes a 
box of it. 

Misti'kowutikao, v.i.3. He makes a 
box. 

Misti'kowutikowao, v.t.an. He makes 
a box for him. 

Misti'kowu'tis, n.in. A small box. 
Mi'stikun, s.c., n.in. A deer-skin 

coat, a deer-skin. 
Mistikwi, s.c., n.in. A deer skin. 
Misti'kwan, n.in. A head. 
Mistikwa'nikun, Mistikwa'nikakun, 

n.in. The skull. 
Mistikwa'nipewi, s.c., n.in. The hair 

of the head. 
Mistikwa'skoskaw, v.imp. Wood 

abounds, it is a forest. 
Mistikwa'skwayaw, v.imp. It is a 

ridge of trees, a bluff of evergreen 
trees. 

Mistikwu'skik, n.an. A drum, (lit. 
a wooden kettle). 

Mistikwu'skikos, n.an. A small drum. 
Mistikwu'skisin, n.in. A boot, an 

English shoe, (a contraction of 
Wamistikwuskisin). 

Mistikwu'skisinis, n.in. A small boot. 
Mistoo's, s.c., or Mostoos, n.in. For 

this word and its derivatives see 
Moo'stoos, etc. 

Mistoo't, n.in. A large boat, a large 
canoe, a raft. 

Mistu'chikao, v.i.3. He eats a great 
deal, he gormandizes. 

Mistuchikawin, n.in. A big feast 
gormandizing. ' 

Mi'stuhe, adj. and adv. Much, liber
ally, plenteously. 

Mi'stuhe, n. Much, a great deal, 
plenty, abundance. 

Mi'stuhe -che'man, n.in. A big ship, 
(also Na'pikwan). 

Mi'stuhes, adv.n.in. A fair quantity, 
rather much. 

Mi'stuhe -Keskipo'chikun, n.in. A 
large cross cut saw. 

Mi'stuki or Ma'staki, n.in. The hair. 
Mistuka'sew, n.an. A lion. 
Mistukwu'yao, s.c., v.imp. It is all 

in a blaze, it is a large blaze. 

Mistuma'k, n.an. A whale. 
Mistuna'sk, n.an. A badger. 
Mistuna'skoskaw, v.imp. Badgers are 

numerous. 
Mistupe'kun, n.in. A large bar of 

a canoe, the middle bar (where there 
is an odd number). 

Mistu'skik, n.an. A large kettle, 
a cladron. 

Mistusko'semin, n.in. The wild tur
nip, the wild onion. 

Mistuta'puyew, v.i.1. His abdomen 
swells, he has a swelling of the belly. 

Mistuti'kwi, Mistutikwuyan, n.in. A 
large deer-skin. 

Mistu'tim, Missutim, n.an. A horse. 
Mistu'timopewi, n.in. Horse-hair. 
Mistu'timosis, Missutimosis, n.an. A 

colt, a foal. 
Mistutimota'panask, n.in. A horse

cariole, a horse-sled. 
Mistutimwa'stuki, n.in. A horses' 

mane. 
Misuka'ma, prep. All across, across 

the whole of it. 
Misukamakotin, P.c., v.imp. It ex

tends all across. 
Misuka'mayaskotin, v.imp. It ex

tends all across, (as a tree bridges 
a river). 

Misukamaya'sew, v.i.3. He sails across 
(the lake or river) from one side to 
the other). 

Misukama'puyew, v.imp. It goes all 
across (as on a sheet of water). 

Misuska'yaw, v.imp. It has a bottom, 
(as a lake or place where the bot
tom can be easily reached). 

Misuska'tin, v.imp. It is aground. 
Misuka'w, v.i.2. He arrives, (by water) 

he lands. 
Miswa'kun, n.an., A wounded ani

mal. 
Miswa'kunikao, v.i.3. He wounds. 
Miswa'kunekatao, v.t.an. He wounds 

him. 
Miswa'kunekatikowin, n. in. A wound, 

illness following ill-treatment. 
Miswa'kunewew, v.i.l. He has a 

wound, he is wounded. 
Miswa'w, v.pass. He is hit, he is 

wounded (as a bird when shot at). 
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Miswaya'powinan, s.c., or Misa'pi
wenan, P.c., n.in. The eyebrow, 
eyelid or eyelash. 

Mi'te, pl. Mi'tu, n.in. A stick of 
firewood, firewood, fuel. 

Mite'wew, v.i.1. He (a tree) is fit 
for firewood. 

Mite'wun, v.imp. It is firewood. 
Mitaiyoo, n.an. A tree covered with 

snow, (so as to resemble a pillar 
or cone). 

Mita'nis, or Otanisimaw, n.an. A 
daughter. Nita'nis, my daughter. 

Mita'nisikawin, n.an. An adopted 
daughter. 

Mita'piskun, n.in. The jaw. 
Mita's, n.an. A leggin, an Indian 

stocking, pants, trousers; a stock
ing, M.C. 

Mitaseya'pe, s.c., n.in. Knitting wool. 
Mita'sikakao, v.i.3. She makes trou

sers or leggins of it; she makes 
stockings of it. 

Mita'si'kao, v.i.3. She is making 
trousers or leggins; she makes 
stockings. 

Mita'sikawin, n.in. The act of mak
ing trousers; knitting. 

Mita'sikowao, v.t.an. She makes trou
sers or leggins for him; she makes 
stockings for him. 

Mita'sis, n.in. A small leggin or trou
sers; a sock. 

Mitasisu, n.in.pl. Men's socks. 
Mita'stumik, s.c., n.in. The face, 

the front. 
Mita'tao, v.t.an. He grieves about 

him, he bewails him, he longs for 
him. 

Mita'tusewuk, v.i.J .pl.an. They are 
ten, there are ten of them. 

Mita'tutinwu, v.imp.pl.in. They are 
ten, there are ten of them. 

Mita'tutomitunuwaw, adv. A hun
dred times. 

Mita'tutomitunow, adj. A hundred. 
Mita'tutomitunowawuk, v.i.3.pl.an. 

They are a hundred of them, there 
is a hundred of them. 

Mita'tutomitunowawu, v.imp.pl.in. 
They are a hundred of them, there 
is a hundred of them. 

Mita'tum, v.t.in.6. He bewails it, 
he laments it, he is sorry for it. 

Mita'tum, v.i.6. He grieves, he sor
rows 

Mita'tut, s.c., Mitat, M.C., adj. Ten. 
Mita'tusewuk, s.c., Mitatewuk, M.c., 

v.i.1.pl. They are ten, there are 
ten of them. 

Mita'tutinwu, Mitatinwu, v.imp.pl.in. 
They are ten, there are ten of them. 

Mita'tutohao, v.t.an. He divides him 
or them into ten parts. 

Mita'tutotaw, v.t.in.2. He divides 
it into ten parts. 

Mita'tutwaw, or Mitatwaw, adj. Ten 
times. 

Mita'h, or Mita'he, n.in. The heart. 
N'ti:i or nita, my heart. 

Mita.'hemin Otahemin, n.in. The 
strawberry, (lit. a heart-berry). 

Mita'o, n.an. A conjuror, a sorcerer; 
a member of a mita'wewin lodge. 

Mita'pew, v.i.1. He remains sitting. 
Mita'wewew, v.i.1. He i!3 a conjuror; 

he is a member of the mita'wewin 
cult. 

Mita'wew, v.i. He conjures, he prac
tices_ the superstitious cult of miti:i
wewin. 

Mita'wewin, n.in. Sorcery, witch
craft; an Indian cult which deals 
with the unseen mysterious world. 

Mita'weyinew, n.an. A sorcerer. 
Mita'win, n.in. "The long tent" (i.e., 

the tent used for the mitawe'win 
ceremonies). 

Mita'yikoom, n.an. The nostril. 

Mita'yune, n.in. The tongue, a 
clapper. 

Mita'yuneyape, s.c., or Mitayuna
ya'pe, P.c., n.in. The string of the 
tongue. 

Mitika'n, n.in. A wood pile; a cord of 
firewood. 

Mitikewap, s.c., or Mitokiwap, P.C., 
n.in. A wooden tent. 

Mitiche, n.in. See Michiche. 
Mitikwutimimaw, n.an. A nephew; 

(a man's sister's son, or a woman's 
brother's son), not used for man's 
brother's son nor woman's sister's 
son; also in s.c., a son-in-law. 

Mitima'o, v.i.3. He follows (as in a 
track or footsteps). 
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Mitimi'tin, v.imp. It lies all along 
(something). 

Miti'ne, s.c., Miti'yei, P.c., n.in. The 
shoulder-blade, the blade-bone. 

Miti'se, n.in. The navel. 
Mitiseya'pe, n.in. The navel-cord. 
Miti'skaw, v.imp. There is a good deal 

of fire-wood. 
Mititao, v.t.an. He tracks him, follows 

his foot-prints. 
Mititimun, n.in. The shoulder. 
Mito'kun, n.in. The hip. 
Mitoo'n, n.in. The mouth, the lip. 
Mitona'yechikao, v.i.3. He thinks, he 

meditates, he reasons. 
Mitona'yechikawin, n.in. A cogita

tion, a device, a well-thought out 
plan. 

Mitona'yechikun, n.in. The mind, the 
conscience. 

Mitona'yetum, v.i.6. He meditates, he 
thinks; v.t., he meditates upon it. 

Mitona'yetumowin, n.in. The act of 
thinking. 

Mitona'yimao, v.t.an. He considers 
him, he thinks about him. 

Mito'ne, adv. Very, entirely, com
pletely, altogether, thoroughly, well, 
quite. 

Mito'new, or Mito'nisew, v.i.1. He is 
complete, he is perfect, he is accur
ate. 

Mitonechika'tao, v.imp. It is complete, 
it is perfect. 

Mito'simimaw, n.an. A nephew, (as 
for a man's brother's son or a 
woman's sister's son); a step-son. 

Mito'simiskwam, n.an. A niece, (as 
for a man's ~rother's daughter, or 
a woman's sister's daughter); a step
daughter. 

Mitosis, Mitosi'simaw, n.an. An aunt; 
a step-mother. . 

Mito'skwun, n.in. The elbow. 
Mi'toot, or Mi'toos, n.in. A raft. 
Mitota'meyu'wa, s.c., or Otita'me-

yawu, P.C. The bowels, the entrails. 
Mito'tam, or Mitota'mimaw, n.an. A 

friend, an acquaintance. 
Mito'tikao, v.i.3. He makes a raft. 
Mitotika'tum, v.t.in.6. He makes it 

into a raft. 
Mitoto'sim, n.an. The udder, the 

fem ale breast. 
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Mitoto'simistikwan, ii.in. A pap, a 
teat, a nipple. 

Mitowa'maw, n.an. A sister. It ,is 
sometimes also used for a brother; 
also used for cousins of different sex. 

Ml'towao, v.i.3. He grumbles, he 
murmurs, he is dissatisfied. 

Mitowa'skew, v.i.l. He is prone to 
dissatisfaction. 

Mitowi'mao, or Mitowa'mao, v.t.an. 
See Mitowu'mao. 

Mito'wuki", n.in. The ear. 
Mitowu'mao, v.t.an. He is dissatisfied 

with him, he grumbles at him. 
Mituki'se, n.in. A gut, pl. •Mituki

seyu, the entrails. 
Mitunne', s.c., \Vuttu'ne, P.c. The 

tail of a bird. 
Moak, or Mo'kwu, n.an. The large 

loon. The northern diver. 
Mo'che, adv. Openly, freely, simply 

by that means, gratis. 
Mocheuyu'mew, v.i.1. He speaks 

openly; he only speaks. 
Mochek, n.indec. On the ground. 
Moo, v.imper. Eat him. 
Moocheka'yetum, v.i.6. He is cheer-

ful, he is joyful, he is merry. 
Moochekayetumowin, n.in. Joy, merri

ment, cheerfulness. 
Moo'chekehao, v.t.an. He makes him 

merry. 
Moo'chekisew, v.i.1. He is merry, he. 

is funny. 
Moo'chekun, v.imp. It is funny, there 

is fun. 
Mochema'kew, v.i.5. He bestows a 

free gift. 
Mochemakewin, n.in. A free gift. 
Mo'chetuk, n.indec. On the floor. 
Mochowew, 'IJ.i.l. He is foolish, he is 

silly. 
Moo'hao, v.t.an. He makes him crv. 
Moka'konao, v.i.3. He digs away sno;,, 

(for camping at night). 
Mo'kichew, v.imp. He exposes (i.e., 

indecently). 
Mokichi'wun, v.imp. See Moskichi

wun. 
Mokichiwunipak, n.in. A water spring. 
Mokochika'kao, v.i.3. He planes with 

it. 
Mokochika'tao, v. imp. pass. It is 

planed. 
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Moko'chikao, v.i.3. He planes. 
Mokochika'wikumik, n.in. A carpen

ter's shop, a workshop. 
Moko'chikun, n.in. A plane, a car

penter's tool. 
Mokochika'win, n.in. The act of 

planing; a temporary bench for 
planing boards. 

Mokoma'n, n.in. A knife. 
Mokomana'pisk, n.in. The blade of a 

knife. 
Mokoma'nis, n.in. A small knife. 
Mokoma'nutos, n.in. A shod arrow. 
Mokota'kun, n.in. A crooked knife, 

a draw-knife, a plane. 
Moko'tao, v.t.an. He planes him 

(ref erring to a board as animate). 
Moko'tum, v.t.in.6. He planes it, he 

shaves it with a knife, he "knifes 
it". 

Mokuho'sew, n.an. A bittern, or a 
heron. 

Mokuho'seskaw, v.imp. Bitterns are 
numerous. 

Moo'minao, v.i.3. He picks berries 
(i.e., eating as he picks). See 
Mowesoo. 

Moona'tikakao, P.c., v.i.3. He digs 
with it. 

Moona'tikatao, v.t.an. He digs him; 
as p. part., it is dug. 

Moona'tikatum, v.t.in.6. He digs it. 
Moona'tikao, v.i.3. He digs. 
Moona'tikasew, v.i.1. He digs a little. 
Mooneya's, n.an. A young Canadian, 

or a young American; or a "green 
hand", in the same sense as we 
criticise Englishmen in Canada. In 
some localities applied to white 
people as distinct from the French 
people. 

Mooneya'w, n.an. A Canadian or 
American-born citizen. 

Mooneya'skwao, n.an. A Canadian 
woman, or any white woman born 
in Canada. 

Moonecha'pikuhum, v.t.in.6. He digs 
about the roots of it. 

Moonua'pitan, n.in. A coral (for a 
child when teething, lit. a tool for 
digging out teeth). 

Moonuhika'kao, s.c., v.i.3. He digs 
with it. 

MOOSEHOWIN 

Moonuhika'kun, or Moonuhikun, n.in. 
A spade, a shovel, a digging tool. 

Moo'nuhikao, v.i.3. He is digging. 
Moonuhika'sew, v.i.1. He digs a 

little. 
Moonuhipa'n, n.in. A well. 
Moonuhisoo'neyawao, v.i.3. He digs 

for gold or silver. 
Moo'nuhum, v.t.in.6. He digs it, he 

tills it. 
Moo'nuwio, v.t.an. He digs him. 
Moosa'kumew, v.imp. It is liquid 

(i.e., as weak tea). 
Moosa'kumewipime, n.in. Oil (i.e., 

thin oil). 
Moosa adv.pref. Bare, openly, clearly. 
Mosaya'skopitonao, or Mosisaya'sko

pitonao, v.i.3. He has bare arms 
(from the shoulder). 

Mosaka'tao, v.i.3. He has bare legs. 
Mosa'pao, n.an. A bachelor. 
Mosa'pitao, v.t.an. He exposes him, 

he uncovers him . 
. Mosa'pitisoo, v.i.refl. He bares him

self (i.e., pulls the covering off 
himself in his sleep). 

Mosa'pitonao, v.i.3. He has bare 
arms. 

Mosa'sin, v.i.7. He lies exposed, he 
lies uncovered. 

Mosa'sitao, v.i.3. He has bare feet; 
he is barefooted. 

Mosa'skutao, v.i.3. He is naked. 
Mosa'skutawin, n.in. Nakedness. 
Mosa'stikwanao, v.i.3. He is bare-

headed, he has a bare head. 
Mosa'tin, v.imp. It lies exposed. 
Mo'schewak, adv. By a good deal, by 

a long while. (It is of ten used with 
the negative as numwach moschewak, 
not for a long while.) 

Moose'hao, v.t.an. He feels him, he 
perceives him, he has a sensation of 
him (as in cases of imaginary pos
session by a spirit). 

Moo'sehoo, v.i.4. He feels, he has the 
sen3ation of feeling; he feels pain, or 
anguish. 

Moosehoo'winew, v.i.1. He has feel
ings. 

Moosehowin, n.in. The sensation of 
feeling. 
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Moo'se~aw, v.t.in.2. He feels it, he 
perceives it, he apprehends it. 

Moo'setumowin, n.in. Feeling (men
tal). 

Moo'setumowao, v.t.an. He has feel
ing for him. 

Moo'sis, or Moo'sisa, adv. Clearly, 
evidently, openly, plainly. 

Mosisa'humakao, v.i.3. He declares 
openly, he speaks openly. 

Mosisa'hum, v.t.in.6. He speaks open
ly about it, he lays the matter bare. 

Mosisa'humowao, v.t.an. He speaks 
openly to him, he tells him plainly. 

Moske'stowao, v.t.an. He rushes at 
him; he rises from a crouching 
position to shoot at game. 

Moskichi'wun, v.imp. It flows out, as 
water out of a spring. 

Mo'skichiwun, n.in. A fountain, a 
spring. 

Moskichi'wunipak, or Mokichiwuni
pak, n.in. A spring, a fountain. 

Mooski'nao, v.t.an. He makes him 
bare, he uncovers him, he produces 
him from place of concealment. 

Moo'skinao, v.imp. It is full. 
Mooskina'putaw, v.t.in.2. He fi.Ils it 

(with a liquid). 
Moo'skinuhao, v.t.an. He fi.Ils him. 
Moo'skinum, v.t.in.6. He makes it 

bare, he uncovers it, he produces it. 
Moo'skinutaw, v.t.in.2. He fills it. 
Moo'skipao, v.imp. It (water) over

flows (as the tide forces water 
through cracks to run over the ice). 

Mooski'pitao, v.t.an. He uncovers 
him, he makes him bare, he exposes 
him. 

Mooski'pitum, v.t.in.6. He uncovers 
it, he makes it bare, he pulls it out. 

Moo'skipuyew, v.imp. It breaks out 
(as a sore), it comes to the top. 

Mooskita'num, M.c., Pepoota'num, s.c., 
v.i.6. He makes a smoke (to attract 
attention). 

Moo'skitao, or Pe'pootao, v.imp. The 
smoke rises. 

Mooskona'moo, or Moo'skowukutao 
v.i.4. He cries through hunger, h~ 
pleads. 

Mooskowa'tao, v.t.an. He cries for 
him. 
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Mooskowa'tum, v.t.in.6. He cries for 
fr. 

Moos'kuhipao, v.imp. It floats, it is 
bu;>yant. . 

Moo skume, s.c., n.in. Soup, broth, 
stock. 

Moo'skumekao, s.c., v.i.3. She makes 
a soup or broth. 

Moo'soo, or Moo'swao, s.c. He cuts 
his hair. 

Mooswa'kin, or Mooso'yan, n.in. A 
moose-skin. 

Moosocho'winis, or Moosotoo'winis, 
s.c., n.in. A small scissors. 

Mooso'minu, n.in. Moose-berries, or 
high bush-cranberries. 

Moo'soonee, n.in. Moose Factory, 
James' Bay, Ont.; Diocese of 
Moosonee. 

Moo'so -sa'kuhikun, n.in. Moose Lake. 
Moososi'nne, or Moosu'ssinne, n.in. 

See M ooswu' sinne, a bullet. 
Moososinewa'pisk, n.in. Lead. 
Moosiski'wun, Moo'sokot or Moosoo

ski'wun, P.c., n.in. A moose nose. 
Mooso'skaw, v.imp. Moose abound. 
Moos6too'win, s.c., Puskwuhuma'to

win, P.c., n.in. Scissors. 
Mooswa'kunis, s.c., Puskwuhuma'

chowinis, P.c.; n.in. Small scissors. 
Mooswa, n.an. A moose (deer), pl., 

mooswuk. 
Moo'swao, v.t.an. He shears him, he 

cuts off his hair. 
Moosoweya's, n.in. Moose flesh. 
Moosowuha'pokoo, v.imp.anim. He 

floats out with the current (i.e., 
into the sea or lake). 

Moosowuha'potao, v. imp. inan. It 
floats out with the current (i.e., 
into the sea or lake). 

Mostu'skumik, adv. On the surface of 
the ground; as a noun, };Jostusku
mikok, on the ground. 

Mostu'skumikaw, v.imp. It is bare 
ground. 

Mo'suk, adv. Always, continually. 
Mosu'kinao, v.t.an. He gathers them 

up. 
Mosu'kinikao, v.i.3. He is gathering, 

he is collecting (things). 
Mosu'kinikawin, n.in. An accumula

tion, a collection. 
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Mosu'kinum, v.t.in.6. He gathers 
them up. 

Mosuki'pitao, v.t.an. He collects them 
quickly; he pulls him off. 

Mosuki'pitum, v.t.in.6. He collects 
them quickly; he pulls it off. 

Mooswu'sinne, or Mooso'sinne, n.in. 
Ball, shot, moose ball. 

Mc>'tao, n.an. A caterpillar, a grub; 
a pimple. . 

Mota'wiskaw, v.imp. Grubs are num
erous. 

Mota'wunu, v.imp. It is mothy, it has 
moths. 

Motaya'pisk, n.in. A bottle. 
Motaya'piskos, n.in. A small bottle, 

a phial. 
Moowa'konao, or Mwa'konao, v.i.3. 

He eats snow. 
Moo'wao, v.t.an. He eats him. 
Moo'wikoo, v.t.an.invers. He is eaten 

by him. 
Moya'm, or Mya'm, adv. Like, simi

lar. 
Mo'yas, s.c., Muy'was, P.C., adv. 

Before, sooner than. 
Mow'a! E.c., exclam. Here it is! pl., 

Mowuk! Here they are! 
Mowa'pew, v.i.1. He takes a look 

(i.e., he goes for a short visit). 
Mowa'pumao, v.t.an. He takes a look 

at him (Le., he pays him a short 
visit). 

Moweka'tao, v.t.an. He cries for him, 
he bemoans hrm, he laments him. 

Mciweka'tum, v.t.in.6. He laments i't, 
he mourns it. 

Moweka'tumowin, n.in. Lamentation, 
mobrning. 

Mowemoo', v.i.4. He cries for help, 
he cries in fear. 

Mowemo'kao, v.i. He utters a cry, he 
betrays signs of fear (by word of 
mouth). 

Mowemo,,schikao, v.i.3. He prays, he 
supplicates. 

Mowemo'schikawin, n.in. Supplica
tfon, request, prayer. 

Mowemo'stowao, v.t.an. He cries to 
him for help, he prays to him, he 
calls on him, he supplicates with 
him. 

Mowemoo'stumowao, v.t.an. He cries 
in fear (because of another's peril). 

MDwemo'stumowao, v.t.an. He prays 
for him, he intercedes on his behalf. 

Mowenaho'toowin, n.in. Vengeance, 
a challenge, the act of pitting one's 
strength, speed, etc., against that 
of another; reprisal. 

Mowena'wao, v.t.an. He goes. after 
him to punish him, he challenges 
him, he pits hjs powers against him. 

Mowe'soo, Mowosoo, v.i.4. He gathers 
berries (not for immediate con
sumption). 

Mowoswa'tao, Moweswa'tao, v.t.an. 
He clears him (i.e., the tree) of 
fruit, he gathers (berries, etc.) from 
him. 

Mowbswa'tum, v.t.in.6. He clears it 
of its fruit, he gathers (berries, etc.) 
from it. 

Mowuch, Ma'wuch, mawuche, adv. 
Most, extremely, in the greatest 
degree. 

Mowuche, Ma'wuche, adv. Collect
ively, together. 

Mowuche'hao, v.t.an. He collects 
them, he gathers them, he assembles 
them. 

Mowuchehi'toowin, n.in. An assem
bly, a concourse, a congregation. 

Mowuchehi'toowuk, v.i.4.pl. They 
assemble, they collect, they con
gregate. 

Mowuche -kiche -uyumeha'wekimaw, 
n.an. An Archbishop. 

Mowuchenitao, v.i.3. He collects wood. 
Mowuchenitawin, n.in. The work of 

collecting wood. 
Mowuche'taw, v.t.in.2. He collects it, 

he ga'thers it, he accumulates it. 
Mowuchi'chikao, v.i.3. He is collect

ing he is gathering (things). 
Mowuchichika'wikumik, Kistika'niku

mik, P.c., n.in. A garner, a granary, 
a store house. 

Mowuchichika'win, n.in. The harvest; 
the ac't of gathering. 

Mowuna'pakinum, s.c., Mowusukwa'
pakinum, P.c., v.t.in.6. He coils it 
(as a rope). 

Mowusukokwa'tum, v.t. in. 6. He 
scrapes them together (as chips); he 
sews it or them together. 

Mowusu'konao, v.t.an. He gathers 
them into heaps, he amasses them. 
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Mowusu'konum, v.t.in.6. He gathers 
it or them into heaps, he heaps them, 
he gathers it or them together. 

Mowusu'kopitao, v.t.an. He draws 
him or them together, he rakes 
them together. 

Mowusu'kopitum, v.t.in.6. He draws 
it together (as a bag with string), he 
rakes them. 

Mowusu'kopuyehao, v.t.an. He shakes 
them together. 

Mowusu'kopuyetaw, t•.t. in. 2. He 
shakes it together. 

Mowusu'kopuyew, Mowusukopuyin, 
v.imp. It collects together. 

Mowusukosa'num, v.t.in.6. He scrapes 
them together (as embers). 

Mowusukwu'staw, v.t.in.2. He gathers 
it into a heap. 

Mowusukwu(yao, v.t.an. He gathers 
them into a heap. 

Mowusukosa'wukinum, v.t.in.6. He 
scrapes the firn together. 

Mowusukwu'pitao, v.t.an. He binds 
them together; he rakes wheat or 
oats together. 

Mowusukwu'pitum, v.t.in.6. He binds 
it or them together; he rakes hay 
into coils with a horse rake. 

Mowusuko'stuhum, v.t.in.6. She sews 
them together. 

Mowusuko'stuwlio, v.t.an. She sews 
them together. 

Mowuti'tao, s.c., v.t.an. He visits 
him. 

Mowuti'tum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He visits 
it. 

Moyayemao, P.c., v.t.an. He becomes 
aware of him. 

Moyayetum, P.c., v.t.in.6. He becomes 
aware of it. 

Mucha'chimao, v.t.an·. He tells bad 
news about him, he slanders him. 

Mucha'chimikowin, n.in. Slander no-
toriety, evil report. ' 

Mucha'chimikosew, v.t.an. His report 
is bad. 

Mucha'chimoo, v.i.4. He tells bad 
news, he slanders. 

Mucha'chimoskew, v.i.l. He is al
ways telling bad news, he is a 
slanderer. 

Mucha' chimoowin, n. in. Bad news, 
slander. 
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Mucha'nasew, s.c., v.i.l. He i;;; a very 
common man. 

Mucha'nasewew, P.C., v.i.1. He is a 
bad (white) man. 

Mucha'piskisew, v.imp.l.an. He is 
bad (speaking of metal, etc.). 

Mucha'piskaw, v.imp.in. It is bad 
(speaking of metal). 

Mucha'pisin, v.i.7. He disapproves of 
what he sees. 

Mucha'poo, s.c., Mucha'poi, P.c., n.in. 
Bad liquid. 

Mucha'poo, Mucha'pew, v.i.4. He 
looks (with disapproval); it looks 
bad to him. 

Mucha'pumao, v.t.an. He does not 
like the look of him. 

Mucha'skosew, s.c., Maya'skosew, P.c., 
v.imp.l.in. He is bad (speaking of 
wood). 

Mucha'slnvun, s.c., Maya'skwun, P.C., 
v.imp. It is bad (speaking of wood). 

Mucha'spinao, v.i.3. He has a bad 
disease. (This word is not restricted 
to leprosy, but is also used for 
venereal diseases.) 

Mucha'spinawin, n.in. A bad disease. 
This is a general term, but also 
applied to venereal disorders. 

Muchatik, n.an. A bad tree, a bad 
log (i.e., unfit for use for lumber, or 
for building). 

Muchatikowew, v.i.l. It is a bad tree, 
unfit for use. 

Mucha'tisew, v.i.1. He is bad, he is 
fierce, he is wicked, he sins. 

Mucha'tisewin, n.in. \i\Tickedness, sin, 
bad temper. 

Muchaye'wew, v.i.1. He is evil, he is 
guilty, he is sinful, he is bad natured. 

Muchaye'wewin, n.in. or Mucha
ye'win, n.in. Evil, guilt, sin, bad 
nature. 

Muchaye'wun, v.imp. It is evil, it is 
sinful. 

Mucha'kin, n.in. A leather tent. 
Oske muchakin, a new leather tent. 
Mucha'kun, v.imp. It is bad, 
(speaking of print, calico, etc., as 
unfit for garments.) 

Mucha'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is base, 
he is dishonorable, he is despicable. 

Mucha'yetakwun, v.imp. It is mean, 
it is despicable, it causes shame. 
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Mucha'yetum, v.t.in.6. He despises 
it, he hates it, she is modest about 
it. 

Mucha'yetumowin, n.in. Contempt, 
hatred, diffidence, modesty. 

Mucha'yimao, v.t.an. He contemns 
him, he despises him, he disdains 
him, he hates him; he has a low 
estimation of him. 

Mucha'yimoo, v.i.4. He is disdainful, 
he is diffident; she is modest, bash
ful. 

Mucha'yimewa'sk, n.an. A despiser, 
a scorner. 

Muchayimewa'win, n.in. Malice, 
hatred, disdain. 

M uchayi'tao, or M ucheitao, v.t.an. 
He speaks ill of him. 

Mu'che, adv.pref. Evil, ill, bad, 
wrong, noxious, hurtful, adverse, 
wicked. 

Muche -uchak, n.an. An evil spirit, 
the devil, a fiend. 

Muche -uchakowew, v.i.1. He is an 
evil spirit. 

Muche -uchakowun, v.imp. It is 
devilish. 

Muche -a'chimao, v.t.an. He slanders 
him. 

Muche -a'chimoo, v.i.4. He tells bad 
news, he slanders. 

Muche -a'chimowin, n.in. Bad news, 
slander. 

Muche -a'ouchehao, v.t.an. He uses 
him am1ss or wrong; he makes a 
bad use of him. 

Muche -a'puchetaw, v.t.an.2. He uses 
it amiss, he profanes it, he abuses 
it. 

Muche -ayimo'mao, v.t.an. He speaks 
against him, he speaks ill of him, 
he slanders him, he abuses him, 
(by speech). 

Muche -ayimo'mewao, v.i.3. He slan
ders, he speaks wickedly. 

Muche -avimo'mewawin, n.in. Slan
der, malicious gossip. 

Muche -ayimo'miwask, n.an. A slan
derer, one given to malicious gossip. 

Muche -ayimo'miwaskew, v.i.l. He 
has a habit of slandering. 

Muche -ayirno'mitoowuk, v.t.recipro. 
They speak evil of one another. 

Muche -ayimo'mitoowin, n.in. Mali
cious gossip. 

Muche -uyi'twao, v.i.3. He blas
phemes, he speaks profane words. 

Muche -uyu'mehao, v.t.an. He abuses 
him, he speaks wickedly to him. 

Muche -uyu'mew, v.i.l. He speaks 
evil, he abuses, he uses profane 
words. 

Muche -uyu'mewin, n.in. Evil speak
ing, profanity or wicked speech. 

Muche -uyumehi'towin, n.in. A heated 
argument when bad words are used. 

Muche -isko'tao, n.in. Lit. Bad fire. 
Word used for "Hell". 

Muche -isse'chikao, v.i.3. He sins, 
he acts wickedly. 

Muche -isse'chikawin, n.in. Sin, a 
wicked deed. 

Muche -isse'chikaskew, v.i.3. He is a 
sinner, (i. e. prone to sin). 

Muche -issewa'pisehao, v.t.an. He 
leads him astray, he corrupts him. 

Muche -issewa'pisew, v.i.1. He be
haves badly, he is corrupt, (i. e. 
habitually). 

Muche -issewa'pisewin, n.in. Bad 
conduct, corrupt nature, sinful life. 

Muche -issewa'pisiskew, v.i.1. or n.an. 
A sinner, a corrupt creature. 

Muche -iskwao, n.an. A bad woman. 
Muche -iskwawew, v.i.l. She is a bad 

woman. 
rvfoche -iskwasis, n.in. A bad girl. 
Muche -iskwasisewew, v.i.l. She is a 

bad girl. 
M uche -i'tao, v.t.an. He reproaches 

him, he reviles him. 
Muche -ita'yimetoowin, Mutual lust, 

concup.isc~n.ce. . · 
Muche -1ta vetum, v.i.6. He thinks 

evil. · 
Muche -ita'yetumowin, 

thoughts, wishing evil 
Muche -iti'kowin, n.in. 

evil report. 

n.in. Evil 
malice. 
Reproach, 

Muche -itwao, v.i.3. He speaks evil, 
he uses profane words. 

Muche -itwawin, n.in. 
profanity. 

Swearing, 

Muche -ke'sikaw, n.in. A bad day. 
As v.imp. It is bad weather, it is 
tempestuous. 
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Muche -ke'sikunisew, v.i.1. He has 
bad weather. 

Muche -ke'swao, v.i.3. He uses bad 
language. 

Muche -keswa'tao, v.t.an. He speaks 
evil, or ill, of him. 

Mucheko'sisan, n.an. A bad son. 
Mucheko'sisanewew, v.i.1. He is a 

bad son. 
Muche -kaHta'wayetum, v.i.6. He 

is crafty. 
M uche · kakiita'wayetumowin, n. in. 

Evil cunning, craftiness. 
Muchekwa'soo, s.c., Mumayekwa'

soo, P.c., v.i.4. She sews badly. 
Muchekwa'sowin, n.in'. Bad sewing. 
Muchekwa'nakosew, v.i.1. He has a 

bad face, (either ugly, or indicative 
of a bad disposition). 

Muchekwa'o, v.i.3. He has a bad 
face. 

Muchekwa'yew, Muchekwa'staw, v.i.2. 
He makes faces, he makes grimaces. 

Muchekwuna's, n.in. Dirt, rubbish. 
~ t is mostly ~sed in the pl. answer
ing to sweepings. 

Muchekwuna'sis'kaw, v.imp. There 
is a large quantity of rubbish, there 
is a heap of rubbish. 

Muche -ma'kosew, v.i.1. He has a 
bad smell, he stinks. 

Muche -ma'kosewin, n.in. A bad 
smell. 

Muche -ma'kwun, v.imp. It has a 
bas smell, it stinks. 

Muche -mamitona'yechikun n.in. Evil 
imagination, an evil mind. 

Muche -mamitona'yetum, v.i.6. He 
thinks evil. 

Muche -mostuwa'yetumowin, n.in. 
Evil desire, lust, concupiscence. 

M?-che -mu'nito, n.an. Word used 
in Cree for the Devil, Satan The 
Evil Spirit. ' 

Muche -mu'nitowew, v.i.1. He is an 
evil spirit, he is a devil. 

Muche -mu'nitowun, v.imp. It is 
devilish, it belongs to the devil 
it has to do with an evil spirit. ' 

Muche -mu'skose, nin. A weed, or 
weeds, wild grass. 

Muche -na'kosew, v.i.1. He is evil
looking, he is ugly. 

Muche -na'kwun, v.imp. It is bad in 
appearance, it is evil-looking, it 
is ugly. 

Muche -na'pao, n.an. A bad man. 
M uche -na'pasis, n.an. A bad boy. 
Muche -na'pawew, v.i.1. He is a bad 

man. 
Muche -na'pasisewew, v.i.1. He is a 

bad boy. 
Muche -ni'kwun, s.c., Muyinikwun, 

P.c., v.imp. It is bad footing, it is 
bad walking. 

Muche -num, s.c., Muyi'num, P.c., 
v.imp. It is bad walking for him. 

Muche -nuskomao, v.t.an. She con
sents to do evil with him, he con
spires with him. 

Muche -nusko'mitoowin, n.in. Con
spiracy, consent to evil deeds. 

Muchenutowa'yetumowin, n.in. Lust 
ram~d~re. ' 

Muche -oska'task, s.c., Munatowiska
task, P.c., n.an. The poisonous 
carrot. 

Muche -owa'sis, n.an. A naughty 
child. 

Muche -owa'sisewew, v.i.1. He is a 
naughty child. 

Muche -pe'kiskwao, v.i.3. He speaks 
evil, he uses bad language. 

Muche -pe'kiskwawin, n.in. Evil
speaking, blasphemous language. 

Muche -pu'koskaw, v.imp. There is a 
great quantity, or a heap, of rubbish, 
dead leaves, etc. 

Muche -pu'kwu, n.in.pl. Dust, rub
bish, trashy herbs. 

Muche -pu'yew, v.imp. It moves 
badly, things not going right. 

Muche -puyewin, n.in. Bad luck, 
unfortunate circumstances when 
things go wrong. ' 

Mu_che -si'kwaw, v.imp. It is bad ice, 
(1. e. for travelling upon). 

Muche -spu'kosew, v.i.1. He has a 
bad taste, he is ill-flavoured. 

Muche -spu'kosewin, n.in. A bad 
taste. 

Muche -spu'kwun, v.imp. ·It has a 
bad taste, it is ill-flavoured, it is 
nasty. 

M ~che -spu'kosewin, n.in. Bad taste, 
ill-flavour. 
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Muche -tapana'skwao, v.i.3. He has 
a bad sled, (i. e. a poorly construc
ted sled for work expected of it). 

Muche -ta'hao, v.i.3. He has a bad 
heart, he is cruel, he is unkind. 

Muche -ta'hawin, n.in. Cruelty; an 
evil-hearted disposition. 

Muchetawa'kume, E.C., n.in. Cape 
Jones, east promontory of James' 
Bay. 

Muchetawao, E.c., v.i.3. He goes to 
the Cape. 

Muchetawayaw, E.C., v.imp. It is a 
point, a headland, a cape. 

Muche -te'w, v.i.1. He sins, he acts 
badly. 

Muche -tewe -pukitina'soowin, n.-in. 
Word coined by translators to ex
press "a sin or trespass, offering". 

Muche -te'win, n.in. Sin, a crime, 
evil doing. 

Muche -to'nao, v.i.3. He has a foul 
mouth, he is given to swearing. 

Muche -tonawin, n.in. Evil speak
ing, swearing, foul language. 

Muche -to'towao, v.t.an. He abuses 
him, he sins against him, he does 
harm to him; he commits fornica
tion with her. 

Muche -to'tum, v.i.6. He does evil, 
he does harm, he sins. 

Muche -to'tum, v.t.in.6. He does it 
badly. 

Muche -to'tumowin, n.in. An evil 
deed, a sin, immorality. 

Muche -twa'win, n.in. Evil nature, 
wilful sin, wickedness. 

Muche -twa'w, v.i.2. He is bad tem
pered, he is evil, he is wicked, he 
is impious. 

Muche -twa'wehao, s.c., Muche -twa
hao, P.c., v.t.an. He makes him bad, 
he corrupts him, he makes him 
bad-tempered. 

Muche -uka'watitoowin, n.in. Lust
ing after one another, mutual car
nal desire. 

Muchikisew, s.c., v.i.1. He is cross
grained, (speaking of a stick, a 
log, or board). 

Muchi'sew, v.i.1. He is bad in appear
ance, he is bad. 

Muchi'skaw, v.i.2. He is a bad travel
ler, he travels slowly. 

Mucho'stahikun, n.in. A burnt sacri
fice offered to a deity. 

Muchosta'hikunikan, n.in. An altar, 
a place for offering sacrifice. 

Muchosta'howao, v.i.3.i.an. He puts 
(people), or things, into the fire. 

Muchos'ta'hum, v.t.in.6. He puts it 
in the fire; he offers it as a sacrifice. 

Muchosta'humakao, v.i.3. He offers 
burnt sacrifices. 

Muchosta'humakawin, n.in. A sacri
fice, a burnt offering. 

Muchosta'humowao, v.t.an. He offers 
sacrifices to him. 

Muchosta'puyew, v.i.l. and v.imp. 
He, or it, falls into the fire. 

M uchosta'wio, v.t.an. He puts him 
into the fire. 

Muchostawa'pinao, v.y.an. He throws 
or casts him into the fire. 

Muchostawa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He 
throws or casts it or them into the 
fire. 

Muchu'kimao, v.t.an. He condemns 
him, he curses him, he accuses him. 

Muchu'kimewao, v.i.3. He curses, he 
condemns. 

Muchu'kimewawin, v.i.3. Condem
nation. 

Muchu'kimekoowin, n.in. A curse. 
Muchumoo, or Muchu'moon, v.imp. 

It fits in badly; it is a bad path, or 
trail. 

Muchu'n, v.imp. It is ugly, it is un
sightly. 

Muchu'schaw, s.c., Mumayuchaw, 
P.C., It is uneven ground. 

Muchusko'seyu, n.in.pl. Weeds, bad 
grass. 

M uchu'ssinuhikao, 
nuhikao, P.c., 
badly. 

s.c., 
v.i.3. 

Muma'yusi
He writes 

Muchu'ssinuhum, v.t.in.6. He writes 
it badly. 

Muhl or Mah! interj. Hush! Hark! 
Listen! 

Muhe'kun, n.an. A wolf. 
Muhe'kunatik, s.c., n.an. The wolf

willow; a stick for drawing cuts or 
lots. 

Muhe'kunatikokao, s.c., v.i.3. He 
draws cuts, he casts lots. 
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Muhe'kuniskaw, v.imp. Wolves are 
numerous. 

Muka'hun, s.c., Mamuka'skaw, P.C., 
v.imp. It is a wave, the sea is rising. 

Mukiyu'pew, s.c., v.i.1. He shovels 
snow. 

Mukiyi'pan, s.c., n.an. A wooden 
shovel. 

Muka'pew, v.i.1. He has large eyes; 
it, (the net) has large meshes. 

Muka'piskisew, v.imp.1.an. He is 
large, (speaking of a stone or metal). 

Muka'piskaw, v.imp.in. It is large, 
(speaking of metal). 

Mtika'pitao, v.i.3. He has large teeth. 
Mukayo'wao, v.i.3. He has a large 

tail. 
Muka'ses, n.an. A small fox, a cub. 

(In some localities this term is 
applied to foxes of any size). 

Mtika'sew, n.an. A fox. 
Mtikasewa'te, n.in. A fox-hole, a 

lair. 
M ukasewiwu'nehikun, 

-wu'nehikun, n.in. 
Mukasewu'yan, n.in. 
Mukase'skaw, v.imp. 

erous. 

or Muka'sew 
A fox-trap. 
A fox-skin. 

Foxes are num-

Mukicha'pew, v.i.1. He has large 
eyes. 

Mtikichichao, v.i.3. He has large 
hands. 

M ukika'tao, v.i.3. He has large legs. 
Mtikiko'tao, v.i.3. He has a large 

nose; he has a large beak. 
Mtikikuma'w, v.imp. It is a large 

body of water, (i.e. lake). 
Mtikiku'sao, v.i.3. He has large 

hoofs. 
Mukikwa'skonao, Mukikwa'konao, 

v.i.3. He has a large chin. 
Mtikikwu'yowao, v.i.3. He has a 

large neck. 
Mtikikwa'o, v.i.3. He has a large face. 
Mtikimesa'pewinao, v.i.3. He has 

large eyebrows or eyelashes. 
Mtikipi'tonao, v.i.3. He has large 

arms. 
Mukisi'tao, Mamukisitao, P.c., pl. 

He has a large foot, he has large 
feet. 

Mukiskum, v.t.in.6. He makes large 
footprints, his tracks are large. 
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Mukisku'tikwao, s.c., Mukikutikwao, 
P.c., v.i.3. He has a large forehead. 

Mtikispiika'kunao, v.i.3. He has large 
ribs. 

Mukisti'kwan, n.in. A large head. 
Mukisti'kwanao, v.i.3. He has a large 

head. 
Mukisti'kwayaw, v.imp. It is a large 

or broad river. 
Mukita'panask, s.c., Missita'panask, 

P.C., n.an. A large sled. 
Mukita'piskunao, v.i.3. He has a 

large jaw or jaws. 
Mukita'sao, v.i.3. He has large trou

sers. 
Mukita'skunao, v.i.3. He has large 

horns. 
Mukitoon, n.in. Big mouth, (used as 

a term of contempt for the tale
bearer). 

Mukito'nao, v.i.3. He has a large 
mouth. 

Mukitoto'simao, v.i.3. She has large 
breasts. 

Mukito'wukao, v.i.3. He has large 
ears. 

Mukiwi'tao, v.i.3. He has large horns. 
M ukosa'hao, v.t.an. He feasts him. 
Mukosa'wikesikaw, n.in. Word for 

"Christmas Day", lit. "Feasting 
Day", called so because of the 
sumptuous celebration on that day 
by the early pioneers. 

Mukosake'sikunitaw, v.i.1. He spends 
Christmas, he celebrates a feast. 

Mukosa'o, v.i.3. He eats much, he 
makes a feast. 

M ukosa'win, n.in. A feast ,a banquet. 
Mukuk, n.in. A keg, a barrel, a cask; 

a bushel, a tub. 
Muktikoka'kao, v.i.3. He makes kegs 

of it. 
Mukukokao, v.i.3. He makes kegs. 
Mukukos, n.in. A small keg or cask; 

a small tub. 
Mukusa'kao, v.i.3. He wears a large 

coat. 
Mukusa'mao, v.i.3. He has large 

snowshoes. 
Muku'sinuhikao, v.i.3. He writes 

large. 
Muku'sinuhum, v.t.in.6. He writes it 

large. 
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Mukuskisinao, v.i.3. He has large 
shoes. 

Muku'stao, v.imp. or pass. It lies in 
a large quantity, it is placed or set 
large. 

Mukusti'sao, v.i.3. He has large 
mittens. 

Mukusto'tinao, v.i.3. He has a large 
cap or hat. 

Mukusta'w, v.t.in.2. He lays it in 
a large quantity, he places it large. 

Mu'kutao, s.c., Ku'skitao, P.C., n.in. 
Gunpowder. 

Mukutu'yao, v.i.3. He is corpulent, 
he has a large stomach. ' 

Mukuta'konao, v.i.3. He has a black 
robe, he wears a black robe. 

Mukuta'sew, s.c., v.i.l. He is black. 
It is large in size, (as in the cir
cumference of a pot). 

Mukuta'sip, s.c., n.an. A black duck, 
black mallard. 

Mukutawakumew, s.c., v.imp. It is 
black, (speaking of a liquid). 

Mukutawa'pakisew, v.imp.an. He is 
black, (speaking of twine, thread, 
etc.). 

Mukutawapakun, v.imp.in. It is black, 
(speaking of twine, cord, etc.). 

Mukutawa'piskisew, v.imp.l.an. He 
is black, (speaking of stone or metal). 

Mukutawa'piskaw, v.imp. It is black, 
(speaking of metal). 

Mukutawa'skosew, v.imp.an. It is 
black, (speaking of wood). 

Mukutawa'skwun, v.imp. It is black, 
(speaking of wood). 

Mukutawa'kin, n.in. Black cloth, 
black print. 

Mukutawa'kun, v.imp. It is black, 
(speaking of print, calico, etc.). 

Mtikutawecha'pew, v.i.1. He has 
black eyes. 

Mtikuta'wehao, v.t.an. He blackens 
him. 

Mukutawekwao, v.i.3. He has a 
black face. 

Mukuta'wetaw, v.t.in.2. He blackens 
it. 

Mukuta'waw, M.C., v.imp. It is black. 
Mukuta'wisew, v.i.1. He is black, 

(as an animal, bird, or any animate 
object). 

MUMA'KONIKAWIN 

Muma'chikonao, v.t.an. He detains 
him, he restrains him, he bridles 
him, he holds him so he cannot 
move. 

Muma'chikonikawin, n.in. Detention, 
circumstances which hold a person 
down. 

Muma'chikonum, v.t.in.6. He re-
strains it, he holds it firmly. 

Muma'chikonikun, n.in. Restraint, 
a tether, an anchor. 

Muma'chikopichikun, s.c., n.in. The 
bit (of a bridle); a cord, or rope, 
for binding something. 

Muma' chikosita'yapiskuwio, v.t.an. 
He binds or fastens his feet with 
iron fetters. 

Muma'chikosita'pitao, v.t.an. He 
binds his feet (not necessarily with 
irons). 

Mumachikwa'piskuwao, v.t.an. He 
puts him in irons, (i. e. in manacles, 
gyves, shackles or any fetters). 

Mumachikwa'piskuhikun, n.in. A 
fetter, shackles, etc. 

Muma'chikwupisoowin, n.in. A band, 
a binder, a hobble. 

Muma'chikwupichikao, v.i.3. He is 
binding, he is tying up (something). 

Muma'chikwtipitao, v.t.an. He binds 
him, ties him down, he fetters him. 

N. B. Many verbs take the 
reduplication which generally greatly 
intensifies the action; as Ma' chiko
na.o, he holds him, or lays hold of 
him, with Mu prefixed is Mu -ma'c
hikonao, he detains him, he binds 
him etc. Students ref erring to 
the ' Dictionary will notice this 
reduplication, and will recognize 
the root of the verb and the signi
ficance of the reduplication. 

Muma'chikwupitum, v.t.in.6. He ties 
it, he binds it down. 

Mumaka'hun, v.imp. It is rough, it 
rises, (as the sea in a storm), it is 
tempestuous. 

Mumaka'hunisew, v.i.l. It is tem
pestuous for him, (i. e. on water). 

M uma'konao, v.t.an. He presses him 
down, he kneads him (as dough). 

Muma'konikawin, n. in. Kneading 
dough, pressure. · ' , 
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Muma'konum, v.t.in.6. He presses it 
down, he kneads it. 

Muma'koskowao, v.t.an. He treads 
him down, he presses on him (re
peatedly). 

Muma'koskum, v.t.in.6. He treads it 
down. 

Muma'pinao, v.i.8. He groans, he 
moans (because of pain). 

Muma'pinawin, n.in. A groan, a 
moaning (caused by pain). 

Mumata'kumipuyew, v.-imp. It moves, 
it ripples (speaking of water). 

Mumuta'kohao, v.t.an. He makes him 
boastful, he cheers him, he delights 
him, he gladdens him. 

Mumuta'kohikowin, n.in. Glory, fame, 
splendour. 

Mumuta'komoo, v.i.4. He boasts, he 
glories, he is joyful. 

Mumuta'komoowin, n.in. A boasting, 
a boast, joy. 

Mumutakose'stumowao, v.t.an. He is 
glad respecting him. 

Mumuta'kosew, v.i.1. He is glad, he 
rejoices, he is proud. 

Mumuta'kosewin, n.in. Gladness, joy, 
delight, pride. 

Mumuta'kotowao, s.c., v.t.an. He 
hears him gladly. 

Mumi1ta'k6tum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He 
hears it gladly. 

Mumutakwa'yetum, s.c. and P.C., 

v.t.in.6. He thinks highly of it. 
Mumutakwa'yimao, s.c., v.t.an. He 

thinks highly of him. 
Mumuta'kwun, v.imp. It is joyful; it 

is pompous, it is ostentatious, it is 
showy. 

Mumatawa'tisew, v.i.1. He is a doer of 
strange things, or wonderful things. 

Mumata'wehoo, v.i.-1-. He wears splen
did clothes; he wears queer clothes. 

Mumata'wisew, v.i.l. He is clever, 
~e is ingenious; he is uncanny, he 
1s strange. 

Mumatawe -isse'chikao, v.i.3. He 
performs miracles, or does wonderful 
things. 

Mumatawe -isse'chikawin, n.in. A 
miracle, a wonderful deed. 

Mumatawe ~uto'skawin, n.in. A won
derful work. 

Mumata'wisew, v.i.1. He is clever, he 
is wonderful, he is ingenious, he 
is surprising for cleverness. 

Mumata\vina'kosew, v.imp. He looks 
strange or wonderful. 

Mumatawina'kwun, v.imp. It looks 
strange or wonderful. 

Muma'twao, v.i.3. He groans, he 
moans. 

Muma'twawin, n.in. A groan, a 
moaning. 

Mumi'chimao, v.t.an. He extols him, 
he glorifies him, he praises him. 

Mumichimikowin, n.in. Praise, glory. 
Mumi'chimikowisew, s.c., v.i.4. He is 

praiseworthy. 
Mumichimi'soowin, n.in. Self-praise. 
lVIumi'chimoo, v.i.4. He boasts, he 

extols, he lauds. 
Mumichimoskew, v.i.l. He is boast

ful, he is laudatory. 
Mumichimo'win, n. Boasting, praise, 

commendation. 
Mumi'chitum, v.t.an. He glorifies it, 

he praises it, he extols it. 
Mumi'skomao, or Mami'skomao, v.t.an. 

He mentions him, he makes mention 
of him. 

Mumi'skotum, or Mamiskotum, 
v.t.in.6. He mentions it. 

M umi'yomao, v.t.an. He flatters him, 
he speaks well of him. 

Mumi'sehao, v.t.an. He tells upon 
him, he repeatedly tells stories 
about so as to disgrace him. 

Mumiseto'towao, v.t.an. He trusts 
him, he depends on him. 

Mumiseto'tum, v.t.in.6. He trusts in 
it, he depends on it. 

Mumiseto'tumowin, n.in. Trust, con
fidence, reliance. 

Mumi'sew, v.i.5. He trusts, he de
pends upon. 

Mumi'sewin, n.in. Trust, dependence. 
M umita'yimao, v.t.an. He thinks high

ly of him, he thinks him to be jolly. 
Mumita'yimisoo, v.refl.4. He thinks 

highly of himself. 
Mumita'yimisowin, n.in. Self-conceit. 
Mumitayimoskew, v.i.1. He is con

ceited. 
Mumita'yimowin, n.in. Admiration, 

a high opinion. 
M umma'n, adv. Here and there one. 
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Muma'neyowao, v.imp. It is squally, 
the wind blows here and there. 

Mumo'skichiwun, v.imp. It bubbles 
or boils up (as a spring). 

Mumukuta'moo, v.i.4. He sighs (re
peatedly). 

Mumukuta'tum, v.i.6. He sighs (re
peatedly). 

Mumutwa'hikao, v.i.3. He is hammer
ing, his hammering is heard. 

Mumutwa'kuhikao, v.i.3. He makes 
sounds of chopping. 

Mumutwa'kuhikawin, n. in. The 
sounds of chopping (are heard). 

Muna'chehao, v.t.an. He spares him, 
he uses them carefully. 

Muna'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He spares it, 
he is careful in the use of it. 

Muna'chichikao, v.i.3. He is frugal, 
he is sparing in the use of things, 
he is economical. 

Muna'chichikawn, n.in. Economy. 
Munuhi'kun, n.in. Cream. 
Muna'hoo, v.i.4. He takes it for him

self, he appropriates something. 
Muna'howin, n.in. Appropriation of 

things which apparently are not 
wanted by a neighbour, spoil. 

Mu'na'howinu, n.in.pl. Spoils. 
Muna'yupao, v.i.3. He takes up the 

net. 
Muna'sew, v.i.1. He is poor, he is in 

want of (something). 
Muna'sewin, n.in. Poverty, want. 
Muna'wisew, v.i.l. He is scarce. 
Muna'wun, v.imp. It is scarce, it is 

poor. 
Muna'wuske, n.in. A poor land, a 

locality where food resources are 
scarce. 

Munea'puchitaw, v.t.in.2. He uses it 
when he requires it. 

Mune'schikao, v.i.3. He gets ready, he 
prepares (as a person getting his 
things together for a journey). 

Mune'schikawin, n.in. Preparation. 
Mune'stum, v.t.in.6. He prepares 

himself for it. 
Mune'w, v.i.5. He gets ready, he pre

pares himself for work, or travel. 
Munichoo's, Munchoos, n.an. A grub, 

an insect, a maggot, a worm. 
Municho'siskaw, v.imp. Grubs, mag

gots, etc., are numerous. 

Muncho'sowun, v.imp. It is wormy, 
it is maggoty, it contains worms. 

Munika'taswao, v.t.an. He cuts off 
his legs. 

Munikoma'tao, v.t.an. He barks a 
birch tree. 

Muni'komew, v.i.1., or Muni'komoo, 
v.i.4. He is gathering birch-bark 
(for canoes). 

Muniko'tawao, s.c., v.t.an. He breaks 
off his beak. 

M uniku'hum, v.t.in.6. He chops it off. 
M uniku'wio, v.t.an. He chops him 

off. 
M unikwu'yowaswao, v.t.an. He cuts 

his neck through (i.e., he cuts off 
his head). 

Munikwuna'pitao, v.t.an. He pulls 
quills off him (i.e., a bird). 

Munikwuna'swao, v.t.an. He cuts off 
quills from him. 

Mu'ninao, v.t.an. He puts him off, he 
takes him off (i.e., with fingers or 
hand, as gum off a spruce tree). 

Mu'ninum, v.t.in.6. He puts it off, he 
takes it off (as by fingers). 

Munipi'tao, v.t.an. He pulls hitp. off. 
Munipi'tum, v.t.in.6. He pulls 1t off. 
Munipu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He detaches 

it, he makes it fall off (by shaking). 
Munipu'yew, v.imp. It falls off, it 

comes off, it breaks off. 
Munisi'kao, v.i.3. He reaps, he cuts 

off (pieces), he mows. 
Munisi'kawin, n.in. Harvest, act of 

mowing. . 
Munisi'kun, n.in. A scythe, a sickle, a 

mowing machine. Lit. a cutting 
machine. 

Munisa'watao, v.t.an. He cuts him 
off, he cuts it off him (i.e., the leg 
fro_m 

1
off a goose) .. 

Mumsa watum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it 
off it. 

Munisti'kwanaswao, v.t.an. He cuts 
off his head. 

Mu'nisum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it, he 
cuts it off. 

l\1u'niswao, v.t.an. He cuts into them, 
he cuts them off, he reaps them. 
(Eng. it) 

Muniti'saswao, v.t.an. He cuts off 
his naval or gizzard; he castrates 
him. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon luck. 
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Munito', n.an. A god, The Deity, 
God. 

Munitowa'tisew, v.i.1. He is devout, 
godly, spi_ritu-:1. . . 

Munitowa'tisewm, n.in. Godliness, 
piety, spirituality. 

Munitowa'kin, n.in. Cloth. 
Munitowa'kinos, n.in. A small piece 

of cloth. 
Munito'kan, n.an. An idol, an image, 

an amulet. 
Munito'kao, v.i.3. He worships idols, 

he communicates with the spirits. 
Munitoka'skew, v.i.1. or n.an. He is 

a worshipper, an idolater. 
Munitoka'win, n.in. Worship, idol

atory, spiritual communication. 
Munitowike'sikaw, n.in. Christmas 

Day (in common use by the Plain 
Crees). 

Munitowiko'sisan, n.an. "The Son of 
God". 

Munitowiko'sisanewew, v.i.l. He is 
the son of God. 

Munitowiska'task, n.an. The poison
ous carrot, or the spirit carrot. 

Munito'wew, v.i.1. He is God, he is 
a god. 

Munitowe'win, n.an. Divinity, the 
Godhead. 

Munitowi'sew, v.i.1. He is divine; he 
is of the spirits. 

M unito'wiskwao, n.an. A goddess. 
Munito'wun, v.imp. It is supernatural, 

spiritual. 
Munitowu'yan, n.in. Cloth, see Muni

towakin. 
Muniwa'pisum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it 

off (with a swift movement). 
M uniwa'piswao, v.t.an. He cuts him 

off. 
Muniwa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He knocks 

it off, he cuts it off. 
Muniwa'puw~o, v.t.an. He cuts him 

off, he knocks him off. 
Munnuhi'kun, n.in. A skimmer, or. 

cream. 
Munnuhipima'tao, v.t.an. He skims 

the fat off him. 
Munnuhipima'tum, v.t.in.6. He skims 

the fat off it. 
Munnuhipi'mao, v.i.3. He skims off 

the fat. 

Munnuhe'pimekan, or Munuheka'pu
yechikun, P.C., n.in. A cream 
separator. 

Munnu'hum, v.t.in.6. He skims it. 
Munnu'wio, v.t.an. He skims him; 

he knocks him off. 
Muno'kaw, s.c., v.imp. It is soft, it 

is flexible, it is tender. 
Munokisew, s.c., v.i.1. He is soft, he 

is tender, he is impressible. 
Munokicha'skiwukaw, v.imp. It is 

soft clay. 
M uno'kichhuk, n.an. A rotten stick, 

tree, log, or board. 
Munoo'minuk, s.c., n.an.pl. Rice, 

oats. 
Muno'wao, or Muna'wao, v.i.3. He 

collects eggs, he takes eggs away. 
Muno'wikunitin, v.imp. The keel 

gets broken off. 
Muntominatik, n.an. A black currant 

tree. 
Munto'minuk, n.an.pl. Black cur

rants, a species of wild blackberries. 
Munuhi'skiwao, v.i.3. She collects 

gum. 
Munu'skosewan, n.in. A scythe, a 

sickle. 
Munu'skosewao, v.i.3. He mows, he 

secures hay. 
Muska' ch! exclam. Strange, surpris

ing, wonderful. See Mamuskach! 
Muska'che -issecheka'win, n.in. A 

miracle, a wonderful work. 
Muska'sinakosew, v.i.l. He looks 

strange, he has a strange appear
ance. 

Muska'sinakwun, v.imp. It looks 
strange. 

Muska'sinum, v.t.in.6. He looks at it 
with surprise. 

Muska'sinowao, v.t.an. He looks at 
him with surprise. 

M uska'tao, v.t.an. He is surprised at 
him, he is amazed at him. See 
Mamuska'ta.o, which is the more 
general form. 

Muska'tayetakosew, v.i.l. He is sur
prising. 

Muska'tayetakwun, v.imp. It is sur
prising, it is amazing, it is mar
vellous. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Muska'tayetum, v.i.6. He is surprised, 
he is amazed, he marvels. As v.t., 
he is surprised at it. 

Muska'tayetumehao, v.t.an. Heaston
ishes him, he amazes him, he 
surprises him. 

Muska'tayetumowin, n.in. Amaze
ment, astonishment, surprise. 

Muska'tayimao, v.t.an. He is amazed 
at 'him. 

Muska'tikosew, v.i.t. He is strange, 
he is mysterious. 

Muska'tikwun, v.imp. It is strange, 
it is mysterious. 

Muska'tum, v.i.6. He wonders, he is 
surprised, he is amazed. As v.t., 
he is surprised at it. 

Muska'tumowin, n.in. Amazement, 
astonishment, surprise. 

Muska'k, n.in. A swamp, a march. 
Word "Muskeg" adopted now in 
English, is the Indian word Muska.k. 

Muska'ko, or Omuska'ko, n.an. A 
Swampy Indian. 

Muskakomi'nanu, or Muskakominana, 
n.in.pl. Swamp berries, moss ber
ries. 

M uskakopu'kwu, or Kakeka'pukwu, 
n.in.pl. Native tea plant. 

Muskako'sip, n.an. A swamp-duck. 
Muskakowe'w, or Omuskakowew, v.i.1. 

He is a Swampy Indian. 
Muska'kowun, v.imp. It is swampy. 
Muskakwu'skewun, v. imp. It is 

swampy land. 
Muskakwu'skumik, n.in. Swamp land, 

mossy ground. 
Muski'ke n.in. A medicine, a drug. 
Muski'kekao, v.i.3. He makes medi

cine, he mixes up medicine. 
Muskikewa'poo, s.c., Muskikewa'poi, 

P.c., n.in. Liquid medicine, infusion 
of herbs (e.g., the kakeka.pukwu). 

Muskikeweyi'new, n.an. A doctor, a 
physician, a medical man, a medi
cine man. 

Muskikeweyi'newew, v.i.1. He is a 
doctor, he is a medicine man. 

Muskikewi'skwao, n.an. A woman 
doctor, a nurse. 

Muskikewu'kun, v.imp. It smells like 
medicine, there is a smell of medi
cine. 

Muskike'wun, v.imp. It is medicine, 
it has medicinal properties. 

Mu'skimot, n.in. A bag, a pack
sack (for containing one's necessary 
articles or implements). 

Muskimo'tikakao, v.i.3. She makes a 
bag of it. 

Muskimo'tikao, v.i.3. She is making 
bags. 

Muskimo'tikowao, v.t.an. She makes a 
bag for him. 

Muskimo'tis, n.in. A small bag. 
Muski'sin, n.in. A moccasin, a shoe. 
Muski'sinayape, n.in. A shoe-string. 
Muski'sinikakao, v.i.3. She makes 

moccasins of it. 
Muski'sinikao, v.i.3. .She is making 

moccasins. 
Muski'sinikowao, v.t.an. She makes 

moccasins for him. 
Muski'sinis, n.in. A small shoe, a 

small moccasin. 
Muski'siniskes, n.in. An old moccasin 

or shoe (used as a term of contempt 
for a worn-out moccasin). 

Musko'minanatik, n.an. The bear
berry tree (it is used in Indian 
medicine). 

Musko'se, n.in. A blade of grass. 
Mostly used in the pl. musko' seu, 
grass, hay. 

Muskos~'kan, s.c., Weste'kan, P.C., 
n.in. A haystack, a rick. 

Muskoseka'nikao, s.c., Westeka'nikao, 
P.c., v.i.3. He builds a hay-stack. 

Muskoseka'nis, n.in. A small hay-
rack, a cock. 

Muskose'kao, v.i.3. He makes hay. 
Muskose'minu, n.in.pl. Indian rice. 
Muskose'skaw, v.imp. Grass abounds. 
Muskosewekan, or Muskosewe'kewap, 

n.in. A grass tent. 
Musko'sewikumik, n.in. A barn (for 

keeping hay). 
Musko'sewun, v.imp. It is grassy. 
Muskosewu'stotin, n.in. A straw hat. 
Muskota'o, n.in. A. plain, a prairie. 
Muskota'wiwaska'hikun, s.c., Piho-

nan, P.c., n.in. Fort Carlton. (Lit. 
The House of the Plains.) 

Muskota'wemostos, s.c., Puskwa'wi
mostos, P.C., n.an. A buffalo. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Muskota'weyinew, n.an. A Plain 
Indian. 

Muskota'weyinewew, v.i.1. He is a 
Plain Indian. 

Muskota'wun, v.imp. It is a plain. 
Muskowa'kumew, v.imp. It is strong 

(speaking of liquid). 
Muskowa'konao, s.c., v.imp. The 

snow is hard, it is hard snow. A 
muskowa'konak, The crust of the 
snow. 

l\fuskowa'konukaw, v.imp. The snow 
is hard. 

Muskowa'kotin, v.imp. It is frozen 
hard. 

Muskowa'pakun, v.imp. It is hard or 
strong (speaking of cord, twine, 
etc.). 

Muskowa'piskisew, v.imp.l.an. He is 
hard or strong (speaking of metal). 

Muskowa'piskaw, v.imp. It is hard 
or strong (speaking of metal). 

M~s~owa'sin, v.imp. It is rather hard, 
1t ts rather strong. 

Muskowa'skosew, v.imp.an. He is hard 
or strong (speaking of wood). 

Muskowa'skwun, v.imp. It is hard or 
strong (speaking of wood). 

Muskowatik, n.an. The oak or anv 
hard wood. ' · 

Muskowa'tikwun, v.imp. It is hard 
wood, it is oak. 

Muskowa'tisew, v.i.l. He is strong 
healthy, wholesome. ' 

Musko'wuyukonaw, s.c., n.an. Bis
cuit. 

Muskowa'kun, v.imp. It is strong or 
hard (sre~ldng of cloth, linen, etc.). 

Muskowa yetum, v.i.6. He is resolute 
he is determined, he is steadfast. ' 

Muskowa'yetumowin, n.in. Resolute
ness, determination, zeal. 

Muskoweka'powew, v.i.l. He stands 
fast or firmly. 

M uskoweka'powewin, n.in. Stedfast
ness, a firm stand. 

M usko'wehao, v.t.an. He hardens him 
he strengthens him. ' 

Muskowepe'wapisk, s.c., Munitowe
pe'wapisk, P.c., n.in. Steel, hard
ened, or tempered, steel. 

Muskoweta'newun, v.imp. It is hard
ened. 
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Musko'wetaw, v.t.in. He hardens it, 
he strengthens it. 

Musko'wetahe, n.in. A hard heart. 
Muskoweta'hahao, v.t.an. He hardens 

his heart (i.e., the heart of another), 
he makes him hard-hearted. 

Muskoweta'hahisoo, v.refl.4. He hard
ens his heart. 

Muskoweta'hao, v.i.3. He is hard
hearted. 

Muskoweta'hawin, n.in. Hard-heart-
edness. 

M usko'wisehao, v.t.an. He strengthens 
him. 

Musko'wisetaw, v.t.in.2. He strength
ens it. 

Muskowi'sew, v.i . .J. He is able-
bodied, he is powerful, he is strong. 

Muskowi'sewin, n.in. Might, power, 
strength. 

Musko'wisiw, v.i.1. He is hard. 
Musko'wisiwin, n.in. Hardness, firm

ness, strength. 
Muskowiski'wukaw, or Muskowiske'

wun, v.imp. It is hard or tough 
(as clay or pitch). 

Muskowa'w, v.imp. It is hard, it is 
sound, it is strong. (In some local
ities this word is seldom used in the 
sense of· strong, but only as answer
ing to hard.) 

Muskowa'wukaw, v.imp. It is in 
hard lumps (i.e., the soil, or sand). 

Musko'wuchew, s.c., v.i.l. He freezes 
hard, he is frostbitten. 

Muskowu'skumikaw, v.imp. It is 
hard ground. 

M uskowu'stao, v.pass. It is placed 
fir~ly or steady, it is strong, (im
plymg that it has been placed so). 

Muskowu'staw, v.t.in.2. He places it 
firmly, he establishes it, he strength
ens it, he hardens it. 

Muskowu'timao, v.t.an. He freezes 
him hard. 

M~skowu'tin, v.imp. It freezes hard, 
1t becomes frozen hard. 

M~skowu'titaw, v.t.in.6. He freezes 
1t hard. 

Muskowuta'wukaw, v.imp. It is hard 
ground (as soil). 

Musku'chehao, v.t.an. He bereaves 
him, he robs him. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Musku'chihewawin, n.in. Bereave
ment, extortion, robbery. 

Mu'skumao, v.t.an. He robs him, he 
takes it from him. 

Muskutowan, n.in. Spoil, prey; some
thing taken from an opponent. 

Muskutwao, v.i.3. He robs, he takes 
by force. 

l\1uskutwa'skew, s.c., Omuskutwask, 
P.c., v.i.1. or n.an. He is a robber; 
a robber. 

Muskutwa'weyinew, n.an. A robber, 
a man who robs. 

Muskutwa'weyinewew, v.i.l. He is a 
robber. 

Muskutwa'win, n.in. Robbery, or the 
proceeds of robbery. 

Mu'skwu, n.an. A black bear, a bear. 
Muskwu'skaw, or Musko'skaw, v.imp. 

Black bears are numerous. 
Muskwu'yan, n.in. A black bear's 

skin. 
Mussa'n or Mussanu'sk, n.an. A 

nettle. 
Mussina'soo, v.pass.4. He is colored, 

he is marked with a pattern, he 
is variegated. A niussina' soot mu
ka' sew, a colored, or cross, fox. 

Mussina'soowin, n.in. State of being 
colored or variegated. 

Mussina'stao, v.pass. It is colored, it 
has a pattern upon it, it is variously 
tinged. 

Mussina'kin, s.c., n.in. Printed cot
ton; a printed sheet. 

Mussina'kinos, n.in. A small piece 
of printed cotton. 

Mussiniko'chikao, v.i.3. He carves 
(wood, etc.). 

Mussiniko'chikun, n.in. A beading 
plane. 

Mussiniko'tum, v.t.in.6. He carves it 
(as wood, etc.); or he beads it. 

Mussinikwa'chikunayape, n.in. Col
ored tape (as used in fancy work). 

Mussinikwa'chikunayapes, n.in. Nar
row tape, a small piece of tape. 

Mussinikwa'hosoo, v.i.4. He paints 
his face. 

1\1 ussinikwa'wao, v.t.an. He paints 
his face (i.e., another person's). 

Mussi'nin~kan, s.c., n.an. An idol, a 
carved image. 
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M ussiniko'tao, v.t.an. He carves him, 
he engraves him. 

Mussiniko'tum, v.t.in.6. He carves it, 
he engraves it. 

Mussinipa'hikatao, v.pass. It is paint
ed (in colors). 

Mussinipa'hikao, v.i.3. He is color 
painting. 

Mussinipahikawin, n.in. Painting, a 
painting. 

Mussinipa'hikun, n.in. Colored paint, 
a color. 

M ussinipa'hikunatik, or Susopa'heku
natik, s.c., n.in. A paint brush. 

Mussinipa'hum, v.t.in. He paints it, 
he colors it. 

M ussinipa'wio, v.t.an. He paints him, 
he colors him. 

Mussinisa'wan, n.in. A pattern (as of 
a coat, or pattern for silk and bead 
work). 

Mussinisawa'chikun, n.in. A pattern 
as drawn on paper, etc., for silk 
work. 

Mussini'stuhikao, v.i.3. She works 
with silk or worsted. 

Mussini'stuhikawin, n.in. The art of 
working in silk, embroidery work. 

Mussini'stuhikun, n.in. Silk work, 
worsted work, embroidery. 

Mussini'stuhikunayape, M.C., n. in. 
Sewing silk, worsted, colored silk 
threads. 

Mussi'nuhikakao, v.i.3. He writes 
with it. 

Mussi'nuhikao, v.i.3. He write!'!; he 
takes debt; he engages to work. Em
ployees under contract are called 
Omussinaheka.'wuk. 

Mussinuhika'hewao, v.i.3. He gives 
out debt, he engages men to work. 

Mussinuhika'sew, v.i.1. He writes a 
little; he takes a little debt. 

Mussinuhika'stumowao, v.t.an. He 
writes for him. 

Mussinuhika'weyinew, n.an. A writer, 
a scribe, a clerk. 

Mussinuhika'weyinewew, v.i.1. He 
is a writer, he is a scribe, he is a 
clerk. 

Mussinuhika'win, n.in. A writing; a 
debt; an engagement to work. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Mussinuhi'kun, n.in. A book, a 
letter, a writing. 

Mussinuhi'kunu, n.in.pl. Books, a 
debit account; mail or letters. 

Mussinuhikuna'pisk, n.in. A slate; a 
pen. 

Mussinuhikuna'poi or Mussinuhiku
na'poo, n.in. Ink, writing fluid. 

Mussinuhikuna'pokakao, v.i. 3. He 
makes ink of it. 

Mussinuhikuna'pokao, v.i.3. He is 
making ink. 

Mussinuhikuna'tik, n.in. A pencil. 
Mussinuhikuna'tikos, n.in. A small 

pencil, a piece of pencil. 
Mussinuhikuna'kin, n.in. Paper. 
Mussinuhikuna'kinos. n.in. A small 

piece of paper. 
Mussinuhikune'weyinew, n. in. A 

packeter, a mail-carrier (i.e., a 
person employed to take letters 
from post to post). 

Mussinuhikune'weyinewew, v.i.1. He 
is a mail carrier. 

Mussinuhikunika'kao, v.i.3. He makes 
a book of it. 

Mussinuhikuni'kao, v.i.3. He is mak
ing a book. 

Mussinuhikuni'kowao, v.t. an. He 
makes a book for him. 

Mussinuhi'kunis, n.in. f.,. small book, 
a note. 

Mussi'nuhum, v.t.in.6. He writes it. 
Mussinuhuma'kao, v.i.3. He writes 

with it, he writes for some one; he 
takes debt for someone. 

Mussinuhuma'kawin, n.in. A letter, 
an epistle. 

Mussinuhuma'toowin, n.in. Mutual 
correspondence; a letter, an epistle. 

Mussi'nuhumowao, v.t.an. He writes 
to him; he takes debt from him· he 
writes for him. ' 

Mussi'nuwao, v.t.an. He marks him, 
he checks him. 

Mu'stow, adv. Since, this side of. 
Musu'ki, n.in. The skin. This word 

is applied to human beings, birds 
and fish but scarcely to any quad
rupeds except pigs, Nusuki, my 
skm. 

Musu'sko, P.c., adv. All, wholly. 

MUTWAY APISKUHUM 

Musu'skonao, v.t.an. He includes 
them all. 

Musu'skonum, v.t.in.6. He gathers it 
up wholly. 

Muti', n.in. The abdomen, the belly, 
the stomach. 

Muta'min, corn (adopted in James' 
Bay from the Ojibbeway word, 
Munda'11iin, corn). 

Muta'minapoi, or Muta'minapoo, n.in. 
Ale, beer, porter. 

Mutamina'pokakao, v.i.3. He makes 
ale, beer, etc., of it. 

Muta'minapokao, v.i.3. He makes 
ale, beer, etc., he brews. 

Muta'mineki'stikan, n.in. A corn
field. 

Muta'minikumik, M.c., n.in. Gran
ary, a garner. 

Muta'miniskaw, v.imp. There is a 
great deal of corn. 

Muta'minisuk, n.an.pl. Ears of corn. 
Muta:minuk, n.an.pl. Indian corn, 

maize. 
Muta'minusk, n.in. Maize-straw. 
Muta'papichew, v.i.1. He comes from 

inland. 
Muta'yemao, v.t.an. He is aware of 

him (physically or mentally as a 
help). 

Muta'yetum, v.t.in.6. He is aware of 
it, he reckons it as important factor 
in some work. 

Muto'kup, n.in. A deserted camp
ground. 

Mutoti'san, n.in. A sweating tent. 
Mutotisaniku'mik, n.in. A sweating 

-tent. 
Mutoti'sew, v.i.1. He has a vapour

bath, "he sweats himself". 
Mutotisa'nikao, v.i.3. He makes a 

sweating tent. 
Muta'wisuhum, v.i.6. He comes down 

the river (to its mouth). 
Mutwa'ne, partic.indec. I wonder. It 

is used with eke thus, Mutwa'ne che 
ke totum? · I wonder if he did it? 

Mutwaya'piskuhikao, v.i.3. He is 
sounding metal, he strikes a cymbal 
or a steel triangle. 

Mutwaya'piskuhikun, n.in. A sound
ing metal, a cymbal. 

Mutwa.yapiskuhum, v.t.in.6. He strikes 
the sounding metal. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Mutwa'chichikun, s.c., Susuwa'yakun, 
P.C., n.in. A bell. 

Mutwa'chiwun, v.imp. There is a 
sound of running water (at some 
distant point); it murmurs, it 
gurgles. 

Mutwa'hikao, v.i.3. He is making a 
noise by hammering, the sound of 
his hammering is heard. 

Mutwahikawin, n.in. The sound of 
hammering. 

Mutwa'hum, v.t.in.6. He sounds it, he 
hammers it to produce sound. 

Mutwa'kimewun, v.imp. A passing 
shower of rain (some distance 
away). 

Mutwa'kitoo, v.i.4. He bellows, he 
lows (at some distance). See kitoo. 

Mutwi'koyao, v.imp. The fire makes 
a noise in burning. 

Mutwakwa'moo, or Mutwakwamew, 
v.i.4. He snores, he makes a noise 
in sleep. 

Mutwakwamowin, n.in. Snoring, the 
act of snoring. 

Mutwama'too, v.i.4. He wails, he 
weeps (at some distance). 

Mutwa'sikao, v.i.3. He makes a 
report by firing (at some distance). 

Mutwa'tao, v.imp. There is a sound 
of a shot fired (a long way off). 

Mutwa'sin, v.i.7. He sounds (by 
falling), the sound of his fall is 
heard; the sound of the bell is 
heard. 

Mutwi'tin, v.imp. It sounds (by 
falling); a metalic sound. 

Mutwhin, v.imp. It, (the bell) 
sounds; the bell is ringing. 

Mutwitichikawin, n.in. Bell-ringing 
Mutwi'tita, v.imper. Ring the bell. 
Mutwi'titaw, v.t.in.2. He sounds it, 

he rings it (as a piece of metal). 
In some localities this word is 
applied to the ringing of a bell. 

Mutwa'whao, v.t.an. He sounds him, 
he hammers him to produce a 
sound (as a kettle). 

Mutwa'wao, v.imp. There is a report 
of a gun (or some other cause for 
the sound carried on the air). 

Mut.wawa'sikao or Mutwa'wataw, 
v.imp. He makes a sound by means 
of the report of a gun; his shots are 
heard (at some distance). 

Mutwawa'stin, v.imp. It roars as the 
wind. 

Mutwawaya'kumuhun, v.imp. It roars 
(as the sea). 

Mutwaya'skaw, v.imp. Breakers are 
heard (in the distance). 

Mutwa'yoowao, v.imp. It roars, it 
howls (as the wind). 

Muyu'wach, conj. As soon as. 
M wase, partic. Yet, still. This word 

is only used with nummu; thus, 
nummu mwase, not very much, not 
often, not yet. 

Mwasko'sewan, n.an. An edible species 
of rush. 

Mwi'che, adv. or conj. As, like, very, 
exactly, just then, just the thing. 

Mwa'chepiko, adv. Exactly, just the 
thing, the very thing. 

Mwamoche, Mamoche, adv. Precisely, 
just the thing. 

Mwamocheya'kunas, n.an. Thorough
ly an Englishman, "an Englishman 
all over". 

M wa'stinao, v.t.an. He is too late to 
catch him, just misses him by a 
narrow margin. 

Mwa'stinum, v.t.in.6. He is too late 
to get it, arrives just after it is gone. 

Mwastuwhao, v.t.an. He just misses 
him (as the sportsman's shot strikes 
behind the bird). 

Mwastuhum, v.t.in.6. He misses it by 
a narrow margin, just too late to 
catch it. 

Mwa'stus, prep. After, later. Mwa'
stus, itayetum, He thinks later, he 
repents. 

Mwa'stus eyikok, adv. Sometime 
after, subsequently. 

Mwiya'm, adv. Like. Sometimes pro
nounced my'am. Frequently it is 
used with pi'ko as Mwiya'm pi'ko, 
just like, exactly. 

Mwuya's or Mwu'ywas, adv. Ere, 
sooner than. 

Mya'mach, P.c., adv. It seems so, 
likely. 
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N 

Nacha, E.c., Naka, s.c., and P.c., adv. 
After a while, later. 

Nacheka'powestowao, v.t.an. He goes 
to stand near to him. . . 

Nacheko'skao, 'IJ.i.3. He goes to v1s1t 
his hooks. 

Nacheme'chimao, v.i.3. He goes to 
get food. 

Na'chenikao, v.i.3. He goe~ for wood, 
or supplies, carrying on his shoulder. 

Nacheni'tao, s.c., Nachemi'tao, P.C., 
Natinitao, v.i.3. He goes for wood, 
he is fetching wood. 

Nacheno'schikao, v.i.3. He is creeping 
up to game. 

Nacheno'stowao, v.t.an. He creeps up 
to him (as a hunter stalks game). 

Nacheno'stum, v.t.in.6. He creeps up 
to it. 

Na'chepuhao, v.t.an. He runs to him, 
he runs for him. 

Na'chepuhaw, v.t.an. He runs for 
buffalo to a pound. 

Na'cheputaw, Na'cheputwaw, v.t.in.2. 
He runs to it, he runs for it. 

Nacheta'pao, v.i.3. He is fetching 
(things) by hauling; he is dmwing 
fire-wood from the bush. 

Nachetisimo'stowao, v.t.an. He flees 
to him (speaking of asking a favour). 

Nathetisimo'stum, v.t.in.6. He flees 
to it (for shelter). 

Nachewaska'hikunao, v.i.3. He visits 
the Fort or Post. 

Nachewu'nehikao, or Nachewu'nehi
kunilo, v.i.3. He visits his traps. 

Nah? s.c., Che? P.C. An interrogative 
particle. 

Naheyo'wuyumew, v.i.l. He speaks 
Cree. 

Naheyo'weyinew, n.an. A Cree Indian. 
Naheyo'weyiriewew, v.i.l. He is a 

Cree Indian. 
Nahe'yow or Onaheyow, n.an. A 

Cree Indian. 
Nahe'yawew, v.i.l. He is a Cree. 
Nahe'yawawin, n.in, Cree, the Cree 

language. 
Naheyo'wao, v.i.l. He speaks the 

Cree dialect. 
Na'hu, pron.dem.an. That one there. 

(Fr. celui0 la.) 

Naka, adv. Later, afterwards. Naka 
nowuch, a little later, somewhat 
later. 

Naka's, or Naka'ses, adv. A _little 
afterwards, by and by nakas eyikook, 
after a little while. 

Nakae'yekook, adv. After a little. time. 
Naka'yetakw~n, v.imp. It is a !ig~t 

matter; it 1s not important, 1t 1s 
tolerable. 

Naka'yetum, v.t.in.6. He t~ink~ light
ly of it, he does not take 1t seriously. 

Na'kuchehao, M.C., v.t.an. He attends 
to him he takes care of him. 

Na'kuch;taw, M.C., v.t.in.6. He at
tends to it, he observes it. 

Nakutowa'pumao, v.t.in.6. He notices 
him, he observes him, he superin
tends him. 

Nakutowa'putum, v.t.in.6. He notices 
it, he superintends it, he observes 
it (closely). 

Nakutowa'putumowin, n.in. Over
sight, superintendence, observance. 

Nakutowa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He ob
serves it, he considers it, he notices 
it. 

Nakutowa'yimao, v.t.an. He looks 
after him, he considers him, he 
notices him. 

Nameskwaye'stowao, v.t.an. He bows 
to him. 

Nameskwa'yew, v.i.l. He bows his 
head, he makes a bow. 

Nameskwa'win, n.in. A bow, a nod. 
Na'mikao, Namika'yew, P.c., v.i.3. 

She courtesies, she makes a cour
tesy. 

Na'mikawin, Namikayewin, P.c., n.,in. 
A courtesy. 

Namika'stowao, v.t.an. She courtesies 
to him. 

Na'moowun, v.£mp. It is leeward. 
Na'mowun, n.an. Fair wind, spoken 

of by Indians in animate terms and 
regarded as a spirit to be propi
tiated. 

Na'mowun, s.c., n.an. The lee-side; 
the coast of Hudson Bav east of 
the Nelson River. -

Namowuna'sew, v.i.l. He goes with 
the wind (on the water, or on the 
air). 
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Namowuna'stutaw, v.t.in.2. He sails 
it before the wind. 

Na'mowunotao, v.i.3. He goes with 
the wind (walking); he has the 
wind behind him. 

Na'mowunepuyew, v.i.1. He goes to 
leeward (as a boat drives to lee
ward). 

Na'mowuneskum, v.i.6. He walks 
with the wind. 

Na'mowunaw, v.imp. It is a fair wind. 
Nanache, adv. Gradually (i.e., ap

proaching). 
Nanacheka'powew, v.i. 1. He ap-

proaches gradually. 
Nanuhe'tak, adv. By chance, fortun

ately (emphatically). 
Nana'kusetowao, v.t.an. He observes 

closely what he says. 
Nana'kusetum, v.t.in.6. He observes 

closely what is said. 
Nana'kusetum, v.i. He is closely 

listening. 
Na'napawe, adv. Too late. 
Nana'tawakin, n.in. Crimson cloth. 
Na'nao, adv. By fours, four apiece. 
Nanao'mitunow, s.c., Nana'mitunow, 

P.c., adv. By forties, forty each. 
Nane'setunow, adv. By twenties, 

twenty apiece. 
Nane'soo, adv. By twos, two apiece. 
Nane'swasik, M.C., adv. By sevens, 

seven apiece. 
Nane'sotawuk, v.i.3.pl. They walk by 

twos. 
Nane'swuketum, v.t.in.6. He counts 

them by twos. 
Nane'swukimao, v.t.an. He counts 

them by twos. 
Naneta'semostowao, v.t.an. He cries 

to him for help. 
Naneya'nun, adv. Five apiece, by 

fives. 
Naneya'nunomitunow, adv. By fifties. 
Naniko'tine, or Naniko'tiniku, s.c., 

adv. Sometimes, occasionally. 
Nanikotwa'sik, adv. Six apiece, by 

sixes. 
Nanipa'chehao, s.c., Nanupa'chehao, 

P.c., v.t.an. He attends upon him. 
Nanipa'chehewawin, n.in. Personal 

attention. 
Nanipa'yowew, v.i.5. He gapes. 

Nanipoo'mao, v.t.an. He curses him, 
he condemns him (to death). 

Nanipoo'mewao, v.-i.3. He curses, he 
condemns. 

Nanipome'wawin, n.in. A death curse, 
a condemnation. 

Nanipoomika'soo, v.pass.4. He 1s 
cursed. 

Nanipoomikowin, n.in. A curse, an 
evil spell (brought about by some
one who wishes you harm). 

Nanipoomi'soowin, n.in. Self-condem
nation. 

Nanipoo'tum, v.t.in.6. He curses it, 
he brings the death spell upon .it. 

Nanisa'nisew, :r.1.c., v.t.an. He is in 
danger. 

Nanisa'nisewin, n.in. Danger. 
Nani'stoo, adv. By threes, three apiece. 
Nani'stwuketum, v.t.in.6. He counts 

it or divides it into three parts. 
Nani'stwukimao, v.t.an. He counts 

them by threes. 
Nano'chehao, M.c., v.t.an. He courts 

her, or she courts him. 
Nano'chehitoowuk, v.recip.4.pl. They 

court one another; they have inter
course. 

Nano'sonitoowuk, v.recip.4.pl. They 
run after each other (i.e., catching 
each other). 

Nano'wehao, v.t.an. He spoils him, he 
destroys. 

Nano'wehoo, v.refl.4. He destroys 
himself, he brings destruction upon 
himself. 

Nano'wetaw, v.t.in.2. He spoils it, he 
destroys it. 

Nano'wun, v.pass. It is ruined, it is 
destroyed. 

Nantomachikao, v.i.3. He is smelling 
about (as a dog). 

Na'ntow, adv. About, nearly, there
about. Nantow ka.kwi, aught, any
thing. Nantowisse, by any means. 
Nantow ita., somewhere. Nantow 
na.o piponwa.o, he is about four 
years old. 

Nanukaka'powistowao, v.t. an. He 
stands in his way, he stands in 
opposition to him. 

Nanuka'sew, v.i.5. He resists, he holds 
bcJ,ck. 
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Nanuka'skowao, v.t.an. He resists him, 
he opposes him, he keeps him back, 
he is in his way, he withstands him. 

Nanukaskose'stowao, v.t.an. He re
sists him in combat, by holding him 
back. 

Nanuka'skowapinao, v.t.an. He re
sists him by throwing his arms 
aside. 

Nanuka'skum, v.t.in.6. He resists it, 
he holds it back. 

Nanuki'skowao, v.t.an. He meets him 
repeatedly. 

Nano'sonawao, v.t.an. He runs after 
him (repeatedly). 

Nano'sonahum, v.t.in.6. He runs after 
it. 

Nanutuwa'pew, Nana'tuwapew, v.i.1. 
He looks about. 

Nanutuwa'pumao, v.t.an. He looks 
for him, he seeks him; he searches 
for him. 

Nanutuwa'putum, v.t.in.6. He looks 
for it, he seeks iL 

Nanutuwa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He looks 
for it, he seeks it. 

Nanutuwa'yimao, v.t.an. He looks 
for him, he seeks him. 

Na'pa, adj.prefix. Male, masculine. 
Napa -a'pistan, s.c., Napa -wapistanis, 

P.c., n.an. A he-marten. 
Napa -a'poos, napaya'poos, n.an. A 

buck (rabbit). 
Napayapikoses, n.an. A male mouse. 
Napa -uya, n.an. A male, pl., napa

uyuk. 
Napaka'soo, v.i.4. He is brave, he is 

manly; he pretends to be a man. 
Napaka'sew, n.an. A he-fox, a dog-fox. 
Napakokos, n.an. A boar. 
Napama'k, n.an. A milter, a male 

fish. 
Napa'mimaw, n.an. A husband. Ne 

napa.m, my husband. 
Napami'stutim, or napa'stim, n.an. 

A stallion. 
Napamo'stos, n.an. A bull. Also 

Tukwanaw. 
Napaya'o, n.an. A male partridge. 
Napa'nekik, n.an. A he-otter. 
Napani'sku, or Napask, n.an. A 

gander. 
Na'pao, n.an. A man, a male. 
Napa -owa'sis, n.an. A man child. 

Napapa'kuhakwan, n.an. A rooster, a 
cock. 

Napapipe'chew, n.an. A cock-robin. 
Napapi'sew, n.an. A male wild cat or 

lynx. 
Napa'poos, n.an. A tom cat (domes-

tic). " ,, 
Napas, n.an. A boy, or Boy . 
Napasa'kwasew, n.an. A he-mink. 
Napa'sip, n.an. A drake. 
Napa'sis, n.an. A boy. 
Napasi'sewew, v.i.1. He is a boy. 
Napa'tik, n.an. A buck deer. 
Napa'stim, n.an. A stallion, a stud, 

a male dog. 
Napawawa'skasew, n.an. A stag (of 

Red Deer). 
Napaweko'sisan, n.an. This word was 

used by the early translators for 
"The Son of Man", but later Cree 
scholars have agreed thatEyinewe
ko'sisan is preferable. 

Napa'wew, v.i.1. He is a man, he is a 
male. 

Napawuto'skayakun, n.an. A man
servant. 

Na'pikwan, n.in. A ship, a large ship. 
Na'pikwanis, n.in. A small boat, a 

motor boat. 
Nasa'pikanao, s.c., Yasapikanao, P.c., 

v.t.an. He lowers him, or lets him 
down (with a rope). 

Nasa'pikanum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He lowers 
it, or lets it down (with a rope). 

Nasa'pikanikao, v.i.3. He is lowering, 
or letting down (something). 

Nasa'tuwew, s.c., v.i.5. He descends a 
stairs, a ladder, or a tree. 

Na'senao, s.c., v.t.an. He lowers or 
lets him down (as with the hand). 

Na'senum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He Jowers or 
lets it down (as with the hand). 

Na'sepao, v.i.3. He goes to the river 
or lake, he goes down to the bank, 
or shore. 

Nasepa'pichew, v.i.5. He removes 
towards the coast, or to a lake. 

Nasepa'putaw, v.i.2. He runs to the 
bank, or down to the shore. 

Nasepa'putwaw, v.t.in.2. He runs 
down the bank with it. 

Nasepa'puyew, v.imp. He rides to the 
bank or shore; it falls down the 
bank. 
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Nasepa'tuhao, v.t.an. He takes him 
to the river, he takes him down the 
bank, he takes him to the water 
side. 

Nasepa'tumik, or Nasepa'timik, adv. 
Down the bank. 

Nasepa'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He takes it to 
the river or lake, he takes it down 
the bank. 

Nasepaya'tuhew, v.i.5. He slides down 
the bank. 

Nasepi'tao, Yasepitao, P.c., v.t.an. He 
draws or pulls him down. 

Nasepi'tum, v.t.in.6. He draws or 
pulls it down (as drawing down a 
blind). 

Na'sewao, P.C., v.t.3. He is gone to a 
feast; he is fetching (someone). 

Na'spich, adv. Very, greatly, exceed
ingly, highly. 

Na'spiche, adv. Finally, utterly. 
Naspita'piskinum, Naspitapis'kuhum, 

v.t.in.6. He locks it permanently 
(implying that it cannot afterwards 
be opened). 

Na'spitumotaw, v.t.in.2. He fastens 
it permanently (so that he cannot 
afterwards undo it). 

Naspituta'moo, v.i.4. He loses his 
breath, he expires. 

Na'suchewao, s.c., Ya'suchewao, P.c., 
v.i.3. He descends a hill. 

Nata'mostowao, v.t.an. He flees to 
him. 

Nata'moostum, v.t.in.6. He flees to it. 
Na'tayupao, P.c., Na'tunupao, s.c., 

He visits his net. 
Na'tao, v.t.an. He fetches him, he goes 

to him. 
Na'tipao, v.i.3. He fetches water, he 

fetches drink (almost exclusively 
used in the latter sense). 

Natiskwawa'tao, v.t.an. He commits 
adultery or fornication with her; 
he goes in unto her. 

Nato'pao, v.i.3. He is looking for 
drink. 

Na'toowao, n.an. An Iroquois, a 
Mohawk. 

Natowa'wakin, n.in. Blue strouds. 
Natoowawew, v.i.l. He is an Iroquois. 
Natowa'wipukwutahon, n.in. An Iro-

quois belt, a variegated belt. 

Nato'wao, v.t.an. He fetches him for 
him. 

Nato'wehao, v.i.3. He doctors him, 
he heals him. 

Nato'wehewao, v.i. 3. He heals 
(people), he doctors. 

Nato'wetaw, v.t.in.2. He 'doctors' it, 
he cures it. 

Natuhi'pao, v.i.3. He fetches water. 
Na'tuhupao, Na'tuyupao, v.i.3. He 

visits his net. 
Na'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He fetches it, he 

approaches it (by water). 
Na'tuhumowao, v.t.an. He assists, or 

supports him (helping a neighbour). 
Natuhuma'kao, v.i.3. He helps (people 

in need), he is benevolent. 
Natuhuma'kawin, n.in. Help, support 

(given by neighbours). 
Na'tukam, adv. Towards land, to

wards shore. 
Natukamaya'sew, v.i.1. He sails to

wards shore. 
Natukamaya'stun, v.imp. It sails 

towards shore. 
Natukamaya'stutaw, v.t.in.2. He sails 

it to the shore, he beaches the boat. 
Natukama'hum, v.i.6. He goes to-

wards shore, or land. · 
Natukama'pitao, v.t.an. He draws, or 

drags, him towards shore. 
Natukama'pitum, v.t.in.6. He draws 

it towards shore. 
Natukama'puyew, v.imp. It goes to

wards the shore, it drives ashore. 
Natukama'wutaw, v.t.in.2. He carries 

it ashore. 
Natukamaya'wutaw, v.t.in.2. He tows 

it ashore; he carries (goods, equip
ment, etc.), ashore. 

Natukamaya'tukaw, v.i.2. He wades, 
or swims, ashore. 

Na'tukwao, v.i.3. He visits a snare. 
Na'tum, v.t.in.6. He fetches it, he 

goes to it. 
Natuma'kao, v.i. 3. He defends 

(people), he fetches (for people). 
Natuma'kawin, n.in. Defence, assis

tance, help. 
Na'tumowao, v.t.an. He avenges him, 

he def ends him, he fetches (it) for 
him. 

Natu'skao, v.i.3. She goes for moss. 
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Natuwa'o, or Natu'whao, v.t.an. He 
fetches him (by water). 

Natwaka'tahosoo, v.i.4. He breaks 
his leg. . 

Natwaka'tanao, v.t.an. He breaks his 
leg (with force exerted by hand). 

Natwaka'taw.io, v.t.an. He breaks his 
leg (with force of a blow). . 

Natwa'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He cuts 1t 
through (with an axe). 

Natwa'kuw.io, v.t.an. He cuts him 
through (with an axe). . 

Natwa'nao, v.t.an. He breaks him (by 
hand). . 

Natwa'num, v.t.in.6. He breaks 1t (by 
hand), (as a stick). . 

Natwa'pitao, v.t.an. He breaks him 
(by pulling and bending him). . 

Natwa'pitum, v.t.in.6. He breaks 1t 
(by bending and pulling). 

Natwa'puyew, v.imp. It breaks (as 
a willow). 

Natwa'simao, v.t.an. He breaks him 
(by throwing or hitting him against 
something). 

Natwa'sin, v.i.7. He breaks (by fall
ing). 

Natwa'sum, v.t.in.6. He breaks it by 
cutting it. 

Natwa'swao, v.t.an. He breaks him 
by cutting him, (as a tree). 

Natwa'titaw, v.t.in.2. He breaks it, 
(by throwing it or knocking it 
against something). 

Natwawa'puw.io, v.t.an. He breaks 
him off, (with swift force). 

Natwawa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He breaks 
it off, (with swift force). 

Natwaya'sew, v.i.l. He breaks with 
the wind, (as a tree). 

Natwaya'skosin, v.pass.7.an. He is 
broken, (as a tree falling). 

Natwaya'skotin, v.pass.in.an. It 1s 
broken, (as a tree). 

Natwaya'stun, v.imp. It breaks with 
the wind, (as a pole). 

Nawikun, n.with pron. My back bone. 
Nawi, prep. Behind. 
Nakai n.an. with poss.pron. Mother! 

(Form of address to a mother equi
valent to our "lvfother"). 

Naka! P.C., interj. Exclamation of 
surprise or alarm, used by women 
only. 

Naka'ma, adj. Common. 
Nakami:i'yimoo, v.i.4. He is forward. 
Nakami:i'yimowin, n.i.n Self adver-

tisement. 
Naka'misew, v.i.1. He is forward. 
Naka'misewin, n.in. Forwardness. 
Naka'mun, v.pass. It is accounted 

famous. 
Nakamusti:io, v.pass. It is placed 

forward. 
Naka'pahun, v.imp. It 1s a westerly 

wind; the west. 
Naka'pahunok, n.indec. In the west, 

at the west, from the west. 
Naka'pahunotak, n.indec. Towards 

the west. 
Naka'panoyowao, v.imp. It blows 

from the west, it is a westerly wind. 
Naka'wukaw, v.imp. It is a point 

of sand. 
Nake, pron.dem.inan. Those there, 

there they are (pointing to them at 
a distance). 

Na'kimoo, s.c., Na'moo, P.c., v.i.4. 
He growls. 

Nawa'pew, v.i.1. He squints, he winks. 
Nakwu'tum, s.c., v.i.6. He chokes 

himself, (in drinking). 
Na'mu, pron.dem.inan. That thing 

there. 
Namitu'now, adj. Forty. 
Nanowinao, s.c., Eyowinao, P.C., v.t.an. 

He divides him or them, he sep
arates them, he breaks them to 
pieces. 

Nanowinum, s.c., Eyowinum, P.c., 
v.t.in.6. He divides it, he separates 
it, he breaks it to pieces. 

Nanowiwapuhum, s.c., Eyowiwapu
hum, P.c., v.t.in.6. He divides it, 
he separates it. 

Nanowiwa'puwao, s.c., Eyowiwa'pu
wao, P.C., v.t.an. He divides it or 
them, he separates them. 

Nao', adj. Four, the fourth. 
Naochicha'n, n.in. The fourth finger. 
Naoka'tao, v.i.3. He is four-footed, 

he has four legs. 
Naoka'tawipisi'skew, n.an. A four

footed animal. 
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Naoka'wuk, v.i.J.pl. There are four 
of them living within. 

Nao'mitunow, adj. Forty. See Na.'mi
tunow. 

Nao'mitunowaw, (tutwaw), adj. Forty 
times. 

Naosa'p, M.C.,adj. Fourteen. In some 
localities not used alone but only 
with mita'tut. 

Naota'w, v.t.in.2. He divides it into 
four parts. 

Naoto'wao, v.t.an. He divides it into 
four parts for or amongst them. 

Naotukisewuk, v.i.l.pl. There are 
four canoes of them. 

Napameka'powew, v.i.1. He stands by 
ready. 

Napa'mew, v.i.5. He holds himself 
in readiness. 

Napa'minum, v.t.in.6. He holds it in 
readiness. 

Napa'mustao, v.pass. It is laid ready 
or at hand. 

Napa'mustaw, v.t.in.2. He lays it 
ready or at hand. 

Napa'wehao, v.t.an. He makes him 
ashamed, he shames him. 

Napawena'kosew, v.i.1. He is shame
ful, he is indecent, (in appearance). 

Napawena'kwun, v.imp. It is shame
ful, it is disgraceful, (in appearance). 

Napa'wimao, v.t.an. He shames him, 
by speech. 

Napa'wisew, v.i.1. He is ashamed. 
Napa'wisewin, n.in. Shame, bash

fulness. 
Napa'wimoo, v.i.1. He shames him

self, (by speech). 
Nastwata'tum, v.t.in.6. He is out of 

breath (from running). 
Naseta'mipuyew, s.c., v.imp. It is 

awkward, it does not come out 
right. 

Na'skumikaw, v.imp. It is a cape, 
headland, or point; Flamborough 
Head on the Nelson River. 

Nasowa'tisew, v.i.1. He is weak, he 
is infirm. 

Nasowa'tisewin, n.in. Weakness, in
firmity. 

Nasoweta'hao, v.i.3. He is timid, 
he is weak-hearted. 

Nasoweta'hawin, n.in. Timidity, 
faint-heartedness. 

Nasowi'sew, 'iJ,i.l. He is weak, he is 
sickly. 

Nasowise'win, n.in. Weakness, poor 
health. 

Nasowu'n, v.imp. It is weak. 
Nastu, M.C., conj. And, used in James' 

Bay. 
Nastu nelu, M.c., conj. with pron. 

also, I too. 
Nastokwa'kowew, v.i.1. He dies from 

loss of blood. 
Napawi -uyumewin, n.in. A shameful 

speech. 
Na'ta, adv. There, that way, yonder, 

Na.'ta. oche, thence. 
Nata'wukaw, v.imp. It is a point 

(of clay soil), it is a headland. 
Ni'tukaw, v.imp. It has a corner. 
Nawa'pawuk, v.i.3.pl. They are four 

brothers. 
Nawe'wuk, v.i.l.pl. They are four, 

there are four of them. 
Nawi'nwu, v.imp.pl.in. They are 

four, there are four of them. 
Nawa'w, adj. Four times, fourfold. 
Na'wus, E.C., adv. A long while, long 
Nawuyu'k, adv. II?, four places. 
Nawuyu'ketaw, v.t.in.2. He divides 

it into four parts. See Na.otaw. 
Nayachekun, n.in. A roll (in which 

are kept the hair of the dead, etc.). 
Naya'chekunayape, or Nuya'chikuna'

ype, n.in. A portage strap. 
Naya'skwayaw, v.imp. It is a point 

of woods. Cape Tatnum, Hudson 
Bay. 

Nayakikwa'tao, v.pass. It is sewn 
along the edge, or at the end. 

Nayakwaw, v.imp. It is the edge, 
(as of cloth). 

Naya'kun, v.imp. It is the border of 
it, the end of it. 

Nayo'mao, v.t.an. She carries him on 
her back, (i. e. the child in an Indian 
cradle). 

Naya'w, v.imp. It is a cape, it is a 
headland. 

Naya'wukaw, v.imp. It is sand point, 
it is a headland (of sand or gravel). 

late,'1hrk, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ne, pron.pers. A contraction of ne'ya, 
I, and of neyu'nan, we, (1st and 
3rd pers.) used before verbs of the 
Indic, mood, see remarks under 
Ke, which apply equally to this 
word, altering the K, to n. 

Ne, pron.poss. My, our. See remarks 
-- under Ke. 
Nea'h, P.c., v.dej.imper.s. Go thou, 

pl. nea' k, go ye, 
Necha'kos, n. with pron. My sister

in-law, (i. e. my husband's sister, 
or my brother's wife). 

Neche, n. with pron. My other self; 
myself. 

Neche -eyi'new, n. with pron. My 
neighbour. 

Neche -na'pao, n. with pron. My fellow 
man. 

Neche -o'kimaw, n. with pron. My 
fell ow chief. 

Neche -uto'skayakun, n. with pron. 
My fellow servant. 

Ne'che, prep. Below, beneath, at the 
bottom, down. 

Necheka'powew, v.i.1. He stands 
down, he stands on a lower level. 

Nechekwa'skotew, v.i.1. He jumps 
down. 

Nechepu'yehoo, v.i.4. He alights (as 
from the back of a horse), he throws 
himself down. 

Nechepu'yew, or Nechepuyin, v.imp. 
It falls down (from above). 

Nechewa'pinao, v.t.an. He casts 
him down, he throws him down. 

Nechewa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He throws 
it down. 

Nechewa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He knocks 
it down,. (as from an elevation), 
he razes 1t, he breaks it down. 

Nechewapuwio, v.t.an. He knocks 
him down, (as a bird from its perch)· 
he breaks him down. ' 

Ne'chimoo, Ne'chimoos, s.c., n.an. 
with pron. My female cousin; my 
sweetheart; my other self. 

Ne'chipitao, v.t.an. He pulls him 
down. 

Ne'chipitum, v.t.in.6. He pulls it 
down. 

Ne'chisan, n.C!n, with pronoun. My 
brother or sister; my blood relation. 
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Nechisa'nitook, n.an.pl. wit!t pron. 
My brothers; brethren. 

Nechiwa'm, n.an. with pron. My 
brother. Among the Plains Crees 
this word is of ten used by a man for 
male cousin, where fathers are 
brothers, or mothers are sisters, 
Nechiwa! voe. brother! 

Nechiwa'miskwam, n.an. with pron. 
My sister; my female couEjin. 

Neka'n, prep. In advance, ahead, be
fore, first. It is generally used in 
reference to place, but sometimes 
of priority in time. 

Nekana'yetakosew, v.i.l. He is the 
chief, he is the principal he is 
superior, he takes the lead. 

Nekanayetakwun, v.imp. It is chief, 
it is superior, it is first. 

Nekana'yimao, v.t.an. He thinks he 
(the other man) is superior, he 
gives him the precedence. 

Nekana'yimoo, v.i.4. He thinks he is 
superior, he considers himself first, 
he is self-conceited. 

Nekana'yimowin, n.in. Self-conceit. 
Neka'ne -itwa'win, n.in. A foreword, 

a preface. 
Neka'nekat, n.in. The foreleg. 
Nekanekiska'yetum, v.i.6. He fore

knows, he was the first to know it. 
As v.t., he foreknows it. 

Ne'kanekiska'yetumowin, n.in. Fore
knowledge. 

Neka'nekiska'yimao, v.t.an. He fore
knows him. 

Neka'new, v.i.5., Neka'new, v.i.1. He 
is first, he is ahead, he has the pre
cedence, he starts in advance, he 
begins first. 

Nekanewa'pumao, v.t.an. He is the 
first to see him, he foresees him he 
sees him first. ' 

Nekanewa'putum, v.t.in.6. He fore
sees it, he sees it first. 

Ne~anewa'putumowin, n.in. Fore
sight. 

Neka'newetum, v.t.in.6. He foretells 
it, he tells it first. 

N ekanewe'tumowao, v.t.an. He tells 
him first; he prepares him for 
further information. 
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Neka'nemik, Neka'nek, prep. In the 
future; ne nekanemik, in my future 
life. 

Nekanipuye'stowao, v.t.an. He runs, 
he rides in advance of him. 

Neka'nipuyew, v.i.1. He runs or 
moves in advance of him. 

Neka'nisin, v.i.7. He lies ahead, he 
is the first in a layer (of stones, etc.). 

Neka'notao, v.i.3. He goes in advance, 
he walks before. 

Neka'notowao, v.t.an. He goes in 
advance of him, he precedes him. 

Nekihi'komaw, Nekihik, n.an. A 
parent. 

Nekihikwuk, n.pl. with pron. My 
parents. 

Nekinao, s.c., or Yekinao, P.C., v.t.an. 
She milks her (a cow). 

Ne'kinikao, s.c., Y~'kinikao, P.c., 
v.i.3. She is milking. 

Nekini'kun, s.c., Yekini'kun, P.C., 
n.an. A milch cow. 

Neki'k, s.c., Nechik, E.c., n.an. An 
otter. 

Nekikominu, n.pl. Otter berries (a 
species of blueberries). 

Nema'hao, v.t.an. He gives him pro
visions for travelling. 

Nema'hisoo, v.refl.4. He puts up his 
food for the trip. 

Nema'skochin, v.i.7. He hangs out (as 
from a pole or branch). 

Nema'skohum, v.t.in.6. He lifts or 
holds it out (with a pole). 

Nema'skonao, v.t.an. He lifts or 
holds him out (with a pole). 

Nema'skotin, v.imp. It hangs out (as 
with a pole, etc.). 

Nema'skowao, v.t.an. He lifts him or 
holds him out (with a pole, etc.). 

Nemaskw3:'n, s.c., Nemaskwa'kun, 
P.c., n.in. A weapon, pl. arms. 
Posti'skumoteyao nemaskwa'nu, he 
arms him, he puts on his armour. 

Nemaskwa'o, v.i.3. He carries wea
pons, he is armed. 

Nemaskwa'win, n.in. Armour, wea
pons, equipment for war. 

Nema'w, v.i.2. He takes provisions 
for travelling. 

Nema'win, n.in. Travelling provisions. 
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Nema'winewut, n.in. A box contain
ing ,,travelling provisions, "a grub 
box. 

Nemehi'toowin, n.in. A dance, danc
ing; a dancing contest. 

Nemehi'toowuk, v.recip.4.pl. They 
dance (as in a contest). This word 
also applied to the swift movements 
of the Aurora borealis. 

Nemehito'skew, v.i.5. He is in the 
habit of dancing. 

Nemehi'tosew, v.i.1. He dances a 
little. 

Ne'mew, v.i.5. He dances. Ne'mewuk, 
they dance. 

Ne'mewin, n.in. A dance. 
Ne'minao, v.t.an. He holds him out 

with the hand (i.e., with the arm 
extended). 

Ne'minum, v.t.in.6. He holds it out 
with the hand. 

Neminumo'wao, v.t.an. He holds it 
out to him, he offers it to hjm. 

Nemiche'kuhikunao, v.i.3. He takes 
an axe with him. 

Nemi's, n.an. My sister. Kemi's, 
your sister. Omi'su, his sister. 

Nemipa'skisikunao, v.i.3. He takes a 
gun with him. 

Nemita'panaskwao, v.i.3. He takes a 
sled with him; he takes a waggon. 

Nenu'misew, s.c., Neyumisew, P.c., 
v.i.1. He weakens, he is weak, he 
is frail. 

Nenumaw, s.c., Neyumaw, P.c., 
v.imp. It is weak, it is fragile. 

Nepa -itotao, v.i.3. He goes (there) 
by night. 

Nepi'kwao, v.i.3. He sups. 
Nepakwasimowin, n.in. The Sun 

dance. 
Nepi'kwawin, n.in. Supper. 
N epakwa'wio, v.t.an. He provides 

supper for him (by his hunting). 
Nepi'kwahoo, v.i.4. He provides sup-

per for himself. . . 
Nepa'pew, v.i.1. He sits up at night. 
Nepa'skaw, v.i.2. He walks, or travels 

at night. 
Nepa'tao, v.i.3. He .travels. at night, 

night overtakes him while travel
ling. 
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Nepa'tipisk, n.in. By night, in the 
night. 

Nepaya'stao, P.C., v.imp. It is moon
light. 

Ne'pe, n.in. A leaf. 
Nepe'atik, s.c., n.an. The green 

willow. 
Nepe'skaw, v.imp. There are many 

leaves, it abounds with leaves. 
Nepe'su, n.in.pl. Leaves, small leaves. 

This is the Indian word for tea. 
Nepesa'poo, n.in. The beverage of 

leaves infused. Indian name for 
tea as a beverage. 

Ne'peta, adv. Alone, in a row or line. 
Nepetaya'skowao, v.t.an. He puts 

them on a stick (as fish for drying) 
in a row. 

Nepetaya'skohikunatik, n.in. A stock 
or pole for drying fish, etc., upon. 

Nepetaka'powewuk, v.i. 1. pl. They 
stand in a line (either single file or 
side by side). 

Nepeta' -kimao, v.t.an. He counts 
the whole row of them. 

Nepeta' -kochi'nwuk, v.i.7.pl.an. They 
hang in a row. 

Nepeta' -kota'wu, v.imp.pl.in. They 
hang in a row. 

Nepeta' -kunawa'pumao, v.t.an. He 
looks upon them in a row, he looks 
round upon them. 

Nepeta' -pewuk, v.i.l .pl. They sit in 
a row. 

Nepeta' -sinuhika'tawu, v.imp.pl. They 
are written in a row or line. 

Nepeta' -sinuhum, v.t.in.6. He writes 
it in a row or line. 

Nepeta' -skowao, v.t.an. He passes 
past the row of them. 

Nepeta' -skum, v.t.in.6.in. He walks 
past the row. 

Nepeta' -stao, v.pass. It is placed in 
a row, it is laid in a line. 

Nepeta' -staw, v.t.in.2. He lays it or 
them in a line or row. 

Nepimina'nu, n. in. pl. High-bush 
cranberries. 

Nepin, v.imp. It is summer. 
Nepin, n.in. The summer. Nepinok 

last summer. This word as a nou~ 
is not much used, the genius of the 
Cree language giving preference to 
the verb. 

Nepina'yu, n.an. A summer bird .. 
Nepina'yes, n.an. A summer bird 

(small species). 
Nepina'kisew, v.i.l. He (a pelt) is 

summer-stained, (i.e., it is out of 
season). 

Nepini'sew, v.i.1. He summers, he 
estivates, he becomes summer-like, 
(i. e. he changes his coat, as an 
animal). 

Nepini'sewin, n.in. A convenient 
place for spending the summer. 

Nepinita'panask, n.an. A drag, (for 
hauling logs with an ox, etc). a 
'stone-boat', any vehicle suitable 
for summer use. 

Nepinu'skumik, n.in. Summer ground 
i.e. ground not covered with snow. 

Nepinu'skumikaw, v.imp. It is summer 
ground, i.e. bare of snow. 

Ne'pise, n.in. A willow. 
Ne'piseskaw, v.imp. Willows abound. 
Nepiska'tao, v.t.an. He conjures over 

him, (for the removal of diseases). 
Ne'powehao, v.t.an. He stands him 

up, he sets him on his feet. 
Ne'powew, v.i.l. He stands. 
Ne'powewin, n.in. A standing place. 

The Fort at a Ia Corne Mission was 
at first so called because of an ele
vated part of the right bank of the 
Saskatchewan river, a considerable 
distance below the mission, hence 
the name of the new town Nipa'win 
in the same district. 

Nepu'skoo, v.i.-1-. He kneels upright. 
Nepusko'pew, v.i.l. He sits in a 

kneeling posture. 
Nesa'tuwew, or Neta'tuwew, v.i.5. 

He goes down, he descends. 
Nesatuwe'tuhao, v.t.an. He takes 

him downstairs. 
Nesatuwe'tutaw, v.t.in.l. He takes 

it downstairs. 
Nescha's, n.an. with pron. My cousin. 
Ne'sewuk, v.i.l .pl.an. They are two, 

there are two of them. 
Ne'sinwu, v.imp.pl.inan. They are 

two, there are two of them. 
Ne'situnow, adj. Twenty. Nesitunow 

tutwaw, twenty times. 

1 
Nesitu'nowaw, adj. Twenty times. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Nesitu'nowawuk, v.i.3. They are 
twenty, there are twenty of them. 
(anim). 

Ne'skwu, n.an. My fellow-wife, (i. e. 
one of the wives of a bigamist being 
the speaker). 

Ne'skinao, v.t.an. He damps him, 
he moistens him. 

Ne'skinum, v.t.in.6. He damps it, 
moistens it. 

Ne'skisew, v.i.1. He is damp, he is 
moist. 

Ne'skaw, v.i.l. It is damp, it is moist. 
Ne'soo, adj. Two, a brace, a couple, 

a pair. 
Ne'soo, adj. Second. Nesoke'sikaw, 

Tuesday, (i. e. the second day). 
Neswa'skokapowewuk, v.i.l .pl. These 

two stand behin<l the other, they 
two stand together, (as two trees) 

Nesoa's, M.c., or Neswa'sik, M.C., Num. 
adj. Seven. In s.c. and P.c., it is 
Ta.pukop. 

Nesoa'saw, Neswa'saw, M.C., adj. 
Seven times. 

Nesoa'sosap, Neswa'sosap, 1-r.c., adj. 
Seventeen. 

Nesoa'so-mi'tunow, Neswasomitunow, 
M.C., adj. Seventy. 

Nesoatik, Neswa'tik, n.an. Two sticks, 
two lengths, two pieces, etc., as two 
plugs (of tobacco), two skeins (of. 
twine), two bars (of soap), etc. 
See Pa.yukwa'tik. 

Nesoa'swatik, Neswaswatik, M.c., n.an 
Seven sticks, seven lengths, seven 
plugs of tobacco. 

Nesochekwa'mowuk, M.c., Nesokwa'
mowuk, s.c., and P.c., v.i.4.pl. They 
too sleep together. 

Neso'chichao, v.i.3. He has two hands 
or fingers. 

Neso'hao, v.t.an. He halves him or 
them, he divides him into two. 

Nesoka'wuk, v.i.3. There are two of 
them living together. 

Nesoko'nawayaw, Nesoto'nawayaw, 
v.imp. It has two mouths (as a 
double barreled gun). 

Neso'kowawuk, v.i.3.pl. They two 
together are fighting him, they two 
are attending to him, engaged upon 
him, or working at him; two to one. 

Nesokuma'kao, v.i.3. He assists, he 
helps, he assents. 

Nesokuma'kawin, n.in. Help, suc
cour, assistance, grace. 

Nesokuma'toowin, n.in. Mutual help, 
assistance, or benefit. 

Neso'kumowao, v.t.an. He helps him, 
he assists him, he aids him, he suc
cours him. 

N esoku' mikisewuk, N esoku' mikwa wuk 
v.i.l.pl. They form two tents, 
(i. e. the whole party live in two 
tents). 

Neso'kumwuk, v.i.l.pl. They are 
two together in a canoe; they are 
two together at something. 

Nesoku'skwao, v.i.3. He has two nails 
or hoofs. 

Nesominu'stawu, v.imp.pl. and n.in.pl. 
Two piles of wood, two cords of 
wood. 

Neso'nao, v.t,an. He holds two of 
them in his hand. 

Nesoni'sk, n.in. Two fathoms. 
Nesopipo'nwao, or Nesouskewinao, 

v.i.3. He is two years old. 
Nesosa'kao, v.i.3. He has on two 

coats, he has two coats. 
Nesosa'p, M.C., Nita'tut -nesosap, s.c., 

adj. Twelve, a dozen. 
Nesosa'pewuk, v.i.l.pl.an. They are 

twelve, there are twelve of them. 
Nesosa'pinwa, v.imp. They are twelve, 

there are twelve of them. (inan.) 
Nesosi'tao, v.i.3. He has two feet. 
Nesoska'namukisewuk, Nesokanise

wuk, or Nesota'wisewuk, v.i.l.pl. 
There are two tribes of them; there 
are two kinds of them. 

Nesoske'sikwao, v.i.3. He has two 
eyes. 

Nesoski'sin, n.in. Two pairs of shoes. 
Neso'skitao, v.imp. There are two 

(trees, or poles, or tents, or wood 
piles) standing together. 

Nesoskwa'wao, v.i.3. He has two 
wives. 

Neso'stao, or Neswu'stao, v.imp. It 
is set double, or in two places. 

Neso'sta -oni'kup, n.in. A double 
portage. This is the name of a well 
known locality between The Pas 
and Cumberland. 
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Neso'stowao, v.t.an. He hits two 
(birds) at a shot. 

Nesoota'o, n.an. A twin. 
Nesota'skunao, v.i.3. He has two 

horns. 
Nesota'wew, v.i.1. He is a twin. 
N esota'wuk, n.an. Twins. 
Neso'tawuk, v.i.3.pl. They two are 

walking together. 
Nesoti'piskwao, v.i.3. He stays out 

two nights. 
Nesoto'nawayaw, v.im. It has two 

mouths or openings. Ka neso'to
na.wayak pa' skisikan, a double- bar
reled gun. 

Nesotaw, v.t.in.2. He divides it into 
two parts, he halves it. 

Nesotu'kisew, v.i.1. He is with two 
canoes, boats, etc. He is two canoes, 
(speaking of a man travelling with 
family and belongings). 

Nesotwa'toowuk, v.i.4. They divide 
it between themselves. 

Nesowi'tao, v.i.3. He has two horns. 
Nesoya'wasewuk, v.i.l.pl. They are 

two flights of birds. 
Nestu, M.c., conj. And, also, likewise, 

too, moreover. 
Ne'stu, s.c., nestu nelu, M.C., pron. 

I also, and I. 
Nesta'mik, prep. Before, in advance 

of. 
Nesta'mokao, v.i.3. He is bowsman. 
Nesta'motuk, n.in. The bow, (of a 

boat, etc.); the foreship. 
Nesta'w, n.an. with pron. My brother

in-law. 
Neswa'pawuk, v.i.3.pl. They are two 

brothers; they two draw one sled. 
This latter is a local meaning. 

Neswa'pikanum, v.t.in.6. He doubles 
the cord or rope. 

Neswa'pikapitao, v.t.an. He doubles 
his pulling rope; he draws him with
two cords. 

Neswa'pikapitum, v.t.in.6. He doubles 
the drawing rope attached (to the 
canoe). 

Neswapikasew, v.i.J. He is a double 
cord, (i. e. the tow line is strength
ened by doubling). 

Neswapikayaw, v.imp. It is double 
cord. 
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Neswa'piskaw, v.imp. It is double 
iron. Kah neswa' piskak pa' skisikan, 
double barreled gun. 

Neswa'piskumoo, v.imp. It is a double 
metal, (i. e. a double-barreled gun). 

Neswasku'chewuk, vi.I.pl. They two 
are frozen together. 

Neswa'w, adj. Twice, double. 
Neswu'yuk, adj. At two places, in 

two ways, double. Neswu'yuk ita.'
yetum, he is double-minded. 

Net, pron. pers. and poss. This is the 
euphonized form of ne which see. 

Neta -a'yu'mew, v.i.1. He speaks 
well, he speaks properly; he is 
talkative. 

Neta, partic. Prefixed to verbs to 
express expertness, readiness, abil
ity, etc. The antonym to this is 
nummu neta, as He cannot speak, 
nummu neta uyumew. 

Neta -a'chimoo, v.i.4. He tells stories 
well; he likes to give news. 

Neta -o'tao, v.i.3. He walks well, 
he is a good walker. 

Neta -ke'skipochikao, v.i.3. He saws 
well, (with a hand saw). 

Neta -kito'chikao, v.i.3. He plays a 
musical instrument well. 

Neta -me'chisoo, v.i.4. He eats well. 
Neta'muchewao, v.i.3. He goes down 

a hill. 
Neta'muchewapuyew, v.i.1. He falls 

down the bank. 
Neta -mu'ssinuhikao, v.i.3. He writes 

well. 
Neta'mutin, n.in. The bottom of a 

hill. 
Netane'mehitoo, or Neta -ne'mew, 

v.i.1. He dances well. 
Neta -niku'moo, v.i.4. He sings well. 
Neta -kiya'skew, v.i.1. He is clever 

at telling lies, he is given to false
hood. 

Neta -no'tinikao, v.i.3. He is clever 
2.t fighting. 

N~tapa'kinao, Netapikanao, v.t.an. He 
leads him down, he lowers him, he 
lets him down. 

N~tapika'nao, v.t.an. He lowers him 
with a rope. 

Netaplkanum, Netapa'kinum, v.t.in.6. 
He lowers it, he lets it down. 
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Netapa'kipichikun, n.in. A lowering 
rope; a rope for letting a canoe 
down the rapid. 

Netapa'kipichikao, v.i.3. He is lower
ing (the canoe) down the rapid by 
a rope. 

Netapakipitao, v.t.an. He pulls him 
down (the stream); he lowers him. 

Netapakipitum, v.t.in.6. He lowers 
it down. 

Neta'sew, v.i.1. He blows down. 
Neta'stun, v.imp. It blows down. 
Neta -ta'skipochikao, v.i.3. He saws 

well, he is an experienced sawyer. 
Netawa'tuwew, v.i.5. He climbs well. 
Neta -wa'tukao, v.i.2. He swims well, 

he is a good swimmer, he wades 
well. 

Netawao, v.i.3. He speaks well, he is 
able to speak, nummu ne'ta'wa.o, he 
is dumb, he is speechless. 

Netawikeha'kun, n.an. A child, a 
child born in wedlock. 

Neta'wikehao, v.t.an. She bears him 
(i. e. a child); she gives birth to 
him. 

Netawiketa'kun, M.c., n.in. Fruit, a 
plant. 

Netawiketa'kunis, M.c., n.in. A small 
fruit, an herb. 

Netawiketa'w, v.t.in.2. He grows it, 
he plants it; it brings forth (fruit), 
it bears or yields (fruit). 

Neta'wikew, v.i.1. He is born, he 
grows. 

Netawike'win, n.in. Birth. 
Neta'wikichikao, M.C., v.i.3. He is 

gardening, he is farming. 
Neta'wikichikaweyinew, n.an. A gar

dener, a husbandman. 
Neta'wikichikun, M.c., n.in. A gar

den, a field, a thing grown. 
Neta'wikichikunis, M.c., n.in. A small 

garden; small garden seeds. Also 
P .c. name for Fort a la Corne, Sask. 

Neta'wikin, v.imp. It grows. 
Neta'wikinao, or Neta'wikihao, v.t.an. 

He brings him up, (as a child). 
Netawi'kina'wusoo, or Netawikiha'

wusoo, v.i.4. She brings forth, she 
is in childbed; she produces young. 

Netawikina'wusoowin, n.in. Child 
bearing, accouchment, confinement; 
the production of young. 

NETU'SKUMIK 

Netawikituma'soo, v.i.4. He brings 
up the child, (or thing), for himself. 

Netawisi'moo, v.i.4. He dances well, 
he shuffles his feet well. 

Netawi'chimao, v.i.3. He paddles 
well, he swims well. 

Netawo'sao, v.i.3. She is fruitful, 
prolific, etc. 

Neta'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He lowers it, 
(as a sail). 

N~ta'kuwfio, v.t.an. He lowers him, 
(as a mast of a boat). 

Neta'm, My dog, or my horse. Utim, 
with poss.pron. 

Netikwutim, n.an. with pron. My 
nephew, (i. e. my sister's son) or 
my son-in-law. 

N~'tinao, v.t.an. He lowers him, he 
takes him down, he abashes him, 
he puts him down, he humbles him. 

N~'tinum, v.t.in.6. He puts it down, 
he lowers it. 

Neto'sim, n.an. with pron. My nephew, 
(i.e. my brother's son), or my step
son. 

N~'tuchewao, v.i.3. He goes down, he 
descends (the hill or bank). 

N~'tuchewapuyew, v.i.1. He falls 
down the bank. 

Ne'tuchepuyew, or Netuta'wukipuyew, 
v.imp. The bank falls down. 

N~tuchewaya'konao, v.i.3. He goes 
down a bank of snow. 

Nhuchewaya'konapuyew, v.imp. Snow 
falls down the bank; n.in., an 
avalanche. 

N~'tu'hum, v.t.in.6. He pushes it 
down, he knocks it down, he lowers 
it. 

N~'tukosew, v.i.5. He goes down (a 
ladder), etc. 

Netumi'nuhao, or Nutowemi'nuhao, 
v.t.an. He hunts for him or them, 
he supplies him or them with food. 

Netumi'nuhitisoo, v.i.4. He hunts for 
himself. 

N~tu'skao, v.i.3. He descends to the 
ground. 

N~tu'skumik, adv. On earth, on the 
ground. 
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Ne'tuwtio, s.c., v.t.an. He pushes or 
knocks him down. 

Newa'hao, E.C., v.t.an. He drives him 
off. 

Newa'kochin, Yewakochin, P.C., v.i.7. 
He hangs down (as from a branch 
of a tree). 

Newa'kotao, v.imp. It hangs down (as 
from the branch of a tree). 

Ne'wu, n.an. with pron. My wife. 
Ne'ya, pron. pers. I, me, it some

times answers to mine. 
Neya'k, P.c., Neya'kunu, s.c., adv. 

Beforehand, a little while before. 
Neyakunu'wetum, v.i.6. He predicts, 

or as v.t., he predicts it. 
Neya'kunuwetuma'kawin, n.in. A pre

diction. 
Neyu'misew, v.i.5. He is weak, he is 

feeble; he is awkward, he is clumsy. 
See Nenumisew. 

Neyu'misewin, n.in. \Veakness, frail
ty, feebleness. See Nenumisewin. 

Neyu'mun, or Neyuma'w, v.imp. It 
is weak. See Nenu'mun. 

Neya'n, s.c., Netusiskitan, P.C., n.an. 
with pron. My calf (of the leg). 
Keyan, thy calf. 

Neyan, pron. pers. A contraction of 
neyunan. 

Neya'nun, adj. Five. 
Neya'nunewuk, v.i.l.an. They are 

five, there are five of them. 
Neya'nuniwu, v.imp.pl. They are 

five, there are five of them (inan.). 
Neya'nuno, adj. The fifth. It is only 

used with the noun it modifies. 
µeya'nuno ke'sikaw, the fifth day, 
1.e., Friday. (Note: The Crees 
count their days from Monday.) 

Neya'nunomitunow, adj. Fifty. 
Neyanunomi'tunow neyanunosa'p, adj. 

Fifty five. 
Neya'nunosap, adj. Fifteen, (this 

word is united with meta'tut in some 
localities). 

Neyanunosa'pewuk, v.i.l .pl.an. They 
are fifteen. 

Neyanunosa'pinwu, v.imp.pl.in. They 
are fifteen. 

Neyanunosa'pwaw, adj. Fifteen times. 
Neya'nunwaw, adj. Five times. 
Ney~'nunwaw mita'tutomitunow, adj. 

Five hundred. 

NIMITA'WA 

Neyuwe'yu, adv. or pron. But for my 
part, I at any rate, I myself. 

Neyuna'n, pron. pers. pl. (1 and 3). 
Vle, us, ours. 

Niko'chis, E.C., adj. or adv. Inland, 
solitary, an out of the way place. 

Nikc>'tao, E.c., and P.c., v.i.3. He is 
chopping wood. 

Niko'too, E.C., adv. Upon a time. 
Niko'too, a ke'sikak, once, one day. 

Nikotwa'sewuk, v.i.l .pl.in. They are 
six, there are six of them. 

Nikotwa'sik, adj.·, Six. 
Nikotwa'siko, or Nikotwa'so, adj. The 

sixth. Nikotwaso ke' sikaw, the sixth 
day, i.e., Saturday. 

Nikotwa'sikwaw, Nikotwaswaw, adj. 
Six times. 

Nikotwa'sinwa, v.imp.pl.in. They are 
six, there are six of them. 

Nikotwa'somitunow, adj. Sixty. 
Nikotwasomitunow nikotwasosap, adj. 

Sixty-six. 
Nikotwa'sosap, adj. Sixteen. In some 

localities used only with mi'tatut. 
Nikotwaswa'w mita'tutomitunow, adj. 

Six hundred. 
Niku'moo, v.i.4. He sings. 
Niku'mon, n.in. A song, a hymn. 
Nikumo'stowao, v.t.an. He sings to 

him. 
Nikumotaw, v.t.in.2. He sings about 

it, he makes it sing (as a grama
phone). 

Nikumo'win, n.in. Singing; a hymn, 
a song. 

Nikusoo, M.c., v.i.4. He fasts. 
Nikutisoo, P.c., Nikwutisoo, s.c., v.i.4. 

He goes for venison (of moose, etc., 
that has been killed). 

Nimi's, n.an. with pron. My sister 
(older than myself). See Nemis. 

Nimitu'hikaoatik, n.an. A tree on 
which a deer has rubbed his horns. 

Nimitu'hum, v.t.in.6. He rubs his 
horns (speaking of a deer). 

Nimitu'humowepe'sim, n. in. The 
month during which the deer rub 
their horns; September, see lvfonth. 

Nimita'siputow, v.i.2. He runs out 
from shore (i.e., a wounded duck). 

Nimita'wa, adj.pref. Out to sea, out 
from land, out into the open. 
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Nimita'wachiwun, v.imp. It (the tide) 
flows out to sea, it flows out from 
the land. 

Nimita'wahum, v.i.6. He goes out to 
sea, or lake, he launches. 

Nimita'wapuyew, v.imp. It goes out 
to sea, it goes out from the land. 

Nimitawaya'stun, v.imp. It sails out 
to sea, it blows out from the land. 

Nimitawaya'sew, v.i.1. He sails out 
to sea, he blows out to sea. 

Nimu'wao, or Nuna'nuwao, v.t.an. 
He shakes his fist at him. 

Nimu'hum, Na'muhum, or Nuna'mu
hum, v.t.in.6. He shakes his fists 
at it. 

Namuw[o, v.t.an. He shakes his fist 
at him. 

Ninikisew, v. i. l. He shakes his fist 
in anger. 

Ninikisew, Nunikisew, P.c., v.i.1. He 
is in haste. 

Nini'kisewin, Nunikisewin, P.c., n.in. 
Haste. 

Nipachecha'skewukaw, Yipachecha'
skewukaw, P.c., v.imp. It is miry, 
it is dirty, muddy. 

Nipa'chekesikaw, v.imp. It is a wet 
dirty day, drizzly weather. 

Nipa'w, v.i.2. He sleeps, he is asleep. 
Nipuchika'kao, v.i.3. He kills with it. 
Nipu'chikao, v.i.3. He kills. 
Nipu'hewa'mukan, or Nipahiwa'mu-

kun, v.imp. (Lit. it kills), it is 
deadly. 

Nipu'hao, v.t.an. He kills him, he 
murders him, he slaughters him, he 
slays him. 

Nipu'hewao, v.i.3. He kills he murders. 
Nipuhewa'sew, v.i.1. or an. He kills 

much; or he is a murderer. 
Nipuniwa'win, n.in. Murder, causing 

death deliberately or accidentally. 
Nipu'hisin, v.i.pass. He is killed by 

falling. 
Nipuhi'soo, v.ref.4. He kills himself, 

(accidentally); he commits suicide. 
Nipuhi'tisoo, v.ref.4. He kills him

self, he commits suicide. 
Nipuhiskowao, v.t.an. He kills him 

by pressure, (i. e. by treading upon 
him, or by sitting on him). 
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Nipuhi'sowin, n.in. Self murder, sui
cide. 

Nip[ka'soo, or Nipakasoo, v.i.4. He 
pretends to be asleep. 

Nipa'sew, v.i.1. He sleeps a little, 
he slumbers, he dozes. 

Nipasina'kochikao, v.i.3. He is drench
ing the room or place, he is making 
the place filthy. 

Nipa'sinakosew, s.c., v.i.1. He appears 
drenched in muddy filthy water; 
he appears disgusting. 

Nipa'sinakosewin, s.c., n.in. A 
drenched appearance, a disgusting 
condition. 

Nipa'sinakwun, s.c., v.imp. It is 
drenched, it is disgusting. 

Nipa'sinowao, s.c., v.t.an. He loathes 
him, he regards him unfavourably. 

Nipa'sinum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He loathes 
it, he regards it as filthy. 

Nipa'skakoo, v.pass.4. It makes him 
sleep, (as a sleeping draught). 

Nipaskakimukun, u.imp. It causes 
sleep, it is somnif erous. 

Nipa'sk, n.an. A sleeper, a "sleepy 
head''. 

Nipa'skew, 11.i.l. He sleeps con
stantly; one who oversleeps. 

Nipa'tisew, v.i.1. He is dirty, he is 
soaking wet, he is unpleasant (be
cause of his filth). 

Nipa'tun, or Yipa'tun, v.imp. It is 
"dirty" unpleasant, wet weather. 

Niputa'kakao, v.i.3. He kills with it, 
he murders with it. 

Niptita'kao, v.i.3. He murders, n.an. 
O'niputa'kao, a murderer. 

Niputaka'skew, v.i.1. He murders 
often, he is a murderer. 

Niputaka'win, n.in. Murder, (deliber
ate). 

Niputa'w, v.t.in.2. He kills it. 
Niputuwao, v.t.an. He kills him for 

him, (e. g. he kills a goose for some
one). 

Nipu'tumowao, v.t.an. He kills it 
for him, he kills it, (i. e. the thing 
belonging to him.). 

Nipawimu'skike, or Nipawa'poo, An 
opiate, an anesthetic, or any drug 
which produces insensibility. 
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Nipa'wihao, v.t.an. He puts him to 
sleep. Word used for anesthetiz
ing a person. 

Nipa'win, n.in. Sleep. . 
Nipa'hao, v.t.an. He puts him to 

sleep, he lulls him, (to sleep). 
Nipa'kasoo, v.i.4. He pretends to be 

asleep. 
Nipa'win, n.in. A sleep. (The Indians 

speak of distances as so many sleeps 
or camps en route, as Nesoo nipa.'
winu ispe' chaw. "Two nights sleep 
away", meaning a three days jour
ney). 

Nipawiku'mik, n.in. A bed-room. 
Nipa'win, n.in. A bed, a bed-stead. 
Nipa'winikao, v.i.3. He makes a bed 

or beds, he makes bed-steads. 
Nipa'winikumik, n.in. A cabin, a 

sleeping room or house. 
Nipa'winis, n.in. A small bed, a 

child's cot. 
Nipa'wuyan, n.in. Some garments 

worn when sleeping, a sleeping gar
ment. 

Ni'pe, n.in. Water. 
Nipeka'tum, v.t.in.6. He makes it 

by adding water to it. 
Nipe'kutum, v.t.in.6. He adds water 

to it, (the kettle). 
Nipe'mukun, v.imp. It dies, it withers. 
Nipe'skaw, v.imp. There is abun

dance of water. 
Nipe'w, or Nipi'w, v.i.1. He dies 

We nipi'w, he is going to die, or he 
wants to die. 

Nipewa'spinao, s.c., Mistutaskaw, 
P.c., v.i.3. He is dropsical, he has 
dropsy. 

Nipewa'spinawin, s.c., n.in. The 
dropsy. 

Nipe'wehao, s.c., Sapo'puhao, P.C., 
v.t.an. He wets him, he saturates 
him. 

Nipewe -pinipo'chikun, n.in. A water-
mill. 

Nipe'wetaw, v.t.in.2. He wets it. 
Nipe'wew, v.i.1. He is wet. 
Nipewichichao, v.i.3. He has wet 

hands. 
Nipewi'chikao, v.i.3. He is water

ing (plants, etc.) ; he is wetting them 
(by splashing water). 

Nipi'win, or Nipoo'win, n.in. Death, 
to many Indians this word conveys 
the concrete idea of the act of dying; 
nipoo'win, is preferable for the more 
abstract idea of death. 

Nipewi'sew, v.i.1. He is watery. 
Nipe'waw, s.c., v.imp. It is watery. 
Nipewoweyli'takun, M.c., n.in. A 

water-bucket. 
Nipe'wun, v.imp. It is wet. 
Nipoo'mukun, v.imp. It dies, it 

withers. 
Nipo'stumowao, v.t.an. He dies for 

him. (Rom. V. 6.). 
Nipowa'spinao, v.i.3. He has a deadly 

disease. 
Nipowa'spinawin, n.in. A deadly 

disease. 
Nipo'we, adj.prefix. Deadly, mortal. 
Nipowetin, v.imp. It fades, it withers. 
Nipo'wew, v.i.1. He is benumbed, he 

has no feeling in it; he lacks spirit 
or vim. 

Nipowichkhao, v.i.3. He has a dead 
or withered hand. 

Nipowina'kosew, v.i.1. He is death
like, he is cadaverous. 

Nipowina'kwun, v.imp. It is death
like. 

Nipowi'sew, v.imp.l. He withers, 
(e.g. a tree). 

Nipo'wun, v.imp. It has no feeling 
in it, it is benumbed. 

Nise'm, n.an. with pron. My younger 
brother or sister. Nise'mis, my 
younger little brother or sister. 

Nisik, adv. Softly. 
Nisika, s.c., Nisikache, P.c., adv. 

Alone, apart, secretly. 
Nisikapew, s.c., Nisikatupew, P.C., 

v.i.1. He sits alone, he sits solitary, 
he sits deserted. 

Nisika'wisew, s.c., Nisika'chisew, P.C., 
v.i.l. He is alone, he is solitary. 

Nisi'kos, n.an. with pron. My aunt 
(i. e. my father's sister); my mother
in-law. 

Nisiku'to, s.c., Nisika'chi, P.c., adv. 
Alone, secretly. 

Nisi'towasew, s.c., v.i.1. (used with 
a negative) He is careless, he is 
indifferent. 
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Ni'sku, n.an. A goose, a grey goose, 
pl. niskuk. 

Niskuma'stak, Niskema'stak, n.an. 
A dried, or smoked goose. 

Niskeka'n, n.an. A (goose) decoy. 
Niskeka'nikao, v.i.3. He makes a 

decoy. 
Niskekanu'skwu, or Niskeku'skwu, 

n.in.pl. Goose-grass. 
Niske'kwun, n.an. A goose quill. 
Niske'minatik, n.an. The gooseberry 

bush, (i.e. the native species). 
Nicke'minu, inan. Niske'minuk, anin. 

n.pl. Gooseberries. A species of 
blue-berry. 

Niskepe'sim, n.in. "The goose moon", 
or month which is April, in which 
geese are seen migrating, northward. 
In southern Sask. the "Goose moon" 
is March. 

Niske'pime, n.in. Goose-oil. 
Niske'pimekao, v.i.3. He makes goose

oil. 
Niske -pemunoi, n.in. The inside fat 

of the goose. 
Niskepe'wiyu, n.in.pl. Goose fea

thers. 
Niske'sis, n.an. A small goose, a 

gosling. 
Niskiska'w, v.imp. Geese are num

erous. 
Niskistikwan, n.in. A goose head. 
Niskitu'keseyu, n.in. Goose guts or 

entrails. 
Nisku'sinne, n.in. Goose-shot, size 

Nos. 1 and 2. 
Nisku'suki, n.in. The skin of a goose. 
Nisseka'ch, adv. Carefully, gently, 

gradually, slowly. 
Nissewuna'chehao, 21.t.an. He des

troys him, he spoils him, he cor
rupts him. 

Nissewuna'chehewao, v.i.3. He des
troys, he corrupts, he spoils. 

Nissewuna'chehewawin, n.in. Des-
truction, corruption. 

Nissewuna'chehisowin, n.in. The spoil
ing of self, self-destruction. 

Nissewuna'chehoo, v.i.4. He destroys 
himself, he corrupts himself. 

Nissewuna'chehoowin, n.in. Perdi
tion, self-corrpution. 

NISSETOWA'YETAKOSEW 

Nissewuna'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He des
troys it, he abolishes it, he spoils 
it, he wastes it. 

Nissewuna'chetumowao, v.t.an. He 
spoils it for him, he destroys it for 
him. 

Nissewuna'chichikao, v.i.3. H~ spoils 
he destroys, he wastes. 

Nissewuna'chichika'skew, v.i.1. He 
destroys, he is given to spoiling 
(things). 

Nissewuna'tisew, v.i.1. He decays, 
he is spoilt, he perishes, he is cor
rupt. 

Nissewuna'tisewin, n.in. Destruc
tion, (condition of being spoilt), 
corruption, perdition. 

Nissewuna'tiskum, v.t.in.6. He spoils 
it, (by treading on it). 

Nissewuna'tun, v.imp. It decays, it 
spoils, it is bad, it is corrupt. 

Nisse'tosew, P.c., or Nissi'tosew, s.c., 
v.i.1. He is fairly fat, (used in 
speaking of an animal in reference 
to its meat); he has a nice taste, 
he has a good flavour; he has a 
distinctive taste, he has a peculiar 
flavour. 

Nissi'toosew, s.c., v.i.1. He has the 
sense of feeling. 

Nisseto'spitao, v.t.an. He perceives 
a taste in him. 

Nisseto'spitum, v.t.in.6. He recog
nizes a taste in it. 

Nissetota'kosew, v.i.1. He is intell
igible, he is perspicuous, he is under
stood, he is recognizable, (by quality 
of voice). 

Nissetota'kwun, v.imp. It is intell
igible, it is plain. 

Nissetotowao, v.t.an. He understands 
him. 

Nissetotum, v.t.in.6. He understands 
it, he comprehends it. 

Nissitotumowin, n.in. Understanding, 
intelligence. 

Nissitowakatisew, v.i.1. This word 
is rarely used except with a nega
tive, when it means he talks or 
acts unrationally, (as an insane 
person). 

Nissetowa'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is 
recognizable. 
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Nissetowa'yetakwun, v.imp. It 1s 
recognizable. 

Nissetowa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He rec
ognizes it, he comprehends it, he 
understands it, he discerns it. 

Nissetowa'yimao, v.t.an. He recog
nizes him, he understands him, he 
knows him. 

Nisse'towinum, v.t.in.6. He recog
nizes it, he understands or compre
hends it by looking at it. , 

Nisse'towinowao, v.t.an. He recog
nizes him, he knows him by sight. 

Nisseto'muchehoo, v.i.4. He has feel
ing, he has sensibility. 

Nissetomuchetaw, v.i.2. He has feel
ing in it, he knows it by the feel of 
it. 

Nissi'twaw, s.c., v.imp. It has a nice 
taste, it has a good flavour, it has a 
distinctive flavour. 

Nista'hum, v.t.in.6. He stems the 
current. 

Nista'pakepichekao, v.i.3. He draws 
or pulls up the current, (speaking 
of towing a canoe or boat up a swift 
current. 

Nista'pikapitum, v.t.in.6. He tows it, 
he draws it against the current. 

Nistapa'wao, v.i.3. He drowns. 
Nistapa'wawin, n.in. Drowning. 
Nistapa'wuhao, v.t.an. He drowns 

him, (by holding him in the water). 
Nistapa'wunao, s.c., v.t.an. He drowns 

him. 
Nista'yetum, v.i.6. He is overpowered 

in mind, he is overcome with feeling, 
(either joy or grief). 

Ni'stewuk, v.i.1.an. They are three, 
there are three of them. 

Nisti'm, n.an. with pron. My niece; 
my daughter-in-law. 

Ni'stinikao, v.i.3. He is towing (the 
canoe) with his hand. 

Nisti'nwu, v.imp.pl.in. They are three, 
there are three of them. 

Ni'sto, adj. Three, the third. Nisto 
ke'sikow, the third day, (Wednes
day). 

Nistoka'tao, v.i.3. He has three legs. 
Nistoka'tawayaw, Nistoka'tayaw, P.c., 

v.imp. It has three legs, (e. g. a 
stool). 

Nistoka't, n.an. A three-legged being, 
(i. e. the dog after the loss of a leg). 

Nistoka'tis, n.an. A three-legged pot. 
It is a dimin. of the preceding word 
and might refer to any anim. noun. 

Nistoka'wuk, v.i.3. They are three of 
them, (i.e. living together). 

Nistokowawuk, v.i.3. They three do 
it by themselves, (anim. object); 
they three are working at him. 

Nistoku'mikisewuk, v.i.1. They form 
three tents, (i. e. the whole party 
live in three tents). 

Nistokumwuk, v.t.in.6. They three do 
it by themselves, they three are 
working at it; there are three in 
the canoe. 

Nisto'mitunow, adj. Thirty. Ka.ka
t ni'stomitunow, twenty-nine. 

Nisto'mitunow nitosa'p, adj. Thirty 
three. 

Nisto'mitunowawuk, v.i.3.pl.an. They 
are thirty, there are thirty of them. 

Nistosa'p, adj. Thirteen. In some 
localities never used only with 
mita'tut. 

Nisto'skisin, n.in. Three pairs of 
shoes. 

Nisto -pa'yukowew, v.i.an.1. He is 
three in One. 

Nistoo'ta'o, s.c., Kistota'wisew, P.c., 
v.i.3. He is travelling alone with 
his family. 

Nistoti'piskaw, v.imp. It is three 
nights, three nights. 

Nistoti'piskwao, v.i.3. He stops out 
three nights, (away from his home). 

Nistotaw, v.t.in.2. He divides it into 
three. 

Nistowi'sa'wukinum, Mawusukosaw
ukinum, P.c., v.t.in.6. He scrapes 
the embers together. 

Nisitowunuhutao, Nisitowinuhutao, 
P.c., v.t.an. He knows his track, 
(i.e. the track of man or animal). 

Ni'stum, adj. First. Nistum Ke'sikaw, 
the first day, (i.e. Monday). 

Nistumo'san, n.an. The first-born. 
Nistumosane'wew, v.i.1. He is the 

first born. 
Nistumosa'newewin, n.in. The birth

right. 
Nistwa'pawuk, Nistwa'pawewuk, v.i. 

3.pl. They are three brothers. 
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Nistwa'sk:uchewuk, v.i.l.pl.an. They 
three are frozen together. 

Nistwa'w, adj. Three times, thrice, 
the third. 

No'kosew, v.i.1. He is within sight. 
Noo'chechikao, v.i.3. He is working 

(at something); (generally applied 
to fur-hunting). 

Noochechika'wikumik, n.in. A work
shop. 

Noochechika'win, n.in. A trade, trap
ping, hunting, an occupation. 

Noo'chehao, v.t.an. He hunts him, 
he works at him, he follows her, 
(as a dog follows the female). 

Noochehi'toowin, n.in. Courting, 
mating, cohabitation. 

Noochehi'toowuk, v.recip.4.pl. They 
are mating, they couple, (as ani
mals). 

Noochehiskwa'wao, v.i.3. He is court
ing, he is amorous. 

Noochehiskwa'wask, n.an. A suitor, 
a wooer, a flirt, a habitual wooer. 

Noochekinosa'watao, v.t.an. He fishes 
him. 

Noochekinosa'wao, v.i.3. He fishes. 
Noochekinosa'waweyinew, n.an. A 

fisherman. 
Noochekinosa'waweyinewew, v.i. 1. He 

is a fisherman. 
Nooche'kowao, v.t.an. He courts her, 

he cohabits with her; he works at 
him, (i. e. he is employed about 
him). 

Nooche'kum, v.i.1. He works at it. 
Nochekunasew, v.i.l. or n.an. A com

mon man. 
Noocheme'kisao, v.i.3. She works 

with beads. 
Noocheme'kisawin, n.in. Working in 

beads, the art of working in beads. 
Noochena'pawao, v.i.3. She is court

ing, she is fond of men. 
Noochenapawa'skew, c.i.l. or n.an. A 

flirt, she is a flirt, she is fond of 
men. 

Noocheneki'kwao, v.i.3. He hunts 
otters. 

Noochehiskwa'watao, v.t.an. He com
mits fornication or adultery with 
her. 

Noochehiskwa'win, n.in. Flirtation, 
running after the women, amour. 

Noocheskwa'wao, v.i.3. He is court
ing, he is running after the women. 

Noocheskwa'wask, n.an. A flirt, a 
beau, a suitor, a wooer. 

Noo'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He works at 
it, he works with it. 

Noocheta'kawin, n.in. A working 
area, a trapping ground. 

No'cheme'weyinew, n.an. An inland 
Indian. 

N ochime'weyinewew, v.i.l. He is an 
inland Indian. 

No'chimik, adv. Inland, in the woods. 
Noochuchu'skwao, v.i.3. He is hunt

ing rats. 
Noochuchu'skwasew, v.in.1.an. He 

preys on rats; the marsh hawk. 
Noochechu'skwa'tum, v.t.in.6. He 

hunts rats from it (a lake or river). 
No'hao, or No'tohao, v.t.an. She 

suckles him. 
Noko'chikao, v.i.3. He makes mani

fest; he has something to show. 
Noko'hao, v.t.an. He exhibits him, he 

shows him, he manifests him. 
Nokohiso'stowao, v.t.an. He appears 

to him, (as a divine revelation). 
Nokoha'wusoo, v.i.4. She brings forth, 

she gives birth. 
N okoha'wusowin, n. in. Accouche-

ment, parturition. 
Nokose'stowao, v.t.an. He appears to 

him, (may be a creation of the 
imagination). 

Nokose'tumowao, v.t.an. He appears 
on his behalf. 

No'kosew, v.i.1. He appears, he is 
in sight, he is visible, he shews; he 
is born. No'kosew pe'sim. The sun 
is in sight. 

No'kotaw, v.t.in.2. He exhibits it, 
he shews it, he manifests it. 

Nowa'chikao, v.i.3. He licks, (i.e. 
caresses with the tongue). 

N okwa'tao, v.t.an. He licks him. 
N okwa'tum, v.t.in.6. He licks it. 
Nokwa'tumowao, v.t.an. He licks it 

for him. 
Nookwun, v.i11ip. It is in sight, it is 

visible, it is man if est. 
Nookwunti'tikosew, v.imp. The track 

is visible. 
Noona'tao, v.t.in.6. He sucks her. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Noona'tum, v.t.in.6. He sucks it. 
Noo'nao, or noo'hao, v.t.an. She 

suckles him, she nurses him. 
Noona'wusoo, s.c., v.i.4. She suckles, 

she has a nursing child. 
Noo'noo, or Noo'new, v.i.1. He sucks, 

(as an infant). 
Noo'noskew, or Noo'niskew, v.i.l. 

He is constantly sucking, (i. e. at 
the breast). 

Noono'wuchikao, v.i.3. He sucks, (at 
the breast, or a feeding-bottle); 
anything which causes suction. 

Noonowuchikawin, n.in. The act of 
sucking, suction. 

Noono'wuchikun, Noonachikun, P.c., 
A nursing, bottle; a nursing nipple. 

Noosa'nehao, M.C., v.t.an. She nurses 
him, she suckles him. 

Noosaneha'wusoo, M.c., v.i.4. She 
suckles. 

Noosa'netotowao, M.C., v.t.an. She 
suckles him. 

Noo'sa, adj.prefix. Female. 
Noosa -a'pistan, Noosawa'pistan, n.an. 

A she-marten. 
Noosa -a'poos, n.an. A doe (rabbit). 
Noosa'uyu, n.an. A female. pl. 

Noosa'uyuk. 
Noosa'kasew, n.an. A she-fox. 
Noosa'kokos, n.an. A sow. 
Noosa'mak, n.an. A spawner. 
Noosami'sipisew, n.an. A tigress. 
Noosami'stukasew, n.an. A lioness. 
Noosami'sutim, n.an. A mare. Also 

Nosastim; Kiskisis. 
Noosamisk, n.an. A female beaver. 
Noosamo'stos, n.an. A cow. Also 

Onechanew; Yekinikun. 
Noosa'yao, n.an. A hen-partridge. 
Noosane'kik, n.an. A she-otter. 
Noosapakuhakwan, n.an. A hen. 
Noos~'poos, n.an. A she-cat, (dom-

estic). 
Noosasa'kwasew, n.an. A she-mink. 
Noosa'sip, n.an. A duck (as dis-

tinguished from a drake). 
Noosa'stim, n.an. A bitch, a mare. 
Noosatik, n.an. A doe (deer). 
Nosona'hum, v.t.in.6. He goes after 

it, he follows it. 
Nosona'wio, v.t.an. He goes after 

him, he follows him. 

NOTA'SIN 

Nosona'hekao, v.i.3. He follows, he 
pursues. 

No'sisim, n.an. with pron. My grand-
child. 

Noso~hutao, v.t.an. He tracks him, 
he follows him, by his tracks. 

Nosoo'skowao, v.t.an. He follows him. 
Nosoo'skum, v.t.in.6. He follows it. 
Nosowita'pwatao, v.t.an. He calls out 

after him. 
Nospi'nutao, s.c., v.t.an. He follows 

him, he pursues him. 
Nospi'nutum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He fol

lows it. 
Noswa'm, s.c., adv. Properly, right, 

something like it. 
Noswawa'sikao, v.i.3. He fires shots 

after him. 
Nota'kosew, s.c., v.i.1. He calls, he 

whines. 
Nota'kwun, v.imp. It sounds. 
Nota'tikwao, v.i.3. He is working in 

the woods, (felling, etc., timber). 
Notatikwawin, n.in. Logging, work

ing with timber. 
N ota, adv. Short of. 
Nota'hum, v.t.in.6. He comes short 

of it, (as in throwing at it). 
Nota'kewao, v.i.3. He longs to re

turn, he returns before reaching his 
destination. 

Noti'kutao, v.i.3. He hungers. 
Noti'kutatotum, v.t.in.6. He hungers 

for it. 
Noti'kutawin, n.in. Hunger. 
Nota'puyetaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 

deficient. 
Nota'pu'yew, v.imp. It is deficient, it 

falls shQrt, it fails. 
Nota'puyew, v.i.l. He is deficient, he 

lacks, he is in want, (of it). 
Notas, n.an. An inefficient man, a 

poor workman, (often used as a 
term of contempt, like our "clumsy 
creature"). 

Nota'sew, v.i.1. He is inefficient, he 
is. a poor workman, he is worthless, 
his strength falls short, he is akw
ard 

Nota'sin, v.i.7. He over does himself 
in walking, or other phvsical ex
ertion; his _strength falls · short. 
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Nota'skum, v.t.in.6. He falls short 
of it, (in travelling to a place). 

Nota'wio, v.t.an. He comes short of 
him, (as in throwing at him). 

Notaya'pakwao, v.i.3. He thirsts, he is 
athirst. 

Notaya'pakwatotum, v.t.in.6. He 
thirsts for it. 

Notaya'pakwawin, n.in. Thirst. 
Noti'komao, v.t.an. He hunts lice. 
Notima'piskisew, v.imp.l.an. He is 

round, he is cylindrical (speaking 
of metal or stone). 

Notima'piskaw, v.imp. It is round, 
it is cylindrical, (speaking of metal). 

Notima'skosew, v.imp.l .an. He is 
round, he is cylindrical, (speaking 
of wood). 

Notima'skwun, v.imp.inan. It is 
round, it is cylindrical, (speaking of 
wood). 

Notima'tik, n.an. A round log. 
Notima'o, v.i.1. He walks without 

snowshoes. 
Notimetuk, n.in. Round wood, round 

billets. 
Notime'w, v.i.5. He makes himself 

into a ball. 
Notimi'kwuk, n.in. A round-pointed 

needle. 
Notimikwukos, n.in. A small round 

pointed needle. 
Notimi'sew, v.i .. 1. He is cylindrical, 

he is round. This word is sometimes 
used for circular or globular and 
occasionally for oval but its primary 
signification is cylindrical. 

Noti'ma'w, v.imp. It is cylindrical, 
it is round. 

Notina'kun, n.an. An adversary, an 
enemy. 

Nootinao, s.c., v.t.an. He fights him, 
he buffets him; he falls short of 
encircling him, or it, either with the 
arms or fingers, P .c. 

Nootinikao, v.i.3. He fights, he wars. 
Nootinika'skew, v.i.1. He often fights, 

a fighting boy. 
Nootinika'stumowao, v.t.an. He fights 

for him. 
Nootinika'win, n.in. A fight, a war, 

warfare. 
Nootinikawi -cheman, n.in. A war 

canoe. 

NOWAKO'CHIN 

Nootinika'wusaki, n.in. A coined 
word for armour; (Lit. a fight
ing-coat). 

Nootinitoowe -sepe, n.in. Battle
ford, Sask. 

Nootini'toowuk, v.recip.4.pl. They 
fight each. other. 

Nootini'toowin, n.in. War. 
No'too, v.i.4. He sucks, (i.e. he 

draws the breast). 
Noto'hao, v.t.an. She suckles him. 
Noto'kao, n.an. An old woman. 
Notoka'wis, n.an. A little old woman. 
Notoka'sew, or Noto'kwasew, n.an. 

An old woman. 
Notokase'wew, v.i.1. She is an old 

woman. 
Notokawew, v.i.1. She is an old 

woman. 
Notokwa'wanak, n.an. An old mare. 
No'tow, adv. Short of, under, No'tow 

'eyekok, less. Notow kewao, he turns 
back. 

Notuma'sao, M.C., v.i.3. He is fishing. 
Notumasawelilew, M.c., n.an. A fish

erman. 
Notumasawin, M.c., n.in. A fishing 

place; the act of fishing. 
N otuskosewa'kun, E.c., n.in A 

scythe. 
Notusko'sewao, s.c., v.i.3. He is 

working at the hay, he is making 
hay. 

Notuti'kwao, v.i.3. He hunts deer, 
he hunts cariboo. 

Nowaya'skomoo, v.imp.4. He leans 
(as a tree). It is used both with an 
anim. and inan. noun, making 
either ot or ok in the subj. 

Nowaya'skonao, s.c., v.t.an. He holds 
him slanting; he holds him out with 
a stick. 

Nowaya'skohum, v.t.in.6. He holds 
it out with a stick; he holds it slant
ing. 

Nowaya'skosin, v.i.7. He slants, he 
is slanting, ( as a tree). 

Nowaya'skotin, v.imp.in. It slants, 
it is slanting, (as a piece of wood). 

Nowaka'powew, v.i.1. He bends, he 
stoops. 

Nowako'chin, v.i.7. He hangs slant
ing, (i. e. he does not hang straight, 
as a picture on a wall). 
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Nowako'tao, v.inip. It hangs at a 
slant; it hangs down. 

Nowaskwa'yew, v.i.1. He leans his 
head to one side. 

Nowa'skisew, v.i.5. He leans to one 
side, (speaking of a tree). 

Nowuch, adv. Rather, somewhat, 
moderately. 

Nowuche'stumowao, v.t.an. He roasts, 
or cooks it for him. 

Nowuche'w, v.i.5. He cooks, he roasts, 
he eats, (en route). 

Nowuche'win, n.in. A roast, (e.g. 
a roasted goose); a meal (en route). 

Nowuke'stowao, v.t.an. He bows 
down before him, he worships him. 

Nowukew, v.i.5. He bends down. 
Nowukiskwa'wupew, Nowukiskwa-

pew, P.c., v.i.1. He sits with his 
head down; his head bowed, (i.e. 
of itself). 

Nowukiskwa'yew, v.i.1. He hangs 
down his head; he bows his head. 

Nowuku'pew, v.i.l. He sits with his 
head and body bent down. 

Nowuso'nakun, n.an. A chosen per
son. 

Nowuso'nao, v.t.an. He chooses him 
or them, he selects him or them. 

Nowuso'nikawin, n.in. The act of 
choosing. 

Nowuso'nikoowin, n.in. Election. 
Nowuso'nikun, n.in. A choice thing 

or article. 
No·wuso'num, v.t.in.6. He chooses it, 

he selects it. 
Nowusoo, adj. Chosen. 
Nowusowu'ketum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He 

considers it a choice thing. 
Nowusowu'kimao, v.t.an. He chooses 

him (for important work). 
Nowusukoo, adv. One towards 

another, reciprocally. 
Nowuswa'o, v.i.3. He chases game, 

(as buffalo). 
Nowuswa'tao, v.t.an. He chases him. 

Nowuswa'titoowuk, v.recip.4. pl. They 
chase each other, (e. g. children 
playing at tick). 

Nowu'tikwao, v.i.3. He chases deer, 
he follows deer. 

Nowu'tinao, v.t.an. He catches him, 
a ball, in the hand. 

Nowu'timum, v.t.in.6. He catches it 
in the hand. 

Nowuta'skitao, or Nowu'titao, s.c., 
v.pass. It is caught with fire, it 
catches fire. 

N uto'konon, M.C., A doctor, a healer. 
Nuto'kwuhao, v.t.an. He doctors him, 

he cures him. 
Nutokwutaw, M.C., v.t.in.2. He doc

tors it, or he heals it. 
Nutokwune'win, M.c., n.in. Medicine, 

a healing draught; the practice of 
medicine. 

Nutokwuyuna'poo, M.c., n.in. A 
liquid medicine. 

Nutokwuyuneyinew, };LC., n.an. A 
doctor, a medicine man. 

N'towach, s.c., adv. Unwillingly, 
against his will; never mind; alter
natively. 

N'tumik, M.C., adv. Without cause. 
N uha'kis, n.an. A son-in-law; a bride

groom, (local). 
Nuha'kisem or Nuha'kisemimaw, n.an. 

A son-in-law. 
Nuha'kisewew, or Nuha'kapew, P.c., 

He is a bridegroom; he is a son-in
law. 

N uha'kiskwao, n.an. A ~ride, a 
daughter-in-law. 

Nuha'kiskwawew, v.i.1. She is a bride, 
she is a daugther-in-law. 

N uha'kuniskwam, or N uha'kunisk
wamima w, n.an. A daughter-in
law. 

N uha'kuniskwao, n.an. A daughter
in-law, a bride. 

Nuha'kuniskwawew, v.i.1. She is a 
bride, she is a daughter-in-law. 

Nuha'nao, s.c., v.t.an. He lays him 
by, he puts him away. 

Nuha'pe,y, v.i.l. He is clear-sighted, 
he sees well or clearly. 

Nuha'pumao, v.t.an. He sees him 
readily. 

Nuha'putum, v.t.in.6. He sees it 
readily. 

Nuhawe'kowao, v.t.an. He attends 
to him diligently, he is attentive 
to him. 

Nuhaw~'kum, v.t.in.6. He attends 
to it diligently. 
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Nuha'wenikao, v.i.3. He is orderly, 
he has the knack of stowing things 
compactly. 

Nuha'wenikawin, n.in. Tidy arrange
ment; compact stowing of cargo. 

Nuha'wetin, v.imp. It fits well. 
Nuha'yetum, v.i.6: He is satisfied, he 

is contented, he is pleased. Nummu 
nuha.' yetum, he is offended. 

N uha'yetumehao, v.t.an. He pleases 
him. 

Nuha'yetumowin, n.in. Contentment, 
satisfaction. 

N uha'yimao, v.t.an. He is pleased 
with him, he approves of him. 

Nuha'yitowe -pukitina'sowin, n.in. A 
peace-offering. 

Nuha'yitoowin, n.in. Concord, agree
ment, communion, covenant. 

Nuha'yetoowuk, v.i.4.pl. They agree, 
they make a covenant. 

Nuhe, adv. Exactly, just. 
Nuhe'kowao, s.c., v.t.an. He buries 

him, he puts him up for safety. 
Nuhe'kum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He buries it, 

he puts it up or by (for safety). 
Nuhekwa'soo, v.i.1. She sews well. 
Nuhewa'nakosew, v.i.1. He looks 

pleased or satisfied. 
Nuhe'nao, v.t.an. He buries him, he 

puts him away. 
Nuhenikoowin, n.in. A burial, a fun

eral, an interment. 
Nuhe'nitoowiku'mik, n.in. A sup

ulchre, a burying place. 
N uhe'nitoowin, n.in. A burying place, 

a church-yard; the act of buring. 
Nuhe'puyew, v.imp. It moves or fits 

exactly or accurately. 
Nuheti'n, v.imp. It is a fair wind. 
N uhe'tin, v. imp. It fits well, it fits 

exactly. 
Nuheta'k, adv. By chance, fortun

ately. 
Nuhetoo'tum, v.t.in.6. He does it 

carefully or exactly. 
Nuheto'takao, v.i.3. He is benevo

lent. 
Nuheto'takawin, n.in. Benevolence. 
Nuh~'tum, v.i.6. He is obedient; he 

hears well or quickly. v.t. he hears 
it well. 

Nuhe'sin, v.i.7. He fits exactly; he 
lies comfortably. 

NUKA'NAO 

Nuhe'w, v.i.5. He is skilful or clever 
at it, he is a 'good hand' at it. 

Nuhewa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He arranges 
it, he puts it in order, he knocks it 
into shape. 

Nuhe'win, n.in. Skill; the right hand. 
Nuhe'yekok, adv. Fitly, timely, aptly; 

exactly that number or quantity, 
just so much. 

Nuheyekokwa'tisew, v.i.5. He is tem
perate, he is of a calm, even dis
position. 

Nuheyeko'kwa'tisewin, n.in. Tem
perance, moderation. 

Nuheyu'wa'hao, v.t.an. He contents 
him, he pleases him. 

Nuheyuwa'hitoowin, n.in. Agreement, 
satisfaction. 

Nuheyuwa'hitoowuk, v.i.4.pl. They 
agree. 

Nuheyo'wao, v.imp. It is a favourable 
wind, 

Nuheyuwasew, v.i.l. He is pleased. 
N uhinowao, v.t.an. He likes the 

appearance of him. 
Nuhi'puyew, v.imp. It is fit, it is 

expedient, it is convenient, it suits. 
Nuhi'skowao, v.t.an. It fits him nicely, 

(as a ring). 
Nuhi'skum, v.t.in.6. It fits him nicely 

(lit. he fits it nicely). 
Nuhawa'kinao, v.t.an. He folds him, 

(Eng. it anim.) carefully. 
Nuhawa'kinum, v.t.in.6. He folds it 

carefully. 
Nuhawi'nao, v.t.an. He folds (it). 
Nuha'wi'num, v.t.in.6. He folds it. 
Nuhawi'sew, v.i.5. He is slender, he 

is neat. 
Nuhawu'staw, v.t.in.2. He arranges 

them, he puts it or them in order, 
(so as to take up less room). 

N uhe'tikitew, v.i.l. He is of the exact 
size, he is just the size. 

Nuhupe'hao, v.t.an. He seats him or 
them. 

Nuhupe'stum, v.t.in.6. He sits down 
to it. 

Nuhu'piw, v.i.1. He sits down. 
N uka'nao, v.t.an. He holds him back, 

he stops him. 
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N uka'nowao, v.imp. It is head wind, 
the wind is contrary. 

Nuka'num, v.t.in.6. He holds it back, 
he stops it. 

N uk;'wao,-v.t.an. He stops him, (by 
putting something against him). 

Nukehao, v.t.an. He increases him, 
he makes him grow; he puts him, 
(his money) at interest. 

Nukehoo, Yukehoo, P.C., v.i.1. He 
increases, he grows, he gains interest. 

Nukeho'mukun, Yukeho'mukun, P.C. 
v.i.in.6. It increases, it grows. ' 

Nukepu'yew, v.imp. It stops, (of 
itself). 

Nu'kepuyew, Yukepuyew, P.C., v.imp. 
It is pushed in, it has increased. 

Nuki'mao, v.t.an.. He checks him, 
(by speech), he stops him, he pre
vents him. 

N uki'nao, v.t.an. He checks him, he 
stops him, (as a moving object). 

Nu'kinao, v.t.an. He pushes him in. 
Nuki'num, v.t.in.6. He checks it he 

stops it, (as a moving object). ' 
Nu'kinum, v.t.in.6. He pushes it in. 
Nukipoya'kun, E.c., n.in. The cir

cular piece of wood fixed at right 
angles to the harpoon-pole. 

Nuki'sk, adv. Temporarily for a 
little time. ' 

Nukiska'tomukun, v.imp. It meets. 
N ukiska'toowin, n.in. A meeting 
Nuk~~ka'towuk, v.i.4.pl. They meet: 
N uk1 skowao, v.t.an. He meets him 
Nuki'skow, adv. For a time. (Dimin: 

nuki'skowes). 
Nuki'skum, v.t.in.6. He meets it. 
Nuk?'wao, s.c., Nukoweyine'moo, P.C., 

v.i.3. He speaks Saulteaux. 
Nukoweyi'new, n.an. A Saulteaux 

Indian. 
N ukowe'yinewew, 

Saulteaux. 
v.i.1. He is a 

Nukowu'puyew, v.i.1. He limps. 
Nukuche'hao, v.t.an. He is aware of 

his ways, "he is up to him". 
Nukuchi'puhao, v.t.an. He distances 

him, he outruns him, he leaves him 
behind, (in running). 

Nl!-kuche'taw, v.t.in.6. He is used to 
its ways. 

NUMNO 

Nukuse'wao, v.i.3. He distances 
(others), he leaves (people) behind, 
he outruns (them). 

Nukutu'whao, v.t.an. He leaves them, 
(by water). 

Nukutu'hum, v.t.in.6. He leaves it, 
(by water). 

Nukuta'moo, v.i.4. He breathes hea
vily, he sighs; he breathes. 

Nukuta'mowin, n.in. Deep breath, 
a heavy sigh; breath. 

Nukuta'o, v.t.an. He leaves him, he 
forsakes him, he departs from him, 
he abandons him, he outwalks him. 

Nukutu'm, v.t.in.6. He leaves it, 
he abandons it, he forsakes it. 

Nu'kuwao, v.t.an. He meets him (on 
the water). 

Nu'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He meets it (on 
the water). 

Nukutumo'wao, v.t.an. He leaves 
(something) for him. 

Nukwa'kun, n.in. A snare. 
Nukwa'kunikao, v.i.3. He sets a 

snare. 
N ukwa'kunikowao, v.t.an. He sets 

a snare for him. 
Nukwa'soo, v.refl.4. He catches him

self in a snare; as v.pass. He is 
snared. 

N ukwa'tao, v.t.an. He snares him. 
N ukwa'tisoo, or N ukwa'tuhosoo, 

v.refl.4. He catches himself in a 
snare. 

Nu'kwutisoo, v.i.4. He fetches home 
m~at, (i. e. from the place where an 
ammal has been killed). 

Numache'w, v.i.5. He is left-handed. 
Numache'win, n.in. Left-handedness. 
Numa'tin, n.in. The left hand. 
Numatini'sk, n.in. The left arm. 
N umatiniskek, prep. On the left side. 
N uma'tiniskitaka, adv. At the left 

side, the left side. 
N uma'hao, v.t.an. He discovers traces 

of him. 
N uma'kos, n.an. A lake trout. 
N umakosis, n.an. A small lake trout. 
Numa'kosiskaw, v.imp. Lake trout 

are numerous. 
N umakosupe, n.in. Trout Lake. 
N uma'hao, v.t.an. He finds traces of 

some one, he tracks him. 
Numa' o, n.an. A sturgeon. 
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Numii'opime, n.in. Sturgeon oil. 
Numa'pe, or Numa'pin, n.an. A 

sucker, a carp. 
Numapiyiskaw, or Numa'peskaw, 

v.imp. Suckers are numerous. 
Numiis, M.c., n.an. A small sturgeon, 

(a dimin. of namii'o). In Moosonee 
it is the common name for fish, 
used indefinitely. 

Numii'sewun, M.C., v.imp. It abounds 
with fish; it is fishy. Numii'siskaw, 
fish are plentiful. 

Numiiska'w, v.imp. Sturgeon are 
numerous; fish are numerous. 

Numa'skwi, n.an. A sturgeon sound, 
isinglass, glue. 

Numa'skwuhikao, v.i.3. He is gluing. 
Numii'stiik, n.an. Dried fish. 
Numiistii'kokiio, v.i.3. He makes 

dried fish. 
Numiisu'spuchikun, M.c., n.in. Fish 

sauce, vinegar or H. P. 
Num~ta'newun, v.imp. It (the ground) 

shows marks or traces of some one. 
Nym~'taw, v.i.3. He leaves traces of 

having been there. 
Numiiwesii'stuk, n.in. Twine, for 

sturgeon net. 
Numiiwusu'ki, n.in. Sturgeon skin. 
Numiiwu'yan, n.in. A sturgeon skin 

which the Indians made for contain
ing fish oil. 

Nu'mmu, adj. No, not. Negative. 
Nummu kii'kwi or kii'kwan, nothing. 
Nummu owe'yuk, no one, nobody. 
Nummu pima'tisew, he is dead, lit. 
he is not living. 

Numma'skwa, adv. Not yet. Nummii
skwa pimotao, he does not walk 
yet. 

Nummutiio, v.i.3. He is not there, 
he does not exist. 

Nummutu'}{wun, v.imp. It is not 
there, it does not exist; there is 
none. 

Numwach, or Nummuwach, adv. Not 
at all, by no means, Nummu'wach 
Pii'yuk, not one. 

Nummuwa'wach, adv. Not even. 
Nummuwa'wach pa'yuk, not even 
one. 

Nummuweka'ch, adv. Not at any 
time, never. 

Nummuwe'yu, adv. No, not, expres
sive of denial. 

Nummu che? Nummu na? adv. of 
inter. Is it not? 

Nummu kiska'yetum, neg.adv. with 
v.t.an. He is unconscious, he does 
not know. 

Nummu neta'wao, neg.adv. with v.i.3. 
He is not able to speak, he is dumb. 

Nummu wa'pew, neg.adv. with v.i.1. 
He does not see, he is blind. 

Nummu yipwa'kaw, neg.adv. with 
v.i.2. He is not wise, he is silly, 
he is an idiot. 

Nunuhe'towiio, v.t.an. He obeys him 
Nunuhe'tum, v.t.in.6. He obeys it, 

he keeps it, he observes it, he is 
obedient. 

Nunuhe'tumowin, n.in. Obedience. 
Nuna'kow, adv. Differently. 
N unakoweyi'newuk, n.an.pl. Diff

erent tribes of Indians. 
Nunakowena'kosew, v,i.1. He has 

different appearances. 
N unakowena'kwun, v.imp. It has 

different appearances. 
N una'kuchehiio, v.t.an. He spies 

him, he notices him, he pays atten
tion to him. 

' Nuna'kuchehewiio, v.i.3. He pays 
attention, he notices, (one), he is a 
spy. 

Nuna'kuchehewiiwin, n.in. Observa
tion, vigilence, watchfulness. 

Nuna'kuchetaw, v.t.in.2. He pays 
attention to it, he notices it, he is 
skilled, (by experience). 

Nunakuso'miio, v.t.an. He makes 
inquiry about him; he speaks about 
him. 

Nunakuso'mewiio, s.c., v.i.3. He con
fers, he consults. 

Nunakuso'mewawin, s.c., n.in. Con
sultation, conference. 

Nunakuso'wawin, s.c., n.in. Con
ference. 

Nuna'kutowaputum, v.t.in.6. See Nak
utowa' putum. 

N una'meskwii'stowao, N unameskwa'
yostowiio, P.c., v.t.an. He bows his 
head to him repeatedly. 

Nuna'meskwiiyew, v.i.1. He wags his 
head, (i. e. up and down). 

Nuna'nis, adv. In all directions. 
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N una'nische, adv. In bits. 
Nunani'schehao, v.t.an. He divides 

it, he parts it, he separates it into 
bits. 

Nunani'schepuyew, v.imp. It breaks 
into bits. 

Nunani'schetaw, v.t.in.2. He divides 
it, he separates it into bits, he parts 
it. 

Nunani'schipitao, v.t.an. He pulls 
him into bits. 

Nunani'schipitum, v.t.in.6. He pulls 
it into bits. 

Nunani'stinao, v.t.an. He takes him 
to pieces. 

Nunani'stinum, v.t.in.6. He takes it 
to pieces. 

Nuna'nis -itisuheka'tao, v.imp. It is 
sent in all directions. 

Nuna'skomao, v.t.an. He thanks him, 
he is grateful to him. 

Nuna'skomoo, v.i.4. He gives thanks, 
he is grateful. . 

Nuna'skomowe -pukitina'sowin, n.in. 
A thank-offering. 

Nuna'skomowin, n.in. Gratitude, 
thanksgiving, pl. thanks. 

N unaskomowukayetakwun, v.imp. 
It is thankworthy. 

Nunaskomowuka'yetum, v.i.6. He is 
thankful. 

Nunaskomowuka'yetumowin, n.in. 
Thankfulness. 

N unaskomowuka'yimao, v.t.an. He 
thanks him. 

Nunasko'stumowao, v.t.an. He fights 
for him, he def ends him. 

Nunasko'stowao, v.t.an. He fights 
him, he st?-nds up to him. 

N1;1naspito't~wao, v.t.a.n .. He repeats 
1t after him, he m1m1cs him. 

Nunaspito'tum, v.t.in.6. He imitates 
it; he resembles it. 

Nuna'tok, adj. or adv. Various, 
diff eren t1 y, several. 

N una'tokohao, v.t.an. He teases him 
he annoys him, he vexes him h~ 
provokes him. ' 

Nuna'tokohewao, v.i.3. He teases he 
tantalizes, he provokes. ' 

N una'tokohewawin, n.in. Provoca
tion, tantalization, insult. 

N una'tokomao, v.t.an. He provokes 
him, he teases him, (by speech) 
he cuts jokes at him. 

Nuna'tokosew, v.i.1. He is teasing, 
he is provoking, he is annoying 
(someone). 

N unatokwa'pehao, v.t.an. He laughs 
him to scorn. 

Nuna'tomao, v.t.an. He calls upon 
him repeatedly, he entreats him, he 
worships him. 

N una'tonao, v.t.an. He seeks for him. 
Nuna'tonikao, v.i.3. He searches, he 

seeks. 
Nuna'tonikawin, n.in. The act of 

seeking, quest. 
N una'tonowao, v.t.an. He seeks him. 
Nuna'tonum, v.t.in.6. He searches 

for it, he seeks it. 
Nuna'toweha.o, v.t.an. He doctors him, 

he heals him. 0 nuna'towehewao, 
a healer. 

Nuna'towehewao, v.i.3. He doctors 
(people), he heals the sick. 

Nuna'towehewawin, n.in. Healing, 
the practice of medicine. 

Nuna'towetaw, v.t.in.2. He doctors 
it, he heals it, he cures it. 

Nunli'ka'chehao, v.t.an. He harras
ses him, he oppresses him, he pun
ishes him, he torments him. 

Nunli:ka'chehewawin, n.in. Oppression, 
torment, suffering. 

, Nunika'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He worries 
it; he is miserable, he is tormented. 

Nunika'chimoo, v.i.4. He mourns 
(weeping), he groans. 

Nunika'chimowin, n.in. Mourning, 
grief. 

Nunika'tayimao, v.t.an. He thinks 
him miserable; he sympathizes with 
him. 

Nunika'tayimoo, v.i.4. He is miser
able, he is unhappy, he mourns. 

Nunika'tayimowin, n.in. Misery un-
happiness, torment. ' 

Nunikata'spinao, v.i.3. He is troubled 
with pain or a lingering illnesss. 

Nunapa'wehao, v.t.an. He shames 
him, he mortifies him, he vexes him. 

Nunapa'wisew, v.i.1. He is ashamed 
she is bashful. ' 
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Nunapa'wisewin, n.in. Shame, dis
grace. 

Nunapawa'yetakwun, v.imp. It is 
shameful, it is a disgrace. 

Nuneche'stowao, v.t.an. He dreads 
him, he fears him. 

Nuneche'stum, v.t.in.6. He dreads it, 
he fears it. 

Nuneche'w, v.i.5. He dreads, he fears, 
he is timid. 

Nuneche'win, n.in. Awe, dread, fear, 
timidity. 

Nunenuwa'yetum, s.c., v.i.6. He is 
distressed, he is perplexed. 

Nunenuwa'yetumehao, s.c., v.t.an. He 
distresses him, he causes him 
anxiety. 

Nunenuwa'yetumowin, n.in. Distress, 
anguish., . . 

Nunenuwa y1moo, s.c., v.i.4. He is 
afflicted, he is distressed. 

Nunenuwa'yimowin, s.c., n.in. Afflic
tion, di'stress, anxiety. 

Nunesa'nehao, M.c., v.t.an. He en
dangers him, he imperils him. 

Nunesa'nisew, M.c., v.i.1. He is in 
danger, he is in peril. 

Nunesa'nisewin, M.c., n.in. Danger, 
peril. 

Nuneska'pew, v.i.1. He has watery 
eyes. 

Nuneyo'wisew, E.c., v.i.5. He is 
weak. 

Nuni'm, n.in. Windward. (Indians 
of Hudson Bay speak of the west
ern and northern shores as "Nunim" 
because of the prevailing winds). 

Nunima'stun, v.imp. It sails up to 
the wind, (as a boat in tacking). 

Nunimpu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He sails it 
to windward, he turns the boat to 
the wind. 

Nunimpu'yew, v.imp. It goes to wind
ward, it runs into the wind. 

Nuni'maw, s.c., v.imp. It is a head 
wind. 

Nunotimao, v.i.3. He walks without 
snowshoes. 

Nunowe or Na'nowe s.c., Eyawe, P.c., 
adv.prefix. Expressing divisibility, 
separately. 

Nuno'wehao, or Nanowe'hao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He cuts him up, he carves 
him, he breaks him to pieces. 

N unoweswa'tao, or Nanoweswa'tao, 
v.t.an. He cuts him up, he carves 
him. 

Nunoweswa'tum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He 
cuts it up, he carves it. 

Nunowetaw, v.t.in.2. He cuts it up. 
he divides it, he breaks it to pieces. 

Nunowewa'puhum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He 
knocks it to pieces, he parts it with 
a knock. 

Nunowewa'puwao, s.c., v.t.an. He 
knocks him to pieces, he parts him 
with a knock. 

Nuno'winao, s.c., Eya'winao, P.c., 
v.t.an. He breaks him to pieces, he 
divides him. 

Nuno'winum, Eya'winum, P.c., v.t.in.6. 
He divides it, he breaks it in pieces. 

Nun ua'wekowao, v.t.an. He befriends 
him, he attends closely upon him, 
he attends carefully to his wants, 
(e.g. as in nursing the sick). 

Nunua'wekum, v.t.in.6. He attends 
closely to it, he is employed closely 
upon it. 

Nunuhe'towao, v.t.an. He hears 
him well, he obeys him readily. 

Nunuhe'tum, v.i.6. He hears well, 
he is obedient, (also used as v.t.). 

Nunuma'piskunawuchew, v.i.l. His 
teeth chatter with cold. 

Nunumita'piskunawuchew, P.c., v.i.1. 
His jaws tremble with cold. 

Nunuma'spinao, v.i.3. He has the 
palsy. 

Nunuma'spinawin, n.in. The palsy. 
Nunumipu'yehao, v.t.an. He shakes 

him. 
Nunumipu'yew, v.i.1. and v.imp. He 

or it shakes, it trembles, he quakes. 
Nunumipu'yewin, n.in. A shaking, 

a trembling. 
Nunumiwapa'sew, v.i.1. He shakes 

with the wind. 
Nunumiwapa'stun, v.imp. It shakes 

with the wind. 
Nunumu'chew, v.i.1. He shivers (with 

the cold). 
Nunumu'skumikipuyew, VJ.imp. The 

earth quakes. 
Nunosona'hotoowuk, v.recip.4.pl. They 

run after each other. 
Nunosona'wao, v.t.an. He chases him. 
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Nunosona'hum, v.t.in.6. He chases 
it. 

Nuppa't! Nupa'wis, s.c., Nunupach, 
P.c., interj. Expression of dis
appointment when a tardy action 
def eats its own purpose. In English 
we say, What a pity! alas! too late! 

Nupoka'tapitao, v.t.an. He hobbles 
him. 

Nupokusku'skitukonawao, M.c., Nup
poskuski'tutukonawao, P.c., v.t.an. 
He breaks both its wings. 

Nupoku'skititimunawao, v.t.an. He 
breaks both its shoulder bones. 

Nupo'nao, or Nupwa'kinao, v.t.an. 
He holds the two together, he 
doubles him, he folds him. 

Nupo'num, or Nupwa'kinum, v.t.in.6. 
He holds the two together, he 
doubles it, he folds it. (inan.). 

Nupo'puyew, or Nupwa'kipuyew, 
v.imp. It doubles, it comes together. 

Nupo'tookun, n.in. A knock-kneed 
person, animal or bird; a bird of 
the diving species. 

Nupuka'piskisew, v.imp.1.an. He is 
flat, (speaking of stone, etc.). 

N upo'tookunao, v.t.an. He is knock
kneed. 

Nupuka'piskaw, v.imp. It is flat, 
(speaking of metal). 

Nepuka'sin, v.imp. It is rather flat. 
Nupu'kasit, n.in. Flat brushwood 

"silver pine" brushwood. As the 
plural form both napuka'situk and 
nupuka'situkwuk, are used. 

Nupuka'sitatik, n.an. Flat brush pine. 
Nupuka'skosew, or Nupuka'skisew, 

v.imp.1. He is flat, (speaking of 
wood). 

Nupuka'skwun, v.imp. It is flat, 
(speaking of wood). 

Nupu'ke, adj. prefix. Expressing flat. 
The adj. prefix is seen in the pre
ceding eight words. 

Nupuke -che'kuhikun, n.in. A hoe; 
a broad axe. 

Nupuke -che'man, n.in. A scow, a 
flat-bottomed boat. 

N upu'kehao, v.t.an. He flattens him, 
he makes him flat. 

Nupu'ketaw, v.t.in.2. He flattens it, 
he makes it flat. 

N upu'kinao, v.t.an. He flattens him, 
(with his hands). 

Nupu'kinum, v.t.in.6. He flattens it 
(with his hands). 

Nupuke -ta'panask, n.an. A flat 
sled. 

Nupuke -ta'panaskos, n.an. A small 
flat sled. 

Nupuketuk, n.in. A board, a flat 
piece of wood. . 

N upuketukowu'yan, n.1,n. A carpet, 
(or cover over boards). 

Nupuke -ya'kun, n.in. A dish, a 
plate, a flat dish. 

Nupuke -ya'kunis, n.in. A small 
plate, a saucer. 

Nupuki'kotao, s.c., v.i.3. He has a 
flat nose. 

Nupukekotao, v.imp. He planes him 
flat, it is planed flat. 

Nupuki'sew, v.i.1. He is flat. 
Nupukiski'wunao, M.C., v.i.3. He has 

a flat nose. 
Nupuka'w, v.imp. It is flat. 
Nupu'kekuhikun, n.in. A flattened 

timber, a log hewed on two sides. 
Nupu'kekuhum, v.t.in.6. He hews it 

flat. 
N upu'kekuwao, v.t.an. He hews him 

flat. 
Nupu'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He flattens. it. 
Nupu'kuwao, v.t.an. He flattens him. 
Nupu'kutuhum, v.t.in. He flattens 

it (as with a hammer). 
N upu'kutuwao, v.t.an. He flattens 

him, (as with a hammer). 
Nuputa', adv. At one side, sideways. 
Nuputa'chichao, v.t.an. He has only 

one hand. 
Nuputaya'pew, v.i.1. He has only 

one eye. 
Nuputaka'pew, Nuputacha'pew, v.i.1. 

He looks with one eye; he winks 
with one eye. 

Nuputaya'sew, v.i.1. He sails on one 
side. 

Nuputaya'stun, v.imp. It sails on 
one side, sails better on one side 
than the other. 

Nuputaka'tao, v.i.3. He has only 
one leg. 

Nuputa'kotao, v.imp. It hangs to one 
side. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Nuputa'pew, v.i.1. He sits aside, on 
one side, (used in the latter sense 
when a man or a woman loses his 
or her partner by death). 

Nuputa'pochikun, n.in. A slab. 
Nuputa'pitonao, v.i.3. He has only 

one arm. 
Nupoto'kunao, v.i.3. He is knock

kneed, he has diverging legs. 
N upwa'kinao, v.t.an. He folds him 

double. 
Nupwikipitao, v.pass. It is folded 

double. 
Nupwa'kinum, v.t.in.6. He folds it 

double. 
Nu'skoo', s.c., Nuskwa'w, P.c., v.i.4. 

He resists. 
Nusko'mao, v.t.an. He or she con

sents to him or her. 
Nusko'mitoowin, n.in. A covenant, 

a betrothal. 
Nusko'mitoowuk, v.i.4.pl. They agree. 
Nuskomoo', v.i.4. He assents, he 

complies, he consents. 
Nuskomoto'towao, s.c., v.t.an. He 

consents to him. 
Nuskomo'win, n.in. Consent, assent. 
Nuskoosta'towin, n.in. Mutual resis

tance. 
Nuskoo'stowao, v.t.an. He resists him. 
Nu'skowa, adv. By the way, out of 

the path, responsively. 
Nuskwa'hum, v.t.in.6. He sings to 

it (i. e. he accompanies it with the 
voice). 

Nuskwa'huma'kawin, n.in. Singing 
in parts or responses. 

Nuskwahuma'toowuk, v.i.4.pl. They 
sing together, they sing respon
sively. 

Nuskwahu'mowao, v.t.an. He sings 
with him, he responds with him. 

N uskwa'wusehao, v.t.an. He answers 
him, he replies to him. 

Nuskwa'wusehewao, v.i.3. He answers, 
he replies, he responds. 

Nuskwa'wusehewawin, n.in. An an
swer, a reply. 

N uskwa'wusimao, v.t.an. He answers 
him, he replies to him. 

Nuskwa'wusimewao, v.i.3. He an
swers, he replies. 

Nuskwa'wusimewawin, n.in. An an
swer, a reply. 

Nu'skwutin, s.c., v.imp. It freezes, 
(slightly). 

Nuspa'ch, adv. Amiss, ill, wrong, 
contrary. 

Nuspa'che, adv.pref. False, falsely, 
contrarily. 

Nuspa'chimunitokao, v.i.3. He is 
superstitious, he worships false gods. 

Nuspa'chimunitoka'win, n.in. Super
stition, (inspired by belief in idol 
worship). 

Nuspa'chiskum, v.t.in.6. He wears it 
the wrong side out. 

Nuspa'chiskowao, v.t.an. He thwarts 
him, he puts him on the wrong way. 

Nuspa'chit6tum, v.t.in.6. He does it 
the wrong way, he acts contrarily. 

Nuspa'sinakosew, v.i.1. He looks 
wrong, he looks false. 

Nuspa'sinakwun, v.imp. It looks 
wrong or false. 

Nu'spimoo, s.c., v.i.4. He answers or 
responds. 

Nu'spimoowin, n.in. An answer, a 
response. 

Nuspita'kawin, n.in. Resemblance. 
Nuspita'koowin, n.in. Comparison, 

or resemblance. 
N uspita'toowin, n.in. Resemblance, 

to one another. 
Nuspi'tum, v.t.in.6. He is like it, he 

resembles it; as v.i. He resembles 
(i. e. he has the marks of resemb
lance). 

N uspi'towao, v.t.an. He is like him, 
he resembles him. 

Nu'ssina or Tu'ssina, adv. Constantly. 
Nuti'mik, n.indec. Up the River, 

inland. 
N uti'yew, E.C., v.i.1. He tells lies. 
Nuti'yewin, E.c., n.in. A lie. 
Nutiyewetipa'chimao, E.C., v.t.an. He 

bears false witness against him, he 
tells lies about him. 

Nutiyewetipa'chimoo, E.C., v.i.4. He 
bears false witness. 

Nutiye'skew, v.i.l. He often tells 
lies. 

N utocha'nao, v.t.an. He feels for him, 
(i. e. gropes about for him). 

Nutocha'num, v.t.in.6. He feels for 
it. 

Nuto'chikao, v.i.3. He gives an order, 
(for a supply of goods). 
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N utoka'moo, v.i.4. He invites, he 
sends out invitations. 

N utoka'mowin, n.in. An invitation. 
Nutoma'chikao, v.i.3. He smells about, 

(as a dog). 
N uto'mao, v.t.an. He bids him, he 

invites him, he calls him, he sends 
for him. 

Nutomewa'win, n.in. A calling, (in 
the abstract). 

Nutomekoo'win, n.in. A calling, (per
sonal or concrete). 

Nutomekoo'wisew, v.i.1. He receives 
a calling, (from God). 

N utomi'nuhao, or N utumi'nahao, 
v.t.an. He hunts for him, (i. e. to 
supply him with food). 

Nuto'mukopao, s.c., v.i.3. He calls 
for a blanket. 

N utowa'pumao, v.t.an. He goes to 
see him. 

Nutowa'putum, v.t.in.6. He goes to 
see it. 

N uto'nowao, v.t.an. He looks for him, 
he seeks him, he searches for him. 

Nuto'num, v.t.in.6. He looks for it, 
he seeks it, he searches for it. 

Nutoo'pao, v.i.3. He asks for drink, 
he seeks for strong drink. 

N utoopo'wao, v.t.an. He asks drink 
of him. (The reference is generally 
to intoxicating drink). 

Nutopuye'stowao, v.t.an. He goes on 
an expedition against him, he makes 
war against him. 

Nutopuye'stum, v.t.in.6. He goes on 
an expedition against it, he makes 
war against it. 

Nutopuye'w, v.i.1. He goes on the 
war-path, he goes out scouting. 

Nutopuye'we -meke'wap, s.c., n.in. 
A war camp, an expedition camp. 

Nutopuye'we -oki'maw, M.c., Sima'
kanisi -oki'maw, P.C:, A war chief, 
a military captain, a centurion. 

Nutopuye'we -tetipita'panask, n.in. 
A war-chariot, an expedition cart. 

Nutopuye'weyi'new, M.c., Sima'ka
nisi -eyi'new, s.c., and P.c., n.an. 
A soldier, a warrior, a man on the 
war-path, a scout. 

N utopuye'weyinewew, v.i.1. He is a 
warrior, he is a scout. 

N utopuye'win, n .. in. An expedition 
(against an enemy); a scouting 
party during warfare. 

Nutoo'skumowao, v.t.an. He calls 
him to account about it, he avenges 
him. 

Nutota'stumakao, v.i.3. He intercedes, 
he pleads. 

Nutota'stumakawin, n.in. Interces
sion. 

Nutota'stumowao, v.t.an. He asks 
favour for him, or from him, he 
intercedes for him. 

N uto'toowuk, v.recip. and pl. They 
call themselves together, (for an 
assembly). 

Nuto'towao, v.t.an. He hearkens to 
him, he listens to him, he obeys 
him. 

Nuto'tum, v.i.6. He asks for it. 
Nuto'tum, v.i.6. He is attentive, he 

hearkens, he listens. 
Nutotuma'kao, v.i.3. He supplicates. 
Nutotuma'kawin, n.in. A request, a 

supplication, a petition. 
Nutotuma'w, v.t.in.2. He asks for it, 

he begs for it. 
N utotumo'wao, v.t.an. He asks him 

for it, he begs it from him. 
Nutowa'hikao, v.i.3. He goes in 

search, (of deer, etc.). . 
Nutowuta'wakunao, v.i.3. He is hunt

ing furs, he looks for articles of 
exchange. 

Nutowa'kwao, v.i.3. He is hunting 
porcupine. 

Nutowa'pistanao, v.i.3. He is hunt
ing martens. 

Nutowa'puchikao, v.i.3. He goes to 
see, he goes to look over things. 

N utowa'pumao, v.t.an. He goes to 
see him; he fetches him. 

Nutowa'puskwao, v.i.an. He goes to 
look for white bears. 

N utowa'putum, v.t.in.6. He goes to 
see it, he fetches it. 

Nutowatikwao, v.i.3. He goes to 
fetch timber, he goes to find timber. 

Nutowa'skao, Nutowumiskwao v.i.3. 
He is hunting beaver, (the former 
used only for hunting beaver under 
the ice). 
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Nutowa'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is desir
able, he is wanted, he is needful, 
he is necessary. 

Nutowa'yetakwun, v.imp. It is desir
able, it is wanted, it is needful, it 
is necessary. 

Nutowa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He wishes 
it, he wants it, he requires it, he 
desires it; as v.i. He wishes, he 
wants, he purposes, he wills. 

Nutowa'yetumowin, n.in. Desire, a 
purpose, the will, a wish. 

N utowa'yetumowao, v.t.an. He wishes 
it from him, he wants it from him, 
he desires it for, or of, him. 

Nutowa'yechikao, v.i.3. He is hunt
ing, he is looking for game. 

N utowayima'kun, n.an. Object of 
desire, an animal etc. The usual 
reference is to fur-bearing animals. 

Nutowa'yimao, v.t.an. He wants him, 
he wishes him, he beseeches him; 
he sends for him. 

Nutowe -a'skao, v.i.3. He goes to 
chisel out beaver from their house. 

Nutowemi'skwao, v.i.3. He hunts 
beaver. 

Nutowemu'skwao, v.i.3. He is hunt
ing black bear. 

Nutowena'wao, s.c., Nutoweya'wao, 
P.c., v.i.3. He is hunting partridges, 
or prairie chickens. 

Nutowena'win, n.in. The act of hunt
ing partridges, the search for part
ridges. 

Nutoweo'tinwan, s.c., n.in. A weather 
vane. 

Nutowesa'kwasewao, v.i.3. He is 
hunting minks. 

Nutowewa'pumao, v.t.an. He goes to 
see him, or he goes and sees him. 

Nutowewa'putum, v.t.in.6. He goes 
to see it, or he goes and sees it. 

Nutowikino'sawao, v.i.3. He fishes, 
he goes a-fishing. 

Nutowikiska'yetum, v.t.in.6. He goes 
to enquire about it, he learns it, 
he examines it. 

N utowikiska'yimao, v.t.an. He goes 
to know him, he examines him. 

Nutowipa'skisikao, v.i.3. He goes out 
shooting, he hunts geese. 

Nutowisi'kosewao, v.i.3. He is hunt
ing ermine. 

NUYATAWA'YETAKOSEW 

Nutowisi'pao, v.i.3. He is hunting 
ducks. 

N utowiwa'pisewao, v.i.3. He is hunt
ing swans. 

Nutowu'hoo, M.c., v.i.4. He is hunt
ing. 

Nutowuchu'skwao, or Nochuchu'sk
wao, v.i.3. He is hunting rats. 

Nutu'minuhao, s.c., Nutowu'hao, 
M.c., v.t.an. He hunts for him, 
(i.e. to supply him with food). 

Nutowuka'sewao, v.i.3. He is hunt
ing foxes. 

Nutowutuyao, v.i.3. He is hunting 
furs. 

Nutowu'tikwao, v.i.3. He is hunting 
deer. 

Nutuha'sew, v.i.1. He sails up the 
river. 

Nutuha'stun, v.imp. It sails up the 
river. 

Nutuhi'skotao, v.i.3. He walks up 
the river, (on the ice). 

Nutuhi'skum, v.i.6. He walks up 
the river. 

Nutu'hum, v.i.6. He paddles or rows 
up the river. 

Nutuhu'mowin, n.in. Paddling up 
the river, working one's way up 
the river. 

Nutwawa'sikao, or Nutwasikao, v.i.3. 
He fires a gun to attract attention. 

Nuhu'ketum, s.c., Nuha'wuketum, 
P.C., v.t.in.6. He counts them care
fully. 

Nuhu'kimao, v.t.an. He counts them 
carefully. 

Nuhu'pehao, v.t.an. He seats him 
confortably, he makes him sit. 

Nuhu'piw, v.i.1. He sits down com
fortably, he sits down. 

Nuhusta'soo, v.i.4. He makes a bed, 
he. packs up his goods neatly, he 
puts away his belongings tidily. 

Nuhusta'w, v.t.in.2. He lays it apart, 
he lays it by, he puts it away, he 
stores it. 

Nuhu'stumowao, v.t.an. He ptits it 
by for him, (i. e. for his future use). 

N uhustwa'soo, v.i.4. He lays apart 
for himself. 

Nuyatawa'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is 
grievous, he is vexatious, he is 
offensive. 
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Nuyatawa'yetakwun, v.imp. It is 
grievous, it is vexatious. 

Nuyatawa'yetum, v.i.6. He is offen
ded, he is displeased, he is dis
contented, he is dissatisfied, he is 
grieved. . 

Nuyatawa'yetumehao, v.t.an. He dis
pleases him, he offends him, he 
grieves him. 

Nuyatawa'yetumoowin, n.in. Dis
pleasure, dissatisfaction, an affront. 

Nuyatawa'yimao, v.t.an. He is dis
pleased with him, he is offended at 
him. 

Nuyatawa'yimoo, v.i.4. 
<led, he is dipleased. 

N uyita'we, adv.pref. 
confusedly, wrongly. 

N uyita'wehao, v.t.an. 
him, he vexes him, 
awkward for him. 

He feels off en-

Vexatiously, 

He troubles 
he makes it 

N uyha'wemao, v.t.an. He troubles 
him, he vexes him, (with his speech); 
he says offensive things about him. 

Nuyita'wetin, v.imp. It is an adverse 
wind, it blows contrary. 

Nuyita'wepuyew, v.imp. It goes 
wrong, it is unfortunate, it is un
suitable. 

Nuyataweto'towao, v.t.an. He does 
ill to him, he oppresses him. 

Nuyhaweto'tum, v.t.in.6. He does 
it wrong, he does a wrong thing. 

Nuyhawetotumowin, n.in. Offence, 
oppression. 

Nuyita'wetaw, v.t.in.2. He does it 
wrong. 

Nuyita'wew, v.i.5. He finds it vex
atious, or irksome, or awkward. 

Nuyitawina'kosew, v.i.l. He is offen
sive, (in appearance), he looks 
awkward. 

Nuyhawina'kwun, v.imp. It is un
seemly, it looks wrong. 

Nuyhawiyo'wahao, v.t.an. He pro
vokes him, 

Nuyita'wisew, v.i.1. He is vexatious, 
he is perverse; he is ill-tempered. 

Nuytawiska'koo, v.pass.4; It sickens 
him, it makes him ill; it offends him. 

380 OCHA'MAO 

Nuyita'wun, v.imp. It is irksome, it 
is vexatious, it is grievious, it 1s 
inconvenient, it is wrong. 

Nuyita'w, adv. Amiss, wrong, vexa
tiously. 

Nuya'wuch, adv. Afloat in the air, 
in suspension, (i. e. in the air). 

Nuyawucheke'sik, n.in. The atmos
phere. 

Nuyo'mao, v.t.an. She carries him 
on her back, (i. e. a child in a moss
bag). 

Nuyoma'wusoo, v.i.4. She is carry
ing a child on her back. 

Nuyti'chikao, v.i.an. He packs freight, 
he carries a pack on his back. 

Nuyti'chikawin, n.in. Carrying packs 
across the portage; a portage where 
freight is carried on men's backs. 

Nuyti'chikun, n.in. A burden (on 
back), a pack; a bundle containing 
relics of loved ones who have died. 

Nuyti'chikunayape, n.in. A pack 
strap, a portage strap. 

Nuyu'tuhewawin, n.in A burden, a 
pack. 

Nuyti'tuhao, v.t.an. He loads him, he 
lays it on him. 

Nuyti'tum, v.t.in.6. He bears it, he 
carries it, he endures it, he suffers 
it, he undergoes it. 

0 

O'misse, adv. Thus, so. 
0, pron.inan. This. The word is a 

local contraction of o'mu. 
0, pron.poss. His. It is not used 

without the noun, and when fol
lowed by a vowel it is euphonized 
into ot, e. g. o che'man, his canoe; 
ot upe'win, his seat; ot uyo'winisu, 
his clothes. 

Ocha'kosimaw, n.an. A sister-in-law, 
(i. e. a husband's sister); a cousin, 
(in certain cases only). 

Ochakuhoya'kunew, v.i.1. He has 
some net-floats. 

Ocha'k, n.an. A fisher, (the animal). 
Ocha'kutuk, n.an. The Great Dipper, 

or The Great Bear. 
Ocha'mao, v.t.an. He kisses him. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ochameke'sikaw, v.imp. or n.in. New 
Year's Day, (i.e. it is kissing-day); 
also Ocha.toowike' sikaw. 

Ochamitowuk, v.recip.4.pl. They kiss 
each other. 

Oocha'o, n.an. A fly, an insect, a 
maggot. 

Ocha'pew, s.c., Wuchapew, P.C., He 
is expert, he is smart, he is light
footed. 

Ocha'pik, n.in. A root. 
Ocha'pikewew, v.i.1. He (the tree) 

has a root or roots, (lit. he is a root. 
Ocha'pikewun, v.imp. It is a root, 

it has a root. 
Oocha'ses, n.an. A small fly. 
Ocha'stew, v.i.1. He puts his legs 

forward, (as in walking). 
Ocha'stuti, n.in. A tendon, gristle. 
Ochastutuya'yape, or Ochastutto

ya'pe, n.in. A muscle, a tendon. 
Och['toowin, n.in. The act of kissing, 

(mutual). 
Och['toowuk, v.recip.4.pl. They kiss 

each other. 
Och['tum, v.t.in.6. He kisses it. 
Oocha'wiskaw, v.imp. Flies abound. 
Oocha'wun, v.imp. It is fly-blown, it 

is maggoty. 
6che, prep. From, out of, by, with, 

for, according to, about, because, 
concerning, of, off, through. When 
signifying from or out of it requires 
the noun to be in the locative case, 
but not so in most other senses. 
Ex. waska'hikunik oche, from the 
house; ayumeha.'wikumikok oche, 
out of the church; moko'man ache, 
with a knife; sone'yaw oche, for 
money. 

Ocheche'komew, v.i.5. He has warts. 
Ochechi'puyew, v.imp. It comes to 

pass, it happens, it comes, (as an 
, event). 
O'chehao, v.t.an. He forbids him; 

he hinders him, he prevents him. 
Oche'komeses, n.an. A mangy wolf, 
, (suffering from distemper). 
Ocheko'wew, v.imp. It leaks. O'che

kowew .miko, it bleeds, (lit. the 
blood leaks out). 

6chekowa'pew, v.i.1. He sheds tears. 

O'chekowa'pewin, n.in. A tear. 
O'chekowin, v.imp. It leaks. 
Oche'kuhikunew, v.i.1. He has an 

axe. 
Ochema'kunew, v.i.1. He has a com
• panion (in a canoe, etc.). 
Ochenu'tao, v.t.an. He fights him 

over it, (i. e. on account of it); he 
gets game with such a gun. 

Ochepa'soo, E.C., v.i.4. He buttons 
hims~lf. 

Ochepa'son, E.c., n.in. A button. 
Ochepa'sonew, E.C., v.i.1. He has a 

button or buttons. 
Ochepas'soonis, E.C., n.in. A small 

button. 
Ochepa'tao, v.t.an. He buttons him. 
Ochepa'tum, v.t.in.6. He buttons it. 
Oche'sehewao, n.an. A deceiver, (by 

action). 
Oche'sikwao, s.c., Ochekekwao, P.C., 

v.i.3. He has a scar on his face. 
Oche'simewao, n.an. A deceiver, (by 

speech). 
Ochesta'pasonew, v.i.1. He has a 

button or buttons; he has an 
anchor. 

Ochestuhu'saponew, v.i.1. He has a 
fork. 

Ochestuha'skwanew, s.c., v.i.1. He 
has a nail or nails. 

Ochestuhi'kunew, s.c., v.i.l. He has 
an awl or a fork. 

Ochestuhi'kunisew, s.c., v.i.1. He has 
a small awl. 

Oche'stumakao, v.i.3. He provides, 
, he bestows. . . 
Oche'stumakawm, n.in, A favour, 

an oblation, a provision. 
Oche'stumowatum, v.t.in.6. He sup-
• plies it, he provides for it. . 
Oche'stumowao, v.t.an. He supplies 

him with it, he provides for him, he 
bestows a favour upon him, he 
ministers to him. 

O'chetow, adv. Without fail, by all 
means, of necessity, on purpose, 
deliberately. 

O'chew, v.i.5. He proceeds from, he 
comes from. 

Ochewuyuwe'puyew, v.imp. It pro
ceeds from out of it. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ochewu'yuwew, v.i.5. He proceeds 
out of it. 

Ochichak, n.an. A crane. 
Ochicha'kos, n.an. A small or young 

crane. 
Ochicha'kos1¢w, v.imp. Cranes are 

numerous. 
Ochi'chikun, n.in. A fin. 
Ochi'chikunis, n.in. A small fin. 
Ochiche'kwunupestowao, v.t.an. He 

kneels to him, he kneels before 
him he worships him. 

Ochiche'kwunew, v.i.5. He bends his 
knees, he kneels. 

Ochiche'kwunupew, v.i.1. He kneels, 
he worships, he kneels in prayer. 

Ochichipi'sew, n.an. The yellow 
throated brown bunting. 

Ochichi'wun, v.imp. It flows, it flows 
out, it springs, i~ is a fount~in .. O'chi'
chiwun mi'ko, 1t bleeds, ht. 1t flows 
blood. 

Ochichi'wunetaw, Ochi'kowetaw, v.t. 
in.2. He makes a current, he causes 
it to flow from, (some point). 

Ochi'kowew, v.imp. It flows out. 
Ochi'kowotinanao, E.C., v.t.an. She 

milks her, or causes milk to flow 
, from her. 
Ochikowotinanikao, E.c., v.i.3. He 

is milking. 
Ochikunu, v.in.pl. A beaver's food 

collected for the winter, (lit. pro
visions). 

Ochikwa'chikun, Kaskikwa'chikun, 
P.C., n.in. A rake, a boat hook, a 
grappling i'ron. 

Ochikwa'chikunew, v.i.1. He has a 
rake or boat hook. 

Ochikwa'chikunis, n.in. A small rake, 
or boat hook. 

Ochikwa'tum, v.t.in.6. He draws it 
with the hook or with the rake. 

Ochipa'tum, v.t.in.6. She gathers it, 
(as in making a dress). 

Ochipichika'win, n.in. An eddy in a 
river where a seine net is thrown 
out an pulled in, a big catch of fish. 

Ochipichi'kun or Tutini'kun, s.c., 
n.in. A trigger. 

Ochipi'tao, v.t.an. He drags him, he 
draws him, he hauls him, he pulls 
him. 

OKASKIP A'SONEW 

Ochipi'tikoo, Se'chipuyew, P.c., v.i,1. 
or v.pass.4. He has the cramp, 1t 
gives him the cramp, he has con-
vulsions. . 

Ochipi'tum, v.t.in.6. ~e draws 1t, 
he pulls it, he hauls 1t on a rope, 
or pulls something on the end of 

, a rope. 
O'chipuyew, v.imp. It proceeds from, 

it comes from. 
Ochi'puyew, v.imp. It shrinks, it 

shrivels. 
Ochipwa'o, n.an. A Chippewa Indian. 

This word properly refers to the 
Chippewa or Ojibbeway tribe, but 
is often applied to the Saulteaux by 
those who do not live near enough 
to become acquainted with the 
tribal differences. 

Ochipwa'wew, v.i.1. He is a.Chippewa, 
or Ojibbeway Indian. 

Ochipwawusa'muk, Ojibbewaywu-
sa'muk, n.an.pl. Snow-shoes with 

, flat toes. 
Ochi'stin, v.imp. It leaks, it lets 

in water, as a canoe or a boat. 
Ochiwa'mimaw, n.an. A brother, a 

cousin. 
Ochiwa'mitoowin, n.in. Brotherhood, 

blood relationship. 
Ochukisa'hi'kunew, v.i.1. He has a 

flint. 
Ochukuhuma'ponew, s.c., v.i.1. He 

has a fork. 
Ohe, Oho, pron.dem.pl.inan. These. 
Ohoo, Ohoo'misew, n.an. An owl, 

the large horned owl. 
Ohoo'ti, n.in. The root of the bulrush. 

It is considered as an esculent by 
the Indians. 

Ohotawu'skwatik, n.an. The bul
rush. 

Oho'ta, partic.indec. Thank you. A 
local word. 

Okakakekao, n.an. Tripe. 
Okake'chehewao, n.an. A comforter; 

The Comforter. 
Okakwuy'ewutew, v.i.1: He is a rog

gin. 
Oka'minukuse, or Oka'weminukuse, 

n.an. A brier, a thorn. 
Okaskipa'sewao, n.an. A barber, one 

who uses a razor. 
Okaskipa'sonew, v.i.1. He has a razor. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon luck. 
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Oka'sukimew, n.an. A glutton, a gor
mandizer. 

Oka'w, n.an. A perch, (a fresh water 
fish). 

Oka'wemao, v.t.an. He regards her 
as his mother. 

Oka'wemaw, n.an. A mother. 
Okaweminuku'seyatik, n.an. A thorn

bush, a brier. 
Okaweminuku'seyatikoskaw, v.imp. 

Thorn-bushes or briers abound. 
Okaweminuku'seskaw, v.imp. Thorns 

abound. 
Okawe'miskowao, s.c., v.t.an. She is 

a mother to him. 
Oka'wew, v.i.5. He has a mother. 
Oka'wiskaw, v.imp. Perch are num-

erous. 
Oke, pron.dem.pl.an. These. 
Okek, n.an. The gill, (of a fish). 
Okema'pukao, n.an. An eavesdropper, 

a spy. 
Ookema'w, or Okima'w, n.an. See 

Okimaw. 
Okena'nis, n.an. The seven stars, 

The Pleiades. 
O~nipo'chikao, n.an. A filer. 
Okenipo'chikunew, v.i.1. He has a 

file. 
Okeska'pisonew, s.c., Oseska'pisonew, 

P.C., He has a garter, or garters. 
Oke'skimunasew, n.an. A Kingfisher. 
Okeskisikao, n.an. A reaper. (s.c.). 
Oke'skwao, n.an. A madman. 
Okeskwa'pao, n.an. A drunkard. 
Okeskwapa'skew, n.an. A habitual 

drunkard. 
Okewa'tis, or Okewa'tisew, n.an. An 

orphan. 
Okichemu'ssimuhikunew, v.i.1. He 

has a Bible. 
Okichetaw, n.an. A great warrior, a 

man of importance. 
Okichi'yewew, n.an. A person of 

influence, power or position, a great 
man. 

Okichi'stakuhikao, n.an. A fuller, a 
cloth-cleaner. 

Okikiska'chikunew, v.i.1. He has 
clothes. 

Okimaka'n, n.an. An appointed chief, 
a chief elected by the Band. 

Okimaka'soo, v.i.4. He pretends to 
be a chief. 

Okimaka'tao, v.t.an. He makes him 
a chief. 

Okima'sis, n.an. An inferior chief, 
an apprentice clerk, an officer, a 
prince, a son of an okimaw. 

Okimasiseku'mik, n.in. A residence 
for clerks. 

Okima'skwao, n.an. A chief's wife, 
a lady, a princess; the wife of any 
person called an Okima'w. 

Okima'skwasis, n.an. A chief's 
daughter, a young lady, the daughter 
of an okima'w. It is applied only 
to young persons. 

Okimawa'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is hon
ourable, he is princely, he belongs 
to the aristocracy. 

Okimawa'yetakosewin, n.in. Honor, 
aristocracy, chieftainship. 

Okimawa'yimao, v.t.an. He regards 
him as a chief, he honours him. 

Okimo'tiskew, n.an. A thief. 
Okima'w, n.an. A chief. This word 

is of extensive and indefinite appli
cation, being used of any person 
enjoying a position of superiority, 
either of wealth or influence; as a 
master, a governor, a ruler, a chief 
Factor, a chief trader, an Indian 
Agent, a gentleman. 

Okimaweko'sisan, n.an. The son of 
a chief, a prince. 

Okimaweko'sisanewew, v.i.1. He is 
the son of a chief, he is a prince. 

Okima'wew, v.i.1. He is a chief, he is 
a master, etc. 

Okima'wewin, n.in. Dominion, lord
ship, government, social status. 

Okima'wikumik, n.in. A palace, a 
government building, a Factor's 
residence. 

Okima'wustotin, n.in. A crown. 
Oki'neyuk, n.an.pl. Haws, (the ber

ries of the rose-bush). 
Okinosa'mew, v.i.1. He has some 

fish. 
Okipa'piskuhikunew, s.c., v.i.1. He 

has a lock. 
Oki'puhikunew, s.c., v.i.1. He has a 

cork, he has a lock, he has a cover 
for a pot or kettle. 

Oki'puhoon, poss. pron. and n.in. 
His diaphragm. 

Oki'puhoowao, n.an. A gaoler. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Okisawa'tisew, n.an. A kind person, 
a benefactor. 

Okisepa'kinikunew, v.i.1. He has some 
soap; or she has clothes to wash. 

Okiskewa'hikao, n.an. A prophet, a 
soothsayer. 

Oki'skimunew, v.i.1. He has a file. 
Okiskino'humakao, n.an. A teacher, 

an instructor, a schoolmaster. 
Okiskino'humowakun, poss.pron. and 

n.an. His disciple. 
Okiskino'humawakunew, v.i.1. He 

has a disciple. 
Okiskinohumawa'kunimao, v.t.an. He 

regards him as his disciple; he has 
him for a pupil. 

Okiskino'tuhewao, n.an. A guide, a 
leader, a pilot. 

Okistika'new, v.i.1. He has a garden, 
or a farm. 

Okistu'kawe, adj.pref. A great num
ber. 

Okistu'kaweuyiseyi'newuk, n.an.pl. A 
great many people, a multitude. 

Okistu'kawekino'sawuk, n.an.pl. A 
great number of fish. 

Okistu'kaweniskuk, n.an.pl. A great 
number of geese. 

Oki'stutowan, n.an. A grizzly bear. 
Okistutowa'niskaw, v.imp. Grizzly 

bears are numerous. 
Okitema'kisew, n.an. A poor person. 

Okitema'kisuk, the poor. 
Oki'tik, n.in. The knee-pan. Neki'

tik, my knee-pan. 
Okiti'miskew, n.an. An idler, a lazy 

person. 
Okito'chikao, n.an. A player on any 

musical instrument. 
Okito'chikunew, v.i.1. He has a mus

ical instrument. 
Okito'sewao, n.an. An admonisher, 

a rebuker. 
Okoo, pron.dem.pl.an. These. 
O'komimaw, n.an. A grandmother. 
O'komisimaw, n.an. An uncle, a 

step-father. 
Okosa'puchikao, n.an. A conjuror. 
Oko'sisimao, v.t.an. He regards him 

as his son, he is a father to him. 
Oko'sisimaw, n.an. A son. 
Oko'sisimawew, v.i.1. He is a son. 

Okoskunaya'pemew, v.i.5. He has a 
fishing-line. 

Okota'kun, s.c., Okotuskwu'yekan, 
P.C., n.in. The throat, the bronchus; 
stove-pipe. 

Okota'kunusk, n.in. Goose-grass. 
Okota'yimewao, n.an. A tempter. 
Okotowa'kunisew, v.i.1. He has some 

matches. 
Okotowa'new, v.t.in. He has a stove, 

or a fire-place, or a camp fire. 
Okowu'ches, n.an. A starved animal, 

(found frozen). 
Okukapa'tis, n.an. A fool. 
Okuka'skimewao, n.an. An admon

isher, a preacher. 
Okuke'chimosk, or Okuki'chimoo, n.an. 

A boaster. 
Okukeya'skewachimoo, n.an. A false

witness. 
Okukuya'sehewao, n.an. A deceiver, 

(by action). 
Okukuya'semewao, n.an. A deceiver, 

(deceiving by words). 
Okukuya'semewaskew, n.an. A habi

tual deceiver (by words). 
Okukwa'chehewao, n.an. A tempter. 
Okuna'chehoo, n.an. A saint, or one 

~who has purified himself. 
Okuna'tis, n.an. A saint, (as a title, 

"Saint Peter", Okuna'tis Peter). 
Okuna'tisew, n.an. A saint, (because 

of spiritual living). 
Okunona'wusoo, n.an. A nurse, (for 

children). 
Okunowa'petukuhikunao, or Okuno

wa'pekwukuhikunao, n.an. A stew
ard, (lit. a keeper of the keys). 

Okunowa'skahikunao, n.an. A house
keeper, (i. e. a protector and not 
possessor of the house). 

Okunowa'yimewao, n.an. A protec
tor, a preserver. 

Okunowema'yuchikwao, n.an. A shep
herd. 

Okunowema'yuchikwawew, v.i.1. He 
is a shepherd. 

Okunowemi'stutimwao, n.an. A host
ler. 

Okunoweuta'wawikumikwao, n.an. 
A store-keeper. 

Okunowiskwa'towao, n.an. A door
keeper. 
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Okuskikwasona'piskoo, v.i.1. She has 
a thimble. 

Okuskikwa'soonayapemew, v.i.1. She 
has some thread. 

Ok:uskipita'kunew, v.i.1. He has a 
fire-bag, (i. e. a bag for holding 
flint and steel and tinder for lighting 
fires, before matches were intro
duced). 

Okuyase'hewao, n.an. A deceiver. 
Okwaskwa'skotepao, n.in. The white 

muscle in the heart. 
Okwaskwa'pichikunayapew, v.i.1. He 

has an angling line. 
Okwaskwa'pichikao, n.an. An angler. 
Okwaskwa'pichikunew, v.i.1. He has 

a fish-hook. 
Oma, or Omu, pron.dem.in. This. 
Omachew, n.an. A hunter, (i.e. 

after big game). 
Oma'humoo, n.an. A tripper, a boat

man, (i. e. to points down a river). 
Oma'nekwao, n.an. A Stoney Indian 

woman. 
Oma'tchesemew, v.i.1. He has some 

matches. 
Oma'tuhikunew, v.i.1. He has a 

skin-scrapper. 
Oma'w, Oma'kun, n.in. A block, "a 

pulley; one of the digestive organs 
of a cow's stomach. 

Omawuchi'chikao, n.an. A reaper, a 
collector. 

Omayaye'chikask, n.an. A despiser, 
a scorner, a practical joker. 

Omaya'yimewao, n.an. A despiser, 
one who is disrespectful. 

Oma'kew, n.an. A giver, a bestower. 
Oma'yew, pron. This is the con

structive or "accessory" form of 
oma. 

Ome'chimew, or Ome'chimimew, v.i.1. 
He has some food or meat. 

Ome'chisowinatikoo, v.i.4. He has a 
table. 

Omekisiya'kunew, v.i.1. He has a 
cup, he has a saucer or some crock
ery. 

Omeme'sis, n.an. A young dove, a 
young pigeon. 

Omemew, n.an. A dove, a pigeon. 
Omeyoota'hahewao, n.an. A com

forter, one who consoles. 

OMO'TI 

Omichichew, s.c., v.i.5. He has a 
hand or hands. 

Omichike'wew, v.i.1. He has a dart 
or spear. 

Omikasas, n.an. A small buffalo. 
Omike'wew, v.i.1. He has scabs; he 

has eczema. 
Omiki'kwunew, v.i.1. He has a scraper, 

(for skins). 
Omine'kwa'kunew, v.i.1. He has a 

can, cup, or drinking vessel. 
Ominekwa'kunisew, v.i.1. He has a 

small cup. 
Omi'nik, n.an. A grey duck, the long 

neck, or pintail. 
Omiseka'moo, n.an. An accuser, a 

betrayer, one who "tells on others". 
Omi'simao, v.t.an. He regards her as 

an older sister. 
Omisime'wao, n.an. A traitor, one 

who "tells on others". 
Omisima'w, n.an. An older sister. 
Omisima'wew, v.i.1. She is an older 

sister. 
Omistikoche'manikao, n.an. A boat

builder. 
Omi'stik:oom, n.in. with pron. His 

stick, his rod. 
Omi'stikomew, v.i.1. He has a stick. 
Omistikoowu'tew, v.i.1. He has a 

box. 
Omi'stutimomew, v.i.1. He has a 

horse or horses. 
Omistutimo'sisemew, v.i.1. He has a 

colt. 
Omi'timew, v.i.1. He has some fire

wood or fuel. 
Omokoma'new, v.i.1. He has a knife. 
Omo'sochowinisew, s.c., v.i.1. She 

has scissors, or she has small scis
sors. 

Omo'soomimaw, n.an. A grandfather. 
Omosowa'kunisew, v.i.1. She has 

scissors. 
Omosto'somew, v.i.1. He has a cow, 

or cattle. 
Omosto'sosemew, v.i.1. He has a calf. 
Omostoso'kumikoo, v.i.1. He has a 

byre or stable. 
Omotaya'piskoo, v.i.1. He has a 

bottle. 
Omo'ti, n.in. The crop of a chicken, 

partridge, etc. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Omucha'tis, or Omucha'tisew, n.an. 
A wicked person, a sinner, a bad
tempered person. Omucha'tisuk, or 
omucha'tisewuk, the wicked. 

Omuchosta'humakao, n.an. A priest, 
(i. e. sacrificial). 

Omu'kukew, n.an. A bull-frog. 
Omuku'komew, v.i.1. He has a keg 

or cask. 
Omuku'kokao, n.an. A cooper. 
Omuku'kokases, n.an. An apprentice 

cooper. 
Omukukoka'wikumik, n.an. A coo

per's shop. 
Omumata'komosk, n.an. A boaster, 

a conceited person. 
Omu'nisikao, n.an. A reaper. 
Omunitoa'kinew, v.i.1. He has some 

cloth. 
Omunitowuya'new, v.i.1. He has some 

cloth. 
Omunu'skosewao, n.an. A mower, i.e. 

a man who mows. 
Omunuskose'kun, s.c., Munisikun, 

P.c., n.an. A mowing machine. 
Omuskeke'mew, v.i.1. He has some 

medicine. 
Omuski'sinew, v.i.l. He has some 

moccasins or shoes. 
Omuskisinikao, n.an. A moccasin

maker or shoe-maker. 
Omu'skose'kao, n.an. A hay-maker. 
Omu'skosemew, v.i.1. He has some 

hay. 
Omuskutwa'sk, n.an. A robber, a 

gambler. 
Omuskutwa'skewew, v.i.1. He is a 

robber. 
Omussina'kinew, v.i.1. He has some 

printed cotton, or sheets of paper. 
Omussi'nuhikao, n.an. A writer, a 

scribe, a debtor. 
Omussi'nuhikases, n.an. A clerk, an 

accountant. 
Omussinuhikuna'piskoo, v.i.4. He has 

a pen. 
Omussinuhikuna'poo, or Omussinu

hikuna'pomew, v.i.1. He has some 
ink. 

Omussinuhikunatikoo, v.i.1. He has 
a pencil. 

Omussinuhikuna'kinoo, v.i.l. He has 
some paper. 
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Omussinuhikunew, v.i.1. He has a 
book; he has some debt. 

Omuyu'kisew, s.c., n.an. A foreigner, 
a stranger. 

Omwa'pukwasew, s.c., n.an. A cater
pillar. 

Ona'pamew, v.i.1. She has a husband, 
she is married. 

Onapa'mikowao, v.t.an. He gets a 
husband for her. 

Ona'piskinao, Oya'piskinao, P.c., v.t.an. 
He flattens or beats him out, (speak
ing or iron as an animate object). 

Ona'piskinum, Oyapiskinum, P.C., 
v.t.in.6. He flattens or beats it out. 

Ona' piskutuhikun, Oya'piskutuhikun, 
P.c., n.in. A blacksmith's anvil. 

Ona'puchikao, v.i.3. He takes sight, 
(as a sportsman in shooting game); 
he looks through a spy glass. 

Ona'puchikun, n.in. The sight or 
bead of a gun; a spy glass. 

Ona'pumao, Oya'pumao, P.c., v.t.an. 
He aims at him, i. e. as a sports
man sights game in shooting. 

Ona'putum, Oya'putum, P.c., v.t.in.6. 
He takes aim at it, (along the barrel 
of his gun). 

Ona'skochichikawin, n.in. A founda
tion for a building. 

Ona'skochichikun, n.in. A founda
tion timber. 

Ona'skotitaw, v.t.in.2. He lays it 
down for a foundation. 

Ona'skotuk, or Ona'skantuk, n.in. 
A floor beam. 

Onatuma'kao, n.an. A defender, a 
mediator. 

Ona'min, E.c., n.an. A species of 
gooseberry. 

Ona'yetum, Oyayetum, P.C, v.t.in.6. 
He chooses it, he devises it, he 
directs it. 

Ona)etumasoo, Oyayetumasoo, P.C., 
v.i.4. He chooses it for himself, 
he devises it for himself. 

Ona'yetumowin, Oyayetumowin, P.C., 
n.in. A choice, a device, a director, 
a plan. 

Ona'yimao, Oyayimao, P.C., v.t.an. 
He directs him, he orders him he 
thinks for him. ' 

Onecha'new, n.an. A cow, a doe
moose. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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One'kehikoo, v.i.4. He has a parent 
or parents. 

One'kehikomaw, n.an. A parent. 
Onesta'mokao, n.an. A bowman, a 

bowsman. 
Oneta'wikichikunew, v.i.1. He has 

a garden. 
Onika'tao, v.t.an. He carries him on 

his shoulder. 
Onika'tao, v.pass. It is carried on 

the shoulder. 
Onika'tuhum, or Onika'tum, v.t.in.6. 

He carries it on his shoulder. 
Onika'tuwio, v.t.an. He carries him 

on his shoulder. 
Oniku'moo, n.an. A singer. 
Oni'kup, s.c., Oni'kum, M.C., n.in. 

A portage. 
Onimiske'wuk, M.c., Peya'sewuk, P.c 

and s.c., n.an.pl. An imaginary 
kind of bird, supposed to dwell 
in the clouds. Onimiske'wuk, or 
Peya'sewuk, kito'wuk, the Crees 
say for "it thunders". 

Oni'mowu, n.in. The fine grass which 
forms the beavers bed, s.c. 

Oniputa'kao, or Oniputa'kask, n.an. 
A murderer, a slayer, an executioner. 

Onipa'winew, v.i.l. He has a bed. 
Onipoo'mu, or Onipema, M.C., and 

s.c., n.an. with pron. His dead, 
(relatives, friends, etc.). 

Onipe'mew, v.i.1. He has some water. 
Oniskepime'mew, v.i.l. He has some 

goose-oil. 
Onissewuna' chehewao, n.an. A des

troyer, a corrupter of morals. 
Onissewuna'chichikask, n.an. A des-

troyer, a vandal. 
Ono'chekinosawao, n.an. A fisherman. 
Ono'tinikask, n.an. A fighter. 
Ono'tinikawuk, n.an.pl. An army, a 

host, warriors. 
Ono'too, n.an. A suckling. 
Onu'chikao, v.i.3. He lays a founda

tion. 
Onu'chikawin, n.in. A foundation 
Onu'ketum, v.t.in.6. He directs it, 

he sets a price upon it, he counts 
them. 

Onu'ketumowin, n.in. A direction, 
a valuation, a counting. 

ONUSOW A'WEYI NEW 

Onu'kimao, v.t.an. He directs him; he 
sets a price upon him, he counts 
them. 

Onunuhe'tumoo, n.an. An obedient 
person. 

Onunaka'chehewao, n.an. An oppres
sor. 

Onu'nao, s.c., Oyu'hao, P.c., v.t.an. 
He places him or them right. 

Onuna'spitotakao, n.an. One who 
repeats, a mimic. 

Onuna'spichikas, n.an. A monkey. 
Onu'staw, s.c., Oyu'staw, P.C., v.t.in.2. 

He places it, or them, right, he puts 
it in order. 

Onu'pew, s.c., Oyu'pew, P.C., v.i.l. 
He sits, or squats, with a view of 
claiming location. 

Onu'pitum, s.c., Oyu'pitum, P.C., 
v.t.in.2. He sits, to hold the loca
tion; he sits down beside it. 

Onuputa'pew, n.an. A widow. See 
Nuputapew. 

Onuschika'soo, s.c., Oyuschika'soo, 
P.C., v.pass.4. He is placed right. 

Onuschika'tao, s.c., Oyuschika'tao, 
P.C., v.pass. It is placed right. 

Onu'schikao, s.c., Oyu'schikao, P.C., 
v.i.3. He sets out traps, he lays a 
foundation. 

Onu'schikawin, s.c., Oyu'schikawin, 
P.C., n.in. The work of setting out 
traps; a foundation, a plan. 

Onu'sketaw, s.c., Oyusketaw, P.C., 
v.t.in.2. He builds it up, he puts 
it up, he sets it up. 

Onusku'mikitaw, s.c., Oyusku'miki
taw, P.C., v.t.in.2. He lays it on the 
ground. 

Onusowa'sewawin, s.c., Oyusowa'se
wawin, P.C., n.in. Judgment. 

Onusowa'tao, s.c., Oyusowa'tao, P.C., 
v.t.an. He judges him, he commands 
him. 

Onusowa'tum, s.c., Oyusowa'tum, P.C., 
v.t.in.2. He judges it, he makes a 
rule concerning it. 

Onu'sowao, s.c., Oyu'sowao, P.C., 
v.i.3. He judges, he commands, he 
holds a council. 

Onusowa'weyinew, s.c., Oyusowawe
yinew, P.c., n.an. A lawyer, a coun
sellor. 
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Onusowii'wikimaw, s.c., Oyusowii'wi
kimaw, P.C., n.an. A judge, a gov-
ernor, a magistrate. . 

Onusowii'wikumik, s.c., Oyusowii'w1-
kumik, P.C., n.in. A court, of jus
tice, a council house. 

Onusowii'win, s.c., Oyusowii'win, P.C., 
n.in. A council, a commandment, 
a law. 

Onusowii'wupewin, s.c., Oyusowii'wu
pewin, P.C., n.in. A judgment seat, 
a chief's chair. 

Onusta'soon, s.c., Oyusta'soon, P.C., 
n.in. A shelf, a cupboard, a storage 
room. 

Onu'stowiio, s.c., Oyu'slowiio, P.C., 
v.t.an. He sets it for him, as setting 
a trap for an animal. 

Onu'stumowiio, s.c., Oyu'stumowiio, 
P.C., v.t.an. He sets it in order for 
him (as food). 

Onustwa'kiio, s.c., Oyustwa'kiio, P.C., 
v.i.3. He sets (food, etc.) on the 
table, he provides the food for the 
table. 

Onustwa'soo, v.i.4. He sets the table 
for himself; she sets the table (as 
a housewife). 

Onustwa'sowinakin, n.in. Tablecloth. 
Onuto'puyewuk, n.an.pl. An army, 

a raiding party; war scouts. 
Onutotii'stumakiio, n.an. An inter

cessor. 
Onuto'tumoo, n.an. A hearer. 
Onutotwii'stumakiio, n.an. An advo
' cate, an intercessor. 
Opapii'kipichikao, v.i.3. He hoists up 

things (as hoisting up sails). 
Opapii'kipitiio, Opa'pitao, v.t.an. He 

hoists him up. 
Opapii'kipitum, Opa'pitum, v.t.in.6. 

He hoists it up (as a flag). 
Opa'pew, v.i.1. He lifts up his eyes, 

he looks up. 
Opapina'yimewiisk, s.c., Opapapiwa'

yimewiisk, P.c., n.an. A despiser, 
a scorner, one who ridicules. 

Opapino'takiisk, s.c., Opapapeyota
kask, P.c., n.an. A mocker, a 
scorner. 

Opa'piskaw, v.imp. A narrow pas
sage in a reef, or between rocks. 

Opa'sew, s.c., Wupa'sew, P.C., v.i.1. 
He is an early riser. 

Opa'sew, v.i.1. He is raised by the 
wind. 

Opa'sin, s.c., Wupa'~in, P.C., Small 
narrows, small straits. 

Opa'skisikawinew, v.i.1. He has some 
ammunition. 

Opa'skisikunew, v.i.l. He has a gun. 
Opa'skohum, v.t.in.6. He lifts it (as 

with the aid of a pole). 
Opa'skowiio, v.t.an. He lifts him (with 

the aid of a pole, etc.). 
Opa'skwiiyaw, v.imp. Narrows be

tween woods. Cree name for "The 
Pas", Man. 

Opa'starnoo, n.an. A blasphemer, a 
, slanderer. 
Opa'stun, v.imp. It is raised by the 
, wind. 
Opa'kuhum, v.i.t.in.6. He hoists it (as 
, cloth, etc.). 

Opii'kuwiio, v.t.an. He hoists him. 
Opa'w, Wupa'w, v.imp. Narrows, a 

strait. 
Ope'chepikwanew, v.i.1. He has a 

powder-horn. 
Opechesa'ponikunew, v.i.1. She has 

a needle-case. 
Ope'minukwanew, v.i.1. He has some 

cord or line. 
Opemitu'kinikunew, v.i.1. He has an 

auger. 
Opepetwanisip, n.an. A species of 

duck. 
Opesa'kunapew, v.i.1. He has some 

line (i.e., of leather). 
Opesa'kunapemew, v.i.1. He has some 

line, cord, or rope. 
Opesa'kunew, v.i.1. He has some 

leather. 
Opesimo'kanew, v.i.1. He has a 

clock. 
Opesimoka'nisew, v.i.1. He has a 
, watch. 

Opestowiio, v.t.an. He rises up against 
him. 

Opeswii'yakinomew, or Opeswii'yaku
new, v.i.1. He has some flannel, or 
woollen material. 

Ope'swawuyanew, v.i.1. He has some 
fleece, woollen material. 
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Opetowuko'panew, or Opetowasa'ka
new, v.i.1. She has a petticoat. 

Opetusinna'new, v.i.l. He has a shot-
bag or pouch. 

Opetutwa'new, v.i.l. He has a quiver. 
Opetwa'kunew, v.i.1. He has a pipe. 
Opew, v.i.5. He jumps up, he rises, 

he ascends; it rises, as leaven in 
, dough. 
Opew, v.imp. It looms up; it is a 

mirage. 
Ope'wi, n.in. A feather, a hristle. 
Opewa'nukoo, s.c., v.i.4. He has a 

flint. 
Opewa'piskoko'tawana'piskowew, v.i.1 

He has a box stove. 
Opewapiskoya'kunew, M.C., v.i.1. He 

has a bottle; he has a metal plate or 
cup. 

Opewasi'kunew, v.i.1. He has some 
socks (small socks). 

Opi'chichikun, or Opi'sichikun, s.c., 
n.in. Rising, leaven, yeast, baking

' powder. 
Opi'kehao, v.t.an. She brings him up 
, (as a child), she nourishes him. 
Opikeha'wusoo, v.i.4. She brings up 
, children. 
Opi'kew, v.i.1. He grows up. 
Opikwa'skotew, v.i.1. He jumps up. 
Opima'chihewao, n.an. A saviour, 
, The Saviour. 
O'pima, adv. At one side, aside. 
Opimaya'sew, v.i.1. He sails to one 
, side. 
Opimaya'stun, v.imp. It sails to one 
, side. 
Opimaya'skosew, v.i.1. He leans to 
, one side (as a tree). 
Opimaya'skwun, v.imp. It leans to 
, one side (as a pole). 
Opima'skwayew, v.i.1. He leans his 

head to one side. 
Opimakotao, v.imp. It hangs to one 
, side. 
Opima'skowao, v.t.an. He passes by 
, his side. 
Opima'totuk, n.in. The side of a 
, boat or vessel. 
Opima'yaw, v.imp. It is lopsided. 
Opima'skowao, v.t.an. He walks aside 

of him. 

Opime'kanew, v.i.1. He has some 
pemmican. 

Opime'mew, v.i.1. He has some fat 
grease or oil. 

Opime'nowusoo, n.an. A cook. 
Opimo'ttikwao, n.an. An archer, a 

bowman. 
Opimo'tuhewao, n.an. A guide, a 

transport agent. 
Opinayawa'wepesim, n.in. The egg

laying month, i.e., June (in H.B.), 
, May (in Sask.). 

O'pinao, v.t.an. He heaves him, he 
!if ts him, he raises him, he exalts 
him. 

Opini'skao, or Opini'skayew, v.i.2. He 
lifts up his hand. 

Opiniskwayew, M.c., Opiskwayew, P.c. 
, and s.c., v.i.2. He lifts up his head. 
Opini'soo, v.refi. He raises himself 
, up (as by laying hold of something). 
Opi'num, v.t.in.6. He heaves it up, 
, he lifts it up, he raises it. 

Opinikao, v.i.3. He lifts (weights), he 
, raises (things). 
Opinikawin, n.in. The exertion of 

lifting heavy weights. 
Opinu'mowao, v.t.an. He lifts it up 

to him, he raises it up for him. 
Opina'tao, s.c., Opitao, P.C., v.imp. 

It looms, it is a mirage. 
Opipi'kwunew, v.i.l. He has a flute 
, or bugle or whistle. 
Opi'pitao, v.t.an. He hoists him, he 
, pulls him up. 
Opi'pitum, v.t.in.6. He hoists it, he 
, pulls it up. 
Opi'puyew, v.imp. It ascends, it rises. 
Opi'sikun, or Opi'kusukun, n.in. Ris-

ing, yeast, leaven. See Opichichikun. 
Opisikwa'tis, or Opisikwa'tisew, n.an. 

An adulterer, a fornicator, a liber
tine. 

Opisikwa'tiskwao, n.an. An adulteress, 
a whore. 

Opi'sin, v.i.7. or Opisi'soo, v.i.4. He 
, rises (as dough, anim.). 

Opi'skawin, n.in. Ascension; The 
, ascension. 

Opi'skaw, v.i.2. He ascends, he rises. 
Opi'staw, or Ope'staw, s.c., v.i.2. He 

lifts himself up (suddenly). 
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Oponeayu'mehaw, n.an. A back
slider, an apostate (lit., one who 
ceases to pray). 

Oposa'kunew, v.i.1. He has some 
touchwood. 

Opota'chikao, n.an. A trumpeter, a 
flutist. 

Opota'chikasew, or Nuspatiniskasew, 
n.an. A mole. 

Opota'chikunew, v.i.1. He has a 
trumpet or flute. 

Opo'tinikunew, M.C., v.i.1. She has a 
thimble. 

Opo'yukutowao, n.in. or v.i.an.3. A 
tree, or a stick, peeled by a beaver, 
peeling made by a beaver. 

Opowu'hikao, n.an. A thresher. 
Opowu'hikunew, v.i.1. He has a 
, threshing machine. 

O'puhikao, v.i.3. He is lifting, as 
lifting a house to repair its founda
tions; he is setting traps (ref. to 

, deadfalls). 
Opuhi'kawin, n.in. The raising of a 
, foundation. 
O'puhoo, v.i.4. He flies up, he rises, 

he lifts himself up (as a bird taking 
' flight). 
Opuhoo'wepesim, n.in. The flying-up 

month (ref erring to the newly
' fledged fowl); August. 
O'puhum, v.t.in.6. He raises it, he 

lifts it, he sets it (i.e., a trap). 
Opuka'kinew, or Opuka'kinoo, v.i.1. 

He has some leather (buckskin). 
Opuka'kinokao, n.an. A tanner of 

buckskin. 
Opukewuya'nakinoo, v.i.1. He has 

some print. 
Opukewu'yanew, M.C., Opupukewu'

yanew, P.c., v.i.1. He has a shirt. 
Opuki'tuwaw, n.an. A fisherman (us

ing nets). 
Opukituwa'wew, v.i.1. He is a fisher

man. 
Opuki'tinikao, n.an. A sower; a 

dona tor. 
Opukona'hikunew, or Opukona'hiku

nisew, v.i.1. He has an awl. 
Opukosi'hewao, or Opukosetwask, 

or Opukosetwaw, n.an. A beggar. 
One who depends on his neighbour's 
benevolence. 

Opukuma'kunew, v.i.1. He has a club, 
he has a hammer. 

Opukwa'ches, or Opukwana'ches, n.an. 
A bat. 

Opukwana'chesis, n.an. A small bat. 
Opukwana'cheskaw, v.imp. Bats are 

numerous. 
Opukwa'sikunew, v.i.1. He has some 

bread or flour. 
Opukwa'sikunikao, n.an. or v.i.in.3. 

A baker; he makes bread or cakes. 
Opukwu'noweayimo'mewask, n.an. A 

back-biter, a slanderer. 
Opukwu'tahonew, v.i.1. He has a 

belt. 
Opume'stakun, n.an. An attendant 

-a personal servant, a minister. 
Opu'minikao, n.an. A steward, an 

attendant. 
Opun, n.in. The lungs, sponge, the 

lights. 
Opupama'moo, n.an. A fugutive, 

(driven here and there by fear). 
Opupama'sew, n.an. A sailor. 
Opupama'tis, n.an. One who travels 

about, a nomad, a wanderer, a 
rover. 

Opupa'motao, n.an. A traveller, a 
pilgrim. 

Opupa'sew, n.an. A person always in 
haste. 

Opu'skowepesim, n.in. The moulting 
, month, i.e., July. 

Opuska'w, v.imp. Grassy narrows. 
Opu'skwuhikunew, s.c., Oma'taheku-

new, P.c., v.i.1. He has a skin-
• scraper. 
Opu'stao, n.in. or v.i.3. Smoke; smoke 

is ascending. 
Opususta'hikunew, v.i.1. He has a 

whip. 
Oputuskeketa'kunu, n. in. pl. Eye 

teeth; the fangs or tusks of an 
animal. 

Opu'wio, v.t.an. He lifts him, he 
raises him. 

Opuyuche'semew, M.c., v;i.1. He has 
some trousers. 

Opwa'mawuk, n.in. The flesh of the 
thigh. 

Opw?''mikachas, or Opwamika'chikun, 
n.in. A gun cock, or dog-head of a 
gun lock. 
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Opwa'mikatao, n.in. The stock of the 
gun; as v.pass., it is stocked. 

Opwa'mikakun, M.C., Opwa'mikun, 
• s.c., n.in. The thigh-bone. 
Opwa'pichikao, M.c., Opekopichikao, 

P.C. and s.c., v.i.3. He is ploughing, 
he is breaking up the ground. 

6pwa'pichikun, M.c., Pekopichikun, 
P.c. and s.c., n.in. A plough. 

Opwa'pitum, M.c., Pekopitum, P.c., 
v.t.in.6. He plows it, he breaks it 
up. 

Osa or Osa'nne, adv. Meaning ex
pressly, mostly, usually, personally. 

Osa'kochehewao, n.an. A conqueror, 
a victor. 

Osa'kotahao, n.an. A coward, a timid 
person. 

Osa'm, adv. Chiefly, especially, too 
much; osam mechat, too many. 

Osama'yutewuk, v.i. l .pl. They are 
very numerous, they are innumer
able. 

Osama'yutinwa, v.imp. They are very 
numerous, they are innumerable. 

Osamehi'soowin, or Osa'mehoowin, 
n.in. Excess, (reflex). 

Osa'metaw, v.t.in.2. He overdoes it, , 
he does it to excess. 

Osa'mipao, v.i.3. He drinks to excess, 
he is drunk. 

Osa'mipoonum, v.t.in.6. He puts on 
too much fire. 

Osa'mipuyew, v.i.5. He, or it, goes 
too far; as v.imp., the event is too 
much. 

Osa'misin, v.i.7. He lies too far over; 
he is hurt (by falling). 

Osa'mitin, v.imp. It is injured (by a 
blow or a jerk). 

Osa'mitoon, n.an. A babbler, a tell
tale, a tale-bearer. 

Osa'mitoonew, v.i.1. He babbles, he 
is talkative, he is a tell-tale. 

Osa'mitoonewin, n.in. Babbling, tale-
bearing, saying too much. 

Osa'mutin, v.imp. It is superfluous. 
Osa'weminuk, n.an.pl. Yellow beads. 
Osanipa'new, v.i.1. He has some 

ribbon. 
Osa'ponikunew, v.i.1. She has a 

needle. 
Osasa'konasin, v.i.7. He slips (on the 

snow). 

OSA'WISTI KW AN 

Osa'sisin, v.i.7. He slips. 
Osasi'skewukisin, v.i.7. He slips (on 

clay or mud) . 
Osasisi'kosin, v.i.7. He slips (on the 

ice). 
Osasi'ttikisin, v.i.7. He slips (on wood, 

as the floor or a platform). 
Osasuwew, M.c., v.i.1. It is soft (as 

fresh fallen snow). 
Osawa'pan, n.in. Bile, yellow liquid. 
Osawa'pisk, n.in. Brass, copper. 
Osawa'pisk,isew, v.~mp.an. He is yel-

low (speaking of a stone or metal 
article), he is brazen. 

Osawa'piskokaweowi'stoyan, or Osa
wa'piskowistoyan, n.an. A copper
smith, a goldsmith (a co~ned word). 

Osawa'piskos, n.an. A penny, a unit. 
Lit. a small yellow me'tal piece. 

Osawa'piskaw, v.imp. It is yeUow 
(i.e., metal); it is brazen. 

Osawapiskisew, v.i.5. He is yellow 
(as metal). 

Osawa'poo, or Osawa'powin, n.in. 
Bile, yellow liquid, the excreti in 
dysentery. 

Osawa'pokao, v.i.1. He is bilious, he 
has diarrhoea or dysentery. 

Osawa'pokawin, n.in. Looseness of 
the bowels, diarrhoea, dysentery. 

Osawa'kin, n.in. Yellow cloth. 
Osawa'kun, v.imp. It is yellow (speak

ing of cloth). 
Osawehao, v.t.an. He colours him 

yellow. 
Osawe'kwuk, n.in. Brass, copper. 
Osawekwukisew, v.imp. He is brazen, 

(anim. article). 
Osawekwukaw, v.imp. It is brazen. 
Osa'wena'kwun, v.imp. It looks yel-

low. 
Osaweso'neyaw, n.an. Gold. 
Osaweso'neyawe, adj. pref. Golden. 
Osa'wesoneyawa'pisk, n.an. Gold ore 

a gold coin. 
Osa'wetaw, v.t.in.2. He colours it 

yellow. 
Osa'wisew, v.i.1. He is yellow. 
Osa'wisikosew, v.i.1. He is yellow (as 

a crystal). 
Osa'wisikwaw, v.imp. It is yellow (as 

a crys'tal). 
Osa'w~stikwan, n.in. A yellow head, 

a fair haired person. 
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Osawa'w, v.imp. It is yellow. . I 
Osa'peyases, n.an. A yellow bird, a 

canary. 
Osawusa'stuk, n.an. Yellow thread. 
Osawuka'seskaw, v.imp. Red foxes 

are numerous. 
Osawuka'sew, n.an. A red fox. 
Osawu'kwuyao, 'll.imp. It has a 

yellow flame. · 
Osawu'sk, n.an.· A brown bear, (lit. 

a yellow bear). 
Osawu'skosew, v.i.1. He is yellow, he 

is a pale red. 
Osawu'skoskaw, v.imp. Brown bears 

are numerous. 
Osawu'skaw, v.imp. It is yellow grass, 

as in Autumn. 
OsawU:skwa'pas, n.an. A jack-fish. 
Osawu'skwaw, v.imp. It is the colour 

of faded grass; it is Autumn colour. 
Osa'wuskwuyek, n.an. A large yellow 

frog. 
Osawuti'sikan, n.in. Yellow dye. 
Osa'stukoo, v.i.4. He has some thread. 
Osastukwaya'pew, v.i.5. He has some 

rope or yarn. 
Osa'tooi, n.in. The tail, or heel, of a 

snow-shoe. 
Oose, n.in. A canoe, a boat, a ship. 
Osechekao, v.i.3. He makes (things), 

he manufactures. 
Osechika'win, n.in. A creation, a 

making, a manufacture. 
Osechikun, n.an. and in. A creature, 

a· thing, or being, made, produce. 
Ose'hao, v.t.an. He makes him, he 

creates him, he produces him; she 
cleans him (as a fish, etc., ready for 
cooking). 

Osehe'wao, v.i.3. He makes, he creates. 
Unu ka osehe'wa.t, The author, The 
Creator. 

Osehe'wawin, n.in. The creation, a 
making. 

Oseki'pimew, v.i.1. He has a boil. 
Ose'mimao, v.t.an. He regards him or 

her as a younger brdther or sister. 
Ose'mimaw, n.an. A younger sister or 

brother, the younger son, the 
youngest of the family. 

Osemima'wew, v.i.1. She is the young
er or youngest sister, he is the 
younger or youngest brother. 

OSIMA'KANEW 

Osepa'pichikunew, v.i.1. She has a 
bodkin. 

Osepa 'pikanikuna tik, Osepa 'sikopichi
kuna tik, P.c., n.in. with pron. His 
receiving pole (used in passing a 
line from hole to hole in setting 
nets under ice). 

Osepa'kiskawetasew, v.i.1. He has 
some drawers; or woman's woollen 
stockings. 

Osepe'skomao, v.i.3. He has creaking 
joints. 

Osesepa'skwutew, v.i.1. He has some 
sugar. 

Oseta'sk, E.C., n.in. An axe. 
Oseta'w, v.t.in.2. He makes it, he 

builds it, he creates it, he produces 
it. 

Ose'towao, or Ose'tumowao, v.t.an. 
He makes it for him. 

Osha'kun, n.in. The spine of a fish, 
(a local word). 

O'sik, or A'sik, n.an. A saw-bill, the 
merganser. 

Osikeyas, n.an. A lizzard. 
Osi'koo, v.refl.4. He hurts himself, he 

injures himself by exertion, he 
strains himself; as v.i.4., he is hurt, 
he is overstrained, he is ruptured. 

Osiko -ayaw, Osikwuyaw, v.i.1. She 
receives an injury which results in 
abortion. 

Osikochichao, v.i.3. He hurts his hand. 
Osi'kohao, v.t.an. He hurts him. 
Osi'kohoo, v.refl.4. See osikoo. 
Osi'kohowin, n.in. An injury, a hurt, 

a rupture. 
Osikoka'tao, v.i.3. He hurts his leg. 
Osiko'su, n.an. with pron. His mother

in-law, his aunt (in some cases). 
Osikose'mao, v.t.an. He regards her as 

his mother-in-law. 
Osiko'simao, v.t.an. He hurts him by 

throwing him down. 
Osiko'sin, v.i.7. He hurts himself by 

falling. 
Osikositao, v.i.3. He hurts his foot. 
Osiko'titaw, v.t.in.2. He hurts it 

against something. 
Osiko'taw, v.t.in.2. He sprains it. 
Osikwu'ni, n.an. with pron. His tail, 

(speaking of a fish). 
Osima'kanew, or Osimakanikomanew, 

v.i.1. He has a sword. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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He flees from him. 
A leaf-bud, a bud. 
He escapes, he flees. 

v.t.an. He flees from 

Osimo'stum, v.t.in.6. He flees from 
it; he abstains from it, (as a sinful 
indulgence). 

Osimo'win, n.in. Escape, flight. 
Osinikwuhikunew, v. i.1. He has a 

daubing brush. 
Osi'nnowao, E.C., v.t.an. He laughs 

at him; Osi'nnum, inan. He laughs 
at it. 

Osi'sew, v.i.5. He has a father-in
law, an uncle. 

Osi'simaw, n.an. A father-in-law, an 
uncle. 

Osisipo'chikunew, E.C., v.i.1. He has a 
file. 

Osisko'wao, v:t.an. He starts him, he 
alarms him, (as an animal or bird), 

Osi'tao, s.c., v:i.3. He hears. Used 
with the negative as, Nummu 
osi'tao, he does not hear. 

Osi'tum, v.t.in.6. He flees from it. 
Oska'chik, n.in. An awl, (used in 

Indian canoe-making). 
Oska'chikoo, v.i.4. He has an awl. 
Oska'w, or Oska'yiwaw, Oskayiwun 

v.imp. It is new. 
Oska'yis, n.an. A young animal. 
Oskayi'sewew, v.i.1. He is young, 

or new, (i.e. an animal). 
Oska'poskitao, v.imp. It is burnt 

woods, (i.e. recently burned). 
Oskata'sk, n.an. A carrot. 
Oskatikopeyao, n.an. A brush part

ridge. 
Oska'tikunikawin, Oska'tikun, n.in. 

The leg-bone. 
Oska'tis, n.an. A young person. 
Oska'tisew, v.i.1. He is a young per

son. 
Oska'tukoskaw, or Oskatukaw, v.imp. 

Jack pines abound. 
Oska'tuk, n.an. Jack-pine, a fir. 
Oskatuka'wesepe, n.in. Fir-river. 
Oska'tuskik, or Oska'tawuskik, n.an. 

An iron kettle, (with legs). 
Oska'yewew, v.i.1. He is new. 
Oska'yewun, v.imp. It is new. 
Oskani'kohao, v.t.an. He renews him. 
Oskani'kosew, v.i.1. He looks new. 

OSKOO'N 

Oska'nikotaw, v.t.in.2. He renews it. 
Oska'nikwun, v.imp. It looks new. 
Oske, adj. New. 
Oskena'kosew, v.i.1. He appears new, 

fresh. 
Oskena'kwun, inan. It seems new, 

fresh. 
Oskena'pawan, s.c., n.an. A bride

groom. 
Oskina'pawanew, v.i.1. He is a bride

groom. 
Oskeo'sehao, Oske'hao, v.t.an. He 

renews him. 
Oskeo'setaw, Osketa'w, v.t.in.2. He 

renews it. 
Ooske'pinowises, n.an. A buck deer 

under five years old. 
Oske'sikoo, or Oske'sikowiw, v.i.4. 

He has an eye, or eyes. 
Oskesikoka'soo, v.i.4. He makes gog

gles for himself. 
Oskesikoka'nu, n.in.pl. Goggles, or 

spectacles. 
Oskesiko'min, n.in. An eye-berry, or 

dew-berry. 
Oski'che, n.in. A pipe-stem. 
Oski'cheyu, P.c., n.in.pl. Stove pipes. 
Oskine'kew, n.an. A young man, a 

lad, a youth. v.i.1. He is a young 
man, he is a youth. 

Oskineke'wew, v.i.1. He is a young 
man, he is a youth. 

Oskineke'wewin, n.in. Youth. 
Oskineki'sew, v.i.l. He is a lad. 

n.an. A lad. 
Oskineki'ses, n.an. A lad. 
Oskineki'skwao, n.an. A young wo

man, a maiden. 
Oskineki'skwawew, v.i.1. She is a 

young woman. 
Oski'sew, v.i.1. He is fresh, (as in 

working). 
Oski'sik, Oski'sk, n.an. A fir (tree). 
Oskiskatukaw, v.imp. Firs abound. 
Oskiskwa'wan, n.an. A bride. 
Oskiskwa'wanewew, v.i.l. She is a 

bride. 
Oskiskwa'wao, v.t.an. He takes a new 

wife. 
Oski'wun, n.in. The nose, the snout, 

the muzzle; or with pron. his nose. 
Oskoo'n, n.in. The liver. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Oskona'kin, n.in. Grey cloth, grey 
kersey. 

Oskota'kaw, v.i.2. He has a coat. 
Oskawa'simisew, v.i.1. She has an 

infant. 
Oskawa'sis, n.an. An infant, a 

baby. 
Oskawa'sisewew, v.i.1. He is an 

infant. 
Osku'ch, adv. At first. 
Osku'hoo, n.an. The moose or deer 

in autumn when the animal has 
rubbed the hair off his horns. 

Oskuhoo'wepesim n.in. The fledg
ing month, (i. e. August or Sept
ember). 

Osku'kimao, v.t.an. He begins with 
the new moon; he counts them from 
the beginning. 

Osku'kochin, v.i.7. He hangs new, 
(e.g. the new moon). 

Osku'kotao, v.imp. It hangs new. 
Osku'n, n.in. A bone, an egg shell. 
Oskuna'moo, n.an. A wasp, (large 

species). 
Oskuna'moskaw, v.imp. Wasps abound. 
Osku'new, or Osku'newew, v.i.1. He 

is bony. 
Oskune'wun, v.imp. It is bony. 
Osku'nu kasustake, v.n.in. A heap of 

bones; Regina, Sask. 
Osku'nipime, n.in. Marrow, (i.e. 

fat rendered from boiling bones). 
Osku'neyao, n.an. A bird of Finch 

family, sometimes called "Bull
finch". 

Oskuna'wan, Wawaka'nikun, P.c., n.in. 
An egg-shell. 

Oskunu'skose, n.in. Straw-like grass. 
Osku'skik, n.an. A new kettle, or 

pail. 
Oskusu'ki, n.in. A new skin, (as 

upon the healing of a laceration, 
etc.). 

Osko'tim, n.in. A beaver-dam. 
Osoo', v.i.4. He boils, (anim object). 
Osoo or Wusoo, v.i.4. He has a tail. 
Osooi, or Wusooi, n.an. His · tail. 

It is sometimes used for a tail, as 
in P.c., Misooi. 

Osoo'pe, n.in. The back fat of the 
deer; the lumbar muscle. 

Oso'skwuhikunew, v.i.1. She has a 
sad iron. 

Osuld, n.an. with pron. His skin. 
Ospi'skwunichichan, n.in. The back 

of the hand, (coined word by Wat
kins). 

Ospi'skwunikun, Wawikunikun, n.in. 
The back-bone, the spine. 

Ospusa'wikun, n.in. The breast bone 
of the bird. 

Ospi'tonawuk, n.in. The flesh of the 
arm·. 

Ospu'sao, n.in. The breast bone of 
the bird; the flesh of the breast. 

Ospwa'kun, n.an. A pipe, a tobacco-
pipe. 

Ospwa'kunew, v.i.1. He has a pipe. 
Ospwa'kunis, n.an. A small pipe. 
Ospwa'kunusinne, n.an. Pipe-stone, 

(the soft stone used for making the 
native pipe). 

Osta'simaw, n:an. An elder brother, 
the first-born male. 

Osta'simawew, v.i.1. He is the elder 
brother, he is the first -born. 

Ostasimawayeta'kosewin, n.in. A 
birth-right. 

Osti'kwan, n.in. with pron. His head; 
the nipple of a woman's breast. 

Ostikwana'pisk, n.in. A helmet. 
Ostikwana'piskowun, v.imp. It is a 

helmet. 
Ostikwa'nikakun, or Ostikwa'nikun, 

n.in. A skull. 
Osti'kwanis, n.in. A little head, a 

nursing nipple. 
Ostikwanisa'ponikun, n.in. A pin, 

(Lit. a head-needle). 
Osti'mimaw, n.an. A niece, a 

daughter-in-law. 
Ostisa'wuk, or Ustisa'wuk, n.in. The 

flesh taken from the sinewy part 
of the back of an animal. 

Osto'stotum, v.i.6. He coughs, he has 
a cough. 

Osto'stotumowin, n.in. A cough. 
Osto'stotumowi -muskike, n.in. Cough 

mixture. 
Osu'hikao, v.i.3. He is starting ani

mals, he is hunting deer. 
Osuhi'kawin, n.in. The act of start

ing deer. 
Osuka'skohonew, v.i.1. She has a 

brooch, a clasp, etc._ 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Osukimawuyanew, v.i.1. He has mos
quito-gauze; he has a mosquito
bar, or net. 

Osukipa'sonew, v.i.1. He has a but
ton. 

Osu'kuhikunew, v.i.1. He has a nail 
or some nails. 

Osu'm, v.t.in.6. He boils it. 
Osu'skuhonew, v.i.1. He has a staff 

or walking-stick. 
Osu'skumoo, n.an. A communicant; 

one who holds a morsel of food in 
the mouth. 

Osu'skwatoi, Wawu'skwatoi, P.c., n.an. 
A pine cone. 

Osuswa'pinao, v.t.an. See Wusu'-
swa.pina.o. 

Osuswapinum, v.t.in.6. He scatters 
it. 

Osuswa'puyew, v.imp. It is scattered 
about, it is sprinkled (as water). 

Osuswa'puyehao, v.t.an. He splashes 
him about in the water. 

Osuswa'puyetaw, v.t.in.2. He splashes 
it about in the water. 

Osuswaya'tikopuyew, v.i:1. He splash
es into the water sprinkling it all 
about. 

Osu'whao, v.t.an. He starts him, he 
rouses him, (as an animal). 

Oswa'o, v.t.an. He boils him. 
Oswa'puyetaw, s.c., Wuswa'puyetaw, 

P.c., v.t.in.2. He sprinkles it. 
Oot, n.in. A canoe. 
Ot, pron.poss. See Oo. 
Ota'chimoo, n.an. A witness, (i. e. 

one who gives testimony). 
Ota'chimostumakao, n.an. A deputy. 
Otak ot Ota'nak, prep. Behind. 
Otakaka't, n.in. The hind-leg. 
Otaka'skowao, v.t.an. He goes behind 

him. 
Otaka'skum, v.t.in. He goes behind 

it. 
Otaka'tuk, n.in. The stern; used also 

as an adv. astern, aft. 
Ota'kosek, n.in. and adv. Yesterday. 
Otakoseme'chisoo, s.c., Otakwuneme

chisoo, P.c., v.i.4. He sups, he takes 
an evening meal. 

Otakoseme'chisowin, n.in. Supper, 
evening meal. 

Otakoseme'chisowinekowao, v.t.an. He 
makes a supper for him. 

OTA'PUHAO 

Otako'sew, n.an. The sick, (one), 
pl. Ota'kosewuk. 

Ota'kosin, v.imp. It is evening, it 
is late afternoon. 

Ota'kosewe -uchukoos, s.c., Otako
sinowe -uchukos, P.c., n.an. The 
evening star. 

Otakoya'pekwahonew, or Otatowa'
pikwahonew, v.i.l. He has a cap
peak; he has a veil. 

Otama'skikunawio, v.t.an. He hits 
him on the breast. 

Otama'skikunahosoo, v.reft.4. He hits 
himself on the breast. 

Ota'mechichahosoo, v.reft.4. He strikes 
his hands. 

Ota'metitaw, v.t.in.2. He hits it 
against (something). 

Otamekwa'sin, v.i.7. He falls upon 
his face. 

Ota'muchewa'spimewin, v.i.7. The 
shooting rock, on the Churchill 
River near Stanley Mission. 

Ota'muhikao, s.c., v.i.3. He hammers, 
he strikes, he hits out. 

Ota'muhikun, s.c., n.in. A hammer. 
From this word we have the cor
ruption, "tomahawk". 

Ota'muhikunew, s.c., v.i.1. He has a 
hammer. 

Ota'muhikunis, s.c., n.in. A small 
hammer. 

Ota'muhum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He beats 
it, he strikes it, he hits it, he ham
mers it. 

Ota'muw[o, v.t.an. He beats him, 
he strikes him, he hits him, he ham
mers him. 

Otana'kao, v.i.1. He is the last, he 
is behind. 

Otana'kemik, adv. During his past 
life, in his past life. 

Ota'nisew, v.i.1. He has a daughter. 
Ota'nisimao, v.t.an. He regards her 

as a daughter. 
Ota'nisimaw, n.an. A daughter. 
Otaniska'stumakao, n.an. An heir. 
Ota'nwitumoo, n.an. A gainsayer, a 

disbeliever. 
Ota'puhao, v.t.an. He causes him to 

haul or draw. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ota'puhakun, or Ota'pawehakun, n.an. 
A draught animal, (i. e. a horse, a 
dog or an ox). 

Ota'puhakunew, v.i.1. He has a 
draught animal. 

Otapana'sk, n.an. A sled, a vehicle, 
a cariole. 

Otapana'skoo, v.i.4. He has a vehicle, 
or a sled. 

Otapana'skokakao, v.i.3. He makes a 
vehicle, or sled of it. 

Otapana'skokao, v.i.3. He is making 
a sled, or a vehicle. 

Otapana'skokowao, v.t.an. He makes 
a vehicle for him. 

Otapana'skos, n.an. A small vehicle, 
or sled. 

Ota'panayape, n.in. Harness, traces. 
Ota'panikatum, v.t.in.2. He arranges 

it (as a load) on the sled. 
Ota'panikao, v.i.3. He makes up his 

sled, (i. e. he packs his things upon 
it). 

Ota'pasoo, v.i.4. He rides on the sled. 
Otapa'tao, v.t.an. He hauls him, he 

drags him, he draws him. 
Otapa'tum, v.t.in.6. He hauls it, 

he drags it, he draws it. 
Ota'pao, v.i.3. He hauls, he draws, 

(as a horse draws a sled). 
Ota'payupao, v.i.3. He uses a drag

net. 
Ota'payupe, n.in. A drag-net. 
Ota'petukuhikunew, v.i.1. He has a 

key. 
Otapinew, v.i.1. He has some parch

ment. 
Otapiska'kuneminew, v.i.1. He has 

a necklace. 
Otapiska'kunew, v.i.1. She has a 

handkerchief, or collar. 
Otapisona'yapeyu, M.c., Pemakama

pesona, P.c., Otamipisonayapeyu, 
s.c., n.in.pl. Braces, suspenders. 

Otapeta'pisonew, v.i.1. She has an 
ear-ring or ear-dropper. 

Ota'pichicha'pisonew, M.c., v.i.1. He 
has a finger-ring. 

Ota'pahikunew, M.c., v.i.1. He has a 
key. 

Otapwa'tumoo, n.an. A believer. 
Ota:sew, v.i.1. He has pants or leg

gms, or trousers. 

OTA'NOW 

Ota'sew, v.i.1. He sails from there. 
Ota'skohum, M.c., v.t.in.6. He draws 

it out (as by means of a stick). 
Ota'skonao, M.c., v.t.an. He takes 

him out with a stick. 
Ota'skonum, M.C., v.t.in.6. He takes 

it out of the water, or out of the 
fire, with a stick. 

Ota'skowao, M.C., v.t.an. He takes 
him out by means of a stick. 

Ota'stumichichan, n.in. The palm of 
the hand. 

Otastumupe'stowao, s.c., Astumupe
s'towao, P.c., He sits before him, 
(facing him). 

Ota'stumupew, v.i.l. He sits before, 
he sits in front. n.an. He who sits 
in front. 

Ota'stun, v.imp. It sails from there. 
Ota'tisew, v.i.l. He is born, (of such 

a parent); he lives from his net, 
• or gun, etc. 
Ota'tisewin, n.in. Resource, suste

nance, food supply in a certain 
area from his hunting. 

Ota'tohumowuk, n.in.pl. Orion (con
• stellation of four bright stars). 
Ota'wemao, v.t.an. He regards him 
• as his father. 
Ota'wemikowao, v.t.an. He finds a 
• father for the orphan. 
Ota'wemikoo, v.t.an. He is a father 
• to him. 
Otawe'skowao, v.t.an. He fathers 

him, (i. e. he makes himself a father 
• to him). 
Ota'wemaw, n.an. A father. 
Otawema'wew, v.i.1. He is a father. 
Ota'wew, v.i.5. He has a father. 
Ota'wikimaw, n.an. A patriarch, or 
• a distinguished ancestor. 
Otawe'skum, v.t.in.6. He is the father 

of it. 
Ota, adv. Hither, this way. 
Ota'mew, v.i.1. He owns a dog, or a 

horse. 
Otamikwanew, v.i.1. He has a spoon. 
Otanakomik, Otayekomik, P.c., n.in. 

loc. In his nostrils. 
Ota'now, n.in. A large settlement, 

a town, a city. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Otanowetaw, v.t.in.2. He forms a I 
settlement. 

Ota'nowewin, n.in. A settlement or 
town; a kingdom. 

Ota'nowis, or Ocha'nas, n.in. A vii
• lage. 
Otao, v.imp. It boils. 
Ota'tupew, v.i.5. or n.an. A rider, a 

horseman. 
Otatupewin, n.in. His seat, his mount. 
Otayekoom, n.in. The nostril; his 
, nostril. 
Ota'yetoowin, n.in. Envy, jealousy, 
, (mutual). 
Ota'yetum, v.i.6. He is envious, he 
, is jealous. 

Ota'yetumowin, n.in. Envy, jeal
• ousy. 
Ota'yimao, v.t.an. He envies him, 

he is jealous of him. 
Ota'hipuk, n.in. A cabbage. 
Ota'hipukoskaw, v.imp. There are 

many cabbages. 
Ote, adv. Even, namely, to wit. 
Ote'mew, v.i.1. He has some tea, 

(Indianized word from tea). 
Oti'ne, s.c., Otiyekun, P.c., Otiye, s.c., 

n.in. The blade-bone. 
Otetowi'komanew, v.i.1. He has a 

dagger. 
Oteya'pamew, v.i.1. He has an ox. 
O'tik, n.in.loc. ase. In the canoe. 

Used as an adv., is aboard. 
Otiki'nakunew, v.i.1. He has a cradle. 
Otin, v.imper. Take him. 
Otin, v.imp. The wind comes from 

there, it blows. 
Oti'nao, v.t.an. He takes him, he gets 

him, he receives him, he obtains 
him. 

Otiye'kwun, or Otine'kwun, n.an. A 
quill, or feather taken from the 
tail of a bird. 

Otinika'kuhao, Otinikahao, v.t.an. He 
sells something to him, he makes 
him buy. 

Otinika'kuhewao, Otinikahewao, v.i.3. 
He sells. 

Otinika'o, v.i.3. He buys, he takes. 
Otinika'win, n.in. Shopping, articles 

purchased; the act of taking. 
Otinika'wikumik, n.in. A shop, a 

stone, a cashier's cage. 

OTISA'PUMAO 

Otinika'wikumikokatum, v.t.in.6. He 
makes a trading-shop or store of it. 

Otinika'wikumikokao, v.i.3. He builds 
a store or trading-shop. 

Otinikowisew, v.i.1. He is taken up, 
(i. e. by God), he is acceptable. 

Otini'kun, or Otina'kun, n.an. A 
captive. 

Oti'num, v.t.in.6. He takes it, he gets 
it, he receives it, he obtains it. 

Oti'num, v.t.in.6. He acquires it, 
he obtains it, (from such a source). 

Otinuma'kawin, n.in. Provision, 
acquisition. 

Otinuma'soo, v.i.4. He takes it to or 
for himself, he takes it upon him-

• self. 
Otinuma'soo, v.i.4. He acquires it 

for himself, he provides for him-
• self. 
Otinumowa'tum, v.t.in.6. He supplies 
, it to it. 

Otinu'mowao, v.t.an. He bestows it 
upon him, he provides for him, he 
supplies him with it, he supplies 
his wants. -

Otinuyu'pan, in.in. A hole in the ice 
where the net is pulled up and 
examined. 

Otip, s.c., Weye'tip, P.c., The brain. 
Otipa'chimoo, n.an. A messenger, a 

story teller. 
Otipa'yechikao, n.an. A lord, "The 

Lord"; a governor, a manager. 
Otipa'yetumoo, n.an. A possessor, 

a property holder. 
Otipa'yimisoo, n.an. A freeman, a 

man whose contract has expired 
an independent person. 

Otipuhu'skao, n.an. A land surveyor. 
Otipuhika'stumakao, n.an. A redee

mer, i. e. one who has paid a debt 
for another. 

Otipuhuma'kastumakao, n.an. A rede
emer, i.e. one who is a ransom for 
sinners. 

Otisa'pumao, v.t.an. He sees him 
(as a person in the distance); he 
lives (after a period of absence) to 
see him. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Otisa'putum, v.t.in.f. He sees . it 
(as a distant obJect)_; he attams 
to it, (in age); he lives _(after. a 
period of absence) to see it agam. 

Otise'kan, A turnip. 
Otiseka'new, v.i.1. He has turnips. 
Otiseka'natikwu, Otisekanepukwu, 

n.in.pl. Turnip tops. 
Oti'sew, v.i.1. He gains, he wins, he 

profits he obtains, he receives 
wages,' he gains an advantage. 

Oti'sewin, n.in. Gain, profit, advan-
tage, wages. . is in 

Otisina'kosew, M.c., v.i.1. He 
sight, (at a distance): 

Otisina'kwun, M.c., v.imp. It is in 
sight, (at a distance). . . 

Otisina'kosewin, n.an. with pron. His 
appearan<;e, his lik~ness: . 

Otisisi'n, v.i.7. He hes with his face 
to the ground, he lies low, out of 
sight. 

Oti'skow, prep. Before, in front of. 
Otiskowa'piskisew, or Otiskowapis

kaw, v.imp. It is the front, (speak
ing of stone); it is the front of the 
rock. 

Oti'skowiskowao, v.t.an. He is before 
him, he is facing him. 

Oti'skowiskum, v.t.in.6. He is before 
it, he is facing it. 

Otiskoweka'powew, v.i.1. He stands 
facing. 

Otiskoweka'powestowao, v.t.an. He 
stands facing him, he faces him. 

Otiskowu'kochin, v.i.7. He hangs 
in front. 

Otiskowukochin, v.imp.7. He floats 
in the water facing this way. 

Otiskowupe'stowao, v.t.an. He sits 
facing him. 

Otiskowupe'stum, v.t.in.6. He sits 
facing it. 

Otiskowu'pew, v.i.1. He sits in front, 
facing. 

Otitamiwunipukisin, v.i.7. He falls 
with his face to the ground. 

Otita'miwunisin, v.i.7. He lies with 
his face to the ground. 

Otita'winew, v.i.1. He has a place 
of abode. 

Otitao, v.t.an. He comes up to him, 
he reaches him, he attains to him. 

OTO KU HUM 

Otitao, v.imp. It shrinks, (as burnt 
leather). . 

Oti'tikoo, v.pass.4. It befalls. him, 
it betides him, it comes to him. 

Oti'tinao, v.t.an. He seizes him, he 
assaults him, he assails him, he lays 
hands on him; he rapes her. 

Oti'tinewawin, n.in. An assault, rape. 
Otito'hikunew, v.i.1. He has a com

pass. 
Oti'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He comes up to 

it (by water); he reaches it (as by 
something in the hand). . 

Oti'tum v.t.in.6. He reaches 1t, he 
arriv;s at it, he comes up to it. 

Otitupe'stowao, v.t.an. He bows down 
before him. 

Otitupepu'yuhoo, v.i.4. He crouches 
face down wards. 

Oti'pupew, or Otitupupew, He 
crouches, he sits with his head lean
ing down. 

Oti'tupinao, v.t.an. He turns him, 
face down. 

Oti'tupinum, v.t. He turns it face 
down. 

Oti'tupisin, v.i.7. He lies with his 
face to the ground. 

Oti'tupisimao, v.t.an. He turns him 
face downward. 

Otitupu'kochin, v.i.7. He lies with 
his face, or head, down, (as the 
moon). 

Otitupu'kochin, v.i.7. He lies or floats 
in the water, face down. 

Otitupu'kotao, v.imp. It hangs up
side down. 

Otitupises, n.an. A brown snow-bird, 
the brown bunting. 

Otitwa'soo, n.an. A pretender. 
Otitwa'stumakao, n.an. An interpre

ter. 
Otoo'kisin, s.c., Wutooki'sin, P.C., 

v.i.7. He bruises himself. 
Otoowha'new, v.i.1. He has a ball. 
Otokima'mew, v.i.1. He has a master, 

he has him for a master. 
Otokima'wewin, n.in. with pron. His 

kingdom, his government. 
Otoka'w, s.c., Wuto'kaw, P;C., v.imp. 

It is a bruise, it is livid. 
Otokuhum, s.c., Wuto'kuhum, P.C., 

v.t.in.6. He bruis.es it. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Otokuwao, s.c., Wuto'kuwao, P.C., 
v.t.an. He bruises him. 

Otoonew, v.i.1. He has a mouth. 
Otospwa'kunew, v.i.1. He has a pipe. 
Otootametwa'soo, v.t.an. He rec-

onciles him to himself, he makes him 
a friend to himself. 

Otoota'mew, v.i.1. He has a friend. 
Otoota'mewao, He · makes friends. 
Otooma'mewawin, or Otoota'mime-

wawin, n.in. Friendship, (casual); 
friendliness. 

Otoota'metoowin, n.in. Friendship, 
(mutual). 

Otoota'mimao, v.t.an. He regards 
him as a friend, he makes him a 
friend. 

Otoota'mimewawin, n.in. Reconcil
iation, friendship. 

Otootamiska'toowin, n.in. Reconcil
iation, friendship, (brought about 
by negotrations on both sides). 

Otoota'mitum, v.t.in.6. He makes a 
friend of it. 

O'totao, v.i.3. He proceeds from 
there. 

Otowa'simisimao, v.t.an. He regards 
him as his child. 

Otowa'simisew, v.i.1. He, or she, has 
a child; it has young, (i. e. a cow, 
or any animal). 

Otowa'simisekowao, v.t.an. He has a 
child with her. 

Otowa'sisekanew, v.i.1. She has a 
doll. 

Otowa'tao, v.t.an. He catches him 
in the net, (speaking of a fish). 

Otowa'maw, n.an. A sister, a cousin, 
a relative. 

Otowi'pukisew, v.i.1. He catches, 
(speaking of a net, i. e. fish are 
caught by it). 

Otowaw, or Otuwaw, v.i.2. He catches 
in a net (speaking of a fish when 
he is caught). 

Otowuka'w, v.i.1. He has ears. 
Nummu oto'wukaw, he is deaf; 
lit. he has no ears; he is disobedient. 

Otu, adv. Here, or this place, on this 
spot. 

Otucha'puchew, v.i.5. He has a bow
string. 

Otuchapew, v.i.5. He has a bow (for 
shooting). 

Otuchikao, v.i.3. He draws, (as with 
the mouth, or with a tube). 

Otuchika'puyew, v.imp. It draws (as 
a plaster). 

Otuchikawemuskike, n.in. Drawing 
plaster, drawing-salve. 

Otu'chunisew, v.i.1. He has a finger
' ring. 
O'tuhipan, n.in. A hole in the ice 

for obtaining water, a water-hole, 
, a well. 
Otuhipa'nekao, v.i.3. He makes a 

water-hole. 
Otuhuma'o, v.i.3. He steps, he takes 

steps. 
Otu'kikomew, v.il. He has a cold. 
Otu'kise, n.in. An entrail; his gut. 
Otukoho'new, or Otukoho'winew, v.i.1. 

He has a cloak, she has a shawl. 
Otukohona'n, s.c., n.in. with pron. 

Her shawl. 
Otuko'nuhowinew, s.c., Otukwanu'

howinew, v.i.1. She has a shawl, 
she has a covering. 

Otukokwa'chikunew, v.i.1. He has 
some gartering, or trimming. 

Otu'kopew, v.i.1. He has a blanket, 
he has a coat. 

Otukoska'chikunew, v.i.1. He has a 
foot-stool. 

Otu'kuchikunew, v.i.1. He has a 
dagger, he has a spear. 

Otu'kuhumakao, The person who 
serves out rations. 

Otupetew, v.i.1. He has a fire bag. 
Otuta'new, v.i.1. He has a ring, he 

has an anvil. 
Otu'tukwun, or Otutukwukwun, n.in. 

A wing. 
Otutukwunew, Otutukwukunew, v.i.1. 

He has a wing. 
Otuku'misew, or Wutukumisew, v.i.5. 

He is hasty, he is surly, he is crabbed. 
Otuku'skoo, v.i.4. He has an arrow, 

(blunt headed arrow). 
Otukwa'skopanew, s.c., v.i.1. He 

has a scoop (for removing ice from 
the water-hole). 

Otukwu'chetoyakunew, s.c., Ocha'
kahoyakunew, P.C., v.i.1. He has 
some net floats. 
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Otu'kwuhumoo, n.an. A steersman. 
Otukwune'winew, v.i.1. He has a 

cloak, she has a shawl. 
Otukwuna'wosoo, n.an. A nurse, or 

a mother nursing a baby. 
Otukwunuhowinew, v.i.1. He has a 

cloak; she has a shawl. 
Otuma'kutosoo, v.pass.4. He is delayed 

by hunger or starvation. 
Otuma'pichew, v.i.5. He is absent, 

(absence causing some delay of 
some transaction). 

Otuma'yetum, v.i.6. He is anxious, 
he cares, (stae of anxiety causing 
delay). 

Otuma'yetumoowin, n.in. Anxiety, 
care, (which hinders progress in 
transaction). 

Otume'hao, v.t.an. He hinders him, 
he retards him, he interrupts him. 

Otumehi'kosew, v.i.5. He is embarr
assed, he is interrupted. 

Otumeme'chisoo, v.i.4. He is occupied 
in eating. 

Otume'wistaw, v.i.2. He is busy 
working; It is sometimes used as 
v.t. 

Otume'yoo or Otumew, v.i.4. He is 
busy, he is occupied; he delays 
himself. 

Otumimao, v.t.an. He hinders him, 
(by speech), he delays him with 
his talk. 

Otum'mao, v.t.an. He draws it, (as 
a pipe). 

Otu'nne or Wuttu'nne, n.in. His 
tail, (speaking of a bird). 

Otunawuka'pew, v.i.l. The sand 
drifts into his eyes. 

Otupe'stowao, v.t.an. He sits in front 
, of him, or by the side of him. 
Otupe'stum, v.i.6. He sits in front 

of it, or by the side of it. 
Otupi'stowasimisew, v.i.l. She has an 

infant. 
Otu'poo, v.i.4. He has a paddle or 

an oar. 
Otupokawin, n.in. His manufacture 

of paddles. 
Otupukwa'sonew, v.i.1. He has a 

tenting. 
Otuputa'yimoo, n.an. A humble per

son. 

Otuputa'yimowuk, n.an.pl. The hum
ble. 

Otusa'mew, v.i.1. He has some snow
shoes. 

Otusa'mikao, n.an. A snowshoe maker. 
Otusekao, n.an. A habitant, a dweller, 

a resident. 
Otusekawin, n.in. His dwelling place, 

the habitat of an animal, bird, etc. 
Otusiske'weyakunikao, n.an. A pot

ter. 
Otuska'nasew, v.i.1. He belongs, (to 

that country or tribe). 
Otuskipwa'mew, v.i.1. He has some 

potatoes. 
Otu'skew, v.i.1. He dwells (there), 

he inhabits (that place). 
Otuski'koo, v.i.4. He has a kettle 

or a pail. 
Otuspichikwunawinew, M.c., v.i.1. She 

has an apron. 
Otuspi'simonew, v.i.1. He has a bed, 

he has a mattress. 
Otuspisi'tapewinew, or Otuspisita's

monew, v.i.l. He has a foot-stool. 
Otuspiskwa'simonew, v.i.1. He has a 

pillow. 
Otuspita'panew, v.i.1. He has a 

sled-wrapper. 
Otu'spukonew, or Otu'spukowinew, 

v.i.1. She has a shawl over another, 
a covering over another. 

Otuspusta'kunew, s.c., v.i.1. She has 
an apron. 

Otussi'kunew, v.i.1. He has some 
socks. 

Otissina'kao, Otissinakawin, n.an. The 
breast-bone, the flesh of the breast, 
the brisket. 

Otussi'soo, v.i.4. He has an ice-chisel, 
he has a spear. 

Otusta'sowikumikoo, v.i.4. He has a 
store house. 

Otusta'sowin, n.in. His store, (i.e. 
the things he has accumulated). 

Otusta'num, v.t.in.6. He cocks it 
(his gun). 

Otusti'semew, v.i.1. He has sinew, or 
some sinew. 

Otusti'sew, v.i.1. He has some mit
tens. 

Otustoyew, v.i.1. He is a boat-builder. 
Otusuwa'pew, n.an. A watcher, a 

watchman. 
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Otuta'mimewao, n.an. An accuser. 
Otuta'muchases, n.an. A foetus, an 

animal in the foetal stage. 
Otuta'wao, n.an. A trader, a store

keeper. 
Otuta'wawin, n.in. His trading sup

ply his work as a trader. 
Otutesa'weyasew, v.i.1. or n.an. A 

locust. See Utesa'weya.sew. 
Otu'tin, v.imp. It freezes, (slightly). 
Otutosew, v.i.1. He has an arrow. 
Otuto'skao, n.an. A labourer, a work-

man. 
Otutoska'weyinew, n.an. A labour

ing man, a working man. 
Otutoskaya'kunimao, v.t.an. He has 

him for a servant, he regards him 
as his servant. 

Otuta'w, v.i.2. He has some furs. 
Otuta'waw, E.C., v.imp. It falls into 

it, (as a river into a lake, etc.); 
it disembogues. 

Otuta'moo, v.i.4. He inhales, he 
breathes. 

Otuta'mototum, v.t.in.6. He in
hales it. 

Otuwaw, v.in.2.pass. He is beaten, 
(as when a bet is lost). 

Otuya'new, v.i.1. He owns, he pos
sesses. 

Otuyiseyi'nemew, v.i.1. He has a 
people, he has (them) for a people. 

Otuyoo'winisew, v.i.1. He has some 
clothes. 

Otu'yukonakao, or Ota'nukonakao, 
n.an. A baker. 

Otuyukona'mew, v.i.1. He has some 
bread. 

Otuyumehaka'sosk, n.an. A hypo
crite. 

Otuyumeha'stumakao, n.an. An inter
cessor, a mediator, a leader in 
prayer. 

Otuyumeha'w, n.an. A worshipper, 
one who prays, a Christian. Otayu
me'hawuk, the church. This word 
is commonly used to distinguish 
the baptized Indians from those 
who are still heathen. 

Otuyomeha'wew, v.i.1. He is a wor
shipper, he is a Christian. 

Otuyu'mew, n.an. A speaker, a 
talker. 

Otuyu'pew, v.i.5. He has a net. 

OYA'KUN 

Owa'spinao, M.c., n.an. A leper. 
Owapowu'yanew, M.c., Otu'kopew, 

s.c., v.i.1. He has a blanket. 
Owa'puchikao, M.c., n.an. A seer; 

one who looks over things. 
Owa'pumisoowinew, or Owapumoo

new, v.i.1. He has a looking-glass. 
Owaska'hikunew, v.i.1. He has a 

house. 
Owaska'hikunikao, n.an. A house

builder. 
Owaspicha'pisonew, M.c., Owa'spiso

wuyanew, s.c., Owa'spisonew, P.c., 
v.i.1. She has a moss-bag, (a bag 
in which the baby is kept, packed 
in moss to absorb moisture). 

Owastanuma'kunew, Owasuskota'
nikunew, P.c., v.i.1. He has a lamp. 

Owa'tew, v.i.5. He has a deer. 
Owapuhi'kunew, v.i.1. She has a 

broom. 
Owa'stukaw, v.i.2. He has hair. 
Owechawa'kunew, v.i.1. He has a 

companion, he has a partner, i. e. 
a wife. 

Owechawa'kunimao, v.t.an. He makes 
a companion of him, he has fellow
ship with him; he has her for a wife. 

Owe'chehewao, n.an. A helper, a 
partaker. 

Owekema'kunew, v.i.1. He has a com
panion (in dwelling), he has a wife. 

Owe'kew, v.i.1. He has a house or 
dwelling. 

Owekope'wutew, v.i.1. He has a 
basket. 

Owekwa'panew, v.i.1. He has some 
trousers. 

Oweyoo'winew, v.i.1. He has a name. 
Owuchi'stonew, v.i.1. He has a nest. 
Owunehi'kunew, v.i.1. He has a trap 

or traps. 
Owuneto'tumosk, n.an. A sinner, a 

transgressor, an evil doer. 
Owuskwuyiya'kunew, v.i.1. He has a 

roggin. 
Owutupe'wutew, v.i.1. He has a 

basket. 
Owuya'sehewao, or Owuya'sehewa

skew, or Owuya'simewao, n.an. A 
deceiver, a cheat, a prevaricator. 

Oya'kun, n.in. A pan, a dish, a basin, 
a bowl, a cup. 
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Oya'kunew, Otoya'kunew, v.i.1. He 
has a pan, he has a dish, etc. 

Oya'kunikao, v.i.3. He makes a pan, 
he makes a dish, etc. 

Oya'kunis, n.in. A small pan, a small 
dish, etc. 

Oya'pitchikao, v.i.3. He looks through 
a spy-glass. 

Oya'pitchikun, n.in. A spy-glass, the 
'sight' of a gun. 

Oya'pitchikunis, n.in. A small spy
glass. 

Oyapi'skutuhikun, P.c., n.in. An 
anvil. See Onapi'skutuhikun, s.c. 

Oyapi'skutuhikunis, n.in. A small 
anvil. 

Oya'pumao, P.c., v.t.an. He takes 
aim at him, he looks at him through 
a spy-glass. 

Oya'putum, P.C., v.t.in.6. He takes 
aim at it, he looks at it through a 
spy-glass. 

Oya'skochichikawin, or Oya'skochi
chikun, n.in. A foundation. 

Oya'skotitaw, v.t.in.2. He lays it 
for a foundation. 

Oya'sk6tuk, n.in. A foundation log. 
Oya'yetum, v.t.in.6. He chooses it, 

he directs it, he orders it. 
Oyayetuma'soo, v.i.4. He chooses it 

for himself. 
Oya'yetumowin, n.in. A choice, a 

direction, a plan. 
Oya'yimao, v.t.an. He directs him he 

orders him. 
Oye'sum, v.t.in.6. She cuts him out, 

(as a garment). 
Oye'swao, v.t.an. She cuts him out, 

(as a garment) anim. 
Oyeyeku'stisew, v.i.1. He has some 

gloves. 
Oyi'mowu, P.C., n.in. The beaver's 

bed. See Onimowu, s.c. 
Oyoo or Oyo'yoo, v.i.4. He howls. 
Oyopa'koo, v.i.4. He (the loon) cries 

out. 
Oyu'chikao, Oyu'schikao, v.i.3. He 

lays (something) as a foundation; 
he sets out traps. 

Oyu'chikawin, Oyu'schikawin n.in. 
foundation; trapping. ' 

Oyu'ketum, v.t.in.6. He directs it 
he orders it, he prizes it, he sets ~ 
price on it; he counts them. 

Oyuketuma'soo, v.i.4. He counts them 
for himself; he orders it for him
self. 

Oyuke'tumowin, n.in. A direction, 
a directing, an ordering, a number
ing, a counting. 

Oyu'kimao, v.t.an. He orders him, 
he rules him; he sets a price upon 
him; he counts them. 

Oywa'chikikwamew, v.i.1. He is in 
a trance. 

Oywa'chikikwamewin, n.in. A trance. 
Oywa'chikao, v.i.3. He prophesies. 
Oywa'chikaweyinew, n.an. A pro-

phet. 
Oywa'chikawin, n.in. A prophecy. 
Owa, or Owu, pron.dem.an. This. 

Owa na'pao, this man. 
Owaha, E.C., v.imper. Cheer up, do 

not despond. 
Owaha, M.c., interj. Serves you right! 

just what you deserve! 
Owa'sis, n.an. A child. Net owa'si

mis, or net owa'sisim, my child. 
Owa'sisekan, n.an. A doll, an image. 
Owasiseka'nikakao, v.i.3. She makes 

a doll of it. 
Owasiseka'nikao, v.i.3. She makes a 

doll. 
Owasiseka'soo, v.i.4. He is childish, 

he pretends to be a child, he acts 
as a child. 

Owa'sisewe, adj.pref. Childish. 
Owa'sisewew, v.i.1. He, or she, is a 

child; he is young. 
Owasisewa'tisew, v.i.l. He is childish, 

he (as an adult) does not measure 
up to normal intelligence. 

Owa'na or Owa'nekan, M.c., adj. and 
pr~~- Any, some one, somebody; 
Mi sewa. owa.na, everybody. 

Owa'nu, pl. Owanike, pron.inter. 
Who? Followed by a noun with the 
poss. pron. 3rd pers. it answers to 
whose, as owa.'nu ot usto'tin? Whose 
cap is this? lit. "who, his cap"? 

Owa'nawew, Owaneka'newew, v.i.l. 
~ho he is, ~e is somebody, (imply
mg that he 1s unknown). 

Owa'netoka, Owenatoka, P.c., indef. 
pron. pl. Owanetokanik I do not 
know who he is, who is he,' I wonder? 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Owa'ses or Owaya'ses, n.an. A wild 
animal, a beast, a brute. 

Ow'ehao, v.t.an. He lends him, (i.e. 
he lends something to him) ; he 
makes him owner of (a deer killed 
in the chase.) 

Oweha'soo, v.i.4. He borrows, he 
appropriates. 

Oweha'sowin, n.in. Something bor
rowed. 

Owehe'wao, v.i.3. He lends, he makes 
him an .owner of. 

Owew, v.i.1. He uses it. 
Owe'yuk, adj. and pron. Any, anyone, 

somebody, some one, Na'ntow owe'
yuk, some one. Tu.too owe'yuk, 
everybody, whoever. 

Owika'pun, v.imp. It is twilight, 
(of the morning). 

Owika'stao, v.imp. It is shady, it 
is a shade, it is overshadowed, over
cast. 

Owika'stahum, v.t.in.6. He shades 
it, draws the blinds to shut out 
light). 

Owika'staskum, v.t.in.6. He obstructs 
the light-rays; he stands in the way 
of the light. 

Owika'stasin, v.i.7. He is in the shade, 
he casts a shadow. 

Owika'staskowao, v.t.an. He over
shadows him, he obstructs the 
light-rays. 

Owika'stlitin, v.imp. It is in the shade, 
it makes a shadow, it is beclouded. 

Owika'stayaw, v.imp. It is overcast. 
it is cloudy. 

Owika'w, v.imp. It is dusk, it is twi
light, ( of the evening). 

Owistiti'piskaw, v.imp. or n.in. A 
damp night. 

Owi'stoyan, n.an. A blacksmith. 
Owistoyani'kumik, n.in. A black

smith's shop, a smithy, a forge. 
Owisto'yanis, n.an. An apprentice 

blacksmith. 
Owista'w, v.imp. It is damp. 
Owu'chenitao, v.i.3. He is hauling, 

or carrying, wood. 
Owucheta'pao, v.i.3. He is hauling 

wood, (or some other material). 
Owucheta'puhao, v.t.an. He makes 

him haul, (e.g. a horse or a dog). 

Owu'hao, v.t.an. He hauls him, he 
carries them to one place. 

Owuka'n, n.an. A captive, a slave, 
a bondman. This word is also 
applied to draught-animals, as dogs, 
horses and oxen. · 

Owukaneweiskwao, n.an. A female 
captive, a bond-woman. 

Owuka'newew, v.i.1 . . He is a slave. 
Owukani'ka'tao, or Owuka'tao, v.t.an. 

He takes him captive, he enslaves 
him, he puts him in bondage. 

Owuka'nis, n.an. Term applied to 
Blackfeet women because of all
eged cruelty of that tribe to their 
women. 

Owuka'sewawin, or Owuka'tikowin, 
n.in. Captivity, bondage, slavery. 

Owunao, v.t.an. He carries him from 
one place to another. 

Owusa'mutin, n.in. The other side 
of the hill, or mountain. It is some
times used adverbially, at the other 
side of the hill. 

Owusa'nuk, n.in. The other side of 
the island. It is sometimes used as 
an adverb. 

Owu'soo, v.refl.4. He warms himself. 
Owusowin, n.in. The cosy warmth of 

a fire. 
Owutatikwao, v.i.3. He is hauling 

logs. 
Owuta'soo, v.i.4. He is freighting, he 

is hauling his supplies and belong
ings. 

Owuta'sowin, n.in. Freight, the load 
carried. 

Owuta'w, v.t.in.2. He hauls it, he 
carries it to one place (as wood). 

p 

Pa, partic.indec. With indic. mood is 
equivalent to would or should, 
used only in E.C. as Nepa' -totan, 
I should go there. 

Pakakos, P.C., n.in. Spirit of famine. 
Paka'n, or puka'n, adv. Apart, sep

arately, asunder, by itself, for the 
first time. 

Paka'n, adv. Presently, sometime 
later. 
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Pakana'pimao, v.t.an. He parts com
pany with him, he separates him
self from him. 

Paka'nayao, v.t.an. He sets him apart, 
he puts him in a place by himself; 
he dedicates him, he consecrates 
him. 

Paka'nahao, v.t.an. He separates him 
or them, he parts them. 

Paka'netow, v.t.in. He separates it 
or them, he divides it. 

Paka'nisew, v.i.an.5. He is separate, 
he is distinct. 

Pakantotum, v.i.6. He does it for the 
first time; he does it differently. 

Paka'nupew, v.i.an.5. He sits by him
self. 

Paka'nustaw, v.t.in.2. He sets it 
apart, he dedicates it, he devotes it. 

Paka'nustwawin, n.in. A setting apart, 
a dedication, a consecration. 

Pas'kipitao, v.t.in.2. He bursts him 
with the hand, (speaking of bursting 
a boil). 

Paka'pitao, v.t.in.2. He has a swelling 
of the gums. 

Paka'pitum, Paskipitum, P.c., v.t.in.6. 
-He bursts it with the hand, (as 
bursting blisters). 

Paka'piw, v.i.1. He swells, (around 
the eye). 

Paka'w, v.imp. It is swollen. 
Pa'kepuyew, v.imp. It swells, he swells. 
Pa'kepuyewin, n.in. A swelling. 
Pa'kisew, v.i.1. He swells, he has a 

swelling. 
Pa'kisewin, n.in. A swelling. 
Pakochicha'hosoo, v.refi.4. He wipes 

his hands, he dries his hands. 
Pakochicha'nao, v.t.an. He wipes his 

hands, (i. e. another person's). 
Pakochi'chao, v.i.3. He has dry hands. 
Pakochicha'wao, v.t.an. He wipes 

his hands, (i. e. another person's). 
Pakokwa'hoo, v.i.4. He wipes his 

face. 
Pakokwa'hon, or Pako'wawin, n.in. 

A towel. 
Pakokwa'nao, or Pako'kwa'wao, v.t.an. 

He wipes his face, (i. e. another 
person's). 

Pa'komoo, s.c., Paw'komoo, P.c., v.i.4. 
He is sick, he vomits. 

Pakomokwao, s.c., Paw'komokwao, 
P.c., v.i.3. He vomits blood. 

Pakomosi'kun, s.c., Pawko'mosi'kun, 
P.C., n.in. An emetic, a vomit. 

Pakomosi'kunis, n.in. A small emetic, 
(e. g. for a child). 

Pakomoskak, or Pakomoskakoo, v.imp. 
reflex. It makes him vomit. 

Pakomo'totum, v.t.in.6. He vomits 
it, he vomits on it. 

Pakomo'win, n.in. Sickness, vom
iting. 

Pako'hao, v.i.3. He wipes him dry. 
Pako'hum, v.t.in.6. He wipes it 

dry. 
Pako'num, v.t.in.6. He dries it (with 

the heat of his hand). 
Pa'kopuyew, v.imp. It abates, it 

sinks, it dries, it assuages. 
Pako'puyehao, v.t.an. He dries him, 

(by swinging him in the air). 
Pa'kosew, v.i.1. He is dry. 
Pakosita'hosoo, v.refi.4. He wipes 

his feet. 
Pakosita'wao, v.t.an. He wipes his 

feet, (i. e. another person's). 
Pakowa'mistikosew, n.an. A French

man, s.c. 
Pakowa'mistikosewiw, v.i.1. He is a 

Frenchman. 
Pakuha'kwan, n.an. A cock, a dom

estic fowl. This word primarily 
applied to the male bird because of 
its peculiar crow, is now generally 
us1ed also for the hen. "Pa-ku-ha
kwan" is the Indian imitation of 
the cock crowing, something like 
the English "cock-a-doodle-doo". 

Pakuha'kwanis, n.an. A chicken. 
Pakuha'kwaniskaw, v.imp. Fowls 

(domestic) are numerous. 
Pa'kun, v.imfJ. It swells. The more 

usual word is pa'kepuyin. 
Pakwayu'mehaw, v.i.2. He is a Roman 

Catholic. 
Pawayu'rrtehawin, n.in. Roman Cath

olicism. 
Pakwayu'mehawikimaw, n.an. A 

Romish priest. 
Pakwa'yes, n.an. A Frenchman, a 

Romanist. 
Pakwaye'sewew, 11.i.l. He is a French

man, he is a Romanist. 
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Pakwayookaw, v.imp. It is dry (as 
meat without moistur·e or fat). 

Pakwa'w, v.imp. It is dry; it is shal-
low water. 

Pa'kwuchaw, v.imp. It is dry ground. 
Pa'kwuhum, v.t.in.6. He wipes it. 
Pakwu'skumik, n.in. Dry ground. 
Pakwusku'mikaw, v.imp. It is dry 

ground. 
Pakwuta'moo, v.i.4. or Pakwutatum, 

v.i.6. He thirsts, (as after exertion). 
Pakwuta'wukaw, v.imp. It is dry 

ground, it is a sand ridge. 
Pakwutu'ske, s.c., n.in. Dry ground. 
Pakwutuskumik, n.in. A dessert, a 

dry land. 
Pakwu'wao, v.t.an. He dries him, (by 

wiping). 
Pamuhikaya'skostaw, v.t.in.2. He 

crosses it, (speaking of wood). 
Pamuhikaya'skotin, v.imp. It lies 

across, (speaking of wood). 
Pamuhika'yatik, n.in. A cross of 

wood. 
Pana'kotao, v.imp. It is bare, (after 

the thawing of snow). 
Panepi'tao, v.t.an. He expands him, 

he opens him out. 
Panepi'tum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He expands 

it, he opens it out. 
Panepu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He expands 

it. 
Panepu'yew, v.imp. It expands, it 

opens· out. 
Pa'nesew, v.i.1. He is broad. 
Pa'neyaw, v.imp. It is broad. 
Panisum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it into 

slices (as meat). 
Panuha'konao, or Panuhi'kao, v.i.3. 

He clears away the snow. 
Panu'skik, n.in. A frying pan. This 

word used on the coast of H. B. is 
composed of the English pan pre
fixed to the Cree word for kettle 
-uskik. lit. a "pan-kettle". 

Papakepita'soo, n.an. A corncrake, 
(a species of marsh-bird). 

Papa'tepiskaw, M.C., v.imp. It is a 
low smooth rock. 

Papa'komoo, s.c., Papwa'komoo, P.C., 

v.i.4. He is repeatedly sick, he is 
vomiting at intervals. 

Papaku.a'pechasew, or Panapa'kasew, 
s.c., n.an. A snipe. 

PA'PEYAW 

Papamia'chimoo, v.i.4. He goes about 
telling stories or news. 

Papamia'chimao, v.t.2. He goes about 
telling stories about him. 

Papamia'totum, v.t.in.6. He goes 
about talking about it. 

Papa'schao, E.C., Papaschas, P.C., 
Papa'sao, s.c., n.an. A spotted 
wood-pecker. 

Papastawaw, v.imp. It is spotted. 
Papa'stawepusao, v.i.3. The laughing

goose, (lit. he has a spotted breast). 
Papa'stawikwao, v.i.3. ' He has a 

spotted face, he is freckled. 
Papasta'wisew, v.i.1. He is spotted. 
Papata'wuyan, v.imp. It is a spotted 

skin. 
Papa'kutao, v.i.3. He belches often. 
Papakwu'chipuyew, v.imp. It is worn 

in holes. 
Papa'yuk, adv. One apiece, one by 

one. 
Pa'pehao, v.t.an. He laughs at him, he 

ridicules him. 
Papetaw, v.t.in.1. He laughs at it. 
Pape'tos, adv. Differently, separately. 
Papetosa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He differs 

in opinion, about it, he changes his 
opinion often. 

Papetosa'yetum, v.i.6. He is waver
ing, he is changeable in mind. 

Papetosa'yetumowun, n.in. A mut
able mind, conflicting opinions. 

Papetosa'yimao, v.t.an. He differs in 
opinion about him, he has different 
opinions about him. 

Papetosa'yimitowin, n.in. Dissen-
sion, disagreement. 

Papetosa'yimitoowuk, v.recip. and pl. 
There is a dissension amongst them, 
they disagree with each other. 

Papetosa'yitoowuk, v.i.4.pl. They 
differ from one another in opinion. 

Pape'tosisew, v.i.1. He is variable, 
pl. they vary. 

Pape'taw, v.t.in.2. He laughs at it, 
he ridicules it. 

Pa'pew, v.i.1. He laughs. 
Pa'pewin, n.in. Laughter, glee, fun. 
Papeya'yechikawin, or Pupapewa'ye-

chikawin, n.in. Merriment, hil
arity, derision. 

Pa'peyaw, v.i.2. He flies hither. 
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Papina'ye'takwun, s.c., v.imp. It is 
ridiculous, it is a laughing matter. 

Papina'yetum, v.t.in.6. He laughs at 
it, he derides it. 

Papina'yimao, s.c., v.t.an. He thinks 
him ridiculous, he derides him. 

Papina'yimowin, s.c., n.in. Ridicule, 
derision. 

Papina'yimewaskew, s.c., v.i.1. He 
ridicules, he derides; he is inclined 
to be jocular. 

Papinotaka'skew, s.c., v.i.1. He is 
scornful, he is a mocker, he is jocose. 

Papinoto'towao, or Papino'towao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He derides him, he mocks 
him, he makes game of him. 

Papinotwa'win, n.in. Derision, mock
ery, contempt, jeer. 

Pa'pisew, v.i.1. He laughs a little. 
Pa'pisimao, v.t.an. He jokes at him, 

makes fun of him. 
Papisina'kwun, s.c., v.imp. It is 

laughable, it is ludicrous, (in appear
ance). 

Papi'skech, adv. See Papi'skis. 
Papi'sketinwu, s.c., v.imp.pl. They 

are in separate lots. 
Papi'sketisewuk, v.i.l.pl. They are 

in separate companies or lots. 
Papi'skew, v.i.1. He laughs often; 

he is a laugher, he is a joker. 
Papi'skis, adv. In companies, in sep

arate divisions or lots. 
Papi'skitinao, v.t.an. He divides them 

into separate lots. 
Papi'skitinum, v.t.in.6. He divides it 

into separate lots. 
Papi'skosew, v.i.1. He is uneven, 

he is lumpy. 
Papi'skwaw, v.imp. It is uneven, it 

is lumpy. 
Papow'uhikao, v.i.3. He knocks, he 

is knocking. 
Papow'uhum, v.t.in.6. He knocks it, 

(as knocking at the door); he shakes 
it off. 

Papowuwiio, v.t.an. He knocks him; 
he shakes him off. 

Papowewa'pinao, v.t.an. He shakes 
him out, (to remove the contents). 

Papowewapinum, v.t.in.6. He shakes 
it out, (to remove the contents). 

Papowepuyetaw, v.t.in.2. He shakes 
it, i.e. to dust it. 

Papowe'taw, v.t.in.2. He shakes it. 
Papowe'titaw, v.t.in.2. He shakes it, 

(hitting it against something), he 
dusts it. 

Papowetu'kuhikao, v.i.3. He is knock
ing, (on wood). 

Papowetu'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He knocks 
at it (on the door). 

Papo'wew, v.i.5. He shakes himself. 
Papuha'kwan, n.in. A shield. 
Pa'pukan, adv. Separately, distinct. 
Papuka'nupewuk, v.i.l .pl. They sit 

in separate parties. 
Papu'ke, Papuske, adv. One part 

each. 
Pa'pukitin, v.imp. It drops con

stantly, or drop by drop. 
Papu'kopuyew, v.i.1. He has his skin 

lacerated or scratched. 
Papukosi'tapisoo, v.i.1. He has a 

blistered foot or feet. 
Papu'konao, v.t.an. He blisters him, 

he peels him. 
Papukonao, v.t.an. He skins them. 
Papuko'num, v.t.in.6. He peels it, 

he blisters it. 
Papu'kowao, v.t. (n. He bruises him, 

he blisters. him. 
Papusukwa'pew, Papusukapew, P.c., 

v.i.1. He blinks (with his eyes). 
Pa'puyetaw, v.i.2. or v.t.2. He throws 

it up (by vomiting), he expector
ates it. 

Pa'puyew, or Pa'puyin, v.imp. It 
comes (as an event), it comes up 
(as phlegm), it approaches, it 
it moves hither. Sometimes used 
as v.i., he comes racing, he appro
aches. 

Pa'sayupao, v.i.3. He dries a net. 
Pa'setowopao, or Pa'sichepao, Pa'si

tipao, v.imp. It overflows, it runs 
over, (as a lake). 

Pa'sich or Pa'siche, prep. Passing 
over, beyond. 

Pasichikwa'skotiw, v.i.1. He jumps 
over (it). 

Pasichipu'yew, or Pasichi'puyin, v.i.l. 
and v.imp. He, or it, goes over 
(anything), it goes too high, (i. e. 
above the place intended), it runs 
over, (as grain from a measure). 

Pasichiwa'pinao, v.t.an. He throws 
him over (something). 
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Pasichiwa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He throws 
it over, (something e.g. the fenc
ing). 

Pasikwa'tun, v.imp. It storms, it is 
stormy. 

Pasimina'n, n.in. Berry-cake, a dried 
berry. 

Pasimina'nu, n.n.pl. Dried berries. 
Pa'siminao, v.i.3. She is drying ber

ries. 
Pasita'chiwusoo, v.i.4. He boils over, 

(as a kettle). 
Pasita'chiwutao, v.imp. It boils over. 
Pasita'skoo, or Pasita'towew, Paski

taskoo, or Paskitatowew, v.i.5. He 
climbs over, he gets over, (a fence). 

Pasitotao, v.i.3. He walks over, 
(things lying in a heap). 

Pasi'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He steps over it, 
he shoots over it. 

Paska'chewusikun, n.in. Jam, pre
serve, boiled berries. 

Paska'chewuswao, v.t.an. He boils, 
or stews, him (as stewing a fowl). 

Paska'konao, v.imp. The track, (on 
the snow) is fresh. 

Paska'piw, v.imp. His eye is burnt, 
or broken. 

Paska'pisin, v.i.7. He bursts or breaks 
his eye, (by falling against some
thing). 

Paska'powao, v.t.an.2. He bursts or 
breaks his eye. 

Paska'powanao, v.t.an. He takes off 
the lid, lit. he opens him, (uskik, 
the kettle). 

Paska'powanum, v.t.in.6. He opens it, 
he takes off the lid, (as from a keg). 

Paska'kinikatao, v.imP> or pass. It is 
open, or opened, (as a book). 

Paska'kinikun, n.in. The leaf of a 
book. 

Paska'kinum, v.t.in.6. He turns it 
over (as the leaf of a book), he opens 
it (as a book by turning over the 
leaves). 

Paska'kinumowao, v.t.an. He opens 
it for him, (as a book). 

Paska'wahoo, v.i.4. She hatches out 
her brood. 

Pasketa'kotao, v.imp. It lies open, 
it is ajar; it hangs open. 

Pasketa'nao, v.t.an. He opens him. 

PA'SKISIKUNIS 

Pasketa'nikatao, v.pass. It is opened, 
(as a meeting for discussion), it is 
thrown open, (as a door). 

Pasketa'num, v.t.in.6. He opens it, 
he throws it open. 

Pasketa'numowao, v.t.an. He opens 
it for or to him. 

Pasketa'pitum, v.t.in.6. He pulls it 
open, (as a door); he pulls the cover
ing off. 

Pasketa'puyew, v.imp. It opens auto
matically. 

Pasketawa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He breaks 
it open, he throws it open. 

Pasketawa'puwao, v.t.an. He breaks 
him open, (by a vigorous sweep 
of the hand). 

Pasketona'yew, v.i.1. He opens his 
mouth. 

Pasketonao, v.i.3. He has his mouth 
open. 

Pa'skew, v.i.5. He removes the tent
ing, (i. e. he takes it from off the 
tent poles); he uncovers himself. 

Paskime'nisawao, or Paskiminuki'si
kao, or Paskiminu'sikao, v.i.3. She 
is boiling berries. 

Pa'skinum, v.t.in.6. He uncovers it, 
he opens it. 

Pa'skinumowao, v.t.an. He uncovers 
it for him, he opens it for him. 

Pa'skipuyew, v.imp. It bursts, it 
uncovers. 

Paskewa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He bursts, 
or uncovers, it (vigorously or by 
force). 

Pa'skisikao, v.i.3. He shoots, he fires. 
Paskisika'win, n.in. Ammunition, the 

act of shooting, shooting game on 
the wing. 

Paski'sika'winis, n.in. A small quan
tity of ammunition. 

Pa'skisikun, n.in. A gun, a fowling
piece, a musket, a rifle. 

Pa'skisikun -u'pet, n.in. A gun, flint, 
(used in the old flint-locked guns. 
This style of gun is now a relic of 
the past). 

Paskisikuna'pisk, n.in. A gun-barrel. 
Pa'skisikunatik, n.in. The wood or 

tree, from which the gun-stock is 
made; a gun-stock. 

Pa'skisikunis, n.in. A small gun, a 
pistol, a revolver. 
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Pa'skisikun -usto'tinis, n.in. A gun 
cap, a percussion cap. 

Pa'skisikuniwu'nehikao, v.i.3. He sets 
a "gun-trap", he sets a gun (to 
destroy a marauding animal). 

Paskiso'soo, or Paskiso'tisoo, v.refl.4. 
He shoots himself. 

Pa'skisum, v.t.in.6. He shoots it. 
Pa'skiswao, v.t.an. He shoots him. 
Pa'skuch, adv. Affirmat:vely, strength-

eningly, ostensibly. 
Pa'skuhum, v.t.in.6. He bursts it, 

he breaks it open. 
Pasku'staw, v.t.in.2. He sets it open. 
Pa'skuwio, v.t.an. He bursts him, he 

breaks him open. 
Pa'soo, v.i.4. He is dry; or as v.pass. 

He is dried. 
Pasona'soo, Pasina'soo, v.refl.4. He 

dries his (wet moccasins, socks, 
etc.) for himself. 

Paspa'stao, Papa'stao, n.an. A wood
pecker. 

Pasta'hao, v.t.an. He brings evil, or 
vengeance, upon him, (i. e. sick
ness or death). 

Pasta'hewao, v.i.3. He brings evil, 
he casts an evil spell (as in witch 
craft). 

Pasta'hoo, v.refl.4. He brings evil or 
vengeance upon himself. 

Pasta'hoowin, n.in. Vengeance, retri
bution, an evil spell. (Indian idea 
is the consequent vengeance of 
off ending the Deity). 

Pasta'mao, v.t.an. He brings evil upon 
him, (by speech), he blasphemes 
him, he scandalizes him, he reviles 
him. 

Pasta'mewiiskew, n.an. A blasphemer, 
a slanderer, a reviler. 

Pasta'moo, v.refl. or v.i.4. He brings 
ill-luck upon himself (by unguarded 
speech); he blasphemes, he speaks 
evil of sacred things. 

Pasta'mototum, v.t.in.6. He blas
phemes it, he speaks wickedly about 
it. 

Pasta'moskew, n.an. A blasphemer; 
he is in the habit of saying words 
which bring a curse on himself, 
or others. 

Pasta'moowe, adj.pref. Meaning blas
phemous. 

Pasta'moowin, n.in. Words uttered 
which brings a curse upon the 
speaker, a blasphemy, speaking 
evil of sacred things. 

Pa'stiio, v.imp. It is dry, or as v.pass. 
it is dried. 

Pastapuyew, or Pastapuyin, v.imp. 
It drys, (as trees and grass dry 
quickly after rains). 

Pastapuyiska'koo, v.refl.4. He chokes 
with his food for want of sufficient 
juices in mastication. 

Pasta'watik, n.an. A dry stick, a dead 
tree. 

Pasta'wimitu, n.in.pl. Dry wood, 
(i. e. fuel). 

Pasta'wiweyas, s.c., Pasta'weyas, Pan
i'sawan, P.c., Dry meat, dried meat. 

Pasta'wun, v.pass. It is dried, (as 
meat cured by smoke and heat). 

Pastawu'ske, n.in. Dry earth, a 
drought area. 

Pa'stinao, v.t.an. He cracks him, (as 
an egg with the hand). 

Pa'stinum, v.t.in.6. He cracks it, (as 
by hand). 

Pa'stipuyew, v.imp. It cracks. 
Pa'stitin, v.imp. It is cracked, or it 

cracks, (as by falling etc.). 
Pa'stuhum, or Pa'skuhum, v.t.in.6. 

He cracks it, (by hitting it). 
Pa'stumao, v.t.an. He cracks him, 

(with the teeth). 
Pa'stutum, v.t.in.6. He cracks it, 

(with the teeth). 
Pastuwao, v.t.an. He cracks him. 
Pa'sum, v.t.in.6. He dries it. 
Pasu'skao, v.i.3. She is drying moss, 

(for absorbent purposes). 
Pasu'skosowao, v.t.in.2. He is drying 

grass, (making hay). 
Pasuski'sinao, v.i.3. She dries moc

casins. 
Pa'swao, v.t.an. He dries him. 
Pa'tima, adv. By and by, presently, 

afterwards, hereafter; except, un
less. 

Pa'toos, adv. Till, until, by and by, 
afterwards; (word used in interior 
but not in H. B.). 

Patuko'skowao, v.t.an. He keeps him 
down, (as by sitting on him), he 
depresses him. 

Pa'wistik, n.in. A rapid, a waterfall. 
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Pawisti'kochewun, v.imp. It has a 
swift current; the river runs like a 
rapid. 

Pawisti'kos, n.in. A small rapid, a 
ripple. 

Pawisti'kowun, v.imp. It (the river) 
runs in a series of rapids. 

Pawistiko'sip, n.an. The rapid's duck, 
(which preys on the fish in the 
eddies of the rapid). 

Pa'wunew, v.i.3. He is lean, he is 
starving, he is skin and bone; he 
is hungry, he is weak for want of 
food. 

Paya'kisew, E.C., Palakisew, M.C., 
Panakisew, s.c., Pakisew, P.C., 
v.i.1. He is clean, he is pure, he is 
chaste. The early translators in 
Hudson Bay used the adjective 
form of this verb to describe "Holy 
Spirit"-"Paya'kisit, or Pala'kisit 
A.1ckak". 

Paya'kisewin, M.C., Pakisewin, P.c., 
n.in. Cleanliness, purity, chastity. 

Paya'kitaw, E.c., Pakitaw, s.c., and 
P.C., v.t.in.2. He cleanses it, he 
purifies it. 

Paya'kihao, E.c., Pikihao, P.c., and 
s.c., v.t.an.2. He cleanses him, he 
purifies him. 

Paya'kihewao, E.c., Pikihewao, P.c., 
and s.c., v.t.in.2. He cleanses, he 
purifies. 

Paya'kun, M.c., Pakun, P.c. and s.c., 
v.imp. It is clean, it is pure. 

Pa, or Pache, partic. Equivalent to 
hither. It is prefixed to verbs, and 
can be used with all moods, tenses 
and persons. I ts use will be seen 
by two or three examples, thus
Ke'wao, he returns, i. e. he goes 
back; Pa'che -ke'wa.o, he returns 
hither, i. e. he comes back. Ito'tao, 
he goes, pa or pa.' che -ito'ta.o, he 
walks hither, i.e. he comes. 

Pacheti'ssuwao, v.t.an. He sends him 
hither, he is driving him hither. 

Pacheitotao, v.i.3. He comes, he 
approaches. 

Pache -na'kosew, s.c., Pache -no'ko
sew, P.c., v.i.1. He approaches, (in 
sight), he is coming (within sight). 

P AKEKA TISE WIN 

Pache -na'kwun, s.c., Pache -no'k
wun, P.c., v.imp. It approaches 
(within sight), it is coming (within 
sight). 

Pache -na'tao, v.t.an. He approaches 
him; he comes for him. 

Pachena'tum, v.t.in.6. He comes for 
it, he approaches it. 

Pachewe'taw, v.t.in.2. He brings it. 
Pachewe'yao, v.t.an. He brings him. 
Pacheya'sew, v.i.5. He comes down, 

he lowers in flight. 
Pachichi'wun, v.imp. The tide rises, 

the tide comes in. 
Pa'hao, v.t.an. He waits for him, he 

expects him, he awaits him. 
Pa'hoo, v.i.4. He waits, he expects. 
Pa'honan, n.in. The waiting place; 

Indian name for Fort Carlton, 
Sask. 

Pa'hoowin, n.in. The act of waiting, 
expectation. 

Pa -isko'puyew, v.imp. It comes up, 
it rises up. 

Pa -ispa'kanao, v.t.an. He holds him 
up, (from beneath). 

Pa -ispa'kanum, v.t.in.6. He holds 
it up, (from beneath). 

Pa -ispa'katuhao, v.t.an. He brings 
him up, (from beneath). 

Pa -ispa'katutaw, v.t.in.6. He brings 
it up, (from beneath). 

Pa -itis'suwao, v.t.an. He sends him 
hither. See Pa.cheti'ssuwao. 

Pa -itotao, v.i.3. He comes, he appro
aches. 

Paka'ch, adv. Carefully, gently, softly, 
slowly. 

Pika'tisew, M.C., v.i.1. He is clean, 
he is virtuou's, he is pure. 

Pikati'sewin, M.c., n.in. Cleanliness, 
virtue, holiness. 

Pikehewa'win, n.in. Purification. 
Pakeka'chetahao, v.i.3. He is slow of 

heart. 
Pakeka'cheyoowao, v.imp. It blows 

softly. 
Pakeka'tisew, Pika'tisew, v.i.5. He 

is slow, he is tardy, he is careful. 
Pakekatisewin, or pikatisewin, n .. in. 

Carefulness, tardiness, slowness. 
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Paketa'hao, v.i.3. He has a pure or 
clean heart. 

Pake'wao, v.i.3. He returns, he comes 
back. 

Pakewli'tuhao, v.t.an. He brings him 
back. 

Pakewli'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He brings it 
back. 

Pakise'puyew, v.imp. He comes 
quickly, (as on horseback). It 
comes quickly, (as a train appro-
aching). · 

Pakise'puyin, v.imp. It comes quickly, 
(as a boat when sailing). 

Pli'kohao, v.t.an. He awakes him, 
(not necessarily on purpose). 

Pa'konao, v.t.an. He awakes him, 
(as with the hand and likely on 
purpose). 

Pa'kopao, v.i.3. He emerges (out of 
water). 

Pakopa'win, n.in. An emerging place. 
A'kikoo -pako' pa win, a seal hole. 

Pakopu'yew, v.i.l. He awakens from 
sleep. 

Paku'chimao, v.t.an. He breaks his 
promise to him. 

Pakuta'o, v.i.3. He belches, he eru
ctates. 

Pakuta'skakoo, v.pass. It makes him 
belch. 

Pakuta'skew, v.i.1. He belches fre
quently. 

Pakuta'win, n.in. Eructation. 
Pakwu'chaw, v.imp. It has a hole in 

it. 
Pakwu'tuhikun, n.in. A chisel, (a 

mortise chisel); a boring tool, an 
awl. 

Pakwu'tuhikunis, n.in. A small chisel; 
a small awl. 

Pakwu'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He makes a 
hole through it, he bores it. 

Pakwututum, v.t.in.6. He chews holes 
through it. 

Pakwu'tuwao, v.t.an. He makes a 
hole through him, he bores him. 

Pama'chehewat, n.an. The Saviour. 
lit. He who saves. This is the flat 
vowelled form of the subj. verb 
used as a noun. 

Pami'sukaw, v.i.2. He arrives (by 
water). 

Pana'sipao, v.i.3. He comes dowl'l; to 
the shore, he comes to ,the nver 
bank. · 

Pana'tao, v.t.an. He approaches him, 
he comes to him. 

Pana'tum, v.t.in.6. He approaches it, 
he comes to it. 

Panesa'tuwew, v.i.5. He comes down. 
Paneta'wikew, v.i.1. He comes up 

(by growing). 
Pane'tuchiwao, v.i.3. He comes down, 

(as from the hill). 
Pane'tukosew, v.i.5. He comes down 

(as from a porch). 
Pane'tuskao, v.i.3. He comes down to 

the earth. 
Pano'kosew, v.i.1. He comes in sight. 
Pano'kwun, v.imp. It comes in sight. 
Paochew, v.i.5. He comes out, he 

comes forth from there. 
Pa'ochichimao, v.i.3. He comes from 

there by water. 
Pa'ochipuyew, v.i.1. He comes from 

there. 
Pa'otitao, v.t.an. He comes to him. 
Pa'otitum, v.t.in.6. He comes to it. 
Paototao, v.i.3. He comes from there. 
Plipakahakun, P.c., n.in. A stone 

arrow-head. 
Plipako'tuchikatao, v.pass. It is eaten 

into holes, (as a moth eating a 
garment). 

Plipakotutum, v.t.in.6. He chews holes 
into it. 

Plipa'sisew, v.i.1. He is striped. 
Plipa'saw, v.imp. It is striped. 
Plipasuni'kwuchas, s.c., Sasakawa'-

piskos, P.c., v.imp. A striped squir
rel. 

Plipa'sustao, v.pass. It is striped. 
Plipa'sustaw, v.t.in.2. He marks it 

in stripes, he makes it striped. 
Papayutuk, or Payutuk, adv. Care

fully, peacefully, temperately. 
Papayutuka'tisew, or Payutuka'tisew, 

v.i.1. He is sober, he is temperate, 
he is peaceful; pl. Payutukatise
wuk. 

Papayutuka'tisewin, n.in. Sobriety, 
temperance, tranquility. 

Pape'tokao, 21.i.J. He comes in, he 
enters. 
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Pape'tokao, v.i.3. He enters fre-
quently, or repeatedly. 

Pasa'kuchewao, v.i.3. He appears 
over a hill. 

Pasa'kin, n.in. List, the selvedge of 
cloth, etc. 

Pasa'kun, v.imp. It has a selvedge. 
Pa'sewao, v.t.an. He brings him. 
Pasi'kotum, v.t.in.6. He scores it, 

he draws a line with a knife. 
Pasi'sinuhikun, s.c., Pasu'sinuhikun, 

P.c., n.in. A line, (i.e. an extended 
mark). 

Pasi'sinuhum, s.c., Pasu'sinuhum, P.c., 
v.t.in.6. He draws a line, he makes 
a line to follow. 

Pa'skis, adv. Partly, on account of; 
as a conj. Pa'skis -ma'ku, but even 
so. 

Pa'soch, adv. Close, near. 
Paso'chehao, v.t.an. He draws near 

to him, he approaches him, he has 
accesss to him, he comes near to him, 
(as when the shot strikes near the 
object). 

Paso'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He approaches 
it, he comes near to it. 

Paso'humao, Pupaso'humao, v.i.3. He 
takes short steps. 

Pasohumasew, v.i.1. He takes rather 
short steps. 

Pasona'kosew, v.i.1. He appears to 
be near, he is coming near. 

Pasona'kwun, v.imp. It appears to 
be near by sight. 

Pasotiskwa'stowao, s.c., Pasotiskwa
yostowao, P.c., v.t.an. He holds his 
head close to him. 

Pasotiskwa'yew, v.i.1. He holds his 
head close. 

Paso'towao, v.t.an. He hears him 
close at hand. 

Paso'tum, v.t.in.6. He hears it close 
at hand. 

Paso'tuwio, v.t.an. He has a close 
shot at him. 

Pa'soowun, v.imp. It is near, the 
distance is short. 

Pa'suhum, v.t.in.6. He draws a line. 
Paswa'pumao, v.t.an. He draws nigh 

to him, (so as to have him close in 
sight). 

Paswa'putum, v.t.in. He sees it at 
close range, he comes near to it. 

P.A'TUKOSIN 

Paswa'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is thought 
to be near. 

Paswa'yetakwun, v.imp. It is thought 
to be near. 

Paswa'yeturn, v.t.in.6. He thinks it 
to be near, he expects it, he looks 
out for it. 

Paswa'yimao, v.t.an. He looks out 
for him, he thinks him to be near, 
he expects him. 

Paswa'yimooi v.i.4. He thinks his 
time is near, (in extremis). 

Pita'kao, v.i.3. He hears, (petitions). 
Pita'kosew, v.i.1. He sounds, or 

makes a sound, he is audible. 
Pita'kosewin, n.·in. A sound, (as of 

the voice). 
Pita'kwun, v.imp. It sounds, it is 

audible, there is a sound. 
Pata'moo, v.i.4. He flees hither, for 

refuge. 
Pata'mokao, v.t.an.3. He causes him 

or them to flee hither, (seeking 
refuge). 

Pata'pun, v.imp. It is dawn, it is 
day-break. 'The dawn appears on 
the horizon. 

Pata'sew, v.i.1. He comes sailing, 
he sails hither, (on water or air). 

Pata'stao, v.imp. It is dawn, or the 
moon is appearing. 

Pata'stumotao, v.i.3. He approaches, 
he comes (walking). 

Pata'stumupew, v.i.1. He sits facing 
this way. 

Pata'stun, v.imp. It comes sailing, 
(driven by the wind). 

Pata'w, v.t.in.2. He brings it, he 
fetches it. 

Patikwa'pitanao, M.c., v.t.an. He 
coils him, (as he approaches). 

Patikwa'pitanum, M.c., v.t.in.6. He 
coils it, (as he walks this way). 

Patoo'wao, v.t.an. He brings him to 
him; he brings (something) to him. 

Pi'towao, v.t.an. He hears him. 
Patuho'towao, v.t.an. He brings it 

to him (by water). 
Patuho'yao, v.t.an. He brings him 

(by water). 
Pa'tukosin, v.i.7. He comes (by land). 
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Pa'tum, v.t.in.6. He hears it; or as 
v.i. he hears. Nummu p!itum, lit. 
he does not hear, he is deaf. 

Patu'mowao, v.t.an. He brings it 
for him. 

Pa'tus! interj. Would that. I wish! 
How I wish! 

Patuta'moo, v.i. His breathing re
turns, (after a temporary suspen
sion). 

Pawe'kwuchehao, v.t.an. He brings 
him out (with force). 

Pawe'kwuchetaw, v.t.in.2. He brings 
it out (with force); he comes to 
bring him out. 

Pawuyuwe'tuhao, v.t.an. He brings 
him out. 

Pawuyuwe'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He comes 
to bring it out, he brings it out. 

Pawu'yuwew, v.i.5. He comes out. 
Paya'sepuyew, v.i.1. or v.imp. He, 

or it, comes down. 
Paya'sew, v.i.5. He comes down, 

(as a bird from a height). 
Paya'suskao, v.i.3. He comes down 

to the ground, or the earth. 
Payu'kinao, v.t.an. He pushes him 

here or this way. 
Payu'kinum, v.t.in.6. He pushes it 

here or this way. 
Payutuka'yetum, v.i.6. He is calm, 

he is peaceful. 
Payutuka'yetumowin, n.in. Quiet, 

calmness, a tranquil mind. 
Payutuka'yimoo, v.i.4. He is peace

ful, he is calm. 
Payutuka'yimowin, n.in. Peace, tran

quillity. 
Payuk, adj. One, a certain one. It 

is ~f ten used to answer to the indef. 
article as the French un. Payuk 
na'pao ke we wa'pumik, a man 
wants to see you. 

Payuk kichesooneyaw, n.in. One 
pound sterling (£.1.). 

Payukoo, v.i.4. He is alone, he is one. 
It is used in the plural, in the sense 
of alone by themselves. 

Payukochekwa'moo, M.c., Payuko
kwa'moo, s.c ., v.i.4. He sleeps by 
himself. 

Payukochichao, v.i.3. He has but one 
hand. 

P A.YUKOPE'SIM 

Payukokataka'powew, v.i.1. He stands 
on one leg. 

Payukoha'o, v.t.an. He deals with 
him only. 

Payukona'o, v.i3. He holds one only 
in his hand. 

Payukoita'yetumwuk, v.i.l .pl. They 
are unanimous, one in thought. 

Payukoka'o, v.i.3. He lives alone, he 
dwells alone. 

Payukoko'on, n.indec. One night. 
Payukoko'nao, v.i.3. He has one 

mouthful; as n.in., one mouthful. 
Payukoko'nawin, n.in. One mouthful. 
Payukoko'nas, n.in. One small mouth

ful. 
Payukoko'new, v.i.1. He stops out 

one night. 
Payukoko'newun, v.imp. It is one 

night, i.e., speaking of the distance 
of a two days travel. 

Payuko'kowao, 11.t.an. He is alone 
attending to him, he does him by 
himself. 

Payuko'kum, v.t.in.6. He is alone 
attending to it, he does it by him
self; he is alone in the canoe. 

Payukoku'mikisew, v.i.1. He forms 
one tent (i.e., he and his family, 
or party live together). 

Payukoku'skowao, v.i.3. He has one 
hoof (i.e., not divided). Ka payu
koku'skwat, a horse (i.e., the one
hoofed animal). 

Payuko'min, n.an. One grain, one 
corn, one berry. 

Payukomi'nustao, n.in. One pile of 
wood (either in lengths or billets), 
one cord. 

Payukomi'nustao, v.imp. It is one 
pile of wood, it is one cord. 

Payukomi'nikwakun, n.in. One mea
sure, either a quart or a gallon. 
Generallv when an Indian asks for 
"payuk minikwakun", he means a 
gallon. 

Payukoni'sk, n.in. A fathom. 
Payukoni'skasew, v.i.l. He is one 

fathom long. 
Payukoni'skayaw, v.imp. It is one 

fathom long, or one fathom deep. 
Payukope'sim, s.c., Payuk pesim, P.c., 

n.in. One month, one moon. 
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Payukopi'ponwao, v.i.3. He is one 
year old. 

Payukopo'yao, v.i.3. He is paddling 
by himself; he is using only one 
paddle. 

Payukosa'p, s.c., adj. Eleven. (It is 
sometimes preceded by mita'tut.) 

Payukosa'pwaw, adj. Eleven times. 
Payukoska'nasewuk, or Payukoska'

namukisewuk, v.i.pl. They are one 
tribe, thev are one nation. These 
words are· not used in the Sinz. 

Payukota'o, v.i.3. He is alone~ with 
his family, he is one family. 

Payuko'tao, v.i.3. He walks alone. 
Payukota'wisew, v.i.1. He has one 

family with him. 
Payukotaskunao, v.i.3. He has one 

horn (i.e., only one). 
Payukoti'piskwao, v.i.3. He stops out 

one night. 
Payuko'taw, v.t.in.2. He keeps to 

one; he makes one out of it. 
Payukotu'kisew, v.i.l. He is tied with 

one canoe, (i.e., travelling). 
Payukotu'kopitao, M.C., Payukopitao, 

P.C. and s.c., v.pass. It is tied in 
one. The word is commonly applied 
to one cut, or knot, of twine. 

Payuko'skisin, n.in. One pair of 
moccasins. 

Payukoowi'tao, v.i.3. He has one 
horn (i.e., only one). 

Payukoyawa'sewuk, v.i.l.pl. They are 
one flight (of birds). 

Payuku'ti or Payukwu'ti, v.i.1. One 
skin, or one beaver (in value). 

Payukutuya'sew, or Payukwu'tuya'
sew, v.i.1. He is worth one skin. 

Payukutuya'yaw, Payukwu'tuyayaw, 
v.imp. It is worth one skin or one 
beaver. 

Payukwa'pisk, n.in. One dollar; one 
metal. 

Payukwa'piskaw, v.imp. One dollar's 
worth, it is one metal. 

Payukwa'tik, n.an. One stick. The 
word is used for one roll of print or 
cloth, one bar (of soap), one plug 
(of tobacco), one skein (of twine), 
etc. 

Payukwa'kisew, v.i.1. He is still in 
one piece; he is worth one skin. 

PECHEPU'YEW 

Payukwa'kun, v.imp. It is all m a 
piece; it is worth one skin. 

Payuk'wa'yimoo, or Payukwa'yimisoo, 
v.i.4. He thinks only of himself, 
he is selfish. This resembles the 
colloquial expression, "he thinks of 
number one". 

Payuk'wayimisowin, n.in. Thinking 
only of self, selfishness. 

Payukwa'w, adv. Once, at one time, 
once upon a time. 

Payukwu'n, v.imp. It is one, it is the 
same. 

Payukwu'nok, adv. In one place. 
Payukwu'yuk, n.indec. One kind, one 

of a kind. 
P~cha'sin, v.imp. It is rather far. 
Pecha'soowinis, n.in. A pocket, a 

small bag holding personal items; 
a small charge in a gun. 

Pecha'w, v.imp. It is distant, it is 
far off. Tan aspeche pecha'k? How 
far off is it? 

Peche, prep. and adv. In, inside, into, 
within, inwardly. 

Pechepa'chikun, n.in. A funnel, a 
tun-dish. 

Pechekoma'.n, n.in. A sheath-knife. 
Pechekoma'nan, n.in. A sheath. 
Pecheko'nak, or P~cheko'nao, n.indec. 

In the mouth. 
Pechekwan, n.in. A sausage (made of 

blood, oatmeal or rice). 
Pechepi'kwan, n.an. A powder horn 

or flask. 
Pechepi'kwanu or P~chepikwa'winu, 

s.c., n.an.pl. Loaded shells or 
cartridges. 

Pechepikwa'tum, v.t.in.6. He loads it, 
he charges it (with powder). 

Pechepikwa'o, v.i.3. He loads (i.e., 
his gun, etc.). 

Pechipikwa'yaw, Kikapowatin, P.c., 
v.imp. It is loaded (i.e., a gun, etc.). 

Pechepi'mao, v.i.3. He decants fat, 
he pours fat into a bladder, etc. 

Pechepima'kun, n.in. A container 
filled with fat. Container, the skin 
of animal or fish. 

Pechepoya'kun, E.C., Michi'skun, s.c. 
and P.C. A weir, an inclosure, or 
trap, for catching fish. 

Pechepu'yew, v.imp. It falls into 
(something). 
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Pechepuyuwaskowao, v.t.an. He enters 
into him. 

Pechesa'poonikunan, n.in. A needle
case. 

Pechetina'stun, or Kenotina'stun, 
v.imp. It is a long traverse, it is a 
long straight part of the river. 

Pechetona'skakoo, v.pass. It goes into 
his mouth, it gets into his mouth. 

Pechewa'pinao, i.t.an. He throws him 
in. 

Pechewa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He throws 
it in. 

Pecheyo'waskowao, v.t.an. He is in his 
body. 

Pe'cheyow, adv. Inwardly, in the 
body. 

Pecheya'w, v.i.2. He flies into (it). 
Pechichi'puyew, v.imp. It is loose, it 

moves about. 
Pechipoo', Pichipoo, pischipoo, v.pass. 

He is poisoned. 
Pechi'poo'hisoo, v.refl.4. He poisons 

himself. 
Pechipoo'win, n.in. Poison. 
Pechipoo'winewun, v.imp. It is poison

ous. 
Pechipo'yao, v.t.an. He poisons him. 
Pechipo'yewawin, n.in. The act of 

poisoning. 
Pe'chipuyew, v.imp. It enters; he 

falls in. 
Pe'chisin, v.i.7. He is lying inside, he 

dwells inside. 
Pechiski'puyew, v.imp. It falls to 

pieces. 
Pechi'skowao, or Peti'skowao, v.t.an. 

He is in him, he enters into him, he 
dwells in him, he abides in him. 

Pe'chiskum, or Pe'tiskum, v.t.in.6. 
He is in it, he enters into it, he 
dwells in it. 

Pechi'skunow, v.imp. Inside the track, 
in the trail. 

Pechisku'nowuhao, v.t.an. He en
encloses him in a track, he walks 
in a circle round him. 

Pechechi'kun, n.in. An envelope, an 
enclosure. 

Pechitin, v.imp. It is inside, it is con
tained inside. 

Pechiti'nao, v.t.an. He moves him on 
(progressively). 

Pechiti'num, v.t.in.6. He moves it 
(slowly but progressively). 

Pe'chitinum, v.t.in.6. He holds it 
inside. 

Peka'kumew, or Peka'kumin, v.imp. 
It is impure, it is turbid, it is muddy 
(as a liquid). 

Peka'kumitaw, v.i.2. He makes it 
(the liquid) impure, he stirs up the 
sediment. 

Peka'kumiskum, v.i.6. He stirs up 
the mud with his feet, makes the 
water muddy. 

Pekisa'yakumew, Pekisa'yakumin, 
v.imp. It is turbid, it is muddy, 
(speaking of a liquid). 

Pekisa!'puyew, v.imp. It steams, it is 
misty, it becomes foggy. 

Pekisawin, n.in., Pekisaya'kumitao, 
n.in. or v.i. Steam, vapour. 

Pekisaya'stun, v.imp. Fog or mist is 
driven by the wind. 

Pekisa'yaw, v.imp. It is foggy, it is 
hazy, it is misty. 

Pekiska'chehao, v.t.an. He depresses 
him, he dispirits him. 

Pekiska'sinakosew, v.i.1. He looks 
lonely or down cast, or sad or 
sorrowful. 

Pekiska'sinakosewin, n.in. The con
dition of looking lonely; gloominess. 

Pekiska'sinakwun, v.imp. It looks 
lonely, it looks gloomy, it looks sad. 

Pekiska'sit,akosew, v.i.1. He is mourn
ful (in sound). 

Pekiska'sitakwun, v.imp. It is mourn
ful, it is plaintive (in sound). 

Pekiska'somao, or Pekiska'chimao, v.t. 
an. He saddens him (as by speech). 

Pekiska'tao, v.t.an. He longs for him 
Pekiskatayetum, v.i.6. He is discon

solate, he is troubled, he is low
spirited, he is sorrowful. 

Pekiskata'yetumehao, v.t.an. He mak
es him lonely, he causes him to be 
low-spirited. 

Pekiskata'yetuminakosew, v.i.1. He 
is sorrowful (in appearance), he 
looks lonely. 

Pe_kiskata'yetuminakwun, v.imp. It 
ts sorrowful (in appearance), it looks 
lonely. 

Pekiskatikosew, v.i.1. He is sad, he is 
lonely. 
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Pekiska'tikwun, v.imp. It is sad, it is 
lonelv. 

Pekiska'tum, v.i.1. He is longing for 
(something). 

Pekiska'tumowin, n.in. The con<li
tion of being lonely, or longing for 
something. 

Peki'skipitao, s.c., Pekinipitao, P.c. 
v.t.an. He pulls him in pieces. 

Peki'skipitum, s.c., Pekinipitum, P.c., 
v.t.in.6. He pulls it in pieces. 

Peki'skipuyew, s.c., Pekinipuyew, P.c., 
v.imp. It goes to pieces. 

Peki'skuhum, Pekinuhum, P.c., v.t.in.6 
He breaks up the lumps of it. 

Peki'skutuhum, s.c., Pekinutuhum, 
P.c., v.t.in.6. He breaks up the 
lumps of it; he chops it to pieces. 

Peki'skutuwfio, Pekinutuwio, P. c., 
v.t.an. He breaks up the lumps of 
it; (anim), he chops him to pieces. 

Peki'skuwao, s.c., Pekinuwio, P.c., 
v.t.an. He breaks up the lumps of 
it (anim). 

Pekiskwa'tao, v.t.an. He speaks about 
him, he speaks to him. 

Pekiskwa'tum, v.t.in.6. He speaks 
about it. 

Pekiskwa'o, v.i.3. He speaks, he talks. 
he is talkative; he makes a speech. 

Pekiskwa'skew, v.i.1. He talks much, 
he is talkative. 

Pekiskwa'skewin, n.in. Talkativeness, 
garrulity. 

Pekiskwa'stumowao, v.t.an. He speaks 
for him, he talks on his behalf. 

Pekiskwa'win, n.in. Discourse, con
versation; speech, talk. 

Pe'kitaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it turbid, 
he muddies it. 

Pekoocha'ses or Pikoocha'sew, s.c., 
Pikoocha'ses, Pekos, P.C., n.an. A 
sand fly, a midget. 

Pekocha'seskaw, Pikochaseskaw, v.imp. 
Sand flies are numerous. 

Pekohika'tao, v.pass. It is broken up, 
it is taken to pieces. 

Pe'kohikao, v.i.3. He breaks up some
thing, he is destructive. 

Pe'kohum, v.t.in.6. He breaks it (with 
blOWb'V, 

Pekoku'hum, v.t.in.6. He breaks it (by 
chopping). 

Pekoku'wao, v.t.an. He breaks him 
(by chopping). 

Pe'komao, v.t.an. He breaks him (by 
chewing). 

Pe'konao, v.t.an. He breaks him (with
the hand). 

Pe'konikao, v.i.3. He breaks things 
(in handling roughly). Used also 
in sense of spoiling one's chances 
in life. 

Pekonika'win, n.in. The act of break
ing; a transgression, breaking the 
law. 

Pe'konum, v.t.in.6. He breaks it (with 
the hand), he transgresses it, he 
breaks the law. 

Pekopi'chikao, v.i.3. He breaks (some
thing by pulling), he ploughs. 

Pekopi'chikastumwao, v.t. an. He 
ploughs for him, he breaks up the 
land for him. 

Pekopi'chikun, n.in. A plough. 
Pekopi'tao, v.t.an. He rends him, he 

tears him in pieces. 
Pekopi'tum, v.t.in.6. He rends it, he 

ploughs it. 
Pe'kopuyew, v.i.1. He breaks out (as 

with an eruption);· "he is broke", 
he is bankrupt. 

Pekopu'yew, or Pekopu'yin, v.imp. It 
breaks, it breaks out (as a sore or 
eruption). 

Pekopu'yewin, n.in. Bankruptcy; an 
eruption; moral relapse. 

Pe'kosikao, v.i.3. He destroys (some
thing), by cutting. 

Pe'kosimao, v.t.an. He breaks him 
(by throwing, or hitting, him against 
something). 

Pe'kosin, v.i.7. He is broken by a 
fall, he gets broken. 

Pekosi'skaw, v.imp. Sandflies are 
numerous. 

Pe'koskaw, v.imp.pass. It is broken, 
it is damaged. 

Pekoska'kao, v.i.3. He breaks (some-
thing by accident). · 

Pekoska'kawin, n.in. A breakage (by 
accident). 

Peko'skum, v.t.in.6. He breaks (some
thing) by stepping on it, or by 
impact of his body. 

Peko'skowao, v.t.an. He breaks him 
(by stepping on him). 
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Pekoskumiki'pichikao, v.i.3. He is 
ploughing. 

Pekoskumiki'pichikun, Pekwuskumi
kipichikun, n.in. A plough. 

Pekoskumiki'pitum, v.t. in. 6. He 
ploughs the ground. 

Peko'skuwao, v.t.an. He breaks him 
(by impact of some part of his 
body). 

Peko'stikwanawio, v.t.an. He breaks 
his head. 

Peko'sum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it up (as 
with a knife). 

Peko'swao, v.t.an. He cuts him up 
(e.g., as a slaughtered animal). 

Pekota'o, or Pikotao, Peko, P.C., n.in. 
Ashes, wood-ashes. 

Pekota'wa'poo, Pekwa'poo, P.C., n.in. 
Lye, ashes-water, luxivium. 

Pekota'wa'pokakao, v.i.3. She makes 
lye of it. 

Pekotawa'pokao, v.i.3. She makes 
lye. 

Pekota'wun, v.imp. It is ashy, it is 
of the nature of ashes, it has ashes 
mixed with it. 

Pe'kotin, v.pass. It is broken, it gets 
broken. 

Peko'titaw, v.t.in.2. He breaks it (by 
hitting it against something or by 
dropping it). 

Pekotuhikao, v.i.3. He breaks (some
thing by striking); he is breaking 
wood. 

Peko'tuhum, v.t.in.3. He breaks it 
(by striking). 

Pekotu'kuhum, v.t.in.3. He breaks up 
wood (by striking). 

Peko'tum, v.t.in.6. He breaks it (with 
his teeth). 

Pe'kotuwao, v.t.an. He breaks him 
(by striking). 

Pe'kowao, v.t.an. He breaks him (by 
hitting). 

Pekowa'puhum, v.t.in.3. He breaks 
it (by hitting vigorously). 

Pe'kun, v.imp. It is turbid, it is 
muddy. 

Pekwa'sew, v.i.l. He breaks with the 
wind, he tears with the wind (anim.). 

Pekwa'stun, v.imp. It breaks with 
the wind, it rends with the wind. 

Pe'kwa'yetum, v.i.6. He is anxious, 
he cares, he is distracted, he is 
disconsolate. 

Pekwa'yetumehao, v.t.an. He makes 
him anxious, or disconsolate. 

Pekwa'yetumowin, n.in. Anxiety, care, 
mental anguish. 

Pema'piskisew, v.i.1. He is twisted 
(speaking of a stone or metal, anim.). 

Pema'piskuhikun, n.in. A turn-screw. 
Pema'piskuhikunis, n.in. A small 

turn-screw; a gimlet, a nail-passer. 
Pema'piskuhum, v.t.in.6. He screws 

it. 
Pema'piskuwao, v.t.an. He screws 

him. 
Pema'piskaw, v.imp. It is twisted 

(speaking of metal). 
Pema'skosew, v.i.1. He is twisted (as 

a tree, a log or pole). 
Pema'skwun, v.imp. It is twisted (as 

a pole or stick). 
Pe'mihao, v.t.an. He makes him awry, 

he twists him (some animate object). 
Pe'mihikao, v.i.3. He is turning or 

screwing (an auger or a turn-screw). 
Pemi'kwatao, v.pass. It is sewed 

crooked. 
Pemi'kwa'nao, v.t.an. He twists his 
neck (e.g., the neck or a bird). 
Pe'minao, v.t.an. He twists him. 
Peminika'tao, v.pass. It is twisted. 
Peminika'puyew, v.imp. It twists. 
Pemini'kun, n.in. A nail-passer, a 

gimlet, an augur; a twist of tobacco. 
Pemini'kunis, n.in. A nail-passer, or 

a small gimlet. 
Pemini'skewan, n.in. A strainer (for 

pitch). 
Pemini'skewao, z.i.3. She is straining 

pitch. 
Peminuhi'kao, v.i.3. He is twisting 

(something). 
Peminu'kwan, n.in. Rope, cord, string. 
Peminu'kwanis, n.in. A string, a cord, 

a line, twine. 
Pe'minum, v.t.in.6. He twists it. 
Pe'misew, v.i.1. He is awrv, he is 

twisted. · 
Pe'mitaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it awry. 
Pemitu'kinikun, n.in. An auger. 
Pemitu'kinikunis, n.in. A small auger, 

a gimlet. 
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Pemo'yoo, v.i.4. He puts it or him 
into his bosom. 

Pemoyo'hao, v.t.an. He puts it, or 
him, into his bosom (i.e., another 
person's). 

Pemoyo'win, M.C., n.in. The bosom. 
Pe'maw, v.imp. It is awry. 
Pemuhetao, v.i.3. He walks sideways, 

he walks twisted. 
Pemuhew, v.i.5. He twists his body 

in walking; he stands at a twisted 
angle. 

Pemuhewin, n.in. The act of walking, 
or standing, at a twisted angle. 

Pe'muhi'kao, v.i.3. He is turning, . or 
screwing (something); he twists a 
hide (to force the water out). 

Pe'muhum, v.t.in.6. He screws it, he 
twists it, he spins it (into threads). 

Pemuka'm, prep. Across the water 
(not exactly opposite, but diagon
ally). 

Pemuka'mahum, v.i.6. He goes dia
gonally across the water. 

Pemusta'hikao, v.i.3. She is spinning 
(i.e., twisting into threads). 

Pemu'wao, v.t.an. He screws him, he 
twists him, he spins him (into 
threads); he winds him. 

Peppow, n.in. Pepper. (The Swampy 
Crees use this modified form of the 
English word). 

Pepaskominu, n.in.pl. Pepper. (The 
Plain Cree word indicates pepper 
before it is ground into powder. 
This term is in general use for pepper 
in any form.) 

Pepo'tao, v.imp. It smokes, smoke 
ascends. 

Pepota'nikao, v.i.3. He makes a 
smoke (as a signal). 

Pepota'num, v.t.in.6. He makes a 
smoke (as a protection against 

W mosquitoes). 
Pepota'puyew, v.imp. It smokes (as 

a smoke of bush fire). 
Pepo'towao, v.i.3. He is making a 

smoke; he has a smoky fire. 
Pepotawa'pinao, E.C., v.t. an. He 

throws them about. 
Pepotawa'pinum, E.c., v.t.in.6. He 

throws it about. 
Pepotawa'piskum, E.c., v.t.in.6. He 

kicks up the dust. 

PESIMW A'Y APE 

Pesa'kosew, v.i.1. He is plenteous, he 
has abundance, he holds out, he 
has a capacity for holding. 

Pesa'kosewin, n.in. Fulness, capacious
ness, resourcefulness. 

Pesa'kun, n.in. Leather. 
Pesa'kunape, n.in. Deerskin line, a 

strap, a line made of leather or 
hide. This word, corrupted into 
"shagunape" or "shagganapie", may 
be said to be incorporated into the 
English of the inhabitants of the 
country. 

Pesa'kunis, n.in. A small piece of 
leather; a thin line. 

Pesa'kwun, v.imp. It has a capacity 
for holding. 

Pesa'kwuyuk, adv. Abundantly, in 
abundance, a great deal, plenteously. 

Pesa'sin, v.imp. It is in small bits. 
Pesa'kipitao, v.t.an. He tears him in 

pieces (as cloth). 
Pesa'kipitum, v.t.in.6. He tears it in 

pieces. 
Pesa'w, v.imp. It is in bits, it is in 

small pieces. 
Pe'sim, n.an. The sun, or the moon. 

When the context does not make it 
obvious which of these luminaries 
is referred to, it is necessary to 
prefix kesika'we or tipiska'we for 
the sake of distinction. The word 
is also used for a month but in this 
case it is considered as an inan. 
noun. 

Pesima'spinao, Pesimwa'spinao, v.i.3. 
She is mooney, or mentally weak; 
she is menstruating. 

Pesima'spinawin, Pesimwaspinawin, 
n.in. Mooney; menstruation. · 

Pesimokan, n.an. A clock, a sundial; 
a mushroom. 

Pesimoka'netipuhikun, M.c., n.an. An 
hour. 

Pesimoka'nis, n.an. A watch, a small 
clock. 

Pesimootak, n.loc.case, or adv. In the 
South, towards the South. 

Pesimo'wun, v.imp. It is sunny; it is 
moonlight. 

Pesimwapinao, v.i.3. She has the 
pains of monthly sickness. 

Pesimwa'yape, n.in. The rainbow, a 
ray, a sunbeam. 
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Pesimwa'yapewun, v.imp. It is rain
bow-marked, or has sun-rays effect. 

Pesimwa'sew, v.i.1. He is a month 
old (generally with Payuko, or 
nesoo, as the case may be). 

Pe'simwun, v.imp. It is a moon, it 
is a month. 

Pe'sipitao, v.t.an. He pulls him to 
pieces. 

Pe'sipitum, v.t.in.6. He pulls it to 
pieces. 

Pe'sipitiko v.imp.inver. It pulls him 
to pieces. 

Pe'sipitaw, v.pass. He is pulled to 
pieces. 

Pesipo'taw, v.t.in.2. He grinds it (into 
small pieces). 

Pesipo'yao, v.t.an. He grinds him. 
(Eng. it.) 

Pe'sipuyew, v.imp. It crumbles, it 
falls to pieces; it flies to pieces. 

Pe'sisew, v.i.1. He is in bits, he is in 
small pieces. 

Pe'sisimao, v.t.an. He breaks him to 
pieces. 

Pe'sisin, v.i.7. He is broken to pieces. 
Pesiskowa'kun, qr Peswa'yakun, n.in. 

A capot, a coat, a woollen coat. 
Pesitin, v.imp. It is broken to pieces 

(by a fall). 
Pesititaw, v.t.in.2. He breaks it to 

pieces. 
Pesitum, v.i.an.6. He is offended. 
Pesk, s.c., or Peskwu, P.c., n.an., 

pl., pesk'wuk. The night-hawk, the 
night-jar, or fly-catcher. 

Pesa'hun, v.imp. It forms a foam or 
froth (by the beating of the waves). 

Pesa'wun, v.imp. It is in small pieces 
it came in little bits. ' 

Pesa'wukaw, v.imp. It is in small 
pieces, it is in powder, it is fine (as 
gravel or sand). 

Pe'stao, n.in. Foam, froth, scum. 
Pesta'wachiwun, v.imp. It forms a 

scum (from swift running water). 
Pestawa'chewusoo, v.i.4. He boils till 

the scum forms (e.g., the kettle). 
Pestawa'chewutao, Pestayachewutao 

v.imp. It boils till the scum form~ 
(e.g., the liquid, etc.). 

Pe'suhum, v.t.in.6. He beats it into 
smaller pieces. 

Pe'suwao, v.t.an. He beats him into 
smaller pieces. 

Peswaya'tikopuyew, Pestaya'tikopu
yew, v.imp. It froths (as the rapids 
form froth). 

Peswau'yukonaw, Peswakusikun, P.C., 
Peswapukwasikun, s.c., n.in. Loaf 
bread. Leavened bread. 

Peswa'yakun, n.in. Woollen material, 
flannel; as v.imp., it is woolly. 

Peswa'yakunis, n.in. A small piece of 
woollen material or flannel. 

Peswa'pewi, n.in. Down (of the ducks, 
swans, etc.). 

Peswachaw, v.imp. It is soft ground, 
i.e., loamy. 

Peswa'kusikan, n.an. Loaf Bread. 
Peswa'pewiyan, n.in. Wool. 
Peswa'pichikun, or Se'towihikun, n.in. 

Oakum. 
Peswa'puyew, v.i.1. and v.imp. He 

(or it) is spongy, tumid, puffy. 
Peswa'wuyan, n.in. Duffel, flannel. 
Peswa'wuyanis, n.in. A small piece 

of duffel or flannel. 
Peswa'yaw, v.imp. It is spongy, it is 

puffy, it is woolly, it is fleecy. 
Peswa'yan, or Peswa'wuyan, n.in. A 

woollen garment, a sweater. 
Peswapewi -mitas, n.an. Woollen or 

fleecy drawers. 
Petaka'kao, or Petwa'kakao, v.i.3. 

He fills the pipe with it or he smokes 
it in his pipe. 

Petaka'soo, or Petwa'kasoo, v.i.4. 
He fills his pipe, (i. e. for himself) 
he pretends to smoke. 

Peta'kao, or Petwa'kao, v.i.3. He 
fills the pipe, or he uses it as a sub
stitute for tobacco. 

Peta'pak, n.in. A lagoon. 
Petapa'kosepe, n.in. A river, without 

a current, (or the current so slow 
as to be almost imperceptible). 

Petapa'kowun, v.imp. It is a lagoon. 
Pe.ta'pa_wutaw, v.t.an. He puts liquid 

mto 1t. 
Pe.ta'pawuyao, v.t.an. He puts liquid 

mto him, he gives him an enema. 
Peta'soon, Petasowin, n.in. A pocket, 

a tra veiling bag; a charge for a 
gun. 
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Peta'soo, v.i.4. He is charging a gun; 
he is putting things into boxes 
bags, etc. 

Peta'kun, v.imp. It is broad, (as 
cloth, etc.). 

Pe'tinao, v.t.an. He puts the hand in 
him, he puts him in. 

Pe'tinum, v.t.in.6. He puts the hand 
in it, he puts it in. 

Peti'skumikaw, v.imp. It is far, 
(speaking of the distance by the 
ice). 

Peti'skwaw, v.imp. It is far, (speak
ing of the distance from one point 
to another). 

Petoka'moo, s.c., Phokwa'moon, P.C., 
v.imp. It goes in, (as a path into 
a fence). 

Petoka'kun, n.an. A guest, a caller. 
Pe'tokao, Petokwao, v.i.3. He enters, 

he goes in. 
Petoka'putaw, v.t.in.2. He runs into 

it, (e. g. a house). 
Petoka'puyew, v.imp. It enters, he 

enters, (at a run). 
Peto'kuwao, v.t.an. He enters into 

his (i. e. another person's) house, 
tent, dwelling, etc. 

Petoku'hao, v.t.an. He takes, or 
brings, him in. 

Petoku'mik, prep. Inside, (a house 
etc.), within doors. 

Petooku'sikun, n.in. Blistering plas
ter. 

Petoku'soo, v.i.4. He blisters, he has 
a blister, i. e. with the heat. 

Petoku'sum, v.t.in.6. He blisters it, 
(i. e. with heat). 

Petoku'swao, v.t.an. He blisters him, 
(i. e. with heat). 

Petoku'taw, v.t.in.2. He takes or 
brings it in. 

Petokwata' chimoo, Petokatachimoo, 
v.i.4. He crawls in. 

Petomina'sikun, n.in. Blistering plas
ter. 

Petomina'soo, v.i.l. He has a blister; 
or as v.refl. he blisters himself. 

Peto'nao, v.t.an. He peels him, he 
barks him, (i. e. the tree). 

Peto'num, v.t.in.6. He peels it, he 
barks it. 

Petoo'pakikutao, v.imp. It is raised 
into a blister (by action or heat). 

PETOWUKO'PANiKAO 

Petoo'pakinum, v.t.in.6. He blisters 
it. 

Petoo'pakipuyew, v.i.1. He blisters, 
he gets a blister, or becomes blis~ 
tered. 

Petopa'yaw, v.imp. There is an over
flowing on the ice. 

Peto'pitao, v.t.an. He peels him, he 
barks him. 

Peto'pitum, v.t.in.6. He peels it, he 
barks it. 

Petopu'yewin, n.i n. A blister. 
Petoos, adj. and adv. Contrary, 

different, differently, other. Petoos
ita, elsewhere. 

Petosa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He finds it 
different, he thinks differently. 

Petosa'yimao, v.t.an. He finds him 
different, or strange. 

Petosi'kun, n.in. Blistering plaster; 
any sharp edged instrument used 
for peeling. 

Petosina'kosew, v.i.1. He looks diff
erent, or unlike. 

Petosina'kwun, v.imp. It looks diff
erent, or unlike. 

Petosi'siw, v.i.1. He is different, he 
he differs. 

Petosina'kosehao, v.t.an. He changes 
his (i. e. another person's) appear
ance. 

Petoo'soo, v.i.4. He blisters, he gets 
a blister. 

Petosuka'puyew, v.i.1. His skin peels 
off. 

Petotawa'piskowao, v.t.an. He kicks 
them into a boat, or canoe. 

Petotawa'piskum, v.t.in.6. He kicks 
it into a boat or canoe. 

Pe'totuk, adv. Aboard, inside a boat 
or canoe. 

Petotun, v.imp. It differs. 
Pe'towuko'pan, Petowasa'kan, P.C., 

n.in. A petticoat. 
Petowuko' panakin, Petowasa'kanakin, 

P.c., n.in. Material for making 
petticoats. 

Petowuko'panikakao, Petowasa'kani
kakao, v.i.3. She makes a petticoat 
of it. 

Petowuko'panikao, Petowasa'kani-
kao, v.i.3. She is making a petti
coat. 
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Petowuko' panikowao, P etowasa'kani
kowao, v.t.an. She makes a petti
coat for her. 

Petowuko'panis, Petowasa'kanis, n.in. 
A small petticoat. 

Petow! interj. Expressive of dis
appointment. 

Petowata'san or Petowata's, s.c., n.in. 
Drawers, (the garment). It is some
times used in the pl. petowata'suk. 

Petowiskwa'tam, n.in. A porch. 
Petowiwa'skahikun, n.in. An inner 

house; a house with many rooms. 
Petowiwe'kenan, n.in. An inner room, 

a room in a house. 
Petuho'kwun, v.imp. It is distant, (by 

water); it is further than it seemed. 
Petuho'soo, v.refi.4. He puts him

self inside it. 
Pe'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He puts it in, he 

thrusts it in. 
Petuhu'mao, v.i.3. He takes long 

steps. 
Petuhuma'sew, v.i.1. He takes rather 

long steps; or he (being small) 
takes long steps. 

Petuka'mayaw, v.imp. It is broad, 
(i. e. lake or river). 

Petum6taw, v.t.in.2. He slips in it, 
(as a tenon into a mortice). 

Petusewawa'pinao, v.t.an. He throws 
him in. 

Petusewawa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He 
throws it in. 

Petusinna'n, n.in. A shot-bag or 
pouch. 

Petusinna'nikakao, v.i.3. She makes 
a shot-bag of it. 

Petusinna'nikao, v.i.3. She is making 
a shot-bag of it. 

Petusinna'nikowao, v.t.an. She makes 
a shot-bag for him. 

Petuski'kwasin, v.i.7. He is inside 
the kettle. 

Petuski'kwatin, v.imp. It is inside 
the kettle. 

Petutwa'n, n.an. A quiver. 
Petutwa'nikakao, v.i.3. He makes a 

quiver of it. 
Petutwa'nikao, v.i.3. He makes a 

quiver. 
Petutwa'nikowao, v.t.an. He makes 

a quiver for him. 
Petutwa'nis, n.an. A small quiver. 

Petuwio, v.t.an. He puts him in, he 
thrusts him in. 

Petwa'kun, or Ospwa'kun, n.an. A 
pipe. 

Petwa'nisip, n.an. "The smoking 
duck". 

Petwa'humowao, Petu'humowao, v.t. 
an. He gives him a smoke, he treats 
him to a smoke. 

Petwahuma'kawin, Petuhuma'kawin, 
n.in. A smoking circle; tobacco 
provided for a smoking meeting, 
or as an offering to the Wind Spirit. 

Petwa'sew, v.i.1. He smokes a little. 
Petwa'skew, v.i.1. He smokes invet

erately. 
Petwa'totowao, v.t.an. He smokes to 

him, (e. g. smoking as an offering 
to the Wind Spirit desiring a fair 
wind). 

Petwa'tao, v.t.an. He smokes him, 
(i.e. tobacco). 

Petwa'totum, s.c., Petwa'tum, P.C., 

v.t.in.6. He smokes it, (e. g. a 
weed). 

Petwa'kin, n.in. Lining material. 
Petwa'kinikakao, v.i.3. She makes a 

lining of it. 
Petwa'kinikao, v.i.3. She puts in a 

lining. 
Petwa'kinikun, n.in. A lining, (for 

a garment.) 
Petwa'kinum, v.t.in.6. She lines it. 

Petwa'kistuhum, v.t.in.6. She stitches 
the lining to it; she quilts it. 

Petwa'w, v.i.3. He smokes; he in
hales the smoke of tobacco. 

Petwa'wikumik, n.in. A tent for 
smoking to the spirits; a smoking 
room. 

Pewu'chikao, v.i.3. He makes crumbs, 
he makes fragments, (as a beaver's 
food-bits float about). 

Pewu'chikun, n.in. A crumb, a frag
ment of food. 

Pewenikao, v.i.3. He scatters about 
his food. 

Pewa'hun, v.imp. It floats about in 
pieces, it is dashed in pieces by the 
water. 

Pewa'nuk, n.an. A gun-flint, or per
cussion caps. pl. Pewa'nukwuk. 
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Pewa'pisk, n.in. Metal. Any iron, 
steel or tin article for which there 
is no distinctive name or at least 
not one familiarly in use, is gen
erally designated by this word, so 
that we often hear such expressions 
as, pa.ta pewa'pisk, ne nuto'waye
tan pewa'pisk, "bring the iron", 
"I want the iron". The word being 
always the same though the part
icular thing ref erred to may con -
stantly vary; at one time a poker, 
then a pair of steel pinchers, then 
a sheet of tin, etc. 

Pewa'piskwapit, Pewapiskwupit, n.an. 
A fire-steel. 

Pewapiskwa'mekwan, n.an. A metal, 
or iron, spoon. 

Pewa'piskos, n.an. A cent, a penny. 
It is literally "a small metal", and 
was in earlier times applied also to 
half-penny and farthing pieces. 
It is now used to express "a cent". 

Pewa'piskomichi'minikun, n.an. Iron 
tongs. 

Pewapiskoko'towanapisk, n.in. A 
cast iron stove. 

Pewa'piskowun, v.imp. It is metallic, 
it is iron. 

Pewapiskowu'nehikun, n.in. A steel 
trap. 

Pewapiskoya'kun, n.in. A metal 
plate, or saucer or cup, a bottle. 

Pewapiskoya'kunis, n.in. A small 
metal plate or saucer or cup; a 
small bottle, a phial. 

Pewapisku'skik, n.an. An iron kettle 
or pot. 

Pewapisku'stotin, n.in. A metal hel
met. 

Pewapiskwaya'pe, n.in. A chain, a 
wire-cable, a wire. 

-Pewapiskwaya'pes, n.in. A wire, ii, 
small chain. 

Pewa'piskowun, v.imp. It is metal
lic. 

Pewa'skisoo, v.pass.4. He is burnt 
to ashes. 

Pewa'skisum, v.t.in.6. He burns it 
to ashes. 

Pewa'skiswao, v.t.an. He burns him 
to ashes. 

Pewa'skitao, v.apss. It is burnt to 
ashes. 

PE'WINAO 

Pewa'stun, v.imp. It is scattered 
about by the wind. 

Pewa'tukinao, v.t.an. He scatters 
them. 

Pewa'tukinum, v.t.in.6. He scatters it. 
Pewa'tukinikao, v.i.3. He scatters 

chips about (or bits of wood) about. 
Pewa'pewuk, v.i.1.pl. They sit all 

about. 
Pewa, pewe, pewi, adj. pref. Scatter; 

worthless, useless, lowly, small. 
Pewa'pinao, Pewewa'pinao, P.C., v.t.an. 

He scatters them. 
Pewa'pinikao, Pewewa'pinikao, P.C., 

v.i.3. He is scattering (something). 
Pewapinum, Pewewapinum, P.c., v.t. 

in.6. He scatters it. 
Pewa'puwao, Pewewapuwao, P.c., v.t. 

an. He scatters him or them. 
Pewa'sikun, n.an. A sock, (native

made of duffel, or other material.) 
Pewa'sikunikakao, v.i.3. He makes 

socks of it. 
Pewa'sikunikao, v.i.3. She is making 

socks. 
Pewa'sikunikowao, v.t.an. She makes 

socks for him. 
Pewa'yimao, v.t.an. He considers 

him worthless, he thinks little of 
him. 

Pewa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He thinks it is 
worthless, he thinks it small. 

Pewekistikanisu, s.c., Pesikistikan-
isu, P.c., n.in.pl. Small seeds. 

Peweku'hikun, n.in. A chip. 
Peweku'hikunis, n.in. A small chip. 
Peweku'hikioiskaw, v.imp. There are 

many chips. 
Pewese'kun, n.in. A scrap, a clipping. 
Pewetu'kuhikun, n.in. A chip, a 

splinter. 
Pewetu'kuhikunis, n.in. A small chip, 

a splinter. 
Pewetu'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He makes 

it into chips, or splits it small. 
Pewetu'kuwao, v.t.an. He makes him 

into chips, (e. g. a tree). 
Pewiko'takun, n.in. A shaving. 
Pewiko'man, n.in. A spokeshave. 
Pe'winao, vt.an. He crumbles him, 

he breaks him up in pieces. 
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Pe'winikao, v.i.3. He is scattering 
about, he is making worthless 
pieces. 

Pe'winum, v.t.in.6. He crumbles it; he 
sprinkles it on. 

Pewipi'chikao, v.i.3. He is tearing 
(something) into fragments. 

Pewipi'chikun, n.in. A remnant, a 
fragment of cloth. 

Pewipi'tao, v.t.an. He leaves a rem
nant, of him; he tears him in pieces. 

Pewipi'tum, v.t.in.6. He leaves a rem
nant of it; he tears it in pieces. 

Pe'wipuyew, v.imp. It crumbles, it 
lies about in bits. 

Pewisi'kao, v.i.3. He cuts something) 
into pieces. 

Pewisi'kun, n.in. A scrap, a clipping. 
Pewisku'hikao, v.i.3. He is chopping 

(woo'cl) into billets. 
Pewisku'hikun, n.in. A billet. 
Pewisku'hum, v.t.in.6. He chops it 

into billets. 
Pewisku'wio, v.t.an. He chops him 

into billets, (e.g. a tree). 
Pe'wifom, v.t.in.6. He cuts scraps off 

it, he makes scraps of it. 
Pe'wiswao, v.t.an. He cuts scraps off 

him, he makes scraps of him. 
Pe'wun, v.imp. It drifts, (as snow), 

it is a blizzard. 
Pewuski'soo, v.i.4. He stands scat

tered, (e.g. as wheat growing thin). 
Pewuski'tao, v.imp. It stands scat

tered. 
Pewu'stawu, v.imp.pl. They are scat

tered about. 
Peya'o, P.c., Penao, s.c., n.an. A 

partridge, a prairie chicken, a 
ptarmigan. 

Peyaomo'ti -sa'kuhikun, P.c., Pena
omoti -sakuhikun, s.c., n.in. Part
ridge-crop Lake. 

Peyaomo'ti or Peyawu'moti, Penao
moti, s.c., n.in. Partridge-crop. 

Peya'ses P.c., Penases, s.c., n.an. A 
small bird. 

Peyasese'wikumik, P.c., Penasese
wi~umik, s.c., n.in. A bird-cage, an 
aviary. 

Payasesikaw, P.c., Penasesiskaw s.c., 
v.imp. Birds are numerous. ' 
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Peyasew, Pena.sew, n.an. The "Thun
der-Bird"; a bird, a fowl. Peya'se
wuk kitoowuk, it thunders, lit. 
"the birds cry out". 

Peyaskaw, Penaskaw, v.imp. Part
ridges, or praire chickens, are num
erous. 

Peyasta'skumik, n.in. Yellow moss, 
common moss, (i. e. not the kind 
used for absorbent purposes). 

Pe'yis, adv. and prep. Till, until. 
Peyoo'moo, s.c., P.C., v.i.4. He puts 

(it) into his bosom. 
Peyoo'mohao, s.c., Pemoyohao,. PC., 

v.t.an. He puts it into his bosom 
(i.e. into another person's bosom). 

Peyoo'moowin, Pemoyowin, P.c., n.in. 
The bosom. 

Peyu'wao, -v.t.an. She scales him, 
(fish). 

Picha'yuk, adv. As yet only, just 
then, only beginning to, some time 
after. 

Pi'che, Pische, adv. Accidentally. 
Pichese'kinao, v.t.an. He spills him 

accidentally. 
Piche'se'kinum, v.t.an. He spills it 

accidentally. 
Picheto'towao, v:t.an. He does it to 

him by accident. 
Picheto'tum, v.t.n.6i. He does it by 

accident. 
Pichitwa'win, v.t.in.6. A removal 

(from a tenting place), by relays. 
Pichitwa'w, v.i.2. He removes, (i.e. 

_from a !enting place), by relays. 
P1chew, v.i.5. He removes, he flits. 

In the West the ultimate of this 
~vor~ is . pronounced short making 
1t i1.i.J. mstead of v.i.5. 

Pichi'skunasin, E.c., v.imp. It is 
bluish. 

PJch~;skun~aw, v.imp. It is blue. 
P1ch1 skumsew, E.c., v.i.l. He is blue. 
Pika'kinao, v.t.an. He folds him 

double. 
Pika'kinum, v.t.in.6. 

double. 
He folds it 

Pike'kao, v.i.3. He makes pitch, he 
pitches his canoe. 

Pikeka'tum, v.t.in.6. He pitches it, 
he smears it with pitch. 

Pike'w, n.an. Gum, pitch, tar, rosin. 
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Pikewa'kin, n.t"n. Tarpaulin, or any 
gummed cloth, or paper. 

Pikichi'kwunao, v.i.3. He bends his 
knee. 

Pikikoman, or Piskikoman, n.in. A 
clasp knife, a pocket knife. 

Pikikoma'nis, n.in. A small pocket 
knife, a pen knife. 

Piki'nao, v.t.an. He folds him, he 
bends him at an angle. 

Piki'num, v.t.in.6. He folds it, he 
bends it, at an angle, (e.g. the arm). 

Pikipi'tonao, v.i.3. He has a bent 
arm, he bends his arm. 

Pikipi't.onayew, v.i.3. He bends his 
arm. 

Piki'puyew, v.imp. It bends at an 
angle, it folds. 

Pikisikwao, Pichisikwao, . v.i.3. He 
dribbles, he lets his spittle fall. 

Piki'skisawao, Pekinisa'wao, P.c., v.i.3. 
He is cutting into slices, he slices it. 

Piki'skiswao, Pekiniswao, P.c., v.t.an. 
He cuts him in slices, he slices him. 

Pikiskunuhun, Pichiskunuhum, E.C., 
v.imp. The atmosphere is blue, 
(indicating warm weather). 

Piki'skakasin, v.imp. It is weak, (as 
print, cloth, etc.). 

Pikiskekochikun, or Kuskikochikun, 
Pikiskisikun, n.in. Cut up tobacco. 

Piki'skiwaw, v.pass. He is cut up, 
(speaking of cut tobacco.) 

Pikiskipuyew, v.imp. It goes to pieces 
(as something rotten). 

Pikisku'tew, or Pikiskutusew, v.i.1. 
He is putrid, he is rotten. 

Pikisku'tin, or Pikisku'kutin, v.imp. 
It is putrid, it is rotten. 

Piko, adv. Only, alone, except, merely. 
Piko kespin, unless. Of ten used 
as adv. of uncertainty, "Tane 
piko". It may be, or, is it really? 

Piko, n.in. Ashes; gun-powder. 
Pikokwa'sikun, n.in. A lancet. (Pri

marily this word meant the sharp 
flint used for bleeding purposes). 

Pikokwa'sotowin, n.in. Act of blood
letting. 

Pikokwa'swao, v.t.an. He bleeds him. 
Pikos, or Pikocha'ses, n.an. A sand

fly. As n.in. a small quantity of 
gun-powder or ashes. 

Pikota'o, s.c., n.in. Ashes. 

PIKWUTO'SAN 

Pikota'w, v.t.in.2. He gains it, he 
earns it, he affects it. 

Pikowa'poo, n.in. Lye-water; gun
powder water, (i. e. gun-powder 
dissolved in water used as an eme
tic or worm medicine). 

Pikowu't, n.in. A keg of gun-powder, 
a gun-powder keg. 

Pikowun, v.imp. It is gun-powdery; 
it is ashy. 

Piku'soo, v.t.an. He toasts himself 
before the fire. 

Piku'sikun, n.in. A toasted piece of 
meat or slice of bread. 

Pikusikatao, v.imp.pass. It is toasted, 
it is roasted. 

Piku'swao, v.t.an. He toasts him; 
v.pass. he is toasted black, (as 
bread). 

Pikwu'soo, v.i.4. He suffers from the 
heat. 

Pikwa'ne, adv. of quality. Necessarily, 
very, quite. It is rarely used alone. 
Tapwa pikwane, very necessarily, 
quite true, yes, of course. 

Pikwa'sin, v.imp. It is a little sharp. 
Pikwa'tin, v.inip. It is sharp, (as the 

edge of a knife, or an axe), gen
erally used with the negative, as 
numu pikwa.tin, it is not sharp. 

Pikwawunipe, n.in. A wet place, 
ground saturated by a spring. 

Pikwu'che, adj.prefix. Lonely, wild, 
desolate. 

Pikwuche -meni'su, n.in.pl. Wild 
berries. 

Pik'wu'che -uyise'yinew, n.an. A 
lonely person, a barbarian, a her
mit. 

Pikwu'chepisi'skew, or Pikuchi'yes, 
n.an. A wild animal, a wild beast. 

Pikwu'nuta, P1ikwu'ntow, adj. and 
adv. Common, gratis, all for noth
ing, without cause, without reason, 
in vain, usless, false. 

Pikwu'nuta -kakwi, n.in. Worthless 
things, wasted effort, words without 
reason. 

Pikwu'sitan, n.in. Side bark for 
canoes. 

Pikwuta'tik, n.in. A wild tree, or a 
tree growing in a desolate place. 

Pikwuto~san, n.an. A bastard. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Pikwuto'sanewew, v.i.1. He is a bas
tard. 

Pikwuto'sao, v.i.3. She gives birth 
to a bastard. 

Pikwuto'sanekowao, v.t.an. He causes 
her to have a bastard. 

Pikwutu'ske, n.in. A wilderness, a 
desert. 

Pikwutu'skumik, n.in. A wil<lerness, 
a desert, uncultivated ground. 

Pikwutu'skumikowun, v.imp. It is 
desolate. 

Pima'chehao, v.t.an. He saves him, 
he redeems him, he rescues him. 

Pima'chehewao, v.i.3. He saves, he 
rescues, he redeems. 

Pima'chehewawin, n.in. Life-saving, 
Salvation, (word used to express 
soul-salvation). 

Pima'chehisoo, v.i.4.refl. He saves 
himself, he maintains himself. 

Pima'chehoo, v.refl.4. He saves him
self. 

Pima'chehoowin, n.in. Salvation, the 
act of saving oneself, sustenance. 

Pima'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He saves it. 
Pima'hekatao, v.imp. The migration 

(of birds) is taking place. 
Pima'hum, v.i.6. He migrates, (speak

ing of migrating birds); he travels 
down the river. 

Pima'hun, v.imp. It floats about with 
the wind. 

Pima'putao, v.imp. The smoke passes 
along, the odour passes along. 

Pima'piskisin, v.imp. He lies along, 
(speaking of metal, as anim.). 

Pima'piskitin, v.imp. It lies along, 
(speaking of metal, as inan.). 

Pima'potao, v.imp. It glides along, 
it floats down the current. 

Pima'potaw, v.t.in.2. He floats it 
(down with the current). 

Pima'pokoo, v.i.4. He glides along, 
he floats down the current; driving 
ice is spoken of as "pima'pokoo". 

Pima'sew, v.i.1. He sails. 
Pima's.ewin., n.in. The act of sailing; 

a sail (with all the necessary equip
ment). 

Pima'skosin, v.imp.l. He lies along 
the ground, (speaking of a tree, or 
a person). 

Pima'skotin, v.imp. It lies along, 
(speaking of wood). 

Pima'stun, v.imp. It sails. 
Pima'stutaw, v.t.in.2. He sails it, 

(the boat). 
Pima'sukamao, v.i.3. He walks along 

the shore. 
Pimasukama'pichikao, v.i.3. He is 

tracking, (i. e. hauling a boat, or 
canoe, by means of a line, against 
the current). 

Pimasukama'pichikunayape, n.in. A 
tracking line. 

Pimasukama'pitum, v.t.an. He tracks 
it, (as a boat. ) 

Pimatise'skowao, v.t.an. He gives 
him life, he keeps life in him, (as 
by contact). 

Pimatise'stowao, v.t.an. He lives for 
him, by example or works. 

Pima'tisew, v.i.1. He lives, he is 
alive. 

Pima'tisewatik, n.an. The tree of 
life. 

Pima'tisewe, adj. or adv. pref. Living, 
lively. 

Pima'tisewe -ma'skunow, n.in. The 
way of life. 

Pima'tisewemi'stik, n.an. A living 
tree. 

Pima'tisewin, n.in. Life. 
Pima'tukaw, v.i.2. He wades (as a 

man); he swims (as a fish or quad
ruped). 

Pima'tun, v.imp. It lives, (i. e. grasf, 
inan.). 

Pima'yetum, v.t.in.6. He keeps it 
in mind, he meddles with it. 

Pimayetumowin, n.in. Keeping in 
mind; meddling, interference. 

Pima'yemao, v.t.an. He meddles with 
him, he keeps him in mind. 

Pimee, n.in. Fat, grease, tallow, oil. 
Pimeatik, or Pimewatik, n.an. The 

olive (tree). 
Pimeka, adv.pref. Meaning mixing, 

oily, greasy. 
Pimeka'kao, v.i.3. He renders grease 

from it. 
Pimeka'n, n.in. Pemmican, consist

ing of fat and pounded dried meat 
mixed up. 

Pimekana'poo, n.in. Pemmican soup. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like; local, loon, luck. 
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Pimekana'pokakao, v.i.3. He makes 
pemmican soup of it. 

Pimekana'pokao, v.i.3. He makes 
pemmican soup. 

Pimeka'newut, n.in. A bag of pem
mican. 

Pimeka'newutakin, n.in. A pemmican
bag. 

Pimeka'newutakinos, n.in. A small 
pemmican bag. 

Pimeka'nis, n.in. A small quantity 
of pemmican. 

Pimekao, v.i.3. He makes pemmican, 
he mixes them up together. 

Pime'kao, v.i.3. He makes grease or 
oil. 

Pimeka'win, n.in. A mixing up, (i. e. 
the act of mixing ingredients in 
the making of pemmican). 

Pimemina'nisu, s.c., n.in.pl. Olives. 
Pime's, n.in. A small quantity of 

fat, grease or oil. 
Pime'wehao, v.t.an. He makes him 

greasy, he oils him. 
Pimewesa'posikun, or Pimesa'ponsi

kun, n.in. Castor oil. 
Pime'wetaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 

greasy, he oils it. 
Pime'wew, or Pime'wisew, v.i.1. He 

is oily, he is greasy. 
Pimewe'yao, v.i.3. He flies carrying 

him, (as a hawk carries a bird in 
its talons). 

Pimeweya'w, v.i.2. He flies past. 
Pime'wisoo, v.pass.4. He is greasy, 

(as having too much shortening). 
Pime'wukun, v.imp. It has the taste 

or smell, of oil. 
Pime'wun, v.imp. It is oily, it is 

greasy, (used when grease or oil 
has been applied too heavily). 

Pimewu'stao, v.imp. It has the smell 
of oil. 

Pimeyo'wao, v.imp. It blows past, 
(i. e. the wind). 

Pimeya'kun, n.in. Aeroplane. 
Pimeya'w, v.i.3. He flies. 
Pimicha'pesuk, n.in.pl. Railway ties. 
Pimichika'stapuyew, v.i.1. His sha-

dow passes along. 
Pimichichao, v.i.3. His hands are· 

oily. 
Pimi'chiwun, v.imp. It flows, there is 

a stream, there is a current. 

PIMI'SK6TAO 

Pimika'powew, v.i.1. He stands by, 
he takes a stand. 

Pimikwa'n, or Pimikwa'natik, n.in. 
A gunwhale or gunnel. 

Pimikwa'skotew, v.i.1. He gambols 
by, he jumps sideways. 

Pimi'nowao, Piminowusoo, v.i.3. He 
is cooking. 

Piminowa'wikumik, Piminowusowi-
kumik, n.in. A kitchen. 

Pimino'wutao, v.t.an. He is cooking 
for him. 

Pimipahao, v.t.an. He rides him. 
Pimipuhao, v.t.an. He runs with him, 

(i. e. carrying him). 
Pimiputaw, v.i.2. He runs. 
Pimiputawin, n.in. A run, (i.e. act 

of running). 
Pimipu'twaw, v.t.in.2. He runs with 

it, (i. e. carrying it). 
Pimipi'chew, v.i.5: He journeys, (with 

family equipment, etc.); he travels, 
(as in a wagon). 

Pimipiche'win, n.in. A journey, a 
pilgrimage. 

Pimipuyew, v.i.1. or v.imp. He, or it, 
rides or runs or moves about, 
as Peyutuk pimipuyew, it moves 
along calmly. 

Pimisa'poskowao, v.t.an. He passes 
through him or them, (as going 
through a field of wheat, anim.). 

Pimisa'poskum, v.t.in. He passes 
through it. 

Pimisa'potutaw, v.t.in.2. He carries 
it through (a place). 

Pimi'simao, v.t.an. He lays him down, 
he places him down. 

Pimi'sin, v.i.7. He lies, (i. e. he rests 
horizontally). 

Pimisine'win, or Pimisino'win, n.in. 
Act of lying down; a lying-down 
place. 

Pimiska'w, v.i.2. He paddles, he 
rows, he swims, (as a fish or quad
ruped); he proceeds, (by water). 

Pimiska'win, n.in. Act of rowing or 
paddling; a rowing place or seat; 
a row-lock. 

Pimiska'winatik, n.in. A thowl-pin. 
Pimi'skotao, v.i.3. He walks on the 

ice, (suggesting that the ice is 
strong enough to bear his weight). 
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Pimisku'nowao, v.i.3. He leaves a 
track, (as he passed through); his 
trail runs along. 

Pimita'chimoo, v.i.4. He crawls, he 
creeps. 

Pimita'chimosew, v.i.1. He crawls or 
creeps a little. 

Pimita'chimoskew, v.i.1. He is con
stantly crawling. 

Pimitachimowin, n.in. Act of crawl
ing. 

Pimit['tupew, v.i.1. He rides past. 
Pimit[tupewin, n.in. Riding on horse

back. 
Pimi'tin, v.imp. It lies, it flows past. 
Pimiti'ssuhum, v.t.in.6. He follows 

it, he follows the trail., 
Pimiti'ssuwao, v.t.an. He follows him, 

he chases him. 
Pimi'titaw, v.t.in.6. He places it 

down, he lays it down. · 
Pimitu'konao, v.t.an. He carries him, 

(along); he holds him in his hand 
as he walks along. 

Pimitu'konum, v.t.in.2. He carries 
it (along). 

Pimiwe'taw, v.t.in.2. He bears it, 
. h~ c3;rries it, he conveys it. 

Pimiwe yao, v.t.an. He bears him 
he carries him. ' 

Pimiwi'chikun, or Pimiwu'chikun, n.in. 
. A. lo~d, (!n carrying), a baggage. 

Pimiwu yuwetuhao, v.t.an. He is car
rying him out. 

Pimiwu'yuwetutaw, v.t.in.2. He is 
carrying it out, (as from a house 
etc.). 

Pimmi'ch, prep. Across, at the side. 
P~mm~'che -che'kuhikun, n.in. A hoe. 
Pimmicheka'powew, v.i.1. He stands 

with his side towards one or he 
stands at the side. ' 

Pi~miche'tin, v.imp. It lies across, 
It crosses. 

Pimmiche'taw, v.t.in.2. He does it 
across. 

Pimmi'chikumaw, v.imp. The water 
runs, or lies, across. Cross Lake. 

Pimmitapa'skumotaw, v.t.in.2. He 
puts it. across, (speaking of wood); 
he fits It across, (as a bar in a gate). 

Pimmita'piskumotaw, v.t.in.2. He 
puts it across, (speaking of metal). 

Pimmita'skomoo, v.imp. It lies across 
(as a log lying across a space). 

Pimmita'skomonatik, n.in. A plank 
across a stream for a bridge. 

Pimmita' skonikun, Pimmitinikunatik, 
n.in. A mesh-board. 

Pimmita'skostakun, n.in. A pole 
crossing a tent, used for drying fish, 
etc., upon. 

Pimmita'skostaw, v.t.in.2. He puts it 
across, he crosses it, he lays them 
across each other (speaking of 
wood). 

Pimmita'skomotaw, v.t.in.2. He puts 
it across (speaking of wood). 

Pimmita'skwuhikun, n.in. A cross. 
Pimmita'skun, v.imp. It lies across 

(as a tree). 
Pimmi'tinao, v.t.an. He holds him 

across. 
Pimmi'tinum, v.t.in.6. He holds it 

across. 
Pimmitu'kochikun, n.in. A sail-yard. 
Pimmi'tumoo, v.imp. It lies across, 

(as a path). 
Pimmi'upusao, Pimmitupusoi, n.in. 

A ridge-pole. 
Pimmituskumik, adv. Across the earth . 
Pimmituskumikwa'skum, v.t.in.6. He 

walks across the earth. 
Pimmitustao, v.pass. It is placed 

. acr~ss, or across his way . 
P1mm1tustaw, v.t.in.2. He puts it 

across. 
Pimmitutimun, n.in. A liite across 

the snow-shoe netting, going over 
the toes. 

Pimo'chikao, v.i.3. He throws (some
thing). 

Pimo'chikun, n.in. A missile, a stone, 
or a stick, or anything, thrown at 
an object. 

Pimonas, P.c., n.in. Upper part of 
an Indian woman's dress. 

Pim?o'sao, v.i.~. (used with the neg
?'tlve as nummu pimoosa.o), she 
1s barren. 

Pimo'sinao, v.i.3. He is throwing 
stones. 

Pimosinuhum, v.t.in.6. He is throwing 
stones at it. 

Pimota'tum, v.t.in.6. He walks over 
it, or walks on · it. 
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Pimota'hao, v.t.an. He walks him, 
(e. g. a child); or he carries him. 

Pimota'hoo, v.i.4. He travels. 
Pimo'tao, v.i.3. He walks, he jour

neys, he advances. 
Pimota'sew, v.i.1. He walks a little, 

he travels a short distance. 
Pimota'skunow, n.in. A road, a I 

trail. 
Pimota'skunowun, v.imp. It is a 

road, it is a trail. 
Pimotukwa'toowuk, v.n. A game in 

archery played by the Indians. 
Pimota'win, n.in. The act of walking, 

a side-walk, a day's walk. 
Pimo'tuhao, v.t.an. He makes him 

walk, he carries him, he guides him, 
he walks him, (as an ox). 

Pimo'tuhewao, v.i.3. He guides, (i. e. 
he has the responsibliity of guiding 
a party). 

Pimo'tukwao, v.i.3. He shoots with 
an arrow. 

Pimo'tum, v.t.in.6. He shoots it, 
(with an arrow). 

PimcYtutaw, v.t.in.2. He carries it. 
Pimuhu'mao, v.i.3. He follows the 

track. 
Pimumoo' or Pimu'mon, v.imp. It 

passes there, (as a road, or path). 
Pimwa'piskuhao, or Pimwa'piskuwao, 

v.t.an. He stones him, he throws a 
stone, or stones, at him. 

Pimwa'piskutaw, v.t.in.2. He throws 
stones at it. 

Pimwa'tikwuhao, v.t.an. He throws 
a stick at him. 

Pimwa'tikwunuhao, v.t.an. He throws 
a branch at him. 

Pimwao, v.t.an. He shoots him, (with 
an arrow). The word is sometimes 
used for he throws, or darts, (some
thing) at him. 

Pimwa'puwhao, v.t.an. He brings 
him down (as a bii;d when shot); 
he knocks him down. 

Pimwa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He knocks 
it down, he sweeps it down as he 
goes by. 

Pimwa'win, n.in. Act of shooting, 
or throwing. 

Pimwa'wastin, v.imp. The wind makes 
a noise (in passing), the howling 
wind. 

Pimwu'sinatao, or Pimwu'sinuhao, 
or Pimwu'sinuwao, Pimosina'towao, 
v.t.an. He stones him, he throws 
stones at him. 

Pina'skopochikun, M.c., n.in. A lopped 
tree. 

Pinahi'kwan, n.in. A fine comb. 
Pina'kwan, n.in. A comb. 
Pinakwao, v.i.3. She combs her hair. 
Pinakominu, n.in.pl. Choke cherries. 
Pina'wao, v.i.3. She lays eggs. 
Pinawa'wepesim, Opinayawawipesim, 

The egg-laying moon, May or June. 
Pinipo'chikao, v.i.3. He is grinding. 
Pinipo'chikasew, v.i.1. He grinds a 

little. 
Pinipo'chikun, n.in. A mill; the 

refuse from grinding, bran, or saw
dust. 

Pinipo'chikunis, n.in. A small mill, 
(e. g. coffee-mill); a small quantity 
of bran, saw-dust, etc. 

Pinipo'taw, v.t.in.2. He grinds it, 
(i. e. reduces it to powder). 

Pinipo'yao, v.t.an. He grinds him, 
(i. e. he reduces him to powder, 
anim.). 

Pini'puyew, v.imp. It falls off, it 
goes into powder. 

Pinnahum, v.i.6. He lowers sail, 
(because of sudden squall). 

Pinna'sew, v.i.1. He blows down. 
Pinna'stun, v.imp. It blows down. 
Pinusewa'chiwun, v.imp. It flows 

down (the bank). The Hayes river 
is sometimes called this, because 
of its sudden drop towards the sea. 

Pinusewa'putaw, v.t.in.2. He runs 
down an incline, (i. e. a bank). 

Pinusewa'puyew, v.i.1. He falls down 
the bank, it slides down the bank. 

Pinuma'sao, M.c., v.i.3. She is scaling 
fish. 

Pinu'wao, s.c., Piyuwao, P.c., v.t.an. 
She scales him (the fish). 

Pipi'chao, P.c., Pipichew, s.c., n.an. 
A robin. 

Pipik, n.an. A flea. 
Pipikoses, n.an. A small flea. 
Pipi'kosew, v.i.1. He is rough, he is 

lumpy. 
Pipikwa'w, v.imp. It is rough, it is 

lumpy. 
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Pipi'kwun, n.in. A trumpet, a flute. 
Pipikwutatao, or Pipik'wuyek, n.an. 

A toad. 
Pipikwuye'kis, or Pipikwuyekisis, n.an. 

A small toad. 
Pi'poon, n.in. Winter, a year. Tu.to 

pipoon, every year, yearly. In 
some localities it is restricted in its 
application to winter. 

Pipoon, v.imp. It is winter. 
Pipona'skos, n.an. A yearling, a 

colt. 
Pipona'skosewew, v.i.1. He is a colt, 

he is a yearling. 
Piponema'skunaw, n.in. A winter 

road. 
Pipo'nisew, v.i.1. He winters. 
Piponok, n.in.loc. case. Last winter. 
P~ponu'sew, n.an. A partridge-hawk. 
Piponwa'o, Piponasew, v.i.3. He is 

one winter, or one year old, i. e. 
with pa.yuk before it, as pa'yuk 
piponwao, or Nisto piponwao, he 
is three years old. 

Pfse;skaw, v.imp. Lynx are numerous. 
Pise w, n.an. A lynx, a wild cat. 
Pisewatik, n.an. The wild-cat tree. 

The root of this tree is used as a 
native medicine for the cure of 
cramps and spasms. 

Pisewenukwa'kun, or Piseweta'puk
. wan, n.in. A lynx snare. 

Pisewuyan, n.in. A lynx skin. 
Pisi'chehao, v.t.an. He attends to him 

he listens to him, he notices him' 
he obeys him. ' 

Pisi'chetum, v.t.in.6. He listens to 
it, he obeys it. 

Pisi'chetumowin, n.in. A hearing, an 
audience. 

Pisikwa'che -iskwao, Pisikwa'tiskwao 
n.an. An adultress, a harlot, ; 
whore. 

Pisikwa'cheissechika'win, n.in. Im
moral conduct, fornication 

Pisikwa'tis, n.an. A fornic~tor an 
adulterer. ' 

Pisi~wa'tiseto'towao, v.t.an. He com
m~ts adultery with her, or she com
mits adultery with him. 

Pisi~w3:'tisew, v.i.3. He commits for
. i:icati?1.1• adul~ery. 

Pi~ikwa ~1S.ewe -ita'yetum, v.i.6. He 
is lascivious, he thinks immorally. 

Pisikwa'tisewe -ita'yetumowin, n.in. 
Lasciviousness, immoral imagina
tion. 

Pisikwa'tisewin, n.in. Fornication, 
adultery, incest, or other like crimes. 

Pisikwa'tisiskew, v.i.1. He is given 
to commiting adultery, he is adul
terous. 

Pisikwa'tisewe -kunowa'pumao, v.t.an. 
He lusts after her, he looks upon 
her lustfully. 

Pisi'mao, v.i.3. She puts on the 'lash
ing' of a snow-shoe, (i. e. the line 
running along the inside of the 
frame). 

Pisimun, n.in. The thin caribou 
parchment from which the small 
snow-shoe netting is cut. 

Pisimuna'yape, n.in. The 'lashing' 
line of a snow-shoe (i. e. the line 
running along the inside of the 
frame). 

Pisi'sik, adv. Alone, simply, nothing 
else, invariably. 

Pisi'sikosew, v.i.l. He is alone, he is 
empty. · 

Pisi'sikupew, v.i.1. He lies, or is 
placed, empty; he is alone in the 
house. 

Pfsf'~ikw3;w, v.imp. It is empty. 
Pisisikwu stao, v.pass. It is placed 

empty, (i.e. without inhabitant) . 
Pisiska'pumao, v.t.an. He notices 

him, he observes him. 
Pisiska'putum, v.t.in.6. He notices it 

he observes it. ' 
Pisiska'yetakokwao, v.i.3. He has a 

distinguished air, (i. e. counten
ance). 

Pisiska'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is remark
abl~, he is observable, he is glorious, 
he is notable. 

Pisiska'yetakosewin, n.in. Glory, re
nown, notability. 

Pi~iska'ye~akwun, v.imp. It is glor
ious, it is remarkable. 

Pisiska'yetum, v.t.in.6. He cares for 
it, .he mind~ it, . he pays attention 
~o it, he notices it, he meddles with 
it. 

Pisiska'yetumowin n.in. Care, heed, 
attention. ' 
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Pisiska'yimao, v.t.an. He cares for 
him, he notices him, he regards 
him, he meddles with him, he inter
feres with him. 

Pisi'skew, n.an. An animal, a beast; 
a black bear. 

Pisiske'wew, v.i.l. He is an animal. 
Pisiske'skaw, v.imp. Animals, or beasts 

are numerous. 
Pisistoo'sewun, s.c., Pistosiwun, P.c., 

v.imp. It is a whirlwind. 
Piskecha'staw, v.t.in.2. He separates 

it, he divides it. 
Piskecha'sin, v.imp. It is a separate 

(small) compartment. 
Piskecha'yaw, v.imp. It is separate, 

it is distinct. 
Piskecheki'puhikatao, v.pass. It is 

partitioned off. 
Piskecheki'puhum, v.t.in.6. He par

titions it. 
Piskechewa'skahikunis, s.c., Piskewa'

skahikunis, E.C., n.in. A porch, a 
'lean-to'. 

Piskecheku'mik, Piskecheku'mikos, 
n.in. A room, a chamber, a closet. 

Piskechekumikokao, v.i.3. He makes 
a room, or rooms, (in a building). 

Piskecha'w, Pisisaw, v.imp. It is 
separate, it is partitioned off. 

Pisketayuwun, v.imp. It is divided 
into rooms, or parts. 

Pisketu'ssinuhikun, :r,,,r.c., n.in. A chap
ter, a separate portion of writing 
or printing. (In P.c. and s.c., this 
word stands for verse). 

Pisketu'ssinuhikunis, n.in. A verse; 
a small separate portion ~of writing 
or printing. 

Piski's, adv. Apart, asunder, by its
self, separately, in another place. 

Piskiti'sew, v.i.1. He is apart, he is 
separate, etc. 

Piskiskisawao, v.i.3. He cuts (things) 
in slices. 

Pisko'kanan, n.in. A joint, a knuckle, 
the ankle, the wrist. 

Piskoko'paw, v.imp. It is a bluff, (of 
willows). 

Piskoku'sk, n.an. A headed arrow. 
Pisko'sew, v.i.1. He has a lump, or 

hard substance in his flesh. 
Piskosi'kwaw, v.imp. It is rough ice, 

it is hummocky. 

PISTO'KAO 

Pisku'sowao, v.i.3. She is scaling fish. 
Piskwa'konakaw, v.imp. It is a mound 

of snow. 
Piskwa'wikunawipisi'skew, n.an. A 

camel. 
Piskwayao, v.t.an. He heaps them up, 

(anim.). 
Piskwa'w, v.imp. It has a lump. 
Piskwu'staw, v.t.in.2. He heaps it 

up. 
Piskwu'tinaw, v.imp. It is a mound. 
Piskwutunu'skuhikun, s.c., n.in. A 

lopped stick. 
Piskwutu'skew, v.imp. It has ears, 

it is in ear, (as corn). This is not 
a common expression, osti'kwan, 
the head, being more generally 
used. 

Pissina'tisew, v.i.1. He is playful, he 
is mischievious, he is sporty. 

Pissina'tisewin, n.in. Playfulness, mis
chief, sport. 

Pissine'hao, v.t.an. He blinds him. 
Pissine'w, v.i.1. He gets something 

into his eye. 
Pissi'ne'win, n.in. Irritation of the 

eye caused by a flying particle. 
Pisso'hum, v.t.in.6. He stumbles over 

it, (in his flight). 
Pissoka'sin, v.i.7. He stumbles, (over 

a stone, or a root, or stick). 
Pissoka'sinewin, n.in. A stumbling 

block, the cause of stumbling. 
Pisso'simao, v.t.an. He causes him to 

stumble. 
Pisso'sin, v.i.7. He stumbles. 
Pisosita'sin, v.i.7. His foot comes 

against something. 
Pisso'skum, v.t.in.6. He stumbles 

over it or against it. 
Pista'hipao, v.imp. It fl.oats light. 
Pisti'nao, v.t.an. He takes !him by 

mistake. 
Pisti'num, v.t.in.6. He takes it by 

mistake. 
Pisti'numowao, v.t.an. He takes some

thing belonging to him by mistake. 
Pistinuma'kawin, n.in. Something 

taken by mistake. 
Pisti'skowao, v.t.an. He hits against 

him by mistake. 
Pisto'kao, v.i.3. He goes into the 

wrong abode. 
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Pi'stuhum, v.t.in.6. He hits it, (acci
dentally). 

Pi'stuwao, v.t.an. He hits him, (acci
dentally). 

Pitu, adv.· First, before. A'ka pi'tu, 
not just yet. 

Piti'kosew, v.i.1. He is stumpy, he is 
short and thick, he is stocky. 

Piti'kwaw, '1J.imp. It is stumpy, it is 
short and thick, it is stocky. 

Pituho'yao, v.t.an. He catches him, 
(speaking of a fish in a net). 

Pitiho'yaw, v.i.2. He catches (as a 
fish in a net). 

Pituma', adv. First, a little while, 
for the present. Chaskwu pituma, 
wait a little while. 

Pituna, or Pitune, interj. Would 
that! I wish it. 

Pocheyo'wao, v.imp. It blows in, 
(as into a tent, etc.). 

Poma'mao, v.t.an. He discourages 
him, (by speech). 

Pona'kosew, v.i.1. He recovers from 
illness, he gets well. 

Pona'pew, v.i.l. or Pona'pukao, v.i.3. 
He ceases looking. 

Pona'pumao, v.t.an. He ceases look
ing at him, he ceases looking to 
him for support or help. 

Pona'putoowuk, v.recip.pl. They part 
from one another. 

Pona'putum, v.t.in.6. He ceases look
ing at it, he drops it. 

Po_na'yetum, v.t.in.6. He repents of 
it,. he ceases thinking of it; or as 
v.i. he repents. 

Ponayetuma'kao, v.i.3. He forgives, 
he thinks no more of the offence. 

Ponayetuma'kawin, n.in. Acquittance, 
forgiveness, pardon. 

Poi:ayetuma'toowin, n.in. Mutual for
giveness. 

Ponayetumowin n.in. Repentance, 
forgiveness. ' 

Pon.a'yetumowao, v.t.an. He acquits 
him, he foregives him. 

Poneuya'w, v.i.2. He has an end he 
ceases to exist. ' 

Ponet\ya';Vin, n.in. End of existance, 
expiration. 

Poneuyumeha'wikesikaw, v.imp. The 
S!-Inday ends, (after 12 Sunday 
mght). 

Poneuyu'mehaw, v.i.2. He ceases 
to pray, he backslides. 

Po'nehao, v.t.an. He lets him alone; 
he drops him, he stops following 
him. 

Poneka'kao, v.t.in.3. He uses it for 
fuel, he makes firewood out of it. 

Ponema'too, v.i.4. He ceases crying. 
Ponema'towin, n.in. The end of 

weeping. 
Poneme'chisoo, v.i.4. He leaves off 

eating. 
Poneno'hao, Ponenotohao, v.t.an. She 

weans him. 
Poneno'kosew, v.i.1. He disappears, 

he stops appearing. 
Poneno'kwun, v.imp. It disappears. 
Ponepima'tisew, v.i.1. He dies, he 

expires. 
Po'nepuyew, v.imp. It ceases, it ends, 

it stops, it discontinues. 
Ponepu'yewin, n.in. The end, a stop, 

cessation, dissolution. 
Po'netin, v.imp. It ceases blowing, 

the wind ceases; the wind blows 
down into the tent; it ceases as a 
line of demarcation. 

Po'netaw, v.t.in.2. He leaves it off, 
he ends it, he abstains from it, he 
lets it alone, he desists. 

Ponewe'chawao, v.t.an. He leaves him, 
he ceases going with him. 

Poneya'yao, v.i.3. He ceases to breath. 
Poneyo'tin, v.imp. It calms, the wind 

drops, it ceases blowing. 
Ponisinapasoo or Ponusina'pasoo, v.i.4. 

He casts anchor. 
Ponikoo, v.pass.4. It beats him, it 

defeats him. 
Poniko'skao, v.i.3. He sets hooks; 

(for trout, etc.). 
Ponikoskawin, n.in. A convenient 

place for setting hooks; the act of 
setting hooks. 

Ponowuta'n, v.imp. It ceases raining, 
or snowing. 

Po'num, v.t.in.6. or v.i. He puts fuel 
on the fire, he makes a fire. 

Ponumo'wao, v.t.an. He puts fuel on 
the fire for him. 

Ponusina'nayape, or Ponusina'pana
yape, n.in. A line for securing the 
ends of a net to a stone, or other 
stationery object. 
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Ponusinapa'son, n.in. An anchor. 
Ponusinapasona'yape, n.in. A cable, 

a chain. 
Ponusinapa'sonis, n.in. A small 

anchor. 
Ponusinapa'sowin, n.in. Anchorage. 
Ponoo, v.i.4. He gives up, he desists, 

he leaves off. 
Poo'chepuyew, v.i.1. He falls into a 

hole, (in the ice, or ground). 
Poo'chepuyewin, n.in. A pitfall, an 

unseen hole in the ice; a channel 
inside a sand-bar at the mouth of 
a river. 

Poos, or Poose, n.an. A domestic 
cat. This is the English term "puss" 
naturalized into the Cree language. 

Posa'hun, v.imp. It ships water, water 
blows into it; upheaval of water 
entering the canoe. 

Posa'kun, n.an. Touchwood. 
Posakwa'mew, v.i.4. He sleeps soun

dly, or long. 
Poschita'sao, E.c., Postita'sao, s.c. 

v.i.3. He puts on trousers, or 
leggins. 

Poosehao, v.t.an. He embarks him, 
he puts him on board, he puts him 
on a vehicle. 

Poosekwa'skotew, v.i.1. He jumps 
into the canoe, or boat, or vehicle. 

Pooseyu'yehoo, v.i.4. He embarks 
quickly (into the canoe, or vehicle). 

Poo'sepuyew, v.imp. It ships in. 
Poosepuyew nipe, water ships in. 

Pooseta'sowina, n.in. Cargo, things 
for putting into a vehicle, or canoe. 

Pooseta'soo, v.i.4. He puts things 
into the canoe; he carries cargo. 

Poosetaw, v.t.in.2. He embarks, it, 
he puts it into a vehicle, he ships it. 

Poosetisuwao, v.t.an. He sends him 
on board, he drives him into the 
canoe. 

Poosetisuhum, v.t.in.6. He sends it 
on board, he ships it. 

Poo'sew, v.i.1. He embarks, he goes 
aboard; he goes off, or departs, 
by canoe or boat. 

Poosewa'pinao, v.t.an. He throws him 
on board, (with the hand). 

Poosewa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He throws 
it on board, (with the hand). 

Poosewa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He throws 
it on board, (as a with stick, etc.). 

Poosewapuwao, v.t.an. He throws 
him on board, (with a swift vigorous 
movement). · 

Pooses, n.an. A kitten. 
Posi'skowao, v.t.an. He puts him on, 

(as an anim. garment). 
Posi'skum, v.t.in.6. He puts it on 

(as a garment). 
Poo'skokesik, n.in. A half-day; the 

same day. 
Poo'skopesim, n.an. A half-moon. 
Poo'skopitao, v.t.an. He tears a hole 

in him. 
Poo'skopitum, v.t.in.6. He tears a 

hole in it. 
Pooskopu'sawasip, n.an. A species 

of wild duck. 
Poo'skopuyew, v.imp. It bursts, it 

tears a hole in it. 
Poo'skosew, v.i.1. He has a hole in 

him. 
Poosko'skowao, v.t.an. He bursts 

him, (by falling or treading on him). 
Poosko'skum, v.t.in.6. He bursts it, 

(by falling or treading on it). 
Poosko'sum, v.t.in.6. He bursts it, 

(with a knife). 
Poo'skotao, v.imp. It is burst. 
Poosko'tin, v.imp. It breaks, or 

bursts, (by knocking, or rubbing, 
against something). 

Poosko'titaw, 'IJ.t.in.2. He breaks, or 
tears, a hole in it, (by throwing it 
down, or against something). 

Poosku'hum, v.t.in.6. He breaks it 
open, he opens it, (as a keg). 

Poosko'wao, v.t.an. He breaks him 
open, he opens him. 

Pooskowuti, n.in. A half skin, (H. B. 
trader's value about 25c.). 

Poo'skwaw, v.imp. It has a hole in 
it. 

Pooskwu'tisew, Pooskwuchisew, n.an. 
The larger species of plover. 

Poosotu'kise, n.in. Catgut. 
Posta'skotitaw, v.t.in.2. He puts it 

on the helve. 
Postiska'chikunu, n.in.pl. Clothes. 
Posti'skowao, v.t.an. He puts him 

on, (as an anim. garment). 
Postiskum, ii.t.in.6. He puts it on. 
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Postiskumo'teyao, v.t.an. He clothes 
him, he dresses him, he arrays him. 

Postita'suhao, v.t.an. He puts trou
sers, or leggins, on him. 

Postuko'pao, v.t.3. He puts on his 
coat; she puts on her dress. 

Postuko'puhao, v.t.an. He puts a 
coat on him; she puts a dress on 
her. 

Postusa'kao, v.i.3. He puts on his 
coat; she puts on her dress. 

Potusa'kahao, v.t.an. He puts a coat 
on him, he arrays him, he attires 
him; she dresses her. 

Postusa'mao, v.i.3. He puts on his 
snow-shoes. 

Postu'skisinao, v.i.3. He puts on 
shoes, or moccasins. 

Postu'skisinuhao, v.t.an. He puts 
moccasins on him. 

Postusi'kunao, v.i.3. He puts on his 
socks. 

Postuspi'chikwunawinao, M.C., Postu
spustakunao, s.c., v.i.3. She puts 
on an apron. 

Postusti'suhao, v.t.an. He puts gloves, 
or mitts, on him. 

Postusti'sao, v.i.3. He puts on gloves 
or mitts. 

Postusto'tinao, v.i.3. He puts on a 
cap, or hat. 

Postusto'tinuhao, v.t.an. He puts a 
cap, or a hat, on him. 

Poota'chekun, n.in. A bugle, a whistle, 
a bellows. 

Poota'chekunekao, v.i.3. He makes 
a whistle. 

Poota'chikao, v.i.3. He blows (with 
the mouth). 

Poota'chikawin, n.in. Air, or wind, 
whistling; a blowing up. 

Poota'chikun, n.in. A bugle, a bel
lows. 

Poota'chikunis, n.in. A flute, a fife. 
Poota'kumipuyew, v.i.1. He falls 

into it, (i.e. a liquid). 
Poota'tao, v.t.an. He blows him· he 

blows him up. ' 
Poota'tum, v.t.in.6. He blows it 

he plays it (as a wind instrument 
for the mouth). 

Poota'tuwao, v.t.an. He blows at 
him; he blows him up. 

Poote! interj. Behold! See! 

Poo'tinao, v.t.an. He puts his hand 
in (an article of clothing, spoken 
of in the animate). 

Poo'tinikun, M.c., n.in. A thimble. 
Poo'tinikunis, M.c., n.in. A small 

thimble. 
Poo'tinum, v.t.in.6. He puts his hand, 

or finger, in it. 
Poo'towaw, v.imp. It is bloated, it 

is puffed out. 
Poo'towisew, v.i.1. He is thick, he is 

bloated, he is stout. 
Poo'yoowao, or Poo'yoowasis, n.an. 

A beaver one year old. 
Poyu'kinao, v.t.an. He peels him, 

(e.g. a tree). 
Poyu'kinum, v.t.in.6. He peels it. 
Poyu'kumao, v.t.an. He peels him, 

(e.g. a tree) with the teeth. 
Poyu'kutowao, v.i.3. He peels him, 

(with a blow). 
Poyu'kutum, v.t.in.6. He peels it 

with the teeth. 
Powa'kun, n.an. A dream spirit. 
Powa'mew, v.i.1. He dreams. 
Powa'mewin, n.in. A dream. 
Powa'misk, n.an. A dreamer. 
Powa'miskew, v.i.1. He is a dreamer. 

In some localities this word is used 
as a noun. 

Powanutuk, n.an. A tree stripped 
of its leaves. 

Powa'tao, v.t.an. He dreams about 
him. 

Powatu'kinao, v.t.an, He takes the 
brush off him, (i. e. the tree). 

Powatu'kinum, v.t.in . . He barks it, 
he takes the brush off it; he takes 
the grass etc., off the ground. 

Powatu'kinusesewepesim, or Powatu'
kinuses, n.in. October or November. 
The moon in which the leaves and 
the brush fall from the trees. 

Powatu'kipuyew, v.imp. The bark 
peels off, the brush falls off. 

Powa'tum, v.t.in.6. He dreams about 
it. 

Powa'tin, v.imp. It is showing up 
(through the mist, or smoke). 

Powa'yetum, v.i.6. He regains con
sciousness. 

Powikusikun, n.in. A plaster (a 
counter-irritant plaster). 
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Powiku'sum, v.t.in.6. He fires it all 
away, he exhausts his supply of 
ammunition. 

Powiku'swao, v.t.an. He fires it all 
away, (anim.), (i.e. he uses up all 
the powder in his horn). 

Powina, prep. Through, among, by 
means of. 

Powi'nao, v.t.an. He pours him all out, 
he shakes him all out. 

Powina'sew, v.i.1. He puts a plaster 
to draw the poison out. 

Powina'sikun, n.in. A plaster, (a 
drawing plaster). 

Powi'num, v.t.in.6. He pours it all 
out, he shakes it all out, he threshes 
it (by hand). 

Powi'skowao, v.t.an. He threshes it, 
lit. 'him' (by treading upon it). 

Powu'hikao, v.i.3. He is threshing. 
Powuhika'wikumik, n.in. A barn, a 

threshing floor. 
Powu'hikun, n.in.A threshing-machine. 
Powu'hikunikao, v.i.3. He is making 

a flail. 
Powu'hum, v.t.in.6. He threshes it; 

he shakes it out. 
Powu'humowao, v.t.in.3. He threshes 

it for him. 
Powu'wio, v.t.an. He threshes him, 

(i. e. the grain). 
Puchepu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He makes 

it goe wrong, he frustrates it. 
Puchepu'yew, or Puchepu'yin, v.imp. 

It goes wrong, it misses the mark. 
Puka'n, adv. Separately, dividely. 
Puka'n, n.an. A nut. 
Pukanatik, n.an. A nut-tree. 
Puka'nehao, v.t.an. He separates him, 

or them. 
Puka'netaw, v.t.in.2. He divides it, 

he sets it apart. 
Puka'niskaw, v.imp. Nuts are num

erous. 
Puka'nisew, v.i.1. He is apart, he is 

alone. 
Puka'simao, Kupa'simao, s.c., v.t.an. 

He boils him; he baths him. 
Puka'simoo, Kupasimoo, s.c., v.i.4. 

He bathes; he swims. 
Puka'taw, Kupataw, s.c., v.t.in.2. 

He boils it. 
Puka'kin, n.in. Leather. 

PUKI'KOWINIKUN 

Puka'kinos, n.in. A small piece of 
leather. 

Puka'kinwamoti, n.in. A leathern 
bottle, a skin container. 

Pukasa'n, n.an. A nettle. 
Pukasa'wuk, v.i.3.pl. They gamble 

with dice. 
Pu'ke, n.in. A part, a portion. 
Pu'ke, adj. and adv. Some, in part, 

partly. 
Pukewuya'n, M.c., Pukewuya'nsake, 

s.c., n.in. A shirt, a chemise; 
shirting. 

Pukewuyana'kin, M.C., n.in. Calico, 
cotton, linen, print. 

Pukewuyana'kinos, M.c., n.in. A small 
piece of calico, etc. 

Pukewuya'nikakao, M.c., v.i.3. She 
makes a shirt of it. 

Pukewuya'nikao, M.c., v.i.3. She is 
making a shirt. 

Pukewuya'nikowao, M.c., v.t.an. She 
makes a shirt for him. 

Pukewuya'nikumik, n.in. A tent, a 
marquee tent. 

Pukewuyaniku'mikokao, v.i.3. She 
makes a tent. 

Pukewuya'nis, M.C., n.in. A small 
shirt, or chemise. 

Puki'chikao, v.i.3. He offers, (i. e. 
he presents a sacrifice). 

Pukichikaweya'kun, n.in. A censer. 
Pukichikaweyi'new, n.an. A priest 

(i.e. a sacrificial one). 
Pukichikaweyi'newew, v.i.1. He is a 

priest, (sacerdotal). 
Pukichikaweyi'newewin, n.in. The 

priest-hood, (sacerdotal). 
Pukichika'win, n.in. An offering. 
Puki'chikun, n.in. Incense. 
Pukichikuna'pisk, n.in. An altar, an 

incense altar. 
Pukichikuna'piskoyakun, n.in. A cen

ser used at the altar. 
Puki'kowinum, or Pukika'kowinum, 

v.t.in.6. He drops it, (i. e. drop by 
drop). 

Puki'kowew, v.i.1. He drops, (i.e. 
the kettle, or other anim. object, 
lets the liquid drop from it). 

Puki'kowin, v.imp. It drops (as a, 
liquid). 

Puki'kowinikun, n.in. A drop, (from 
a vial). 
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Pukikowinum, v.t.in.6. He drops it, 
(as from a vial). 

Pukipa'stin, v.imp. It drops, it drips, 
(as water from the eaves). 

Pukipa'staw, Pukipa'stun, v.imp. It 
drops, (as rain). 

Pukisimao, v.t.an. He drops him, he 
lets him fall, he throws him down. 

Puki'simoo, v.imp. It is sunset, it 
sets (i. e. the sun), but when used 
with pesim it is considered as v.i.4. 

Puki'sin, v.i.7. He falls. 
Pukisino'win, n.in. A fall, a downfall. 
Puki'soo, v.i.4. He dives, (as a fish 

after coming to the surface). 
Pu'kisoo, v.t.an. He explodes, he is 

in an explosion. 
Pu'kisum, v.t.in.6. He explodes it. 
Pu'kitao, v.imp. It explodes. 
Pukitawepime, n.in. Gasoline, ex-

plosive oil. 
Pukitanum, v.t.in.6. He explodes it. 
Pukita'pikanao, v.t.an. He lowers 

him down, (as with a rope). 
Pukita'pikanum, v.t.in.6. He lowers 

it down, (as with a rope). 
Puki'tawaw, v.i.2. He sets a net, or 

nets. 
Pukitawatao, v.imp. It is suitable 

for fishing. 
Puki'tawawin, n.in. The act of fishing 

with a net or nets; a fishery. 
Pukita'yetum, v.i.6. He despairs, he 

gives up hope, as v.t. he lets it take 
its course (in his mind). 

Pukita'yetumowin, n.in. The act of 
releasing some idea from the oper
ation of one's will; despair. 

Pukita'yimao, v.t.an. He gives him 
up, he abandons him, he resigns 
him. 

Pukita'yimisoo, v.refi.4. He gives 
himself up, he resigns himself, he 
gives himself up to it. 

Pukita'yimisowin, n.in. Resignation, 
self-surrender. 

Pukita'yimostowao, v.t.an. He gives 
himself up to him, he commits him
self to him, or them. 

Puki'tin, v.t.an. imper.m. Let him go, 
release him; sow it. 

Puki'tin, v.imp. It falls. 
Pukitina'soo, v.i.4. He sacrifices he 

puts in an offering. ' 
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Pukitina'soowin or Pukitinika'win, 
n.in. A sacrifice, an offering. 

Pukitina'sowinapisk, n.in. An altar. 
Puki'tinao, v.t.an. He lets him r;o, 

he lavs him down, he releases him, 
he de-livers him, he restores him, he 
yields him up, he acquits him. 

Puki'tinikao, v.i.3. He is sowing; he 
makes an offering. 

Puki'tinikun, n.in. Seed, lit. a thing 
put down. 

Pukitiniskwa'wao, v.i.3. He puts 
away his wife, he gives a divorce. 

Pukitini'soo, v.refi.4. He gives him
self up, or gives himself up to it, 
he resigns himself. 

Pukitiniso'stowao, v.t.an. He resigns, 
or submits, himself to it. 

Puki'tinum, v.t.in.6. He lets it go, 
he puts it down, he delivers it, he 
yields it up, he restores it; he sows 
it. 

Puki'tinumowao, v.t.an. He gives it 
up to him, he commits it to him, he 
entrusts it to him; he lets him. 

Pukitiskwa'yew, v.i.l. He hangs down 
his head. 

Pukiti'taw, v.t.in.2. He drops it, he 
lets it fall, he throws it down. 

Pukitusowa'tao, v.t.an. He delivers 
him up, he renounces his claim to 
him. 

Pukitusowa'tum, v.t.in.6. He delivers 
it up, he renounces his claim to it. 

Pukituta'moo, v.i.4. He breathes, he 
breathes out. 

Pukituta'mosew, v.i.1. He breathes a 
little. 

Pukituta'mototum, v.t.in.6. He brea
thes it out. 

Pukituta'mowin, n.in. Breath, ex
haling. 

Pukocha'nao, v.t.an. He removes his 
bowels, he eviscerates him, he 
embowels him, he draws him out, 
(as a fowl). 

Pukona'hikun, n.in. An awl, a brad
awl, a boring tool. 

Pukona'hum, v.t.in.6. He bores it, 
he makes a hole in it. 

Puko'nao, or Pukwu'nao, v.t.an. He 
flays him, he skins him. 

Pukona'sin, v.i.7. He has a hole made 
in him (by falling). 
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Pukona'skum, v.t.in.6. He wears a 
hole in it (as a moccasin). 

Pukoni'tin, v.imp. It has a hole made 
in it, (by falling). 

Pukoni'wao, v.t.an. He bores him, 
he makes a hole in him. 

Pukona'yaw, v.imp. It has a hole in 
it, there is a hole, it is a hole. 

Ptikopa'o, v.i.3. He goes into the 
water. 

Ptikopa'putaw, v.t.an. He runs into 
the water. 

Ptikopa'puyehoo, v.t.an.4. He rushes 
into the water (to escape capture). 

Ptikopa'puyew, v.i.1. He, or it, falls 
in to the water. 

Pukopawa'pinao, v.t.an. He flings 
him into the water. 

Pukopawapinum, v.t.in.6. He flings 
it into the water. 

Pukosa'yetakosew, v.i.1. There is 
hope for nim, there is expectation 
of him. 

Pukosa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He wishes it, 
he expects it, he desires it. 

Pukosa'yetumowao, v.t.an. He ex
pects it from him, he desires it, 
or requests it, from him. 

Pukosa'yimao, v.t.an. He expects 
him, he wishes him, he desires him, 
he beseeches him, he entreats him. 

Pukosa'yimoo, v.i.4. He expects, he 
hopes, he desires. 

Pukosa'yimowin, n.in. Expectation, 
hope, desire. 

Pukose'hao, v.t.an. He begs it from 
him, he expects something from him. 

Pukose'hewao, v.i.3. He begs, as n.an. 
O' pukosehe'.wao. 

Pukosehewa'sew, v.i.1. He is a beggar. 
Pukosetwa'w, v.i.2. He begs, (also 

Pukose'taw). 
Pukosetwa'win, n.in. Begging; the 

preceeds of begging. 
Pukosita'pisoo, or Pukwuna'sitapisoo, 

v.i.1. He has a blistered foot, or feet. 
Pukuhatowhan, n.in. A ball, a base

ball. 
Ptikuhokoo, v.i.4. He beats, (i. e. his 

heart beats). 
Pukuhu'n, v.imp. It beats, it pulsates, 

it throbs. 

Puktika'yetum, v.i.6. He is fully 
conscious. 

Pukukum, adv. Very likely, perhaps. 
Pukukuma'tisew, v.i.1. He seems 

conscious. 
Pukumakun, n.in. A club, a cudgel, 

a hammer, a pestle, a weapon. 
Pukuma'kunis, n.in. A hammer, a 

small club. 
Pukuma'piskuhekao, v.i.3. He hits 

the iron, (as a smith beats out 
iron). 

Pukuma'stun, v.imp. The wind hits 
the sail with a sudden force. 

Pukuma'stutaw, v.t.in.2. He sails 
the boat so that the wind fills the 
sails. 

Puku'metin, v.imp. It falls with force 
against something. 

Puku'metitaw, v.t.in.2. He hits it 
against something. 

Pukumeyo'wao, v.imp. It blows agai
nst something, there is a squall. 

Pukumikwa'wao, v.t.an. He strikes 
him on the face. 

Puku'mipuyew, v.imp. It comes with 
force, (as against something). 

Puku'misimao, v.t.an. He throws him 
so that his body hits the ground. 

Puku'miskowao, v.t.an. He hits (with 
his body) against him. 

Pukumi'skum, v.t.in.6. He hits (with 
his body) against it. 

Puku'miskakoo, v.refi.4. It hits him; 
used sometimes in the sense of 
retributuion. 

Pukumuhika'soo, v.pass. He is beaten, 
he is suffering from blows. 

Pukumuhi'kao, v.i.3. He is beating, 
he is striking, he is hammering, he 
is hitting. 

Pukumuhika'win, n.in. A beating, 
a chastisement, a blow. 

Pukumuho'kowisew, v.i.1. He receives 
chastisement, (from divine sources). 

Puku'muhum, v.t.in.6. He beats it, 
he hammers it, he knocks it, he 
strikes it, he smites it. 

Pukumusko'sewukuhikao, v.i.3. He 
is threshing (i. e. ~orn). 
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Puku'muwao, v.t.an. He beats him, 
he hits him, he knocks him, he flogs 
him, he strikes him, he hammers 
him, he thrashes him. 

Pukumuhika'wikumik, n.in. A place, 
or building, for threshing, a barn, a 
threshing-floor. 

Pukuskina'kwun, or Pukukina'kwun, 
v.imp. It is plain, it is clear, it is 
visible. 

Puku'skinum, or Pukti'kinum, v.i.6. 
He sees clearly, as v.t. he sees it 
clearly. 

Puku'stowahum, v.t.in.6. He puts it 
into the water. 

Puku'stowapuyew, v.i:1. or v.imp. He 
or it, falls into the water. 

Puku'stowawao, v.t.an. He puts him 
into the water, he sets him, (speak
ing of a net), in water. 

Pukustowa'wapinao, v.t.an. He throws 
him into the water. 

Pukustowa'wapinum, v.t.in.6. He 
throws it into the water. 

Pukwa'chekun, n.an. An enemy, an 
adversary, a hated person. 

Pukwa'ches, s.c., Upukwa'ches, P.C., 
n.an. A bat, (the cheiropterous 
animal). 

Pukwa'chesis, n.an. A small or young 
bat. 

Pukwa'chesiskaw, v.imp. Bats are 
numerous. 

Pukwasa'watao, v.t.an. He cuts a 
slice off him. 

Pukwasa'watum, v.t.i.n.6. He cuts a 
slice off it. 

Pukwa'sewao, v.i.3. He hates. 
Pukwa'sewawin, n.in. Hatred malice 

enmity. ' ' 
Pukwa'tao, v.t.an. He hates him he 

dislikes him. ' 
Pukwa'tikosew, v.i.1. He is hateful 

he is hated, he is abominable. ' 
Pukwa'tiskosewin, n.in. Abomina

tion, something hateful. 
Pukwa'tikwun, v.imp. It is hateful 

it is hated, it is abominable. ' 
Pukwatipa'pitao, v.t.an. He scalps 

him. 
Pukwa'titoowin, n.in. Mutual enmity 

or hatred. ' 
Pukwa'titoowuk, v.recip.4. They hate 

each other. 

PUKW A'SIKUNIS 

Pukwa'tum, v.t.in.6. He hates it, he 
abhors it, he dislikes it. 

Pukwa'sinao, v.t.n. He looks on him 
with hatred; inan. Pukwa'sinum. 

Pukwa'situm, v.t.in.6. He hates to 
hear it. 

Pukwayu'pao, v.i.2. He sets a net 
under the ice. 

Pukwa'hum, v.t.in.6. He breaks a 
piece off it. 

Pukwa 'nao, v .. an. He breaks a piece 
off him, (with his hand); he breaks 
bread. 

Pukwa'num, v.t.in.6. He breaks a 
piece off it. 

Pukwa'numwao, v.t.an. He breaks a 
piece off for him. 

Pukwa'pichikun, n.in. A piece torn 
off. 

Pukwa'pitao, v.t.an. He tears him 
off (anim). 

Pukwa'pitum, v.t.in.6. He tears it 
off. 

Pukwapuyew, v.imp. It breaks off, 
it tears off; it makes a sharp noise. 

Pukwa'sew, v.i.1. He is broken. 
Pukwasew pesim, the moon is in 
a quarter, lit. the moon is broken off. 

Pukwa'sikun, n.an. \Vheat flour, 
bread. In some localities this word 
is not used in the latter sense, but 
only for flour. 

Pukwasikuna'poo, n.in. Flour-soup. 
(i.e. broth thickened with flour). 

Pukwasikuna'pokao, v.i.3. She makes 
flour-soup. 

Pukwa'sikunemin, n.an. A grain, a 
corn. 

Pukwasikunemu'nisikun, n.in. A 
sickle for cutting wheat. 

Pukwa'sikunikakao, v.i.3. She makes 
bread of it, he makes flour of it. 

Pukwa'sikunikan, n.an. Wheat, ban
nock, loaf, bread, biscuit, etc. 

Pukwa'sikunikao, v.i.3. She makes 
bread. 

Pukwa'sikunikowao, v.t.an. She makes 
bread for him. 

Pukwa'sikunikumik, n.in. A garner, 
a granary. 

Pu~wa'sikunis, . n.an. A small quan
tity of flour, a small bannock or 
loaf, a bun. 
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Pukwa'sikuniskaw, v.imp. There is 
a great deal of flour or bread. 

Pukwa'sikunuk, n.an.pl. Bannocks, 
loave·s; wheat. 

Pukwa'sikunuskose, n.in. Wheat 
straw. 

Pukwa'skowao, v.t.an. He breaks a 
piece off him, (as with the foot). 

Pukwa'skum, v.t.in.6. He breaks a 
piece off it, (as with the foot). 

Pukwa'sum, v.t.in.6. He cuts off a 
piece or slice from it. 

Pukwasumowao, v.t.an. He cuts off a 
piece, or slice, for him. 

Pukwa'swao, v.t.an. He cuts off a 
piece or slice from him, (as from a 
loaf of bread). 

Pukwasawa'chikun, n.in. A piece 
cut off, a slice. 

Pukwasawa'tum, v.t.in.6. He cuts a 
slice off it. 

Pukwa'tin, v.imp. It is broken off. 
Pukwa'uskao, v.i.3. He is tearing up 

moss. 
Pukwa'wao, v.t.an. He breaks a 

piece off him. 
Pukwuchi'simisoo, or Pukwu'chisoo, 

v.refl.4. He singes himself, he burns 
himself, (as from a spark on his 
clothing). 

Pukwuchisa'kuhikun, n.in. An un
frequented lake. 

Pukwuno'mao, v.t.an. He speaks about 
him behind his back. 

Pukwuno'mewawin, n.in. Backbiting, 
gossip. 

Pukwu'now, adv. Behind his back, at 
random, unobservingly, from mem
ory. 

Pukwuno'weayimomao, v.t.an. He 
backbites him. 

Pukwunoweayimo'towin, n.in. Back
biting. 

Pukwuno'weitao, v.t.an. He sends a 
message to him, (either written or 
verbal). 

Pukwunoweitwao, v.t.in.3. He re
peats it from memory. 

Pukwunowekiska'yetum, v.t.in.6. He 
knows it as a seer, he knows it from 
memory. 

Pukwuno'weitwawin, n.in. Reciting 
from memory; a message committed 
to memory. 
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Pukwunowekiska'yimao, v.t.an. He 
knows him as a seer. 

Pukwunowewa'pumao, v.t.an. He sees 
him as a seer' he sees him as by 
clairvoyant power. 

Pukwunowewa'putum, v.t.in.6. He 
sees it as a seer. 

Pukwunowiwa'putomowin, n.in. Fore~ 
sight, (as of a seer), instinct. 

Pukwunowew~tum, v.t.in.6. He tells 
it as a seer, he tells it without 
recourse to notes. 

Pukwuta'hao, v.t.an. He girds him. 
Pukwuta'hon, n.in. A belt, a girdle. 
Pukwuta'hoo, v.pass. He is belted 

or girded. 
Pukwuta'honikakao, v.i.3. He makes 

a belt of it. 
Pukwuta'honikao, v.i.3. He makes 

a belt. 
Pukwuta'honis, n.in. A small belt. 
Pukwuta'honiskum, or Pukwuta'hos

kum, v.t.in.6. He girds himself 
with it, he is girded with it. 

Pukwuta'hototum, v.t.in.6. He uses 
it for a belt. 

Pukwu'tchipuyew, v.imp. It loosens 
or breaks off from (something). 
it lifts off, (as a boat from a shoal). 

Pukwuti'nao, v.t.an. He loosens him, 
(by hand). 

Pukwuti'num, v.t.in.6. He loosens it, 
(by hand). 

Pukwuto'pak, 1it.in. A small swamp, 
isolated from others). 

Pukwu'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He loosens it, 
by hitting it, (as an article frozen 
to the ground). 

Pukwutu'ske, n.in. A dessert, a wild
erness. 

Pukwutuwao, v.t.an. He loosens it, 
(as an anim. article frozen to the 
ground). 

Pumeha'o, v.t.an. He takes care of 
him, he attends to him, he mini
sters to him, he serves him. 

Pumehe'wao, v.i.3. He ministers, he 
serves. 

Pumehewa'win, n.in. Ministry, mini
strations, personal service. 

Pumehi'soo, v.refl.4. He provides for 
himself, he supports himself; he 
waits upon himself. 
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Pume'kowao, v.t.an. He takes the 
charge of him, he attends him, (as 
cattle). 

Pumesta'kao, v.i.3. He serves, he 
attends. 

Pumesta'kawin, n.in. Service, mini
stration. 

Pumesta'towin, n.in. Mutual service. 
Pumes'towao, v.t.an. He waits upon 

him, he attends to him, he serves 
him. 

Puminao, v.t.an. He fosters him, he 
supports him. 

Puminika'win, n.in. Foster care, bene
volent support. 

Puna'tun, P.c., v.imp. It is useless, 
(as a moccasin worn into holes). 

Punipa'pun, s.c., Puyipa'pun, P.C., 
v.imp. The sunlight streams out 
through the clouds, (i. e. through 
holes in the clouds). 

Punipa'stao, s.c., Puyipa'stao, P.c., 
v.imp. The light comes through 
the hole. 

Punipa'w, s.c., Puyipaw, P.c., v.imp. 
It has a hole through it. 

Punipa'w -nipe, s.c., n.in. A part 
of the river or lake where the water 
is deeper than in other parts, 
(spoken of as a 'bottomless hole'). 
Indian name for Oxford Lake, Man. 

Punipu'hum, Puyipuhum, P.c., v.t.in.6. 
He makes a hole through it. 

Punipu'wao, Puyipuwao, P.c., v.t.an. 
He makes a hole through him. 

Punuko'skitao, v.i.3. He has pendent 
ears. 

Pupama'hokoo, or pupamowhokoo, 
v.pass.4. He is driven about by 
the wind or waves. 

Pupama'moo, v.i.4. He flees about, 
(to escape danger, or detection). 

Pupama'mokao, v.i.3. He causes him, 
or them, to take flight, (as birds 
fleeing to escape a hawk). 

Pupa'ma'sew, v.i.l. He sail5 about, 
he is a sailor. 

Pupama'stun, v.imp. It sails about. 
Pupama'tis, n.an. A wanderer, one 

who travels about (tenting in diff
erent places). 

Pupama'tisewin, n.in. Nomadic life. 
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Pupama'vetum, v.t.in.6. He desires 
to warider about; he cares for it, 
he worries about it. 

Pupama'yetumowin, n.in. The desire 
to wander about; care, worry. 

Pupama'yimao, v.t.an. He car:es for 
him he thinks a lot about him. 

Pupadia'yimowin, n.in. Anxiety, soli
citude, care. 

Pupamekinwu'sakatao, v.i.3. He 
walks about in long clothes. 

Pupa'mpuyehao,. v.t.an. f1~ moves 
him about, luther and tmther. 

Pupa'mepuyew, v.i:111-p. It move~ about, 
it goes about, hither and thither. 

Pupampuyetaw, v.t.in.2. He moves 
it about, hither and thither. 

Pupa'meyaw, v.i.2. He flies about, he 
goes about from one place to another. 

Pupa'meoi'.1taw, v.i.Z. He runs about. 
Pupa'meputasew, v.i.1. He runs about 

a little. 
Pupamepi'chew, v.i.5. He tents about, 

he flits about the country. 
Pupa'mis'kaw, v.i.2. He paddles about 

in his canoe. 
Pupa'miskunowiio, v.i.3. His tracks 

are all about, (in a certain area). 
Pupa'miskunowawuk, v.i.3. Their 

tracks wander about, crossing and 
recrossing in a certain area. 

Pupamita'chimoo, v.i.4. He crawls 
about. 

Pupamiwa'pasew, 
about. 

v.i.1. He blows 

Pupamiwa'pastun, 
about. 

v.imp. It blows 

Pupamocha'sew, v.i.l. He walks about 
a little; he is (i.e. a little person), 
walking about. 

Pupamotakao, Pupamotawa'kao, v.i.3. 
He walks about with the help of it, 
(as with a crutch). 

Pupa'motao, v.i.3. He walks about, 
he travels (by land), he wanders; 
he is able to walk. 

Pupamota'skew, v.i.1. He walks about 
a great deal, he is always walking 
about. 

Pupa'motuhao, v.t.an. He carries 
him about, he leads him about, 
he takes him about in his travels. 
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Pupamotutaw, v.t.in.2. He carries 
it about, he walks about with it. 

Pupa'mupewuk, v.i.1.an.pl. They are 
sitting, or lying, about. 

Pupa'mustaw, v.t.in.2. He puts it 
here and there, he scatters it about. 

Pupa'mustawu, v.imp.in.pl. They are 
lying, scattered about. 

Pupa'sayetum, v.i.6. He thinks he 
must hurry. 

Pupa'sayetumowin, n.in. Impetuosity, 
immature decision. 

Pupa'sew, v.i.5. He is in haste. 
Pupa'sewin, n.in. Desperate haste. 
Pupasepuyuhoo, v.i.4. He jumps about 

in desperate haste. 
Pupa'setissuwao, v.r.an. He hastens 

him, he drives him with desperate 
haste. 

Pupa'stamao, v.t.an. See Pasta'mao, 
Pupa'stamoo, v.i.4. He blasphemes, 

(re pea tedl y). 
Pupa'w~tum, v.t.in.6. He goes about 

telling it. 
Pupa'chew, v.i.5. He is slow, he is 

tardy. 
Pupa'chewin, n.in. Tardiness, slow 

action. 
Pupa'nokasew, v.i.1. He is slow, he is 

tardy, he is slack. 
Pupanokasewin, n.in. Slowness, slack

ness. 
Pupaskicheki'puhikatao, v.pass. It is 

partitioned off into compartments. 
Pupaskicheki'puhum, v.t.in.6. He 

shuts it up into compartments, or 
pens, he partitions it. 

Pupa'skosew, v.i.1. He is rough, he is 
uneven. 

Pupaskosku'mikaw, v.imp. The ground 
is very uneven. 

Pupa'skwaw, v.imp. It is rough, it 
is uneven, it is lumpy. 

Pupa'sochehao, v.t.an. He has access 
to him, he comes very near to him. 

Pupa'sochetaw, v.t.in.2. He comes 
very near to it. 

Pupa'stin, v.imp. There is a drift, 
or drifts. 

Pupa'stin, n.in. A drift, a snow bank 
formed by the wind. 

Pupaskochi'stin, n.in. Drift banks 
formed by a wind storm. 

Pupa'tikonum, v.t.in.6. He holds it 
in a bundle; he ties it in a bundle. 

Pupawa'hao, v.t.an. He makes him 
lucky. 

Pupawa'o, v.i.3. He is fortunate, he 
is lucky. 

Pupe'tosisew, v.i.1. He is variable, he 
is fickle. 

Pupi'kosew, v.i.1. See Pipiko'sew. 
Pupimwa'piskutaw, v.t.in.2. He throws 

stones at it repeatedly. 
Pupimwa'piskuwhao, v.t.an. He throws 

stones at him repeatedly. 
P~pi'skosew, v.i.1. He is lumpy, he 

1s eneven. 
Pupi'skwaw, v.imp. It is lumpy, it is 

uneven. 
Pupi'skwuchaw, v.imp. It is uneven 

ground. 
Pupowa'kao, v.i.3. He shakes his 

wings (i.e., the bird). 
Pupowesi'tasimoo, v.i.4. He shakes it 

off his feet (e.g., snow, dust, etc.). 
Pti.powetitaw, v.t.in.2. He dusts it 

(by shaking). 
Pupowa'stutaw, v.t.in.2. He lets the 

wind shake the dust out of it. 
Pupo'wew, v.i.5. He shakes himself. 
Pupowu'hum, v.t.in.6. He dusts it 

(by beating it). 
Pupowu'wfo, v.t.an. He dusts him (by 

beating him). 
Pupuka'piskisew, v.imp.l. He is thin 

(speaking of metal as anim.). 
Pupuka'piskaw, v.imp. It is thin 

(speaking of metal). 
Pupukasa'kao, v.i.3. His coat, or her 

dress, is thin. 
Pupuka'sin, v.imp. It is rather thin. 
Pupuka'skosew, v.imp.l. He is thin 

(speaking of wood), anim. 
Pupuka'skwun, v.imp. It is thin 

(speaking of wood). 
Pupuka'kun, v.imp. It is thin (speak

ing of cotton or other fabric). 
Pupuka'kusin, v.imp. It is rather thin 

(speaking of cotton, linen, etc.). 
Pupuka'w, v.imp. It is thin. 
Pupu'kewuyan, n.in. A shirt. This 

is a reduplicated form of Pukewuyan 
in use in some localities. 

Pupukewuya'nakin, n.in. See Puke
wu' yanakin. 
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Pupukipa'staw, v.imp. It showers, the 
rain falls gently. 

Pupuki'sum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it thin. 
Pupuki'swao, v.t.an. He cuts him 

thin. 
Pupukisi'sew, Pupuki'sew, v.i.1. He 

is thin. 
Pupukito'wukao, v.i.3. He has thin 

ears. 
Pupukumitwa'sew, v.i.1. He pats him, 

he hits him lightly. 
Pupukumisti'kwanawasew, v.i.1. He 

pats him on the head. 
Pupuku'tin, v.pass. It is.frozen thin, 

the ice is thin. 
Pupukwu'chehao, v.t.an. He amuses 

him; he is conscious of him. 
Pupukwuta'yimao, v.t. an. He is 

amused by him, he is conscious of 
his being. 

Pupukwuta'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is 
amusing; he makes his personality 
felt. 

Pupusichicha'hosoo, v.i.4. He claps 
his hands; he slaps his hands. 

Pupusichicha'hototuwawuk, v.t. an. pl. 
They clap their hands at him, they 
clap him. 

Pupusikwa'w!io, v.t.an. He slaps him 
repeatedly on the face. 

Pupu'skew, or Puspu'skew, n.an. A 
birch grouse, the ruffed grouse. 

Pupususta'hokowin or Pupususta'ho
wawin, n.in. A whipping, a flog
ging). 

Pupusustahum, v.t.in.6. He thrashes 
it, he whips it. 

Pupususta'w!io, v.t.an. He thrashes 
him, he chastises him. 

Pupwastusa'mao, Pupos'tusamao, v.i.3. 
He puts on his snowshoes. 

Pusaka'n, n.an. The head of the bul
rush. 

Pusichicha'w!io, v.t.an. He slaps him 
on his hands; he claps his hands at 
him. 

Pusi'koo, v.i.4. He arises (from sit
ting), he stands up. 

Pusi'koo, v.i.imper.4. Arise, get up, 
stand up. 

Pusiko'nao, v.t.an. He raises him 
(from a sitting or recumbent pos
ture). 

Pusiko'num, v.i.t.in.6. He raises it (an 
article), he raises it (the question). 

Pusikopi'tao, v.t.an. He pulls him up 
(from a sitting posture). 

Pusiko'siputaw, v.i.2. He jumps up 
(from a sitting posture). 

Pusikosta'towin, n.in. Insurrection, 
rebellion, antagonism, anarchy. 

Pusikosta'towuk, v.i.4. They rise up 
against each other. 

Pusiko'stowao, v.t.an. He rises up 
against him, he resists him. 

Pusiko'stum, v.t.in.6. He resists it. 
Pusikwa'wao, v.t.an. He slaps him on 

the face. 
Pusi'puyew, v.imp. It moves slowly, 

it shifts slowly. 
Pusitao, v.imp. It is on fire (e. g. a 

prairie fire). 
Puska, adv. and adj. Asunder, branch

ing, divergingly, aside, off on one 
side. 

Puska'hitowin, n.in. A mutual agree
ment to separate; division. 

Puska'monwu or Puskwa'mowu, 
v.imp.pl. They diverge, they divide 
or separate. 

Puska'o, v.i.3. He turns aside from 
the path. 

Puska'skunow, adv. Off the road, 
branching from the road. 

Puska'sewin, n.in. A limb, a member 
(of the body). 

Puska'sewinayape, n.in. A tendon (of 
a limb). 

Puska'tikwunakaw, or Puskatikwuna
yaw, v.imp. It has branches, com
ing from it. 

Puska'tikwunakisew, v.i.1. He has a 
branch coming from him (i.e., the 
tree). 

Pusk!itin, v.imp. It branches off (as 
a small river from a large one). 

Puska'tisuwfi:o, v.t.an. He separates 
him, he isolates him (as a deer from 
the herd). 

Puska'tisuhikun, n.an. An animal 
isolated from the herd. 

Puska'tisinum, v.t.in.6. He separates 
it from it. 

Puska'tuhao, v.t.an. He takes him on 
a side path, he takes him aside. 
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Puska'tuhikoo, ii.refi.4. He, or it, 
takes him aside; he, or it, turns 
him from the right way. 

Puska'wao, v.i.3. He is lean, he is 
emaciated. 

Puskawa'win, n.in. Emaciation, lean
ness; deviation. 

Puska'weyao, v.t.an. He parts com
pany with him; he takes him aside, 
he leads him astray. 

Puska'yaw, v.imp. It forks (as a 
river). 

Puske, M.C., Puke, s.c., adj. A part, 
portion, some. 

Pusketa'muchiwao, or Pusketuche
wao, v.i.3. He passes over a hill. 

Pu'skichas, P.C., Pu'skitas, s.c., n:in. 
A spark. 

Puskichasikun, n.in. A spark plug. 
Puskichipuyetaw, v.t.in.2. He hangs 

it over (fencing, etc.); he lifts it 
over an incline. 

Puskichipuyew, v.imp. It goes over 
(some obstacle in the river). 

Puski'pitao, v.t.an. He breaks him, (by 
pulling). 

Puski'pitum, v.t.in.6. He breaks it, 
as a cord (by pulling). 

Puski'puyew, v.imp. It snaps (as cot
ton or twine). 

Pu'skisoo, v.pass.4. Sparks fall upon 
him. 

Puski'sum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it through 
(as twine or cord). 

Puski'swao, v.t.an. He cuts him 
through. 

Pu'skitao, v.imp. Sparb fall upon it, 
it sparks. 

Puskiya'kao, v.i.3. He prevails, he 
excels, he surpasses. 

Puskiya'kawin, n.in. Mastery, sur
passing others in physical tests, 
predominence. 

Puskiya'koo, v.refi.4. He, or it, beats 
him, it overcomes him. 

Puski'yuwao, v.t.an. He surpasses 
him, he excels him, he beats him, he 
prevails over him. 

Pusko'hikao, Puskowitikao, v.i.3. She 
takes the hair off a skin; he is 
w;eeding the garden (with a hoe). 

Pu'skoo, v.i.4. He moults. 
Puskonao, v.i.3. He is fat. 

PUSKWU'STIKWAN 

Pusko'nao, or Pusko'pitao, v.t.an. He 
plucks him (as a fowl). 

Pusko'pichekao, v.i.3. He is plucking 
a fowl; he is pulling the weeds (out 
of the garden). 

Puskoso'towin, n.in. The act of cut
ting one's hair; a barber's shop; a 
~hearing-plac'e. 

Pusko'stjkwanao, v.i.3. He is bald. 
Puskostonao, s.c., Kipistonew, P.c., 

v.t.3. His nose bleeds, he has the 
nose-bleed. 

Puskoswao, Pusko'sumowao, v.t.an. 
He clips his hair, he shears him. 

Pusko'wepesim, n.in. The moulting
moon, July. 

Pu'skumao, v.t.an. He bites him 
through (i.e., some stringy fabric 
as twine). 

Pu'skutum, v.t.in.6. He bites it 
through. 

Puskwa'chikun, n.in. A bone scraper 
(for taking the hair off skins). 

Puskwa'chikunikao, v.i.3. He makes 
a bone-scraper. 

Puskwa'skichasin, v.imp. It is a small 
open patch of burnt woods. 

Puskwa'skitao, v.imp. It is an open 
patch of burnt woods. 

Puskwaskoyoo, v.i.4. He becomes 
surfeited (with fat). 

Puskwa'w, v.imp. It is prairie; it is 
barren of trees, it is a plain. 

Puskwu'che, n.in. A mound, a sitump. 
Puskwu'hikao, s.c., v.i.3. He is clear

ing land of willow trees; he is pulling 
the weeds from the garden. 

Puskwu'hikun, s.c., n.in. A scraper 
(for removing the hair from skins), 
a hoe for weeding. 

Puskwu'hikunikao, s.c., v.i.3. He 
makes a scraper. 

Puskwuhuma'soo, v.i.4. He cuts his 
(own) hair. 

Pukwuhuma'w, v.i.2. He gets his hair 
cut. 

Puskwu'humowao, v.t.an. He cuts his 
hair (i.e., another person's). 

Puskwu'skisoo, v.i.4. He stands scat
tered (as a thin crop of barley, anim.). 
Puskwu'suki, n.in. A bare skin (i.e., 

having no hair). 
Puskwu'stikwan, n.in. A bald head. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Puskwu'sawao, v.i.3. He clips, or cuts, 
grass (with shears). 

Puskwu'sum, v.t.in.6. He clips it; he 
cuts the grass from it. 

Puskwu'tuhikao, v.i.3. He clears land. 

Puskwu\vio, v.t.an. He scrapes the 
hair off his skin (i.e., an animals'). 

Puspa'pew, v.i.1. He looks through 
it (as through a window, or a hole 
in the tenting). 

Puspa'pewin, n.in. A window. 
Puspe, prep. Through. 
Puspepe'konao, v.t.an. He breaks 

him through. 
Puspepe'konum, v.t.in.6. He breaks 

it throuvh. 
Puspeti'ssi'j;ao, v.t.an. He holds him 

out (as through a hole in the window, 
etc.); he delivers him, he rescures 
him, he liberates him. 

Puspeti'ssinum, v.t.in.6. He holds it 
out; he rescues it, he saves it. 

Puspew, v.i.5. He gets clear, he 
escapes. 

Puspe'win, n.in. An escape; a close 
call. 

Puspiko'tasin, v.i.7. He breaks his 
shell (as a chicken), he comes into 
sight. 

Puspeha'o, v.t.an. He rescues him, he 
carries him through. 

Puspinao, v.i.4. He has a narrow 
escape of his life. 

Puspina'win, n.in. Danger, risk, peril. 
Puspi'num, v.t.in.6. He goes through 

(peril), he risks it. 
Puspinuma'win, n.in. A rescue, a 

peril passed safely, salvation. 
Puspi'numowao, v.t.an. He puts it 

through for him, he risks it for him. 
Puspinu'soo, v.refi.-1. He narrowly 

escapes killing himself. 
Puspinu'tao, v.t.an. He narrowly 

escapes killing him. 
Puspinu'tikoo, v.i.4. He has a narrow 

escape of his life, in some risky 
venture. 

Puspuska'pew, v.i.1. His eyes smart 
(from the smoke). 

Puspu'skitao, v.imp. It emits sparks, 
it crackles. 

Pussa'w, v.~mf?. It is grooved, it is 
concave, 1t 1s a hollow, or a valley. 

Pussa'sin, v.imp. It is a small groove, 
it is a little hollow. 

Pussiko'chikakun, P.c., Pussiko'chikun, 
s.c., n.in. A grooving plane. 

Pussiko'chikao, v.i.3. He is grooving 
(as with a plane). 

Pussiko'chikun, r.c., Pussiko'hikun, 
s.c., n.in. A groove in the board. 

Pussiko'chikune -che'kuhikun, n.in. 
A grooving-pick. 

Pussi'kotum, v.t.in.6. He grooves it. 
Pussipa'sin, v.i.7. He skims along the 

surface of the water (e.g., as a duck). 
Pussipa'stao, v.imp. There is spray 

rising from the surface of the sea. 
Pussipi'tin, v.imp. It skims along the 

surface of the water. 
Pussipa'yowao, v.imp. The wind blows 

over the surface of the water. 
Pussipa'yaw, v.i.2. He flies just above 

the surface of the water. 
Pussoo', v.i.4. He smells, he scents; 

as v.t., he scents it (as an animal 
scents a human being). 

Pussu'chaw, v.imp. It is a valley, it 
is a hollow. 

Pussucha'sin, v.imp. It is a little 
valley, it is a small hollow. 

Pussuhe'kao, v.t.in.6. He is squaring 
logs, he is hewing. 

Pussuhe'kawin, n.in. The act of hew
ing logs. 

Pussuhika'wechekuhikun, n. in. A 
squaring-axe, a broad axe. 

Pussu'hum, v.t.in.6. He squares it. 
Pussuka'pew, v.i.1. He twinkles (with 

the eyes). 
Pussuka'pewin, n.in. A twinkle, a 

twinkling. 
Pusu'kipuyew, v.imp. It splinters. 
Pusu'kohum, v.t.in.6. He glues it, he 

seals it. 
Pusukocha'skewukaw, v.imp. It is 

miry, it is sticky mud. 
Pusu'kosew, v.i.1. He is sticky, he is 

adhesive. 
Pusukoskewa'tuhikun, or Pusukoske

wu'hikun, n.in. Sealing-wax. 
Pusu'kumohao, v.t.an. He pastes him, 

he sticks him on. 

Pusu'kumota \\', 'I.J.t.in.2. He pastes it, 
he sticks it on (as a plaster). 

Pusu'kuskew, n.an. Soft pitch, tar. 
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Pusukwa'pew, v.i.1. He shuts his 
eyes. 

Pusu'kwaw, v.irnp. It is sticky, it is 
adhesive. 

Pusu'kwuhikao, v.i.3. He is gluing, 
he is pasting. 

Pusu'kwuhikun, n.in. Glue, paste, 
plaster, sealing-wax, muscilage. 

Pusu'kwuhikunikao, v.i.3. He makes 
glue, or paste. 

Pusu'kwuhum, Pusu'kohum, v.t.in.6. 
He glues it, he pastes it. 

Pusu'kwumoo, v.imp. It adheres, it 
sticks, it holds, it cleaves. 

Pusu'kwumoo, v.i.4. He sticks, he 
cleaves, he holds on. 

Pususkumikeyaw, v.i.2. He flies near 
the ground. 

Pususta'hikao, v.i.3. He is whipping, 
or chastising (someone). 

Pususta'hikun, n.in. A whip, a rod, 
a scourge. 

Pususta'hikunikakao, v.i.3. He makes 
a whip of it. 

Pususta'hikunikao, v.i.3. He is mak
ing a whip. 

Pususta'hikunikowao, v.t.an. He makes 
a whip for him. 

Pususta'hikunis, n.in. A small whip. 
Pususta'howawin, n.in. A whipping, 

a chastisement. 
Pususta'hum, v.t.in.6. He whips it. 
Pusu,sta'puyetaw,' or Pususta'pitum, 

v.t.in.2. He strikes a line on it, "he 
lines it" (as lining a log for ripping 
with pit ... saw). 

Pususta'pichikao, v.i . .J. He makes 
lines with a "chalk line". 

Pusustapichikunayape, n.in. A chalk 
line for lining logs or boards. 

Pususta'wao, v.t.an. He whips him, 
he flogs him, he chastises him. 

Puswa'skoyoo, v.imp. He eats fatty 
food, he chokes with the fatty food. 

Puswa'wao, v.imp. It echoes. 
Puswa'wasin, v.i.7. He makes an 

echo. 
Puswa'watin, v.t.in.7. It makes an 

echo. 
Puta'pumao, v.t.an. He overlooks him, 

he does not notice him, he misses 
seeing him. 

Puta'putum, v.t.in.6. He does not 
notice it, he overlooks it. 

Puta'putumowin, n.in. An oversight, 
an inadventure, a mistake. 

Puta'putumowao, v.t.an. He does not 
notice it for him. 

Puta'o, v.t.an. He singes him. 
Putota', adv. Aside, on one side, off 

from the line. . 
Putota'pew, v.i.1. He sits aside. 
Putota1p1itaw, v.i.2. He runs off from 

the trail, he runs aside. 
Putota'puyew, v.imp. It is off from 

the line, it runs off (the trail, or the 
rails). 

Putotfi'tuhao, v.t.an. He takes him 
aside, he takes him off the line. 

Putot.i'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He takes it 
aside, he takes it off the line. 

Putota'skunowituhao, v.t.an. He leads 
him out of the path. 

Putu'm, v.t.in.2. He singes it. 
Pu'ttuhum, v.t.in.6. He misses it, he 

misses the mark, he misses the 
trail. 

Pu'ttuhumao, v.i.3. He loses the 
track, he takes the wrong road, he 
steps off the trail. 

Pu'ttuhumowin, n.in. Missing the 
mark, doing the wrong thing;. 

Pu'ttumao, v.t.an. He misses him (as 
in trying to bite him). 

Pu'ttutum, v.t.in.6. He misses it (as 
in trying to bite it). 

Pu'ttuw.io, v.t.an. He misses him, 
the shot misses the bird. 

Putuko'skowao, or Patuko'skowao, 
v.t.an. He falls upon him, he holds 
him down (as by pressing upon 
him). 

Putumi'sk, n.on. A beaver a year 
and a half old. 

Putupe'stakawin, n. in. Adoration, 
worship, awe; submission, subser
vience. 

Putupe'stowao, v.t.an. He bows down 
to him, he submits to him, he wor
ships him. 

Putupe'stum, v.t.in.6. He bows down 
to it, he worships it, he fears it. 

Putupeti'suwao, v.t.an. He makes 
him crouch, he 'scares' him. 

Putupe'w, v.i.5. He crouches, he sits 
with his head down; he worships, he 
bows in adoration. 
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Putupe'win, n.in. Crouching, humble
ness; religious fear. 

Putupiskwa'yew, v.i.1. He hangs 
down his head. 

Putu'stowao, E.c., v.t.an. He falls 
upon him. 

Puwa'pititin, P.c., Pwa'tatin, s.c., 
v.imp. It misses fire (as a gun), it 
snaps. 

Puyu'ches or Punu'ches, M.c., v.t.an. 
Breeches, trousers. This word is 
no doubt the English "breeches", 
euphonized, and now completely 
naturalized in James Bay. 

Puyuche'sikakao, M.C., v.i.3. She 
makes trousers of it. 

Puyuche'sikao, M.c., v.i.3. She makes 
trousers. 

Puyuche'sikowao, M.c., v.t.an. She 
makes trousers for him. 

Pwa'stow, adv. Slowly, tardily, too 
late. 

Pwa'stowe, adj.pref. Slow, tardy, late. 
Pwa' stowe totum, he does it tardily 
(just too late). 

Pwa'stowemutwawao, or Pwa'stowe
mutwatao, v.imp. It hangs fire (as 
a gun). 

Pwa'stowew, v.i.5. He is slow, he is 
slack, he is late, he lags behind. 

Pwa'stowewin, n.in. Slowness, slack
ness, tardiness, acting too late. 

Pwa'stoweotitinum, v.t.in.6. He is 
late in getting hold of it. 

Pwa'stowepuyew, v.imp. It lingers, 
!t is ~ long time coming, it is late 
m act10n. 

Pwa'stowesepwhao, v.i.3. He is late 
in starting, or late in going away. 

Pwa'stowetukosin, v.t.an.7. He is 
late in coming. 

Pwati'titowao, v.t.an. He misses fire 
at him (i.e., his gun mises fire with 
game as the object). 

Pwad:'tichikao, v.i.an. His gun misses 
fire. 

Pwa'tawechikao, v.i.3. He gives up 
he lacks the strength to carry on. ' 

Pwa'tawehao, v.t.an.3. He gives him 
up (as unimpressionable). 

Pwa'tawetaw, v.t.in.2. He gives it 
up (as impracticable). 

Pwa'tewew, v.i.1. He is a Sioux. 
Pwa'timoo, v.i.4. He speaks Sioux. 
Pwa'tu, n.an. A Sioux Indian. Pl., 

Pwa'tuk. 
Pwatu'skisin, n.in. A Sioux moccasin, 

'a mitten-shoe' (i.e., a moccasin 
made with a seam along each 
side). 

Pwa'wew, v;i.5. She is pregnant 
(being heavy with child). 

Pwa'wepuyew, v.imp. It drag~ heav
ily (ref. to a sled overburdened). 

Pwa'wuche'hao, v.t.an. He is unable 
to manage him. 

Pwa'wuchetaw, v.t.in.2. He is unable 
to manage it. 

Pwawuchi'chikao, v.i.3. He is difi
cient in strength, he is weak, he 
finds the burden too heavy. 

Pwa'wutao, v.i.3. He is burdened, he 
is heavily loaded. 

Pwawuta'win, n.in. A heavy burden. 
Pwawu'tuhao, v.t.an. He burdens 

him heavily. 

s 
Saka'muchewao, v.i.3. He rises over 

the hill (speaking of an animate 
object appearing from behind the 
hill-top). 

Sakana'pe, M.c., n.in. Cord, rope, 
snow-shoe-knitting cord made from 
deerskin. 

Sakana'pekao, v.i.3. She makes snow
shoe-knitting cord. 

Saka'putao, v.imp. The smoke arises 
(as from over a hill, etc.). 

Saka'stao, v.imp. It is sunrise; as n., 
sunrise. 

Saka'stowao, v.i.3. He rises (as the 
sun). 

Sa'kao or Usa'kao, n.an. A crab (the 
crustaceous animal); a lobster. 

Sa'ke, v.t.imper. Love thou him. 
Sakehakun, n.an. A beloved one a 

favourite. ' 
Sa'kehao, v.t.an. He loves him he is 

fond of him, he likes him. ' 
Sa'kehaw, v.i.2. He is loved. 
Sa'kehewao, v.i.3. He loves, he is 

fond, he is charitable. 
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Sakehewa'win, n.in. Love, affection, 
charity. 

Sakehewa'winewew, v.i.1. He is love. 
See I. John IV. 16. 

Sakehewa'wisew, v.i.1. He is affec
tionate, he is amorous. 

Sakehi'kosew, v.i.1. He is loveable, 
he is amiable. 

Sakehi'kosewin, n.in. Amiability, love
ableness. 

Sakehikoowi'sew, v.i.1. He is loved, 
he is beloved. 

Sakehi'soo, v.refl.4. He loves himself. 
Sakehi'soowin, n.in. Self-love, self

esteem. 
Sakehi'toowuk, v.refl.4.pl. They love 

one another. 
Sakeki'taw, v.i.2. It bears (fruit, etc.), 

or he makes it bear. 
Sakepu'kaw, v.imp. It buds (the tree 

buds). 
Sakepuka'we -pesim, n.in. The bud

ding moon, May or June. 
Sa'ketaw, v.t.in.2. He loves it, he is 

fond of it, he is selfish with it. 
Sa'ketin, v.imp. It sprouts, it shoots 

up; it is partly out (i.e., in view). 
Sakekota'sin, v.i.7. He breaks his 

shell (as a chicken), lit. his beak 
comes into sight. 

Sakini'skao, v.i.3. His hand is out (as 
when an Indian baby pushes his 
hand through the wraps and lacings 
of the moss-bag). 

Sakinistikwanao, v,i.3. He is bare
headed. 

Sa'kisew, or Susa'kisew, v.i.5. He is 
stingy, he is miserly. 

Sakise'win or Susa'kisewin, n. in. 
Stinginess, parsimony. 

Sakitayunew, v.i.1. He puts his 
tongue out (from force of habit). 

Sakitayunewa'puyehoo, v.i. 4. He 
pushes out his tongue in derision. 

Sakita'yunewuta'moo, v.i.4. He pants 
with his tongue hanging out (as a 
dog when over-heated). 

Sakitawak, n.in.loc. The mouth of a 
river. Indian name for Isle a la 
Crosse, Sask. 

Sakitowawuk, s.c., Sakitawaweyine
wuk, P.c., n.an. Isle a la Crosse 
Indians. 

Sa'kooch adv. Certainly, positively, 
really.' 

Sa'koochehao, v.t.an. He conquers 
him, he def eats him. 

Sakoochehe'wao, v.i.3. He conquers, 
he overcomes, he prevails. 

Sakoochehe' .vawin, n.in. Victory, suc
cessful conquest. 

Sa'koochetaw, v.t.in.2. He conquers 
it, he def eats it. 

Sakoo'chimao, v.t.an. He convinces 
him, he prevails upon him by en
treaty, he persuades him, he compels 
him. 

Sakoochi'puy~w. v.imp. It is over
powered, it is forced back. 

Sakoo'chimewao, v.i.3. He convinces 
(by speech), he speaks with per
suasion. 

Sakoo'chimewawin, n.in. Persuasion, 
a convin~ing argument. 

Sakoochewa'puwio, v.t.an. He pre
vails over him (in boxing), he 
forces him back with his blows. 

Sakoochewa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He drives 
it back (by hitting it). 

Sa'kohao, v.t.an. He subdues him, he 
masters hirn, he defeats him, he 
conquers him, he prevails over him. 

Sakosa'p, E.c., adj.num. Nineteen. 
Sakotahao, v.i.3. He is cowardly, he 

is timid, he is faint-hearted. 
Sakota'hawin, n.in. Cowardice, tim

idity, faint-heartedness. 
Sa'kotao, v.i.3. It rises (e.g., the sun), 

into view. 
Sako'tumoo, Sakwu'tumoo, n.an. The 

goshawk. 
Sakooti'skowao, v.t.an. He overcomes 

him, he prevails over him (as by 
pushing against him). 

Sakooti'skum, v.t.in.6. He overcomes 
it (as by pushing against it). 

Sa'ko'taw, v.t.in.6. He overcomes it, 
he subdues it, he def eats it, he mas~ 
ters it. 

Sakotumowao, v.t.an. He def eats it 
for him, he overcomes it for him, he 
avenges him. 

Sakotwa'win, n.in. Successful con
quest, mastery, victory. 

Sakotwa'w, v.i.3. He overcomes, he 
conquers, he triumphs. 
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Sakowa'piskaw, v.imp. It is narrow 
(speaking of metal, inan.): 

Sakowa'piskisew, v.imp. It Is narrow 
(speaking of a stone). 

Sakowa'sin, v.imp. It is rather narrow. 
Sakowa'skosew, v.imp.l. H~ is narrow 

(speaking of a tree as amm.). 
Sakowa'skwun, v.imp. It is narrow 

(speaking of "'.ood, etc.) .. 
Sakowa'kun, v.imp. It Is narrow 

(speaking of cloth, linen, etc.). 
Sakowi'kwao, v.i.3. He has a narrow 

face. 
Sakowi'sew, v.i.1. He is narrow. 
Sakowiti'tumunao, v.i.3. He is nar

row shouldered. 
Sakowa'w, v.imp. It is narrow. 
Sakayuwa'sew, E.c., v.i.1. H~ is 

surly, he is short-tempered, he Is of 
a taciturn nature. 

Sakayuwa'sewin, E.C., n.in. Surliness, 
short-temper, taciturnity. 

Sakuchewana'n or Sakuchewa'nana
tik, E.c., n.in. A ladder. 

Sakuchewana'nikao, E.c., v.i.3. He 
makes a ladder, or stairs. 

Sa'kuchewao, E.c., v.i.3. He ascends 
(so that he appears at the top of a 
hill, or stairs, or ladder). 

Sa'kuhikun, n.in. A lake. 
Sa'kuhikunis, n.in. A small lake. 
Sakuhikuniskaw, v. imp. Lakes 

abound. 
Sa'kuhikunisis, n.in. A pond. 
Sakuhikune'wun, v.imp. It is a lake. 
Sa'kuskew, v.i.5. He grows up, he 

springs up. 
Sa'kuskin, v.imp. It grows up, it 

springs into growth (as grass). 
Saku'skin, n.indec. or adv. Full. 
Sakuskinama'kosew, v.i.1. He is filled 

with the scent (of it). 
Sakuskinama'kwun, v.imp. It is filled 

with the scent (of it). 
Saku'skinao, v.i.3. and v.imp. He, or 

it, is full. 
Sakuskina'pao, v.imp. It is full (with 

a liquid). 
Sakuskina'putaw, v.t.in.2. He fills it 

(with a liquid). 
Sakuskina'skowao, v.t.an. He fills 

him with himself (as the Holy Spirit 
within man). 
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Sakuskinaya'powat~w, . v.t.in.2. H.e 
fills it (by pouring m water until 
the vessel is full). 

Sakuskinaya'putao, v.imp. The (tent) 
is full of smoke. 

Sakuski'nuhao, v.t.an. He fills him. 
Sakuski'nutaw, v.t.in.2. He fills it. 
Sakuskinutowao, or Sakuskinutumo-

wao v.t.an. He fills it for him. 
Sakuski'tao, v.imp. It sticks out, it 

projects, it shows up above the 
water, or above the ground. 

Sakuskuchikun, n.in. A buoy. 
Sakuta'mao, v.t.an. He holds him be

tween the teeth (so that he projects 
out). 

Sakuti'tum, v.t.an. He holds it be
tween his teeth (so that it projects 
out). 

Sakwapa'kiyuwasew, s.c., Sakowapa'
keyuwasew, P.c., v.i.1. He has a 
slender body. 

Sakwahi'kun, n.in. A wooden scraper 
for preparing skins. 

Sakwa'sew, n.an. A mink. 
Sakwasewewu'nehikun, n.in. A mink 

trap. 
Sakwa'sewuyan, n.in. A mink skin. 
Sakwa'yimoo, v.i.4. He hesitates, he 

wavers, he scruples, he is unwilling, 
he is diffident, he is afraid. 

Sakwayi'mao, v.t.an. He fears for him, 
he doubts his capability. 

Sakwa'yimohao, v.t.an. He discour
ages him, he makes him waver. 

Sakwayimo'totum, v.t.in.6. He hesi
tates to tackle the job, he is afraid 
of it. 

Sakwa'yimototowao, v.t.an. He is 
afraid to tackle him. 

Sakwa'yimowin, n. in. Hesitation, 
wavering, diffidence. 

Sakwu'hum, v.t.in.6. He causes it to 
make a crashing sound. 

Sakwuwao, v.t.an. He crushes him. 
Sa'minao, v.t.an. He touches him, he 

feels him. 
Sa'minum, v.t.in.6. He touches it, he 

feels it. 
Saminu'mowao, v.t.an. 

something for him. 
proxy. 

He touches 
Touch by 
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Samiskota'towuk, v.recip.4.pl. They 
touch each other, they are in con
tact. 

Sa'misin, v.t.an.7. He comes in con
tact with, he touches it. 

Sami'tin, v.t.in.7. It touches, comes 
in contact with (something). 

Samititaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it touch; 
he places it so as to come in contact 
with something. 

Sapa'kumew, or Sapa'kumin, v.imp. 
Generally used with a negative, 
thus, numu weyu sapa'kumew, it 
is a weak liquid. 

Sapa';yetum, s.c., v.i.6. This word is 
generally qualified by the use of 
the negative, as, numu weyu sapa
yetum, he is not keen about it. 

Sapa'yetumowin, s.c., n.in. General
ly qualified by an adjective, adverb 
or a preposition. Uyiwak' sapa.y
tumowin, contentment. 

Sa'pew, v.i.5. He is strong, he is 
able-bodied. The word is generally 
used with the negative, as numu 
weyu sa' pew, he is weak, or he is 
not strong. 

Sape'win, n.in. Meaning strength; 
when qualified by an adjective or it 
may mean weakness, according to 
adjective used. 

Sapikunao, v.i.3. He has strong bones. 
(Used with a negative which gives 
the antonym.) 

Sa'po, prep. Through (i.e., from end 
to end, or from one surface to 
another). 

Sapo'chiwun, v.imp. It flows through. 
Sa'po -itwao, v.t.in.2. He says, or 

repeats, it through. 
Sapo -kiskino'tahao, v.t.an. He leads 

or guides him through, he pilots him 
to the end. 

Sapo -kiskino'tahewao, v.t.an. He 
pilots through to the end, or he 
acts as pilot throughout the voyage. 

Sapo -kunawa'yimao, v.t.an. He cares 
for him, or them, through (all the 
days). 

Sapo -kwa'mew, v.i.4. He sleeps 
through (the night), he sleeps 
soundly. 

Sapomaya'skowao, v.t.an. He passes 
through the midst of them. 

Sapoo'min, or Susa'poomin, n.an. A 
gooseberry. 

Sapoo'minatik, or Susa'poominatik, 
n.an. A gooseberry tree. 

Sapoo'miniskaw, v.imp. Gooseberries 
abound. 

Sapona'kosew, v.i.1. He is transparent; 
he can be seen through (e.g., a thin 
shawl, anim.). 

Sapona'kwun, v.imp. It is transparent, 
it can be seen through. 

Sapo'nikun, n.in. A needle. 
Saponi'kunis, n.in. A small needle. 
Saponoo'kosew, v.i.1. He can be seen 

through (something). 
Sapo'num, v.t.in.6. He puts it through. 
Sapopa'yaw, v.imp. It is water

soaked. 
Sapopao, v.imp. The water comes 

through; he is wet. 
Sapopa'kitin, v.inip. The water passes 

through the cloth (as a raincoat 
becomes water-soaked). 

Sapopi'motao, v.i.3. He is walking 
through. 

Sapopu'yew, v.imp. It goes through, 
it passes through. 

Sapopu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He passes it 
through. 

Saposi'kun, n.in. Aperient medicine, 
physic, a. purge. Pime-saposi'kun, 
castor oil; Seweta'kun-saposi'kun, 
Epsom salts; Misewapuyichikun
saposi'kun, cathartic pills. 

Saposi'kunis, n.in. A small dose of 
aperient medicine; little pills. 

Saposkawisew, v.i.1. He is purged 
(i.e., he has diarrhoea). 

Sapo'skowao, v.t.an. He passes through 
him, or them. 

Saposko'wisew, v.i.1. He is purged, 
(naturally). 

Sapo'skum, v.t.in.6. He passes through 
it, or them. 

Sapo'soo, v.i.4. He is purged, (by 
medicine). 

Sapo'soo'win, n.in. The action of a 
purgative, the excretion; diarrhoea, 
dysentery. 

Sapo'stuwao, v.t.an. He pierces him 
through. 

Sapo'tao, v.i.3. He passes through. 
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Sapotowan, n.in. The long-tent, (for 
conjuring); or any long-tent with 
a door at each end. 

Sapotowa'skum, v.t.in.6. He passes 
through it, he goes through it. 

Sapotowa'tao, v.i.3. He walks through. 
Sapotowa'yaw, v.imp. There is a 

passage through. 
Sapowa'sew, or Sapwa'sew, v.i.1. He 

blows through; the wind goes 
through him, (i.e. his clothes). 

Sapowa'soo or Sasepowasoo, v.i.4. He 
is transparent, (i. e. so that the 
wind or light passes through). 

Sapowa'stanikun, E.c., n.in. A lan
tern. 

Sapowa'stao, Sapwastao, v.imp. It is 
transparent, the light passes through. 

Sapowa'stao -minekwa'kun, E.C., n.in. 
A tumbler. 

Sapowa'stao, -minekwa'kunis, E.C., 
n.in. A wine-glass. 

Sapowa'stun, or Sapwa'stun, v.imp. 
It blows through, the wind goes 
through it. 

Sapowa'pinao, v.t.an. He throws him 
through. 

Sapowa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He throws it 
through. 

Sapoya'w, v.i.2. He flies through. 
Sapoyu'kew, v.i.5. He pushes him

self through. 
Sapoyi'1'kinao, v.t.an. He pushes him 

through. 
Sap_wa'pumao, v._t.an. He sees through 

him, he sees him through something 
(as an x-ray machine). ' 

Sapwa'putum, v.t.in.6. He sees 
through it; he sees it through some
thing. 

Sapwa'skonum, v.t.in.6. He pushes it 
through, (some aperture). 

Sapwa'skonumwao, v.t.an. He pushes 
1t through to him, or Jor him. 

Sapwa'skopuyetaw, v.t.in.2. He puts 
1t through, (as through railings). 

Sapwa'skowapinao, v.t.an. He throws 
1t through, (as through. railings, 
etc.). 

Sapwa'skowapinum, v.t.in.6. He 
~hrows it through (as through rail
mgs, etc.). 

Sasa'hun, v.imp. There are breakers, 
the sea is breaking. 

Sasa'kun, v.imp. It is sleet, there is 
sleet. 

Sasa'kun -ussine, s.c., n.in. Hail
stones, (word coined by translators). 

Sa'si, P.c., Asi, s.c., adv. Already, 
even now, before now. 

Sasa'kinichichao, v.i .. 3. He has bare 
hands. 

Sasa'kinikatao, v.i.3. He has bare 
legs. 

Sasakiniki'tikwao, v.i.3. He has bare 
knees. 

Sasa'kinipitonao, v.i.3. He has bare 
arms. 

Sasakini'sitao, v.i.3. He has bare feet. 
Sasakini'sti'kwan, n.in. A bare head. 
Sasakinisti'kwananao, v.t.an. He un-

covers his head (i. e. the head of 
another person). 

Sasakinisti'kwananisoo, v.refl.4. He 
uncovers his head. 

Sasakini'stikwanao, v.i.3. He has a 
bare head. 

Sasakiwe'chikao, or Sasakiwe'yewao, 
s.c., v.i.3. He sacrifices. 

Sasakiwe'chikawin, s.c., n.in. A 
sacrifice, the offering of a sacrifice. 

Sasakiwechikun, s.c., n.in. A sacri
fice, the thing sacrificed. 

Sasakiweyewa'stowao, v.t.an. He sacri
fices to him. 

Sasakiweyewa'weyinew, n.an. A sacri-
ficial priest, a sacerdotalist. 

Sasakiweyewawin, n.in. A sarcifice. 
Sasa'kosew, v.i.5. He is slender. 
Sasa'kwaw, v.imp. It is slender. 
Sasapayita'kun, or Sususwa'puyechi-

kun, n.in. A child's rattle. 
Sasapayi'ta'kunikao, v.i.3. She makes 

a rattle. 
Sasapa'yi'taw, or Susuwa'puyetaw, 

v.t.in.2. He shakes it, (speaking of 
a rattle). 

Sasa'pe, n.in. Sea-weed, kelp. 
Sasa'peskaw, v.imp. Sea-weed abounds 
Sasa'posoo, v.p(l,ss.4. He has diar-

rh?e~, he has · frequent excretions. 
Sasa p1kunao, v.i.3. He is strong he 

has :'trength. This word gene;ally 
q~ahfi~d by ah adj. or adv. which 
gives it the opposite meaning to 
strength. · 
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Sasa'piskisikao, v.i.3. She fries, she 
cooks by frying. 

Sasa'piskwan, n.an. A pan-cake. 
Sasa'skikwan, n.an. A frying-pan. 
Sasii'skikwa'tao, v.t.an. She fries him, 

(e.g. a fish). 
Sasaskikwa'tum, v.t.in.6. She fries 

it, (the food). 
Sasa'skikwao, v.i.3. She is frying food 
Sa~epa'yetum, v.i.6. He is very pat-. 

1ent. 
Sasepa'yayetum or Sasepa'kosoo, v.i.6. 

He sleeps at short intervals. 
Sasepa'pitao, v.t.an. He pulls him 

through repeatedly. 
Sasipi'mao, v.i.3. She renders fat. 
Sasi'pimekan, n.in. Fat rendered 

from fat of birds or animals. 
Sa'sisin, v.imp. It breaks, (as a wave). 
Saske'yuwasew, E.C., v.i.1. He rages, 

he is furious. 
Saske'yuwasewin, E.C., n.in. A rage, 

a fury. 
Sasuki'chipuyew, E.C., v.i.1. He falls 

on his back. 
Sasukichiwapinao, 'l'.t.an. He throws 

him so that he falls on his back. 
Satonao, E.C., Satonao, P.C., v.t.an. 

He straightens him. 
Satonum, E.C., Sa'tonum, P.C., v.t.in.6. 

He straightens it, he unrolls it. 
Sato'puyitaw, E.c., Sato'puyitaw, P.c., 

v.t.in.2. He straightens it, (as an 
arm, or leg). 

Sa'wunok, or Sa'wunotak, n.in. The 
south, or towards the south. 

Sawunoyo'wao, Sawunoyo'tin, v.imp. 
It blows a south wind, there is a 
south wind. 

Sa'wunuhun, v.imp. There is a south 
wind, as n. a south wind. 

Sika, or Sikan, adv. Freely, willingly, 
of one's own accord, automatically. 

Sika pime'puyes, P.c., n.an. A motor 
car. 

Saka'puyew, or Sakapime'puyew, v.i. 
in.I. He, or it, moves automatically 
as a motor car. 

Sakan -uto'skamukun, v.imp. It works 
automatically. 

Sakehao, v.t.an. He frightens him, 
he terrifies him, he scares· him, he 
alarms him. 

Sa~ehi.'k or Sakehi:koo, v.pass. He 
1s frightened by him, or it. 

Sakehi'soo or Sakehi'tisoo, v.refl.4. 
He frightens himself. 

Sakehitowin, n.in. Fear or fright 
caused by mutual antoganism. 

Sake'putwan, n.an. A braid of hair, 
a queue. 

Sa'kimao, v.t.an. He frightens him 
(by words), he terrifies him. ' 

Sakina'kosew, s.c., Sakisewina'kosew 
P.c., v.i.1. He looks frightful h~ 
looks terrified. ' 

Sakina'kwun, v.imp. It looks fright
ful. 

Sa'kisew, v.i.l. He is afraid he fears 
he is alarmed, he is fright~ned. ' 

Sakisewa'yetum, or Sakayetum, v.t. 
in.6. He is frightened at the thought 
of it. 

Sakise'win, n.in. Fear, fright, terror. 
Sako'nao, v.t.an. He pushes him 

under; he puts his hand under him. 
Sako'num, v.t.in.6. He pushes him 

under; he puts his hand under him. 
Sako'puyehao, v.t.an. He pushes him 

hastily under (something). 
Sako'puyetaw, v.t.in.2. He pushes it 

under (something). 
Sa~o'puy~w, v.imp. It goes under 

_ (1. ~· bemg forced under son:iething). 
, Sako soo, or Sakwu'soo, v.i.4. He 

puts it under his belt, he sticks it 
in h_is belt, (as an axe, or game, is 
earned under an Indian's belt). 

Sa~oso'nayape, n.in. ~ belt or string 
tied around the waist for securing 
a knife, axe, firebag, etc. 

Sako'yukinao, v.t.an. He pushes him 
under, (something). 

Sako'yukinum, v.t.in.6. He pushes 
it under, (something). 

Saku'hoo or Seku'hoo, 1v1.c., v.refl.4. 
He combs himself. 

Saku'hon or Seku'hon, M.c., n.in. A 
comb. 

Saku'honis or Seku'honis, M.c., n.in. 
A small comb, a fine comb. 

Saku'hum or Seku'hum; M.c., v.t.in.6. 
He combs it. 

Saku'wao, or Seku'wao, M.c., v.t.an. 
He combs him. 

Sakwa'pan, n.in. The ground-lashing, 
(of a sled). 
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Sakwaneta'wikew, v.i.l. It expands, 
it spreads out, (in growing anim.). 

Sakwapu'kew, v.i.5. The bud opens 
out. 

Sa'mak, adv. At once, immediately, 
directly, as soon as. 

Samak -ispuyew, v.i.1. He, or it, 
goes into his or its place at once. 

Sapa'yaw or Sapa'yaw, v.imp. There 
is an opening between islands, or 
between an island and the main
land. 

Sasaka'winakoosew, v.i.1. He looks 
imposing. 

Sasakikwu'sew, v.i.1. He startles in 
sleep repeatedly, he wakes up 
frightened. 

Sasasew, n.in. (a bird) The Yellow 
legs. 

Sasa'skinakosew, or Sasa'kinakosew, 
v.i.1. He looks dreadful. 

Sasa'kinakosewin, or Sasaskinakose
win, n.in. Frightfulness, terrifying 
appearance. 

Sasa'skinakwun or Sasa'kinakwun, 
v.imp. It looks dreadful. 

Sasawlltitaw, v.t.in.2. He shakes it 
repeatedly, (as a rattle). 

Saska'putao, v.imp. The smoke blows 
into the woods. 

Saska'skohum, v.t.in.6. He goes into 
a wood. 

Sa'skipuyew, v.imp. It runs on to 
the beach, (as a boat is beached). 

Sa'skwat, E.c., adv. Without cause, 
for no reason. 

Sasowinepesis, E.c., n.an. A swallow. 
Sa'stuk, n.an. Yarn, twine, sewing 

cotton, thread; a tetipisik sa.stuk, 
reel cotton. 

Sa'stukoos, n.an. Small yarn, a small 
quantity of twine, thread, etc. 

Sastukwa'yape, n.in. A rope, manilla 
rope. 

Sastuk'wayapes, n.in. A small piece 
of ~ord, a piece of thin cord, string, 
twme, yarn. 

SawlI'chichikun, or Sawahoya'kun 
s.c., Sasuwaya'kun, P.c., n.an. A 
bell. 

Sawa'kuchew, E.c., Chowakuna'pises, 
P.c., n.an. A dragonfly. 
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Sawakucheskaw, v.imp. Dragon-flies 
are numerous. 

Sawa'pichikao, s.c., Sasuwapichikao, 
P.c., v.i.3. He is ringing a bell. 

Sawapitao, s.c., Sasuwapitao, P.c., 
v.t.an. He is ringing it, (the bell). 

Sawa'titaw, v.t.in.2. He shakes it, 
(as a rattle). 

Saya'pitao, v.i.3. He grins, he shows 
his teeth. 

Schooliwekumik, n.in. School house, 
(English word naturalized). 

Schooliwew, v.i.1. He goes to school. 
Sea'ka, Se'akan, Se'akas, adv. At 

any rate, at the least, especially, 
principally, ably. Used sometimes 
as an exclamation of admiration, 
Seakan ! like our expression, "Good 
for vou!" 

Se'chaw, v.imp. It is tight, it is taut. 
Se'chisew, v.i.1. He is tight, (i. e. not 

loose), fitting closely. 
Se'chisin, v.i.7. He fits closely, he is 

tight in his place. 
Se'chitin, v.i.7. It fits closely, it fits 

tightly. 
Se'chipuyew or Sechipuyin, v.imp. 

It tightens, it contracts. 
Sechitaw, v.t.in.2. He tightens it. 
Se'chipitao, v.t.an. He tightens him 

(speaking of keeping a line taut 
with something animate on the 
end of it). 

Se'chipitum, v.t.in.6. He tightens it, 
(the cord or rope). 

Seka.'hotao, v.imp. The boat, or canoe, 
ships water. 

Seka'hun, v.imp. The waves break 
into the boat, or canoe. 

Seka'hokoo, v.t.4. He ships water; 
the waves break over him. 

Seka'wew, v.i.5. He, or she, is 
mourning; she is a widow. 

Seka'we -iskwao, n.an. A widow. 
Se'kehao! v.t.a:1-, He encourages him, 

he entices him, he urges him. 
Sekeh.e'wawin, n.in. Encouragement, 

enticement, urgency. 
Sekihi'towin, n.in. Mutual encour

agement. 
Sekepa'staw, v.imp. It pours, (i.e. 

the rain). 
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Sekewa'pinao, v.t.an. He pours it 
out, (anim.), i.e. he throws water 
out of a pail, etc. 

Sekewa'pinikao, v.i.3. He is pourinv. 
out, (i. e. throwing water out of ; 
pail). 

Sekewa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He pours it 
out, he throws water out of a con
tainer. 

Sekewa'puwao, v.t.an. He spills him 
(the kettle) by a push or a knock. 

Sekika'moo, v.i.4. He exhorts, he 
gives orders, he calls for volunteer 
work. 

Sekewa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He spills it, 
(by a push or a blow). 

Sckika'moowin, n.in. · Exhortation, 
command, an application for labour. 

Sekikwa'hosoo, v.refl.4. He spills his 
(own) blood. 

Sekikwa'o, v.i.3. He sheds blood. 
Sekikwawio, v.t.an. He spills his 

blood. 
Sekikwa'wawin, or Sekikwa'howin, 

n.in. Spilling blood. 
Se'kimao, v.t.an. He urges him, he 

charges him, he entreats him, he 
persuades him, he constrains him, 
he orders him. 

Se'kimewao, v.i.3. He urges, he en
courages, he persuades. 

Sekimewawin, n.in. Encouragement, 
persuasion, exhortation. 

Sekimi'towin, n.in. A mutual encour
aging or persuasion. Ke'mooch seki
mi'toowin, a conspiracy. 

Sekimi'toowuk, v.recip.4.pl. They urge 
each other, they conspire together. 

Se'kinao, v.t.an. He spills it, or them, 
he pours them out, (anim.). 

Se'kinikao, v.i.3. He is pouring, he 
is shedding (something). 

Se'kinum, v.t.in.6. He spills it, he 
pours it out, he sheds it, he draws 
it, (as from a tap). 

Sekinumowao, v.t.an. He pours it 
on him, he sheds it on him; he pours 
it out for him. 

Se'kip, n.an. A water-hen. 
Sekip Sekep, n.in. A boil. 
Seki'pimew, Oseke'pimew, v.i.an.1. He 

has a boil. 
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Se'kipuyew, v.imp. It spills; as v.i.1. 
an_. He spills, (i. e. the kettle spills). 

Se'k1puyehao, v.t.an. He spills him 
(kettle, as anim.) by shaking. 

Sekiska'toowin, n.in. Enticement 
mutual urging of each other. ' 

Sekiska'toowuk, v.recip.4. They urge 
each other. 

Seki'skowao, v.t.an. He urges him; 
he entices him, he constrains him, 
he induces him, he stirs him up. 

Se'kiskum, Sekiwa'piskum, v.t.in.6. He 
spills it, (by knocking against it). 

Se'kiskowao, v.t.an. He spills it, (by 
knocking against it). 

Se'kitutowao, v.t.an. He spills it on 
him with violence. 

Se'koonao, v.t.an. He empties him, 
(as a kettle). 

Se'konikunu, n.in.pl. Refuse, rags. 
Se'konum, v.t.in.6. He empties it. 
Seko'numowao, v.t.an. He empties 

it out for him (as for inspection). 
Sekopa'chekowitaw, v.t.in.2. He strains 

it, he filters it. 
Sekoopa'kinao, v.t.an. He strains 

him; he wrings the water out of 
him. 

Sekoopa'kinum, v.t.in. He strains it, 
(e. g. water through a cloth, etc.). 

Sekoopa'kinikun, n.in. A strainer. 
Sekopa'tinao, She wrings the water 

out of him. 
Sekopa'tinum, v.t.in.6. She wrings 

out the water( from a cloth). 
Sekopa'tinikun, n.in. A wringer. 
Sekopu'yehao, v.t.an. He empties 

him, (by shaking). 
Sekopu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He empties 

it, (by shaking). 
Se'kopuyew, v.imp. It empties. 
Sekosa'kunuk, Sewesakunuk, n.an.pl. 

Crackling, the refuse after render
ing fat. 

Sekos or Seko'sew, n.an. An ermine, 
or weasel.. 

Seko'siskaw, v.imp. Ermine are num
erous. 

Sekowa'puyehao, v.t.an. He sifts him, 
(e.g. wheat etc., being anim.). 

Sekowa'puyetaw, v.t.in.2. He sifts 
it. 

Sekowapu'yichikun, n.in. A sieve, 
bran, chaff. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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S~'kuchew, v.i.1. He is lean, he 
starves through the cold, he is cold, 
he feels cold. 

S~'kuchemao, v.t.an. He gives him 
a chill. 

Sekuhikao, v.i.3. He is pouring 
(water); he is watering. 

Sekuhu'chikakao, v.i.3. He baptizes 
with it, he pours water with it. 

Sekuhu'chikao, v.i.3. He is watering, 
(e.g. a plant). 

Sekuhu'takakao, v.i.3. He baptizes 
with it; he sprinkles water with it. 

Sekuhuta'kao, v.i.3. He is baptizing; 
he is pouring out water with it. 

Sekuhuta'kasew, v.i.1. He is fond of 
sprinkling or pouring out, water. 

Sekuhuta'kawin, n.in. Baptism. In
dian word for baptism, which lit. 
means a pouring out, or sprinkling, 
of water. (Some translators dis
liked the word on account of its 
common use and tried to introduce 
the English word Baptize, but it 
was never really adopted by the 
Indians). 

Sekuhuta'koowin, n.in. Baptism, 
used with poss. pron. as, ne sekuhu
ta'koowin, my baptism. 

Sekuhuta'soo, Sekuhu'tawaw, v.pass.4. 
He is baptized. 

Sekuhu'towao, v.t.an. He baptizes 
him, he pours water on him. 

Sekuhu'tum, v.t.in.6. He pours water 
in it, or spills water on it. 

Seku'hum, v.t.in.6. He pours it. 
Sekuwao, v.t.an. He pours it or them 

(anim.). 
Se'kwun, v.imp. It is spring. The 

word probably refers to the early 
part of Spring before the opening 
of the rivers, but it is often used 
indefinitely. 

Sekwuka, adv. Next Spring. Sekwu
nok, Last Spring. Ka Sekwuk 
The coming Spring. ' 

Sekwuneke'sikaw, v.imp. It is a 
Spring day. 

Sekwuwa'sao, v.imp. It is extinct. 
Semikwu'sew, v.i.1. He is sleepy. 
Senike'komao, or Sina'yikomao, v.i.3. 

He blows his nose. 
Senipa'n, M.c., Sanipa'n, s.c., n.an. 

Ribbon, silk. 

Senipa'nis, M.c., Sanipanis, s.c. and 
P.c., n.an. Narrow ribbon, a small 
piece of ribbon; a small piece of 
silk. 

Senipana'kin, n.in. Silk (dress goods). 
Senipa -sa'stuk, n.an. Silk thread. 
Senipa'kinao or Senipa'tinao, v.t.an. 

He squeezes liquid out of him. 
Senipa'tinum, v.t.in.6. He squeezes 

liquid out of it. 
Senipatiskowao, v.t.an. He squeezes 

liquid out of him, (as by sitting on 
him). 

Senipa'tiskum, v.t.in.6. He squeezes 
liquid out of it, (as by sitting on it). 

Senipi'tum, v.t.in.6. He squeezes it 
out of it, (e. g. the filth out of the 
entrails of an animal, or water out 
of an article of clothing). 

Senum, v.t.in.6. He wrings it, he 
twists it, (as clothes after washing). 

Sepa'yatik, adv. Under a tree. 
Sepa'yatik upe'w, adv. with v.i.1. 

He sits under the tree. 
, Se'pa, prep. Under, beneath, through. 

Sepa'himinanis, n.in. A bead needle. 
Sepa'hum, v.t.in.6. He puts it under; 

he shoots beneath it. 
Sepa'kosew, v.i.1. He sleeps a little 

while, he takes a nap. 
Sepa'nuk, n.in. A strait, a branch 

river, (i. e. the part running at one 
side of an island). 

Sepa'nukaw, s.c., Sepanukawun, P.c., 
v.imp. It is a channel, or a branch 
of a river. 

Sepa'pichikun, n.in. A bodkin, or a 
long pole used to run a line under 
the ice for nets. 

Sepa'pitao, v.t.an. He runs him under 
(e. g. in setting a net under the ice). 
she runs it (in sewing). 

Sepa'pitchikawin, n.in. A place in 
a river, suitable for running a line 
under the ice for fishing. 

Sepa'pitum, v.t.in.6. He runs it under; 
she runs it (i. e. stitches on the 
sewing-machine). 

Sepa'puyew, v.imp. It goes under. 
Sepa'sekopichikun, n.in. A line used 

for hauling nets under the ice. 
Sepa'sekopichikuna'yape, n.in. A cod

line. 
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Sepa'sew, v.i.5. He passes under it. 
Sepa'stik or Sepa'stikwayaw, v.imp. 

A branch of the river which runs 
through a section of country and 
comes out again to the main river. 

Sepa'upew, v.i.1. He sits under (it). 
Sepa'whao, v.t.an. He shoots under 

him. 
Sepaya'chistik, adv. Under a tree, 

(a spruce or pine tree). 
Sepaya'sew, 'IJ.i.1. He sails under. 
Sepaya'tik, adv. Under a tree, or a 

pole. 
Sepa'yayetum, v.i.6. He dozes, he 

sleeps at intervals. 
Sepa'kewusaki, n.in. A knitted woolen 

coat. 
Sepa'kewuyan, n.in. A Guernsey 

frock, a woollen sweater, or a knitted 
undershirt. 

Sepa'kinao, v.t.an. He stretches him, 
(speaking of a woollen drawers). 

Sepa'kinum, v.t.in.6. He stretches it, 
(speaking of a woollen garment). 

Sepa'kipitao, v.t.an. He stretches him, 
(by pulling). 

Sepa'kipitum, v.t.in.6. He stretches it, 
(by pulling). 

Sepa'kipuyew, '/J.imp. It stretches, 
(as a woollen garment). 

Sepa'kiskaw, s.c., Sepakaw, P.c., v.imp. 
It stretches, (as a knitted woollen 
article). 

Sepakiska'witas, n.an. A pair of 
woollen drawers. 

Sepakiska'wasikun, n.an. A woollen 
sock. 

Sepa'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He stretches it. 
Sepa'kustis, or Sepa'kiskawustis, n.an. 

A woollen mitt. 
Sepaku'wio, v.t.an. He stretches him. 
Sepaya'kwayew, v.imp. or Sepa'yow, 

It is free from under-growth; the 
trees stand apart and not entangled. 

Sepa'yechikao, v.i.3. He forebears, 
he is longsuff ering. 

Sepa'yetum, v.i.6. He is patient, or 
v.t. he is patient with it, he bears 
it patiently. 

Sepa'yetumowin, n.in. Patience, for
bearance. 

Sepa'yimao, v.t.an. He bears him, he 
suffers him, he is patient with him. 

453 SE'PINA.O 

Se'pe, n.in. A river. 
Sepe'kan, n.in. A canal, a ditch. 
Sepeka'nis, n.in. A small ditch. 
Sepe'kanikao, v.i.3. He makes a 

ditch. 
Se'pepuyew, v.imp. It stretches out, 

it is lasting. 
Sepe'sis, n.in. A small river, a brook, 

a creek. 
Sepe'sisiskaw, v.imp. There are many 

creeks, or brooks. 
Se'pew, v.i.5. He stretches. 
Sepeyuwase'stowao, v.t.an. He is 

patient with him, he keeps his tem
per under provocation. 

Sepeyuwa'sew, v.i.1. He forbears, he 
is long-suffering, he is not easily 
provoked. 

Sepeyuwa'sewin, n.in. Forbearance, 
long-suffering, patience. 

Sepeyuwa'wisew, v.i.1. He is long
suffering, he is forbearing, he is not 
easily provoked. 

Sepeyuwa'wisewin, n.in. Forbearance, 
long-suffering. 

Sepika'powew, v.i.l. He stands long 
without being tired. 

Sepi'kaw, v.imp. It is tough, it is 
durable. 

Sepika'poo, s.c., Sepikisikowin, P.c., 
n.in. A tough frothy sputum. 

Sepiki'sew, Sepi'skisew, v.i.1. He is 
tough, he is durable. 

Sepiko'sew, v.i.1. He is blue; he is 
covered with dust; he is grey. 

Sepiku'saki, n.in. A blue cloth capot. 
Sepikwa'sin, v.imp. It is bluish, or 

it is grey. 
Sepikwa'kin, n.in. Light blue cloth, 

or grey cloth. 
Sepikwa'kun, v.imp. It is a blue or 

grey, (cloth). 
Sepikwa'w, v.imp. It is blue; it is 

grey, it is covered with dust. 
Sepi'kwusew, v.i.1. He goes long with

out sleep. 
Se'pinao, v.i.3. He is tenacious of 

life, he is long-lived; he is hard to 
kill, (speaking of game which takes 
several shots.) 

Se'pinao, v.t.an. He makes him or 
them last long. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Sepiniska'yew, v.i.1. ·He stretches out 
his arms, (as one does when waking 
from sleep). 

Se'pinum, v.t.an. He makes it last 
long. 

Se'pipuyew or Se'pipuyin, v.imp. It 
endures, it lasts long. 

Se'pisew, v.i.1. He is durable, he is 
lasting, he is strong. 

Se'pitum, or Suse'pitum, v.i.6. He is 
disobedient, he is obstinate. 

Sepowa'soo, or Susepowa'soo, v.i.4. 
He is transparent. 

Sepuhi'kun, or Sepuhuta'kun, n.in. A 
stretcher, (for extending the skins 
of animals). 

Sepuhikao, v.i.3. He is stretching 
pelts. 

Sepuhuta'kunikao, v.i.3. He makes a 
stretcher. 

Sepuhu'tan, n.in. A stretcher (for 
extending the skins of animals). 

Sepuhuta'nikao, v.i.3. He makes a 
stretcher. 

Sepu'wao, v.t.an. He stretches him 
(a pelt on a stretcher). 

Se'pun, v.imp. It is durable, it is 
lasting, it wears well, it is strong. 

Sepu'skitao, v.imp. It stands ·tong, 
(e.g. a house). 

Sepu'skwatum, v.t.in.6. He stuffs it. 
Seke'kisew, n.an. A sea-pigeon. 
Sese'koo, v.i.4. He whines, (e.g. a 

dog). 
Sesekwa'piskaw, v.imp. It is a broken 

rock. 
Sese'kwun, n.an. A rattle. 
Sese'kwunikao, v.i.3. He makes a 

rattle. 
Sese'p, n.an. A duck. 
Sesepa'skwut, n.in. Maple sugar, 

sugar. 
Sesepa'skwut -atik, n.an. The maple 

tree. 
Sesepa'skwut -atikoskaw, v.imp. 

Maples abound. 
Sesepa'skwutikatao, v.pass. It is can

died, it is covered with sugar. 
Sesepa'skwutikatum, v.t.in.6. He can

dies it, he covers it with sugar. 
Sesepa'skwutikao, v.i.3. She is making 

maple sugar. 
Sesepa'skwutikowao, v.t.an. She is 

making maple sugar for him. 

Sesepawe, Sese'pwawe, n.in. A duck 
egg. 

Sese'pepime, n.in. Duck-fat, (i. e. 
fat or grease obtained from ducks). 

Sesepi'koot, n.in. A gun-hammer, 
(the,, dog-head of old "Nor-West 
gun ). 

Sese'pis, n.an. A small duck. 
Sese'pisis, n.an. A duckling. 
Sese'piskaw, v.imp. Ducks are num-

erous. 
Sesepisi'skaw, v.imp. Ducklings are 

numerous. 
Sese'pu,inneyu, n.in.pl. Duck-shot. 
Sese'pusuki, n.in. Duck-skin. 
Sesepu'skik, n.an. A kettle, an iron 

spout kettle. 
Setakwun, or Setakwunuk, M.c., n.in. 

Brush-wood, spruce brush. 
Setakwunapoo, M.c., n.in. Beer made 

frotn spruce brush. 
Seta'pikanum, v.t.in.6. He pulls the 

rope taut. 
Seti'skowao, v.t.an. It fits him tightly 

(lit. he fits him, i. e. an anim. article 
of clothing, tightly); he presses 
upon him. Ne seti'skowaw neta's, 
my trousers fit me tightly, (lit. 
I fit my trousers tightly). 

Seti'skum, v.t.in.6. It fits him tightly, 
(lit. he fits it tightly). 

Seto'nao, v.t.an. He supports him. 
Seto'num, v.t.in.6. He supports it. 
Seto'humowao, v.t.in.1. He supports 

it for him. 
Setowa'skotitaw, v.t.in.2. He slips it 

in (as putting a tenon into a mor
tice). 

Setowihi'kao, v.i.3. He caulks, (the 
chinks in a boat). 

Setowihi.'kun, n.in. Oakum, or any 
matenal for caulking the chinks 
in a boat, or house. 

Seto'wihum, v.t.in.6. He chaulks the 
boat, or the house. 

Setowisimoo, v.i.4. He creeps between 
something. 

Setowuhikun, n.in. Starch. 
Se'towuhurn, v.t.in.6. He holds it 

between his legs, he calks it. 
Setowuhu'm, v.t.in.6. She starches 

it. 
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Se'towuhum, s.c., Se'twuhum, P.c., 
v.t.in.6. He steadies it, he holds it 
in an undeviating position, (as 
steering a canoe while pulling it 
up a stream). 

Setowuhu'mowao, v.t.in.1. He steadies 
it for him, (speaking of steering a 
canoe). 

S~'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He tightens it, 
he pushes or drives it tightly. 

Se'tumotaw, v.t.in.2. He fixes it 
tightly, or strongly. 

Se'tupitao, v.t.an. He binds him 
tightly. 

Se'tupitum, v.t.in.6. He binds it 
tightly. 

Setusta'pao, Setuscha'pao, P.c., v.i.3. 
He tightens his bow-string. 

Se'tuwao, v.t.an. He tightens him, he 
pushes or drives him tightly. 

Setwa'skwuhikun, n.in. A prop, a 
pillar. 

Setwa'skwuhum, v.t.in.6. He props it. 
Setwa'skwu'wao, v.t.an. He props him. 
Sesuw:I'tin, v.imp. It rings, (i. e. the 

bell rings). 
Sesuw:Ititakun, n.in. A bell. 
Sesuwa'titaw, v.t.in.2. He rings it, 

(the bell). 
Sewa'kumew, or Sewa'kumin, v.imp. 

It is salt, (speaking of a liquid), 
it is brackish; it is sweet. 

Sewa'kuminikakao, v.i.3. He sweetens 
his tea with it. 

Sewa'kuminikao, v.i.3. He sweetens 
his (tea); he has sweetening. 

Sewa'kuminikun, n.in. Sugar, sweet
ening. 

Sewa'kumisikun, n.in. Molasses. 
Sewa'kumisin, v.imp. It is saltish, it 

is brackish; it is sweetish. 
Sewa'poo, n.in. Salt liquid, salt water, 

vinegar; a soft drin~. . . . 
Sewa'sin, v.imp. It 1s saltish; 1t 1s 

somewhat sweet. 
Se'waw, v.imp. It is sweet; it is sour; 

it is salty. 
Sewe'hao, v.t.an. He salts him; he 

sweetens him. 
Seweka'pew, v.i.1. He has one eye 

smaller than the other, (i. e. one 
eyelid being habitually closed more 
than the other). 

SHIKOOTAWU 

Seweka'poo, n.in. Vinegar, sour liquid. 
Sewepu'kwu, n.in.pl. Rhubarb. 
Seweska'task, n.an. An edible root 

called by the common name of 
''carrot''. 

Sewespu'kosew, v.i.1. He tastes salty. 
Sewespukwun, v.imp. It tastes salty. 
Seweta'kun, n.in. Salt. 
Seweta'kunapoo, n.in. Brine, salt-

water. 
Sewetakuna'kin, n.in. Grey cloth. 
Sewetakunesa'posikun, n.in. Epsom 

salts, purging salts. 
Seweta'kunikao, v.i.3. He is making 

salt. 
Seweta'kunuhikao, v.i.3. He is salting 

(meat or fish). 
Seweta'kunuhum, v.t.in.6. He salts it, 

(by rubbing). 
Seweta'kunow:Io, v.t.an. He salts him, 

(by rubbing). 
Sewetesuk, n.an.pl. Lozenges, con

fectionery, sweets. This is an In
dianized form for "sweeties" which 
was the common name in the country 
for lozenges and other confectionery. 

Sewetaw, v.t.in.2. He salts it. 
Se'winao, v.t.an. He sweetens him, 

he sugars him; he salts him, (as by 
sprinkling a little salt on him). 

Se'winum, v.t.in.6. He sweetens it, 
he sugars it, he salts it, (by sprinkl
ing). 

Se'wisew, v.i.1. He is sweet; he is 
sour; he is salt. 

Se'wutao, or Sewu'skutao, v.i.3. He 
is hungry, he feels his stomach 
empty. 

Sha'skwat, partic. It is of no use, for 
no reason (the words beginning 
with Sh are only used in James' 
Bay, and a few are here given). 

Shenipa'n, M.C., n.an. Ribbon, silk. 
See Senipan. 

Shenipa'nis, M.c., n.an. See Seni'pa
nis. 

Shenipa'n -sastukos, M.C., Senipan 
-sastukos, s.c., n.an. A small 
quantity of sewing-silk. 

Shenipa'n -usupa'p, E.c., n.in. Sew
ing silk. 

Shikootawu, E.C., n.in.pl. Yellow 
berries. 
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Sika'k, n.an. A skunk. . 
Sikakoma'kwun, v.imp. There 1s an 

odour of skunk. 
Sikakominu'skose, or Sikakwuyowu'

skwu, E.C., n.in. An onion, onions, 
a wild grass having the odour of 
onions. 

Sika'puyehoo, v.i.4. He puts himself 
at full length, (in the water). 

Sika'kin, n.in. Cloth in the piece. 
Sikena'hao, s.c., Sikeya'hao, P.c., 

v.t.an. He gladdens him, he pleases 
him. 

Sikenasew, s.c., Sikeyasew, P.c., v.i.1. 
He is glad, he is pleased, he re-
joices. . . , . . 

Sikena'sewm, s.c., S1keya sewm, n.in. 
Gladness, pleasure a joy. 

Sike'w, v.i.1. He voids urine, he passes 
water. 

Sike'win or Sikewina'poo, n.in. Urine. 
Siki'tao, v.t.an. He urinates on him, 

(as a dog upon something animate). 
Siki'tum, v.t.in.6. He urinates upon 

it. 
Sikisi'mao, v.t.an. He stretches him 

or them out. , 
Si'koo, v.i.4. He spits. 
Si'kotao, v.t.an. He spits upon him. 
Si'kotum, v.t.in.6. He spits upon it. 
Si'kowin, n.in. Spittle, saliva. 
Sikohum, or Sikwu'hum, v.t.in.6. He 

crushes it. 
Sikoko'chikun, n.an. Cut-tobacco. 
Sikoko'soo, v.pass.4. He is cut up, 

(as tobacco). 
Sikoko'taw, v.pass. It is cut up in 

small pieces, (as tobacco). 
Sikoko'tao, v.t.an. He cuts him up 

into small pieces. 
Sikoko'tum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it up 

into small pieces. 
Sikoktitaw, v.i.3. He hiccups. 
Siko'nao, v.t.an. He crushes him, 

(with the hand). 
Siko'num, v.t.in.6. He crushes it 

(with the hand). 
Sikopikwa'hikunatik, E.C., n.in. A 

ramrod. 
Sikopi'tao, v.t.an. He pulls him in 

pieces. 
Sikopi'tum, v.t.in.6. He pulls it in 

pieces. 

Siko'skew., v.i.1. He is constantly 
spitting. 

Siko'skowao, v.t.an. He crushes him 
(by contact). 

Siko'skum, v.t.in.6. He crushes it. 
Siko'wfio or Sikwu'wao, v.t.an. He 

crushe~ him, he breaks him, by 
hitting. 

Sikowa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He crushes 
it (by mashing with a spoon). 

Sikowa'puwao, v .. t.an. . He crushes 
him (as by mashmg with a spoon). 

Si'kustaw, v.t.in.2. He spreads it, 
down, he stretches it out. 

Sikwa'puchikao or Sikwaya'puchikao, 
s.c., v.i.3. He is spying, he is look-
ing through a spy-glass. . 

Sikwa'puchikun, or Sikwaya'puch1kun, 
s.c., n.in. A spy-glass. For P.C. 
see Etapakan. 

Sikwa'puchikunis, or Sikwaya'puchi
kunis, s.c., n.in. A small spy-glass. 

Sikwa'pumao, or Sikwaya'pumao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He looks at him through a 
spy-glass or tube. 

Sikwa'putum or Sikwaya'putum, s.c., 
v.t.in.6. He looks at it through a 
spy-glass or tube. 

Sikwa'tao, v.t.an. He spits on him. 
Sikwa'totum, s.c., Sikwatum, P.c., 

He spits it, (e. g. he spits blood 
miko sikwa'totum). 

Sikwa'tukuhum, v.t.in.6. He puts it 
into a hole or tube (e.g. a ramrod 
into a barrel of a gun). 

Sikwa'tum, v.t.in.6. He spits on it, 
he spits at it. 

Sikwu'ktitao, or Sikoktitaw, v.i.3. He 
hiccups. 

Sikwu'tuhikao, v.i.3. He is crushing 
(by pounding). 

Sikwu'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He breaks it 
to pieces, he pounds it, he smashes 
it. 

Sikwu'tuwio, v.t.an. He breaks him 
to pieces (by pounding). 

Sirna'kun, s.c., n.in. A bayonet, a 
sword. 

Simakunikoman, M.c., n.in. A sword. 
Sima'kunis, n.an. A soldier, a police

man; a church warden. 
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Sima'kunisiwi'kimaw, or Sima'kune
we'kimaw, n.in. A captain, an 
officer. 

Sima'kunisewi'ku'mik, n.in. A bar
racks, a police station. 

Sinikokwa'puyew, v.i.1. He falls upon 
his face. 

Siniko'nao, v.t.an. He chafes him, 
he rubs him. 

Siniko'num, v.t.in.6. He chafes it, 
he rubs it. 

Siniko'simoo, v.refl.4. He rubs him
self against something. 

Siniko'skowao, v.t.an. He rubs him
self against him. 

Siniko'skum, v.t.in.6. He rubs him
self against it. 

Siniko'stowahoo, v.i.4. He rubs his 
beard, (so as to lather it). 

Siniko'stowahosoo, v.refl.4. He lathers 
himself. 

Siniko'stowahotowin, or Siniko'stowa
hon, or Siniko'stowahowin, Siniko
stowahosowakun, P.c., n.in. A 
shaving-brush. 

Siniko'titaw, v.t.in.2. He rubs it on 
something. 

Siniko'tukinikun, n.in. A wash-board. 
Siniko'tukuhikao, v.i.3. She is scrub

bing. 
Siniko'tukuhikun, n.in. A scrubbing

brush. 
Siniko'tukuhikunis, n.in. A small 

scrubbing-brush. 
Siniko'tukuhum, v.t.in.6. She scrubs 

it. 
Siniko'tukuwao, v.t.an. She scrubs 

him. 
Sini'kowao, v.t.an. She rubs him, (so 

as to polish or remove dirt). 
Sinikwuhikao, E.c., v.i.3. He is filing; 

he is rubbing. 
Sinikwu'hikun, E.c., or Ki'skiman, 

P.c., Ke'nipochikun, s.c., n.in. A 
file. 

Sinikwu'hikunis, E.c., or Ki'skimanis, 
P.c., Ke'nipochik~nis, s.c., n.in. A 
small file. 

Sinikwu'hum, E.C., Ke'nipotaw, s.c., 
v.t.in.6. He rubs it, he files it. 

Sinikwa'pinao, v.t.an. He rubs his 
(i, e. another's) eyes. 

Sinikwa'pinisoo, v.refl. He rubs his 
(o:wn) eyes. 

SIPWA'TAO 

Sinikwawao, E.c., v.t.an. He files 
him. 

Sinota'kun, or Sinota'kunayape, n.in. 
The backing of a net, the back-line 
or backing-line. 

Sinota'kunayapes, n.in. The edging 
of a net; the small backing (i. e. 
the twine for tying the net to the 
backing-line). 

Sipo'stuhum, v,t.in.6. She sews it 
up, (as a slit). 

Sipo'stuhumowao, v.t.an. She sews it 
up for him. 

Sipo'stuwao, v.t.an. She sews him up. 
Sipota'num, E.c., v.t.in.6. He shuts it, 

(as a door). 
Sipupitao, v.t.an. He incloses him in 

a mesh of strings. 
Sipu'pitum, v.t.in.6. He ties it up, 

(as a bag, by pulling the strings); 
Sipwa, particle, implying commence

ment. It is either used by itself, 
or as a prefix. Sipwa uyu'mew, he 
commences speaking. 

Sipwaya'sew, v.i.1. He sets sail, he. 
departs sailing. 

Sipwaya'stun, v.imp. It sets sail, (on 
water or air). 

Sipwaya'stutaw, v.t.in.2. He starts 
it sailing. 

Sipwachakwao, v.i.3. He gives up 
the ghost, he dies, (lit. he starts 
the spirit on its way). 

Sipwa'hum, v.i.6. He begins to sing; 
v.t. be begins to sing it, he sets a 
tune. 

Sipwahu'mowao, v.t.an. He starts 
the tune for him. 

Sipwahu'makao, v.i.3. He starts the 
singing. 

Sipwana'kosew, v.i.1. He appears to 
be going away. 

Sipwapu'yewin, n.in. The starting, 
the beginning of a movement. 

Sipwa'puyetaw, v.t.in.2. He begins 
it, he starts it; he makes it go. 

Sipwa'puyew, v.i.1. He goes off (as 
on horseback or driving); he runs 
off, he starts. 

Sipwapu'yew, or Sipwapu'yin, v.imp. 
It goes off, it starts. 

Sipwa'tao, v.i.3. He departs, he sets 
off, he sets out. 
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Sipwa'tissuwao, v.t.an. He sends him 
off, he expels him, he dismisses him, 
he disperses them. 

Sipwa'tissuhum, v.t.in.6. He sends it 
away, he dispatch'es it. . 

Sipwa'tuhao, v t.an. He takes him 
away, he carries him off. 

Sipwa'tuhaw, v.pass.1. He is taken 
away. 

Supwa'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He takes it 
away, he carries it off. 

Sipwawa'pasew, v.i.l. He blows away, 
he is carried away by the wind. 

Sipwawa'pastun, v.inip. It blows away. 
Sisikoo'ch, adv. Suddenly, all at once, 

abruptly, unawares. 
Sisiko'tupinao, v.i.3. He di1es sud

denly (in pain). 
Sisipo'chikun, E.C., n.in. A file. 
Sisipo'chikunis, E.C., n.in. A small 

file. 
Sisipota'kun usinne, Kenipo' chikun us

sine, P.C., n.in. A grindstone. 
Sisipo'taw, E.C., v.t.in.2. He gdnds 

it, he sharpens it, he whets it. 
Sisoo'na or Sisoo'ch, adv. Ashore, on 

the beach, on the coast, along the 
beach. 

Siso'chipak, or Siso'napak, adv. At 
the edge of the lake. 

Siso'hikun or Sisopa'kuhikun, n.in. 
Paint; a linament, a lotion. 

Sisohi'kunatik, Sisopa'kuhikunatik, 
n.in. A paint-brush. 

Sisohum, Sisopa'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He 
paints it. 

Sisokwu'nahosoo, v.iA. He rubs his 
quils or feathers, he preens himself 
(e.g., a duck). 

Siso'nao, v.t.an. He rubs him. 
Siso'nikun, or Sisopaku'hikun, Siso

pakenikun, Sisopa'tinikun, n.in. An 
embrocation, a linament. 

Siso'nikunikao, v.i.3. He makes an 
embrocati9n. 

Siso'num, v.t.in.6. He rubs it. 
Sisopa'kinao, v.t.an. He rubs him (as 

with an embrocation). 
Sisopa'kinikunikao, v.i.3. He makes 

an embrocation. 
Sisopa'kinum, v.t.in.6. He rubs it (as 

with a linament). 
Sisopa'kuhikunikao, v.i.3. He makes 

paint. 

Sisopa'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He paints it, 
he bathes it. 

Sisopa'kuwao, v.t.an. He paints him, 
he bathes him. 

Sisoskewa'pinao, v.t.an. He rubs his 
eyes with clay. 

Sisoskewu'kinao, v.t.an. He rubs him 
with mud or clay. 

Sisoskewu'kinum, v.t.in.6. He muds 
it (a house). 

Sisosta'kuhikun, M.C., n.in. Sealing
wax, bees-wax. 

Sisosta'kuhikunatik, n.in. A seal (for 
making an impression on wax, etc.). 

Siso'tao, n.in. The shore, the edge 
of a plain. 

Sisota'wahum, v.t.in.6. He goes along 
the shore (in a canoe). 

Siso'na, adv. Parallel, all along the 
edge. 

Sisonanum, v.t.in.6. He puts it paral
lel. 

Siso'wao, v.t.an. He paints him. 
Sisoo'win, M.c., n.in. An embrocation, 

a liniment. 
Siso'winikao, M.C., v.i.3. He makes 

an embrocation. 
Siswa'pinao, or Mimikwa'pinao, v.t.an. 

He rubs his eyes (i.e., the eyes of 
another person). 

Siswa'pinisoo, v.refl.4. He rubs his 
eyes. 

Siswa, pref. Meaning scatter, spread 
about. 

Siswapa'kuhikao, v.i.3. He sprinkles 
water, he splashes water about. 

Siswapakuwao, v.t.an. He splashes 
water on him. 

Siswapakuhum, v.t.in.6. He waters it 
(i.e., he sprinkles water upon it). 

Siswapakupooyao, v.i.3. He splashes 
water with his paddle. 

Siswa'pukew, v.imp. It buds, it shoots 
out (as a leaf). 

Siswa'puyehao, v.t.an. He spreads it 
or them about. 

Siswa'puyetaw, v.t.in.2. He scatters 
it. 

Siswa'skowao, v.t.an. He scatters them 
(as by treading on them). 

Siswa'skum, v.t.in.6. He scatters it or 
them (as by treading on them). 

Siswa'tissuhum, v.t.in.6. He sends it 
scattering, he spre'ads it abroad. 
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Siswa'tissuwao, v.t.an. He scatters 
them. 

Siswawa'pinao, v.t.an. He scatters 
them (by hand). 

Siswawa'pinikao, v.imp. He scatters 
he sows (by hand). 

Siswawa'pinikawin, n.in. Scattering 
seed by hand. 

Siswawapinikatao, v.pass. It is scat
tered. 

Siswawa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He scatters 
(by hand). 

Siswawa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He scatters 
it (as with a stick). 

Siswawa'puwio, v.t.an. He scatters 
them (as with a stick). 

Siswu'hum, v.t.in.6. He spreads it 
about. 

Si'tikewap, n.in. A brushwood tent. 
Si'tu, s.c. and P.C., Sitakwun, M.C., 

n.an. Brushwood. Pl., situk. 
Soka or Soke, adv. See Soke. 
Soka'kumew, v.imp. It is strong 

(speaking of liquid). 
Soka'kumetaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 

(the liquid) strong. 
Sokapa'kisew, v.imp.l. He is strong 

(as thread, sewing cotton, etc., 
anim.). 

Sokapa'kun, v.imp. It is strong (speak
ing of twine, cord, etc.). 

Sokapa'kusin, v.imp. It is rather 
strong (speaking of twine, etc.). 

Sokapikayaw, v.imp. It is a strong 
cord, line or rope. 

Soka'piskaw, Soka'piskwun, v.imp. It 
is strong (speaking of metal). 

Soka'skohao, v.t.an. He strengthens 
him with props. 

Soka'skonum, v.i.6. He bends it 
strongly (as a bow); he supports 
it with props. 

Soka'skotaw, v.t.in.2. He strengthens 
it with poles (props). 

Soka'skosew, v.imp.l. He is strong 
(speaking of a tree). 

Soka'skwun, v.imp. It is strong 
(speaking of wood). 

Soka'stun, v.imp. It is under the 
pressure of the wind. 

Sokatik, n.in. A strong, healthy tree, 
or a sound log or board. 

Soka'tisew, 11.i.l. He is mighty, he is 
powerful; he has a strong character. 

Soka'tisewin, n.in. Might, power, 
strength, force. 

Soka'tun, v.imp. It is powerful. 
Soka'yowisew, v.i.1. He is mighty, he 

is powerful (as an athlete builds 
up a strong body). 

Soka'yowisewin, n.in. Might, power 
(brought about by exercise). 

Soka'kin, n.in. Strong cloth, hurden, 
sack-cloth, canvas. 

Sokakinum, v.t.in.6. He strengthens 
the cloth. 

Sokakun, v.imp. It is strong (speaking 
of cloth, etc.). 

Soka'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is thought 
to be strong. 

Soka'yetakwun, v.imp. It is thought 
to be strong. 

Soka'yetum, v.i.6. He is steadfast, he 
is resolute. 

Soka'yetumowin, n.in. Steadfastness, 
resolution. 

So'kayimao, v.t.an. He thinks him to 
be brave or strong; he is confident 
concerning him. 

Sokayimoo, v.i.4. He is brave, he is 
bold, he is resolute, he is self
confident. 

Soka'yimisoo, v.refl.4. He thinks him
self strong; he is self-conceited. 

Soka'yimisowin, n.in. Self-confidence, 
self-esteem. 

Soka'yimoowe, adv. pref. Boldly, 
bravely. 

Soka'yimoowin, n.in. Boldness, brav
ery, confidence, self-confidence. 

Soke, adv. Strongly, firmly, hard, 
ably, mightily. 

Soketa'hawe, adv.pref. Bravely, bold
ly. 

Soketa'hawin, n.in. Bravery, bold
ness, courage. 

Soketa'hao, v.i.3. He is brave, he 1s 
bold, he is strong-hearted, he is 
valiant. 

Sokechi'wun, v.imp. The stream is 
strong, it is a strong current. 

Sokeka'powew, v.i.1. He stands fast, 
or firmly. 

Sokena'kosew, v.i.1. He looks strong, 
he appears firm. 
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Sokena'kwun, v.imp. It looks strong, 
it appears to be firm. 

Soketa'kosew, v.i.1. He sounds loud; 
he has a powerful sound. 

Soketakwun, v.imp. It sounds loud. 
Soketaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it firm, 

he establishes it. 
Soki'sew, v.i.1. He is strong, he is 

resolute, he is determined. 
Sokowu'tan, v.imp. It rains heavily, 

it snows thickly. 
So'kun, v.imp. It is strong. 
So'kustaw, vt .. in.2. He places it 

firmly. 
Soku'tin, v.imp. It is frozen strongly, 

(a sudden heavy frost). 
Soo'kaw, s.c., n.an. Sugar. (This is 

the English word euphonized in 
general use among the Crees.) 

Sookawa'poo, n.in. A syrup made 
from sugar. 

Sooka'wehao, v.t.an. She sugars him 
(i.e., covers a bun with sugar). 

Sooka'wekao, v.i.3. He makes candy 
or taffy from sugar. 

Sooka'wekatao, v.t.an. She crusts him 
with sugar (speaking of crusting a 
cake). 

Sookawikatum, v.t.an.6. She covers it 
with sugar. 

Sooka'wemukuk, n.in. A sugar-keg 
(used in transporting sugar). 

Sookawinum, v.t.in.6. She puts sugar 
in it. 

Sooka'wut, Sookawiwut, P.c., n.in. 
A sugar-box, a sugar sack. 

Sooka'woyakun, n.in. A sugar bowl. 
Sooki'stimao, v.t.in.2. He dilutes him, 

he soaks him. 
Sooki'stitaw, v.t.in.2. He dilutes it, 

he soaks it. 
Sookumisew, v.imp.l. He is thick, he 

is grumous, he is inspissate. A 
sookumisit pikew, tar. (s.c.). 

Soo'kumaw, v.imp. It is thick, it 1s 
grumous. 

Soo'min, or Soo'minis, (pl., Soo'mi
nisuk), n.an. A grape, a raisin, a· 
fig. 

Soomina'poo or Soominisa'poo, n.in. 
Wine; grape juice. 

Soomina'pookakao, Soominisa'pooka' 
kao, v.i.3. He makes wine of it. 

460 SOONEY A'WUN 

Soomina'pookao, or Soominisa'pookao, 
v.i.3. He makes wine. 

Soomina'poowetaw, or Soominisa'poo
wetaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it into 
wine. 

Soominapookawin, n.in. The making 
of wine. 

Soomina'tik or Soominisatik. A vine, 
a fig-tree. 

Soominatikoki'stikan, s.c., and P.c., 
n.in. A vineyard. 

Soominisatikoneta'wikichikun, M.c., 
n.in. A vineyard. 

Soomin- or Soominis -uyukonaw, s.c., 
Soomini -pukwasikun, P.C., n.an. 
Current-bread or cake. 

Sooneya's, n.an. A shilling, a quarter 
(25 cents), or other small silver 
coin. 

Sooneya'skaw, v.imp. Money or .cash 
abounds; it is treaty-payment time. 

Sooneya'w, n.an. Money, silver, cash, 
gold. 

Sooneyaweka'tao, v.t.an. He silvers 
him, he gilds him (anim. object). 

Sooneya'wekatao, s.c., Sooneya'wuhe 
katao, P.c., v.pass. It is silvered, it 
is gilded. 

Sooneya'wekatum, v.t.in.6. He silvers 
it, he gilds it. 

Sooneya'weowi'stoyan, E.C., n.an, A 
silversmith. 

Sooneya'wekimaw, n.an. An agent of 
the Indian Department. 

Sooneya'wikumik, n.in. A bank, a 
treasury. 

Sooneya'we -minikwakun, n.in. A 
silver or gold vessel. 

Sooneya'we -mussi'nahikun, n.in; A 
cheque, paper money. 

Sooneyawukases, n.an. A small silver
fox. 

Sooneyawu'kaseskaw, v.imp. Silver 
foxes are numerous. 

Sooneyawu'kasew, n.an. A silver fox. 
Sooneyaw -uskik, n.an. A new copper 

or a nickel-plated kettle. 
Sooneya'wiwut or Sooneya'wut, n.in. 

A money-box; or bag, a cash-box. 
Soon_eya'wiwutis or Sooneya'wutis, 

n.in. A purse. 
Sooneya'wun, v.imp. It is cash, it 

consists of money. 
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Soopa'stao, s.c., Sooskopa'stao, P.C., 
v.imp. It is lukewarm water. 

Soopa'sikao, v.t.in.3. He warms water 
(i.e., takes the chill out of it). 

Soopa'sikatao, v.pass.3. It is being 
warmed up. 

Soopa'sum, v.t.in.6. He heats water 
(to luke-warm point). 

Soopasikun, n.in. Lukewarm water. 
Soo'puchikao, v.i.3. He licks (with his 

tongue), he sucks. 
Soo'pumao, v.t.an. He sucks him, he 

licks him. 
Soo'putum, v.t.in.6. He licks it, he 

sucks it. 
Soosa'sikwaw or Soosko'sikwaw, v.imp. 

It is smooth ice. 
Soosa'skwun, v.imp. It is smooth (i.e., 

a smooth surface on wood or ice) . 
Soos'kohikun, s.c., Soos'kwuhikun, 

P.c., n.in. A sad iron, a smoothing 
iron. 

Soos'kohikao, s.c., Soos'kwuhikao, P.c., 
v.t.an. She irons, she is pressing 
(clothes). 

Soo'skonao, v.t.an. He lets him slip 
(out of his hands). 

Soos'kohum or Sooskwuhum, v.t.in.6. 
She irons it, she presses it. 

Soo'skonum, v.t.in.6.. He lets it slip 
(out of his hands). · 

Soos'kopuyehik, or Soosko'puyehikoo, 
v.pass. It slips from him. 

Soos'kopuyew, v.imp. It slips, he 
slips. 

Soos'kosew, v.i.1. He is smooth. 
Soos'kosin, v.i.an.7. He slips, he 

slides. 
Soos'kotaw, v.t.in.2. He smooths it. 
Soos'koskumikaw, v.imp. It is slippery 

ground. 
Sooskwa'che -uyumew, v.i.1. He speaks 

smoothly, he flatters. 
Sooskwache -uyumewinu, n. in. pl. 

Smooth words, flattering words. 
Sooskwa'kµmew, v.imp. It is smooth, 

or sofit (speaking of water; it is 
luke-warm, it is warm, (speaking 
of liquid). 

Sooskwa'pakun, v.imp. It is smooth 
(speaking of a string, cord, etc.). 

Sooskina'pawusfik, n.an. A rapid or 
fall on a river wliere the water runs 
swiftly over smooth rock. 

Sooskwa'piskisew, v. imp. 1. It is 
smooth (speaking of a metal or 
stone a'nim.). 

Sooskwa'piskaw, v.imp. It is smooth 
(speaking of a metal). 

Sooskwa'piskasin, v.imp. It is a little 
smooth (speaking of rock .or metal). 

Sooskwa'skosew, v.imp.l. It is smooth 
(speaking of a tree or a log). 

Sooskwa'skwun, v.imp. It is smooth 
(speaking of wood). 

Sooskwa'kin, n.in. Velvet, or a cloth 
with a velvet surface. 

Sooskwa'kun, v.imp. It is smooth (as 
velvet, cloth, etc.). 

Soos'kwaw, v.imp. It is smooth. 
Sooskwucha'skewukaw, v.imp. It is 

slippery mud. 
Sooskwu'chewao, v.i.3. He slides down 

a hill. 
Sooskwu'chewamukun, v.imp. It slides 

down the hill. 
Sooskwuchewa'wapinao, v.t.an. He 

slides him down (the hill, etc.). 
Sooskwuchiwa'wapinum, v.t.in.6. He 

slides it down (the hill, etc.). 
Sooskwuchewa'win, n.in. A slide 

(either a place for sliding, or the act 
of sliding). 

Sob'skwuna'tuhoo, v.i.4., Sooskwuna'
tuhew, v.i.1. He skates, he slides 
(on flat ice). 

Sooskwunatuhikun, n.in. A skate. 
Sooskwuna'tuhewin, n.~n. A clear 

space on ice for skating. 
Soo'skwuna'tuhum, v.i.3. He skates 

(on the ice). 
Soos'kwupuyew, v.imp. It slides down 

the incline. 
Soos'kwuyek, n.in. A smooth-skinned 

frog. 
Soosoopu'chikao, v.i.3. He licks, he 

sucks (repeatedly). 
Soosoo'pumao, v.t.an. He licks it, he 

sucks it (repeatedly). 
Soosoo'putum, v.t.in.6. He licks it, he 

sucks it (repeatedly). 
Soosoowimi'stutim, n.an. An ass, a 

donkey, a mule. 
Soosoowimi'stutimosis, n.an. A young 

ass, a colt. 
Soo'soo, v.i.4. He is long-eared. 
Soosoowu'stim, s.c., Soosoowu'tim, 

P.c., n.an. An ass, a long-eared dog. 
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Soosoowu'stimosis, Soosoowutimosis, 
P.c., n.an. An ass's colt. 

Soowa'kao, v.i.3. He flies around with 
wings, outstretched. 

Soowa'kayew, v.i.1. He soars with 
wings outstretched (as a hawk or 
gull in the air). 

Soowiniska'yew, v.i.1. He stretches 
out his arm, or arms, or hands. 

Soowiniska'yetotowao, or Soowiniska'
yestowao, v.t.an. He stretches his 
hands or arms to him. 

Sosa'sew, n.an. A salmon. 
Sowi'skowao, v.t.an. He makes a 

mark, or impression, on him (by 
pressure). 

Sowi'skohao, v.t.an. He causes him 
to bleed, s.c.; he makes an impres
sion on him (by a weight), P.c. 

Sowi'skoyoo, v.i.4. He bleeds, he 
shows blood. 

Sowi'skum, v.t.in.6. He makes a mark 
or impression on it (as by sitting 
on it). 

Suka'skohao, or Suka'skwuwao, v.t.an. 
He buttons him, he hooks him, he 
clasps him, he stalls him. 

Suka'skohon, or Suka'skwuhon, n.in. 
A clasp, a buckle, a brooch, a but
ton. Iskwiio -suka'skohon, a wo
man's brooch. 

Suka'skohonis, n.in. Button; Suka'
skohonisu, hooks and eyes, small 
clasps. 

Suka'skohonu, n.in.pl. Clasps, safety 
pins, brooches. 

Suka'skohum, v.t.in.6. He buttons it, 
he fastens it. 

Suka's~on~m,. v.t.in.6. She clasps it, 
or pms it with brooch or safety-pin. 

Suka'skotaw or Suka'skotutaw, v.t.in.2. 
He fastens it (as with a clasp) he 
hooks it. ' 

Suka'skowao, v.t.an. He fastens him 
(~s with a button, etc.), he clasps 
him, he stalls him. 

Suka'skaw, Suka'skwun, v.imp. It is 
thickety. 

Suka'skwayaw, v.imp. It is a thickly 
wooded point. 

Suka'w, v.imp. It is a thicket, it is a 
forest. 

Suke, adv. Thick, thickly, closely, 
tightly. 

Suketukaw, v.imp. It is an entangled 
wood (from the quantity of fallen 
trees), it is thickety. 

Suki'chin, or Suki'sin, v.i.7. He 
catches (as in a willow bush, etc.). 

Suki'kopaw, v.imp. It is thickly over
grown with willows. 

Sukikwa'nao, v.t.an. He takes him by 
the neck. 

Sukikwa'pitao, v.t.an. He grabs him 
by the neck. 

Sukimao, or Sukimas, n.an. A mos
quito. 

Sukima'skaw, v. imp. Mosquitoes 
abound. 

Sukima'wuyan, n.in. Mosquito net
ting, a mosquito-bar. 

Sukima'wuyanis, n.in. A small piece 
of mosquito-netting to protect the 
head. 

Sukini'skanao, v.t.an. He takes him 
by the hand. 

Sukini'skituhao, v.t.an. He holds him 
by the hand as he walks. 

Sukiniska'tuhitowuk, v.recip.4.pl. They 
walk hand in hand, or arm in arm. 

Sukipa'soo, v.refl.4. He buttons him
self, he hooks himself. 

Sukipa'son, n.in. A button, a clasp. 
Sukipa'sonikao, v.i.3. He is making 

buttons; he is playing with buttons. 
Sukipa'sonis, n.in. A small button. 
Sukipasonikawin, M.c., n.in. A game 

of buttons (played by the Crees in 
James' Bay). 

Sukipa'sowin, n.in. A fastening with 
buttons (e.g., the front part of a 
coat). 

Sukipa'tao, v.t.an. He buttons him, 
he hooks him. 

Sukipa'tum, v.t.in.6. He buttons it 
he hooks it. 

Sukipi'tikoo, E.c., v.pass. It gives 
him a desire for possession (i.e., he 
would like to have it, he feels drawn 
towards it); it catches him, it 
fastens onto him. 

Sukipu'yew or Sukichi'puyew, v.imp. 
It catches (as a rope against a stone, 
etc., when hauling). 

Suki'tin, v.imp. It catches (on some
thing). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Sukoo, or Suku, adv. Repeatedly, 
closely, thickly, adherently. 

Sukoo -a'chimoo, v.i.4. He tells stories 
repeatedly. 

Sukoo -matwa'tao, s.c., Sukoo -ma
twa'wao, P.c., v.imp. Gun-reports 
are often heard. 

Sukoo -pimiya'wuk, v.i.an.2. They fly 
closely together. 

Sukoo -pi'tao, v.t.an. He draws them 
close together. 

Sukoo -pu'yewuk, v.i.an.1.pl. They 
go closely together. 

Sukoo -pu'yuhowuk, v.i.an.4. They 
bunch together in flight. 

Sukoo' -upiwuk, v.i.1. They sit close
ly together, or they dwell closely 
together. 

Suku'hikun, n.in. A nail, a screw. 
Suku'hikunis, n.in. A small nail or 

screw. 
Suku'hum, v.t.in.6. He nails it, he 

fastens it. 
Sukumoo', v.i.4. He, or it, adheres. 
Sukumo'hao, v.t.an. He makes him 

adhere. 
Sukumo'n, v.imp. It adheres. 
Sukumo'skwao, v.t.an. He succeeds 

him, he follows closely after him. 
Sukumo'skum, v.t.in.6. He succeeds 

it, he follows closely after it. 
Sukumotaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 

adhere. 
Sukupwa'kun, n.in. A roasting hook, 

a roasting spit. 
Sukupwa'n, n.in. A roasting fowl, a 

roast, any food roasted. 
Sukupwa'natik, n.in. A stick on which 

meat has been roasted. 
Sukupwa'nayape, n.in. A roasting 

line (the roast spins around on a 
line in front of the fire). 

Sukupwa'tao, v.t.an. He roas'ts him; 
he roasts it for him. 

Sukupwa'o, v.i.3. He is. roasting 
(meat), he cooks by roasting. 

Suku'skinao, v.t.an. He closes him 
tightly, he shuts him. 

Suku'skinao, v.imp. It is closely 
packed or stowed. 

Sukuskinum, v.t.in.6. He closes it 
tightly, he shuts it, he packs it 
closely. 

Suku'skinutaw, v.t.in.2. He packs it 
tightly (as a pack sack). 

Suku'skaw, v.imp. It is close (i.e., in 
contact), it is tight, it is compact. 

Suku'tao, Sikutao, P.c., v.i.3. He 
strikes a light. 

Sukutikwunewew, v.i.1. He is branchy, 
he is thick with branches (as a 
tree). 

Suku'wio, v.t.an. He nails him, he 
screws him. 

Sumu'chew, s.c., Simu'chew, P.c., 
v.i.5. He rears, he rises, he gets up. 

Sumuti'skwayew, s.c., Simuti'skwa
yew, P.c., v.i.1. He holds up his 
head. 

Sumutu'kochin, s.c., Simutu'kochin, 
P.c., v.i.1. He hangs upright. 

Sumutu'pew, s.c., Simutu'pew, P.c., 
v.i.1. He sits up. 

Susa'pikunao, v.i.3. He is strong 
(lit. his bones are strong); used 
generally in the negative, as, nummu 
susa'pikunao. 

Sus'cheyowasew, v.i.1. He is angry 
suddenly. 

Suschiko'ch, s.c., Sisiko'ch, P.c., adv. 
Suddenly. 

Suse'komao, v.t.an. He strongly ad
vises him, he urges him. 

Suse'kimiwao, v.i.3. He advises earn
estly. 

Suse'kimiwawin, n.in. Earnest advice. 
Susepa'yechikawin, n.in. Long-suffer

ing. 
Susepa'yemao, v.t.an. He is patient 

with him. 
Susepa'yetum, v.i.6. He is patient, 

he is long-suffering. 
Suse'pa'yetumowin, n.in. Patience, 

long-suffering. 
Suse'pitowao, v.t.an. He is disobedient 

to him. 
Suse'pitum, v.i.6. He is disobedient, 

he is obstinate, he is self-willed, he 
is perverse, he is stubborn. 

Suse'pitumowin, n.in. Disobedience, 
obstinacy. 

Suse'tonum, v.t.in.6. He supports it, 
he upholds it. 

Suse'tosew, v.i.1. He is stiff (i.e., 
after great exertion). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Su'skahumowao, v.t.in. He lights it 
for him (lights his pipe for him). 

Su'skahawao, v.i.3. He sets fire to 
the bush. 

Su'skisimao, v.t.an. He lights him, he 
ignites him, he sets fire to him. 

Su'skisoo, v.i.4. He ignites, he catches 
fire. 

Su'skitao, v.pass. It is on fire. It is 
ignited. 

Suskita'puyew, Su'skipuyew, v.imp. It 
takes fire, it ignites. 

Su'skititaw, v.t.in.2. He lights it, he 
ingnites it, he sets fire to it. 

Su'skuchaw, v.imp. It thaws, it is soft 
(weather, i.e., from the thawing 
snow). 

Su'skuchew, v.i.1. He is weary (of the 
monotony of life). 

Suskuchime'chew or Su'skutatum, 
v.i.l. He is tired of eating (the 
same food). 

Suskuchimoo'wao, Suskutumao, P.c., 
v.t.an. He is tired of eating it. 

Su'skuhoo, v.imp. He walks with a 
stick. 

Suskuhon, n.in. A walking-stick, a 
rod, a staff. 

Suskuhowa'kao, v.i.3. He uses it as 
a walking-stick. 

Su'skuhum, v.t.in.6. He kindles it, he 
lights it, he sets; fire to it, he ignites 
it. 

Su'skumoo, v.i.4. He puts it into his 
mouth; he communicates, he re
ceives the Holy element. 

Su'skumohao, v.t.an. He puts it into 
his 1:I1outh. (i.e., another person's); 
he gives him the Holy Communion. 

Su'skumon or Suskumoo'win, n.in. A 
morsel, a piece of food put into the 
mouth. Kuna'che Suskumoo'win 
the consecrated elements in th~ 
Holy Communion. 

Suskumo'teyao, v.t.an. He puts it 
into his mouth (i.e., another per
son's). 

Su'skun, v.imp. It thaws (i.e., the 
snow melts with the heat of the 
sun). 

Su'skuwao, v.t.an. He kindles him he 
lights him, he sets fire to him' he 
ignites him. ' 

Suso'kemoo, v.i.4. He speaks boldly. 
Susokemototowiio, v.t.an. He speaks 

boldly to him. 
Su'sukew, s.c., Chuchekew, P.c., n.an. 

A pelican; a Pelican Indian. 
Susuke'wew, S.C,; Chucheke'wew, P.C., 

v.i.1. He is a Pelican Indian. 
Susuwa'5kitiio, s.c., Chowa'skitiio, P.c., 

v.i.3. He has a singing in his ears. 
Suswa'puyew, s.c., Si~wii'puyew, P.c., 

v.imp. It disperses, it scatters. 
Susuwiiya'kun, Suwiitita'kun or Su

wahona'kun, n.an. A bell. 
Sutoka'powew, Tusoka'powew, P.c., 

v.i.1. He stands upright. 
Suwa'pichikao, v.i.3. He rings the bell. 
Suwa'pitao, Sawapitao, P.c., v.t.an. 

He rings him (the bell). 
Suwa'pitum, Sawapitum, P.c., v.t.in.6. 

He rings it (the bell). 
Suwaye'chikao, v.i.3. He is merciful, 

he is gracious, he favors, he blesses. 
Suwaye'chikawin, n.in. The act of 

shewing mercy, or grace; a blessing, 
a favour, mercy, grace. 

Suwayeta'kosew, v.i.1. He is blessed, 
he is favoured. 

Suwayeta'kosewin, n.in. A blessing, 
blessedness. 

Suwayeta'kwun, v.imp. It is blessed, 
it is favoured. 

Suwa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He blesses it. 
Suwa'yimao, v.t.an. He blesses him, 

he favours him, he has mercy on him. 
Suwa'yimikosew, v.i.1. He is fav

oured, he is blessed. 
Suwa'yimikowisew, v.i.1. He is fav

oured (i.e., by God). 
Swa'sik, E.c., adj. Eight. 
Swa'stao, E.c., v.imp. The snow thaws. 

T 

Ta'chikwao, v.i.3. He screams, he 
shrieks. 

Tachikwa'hao, v.t. an. He makes him 
scream. 

Tachikwa'tao, v.t.an. He screams at 
him, he shrieks at him. 

Tachikwa'win, n.in. A scream, a 
shriek. 

Tachikwa'puyew, v.imp. It screams, 
or shrieks. 

Ta'chipoo, v.i.4. He is fat, he is stout. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Tachipoha'kun, n.an. A fatling. 
Ta'chipohao, v.t.an. He fattens him. 
Ta'chipohikun, n.in. A fattening 

element in food. 
Ta'ketin, v.imp. It touches, it is 

aground (as a boat). 
Ta'kesin, v.i.7. He touches, he con-

nects. 
Ta'kinao, v.t.an. He touches him. 
Ta'kinum, v.t.in.6. He touches it. 
Ta'komao, v.t.an. He is related to 

him. 
Tan, or Ta'nu, or Tana'nu, pron. 

inter. anim. Which? Pl., tana'nike, 
or ta'nike, which persons? 

Tani'ke or Tani'kewiche, adv. of 
inter. Why? Wherefore? For what 
purpose, for what reason? 

Tana'nimu or Ta'nimu, pron. inter. 
inan. Which? Pl., Tana'nihe or 
ta'nihe. 

Ta'newa, adv. of inter. Where is he? 
Ta'newa, adv. of inter. Where is it? 
Tanewiche, adv. of inter. What for? 

For what reason? For what pur
pose? 

Tane'yekok, adv. of inter. How much? 
When? 

Tanisa'toka, Ta'nipiko, adv. of uncer
tainty. I don't know. 

Ta'nispe, inter. When? 
Ta'nisse or Ta'nse, adv. of inter. How? 

Ta'nse atwa.'yun? What do you 
say? 

Ta'nta or Ta'nita, adv. of inter. Where? 
Which way? Ta'nta. ache? Whence? 
from where? Ta'nta. weyu oya'ne? 
How can that be? 

Ta'ntutwaw, adv. of inter. How many 
times? 

Tapah, conj. Because not (used with 
the indic. verb). 

Tapakomao, v.t.an. He adopts him. 
Tapa'komewao, v.i.3. He adopts. 
Tapa'komewawin, n.in. Adoption. 
Tapa'skotin, v.irnp. It has a handle. 
Tapa'skotitaw, or Tapa'skwuhum, 

v.t.in.2. He puts a handle to it. 
Tapa'skwunum, v.t.in.6. He returns 

the handle (to the axe head). 
Ta'pehao, v.t.an. He renews him, he 

replaces him. 

Ta'peitwao, v.i.3. He says it over 
again. 

Tapahao, Tapenao, v.t.an. He renews 
him, he replaces him. 

Ta'petaw, or Ta'pinum, v.t.in.2. He 
renews it, he replaces it. 

Ta'pewetum, v.t.in.6. He tells it again 
the same way. 

Tapi'kohum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He strings 
it or them, he files it. 

Tapi'konayape, s.c., n.in. Edging
line for nets. 

Tapi'konayapes, Tapikonikunayapes 
s.c., n.in. A small piece of edging
line. 

Tapi'konao, s.c., v.t.an. He backs 
him (speaking of a net, i.e., he 
fastens it to the backing-line). 

Tapi'konikakao, v.i.3. He is backing 
(a net) with it. 

Tapi'konikao, v.i.3. He is backing 
(a net). 

Tapi'konikun, n.in. The edging of a 
net. 

Tapiko'nikunayape, n.in. The edging
line, i.e., the line for tying a .net to 
the backing. 

Tapi'kowao, s.c., v.t.an. He strings 
him or them, he files them. 

Tapikwa'mew, v.i.4. He sleeps in the 
same place. 

Ta'pipuyew, v.imp. It goes in the 
same place, it fits in. 

Tapisi'konum, iJ.t.in.6. He fits it all 
around (as a ring is fitted over a 
bolt). 

Tapisikopu'yew, v.imp. It fits in all 
round. 

Tapisikopu'yetaw, v.t.in.1. He makes 
it fit closely. 

Tapisi'koskum, v.t.in.6. He fits it 
round him, he encircles himself 
with it (e.g., a hoop). 

Tapi'simao, v.t.an. He fits him in; he 
threads them (i.e., beads). 

Tapisimi'nao, s.c., Tapisiminikao, or 
Tapisuhi'minao, P.c., v.i.3. She 
threads beads. 

Tapisimina'mwao, s.c., Tapisuhimi
nowao, P.c., v.t.in.3. She threads 
beads for her. 

Tapisita'pison, or Tapisikoskachikun, 
P.c., n.in. A stirrup. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Tapiska'kun, n.in. A handkerchief, a 
horse collar, a yoke, a scarf, a 
neckerchief. 

Tapiska'kunases, n.an. Meadowlark 
(lit. the neckerchief bird). 

Tapiska'kuneminuk, n.an.pl. A neck
lace, necklace beads. 

Topiska'kunikao, v.i.3. She is knitting 
a scarf; she makes handkerchiefs. 

Tapiska'kunis, n.in. A small handker
chief. 

Ta'piskoch adv. and adj. As, alike, as 
well as, equally, the same, like, 
both, for instance. 

Tapisko'chehao, s.c., v.t.an. He equal
izes them, he makes them alike. 

Tapisko'chetaw, v.t.in.2. He eaualizes 
it or them, he makes them alike. 

Tapisko'chepuyew, v.imp. It becomes 
all alike. 

Ta'piskoon, ad}. Both, like, same as. 
Tapisko'ta'yechikun, n.in. A com

parison, a similar mind. 
Tapiskota'yetum, v.t.in.6. He com

pares it, he likens it. 
Tapiskota'yimao, v.t.an. He compares 

him, or them, he likens them. 
Tapisko'tustaw, v.t.in.2. He puts 

or places it all alike. 
Ta'piskowao, v.t.an. He has him or 

them round his neck. Tapiskowao 
mekisu, she wears beads round her 
neck. 

Ta'piskum, v.t.in.6. He wears it 
round his neck. 

Ta'piskumowao, v.t.an. He takes his 
place, he succeeds him. 

Ta'pisuhum, v.t.in.6. She strings it 
she threads it. ' 

Ta'pisuwao, v.t.an. She strings him, 
she threads him. 

Tapita'pisoo, v.i.4. She ,vears ear
rings. 

Tapjt~'pi~o1;, n.in. An ear-ring. 
TaJ?1tlcha p1son, M.c., n.in. A finger

nng. 

Tapi'~itaw, v.t.in.2. He puts a handle 
to 1t (e.g., an axe); he fits it in. 

Tapitona'pichikun, n.in. A bridlf' a bit. . -, 

Tapitona'pichikunayape n.in. ;-\ rein 
from a bridle. ' 

Ta'pitow, adv. Equally, evenly. 

Ta'pitowinao, v.t.an. He equals him 
or them. 

Ta'pitowinikun, n.in. A level; a 
balance. 

Ta'pitowaw, v.imp. It is uniform, it 
equalizes, it is even. 

Tapitowitaw, v.t.in.2. He equalizes it, 
he levels it. 

Ta'pitowinum, v.t.in.6. He makes it 
level, he equalizes it. 

Ta'poowan, n.an. A toy, consisting of 
a piece of leather with holes cut in 
it into which a bone is jerked, 
something in the manner of 'cup 
and ball'. 

Tapoo'wao, v.i.3. He repeats, he says 
it by heart. 

Tapowawin, n.in. A repetition, a 
recitation. 

Tapowa'totuwao, v.t.an. He repeats 
it to him, he recites to him. 

Ta'pukoowao, v.t.an. He sets a snare 
for him. 

Tapukwa'n, n.in. A snare. 
Tapukwa'tao, v.t.an. He snares him. 
Tapukwa'o, v.i.3. He sets a snare, or 

snares. 
Tapupe'stowao, v.t.an. He sits in his 

seat (i.e., a seat just vacated by the 
other person). 

Tapupew, v.i.l. He takes another's 
place, replaces him. 

Ta'pusk, adv. of doubt. Perhaps, maybe, 
is it so? 

Tapu'ssinuhikao, v.t.in.3. He is copy
ing, he writes a copy. 

Tapu'ssinuhikun, n.in. A copy. 
Tapu'ssinuhum, v.t.in.6. He copies 

it (by writing). 
Tapu'staw, v.t.in.2. He replaces it, 

he puts it back, he refits it in. 
Ta'pwa, ad7J. Truly, indeed, certainly, 

verily. Tapwa'pikwane, very true. 
Ta_pw:i'kunc, adv. Seriously, without 

Jokrng, as a matter of fact. 
Tapwa'mukun, i•.imp. It is true; as 

v.t., it speaks truth. 
Tapwao, v.i.3. He speaks truth. 
Tapwi'towao, 1.J.t.an. He believes him, 

he consents to him, he ,·ields to 
him, he obeys him. · 
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Tapwi'tum, v.t.in.6. He believes it, he 
obeys it; as v.i., he consents, he 
believes. 

Tap:"·i'tumowin, n.in. Belief, a creed, 
faith. 

Tapwa'win, n.in. Truth. 
Tapwa'winewew, v.i.1. He is true he 

is faithful, he is just. ' 
Tapwawinewun, v.imp. It is true, it 

is correct, it is exact. 
Tapwawuka'yetakwun, v.imp. It is 

credible. 
Tapwawuka'yetum, v.t.in.6. He is 

sure of it, he feels sure of it. 
Tapwawuka'yimao, v.t.an. He believes 

him to be true. 
Tapwaya'yechikao, v.i.3. He believes. 
Tapwaya'yetum, v.t.in.6. He believes 

it. 
Tapwaya'yetumowin, n. in. Belief, 

faith (established by conviction). 
Tapwaya'yimao, v.t.an. He believes 

in him. 
Tasipwa, adv. No wonder; for that 

reason. 
Ta'skaw, v.pass. It is split. 
Ta'skikuhikunu, n.in.pl. Split wood 

(in pieces). 
Ta'skikuhum, or Ta'skuhum, v.t.in.6. 

He splits it (wood). 
Ta'skikuwao, or Ta'skuwao, v.t.an. He 

splits him (a log or tree). 
Taski'pitao, v.t.an. He tears him in 

two. 
Taski'pitum, v.t.in.6. He tears it m 

two. 
Taskipo'chikao, v.i.3. He is sawing 

(lumber); he is ripping a board. 
Taskipo'chikawin," n.in. A frame for 

sawing logs upon, raised upon posts; 
the act of sawing. 

Taskipo'chikun, n.in. A rip-saw, a 
pit-saw. 

Taskipo'taw, v.t.in.6. He saws it (as 
with a rip-saw). 

Taskipo'yao, v.t.an. He saws him (as 
with a rip-saw). 

Ta'skipuyew, Taskikipuyew, v.imp. 
It splits, the wood splits. 

Ta'skisew, v.i.1. He is split (as a 
tree). 

Taskisi'kopuyew, v.irnp. It cracks (as 
ice); it is cracked ice. 

Taskisi'kwaw, v.imp. It is cracked ice. 

Ta'skitao, v.pass. It is split. 
Ta'.skuhikun, n.in. A wedge for split

tmg wood. 
Ta'skwum or Tawiskwum, adv. Out 

on the ice. 
Ta'stapowao, Tuta'stapowao, P.c., 

v.i.3. He speaks quickly. 
Tastuka'cheskew, or Tastuka'chew, 

v.i.1. He is reluctant. 
Tastuka'tao, v.t.an. He dislikes him, 

he is averse to him. 
Tastuka'tum, v.t.in.6. He is reluctant 

to do it, he hates to do it. 
Tastuka'tayimao, v.t.an. He feels un

favourable towards him. 
Tastuka'tayetum, v.t.in.6. He is op

posed to it, he has a feeling of 
repugnance for it. 

Tastuka'tayimowin, n.in. Repug-
nance, unfavourable opinion. 

Ta'suhikun, n.in. A sharpening in
strument, a scythe-stone, a whet
stone, a stone. 

Ta'suhum, v.t.in.6. He sharpens it, he 
whets it. 

Ta'suhumowao, v.t.in.3. He sharpens 
it for him. 

Tatapipuyew, v.imp. It repeatedly 
fits in. 

Tata'poowao, v.i.3. He says it over 
and over. 

Tata'topuyew, v.imp. It tears re
peatedly. 

Tata'puhumakao, v.t.in.3. He steps 
in the footprints of another. 

Tata'puhumowao, v.t.an. He steps in 
his footprints. 

Tata'pukop, adj. Seven each, by 
sevens. 

Ta'topichikun, n.in. A tear, a rip. 
Ta'topitao, v.t.an. He rips him, he 

tears him. 
Ta'topitum, v.t.in.6. He rips it, he 

tears it. 
Ta'topuyew, v.imp. It rends, it tears. 
Ta'toskowao, v.t.an. He bursts him, 

he rips him. 
Ta'toskum, v.t.in.6. He bursts it, he 

rips it. 
Tatukoska'tao, v.t.an. He tramples 

him, he treads him down. 
Tatukoska'tum, v.t.in.6. He tramples 

it, he treads it down. 
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Tatuchiskwa'yew, v.i.1. He hangs 
down his head. 

Ta'tukotaw, v.t.in.2. He flattens it, 
he levels it. 

Ta'tukowao, v.t.an. He makes them 
even, he levels them. 

Ta'tusakaw, v.mip. There is a fissure 
(in it), it is a crack. 

Tawa'chi_wun, v.imp. The current 
runs into the middle of the river; as 
adv., mid-stream. 

Tawake'kwuyowawao, Tawikwu'yowa
wao, P.c., v.t.an. He hits him on 
the neck. 

Tawa'skikun, n.in. The middle of the 
breast. 

Tawa'skikunawao, v.t.an. He hits him 
on the breast (with a dart, or a 
shot-gun). 

Tawa'skokwuyowawao, v.t.an. He hits 
him on the neck with a stick. 

Tawa'skopitonawao, v.t.an. He hits 
him on the arm (with a stick). 

Ta'wayik, or Ta'wayusk, prep. In the 
middle, the midst. 

Ta'wich, adv. Far from the land, out 
from the land, out to sea. 

Tawipi'skwunawio, v.t.an. He hits 
him on the back (as with a dart, or 
by shooting). 

Tawipu'ssawao, v.t.an. He hits him in 
the breast (e.g., a fowl). 

Tawisti'kwanawio, v.t.an. He hits 
him on the head (as with a dart, or 
in shooting). 

Tawi'stuhum, v.t.in.6. He hits it (as 
with an arrow or dart). 

Tawuhum, v.t.in.6. He hits it (as a 
bull's eye). 

Tawukam, adv. and prep. Out in the 
river or lake, midstream. 

Ta'wuskak, prep. In the middle of 
the swamp, out in the swamp. 

Tawuska'kumoon, v.imp. It runs 
across the swamp (speaking of a 
road or path). 

Ta'wutew, v.i.J. He opens his mouth, 
he gapes. 

Ta'wutehao, v.t.an. He causes him to 
open his mouth. 

Ta'wutinao, v.t.an. He holds his 
mouth open. 

Ta'wutin, v.t.an.imper. Hold his mouth 
open. 

Tawutuya'wio, v.t.an. He hits him on 
the stomach (by shooting or dart
ing). 

Ta'wuwtio, v.t.an. He hits him (in 
shooting or darting). 

Taya'kwuch, adv. Unexpectedly, 
singularly, curiously. 

Tichekapowew, v.i.l. He stands on 
the top (of something). 

Tkhekapowewin, n.in. A step-ladder. 
Tachepuyehoo, v.i.4. He jumps on 

the top (of something). 
Tichepuyew, v.imp. It springs to the 

top. 
Tahama'w, Tahamawuk, pl., v.i.2. He 

plays at cards. 
Tahama'nuk, n.an.pl. Playing cards. 
Taku'sehao, v.t.an. He completes him. 
Taku'setaw, v.t.in.2. He completes it. 
Taku'sisew, v.i.l. He is complete. 
Takusa'w, v.imp. It is complete. 
Takutu'staw, v.t.in.2. He completes 

the line (as in writing). 
Tao, or Taw, v.i.3. He is. Nummu 

tao, he does not exist; inan. form, 
mummu tukwun, it is not here, 
there is none. This word which is 
the root of itaw, he is, he is here, 
is not generally used without nummu. 

Tapa'skeskowio, v.t.an. He meets 
him at an angle. 

Tapa'skonao, v.t.an. He reaches out 
to the length of him (as a tree). 

Tapa'skonum, v.t.in.6. He reaches out 
to it (speaking of wood). 

Tapa'skopuyew, v.imp. It reaches 
across (as a fallen tree across a 
stream). 

Tapa'yechikat, subj. pres. 3 p. sing. of 
tipa'yechikao, but flat vowelled it 
becomes a noun. The Lord. 

Tapa'yetum, v.i.6. He is content he 
is contented, he is satisfied. As 

1

v.t., 
he considers it enough. 

Tapa'yetumehao, v.t.an. He satisfies 
him. 

Tapa'yetumowin, n.in. Contentment. 
Tapayimoo, v.i.4. He is confident he 

feels that it is enough. ' 
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Tapeka'powew, v.i.1. He has room to 
stand. 

Tapeka'powewin, n.in. Standing room. 
Tape -ispetayetakosew, v.i.1. He is 

fit, he is becoming, he is worthy. 
Tape -ispeta'yetakwun, v.imp. It is 

fit, it is apt, it is becoming. 
Tape -issena'kwun, v.imp. It is fit (in 

appearance), it is meet. 
Tape -oti'numowao, v.t.an. He sup

plies him with enough. 
Tapepu'yew, v.imp. It is sufficient, it 

goes round. 
Tapepu'yewin, n.in. Enough, a suffi

cient supply. 
Tape'yekok, adv. Sufficient. 
Tapeyuwa'hao, v.t.an. He contents 

him, he satisfies him. 
Tapeyuwa'sew, v.i.1. He is content, he 

is satisfied. 
Tapeyuwa'sewin, n.in. Contentment, 

satisfaction. 
Tapikwa'mew, v.i.4. He sleeps enough. 
Tapima'hum, v.i.6. He has travelled 

down the river enough, he has had 
tripping enough. 

Tapima'kosew, v.i.1. He scents the 
place, he is filled with the scent of 
it. 

Tapima'kwun, v.imp. It scents the 
place, it is filled with the scent of it. 

Tapime'chisoo, v.i.4. He eats enough. 
Tapimeyo'sisew, v.i.1. She is very 

beautiful, he is fine. 
Tapimeywasin, v.imp. It is beautiful, 

it is lovely. 
Tapina'kosew, v.i.1. He is within 

sight (i.e., within the range of sight). 
Tapina'kwun, v.imp. It is within 

sight. 
Tapinak, adv. At any rate, as long as, 

sufficiently. 
Tapinao, v.t.an. He reaches him (with 

his hand), he extends his hand to 
him. 

Tapinu'm, v.t.in.6. He reaches it (with 
his hand), he extends his hand to it. 

Tapinu'mowao, v.t.an. He reaches it 
for him. 

Tapinuyo'mao, v.t.an. He carries the 
whole of him at a time; he is tired 
of carrying it. 

Tapinu'yutum, v.t.in.6. He carries all 
of it at a time; he is tired of carry
ing it. 

Tapipu'yehik or Tapipu'yehikoo, 
v.pass. It is enough for him. 

Tapipu'yew, or Tapipu'yin, v.imp. It 
is enough, it suffices. 

Tapi'skak, s.c., v.subj., but used as 
n.in. Last night. 

Tapiska'toowuk, v.i.4.pl. They have 
room. 

Tapi'skowao, v.t.an. He fits him, or 
in better English it fits him; but in 
Cree the expression is transposed 
thus, ne tapiskowa'wuk neta'suk. I 
fit my trousers (i.e., my trousers 
fit me). 

Tapi'skum, v.t.in.6. He fits it, or 
according to the correct English 
expression, it fits him. 

Tapita'kosew, v.i.1. He is heard dis
tinctly, he is heard all about (i.e., 
throughout the whole building, etc.); 
he is audible from a distance. 

Tapita'kwun, v.imp. It is heard dis
tinctly, it is audible (from, or to, a 
given point). 

Tapi'towao, v.t.an. He bears him, he 
is within the range of hearing. 

Tapi'tum, v.t.in.6. He hears it (as 
from a distance). 

Tapuho'hao or Tapuho'yao, v.t.an. He 
gives enough to all of them. 

Ta'puhum, v.t.in.6. He reaches it (as 
by throwing or shooting); he reaches 
a certain point of destination in a 
day's journey. . 

Tapuka'yetakosew, v.i. 1. He 1s 
worthy. 

Tapuka'yetakwun, v.imp. It is worthy. 
Tapuka'yimao, v.t.an. He thinks him 

worthy, or capable. 
Tapuka'yimoo, v.i.4. He thinks him

self competent for it, it is enough 
for him. 

Tapuka'yimototuwao, v.t. an. He 
thinks he can def eat him. 

Tapu'ketum, v.t.in.6. He numbers 
them all; he counts enough of them. 

Tapu'kkhikao, v.i. 3. He counts 
enough. 

Tapu'kimao, v.t.an. He numbers them 
all, he counts enough of them. 

Ta'pukop, adj. Seven. 
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Tapuko'pewuk, v.i.l .pl. They are 
seven, there are seven of them 
(anim.). 

Tapuko'pinwa, v.imp.pl. They are 
seven, there are seven of them 
(inan.). 

Tapuko'poo, adj. The seventh. 
Tapuko'pomitunow, adj. Seventy. 
Tapuko'posap, adj. Seventeen. 
Tapuko'pwaw, adj. Seven times. 
Ta'puwiio, v.t.an. He reaches him (as 

by throwing or shooting). 
Tapu'pew, v.i.1. He has room to sit. 
Tapu'pewuk, v.i.l .pl. They have room 

to sit (anim.). There is room for 
them to sit in one seat. 

Tapwa'sikao, Tapwa'wasikao, P.C., 
v.i.3. He shoots within hearing 
distance. 

Tapwa'tao, v.t.an. He calls aloud to 
him, he cries out to him; he publishes 
them (i.e., their banns). 

Tapwa'tao, v.imp. The report of a 
gun within hearing distance. 

Tapwa'tum, v.t.in.6. He cries out to 
it; he publishes it, he calls for it. 

Tapwa'tumowin, n.in. A proclama
tion, an advertisement, a tender. 

Ta'pwao, v.i.3. He calls, he cries out, 
he shouts. 

Tapwa'witum, v.i.6. He shouts within 
hearing distance. 

Tapwa'win, n.in. A call, a cry, an 
outcry, a shout. 

Tasipi'chikun or Tasipita'kun, n.in. 
A stage (i.e., a frame of horizontal 
poles for placing meat, etc., out of 
the reach of animals). 

Tasipi'chikunikao or Tasipita'kunikao, 
v.i.3. He makes a stage. 

Tita'piskak, adv. On the top of the 
rocks. 

Ti'tao, s.c., n.an. A green frog. 
Tiita'skopuyew, v.imp. It moves or 

falls, on the top of wood. ' 
Ti'tikose, n.an. A kidney. 
Tii'tin.ao, v.t.an. He raises him up (on 

a higher level); he carries him (as 
on a hand-barrow). 

Ti'~inikun, n.in. A hand barrow, a 
bier; an outdoor shelf for keeping 
food beyond. the reach of animals. 

Tii'tinikunikao, v.i.3. He makes a 
barrow, or bier or shelf. 

Thinum, v.t.in.6. He raises it up (on 
something); he carries it (as on a 
hand-barrow). 

Ta'tip or Tatipa', conj. All around, 
as in a circle, around a curve. 

Tatipa'skaw, s.c., Tatipawaskaw, P.c., 
v.t.an.2. He walks around it; v.i., 
he walks around. 

Tatipi'skowao or Tatipa'skowao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He goes round him. 

Tatipi'skum or Tatipa'skum, s.c., 
Tatipawaskum, P.c., v.t.in.6. He 
goes round it. 

Tatipa'hum, Tatipahum, v.t.in.6. He 
goes round it (in a canoe, etc.). 

Tatipa'yaw or Tatipu'yaw, v.imp. 
There is a passage around (as an 
island). 

Tatipaya'sew, v.i.5. He sails around 
(a point or a bend). 

Tatowachiwun, n.in. The middle of 
the stream; the current runs in the 
middle of the river. 

Tatowa'kam, prep. In the middle of 
the river. 

Tatawich or Tustowich, prep. 
Amongst, amidst; in the midst. 

Tatowitwa'towuk, v.t.an.pl. They di
vide it amongst themselves. 

T~'tukotao, v.t.an. He hangs him up 
on a stage; as v.imp., it is hanging up. 

Tii'tukotaw, v.t.in.2. He puts it up 
(on a stage). 

Ti'tukosew, v.i.an.5. He sits, or 
climbs, upon the top (of some high 
place). 

Ti'tupiw, v.i.1. He rides he sits on 
it (the sleigh, the seat).' 

Ti'tupewin, n.in. A seat, a chair, a 
form, a stool. 

Tituyao, v.t.an. He puts him on the 
top. 

Tii'tustaw, v.t.in.2. He puts it on the 
top, he puts it on something. 

Tawa'pitao, or Taya'pitao, v.i.3. His 
tooth aches, he has the tooth ache. 

Tawa'p~tawin, n.in. The toothache. 
Tawa'hikun or Tawu'hikun Mc n in 

A drum. ' · ., · · 
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Tawa'skikunao, v.i.3. He feels a pain 
in his chest. 

Tawika'tao, s.c., Tayikatao, P.c., 
v.i.3. His leg aches. 

Tawiko'tao, v.i.3. His nose is sore. 
Tawiku'nao, v.i.3. His bones ache. 
Tawipi'tonao, s.c., Tayipi'tonao, P.c., 

v.i.3. His arm aches. 
Ta'wisew, s.c., Ta'yisew, P.C., v.i.1. 

He aches. 
Ta'wisewin, s.c., Ta'yisewin, P.c., 

n.in. An aching, a pain. 
Tawusi'tao, s.c., Tayisi'tao, P.C., v.i.3. 

His foot aches. 
Tawisti'kwanao, s.c., Tayisti'kwanao 
, P.c., v.i.3. His head aches, he ha~ 

the head-ache. 
Tawisti'kwanawin, s.c., Tayisti'kwa

nawin, P.c., n.in. The head-ache. 
Tayi'chichao, P.c., Tawi'chichao, s.c., 

v.i.3. His hand aches. 
Tayito'wukao, P.c., Tawito'wukao 

s.c., v.i.3. His ear aches. ' 
Tayito'wukawin, P.C., Tawi'towuka

win, s.c., n.in. The ear-ache. 
Tea, n.in. Tea. English word in 

common use among the Swampy 
Crees; the Plains Crees use the word 
Muskekewa'poo, which also means 
a medicine liquid. 

Tewa'poo, s.c., lVIuskekewa'poo, P.c., 
n.in. Infused tea. 

Tewa'pookao, v.i.3. He makes tea. 
Tewa'pooka'soo, v.refl.4. He makes 

tea for himself. 
Tewapokawin, n.in. The infusion of 

tea. Pa.yuk tewa'pokawin, one mak
ing of tea. 

Tewa'pookowao, v.t.an. He makes 
tea for him. 

Teoya'kun, n.in. A tea-cup. 
Tewipu'kwu, n.in. Tea leaves. 
Tewu'skik or Tewu'skikos, n.an. Tea-

kettle. 
Testament, n.in. The Testament. 

Oske Testament, New Testament; 
Kuya'setestament, Old Testament. 

Tetipu'pitao or Titipu'pitao, n.in. He 
ties him round, he winds something 
round him. As v.pass., it is tied 
round. 

Tetipu'pitum or Titipu'pitum, v.t.in.6. 
He ties it round, he winds something 
round it. 

T~tipa'skohum, v.t.in.6. He rolls it 
along (with a pole). 

T~tipa'skowao, v.t.an. He rolls him 
along (as a log). 

Tetipa'kinum or Tetipa'yakinum, 
v.t.in.6. He rol,ls it (as cloth, 
calico,, etc.). 

Tetipa'kisin, v.i.an.7. He is rolled or 
wound round. 

Tetipaya'ketaw, v.t.in.2. He rolls it 
up (as a piece of calico, print, etc.). 

Tetipaya'kitin, v.imp. It is rolled up 
(as calico, etc.). 

T~tipinao, v.t.an. He rolls him along, 
he rolls him up, he winds hir;n. 

T~tipinikun, s.c., T~tipipuyes, P.c., 
n.in. A wheel. 

Te'tipinum, v.t.in.6. He rolls it along, 
he rolls it up, he winds it. 

Tetipipu'yehao, v.t.an. He bowls him, 
he rolls him, he whirls him; 

Tetipipu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He bowls it, 
he rolls it, he whirls it. 

Tetipipu'yew or Tetipipu'yin, v.imp. 
It rolls, it turns on its axis, it whirls. 

Te'tipi'sew, v.imp. He is rolled, or 
wound round. 

Tetipi'sin, Tetipitin, v.imp. It is 
rolled or wound round (as a spool 
of cotton). 

Tetipita'panask, n.an. A cart, a 
chariot, a vehicle on wheels. 

Tetipita'panaskoos, n.an. A small 
cart; a wheel-barrow. 

Tetipipuyeta'kun, n.in. A cart, a rig 
on wheels, a wagon. 

Tika'piskisikun, n.an. Lead, melted 
metal; furnace, an oven. 

Tika'piskisum, vJ.in.6. He melts it 
(i.e., melts lead with fire heat); 
he heats it. 

Tikapa'wao, v.imp. It dissolves. 
Tikapowuchikun, n.in. A dissolution. 
Tika'powutaw, v.t.in.2. He dissolves 

it. 
Tikina'kun, n.in. An Indian cradle. 
Tikina'kunikakao, v.i.3. He makes a 

cradle of it. 
Tikina'kunikao, v.i.3. He is making 

a cradle. 
Tikina'kunikowao, v.t.an. He makes 

a cradle for him. 
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Tikina'kunis, n.in. A small cradle. 
Tikipu'yew, v.imp. It melts. 
Tiki'sikun, n.in. Lead, solder. 
Tiki'skowao, v.t.an. He melts him (as 

by contact with him); he thaws 
him (as by animal heat). 

Tiki'skum, v.t.in.6. He melts it, he 
thaws it (as by contact with it). 

Tiki'soo, v.pass.4. He is melted, he 
is thawed (e.g., snow). 

Tiki'sum, v.t.in.6. He melts it, he 
thaws it. 

Tiki'swao, v.t.an. He melts him, he 
thaws him .. 

Tiki'tao, v.pass. It is melted, it is 
thawed. 

Ti'kaw, v.imp. It thaws (as a piece 
of meat). 

Ti'kuk, M.C., adv. In order, generally. 
Tiku'sikao, s.c., v.i.3. She bakes, she 

toasts bread. 
Tiku'sikun, s.c., n.in. Baked bread, 

or toasted bread. 
Tiku'soo, s.c., v.pass. It is cooked, it 

is baked. · 
Tiku'sum, s.c., v.t.in.6. She bakes it, 

she cooks it. 
Tiku'sumowao, s.c., v.t.an. She bakes 

it for him, she cooks it for him. 
Tiku'swao, s.c., v.t.an. She bakes 

him, she cooks him; she bakes (the 
bannock, anim.). 

Tiku'tao, s.c., v.pass. It is baked, it 
is cooked. 

Timeya'konakaw, Time'konew, Time'
konukaw, v.imp. The snow is deep. 

Time'sin, v.imp. It is rather deep 
(speaking of water). 

Time'w or Time'wun, v.imp. It is 
deep (speaking of water). 

Tina'stun, n.in. A traverse, a reach 
(i.e., the distance between two points 
in a river). 

Tina'stunewun, v.imp. It is a reach. 
Tipa'chimaw, v.pass. He is talked 

about, there is news of him. 
Tipa'chimao, v.t.an. He tells news 

about him; he gives evidence con
cerning him. 

Tipa'chimiko, v.t.in.4. It tells about 
him; it gives evidence concerning 
him. 

Tipa'chimikowin, n.in. The evidence 
concerning him. 

Tipa'chimikosew, v.i.an.1. He is spok
en of; there is evidence concerning 
him. 

Tipa'chimoo, v.i.4. He tells news, he 
gives evidence. 

Tipa'chimowin, n.in. News, testi-
mony, a story, evidence. 

Tipa'n, adv. Alone, apart. 
Tipa'nustaw, v.t.in.2. He sets it apart. 
Tipa'nuyao, v.t.an. He sets him apart. 
Tipapa'skochikun, n.in. Scales, a 

balance, a weighing machine, a 
pound weight. 

Tipapa'skohao, v.t.an. He weighs him. 
Tipapa'skotaw, v.t.in.2. He weighs it. 
Tipa'skonao, M.c., v.t.an. He judges 

him; he measures him with his hand, 
or arms (as measuring a tree). 

Tipa'skonikao, M.C., v.i.3. He judges; 
he measures, he estimates. 

Tipa'skonikawikumik, M.c., n.in. A 
judgment hall, a court of justice. 

Tipa'skonikawin, M.C., n.in. A judg
ment, a measurement. 

Tipa'skonikawi -upewin, n.in. A judg
ment seat. 

Tipa'skonikawiyinew, M.c., n.an. A 
judge, an inspector; a man appointed 
to measure out supplies. 

Tipa'skonikun, n.in. A measure of 
length, a yard stick, a yard. 

Tipa'skonum, v.t.in.6. He measures it. 
Tipa'totum, v.t.in.6. He tells news 

about it, he narrates about it; he 
testifies concerning it. 

Tipa'yechikao, v.i.3. He governs, he 
reigns, he rules. 

Tipa'yechikahao, v.t.an. He makes 
him a ruler, or a governor. 

Tipa'yechikasew, v.i.1. He is a ruler 
or governor, of little authority. 

Tipa'yechikawin, n.in. Government, 
authority, dominion, rule, reign. 

Tipa'yetakosew, v.pass. He is owned; 
he has possessions; he is governed. 

Tipa'yetakwun, v.imp. It belongs, it is 
governed; it is the property of. 

Tipa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He owns it, he 
possesses it, he governs it he 
directs it. ' 
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Tipa'yetu·mohiio, v.t.an. He gives it 
into his possession, he commits it 
to him. 

Tipa'yetumoowin, n.in. An inheri
tance, a responsibility. 

Tipa'yetumowao, v.t.an. He owns it 
for him, he governs it for him. 

Tipa'yimao, v.t.an. He owns him, he 
possesses him, he directs him, he 
governs him, he reigns over him. 

Tipa'yimikosewin, n.in. Self-govern
ment. 

Tipii'yimisoo, v.refl.4. He governs 
himself, he is a free man (i.e., he 
is not under contract). 

Tipii'yimisowin, n. in. Freedom, li
berty. 

Tipayimoo, v.i.4. He considers him
self free. 

Tipe'yuwa, pron.indec. Self, one's 
own. Ne'yu tipe'yuwa, I, myself, 
my own, tipe'yuwa we'yu, he him
self. 

Tipeyuwa'wisew, v.i.1. He possesses, 
he is the owner (of it). 

Tipeyuwa'wisewin, n.in. Ownership, 
possession, inheritance, treasure. 

Tipikwa'tiio, s.c., Titipikwa'tao, P·.C., 
v.t.an. She hems him (some article 
spoken of in animate terms). 

Tipikwa'tum, v.t.in.6. She hems it. 
Tipiniska'tum, v.t.in.6. He measures 

it by fathoms. 
Tipiniski'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He fathoms 

it as he goes along. 
Tipiniska'yaw, v.imp. It is measured 

in fathoms. 
Tipinu'hookun, n.in. A covering for a 

waterhole. 
Tipinowa'hikiio, v.i.3. He makes a 

shelter, he makes it lee. 
Tipinowa'hikun, n.in. A shelter from 

the wind or rain, etc. 
Tipinowa'w, v.imp. It is sheltered, it 

is lee. 
Tipinowak, n.in.loc. In the shelter, 

the lee-shore. 
Tipinowuhu'm, v.t.in.6. He makes it 

lee, he shelters it, i.e., he puts up 
a shelter from the wind, etc. 

Tipinowuhu'mowao, v.t.an. He makes 
a shelter for him. 

Tipinowusi'mowin, n.in. A shelter 
from the storm, a refuge, a harbour. 

Tipipipo'nwao, or Ta.pi -ispe'tisew, 
s.c., Tipi -uske'winao, P.c., v.i.3. 
He is of age. 

Tipipu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He accom
plishes it, he fulfills it; he makes it 
last. 

Tipipu'yew, v.imp. It becomes accom
plished, or it is accomplished, it is 
fulfilled; it is enough. 

Tipisi'kun, n.in. A pattern, a model, 
an exemplar. 

Tipisi'kunatik, n.in. A measuring
stick (used in making canoes). 

Tipiska'ka or Tipiska'ke, v.imp.subj. 
Tonight (when future). 

Tipiska'sin, v.imp. It is rather dark, 
it is almost night. 

Tipiska'w, v.imp. It is night, it fa 
dark. Uno' ch ka tipiska'k, tonight
( when present). Ka. tipiska'k, to; 
night (when future). 

Tipiska'wepesim, Tipi'skipesim, n.an. 
The moon. 

Tipiskeme'chisoo, s.c., Ota'kwunime
chisoo, P.c., v.i.4. He eats in the 
dark, he sups, he takes his sQpper. 

Tipiskeme'chisowin, s.c., Ota'kwuni
mechisowin, P.c., n.in. Supper, a 
meal at night. 

Tipiskeme'chisowinikao, v.i. 3. He 
makes a supper. 

Tipiskeme'chisowinikowao, v:t.an. He 
makes a supper for him. 

Tipiskina'kwao, v.i.3. He sups. 
Tipiskini'kwan, n:an. A fowl pro

vided for supper. 
Tipiskina'kwawin, n.in. .A, supp~r. 

Ka Tipa'yechika.t otipiskina.'kwa.win, 
The Lord's Supper. 

Tipiskina'kwawinikao, v.i.3. He makes 
a supper. 

Tipiskini'kwawinikowao, v.t.an. He 
makes a supper for him. 

Tipi'skisew, v.i.1. He is benighted. 
Tipiski'sewin, n.in. Darkness. 
Tipiski'skaw, v.i.an.2. He walks in the 

night; night overtakes him in his 
walk. 

Tipiskiskum, v.t.in.6. The night over
takes before he reaches his destina
tion. 
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Tipi'skoch, adj. Opposite, over, per
pendicular, overhead. 

Tipi'skoch -itu'skisoo, v.i.4. He stands 
perpendicular (as a pole). 

Tipiskok, n.indec. Last night. 
Tipi'skum, v.i.6. He has a birthday, 

he passes a birthday. 
Tipi'skumowin, n.in. An anniversary, 

a birthday, a celebration of a birth
day. 

Tipiskumowekesikaw, n.in. A birth
day. 

Tipitota'kawin, n.in. Fulfillment of 
an obligation. 

Tipitotakowin, n.in. A fulfillment of 
service, social accomplishment. 

Tipito'tum, v.t.in.6. He does it as 
commanded, he fulfils it. As v.i., 
he does his duty. 

Tipitotumo'win, n.in. Duty, service. 
Tipitotuma'kowin, n:in. Appointed 

duty, a set task. 
Tipitu'sewuk, v.i.l. These are the 

right number of them, they are the 
right number. 

Tipitti'to, adv. Just so many. 
Tippa'pan, n.in. A measuring line, a 

chain in surveying. 
Tippa'pamao, v.t.an. He measures him 

with a look; he looks him over. 
Tippapa'tao, v.t.an. He measures 

him with a line. 
Tippapa'tum, v.t.in.6. He measures 

it with a look (i.e., perspectively). 
Tippichlcha'mao, v.t.an. He measures 

him with the hand, he spans him. 
Tippichlchatum, v.t.in.6. He measures 

it with the hand, he spans it. 
Tippi'nao, v.t.an. He measures him 

with the hand. 
Tippini'skamao, v.t.an. He measures 

him with the extended arms. 
Tippini'skatum, v.t.in.6. He measures 

it with the extended arms. 
Tippini'skawin, n.in. A measurement 

with the extended arms; a fathom. 
Tippi'num, v.t.in.6. He measures it 

with the hand. 
Tippuhu'skan, n.an. A survey (of 

land), a surveyed lot. 
Tippuhu'skao, v.i.3. He is ~urveying 

land. 

Tippuhu'skew, v.i.5. He surveys land. 

Tippuheki'sinwan, n.in. A thermo
meter. 

Tippuheyo'tinwan, n.in. A wind gage; 
a weather vane. 

Tippuhi'kao, v.i.3. He pays, he pays 
his debt; he measures. 

Tippuhika'wesoneyaw, Tippuhuma'ka
wesoneyaw, n.in. A payment money, 
custom, tribute, treaty money. 

Tippuhika'win, n.in. A payment; 
measurement. 

Tippuhipe'simwan, n.an. An hour; a 
sun-dial, a dial; a calendar. (Word 
first applied to sun-dial because it 
registered the progress of the sun, 
but now used in some localities to 
measure time.) 

Tippuhi'kun, n.in. A measure; an 
hour; a bushel; a mile. It is a word 
of indeterminate quantity. 

Tippu'hum, v.t.in.6. He measures it, 
he pays it. Tippuhu'm o mu'ssin11-
hikun, he pays his debt. 

Tippuhuma'kao, v.i.3. He pays out 
(in earnings); he pays (the penalty). 

Tippuhumaka'stumakao, v.i.1. He re
deems, he makes a payment for 
some one. 

Tippuhumaka'stumakawin, n.in. Re
demption, propitiation, atonement. 

Tippuhunaka'stumowao, v.t.an. He 
redeems him, he pays for him. 

Tippuhuma'kosew, v.i.1. He takes 
his payment, he demands his due. 

Tippuhuma'kosewin. n.in. Payment, 
recompense, reward, just due. 

Tippuhuma'kowin, n.in. Hire, pay
ment, reward, wages. 

Tippuhuma'towesoneyaw, n.in. Trea
ty-money; tribute money; excise 

dues. 
Tippuhuma'toowin, n.in. Indian treaty 

payments, recompense, mutual pay
ments. 

Tippuhu'mowao, v.t.an. He measures 
it for him, he measures it to him· he 
P?-Ys him for it, he recompe~ses 
him, he rewards him. 

Tippu'wio, v.t.an. He measures him· 
he pays for him. ' 

Tippuwan, P.c., adv. So much, (i.e. 
to each). 
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Tipu'ketum, v.t.in.6. He counts it, 
he keeps track of it. 

Tipu'ketumowao, v.t.in.3. He counts 
it out to him; he keeps track of it 
for him. 

Tipu'kimao, v.t.an. He counts them, 
he keeps track of them. 

Tipu'skinao, v.imp. It is brimful. 
Tipu'skinahao, v.t.an. He fills him 

brimful (as a kettle spoken of in 
animate terms). 

Tipu'skinaputaw, Tipuskinayai'powu
taw, v.t.in.2. He fills it up, he makes 
it brimful, (with a liquid). 

Tipu'skinutaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 
brimful, he fills it up. 

Titipa'pikasimao, v.t.an. He winds 
him into a ball or a circle. 

Titipa'weyukuhikun, s.c., Titipikwu'
nahikun, P.c., n.in. Quill-work, the 
quilling on moccasins. 

Titipa'weyukuhikunu'skisinu, n.in.pl. 
Quilled moccasins. . 

Titipino'skichiwan, n.in. The stnng 
twisted round the pipe-stem. 

Titipu'pitao, v.t.an. He binds him, 
he ties him; as v.pass. it is bound, 
it is wound around. 

Titipu'pitum, v.t.in.6. He binds it, 
he ties it. 

Titipuwa'hum, v.t.in.6. She curls it 
(e.g. the hair), she waves it. 

Titipuwa'human, n.in. A curl, a 
ringlet, a permanent wave. 

Titipuwa'humowao, v.t.an. She curls 
her hair, (i. e. another person's). 

To'chekao, s.c., v.i.3. He does, he 
acts. 

Tocheka'tao, v.tass. It is done, it 
is customary. 

To'chikawin, s.c., n.in. Action; an 
act against another perso1!. 

Tooka'pew, v.i.1. He opens his eyes .. 
Tooka'pinao, v.t.an. He opei:is h~s 

(the other person's) eyes, (with his 
hands). 

Tookepuyew, v.imp. It opens, (as a 
slit). 

Too'kinum, v.t.in.6. He opens it, 
(with the hand). 

Tookipitum, v.t.in.6. He pull~ it 
open. . 

Tooma'pinao, v.t.an. He anomts his 
(the other person's) eyes. 

Tooma'pinisoo, v.refl.4. He anoints 
his eyes. 

Toski'skowao, v.t.an. He nudges him. 
Toski'skowapuwao, s.c., Toskiwa'pu-

wio, P.c., v.t.an. He nudges him 
vigorously. 

Toskiwa'pinao, v.t.an. He nudges 
him (vigorously) with the elbow. 

Tooma'piskinao, v.t.an. He greases 
him, (speaking of metal anim.). 

Tooma'piskinum, v.t.in.6. He greases 
it (speaking of metal). 

Tooma'skonao, v.t.an. He greases 
him, (speaking of a tree, anim.). 

Tooma'skonum, v.t.in.6. He greases 
it (speaking of wood, inan.). 

Tooma'skwun, v.irnp. It is greasy, 
(speaking of wood). 

Tooma'w, v.imp. It is oily, it is 
greasy. 

Too'mehao, v.t.an. He oils him, he 
greases him. 

Too'metaw, v.t.in.2. He oils it, he 
greases it. . 

Too'michichanao, v.t.an. He anomts 
or greases his (another person's) 
hands. 

Too'michichanisoo, Toomini'chicha-
nisoo, v.refl. He anoints or greases 
his hands. 

Toominika'kao, v.i.3. He greases (it) 
with it. · 

Too'minikun, n.in. Ointment, salve; 
shortening. 

Toominisoo, v.refl.4. He anoints him
self. 

Too'minisitao, v.i.an.3. He ha~ 
anointed feet. 

Too'minum, v.t.in.6. He anoints it, 
he greases it. 

Too'misew, v.i.1' He is greasy, he is 
oily. 

Too'misitanao, v.t.an. He anoints 
his feet (i.e. another's feet). 

Too'misitanisoo, v.refl. He anoints 
his feet (i. e. his own). 

Toostoma'wusoo or Tistoma'wusoo, 
v.i. She is singing a lullaby. 

Too'whan, s.c., or Pakuha'toowan, 
P.c., n.an. A ball. 

Too'whio, s.c., Pakuhatowao, P.c., 
v.i.3. He plays ball. 
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Toowa'nikakao, v.i.3. He makes a 
ball of it. 

Toowanikao, v.i.3. He makes a ball. 
Too'wu or Too'we, n.indec. A kind, 

a sort, such. Too'wu is mostly used 
as anim. but too'we is inan, generally 
with a.wuko or a.ko, as a.wuko toowu, 
the same kind. 

Too'wekan, n.an. A kind, the same 
kind, A.wu'ko toowe'kan, such an 
one. 

Tooweka'newew, v.i.1. He is of that 
kind. 

Totosa'poo, n.in. Milk. 
Totosa'powiyakun, n.in. A milk-jug, 

a milk dish, a milk pan. 
Totosa'poos, n.in. A small quantity 

of milk. 
Totosa'posichikun or Totosa'pawepi

maka'kun, n.in. A churn. 
Totosa'powepime, n.in. Butter. 
Totosa'powepimekakao, v.i.3. She 

makes butter with or of it. 
Totosa'powepimekao, v.i.3. She 1s 

churning, she is making butter. 
Totosa'powikumik, n.in. A dairy. 
Totosa'poweuskik, n.in. A milk-pail. 
Toto'sim, n.an. A female breast, the 

teat. 
To'tow, v.t.an.imper. Do thou to 

him. Negatively, aka tu'tow. Do 
not so to him, or do not touch him. 

To'towao, v.t.an. He does it to him. 
To'tum, v.t.in.6. He does it. 
Totumo'win, n.in. An act, a deed, 

a performance. 
Totumo'wao, v.t.an. He does it for 

him. 
Tu'chikao, v.i.3. He is a cripple, (i. e. 

owing to the knee grown stiff). 
Tuchika'tao, v.i.3. He has a stiff leg. 
Tu'chipuyew, v.imp. It sticks, (i. e. 

its freedom of motion is impaired). 
Ttichi'puyew, v.imp. It loosens, it 

gives. 
Ttika'pawunao, v.t.an. He cools him 

in water. 
Tuka'pawutaw, v.t.in.2. He cools it 

(by adding cold water). 
Ttika'pew, v.i.1. His eyes are cold. 
Tuka'piskisew, v.imp. He is cold 

(speaking of metal or stone, anim.). 
Ttika'piskaw, v.imp. It is cold 

(speaking of metal). ' 

Tuka'sew, v.i.1. He cools himself in 
the wind; he feels the cold wind. 

Tuka'sin, v.imp. It is rather cold, 
(to the touch). 

Tuka'stun, v.imp. It is cooling in 
the wind. 

Ttikas'kosew, v.imp. He is cold 
(speaking of wood, anim.). 

Ttika'skwun, v.imp. It is cold, (speak
ing of wood). 

Ttika'w, v.imp. It 1s cold, (to the 
touch). 

Tuka'yaw, v.imp. It is cold, (i.e. 
the weather). 

Ttikaya'sin, v.imp. It is rather cold, 
(weather). 

Ttikeyowa'puyew, v.imp. It is cool
ing, (ref. to. the wind). 

Tuke'yowao, v.imp. It is a cold wind. 
Ttikeyo'wapuyew, v.imp. It is cool

ing, (ref. to the change in the atmos
phere). 

Tukikuma'poo, n.in. Cold water or 
liquid. 

Tukikuma'pokao, v.i.3. He cools the 
water. 

Ttiki'kumew or Ttiki'kumin, v.imp. 
It is cold (speaking of a liquid). 

Ti'.1kipi'taw, v.t.in.2. He cools it 
(with colder liquid). 

Tukipa'staw, v.imp. There is a cold 
.~1i~t falli:1g, 1 

Tu k1pe, n.in. Co1d water. 
Ti'.1kipi'skwunao, i•.i.3. His back is 

cold. 
Ttike or Tti'kina, adv. Continually, 

incessantly, constantly, all along, 
the whole time, always, perpetually, 
the whole space. 

Ttikipi'skwunawuchew, v.i.1. His back 
is freezing. 

Ttikipe'kao, i•.i.3. He cools the water 
(with ice); he makes ice-cold water. 

Tu'kisew, v.i.1. He is cold, (when 
animal or artificial heat has passed 
out). 

Ttikisi'tao, v.i.3. His feet are cold. 

Tukiska'chikao, v.1·.1. He kicks, (e.g. 
a horse). 

Ttikiska'chikun, n.in. A foot-ball. 

Tukiska'tao, v.t.an. He kicks him. 

Tukiska'tum, v.t.in.6. He kicks it. 
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Tuki'skowao, v.t.an. He kicks him 
(accidentally). 

Tukisti'kwanao, v.i.3. His head is 
cool. 

Tu'koch, prep. On, over, on the top, 
above. 

Tukochika'powestowao, v.t.an. He 
stands upon him. 

Tukochika'powestum, v.t.in.6. He 
stands upon it. 

Tukochika'powew, v.t.an. He stands 
on the top of it. 

Ttiko'chipuyew, v.imp. It runs on 
top. 

Ttiko'chipuyehoo, v.i.4. He jumps on 
top. 

Ttiko'chisin, v.i.7. He lies on the top. 
Tukoka'powew, v.i.1. He comes up 

to him and stands with him. 
Tukoka'powew, v.i.1. He is short. in 

stature. 
Tukoka'tao, v.i.3. He has short legs. 
Ttikohikun, n.in. A steering paddle, 

helm. 
Tuko'hum, v.t.in.6. He steers it, 

(the"boat or canoe). 
Ttikohu'mowin, n.in. The helm, a 

steering paddle; steersmanship. 
Ttikohu'mowao, v.t.an. He steers for 

him. 
Ttikohu'mao, s.c., Sukwu'humao, P.c., 

v.i.3. He takes short steps. 
Ttikohuma'sew, s.c., Sukohuma'sew, 

v.i.1. He takes rather short steps. 
Tukohu'stoyakunatik, n.in. A tight

ening-stick (for driving canoe tim
bers into their places). 

Tukohu'stoyew, v.i.1. He tightens 
the canoe timbers. 

Tukoka'powew, v.i.1. He is of shqrt 
stature. 

Tukokoman, n.in. Scissors. 
Tukokwu'yowao, v.i.3. He has a short 

neck. 
Tti'komao, Tti'kwumao, v.t.an. He 

holds him in his mouth. 
Tukome'yao, v.t.an. He gives him. a 

further quantity. 
Tukomo'chikun, Tukwumoo'chikun, 

n.in. An iron press; a vice. 
Tukomo'koo, v.i.an.4. He catches in 

the trap. 

Ttikomo'nao, s.c., ii.t.an. He traps 
him, he holds him in the trap. 

Tukomi'kosew, v.pass. He is caught 
in the trap. 

Tukomi'soo, v.refl.4. He catches him
self in the trap. 

Tu'konao, Tu'kwunao, v.t.an. He holds 
him, he carries him. 

Tu'konikao, v.i.3. He holds some-
thing) in his hands. 

Ttikoni'kun, Tukwunikun, n.in. A 
holder, a handle. 

Tukonika'win, n.in. A grasp; a hand
ful. 

Tuko'num, v.t.in.6. He bears it, he 
carries it, he holds it. 

Tukonu'mowao, v.t.an. He adds it fo 
him, he gives him a further quantity. 

Tukonu'mowao, v.t.in. He' holds it 
for him. 

Tukopi'chew, v.i.5. He arrives, (i.e. 
he comes with his family, outfit, 
etc.). 

Tukopi'chewutwana'pisk, n.in. An 
iron hoop. 

Tukopi'chikao, v.i.3. He cords, he 
binds, he ties. 

Tukopi'chikakao, v. He is cording, 
or tying up, with it. 

Tukopi'chikun, n.in. Cord, binding 
twine. 

Tukopi'chikawin, n.in. A knot; a 
fetter. 

Tukopichika'puyew, v.i11ip. It ties 
into a knot, it becomes entangled. 

Tukopi'soo, v.pass.4. He is tied, he 
is fettered. 

Tukopisona'pisk, n.in. A fetter, a 
chain. 

Tukopi'tao, v.t.an. He binds him, he 
ties him, he fetters him. 

Tukopi'tao, v.pass. It is tied. 
Tukopi'tikoo, v.pass.4.. He is tied up 

or entangled by it. 
Tukopi'titoowin, Tukopi'sowin, n.in. 

A fetter, captivity. . 
Tukopi'tonao, v.i.3. He has short 

arms; his arms are tied. 
Tukopi'tum, v.t.in.6. He cords. it, 

he binds it, he ties it. 
Tukopu'yew, v.imp. It arrives, it 

reaches its destination, it goes 
together. 
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Tukopu'yew, v.i.an.l. He arrives, 
(after long travel). 

Tu'kosew, v.i.l. He is short. 
Tuko'sisew, v.i.1. He is rather short. 
Tu'kosin, v.i.7. He arrives, (by land). 
Tukosino'win, n.in. An arrival, an 

advent. 
Tukoska'chikao, tl.i3. He is treading; 

he operates the treadle machine. 
Tukoska'chikun, n.in. A foot-stool; 

a treadle. 
Tukoska'tao, v.t.an. He treads on him. 
Tukoska'tum, v.t.in.6. He treads on it. 
Tukoska'tumowao, v.t.an.3. He treads 

on his it, (something belonging to 
him). 

Tukoska'win, n.in. A step, a pace, a 
rung of a ladder. Frequently used 
as a measure in pacing out dis
tance5 or plots of land. 

Tukoska'winu, n.in.pl. Steps, foot
steps, paces. 

Tuko'skowao, v.t.an. He treads on 
him; he startles him by treading on 
him. 

Tuko'skum, v.t.in.6. He treads on 
it, (accidentally). 

Tukota'mao, v.t.an. He holds him in 
his mouth (i. e. with the teeth). 

Tukota'mutin, adv. On or at the top 
of the hill, or bank. 

Tukota'mutin, n.in. The top of the 
hill. 

Tukota'muchewao, v.i.3. He reaches 
the top of the hill, he goes to the 
top of the hill. 

Tuko'taw, v.t.in.2. He adds it. 
Tukoti'tum, v.t.in.6. He holds it in 

his mouth (i. e. with the teeth). 
Tukota'nuk, adv. On the top of the 

island. 
Tuko;toowao, or Tuko'twuwao, v.t.an. 

He adds it to him. 
Tuko'tum or Tukwu'tum, v.t.in.6. 

He holds it in his mouth, with his 
teeth; he bites the bait. 

Tukotu'stao, v.imp. It lies or is 
placed on the top. 

Tukotu'staw, v.t.in.2. He puts it 
on the top. 

Tuko'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He arrives here 
with it. 

Tuko'tutin, adv. On the top of the 
bank. 

Tuko'tuchewao, v.i.3. He goes up to 
the top of the hill. . 

Tuko'yao, v.t.an. He adds him. 
Tuku'chikao, v.i.3. He stabs. 
Tuku'chikun, n.in. A dagger, a spear, 

a harpoon. . . 
Tukuka'yimao, v.t.an. He rs satisfied 

with him, he thinks highly of him. 
Tukuka'yimoo, v.i.4. He is satisfied 

with himself, he thinks highly of 
himself. 

Tukuka'yimoohao, v.t.an. He causes 
him to be self-satisfied, he installs 
confidence in him. 

Tukuka'yimowin, n.in. Self-satisfac
tion, self-confidence. 

Tu'kumao, v.t.an. He stabs him, he 
spears him. 

Tu'kutum, v.tin.6. He pierces it, 
he stabs it. 

Tu'kupew, v.i.1. He is cold, ( e. g. a 
goose after being roasted). 

Tukustao, v.imp. It is cold or lies 
cold, (e. g. a piece of meat after 
being boiled). 

Tukwa'chimoo, v.i.4. He tells a short 
story. 

Tukwahika'wikumik, n.in. A granary, 
a barn. 

Tukwa'kin, v.imp. It is autumn. 
Tukwa'kin, n.in. The autumn, the 

fall. Tukwa'kiki or Tukwa'kika, 
next autumn. 

Tukwa'kun, v.imp. It is short, (speak
ing of a garment, dress, etc.). 

Tukwa'kok, adv.part. Last autumn. 
Tukwa'pakisew, v.i.l. He is short, 

(speaking of something made of 
twine, cord, etc.). 

Tukwa'pakun, v.imp. It is short 
(speaking of a cord, a line, etc.). 

Tukwa'pikayaw, v.imp. It is short, 
(as a cord, line, rope, etc.). 

Tukwa'piskichicha'wuchew, v.i.1. He 
has his hand, or hands, frozen, 
(by touching cold metal). 

Tukwa'piskisew, v.imp. He is short, 
(speaking of metal, anim.). 

Tukwa'piskaw, v.imp. It is short, 
(speaking of metal). 

Tukwa'sew, v.i.1. He arrives, (by 
sailing). 

Tukwa'skosew, v.imp. He is short, 
(speaking of wood, anim.). 
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Tukwa'skwun, v.imp. It is short, 
(speaking of wood). 

Tukwa'w, v.imp. It is short. 
Tukwa'yowao, v.i.3. He has a short 

tail. 
Tu'kwuhikao, v.i.3. He steers or it 

steers. 
Tukwuhika'win, n.in. Steering gear; 

the science of steering. 
Tukwuhikun, n.in. A helm, a rudder. 
Tukwu'hikun, n.in. A mortar. 
Tu'kwuhikun. -a'tik, n.in. A tiller. 
Tu'kwuhum, v.t.in.6. He steers it. 
Tukwu'hum, v.t.in.6. He pounds it, 

he brays it, he jams it (so as to 
injure it). 

Tukwuhu'motuk, n.in. The stern 
sheets of a boat. 

Tukwuhu'mowupoi, n.an. A sweep. 
(i.e. a long oar for steering). 

Tukwuhumwa'kun, n.in. A rudder. 
Tukwuhumwakunatik, n.in. A tiller. 
Tukwuhu'mowao, v.t.an. He steers 

it for him. 
Tukwu'kao, v.i.3. He bites. 
Tukwuka'skew, v.i.1. He is in the 

habit of biting. 
Tu'kwun, v.imp. from itukwun. There 

is some, there is, it is. 
Tukona'wusoo, v.i.4. She is nursing 

(i.e. an infant). 
Tukwunum, v.t.in.6. He takes hold 

of it, he grasps it, he holds it, he 
takes it with him, he carries it. 

Tukwu'wao, v.t.an. He pounds him, 
he brays him; he hits him accident
ally (with a tool). 

Tumu'kew, s.c., Tumu'chew, E.C., 
v.i.5. He packs up, he gets ready 
for a journey. 

Tumu'kewin, n.in. Preparation for 
a journey, packing up. 

Tumu'kinao, v.t.an. He packs them 
up, he prepares them for a journer. 

Tumu'kinum, v.t.in.6. He packs 1t 
up, he prepares it for transporta
tion. 

Tumu'konao, v.t.an. He squeezes 
him out. 

Tumu'konum, v.t.in.6. He squeezes 
it out. 

Tumu'koskowao, v.t.an. He . squeezes 
him out, (as by sitting upon him). 

Tumu'koskum, iJ.t.in.6. He squeezes 
it out (as by sitting upon it). 

Tumuska'pinao, v.t.an. He anoints 
his eyes. 

Tumuskapinisoo, v.refl.4. He anoints 
his (own) eyes. 

Tumu'skoo, v.i.4. He anoints himself, 
he greases his hair. 

Tumu'skonao, v.t.an. He anoints him, 
he greases him, he greases his hair. 

Tumu'skonum, v.t.in.6. He anoints 
it, he greases it. 

Tumu'skowin, n.in. Ointment, hair-oil. 
Tumu'skositanao, v.t.an. He greases 

his feet. 
Tumu'skositanisoo, v.refl.4. He greases 

his (own) feet. 
Tupu'sehao, v.t;an, He escapes him, 

he avoids him, he dodges him, he 
shuns him, he flees from him. 

Tupuse'stowao, v.t.an. He flees from 
him, he .ducks to avoid his blows. 

T4puse'stum, v.t.in.6. He flees from 
it, he dodges it, he avoids it. 

Tupu'setaw, v.t.in.2. He avoids it, 
he shuns it, he flees from it. 

Tupu'sew, v.i.5. He flees, he escapes, 
he dodges, he ducks. 

Tupuse'win, n.in. A flight, an escape. 
Tuputa'yetakosew, v.i.l. He is lowly, 

he is humble, he is mean. 
Tuputa'yetakwun, v.imp. It is low, 

it is mean, it is humble, (i. e. it is 
accounted so). 

Tuputa'yimisoo, v.i.4. He is humble, 
he thinks lowly of himself. 

Tuputa'yimiso'stowao, .v.t.an. He sub
mits to him, he humbles himself 
before him. 

Tuputa'yimisowin, n.in. Humility, 
lowliness, modesty. 

Tupirtayimoo, v.i.4. He condescends, 
he is lowly, he is humble, he is 
submissive. 

Tuputa'yimohao, v.~.an. He _humb!es 
him, he abases him, he brmgs him 
down. 

Tuputayimo'stowao, . Tuput~yi~o'to
. wao, v.t.an. He 1s submissive to 

him. 
Tuputa'yimowin, n.in. Humility, low

liness, subjection. 
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Tuputiskwa'yew, v.i.1. He hangs 
down his head. 

Tuputu'kochin, v.i.7. He flies low; 
he hangs low, he is low (ref. to the 
sun as sinking). · 

Tuse'kao, v.i.3. He dwells, he resides, 
he abides. 

Tuseka'tum, v.t.in.6. He occupies it, 
he resides on it. 

Tuse'kowao, v.t.an. He works at him, 
he is busy about him. 

Tuse'kum, v.t.in.6. He works at it, 
he is employed about it. 

Tuse'wuk, v.i.l .pl. from itusewuk, 
they are so many. 

Tusini'kun or Tu'tinikun, n.in. A 
trigger. 

Tusipa'skonikun, A cross-bow. 
Tusipa'towapew, E.C., v.i.1. He lifts 

up himself to look. 
Tu'skum, prep. Straight across. 
Tusku'meyaw, v.i.2. He flies straight 

across. 
Tusku'mipuyew, v.i.1. He goes straight 

across. 
Tusku'miskoo, v.i.4. He goes straight 

across the ice. 
Tu'skumuhum, v.t.in.6. He goes 

straight across the water. 
Tusoo, v.i.4. He straightens himself. 
Tusooka'powew, v.i.l. He straightens 

up to a standing position. 
Tusooka'tao, v.i.3. He stretches out 

his leg. 
Tusoo'nao, v.t.an. He straightens 

him out, he stretches him out. 
Tusoo'num, v.t.in.6. He straightens 

it out, he stretches it out. 
Tusoo'puyew, v.imp. It straightens 

out, it stretches out. 
Tusoopi'tonao, v.i.3. He straightens 

out his arms, he stretches out his 
arms. 

Tusoo'soo, v.refi.4. He catches him
self in a trap, he has it fall upon 
him, he traps himself; ( used also 
when a man accidentally fells a 
tree on himself.) 

T~so'tao, v.pass. It is caught (e.g. 
m a trap), or under a fallen tree or 
log). 

Tusota'skunao, v.i.3. He has straight 
horns. 

Tuso'taw, v.t.in.2. He catches it, 
(in a trap under some weight). 

Tuso'yao, P.c., Tusonao, s.c., v.t.an. 
He catches him, (e.g. in a trap), 
he traps him, he entraps him; he 
makes it fall on him. 

Tus'se, and Tus'sina, advs. Meaning 
continuous, incessant, perpetual, 
action or motion; are variations 
really of Tu'ke and used according 
to euphonic principles. Tus'se no'ch
etaw, he is always working at it. 

Tus'se -ayaw, v.i.2. He lives here 
always, he stays around. 

Tussepa'tawapew, E.C., v.i.1. He ever 
lifts up his eyes. 

Tu'ssepwa or Tu'ssepwaw, adv. Con
sequently, seemingly, accordingly, 
no wonder then. 

Tustowa'pitahikun, n.in. A forked 
stick. 

Tustowa'pitayaw, v.imp. It is forked, 
(as a stick). 

Tustowa'skostaw, v.t.in. He puts it 
between wood. 

Tustowa'skopuyew, v.imp. It goes or 
falls between the trees. 

Tusto'wich, prep. Between. 
Tusto'wayik, prep. In between. 
Tusto'wuhikao, v.i.3. He erects the 

tent poles. 
Tusto'wuhikun, n.in. A forked pole, 

used in building an Indian tent. 
Tusto'wuhikunupu'soyu, n.in.pl. The 

three tent poles forming a tripod 
upon which the other poles of the 
mekewap rest. 

Tustukiskwa'yew, v.i.1. He lifts up 
his head. 

Tustusa'pew, v.i.1. He lifts up his 
eyes, he looks up. 

Tustusa'pumao, v.t.an. He lifts up 
his eyes unto him. 

Tustusa'putum, v.t.in.6. He lifts up 
his eyes unto it. 

Tuswa'skoo, v.refi.4. He stretches 
himself at full length. 

Tuswa'skopuyehoo, v.refi.4. He throws 
himself at full length. 

Tuswa'skosimao, v.t.an. He lays him 
at full length. 

Tuswaskosin, v.i.7. He lies at full 
length. 
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Tuswa'kutuhum, v.t.in.6. He beats 
it out, he opens it out by hammering. 

Tuswa'kutuwao, v.t.an. He beats 
him out, he opens him out by ham
mering. 

Tuswa'kititaw, i,.t.in.2. He spreads 
it, (by laying it down). 

Tuswa'kinum, v.t.in.6. He spreads 
it (with the hands). 

Tuswa'kipitum, v.t.in.6. He spreads 
it out (by pulling it). 

Tuswakipu'yew, v.imp. It spreads. 
Tuswakustaw, v.t.in.2. He spreads 

it. 
Tuswa'w, v.imp. It is straight. 
Tuswustaw, v.t.in.2. He lays it down 

straight. 
Tutata'hun, or Chacha'kahun, v.imp. 

It is tossed about with the waves, 
it is thrown up and down by the 
movement of the waves). 

Ttita'pakuhikao, or Ttitipa'kuhikao, 
v.i.3. He is unravelling it, he is 
keeping it from being entangled 
or caught (e. g. a rope, when haul
ing a boat up a rapid). 

Ttita'pakuhum or Tutipa'kuhuJ:?, 
Tu'tinum v.t.in.6. He unravels 1t, 
he keeps it from being entangled. 

Tu'tewuk, v.i.l.pl. They are so many. 
Some use the more common word 
tusewuk. 

Tu'to, adv. As many as, Tan tu'to, 
how many? Tu'to ke'sikaw, daily, 
Ttitope'sim, monthly. 

Tutoka'wuk, v.i.3.pl. There are so 
many of them within an abode. 

Tu.to -michichin, n.indec. So many 
thumbs, (meaning so many inches). 

Tu.to -mi'sit, n.indec. So many feet. 
Tu.to -na'pao, n. with adv. Every man. 
Tutoni'sk, n.indec. So many fathoms. 

Ne'situnow tutoni'sk, twenty fath
oms. 

Ttitoniska'sew, v.i.1. He is so many 
fathoms. 

Ttitoniska'yatimew, v.imp. It is so 
many fathoms deep. 

Ttitoniska'yaw, v.imp. It is so many 
fathoms. 

TUWEKA'POWEW 

Tutoska'namukisewuk, or Tutosti'
kwanao, v.i.l .pl. They are so many 
tribes, Nuheyo'wuk me'chatoska'
na.siwuk. The Crees are many 
tribes. 

Tutosti'kwanao, v.i.3. He has so 
many heads. 

Tutoti'piskaw, adv. Every night, 
nightly. 

Tutoti'piskwao, v.i.3. He sleeps out 
so many nights. 

Tu'toti, n.indec. So many skins 
(value). Tan tu.'toti? How many 
skins? 

Tutotu'yasew, v.i.1. He is of so much 
value, it is worth so many skins. 

Tutotu'yayaw, v.imp. It is of so much 
value, it is worth so many skins. 

Tutukoska'tao, or Tattikoska'tao, v.t. 
an. He tramples him, he treads 
him down. 

Tutuko'skatum, or Tattikoskatum, v.t. 
in.6. He tramples it, he treads it 
down. 

Tutuko'taw, v.t.in.2. He levels them, 
he makes it even or flat, he lowers 
the level of his lot. 

Tutukowao, v.t.an. He levels them, 
he makes them even. 

Tutukwa'w, v.imp. It is flat, it is 
plane, it is level. 

Tutwa'w, adv. As many times as, 
as of ten as, every time. Tan tut
wa'w? how many times? how often? 
Tutwa'w ke'sikake, daily. 

Tutwutuyasew, v.imp. See Tutotu
ya.sew. 

Tuwa'pitao, Towa'pitao, v.i.3. He 
has a space between his teeth. 

Tuwa'w, Towa'w, v.imp. There is 
room, there is a passage, there is 
time. 

Tuwepu'yihik, Towepu'yihikoo, v.i.4. 
He has time. 

Tuwe'stowao or Towe'stowao, v.t.an. 
He makes room for him, he gives 
place to him. 

Tuwew or Towew, v.i.5. He makes· 
room, he gives place. 

Tuweka'powew, v.i.1. He stands out 
of the way. 
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Tuwi'kuhikao, Tuwi'kohikao, v.i.3. 
He clears a path, he makes a path 
(with an axe). 

Tuwi'kuhum, or Towi'kuhum, v.t.in.6. 
He clears a path, he makes a path 
(with an axe). 

Tuwina'kwun or towina'kwun, v.imp. 
It is a clear view, it is open to sight. 

Tuwi'nikao or towi'nikao, v.i.3. He 
clears a space, he makes room (for 
action). 

Tuwi'numowao or towi'numowao, v.t.3. 
He clears away for him, he makes 
room for him. 

Tuwu'hum, Towu'hum, Ta'wuhum, 
v.t.in.6. He hits it, (in shooting). 

Tuwu'kotao or Tuwu'kwutao, v.i.4. 
He has space between his teeth; 
he has lost some teeth. 

Tuwu'kotao, or Towu'kotao, v.imp. 
There is a space between the trees. 

Tuwupe'stowao, or Towupe'stowao, 
v.t.an. He makes room for him, 
(to sit). 

Tuwu'tinaw or Towu'tinaw, v.imp. 
It is a valley. 

Tuwu'tuhikao, Towutuhikao, v.i.3. 
He cuts a road through the woods. 

Tuwu'tuhikun or Towu'tuhikun, · n.in. 
A road cut through the woods; a 
survey line. 

Twa'hikao, v.i.3. He bores holes 
through the ice, (for setting hooks). 

Twa'hikun, n.in. A hole in the ice, 
(for examining nets or hooks). 

Twa'hipan, n.in. A water-hole in 
the ice, (for obtaining water). 

Twa'hipanikao or Twa'hipao, v.i.3. 
He makes a water-hole in the ice. 

Twa'hum, v.i.6. He bores a hole 
through the ice, (for a purpose). 

Twa'humowao, v.t.an. He bores a 
hole through the ice for him. 

Twakonasin, v.i.7. He breaks through 
the. snow-crust, the snow is not 
hard enough to bear his weight. 

Twa'nao, v.t.an. He breaks him (by 
hand). 

Twa'puyew, v.imp. The ice breaks 
(under pressure). · · ' 

Twa'sin, v.i.7. He breaks through 
the ice, (accidentally). 

Twa'hoo, Ta'hoo, v.i.4. He alights 
(as a bird). ' 

Twahotota'koo, Tahotota'koo, v.t.an. 
He alights to him, (as a bird attra
cted by the decoy). 

Twahoto'towao, Tahoto'towao, v.t.an. 
He alights upon him or near him. 

u 
Ucha'k, n.an. See A.1cha.k and its 

derivations. 
Ucha'pask, n.an. An elm (or bow

wood). 
Uchapa'skope or Uchapa'skwekope, 
, n.in. Elm-bark. 
Ucha'pe, n.in. A bow (a weapon for 
, shooting arrows). 
Ucha'pekakao, v.i.3. He makes a 
, bow of it. 
Ucha'pekao, v.i.3. He makes a bow. 
Ucha'pekowao, v.t.an. He makes a 
, bow for him. , 
Uchapa'pe or Ucha'puche, n.in. A 
, bow-string. 
Ucha'n, E.C., n.an. A cannibal, 

(only locally used). 
Ucha'soo, v.i.4. She is with young 

(as a cow or mare). 
Uche'yow, adv. A little while, for a 

short time, for a season, awhile. 
Uchi'ch, prep. or adv. On one side, 

obliquely. 
Uchi'che, adv. Headlong, upside down. 
Uchi'che ka'powew, v.i.1. He stands 

on his head. 
Uchichena'kwun, v;imp. It looks 

oblique. 
Uchi'che -nechewa'pinao, or uchiche 

-wa'pinao, v.t.an. He casts him 
down headlong, (e.g. from a height). 

Uchi'chitin, v.imp. It is upside down. 
Uchika'siminu, n.in. Chicken-berries. 
Uchi'mosis, uti'mosis, n.an. A puppy, 

a small dog; the little white willow 
buds in Spring. 

Uchita'skwapew, v.i.1. He sits with 
his head leaning down. 

Uchi'tinao, v.t.an. He holds him 
upside down. 

Uchi'tinum,. v.t.in.6. He holds it 
upside down. 
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Uchi'tisin, v.i.7. He lies with his 
head downwards, (e.g. on a slope). 

U chi'titin, v.imp. It lies upside down. 
Uchi'towe, adv. Downwards. 
Uchitu'kochin, v.i.7. He hangs his 

head downwards. 
Uchitu'kotao, v.imp. It hangs up

side down. 
Uchi'tumoo, Unikwucha's, n.an. A 

squirrel. 
Uchitu'skisoo, v.i.4. He stands up

side down. 
Uchitu'skitao, v.imp. It stands· up

side down. 
Uchitu'skitaw, v.t.in.2. He stands it 

upside down. 
Uchi'tustao, v.pass. It is placed up

side down, it is upside down. 
Uchiwa'pakinao, or Uchiwa'pakuwao, 

v.t.an. He shortens him, (i. e. the 
rope). 

Uchiwa'pakinum, or Uchiwa'paku
hum, v.t.in. He shortens it (as a 
rope by pulling it ·in). 

Uchiwa'pikanao, v.t.an. He shortens 
his line, (i. e. the other man's line). 

Uchiwa'pikanum, v.t.in.6. He shortens 
it (i. e. the line). 

Uchiwa'kupichikun, n.in. A reefing 
line. 

Uchiwa'kupichikao, v.i.3. He shor
tens sail, he reefs his sail. 

Uchiwa'kupitum, v.in.6. He takes in 
a reef, he shortens the sail. 

Uchi'winao, v.t.an. He diminishes 
him, he lessens him. 

Uchi'winum, v.t.in.6. He diminishes 
it, he lessens it. 

Uchi'winumowao, v.t.an. He dim
inishes his portion. 

Uchuk, s.c., Uchak, P.C., n.an. A 
star. 

Uchuka'simina, E.c., n.in.pl. The 
berries of the herb used for tobacco. 

Uchuka'sepikwu, n.in.pl. A herb in 
Eastern Hudson Bay used for 
tobacco. 

Uchu'kos, n.an. A star, a small star. 
· The diminutive for is used for any 

T star in some localities. 
Uchu'nis, s.c. and P.c., n.an. A ring 

for the finger. 
Uka'che, E.c., n.in. A hook, a pot

hook. 

Uka'mik, prep. Across the water, 
across the river; at the other side 
of the water. 

Uka'mikicheku'mek, n.in. Across the 
ocean, with reference to the Brit
ish Isles. 

Ukamu'sinne, n.an. The upper stone 
for pounding berries, meat, etc. 

Ukamu'ske, n.in. England, (i.e. the 
land across the water). 

Uka'wach, adv. Hardly, scarcely. 
Ukawa'tao, v.t.an. He desires him, 

he covets him. 
Ukawa'tum, v.t.in.6. He desires it, 

he covets it. 
Ukawa'tumowao, v.t.an. He desires 

it from him. 
Ukawa'tumowin, n.in. Desire cov

etuousness. 
Ukena'skowao, v.t.an. He passed in 

front of the whole of them. 
Ukena'skum, v.t.in.6. He passes in 

front of the whole of them. 
Uketa'son, n.in. A number, a figure. 
Uketa'soo .. v.i.4. He counts, he num

bers, he figures. 
Uketa'soowin, n.in. A number, a. num

bering, figuring. 
Uke'tum, v.t.in.6. He counts them, 

he numbers them. 
Uke'tumowao, v.t.an. He counts them 

for him, he charges him with it, 
he places it against his account. 

Uke'tumoowin, or Ukechikawin, n.in. 
A counting, a numbering, a price. 

Uki'k, n.in. Mucus, phelgm, a con
tagious cold. 

Uki'koskaw, v.imp. There is an 
epidemic of colds. 

Uki'mao, v.t.an. He counts them. 
Nummuwe'ya kittu ke ukima'wuk, 
they are innumerable. 

Ukoche'w, v.i.1. He is hanging up, 
he hangs up. 

Ukochi'kun, n.in. A shelf, a hanging 
shelf. 

Uko'chimao, v.t.an. He puts him in 
the water, he soaks him. 

Uko'chin, v.i.7. He lies in the water, 
he floats. 

Ukochi'n, v.i.7. He hangs. 
Ukochipa'skisikunao, E.c., v.i.3. He 

sets a "gun-trap". 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like; local, loon, luck. 
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Ukoho'n, or Ukohoo'win, n.in. A 
cloak, a robe. 

Ukohona'n, s.c., Akwuna'n, P.c., n.in. 
A shawi. l.Jkohona'sis, s.c., Akwu
na'nis, P.C., a small shawl. 

Ukoho'nikao or Gkohoo'winikao, v.i.3. 
She makes a robe or cloak. 

Uk6'kao, or l..Jkwu'kao, v.imp. It 
fastens, it sticks, it adheres. 

Ukokwa'chikun, n.in. Anything sewed 
on, gartering, tape, webbing. 

Ukokwa'chikunis, n.in. Narrow gar
tering, tape, etc., a small piece of 
gartering, tape, etc. 

Ukokwa'soo, v.pass.4. He is sewed on. 
Ukokwa'tao, v.t.an. She sews him on. 
Ukokwa'tao, v.apss. It is sewed on. 
Ukokwa'tum, v.t.in.6. She sews it on. 
Uko'moo, v.i.an.4. He sits on the 

water or he floats (as a duck). 
Ukomo'win, n.in. An assembling 

place for ducks; a place in the lake 
where fish are plentiful. 

Uko'num, v.t.in.6. He holds it on; 
he presses on it. 

Ukonu'mowao, v.t.3. He holds it for 
him. 

Ukoop, n.in. A blanket, a coat, a 
dress. In some localities this word 
is used invariably in the former 
sense, and in others as constantly 
in the latter. · 

Ukopi'koso or Ukopi'kwaso, v.i.4. He 
is dusty, (as with ashes). 

Ukopi'kostao, v.imp. It is dusty, (as 
with ashes). 

Ukopi'kwustao, v.imp. It is dusty, it 
is dirty, (e. g. a gun-barrel through 
frequent firing). 

Uko'pis, n.in. A small blanket, a 
small coat, a frock. 

Ukopi'son, or Ukopi'sowin, n.in. A 
poultice, a plaster. 

Ukopi'soo, v.pass. He is poulticed. 
Ukopitao, v.t.an. He poultices him. 
Ukopi'tum, v.t.in.6. He poultices it. 
Ukopi'tumowin, n.in. A wet poultice. 
Ukopi'tisoo, v.refl.4. He poultices 

himself, he applies the poultice on 
himself. 

Ukose'w, v.i.5. He perches, he sits 
on a branch. 

Ukose'win, n.in. A perch, a high 
standing-place. 

Ukosepa'yaw, v.imp. It is dewy. 
Uko'skiwukuhum, v.t.in.6. He seals 

it (as a letter). 
Uko'skiwusikun, n.in. Sealing-wax, 

sticking plaster, a seal. 
Uko'skiwusum, v.t.in.6. He seals it 

(as a letter, etc.). 
Ukostikwa'nahoo, s.c., Akostikwa'na

hoo, P.c., v.i.4. He covers his head. 
Ukostikwa'nawao, s.c., Akostikwa'

nawao, P.C., v.t.an. He covers his 
head (i.e. another person's). 

Uko'stuhum, v.i.in.6. She sews it on. 
Uko'stuhumowao, v.t.an. She sews it 

on for him. 
Uko'stuwao, v.t.an. She sews him on. 
Ukota'o, v.imp. It hangs, it flies 

(as a flag). 
Ukota'son, n.in. A flag. 
Ukota'sonikao, v.i.3. He makes a 

flag. 
Ukota'sonis, n.in. A small flag. 
Ukota'w, v.t.in.2. He hangs it up, 

he flies it. 
Uko'tin, v.imp. It lies 'in the water, 

it floats. 
Uko'tipan, Ukotu'skikwan, n.in. A 

hook, a kettle-hook, a pot-hook. 
Uko'titaw, v.t.in.2. He dips it in the 

water, he soaks it. 
Ukuhuma'kao, v.i.3. He serves out 

rations. 
Ukuhuma'kowin, n.in. A ration. 
Ukuhu'mowao, v.t.an. He rations 

him. 
Uku'nuk, s.c., Ku'nuk, P.c., For a 

little while. 
Uku'sk, n.an. A round-headed arrow, 

an arrow. 
Uku'skokakao, v.i.3. He makes an 

arrow of it. 
Uku'skokao, v.i.3. He makes an arrow 

or arrows. 
Uku'skos, n.in. A small round-headed 

arrow, or arrows. 
Ukuwa'pikwawan, s.c., Akawa'pik

wawun, P.c., n.in. A veil. 
Ukuwa'stahikun, or Akuwa'stahikun 

n.in. A booth a shade. ' 
Ukuwa'stahikunikakao, v.i.3. He 

makes a booth of it. 
Ukuwa'stahikunikao, v.i.3. He is 

making a booth. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ukuwa'sta'hum, v.i.3. He shades it, 
he puts up an awning as a shelter 
from the sun. 

Ukwa'hum, v.t.in.6. He takes it out 
of the water, (as with a stick). 

Ukwa'kotin, v.imp. It is mouldy. 
Ukwa'kosin, v.i.7. He is mouldy. 
Ukwa'nao, v.t.an. He lifts him out 

of the water; he takes him off the 
fire; he puts him ashore. 

Ukwa'num, v.t.in.6. He lifts it out 
of the water; he takes it off the 
water; he puts it ashore. 

Ukwa'pichikao, v.i.3. He fishes with 
a seine net. 

Ukwa'pichikawin, n.in. A suitable 
place for drawing in the seine net. 

Ukwa'pichikun, n.in. A seine net, a 
drag net. 

Ukwa'pitao, v.t.an. He drags him 
ashore. 

Ukwa'pitum, v.t.in.6.. He drags it 
ashore. 

Ukwapi'skichichawuchew, v.i.1. He 
has his hands frozen, (by contact 
with frozen metal). 

Ukwa'pusoo, v.pas.. He is smoked, 
the smoke affects his eyes. 

Ukwa'puswao, v.t.3. She smokes him, 
(a deerskin). 

Ukwa'putao, v.imp. It smokes, it 
is smoky, there is smoke, (as when 
the smoke does not ascend through 
the top of the wigwam). 

Ukwasita'patao, v.t.an. He draws 
him ashore. 

Ukwasita'patum, v.t.in.6. He draws 
it ashore. 

Ukwasiwa'pinao, v.t.an. He throws 
him ashore. 

Ukwasiwa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He throws 
it ashore. 

Ukwa'skopan, n.an. A scoop, (for 
removing ice from a water-hole). 

Ukwaskopa'nikakao, v.i.3. He makes· 
a scoop of it. 

Ukwaskopa'nikao, v.i.3. He makes 
a scoop. 

Ukwa'wan, n.in. A "stage" and its 
contents, (dried meat or fish). 

Ukwawa'nikao, v.i.3. He makes a 
"stage" for drying meat, he puts up 
a frame (on which to dry meat or 
fish). 

UKWU'NETUKWUNA'MAO 

Ukwawa'nupusoi, n.in. A horizontal 
pole across a tent for drying or 
smoking meat. 

Ukwawa'o, v.i.3. He puts meat or 
fish to dry on a stage; he makes a 
dry meat stage. 

Ukwa'wao, v.t.an. He takes him out 
of the water, (as with a stick, etc.). 

Ukwaya'hokoo, v.i.4. He drifts ashore, 
(with the waves). 

Ukwaya'hotao, v.imp. It drifts ashore, 
by motion of the waves. 

Ukwaya'sew, v.i.1. He blows or 
drifts on shore, he lands sailing. 
See Akwaya'sew. 

Ukwa'pisew, v.i.1. He is bulky. 
Ukwu'chipuyew or Ukwu'chipuyin, 

v.imp. It fastens, it sticks, it ad
heres. 

Ukwu'hikao, v.i.3. He fastens (i.e. 
something to something); he raises 
the tenting (so as to prevent the 
tent from smoking.) 

Uskwuma'chikao, v.i.3. He crouches. 
Ukwu'moo, or Ukwu'tumoo, v.i.an.4. 

It adheres, it cleaves, it sticks, 
(as mud). 

Ukwu'moon, or Ukwu'tumoon, v.imp. 
It adheres, it cleaves, it sticks. 

Ukwu'mohao, or Ukwu'tumohao, v.t. 
an. He makes him adhere, he 
attaches him. 

Ukwu'motaw, or Ukwu'tumotaw, v.t. 
in.2. He makes it adhere, he 
attaches it, he makes it stick. 

Ukwuna'kwahoo, v.i.4. He covers 
his face, (i. e. throws a veil over 
his face). 

Ukwuna'kwanao, v.t.an. He covers 
his face, (another person's). · 

Ukwuna'kwao, v.i.3. He covers his 
face, he has his face covered. 

Ukwuna'kwfitao, v.i.3. He walks with 
his face covered. • 

Ukwuna'kwawao, v.t.an. He covers 
his face, (i. e. another person's). 

Ukwuna'powahikun, M.c., n.in. The 
lid of a kettle, a cover. 

Ukwuna'powahum, M.c., v.t.in.6. He 
puts the lid on it. 

Ukwu'netukwuna'mao, v.t.an. She 
covers them with her wings, (as a 
hen covers her brood). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ukwune'win, n.in. A cloak, a cover
ing, a shawl. 

Ukwune'winikakao, v.i.3. She makes 
a cloak or shawl of it. 

Ukwune'winikao, v.i.3. She makes a 
cloak or a shawl. 

Ukwu'nepuyew, v.imp. It falls over 
it (i. e. covering it). 

Ukwuni'skowao, v.t.an. He covers 
him (as by sitting or lying over him, 
like a bird over her young). 

Ukwu'nuhikunakin, n.in. An oil 
cloth, a tarpaulin, a covering. 

Ukwu'nuhikun, n.in. A covering, a 
wrapper, a lid; an oil-cloth or 
tarpaulin~ 

Ukwu'nuhikunis, n.in. A small cover
ing, a small wrapper, a small lid. 

Ukwu'nuhosoo, v.refl.4. He covers 
himself; he screens himself. 

Ukwu'nuhowin, n.in. A cloak, a 
covering, a shawl. 

Ukwu'nuhowinikakao, v.i.3. She 
makes a covering or cloak of it. 

Ukwu'nuhowinikao, v.i.3. She makes 
a covering or cloak or shawl.· 

Ukwu'nuhum, v.t.in.6. He covers it. 
Ukwu'nuwao, v.t.an. He covers him, 

he screens him. 
Ukwu'pitao, v.t.an.3. He ties him on. 
Ukwu'pitum, v.t.in.6. He ties it on. 
Ukwu'simasew, M.c., n.an. A fishing 

eagle. 
Ukwus'puchew, s.c., Ukwas'kuchew, 

P.c., v.i.l. He is frozen to it. 
Ukwus'kutin, s.c., Ukwas'kutin, P.c., 

v.imp. It is frozen to it. 
Umisk, n.an. A beaver. 
Umi'skosinne, n.in. Buck shot, beaver 

shot. 
Umi'skosepe, n.in. Beaver River. 
Umi'skosip, n.an. The beaver duck. 
Umi'skoskaw, v.imp. Beaver are num-

erous. 
Umi'skoweste, n.in. A beaver lodge. 
Umiskwa'powao, n.an. A species of· 

black duck. 
Umi'skwutim, n.in. A beaver dam. 
Umi'skwutoi, n.in .. A beaver-stretcher 

i. e. frame for. stretching the ski~ 
· of beaver; a large hoop round the 
inside of a slab tent. 

Umiskwupa'yaw, v.imp. It is a beaver
·stream, (i. e. the stream is damned 
up by beaver). 

Umi'skwuyan, n.in. A beaver-skin. 
Una, or Unu, dem.pron.an. That, 

it often answers for the pres., pron. 
he. 

Una'chikew, v.i.5. He hops, he leaps. 
Una'skakao, v.i.3. He makes a floor 

of it, he uses it for making a floor, 
he spreads it, (as a carpet). 

Una'skan, n.in. A quilt, a floor, a 
carpet. 

Unaska'ntukwu, s.c., Unaska'nitu
kwu, P.c., n.in.pl. Flooring boards. 

Una'skao, v.i.3. He _ lays a floor, he 
spreads a quilt or carpet. 

Une, dem.pron.inan. That. The more 
usual form is uni'mu. 

Unek, s.c., Uyek, P.c., n.an. A frog, 
a toad. 

Uneke'pesim, s.c., Uyekepesim, P.c., 
n.in. The frog moon, May in Hud
son Bay, and April on the Prairies. 

Une'kis, s.c., Uye'kis, P.c., n.an. A 
small frog, a small toad. 

Une'kiskow, or Uneki'siskow, v.imp. 
Frogs are numerous. 

Une'toi -atik, n.in. A harpoon-pole. 
Une'toi -aya'pe, n.in. A harpoon-line. 
Uneto'kun, n.in. A harpoon. 
Un'ihe, dem.pron.in.pl. Those. 
Un'ike, dem.pron.an.pl. Those. 
Un'imu, dem.pron.in. That. The 

word is also used for the pres.pron. 
it. 

Unima'yew, dem.pron.in. Construc
tive or accessory form of un'imu, 
his it, that there is his. 

Uni'pichikao, _ s.c., Sekwuchi'pichikao, 
P.c., v.i.3. He is harrowing. 

Uni'pichi~un, s.c., Sekwuchi'pichikun, 
. P.c., n.in. A harrow. 
Uni'p1.tum, s.c., Sekwuchi'pitum, P.c., 

v.t.in.6. -He harrows it. 
Uneh~o, v.refl.4. He is thin, he pines 

a"".'ay. The Pagan Indians applied 
this word to one who had off ended 
the heathen deities and was suffer
ing in consequence. 

Un'nuhikao, s.c., Uyuhikao P.C., 
He is h(•eing. ' 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon luck. 
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,Un'nuhum, s.c., Uyuhum, P.C., v.t. 
in.6. He covers it with earth, he 
hoes up (his plants). 

Un'nukwi, n.in. A sleeve of a gar
IT/.ent. 

Un'nuwao, s.c., Uyuwfi:o, P.C., v.t.an. 
He covers him with earth, he hoes 
him. 

U'noch, adv. Now; unochma.'kwach, 
at the present time, or uno' chekan. 

Uno'cheka, adv. A little while since, 
lately, recently. 

Uno'ches, diminutive form of Uno
chika, meaning even less time since. 

Unoo'min, n.an. Oatmeal, rolled oats. · 
Unoo'minapoo, n.in. Oatmeal, por

ridge. 
Unoomina'pokao, v.i.3. He makes 

porridge. 
Unoo'minewut, n.in. A sack of oat

meal. 
Unoo'minuk, n.in.pl. Oats. 
Unoo'min -uyu'konaw, n.in. Oatmeal 

cakes. 
Unoo'wi, s.c., n.in. The cheek. 

Nunoo'wi, my cheek. 
Unoowu'yichakun, s.c., n.in. The 

cheek-bone. 
Un'tu or Un'ta, adv. There, that way. 
Upao, s.c., Upu'pao, P.c., v.i.3. He 

grunts, (as a man at hard work). 
Upa'tus, interj. Would that! I wish, 

(adopted from the Ojibbeway, 
Umba tush!) 

Upe'hao, v.t.an. He seats him or them, 
he makes him or them sit. 

Upeka'nayape, n.in. A plaited cord, 
or line. 

Upeka'tao, v.t.an. He plaits him, 
· as v.pass. it is plaited. 
. Upeka'tum, v.t.in.6. He plaits it. 
Upekao, v.i.3. He is plaiting. 
Upe'kun, n.in. A bar of a canoe, a 

thwart of a boat. 
Upe'kunikao, v.i.3. He is making a 

canoe thwart. 
Upe'w, or Upiw, v.i.1. He sits, he 

stays, he is at home, he remains, 
he is there. 

Upe'win, n;in. A seat. 
Upewini'kao, v.i.3. He makes a seat. 
Upewini'kowao, v.t.an. He makes a 

seat for him. 

Upewine'wun, v.imp. There is a seat, 
it has seats. 

Upikwa'tawuskisin, s.c., Uspikwa'ta
wuskisin, P.c., n.in. A moccasin, 
made with a seam up the front. 

Upika'soo, v.refl.4. He roasts himself. 
he is roasted. 

Upi'katao, v.pass.' It is roasted, it 
is toasted. 

Upisa'kumisin, v.imp. It is little, 
(speaking of a liquid). 

Upisa'kumitaw, v.t.in.2. He makes 
very little liquid, he reduces the 
quantity (of liquid). 

Upisa'pakisew, v.imp.an. It is small, 
(speaking of thread, cotton, cord, 
etc.). 

Upisa'pakun, v.imp. It 1s small 
(speaking of twine, string, cord, 
etc.). . 

Upisa'pew, s.c., Upisapisew, P.C., v.i.1. 
He has small eyes. 

Upisa'piskasin or Upisa'piskisew, v. 
imp.I. It is small, (speaking of 
metal, anim.). 

Upisa'piskaw, v.imp. It is small, 
(speaking of metal). 

Upisa'setaw, v.t.in.2. He lessens it, 
(in quantity or size). 

Upisa'sin, v.imp. It is small, it is 
little. 

Upisa'skopitonao, v.i.3. He has small 
arms. 

Upisa'skosew, v.imp.1. He is small, 
(speaking of wood, anim.). 

Upisa'skosisew, v.imp.1. He is small, 
(e. g. a tree, anim.). 

U pisa' skoyowasew, U pischa'skoyowa
sew, v.i.1. He has a lean body. 

Upisa'skwun, v.imp. It is small; 
(speaking of wood) . 

Upisa'kun, or Upisa'kusin, v.imp. It 
is little, it is small, . (speaking of 
cloth, linen, etc.). 

Upischa'mekwan or Upischa'mekwa
nis, n.an. A small spoon, a tea
spoon. 

Upischachikos, n.an. A small .. deer, 
the barren land caribou. 

Upischa'penao, or Upischa'peyao, s.c., 
Wa'piyas, P.c., n.an. A small 
ptarmigan, a rock ptarmigan. 

Upi'schiskis, n.an. A small grey goose. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Upi'schechichao, v.i.3. He has small 
hands. 

Upi'scheeyi'nes, n.an. A dwarf, a 
pigmy, a small man. 

Upischeka'tao, v.i.3. He has small 
legs. 

Upischeka'kakes, n.an. A magpie. 
Upi'schekusao, s.c., Upisekusasew, 

P.c., v.i.3. He has small hoofs. 
Upischekwa'konao, v.i.3. He has a 

small chin. 
Upischekwu'yuwao, s.c., Upisekwu'

yuwasew, P.c., v.i.3. He has a 
small neck. 

Upisemesa'pewinao, v.i.3. He has 
small eye brows, or eyelashes. 

Upi'scheoote, n.in. A small boat. 
Upischewasis, or Upischa'wasis, n.an. 

A small child. 
Upischesepa'nukos, n.in. Cedar Lake 

House. 
Upischesi'tao, v.i.3. He has small 

feet. 
Upischesku'tikwao, v.i.3. He has a 

small forehead. 
Upischeta'piskunao, v.i.3. He has a 

small jaw. 
Upischeto'nao, v.i.3. He has a small 

mouth. 
Upischetoto'simao, v.i.3. She has 

small breasts, she has a small udder. 
Upischeto'wukao, v.i.3. He has small 

ears. 
Upischewaska'hikun, n.in. A small 

house, or small cottage. 
Upi'schikwao, v.i.3. He has a small 

face. 
Upischi'spikakunao, v.i.3. He has 

small ribs. 
Upischu'chikasew, v.i.1. He is abs-

temious (in eating). 
Upisena'kosew, v.i.1. He looks small. 
Upisena'kwun, v.imp. It looks small. 
Upi'ses, n.in. A piece, a little, a bit. 
Upisesisew, v.i.1. He is small, he is 

little, ma'wuch upise'sisew, the least, 
(in size). 

Upisemo'sos, n.an. A jumping deer. 
Upisetu'kaskosew, v.imp.1. It is small, 

(speaking of a tree) as providing 
shelter. 

Upisetu'kisew, v.imp.1. It is small, 
(speaking of a tree, as providing 
timber). 

Upisetu'kaw, v.imp. It is small, 
(speaking of wood, a board, or 
log). 

Upisi'skum, v.i.6. or Upisi'skusew, 
v.i.1. He leaves a small foot-print. 

U pisisti'kwayasin or U pisistikwa'ya w, 
v.imp. The river is small, or narrow. 

Upi'sk, n.an. A large eagle. . 
Upi'skonasoo or Upi'skwunasoo, v.i.1. 

He warms his back. 
Upi'soo, v.refl.4. He warms himself. 
Upista'pitao, v.i.3. He has small 

teeth. 
Upista'yowao, v.i.3. He has a small 

tail. 
Upista'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is little 

in estimation. 
Upista'yetakwun, v .imp. It is little 

in estimation. 
Upista'yimao, v.t.an. He thinks little 

of him. 
Upista'yimoo, v.i.4. He is humble, 

he thinks little of himself. 
Upista'yimowin, n.in. Humility. 
Upisisti'kwan, n.in. A small head. 
Upisisti'kwanao, v.i.3. He has a small 

head. 
Upisto'wasis, n.an. A baby, an in

fant, a little child. 
Upistowa'sisewew, v.i.1. He is a small 

child or infant. 
Upistu'chikao, or Upis'tuchikasew, 

v.i.3. He eats a little. 
Upistu'chimos, n.an. A little dog, or 

horse. 
Upistu'pekun, Upistu'pekunis, n.in. 

The little bar at the end of the canoe. 
Upistusa'kao, v.i.3. He wears a small 

coat. 
Upistu'stisao, v.i.3. He has small 

mittens. 
Upistussi'nuhikao, v.i.3. He writes 

small. 
Upi'stutayaw or Upistu'tayasin, v.imp. 

The passage or space · is · small or 
narrow. 

Upistusto'tinao, v.i.3. He has a small 
cap or hat. · 

Upi'sum, v.i.6. He warms it, (by 
holding it near a fire). 

Upi'swao, v.t.an. He warms him, (i.e. 
near a fire). 

Upoo'kao, v.i.3. He makes a paddle 
or oar. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like,· 1ocal, loon, luck. 
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Upoo'ka'win, n.in. The act, or skill, 
of making paddles. 

Upoo's, n.an. A small paddle, a pad
dle. 

Upukwa'ches, n.an. A bat. 
Upukwa'cheskaw, v.imp. Bats are 

numerous. 
Upukwa'n, n.in. A roof; roofing board, 

a shingle. 
Upukwa'nakin, n.in. Roofing. 
Upukwa'natik, n.in. A rafter, a roof

ing-pole. 
Upukwa'son or Upukwa'sowim, n.in. 

A tent, a tenting. 
Upukwa'sonis, n.in. A small tent, 

a piece of ten ting. 
Upukwa'sonakin, n.in. Tenting; rub-

beroid roofing, material for roofing 
Upukwa'tum, v.t.in.6. He roofs it. 
Upukwa'skwi, n.in. Bark for tenting. 
Upu'kwi, n.in. Tenting. 
Upu'soi, n.in. A tent-pole; Upu'soyu, 

pl. tent poles. 
Upwa'n, n.in. Roasted meat, a roast, 

( on a stick). 
Upwana'sk, n.in. A roasting stick. 
Upwaya'yetum, v.i.6. He sweats with 

desire or through exertion from 
desire; he sweats with the exertion of 
thought. 

Upwase'skakoo, or Upwaskakoo, v.pass 
It makes him perspire. 

Upwa'sew, v.i.1. He perspires, he 
sweats. 

Upwa'sewin, n.in. Perspiration, sweat. 
Upwa'sikun, n.in. A diaphoretic pow

der or medicine, "a sweating med
icine". 

Upwa'wehikoo, v.pass.4. He is made 
to perspire by it, it sweats him. 

Upwa'yaw, v.imp. It is hot weather, 
it is sweating weather. 

Upwoei, n.an. A paddle, an oar, a 
spade, a shovel. 

Usa, adv. Backwards. 
Usa'hum, v.t.in.6. He puts it back, 

he back-waters, he causes it to 
"back up". 

Usa'kao, n.an. A crab, a lobster. 
Usa'm, n.an. A snow-shoe. 
Usa'matik, n.in. A snow-shoe frame. 
Usa'mekakao, v.i.3. He makes snow-

shoes of it. 

Usa'mikasoo, v.i.4. He makes snow
shoes for himself. 

Usa'mikao, v.i.3. He is making snow
shoes. 

Usa'mikowao, v.t.an. He make1' snow
shoes for him. 

Usa'mis, n.an. A small snow-shoe. 
Usa'muk, the pl. of Usa'm, Snow

shoes. 
Usa'sisin, v.imp. It breaks, (as a 

wave). 
Usaka'powew, v.i.1. He stands back. 
Usaka'powehao, v.t.an. He makes him 

stand back. 
Usa'nao, v.t.an. He puts him back, 

he returns him, (as an anim. article 
purchased). 

Usa'num, v.t.in.6. He returns it, (as 
an article purchased) ; he forgives 
it, he pardons it. 

Usanuma'kao, v.i.3. He absolves, he 
forgives. 

Usanuma'kawin, n.in. Forgiveness, 
absolution; (the blessing pronoun
ced by the priest). 

Usanuma'koowin, n.in. Forgiveness, 
absolution, pardon; (the blessing 
received by the penitent). 

Usanuma'toowin, n.in. Mutual for
giveness. 

Usa'numowao, v.t.an. He absolves 
him, he forgives him. 

Usa -ochi'pitao, or Usa'pitao, v.t.an. 
He pulls him backward. 

Usa -ochi'pitum, or Usa'pitum, v.t. 
in.6. He pulls it backward. 

Usape'minao, v.t.an. He untwists 
him. 

Usape'minum, v.t.in.6. He untwists 
it. 

Usape'muhum, v.t.in.6. He unscrews 
it. 

Usapoya'kun, n.an. An oar. 
Usapo'yao, v.i.3. He propells the 

canoe by rowing, (lit. he paddles 
backwards). 

Usa'poyawin, n.in. Rowing. 
Usa'pukisin, v.i.7. He falls backwards. 
Usa'pukitin, v.imp. It falls backwards. 
Usa'puyew, v.i.1. and v.imp. He or 

it goes backwards, he or it moves 
backwards. 

Usa'puyewin, n.in. The act of going 
backwards. 
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Usi'tao, v.i.3. He walks backwards. 
Usa'tissuhum, v.t.in.6. He sends it 

backwards. 
Usa'tissuwao, v.t.an. He sends him 

backwards. 
Usa'tetipinao, v.t.an. He rolls him 

back. 
Usa'tetipinum, v.t.in.6. He rolls it 

back. 
Usa'tuhao, v.t.an. He walks him back

wards. 
Usa'tumao, v.i.3. He retraces his 

steps. 
Usatuma'puyew, v.i.3. He retraces 

his steps (as in running). 
Usawa'pinao, v.t.an. He throws him 

backwards. 
Usawa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He throws 

it backwards. 
Usa'yutewuk, v.i.l.pl. They herd. 
Usewa'yetum, v.i.6. He doubts. As 

v.t. he doubts about it. 
Use'wuk, E.c., v.imp.subj. This word 

is not used in the indic. and in the 
subj. only with a negative thus, 
aka a usewuk, no doubt, without 
doubting. 

Usima'kun, n.in. A spear. 
Usinna'pe, n.in. A net-stone, (i. e. 

a sinker). 
Usi'nne, n.an. A stone. Pl. Usi'n

neuk, stones. 
Usinne'kwuk, n.in. Lead, used as 

sinkers for a net. 
Usinnepwa't, n.an. A Stoney Indian. 
Usinnepwa'tewew, v.i.l. He is a 

Stoney Indian. 
Usinnepwatu'skissinu, n.in.pl. Flat 

shoes, i. e. moccasins, with a seam 
along each side of the front. 

Usi'nnes, n.an. A small stone. 
Usinne'skaw, v.imp. Stones abound, 

it is stoney, it is rocky. 
Usinnewa'kwunuk, n.an.pl. Lichen. 
Usinnewaska'hikun or Usinne'wiku

mik, n.in. A stone house, a fort. 
Usinne'weuna'skan, n.in. A stone 

pavement. 
Usinne'wew, v.imp.l. He 1s a stone, 

(anim.) he is of stone. 
Usinnewu'cheyu, or Usinnewu'tche 

n.in. The Rochy Mountains. (Th~ 
sing. form is the general term.) 

Usinne'wun, v.imp. It is stone, it is 
stony, there are many stones. 

Usinnewu'skumik, n.in. Stony ground. 
Usinnewu'skumikaw, v.imp. It is 

stony ground. 
Usinne'wut, n.in. A bag of shot, a 

shot bag, (i. e. a bag for containing 
shot in large quantities). 

Usiske, n.in. Mud, clay, earth. 
Usi'skekan, n.in. A fire-place made 

of clay. 
Usiskeka'napisk, n.in. A brick. 
Usiske'kao, v.i.3. He makes mud or 

clay mortar. 
Usi'skeospwa'kun, s.c., Ussineospwa'

kun, P.c., n.an. A clay pipe. 
Usi'skew, n.in. See Usi'ske. 
Usiske'wehao, v.t.an. He sprinkles 

or covers him with mud. 
Usiske'wenum, v.t.in.6. He smears it 

with mud. 
Usiskewe'taw, v.t.in.2. He sprinkles 

or covers it with mud, (as a shack 
is plastered with mud to make it 
wind-proof). 

Usiske'wew, v.i.1. He is earthy, he is 
covered with mud. 

Usiskeweya'kun, n.in. An earthen 
ware vessel. 

Usiskeweya'kunikao, v.t.in. He makes 
earthen ware. 

Usiske'wun, v.imp. It is muddy, it 
is clayey. 

Usiske'wusinne, n.in. A brick, a clay 
brick. 

Usiskwu'ssinekao, v.i.3. He is making 
bricks. 

Usi'skitan, n.in. The calf of the leg. 
Uskah! E.c., interj. Be quiet! used 

in speaking to dogs. 
Uska'skwuyan, M.c., n.in. Parch

ment. 
Uska'skwuyape, M.C., n.in. Ox-hide, 

moose hide or deer hide line. 
Uska'tik, P.c., Kuskatik, M.c., n.in. 

Green wood. It can also be used 
for a green-tree, in which case it is 
an anim. noun. 

Uska'tikoatik, M.C., n.an. A green 
tree, (i.e. living). 

Uska'tikowun, v.imp. It is green wood, 
(i. e. fresh). 

Uska'kin, n.in. A fresh or green hide. 
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Uska'w, v.imp. It is raw, it is un
cooked. 

Uske, n.in. The earth, the world, 
the ground, the land, a country, 
moss. 

Uske'minu, n.in.pl. Black-berries, 
swamp berries, moss berries. 

Uskepwa'watikwu, s.c., Naputa'kwa
tikwu, P.C., n.in.pl. Potato stalks. 

Uskepu'kwu, s.c., Naputakwu, P.C., 
n.in.pl. Potato tops, word used 
also for "lettuce". 

Uskepwa'we, n.in. A potato. Pl. 
Uskepwa'wu. 

Uske'tukosew, v.i.l. He is green. 
Uske'tukosin, v.imp. It is green. 
Uske'tukukop, n.in. A green blanket. 
Usketuku'skosewukaw, v.imp. It is 

green grass. 
Usketukwaw, v.imp. It is green. 
Usketukwutesa'wuyan, s.c., Usketu

kwutisikan, P.c., n.in. Green dye. 
Uskewa'tisew, He is worldy, he is 

earthly. 
Uskewa'tisewin, n.in. Worldliness, 

earthliness. 
Uske'we, adj.pref. Earthen, worldly. 
Uskewese'wetakun, Papaw, s.c., Pupa

skominu, P.c., n.in. Pepper. 
Uske'wew, v.i.1. He is earthy, he is 

earthern. 
Uskeweya's, or Usiskeweya's, n.in. 

Green meat. 
Uske'win, n.in. A year. Pa'yuk 

uske'win, one year. 
Uske'winewun, v.imp. It is a year. 
Uskewu'kun, v.imp. It smells like 

moss. 
Uske'wun, v.imp. It is a world, it 

is a year; it is mossy. 
Uskewu'skumikaw, v.imp. It is mossy 

land. 
Uski'k, n.an. A kettle. 
Uski'kokao, v.i.3. He makes a kettle. 
Uski'koos, n.an. A small kettle. 
Uski'koskaw, v.imp. Kettles abound. 
Uski'kwayape, n.in. A kettle handle. 
Uski'kosepe, n.in. Kettle river. 
Uski'kwuk, n.in. Solder, lead. 
Uski'mao, v.i.3. She is netting a 

snowshoe frame. 
Uskima'tao, v.t.an. She nets him 

(the snowshoe). 

USPE'WEYAO 

Uskima'win, n.in. The foot netting 
of a snowshoe. 

Uski'mun, n.in. The mainstays, or 
chief thongs which connect the 
netting with the bar of a snowshoe). 

Uskimunayape, n.in. The large net
ting line for snowshoes. 

U'skisew, v.i.1. He is raw, he is un
cooked. 

U'skitin, v.imp. It is raw, it is un-
cooked. 

U'skoch, prep or aev. After, next. 
Usko'chipuyew, v.imp. It follows. 
U sko'iskowao, v.t.an. He is next to 

him, (either by position or birth). 
Uskoo'wao, v.t.an. He follows him. 
Usko'wuhum, v.t.in.6. He catches the 

drippings. 
Usku'mowao, v.t.an. He lies in wait 

for him, he waylays him. 
Uskuta'win, n.in. A lurking place. 
Uskuta'w, or Uskutwa'w, v.i.2. He 

lies in wait, he is in ambush. 
Uso'hikao, v.i.3. He watches for game 

from a blind; he watches for some 
one to pass by. 

Uso'hikun, n.in. "A goose-blind", or 
any blind used in decoying wild 
birds. 

Uso'hikunikao, v.i.3. He makes a 
blind. 

Usoo'win, n.in. A weapon, armour, 
defence. 

Usowa'pew, v.i.1. He looks out, he 
watches. 

Usowa'pewin, n.in. A lookout, .the 
act of watching. 

Uspahi'kun, n.in. A false gunwhale. 
Uspa'skosawan, n.in. Any weed or 

bark used for mixing with tobacco. 
Uspa'yimoo, v.i.4. He hopes, he trusts 

he relies for support. 
Uspa'yimototowao, v.t.an.. He trusts 

in him, he depends on him. 
Uspa'yimototum, · v.t.in._6. He trusts 

in it, he depends on 1t. 
Uspa'yimowin, n.in. Hope, trust, 

reliance. 
Uspe, E.C., prep. With. 
Uspe u'spin, E.C., Chance time. 
Uspe'hao, v.t.an. He treats or uses 

him badly. 
Uspe'weyao, v.t.an. He adjures him. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, lo~al, loon, luck. 
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Uspewewa'win, n.in. An adjuration. 
Uspichekwahikun, n.in. The piece 

of leather running round the "upper" 
of a moccasin. 

Uspi'chikwuna'win, E.C., n.in. An 
apron. 

Uspi'chikwuna'winikakao, v.i.3. She 
makes an apron of it. 

Uspi'chikwuna'winikao, v.i.3. She is 
making an apron. 

Uspi'chikwuna'winis, n.in. A small 
apron. 

Uspiki'cheitwao, v.i.3. He swears, 
he makes an oath. 

Uspiki'che -itwa'win, n.in. An oath, 
the act of swearing. 

Uspi'kina'kun, n:in. A gun-coat. 
Uspikina'kunikakao, v.i.3. She makes 

a gun-coat of it. 
Uspikina'kunikao, v.i.3. She is making 

a gun-coat. 
U'spimoo, v.i.4. He swears; he gives 

(as in payment for the services of 
a medcine man). 

Us'pimoowin, n.in. An oath. 
Us'pin, adv. Ago, gone, sometime 

since, Kuya's us'pin, sometime ago. 
Uspin -e'yekook, adv. Sometime since, 

quite a while ago. 
Uspinika'soo, s.c., Uspiyika'soo, P.C., 

v.i.4. He has a surname. 
Uspinka'sowin, s.c., or Uspiyika'so

win, P.c., n.in. A surname. 
Uspinika'tao, s.c., Uspiyika'tao, P.c., 

v.t.an. He names him after some one. 
Us'pisan, n.in. A baby's napkin. 
Uspi'simao, v.t.an. She makes (the 

child) comfortable in bed. 
Uspi'simoo, v.i.4. He uses it for a 

pillow or bed. 
Uspi'simon or Uspi'simowin, n.in. A 

pillow, a bed. 
Uspi'simonikao, v.i.3. She makes a 

pillow or bed. 
Uspi'simonikowao, v.t.an. She makes 

a pillow, or bed, for him. 
Uspi'simonis, n.in. A small pillow. 
Uspisita'simon, n.in. A foot-stool, or 

foot-mat. 
Uspisita'simoo, v.i.4. He has a foot

stool. 
Uspisitapew, v.i.1. He rests his foot 

on something. 
Uspisita'pewin, n.in. A foot-stool. 
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Uspiskwa'simoo, v.i.4. He uses it as 
a pillow. 

Uspiskwa'simon, or Uspiskwa'simo
win, n.in. A pillow, a bolster; the 
afterbirth. 

Uspiskwa'simonikakao, v.i.3. She 
makes a pillow of it. 

Uspiskwa'simonikao, v.i.3. She makes 
a pillow. 

Uspiskwa'simonikowao, v.t.an. She 
makes a pillow for him. 

Uspiskwa'simonis, n.in. A small pil
low. 

Uspita'pan, n.in. A sled-wrapper. 
Uspitapanayape, n.in. A lashing

line for a sled. 
Uspitapa'nikakao, v.i.3. She makes a 

sled-wrapper of it. 
Uspita'panikao, v.i.3. She makes a 

sled-wrapper. 
Uspita'panikowao, v.t.an. She makes 

a sled-wrapper for him. 
Uspitita'kun, n.in. A canoe-lath. 
Uspuha'kamoo, v.i.4. He uses a simile 

or comparison, he tells a parable. 
Uspuhakamon, or Uspuha'kamowin, 

n.in. A parable, a comparison, a 
proverb. 

Uspu'chikun, n.in. Fat or grease, 
(i. e. food); sauce, seasoning, con
diment. 

Uspu'kon, n.in. A shawl, something 
used as an extra covering. 

Uspu'konis, n.in. A small shawl, a 
cross-over. 

Uspu'koowin, E.c., Ukwuna'n, P.c., 
Ukwune'win, s.c., n.in. A shawl. 

Uspu'koowinis, E.C., Ukwunanis, P.c., 
Ukwunewinis, s.c., n.in. A small 
shawl. 

Uspu'pison or Uspu'pisowin, n.in. 
Any article put round the child in 
a moss-bag such as a wrapper, a 
piece of flannel, or moss. 

Uspu'piwin, n.in. A saddle, a cushion. 
Uspuputa'yimoo, v.i.4. He is self

confident. 
Uspuputa'yimowin, v.in. Self-confi

dence, independence. 
Uspusta'kun, s.c., n.in. An apron. 
Uspusta'kunlkakao, s.c., v.i.3. She 

makes an apron of it. 
Uspusta'kunikao, s.c., v.i.3. She makes 

an apron. 
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Uspusta'kunlkowao, s.c., v.t.an. She 
makes an apron for her. 

Uspusta'kunis, s.c., n.in. A small 
apron. 

Uspu'tuhikun, n.in. A chopping-
block. 

Ussa'n, Ussoo'n, n.an. A nettle. 
Ussa'kao, n.an. A lobster, a crab. 
Ussa'tin, v.imp. It is getting blunt. 
Ussa'yaw, v.imp. It is blunt. 
Usse, adv. In a heap, within. 
Ussewu'chikun, n.in. A jar, a vessel, 

a can, a bottle, a bag, a receptacle 
of any kind. 

Ussewu'chikunis, n.in. A small ves
sel, a vial. 

Usse'wusoo, v.i.4. He is in it, (as in 
a bag, a box, etc.). 

Usse'wutao, v.imp. It is in a bag, a 
box, etc. 

Usse'wutaw, v.t.in.2. He puts it into 
it, (as in a bag, a box, a bottle, 
etc), he bags it, he embattles it, 
he encases it, he imboxes it. 

Usse'wuyao, v.t.an. He puts him into 
it, (as into a box, a bag, etc.). 

Ussi'che, adv. Also, as well as, to
gether with, too. 

Ussichika'powew, v.i.1. He stands 
against it. 

Ussichepu'yehao, v.tan. He swallows 
him, with something; (i.e. in con
junction). 

Ussichepu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He swallows 
it together with something, (as 
water with a pill). 

Ussichepu'yew, v.imp. It accompanies 
it, it is drawn together. 

Ussi'chimao, v.t.an. He charges him 
with being in love with a woman; 
he accuses him of it, he charges him 
with it. 

Ussichipichikun, n.in. A drawing in
fluence which urges a man into 
action. 

Ussi'chipitao, v.t.an. He pulls him 
or them against something, he pulls 
them along too. 

Ussi'chipitum, v.t.in.6. He pulls it 
against something. 

Ussi'kun, n.an. A sock, a stocking. 
Ussi'kunisuk, n.an. Socks, stockings. 
Ussikuna'kin, n.in. Duffel, material 

for making socks. 

Ussikunl'kakao, v.i.3. She makes 
socks of it. 

Ussikuni'kao, v.i.3. She makes socks. 
Ussikuni'kowao, v.t.an. She makes 

socks for him. 
Ussi'nao, v.t.an. He holds them to

gether in his hands. 
Ussi'num, v.t.in.6. He holds them, 

(inan.) together in his hands. 
Ussipa'kisin, ~Le., Chika'stapakisin, 

P.c. and s.c., v.i.7. He is reflected, 
(as an image in the water). 

Ussipa'kltin, M.c., Chika'stapakltin, 
P.c. and s.c., v.imp. It is reflected, 
(as an image in the water). 

Ussi'se, n.in. Grass growing under 
water, sea-weed. 

Ussisewa'kin, n.in. Wrapping paper, 
canvas. 

Ussi'sewew, v.i.2. He is grassy, (e.g. 
a net with a quantity of ussi'seyu 
tangled in the meshes). 

Ussi'sewun, v.imp. It is grassy. 
Ussi'sinwuk, v.i.7.pl. They lie in a 

heap. 
Ussi'skitan, or Usti'sitan, n.an. The 

calf of the leg. 
Ussi'soi, n.in. An ice-chisel, a chisel. 
Ussio'yatik, n.in. An ice-chisel han

dle. 
Ussi'tinao, v.t.an. He holds him or 

them with something, he mingles 
them, he mixes him with something. 

Ussi'tinekawin, n.in. The act of hold
ing them together, a mingling of 
things. 

Ussi'tinum, v.t.in.6. He holds it or 
them with something, he mingles 
it, he mixes it with something. 

Ussi'tuketao, v.pass. It is comprised, 
it is ~ncluded, he includes it. 

Ussi'tuketum, v.t.in.6. He counts it 
into the number, he includes it. 

Ussi'tuketumowao, v.t.an. He charges 
him with it, he adds it to his account. 

Ussituke'tumowin, n.in. Charging on 
account, an additional column. 

Ussi'tu'kimao, v.t.in.2. He counts 
him into the number. 

Ussi'tukotaw, v.t.in.2. He hangs it 
against or with something. 

Ussi'tukotao, v.t.an. He hangs him 
against or with something; it hangs 
along with something. 
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Ussi'tukoyao, v.t.an. He hangs him 
along with others. 

Ussi'tustao, v.imp. or pass. It lies 
or .is placed with something. . 

Usso'mao, v..t.an. He threatens him. 
Usso'mewao, v.i.3. He threatens, 

(by speech). 
Ussomewa'win, n.in. A threatening, 

(by speech). 
Ussotumakao, v.i.3. He prom,ises, 

he assures. 
Ussotumakawin, n.in. A promise, an 

assurance, a covenant. 
Ussotuma'kowin, n.in. A benefit, a 

gratuity, a favour conferred. 
Ussotumowao, v.t.n. He promises 

him, he assures him. 
Ussu'kao, v.i.3. He gives food, he 

gives a meal, he serves out rations. 
Ussu'mao, v.t.an. He feeds him, he 

gives him something to eat, he ser
ves him with food. This word also 
appJies to raw flesh or fish g,iven for 
food, as kit ussumi'tin nu'mao, I 
give you for food a sturgeon. 

Ussuma'sew, v.irreg. He feeds him a 
little. 

Ussu'mikowisew, v.i.l. He is supplied 
with food, he is provided for. Among 
the Plain Crees the inference is 
that the supply is from God or 
someone of divine character. 

Ussu'misoo, v.refi.4. He feeds him
self, he serves himself with food. 

Ussu'monwu, v.imp.pl.inan. They clus
ter. 

Ussu'moowuk, v.i.4.pl. They cluster 
(anim.). 

Ussunipu'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He shakes 
it together. 

Ussu'stao, v.imp. It lies in a heap. 
Ussu'staw, v.t.in.2. He lays in it a 

heap, he piles it in a heap. 
Usta'kunusk, n.in. A reed. 
Ustakunu'skoseskaw, or Ustaktirtu'

skoskaw, v.imp. Reeds abound. 
Usta'sew, v.i.1. He is expectant 

(i. e. of danger), he is in dreadful 
anticipation, he lives in fear. 

Usta'sewin, n.in. Apprehensive ter
ror, living in fearful apprehension. 

Usta'sewuskumik, n.in. A dreadful 
place, an awe-inspiring spot, a 
dangerous ground. 

USTO'W.AO 

Usta'skunuskose, n.in. A reed. 
Usta'sowikumik, Ustusowinikumik, 

n.in. A store, a warehouse. 
Usta'sowikurnikokatum, v.t.in.6. He 

makes a store of it, he turns it into 
a warehouse. 

Usta'sowikumikokao, v.i.3. He builds 
a store or ware-house. 

Usta'w, v.t.in.2. He lays it, he places 
it, he puts it, he sets it. 

Ustawa'tum, v.t.in.6. He fletches it, 
he feathers it, he puts quills upon 
it (i.e. the arrow). 

Ustawa'o, v.i.3. He is fletching 
(arrows) he is putting quills upon 
it (i.e. the arrow). 

Usta'o, v.imp. or pass. It lies, it stays, 
it is placed, it is set. 

Usti'nwan, n.in. Sinew, in shreds, 
(prepared for sewing). 

Usti's, n.an. A mitten, a sinew. 
Usti'sisu, n.an.pl. Gloves, small mitts. 
Ustisa'wuk, n.in. Sinew flesh, (e.g. 

that from the back of an animal). 
Ustise', s.c., Ustis, P.c., n.in. A sinew. 
Ustise's, n.in. A small sinew, a piece 

of sinew. 
Ustise'kakao, v.i .. 3 She makes mittens 

of it. 
Usti'sikao, v.i.3. She is making mit

tens. 
Usti'sikowao, v.t.an. She makes mit

tens for him. 
Usti'suk, n.an.pl. of Us'tis, Mittens, 

gloves. 
Ustoo'kurnaw, v.imp. The lake is 

still or calm. 
Ustoo'kumew, or Ustoo'kumin, v.imp. 

It is still water. 
Usto'tin, n.in. A cap, a hat, a bonnet. 
Usto'tini'kak:ao, v.i.3. She makes a 

cap, or a hat of it. 
Usto'tinikao, v.i.3. She is making a 

cap, or a hat. 
Usto'tinikowao, v.t.an. She makes a 

cap for him. 
Usto'tinis, n.in. A small cap or hat 
Ustoya'kumik, n.in. A boat-shed. 
Usto'yew, v.i.1. He makes a boat or 

canoe. 
Usto'wao or Ustu'wao, v.t.an. He 

helps him to food; he puts by some 
food for him to eat, (when he 
arrives). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Ustoweso'neyawan, n.in. A bank 
(for deposits). 

Ustoweso'neyawao, v.t.an.1. He de
posits money in the bank, he has 
money in the bank. 

Ustu'chikoo, v.i.4. He reserves food 
for future use, he makes 'a cache'. 

Ustu'chikowin, n.in. 'A cache', a 
reserve supply of food hidden away 
from the reach of animals. 

Ustwa'kunikasoo, v.refl.4, He puts 
by a reserve for himself, a reserve 
supply. 

Ustwa'kunikasowin, n.in. A treasure, 
a hoard; a reserved supply of food. 

Ustwa'kunikao, v.i.3. He reserves, he 
lays by. 

Ustwa'kunikowao, He reserves it for 
him. 

Ustwa'ponikasoo, E.C., v.refl.4. He 
puts by a treasure for himself, 
he lays by in store. 

Ustwa'ponikasowin, E.C., n.in. A 
treasure, a reserve supply. 

Ustwa'ponikowao, E.c., v.t.an. He 
lays up treasure fo him. 

Ustwa'soo, v.refl.4. He lays up for 
himself, he provides for himself. 

Ustwa'towin, n.in. A prize, a wager. 
Ustwa'towuk, v.in.4.pl. They bet, 

they wager, they lay by for each 
other. 

Ustwa'w, v.t.in.2. He puts it by for 
himself. 

Usu'p, n.in. A fish net. Word adopted 
from the Ojibbeway. 

Usupa'p, n.in. Twine, thread. 
Usuwa'pew, v.i.1. He looks out, he 

watches. 
Usuwa'pewikumik, n.in. A watch

tower. 
Usuwa'pewin, n.in. A watch, a place 

for watching, expectation, circum
spection. 

Usuwa'pumao, v.t.an. He looks out 
for him, he expects him; he watches 
him. 

Usuwa'putum, v.t.in.6. He looks out 
for it, he expects it, he watches it. 

Uswa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He guards 
against it, he looks out for it, he 
thinks that the appointed time is 
past. 

Uswa'yimao, v.t.an. He guards against 
him, he is on the watch against him, 
he thinks that he is trady. 

Uswa'puyew, v.imp. It is past the 
appointed time. 

Uswu'hikao, or Uswu'hoowao, v.i.3. 
He lies in wait; he waits for it 
(i. e. to shoot at it). 

Uswu'wao, v.t.an. He lays wait for 
him; he watches for him, (in order 
to shoot at him). 

Uswu'hum, v.t.in.6. He lays in wait 
for it; he watches for it. 

Uta or Itta, adv. Where . .A variation 
of itta used in certain localities. 

U'tai, n.an. A pelt, a skin, a beaver 
skin; pl. utai'uk fur, peltry. In the 
early days of the Fur Trade the 
word was used as a rate of valua
tion, and when so employed did not 
~,ak~ ~ pl. form. f,a'~uk ~'tai, one 

skm , or "beaver , (1. e. m value). 
Tantuto u'tai? How many skins? 
(i. e. in value). Nao u'tai. Four 
''skins". This rate of valuation is 
now seldom if ever heard, except 
at remote trading Posts. 

Utaiasew, v.i.1. He is worth so many 
skins. Mecha'tutaiasew, he is costly. 

Utama'kun, n.an. A fur-trader. 
Uta'mao, v.t.an. He barters with him, 

he buys off him, he trades with, him. 
Uta'mayetakosew, v.i.1. He is blame

able, he is suspected, he is culpable. 
Uta'mayetoowin, n.in. Blame, sus

picion, (mutual). 
Utama'yetum, v.t.6. He blames it, 

he thinks it is responsible. 
Utama'yimao, v.t.an. He blames him, 

he suspects him, (i. e. of something), 
he charges him with it. 

Utama'yimik or Utama'yimiko, v.t. 
an.4. He thinks him responsible, 
he charges him with it. 

Utama'yimikosewin, n.in. Censure,. 
under suspicion, blame. 

Uta'mewao, v.i.3. He trades, he buys, 
he barters. 

Uta'mik, prep. Under, below, inside, 
internally. 

Uta'mimao, v.t.an. He accuses him, 
he blames him, he charges him with 
it. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Uta'mimewao, v.i.3. He accuses, he 
blames, he chides, he charges. 

Utamimewa'skew, v.i.1. He is con
stantly accusing, he is an accuser. 

Utaminewa'win, n.in. Blame, accusa-
ation, rebuke, complaint. 

Uta'mimikoowin, n.in. An accusation. 
Uta'mipak, adv. Under the water. 
Utamo'tuk, adv. Aboard, under the 

deck, below. 
Utamipa'kochewun, n.in. The under 

current. 
Utamipa'kuskmik, n.in. The ground 

at the bottom of the sea, or the 
lake. 

Uta'muskumik, adv. Under the earth. 
Uta'muskumik, n.in. A pit, a cellar, 

a place beneath the level of the 
ground. 

Uta'n, n.an. The under-pounding 
stone. 

Uta'skaw, v.imp. Furs, or fur animals, 
are numerous. 

Uta'toowikumik, n.in. A market
place. 

Uta'toowin, n.in. Act of trading or 
buying, a market. 

Utawa'kao, v.t.3. He sells it, he 
trades it for something. 

Utawa'kawin, n.in. Goods for trade, 
merchandise, the act of trading. 

Utawa'kun, n.an. A fur; or as n.in. 
merchandise, goods for sale. 

Utawa'kunuk, n.an.pl. Furs, fur ani
mals, (as articles of trade). 

Utawa'kuniskaw, v.imp. Fur animals 
are numerous. 

Uta'wao, v.i.3. He buys, he barters, 
he trades, he deals, he exchanges. 

Utawa'stumowao, v.t.an. He buys it 
for him, he trades for him. 

Utawawemu'ssinuhikun, n.in. A trad
ing-book, an account-book, a rec
ord of trade transactions. 

Utawa'weyinew, n.an. A trader, a 
store-keeper. 

Utawa'wikumik, n.in. A trading
shop, a store. 

Utawa'wikumikokatum, v.t.in.6. He 
makes a shop of it. 

Utawa'wikumikokao, v.i.3. He builds. 
a store or a trading-shop. 

Utawa'win, n.in. The act of buying, 
trade, merchandise, exchange. 

Utawe, n.in. An addled egg, a rotten 
egg. 

Uta'wutikao or .Utai'wutikao, v.i.3. 
He packs up fur and pelts for trans
portation. 

Ute, partic. Equiv. to becoming, or 
commencing, Ute wa'yotisew, he 
becomes rich, Ute kiska'yimao, he 
becomes acquainted with him. 

Ute or Utimi, adv. Of manner, meaning 
away, out of, off, close upon, going 
or coming after, U'te no'kosew, he 
is disappearing. Utimiya'wuk, they 
are flying off. 

Utekisa'yinewew, v.i.1. He is getting 
old. 

Utesa'weyasew, v.i.1. or n.an. This 
word is used in some localities for 
a locust, but it would suit better 
for a cochineal as it really signifies 
an animate object that dyes. 

Utisa'wuyan, E.c., or Uti'sikun, P.C. 
and s.c., n.in. Dye. 

Uti'sum, v.t.in.6. He dyes it. 
Uti'swao, v.t.an. He dyes him. 
Uti'k, n.an. A deer. 
Utikopime, n.in. Deer marrow, fat. 
Uti'kosis, n.an. A fawn. 
Utiko'skaw, v.imp. Deer are num

erous. 
Utikowe'yas, n.in. Deer's meat, ven-

ison. 
Utikowe'yin, n.in. Deer fat. 
Uti'kumak, n.an. A whitefish. 
Utikuma'kokan, n.in. A smoked or 

dried white fish. 
Utikuma'kopime, n.in. White-fish oil. 
Utikuma'koskaw, v.imp. White-fish 

are plentiful. 
Uti'kwai, n.in. A deer-skin. 
Utikwa'skun, Utikota'skun, n.in. A 

deer's horn. 
Utikwusa'kai, n.in. A deerskin coat. 
Utikwu'yan, n.in. A dressed deer 

skin. 
Utikwu'stis, n.in. A deer's sinew. 
U'tim, n.an. A dog. 
Uti'mapesim, n.in. The north, the 

dog-star. 
Utima'sew, v.i.1. He is sailing away, 

(on the water or on the air). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Uti'mao, v.t.an. He catches him, he 
comes up to him. 

Uti'meyaw, v.i.2. He flies away. 
Utimeka'powestowao, v.t.an. He 

stands, facing away from him, he 
turns his back on him. 

Utimika'powestum, vltin.6. He turns 
away from it, he turns his back on 
it. 

Utimikap'owew, v.i.1. He stands with 
his back towards one, he turns his 
back on one. 

Utimike'sikaw, v.imp. It is declining 
day, it is twilight. Makwa'ch a 
utimike'sikak, just as the day was 
setting. 

Utimina'hoko, v.imp. It catches him, 
it comes up to him, it overtakes 
him. 

Utimina'wao, v.t.an. He catches him, 
he comes up to him, he overtakes 
him. 

Uti'miputaw, v.i.2. He is running in 
the distance, (i. e. going in the 
opposite direction). 

Utimo'tao, v.i.3. He walks away, 
(from the speaker). 

Utimupe'stowao, v.t.an. He sits (with 
his back towards him). 

Utimupe'stum, v.t.in.6. He sits with 
with his back towards it. 

Utimu'pew, v.i.1. He sits with his 
back (this way). 

Utinu'skwa'nao, v.t.an. He takes him 
up by the way. 

Uti'pis, n.in. The small netting or 
net-work in snow-shoes; the small 
netting-line. 

Uti'sekunipuka'kin, s.c., Weskwusta'
wipukakin, P.c., n.in. Tanned lea
ther. 

Uti'soo, v.i.4. He is ripe, he is tanned, 
he is dyed. 

Utita'o or Utita'wun, v.imp. It is 
ripe, it is dyed, it is tanned. 

Utita'pew, or Uchicha'pew, v.i.1. He 
looks sideways, he squints. 

Uto'hikun, s.c., Etwuhikun, P.C., n.in. 
A pointer or something aimed at; 
an index. 

Utoo, n.in. An arrow. 
Uto'sewao, v.i.3. He asks (some one) 

to do work, he gives employment, he 
finds work, (for some one). 

Uto'sikakao, v.i.3. He makes an arrow 
or arrows of it. 

Uto'sikao, v.i.3. He is making arrows. 
Uto'sis, s.c., Uchosis, P.c., n.in. An 

arrow. 
Utoska'kowin, n.in. Service, per-

sonal attendance. . 
Utoska'tao, v.t.an. He works at him, 

he labors at some animate object. 
Utoska'tum, v.t.in.6. He works at 

it. 
Utoska'moo, v.i.4. He gives orders, 

he hires labourers. 
Utoska'mukun, v.imp. It works. 
Uto'skao, v.i.3. He works, he labours, 

he exerts himself. 
Utoska'stakao, v.i.3. He serves, he 

works for (a person or a company). 
Utoska'stowao, Uto'skawao, v.t.an. 

He works for him. 
Utoskas'tumowao, He works instead 
· of him, he substitutes one of the 

labourers. 
Utoska'weyinew, n.an. A workman, a 

craftsman, a labourer. 
Utoska'win, n.in. Work, labour, em

ployment, business, occupation. 
Utoska'wimitas, s.c., Utoskawitas, 

P.c., n.in. Overalls. 
Utoska'yakun, n.an. A servant, an 

attendant, an employee. 
Utoska'ya'kunis, n.an. A little or 

young servant, or the child of a 
servant. 

Utoskaya'kunewew, v.i.1. He is a 
servant, he is an employee. 

Utoska'yakuniskwao, n.an. A woman
servant, a maid-servant. 

Utoskaya'kuniskwawew, v.i.1. She is 
a woman servant. 

Uto'skowao, v.t.an. He serves him, he 
waits upon him. 

Uto'skum, adv. Gradually, definitely, 
resolutely, more so. 

Uto'spe, n.an. The smooth-barked 
willow, the black alder. 

Uto'tao, v.t.an. He asks or commands 
him to work, he employs him, he 
engages him, he hires him. 

Utte, partic. See Ute. 
Utumiskakawin, n.in. A salutation, 

shaking of hands. 
Utumiska'titowin, n.in. A greeting 

on meeting or parting. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck 
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Utumi'skowao, v.t.an. He salutes 
him, he greets him, he shakes .hands 
with him, he takes leave of him, he 
bids him farewell. 

Utuy'iwut, or Uta'wut, n.in. A pack 
of furs, a bale of furs. 

Uwa'tises, n.an. A young beaver. 
Uwtis, interj. Away! Begone! Get 

away! 
Uwusa'nuk, adv. Be~ind the island, 

at the back of the island. 
Uwu'sima, adv. More, some more, to 

a greater degree. 
Uwu'sispe, adv.. Before, before that 

time, the time before that. 
Uwu'sita, prep. Beyond, cin the fur

ther side, before. 
Uwu'sita itil'ka, prep. On the other 

side, beyond the other side. 
Uwusita'kosik, adv. The day before 

yesterday. · 
Uwusi'tipiskok, adv. The night before 

last. 
Uya'sikao, v.i.3. He catches beaver 

by chiselling through the ice and 
closing up the creek, leaving a trap 
door through which the beaver has 
to pass. 

Uye'kis, n.an. · See Une'kis. 
U'yis, Unis, conj. Because. 
Uyisa'ch, or Unisa'ch, s.c., Eyisa'ch, 

P.c.,adv. With difficulty, hardly, 
unwillingly. 

Uyiwaka'skotin, s.c., Kasispoya'sko
tin, P.c., v.imp. It projects, (speak
ing cif wood). 

Uyiwa'kikin! interj. of surprise. Won
. derful ! Surprising. 

Uyiwa'k, adv. Exceedingly, more 
than excelling. 

Uyiwa'kipuyew, or Uyiwakipuyin, i1. 

··imp. There is a remainder, it is a 
remnant. 

Uyiwa'kiskowao, v.t.an. He excels 
him, he goes beyond him, he is in 
a higher position, 

Uyiwa'kiskum, v.t.in.6. He goes be
yond it, he is beyond it, he over
steps the limit. 

Uyiwa'koma, adv. Moreover, further, 
more than this. 

Uyuhikao, See Unu'ikao. 

Uyuskoch, prep. One after another, 
over and above. 

Uyu'hum, See Unu'hum. 
Uyu'wao, See Unu'wao. 

w 
Wa'chis, Wa'tis, n.in. A small cave; 

a small burrow. 
Wah, partic. Expressiof.l of desi!e, 

wish or intention. It is used with 
the subj. mood, e.g., ka'kw.1. wah 
totu'man? What are you gomg to 
do? Tan'ta. wah ito'ta.yun? Where 
do you want to go? 

Wah! inte1j. Expressing surprise, de
light, emotion, etc. Sometimes used 
as a greeting. 

Wah, interrog. Ha? What? (Like the 
English expression, "eh?") 

Waka'kwutosoo, v.i.4. He is warped 
(speaking of a tree warped by the 
heat). 

Waka'piskisew, v.imp.l. He is crooked 
or bent (speaking of metal, anim.). 

Waka'piskaw, v.imp. It is crooked or 
bent (speaking of metal). 

Waka'skopuyew, v.imp. It bends 
(speaking of wood). 

Waka'skosew, v.imp.1. He is crooked 
(speaking of a tree or any long or 
narrow piece of wood). 

Waka'skwun, v.imp. It is crooked 
(speaking of wood). 

Wakayoo's, n.an. A black bear, a 
bear. 

Wakayo'siskaw, v.imp. Black bears 
or bears are numerous . 

Waka'yoowao, v.i.3. He has a bended, 
or curved, tail. 

Wa'kechekuhikun, n.in. An adze,, a 
hoe. 

Wa'kehao, v.t.an. He crooks or bends 
him. 

Wa'kepuyew, v.imp. It bends, it 
curves. 

Wa'ketaw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 
crooked or bent. 

Wakiko'man, n.in. A crooked knife, 
(the Indian's tool in making canoe 
ribs and snowshoe-frames). 

Wa'kikoot, n.in. A crooked nose, a 
crooked bill. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wa'kikotao, v.i.3., He has a crooked 
nose, he has a crooked bill. 

Wakiki'kaw, v.i.2. He is bent with 
age. 

Wakina'kun, n.an. A tamarack, the 
Eastern larch. 

Wakina'kunatik, n.an. The wood of 
the tamarack. 

Wakina'kunis, n.an. A small tamarack. 
Wakina'kuniskaw, v.imp. Tamaracks 

are numerous. 
Wa'k:inao, v.t.an. He bends him. 
Wa'kinikao, v.i.3. He is bending (ribs 

or timbers, or snowshoe-frames). 
Wakino'kan, n.in. A dome-shaped 

tent. 
Wakina'wuk, n.an.pl. Canoe-ribs or 

timbers. 
Wa'kinum, v.t.in.6. He bends it. 
Wakipi'skwunao, v.i.3. He has a 

bent back, he is a crook-back. 
Wakipi'skwunapitao, v.t.an. He bends 

his back (i.e., the back of an animal). 
Wakipi'skwunayew, v.i.J. He bends 

his back, he makes his back round, 
he sets his back up (as a cat). 

Wa'kipuyew, v.imp. It curves, it 
bends, it warps. 

Wa'kisew, v.i.1. He is bended, he is 
crooked. 

Wa'kiskisew, v.i.1. He is flexible. 
Wa'kiskaw, v.imp. It is flexible. 
Wakita'skunao, v.i.3. He has crooked 

horns. 
Wakooma'kun, n.an. A relative, a 

relation, a kinsmen, an acquain
tance. 

-Wa'koomao, v.t.an. He is related, or 
allied to him. 

Wa'koomewawin or Wa'kootowin, n.in. 
Relationship, kinsmanship. 

Wakoo'tuhao, v.t.an. He causes them 
to be related, he reconciles them; 
he makes him to be. related to him 
(i.e., to another person). 

Wakoo'tuhisoo, v.i.4. He forms a 
relationship. · 

Wakoo'tuhisowin, n.in. The act of 
making oneself related to another 
or others, reconciliation. 

Wakoowa'chehewao, E.c., v.i.3. He 
reconciles. 

Wakoowa'chehewawin, E.C., n. in. 
Reconciliation. 
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Wakoowa'chetumowao, E.C., v.t.an. 
He reconciles it to him. 

\Vakowawusa'muk, n.an. Snow-shoes 
with curved toes. 

Wak'wuk, n.an. Spawn. 
Wa'nehao, v.t.an. He needs him, he is 

at a loss without him. 
Wa'nitaw, v.t.in.2. He is in need of it. 
Wanina'kwun, v.imp. It is a view, 

there is a view. 
Wana'piskaw, s.c., Waya'piskaw, P.c., 

v.imp. It is a hollow rock. 
Wana'piskutuhum, s.c., Waya'pi:lku

tuhum, P.c., v.t.in.6. He hollows it 
out, he excavates it (speaking of 
rock). 

Wana'piskutuwao, s.c:, Waya'pisku
tuwao, P.C., v.t.an. He hollows .him, 
he excavates him (i.e., the rock). 

Wana'w, ·v.imp. It i~ a hollow. 
Wani'chichan, n.in. The palm, or the 

hollow of the hand. 
Wa'niska, adv. At liberty. 
Wanina'kwun, v.imp. It looks faroff, 

.· it seems a long view. 
\Vaninuka'mahum, v.t.in.6. He. coasts 

it, he goes round the lake shore. 
Wanini'skiskaw, v.imp. There is a 

bend in the river where geese 
assemble. 

Vv'aninuta'wukaw, s.c., Wayinuta'wu
kaw, P.c., v.imp. It is a bend in the 
clay banks of the river, it is a 
crooked bank. 

Wanu'chow, s.c., Wayu'chaw, P.C., 
v.imp. It is a valley, it is a hollow. 

Wana'tipaw, s.c., Wayu'tinaw, P.c., 
v.imp. It is a valley. 

Wapacha'pew; v.i.1. He has light eyes. 
vVapacha'pis, n.an. A white-headed 

duck. 
Wapa'kumew, v.imp. It is milky or 

white (speaking of water when it 
it is muddy). 

Wapa'niskwao,. v.i.3. He has white 
hair. 

Wapa'nuskwun, v.imp. There :1re 
white clouds, the clouds are white. 

Wapa'piskaw, v.imp. It is white 
(speaking of a rock or metal). 

vVapa'piskwusinne, n.in. A crystal or 
quartz. 

vVapa'sew, v.i.1. He is an early riser. 
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Wapa'skwun, v.imp. It is white 
(speaking of wood). 

Wapa'soo, v.i.4. He has fair hair. . 
Wapaspinao, v.i.3. He has the wh1~e 

disease, he has the leprosy, he 1s 
leprous. 

Wapaspina'win, n.in. Leprosy, the 
white disease. 

Wapa'tikwaw, v.imp. The trees are 
white. 

Wapa'wukaw, v.imp. It is a white 
sand. 

Wa'paw, v.imp. It is white. 
Wapa'yowao, v.i.3. He has a white 

tail. 
Wapa'kin, n.in. ':'7hite cloth. . . 
Wapa'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He whitens 1t, 

he paints it white. . 
Wa'pehao, v.t.an. He make~ him s~e. 
Wa'peyao, Wa'penao, n.an. A white 

partridge. 
Wapeome'mew, n.an. A dove. 
Wapeso'neyaw or Wapiskeso'neyaw, 

n.an. Silver. 
Wa'pew, v.i.1. He sees. Numma 

wa' pew, he is blind, or he does not 
see. 

Wapewina'piskwu, n. in. pl. Eye-
glasses. 

Wa'pewin, n.in. Sight, eye-sight, 
vision. 

Wapi'chichak, n.an. A crane, (the 
white) crane. 

Wapikisa'yinew, n.an. A hoary old 
man. 

Wapi'kunoo, n.an. A white owl, the 
snow owl. 

Wapi'kwuk, n.in. Tin, white metal. 
Wapikwu'nao, v.i.3. He has white 

feathers. 
Wapikwu'ne or Wapikwu'n, n.in. A 

flower, a blossom, the white lily. 
Wapikwu'new, v.imp. It blossoms 

(with white lilies). 
Wapikwu'neskaw, v.imp. There are 

many flowers. 
Wapikwu'newun, v.imp. It blossoms, 

it blooms. 
Wapimi'nuk, n.an.pl. White beads. 
Wapimuka'ses, M.c., n.an. A white 

fox. 
Wapina'kosew, v.i.1. He looks white. 
Wapina'kwun, v.imp. It seems white. 

Wapinawisew, v.i.1. He is pale, he is 
pallid, he is wan. . 

Wapineta'wekew, v.i.1. He is born 
with sight. 

Wapipa'hekao, v.i.3. He is painting 
in white. 

Wapipa'hikun, n.in. White paint, 
,;, white kalsomine. 
Wapipa'kuhum, v.t.in.6. ?e paints it 

white; he whitewashes. it. . . . 
Wapi sikwaw, v.imp. It 1s white, 1t 1s 

transparent (as a block of ice). 
Wa'pisew, n.an. A s~an .. 
Wa'pisew, v.i.1. H~ 1s whit<;, 
Wa'pisewe -sa'kah1kun, n.in. Swan-

lake. 
Wapisi'tao, v.i.3. H.e has whit.e feet .. 
Wapiska'skwun, v.imp. It 1s white 

(speaking of wood) .. 
Wapiskayo'winao, v.i.3. He wears 

white or shining clothes. 
Wapiska'ketaw, v.t.in.2. He bleaches 

it. 
Wapiska'kin, n.in. White calico, white 

cotton. 
Wapiska'kun, v.imp. It is white (as 

calico). 
Wapiska'pakisew, v.imp.1. He i~ white 

(speaking of thre.ad, etc., a_nim.) .. 
Wapiska'pakun, v.imp. It is white 

(speaking of cord, etc.). . 
Wapiskeka'tao, v.i.3. He has white 

legs, he has a white leg. . . 
Wapiske'hao, v.t.an. He whitens him. 
Wapiske'hoo, v.i.4. He wears white 

clothes. 
Wa'piskemi'stutim, or Wa'pustim, 

n.an. A white horse. 
Wapiskepa'hikatao, v.pass. It is paint

ed white. 
Wapiskepahikun, n.in. White paint. 
Wapiskepa'hum, v.t.in.6. He paints it 

white. 
Wapiskepa'wao, v.t.an. He paints him 

white. 
Wapiskepu'kewuyana'kin, s.c., Wapi

skepupu'kewuyanakin, P.c., n.in. 
White cotton or linen. 

Wapiskepu'sao, v.i.3. He has a white 
breast. 

Wapiske'taw, v.t.in.2. He whitens it, 
he bleaches it, he makes it white. 

Wapi'skukop, s.c., Wapiskapowuyan, 
P.C., n.in. A white blanket. 
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Wapiski'sew, v.i.1. He is white. 
Wapi'skisitao, v.i.3. He has white 

feet, he has whitened feet. 
Wapiski'weyas, n.an. White flesh 

(name in some localities for white 
people). 

Wapi'skaw, Wa'pikaw, v.imp. It is 
white. 

Wapiskusa'kai, n.in. A white coat, a 
white dress. 

Wapisku'ssinne, n.an. or n.in. A white 
stone, chalk. 

Wapista'n, n.an. A marten. 
Wapista'nis, n.an. A young marten, 

a small marten. 
Wapista'niskaw, v.imp. Martens are 

numerous. 
vVapista'n-wunuhi'kun, n.in. A marten 

trap. 
Wapi'stikwan, n.in. A White head 

(i.e., having the hair white or light 
coloured). 

Wapi'stikwanao, v.i.3. He has a white 
head, he has white hair, he is hoary, 
he has light coloured hair. 

Wapi'stikwanawiw, v.i.l. He is white 
headed, he is hoary headed. 

Wapi'tao, v.pass. It is faded white. 
Wapi'tukuhikun, n.in. Chalk. 
Wa'poos, n.an. A rabbit, a hare. 
Wapo'soskaw, v.imp. Rabbits are 

numerous. 
Waposoma'skunow, njn. A rabbit 

run; a rabbit's track. 
Waposonukwa'kun, n.in. A rabbit 

snare. 
Waposowa'te, n.in. A rabbit's hole. 
Wapo'swuyan, n.in. A rabbit-skin. 
Waposwuya'nukop, n.in. A rabbit-

skin blanket, or robe. 
Wapo'wuyan, M.C., and P.C., n.in. A 

white blanket; any blanket, white 
or coloured). 

Wapowuyana'kin, n.in. Blanket cloth, 
or duffel. 

Wapowuya'nis, n.in. A small white 
blanket, a small blanket of any 
description. 

Wapowuyanusa'kai, n.in. A duffel or 
blanket capot. 

Wa'puka or Wa'puke, subj.v. but used 
as n.in. Tomorrow. 

Wapu'ka'ses, or Wapu'ka'sew, n.in. 
A white fox, the arctic fox. 
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Wapuka'seskaw, v.irnp. White foxes 
are numerous. 

Wapuka'sewuyan, n.in. A white fox 
skin. 

Wapuma'k, n.an. A porpoise, a whale. 
Wapuma'kocheman, n.in. A whale 

boat. 
Wapuma'kopime, n.in. Porpoise oil, 

whale oil. 
Wapuma'kostoosis, E.c., n.in. Little 

Whale River. 
Wapuma'kwuyan, n.in. Porpoise-skin. 
Wapuma'o, v.t.an. He sees him, he 

looks at him, he beholds him. 
Wapumi'soo, v.refl.4, He looks at 

himself in a glass; he sees himself. 
Wapumi'sowin, n.-in. A reflected image; 

a reflection of one's self. 
Wapumo'n, or Wapumo'napisk, n.in. 

A looking glass, a mirror; a window
glass. 

Wa'pumoo, v.refl.4. He looks at him
self (in a mirror). 

Wapumona'piskos, n.in. A small win
dow, or looking glass. 

Wapumo'nis, n.in. A small looking
glass. 

Wapuma'wusoo, v.i.4. She is in child
bed, she sees her child. 

Wapuma'wusoowin, n.in. Accouche
ment, giving birth to a child. 

Wa'pun, v.imp. It is dawn. 
Wapu'nok or Wapu'notak, n.indec. In 

the East, toward the East. Wapu
notak o' che, from the east, easterly. 

Wapunikwa'moo, v.i.4. He sleeps till 
dawn. 

Wapuniyowao, v.imp. It blows till 
morning; it is East wind. 

Wapunoomin, pl.-uk, n.an. Rice. 
Wapu'nuchukos, n.an. The morning 

star. 
Wapu'nuhun, v.imp. It is an east 

wind. 
Wapusi'ske, n.in. White mud. 
Wapu'sk, n.an. A white bear. 
Wapu'skik, n.in. A tin kettle, a white 

kettle. 
Wapu'skoskaw, v.imp. White bears 

are numerous. 
Wapu'stim, n.an. A white horse, a 

white dog. 
Wapusu'kao, v.i.3. He has a white 

skin. 
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Wapusu'ki, n.an. White skin, a white 
man. 

\Vapu'tao, v.t.an. He sees his track. 
Wapute'yao, v.t.an. He shows him. 
Wapute'yewao, v.i.3. He shows, he 

exhibits. 
Waputeyewa'weyinew, n.an. A seer, 

an exhibitor. 
Waputeyewa'win, n.in. A show, a 

revelation. 
Waputo'nisk, n.-in. White clay. 
Wapu'tum, v.t.in.6. He sees it. 
Waputumo'win, n.in. Sight, revela-

tion, vision. Nummu wapu'tumowin, 
blindness. 

Wapwa'wtio, n.in. The snow goose, 
the white wavey. 

Wasa'w or Wa'sahaw, v.imp. It is a 
bay, it is an inlet, it is a bight. 

Wasaha'sin, v.imp. It is a small bay, 
it is a small inlet. 

Wasahicha'skewukaw, v.imp. It is a 
bay of soft mud. 

Wasahi'kumaw, v.imp. It is a bay of 
still water, it is a harbour. 

Wa'sahoo, n.in. The big bay, Indian 
name for "Severn", Hudson Bay, 
Ont. 

Wasaho'wesepe, n.in. The Severn 
River. 

Wasa'piskitao, v.pass. It shines bright
ly (as metal); it glitters in the 
sunlight. 

Wasaya'piskisew, v.imp.l. He is bright 
(as metal or stone), he is clear (as 
glass). 

Wasaya'piskisoo, v.pass. He is bright
ened, he is red (as a stone with 
intense heat). 

Wasaya'piskisum, i•.t.in.6. He heats 
it to a red or white heat (for weld
ing). 

Wasaya'piskitao, v.pass. It is bright
ened, it is red (as a stone with intense 
heat). 

W?-s~ya'piskaw, v.imp. It is bright, 
1t 1s clear (as metal or glass). 

Wasa'kumaw, v.imp. It is clear water; 
Clear water lake. 

Wasa'kumew or Wasa'kumin, v.imp. 
It is clear (speaking of a liquid). 

Wasanita'kun, s.c., n.in. A window. 
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Wasanitakuna'pisk, n.in. A window
glass; glass (of any kind). 

Wasanita'kunatikwu, n.in. Window
frames. 

Wasanuma'kun, s.c., n.in. A window; 
a lamp, a lantern. 

Wasanurna'kunapisk, n.in. Window
glass, glass (of any kind); a lamp 
chimney. 

Wasanuma'n or Wasanuma'win, n.in. 
A window, a light. 

Wasanumawina'pisk, n.in. Window 
glass, glass (of any kind). 

Wasanumawina'kin, n. in. Cheese
cloth (used by some for mosquito 
screens). 

Wasa'skowao, or Wasa'skumowao, 
v.t.an. He lights him, he gives him 
light, he illuminates him. 

Wasa'skum, v.t.in.6. He gives light to 
it, he illuminates it. 

Wasa'skwun, Waskumaw, v.imp. It is 
cloudless, it is a bright sky. 

Wasa'skwune -tipiskaw, v.imp. It is 
a clear cloudless night. 

Wasi'taw, v.t.in.6. He brightens it. 
\Vasaya'sew, or Wasaya'sin, v.imp. It 

is rather bright (ref. to the glare 
from the snow or ice in Spring). 

Wasaya'sewin or Wasaya'win, n.in. 
Light, the light of day. 

Wasaya'w, v.imp. It is bright, it is 
clear, it is shining, it is light. 

Wasa'win or Wasta'win, n.in. Light, 
an illuminating agent, that which 
emits a light. 

Wasi'kokuhum or Wasi'kwuhum, 
v.t.in.6. He whittles it, or planes it 
to a bright surface. 

Wasi'konum, v.t.in.6. He polishes it 
(by rubbing). 

Wa'sisoo, v.i.4. He is bright, he shines. 
Wa'sisoowew, v.i.1. He shines in his 

brightness; shines in his glory. 
Wa'sisoowin, n.in. A shining bright

ness. 
Wa'sitao, v.imp. It shines, it is bright. 
Wa'ska, prep. Around, about, round 

surrounding. ' 
Waska'hikawin, n.in. An inclosure· 

the building of a house. ' 
Waska'hikun, v.in. A house an abode 

a residence. ' ' 
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Waska'hikuniskaw, v.imp. There are 
many houses. 

Waskahikunika'kao, v.i.3. He makes 
a house with it, he builds with it. 

Waska'hikunikao, v.i.3. He makes a 
house, he is building. 

Waskahikunika'soo .. v.i.4. He builds 
a house for himself. 

Waskahikuni'kowao, v.t.an. He builds 
a house for him. 

Waska'hikunis, n.in. A small house; 
Indian name for "Rupert's House", 
Que. 

Waska'num, v.t.in.6. He turns it 
round, he surrounds it. 

Waskaka'powewuk, v.i. 1. pl. They 
stand around. 

Waskakapowe'stowawuk, v.t. an. pl. 
They stand round him, they sur
round him (standing). 

Waskakapowe'stumwuk, vd.in.6. They 
stand around it. 

Waska'pestakawuk, v.i.3.pl. They sit 
in a circle (around somebody). 

Waskapesta'toowuk, v.refl.pl.4. They 
sit round each other, they sit in a 
circle. 

Waska'pestowawuk, v.t.an.pl. They 
sit round him. 

Waska'pestumwuk, il.t.in.6.pl. They 
sit round it. 

Waska'pewuk, v.i.1.pl. They sit in a 
circle. 

Waska'puyehowuk, v.t.4. They rush 
around, or they ride around (a house 
or a tent). 

Waska'puyestowao, v.t.an. He moves 
swiftly round him; they ride round 
him. 

Waska'puyew, v.imp. It moves around 
(Indian term for the time of one 
hour, ref. to the minute hand of a 
clock which goes around once every 
hour). 

Waskasikwaswao, E.c., v.t.an. He 
circumcises him. 

Waskasikwa'sowin, n.in. Circumci
sion. 

Waska'skowao, v.t.an. He compasses 
him, he encloses him, he walks round 
him. 
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Waska'skum, v.t.in.6. He compasses 
it, he encloses it, he walks around 
it. 

Waska'staw, v.t.in.2. He places them 
round. 

Waska'stowao. v.t.an. He surrounds 
him with it. 

Waska'ti, n.in. The flank (of beef). 
Waska'titaw, v.t.in.2. He places it 

round (as a fence). 
Waska'yao, s.c., vVaska'hao, v.t.an. 

He places them round. 
Waskuma'piskehao, v.t.an. He bright

ens it, he polishes it (speaking of 
metal, anim.). 

Waskuma'piske1:!(lw, v.t. in. 2. He 
brightens it, he polishes it (i.e., 
metal). 

Waskuma'stJi.o, v.imp. The sunlight 
spreads abroad. 

Waskuma'tisew, v.i.1. He is sane, he 
is sensible, he has conscious life, he 
is mentally bright. 

Waskuma'yetakosew, v.i.1., or Wa'
skume -uya'w, v.i.2. He is conscious, 
he is sane, he is mentally bright. 

Waskuma'yetakwun, v.imp. It is sen
sible, it is quite sane, it is a bright 
idea. 

Waskumeke'sik, n.in. A bright clear 
sky. 

Wasku'misew, v.i.1. He is in a state 
of consciousness, he is sensible (after 
illness). 

Waskuma'tisewin or Waskumisewin, 
n.in. Consciousness, sanity, sen
sible living, a mentally bright life. 

Wa'stao, v.imp. It shines; as n.in., 
lig~t, sun_light. . " ,, 

Wasp1cha'p1son, n.in. A moss-bag 
in which the baby is laced up. 

Waspichimina'n, n.in. The bead-work 
at the bottom of a fire-bag. 

Wa'spisoo, v.pass.4. He is laced up, 
he is in a moss-bag. 

Wa'spisoon, n.in. A "moss-bag" made 
from any kind of material, with 
lacing strings attached in front for 
lacing up the Indian baby after it 
has been snugly wrapped up in nap
kins and clothes with moss packed 
around the lower limbs to absorb 
moisture. 
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Waspisonika'kao, v.i.3. She makes a 
moss-bag of it. 

Waspiso'nikao, v.i.3. She makes a 
moss-bag. 

Waspiso'nikowao, v.t.an. She makes a 
moss-bag for him. 

Waspiso'wuyan, n.in. The material 
for making a moss-bag; the napkins 
and clothes used in a moss-bag. 

Waspiso'wuyanika'kao, v.i. 3. She 
makes moss-bag clothes out of it. 

Waspita'pan, or Uspita'pan, n.in. A 
sled-wrapper. 

Waspitu'yupan, n.in. Twine for mend
ing nets. 

Waspitu'yupao, v.i.3. She is mending 
a net. 

Wa'spitao, v.imp. It is laced up. 
Wa'spitao, v.t.an.3. He laces him, he 

cords him. 
Wa'spitum, v.t.in.6. He laces it, he 

cords it. 
Wasta'nikao, v.i.3. He makes a light, 

he illuminates. 
Wasta'nikakao, v.i.3. He uses it for a 

light, he makes a light of it. 
Wasta'nikawin, n.in. Artificial light, 

an illuminating agent. 
Wasta'nikutowao, v.t.in.6. He throws 

light upon him, he gives light to him. 
Wasta'nikutum, v.t.in.6. He throws 

light upon it, he lights it. 
Wasta'nipimakun, E.c:, n.in. A candle, 

a lamp. 
Wastanipima'kunapisk, E.c., n.in. A 

candle-stick, a lamp (i.e., the metal 
article). 

Wastanipima'kunatik, E.c., n.in. A 
candlestick. 

Wastanipima'kunikakao, v.i.3. She 
makes candles of it. 

Wastanipima'kunikao, v.i.3. She is 
making candles. 

Wasta'num, v.t.in.6. He lights it (the 
room), he illuminates the room. 

Wastanuma'kun, n.in. A candle a 
lamp. ' 

Wastanuma'kunapisk, n.in. A candle
stick, a metal lamp. 

Wastanuma'kunatik, n.in. A candle
stick. 

Wastanuma'kunikakao, v.i. 3. She 
makes candles of it. 
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Wastanuma'kunikao, v.i.3. She is 
making candles. 

Wastanuma'kunikowao, v.t.an. She 
makes candles for him. 

Wastiinuma'kunipime, n.in. Oil for 
lamps or lantern; candle grease. 

Wastanuma'kunis, n.in. A small candle, 
a small lamp. 

Wasta'numowao, v.t.an. He lights 
him, he gives him light, he illum
inates him. 

Wasta'o, v.imp. It is light; as n.in., 
light. 

Wasta'puyew, Wasta'wao, Wa'stawa
puyew, v.imp. It lightens. Wawa
stu'wa.o, Wawa'sta.wa.puyew, chain 
lighting. 

Wasta'wuskoon or Wastawuskwun, 
n.in. The aurora; light clouds. 

Wasta'win, n.in. Light. 
Wastaya'piskisoo, s.c., Wasaya'piski

soo, P.c., v.i.4. He is red-hot, he is 
white-hot (speaking of metal). 

Wastaya'piskisum, s.c., Wasayapiski
sum, P.c., v.t.in.6. He makes it red
hot, or white-hot (for welding). 

Wastaya'piskitao, s.c., Wasaya'piski
tao, P.c., v.imp. It is red-hot, or 
white-hot. 

Wastichichayo'stowao, v.t. an. He 
makes a sign to him with the hand, 
he beckons him. 

Was'tinikao, or Was'tiniskao, v.i.3. He 
waves his hand. 

Was'tinumowao, v.t.an. He beckons 
him, he makes a sign to him with 
the hand. 

Wa'stuhum or Wawa'stinum, v.t.in.6. 
He waves it, he flashes it (as a 
signal). 

Wastuhu'mowao, or Wastuwa'humo
w~o, v.t.an. He makes a sign to him 
with the hand, he waves something 
to him as a signal. 

Wastuwhuma'kao, or Wastuwa'hikao 
v.i,!. He is making signals, he wave; 
a signal. 

Wa'stuwio, v.t.an. He waves him. 
Wasuka'm, prep. Around the bend. 
Wasuka'maskowao, v.t.an. He walks 

or goes round him. 
Wasuka'maskum, v.t.in.6. He walks 

around it, he walks around the bend. 
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Wasuka'mayaw, v.imp. It is a bend 
in the river. 

Wasu'skochapichikunis, P.c., n.in. A 
flashlight. 

Wasu'skotanikao, P.c., v.i.3. He makes 
a light. 

Wasu'skotanikun, P.c., n.in. A lamp, 
a lantern. 

Wasuskota'hikunapisk, P.c., n.in. A 
candle-stick, a metal lamp. 

Wasuskota'nikunatik, P.c., n.in. A 
candle-stick. 

Wasuskota'nikunapiskos, P.c., n.in. A 
small candle-stick or metal lamp. 

Wasuskota'nikunatikos, P.c., n.in. A 
small candle-stick. 

Wasuskota'nikunikakao, P.c., v.i. 3. 
She makes candles of it. 

Wasus'kota'nikunikao, P.c., She is 
making candles. 

Wasuskota'nikunis, P.c., n.in. A can
dle, a small lamp. 

Wasuskota'num, v.t.in.6. He lights up 
(the room). 

Wasuskota'numakun, n.in. A lantern. 
Wasuskota'numakunis, n.in. A small 

lantern. 
Wa'te, n.in. A hole, a cave, a den, a 

lair. 
Wateka'n, n.in. An artificial cave, a 

cellar, a pit, a grave. 
Wateka'nis, n.in. A small hole (i.e., 

in the ground). 
Wateka'tao, v.pass. It is made into a 

cave or pit or a grave. 
Wa'tekao, v.i.3. He makes or digs a 

cave, or a pit, or a cellar. 
Wateka'win, n.in. The work of digging 

a pit, or grave, or cave; excavation. 
Wawa'ch, adv. Even, equally so, as 

also. 
Wawaka'n, n.in. A mock egg. 
Wawa'kistikwayaw, v.imp. It is wind

ing (as a river), it meanders. 
Wawa'kaw, v.imp. It is crooked, it has 

several bends. 
Wawa'kumoo, Wawa'kutmon, v.imp. 

It is crooked or winding (as a path). 
Wawapa'sew, v.i.1. He moves with 

the wind (i.e., wavingly). 
Wawapa'stun, v.imp. It moves with 

the wind (i.e., wavingly). 

Wawa'pumao, v.t.an. He looks at him 
carefully, he examines him (by 
inspection). 

Wawa'putum, v.t.ir,.6. He looks at it 
carefully, he inspects it. 

Wawaska'sew, P.c., Wawa'kasew, M.C., 
v.imp. A red deer. 

Wawaska'seskaw, v.imp. Red deer 
are numerous. 

Wawaska'sewesepe, n.in. Red Deer 
River. 

Wawa'stuhikao, v.i.3. He beckons (by 
waving his hand or something). 

Wawa'pipuyew, v.i.1. or v.imp. He 
or it, swings or staggers. 

Wawa'pipuyewin, n.in. A staggering, 
a swaying, a swaying from side to 
side. 

Wawa'pisew, v.i.l. He sways, he 
trembles. 

Wawapisewin, n.in. A swaying motion, 
a trembling. 

Wawapita'piskunapuyew, v.i.1. His 
jaws move from side to side, his 
teeth chatter. 

Wawa'stuhumowao, v.t.an. He waves 
(something to him, repeatedly). 

Wawa'stao, Wawa'tao, v.imp. The 
aurora. 

Wawa'sepayetum, v.i.6. He is sensible, 
he has reason. 

Wawasta'hikun, n.in. A fan. 
Wa'we, n.in. An egg; pl., wa'wu, eggs. 
Wawe -o'skun, Wa'wuskun, s.c., Wa-

waka'nekun, or Oskunawan, P.c., 
n.in. An egg-shell. 

Wawepe'sim, n.in. The egg-moon, 
June. 

Wa'wes, adv. Much more, how much 
more; Wa'wes we'ya, much more he, 
how much better he. 

Wawe'tum, v.t.in.6. He tells it around, 
he names it repeatedly. 

Wawe'tumakao, v.i.3. He tells it to 
others repeatedly. 

Wawe'tumakawin, n.in. An oft-re
peated confession. 

Wawe'tumowin, n.in. An affirmation, 
a confession. 

Wawe'tumowao, v.t.an. He tells him 
repeatedly; he tells them (i.e., of it). 

Wawe'yao, P.C., Wawe'nao, s.c., v.t.an. 
He names them repeatedly, he calls 
him by name repeatedly. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Waweya'sew, v.i.1. He is round, he is 
circular. 

Waweya'sinnuhikun, n.in. A cipher. 
Waweya'takun, M.C., n.in. A keg, a 

barrel, a wooden bucket. 
Waweya'yaw, v.imp. It is round, it 1s 

circular. 
Wawe'yutisekao, v.i.3. He suffers for 

his foolhardiness. 
Wawe'yutisekawin, n.in. The con

sequence of foolhardiness. 
Wawe'yutisew, v.i.1. It serves him 

right, it's his own fault. 
Waweyaya'wan, n.in. A circle. 
Wa'wis, n.in. A small egg. 
Wawiyaya'kinum, v.t.in.6. , He bends 

it round. 
Wawu'skipuyehoo, v.imp. He moves in 

a zigzag manner. 
v\Taya'konahum, s.c., Uya'konahum, 

P.c., v.t.in.6. He buries it under the 
snow, he caches it in the snow. 

Waya'konaw;lo, s.c., Uya'konawao, 
P.c. He buries him under the snow, 
he caches him in the snow. 

Wayas ·-itta, M.C., Nantow -itta, P.C., 
adv. Somewhere. 

Waya'sita, M.C., Piko -ita, s.c., adv. 
Anywhere. 

Waya'sk, M.C., n.in. Anything. 
Wayehao, v.t.an. He hollows him. 
Wa'yetaw, v.t.in.2. He hollows it. 
Wayipa'hipan, n.in. A pool which 

supplies drinking water. 
Wayipayaw or Wayipayan, n.in. A 

hollow with water in it, a pond. 
Wayipa'yaw, v.imp. It is a pool. 
Wa'yisew, P.c., Wanisew, s.c., v.i.1. 

He is hollow, he is concave. 
Waya'w, P.c., Wana'w, s.c., v.imp. It 

is hollow, it is concave. 
Wa'yow, adv. Far off, distant, a 

great way off, far. 
Wa'yowes, adj. Rather distant, rather 

far off, quite a little way off. 
Wayowu'skumik, s.c., Wayuwa'sku

~ik, P.c., n.in. A far country, a 
distant land. 

Wicha'sin, v.imp. It is fairly easy. 
Wi'che, adv.pref. Easily, without 

effort. 
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Wii'che partic. Contraction of we'yu 
o' eke,' answering generally to for but 
not used alone. A.wuko wit'che, 
wherefore. For which reason? 
Tani'ke wit'che, wherefore? For 
what reason? Why? It is usually 
followed by the subjunctive mood. 

Wa'chehao, v.t.an. He does him 
easily, he wins him or them easily. 

Wi'chenutao, v.t.an. He kills him or 
them easily. 

Wi'chetootum, v.t.in.6. or Wffi'che-
taw, v.t.in.2. He does it easily, he 
does it with little effort. 

Wako'sisik, v.subj. But used as a 
noun. A son. 

Wamina'kwun, v.imp. There is a 
prospect or view. 

Wa'mistikose, adj. English or French. 
Wamistikose'mowin, n.in. The French 

or English language. 
Wamistikose'skwao, n.an. An Eng

lish, or a French, woman. 
Wamistikose'wiskwawew, v.i.1. She 

is a French or an English woman. 
**Wa'mistikosew, n.an. A Frenchman 

or Englishman. 
** Note: The Crees in the Hudson 

Bay district speak of any English
man or any white man, as "Wa'mi
stikosew", while the Crees on the 
Prairies mean a Frenchman when 
they use the same word. The word 
Pa'kwuyes is generally applied to 
the Frenchman, but is it also used 
for Roman Catholic, perhaps be
cause most Frenchmen are of that 
religion. 

Editor. 
Wa'mistikosewatik, M.C., n.an. An 

oak, oak woods. 
Wamistikoseweke'swawin, n.in. The 

French or English language. 
Wamistikose'wew, v.i.1. He is French 

or English. 
Wa'mistikosewiyika'soo, v.i.4. He has 

a French or an English name. 
Wamistikosewu'ske, n.in. France or 

England. 
\Vapapa'wutaw, v.t.in.2. He washes 

it away or off. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wapapa'wuyao, v.t.an. He washes 

him away or off. 
Wapa'wuyao, v.t.an. He washes him 

away or off. 
Wapa'sew, v.i.1. He blows away. 
Wapa'stun, v.imp. It blows away. 
Wipa'mew, v.i.5. He is ready, he 

holds himself in readiness. 
Wapa'yechikao, v.i.3. He absolves, 

he forgives, as v.t. He casts him or 
them off his mind. 

Wapa'yechikawin, n.in. Absolution, 
forgiveness, a casting off from one's 
mind. 

Wapa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He forsakes it, 
he ceases to think of it. 

Wapa'yetumakao, v.i.3. He forgives, 
he dismisses the offence from his 
mind. 

Wapayetuma'kawin, n.in. Forgive
ness, remission. 

Wapayetuma'toowin, n.in. Mutual 
forgiveness, reconciliation. 

Wapa'yetumowao, v.t.an. He forgives 
him, he pardons him. 

Wapa'yimao, v.t.an. He forsakes the 
thought concerning him, he ceases 
to think harshly of him. 

Wapina'soo, v.i.4. He presents an· 
offering, to some deity; (according 
to heathen custom the offering is 
attached to a branch of a tree or a 
pole). 

Wapina'soon, or Wapina'soowin, n.in. 
An offering to a heathen deity, 
(suspended on a pole or to the 
branch of a tree). 

Wa'pinao, v.t.an. He throws him 
away, he casts him off, he abandons 
him. 

Wapina'wusoo, v.t.an.4. She deserts 
her child, she neglects her child. 

Wapinika'soo, v.pass. He is cast 
away. 

Wapinika'tao, v.pass. It is cast away. 
Wa'pinikao, v.t.3. He is flinging, he 

is throwing. 
Wa'pinikun, n.in. A cast off article, 

an uncared for dog, horse, etc., 
a despised wife, or an orphan with
out a home. 
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Wapiniskwa'n, n.in. A sling, a piece 
of deerskin for holding the stone 
and strings fro swinging it. 

Wapiniskwa'nayape, n.in. The string 
or strings attached to the leather 
part of the sling. 

Wapiniska'tao, v.t.an. He slings at 
him. 

Wapiniskwa'o, v.i.3. He is slinging, 
he is practising with the sling. 

Wapiniskwa'wao, v.i.3. He puts away 
his wife. 

Wapiniskwa'win, n.in. The distance 
a stone can be flung; a blow delivered 
by a swing of the arm. 

Wa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He throws it 
away, he puts it away, he casts it 
off, he forsakes it, he abandons it. 

Wapinuma'toowin, n.in. The skill 
of passing the ball. 

Wapinumo'wao, v.t.an. He throws it 
at him; he throws it for him, he 
passes the ball to him. 

Wa'pipuyew, v.imp. It wavers to and 
fro, it comes to an end, it passes by 
or away, it vanishes. 

Wa'pisimao, v.t.an. He throws him 
down, (as in wrestling). 

Wapuha'konakun, Wapuha'konan, n. 
in. A snow-shovel. 

Wapuha'konahikun, n.in. A snow
plough. 

Wapuha'konatao, v.t.an. He throws 
the snow from him. 

Wapuha'konatum, v.t.in.6. He throws 
the snow from it. 

\Vapuha'konao, v.i.3. He throws or 
shovels away the snow, (as from the 
front of a house). 

Wapuchu'sinnan, E.c., Wapuhu'sinnan, 
P.c., Wapinuskwan, s.c., n.in. A 
sling forflinging stones. 

Wapuchu'sinnatao, E.c., Wapuhu'si
natao, P.c., v.t.an. He slings stones 
at him. 

Wapuchu'sinnao, E.c., Wapuhu'sinnao, 
P.C., v.i.3. He is slinging stones. 

Wa'puhikao, v.i.3. He is sweeping. 
Wa'puhikawin, v.in. The act of sweep

ing. 
Wa'puhikun, n.in. A broom, a besom. 
Wapuhikuni'kakao, v.i.3. He makes a 

broom or besom of it. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wapuhikuni'kao, v.i.3. He is making 
a besom. 

Wa'puhikunis, n.in. A small broom 
or besom. 

· Wa'puhikunu, n.in.pl. The sweep
ings. 

Wa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He sweeps it 
away, he sweeps it, (as the house). 

Wapuhumo'wao, v.t.an. He sweeps 
it, (towards him). 

Wapuhu'skosewakun, s.c., Chesta-
huskosiwakun, P.c., n.in. A hay
fork. 

Wapuhu'skosewao, v.i.3. He is turning 
over hay. 

Wapussi'nuhum, v.t.in.6. He writes 
it off, he wipes it out, (as in writing 
off an account). 

Wapussi'nuhumowao, v.t.an. He writes 
off (i. e. his account), he wipes it 
off the slate concerning him. 

Wapussinuhuma'kawin, n.in. A can
celed account, absolution. 

Wa'puwao, v.t.an. He sweeps him 
away, he clears him out of the way. 

Wasa', adv. Too much, over much; 
Wasa'mistuhe, it is too much. 
Wasa' mi'stuhe ayu'mew, he speaks 
over much. Wasa' uyewa'k, ex
tremely. 

Wasa' tapwa', adv. 
truly, or really, 
(as an expression 

It is too much, 
it is too much 
of comparision). 

Wase'chekat, subj.v. 
noun. The author, 
Creator. 

but used as a 
the maker, the 

Wa'skuch, a~v. Long ago, formerly, 
a long while ago. 

Waskucheka'powew, v.i.1. He has 
been standing in that position for 
a long time. 

Waskuchena'kosew, v.i.1. He looks 
old, he is antiquated. 

Waskuchena'kwun, v.imp. It looks 
old, it is antiquated. 

Wa'skuches, s.c., Wa'skuchas, P.C., 
a_dv. A little time ago, rather a long 
time ago. 

Waskuchi'sew, v.i.1. He is rather 
antiquated, he is rather old. 

Waskuchi'tin, M.c., v.pass. It is an 
old footprint, (which has long been 
exposed to the weather). 
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Waskuchi'tinum, or Waskucha'num, 
v.imp. His track is old, (he had 
passed by some time ago). 

Waskwa'tamik, n.in.loc. The back of 
the tent, (i. e. opposite to the door). 

Wasta'sitakosew, s.c., Mwasta'sita
kosew, P.c., v.i.1. He is noisy, he 
makes a noise; he is annoying be
cause of his loud talk. 

Wasta'sitakosewin, s.c., Mwasta'si
takosewin, P.c., n.in. A noise, a 
clamor, which annoys the person 
hearing it. 

Wasta'sitakwun, or Mwasta'sitakwun, 
P.c., v.imp. It is noisy, the loud 
talk annoys one. 

Wata'sitowao, v.t.an. He finds his 
talk annoying. 

Wata'situm, v.t.in.6. He is annoyed 
by what he hears. 

\Vasta'tayemao, s.c., Mwasta'tayi
mao, P.c., v.t.an. He thinks him 
annoying. 

Wasta'tayetum, s.c., Mwasta'taye
tum, P.C., v.t.in.6. He thinks it 
troublesome. 

Wa'su, M.c., conj. For, therefore, 
because. 

Wasti'mek, n.an. A daughter-in-law. 
Wata'nisek, v.subj. but used as a 

noun. A daughter. 
Watapika'tao, Whupikatao, v.pass. 

The rope or cord is tied slightly, 
so as to be easily undone; as v.t.an. 
He ties him slightly. 

Witapika'tum, Witupikatum, v.t.in.6. 
He ties it slightly, (so as easily to 
be undone), he ties it in a slip-knot. 

Wata'wek, v.subj. but used as a noun. 
A father. 

Wa'tises, n.an. A young beaver. 
Wi'tisew, v.i.1. It is easy for him, 

he is easy or unexacting (in making 
bargains), he does not haggle; he 
moves with little exertion. 

Wi'tukichikao, v.i.3. He sells cheap. 
Wi'tukimao, v.t.an. He sells him 

cheap. 
Wa'tukisoo, v.i.1. He is cheap. 
Wa'tukitao, v.imp. It is cheap. 
Wi'tukitum, v.t.in.6. He sells it 

cheap. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wiitukitumowao, v.t.an. He sells it 
cheap to him. 

Wi'tun, v.imp. It is easy, it is cheap. 
Wawaka'chewusum, v.t.in.6. He boils 

it (as a dumpling). 
Wawaka'chewusikun, n.in. A boiled 

pudding. 
Wawa'kinao, v.t.an. He wraps him 

up, he winds him round. 
Wawa'kinikao, v.i.3. He is wrapping 

up (things), he makes up parcels. 
Wawa'kinikun, n.in. A wrapping 

cloth, wrapping paper. 
Wawa'kinum, v.t.in.6. He wraps it 

up, he winds it. 
Wawa'kupichikun, n.in. A binder, a 

binding. 
Wawa'kupitao, v.t.an. He binds him 

round (with cord or with cloth 
linen, etc.). ' 

Wawa'ku'pitao, v.pass. It is bound 
round (with cord); it is wound 
round (with cloth). 

Wawa'kupitum, v.t.in.6. He binds 
it round (with some binding mat
erial). 

Wawio, n.an. The snow goose, the 
blue goose, the "wavey". 

Wawi'weskaw, v.imp. Wavies are 
numerous. 

Wawapa'sew, v.i.1. He flutters, (i.e. 
in the wind). 

Wawapa'stichikun, n.in. Anything 
set up to wave in the wind. 

Wawapa'stun, v.imp. It flutters in 
the wind. 

Wawapa'yowao, v.i.3. He wags his 
tail. 

Wawa'pikao, v.i.3. She swings the 
hammock. 

Wawapika'nao, s.c., Wawapapikanao, 
P.c., v.t.an. She swings him, (she 
moves the hammock in which the 
baby lies, with her hand). 

Wawa'pipuyetaw, v.t.in.2. He wags 
it, he waves it, he swings it. 

Wawa'pipuyew, v.imp. It rocks, it 
swings, it oscillates; as v.i.1. He 
sways from side to side. 

Wawapiska'chikao, s.c., v.i.3. He 
plays at football. 

Wawapiska'chikun, s.c., n.in. A foot
ball. 

Wawa'pisoo, v.i.4. He swings. 
Wawa'pison, n.in. A swing, a ham-

mock. 
Wawa'pitao, v.t.an. He swings him. 
Wawa'pitum, v.t.in.6. He swings it. 
Wawa'pukotao, v.imp. It waves, or 

sways, (as a flag waves in the wind). 
Wawatisinwuk, v.i.7.pl. They lie 

closely together. 
Wawatu'stawu, v.i.in.7.pl. They lie 

closely together. 
Wawep, v.imper. Hurry, be quick. 
Wawe'pihao, v.t.an. He hurries him. 
Wawe'pihiko, v.t.in.4.invers. He is 

hurried by it. 
Wawe'pisew, v.i.1. He hurries. 
vVawe'pisewin, n.in. Haste, hurry. 
Wawukekwa'nao, s.c., Akwuskitik-

wanao, P.c., v.t.an. He holds him 
round the neck. 

Wayo'cheuyaw, v.i.2. He abounds in 
it, he is affluent. 

Wayo'chetaw, v.i.2. He has abun
dance; as v.t. he has abundance of 
it. 

Wayo'chipuyew, v.imp. It abounds, 
it is plentiful. 

Wayo'tisehao, v.t.an. He enriches 
him. 

Wayo'tisew, v.i.l. He is rich, he is 
affluent, he abounds in it. 

Wayo'tisewin, n.in. Wealth, riches, 
affluences, abundances, treasure. 

Wayo'tun, v.imp. It is abundant, it 
abounds. 

We or We, particle, expressive of 
desire. Would. It may either be 
aspirated or not. It is of ten used 
to express what is about to happen, 
irrespective of any wish, e. g. we 
nipew, he is going to die. 

Weapa'stao, v.imp. It smells burnt. 
Wea'puk, v.subj. used as a noun. 

The next day. 
Wea'pukun oe Wena'pukun, v.imp. 

It is of use, it is of consequence. 
The word is mostly used with a 
negative, thus, nummu wea'pukun, 
it is of no use. 

Wea'skonum, Wena'skonum, v.t.in.6. 
He points it, (i. e. a gun). 

Wecha'katik, n.an. The. bad smelling 
willow. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wecha'kisew, v.i.1. He smells badly, 
he stinks. 

Wecha'kisewin, n.in. A bad smell, a 
corruption, a putridity. 

We.cha'kisin, v.i.7. He is putrid, (as 
a dead duck after lying for some 
time). 

W echa'kitin, v. imp. It is putrid (as 
meat after it has lain for some 
time). 

Wecha'kun, v.imp. It smells badly, 
it stinks, it is foul. 

Wechakuta'moo, v.i.4. He has a foul 
breath. 

Wechakuta'mowin, n.in. Foul breath. 
Wecha'kututin, v.imp. It is putrid, 

it is rotten, decayed, (unfit for 
human use). 

Wechaku'skose, n.in. An onion, (lit. 
bad smelling grass). 

Wechi'tuhao, v.t.an. He unites them, 
(so as to make them companions); 
he mates them, (as animals). 

Wechi'toowin, n.in. Fellowship. 
Wechi'towuk, v.i.4.pl. They go to

gether (i. e. in company). 
Wechawa'kun, n.an. A companion, 

(properly, in walking), but it is 
used as a general term; a partner, 
a wife, a husband, a partaker. 

Wechawa'kunehao, v.t.an. He makes 
them to be companions, or partners. 

Wechawa'kunitoowuk, v.i.4.pl. They 
are partners. 

Wecha'wao, v.t.an. He goes with him, 
he accompanies him, (by land); 
he abides with him, he continues 
with him. 

Wecha'wewawin, n.in. Companion
ship, communion, unity. 

Wec~a'witoowin, n.in. Fellowship, 
urn on. 

we:ch~, particl~. used in composition, 
s1gn1f ymg, with, together with. 

Wechea'kun, Wecheha'kun, n.an. A 
husband, a wife, (lit. one that is 
being helped); a helper. 

Wecheapeta'kesikuneme'chisomao, v. 
t.<!'n. ~e eats. the mid-day meal 
with him, he dmes with him. 

Wecheyiseyi'new, or Wecheyi'new, n. 
an. A fellow-man, a neighbour 
a kinsman. ' 
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Wecheyu'memao, Wecheayu'memao, 
v.t.an. He talks with him. 

Wecheka'powestowao, v.t.an. He 
stands with him. 

We'chehao, v.t.an. He helps him, he 
assists him. 

Wechehe'wao, v.i.3. He assists, he 
helps, he accompanies, he throws 
in his lot with. 

Wechehe'wawin, n.in. Help, assist
ance, support, relief. 

Wechehewa'mukun, v.imp. It helps. 
Wechehe'kowisew, v.i.1. He is helped, 

(i. e. from divine sources). 
Wecheispe'tisemao, v.t.an. He equals 

him in age, he is of like age with him. 
Wecheissena'kosemao, v.t.an. He re

sembles him, he is with him in 
appearance. 

Wecheissena'kosetum, v.t.in.6. He re
sembles it. 

Wecheisseyeka'somao, v.t.an. He has 
the same name with him; she shares 
his name. 

Wecheita'yetumomao, v.t.an. He 
agrees with him, he thinks with him. 

Wecheke'skwamao, v.t.an. He shares 
with him in insanity; they live a 
wild life together. 

Wecheke'skwapamao, v.t.an. He be
comes drunk with him. 

Wecheke'swamao, v.t.an. He speaks 
the same language with him. 

Wechekukapa'tisemao, v.t.an. He is 
silly with him; they are foolish to
gether. 

Wechekukwa'tukisemao, v.t.an. He 
suffers with him. 

We<:hekw'.1'momao, v.t.an. He sleeps 
with him; they sleep in the same 
camp together. 

Wechema'towamao, v.t.an. He plays 
with him, (i.e. they play together). 

Wecheme'chisomao, v.t.an. He eats 
with him. 

Wec~emeyowa'tumomao, v.t.an. He 
reJoices with him. 

Wecheminekwa'mao, v.t.an. He drinks 
with him. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wechemo's, n.an. A sweetheart, a 
lover. The word is also used to 
express the relationship of cousins 
of opposite sex to each toher, pro
viding one each of their respective 
parents were brother and sister 
to each other. 

Wechemo'wuchichikamao, v.t.an. He 
gathers, or collects, with him. 

Wechemukosa'mao, v.t.an. He feasts 
with him. 

Wechemumuta'kosemao, v.t.an. He re
joices with him. 

Wechene'memao, v.t.an. He dances 
with her. 

Wecheniku'momao, v.t.an. He sings 
with him. 

Wechenipe'mao, or Wechenipoomao, 
v.t.an. He dies with him. 

Wechenuhu'pemao, v.t.an. He sits 
with him. 

Wecheoti'nikamao, or Wecheoti'nu
momao, v.t.an. He partakes of it 
with him. The former word used 
in the case of a person taking Treaty 
money under the same ticket with 
another. 

Wechepe'kiskwamao, v.t.an. He speaks 
or talks with him. 

Wechepe'twamao, v.t.an. He smokes 
with him. 

Wechepi'chemao, v.t.an. He travels 
with him, moving goods and chattels 
by re-lays. 

Wechepima'semao, v.t.an. He sails 
with him. 

Wechepima'tisemao, v.t.an. He lives 
with him; they live in the same 
period. 

Wechepimi'sinomao, s.c., Wechesino
mao, P.C., v.t.an. He lies down by 
the side of him, or her. 

Wechepimo'tamao, v.t.an. He walks · 
with him. 

Wechepipo'nisemao, v.t.an. He win
ters with him. 

Wechepisikwa'tisemao, v.t.an. He com
mits adultery or fornication with her. 

Wechepupama'tisemao, v.t.an. He 
travels about with him in search 
of a livelihood. 

Wechepupa'motamao, v.t.an. He 
walks about with him. 

Wecheta'hamao, v.t.an. He is one of 
heart with him. 

Wechetuskewama'kun, Wechetuske
ma'kun, n.an. A fellow-country
man. 

Wechetuskewa'mao or Wetuskewa'
mao, v.t.an. He is of the same 
country with him. 

Wecheusuwa'pemao, v.t.an. He 
watches with him. 

Wecheutoska'makun, s.c., Wetutos
kama'kun, P.C., n.an. A fellow
labourer, a fellow-servant. 

Wecheuto'skamao, v.t.an. He works 
with him. 

Wecheutoskaya'kun, n.an. A fellow
servant. 

vVechewe'kotoomao, v.t.an. He feasts 
with him. 

Wechika'tao, v.pass. It is told, it is 
published, it is confessed, it is named. 

Wechika'soo, v.pass. He is named, he 
is spoken of. 

Wechimo'simaw, n.an. A female 
cousin. 

Wechisa'n, n.an. A term of blood
relationship meaning brother or 
sister. 

Wechesa'nimao, v.t.an. He is of the 
same parentage, he is a blood
relation with him. 

Wechisa'niskwao, n.an. A sister, a 
female relative. 

Wechisa'nitoowuk, v.i.recip.pl. They 
are blood relations, (brothers and 
sisters). 

Weka'ch, adv. Ever. Num'mu wekach, 
never. Me'nu weka'ch, ever again; 
again later. 

Weka'ch, adv. Later. Weka'ch now
uch, somewhat later. 

Weka'kumew, v.imp. It is sweet, 
(speaking of a pure fluid). 

Weka'sk, n.in. A sweet tasting willow 
or herb. 

Weka'ta or Wekatow, or Weka'tum, 
adv. After a long time. 

We'ke, n.in. with pron. His abode, 
his dwelling, his house, his· tent, 
his lodge. 

Weke, particle, used in composit:ion 
and equivalent to with~ 

We'ke, adv. Commonly, usually. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon luck. 
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We'ke, adj.pref. Meaning sweet, pure, 
fragrant, fond. 

Wekema'kohao, v.t.an. He perfumes 
him, he scents him. 

Wekema'kohoo, v.refl.4. He perfumes 
himself. 

Wekema'kohon, or Wekemakohowin, 
n.in. Scent, perfume, a spice. 

Wekema'kosew, v.i.1. He has a nice 
scent, he smells nicely or sweetly. 

Wekema'kotaw, v.t.in.2. He perfumes 
it. 

Wekema'kun, n.an. A companion 
(in the same dwelling), a spouse, 
a wife, a husband. 

Wekema'kunimao, n.an. He dwells 
with him, he takes him in as an in
mate of his home. 

Wekema'kwun, v.imp. It is sweet 
smelling, it has a nice scent, it is 
sweet-scented. 

Wekema'swao, v.t.an. He burns him 
as incense. 

Wekema'sum, v.t.in.6. He burns it 
for incense. 

Wekema'sawao, v.i.3. He burns in
cense. 

Wekema'sawastowao, v.t.an. He offers 
up incense unto him. 

Wekema'sawawin, n.in. A burning 
incense. 

Wekema'sikun, n.in. Incense. 
Wekema'sikunapisk, n.in. A censer. 
Wekema'stao, v.imp. There is a smell 

of incense. 
We'kemao, v.t.an. He dwells with him, 

he continues with him; he marries 
her, he is married to her. 

We'kemitoowuk, v.recip.pl. They 
marry each other, (i.e. make a 
contract of marriage). 

Wekepe'twaw, v.i.3. He smokes in
veterately, he is fond of smoking. 

We'ketoo, v.i.4. He or she marries, 
We we'ketoo, he is going to marry 
or he wants to marry. 

We'ketoowin, n.in. A marriage, a 
wedding. 

Wek'etuhao, v.t.an. He marries him 
to her, (or he marries her to him), 
he gives him or her, in marriage; 
he marries them, as a clergyman in 
his official capacity which makes 
the marriage legal. 

512 WEKW.A'S 

We'kew, V'.i.1. He dwells, he sojourns, 
he tents, he lodges, he has a tent. 

We'kewam, n.in. Salteaux word for 
a tent, and is corrupted into the 
English "wigwam". 

We'kichisew, We'kusew, We'kuchi
sew, v.i.l. He is nice to the taste, 
he is sweet. 

We'kiminao, v.t.in.3. He likes berries. 
Wekimina'sew, n.an. A curlew, (a 

species of plover). 
We'kipao, v.r.an.3. He likes it, (as 

an intoxicating liquor), he is fond 
of drink. 

We'kipwao, v.t.an. He likes him, 
(speaking of an article of food in 
animate terms); he likes the taste 
of him. 

We kispitum, v.t.in.6. He likes the 
taste of it, he finds the taste good. 

We'kistum, v.t.in.6. He likes it, 
(speaking of food), he likes the 
taste of it. 

Wekiskwa'wao, v.t.an. He is fond of 
women. 

Wekokao, v.i.3: He makes a feast. 
Wekoka'win, n.in. A feast, (for in

vited guests only). 
1 We'komao, v.t.an. He invites him to 

a feast. 
Wekopasa'kun, M.c., n.in. The rain

bow. 
We'kope, n.in.The bark of the willow, 

(which the Indians use for string 
or cord for tying net sinkers or 
floats). 

Wekope'wut, n.in. A basket, (made 
from the willow shoots or roots). 

Wekopewutika'kao, v.i.3. He makes 
a basket of it. 

Wekope'wutikao, v.i.3. He is making 
a basket. 

Wekope'wutis, n.in. A small basket. 
We'kotoo, v.i.4. He feasts; he makes 

a feast. 
We'kotohao, v.t.an. He feasts him. 
We'kotoowin, n.in. A public feast, 

In some localities it is applied 
almost exclusively to a marriage 
feast. 

We'kusin, wekun, v.imp. It is nice, 
(to the taste), it is sweet, it is tasty. 

Wekusk, n.an. A hedge-hog. 
Wekwa's, n.in. A small bladder. 
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Wekwa'yupe, n.an. A drag-net, a 
bag-net. 

Wekwi'kop, n.in. A cloth coat; a 
blanket used as a cloak. 

Wekwakwa'tao, v.t.an. She gathers 
him up with stitches; as v.imp. it 
is drawn up like the end of a moc
casin. 

Wekwakwa'tum, v.t.in.6. She sews 
it up, (i. e. draws it up as a bundle). 

Wekwapa'n, n.an. Trousers. 
Wekwapa'nikakao, v.i.3. She is mak

ing trousers of it. 
Wekwapa'nikao, v.i.3. She is making 

trousers. 
Wekwa'yaw, v.imp. It is a bight, or 

a bay, or an inlet, a recess in a 
room. 

We'kwi, n.in. A bladder. 
W e'kwuchehao, v.t.an. He pulls him 

out, he makes an effort to free him, 
he disentangles him, he rescues him. 

We'kwuchehoo, v.i.4. He escapes, he 
pulls himself out; he tries for free
dom. 

We'kwuchetaw, v.t.in.2. He makes 
an effort to pull it out, he disen
tangles it, he extracts it. 

Wekwuchi'pitao, v.t.an. He pulls him 
out. 

Wekwuchi'pitum, v.t.in.6. He pulls 
it out. 

Wekwu'tuhikun, M.c., n.in. A gun
worm, a key. 

Wekwu'tuhikunew, v.i.1. He has a 
gun-worm, he has a key. 

Wekwu'tuhikunis, n.in. A small key. 
Wekwu'tuhum, v.t.in.6. He pries it 

loose, he draws it out. 
W ekwu'tuwao, v.t.an. He pries him 

out, he draws him out. 
Wemas'kowao, v.t.an. He goes by 

him, (so as to pass him), he makes 
a detour around him. 

Wema'skum, v.imp. He goes by it, 
he makes a detour around it. 

Wena'yemao, v.t.an. He thinks him 
unclean, he detests him. 

Wenayeta'kosew, v.i.1. He is detest
able, he is filthy. 

Wenayeta'kwun, v.imp. It is detest
able, it is filthy. 

Wena'yetew, v.i.1. He does filthy 
actions. 

Wena'yetum, v.t.in.6. He detests it, 
he loathes it, he abominates it. 

Wena'yetumowin, n.in. Abhorence, 
detestation. 

Wene, n.in. Marrow. 
We'nehao, v.t.an. He defiles him he 

pollutes him. ' 
Wenehi'soo, v.i.4.refl. He defiles him

self. 
Wenehi'sowin, n.in. Self-defilement. 
Weneisse'chikawin, n.in. Filthiness 

of conduct. 
Wene'taw, v.t.in.2. He defiles it, he 

pollutes it. 
Wenikona'wao, v.i.3. He has a foul 

breath, (lit. he has a foul mouth). 
We'nipaw, v.imp. It is dirty, it is 

filthy, (as a cloth, or garment). 
We'nipak, n.in. The sea, lit. a body 

of muddy water. Lake Winnipeg, 
Man. 

Wenipa'ko -che'man, n.in. A coast 
boat. 

Wenipa'ko, -eyi'newew, v.i.1. He is 
a coast Indian. 

Wenipa'ko -peya'ses, n.an. A sea
shore bird, (a species of plover or 
sand piper). 

Wenipa'kosis, n.in. A small sea, a 
large lake; "Winnipegosis", Man
itoba. 

Wenipa'kusiske, n.in. Sea-shore mud. 
Wenipaku'skose, n.in. Sea-shore 

grass. 
Wenipakuskowun, v.imp. It is a sea

fog. 
Wenipa'kowun, v.imp. It is of the 

sea. 
Wenipa'koyotin, n.in. A wind from 

the sea. 
We'nipisoo, v.refl.4. He soils himself, 

he tarnishes himself. 
Wenipiskum, v.t.in.6. He soils it, 

(i. e. he soils his clothes by wear). 
We'nisew, v.i.1. He is dirty, he is 

filthy, he is nasty, he is foul. 
We'nisewin, n.in. Filth, nastiness, 

defilement. 
Wenispu'kosew, v.i.1. He is tainted, 

(i. e. unpleasant to the taste). 
Wenispu'kwun, v.imp. It is tainted, 

(i. e. unpleasant to the taste). 
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Wena'w or Wenow, v.imp. It is dirty, 
it is nasty, it is filthy, it is unclean. 

We'nusk, n.an. A hedge-hog, or 
ground-hog. 

Wenu'skoskaw, v.imp. Hedge-hogs 
abound. 

Wenu'skowate, n.in. A ground-hog's 
hole or den. 

Wepa'skosew, v.i.1. He is hollow, 
(as a tree). . . 

Wepa'skwun, v.imp. It lS hollow, 
(speaking of wood). 

We'paw, v.imp. It is hollow, there is 
a cavity. 

Wepa'mao, v.t.an. He sleeps with 
him, or her. 

Wepamiskwa'wao, v.t.an. He sleeps 
with a woman. 

Wepa'toowuk or Wepa'mitoowuk, v. 
recip.4.pl . . They sleep toget):ier. 

Wepetwa'nis1p, n.an. A species of 
duck. 

We'pichew, n.an. The sea-horse, the 
walrus. 

We'picheskaw, v.imp. Walruses are 
numerous. 

We'pikuhikun, n.in. A grooving pick, 
a chisel. 

We'pis, or Me'pis, n.in. A pointed 
arrow. 

Wepisika'kao, v.i.3. He makes a 
pointed arr?w of i~. . . 

We'pisikao, v.i.3. He is making pointed 
arrows. 

We'pisis, or Me'pisis, n.in. A small 
pointed arrow. 

We'pisisew, v.i.1. He has a pointed 
arrow or arrows. 

Wepoo'skaw, v.imp. It is burnt 
woods, (i. e. standing trees). 

Wepoo'skituk, n.in. A burnt tree, 
burnt wood. 

We'puch, adv. Soon, presently, early, 
as soon as. 

Wesa'k, n.an. A buck deer at the 
time of rutting. The word is applied 
to other animals also. 

Wesa'koo, v.i.4. He is rutting. 
Wesa'koopesim, n.in. The rutting 

month, September. 
Wesa'koospukosew, v.i.1. He has a 

rutting taste, (i. e. a deer killed 
during the season of rutting). 

Wesa'koospukwun, v.imp. It has a 
rutting taste (i. e. the strong fla:7our 
peculiar to the flesh of an an_1mal 
killed during the seas~m _of rut.ting). 

Wesa'mao, v.t.an. He invit~s him. to 
accompany him, he entices him. 

Wesa'mitoowin, n.in. Mutual con
sent to go somewhere, or to do some
thing. 

Wesamitoowuk, v.recip.pl.4. They_ in
vite or influence each other into 
some action. 

Wesa'poskichasin, Wesa'poskitasin, 
v.imp. It is a small patch of burnt 
wood. 

Wesa'poskitao, Weposkitao, v.imp. It 
is burnt woods (i. e. standing trees). 

Wesa'poskituk, Weposkituk, n.in. 
A burnt tree, burnt wood. 

Wescha'simaw, n.an. A cousin, (i.e. 
relationship between two male 
persons, where the father of one 
is the brother of the other's mother). 

We'se, n.in. Leaf-fat, around the 
stomach of an animal; skirting. 

Wesina'w, n.an. Castor, castoreum. 
Wesina'kosepe, n.in. Castoreum River 

(running into the Severn). 
Wesisomi'kosew, s.c., Wesusomi'ko

sew, P.c., v.i.1. He is scarlet. 
Wesiso'yuwasew, s.c., Wesuso'yowa

sew, P.c., v.i.1. He is hasty, he is 
in a passion. 

Weskise'tuk, E.c., n.in. Rotten wood. 
Weskise'tukaw, E.c., v.imp. It is 

rotten (wood). 
We'skosoo or We'skwusoo, v.i.1. He 

is brown, (with being smoked), he 
is smoke-dyed; he smells singed. 

Weskostaya'pumak, n.an. The black 
porpoise, the black whale. 

We'skoostao or We'skwustao, v.imp. 
It is brown (with being smoked), 
it is smoke-dyed, it smells singed. 

We'skostasew, v.i.1. He is brown, 
(with being smoked). 

We'skostawaw, v.imp. It is brown, 
( with being smoked). 

We'skosum or We'skwusum, v.t.in.6. 
He smokes it, (as leather). 

We'skoswao, or We'skwuswao, v.t.an. 
He smokes him (as fish). 

We'skuchan, E.c., n.an. A blacksmith. 
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Weskucha'nikumik, E.c., n.in. A 
blacksmith shop, a forge, a smithy. 

Weskucha'niskotao, n.in. A black
smith's fire; blacksmith's coal. 

Weskucha'nis, E.C., n.an. An appren
tice blacksmith; name also given 
to the "whiskey-jack'". 

Weskuma'stao, v.imp. There is a 
smell of burnt moss. 

\i\Te'skwu, n.an. Her fellow-wife, (i. e. 
speaking of the wife of a bigamist). 

We'skwanao, v.t.an. He wraps him, 
(i. e. enfolds him with cloths or 
wrappings). 

Weskwa'nikun, n.in. A wrapper, a 
swaddling cloth; wrapping paper. 

Weskwa'num, v.t.in.6. He wraps it 
up, he enfolds it. 

Weskwti'pitao, v.t.an. He enfolds 
him with cords, he binds him with 
wrappings. 

Weskwti'pitakun, n.in. An Indian 
war-cap of quills, etc. 

Weskw~'pitum, v.t.in.6. He wraps 
it up; or he binds it round and 
round with cords. 

Weskwa'stikwana'pitao, v.t.an. He 
wraps it round his head, (as a head 
cloth is wound around the head). 

Weskwa'stikwanti'pisoon, n.in. A head 
cloth, a headkerchief, (usually a 
bandana silk handkerchief). 

Weskwaya'kinikun, n.in. A wrapper, 
a winding sheet. 

Weskwaya'kinum, v.t.in.6. He wraps 
it up (with several folds of sheeting). 

We'sope, n.in. Gall, the bile, rennet. 
We'stu, pron. He also, and he. 
Westaya'kin, n.in. Smoked leather, 

a leather tenting. 
Westaya'kinos, n.in. A small piece 

of smoked leather. 
Westa'pukwi, n.in. Smoked leather 

or tenting. 
Westa'wimaw, n.an. A brother-in

law. Ne'staw, my borther-in-law. 
We'ste, n.in. A beaver-house or a 

rat house. 
We'stikan, n.in. 

grain. 
\i\T estika'nikao, 

stack. 

A stack of hay or 

• 2 
V.t.J. He makes a 

WESUKUHO'WAMUKUN 

Westika'nis, n.in. A small stack, a 
hay-cock. 

We'stiskaw, v.imp. Beaver houses 
or rat houses, are numerous. 

We'stuwaw, pron.pl. They also, and 
they. 

Wesuka'kumew, v.imp. It is bitter, 
(speaking of liquid). 

Wesuka'kumisin, v.imp. It is rather 
bitter (as liquid). 

Wesuka'pew, v.i.1. His eves smart. 
Wesuka'pusoo, v.i.4. His eyes smart 

from smoke. 
Wesuka'chak, n.an. A hero of Cree 

Legends with divine powers. 
Wesukachakoka'soo, v.i.4. He pre

tends to be Wesukachak, (i. e. he 
pretends to do wonderful things). 

Wesuka'spinao, v.i.3. He suffers great
ly from diseases; he has a painful 
disease. 

Wesuka'spinawin, n.in. A painful 
disease. 

Wesuka'sin, v.imp. It is rather bitter. 
Wesuka'yetum, v.i.6. He suffers, he 

is in pain, he aches. 
Wesuka'yetumehao, v.t.an. He tor

ments him, he makes him suffer. 
Wesukayetumo'stumowao, v.t.an. He 

suffers for him. 
Wesuka'yetumowin, n.in. Suffering, 

pain, agony. 
We'sukemin, n.in. A cran-berry, a 

sour-berry. 
Wesukeminu'kose, n.in. A cran-berry 

bush. 
We'sukinao, v.t.an. He hurts him, 

(by a powerful hand grip, or arm 
pressur,e). 

Wesukipu'kosu, n.in.pl. Bitter herbs, 
used as a native tea and for med
icinal purposes. 

We'sukisew, v.i.1. He is bitter, he is 
sore. 

We'sukisewin, n.in. Bitterness; a 
soreness, pain. 

We'sukiskak, v.pass. It hurts him. 
Wesukuho'soo, v.refl.4. He hurts him

self. 
Wesukuho'wao., v.i.3. He hurts, he 

gives pain. 
Wesukuho'wamukun, v.imp. It is 

hurtful, it is injurious. 
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Wesukuhowa'win, n.in. Injury, (re
sult of sudden impact). 

We'sukun, v.imp. It is bitter. 
Wesuku'pinao, v.i.3. He suffers greatly, 

he is tormented, he is in great pain. 
Wesuku'pinawin, n.in. Bitter pain, 

acute- suffering, torment. 
Wesukutwa'moo, v.i.4. He weeps 

bitterly, (i. e. in a loud emotional 
manner). 

Wesu'kuwao, v.t.an. He hurts him 
(by a blow). 

Wesusoyo'wao, v.imp. It is a ter
rific wind, it is a hurricane. 

Wesuswa'yimao, v.t.an. He is keen to 
possess him. 

Wesuswa'yimoo, v.i.4. He is avari
cious, he is greedy of gain, etc., 
he is keen. 

Wesuswa'yimowin, n.in. Avarice, 
keeness. 

Wesuswa'yetum, v.t.in.6. He is keen 
to get it, he is greedy about it. 

Wetiko, n.an. A cannibal, a devil, 
a mysterious evil person or spirit 
who terrorizes the people. 

We'tikowew, v.t.an. He is a cannibal, 
he is a devil. 

Wetikowa'tisewin, n.in. Diabolical 
wickedness, cannibalism. 

We'tikowun, v.imp. It is diabolical, 
it is devilish. 

Wetoka'mao, v.t.an. He lodges with 
him, he abides with him. 

Wetokama'kun, n.in. A lodger, an 
inmate of one's house. 

W~'tum, v.t.in.6. He tells it, he de
clares it, he confesses it, he names 
it, he acknowledges it, he professes 
it. The word is sometimes used as 
v.t. he tells, he speaks, he confesses. 

Wetuma'kao, v.i.3. He confesses, he 
declares, he preaches. 

Wetuma'kawin ,n.in. An acknowledge
ment, a confession, a declaration; 
the act of telling. 

vVetumowin, n.in. An affirmation a 
declaration. ' 

Wetumowao, v.t.an. He declares it 
to him, he tells him, he informs him, 
he acknowledges it to him, he 
acquaints him. 
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Wetuhoo'mao, v.t.an .. He accompanies 
him, (in a separate canoe, etc.). 

Wetupema'kun, n.an. A neighbour, 
a partner in a watch, one sharing 
the same seat with one. 

We'tupemao, v.t.an. He sits with 
him. 

W'tupitum, v.t.in.6. He sits with it, 
he stays by it. 

Wetuskema'kun, n.in. One's own 
countryman, a neighbour. 

Wetuske'mao, v.t.an. He lives in the 
same country with him, he has a 
truce with him. 

Wetuske'win, A truce, amicable re
lationship, peace; (as brought about 
by the merits of our Saviour). 

\Vetusketoo'win, A truce, as a result 
of the work of both opposing par
ties, peace; mutual amicable re
lationships; citizenship. 

We'wew, v.i.1. He has a wife, he is 
married. 

Wewima'w, n.an. A wife. 
Wewuchisi'nwuk, v.i.7.pl. They lie 

closely together (like pack sacks). 
Wewu'hoo, P.c., Wewu'soo, \iVewu'

sew, s.c., v.i.l. He carries, (on the 
back), he hears a burden, he "packs" 
a load on his back. 

'Newu'soowin, \Vewuse'win, s.c., Wew
uhoo'win, P.c., n.in. A burden (on 
the back). 

Wewu'tekao, v.i.2. He makes a pack, 
he makes up a load for carrying. 

Wewuteka'tao, v.t.an. He loads him, 
he makes a bale of him. 

Wewuteka'tum, v.t.in.2. He loads it, 
he makes a bale of it. 

w-ewuteka'win, n.in. A made up 
load for carrying. 

We'yu, pron.pers. He she. We'yu 
tipe'yuwa, himself. This word is 
sometimes used as a pron.dem., 
answering to that, e. g. we'yu ka ke 
me'yeyun, _that which you gave me, 
but even m such cases it may still 
be a pron.pers., lit. "him whom you 
gave me". 

We'yu, conj. For, even. 
Weya'chikao, v.i.3. He has clothes 

on, he is clothed. 
Weya'chikawin, n.in. Clothing appa

rel, material for garments.~' 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Weya'chikunu, n.in.pl. Clothing, 
apparel. 

Weya'chikunew, v.i.1. He has clothes. 
Weya'kuma'chikun, n.in. Home brew. 
vVeya'kun, n.in. See Oya'kun. A 

plate. 
Weya'puchikun, n.in. The "sight" of 

a gun. 
Weya'pusoo, v.i.4. He smells singed. 
Weya'pustao, v.imp. It smells singed. 
Weya'pumao, v.t.an. He aims at him, 

(with a gun). 
Weya'putum, v.t.in.6. He aims at it, 

he sizes it up with the eye as to 
level and perpendicular lines. 

Weya's, n.in. Flesh, meat. 
Weya'sewe, adv.prep. Carnal, fleshly. 
Weya'sewew, v.i.1. He is fleshy. 
Weya'sewin, n.in. Fleshiness, con-

cupiscence, sensuality. 
Weyasewe'win, n.in. The flesh, (as 

opposed to the soul), carnal nature, 
lasciviousness. 

Weyasewe'wun, v.imp. It is carnal; 
it is sensual, it pertains to the 
flesh. 

Weya'sewun, v.imp. It is flesh, it is 
meat. 

Weya'semew, v.i.1. He has some meat 
or flesh. 

Weya'sewe -ita'tisewin, n.in. Carnal 
living, lasciviousness, sensual life. 

Weya'sis, n.in. A small quantity of 
meat or flesh. 

Weya'tuhao, v.t.an. He clothes him, 
he dresses him. 

Weya'tum, v.t.in.6. He puts it on, 
(as a garment), he wears it. 

We'yao, oe We'nao, v.t.an. He calls 
him by name, he names him. 

Weya'yetum, v.t.in.6. He decides, he 
determines, he intends. 

Weya'yetumowao, v.t.an. He decides 
for him, he plans for him. 

Weye'kipat, v.subj. but used as a noun. 
A drinker, a bibber. 

Weye'kwuk, n.an.pl. The glands, the 
kernels. 

Weyi'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He shapes it, 
(with an axe). 

Weyi'kotao, v.t.an. He shapes it, 
(with a knife). 

Weyi'kotum, v.t.in.6. He shapes it 
with a knife. 
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Weyi'kuwao, v.t.an. He shapes him, 
(with an axe). 

Weyi'kwunao, n.an. A wood-cock. 
Weyi'nin, We'yin, n.in. Fat, animal 

fat. 
Weyi'noo, v.i.4. He is fat, he is sleek. 
Weyi'nohao, v.t.an. He fattens him. 
Weyi'nowin, Weyino'wun, n.in. A 

fatty condition, obesity. 
Weyipa'piskisew, v.i.1. He is black 

or dirty (speaking of metal or rock). 
Weyipa'piskaw, v.-imp. It is a black 

or dirty metal. 
\Veyipa'skosew, v.i.1. He is dirty, he is 

black, he is dark coloured, (speak
ing of wood). 

Weyipa'skwun, v.imp. It is dirty, it 
is black, (as wood). 

Weyipa'yoowao, v.i.3. He has a dark 
tail. 

Weyi'pehao, v.t.an. He dirties him, 
he soils him, he pollutes him. 

Weyi'petaw, v.t.in.2. He dirties it, 
he soils it, he fouls it, he pollutes 
it. 

Weyipina'kosew, v.i.l. He looks dark
coloured, or dirty. 

Weyipina'kwun, v.imp. It looks dirty 
or dark-coloured. 

Weyi'pinao, v.t.an. He dirties him, 
(i.e. with his hands). 

Weyi'pinum, v.t.in.6. He dirties it, 
(i. e. with his hands). 

Weyipi'sew, v.i.l. He is dirty, he is 
filthy, he is unclean, he is dark
coloured. 

Weyipise'win, n.in. Filth, pollution, 
soiled state. 

Weyipihi'soo, v.i.4.refl. He dirties, or 
soils him. 

Weyipi'skowao, n.in. He dirties or 
soils him, (i. e. by contact with 
him). 

Weyipi'skum, v.t.in.6. He dirties or 
soils it, (e.g. by contact with it). 

Weyipuwa'stikwanao, v.i.3. He has 
dirty hair, he has dark coloured 
hair. 

Weyipa'w, v.imp. It is dirty, it is 
filthy, it is foul, it is unclean, it is 
black. 

We'yitip, n.in. The brain. 
Weyowi'skowao, v.t.an. He is in him, 

he inhabits him, he dwells in him. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Weyowi'skum, v.t.in.6. He is in it, 
he embodies it. 

Weyoo'win, n.in. A name. 
Weyoo'winewiw, v.i.1. He has a name. 
Weyoo'winewun, v.imp. It has a · 

name. 
Weyu'kehao, v.t.an. He spoils him, he 

destroys him, he wastes him. The 
idea is that it is regrettable that he 
should be destroyed owing to his 
worth. 

Weyu'ketaw, v.t.in.2. He destroys it, 
he spoils it, he wastes it. 

\Veyu'ketumowao, v.t.an. 1-Ie spoils 
it for him; he sets the price of it 
to him. 

Wl"yu'kisew, v.i.1. He is spoiled, he 
is wasted. 

Weyu'kun, v.imp. It is spoiled, it is 
regrettable that it should be des
troyed. 

Weyukwa'tao, v.t.an. He SW«."ars at 
him. 

Weyukwa'tum, v.t.in.6. He swears at 
it. 

Weyukwa'o, v.i.3. He swears (pro
fanely), he uses bad language. 

Wey1ikwa'win, n.in. Swearing, bad 
language. 

Weyukwa'sk, n.an. A swearer, one 
who uses bad lang\rnge. 

\Veyu'nehao, v.t.an. He dresses him, 
(as an animal just slaughtered). 

Weyu'pitao, v.t.an. He harnesses him; 
he lashes him up, (as a sled). 

Weyu'pitum, v.t.in.6. He ties it up. 
Weyu'tisew, v.i.1. He gets what he 

deserves, "it serves him right". 
Weyutiseka'win, n.in. Desert, retri

bution; the consequence of rough 
play. 

We'yuwaw, pron.pers.pl. They,t hem. 
Whatcheya'mao, or Wacheya'mao, v.t. 

an. 1-Ie salutes him, he congratu
lates him, he bids him farewell. 
he greets him, he "what cheers" 
him. See Cheer. 

Whatcheya'mewawin, or Wacheya'
mewawin, n.in. A greeting, a sal
utation. 

What'cheya, or \,Va'chc>·a, n. This is 
the common seaman's salutation, 
"What cheer", now thoroughly nat
uralized into Cree. Pl. form is 
Whatcheyak. 

Whatcheya'mitowin, or Wacheya~mi
towin, n.in. A mutual greeting, 
a shaking of hands. 

\iVmveva'chewun, or Kenekwa'niche
wun' woweyaya'chiwun, n.in. or 
v.imp. A whirl-pool, it is a whirl-
pool. . . 

Woweya'hao, v.t.an. He makes him 
round, (i.e. globular). 

Woweya'nikun, n.in. The suet round 
the entrails of an animal. 

Woweya'kesik, n.in. The round sky. 
Woweya'kumaw, v.imp. The lake is 

round; Round Lake. 
Woweya'sew, \.Voweyasoo, v.i.1. He 

is round, he is globular, he is cir
cular. 

Woweya'scwepesim, n.in. Full moon. 
Woweya'sikao, Vloweyaya'sikao, v.i.3. 

He shines circular, (i. e. the moon 
when full). 

v\Toweya'skosew, v.i.l. He is round, 
(speaking of a log or tree). 

\Voweya'skwun, v.imp. It is ro11nd, 
(speaking of wood). 

Woweya'stao, v.pass. It is placed in 
a circle. 

Wowey!'taw, v.t.in.2. He makes it 
round, (i. e. globular). 

Wowey~'takun, M.c., n.in. A keg, a 
barrel, a tub. 

Woweyfita'kunatik, M.C., n.in. A bar
rel stave. 

Wowey!ta'kunikao, M.c., v.i.3. He 
makes kegs, barrels, etc. 

Woweyfi:ta'kunis, M.C., n.in. A small 
keg, or barrel. 

Woweyasuwahoya'kun, n.in. A round 
bell (i.e. globular). 

Woweyayachiwun, 11.in. See IVowe
yachewun. 

Woweyaya'chiwunos, n.in. A small 
whirl-pool. 

Woweyaya'kinao, v.t.an. He bends 
him into a circle, he makes him 
circular. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Woweyaya'kinum, v.t.in.6. He bends 

it into a circle, he makes it circular. 
Woweyaya'pisk, n.in. Round iron, 

a round stone. 
Woweyapa'piskaw, v.imp. It is round, 

(speaking of metal). 
Woweyaya'piskinum, v.t.in.6. He 

bends it into a circle, (speaking of 
metal). 

Woweyiiya'piskisew, v.imp.1. He is 
round, (speaking of a stone or metal). 

Woweyaya'sin, v.imp. It is roundish. 
Woweyaya'skosew, v.i.1. He is round, 

(speaking of a tree, or log, or pole). 
Woweyaya'skwun, v.imp. It is round, 

(speaking of wood). 
Woweyaya'w, v.imp. It is round, it is 

circular, it is globular. 
Woweyu'sehao, v.t.an. He disappoints 

him, he frustrates him, he cheats 
him, he gets even with him; he plays 
him a trick, he gives him what he 
deserves. 

Woweyu'sehewawin, n.in. A practical 
joke, raillery, a trick, disappoint
ment. 

\Voweyu'sehitowin, n.in. A practical 
joke reflecting on both sides. 

Woweyu'tisew, v.i.1. It serves him 
right, he gets what he deserves, 
(very much so). 

Wowi'kun, n.in. The spine; the keel 
of a boat. 

Wowiku'nikao, v.i.3. He is making a 
keel (for a boat). 

Wowikunika'tao, v.pass. It is strength
ened by the back-bone, or a keel. 

\,Vowooti, or Wahotaw, n.in. The 
root of the bulrush. 

Wuchiikuma'yetum, v.t.in.6. He 
thinks lightly of it, he makes no 
trouble of it. 

Wuchii'kumipuyew, v.imp. It is a 
time of activity, it is quickly done. 

Wucha'kumisew, v.i.1. He is spirited 
(a horse), he is quick, he is active, 
he is lively. 

Wuchii'kumisewin, n.in. Activity, 
quickness. 

Wuchapa'yetum, v.i.6. He is cheerful, 
he is keen about it. 
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Wuchli'pew, v.i.5. He is active, he is 
a good jumper, he is atheletic. 

Wucha'pisew, v.i.5. He is active, he 
is brisk, he is diligent. 

Wucha'pisewin, n.in. Activity, dili
gence, agility. 

Wuche', n.in. A hill, a mountain, a 
mound, a sand-ridge. 

Wuche'skaw, v.imp. It is mountain
ous, it is hilly. 

Wuche'wuske, n.in. A hilly country. 
Wuche'wun, v.-imp. It is hilly, it is 

mountainous. 
Wuche'wustaw, v.t.in.2. He heaps it 

up, (into a mound). 
Wuche'wuyao, v.t.an. He heaps them, 

up, (into mounds). · 
Wuchi'stwun or Wuchi'stoon, n.in. A 

nest. 
Wuchu'sk, n.an. A musk-rat. 
Wuchu'skoskaw, v.imp. Musk-rats 

abound. 
Wuchu'skowate, n.in. A musk-rat 

hole. 
Wuchu'skoweste, n.in. A rat-house. 
Wuchu'skowunuhi'kun, n.in. A musk

rat trap. 
Wuchu'skowutupe, n.in. Rat-root; a 

musk-rat pond. 
Wuchuskwuyan, n.in. A musk-rat 

pelt. 
Wuka'sewao, s.c., v.i.3. He hates, or 

he causes hatred, (probably from 
owuka'sewa.o, he makes slaves). 

Wi'.1ka'sewawin, s.c., n.in. Hatred, 
malice. 

Wuka'tao, s.c., v.t.an. He hates him, 
he abhors him, (because of his con
duct towards him). . 

\Vuka'tikosew, s.c., v.i.L He is hate
ful, he is brutal. 

Wuka'tikwun, s.c., v.imp. It is hate
ful, it is brutal. 

Wuka'titowin, s.c., n.in. Mutual 
hatred, brutal treatment. 

Wuka'tum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He hates 
it, he abhors it. . 

Wuka'wisew, v.i.1. He is. weak, he is 
tender, he is fragile. 

Wuka'wun, v.imp. It is weak, it is 
fragile. 

Wuna'hao, v.t.an. He disquiets him, 
he disturbs him, he troubles him, 
(i. e. in the sense of interruption). 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wuna'hewawao, v.i.3. He is distur

bing, he causes distraction, he is 
troublesome. 

Wuna'hewamukun, v.imp. It is dis
turbing, it is distracting, it is trouble
some. 

Wuna'hikoo, v.imp. It disquiets him, 
it troubles him, (it interferes with 
his quiet life, or spoils his work). 

Wunahitoowin, n.in. Disquietude, 
conflicting influence, mutual inter
ference. 

Wuna'pumao, v.t.an. He loses sight 
of him, he misses him (in a crowd). 

Wuna'ptitum, v.t.in.6. He loses sight 
of it, he takes a wrong view of it. 

Wuna'tao, s.c., Wuna'kwunutao, M.C., 
v.imp. It looms. 

Wuna'tisew, v.i.1. He is unsteady in 
conduct, he is inconsistent. 

\Vuna'tisewin, n.in. Inconsistency, 
unsteadiness in conduct. 

Wuna'yetum, Wuwana'yetum, v.i.6. 
He is perplexed, he is bewildered, 
he doubts, he is in a state of un
certainty, he is lost in the mazes 
of his mind. 

Wuna'yetumehao, Wuwana'yetume
hao, v.t.an. He perplexes him, he 
bewilders him, he places him in a 
state of uncertainty. 

Wuna'yetumehewao, Wuwana'yetu
mehewao, v.i.3. He causes perlex
ity, he creates doubt in the mind. 

Wuna'yetumimao, Wuwana'yetumi
mao, v.t.an. He embarrasses him, he 
confounds him, (by speech). 

Wuna'yeti.Imoowin, Wuwana'yetumo
win, n.in. Perplexity, bewilder
ment, uncertainty, doubt, the state 
of being lost in the mazes of the 
mind. 

Wune'hao, v.t.an. He loses him. 
Wunehi'kao, v.i.3. He is trapping, or 

setting traps. 
Wunehi'kawin, n.in. The act of set

ting traps. 
Wunehi'kun, n.in. A trap. 
Wunehikunikao, v.i.3. He is trap

making. 
Wunehi'toowin, n.in. Losing one 

another, or missing one another. 
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Wunehoo', v.i.4. He is lost, (i.e. 
he has lost his bearings), he is 
astray. 

Wunehoo'win, n.in. Aimless wander
ing when one loses one's way, 
going astray. 

Wunehu'mowao, \Vunuhumowao, v.t. 
an. He sets a trap for him. 

Wune -isse'chikao, v.i.3. He does 
wrong, he transgresses. 

Wune -isse'chikawin, n.in. A fault, 
a misdeed. 

Wunekiskise'skew, v.i.l. He is forget• 
ful, he is absent-minded. 

Wuneki'skisew, v.i.1. He forgets, he 
is unconcious. 

Wuneki'skisewin, n.in. Forgetfulness, 
unconciousness. 

Wunekiskiseto'towao, v.t.an. He for
gets him, he does not think of him. 

\Vuneki'skisetotum, v.t.in.6. He for
gets it, he forgets about it. 

Wunemi'timao, Wunehu'mao, v.i.3. 
He follows the wrong path; he trans
gresses. 

\Vunemo'ch, adv. Secretly, slvlv. 
Wunemocheta'hawina, n.in.pl. · The 

secrets of the heart. 
Wunemo'tisew, v.i.l. He is secret, 

he is sly, (i. e. of a sly secretive 
nature). 

Wunemo'tisewin, nin. A secret, con
cealment. 

Wunemo'tun, v.imp. It is secret, it 
is concealed. 

Wune'sew, v.i.1. He errs, he wanders, 
he loses the right angle. 

Wunesi'mao, v.t.an. He leads him 
asrtay, he goes astray from him, 
he causes him to be lost. 

Wunesi'mikoo, v.t.in.4. He is lead 
astray by it; it causes his fall 
from grace. 

Wune'sin, v.i.7. He goes astray he 
loses himself, he stravs. ' 

Wunesino'win, n.in. A· going astray, 
a fall from grace. 

Wuneta'soo, v.i.4. He suffers loss, 
he suffers loss from indiscretion. 

Wuneta'sowin, n.in. Personal loss. 
Wunetaw, v.t.in.2. He loses it. 
Wunetew, v.i.1. He does amiss he 

errs, he off ends, he sins, he t;ans
gresses. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wunete'win, n.in. An error, a sin, 
a vice, a misdeed. 

Wunetipisku'pew, v.i.1. He sits in 
darkness. 

Wunetipiska'sin, v.imp. It is rather 
dark. 

Wuneti'piskipu'yew, v.imp. It be
comes dark, it is an eclipse. 

Wunetipiski'sew, v.i.1. He is in dark
ness, he is dark, darkness overtakes 
him. 

Wunetipiski'sewin, n.in. Darkness, 
ignorance. 

Wunetipiska'w, v.imp. It is dark. 
Wuneto'takao, v.i.3. He does wrong, 

(i. e. to another). 
Wunetota'kawin, n.in. Wrong, mis

chief, offence. 
Wuneto'towao, v.t.an. He does wrong 

to him, he abuses him, he harms 
him, he sins against him. 

Wuneto'tum, v.i.6. He does wrong, 
he errs, he sins, he transgresses. 

Wuneto'tum, v.t.in.6. He does it 
wrong, he does it amiss. 

Wuneto'tumowin, n.in. An error, a 
fault, a sin, a misdeed. 

Wune'towao, v.t.an. He misunder
stands him. 

Wune'tum, v.i.6. He hears wrongly, 
he misunderstands. 

Wuni'mao, v.t.an. He perplexes him 
(by speech). 

Wunimoo', v.i.4. He speaks wrongly, 
he speaks foolishly. 

Wuni'nao, v.i.3. He is foolish; he goes 
out of his mind, he is crazy. 

Wunina'o, v.t.an. He takes the wrong 
one. 

Wuninu'm, v.t.in.6. He takes the 
wrong thing. 

Wuniska'nao, v.t.an. He raises him, 
he lifts him up. 

Wuniska'num, v.t.in.6. He raises it, 
he lifts it up. 

Wuniska'numowao, v.t.in.6. He raises 
it for him. 

Wuniska'win, n.in. 
a rising, getting 
ing). 

Wuniska'w, v.i.2. 
lying position), 
sleep. 

The resurrection, 
up (in the morn-

He rises (from a 
he gets up from 

Wunisku'm, v.t.in.6. He makes a 
great many tracks. 

Wunnu'kwi, n.in. A sleeve. 
Wunnu'kwaw, v.i.2. He has a sleeve. 
Wun'numun, s.c., Wiyuman, P.c., 

n.in. Ochre, a pigment; fuller's 
earth. 

Wunnumunu'che, n.in. A mountain 
or hill, where ochre is found. "Paint 
Hills" on the east side of Hudson 
Bay. 

Wunnumunsa'kuhikun, n.in. Ochre 
lake, in the district of Patricia. 

Wunuka'sk, n.in. The bark of trees, 
(spruce, pine, etc.). 

Wunuka'skome'kewap, n.in. A bark 
tent. 

Wunuka'skwun, v.imp. It is bark. 
Wunu'skoch, adv. At the end, at the 

top, (of a tree, etc.). 
Wunusko'chichan, n.in. The tip of 

the finger. 
Wunuskochi'chao, v.i.3. It is the tip 

of his finger; lit. his finger comes to 
a point or an end. 

Wunu'skosew, v.i.1. He has an end 
or tip. 

Wunu'skaw, v.imp. It has an end. 
Wunuskwa'skosew, v.imp.l. He has 

an end, (speaking of a tree, etc., 
anim.). 

Wunuskwa'skwun, v.imp. It has an 
end, (speaking of wood). 

Wunuskwa'tik, n.in.loc. The tip of 
a pole, or the top of a tree. 

Wunu'skwatuk, n.in. The end of the 
canoe, (either bow or stern). 

V/unuskwa'tukwask, n.in. The piece 
of willow bended around the end 
of a canoe. 

Wunwa'kowao, v.t.an. He is not 
understood by him, he puzzles him. 

Wunwa'o, v.i.3. He utters the wrong 
sound, he gives the wrong note. 

Wupa'sin, v.i.4. See Opa'sin. A nar
rows. 

Wupas'kwayaw, Opa'skwayaw, v.i.2. 
It is a wooded narrows. 

Wupi'stikwayaw, or Opi'stikwayaw, 
M.C., n.an. A Canadian, a French 
Canadian. 

Wupi'stikwaya'wew, M.c., v.i.1. He is 
a Canadian, he is a French Can
adian. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wusistawa'yetum, M.C., v.i.6. He is 
displeased, as v.t. He is displeased 
with it. 

\Vusistawa'vetumehao, M.V., v.t.an. 
He displeases him, he offends him. 

\,Vusistawa'yetumowin, M.C., n.in. Dis
pleasure, offence. 

\Vusistawa'yimao, M.c., v.t.n. He is 
offended at him. 

Wusista'wisew, M.C., v.i.1. He is 
fretful, he is peevish. 

Wusista'wisewin, M.c., n.in. Fret
fulness, peevishness. 

Wuska'tukaw, or Oska'tukaw, v.imp. 
Jack pines abound; it is a Jack 
pine. 

Wuska'pukwi, n.in. Birch-rind, tent
ting, a roll of birch-bark, (used for 
tent covering). 

Wuskapukwi'ekewap, n.in. A birch
rind tent, a bark tent. 

Wuske'puyehoo, v.i.4. He makes a 
sudden turn, he turns at an angle. 

Wuske'puyew, v.imp. It turns sud
denly at an angle. 

Wusketu'skumik or Wukitu'skumik, 
n.in. The surface of the earth. 

Wuske'w, v.i.5. He turns suddenly, 
(as a bird in alarm deviates). 

Wuskich, Wukich, adv. Outwardly, 
outside, on the top, out, without, 
on the surface. 

Wuski'chisin, Wuki'chisin, v.i.7. He 
lies on the outside, he lies on the 
top, he lies on the surface. 

Wuski'chipuyew, Wuki'chipuyew, v. 
imp. It goes on the top, it moves on 
the surface. 

Wuski'chitin, Wuki'chitin, v.imp. It 
lies on the outside, it lies on the top 
or surface. 

,Wuski'tuhao, v.t.an. He places it on 
the top or on the outside. 

Wuski'tustao, v.imp. or pass. It lies 
or is placed on the outside, it lies 
on the top. 

Wuski'tustaw, v.t.in.2. He places it 
on the top, or on the outside. 

Wuski'tuyao, Wukitunao, He places 
him on the top, or on the outside. 

Wusko, n.in. A cloud. 
Wusko'wun, v.imp. It lowers, it is 

clouded. 
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Wuskowa'kuminum, v.t.in.6. He 
moves the water. 

Wuskowa'kumipuyew, v.imp. The 
water moves. 

Wuskowa'kumuhum, v.t.in.6. He 
moves the water. 

Wuskowa'piskum, s.c., \Vuskowiwa'
piskum, v.t.in.6. He moves it by 
the impact of the body, or foot. 

Wuskowa'puhum, s.c., Wuskowiwa
puhum, P.c., v.t.in.6. He moves it 
by a push or a blow. 

Wuskowe -chika'stachichikun, n.in. 
A moving picture. 

Wuskowe'w, v.i.5. He moves. 
Wuskowe'mukun, v.imp. It moves. 
Wusko'winao, v.t.an. He moves him, 

(speaking of a heavy animate 
object, moved by much strength). 

Wuskow'inum, v.t.in.6. He moves 
it, he has the power to move it. 

Wuskowi'pitum, v.t.in.6. He moves 
it by pulling it, or shaking it. 

Wuskowi'puyew, v.imp. It moves, 
(ref. to a heavy object). 

Wusku'tumoo, or Osku'tumoo, n.in. 
The water lily. 

Wuskwi, n.an. The birch (tree). 
Wuskwi, n.i.n. Birch-bark. 
Wuskwia'tik, n.an. The birch (tree), 

birch wood. 
Wuskwia'tik -a'powi, n.an. A birch

wood paddle. 
Wuskwia'tikoskaw, v.imp. Birch trees 

are numerous. 
Wuskwia'tikota'panask, n.in. A birch 

wood sled. 
Wuskwia'poo, Wuskwia'tika'poo, n.in. 

Birch-sap for making molasses, 
birch-tree syrup. 

Wuskwie'cheman, Wuskwi'oose, n.in. 
A birch-bark canoe. 

Wuskwieya'kun, Wuskwiya'kun, n.in. 
A birch-bark roggin, or dish. 

Wuskwieya'kunew, v.i.1. He has a 
roggin, or dish. 

Wuskwieya'kunikakao, Wuskwiya'ku
nik'.'1-kao, v.i.3. She makes a roggin 
of It. 

Wuskwie'ya'kunikao, Wuskwiya:kuni
k~o, v.i.3. She makes a roggin, or 
dish. 

W1;1skwieya'kunis, Wuskiya'kunis, n. 
in. A small roggin, or dish. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wuskwi'wut, n.in. A deep roggin 
(for holding meat, berries, etc.). 

Wuskwi'wutew, v.i.1. He has a deep 
roggin. 

Wususkwa'choosuk, n.an.pl. Dried 
apples. 

Wuspa'wahao, v.t.an. He wakens him, 
(by making a noise). 

Wususkwa'tooi, pl. Wususkwatoo-
wuk, n.an. A pine cone, a fir cone. 

Wususkwa'towun, v.imp. It is a pine 
cone. 

Wustu'stotin or Ustu'stotin, v.imp. It 
congeals, it curdles. 

Wusuki, s.c., Wusukia, P.c., n.in. 
The skin, his skin. See Musuke. 

Wususwa', adv. Dispersedly, diffus
ively. 

Wususwa'kotao, v.imp; It spreads 
abroad through the air. 

Wususwawa'pinao, v.t.an. He scatters 
them about. 

Wususwawa'pinikao, v.i.3. He is scat
tering, he is sowing seeds. 

Wususwawa'pinikawin, n.in. Disper
sion, diffusion. 

Wususwawa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He scat
ters it, he sows it. 

Wususwa'puyetaw, v.t.in.2. He sprin
kles it around, (e.g. a liquid). 

Wususwa'puyew, v.imp. It spreads 
abroad, it is diffused. 

Wususwa'tissuwao, v.t.an. He dis
perses them, he scatters them. 

Wususwapa'kitin, v.imp. It makes a 
splash, the waves splash into the 
canoe. 

Wususwaya'tikopuyew, v.imp. It 
splashes the water in all directions. 

Wuswapa'kuhikao, v.i.3. He is splash
ing, (water). 

Wuswapa'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He splashes 
it. 

Wuswapa'kuwao, v.t.an. He splashes 
him. 

Wutikwun, n.in. A bough, a branch, 
a knot in the wood. 

Wutikwune'wew, v.i.1. He is knotty, 
(i. e. the tree, or plank). 

Wutikwune'wun, v.imp. It is knotty, 
it is branchy. 

Wutoo' or Wuttoi', n.in. Coagulated 
blood. 

Wutookaw, v.imp. It is a bruise, it 
is livid. 

Wutukumisew, v.i.1. He is hasty, he 
is crabbed, he is ill-tempered. 

Wutuku'mikun, v.imp. It causes ill
temper, it is provoking. 

Wutu'pe, n.in. A root. 
Wutupe'wew, v.imp. He (the tree), 

has a root. 
Wutupe'wun, v.imp. It has a root. 
Wutupe'wewut, or Wutupe'wut, n.in. 

A basket (made from roots). 
Wutupewu'tikakao, v.i.3. She makes 

a basket of it. 
Wutupewu'tikao, v.i.3. She makes a 

basket. 
Wutu'tukwun, or Otutu'kwun, n.in. 

A wing. 
Wututu'kwunew, or Otutu'kwunew, 

v.i.5. He has wings. 
Wututu'kwunewun, or Otutukwune'

wun, v.imp. It has wings. 
Wuwa'nehao, v.t.an. He needs him, 

he is in need of him. 
Wuwa'nisew, v.i.l. He is destitute, 

he is in need. 
Wuwa'nitaw, v.t.in.2. He is in sore 

need of it, he is at a loss without it. 
Wuwa'nutuchehao, E.c., v.t.an. He 

makes him ashamed, he abashes 
him. 

Wuwanutuchew, E.c., v.i.1. He is 
ashamed. 

Wuwa'skowew, v.i.5. He moves con
tinually or intermittently. 

Wuwapa'pipkanao, v.t.an. He swings 
him, (as a rope). 

Wuwapa'pikanum, v.t.in.6. He swings 
it, (as a rope). 

Wuwapa'pikapuyehao, or Wawapa' -
pikapuyehao, v.t.an. He is a-swing
ing him. 

Wuwapa'pikapuyP-w, or Wawapapi
kapuyew, v.imp. It is a-swinging, 
it oscillates. 

Wuwa'sehao, v.t.an. He adorns him, 
he decks him, he dresses him; he 
prepares him, he gets him ready_. 

\Vuwa'sehoo, v.refl.4. He adorns him
self, he dresses himself; he prepares 
himself. 

Wuwa'sehon or Wuwa'sehoowin, n.in. 
An adornment, an ornament; prep
aration. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wuwasehoo'wakao, v.i.3. He decks 
himself with it. 

Wuwasepa'yitew, v.i.l. He delays, 
he lingers, he acts leisurely. . 

Wuwa'setaw, v.t.i.n.2. He adorns 1t, 
he decks it, he garnishes it; he pre
pares it, he gets it ready. 

Wuwa'setumowao, v.t.an. He pre
pares it for him; he adorns it for 
him. 

Wuwata'yemao, v.t.an. He thinks he 
is easy; he under-estimates him as 
an opponent. 

Wuwha'yetum, v.t.in.6. He thinks 
it easy to be done, he thinks little 
of it, he takes his duties lightly. 

Wuwita'yetumowin, n.in. Taking 
one's duties lightly; under-estimat
tion of a task or foe. 

Wuwatuha'skwao, v.i.3. He gets it 
ready for shoqting, (as a bow and 
arrow, or a gun). 

Wuwa'tunuyupao, v.i.3. He gets the 
net ready for setting. 

Wuwaya'pumao, v.t.an. He chooses 
him, (by sight). 

Wuwaya'putum, v.t.in.6. He chooses 
it, (by sight). 

Wuwaya'yetum, Wuwanayetum, v.t. 
in.6. He makes up his mind before
hand, he forms a plan (for action). 

Wuwayayetuma'soo, v.i.4. He decides 
for himself. 

Wuwaya'yetumowin, Wuwana'yetu
mowin, n.in. The act of forming 
an opinion beforehand. 

Wuwaya'yimao, Wuwana'yimao, v.t. 
an. He chooses him, (beforehand), 
he selects him. 

Wuwaya'yimewawin, Wuwanayime
wawin, n.in. Selection, choice. 

Wuwa'yisin, Wuwanisin, v.i.7. He 
lies down comfortably. 

Wuwa'yupew, \Vuwanupew, v.i.1. He 
sits down comfortably. 

Wuwayuske'wukinao, v.t.an. He 
smooths, it, (speaking of the pitch 
on a canoe). 

Wuwe'yukwao, v.i.3. He swears, (pro
fanely), he uses bad language habi
tually. 

Wuweyukwa'tao, v.t.an. He swears 
at him (profusely). 

Wuwe'yukwatum, v.t.in.6. He swears 
at it, (profu~ely).. . 

Wuwe'yukwawm, n.in. Habitual pro-
fanity. 

Wuweyuta'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is 
funny, he is amusing. . . 

Wuweyuta'yetakwun, v.imp. It 1s 
funny, it is amusii:g. . 

Wuweyuta'yetum, v.t.in.6. He 1s amu
sed at it, he has funny thoughts 
of it; he is amused. 

Wuweyuta'yetumowin, n.if!,, Amu.se
ment, being resourceful m makmg 
fun. 

Wuweyuta'yimao, v.t.an. He is amu
sed at him, he has funny thoughts 
of him. 

Wuweyowetum, v.i.6. He hears well, 
(i. e. his sense of hearing is keen). 

Wuweyu'simao, v.t.an. He jokes at 
him; he scores against him, (by 
speech). 

Wuweyu'siyika'soo, v.i.4. He has a 
funny name. 

Wuwe'yutisew, v.i.l. He gets his 
deserts, it serves him right. 

Wuwe'yutisewin, n.in. Retribution, 
trouble, (caused by indescretion). 

Wuwe'yutisekao, v.i.3. He makes 
fun, he causes merriment; he brings 
about retribution, (by his practical 
jokes). 

Wuwe'yutiseka'soo, v.refl.4. He brings 
trouble on himself, (by his prac
tical jokes). · 

Wuweyutiseka'win, n.in. Act of doing 
funny things, practical joking. 

Wuwe'yutwao, v.i.3. He jokes, he 
talks amusingly. 

Wuwe'yutwawin, n.in. Jesting, "cra
cking jokes". 

Wuya's, M.c., adv. Something, some
thing wrong; wrongly. Wuyas ita'
yetum, he has something on his 
mind. 

Wuya'sehao, v.t.an. He cheats him, 
he deceives him. 

Wuya'sehewao, v.i.3. He cheats, he 
deceives. 

Wuya'sehewaskew, v.i.1. He often 
deceives, he is a cheat. 

Wuya'sehewawe, adv.pref. Craftily, 
deceitfully, as adj.pref. crafty, 
deceitful. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wuyasehewa'win, n.in. Deceit, craft, 
dishonesty. 

Wuya'sehisoowin, n.in. Self-delusion, 
self-deception. 

Wuya'setotowao, v.t.an. He cheats 
him, he injures him, he wrongs him. 

Wuya'simao, v.t.an. He cheats him, 
he beguiles, him, he seduces him, 
(by speech). 

Wuya'simewao, v.i.3. He deceives 
by speech. 

WuY_a'sit1i,o, v.t.an. He says some
thmg to him; he blames him. 

Wiy[sitwaw, v.i.an.2. He is deceit
ful, he is craftily wicked. 

Wuya'sitaw, v.i.2. He deceives (by 
action), he is dishonest. 

Wuyasita'yetum, v.i.6. He is dissatis
fied, he has something on his mind. 

Wuye'sum, v.t.in.6. He cuts it out, 
(as a garment). 

Wuye'swao, v.t.an. He cuts him out, 
(as a pair of pants spoken of in 
animate terms). 

Wuyuko'chimao, v.t.an. He places 
him in a certain position in a water
way, (as setting a buoy in a channel). 

Wuyuko'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He places it 
in a certain position in a water-way; 
he anchors it (as a boat). 

Wuyuwe'pitao, v.t.an. He pulls him 
out, he draws him out, he rescues 
him. 

Wuyuwe'pitum, v.t.in.6. He pulls it 
out, he draws it out. 

Wuyuwe'putaw, v.i.2. He runs out, 
(as from a house). 

Wuyuwe'puyehoo, v.i.4. He springs 
out, he rushes out, he emerges sud
denly. 

Wuyuwe'puyew, or Wuyuwe'puyin, 
v.imp. It springs out, it slips out, 
it emerges suddenly. 

Wuyuwe'sipwa'tao, v.i.3. He departs 
out, he goes out. 

\Vuyuwe'stowao, v.t.an. He goes out 
to him. 

Wuyuwe'stum, v.t.in.6. He goes out 
to it. 

Wuyuweta'pao, v.i.3. He is hauling 
(something) out. 

Wuyuwetapa'tao, v.t.an. He hauls 
him out (from an enclosure). 

Wuyuwetapatum, v.t.in.6. He hauls 
it out. 

Wuyuwe'timik, prep. or adv. Outside, 
out, without; in the open air, out 
of doors. 

Wuyuweti'sinao, v.t.an. He holds him 
out (i. e. of a house etc.); he turns 
him out, (by hand). 

Wuyuwetisinum, v.t.in.6. He holds 
it out, (i. e. of a house etc.), he turns 
it out. 

Wuyuweti'ssuwao, v.t.an. He drives 
him out, he expels him, he sends 
him out. · 

Wuyuweti'ssuhum, v.t.in.6. He drives 
it out, he sends it out. 

Wuyuwe'tuhao, v.t.an. He carries 
him out, he takes him out. 

Wuyuwe'tuhewao, v.t.an. He carries 
(people) out, he takes (people) out. 

Wuyuwe'tukisa'puyew, v.imp. The 
bowel prolapses. 

Wuyuwe'tutaw, v.t.in.2. He takes 
it out, he carries it out. 

Wuyuwe'w, v.i.5. He goes out (from 
the house or tent, or from the Band, 
or from the Treaty). The word is 
also used in speaking of having the 
bowels evacuated. 

Wuyuwewa'pinao, v.tan. He throws 
him out, he casts him out; he dis
misses him from some posistion~ 

Wuyuwewa'pinum, v.t.in.6. He throws 
it out, he casts it out. · 

Wuyuwewa'puhum, v.t.in.6. He knocks 
it out, he pushes it out, (as with a 
stick). 

Wuyuwewa'puwao, v.t.an. He knocks 
him out, he pushes him out, (as 
with a stick). 

Wuyuweya'putao, v.imp. The smoke 
goes out, (as from a house). 

Wuyuweya'skonao, v.t.an. He ex
tends him out, (as a pole from a win
dow or a door). 

Wuyuweya'skonum, v.t.in.6. He ex
tends it out, (on a pole from a door). 

Wuyuweya'sekowew, or Wuyuweya'
sekowun, v.imp. It runs out, it 
leaks out. 

Wuyuweya'w, v.i.2. He flies out. 
Wuyuweyu'kinao, v.t.an. He pushes 

him out, he shoves him out. 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Wuyuweyu'kinum, v.t.in.6. He pushes 
it out, he shoves it out. 

y 

Ya'kachisew, s.c., Ya'kutisew, Ya'ki
chisew, P.c., v.i.l. He is light (in 
weight). 

Yaka'piskaw, v.imp. It is light (in 
speaking of metal). 

Yaka'piskisew, v.imp.l. He is light 
speaking of a stone or metal, etc.) 
anim. 

Yaka'skosew, v.imp.l. It is light 
(speaking of wood, anim.). 

Yaka'skwun, v.imp. It is light (speak
ing of wood). 

Ya'ke, adv.prefix. meaning, lightly. 
Ya'kehao, Ya'kenao, v.t.an. He light

ens him. 
Ya'kenikawin, n.in. The act of re

ducing weight. 
Ya'kehoo, v.refl.4. He lightens him

self, (i. e. he has on light clothing, 
etc.). 

Ya'kepuyew, v.i.1. He or it moves 
lightly, it suddenly becomes lighter. 

Ya'ketaw, v.t.in.2. He lightens it. 
Ya'kenum, v.t.in.6. He lightens it. 
Ya'kun, or Ya'kusin, v.imp. It is 

light in weight. 
Ya'kwa or Maya'kwam, interj. Take 

care, mind yourself, beware. 
Yakwama'yetakosew, v.i.1. He is 

accounted sacred, he is awe-inspir
ing; he is prudent. 

Yakwama'yetakwun, v.imp. It is 
accounted sacred, it is awe-inspir
ing. 

Yakwama'yetum, v.t.in.6. He is care
ful, (i. e. in his ways); he reverences 
it. 

Yakwama'yetumowin, n.in. Careful
ness, reverence; sacredness. 

Yakwama'yimao, v.t.an. He thinks 
him to be very c~reful (in his ways), 
he reverences him. 

Yakwame'stowao or Yakwamise'sto
wao, v.t.an. He is on his guard 
against him, he is a ware of him. 

Yakwame'stum, or Yakwamise'stum, 
v.t.~n.6. He is on his guard against 
it, he exercises care with regard to 
it. 
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Yakwa'mew or Yakwa'misew, v.i.l. 
He guards, he takes care, be be
wares, he minds, he is careful, he 
is cautious. 

Yakwa'mimao, v.t.an. He warns him, 
he cautions him, he tells him to 
take care. 

Yakwa'misewin, n.in. Carefulness, 
cautiousness, prudence. 

Yan, n.in. The calf of the leg. 
Yanikotine, Y anikotineka, P.C., Nani-

kotinika, s.c., adv. Sometimes, 
occasionally. 

Yasapa'kinao, P.C., Nasapa'kinao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He lowers or leads him down, 
(by means of a rope, etc.). 

Yasapa'kinum, P.c., Napsapa'kinum, 
s.c., v.t.in.6. He lowers it down, 
(by means of a rope, etc.). 

Ya'senao, P.c., Na'senao, s.c., v.t.an. 
He takes him down (with the hand). 

Ya'senum, P.c., Nasenum, s.c., v.t. 
in.6. He takes it down, he lowers 
it (with the hand). 

Ya'sepuyehao, v.t.an. He slides him 
down, he lowers him. 

Ya'sepuyehoo, P.c., Na'sepuyehoo, s.c., 
v.i.4. He slides down, (e. g. a tree), 
he descends. 

Ya'sepuyew, P.c., Na'sepuyew, s.c., 
v.imp. He or it descends, he or it 
goes down. 

Yasseti'ssinao, P.c., Nasseti'ssinao, 
s.c., v.t.an. He hands him down, 
he puts him down (with the hand). 

Yasseti'ssihum, P.c., Nasseti'ssinum, 
s.c., v.t.in.6. He hands it down, 
he puts it down (with the hand). 

Yasseti'ssuhumowao, P.c., Nasseti'
ssuhumowao, s.c., v.t.an. He sends 
it down to him. 

Yasseti'ssuwao, i>.c., Nassetissuwao, 
s.c., v.t.an. He sends him down. 

Yaseto'towao, P.c., Naseto'towao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He descends to him. 

Ya'sew, P.c., Na'sew, s.c., v.i.5. He 
descends. 

Yasu'skao, v.i.3. He descends to the 
ground. 

Ya'tokumik or Uya'tokumik adv. 
In another's house or tent. ' 

Yawii'o, v.i.3. It sounds far off it is 
a distant sound. ' 

late, lark, lean, leek, lick, like, local, loon, luck. 
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Yawa'pumao, P.c., Nawapumao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He sees him from a dis
tance, he is far from him. 

Yawa'putum, P.C., Nawaputum, s.c., 
v.t.in.6. He sees it from a distance, 
he is far from it. 

Yawa'tukun, P.c., Nawa'tukun, s.c., 
It is a deep hole, or pit, or a long 
burrow. 

Yawa'watao, P.C., Nawa'watao, s.c., 
v.imp. A gun report heard afar off. 

Yawina'kosew, P.c., Nawina'kosew, 
s.c., v.i.1. He appears a long way 
off. 

Yawina'kwun, P.c., Nawina'kwun, s.c., 
v.imp. It appears a long way off. 

Yaya'num, v.i.6. He swims, (as a 
human being). 

Ya'yikipitao, P.c., Na'nikipitao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He tears him, he rends him. 

Ya'yikipitum, P.c., Nanikipitum, s.c., 
v;t.in.6. He tears it, he rends it. 

Ya'yikipuyew, P.c., Na'nikipuyew, s.c., 
v.imp. It rends, (as print, calico, 
etc.). 

Yayikochicha'pitao, v.t.an. He tears 
it out of his hand. 

Ya'yim, Nayim, ·P.c., Nanim, s.c., 
To windward, facing the wind. 

Yayi'miskaw, E.C., Nani'miskaw, s.c., 
Nuyi'miskaw, P.c., v.i.2. He walks 
against the wind. 

Yayimi'skum, E.C., Nani'miskum, s.c., 
Nuyimiskum, P.c., v.i.6. He walks 
against the wind. 

Yayi'muhum, E.C., Nani'muhum, s.c., 
Nuyi'muhum, P.c., v.imp. He pad
dles or· rows against the wind. 

Ya'yimun, or Na'I?-im~n, E.C., N1;1yi 1
-

mun, P.c., Numma w, s.c., v.imp. 
It is head wind. 

Yayiski'pitao, v.t.an. He draws him 
out, he pulls him out, (as a dead 
rabbit from his skin). 

Yayiski'pitum, v.t.in.6. He draws it 
out, he pulls it out, (as a gun from 
the gun-coat). 

Yayiskwa'nao, E.C., Naniskwanao, 
s.c., Yaya'skonao, P.c., v.t.an. He 
strokes him on the head or neck. 

Ya'yita, or Ya'yitan, adv. Rather, 
without fail, by all means, in pref
erence to. 

Ya'yowehao, P.c., Na'nowehao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He spoils him, he destroys 
him. 

Ya'yowehoo, P.c., Na'nowehoo, s.c., 
v.reft.4. He destroys himself, (i. e. 
he loses his life by being too ven
turesome). 

Ya'yowisew, P.c., Na'nowisew, s.c., 
v.i.1. He is spoiled, he is unfit for 
use (speaking of game when it has 
become putrid). 

Ya'yowisewin, P.c., Na'nowisewin, s.c., 
n.in. Death by misadventure, des
truction, the condition of being 
ruined, corruption. 

Ya'yowitaw, P.c., Na'nowitaw, s.c., 
v.t.2. He spoils it, he destroys it. 

Ya'yowun, P.c., Na'nowun, s.c., v.imp. 
It is spoiled, it is destroyed, it is 
putrid, it is ruined. 

Ya'yow or Eya'yow, adv. Rather, 
seemingly. 

Ya'kow, P.c., Na'kow, s.c., n.in. Sand. 
Ya'kowun, P.c., Na'kowun, s.c., v.imp. 

It is sandy. 
Yakowa'kumew, P.c., Nakowa'kumew, 

v.imp. It is sandy (as water with 
sand suspended in it). 

Yakowemu'skotao, n.in. A sandy 
plain. 

Yakowi'skaw, v.imp. There is much 
sand, it is sandy. 

Yakowuta'wukaw, v.imp. It is a sand
bar (of a river); as n.in. a sand
bank. 

Varna, E.c., adv. A great deal (a 
local word). 

Yi'yao, v.i.3. He breathes. 
Yay['soo, ii.i.4. He pants. 
Yaya'totakawin, n.in. The act of 

breathing on another, inspiration. 
Yiya't6towao, v.t.an. He breathes 

on him. 
Y[ya'win, n.in. The breath, the air. 
Yekisti'kwayaw, v.imp. It forks, (as 

a river). 
Yekisti'kwayaw, v.imp. It forks, (as 
Yeki'chikaw, n.an. A weak person, 

a bungler, a clumsy person. 
Yekichika'wew, v.i.1. He is a weak 

person, he is a bungler, he is clumsy. 
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Ye'kenikao, P.c., Ne'kinikao, s.c., 
He is milking (the cow). 

Ye'kinao, P.C., Ne'kinao, s.c., v.t.an. 
He milks her. 

Yekitowisew, v.i.1. It branches, it 
divides, (anim.). 

Yekitowita'skunao, v.i.3. He has 
branching horns, he has diverging 
horns. 

Yekltowaw or Neki'towaw, v.imp. 
It branches, it forks, it diverges, 
it divides. 

Ye'kuhum, v.t.in.6. He squeezes it 
out, (as by pressing with a stick); 
he lossens it. 

Ye'kuma! or Yu'kuma! interj. Not so, 
it is not the case. 

Ye'kuwao, v.t.an. He squeezes him 
out; he loosens him. 

Yew, E.c., v.irreg. He says, (a local 
word). 

Yewa'kochin, P.c., Newakochin, s.c., 
v.i.7. He hangs loosely, (as from a 
branch of a tree). 

Yewa'kotao, P.C., Newa'kotao, s.c., 
fl.imp. It dangles, it hangs or 
swings. 

Yewa'sin or Newa'sin, v.imp. It is 
shallow, it is shoal, (at low tide). 

Yewa'w, P.c., Newa'w, s.c., v.imp. 
It is empty, it decreases, (as a foot
ball when the air escapes). 

Yewe'puyew, P.c., Newe'puyew, s.c., 
fl.imp. It decreases, (as a swelling), 
it lessens, it subsides. 

Yewu'hikao, P.c., Newuhikao, s.c., 
fl.i.3. She is pounding dried meat 
or fish. 

Yewuhi'kunuk, P.c., Newuhi'kunuk, 
s.c., n.an.pl. Pounded meat or 
fish. 

Yewuhi'kunew, Oyewuhikunew, P.c., 
Newuhikunew, s.c., v.i.1. He has 
some pounded meat or fish. 

Ye'wuhum, Ye'wutuhum, P.c., Ne'wu
hum, or Ne'wutuhum, s.c., v.t.in.6. 
He pounds it (as meat). 

Yewutuwao, Yewuwao, P.c., Newu'
tuwao, or Newuwao, s.c., v.t.an. 
He pounds him, (as dried fish). 

Yeye'kichkhan or Nene'kichkhan, n. 
in. A finger. 

Yeye'kisitan, n.in. A toe. 
Yeyekope'wepesim or Y ekope'wepe

sim, n.in. The rimy month, Nov
ember. 

Y eyeku' stis, n.an. A glove. 
Yeyeku'stisao, v.t.an. He is wearing 

gloves. 
Yeyeku'stisikao, v.i.3. She is making 

gloves. 
Yeyekwa'piskutin, s.c., Eyekwa'pis

kutin, P.C.,· v.imp. It is rimy 
(speaking of metal). 

Yeyekwu'chew, s.c., Eyekwu'chew, 
P.c., v.i.1. He is rimy. 

Yeyekwu'skumikuchew, v.i.1. He is 
rimy. 

Yeyekwu'skumikutin, s.c., Eyekwu
skumikutin, P.c., v.imp. It is rimy, 
it is frosty, (i.e. the ground). 

Yeyekwu'tin, s.c., Eyewutin, P.c., 
v.imp. It is rimy. 

Yeyekwutino'wepesim, n.in. The rimy 
month, November. 

Yeyippe'w, v.i.5. He is active, he is 
diligent, he is industrious, he per
severes. 

Yeyippe'win, n.in. Activity, dili
gence, industry. 

Yikwa'konahum, Uyakonahum, P.c., 
Nikwa'konahum, s.c., v.t.in.6. He 
buries it under the snow, he covers 
it with snow. 

Yikwa'konao, or Uya'konao, P.c., 
Nikwa'konao, s.c., v.imp. It is 
buried under the snow. 

Yikwa'konawao, or Uya'konawao, v.t. 
an. He covers him over with snow, 
he buries him under the snow. 

Yikwu'hum, P.C., Nikwu'hum, s.c., 
v.t.in.6. He covers it with snow, 
earth, etc. 

Yikwuhu'skan, P.C., Nikwuha'skan, 
s.c., n.in. A grave. 

Yikwu'skwun, P.c., Nikwu'skwun, 
s.c., v.imp. It is cloudy, it is dull, 
it is overcast. 

Yi'kwuwao, P.c., Ni'kwuwao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He covers him with snow, 
earth, etc. 

Yipwa'kahao or Nipwa'kahao, v.t.an. 
He makes him wise, or prudent. 

Yipwaka'watisew or Nipwaka'wati
sew, He is wise he is prudent, he 
is discreet. 
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Yipwakawa'tisewin, or Nipwakawa'
tisewin, Yipwa'kawin or Nipwa'
kawin, n.in. Wisdom, prudence, 
discretion. 

Yipwa'kaw or Nipwa'kaw, v.i.2. He 
is wise, he is prudent, he is dis
creet. 

Yiskiskwa'moo, or Yiskikwa'mew, 
v.i.4. He sleeps soundly, he loses 
consciousness in sleep. 

Yiskikwa'mowin, n.in. Falling asleep. 
Yiskikwa'mpuyew, v.i.1. He falls 

asleep. 
Yiskin. -ke'sikaw, or Asku'ne -ke'si

kaw, n.in. The whole day long, 
all day long. 

Yiskin -tipi'skaw, or Asku'ne -tipi'
skaw, n.in. The whole night long, 
all night long. 

Yiskipaya'hun, or Niskipaya'hun, v. 
imp. It is flooded by the force of 
the wind. 

Yiskipa'o or Niskipa'o, v.imp. It is 
flooded, it is overflowed, the water 
floods. 

Yiskipa'puyew or Niskipa'puyew, v. 
imp. The tide rises to overflow, 
the water covers the land. 

Yiskipa'win, n.in. Inundation, a del
uge. 

Yiski'potao or Niski'potao, v.imp. It 
is flooded, it is overflowed. 

Yiskipota'win, or Niskipota'win, n.in. 
A flood, an overflow. 

Yiski'puyew, or Niski'puyew, v.imp. 
It rises (as the tide), the tide rises, 
it overflows. 

Y o-yoo ! Exclamation of excitement, 
equivalent to "Here, here, what 
now"! 

Yo-yoo! Exclamation of surprise, 
equivalent to "What now! Well 
now''! 

Yuhe, pron.dem.pl. Those things, 
(in answer to Tanihe?) 

Yoska'tisew, v.i.1. He is gentle, he 
is good natured, he is meek, he is 
good tern pered. 

Yoska'tisewin, n.in. Gentleness, meek
ness, good nature, tenderness. 

Yoskecha'skewukaw, v.imp. It is 
soft clay, it is soft mud. 

YUKA.'STIMONA.TIK 

Yoskecha'tuk, n.in. Soft wood, rot
ten wood. 

Yo'skehao, v.t.an. He makes him soft, 
he softens him. 

Y osketa'hao, v.i.3. He is tender
hearted. 

Yosketaha'stowao, v.t.an. He is ten
der-hearted towards him. 

Yosketaha'win, Tender-heartedness 
lowliness. ' 

Yo'sketaw, v.t.in.2. He softens it, 
he makes it soft. 

Yosketu'kaw, v.imp. 'It is rotten, or 
soft, (i. e. wood). 

Yo'skisew, v.i.1. He is soft, he is 
tender. 

Yoskotowaya'stun, v.imp. It flickers, 
(as a candle). 

Y~sk?-'w or Yo'skun, v.imp. It is soft, 
1t 1s tender. 

Yospa'tisew, v.i.1. He is patient, he 
is calm, not easily provoked. 

Y ~spa'tisewin, n.in. Moderation, pat
ience, good nature. 

Yospi'sehao, v.t.an. He tames him. 
Yospi'sew, v.i.1. He is tame, he is 

gentle, he is tender, (in disposition) 
Yospise'wekisawa'tisewin, n.in. Ten

der mercy, (a coined word). 
Y o'tahum, v.t.in.6. He opens it, (as 

a tent door is held open). 
Y ota'kotao, v.imp. The door hangs 

or swings open, it stands ajar. 
Y ota'num, v.t.in.6. He opens it, 

(as a door with the h~nd). 
Y ota'numowao, v.t.an. He -holds the 

door open for him. 
Yo'tin, n.in. The wind. 
Yo'tin, v.imp. It is windy, it is bois

terous. 
Yo'tinipuyew, v.imp. The wind comes 

up suddenly, it is squally. 
Yo'tinisin, v.imp. It is rather windy. 
Yotinu'sk, n.in. A wind cloud. 
Yo'wao, v.imp. It blows, it lets out 

air. Ma'twa yo'wao, the sound of 
passing wind is heard. 

Yukena, or Tu'kina, adv. All the 
time, all .. along. 

Yuka'stimon, P.C., Nuka'stimon, s.c., 
n.in. A sail. 

Yuka'stimonatik, P.C., Nuka'stimona
tik, s.c., n.in. A mast. 
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Yuka'stimonatiko -ka'kao, v.i.3. He 
makes a mast of it. 

Yuka'stimonatikokao, v.i.3. He is 
making a mast. 

Yuka'stimonakin, P.c., Nuka'stimo
nakin, s.c., n.in. Sail-cloth. 

Yu'ke, P.c., Nuke, s.c., adv.pref. 
Increasingly. 

Yu'kehao, P.C., Nu'kehao, s.c., v.t.an. 
He increases him or them, he causes 
them to increase. 

Yukehewa'win, P.C., Nukehewa'win, 
s.c., n.in. Increase, accumalation. 

Yu'kehoo, P.C., Nu'kehoo, s.c., V. 

refl.4. He increases himself, (speak
ing of money gaining interest). 

Yuke'kichikawin, P.C., Ntikekichika
win, s.c., n.in. Increase in growth, 
(as in gardening). 

Yuke'kitaw, P.C., Nuke'kitaw, s.c., 
v.t.in.2. He rncreases its growth, 
he makes it grow. 

Yuke'puyew, P.C.; Nukepuyew, s.c., 
v.imp. It enlarges, it increases, it 
accumulates, it expands. 

Yu'ketaw, P.C., Nu'ketaw, s.c., v.t. 
in.2. He enlarges it, he increases 
it, he adds to it, he prolongs it. 

Yuke'tumowao, P.C., Nuke'tumowao, 
s.c., v.t.an. He increases it for him. 

Yu'ke -uya'w,· P.C., Nu'ke -uya'w, 
s.c., v.i.2. He increases. 

Yu'kichikao, v.i.3. See Ukichikao. 
Yu'kinao, P.C., Nu'kinao, s.c., v.t.an. 

He pushes him. 
Yu'kinum, P.C., Nu'kinum, s.c., v.t. 

in.6. He pushes it, (by hand). 
Yukinu'mowao, P.C., Nukinu'mowao, 

s.c., v.t.an. He pushes it for him. 
Yuki'skum, P.C., Nukiskum, s.c., 

v.t.in.6. He pushes it, (with his 
body or foot). 

Yuki'skowao, P.C., Nuki'skowao, s.c., 
v.t.an. He pushes him, (with his 
body or foot). 

Yukuki'chikao, v.i.3. He increases 
the price, he adds to the number. 

Yukuki'chikawin, n.in. The increased 
price, the additional count. 

Y uku'kimao, v.t.an. He increases 
the value of him, he makes him 
dearer. 

Yuku'kitum, v.t.in.6. He increases 
the price of it, he makes it dearer. 

Yukuhi'pikwan, n.in. A ramrod. 
Yu'kuhum, P.C., Nu'kuhum, s.c., 

v.t.in.6. He pushes it, (e. g. with a 
stick). 

Yu'kuwao, P.C., Nu'kuwao, s.c., v.t.an. 
He pushes him. 

Yuwusike'sikaw or Uwusike'sikaw, n. 
in. The alternate day, every other 
day. 
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